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MOVING PICTURE WORLD

UA Smashing Climax’
-^liljsvankee Sentinel

“A Good Cast"
'

—The Film Daily

‘A Big Punch "

—The Billboard

’‘Thrills
Milwaukee Journal

“Audience Appeal
"

'>///

—Moving Picture World

“Box Office Poieeif
—Motion J’k'ture Nevi%

UNIVERSAL SUPER

^ SCHI
and a $uj>erb ca$t inctudind WINIFRED BRYSON.

i

CHARLES CLARY, WINTER HALL, RICHARD KEAN, ANNA I

MAE WONG, EDWARD BURNS, GEORGIAWOODTHORPE

A HARDY CARSON PRODUCTION

RES
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WESLEY
BARRY

and

HARRY MYERS
in

thePRINTER’S
DEVIL I *

Story By Julien Josephson

Directed By William Beaudine

A Fast Moving Comedy-Drama With “Freckles’

an Inkstained Cupid in Overalls.

’greater Gmusemeni
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WILLIAM FOX
presents

DAVID BELASCO'S
STAGE SUCCESS-

GOVERNORS
LADY

by ALICE BRADLEY

oJ harry millarde
PRODUCTION
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WILLIAM FOX

SHORT SUBJECTS

AL STJOHN
CurrentRelease

FULL SPEED AHEAD
Coming SoonSLOWAND SURE

CLYDE COOK
JVow Ready

WET AND WEARY
^<AyanfestBe payee

William Fox

IMPERIAL COMEDIES
They'd make the Sphinjc laugh

shTovo Playing JBoohJVbw

UP INTHEAIR THE MONKEYIMM

William Fox

SUNSHINE COMEDIES
JVbw Playing i y ^ ,

Jfow Heady DANCE ORDIE Coming hi//
/
t

THE ROARING UON SOMEBODY LIED

FOX EDUCATIONAL
ENTERTAINMENTS

<Now Playing
•AGOLD FISH STORY^ MYSTERIES OFYUCATAN

SUNSHINEAND ICE IRELAND TODAY- TOILERS OFTHE EQUATOR
NewPeleases BOOKNOW

CLOISTERS IN THE CLOUDS and UNIVERSITIES oftheWORLD

OF PROGRESS"

OnroEPENDENG-
fr tTpmCTH

t
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WITH AN ALU-STAR CAST INCLUDING
EARLE WILLIAMS ALICE CALHOUN
CULLEN LANDIS WANDA HAWLEY
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Wire Dame"

'eruce

cPresenting

\Jhe^erSsTENSE MOMENTS
From FAMOUS PLAYS
and GREAT AUTHORS

CLppko
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Territory

Sold
*

*

mjxcbitKGreater New York and No. New
Jersey, Kerman Film Exchange.
Eastern Penna. and So. New Jersey,

Standard Film Exchange. New York
State. Bond Photoplay, Inc. Michi-
gan, Exclusive Film Exchange. New
England, American Feature Film
Exchange. Maryland, Delaware,
District of.Columbia and Virginia,

Art Film Exchange. Domin-
ion of Canada, H. E. Feld-

k stien. A

Authors’ Names

Which Mean Money

Alexandre Dumas
William M. Thackeray
Nathaniel Hawthorne
William Shakespeare

Victor Hugo
Charles Dickens
Ouida—Daudet

Anti Others.
*V>

CORPO

1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK



MOVING PICTURE WORLD

the Theatres in which. Paramo

Pictures will be demonstrated
(Correct to date, October 27th)

T> ELOW is a list, to date, of the theatres throughout the country in which the

new Paramount Pictures will be demonstrated. This is in accordance w*
'

Paramount’s new policy under which Paramount Pictures demonstrate their

worth at the box-office before being sold to exhibitors.

A 6-column advertisement will be run in the newspapers of each city in

demonstration theatre is located, informing the public that this particr-
toria /

will show Paramount’s new pictures in advance of general release.
Director

picts the demonstration theatre, the manager, and is localized for e? mira-

tion city.

Look over this list:

East

New York Rivoli, Rialto

Philadelphia Stanton

Washington, D. C Palace, Columbia

Buffalo Shea’s Hippodrome
Boston Fenway
New London, Conn Crown
Utica, N. Y Avon
Lewiston, Me Empire
Bangor, Me Opera House

South
Dallas, Tex Palace

Atlanta, Ga Howard
Jacksonville, Fla Arcade
Charlotte, N. C Imperial

Birmingham, Ala Strand

Mobile, Ala Bijou

Litle Rock, Ark Capitol

Okla. City, Okla Criterion

San Antonio, Tex Empire
Memphis, Tenn Koew’s Palace

Charleston, W. Va Virginian

Nashville, Tenn Knickerbocker

West
San Francisco Granada

eles Metropolitan

Denver .Rialto

Salt Lake City Paramount-Empress^
Billings, Mont Reger1

Boise City, Ida Pinrr

Spokane, Wash Clemriu

Mid-West
Chicago McVickel
St. Louis Missouri

Detroit Madison
Pittsburgh Olympic i

Minneapolis Stale]

Des Moines Des Moir
Omaha Riaf

Cincinnati Capit

Columbus, O Grand, Souther"
Kansas City Newma .

Wichita Miller,

Grand Rapids, Mich Majestic.

Sandusky, O Plazal

Madison, Wise MadWnJ
Appleton, Wise App
Springfield, 111 pr j

Flint, Mich
Lima, O Qu1T<t
Zanesville, O QuimL
Battle Creek, Mich Reg'
Erie, Pa st

Altoona, Pa Capitol, OHf



He was her

Slave. Would
he ever be freed

from her wiles,

her seductive

charm?
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Rothe role he created in jioodin

icturization of an im>

rtal story by the great

nore de Balzac, the man
o understood women.

A box-office prize for

speedy booking from

June

Mathis

Editorial

Director

plctwif/v^J^osrrzoboLitart*
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l~i picture with the Action
o£a"Mountain Tori*

'IpHE RAPIDS” will sweep them into your theatre

and hold them spellbound. Strong as the great

doors, mysterious and alluring as the plunging

ers. Man is pitted against the forces of nature,

good against evil in big business.

THER ERNEST SHIPMAN
CURRENT ATTRACTIONS

he Critical Age”
her picture with a wonderful title. Which of the seven ages

kespeare is the critical one? Adapted from Ralph Connor’s
ipping book, “Glengarry School Days.”

i From Glengarry”

rapidly during the exciting river runs, the crash

rs, the jams in the rapids. Laws and logs are
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“The White Rose” pictures a love story of tremen-

dous appeal, beautifully told—a story of plain people

aimed straight at the heart, and never missing its

mark,—a story like a page from life—a story that

will tug at the heart strings of every spectator from

every class—a story that draws on every human emo-

tion, and that first brings tears, then relieving laughter.

The incomparable Mae Marsh, again under Griffith

direction, does the greatest work of her career. The

many millions who knew her in other days are sure

to welcome her in this triumphant return to the

screen ; the delicately beautiful Carol Dempster,

known for her splendid work in Griffith pictures;

Ivor Novello, the handsome hero and Neil Hamilton,

a new Griffith “discovery.”

The Picture
All the D. W. Griffith touches in picture-making are

found in this film. It is artistic for those who want

screen art; pleasing for those who want deep pathos

plus subtle comedy; a woman’s picture but also a

man’s picture; a picture that is dramatic and enter-

taining at all timfes; a film without a dull moment,

with superb photography depicting the most beauti-

ful scenes,

NOW BOOKING
UNITED AHTI/TJ' CORPORATION

MARY PICKFORD CHARLIE CHAPLJN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS D. W. GRIFFITH

H1I3AM AORAMJ* • PRESIDENT

1

W GRIFFITH
Drefcn/r

r
freWHITE



nat Your Patrons Want
?hat the Picture Has

Every one of your patrons—no matter the age, the sex or
the station in life—will enjoy “Paddy-the-Next-Best-
Thing,” and will find genuine entertainment from the very
first flicker to the final scene of a most thrilling climax.

Mae Marsh as Paddy, the tom-boy daughter who tries to

take the place of the son, gives one of those rare perform-
ances which have made her loved by millions. Here she
is hoydenish, impish, prankish, but always just bordering
on the serious.

Romance for those in love with Love. Thrills for those
who want breath-taking suspense. Adventure for those
who like a real man-to-man fight scene. Action for those
who want their pulses stirred and a final climax that will

make anybody sit up and take notice.

Big Comedy Drama
1th Big Audience Appeal

Graham Wilcox Productions, Ltd.

present

Paddy -the-Next-Best- Thin
By Gertrude Page

Now Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave., New York

, Hiram Abrams:. P le^t
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Don’t Miss It.”
‘Richard, the Lion-Hearted,’ a sequel to

Robin Hood,’ accounted for the string of
hopeful ticket buyers extending from the
Strand Theatre box office all the way down
47th Street. We enjoyed Richard quite as
much as we enjoyed Robin. We were hap-
pily surprised, because we had not expected
great things. Wallace Beery as Richard, the

Lion-Hearted, is magnificent. He is a royal
King! We should advise every one not to

miss it.7—Harriette Underhill, N. Y. Tribune.

“By All Means See It
’ 9

“If you like romantic adventure skilfully don
into a movie, by all means see ‘Richard, th

Lion-Hearted.’ It is a colorful tale, and beau
tiful maidens are saved and villainous foreign

ers slain while you pant in suspense. Th
great difference between ‘Richard, the Lion
Hearted’ and the ‘million dollar spectacles

which dot Broadway and its side streets is tha
tickets don’t cost you $2.’’—N. Y. Sun.

ti
Exactly The Thing .

’ 9

aA Good Picture.

9 9

“
‘Richard, the Lion-Hearted’ is a good pic^i

ture. In the role of Richard, Wallace Beery!
is the same splendid, forceful, vital, engaging
King that he was in Robin Hood.’ We are

given a glimpse of the unforgotten wonders of

‘Robin Hood’.”—R. E. Sherwood, N. Y. Her-
ald.

“
‘Richard, the Lion-Hearted,’ is exactly th*

thing as a photoplay for Associated Authors!
Wallace Beery, the leading actor, the Strana
Theatre, and, most important of all, also for

the movie-going populace.”—N. Y. Evening
Telegram.

(iMost Enjoyable.

’ f

aDramatic Moments. f *

“Wallace Beery gives a convincing and vital

performance as King Richard. There are

dramatic moments, excellently staged scenes,

and it takes us back to the stirring times of,

the Crusaders.”—Morning Telegraph.

“Wallace Beery gives an interpretation of Eng- !

land’s crusading King which is human to- the--

Nth degree, and which shows the greatness
and the smallness of this medieval hero.
These actions are unconventional and most
enjoyable. —N. Y. Evening Mail.

it
Pictorially Beautiful.

9 9

“Strikes Home.

9

“
‘Richard, the Lion-Hearted’ is a pictorially

beautiful picture.”—N. Y. World.

a
“Associated Authors in their initial produc-
tion struck home. The settings are splendid,

as are the costumes. Wallace Beery fills the

role he had in ‘Robin Hood’ just as one would
want it, and in the humorous scenes he is ex-

cellent. The cast is far above the average
N. Y, Times.

Laughs On All Sides.

99

“We heard laughs on all sides at the subtle,

clever performance of Wallace Beery. Others
were affected as we were. You might be,
too. if you see the picture. As for settings,

frills, and all the rest, they’re all just fine.
1

Excellent, in fact!”—N. Y. Daily News,
f

I

Qssodated Guthors, Inc.

Jrank. WoodsD [\ £!mer 'Harris

Thompson Buchanan ZD. 'JhomaS

I

I

r
resent

w

RiCHARD the
LION-HEARTED

II

O (Jrank, Woods Production
Based on Sir WalterScott's novel

,

"77he 'JalismaS
with Wallace Beery as "!(inq SLichard

"

the role he created in "J^oSin Hood "
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Done in Oil”

ty, and there is plenty, in

1 fields of California, forms

ot of this excellent Christie

dy . . .

.

. the thrills that exist

one in Oil” are extremely

.... Your folks will gasp

trill as well as laugh at this

—Film Daily.

Crammed With Action

and Thrills

A REGULAR
GUSHER

OF LAUGHS
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YOUR AUDIENCEWILL GIVE THREE CHEER1

Juvenile
-COMEDIES-

WHEN
YOU SHOW

A Series of Two-Reel Kid Comedies
With Wonderful Exploitation Possibility

As Many Laughs for the
as for th^Youngsters

Directed by Qil Pratt 1

Vith ERNEST BUTTERWORTH— c. TD^ooy CARTWRIGHT ."THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM!
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ler Bros. Classics

le Screen

; Johnny Jones”
Age of Innocence”
etia Lombard”

>pectable”
ith Woman”

drummel”
way After Dark”
•inter’s Devil”
> Educate a Wife”
Washington, Jr.”
jy

lose”

mntry Kid”

ed”
tor 1492’

..v

wESLE
BARR

4- 4-1

THE
COUNTRY KID* 1

Story By Jtilien Josephson

Directed By William Beaudine

With Helen Jerome Eddy, Bruce Guerin and “Sp<

O’Donnell in a Delightfully Human Drama Fill]

With Pathos, Romance and Adventure.

Playing New York’s Rialto Theatre 1

Week Beginning Oct. 28th
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FAT OFF

xjurif3mperial Pictures ltd Exclusive,

/Distributors tkruout ifreatorBritain

SirWilliamfJu.ry Manoqinq director

presents

^Directed by

DWARD SLOMAN
TkAtoyraphecL bif GEORGES KIZARD

art Director XXHUGHES

(With

JAMES KIRKWOOD
ELINOR FAIR

.
LESTER CUNEO
MARY ALDEN
GEORGE SIEGMAN
and other Jfotable IPlayers



METRO
nlCTUf^

KtHFD”FEATH|?.r

the EAGLES
FEATHER

JAMES KIRKWOOD
ELINOR FAIR

GEORGE SEIGMAN
MARY ALDEN
LESTER CUNEO
ADOLPH MENJOU
And Others

SUPERB POSTERS
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CREATE MORE BEAUTI-
FUL POSTERS THAN METRO HAS PROVIDED
FOR THIS PRODUCTION. IF EVER A THEATRE
OWNER HAD REASON TO GO THE LIMIT ON
POSTER DISPLAY HE HAS IT WITH THIS PAPER.
CAN YOU IMAGINE ANYONE WHO EVER GOES
TO THE MOVIES NOT BEING IMPRESSED BY
THE POSTERS SHOWN HERE? IT IS A WON-
DERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO ATTRACT NEW
PATRONS TO YOUR THEATRE.

A
METRO
PICTURE



ASTORY o£LONG ISLAND SOCIETY and the C COURTS

REG US
pat

jury Imperial Pictures Ltd- ZxclusiOe Distributors thruout
Great Jiritaiyv" 5ir tf/tlLCam furt/ 4

Manaujiru] Director.

Scenario by REX TAILOR
‘from, RITA WEIMAM'S sioru
<vHTO WHOM IT MAT CONCERN'

CDirectzcL



LAW

ESTELLE
TAYLOR,

MARGUERITE
DE LA MOTTE

DAVID
BUTLER.

WALTER.
LONG

RALPW
\LEWIS

Ju.ry9mpt.yial Pictures
j

itcLfxclusiVf Distributors1

lhruaut Qreat Britain
Sir William Jury. i

EDWARD
CONNELLY

ictureManaQina (Director

LOUIS BURSTON

cAn Original Story by

JOHN B. CLYMER
andHENRYS.SYMONDS

^ith an ALL STAR
CAST including

MargueriteDej&Irfptte

{john iBovOers

.

Sstelle ^Jaglor

DaOid J3u€Ler

{jdadard. Connelhj

f{glph J^ia)ls
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The Greatest

Variety ofComedy Subjects

Offered Today!
BABY PEGGY

Baby Peggy’s Century Comedies look
good to shrewd exhibitors everywhere.
They are cashing in on the tremendous
publicity she has recently been receiving
in magazines and newspapers. Fall in

line for the biggest box-office comedy
bet that ever came your way.

PAL, The Dog
Here is a dog with a sense of humor 1

He’s a lucky dog to get the wonderful
direction and fine stories given him by
Universal—but he's a hound for comedy
himself. A Real box-office bet who will

pack them in 1

BUDDY MESSINGER
The real American boy, known to every
motion picture fan in the country, Buddy
Messinger in his new series of rollicking

Century Comedies will make your audi-

ences double up with laughter and your
receipts double in volume at the box
office.

ROSCOE KARNS
His mirth is of that bubbling, original,

contagious type that makes everybody
hold their sides with laughter—and hold
dates open for his comedies. See him in

his latest Century Comedies, laugh, and
let a world of patrons laugh with you.

JACK EARLE
Something new — brand
new—in the comedy field!

An eight-foot Prince of

Comedy, a towering box-
office attraction. Your audi-
ences will be convulsed by
the Century Comedies in

which he appears.

FOLLIES GIRLS
A riotous series of mirth-
provoking Century Comedies
with a shimmering back-
ground of beautiful lassies

to feast the eye and tickle

the funny-bone. S'imply
great as a box-office at-

traction !

REELS OF
CLEAN FUN

m\

M

Pax

1831

IgSI

181

jom

I

Best One-a-weeK Comedies onthe Market To-day/
CONSISTENTLY GOOD RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

l

\J
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Presen

Directed by

John B. O’Brien

Thrilling

[Marvelous

rBeautiful

A

Cre\

Prodt
Write (
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CREATIV1 IV
j

woonHOLLY
HOLLYWOOl
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USSE
RODUCTIONS
TJDIOS
lLIFORNIA

THE CAST
John Bowers

Marguerite De La Motte

Cesare Gravina

Edward Burns

Sheldon Lewis

Joseph Dowling

Spottiswoode Aitken

Claire McDowell

Martha Marshall

and others

A Story

of the

High Seas

from the

Palatial

Drawing

Rooms to

the Ocean

Depths

November 3, 1923 MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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ENTERPRISE

“Be ye cold or be ye hot
You must have Westerns weather or not”

T HOSE burn the ground, blaze away, rip snorting action Western
subjects, by popular stars, are served to you in the greatest num-

bers and of the highest quality by the eight exchanges of the Enter-
prise Distributing Corporation.

T hrill your audiences with stories of the great out doors, where
the quick thinkin’, quick shootin’, hard ridin’, romantic West of the

past lives again.

E NTERPRISE release one Western of superior quality each week,
featuring William Desmond, Franklyn Farnum, William S. Hart,

Jack Livingston, Pete Morrison, Jack Richardson, George Larkin,

Roy Stewart, Richard Talmadge and others.

FOR the best Westerns and the bes.t big pictures communicate with
the nearest Enterprise office.

E nterprise also
specializes in the best

big pictures, for ex-

ample these big pictures

are now having wonder-
ful success : “Luck,”
“Secrets of Paris,” “The
Last Hour,” “You Are
Guilty,” “I Am the Law,”
“The World’s a Stage,”

“Flesh and Blood,” and

all

C . C . Burr Specials

Atla ia. Ga.,
Walton St.,

^ohn W. Manghan, Jr.,

Branch Manager.
Geo. G. Goodale,
Asst. Branch Manager

Charlotte. N. C..

326 So. Church St.,

James M. Hicks.
Branch Manager.
R. Cameron Price.
Asst. Branch Manager

New Orleans. La.
1000 Perdido £*..

R. A. Kelly.
Branch Manager.
J. R. Lamantia.
Asst. Branch Manager

Dallas. Texas.
308 So. Harwood S.,

M. S. White.
Branch Manager,
R. H. Robinson.
Asst. Branch Manager

Oklahoma City. Okla.,
329 West Reno St..
Wallace Walthall.
Branch Manager.
Mark M. Holstein.
Asst. Branch Manager

St. Louis. Mo..
3320 Linde!! B’vd..
•1. B Underwood.
Branch Manager.
Crescent Passek.
Asst. Branch Manager

Kansas City. Mo..
10 »

- 1 1 -> W 1 8th St..
Truly B. Wildrnan.
Branch Manager.
S A. Hamilton.
Asst. Branch Manager

Omaha. Ndt,
1222 Harney Street.
John J. Rogers.
Branch Manager.
V N IV t wo i lor.

Asst. Branch Manager

ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
WILLIAM K. JENKINS, President

JOHN W. QUILLIAN, Vice Pres.



" When you call me that, smile!"

B.P<5chulberK presents A Tom Potman production

CUapted by tf~fove Carina and Corns £) Citffiton from the noiJel and play by
_ OvOernVisler and. Kirhe Lk^beUe

A/ith Kenneth Harlan, Florence Vidor, Rus6ell 6impson,
Pat O'Malley , Raymond Hatton.

The Best Sellerof“Best-Sellers”
A Sa novel, an American classic. As a play, a

triumph.

The best-known and most widely read story in

the English language.

Made into a great Preferred Picture—a box-office

clean-up.

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP’N.
1650BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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AN EMERGENCY NECESSITY
For All Theatre Managers

Because :

—

1. It never goes on strike.

2. It always helps in

trouble.

3. It gives you confi

dence.

Richardson’s 4th Edition

HANDBOOK OF

PROJECTION

is the greatest projection

safeguard any theatre

can have.

Atla

'Jl
Gt
Ass i

THERE CAN BE NO SHOW WITHOUT PROJECTION

Get this 976 page book from your local dealer or send $6.00 direct to

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.

f

J

i

516 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY



A Sweeping Success
From the Liberty in Seattle to the

Cameo on Broadway, New York.

It has proved that ALL the CRITICS were RIGHT
in calling it a GREAT box office attraction.

A laugh in every town, a spill in every county,

a romance in every state—and ideas in our press

books that cover the story like the dust covers

the highways.

If you want to sell ALL your seats, book it NOW!

Featuring Wall;T Van
with Patsy Ruth Miller and

Alec B. Francis

Presented by Regents Pictures Corp.

Directed by Robert Thornby

Six days From Oaklan*
to New York and extra,

th rilLs For your theatre
patrons when the car
speeds through your j

'

HODKINSON L 4
PICTURE S
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Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey
AFFILIATED WITH

motion Picture Theatre Owners of America

PRESIDENT;

R. F. WOODHULL. DOVER. N. J.

VICE-PRESIDENTS;

W. C. HUNT, WILDWOOD. N. J.

PETER ADAMS. Paterson. N. J.

Board of Directors,

JOSEPH M. SEIDER. Chairman.
East Orange. N. J.

HARRY K HECHT. PASSAIC. N. J.

DAVID J. HENNESEY. Newark N J.

CHARLES HILDINGER. Trenton. N. J.

HENRY MANUS. New York City.

SIDNEY SAMUELSON. Newton. N- J.

BENJAMIN SCHINDLER. CAMOEN. N. J.

ARTHUR B SMITH. SALEM. N. J

SAMUEL SOBELSON. JERSEY CITY. N. J.

Mr. R. fi. Walsh,
Moving Picture World,

516 Fifth Avenua - New York.

Dear Sir:

Secret aryi

HENRY P NELSON. ELIZABETH. N J.

Treasurer;

LOUIS J BOLLINGER. W. HOBOKEN. N. J.

National Committee member,

DAVID J. HENNESEY. NEWARK. N. J.

October 1st
19 2 3

We are pleased to note that since Moving Picture World

has been placed under your editorial supervision that

publication’s whole-hearted cooperation, as regards

exhibitor organization activities, has been forth coming.

It was our pleasure at the last annual convention held at

Lake Hopatcong to place on the records our appreciation

of this constructive attitude and it was with a greater

degree of pleasure that this action was reaf finned by the

Board of Directors at their recent meeting in Atlantic

City.

Please accept our sincere commendation of your activities

and rest assured that a continuation of such cooperation

will merit the continued support of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of New Jersey.

Very truly yours.

R . F. Woodhull

,

Presi dent.

MOTION PICTURE T TRS OWHffiS OF NEW JERSEY

V
President

.

Henry P. Nelson,
Secretary

Jos. M. 8e ider

,

Chai rman .Board of Directors

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS OF N. J.

132-136 W. 43rd ST.. NEW YORK CITY
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A RIBBON OF ART

PON a narrow ribbon of celluloid wound
on a spool is recorded the achievement

of artists, the genius of director, the

skill of cinematographer, the vision

and the dollars of producer.

But it is not by this sole record that the

picture is judged, but by the positive prints that

go forth to the public.

That each of these prints may be perfect

reproductions of the master film down to the

most minute detail— with quality uniform in

every particular is one very good reason why so

many leading producers entrust the developing

and the printing of their film to these laboratories.
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DRAMA /
“Jealous Husbands” has that—and of

the Tourneur type that keeps an audi-

ence glued tight to their seats from
beginning to end.

The women will like it—and that means
a great deal when you realize that

women make up 80% of the picture-

going public today.
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A great picture for you, Mr. Showman.
Get it quick!
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WORLD
Foundedin ltyOJby J. P. Chalmers

Motion Picture Day
THE exhibitor needs organization. The ex-

hibitor wants organization.

The number of theatre owners who will

admit the facts above is legion.

But organization to be of value must be active

;

activity costs money. And between the number of

exhibitors who proclaim the necessity of organi-

zation and those who, in the past, have contributed

their share towards the expense of organization

—

what a difference.

This is something for the theatre owner to think

about
;
a question for him to put squarely to himself,

and on the answer depends largely the right of the

individual exhibitor to criticize organization or to

participate in it.

* * *

VARIOUS methods of meeting necessary

national organization overhead, good, bad,

and indifferent, have been tried in past years.

It goes without saying—but is at the same time a

sorry confession to make—that no scheme has been

successful.

In State and local bodies better results have been

achieved in many instances. The pledges secured

at the recent Michigan convention, as told else-

where in this issue, are one evidence of local

strength.

But the national body has been an orphan. Some-

thing to be kicked around when you felt grouchy;

a prize to be bitterly fought for from time to time;

but always and forever an object for niggardly

consideration and a starvation diet.

Which is not as it should be.

THE results of the orphan-like treatment. are

plain. It is a fact well known to many in a

position to learn the facts that national or-

ganization has for too long' been dependent upon

the ability of its individual leaders to carry the

burden.
That’s one result of past conditions.

The other is that the national organization is

forced into abortive attempts to raise funds,

methods that involve activities beyond. its scope.

This cannot last—if exhibitor organization is to

last. And it must last—regardless of the person-
alities and politics of the moment, for organization
as organization is above all and beyond all.

* * *

M oving picture world in this issue
has devoted extended space to the presen-
tation of the Motion Picture Day campaign.

This is a funding method adopted by the
directors of the national organization after lengthy
and exhaustive investigation of all possible means.

It is a method that has met with an enthusiastic
response—such strongly organized territories as
New Jersey, Western Pennsylvania and Arkans^ie
are among those that have placed this enthusiasm
on the records. The Theatre Owners’ Chamber of

Commerce in New York City, not by any means a
Cohen organization, is cooperating wholeheartedly.

It is a method in tune with the possibilities and
operations of the motion picture business.

* * *

THE date of Motion Picture Day is drawing
near.

The time is already here for the individual

exhibitor—with or without organization affiliations

and no lfiatter what those affiliations—to decide

upon his own part in the campaign.
He must face the question.

He must answer it honestly.

Either he desires national organization efficiently

and intelligently operated
;
or he prefers national

organization run on the basis of the Salvation Army
tambourine. Or he doesn’t give

national organization.

But he can’t criticize and throw bricks at an
edifice towards the erection of which he has refused

to contribute. He can’t refuse aid to the right hand
of organization and plead for help in his battles

from the left hand.

The points at issue are obvious. They can neither

a hang about

be dodged nor confused.

/
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Don’t let anybody tell you that the

Admission Tax fight isn’t progressing.

Very nicely. Some good work being

done. Some worth-while friends be-

ing made. And no small part of the

valuable effort being put forth is that

on the part of Moving Picture World
readers—responding to our urge to

write their legislators. We knew a

lot of letter-writing was going on, for

most of the exhibitors send us copies.

But we were ourselves surprised by
reports from Washington this week. A
number of Congressmen who never

knew there was an Admission Tax are

now showing a strong desire for in-

formation.

F. B. O. heads the news list this

week just as they have also captured

this issue of Moving Picture World.

The news is: MAJOR H. C. S.

,HOMSON has been elected managing
director of the organization, succeed-

ing P. A. POWERS. No further

changes in personnel or policy con-

templated.

The man who gets our goat is the

fellow who asks us the meaning of

day to day happenings in the FED-
ERAL TRADES COMMISSION hear-

ing. You can’t answer him—there is

no answer. Lots of good newspaper
headlines—but they don’t mean any-

thing.

SAM ROTHAFEL celebrates the

fourth birthday of the Capitol this

week. The big house opened with

“THE MARK OF ZORRO”—and the

celebration comes just when UNITED
ARTISTS is putting that production

back on the market with a flourish.

Looks like a great follow-up bet for

the exhibitor playing “ROBIN
HOOD.”

FRED J. BEECROFT has just re-

turned from a motor trip through
Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, and a few other

states. Reports that he found both

THE NEWS and THE WORLD sub-

scriber doing as well as could be

expected.

Friday sees day and date opposition

on the luncheon atractions. Fredman
being honored at the Astor, and Baby
Peggy holding a birthday celebration

at the Ritz.

Moving' Picture
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ROBERT E. WELSH — EDITOR

Published Weekly by
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
SIC Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Member Audit Bureau Circulation

This
Week

When is news not news but some-
thing else again? That is a problem
that has entered the news weekly
field and is going to take a lot of

threshing out before it is finally set-

tled. If you want to read a real

modem “Romance of Business” don’t

miss the story in this issue about the
Zev-Papyrus race and the pictorials’

clash. Ex-Postmaster Generals would
never do in the weekly field. When
those boys get ambitious they’ll have
to go out and hire Foch and Pershing.

FRANK J. CARROLL
Of Colorado Picture* Corporation.

ERNEST FREDMAN, editor of The
Film Renter, London, is in town.
Comes in just as jovial and likeable as

FRANK TILLEY on his entry. Hope
he doesn’t repeat the Tilley stunt of
entering like a lamb and going out
like a lion.

Met DOC SHALLENBERGER at

the Astor. “Just back from a trip?”

we asked. “Yes.” “Just starting on
another one?” we followed. “Yes.”
And then he added: “You have to
keep moving in the picture business

these days. No time to warm the
chair.”

JOHN W. McKEON, formerly of

Mayflower, is in town as advance
prophet of a new distributing plan.

Something of a “zone showing” plan.

Prints, advertising, and sales concen-
trated in one section—a grand clean-

up, then on to the next territory.

HODKINSON announces the com-
pletion of a contract for HARRY
CAREY’S next series. There hasn’t

been much talk about new produc*
from Hodkinson lately, but they sa

this announcement is the first shot o

a series.

SAM WARNER wants it known just

as emphatically as advertising can

make it that any exhibitor can book
any Warner picture anywhere without
having to take other product.

FRANK CARROLL has been away
from New York so long that we are
afraid some of you boys may be pass-
ing him on the street without nodding.
So we went out to the office files and
dug up the old cut to present here-
with.

Frank has had a busy day on behalf
of the Colorado Pictures Corporation
and “The Birth of the West.” Con-
tract signing in abundance—and some
important news to spring next week.

Just saw a real serviceable and
snappy press book. Merritt Crawford
the creator. “The Right of the Strong-
est” the picture. E. K. Lincoln the
star. Also hear that Merritt did a
great editing job on the film.

R. E. W.
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Nebraska M.P.T.O. Plans to Fight
Unjust and High Taxes and Rates
E

XHIBITORS and exchangemen
to the number of more than 100

met at the Hotel Loyal in

Omaha, Neb., in a two-days’ session of

the Motion Picture Theater Owners’
Association of Nebraska, October 16

and 17.

Admission tax, music tax, insurance, and
the relation of exchanges to exhibitors, were
among the subjects freely discussed. As
a result of the two days’ session, a set of

resolutions were adopted, providing for a
campaign against the admission tax, the
music tax, a campaign against high fire in-

surance rates for motion picture houses,
approving “Movie Day,” as set aside for No-
vember 16, endorsing the theatre owners’
distribution corporation, and seeking means
to bring down the prices of films.

A1 Pramer, of Omaha, president of the as-
sociation, opened the session the afternoon
of October 16, by introducing Kelso A. Mor-
gan, Omaha, attorney, who welcomeed the
picture men in behalf of Omaha.
The president then outlined some of the

problems before the exhibitors, declaring
that while the government had during the
war placed the motion picture theatres
among the most essential industries of the
country because they were morale builders
by keeping the public at home cheered up,

the government had nevertheless not yet
seen fit to remove the burdensome war taxes
which Mr. Palmer said, 85 per cent, of the
owners were absorbing themselves instead
of charging back to the public. He sug-
gested that some definite stand be taken on
the matter of getting these taxes removed.
“Ethics in Salesmanship” was the subject

of an address by C. R. Gilmour, Omaha man-
ager of the Fox Film Corporation. Speaking
for the Film Exchange Board of Trade, of

which he is a member, he said, the board
would tolerate only the cleanest of methods.
He admonished exhibitors not to take ver-

bal promises from salesmen as a part of the

contract. “You yourselves know that noth-
ing will hold except what is on the con-
tract, and when a man has given you every-
thing he can, and writes it in the contract
and then goes on making you verbal prom-
ises, stop him then and there, for you know
he cannot do what he is promising.
“When your dates are booked full and a

salesman from another house tries to get you
to pull out dates and cancel some of the

contracts to put his goods in, you are in

duty bound to the industry to kick that man
out of your theatre. Thus in your own
hands lies the problem of clean selling.”

The exhibitors seemed to take this talk

as a kind of challenge. They refused to ac-

cept the proposition that it is entirely up to

them to make clean salesmen out of the

representatives of the exchanges. Mrs. R.

W. Steen, of Atlantic, la., woman exhibitor,

answering Mr. Gilmour, said that there are

seven exchange salesmen calling on the

houses at Atlantic, for example, “and,” she

said, “if we kicked out every one who tries

to get us to pull dates and put in his product,

we would only have three left out of the

seven.”
Eugene Blazier, Omaha attorney, who un-

til recently represented the exchanges here,

but now represents some exhibitors, told

Mrs. Steen and the rest of the exhibitors his

version of why salesmen use the high pres-

sure methods. It was due to the intense com-
petition and pressure from the branch of-

fices and the producer. “When a picture is

produced,” he said, “the producer is badly
in the hole, and the picture must sell at once
or go on the rocks. The producer then
gives the district manager his quota of $40,-

000 for example, assuming that the picture

cost $1,000,000 to produce. The branch man-
ager is told to sell his $40,000 in a given time
or lose his job. The branch manager puts

his salesmen out and gives each his particular

quota with the same admonition to sell it

quick or lose his job. They are pushed to

use every method to get their goods sold to

save their jobs.

Exchangemen sought the floor to answer
Blazier, and C. E. Senning, of the Educa-
tional Film Co., pointed out that Mr. Blazier

was until recently the paid attorney of the

exchanges, “and be it known,” he said,

“while Mr. Blazier is talking of certain prac-

tises that anything done by the exchanges
was until recently done under the sanction of

Mr. Blazier.”

C. R. Gilmour then denied Mr. Blazier’s

charges that the exchanges were putting

any one on the “blue card” or threatening

to do so. “It should be remembered,” he

said, “that the exchanges have three men
who work hard every morning on the board
of arbitration with three men of the ex-

hibitors to straighten out cases that come
before them. So don’t get radical. You
have an arbitration board to settle all

differences. Let the board do it. We don’t

need lawsuits. We need arbitration. Let

the exchanges help you. We’ll fight your
battles if you’ll fight ours.”

Mr. Blazier got the floor again to point

out that while the exhibitors get a chance to

meet at the arbitration board they do not

meet in the Film Board of Trade, and the

“exhibitors are nailed to the cross,” he said.

President Pramer had to ta^e matters in

his own hands at this point to restore order,

for men were on their feet in all parts of

the house ready to debate either side of the

question. The president drew attention to

the fact that the meeting had started out to

discuss taxation and had got badly switched

off. and he gently drew them back again.

Philip A. Schlumberger, Denison, la., de-

clared that in the palmiest days of the sa-

Officers Elected

The following officers were
elected the morning of the second

day: C. E. Williams, Omaha,
president; F. M. Honey, Tecum-
seh, Neb., vice-president; J. E.

Kirk, Omaha, secretary; George
H. McArdle, Benson, Neb., treas-

urer.

Executive committee, all of Ne-
braska: H. F. Kennedy, Broken
Bow; Blaine Cook, Beatrice; J. C.

Jenkins, Neligh; S. A. Hayman,
Grand Island; J. E. K<rk, Omaha;
H. A. Larson, Oakland; A. G.

King, Pawnee City; W. H. Creal,

Omaha; H. Burrus, Crete; F. M.
Honey, Tecumseh; James Schoo-
nover, Aurora; George McArdle,
Benson; T. B. Thomas, Fremont;
William Hawley, North Platte; W.
H. Ostenburg, Scottsbluff.

loon, the saloon had never been taxed as
the motion picture house is taxed today.

C. E. Senning reviewed his experience
one of a committee that made a fig^on -

committee conference before the P-'
t

gress on the taxation question, ^ e
vieatres

a plea for no tax on motion picfdfe * v^d
charging 25 cents admission or less. We n„ ^
made a good case, and thought we had a
chance, when the circus people and the so-
called ‘legitimate’ people went into confer-
ence with the committee and insisted on hav-
ing all taxed or none taxed and the thing
proved a boomerang on us when the circus
people came in.”

He advised that the fight be made on
either the admission tax or the seat tax, in-
stead of both at once
Here it was pointed out by A. C. Smead,

of Council Bluffs, that this tax brings the
government a revenue of $70,000,000 a year
and that experience has shown that it is

hard to get a tax removed when once it has
been shown to be a tax that produces hand-
some revenue. He warned the picture men
that this means a real fight ahead of them.
“There is only one way to beat it,” he said,

“and that is to convince the congressmen and
senators one by one, that their job depends
upon the repeal of that tax. Then and then
only will they listen. You know that many
times the question has come up in Con-
gress of placing a heavy tariff on Canadian
wood pulp from which news print paper is

made. But it has never been passed. Why
not? Because the newspapers have to buy
the paper made from the wood pulp and
they do not want the tariff on it, and every
one of the congressmen is afraid of the
newspapers.”
M. Stern, of Omaha, said the picture thea-

tre man was the only business man he knew
of who was compelled to pay a tax on his

losses as well as on his profits. “When you
have a bad week and lose a lot of money,
you nevertheless pay taxes on every ticket
sold,” he said, “when you have a rainy
or stormy night and only have a $7.50 house,
you nevertheless pay the government tax
on even that $7.50. I believe you should
make it clear to Congress that you are per-
fectly willing to pay a tax on profits and a
big tax on everything above a legitimate
profifit, but that you want to be relieved
from paying taxes on your looses.”

Speaking on “Independent Productions”
A1 Kahn, of the Crescent Federation of Film
Exchanges, said for the first time in his-

tory the independents feel on a par with any
of them, and that they are now putting out
some of the best pictures in the field, which
are being shown at the leading theatres in

the country. He said many of the inde-
pendents were putting on extensive advertis-
ing campaigns in the newspapers in the key
cities and he advised the exhibitors to take_^_

advantage of these advertising campaigns
which are placed so as to do the exhibitor
the most good.
Discussing advertising and promotion of

business for the picture house. C. H. Du-
mont, of New York, representing Warner
Bros., said the exhibitor must advertise and
exploit his business as any other line of

business if he would keep the crowds com- /
(

ing to his theatre.

“Insurance” was discussed by John Alden
Towers, of Kansas City, representing the

j

Theater Inter-Insurance Exchange of Phila-

delphia, Pa. Flaws often creep into policies,

he said, and so many of them that the ex-

hibitors finds after a loss, that he is not as

completely covered as he thought he was.
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Exhibitors Throughout the Union
BackNational Motion Picture Day
W ITH practically every state in

the union lined up solidly

behind National Motion Pic-
ture Dlay, under the Motion Picture
Theatre LDwners of America, which
organization is sponsoring the event,

' is concentrating on a drive to furnish

every theatre in the country with
slides, campaign books and similar

exploitation aids. There will be no
lack of material placed in the hands of

theatre owners whereby they can
energetically promote public interest

in their big celebration on November
19.

The Service Book

A twelve-page service book is being
mailed to every theatre in which is

covered every phase of the campaign.
The front cover carries a reproduction
of a calendar in a two-color effect,

which calls attention to Monday,
November 19, as National Motion Pic-

ture Day. The next page is devoted
to an explanation of the purpose and
general plan of the observance,
stressing its importance and outlining

briefly the high lights of an ideal

campaign. Page three contain;
especially written letters to newspaper
editors, mayors, merchants, civic clubs,

city department heads and women’s
clubs. The exhibitors will use the

suggested communications in securing
the support of these officials and
organizations.

Newspaper Campaign

The two pages following are de-

voted to a special campaign of news-
paper publicity, with stories to cover
every angle of the day’s celebration as

it appeals to public interest. The next
two pages carry definite suggestions
of exploitation and advertising. This
includes ideas for fitting programs on
the big day, together with suggestions
for special music and similar features.

A section is devoted to appropriate
plans for the theatres, which includes

lobby decorations and displays. A
wealth of ideas are presented for

street exploitation and a complete
campaign of newspaper advertising is

presented. An advanced drive is

worked out and copy is suggested for

a postcard and direct-by-mail cam-
paign. as well as material for program
announcements and contest ideas to

be arranged in conjunction with news-
papers.

Slides and Posters

The back cover of the book carries

a reproduction of the slides and
posters prepared by the national head-
quarters and the names of theatre

owners composing the National
Motion Picture Day Committee, of

which William Bender, Jr., is chair-

man. A four-page spread in the
center of the book is printed on a

green stock and outlines the manner
in which campaigns are being worked
up by three state units, the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New
Jersey, Western Pennsylvania and
Arkansas.
The other exploitation aids now

being sent out include special posters
and two series of slides, whereby the

theatre owners can start their cam-
paigns immediately and stimulate
public interest during the time be-
tween now and November 19. It is

SPREADING THE GOSPEL OF MOTION PICTURE DAY
Fleets of trucks delivering film throughout New York and New Jersey carried the
message, “Go to the Movies on Monday, November 19, National Motion Pictui^ Day."

Monday,Nov19
NATIONAL,
MOTION PICTURE

DAY
Devoted to the prestige
andprofitofyour theatre’

1923 NOVEMBER 1923

19
MONDAY

EXHIBITORS!
This is your BIG DAY! f

Make the day make friends foryou. 1

understood that, as the day draws
nearer, two separate folders contain-

ing supplementary exploitation ideas

and suggestions will be furnished all

theatre owners, as well as a series of

letters of instructions and individual

assistance.

Generally Approved

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America is leaving no stone un-
turned in providing ways and means
of putting over National Motion Pic-

ture Day. The campaign has already
won its approval and support of be-

tween eight and ten thousand theatre

owners. From all indications the

movement, which has certainly won
instantaneous approval, will prove the

biggest thing ever attempted by the

exhibitors in the history of the in-

dustry. The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America have inaugurated
a comprehensive and complete service

campaign, based on showmanship and
the ideals of public service, which dis-

tinguish the movement.

Motor Trucks Aid

In New York City, the large fleet of

motor trucks which daily deliver film

to over 400 theatres throughout
Greater New York and New Jersey,

are carrying National Motion Picture

Day banners. These will bear the

message of the event to the public

from now until November 19. This is

the first shot of the campaign in New
York and New Jersey, which promises
to bring forth several startling inno-

vations.

i

I

I
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U. S. Bureau of Education Urges
Teachers to Boom Exhibitor Day
O NE of the most important

announcements concerning
National Motion Picture Day

on November 19 is given out from the

offices of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America to the effect that

the Bureau of Education of the

Department of the Interior, Washing-
ton, through Dr. John J. Tigert, Com-
missioner of Education, is co-operat-

ing with the theatre owners in mak-
ing the event an outstanding success.

As American Education Week, in

which the Bureau of Education is in-

terested, will be observed November
18 to 24, inclusive, and National
Motion Picture Day is to be held on
November 19, the educational forces

of the country and the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America are

uniting their mutual interests for that

date.

Writes to Schools

To achieve the highly desirable con-

tact between local school authorities

and the theatre owners in each com-
munity, the Commissioner of Educa-
tion is writing to each and every
superintendent of schools and high
school principals throughout the entire

country, urging them to immediately
get in touch with the motion picture

theatre owners in their respective

localities toward the end of meeting
the theatre owners and effecting a line

of mutual service in carrying out the

purpose of the week. A portion of

one of these letters, from the com-
missioner, is quoted in the statement
from the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America as follows :

Pupils to Be Told

“We respectifully suggest that you
have all the teachers in your district

call the attention of the pupils of the

schools to the fact that National
Motion Picture Day is being observed
on Monday, November 19, in all the

theatres of the United States and that

on that day special attention will be
given to our National Constitution as

part of the program of American
Education Week. We will be pleased
to have you make such suggestions to

the theatre owners as will best serve
our mutual purposes. Slides and other
material to present this matter on the

screen will be furnished by the theatre

owners and you can co-operate with
him in determining just what shall be
placed on the same.”

In addition to writing the above
communication to all superintendents
and high school principals, the Com-
missioner of Education is sending a

letter to every theatre owner in the

country expressing his gratification

that the theatre owners, through the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, are so deeply interested in

the patriotic and constructive work of

the Bureau of Education, and com-
plimenting the theatre owners on their

policies of public service and co-

operation in all such matters of

national importance. Commissioner
Tigert concludes his letter with the

following words :

“I am writing to the school superin-

tendents and high school principals all

over the United States to co-operate

with the theatre owners in this matter.

No doubt, you will be visited by your
local superintendent and school prin-

cipal. I hope that the arrangements
you make with them to help further

the high purposes of American Educa-
tion Week will be mutually satisfac-

tory.”

Letters to Exhibitors

In order to emphasize the im-
portance and value of this contact

with the United States Bureau of

Education, a letter is being sent to

every exhibitor in the country from
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America as follows

:

“This is to advise you that the

United States Bureau of Education, of

which Dr. John J. Tigert is commis-
sioner, is now engaged in promoting
the observance of American Educa-
tion Week, November 18 to 24, in-

clusive.

“It is our desire, and no doubt you
share with us that patriotic feeling, to

have every theatre owner in the

United States co-operate with the

United States Bureau of Education

and the state and city superintendents

and school authorities generally in

making this movement a pronounced
success.

“We know you will co-operate.

During this period on Monday, Novem-
ber 19, we celebrate National Motion
Picture Day and you no doubt have
arranged special programs for that

day. You can add to this program
such elements of the Education Week
plans as the school authorities of your
locality and yourself agree upon. r

Cohen Co-operates

“The United States Bureau of Edu-
cation has communicated directly with
every school superintendent in the

United States and requested them to

co-operate with the motion picture

theatre men in this relation. You may
expect a visit from your school super-

intendent
;
please give him the best

line of screen co-operation you can.

“We will supply some slides and
other forms of screen publicity and
you can arrange for others with the

proper local features yourself. We
will be pleased to keep you further

advised on the matter and earnestly

hope you will do everything in your
power to aid the cause of education
in this connection.”

This letter is jointly signed by
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America; William Bender, Jr., chair-

man of the National Motion Picture
Day Committee, and M. J. O’Toole,
national chairman of the Public

Service Department of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.

The undersigned hereby heartily endorses the celebration of

NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE DAY, MONDAY, NOVEMBER
19th, 1923, and agrees to give twenty-five per cent (25%) of his

gross receipts on that day to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America for the protection and advancement of the interests of the

motion picture theatre owner.

(Signed)

Theatre

City

(Name of Exhibitor)

State

Form Which Exhibitors Are Being Urged to Sign and Forward to M. P. T. O. A.
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NewJerseyTheatre Co-operation

Assured for Motion Picture Day
T HE board of directors of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New Jersey met in regular

meeting at the Hotel Stacy-Trent,

Trenton, N. J., on Wednesday, October
17. In attendance were R. F. Woodhu.t,
Joseph Seider, Henry P. Nelson, Wil-

liam Keegan, Charles Hildinger, Peter

Adams, Sidney Samuelson, Arthur B.

Smith, Ben Shindler and A. J. Moeller.

Luncheon was served in the Princeton

room. A business session followed.

Activities as they relate to National

Motion Picture Day were reviewed
and a definite policy as it relates to

the celebration of that day was de-

termined upon.

Plan Mass Meetings

Mass meetings will be held through-

out the state during the ensuing two
weeks, one of these to be held in

Trenton of all of the exhibitors in

Mercer County on Thursday, October

24, at the Hotel Stacy-Trent, Trenton,

N. J. Theatre owners attending will

be the guests of Charles Hildinger, of

Trenton, at a luncheon at the Hotel
Stacy-Trent on that day. Mr.
Hildinger is a member of the board
of directors and one of the leaders in

the National Motion Picture Day

e
movement in New Jersey.

e
The purpose of the meeting is to

(
discuss fully all legislative activities,

f National Motion Picture Day and
numerous other matters of importance
to New Jersey theatre owners.
The plan of procedure with regard

to National Motion Picture Day is a

powerful one. New Jersey is taking
the campaign direct to the public in a

tremendously big and constructive

j
way.

Realize Opportunity

Following the establishing of a

public service policy, New Jersey is

tying up with National Motion Pic-

ture Day. New Jersey realizes the

tremendous strength of the greatest

medium for publicity in the world—
their screen—which is the link be-

tween the theatre and the public, and
as a result are building an important
campaign around it, having adopted
the slogan: “TALK DIRECTLY
FROM YOUR SCREEN.”
They are going to use National

Motion Picture Day as an opportunity

for building up a close and cordial

relationship between the theatre

rwner and their public. They are

^oing to show the people their sincere

mrpose of gratifying the public’s

vish as regards entertainment. They
ire going to be able to meet the public

on a common ground of service and
pave the way for the public to appre-
ciate their problems and, in return,

help the theatre owners solve them.
Concretely, New Jersey is preparing

a series of slides. Get that—not A
slide but a series of slides. They’re
going to explain what National Motion
Picture Day is, and what it means.
Then they’re going to follow along
making National Motion Picture Day
mean something, by asking the public

what they like and what they want.
That’s the constructive effort, stripped

of all superfluous words.

Explanatory Slides

The slides will explain the purpose
of the campaign. The next step will

actually secure the public’s opinion.

This will be done by passing out
blanks at every performance upon
which patrons are asked to indicate in

writing what kind of pictures they
like and want; if they prefer comedies,
comedy dramas or dramas, etc. What
kind of picture the children like, and
similar questions which will give the
theatre owners a general idea of the
attitude of their patrons, in order that

they may be in a position to give con-
sideration to the wishes of the
majority.

All this is directly tied up to

National Motion Picture Day. Con-
sider what vast possibilities the idea

affords. Consider the talk which will

be stimulated among the people. Con-
sider the publicity National Motion
Picture Day will receive. It’s immense—it’s right in line with the day.

JOSEPH SEIDER
Chairman of the Board of Directors of

the New Jersey M. P. T. O. and pro-

moting National Motion Picture Day.

To carry out the campaign, the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners o;

New Jersey has appointed fifty addi-

tional theatre owners as members of

the National Motion Picture Day com-
mittee for New Jersey. These are in

addition to the Congressional District

chairmen who are already appointed
and hard at work.

Resolutions were adopted tendering
the use of the screens of the State of

New Jersey for the purpose of further-
ing National Education Week—week
of November 18. Resolutions offering

co-operation of the roll call campaign
of the American Red Cross on Novem-
ber 12 by displaying slides, the Red
Cross flag and otherwise assisting this

worthy institution.

Rosenthal a Director

Louis Rosenthal, of East Orange,
was elected a member of the board of

directors to fill the unexpired term of
Samuel Sobelson.
Means of procedure as it relates to

state legislative activities were de-
termined upon, as the Legislature con-
venes on January 16, and New Jersey
is determined to combat all adverse
legislation and see that some favorable
legislation for theatre owners is pro-
cured.

Joseph Seider, chairman of the

board of directors, presided. The next
meeting of the board will be held in

New York City at the Hotel Astor, on
November 2. The directors on this

occasion will be the guests of Joseph
Seider, chairman of the board of

directors, at a luncheon. Other mem-
bers of the board tendered similar in-

vitations to the board of directors to

hold meetings in their respective cities

as their guests.

Brooklyn Exhibitors
Pledge a Quarter of

Big Day’s Receipts

THE Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Brooklyn held a

regular meeting on Fridav,

October 19. 1923, at the Hotel St.

George. Following a luncheon a busi-

ness session was held, at which R.

Sanders- presided. Several matters of

importance came before the meeting
and considerable progress was re-

ported.

The operators’ situation was thor-

oughly discussed, and notwithstanding
certain reports that the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Brooklyn are

having difficulties with Local 306 of

(Continued on next page)
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Brooklyn Pledges Cash
(Continued from previous page)

the Operators’ Union, denial was made
that any fight between the two organ-
izations is on, it having been state.l

that any slight misunderstanding be-

tween the members of the Brooklyn
Theatre Owners and Local 306 would
be adjusted without difficulty.

The following resolution was
adopted indorsing National Motion
Picture Day

:

“Whereas, the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Brooklyn have
directly participated in the benefits

accruing to theatre owners generally
through the activities of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
and

“Whereas, the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America have
designated Monday, November 19, as
National Motion Picture Day for the
purpose oi continuing their activities

for and in behalf of the motion picture
theatre owners throughout the United
States.

“Therefore be it resolved that the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Brooklyn, in meeting assembled on
this 19th day of October, 1923, do
hereby heartily indorse Natiorp*
Motion Picture Day and pledge them-
selves to give twenty-five per cent,

of the gross receipts on that day to
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America.”

The following National Motion Pic-
ture Day Committee was appointed:
Messrs. Rosenthal, Schiffmann, Rosen
and Phillips.

Promotion of business aids

that will drive their message

home to your patrons, the

public. They’ll make your

big day bigger.

They’re free, use them!

Notice the type lines above

in the center—slides and

posters free, trailers on

request.

SPECIAL
SLIDES
AND

POSTERS

FREE
TRAILERS

ON
REQUEST

’

if; i
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Implements of War Called Into Play

As Rival Cameramen Film Horse Race
A LL the thrills of a military cam-

paign attended the filming, by

different motion picture com-

panies, of the Zev-Papyrus interna-

tional horse race last Saturday. Pathe

paid a reported sum of $38,000 for the

privilege of officially filming the race,

after Pathe’s competitors had declined

to bid, arguing that they, as well as

the newspapers, should be permitted

to “report” the race gratis. These

rivals of the privileged organization,

however, did not sit back Avith folded

arms and philosophize, and to hinder

in e\rery possible Avay their attempts

to film the race, Belmont Park

assumed the appearance of the Marne

front. Smoke pots were set off

around a tree in which “uninvited”

cameramen were discovered, gigantic

reflecting mirrors mounted on trucks

flashed to foil other prying camera
eyes, guards stood at all the gates to

turn back disguised rival cameramen,
and an aeroplane overhead laid a

smoke screen to frustrate the efforts

of competing ’planes. Guerilla war-
fare, you might call it.

The result was that clever ruses

enabled all the companies to photo-

graph the race. Sept cameras con-

cealed in the handbags of actresses

was one of the stunts that succeeded
for Fox News. International News
recalled the storming of Babylon by
rushing observation towers on motor
trucks up to and overlooking the in-

closure. Kinograms “shot” from a

house outside the park and also got
cameramen by the eagle-eyed spotters

at the gates.

The folloAving stories tell just Avhat

each company did, in its own Avords.

Certainly they are interesting tales of

a spectacular matching of Avits and
initiative, and Avell AAmrth reading.

Pathe Accomplishes Its Herculean Task
W HEN America’s champion race-horse,

Zev, passed under the wire ahead of

the English Papyrus at the Belmont

race-track last Saturday afternoon, October

20, camera Avork Avas being completed on a

screen production which in point of box-

office value and historic significance sur-

passes anything of its kind e\rer attempted

before. With the final glorious dash of the

American monarch of the turf across the

finish line amid the acclaim of over 60,000

frenzied race fans, trventy Pathe cameramen

ceased their nerve-racking task of recording

the first international horse-race ever held in

America.

One herculean task had been completed—

and v'ith rare success—but another of

equally colossal proportions was just start-

ing, the task of developing the precious

negatives and distributing prints as fast as

human ingenuity could make possible to

Avaiting screens all over the world. Within

a few moments after the close of the race,

aeroplanes in a nearby field soared aloft

with one set .of negatives, bound for pre-

arranged destinations. One of these headed

for the open sea and set out in pursuit of

the S.S. Leviathan, which had left its New
York berth fully six hours before bound for

Europe. By the end of the week, London,
Paris, and possibly Rome will be witnessing

Pathe’s pictures of the great American turf

classic. Another set of negatives was
loaded aboard waiting autos, which preceded

by an escort of motorcycle police, to assure

right of way along the entire route, tore at

top speed to the Pathe laboratory in New
Mersey.

Vif Before midnight, two aeroplanes supplied

OJwith prints left the New Jersey plant for

e Chicago and Cleveland, distributing centers

for the Middle West. Before dawn special

messengers started for Boston, Philadelphia

and Washington, Avith ample quotas of

prints. The distributing field, accustomed to

feats of extraordinary speed, had never

accomplished such marvels. By Sunday
eA’ening every key city from the Atlantic

Coast line to Chicago was showing Pathe’s

exclusive picturization of the Zev-Papyrus

race.

The Pathe special is in two reels and is the
most comprehensive picture of its kind ever
filmed. When arrangements were effected

whereby Pathe secured exclusive rights to

film the event, the Pathe representative in

England was cabled to secure motion pic-

tures of all the highlights of Papyrus’ career
—his sire and dam, English methods of

breeding and training race horses, and the
recent English Derby in Avhich Papyrus was
the victor. All these views were incor-

porated in the two-reel special of the race,

distributed by Pathe.
Exacthr the same procedure Avas followed

Avith relation to Zev. Pictures of his sire

and dam, the American method of breeding
and training race horses, and the Kentucky
Derby shoAving Zev the winner were also

incorporated in the special. Thus the Pathe
picture embodies, with many spectacular
touches, a comparative screen study of

horse-racing methods here and abroad and
resumes of the careers of America’s and
England’s most outstanding three-year-olds.
During the entire training period, a staff

of eight Pathe cameramen were kept con-
stantly at the Belmont race tracks, covering
eArnry phase of the training of the two con-
testants. When it is stated that the Bel-

mont race park is some sixty acres in area
and that both stables conducted the training
of their charges Avith the greatest possible

secrecy, the tremendous task confronting the
Pathe cameramen becomes apparent. The
cameramen had to Avatch and Avait, making the
best of their opportunities when either horse
was in the open. There Avas no way of
knowing when either horse was to be taken
out on the course, nor where nor how long
he Avas to remain in action. Only the im-
mediate attendants of each horse were “in

the know,” and their impenetrable shroud
of secrecy made a military censorship
shriek like an open confession.

Unfavorable weather conditions at times
and the presence of some hundred other
race-horses in training at the track each day
added to the difficulties. Despite these

handicaps, the Pathe cameramen succeeded
by dint of unceasing vigilance and constant
effort, extending over a period of three

weeks, in acquiring a comprehensive record
of the training of both thoroughbreds.
These vieAvs are also shown for the first time

in the two-reel special.

The recording of the race itself was a feat

of generalship and co-ordination never

before equalled in the history of screen
journalism. The entire Pathe camera force
arrived on the field at 9 o’clock in the morn-
ing after being conveyed Avith full equip-
ment from the Pathe home-office in a convoy
of fifteen automobiles. A police escort

accompanied the convoy, expediting the
speedy passage of cars throughout the entire

route. Upon arriving at the park the camera-
men immediately took up their posts at the
pre-arranged locations in the enclosure and
along the home-stretch.
Ten special stands erected in the infield

covered definite portions of the track. One
huge stand, twenty-five feet in height,

situated in the center of the oyal, provided
a continuous and uninterrupted Ariew of the
entire race course. A force of 550 detectives

and guards patrolled the park in addition to

the large detail of police. This entire force
\vrere under strict orders to confiscate all

motion picture cameras found on the
grounds, except those being operated by the
Pathe cameramen. These arrangements,
designed to enforce Pathe’s exclush’e rights

to film the eArent, Avere carried out with dis-

patch throughout the day.

Every type of up-to-the-minute camera
and camera accessory Av’as included in the
Pathe equipment for the occasion. Nothing
was spared in the way of expense or effort

that Avould make for perfect photography.
Two AA'eeks before Pathe’s staff of camera
experts had gone over . the entire ground
and after tests with special lenses and other
apparatus had selected the best A'antage
points for the location of the camera stands.

Only one thing Avas left to chance—the

weather—and that fortunately Avas perfect
for camera purposes.
Nothing Avas missed by the formidable

battery of Pathe cameramen. From the very
first appearance of Zev and Papyrus in the

paddock to the final glorious moments Avhen
Zev, Avith Earl Sande up. crossed the finish

line and Avas surrounded by the screaming,
surging masses of delight-maddened fans,

the Pathe cameras—regulation, Aiklev and
sloAV-motion—clicked on unceasingly, the
expert hands on the revolving cranks cool,

steady, unfaltering amid the hurricane of

emotion, intent on one thing alone—the
recording of these historic moments for the
entertainment of millions everywhere, who
impatiently aAvait to see how an American
horse met a royal British racer and beat him
at the sport of kings.
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1 Fox News Triumphs Over All Obstacles

T* O what lengths William Fox will go

to protect the users of his news

service and to bring to them the news

pictures to which they are entitled without

extra charge, is strikingly illustrated by the

manner in which Fox News presented its

patrons with the results of the great Zev-

Papvrus race at Belmont Park, New York,

last Saturday.

Fox News secured magnificent news pic-

tures covering this event, including the

actual running of the race, and gave this as

a part of its regular service to Fox News
patrons without extra cost—and was first in

the theatres, at that.

The film covering the Zev-Papyrus race

was no mere apologetic flash of a few feet

in order to claim that the event was cov-

ered
;

it was a real picture of 1,100 feet,

showing the race in every detail and cover-

ing it from every angle. The enormous sum
of $30,000 was expended by Fox News in

order to insure that this event reached its

patrons as a part of the service to which
they are entitled.

For two weeks before the great race

actually took place, plans were made for

recording this event with all the care and
attention to detail of a military campaign.
Belmont Park, where the race was held, was
examined thoroughly and all its vantage
points noted. Most elaborate plans were
laid for covering every foot of the track with
squads of cameramen operating standard
equipment. Thus it resulted that when the

two horses went to the post for the contest,

which was to determine whether the premier
turf laurel rested with America or went to

England, Fox News cameramen were in a

position to make an absolutely complete

record of this great sporting event, toward
which the eyes of two continents were
turned.

Twenty-five experienced cameramen were
used in all, and these were assisted by fifty

lay helpers. The services of ten big touring
cars were enlisted, as well as six motorcycle
sidecars and three enormous moving van
trucks. In addition to this, two aeroplanes,
bearing trained cameramen, covered the
event from the air for Fox News. One main
squad of cameramen was stationed to the
left of the race course, looking from the
grand stand. Two other squads were
located at the right at various distances.

Four other batteries of cameramen were
placed at various intervals between these
three main locations outside the track, so
that every inch of the course was adequately
covered by standard cameras every minute
during the race.

Within the oval inclosure two other
cameramen were stationed and slow-motion
cameras were not overlooked. These, with
the two cameramen shooting from the air

and several accessory smaller cameras placed
at various points, gave Fox News a magnifi-
cent assortment of film from which to select,

as is well attested by the splendid picture of

the race with which it was able to serve its

patrons.

Now as to results. How successfully the

arrangements had been made to expedite the

handling of the Fox News film on this great
sporting event was soon apparent. Each
cameraman had been carefully instructed as

to where he was to take the film which he
secured

;
a rendezvous had been made with

a waiting high-speed A'ehicle to convey this

film to the Fox studios in New York.
By 5 : 1 5 p. m. Saturday the first film had

arrived at the laboratories.

At 6:00 p. m. the first batch of film began
emerging from the laboratories.

At 6:30 p. m. all takes had been run on
the screen for cutting and editing.

At 8:15 p. m. the film covering the entire
subject was in the laboratory for finishing.

At 9:15 p. m., just one hour later, the first

print was out of the laboratory, followed by
others immediately thereafter. Special tour-
ing cars were waiting to rush these prints
to the big Broadway theatre's and the
various theatres of the Fox circuit, in order
to be able to show these pictures first to
their patrons.
At 9:30 p. m. Saturday the Capitol Theatre

in New York presented the Fox News pic-

tures of the race—a complete splendid news
covering of this event.
During Saturday only the Fox News pic-

ture was used at the Capitol and in many
of the other theatres which had received
this print first of all. Other prints came
in during the evening and for the Sunday
shows theatres which subscribe to several
services made up composite prints, after
their usual custom.
Between 9:15 p. m. Saturday and 1:30 the

next morning a full quota of prints had been
finished and distributed by Fox News, and
those shipped by the post had been placed
in the United States mails for distribution to

every part of the country.
At the first early showings Sunday the

Fox picture was displayed to the audiences
in the principal theatres in New York, Phila-
delphia, Newark, Rochester, Buffalo and
Syracuse.
Fox News had determined that the Zev-

Papyrus race would be presented as a part
of its regular service to its patrons, presented
in splendid completeness and presented first.

It kept its word.

International Displays Skilful Strategy

B
ELIEVING that a news reel is obligated

to supply its clients with pictures of any

great news event, whether the promoters

of the event hope to make it an exclusive affair

or not, the International News Reel Corpora-
tion laid plans to procure, and did obtain,

exceptional pictures of the celebrated “race of

the century,” between Zev and Papyrus, at

Belmont Park last Saturday. These pictures

were taken despite every effort made to pre-

vent the International News Reel Corporation

from getting them.
The results of International’s efforts were

so excellent that a 400- foot subject was
obtained and shipped to all theatres booking

the International News. These pictures went
out as a pre-release issue of International News
No. 87, at no increase in cost to the exhibitor.

They show the race from start to finish, as

well as sidelight views of the crowds, the

jockeys, and close-ups of the horses. They

were shipped to all International first-run

patrons during the evening following the race.

They reached Broadway theatres in time for

the second show Saturday, and on Sunday
more than thirty big New York theatres were
using the International News shots. These
theatres included the Capitol, Rialto, Loew’s
State, Olympia, Fox’s Audubon and Fox’s
Academy, the Sheridan, Farragut, Stone,

Claremont, 79th Street, Plaza, Bluebird, and
the following Loew houses : Metropolitan,

Victory, Palace, Orpheum, 83d Street, and
State of Newark.

International’s success in getting such good
pictures of the race was due to a bit of

strategy worthy of a high military command.
Edgar B. Hatrick, the general manager, was
in command. Permits were obtained quietly

to erect camera stands in several of the best

locations just outside of Belmont Park. The
stands were not constructed there, however.
They were built secretly several blocks away

from the race track and mounted on huge
trucks like the ancient assault towers used
against Babylon.
The trucks were rushed to the selected loca-

tions just before the race and too late for the

race-track detectives to devise means of putting
them out of commission. This surprise attack
bewildered those opposing International’s work.
As a result excellent pictures were obtained
of the racing thoroughbreds at several of the

critical points of the race—the first and second
turns.

Meanwhile other International cameramen
had entered the park in disguise, with cameras
concealed in automobiles or under coats. These
men successfully filmed the race, made shots

of the crowd and other close-ups.

The various means taken by the race-track

detectives to interfere with International in-

cluded canvas screens, smoke screens and
mirrors reflecting dazzling sunlight. They were
futile, however.

Kinograms Also Outwits Its Opponents

DUPLICATING the service furnished

regular Kinograms subscribers on the

Japanese earthquake, the Kinogram Pub-
lishing Corporation, through Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., provided their New York
customers with prints of the great international

race between Zev and Papyrus on the evening

of the day of the race, beating other adver-

tised “Specials” to the screen, and showing in

Hour of New York’s big first-run houses, as

' Well as four in Newark, on Saturday evening.

The Kinograms racing scenes, all taken on
the day of the race, were showing at the

Rivoli, Rialto, Capitol and Stanley Theatres,

all in the Times Square district of New York,
at the 9 o’clock performances of these the-

atres. The Branford, Rialto, Strand and
Goodwin, in Newark, also had the Kinograms
racing scenes on their screens at the 9 o’clock

show.
As with the scenes of the Japanese disaster,

no extra charge was made for these scenes or

for this service, as Captain George McL.
Baynes, head of Kinogram Publishing Corpora-
tion, believes that subscribers to a news reel

are entitled to scenes of any news event with-
out extra charge, just as newspaper readers
and subscribers are entitled to the big news
of the day in their daily papers without extra
charge. The scenes of the great race form
part of the current issue of Kinograms, and
are furnished without extra charge to all

Kinograms subscribers.

/
t
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Alexander Surveys Industry;

Tells How to

W ILLIAM ALEXANDER re-

turned to New York this week
after two months spent on a

nation-wide investigation of distribution

conditions for Carl Anderson, president

of Anderson Pictures Corporation. He
spent several weeks in Los Angeles, and,

in going and coming, met with exhibitors

in over twenty cities and .towns through-

out the country.
Mr. Alexander is recognized as one of the

most practical sales executives in the industry.

His experience dates back to the opening of
the first Fox exchange outside of New York
City. He was later special representative for

the United States, and subsequently opened up
both South America and Great Britain for that

organization. Mr. Alexander is therefore well

qualified to visualize conditions on a compre-
hensive scale, and his report, issued in the

form of a statement by the Anderson offices,

is worthy of careful consideration.

‘‘There is no question but that, as a class,

the exhibitors are today up against it. It is

inevitable that the tremendous production costs

of the past summer should result in a corre-

sponding jump in the so-called exhibition

values, passed on to the exhibitors in the form
of higher rentals. It is high time that, in

planning production and estimating the potential

buying power of the public, the distributors

give direct attention to the requirements of

the exhibitor and to the facts which his busi-

ness experience is bringing to light every day.

This was brought home to me emphatically by
the tremendous interest the theatre owners are

showing in the announcements of policy from
Anderson Pictures Corporation, which dedicate

this organization to a regard for the exhibitors’

requirements. The greatest opportunity ever
presented in the history of the industry exists

today for the organization which will handle
good, high-class, exploitable pictures on a basis

of really equitable rentals and widespread,
available-to-all distribution.

“Production costs are inflated, gross valua-

tions are fictitious. Producers and distributors

alike have overstepped the bounds of business

reason, and, as usual, the theatre owners are

bearing the brunt of the battle.

“By no stretch of reasoning do I mean that

the industry should return to picture standards
of years ago. Retrogression would be more
harmful than over-ambitious progress. But I

do contend that, in making their big, fine out-

standing pictures, producers should have a
clearer understanding of the market. They
should be guided more by the barometer of

business conditions and prospects than by rosy
expectations and hopes. They should serve the

market instead of forcing the market to serve

them. They should—and they can—make big

pictures of wonderful entertainment value at

more reasonable costs than they are doing at

the present time, with no sacrifice of art or

effects. It is a question of economy, of
sensible valuations placed upon the component
elements going into a picture.

“The story is the thing. A mediocre story

may cost a million dollars and it would still

be a mediocre piece of entertainment. An in-

teresting story, produced on a sane cost sched-
ule. makes an interesting picture of equal value
and of infinitely greater power and possibility

for the theatre owners. Such fine pictures can
then be sold on a distribution schedule which
will serve the requirements of all theatres,

irrespective of size or position, on a price

schedule that will make them attractive to the

exhibitors, and, in the aggregate, achieve the

gross figures necessary to assure the producer

of his profit.

“This industry, like every other industry, is

governed by certain fundamental laws of eco-

Solve Problems
nomics. But the motion picture industry,

deluded into, or swept into, a course of over-

production and over-selling, has largely dis-

regarded many of these basic laws. It has
largely overlooked the most important link in

the chain—the theatre owner. This link is

today the weakest. It needs strengthening by
careful attention and actual service. Frankly,
that’s just what Anderson Pictures Corporation
is geared up to do. That is the fundamental
policy of our organization; our plank, platform
and plan.”

South America Busy

Rio de Janeiro Opening 4 New Houses

;

Chances for American Equipment
Washington, D. C.—Several opportunities for

American manufacturers of theatre equipment
exist in Rio de Janeiro, according to advices

just received by the Department of Commerce
from Brazil. Four moving picture theatres

are about to be built in that city, the report

states, to be constructed along the most modern
lines, and using the latest types of furnishings

and theatre equipment. The capacity of each

house will be in the neighborhood of 2,000

persons, and manufacturers of theatre equip-

ment who may be interested can secure further

particulars concerning the project from the

Specialties Division of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Washington, or from
any of the district or co-operative offices of

the Bureau.
Moving pictures are a very popular form

of entertainment in Brazil, with American films

predominating on the screen. Sao Paulo, the

second largest city of the country, has twenty
picture houses open seven days a week, with
fifteen to twenty thousand paid admissions

daily. Moving picture audiences of the better

class in Brazil, according to Consul E. M.
Lawton, have passed the cowboy stage, and
like best society dramas taken from real life.

Serial films are popular, but only as inter-

pretations of historical facts, and not too

extended.

Ruby Advanced by Pathe
The announcement of O. J. Ruby’s appoint-

ment as branch manager of the Pathe office

in Cleveland was contained in a statement

issued this week from the Pathe home office.

The assignment of Mr. Ruby to take charge

of the Cleveland office is the culmination of a

career of meritorious service under the Pathe
banner.

Ince Denies Rumor
Thomas H. Ince has no inten-

tion of entering the field of theat-

rical production, despite a report

which was recently published that

he intended to stage a big musical
comedy. He states:

“My interests are centered in

motion pictures and I am entirely

too busy producing big dramatic
pictures to devote any of my time
to theatrical production. The re-

port may have been inspired by
the fact that I have recently ne-

gotiated for the purchase of some
big plays. These plays are for

pictures.”

HARRY SCOTT
New Feature Sales Manager for Pathe

New Pathe Officer

Harry Scott Succeeds W. B. Frank as

Feature Sales Manager
An important trade announcement from

the Pathe home office this week brings news
of the appointment of Harry Scott to suc-
ceed W. B. Frank as feature sales manager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc. Mr. Scott will
enter upon his new duties Monday, October
29, at which time Mr. Frank takes over his
new work as eastern representative of the
Hal E. Roach studios.
Before becoming associated with the mo-

tion picture field, Mr. Scott was for a num-
ber of years identified with the theatrical
field and served as press agent for the
Ringling Brothers Circus for five years,
during which time he traveled to every part
of the country and made fast friends in the
show circles.

His first affiliation in the film industry
was with George Kleine. for whom he man-
aged branch offices in Columbus, 0.; Dallas,
Texas; Philadelphia, Pa., eventually becom-
ing eastern division sales manager of the
Kleine organization. His next connection
was with Goldwyn for whom he acted as
special representative. Later he joined First
National and managed its Detroit office for
four years, resigning to become branch
manager for Pathe in the same city. He
returned to New York to become local man-
ager of the Educational Film Exchange of-
fice and later was made manager of distri-

bution of the Ritz Carlton Pictures.

Baby Peggy in New York
Baby Peggy Montgomery, the world fa-

mous movie starlet, has arrived in New
York. This is her first trip east and not
only does it mark her initial entrance into
Gotham, but marks the celebration of her
fifth birthday. The little star, who is now
under the Principal Pictures Corporation
banner for a period of years, was accom-
panied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tack
Montgomery, her sister and nurse. They
are residing at the Biltmore during their

stay east.

King on Vacation
Edwin C. King, general manager of the

Paramount Long Island studio, is at White
Sulphur Springs. Ya.. for a short vacation'
He made the trip in his car and was ac
companied by his family.

1
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Michigan Convention Establishes

Recordfor StrikingAchievements
Attendance Mark Exceeded—Denniston Elected President

—

Members Pledge $10,000

H ANGING up a record of accom-
plishments that it has never
before equaled, the Jackson

convention closed officially Wednesday
night, the most remarkable gathering

of motion picture theatre owners ever

held in Michigan. Despite the fact

that all phases of the industry were
present, despite the fact that the

problems were many and varied, there

was not one discordant note struck

during the entire three days’ gather-

ing.

And as the best evidence that the

Theatre Owners of Michigan intend

to maintain their title as “the greatest

exhibitor organization in the world,”

on Tuesday afternoon, without per-

ceptible effort or without the slightest

coercion, $10,002.50 as voluntary
pledges to the organization were
made.
Representatives of trade publications, old

timers in organization work, were unanimous
in their statements that the Jackson meeting
will go down in history as the greatest meet-
ing they ever had the privilege of attending.

Joseph R. Denniston, old timer in exhibitor

organization in Michigan and one of the best

loved exhibitors in the organization, was the

unanimous choice of the convention for the

next president, taking up the work so ad-
mirably carried on by W. S. McLaren, of

Jackson.

Who Denniston Is

Joseph R. Denniston, of Monroe, new
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Michigan, comes from a town
of 12,000. He has been a director of the
organization for four years, and by
virtue of that experience is thoroughly
conversant with the working of the
organization. He has played as active a
pat't in the affairs of the association

during that time as any member, and
holds the record for fidelity at attending
directors’ meetings.
Mr. Denniston is a fine example of a

smaller town showman, assuming the
responsibility in his community that he
should. He is past president of the

Exchange Club of Monroe, is at the
present time president of the Monroe
Building and Loan Association, and re-

cently had the acceptance or refusal of

the honor of nomination for mayor of

Mom'oe tendered him by the biggest
men of Monroe, which honor he declined
because of his other civic activities.

The Family Theatre, of which he is

president and manager, is a fine type of
playhouse, a credit to the community
and a community center.

)

Jackson welcomed the exhibitors of

Michigan with open arms. Not a stone was
left unturned to make the stay a pleasant
one, and that they were successful was
evident on every hand
The outstanding features of the conven-

tion were the compromise conference be-
tween representatives of the association and

J. C. Rosenthal, Mr. Hartman and Mr.
Dentz, of the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, over the

Music Tax; the comprehensive plans for

assistance on the Admission Tax matter as

handled by Claude E. Cady
;
the assurance

given by C. C. Pettijohn, of the Motion Pic-

ture Producers and Distributors, that

Michigan would be given relief from the
non-theatrical booking menace; the com-
prehensive outline of a program for the
building of public good will in Michigan, and
the excellent financial standing of the asso-

ciation.

The new officers and directors of the asso-
ciation for the coming year are :

J. R. Denniston, Monroe, President.

Phil Gleichman, Detroit, Vice-President.
H. T. Hall, Detroit, Secretary.
John E. Niebes, Detroit, Treasurer.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Sam Ackerman, Detroit.

Bert R. Williams, Detroit.

Paul Schlossman, Muskegon.
Vernon Locey, Howell.
W. S. McLai'en, Jackson.
James C. Ritter, Detroit.

Claude E. Cady, Lansing.
W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek.
Charles Q. Carlisle, Saginaw.
A. J. Kleist, Pontiac.

G. A. Cross, Battle Creek.

The address of welcome was given by
Leland S. Bisbee, city attorney of Jackson,
and E. R. Linabury, manager of the Jackson
Chamber- of Commerce. G. A. Cross then
read the report of the Auditing and Budget
Committee. The report was that of a cer-

tified public accountant and showed that
although the organization had had the most
active year in its history, had grossed over
$32,000 and expended $25,000, and still had a

balance of $6,222.09. Mr. Cross went into

details regarding this report, explaining each
and every item, analyzing the report for the
benefit of each member.

J. C. Rosenthal, of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, who
the night before had held a conference with

J. R. Denniston, Tames C. Ritter and the
manager, explained in detail regarding the

music tax and the object of the tax. It was
finally decided that this matter be left en-
tirely in the hands of Mr. Richey and Mr.
Dentz, of the society. Phil Gleichman read
the report of the Committee on Constitution
and By-Laws and several amendments to

the Constitution were made.
Tuesday afternoon was an interesting

session. F. G. Minisky, of the Mill Mutuals
Company, outlined the fire insurance tie-up.

Mr. Burhans, of the same company, ex-
plained the importance of expiration dates

being furnished, and A. E. Harrv, of the
General Accident Company, outlined in detail

the compensation and public liability tie-up.

H. M. Richey reported the progress on
the non-theatrical situation, which, in brief,

was that exhibitors who were being unfairly
dealt with would be taken care of if they
would notify the association office and that
the matter would be handled by the asso-
ciation.

The next report was that of the manager,
H. M. Richey, who outlined in detail the
accomplishments of the association. He
pointed out that the showing was only
possible through the excellent co-operation
and support given, and made suggestions
relative to a comprehensive program of
public good will on the admission tax, non-
theatrical situations, etc. Mr. Richey was
given a rising vote of thanks.

One of the interesting features of the con-
vention was the address of Claude E. Cady
on the Admission Tax. Mr. Cady read a
very carefully prepared analysis of the situa-
tion and pointed out among other things that
the tax was a war measure, and therefore
was made severe

;
that in 55 per cent, of the

cases the theatre owners had absorbed the
tax ; that the public was having this burden
reflected in poorer pictures

;
that pool halls

did not have a tax to pay; that music halls
were exempt because they tended to raise
music standard

;
that the seat tax had been

raised 100 per cent, and that taxes had been
lifted off passes, when they would apply to
the man who has to pay his admission.

Blair McElroy, member of the firm of
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, of Chicago, who
have interests in Michigan, was right on the
job to take charge of the dues proposition.
An efficient committee, consisting of Mr.
McElroy, Mr. Butterfield, Mr. Locey, Mr.
Ritter and Mr. Baehr, handled the matter.
In less than twenty minutes $10,002.50 was
pledged. Scores of exhibitors doubled their
pledge. A list of the pledges is attached.

The banquet Tuesday night was a colorful
event. At the speaker’s table and called on
during the evening were President McLaren,
J. R. Denniston, toastmaster; Lieutenant
Governor Thomas R. Reed, Congressman
Robert Clancy, Congressman A. B. Williams,
John I. Gibson, of Battle Creek; Charles C.
Pettijohn, legal counsel for the Hays
organization; Judge Alfred J. Murphy,
legal counsel of the Michigan organiza-
tion, and Mrs. Elmer G. Derr, of Cleveland.

Entertainment was furnished by the
Carrell Theatrical Agency, of Chicago, in-
cluding the seven Brown Sisters, Three
Buddies, with three beautiful solo numbers
by Mrs. Charles Carrell, of Chicago. Music
was also furnished by the Capitol Theatre
Orchestra.

In his address Mr. Pettijohn paid tribute
to the Michigan organization and deplored
“the lack of national association.” He dis-
cussed mutual problems in a straightforward
manner, paying special stress to production
and distribution costs, which he said were
being lowered.

Judge Murphy delivered his farewell word
to the organization, inasmuch as he will
assume his duties on the bench January 1.

He spoke of the place of the exhibitor G
the industry, and showed that he has made
a careful study of the exhibitor problems.
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He paid high tribute to the association and
its work, to the board of directors who were
carrying it on, and to Mr. Richey, its man-
ager. Seldom has an address made such a

profound impression on the exhibitors of

Michigan as Judge Murphy gave, and there

were many dimmed eyes when he finished.

After the banquet, an entertainment at the

Capitol Theatre, followed by two sparring

bouts, was arranged by Mr. McLaren.
Wednesday morning the entire convention

assembled were guests of Harry L. Hulburt
and Chaplin Hopp, of the Jackson Prison,

at a ham and egg breakfast at the prison

farm.
The session of Wednesday afternoon was

opened by a discussion on the uniform con-

tract by judge Murphy, with short addresses

by Air. Shreck, of the Exhibitors’ Herald

;

Air. Alason, Motion Picture News; W. E.

Wilkinson, Film Board of Trade; Jacob
Smith, Alichigan Film Review, and the elec-

tion of officers. Following the election,

Saginaw was selected as the next meeting
place.

The following resolutions were passed at

the convention : Resolution of thanks to

President W. S. AlcLaren, the Board of

Directors, General Alanager H. M. Richej',

the City of Jackson, Leeland S. Bisbee, Air.

Linabury, Mrs. Elmer G. Derr, of Cleveland

:

Warden Harry Hulburt and Chaplain Hopp,
Judge Alfred J. Murphy, the Entertainment
Committee for the ladies, and resolutions

relative to the music tax, non-theatrical

booking, misleading press agent stories and
authorizing a membership campaign.

Special interest during the convention was
given to the public good will program as

outlined by Airs. Elmer G. Derr, of Cleve-

land. Airs. Derr believes in the approval of

good pictures, forgetting the poor ones, and
her talks were a big hit at the convention.

The ladies attending the convention had a

royal good time arranged for them by Presi-

dent AlcLaren, including a luncheon given

by the Capitol Theatre on Tuesday, a

theatre party at the Majestic Theatre,

banquet Tuesday evening, entertainment at

the Capitol later, with the ham and egg
breakfast at the prison, luncheon at the

Otsego Wednesday noon, and trips through
the Gilbert Candy Works and the Jackson
Corset Factory.

Air. AlcLaren left nothing in the way to

make the visit to Jackson a pleasure and the

convention showed it.

During the next few months an active

membership campaign will be waged in

Alichigan to get enrolled under the banner
of the association every theatre owner in

Alichigan. Detailed announcements relative

to this will be made later.

Dues Pledged on Convention Floor
Fitzpatrick. & McElroy, Benton Harbor,

$1,000! W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek, $1,000;

A. J. Kleist, Pontiac, $520; Janies McCann,
Detroit, $520; Warren & Cohen, Detroit, $350;
Bert Williams, Detroit, $350; Chas. Miles, De-
troit, $350; Lipp & Cross, Battle Creek, $300;
J. C. Ritter, Detroit, $260; Phil Gleiehman,
Detroit, $260; C. E. Cady, Lansing', $260; Ed.
Kirehner, Detroit, $260; AV. S. AlcLaren,
Jackson, $260; Wilier & Bochoven, Grand
Rapids, $200; Fred DeLodder, Detroit, $200.

Chas. Carlisle, Saginaw, $200; Frank Wets-
man, Detroit, $200; Fred Wuerth, Ann Arbor,
$200; John Niebes, Detroit, $150; R. H.
Stubbs, Detroit, $150; P. C. Sehram, Kalama-
zoo, $150; J. R. Denniston, Monroe, $150; Sid
Lawrenee, Grand Rapids, $150; Fred Preston,
Detroit, $125; E. S. Brewer, Owosso, $100;
Thos. Lancaster, Detroit, $100; T. D. Williams,
Detroit, $100; \r

. Loeey, Howell, $100; Sam
Ackerman, Detroit, $100; W. W. Slocum, De-
troit $100; Arthur Baehr, Detroit, $10O.

Miss R. Hemington, Saginaw, $100; Geo.
Marr, Saginaw, $75; J. E. Stocker, Detroit,
$75; Carroll & Mandt, Jackson, $50; John
Brennan, Detroit, $50; H. A. Bird, Grand
Rapids, $50; 51. A. Slepski, Detroit, $50;
Perry & Juep, Detroit, $50; Geo. Flucksa, De-
troit, $50; H. R. Pfeifle. Detroit, $50; Bert
Silver, Grenville, $50; Jos. Portell, Detroit,
$50; E«l. Reeves. Paw Paw, $50; Frank Wail-
low, Detroit, $50; AV. C. Green, Bellaire, $50;
V. J. Petersmark, Detroit. $50; Geo. Birdsey,
Shelby, $40; Ray Anderson, Jaekson, $30.
Thos. Danke, Detroit. $30; Harry Hobolth,

Imlay City, $37.50; Custer Carland, Frank-
fort, $25; 51. J. Handler, Detroit, $25; Wm.
Koons, Vicksburg, $25; F. H. Guy, Tecumseh,
$25; 5Irs. Alexander, Ionia, $20; Jos. Rogman,
Detroit, $25; 5Irs. 51. Jones, Wayne, $25; Wm.
Thompson. Aiorthville, $25; Frank Baker,
Marine City, $25; T. P. Tyrrell, Boyne City,

$25; 5Ir. Bellamy, Boyne City, $25; Geo.
Olson, Grayling, $25; C. B. Hill, Lake Odessa.
$20; H. C. Reinhardt, Bay City, $25; Carl
Groosc, Bronson, $15; AV. A. Cassidy, Mid-
land, $25; C. H. Schuckert, Bad Axe. $25.
Loyd Stephens, Scottsville, $25; Paul

Schlossman, Muskegon, $200; W. Kramer,
Detroit, $100; Herb Weil, Pt. Huron, $100.
Total. $10,002.50.

Registration

H. A. Bird and Wife, Grand Rapids; J. R.
Denniston. Monroe; J. E. Niebes, Detroit, J.

E. Stocker, Detroit; W. S. McLarefi and Wife,
Jackson; A. J. Kleist and Wife, Pontiac; Fred
DeLodder and Wife, Detroit; Pete Juep, De-
troit; King Perry, Detroit; Frank Beecher
and Wife, Detroit; H. T. Hall and Wife. De-
troit; Mrs. W. P. Brown, Detroit; Mrs. F.

Wadlow, Detroit; W. C. Green and Wife.
Bellaire; M. A. Slepski. Detroit; Mrs. Elmer
G. Derr. Cleveland; John Brennan and Wife.
Detroit: Ed. Kirehner, Detroit; Sam Acker-
man, Detroit; Jos. A. Rogman and Wife,
Detroit; H. R. Pfeifle and Wife, Detroit.

Mrs. Mabel Jones, Wayne; H. C. Reinhardt,
Bay City; E. Forbes, Detroit; G. D. Brady,
Detroit; Vernon Locey and Wife, Howell;
Frank Wetsman. Detroit; M. J. Handler, De-
troit; A. J. Petersmark and Wife, Detroit;
Sid Lawrence, Grand Rapids: Arthur D.
Baehr, Detroit: Jos. Portell, Detroit; Carl
Groose and Wife, Bronson; H. G. Brewer.
Detroit; Loyd Stephens, Scottsville; W. J.

Thompson, Northville; J. F. Wuerth. Ann
Arbor; Jake Smith. Detroit; T. P. Tyrrell.
Boyne City; Chas. Q. Carlisle, Saginaw; W.
W. Slocum, Detroit: Ernest Aretter. Homer:
Thos. Lancaster. Detroit: J. C. Ritter and
Wife, Detroit; C. B. Hill and Wife, Lake
Odessa; Mrs. Henskey, Mulliken; Lew Cohen.
Detroit; Frank Baker, Marine City. W. S.

Baker, Marine City; C. A. Baker, Marine City.

Miss Ryles Hemington, Saginaw; R. H.
Stubbs and Wife, Detroit; W. J. Carroll and
Wife, Jackson; Henry Mandt and Wife. Jack-
son; Harold Frank and Wife, Jackson: Frank
Wadlow and Wife, Detroit; F. H. Guy.
Tecumseh; Mrs. W. J. Carter, Croswell; Bert
Williams, Detroit: Lt. Lester Potter. Detroit;
T. D. Williams and Wife, Detroit; Ira A.

Wadell, Detroit; B. A. Morthorst. Detroit;
C. M. Davis and Mother, Detroit: James Mc-
Cann, Detroit; P. C. Sehram and Wife. Kala-
mazoo: Ollie Brooks. Detroit; John Cutler,
Detroit: C. J. Bell, Detroit; Harry Hobolth.
Imlay Citv; Wm. Koons and Wife. Vicksburg.

W. S. Butterfield and Wife, Battle Creek ;

1

H. A. Rowles, Battle Creek; Carl Nenlyoung,
"

Battle Creek; John I. Gibson, Battle Creek:
G. L. Wilier, Grand Rapids; Fred Preston
and Wife, Detroit; E. S. Brewer and Wife,
Owosso; Harry Lorch, Detroit; Art Elliott,
Detroit; H. P. Childs, Detroit; Geo. Birdsey
and Wife, Shelby; W. S. Witman, Detroit;
Thos. Danke and Wife, Detroit; Ray Ander-
son, Jackson; Geo. Marr, Saginaw; Bert Sil-

ver and Wife, Greenville; C. E. Cady, Lansing;
Phil Gleiehman, Detroit; G. A. Cross, Battle
Creek; C. L. Carrell and Wife, Chicago; F. W.
Chrysler, Detroit; A. Goldner, Detroit; Judge
Alfred J. Murphy, Detroit; C. C. Pettijohn
and Wife, Detroit; Geo. Marr. Jackson; James
Kent, Detroit; A. M. Goodman, Detroit; Fred
Kuntz, Detroit; A. Tzinnis, Detroit; F. W.
Perkins, Detroit; George Flucksa, Detroit.

Ed. Reeves and Wife, Paw Paw; Martin G.
Smith, Toledo; J. M. Schreck, Chicago; Custer
Carland, Frankfort; Roy Adams, Mason; E.
Lyons, Detroit; Mrs. Alexander, Ionia; Bob
Rowan, Detroit; Sid Hackford, Detroit; Blair
McElroy, Chicago; K. S. Fitzpatrick, Chicago;
W. Kenan, Detroit; G. W. Barhans, Detroit;
A. E. Harry, Detroit; C. R. Beechler. St.

Johns; F. Keenan, Detroit; Helmar George
and Wife, Detroit; E. H. Robinson, Detroit;
J. A. Smith, Detroit; F. W. Schafer. Ida.
. Geo. Ranshaw, Detroit; Mr. Custer. Detroit;
Geo. Sampson, Detroit; W. A. Cassidy. Mid-
land; W. E. Wilkinson, Detroit; F. J. Hileman,
Mt. Pleasant; W. Kramer, Detroit; H. T. Starr,
Detroit; Paul Schlossman, Muskegon; C. H.
Schuckert, Bad Axe.

The First Semi-Annual

First National Franchise Holders Meet in

Indiana
The first semi-annual meeting of the

original franchise holders of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., was officially

adjourned on Thursday, October 18, after a
four day session held at West Baden,
Indiana. During the meetings, which were
closed, a highly satisfactory report of the
company’s financial position was presented
and future production plans were outlined.

Those present at the meeting were Messrs.
H. 0. Schwalbe, Robert Lieber, R. A. Row-
land, Sam Katz, A. H. Blank, E. V. Rich-
ards, Moe Mark, Adolph Ramish, Sol
Lesser, W. P. Dewees, R. D. Craver, Sam
Spring, E. Mandelbaum, J. B. Clark, George
W. Trendle, E. A. Eschman, E. B. Johnson,

J. Fabian, A. Fabian, John J. McQuirk,
Harry Nolan, Harry Crandall, Col. Fred
Levy, Spyros Skouras, M. L. Finkelstein, I.

H. Rubin, J. H. Kunskv, C. S. Pinkerton,
Tom Saxe and Mr. Hamm.
This meeting was the first semi-annual

affair of the First National franchise hold-
ers. Heretofore the meetings were held
yearly.

A New Branch

Paramount Opens Another Office in

Brazil
The thirty-seventh branch office for the

distribution of Paramount pictures outside
the United States and Canada has just been
opened at Juiz de Fora, Brazil. This an-
nouncement was made by E. E. Shauer. di-

rector of the foreign department of the Fa-
mous Plavers-Lasky Corporation.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

now maintains three offices in Brazil—Rio
de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Juiz de Fora.

Ask your projectionist if he is

using the new Griffith Lens Chart.

If he is burning carbons this chart

will enable him to secure the very

best screen results with the equip-

ment he is using. See page 168.

J. R. DENNISTON
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Government Finishes Its Case
in Paramount Investigation

Company Record Shows Brokers as Largest Stockholders

AFTER practically touring the

continent and securing bits of

testimony here and there in its

investigation of charges made against

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

the Federal Trade Commission got

back to its starting point of many
months ago and resumed in New York
City hearings which had been ad-

journed since April last.

The commission, headed by Attor-

neys Fuller and Hawkins, has put in

full days all of this week. Monday
morning it was hoped that the Govern-
ment would have concluded its case by
Wednesday, October 24. But Wednes-
day arrives and there are yet four wit-

nesses to be heard so the prospects for

a wind-up on Friday, October 26, are

more encouraging.

With the closing of the plaintiff’s

side of the issue a recess of one month
will be taken, during which time the

defendant will assemble all points of

contention. Robert T. Swaine, chief

counsel of the Zukor group, expressed

a belief that the defense will not

occupy a period in excess of three

weeks.
During the last few days of its in-

vestigation the commission has gone
deep into the history of Famous
Players-Lasky. Outstanding among
some of the details thus revealed by
the court record is the fact that the

company has no record of its president,

Adolph Zukor, owning a share of

either common or preferred stock

;

and that brokerage concerns are the

largest stockholders according to the

record. Marcus Loew’s testimony is

another of the highlights. Thirteen
years ago he and Zukor severed busi-

ness relations and since then it has
been each man for his own.

Monday’s Session

Twentyffive years ago Marcus Loew and
Adolph Zukor were partners in a fur busi-

ness in downtown Manhattan. Then Loew
went into the theatrical world and later was
financially assisted, partly by Zukor. Al-
though it was conceded that the Zukor fam-
ily owned about one per cent, of the stock
of Loew, Inc., Marcus Loew, testifying at

the hearing on Monday, October 22, before
the Federal Trade Commission, declared
that since he and Zukor severed business
relations thirteen years ago neither has at-

tempted to interfere with or legislate the
commercial policy of the other. In other
words, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
the Metro group and Loew, Inc., have en-
joyed unrestrained and uninfluenced indi-

vidual government.
Mr. Loew maintained that no partiality

had been shown him in booking Famous
productions or did the Zukor concern have
the preference of Metro films. The dis-

^
tribution of Metro material in Australia and

By TOM WALLER

Brazil by Famous was due solely to a busi-

ness transaction which had been negotiated
strictly because of Famous efficiency.

Chief Examiner W. H. Fuller for the com-
mission revealed through Leopold Fried-
man, secretary and counsel for Loew, Inc.,

that a Loew stock record dated April 4,

1923, showed Mrs. Adolph Loew as the
holder of 6,392 shares of Loew stock and
Eugene J. Zukor the possessor of 6,000

shares. With these Mr. Fuller read the

names of other Loew stockholders, appar-
ently pertinent to the government issue,

which reached a total of about 26,000 shares.

The latter constituted but a part of the

1,060,780 shares outstanding divided among
8,000 stockholders, said Robert T. Swaine,
of counsel for Famous, in maintaining by
the comparison that neither individually nor
collectively had the stockholders cited bjr

Mr. Fuller endeavored to control the policy
of Loew, Inc., or Metro. In response to a

question by Mr. Swaine, the Loew secre-
tary said all of the Loew stockholders had
made their purchases with a good invest-

ment as the sole motive.
Four other witnesses, whose testimony

was of comparatively minor importance to

that secured in the early part of the day’s
proceeding, were interrogated mainly by
Gaylord Hawkins, the chief examiner’s col-

league.
The reorganization of the First National

Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., established in 1917,

into the Associated First National’ Pictures,
Inc., in 1920, was brought about by the har-
mony of the theatre owner members in-

spiring the expansion in membership, H. O.
Schwalbe told Mr. Hawkins.
Under the new association about 3,300

theatres are now amalgamated, whereas
under the original combine but 600 at the
most were fraternized, he stated. The wit-
ness is the president of the Electric Thea-
tre Supply Company, located in Philadel-
phia, of which he claimed he is the owner
of practically the entire capital stock.
Elek J. Ludvigh of the Famous New

York office said that although Mr. Zukor
is president of the Famous Players Cana-
dian Corporation he is less than a figure-
head in that capacity and that the home
office is little concerned about it. This cor-
poration, he stated, was organized with the-
atre acquisition as the forethought and cap-
italized at $4,000,000 which was to be dis-

posed of to Dominion residents. The stock
sales fell short of $1,000,000 and of this

amount Famous Players-Lasky invested
$750,000, more as a compulsory obligation
than an investment, he stated.

Concerning United States activities, Mr.
Ludvigh said that Famous is contemplating
the erection on the Putnam site, New York,
of a theatre whose architectural design will

be similar to that of the Capitol, except that
it will be a smaller house than this Man-
hattan movie hippodrome. The other plan
is for a theatre on the English Hotel site

in Indianapolis, he stated.
It was brought out by Mr. Fuller that

the Nanuet Holding Corporation was merged
into Famous in 1917, and that Famous owns
all of the common stock of Charles Froh-
man, Inc. In addition to this and since
April 4, 1923, according to the witness, Fa-
mous Players-Lasky has acquired fifty per
cent, interest in the Fairfax, Fairfax, Va. ;

lease on the Community, Miami; the Sugg

and Kozy theatres, Chickasha, Okla.
;

the
Graphic, Bangor, Me.; the Capitol, Pitts-
field, Mass.; and fifty per cent, interest in

the Criterion, Oklahoma City. Mr. Lud-
vigh’s testimony further shows that Famous
now owns outright the Metropolitan, Grau-
man and Rialto in Los Angeles

; that seven
theatres owned or controlled by Southern
Enterprises have been sold since April; and
that the organization has taken a lease on
McVicker’s house in Chicago.
The booking situation in Philadelphia was

gone into with considerable detail by S. E.
Applegate, United Artists manager there.

Going over a list of twenty-one theatres,
Mr. Applegate stated they were mostly un-
der the Stanley control.

Certain dates which he had specified in

his testimony at a Boston hearing were cor-
rected by John E. Eames of Littleton, New
Hampshire. This witness was formerly in

the employ of Alfred S. Black.

Tuesday’s Session

Who owns the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation? Is was obvious that the com-
mencement of the second day of the pro-
ceeding, Tuesday, October 23, had, for the
Federal Trade Commission, resolved itself

into this question. The closing of this ses-
sion showed that “on record” Adolph Zukor
owns not a single share of common or pre-
ferred: that the total capital stock held and
listed “on record” by eighteen members of
the Board of Directors sums up about 9,378
shares, and that over 62,000 shares are cred-
ited to the titles of nine concerns of stock
brokers.

This comprises in part the approximate
225,000 shares of capital stock issued and
outstanding of the bulk of 450,000 author-
ized shares. In divulging these figures, rel-

ative to the financial status of the Famous
Players-Lasky Company as sought out by
Chief Examiner Fuller, Elek J. Ludvigh,
treasurer and secretary of the organization,
said that it was impossible to procure a rec-
ord of the real owner of each share of stock
and that there were on issue thousands of
shares whose owners are unknown. He ex-
plained “unknown” by adding, as far as the
record is concerned.

Prior to the organizing of the old Famous
Company in 1913 Mr. Ludvigh, the chief
witness of Tuesday’s hearing, testified that
he wras Mr. Zukor’s personal attorney. Ex-
cept for drawing his will the witness said
he did nothing of note for Zukor until he
drafted the company’s certificate of incor-
poration and entered its legal department.
Arthur H. Friend incorporated the Jesse
Lasky Company and when the organizations
were amalgamated he joined the barrister
force until the time came when he accepted
the treasurership. Ludvigh said that he
did not know whether Friend made this
move to avoid a “clash” or whether it was
because he preferred the business end of
the game.
The witness said that he then headed the

Famous legal department. He also men-
tioned, under examination by Mr. Fuller,
that he incorporated the People’s Vaudeville
Company for Mr. Loew fifteen years ago.
Until about three years ago he said he rep-
resented in barrister capacity that com-
pany and Mr. Loew, while for a part of
that period he also represented Mr. Zukor.
Mr. Ludvigh admitted that he was a Loew

stockholder. He explained that it had not
been of his own seeking but that Loew at
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the time ‘‘couldn’t” pay him his yearly sal-

ary of $1,000 for his legal advice and so
instead of cash presented him with shares
of stock in the Loew organization.
The record of owners of stock shares re-

ferred to by Mr. Fuller was dated Septem-
ber of this year. Mr. Fuller produced a
letter alleged to have been written by the
witness in September, 1920, in which the ten
largest stockholders and their holdings were
mentioned. It credited Mr. Zukor with be-
ing included as the possessor of 15,163 shares
in June of that year. Asked as to what had
become of those shares, according to the
latest record which establishes Mr. Zukor
with having nothing in hand, the Famous
official replied that this could easily be ac-

counted for by the fact that the amount of

one’s holdings often fluctuates from month
to month.
Questioned as to whether it was necessary

to be a stockholder in order to be eligible to

sit on the Board of Directors, Mr. Lud-
vigh replied that he could not recall if such
a provision was in the company’s charter
but that the statutory requirement for a

director of a corporation to. hold from five

to eight shares of stock had become inval-

idated about eight years ago.
Considerable quibbling ensued when Mr.

Fuller pressed the witness for details of the
report which credited Mr. Zukor with hav-
ing no stock in his own company. This in

substance was

:

Mr. Zukor owns not a dollar’s worth of

stock? the witness was asked.
The record shows he owns nothing. It

is impossible to state the complete list of

stockholders. Thousands of shares may be
an brokers’ hands. Finding out the owner
would depend entirely upon the broker’s
practice. Sometimes brokers transfer shares
to the names of clerks, Mr. Ludvigh re-

plied.

No dividend was paid to Mr. Zukor in

October?
The witness replied in the negative.

You personally do not know whether Mr.
Zukor owns one dollar’s worth of stock?
The witness hesitated and then replied

:

Not to testify about. I’ve had my impres-
sions.

Do you know whether the stock Mr.
Zukor had in June, 1920, was taken off the

company’s books ?

Again the reply was in the negative.

You don’t know what broker might have
received them?

Mr. Ludvigh retorted: I have impressions
but really could not say.

Mr. Fuller brought out that Mrs. Lottie

Zukor, wife of the Famous official, owns
1,500 shares and Zukor’s son, Eugene, and
grandson, Eugene Adolph Zukor, 1,000

shares each.
Reaching the list of directors, Mr. Fuller

observed that in September, 1920, Jesse
Lasky possessed 3,530 shares of common
stock and that for September of this year
he owns but 300. The drop was attributed

by Mr. Ludvigh to a fluctuation.

It was unearthed that in Mr. Zukor’s
class of owning no stock, according to the

record, were Directors Maurice Wertheim,
Felix A. Kahn, Sir William Wiseman and
Harold B. Franklin.
On record with an average minimum of

100 and maximum of two or three thousand,
some in preferred, others in common and
a few in both, are : Directors William H.
English, Fred G. Lee, Frank A. Garbutt,
Theodore F. Whitmarsh, Gayer G. Dom-
inick (under the firm name of Dominick &
Dominick), Mr. Ludvigh, Jules E. Brula-

tour, Cecil deMille, Albert A. Kaufman,
Daniel Frohman, Sidney R. Kent, Emile
Shauer, Ralph H. Kahn.
The witness conceded that as far as the

record goes stock brokers at the present

are the largest holders of stock. Among
the brokerage concerns on the Famous
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share record are: Halle and Stieglitz, Har-
riman Company, Hutten and Company,
Keech and Company, McClure, Jones and
Reid, Pane, Webber, Post and Flagg,
Rothschild and Company, Seligsberg.
The remainder is unissued stock and is

locked up in the safe of the organization,
Mr. Ludvigh stated. In response to Mr.
Fuller’s interrogation he said the company
has no voting trust to handle the stock. He
added for the record that preferred stock
has a conversion privilege so that an
amount of common stock has to be reserved
for such conversion.
Harold B. Franklin, who was called dur-

ing a previous hearing, explained what he
said was a form for a tentative contract
which he maintained was used only by
Southern Enterprises. The witness, who is

in charge of Famous’s theatre department,
said that he never made contracts but in

some instances approved them. He stated
that this form, an innovation in his depart-
ment a few months ago, was used by the of-

fice as a memorandum. He explained that it

is an aid in selecting a picture which would
meet with all of the requirements of the
town where a showing is being contem-
plated.

Wednesday’s Session

A1 Lichtman’s knowledge of the industry
was tested from Portland, Me., to Seattle,

Washington, with many stops in between,
by Counselor Hawkins, who conducted the
Federal Trade Commission investigation to-

day, Wednesday, October 24. The witness,
one time head of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, specified, under direct exami-
nation, what he considered first class first

run theatres in a good number of the chief

cities on the continent.
The term first class, Lichtman told At-

tornelv Swaine for the defendant during a

period of cross-examination, is a matter of

comparative valuation—that the worst pic-

ture house on Broadway, New York, might
be the best in “Oshkosh.”
Mr. Swaine asked the witness if it were

not true that statisticians in listing first

class first run houses often vary in such
listing from 100 to 900 theatres. Lichtman
replied that such judgment was more a

matter of individual interpretation and such
theatres he had picked for the first rank
had been gauged accordingly.

Capacity, price, architecture, quality of

the picture and music for a large part go
to make up such a house, he stated. He
nodded affirmatively when Mr. Swaine asked
him if in this respect the real thing was not

the operator’s showmanship. As an illus-

tration, two houses with all of the former
qualities might be standing side by side in

the same city and yet one might be ranked
in class ahead of the other. In such a case
he said the lacking asset of the second house
was the proprietor’s ability to put the bill

across.
No theatre where vaudeville is a part of

the bill is recognized by the witness as a

first class first run house. A house with a

mixed policy cannot afford to pay the price

for a film that a theatre specializing in

movies can, he testified. The vaudeville

makes up a big item in the expense account
and lessens the percentage. Many go to

such a theatre who are interested solely in

the vaudeville, thereby creating a mixed
audience in such a theatre, he pointed out.

In regard to good showmanship being a

requirement for a top grade house. Lawyer
Hawkins sought to break down Lichtman’s
testimony. He referred to the fact that

many managers of the houses which Licht-

man had placed in this category earlier in

the hearing conducted houses which the

witness had termed second raters. Under
cross questioning by Swaine, Lichtman cor-

rected this version by stating that over-
seers of topnotchers conducted some other
houses on a different basis, taking into con-
sideration the type of audience and the per-

centage which would be realized from the
same.
Lichtman admitted that at the April hear-

ing in this investigation he had testified that
he had undergone considerable difficulty in
selling pictures in the south. Since Fa-
mous Players acquired Southern Enter-
prises he stated he has been able to dis-
pose of his product without any trouble
and with considerable satisfaction. He stated
that he has sold this season’s output of
fifteen features in the south, on a percentage
basis ranging from 20 to 25 per cent.
“Did Franklin try to compel you to break

contracts with competitive houses?” Attor-
ney Swaine queried in regard to Famous’s
southern acquisition.
Lichtman replied that no attempt at co-

ercion was made and that the negotiations
were such as had met his own trade situa-
tion. The witness said that his last Broad-
way, New York, picture was “The Broken
Wing,” shown at the Rialto, of which he
realized seventeen and one-half per cent, of
the gross receipts.

In the opinion of W. W. Hodkinson, who
was the sole witness during the afternoon
session, Marguerite Clark was as good an
actress as Mary Pickford when he severed
connections with Paramount as its presi-
dent in June, 1916. This belief was di-
vulged when Lawyer Hawkins asked the
witness if he did not believe at that time
that Mary Pickford was Paramount’s
greatest actress.

The last conference which Mr. Hodkin-
son said he had had with Mr. Zukor be-
fore leaving Paramount was in January,
1916, when he advocated that Mary Pick-
ford be granted a raise. This, he said, was
presented before the Board of Directors
and necessitated an advance in the price of
Pickford pictures.

The merging of Famous Players, Jesse
Lasky and Bosworth took place in 1916
when Paramount introduced, he said, the
first five reel picture innovation. Hitherto
companies had been making pictures rang-
ing from one to three reels. The present
day discrimination between features and
short subjects was not then recognized, he
testified, and Paramount had to compete in
the same market with the shorter subjects.
Mr. Hodkinson assented to a question by
Mr. Swaine that as Paramount progressed
in its five reel subjects competing companies
fell in line and paid more attention to the
bigger footage.

Prior to the merger Paramount acted as
distributor for Bosworth and Lasky, it was
brought out by Mr. Swaine. Also in this
respect it was recorded that five other com-
panies then distributed through Mutual.

No Enormous Salaries

Lesser Denies Stars Are Paid

Exorbitantly

Sol Lesser, whose activities in the motion
picture field should qualify him to speak with
authority on practically any subject pertaining
to that industry, now comes to the front with
the statement that reports concerning gigantic
salaries paid motion picture stars are entirely

unfounded.
“The motion picture industry,” says Lesser,

“is just like any other legitimate business. It

must be maintained on a business basis at all

times, and these rumors and reports of
fabulous salaries paid stars and players of the
silent drama cannot be taken too seriously.

“The report that Baby Peggy Montgomery
signed a contract with Principal Pictures Cor-
poration, of which I am president, at a yearly
salary exceeding $1,000,000 is entirely out of
reason and unfounded. The motion picture

industry cannot afford to pay any such price

to any star—if it wanted to remain in busi-

ness any length of time.”
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Joe Brandt Says Wall Street

Millions Menace the Industry
T HAT Wall Street millions poured

into the motion picture pro-

ducing companies, have lowered

production standards and made it dif-

ficult for an independent producer to

survive, is the charge made by Joe
Brandt, president of the C. B. C. Film

Sales Corporation.
“I look for a return to a production mon-

opoly similar to that of the producers of

General Film Company days,” states Mr.

Brandt. “There is the same affinity of in-

terest between the Wall Street-financed pro-

ducers of today as existed amongst the

Patents Company producers.
“It will be remembered that the latter

producers were independent and were com-
petitive for many years until financial rea-

sons made it wise for them to consolidate

their interests. This is happening amongst
the Wall Street financed companies of to-

day. They have been spending money ex-

travagantly in production that cannot pos-

sibly pay out, and the spirit of amalgamation
is in the air.

“The independent producers cannot meet

the competition of high finance. I say that

the independent producer is the only one

today who is making pictures at anything
like a fair cost, but what does this matter

when the wastage of the Wall Street pro-

ducers is quickly made up by the sale of

additional stock or securing tremendous
loans from their banker friends?

“The independent companies are fighting

the battle of their lives today but they are

getting very poor aid from the exhibitors

for the risks they are taking and the prod-
uct they are building.

“A poor picture may be widely exploited

as has been done by Wall Street, and the

exhibitor is buncoed in believing that it

is a big picture and he pays big money for

it, and when he has run it and counted up
his receipts, he finds he has taken a loss.

Occasionally he puts up a squawk and he

gets a rebate in the form of another picture

—not cash—but a picture that was made
under Wall Street auspices, and they can
well afford to give a rebate in the form of '

a free run on this picture because nine
chances out of ten the exhibitor wouldn’t

J. Gordon Edwards Tells of

Picture Activities Abroad
GORDON EDWARDS, the dean

t
of the William Fox directors,

has returned from a three

months’ pleasure trip through France,

Austria and Italy. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Edwards and his son,

Gordon, who has appeared in a num-
ber of the Fox pictures directed by
his father. Mr. Edwards keeps a car

in Italy, where he spent a year and a

half making part of “The Shepherd
King,” and before that “The Queen of

Sheba.” The Edwards’ party motored
through Rome, Verona, Florence and
other towns in the Romeo and Juliet

country, and sailed for home from
Naples.

“I was much surprised,” remarked Mr.
Edwards during a recent interview, “by the

great change I noticed all through Italy and
the wonders accomplished by Mussolini.

Not that I favor Fascism, but the country
has improved 500 per cent, since the last

time I was there.”

In Austria the Fox director saw the mak-
ing of a big spectacle, “Messallina.” The
company producing the picture had obtained
permission to use the Imperial grounds in

Vienna for some of the scenes. In Italy

“Quo Vadis” is being made by the U. C. I.

company. The organization rented the

buildings and equipment at one of the annual
fairs in Rome, following its close, and took
many of their scenes there while Mr.
Edwards was present. Emil Jannings, who
is well-known to American audiences, is

playing the role of Nero. Several important
pictures are being made in Austria and Italy

but, according to the American director, the

two mentioned above are the biggest. The
banks in these countries are very friendly

\ toward the producers and are helping them
) in making big pictures.

“American pictures are greatly in demand
throughout Italy,” continued Mr. Edwards.
“I met Louis Lenine, the Fox European man-
ager, who was in Rome selecting a site for a

new exchange. Mr. Lenine tells me that
many of the Fox pictures will be shown at

the Castanza Theatre, the great national

theatre in Rome.”
Mr. Edwards, who will soon start a big

special at the New York Fox studios, was
asked if he believed in making American
productions abroad. “Not unless I can take
an American cast from this country,” he re-

plied. “The certainty of obtaining the right

atmosphere and also of keeping down pro-
duction costs are important considerations,

but I prefer our own brand of actors. Poli

Negri and Emil Jannings are the only two
stars the motion pictures have recruited

from Europe. Valentino cannot be con-
sidered because he is a product of America
and American motion picture development.”

Music Society Warns

No Rights Waived, It Says, During
Negotiations With M. P. T. O. A.

The American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers announces that, during
negotiations with the M. P. T. O. A., it does

not waive any rights as to public performances
of the works copyrighted by its members, and
that the mere fact negotiations looking toward
a settlement of differences is under way does

not confer upon any unlicensed theatre a right

in the interim to play the society’s music.

“No information, so far as our advices go,”

says the statement, “justifying any such con-

struction of the arrangements made has been
issued by either this office or the M. P. T.

O. A., yet in many cases exhibitors are stating

to our representatives that they ‘understand’

nothing is to be done until the conferences

are over.”

have booked it anyway. And I venture to

say that a great many times when the ex-

hibitor does get a good rebate picture, it’s

a picture that was acquired by the Wall
Street-financed concern from an independent
producer.
“In my opinion the handwriting is on the

wall. The exhibitors must take the situa-

tion seriously in hand and begin to realize

that the more they support independent pic-

tures the quicker they are going to be able

to make the Wall Street-financed producing
unit bring down their cost of production and
make pictures on a basis that will insure

reasonable rentals. Unless the exhibitor is

willing to do this, the independent’s fight is

useless and he might as well give up the field

to the Wall Street-financed organizations,
and let the exhibitors take their chances as

to what the result will be.”

Annual Meeting Held

Chicago Film Board of Trade Elects

Officers and Reviews Work
The annual meeting of the Chicago Film

Board of Trade, held this week at their offices.

Standard Oil Building, was marked by the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year. Edwin
Silverman, outgoing president, was re-elected

by a unanimous vote. Other elections are as

follows

:

Vice-President, J. L. Friedman, Celebrated
Players Corp.

;
Secretary, H. L. Hollander,

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
;
Treasurer, I. Maynard

Schwartz, Educational.
Board of Directors : F. C. Aiken, Pathe

Exchange, Inc.
; C. E. Bond, Associated First

National; S. Meyer, Fox Film Corp.; J.

Sampson, Film Booking Offices
;
R. Simmons,

W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
The annual meeting was attended by the

board’s full complement. Following the dis-

posal of regular business, nominations for the

office of president were opened, with the sub-

sequent election of Mr. Silverman. Coincident

with the nomination of Mr. Silverman special

mention was made of the unqualified success

achieved by the local board, through the un-

tiring efforts of its president, to faithfully

serve the best interests of both exchange and
exhibitors. Various speakers lauded the

sagacity and fairmindedness of Mr. Silverman
in his efforts to reconcile differences between
the two factors, and also commented upon the

state of efficiency the board had attained during

his regime.
Installation of officers will be held at the

board’s annual banquet and dance on Friday,

November 9, at the East Room of the Hotel

La Salle. Prominent executives and stars are

expected to be on hand to supplement a

splendid program of entertainment arranged by
I. Maynard Schwartz.

Kane Going to Coast
Arthur S. Kane, president of Associated

Exhibitors, expects to leave for Los Angeles
within a week or ten days. He intends to

look after production and distribution

matters.

Safron Succeeds Flynn
Jerry Safron, one time New York man-

ager of the Robertson-Cole exchange and
more recently special representative of the

Film Booking Offices has succeeded J. Flynn
as manager of the Philadelphia exchange
for the F. B. O. Mr. Flynn will take over
the management of two theatres in New
Jersey.
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S
AMUEL GOLDWYN, former head
of the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-
tion, was, on October 18, enjoined

from releasing motion pictures under the

Goldwyn name unless he makes it clear

that the productions were not made by the

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. He is

directed to use the word “not connected

with the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation’’

in display type in his advertisements.
Evidently Judge Learned Hand, who issued

the injunction, sympathizes with the plight in

which Mr. Goldwyn now finds himself with
respect to his right to use his assumed name
in business judging from several comments
made in the opinion filed in the United States

District Court. The decision does not pass

on the merits of the controversy, and the in-

junction is only a preliminary one pending the

final determination of the litigation.

“A self-made man may prefer a self-made
name,” remarked Judge Hand, alluding to the

fact that Mr. Goldwyn had changed his

familial name of Gelbfisch or Goldfish to

Goldwyn. “Under circumstances like these at

bar it appears to me that Goldwyn, who has

familiarized the public—with the acquiescence

of the plaintiff—with that name, has as much
right to complain of its loss as though he had
not inherited the less euphonious Gelbfisch or

its equivalent, Goldfish.”

Judge Hand expressed the opinion that Mr.
Goldwyn had played a prominent part in

building up the business of the Goldwyn Pic-

tures Corporation, and alluded to the fact that

it was not contradicted that he had adopted

the name of Goldwyn at the suggestion of his

business associates at a time when the com-
pany was not involved in any trouble.

Mr. Goldwyn had stated in affidavits that he

resigned as president of the corporation on
September 2, 1920, at a time when negotiations

were under way to induce Dupont to invest

new capital, and the latter was averse to doing

so if Mr. Goldwyn remained as the head of

the company. The negotiations fell through,

however, Mr. Goldwyn declared, and he

succeeded in interesting other financiers to in-

vest capital in the business, with the result that

his contract with the corporation Avas renewed,

and he continued as head of the corporation

under the provisions of a contract executed

October 22, 1920.

Mr. Goldwyn’s last contract expired on

October 10, 1922, but it contained a clause pro-

hibiting him from engaging in the motion pic-

ture business, and the present suit to enjoin

Bow Wow Wow!I!

Tuckahoe’s population has taken a ter-

rible jump since Clem Kracht, of the

Moving Picture World’s advertising

department, abandoned his Manhattan
apartment for an adobe dwelling in that

village, noted in the past for its cock
fights and in the present for its desire

to become a “be-eg city.”

The other night Mr. Kracht, after a

futile search in the neighboring garbage
cans, found Mrs. Kracht’s pet mongrel
with fourteen new sons and daughters

under a neighbor’s porch.

Anyone in the industry, Mr. Kracht
announces, who wants a good, live,

healthy pup can have one free of cost

and parcel post and at the same time do

a great service, as the Kracht fresh air

ranch was not intended for a dog farm.

him from using the name Goldwyn is based
on this clause. Judge Hand did not pass on
this question finally in the present decision.

“If there were any suspicion that the defend-
ant had adopted his name in 1918 because he
contemplated using it as he now proposes he
could be enjoined,” declared Judge Hand.
“This would be true because it Avould then be
apparent that he had no interest in the name
to protect other than its use to take away the
plaintiff’s customers. There is, however, no
ground for any such suspicion. The proof is

uncontradicted that the suggestion came to him
from his co-adventurers in the plaintiff’s

predecessor at a time when no trouble was
breAving and when, so far as appears, he had
no thought of its competitive use.

“A new name, when honestly assumed and
worn, may well be of as much or nearly as
much consequence to its bearer as though it

were familial,” continued Judge Hand. “Our
names are useful or dangerous to us accord-
ing to the associations they carry among those
who hear them. If we have by our past con-
duct established a good-will which attaches to

the name that is an interest, pecuniary or
honorific, of which we may well object to being
deprh-ed, and which may exceed in value that

which we inherited.”

Receiver for Triangle

Bankruptcy Proceedings Filed Against
Firm by Three Creditors

The Triangle Film Corporation, which Avas

formerly one of the largest distributing organi-
zations in the motion picture industry, passed
into the hands of a receiver on October 17

folloAving the institution of bankruptcy pro-
ceedings against the corporation in the United
States District Court.

Percival L. Waters, who is well known in

the industry, and Avho has practically been in

charge of the company’s business for the past

four years, Avas appointed receiver under a

bond of $10,000 by Judge Learned Hand upon
the request of a majority of the creditors.

When Mr. Waters assumed charge of the

company’s affairs in 1919 the company OAved

approximately' $2,680,000, but under his

management the liabilities have been gradually
liquidated, Avith the result that upAvards of

$2,000,000 of the former indebtedness has been
paid off and substantial assets remain to meet
existing claims.

The Triangle Film Corporation OAvns prac-
tically all of the capital stock of the Ncav
York Motion Picture Corporation and the

Reliance Motion Picture Corporation. The
NeAV York Motion Picture Corporation controls

the Keystone Film Company, and the three

companies are creditors for about $1,000,000

each.

At one time the Triangle Film Corporation
handled the productions of Douglas Fairbanks,

Norma Talmadge and William Hart among
others.

Building New Theatre
The Suffolk Amusement Company, of

Suffolk, Va., is to erect a 500-seat house
exclusively for colored people. It is to be
ready by December 1, and is to be devoted to

pictures and A-audeville. The company will

also remodel the Fotosho Theatre at a cost of

$25,000, increasing the seating capacity to 1,200.

Brown Married
Announcement is made of the marriage of

Colvin W. BroAvn, Eastern Representative
of Thos. H. Ince, and Pearl Marion Clark,
daughter of Mr. and Airs. D. E. Sayler of
Elgin, 111.

Film Exports Heavy

Continue to Maintain Their Recent
Average of 15,000,000 Feet Monthly
Washington, D. C.—Exports of motion pic-

ture film continue to maintain their recent

average of 15,000,000 feet a month, figures

compiled by the Department of Commerce for
the month of August shoAving that Ave ex-

ported in that month 1,164,002 linear feet of
raAv stock, valued at $31,408; 826,457 feet of
negative film, Avith a value of $68,442, and
12,161,066 feet of positive film, Avorth $461,837.

By far the best market for posith-e film dur-
ing the month Avas Australia, Avhich country
imported 2,625,244 feet, \-alued at $109,907.

However, England, Canada and Brazil each
imported more than a million feet of film,

although in no case was the value of the film

exported to those countries more than $60,000.

The best market for both raAv stock and nega-
ti\

Te films Avas England, Avhose imports in-

cluded 404.721 feet of raAv stock, valued at

$8,995, and 245.063 feet of negatives, valued
at $35,640.

To Visit Coast Studio

Abe Warner Practically Recovered
from Illness

Warner Brothers’ home office announces that

Abe Warner has practically recovered from
the illness that kept him in the hospital for

six Aveeks, and, folloAving a short recuperative

period at Atlantic City, he will journey to the

West Coast studio for a much needed rest

and a general inspection on matters pertaining

to future productions and general distribution.

While on the coast Air. Warner Avill confer

with H. AI. Warner regarding the ten produc-
tions that haA-e already- been completed for this

season and the different productions that are

noAv facing the batteries of cameras.

Kane, Jr., Marries
Arthur S. Kane, Jr., son of the president of

Associated Exhibitors, and himself a member
of the publicity staff, Avas married in New-
Haven last Friday to Aliss Flavia A. CaA-anaugh
of that city-.

Press Book Tells

How to Campaign
For the Big Day

One of the finest exhibitor aids that could
have been gotten out for National Alotion
Picture Day appears in the form of a press
book replete Avith advertising and publicity-

suggestions and showing facsimiles of spe-
cial free slides and posters. These latter

are shoAvn elseAvhere in this issue.

“Devoted to the prestige and profit of
your theatre” is the slogan that shows on
the front page of the press sheet. “Exhib-
itors, this is your BIG DAY. Alake the day-

make friends for y-ou,” is the advice under
it. Within, under the caption, “The Big
Idea Behind the Big Day,” is an outline of

the intents and ad\-antages of observing Na-
tional Alotion Picture Day.
Then come the helpful hints. Exhibitors

are suggested ways and means of obtain-
ing the co-operation of city- and tow-n offi-

cials and organizations. Slogans are of-

fered, and a compete campaign of publicity-.

A special insert in green describes Iioav

heartily NeAv Jersey- exhibitors are Avorking
out the project. There is copy- for a post-
card campaign, a contest idea for news-
paper publicity-, a program reader, a sample
letter to be mailed prominent local folk,

and street exploitation ideas. All in all, it’s

a helpful book for the exhibitor intent on
putting over National Alotion Picture Day
Avith a bang.

Goldwyn Restricted in Use of His

Name According to Court Ruling
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Austria Turns From German Films
to Productions Made in America

By W. STEPHEN BUSH

VIENNA, August 31.

A NOTHER recent and complete
convert to the American film

is the New Austria. When the

Austrian crown was a subject for the

jesting paragrapher and sold at wall

paper prices, the German film dom-
inated the Austrian film market, for

the mark was closest to the crown in

financial degradation and debility.

Thus in the first three months of the
• current year about ninety per cent, of

the films imported into Austria came
from Germany, the rest from various

other countries, ours being represented

by about five per cent.

Austria Able to Buy

Like all the rest of Europe Austria was
fond of our films but it could not pay for

them and thus reluctantly it settled down
to the heavy film diet supplied by Berlin and
Munich. Its own producing ventures were
then in a very primitive state and unable
to compete seriously with the foreign prod-
uct. Then the Allies took hold of Aus-
tria, stopped its foolish political wrangling
and put the exploitation of its natural and
economic resources on a sound basis. There-
upon the crown began to improve and now
it has become stabilized at about 70,000

crowns for a dollar while you can buy six

millions of German marks for the same price.

Though they could now buy in the cheapest
and nearest market in the world the Aus-
trians distinctly turned away from German
films. An estimate made for me by a com-
petent authority shows that the imports
from abroad within the last six months in-

dicate an immense gain of the American
over the German and every other foreign
film, the proportion being about forty

against five in favor of films originating in

the United States. Fox has established an
office in Vienna and there are reports of

an overwhelming demand for his produc-
tions. This has naturally stimulated the de-

mand for American films all along the line.

It is true that the new Austria is a small
country, scarcely as large as Belgium in point

of population. Vienna however wholly lost

its importance as a great distributing sta-

tion between the West and the East. More-
over its taste in all matters of art is still

taken seriously even by those states that

detest Austria as a political entity. The re-

sult is that films with a successful run in

Vienna to their credit acquire a prestige all

down the Danube to the very gates of Con-
stantinople.

Judge Us by Films

Having now travelled around and about
the Continent of Europe for something like

two years, always interested in what con-
cerns the world of films, I may perhaps be
permitted to offer an opinion touching the

influence of the American films on the Euro-
pean and more particularly the Continental
mind. Let me say at the outset that noth-
ing next to the Great War has helped the
European to discover us like our films. In

every conceivable way the American film is

our greatest advertising medium in Europe
as indeed all over the world. To properly
judge of the effect of our films on the mind
of Continental Europe two things must be
considered: first, the so-called better classes

and the great aggregation of self-discovered

highbrows do not as a rule go to the motion
picture theatre; second, the classes that do
go take the pictures very seriously and are
eager for instruction no less than for en-
tertainment. It would be idle to deny that
the effect on the masses which are constantly
growing in political power has been very
great indeed. It will grow in volume as
time goes on. Instead of the absurd notions
propagated by romantic but mendacious
editors, which made the United States seem
like a huge and disorderly dime museum in

the eyes of the European nations, our Euro-
pean friends begin to get glimpses of the
real America—first of its bigness and its

strong national feeling. Slowly but surely
the Continental mind, begins to absorb the
astounding fact that there is a vast country
across the water where one may travel for

four days from one end to the other on fast

trains without a passport and without a cus-
tom house, using but one language and en-
joying equal rights and privileges as citizens

of a commonwealth numbering over a hun-
dred million people. No medium of visual-

R OY CRAWFORD, vice-president

and treasurer of Associated Ex-
hibitors, returning to New York

this week from a trip through the Middle
West and the Mississippi Valley, pre-

dicted an unusually good year in both
the theatrical and picture industries. He
based his opinions on expressions made
to him by exhibitors in several states.

Mr. Crawford’s trip was made primarily to

inspect his theatrical, banking and other busi-

ness interests in Topeka, Wichita, and other

cities in Kansas and Missouri.

En route the Associated official called at the

offices of the organization in Chicago, St.

Gain Wage Rise

Following conferences of sev-

eral weeks’ duration, projection-

ists in Albany, N. Y., have been

granted a ten dollar a week in-

crease in wages under a two-year

contract, all other conditions re-

maining the same as in the past.

The adjustment of differences be-

tween the theatre owners and the

projectionists will now give the

the latter $45 a week and an eight-

hour day for six days a week, Al-

bany not having Sunday movies.

The operators had demanded
$50 a week, a six-hour day, two
men to the booth, and a one-year

contract. At first the theatre own-
ers attempted a compromise at

$42 a week.

ization brings this tremendous fact home to
even the simplest mind quite as strikingly
and quite as convincingly as the screen. It

is indeed a revelation. More than one dis-
tinguished writer in the European press
might be quoted on the power of our films
in instilling new views and conceptions of
life into the European mind. It has been
said that the American head shows a depres-
sion where the bump of reverence ought to
be. I might add that on the other hand
the bump of humor is abundantly developed.
Now this humor, which according to his own
confession not even Mark Twain could make
intelligible to the European mind and from
which one translator after another has
turned away in weariness and despair has
been explained completely on the screen.
The European Continent is still overburdened
in every walk of life with a ballast of false
dignity and useless dignity, often the out-
ward symptoms of dry rot. American
humor has “shown up” the silliness of all

this stuff and has brightened the European
mind where it needed brightening most.

Louis and Kansas City, and conferred with the
branch sales managers.

“In every case I found these men more than
enthusiastic over the prospects for the coming-
year, ” said Mr. Crawford on his return to

New York. “Associated’s product is enjoying
an unprecedented demand on the part of lead-
ing exhibitors.

“This feeling of optimism is shared by all -

the exhibitors with whom I conferred, and I

took the opportunity to meet as many as
possible. The business situation generally
throughout the Middle West is rapidly
approaching the normal conditions which pre-
vailed before the war, and it is inevitable that
the existing prosperity should be reflected in

the entertainment field.”

Philadelphia Hopeful

Looks for Settlement at New York
Conference

.
The City of Brotherly Love, which took a

prominent part in defending exhibitors in
some sixty suits brought by the American
Society of Authors, Composers and Pub-
lishers, is hopeful that its efforts at pacifi-
cation will be successful. At a conference
to be held in New York this week, which
will be attended by George P. Aarons, sec-
retary of the M. P. T. O. A. and of the
Philadelphia branch, and also 'its counsel,
it is hopeful that the differences which
have lasted six years will be overcome.
The moving picture interests contend that

they are doing for nothing a work of pub-
licity for the publishers and authors, and
particularly in the smaller towns are popu-
larizing musical productions more effective-
ly than is done in the larger centers by
song boosters and paid performers, and that
in many instances they have actually estab-
lished the fame and sale of productions.
The American Society contends that the

productions are copyrighted and therefore
that the theatre owner should pay a royalty.
It is understood that a mutually satisfactory
plan has been worked out and that it n °rk
only the confirmation of the conference ' s8V' 1“r
week to make it effective. of 'sir

Roy Crawford, After Survey,
Predicts Big Year for Films
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Non-Theatrical Competition Serious

in Michigan, Theatre Owners Agree

N ON-THEATRICAL competition,

the admission tax problem and
the building of public good will

were important subjects of discussion

at the fourth annual convention of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Michigan, held at Jackson, Mich., Oc-

tober 16 and 17.

The convention was attended by 200 ex-

hibitors of the state and all showed interest

and enthusiasm in the organization. Reports

showed the association to be in a flourish-

ing condition. A healthy growth in mem-
bership was reported for the past year, and

the financial report showed expenditures of

more than $32,000, with a cash balance on

hand at the time of the convention of more
than $6,000.

The financing of this organization is par-

t rally taken care of by pledges made by the

members. Out of $14,000 pledged for the

year just closed, more than $12,000 was paid

into the treasury. When exhibitors were

asked for their pledges for the ensuing year,

more than $8,000 was raised in about ten

minutes.
In his annual report, H. M. Richey, man-

ager of the association, stated that the ex-

hibitors had gone into convention with the

largest cash balance ever reported by an

exhibitor association. He spoke of the es-

tablishment of an insurance department

saving the exhibitor 40 per cent., and also

mentioned that no legislation detrimental to

the theatrical men’s interests had been

placed on the statute books of Michigan

during the past year.

The non-theatrical situation, he declared,

is very serious. In some instances, he said,

the small exhibitor is being put out of busi-

ness by this competition. He suggested a

classification of films to be submitted to

theatrical and non-theatrical interests as a

partial remedy for the difficulty, the non-

theatrical enterprises to run only the films

of a religious or educational nature.

The building of public good will was

stressed as an important problem of the

theatre owner. Mr. Richey stated that the

standards by which people who do not go

to the theatre judge films should be changed

and this class of people should be reached

and made into picture fans.

Mrs. Emily Derr, of Cleveland, president

of the Cinema Club of that city, also

touched upon this problem in her address.

She explained the operation of the Cinema

Club, which is composed of representatives

from all clubs, church groups, religious

groups, civic organizations and any known
club in the entire community. She stated

that these representatives by indorsing and

boosting good pictures, helped the exhibitor

by backing him in his demands for some-

thing better and helped the producer by

letting him know the desires of the public.

Such an organization, she said, also helped

the exhibitor at the box office as it enabled

him to reach all classes, her contention be-

ing that pictures which do not appeal to

some classes have a big appeal for others.
^

A statement made by Mrs. Derr whicn

met with the hearty accord of the exhib-

itor was that little children have no place

in the theatre. “The theatre has^ been the

nursery too long,” she stated, “and it is

time the women found it out. The theatre

is an adult amusement. The usual program

is too long for little children and children

from 10 years old to the adolescent age
-* r3J have their entertainment chosen for

by their parents.”

Claude E. Cady, of Lansing, Mich., pre-.

sented the problem of the admission tax.

This tax, he explained, being a war measure,
was far more severe than such a tax would
have been under ordinary circumstances. He
cited the excellent support given the gov-
ernment by theatre men during the war and
the custom still prevailing of supplying en-
tertainment for disabled veterans. “Other
emergency measures have been lifted,” he
said, “but the theatre man, already bur-
dened with many taxes, still is paying the
admission tax. The exhibitor plays an im-
portant part in the molding of public opin-
ion and should not be hampered. Better
entertainment will be possible if he is given
relief from this tax, and relief is needed up
to 50 cent admissions.

C. C. Pettijohn, representative of the
Hays organization at the convention, spoke
Tuesday evening at the annual banquet,
saying that by next year he hoped to see a
good national organization functioning fair-

ly and representing the exhibitors frankly
and fairly. Bigger, cleaner and higher
grade pictures are in demand, he stated, but
to satisfy this demand the three branches
of the industry must put their cards on the
table. Cost of distribution will be dimin-
ished next year, he stated, by the organiza-
tion of film boards of trade throughout the
country. All producing companies will be
working on production schedule next year,

he declared, and the cost of production will

be diminished from seven to ten millions

of dollars.

“Many exhibitors run up the cost of pic-

tures by buying pictures they never expect
to play. The exhibitor who ties up a town
by refusing to buy pictures except at his

own prices is not fair, but the exhibitor
who is willing to pay a fair price for his

films should not be made to suffer compe-
tition with schools and churches.”
The non-theatrical problem was classed

by Mr. Pettijohn as one of the most serious
facing the producer. He also stated that
some of the present methods of publicity,
termed by him “foolish and inane,” were
detrimental to picture interests.
Thomas B. Read, lieutenant governor of

the State of Michigan, stated his opposition
to censorship, declaring that censorship
would destroy all initiative in the industry
to produce better and higher class pictures.
Others who spoke at the banquet were

Mrs. Elmer G. Derr, Judge Alfred J. Mur-
phy, Cong. Clarence J. McLeod, Cong. Rob-
ert Clancy, Cong. A. B. Williams and Mar-
tin G. Smith, president of the Ohio asso-
ciation. W. S. McLaren, retiring president,
had charge of the meeting and J. R. Den-
niston acted as toastmaster.
At the closing session officers were elect-

ed as follows : President, J. R. Denniston,
Monroe; vice-president, Phil Gleichman,
Detroit; secretary, H. T. Hall, Detroit;
treasurer, J. Niebes, Detroit; directors, Sam
Ackerman, Detroit; W. S. Butterfield, Battle
Creek; Claude E. Cady, Lansing; C. Q. Car-
lisle, Saginaw; Glenn Cross, Battle Creek;
A. J. Kleist, Pontiac; Vernon Locey, How-
ell; W. S. McLaren, Jackson; J. C. Ritter,
Detroit

;
Paul Scholssman, Muskegon, and

Bert Williams, Detroit.
The 1924 convention will be held at Sag-

inaw.
An unique feature of the entertainment

program was a ham and egg breakfast
served at the North Prison Farm, just out-
side Jackson, followed by a trip through
the farm buildings and a part of the main
prison in the city. The breakfast was pro-
vided by the prisoners from their Good
Fellowship Fund. Exchange men and ex-
hibitors have been most kind in supplying
the inmates of Jackson prison with the best
pictures and entertainment obtainable and
the prison inmates took this opportunity to
show their appreciation.

Smoot Sees Hope of Admission Tax Repeal

if Veterans Don ’t Get Bonus

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Hopes of securing the repeal of the admission
tax have been raised again by statements of Senator Reed Smoot, of Utah,
leading Republican member of the Senate Finance Committee, that if Con-
gress does not pass any extravagant appropriations or provide a bonus
for the soldiers, it will be possible to change the revenue laws so as to save
approximately $500,000,000 to the people of the country.

The admission tax, as well as the direct taxes on jewelry, confectionery

and a number of other articles, would be affected by any changes which
might be made in that section of the law, it is believed. At a conference
between President Coolidge, Secretary of the Treasurer Mellon and Sen-
ator Smoot, held recently at the White House, the Senator proposed to re-

duce certain of the special taxes by approximately $75,000,000, while at the

same time reducing surtaxes from a minimum of 50 per cent to 33 1-3 per

cent, exempting incomes under possibly as high as $3,000 from taxation,

and reducing the rates on incomes between $3,000 and $10,000.

These changes, it was made definittely known, are contingent upon the

setting aside of a soldiers’ bonus measure and the practicing of strictest

economy in the conduct of the Government. Furthermore, it is desirable

that a full study of the situation be made before any steps are taken to

change the law, and it is very probable that, if revision is undertaken, it

will not be brought up until some time next Spring.
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“Unseeing Eyes”

Thrills and Unusual Scenic Effects in Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan Melodrama of Snow-

Covered Northwest

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

For its second production to be presented
for a run at the new Cosmopolitan Theatre
in New York, Cosmopolitan selected “Un-
seeing Eyes” which is a virile melodrama of
the Canadian Northwest; it differs consider-
ably, however, from the usual picture of
this type in the manner in which the theme
has been treated.

It is an excellently produced picture of
the great outdoors, the majority of the ac-
tion taking place in deep winter snows. The
backgrounds of snow-covered mountains are
pictorial delights, as the picture was filmed
in the Selkirks and Canadian Rockies. The
melodramatic elements have not been neg-
lected, there are many thrills, several of
which center around an aeroplane which
plays a prominent part in the story. This
also provides some unusual effects such as
closeups of the players in a moving plane
with the snow-capped mountains as back-
grounds. Each situation is handled so as

to bring out to its fullest all dramatic ac-
tion and there are many stirring moments.
Strong interest and suspense is developed

in many of the sequences, however, the plot

is slight and the main theme commonplace
though its development is out of the ordi-

nary. The climax is familiar and lacking
in suspense as you feel sure of the final

outcome. The hold of the picture on the
spectator depends almost entirely on the fine

acting of the principals, the excellent at-

mosphere and the treatment of the theme,
although in a number of instances the se-

quences are prolonged to such an extent
that the grip on the audience is liable to

be weakened. It is a story in which hero-
ism is matched against one of the most
black-hearted villains the screen has pro-
duced, so much so that it would seem that
at times this character is overdrawn and
that the director has overstressed some of
the situations for melodramatic effect.

Lionel Barrymore is excellent as the hero
throughout, particularly in his scenes with
the villain. Seena Owen is attractive as the
heroine and does her best work, at the same
time providing some thrills, where she be-
comes snowblind and wanders over the
snow. The .title evidently refers to this

situation. Louis Wolheim gives an especial-

ly fine performance as an arch-villain; he is

a superb type for this role and registers

strongly.

Cast

Conrad Dean Lionel Barrymore
Miriam Helston Seena Owen
Laird Louis Wolheim
Father Paquette Gustav von Seyffertitz

Dick Helston Walter Miller

Arkwright Charles Beyer
Mrs. Arkwright Helen Lindroth

Trapper Jack Johnston

Eagle Blanket Louis Deer
Singing Pine Frances Red Eagle

Haif-breeds
\ £

aul
,

1 Dan Red Eagle
Story by Arthur Stringer

Scenario by Bayard Veiller.

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Bright Lights of Broadway
(Principal)

Darling of New York, The
(Universal)

Gold Madness (Renown)
Held to Answer (Metro)
In Search of a Thrill (Metro)
Jamestown (Pathe)
Million to Burn, A (Universal)
Modern Matrimony (Selznick)
On the Banks of the Wabash

(Vitagraph)
Richard, the Lion-Hearted (Asso-

ciated Producers)
Tango Cavalier (Aywon)
Tipped Off (Playgoers)
Unseeing Eyes (Cosmopolitan)
Wife’s Romance, A (Metro)

Directed by E. H. Griffith.

Photographed by A1 Siegler and
Jack LaMond.

Length, 8500 feet.

Story

Dick Helston on going- to reopen his
father’s rich gold mines in Northern Can-
ada is held prisoner by a gang of outlaws
headed by Laird. He wrote his sister Miriam
and Conrad Dean starts to take her to the
mine in an aeroplane. Trouble causes them
to land in the wilderness. Dean goes for help
and becomes lost in a blizzard. Miriam starts
to find him and also gets lost and becomes
snowblind from the glare of the snow. She
falls into the hands of Laird who forces her
to promise to marry him and starts out with
her to go to a priest. Dean comes on her
trail, follows in the aeroplane and arrives
in time to save her. They return to New
York safely and Dean and Miriam face hap-
piness together.

“Richard the Lion-Hearted”

This Film Provides Fine Entertainment
With Wallace Beery in Same Role

He Had in “Robin Hood”
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Starting out at that point in the story of
“Robin Hood” as portrayed by Douglas
Fairbanks where the Earl of Huntingdon
leaves to crusade and returns to England,
the first Associated Authors production
“Richard the Lion-Hearted” distributed by
Allied Producers and Distributors deals with
the adventures of this celebrated English
king and his attempts to wrest the -ontrol
of the holy sepulchre from the Saracens
lead by Saladin. Sir Walter Scott’s well-
known novel “The Talisman” furnishes the
basis for the story.

It is a colorful, highly interesting and
finely mounted production that promises
well for the new Associated Authors organ-
ization. Being so closely connected with
the story of “Robin Hood,”—in fact quite
a few scenes taken from that picture intro-
ducing Douglas Fairbanks have been incor-
porated in the film— it is natural that these
two pictures will be compared in the spec-

tator’s mind. This, in a way, is unfortun-
ate, for “Richard the Lion-Hearted” makes
no pretense of being such a stupendous pro-

duction, neither has it the “snap” and speed

of that film. But at the same time it is a

picture that should appeal to and thoroughly
satisfy almost any type of audience on its

own merits. Also, it should, because of the

great interest aroused in the character of

“Richard the Lion-Hearted” on account of

the fine performance of Wallace Beery,
appeal particularly to all who saw “Robin
Hood,” for in the new film Beery continues

his portrayal of that lovable monarch.
Beery’s work in the title role is admirable

from every standpoint and will be a revela-

tion to those who have only seen him in

“heavy roles” because of his excellent work
in the lighter comedy moments of the pic-

ture. Physically he is convincing as the

powerful “lion-hearted” king and a fine type

for this character. He is just as fine in the

more dramatic moments and makes this

famous king seem to be alive. His entire

supporting cast is above the average. John
Bowers and Marguerite De la Motte give

fine performances and furnish a romantic
element, Charles Gerrard is excellent as

Saladin and Kathleen Clifford attractive as

the queen.
Chet Withey has capably directed the pro-

duction and there are a number of fine

effects including the battle scenes, hand-
to-hand encounters, and particularly strik-

ing are the scenes in the camp of the

crusades whose tents stretch out over a -

whole hillside. He has injected a convinc-
ing atmosphere and brought out strongly
the possibilities of the story.

Whether your patrons have seen “Robin
Hood” or not, makes no difference, for we
believe that both classes will like this pic-

ture and that it will prove a good box-
office bet.

Cast

King- Richard, the Lion-Hearted.
Wallace Beery

Sultan Saladin Charles Gerrard

queen Berengaria Kathleen Clifford

Lady Edith Plantaganet
Marguerite de la Motte

Sir Kenneth, Knight of the Leopard
John Bowers

Sir Conrad de Montserrat. .. Clarence Geldert

Sir Thomas DeVaux Wilbur Higby
The Hermit Tully Marshall

The Bishop of Tyre .... Melbourne McDowell

Adapted from Sir Walter Scott’s novel

“The Talisman.”

A Frank E. Woods Prodnction.
Directed by Chet Withey.

Length 729S feet.

Story

During the third crusade, the English
king “Richard the Lion-Hearted” when his
forces are ambushed, is saved by an un-
known knight, Sir Kenneth who is honored
by the king and falls in love with his niece
Lady Edith. Sir Kenneth later betray’s the
king’s trust as the result of a jest by the
queen, and is disgraced. He returns to the
king’s service disguised as a slave. When
Saladin the leader of the Saracens through a
ruse draws the king away from camp and
attacks the camp, Sir Kennth girds on his
armor, helps to save the queen and Lady
Edith and again wins the king’s favor. When
it develops that Sir Kenneth is really the
brother of the king of Scotland in disguise,
the king announces the engagement of Sir
Kenneth and Lady Edith.
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“In Search of a Thrill”

Metro Production Starring Viola Dana in

Adventurous Story of Paris

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Viola Dana’s excellent make-up as a

woman of the Parisian underworld and the
general Apache atmosphere here is the chief
appeal. These features help to save a rather
flimsy plot which affords the star only a
limited expression of her individual talent.

There is nothing vitally new about the pic-

ture but this will probably be overlooked by
a fair number of patrons who will be lured
by the picture’s locale and types.

Too much of the stellar part is inactive,

and in this respect not best suited to Viola
Dana. She starts out as a pampered society
girl and ends up by being reformed through
the influence of the one person she loves.

This is not exactly the star’s forte and
sometimes her real ability seems to be
wasted. When she adopts the Apache dis-

guise, she is more colorful and her gifts as
a comedienne are allowed more of a chance
to shine.

The development of the main idea, that is

the change in the girl’s character, will

hardly be convincing to everyone. A trip

through the underworld where the various
degrees of suffering and crime are ex-
ploited does not seem sufficient of itself to

arouse the great depth of womanliness
which it does in this case. The idea is too
fanciful and idealistic to have any great
weight. A fair amount of suspense is de-
veloped in the climax where the girl and her
escort escape after a cafe fight and a raid.

The picture has some attractive society sets

in the beginning and a supporting cast of

satisfactory talent.
Cast

Ann Clemance Viola Dana
Adrian Torrens ’.Warner Baxter
Lila Lavender ....Mabel Van Buren
Sir George Dumphy Templar Saxe
Tommy Perkins Robert Sellable
Rene de Farge Walter Wills
Jeanne Rosemary Theby
Percy, the valet Billy Elmer
Dancing Professor Leo White
Based Upon Story “The Spirit of the Road”

By Kate Jordan.
Scenario by Basil Dickey.
Direction by Osear Apfel.

Photography by John Arnold.
Length, 3500 feet.

Story
Ann Clemance inherits a fortune and goes

to Paris to spend it. She meets Adrian
Torrens, a writer and an old friend, who
denounces frivolous women like herself who
shower their affections on pet monkeys. He
befriends an Apache dancer and Ann decides
to appeal to him by impersonating an Apache
and robbing his home. He sees through the
disguise but takes her on a round of misery,
showing her the squalor and suffering of
Paris and arousing her sympathy. She
decides to adopt an orphan and Adrian
realizes that he has “found” her, at last.

“A Million to Burn”

Universal Releases Entertaining Farcial
Comedy With Herbert Rawlinson

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
A plot with some novelty, a sufficiency

of action and a fairly good stellar role is

afforded Herbert Rawlinson in this Uni-
versal feature. The story is farcical for
the greater part and has a number of situa-

tions that will amuse.
Philanthropy in an exaggerated degree is

proved to be infinitely disastrous. The com-
ing of sudden wealth prompts a young man
to give every employee in his hotel a holi-

day and to help each one to realize a starved
ambition. This turns the hotel and grounds
into a sort of circus where each one puts
on his own performance. The chef becomes
a sculptor, the chamber maid, a tragedienne.
The comedy of these effects should appeal,
and the general idea should meet with a fair

amount of sympathy from most persons.

Herbert Rawlinson’s acting is more con-
vincing than usual. The plot provides him
with some rather effective scenes and
surely will appeal to the fans who want their
screen heroes to be idealistic characters.
Beatrice Burnham is pleasing as the fem-
inine lead and the others are realistic types.
As a light program number, “A Million to
Burn” should keep the average fan inter-

ested because of its novelty and variety.

Cast
Thomas Givynne Herbert Rawlinson
Viekoli Rubnov Kalla Pasha
Daisy Jones Beatriee Burnham
P. D. Riley Tom McGuire
Mark Mills Melbourne McDowell
Sybil Mills Margaret Landis
Old Ben Marlowe George Marion
Landgen Frederick Stanton
Auditor Frederick Bertrand

Story by Mary Whiteside.
Scenario by Raymond L. Schrock.

Directed by William Parke.
Photography by John Stumar.

Length, 4556 feet.
Story

Thomas Gwynne, a young man of educa-
tion, is a waiter in a mountain hotel until
by force of circumstance he is appointed
manager. He seeks to alleviate the bolshev-
istic feelings of the employes by attempting
to create at the hotel a modern Utopia,
where all persons are helped to a realiza-
tion of their aspirations. The most out-
landish situations arise until the hotel
is bankrupt. Gwynne is left money, buys
the hotel and fails again. The climax comes
when the employes, failing to appreciate
the manager’s generosity, demand all sorts
of queer things. The manager then uses a
little fistic argument and Utopia fades, but
contentment is established.

‘‘Gold Madness”

Renown Pictures Offers Curwood Picture
Starring Guy Bates Post
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

If this picture were considerably short-
ened, it might be an .average success in the
small theatre. In its present extreme length
and rather weak construction it is not a defi-

nitely reliable box-office attraction. The
first reel is merely a prelude to the actual
story and except for attractive snow scenes
is not essential to the entertainment.
The names of the author and star will

arouse a certain amount of interest, although
this picture is not the usual James Oliver
Curwood type. There is very little out-door
stuff and the drama on the whole is strictly

conventional. Guy Bates Post will no doubt
appeal to his particular clientele, but to

others his performance seems rather
slighted.

The director has given the story a par-
ticularly somber atmosphere and it is this

lack of sparkle which is the chief draw-
back of the picture. Cleo Madison and
Grace Darmond are attractive in roles with
limited chances and Mitchell Lewis is inter-

esting in his few scenes. The picture would
no doubt be greatly improved and make a
very different impression if it were con-
densed.

Cast

Jim Kendall, alias Calgarth . .Guy Bates Post
Olga McGee Cleo Madison
Scotty McGee Mitchell Lewis
Hester Stanton Grace Darmond

Adapted from James Oliver Curwood’s
magazine story,

“The Man From Ten Strike”
Scenario by Fred Kennedy Myton
Directed by Robert T. Thornby.

Length, 5,860 feet.

Story
Scotty McGee goes to Alaska where he

succeeds in making crooked mining deals and
in separating Jim Kendall from his wife,
Olga, whom Scotty takes with him. Some
time later Jim, posing as a millionaire, un-
dertakes a secret service mission to arrest
Scotty and Olga who are both involved in
the mining deals. He succeeds despite
Scotty’s attempts to doublecross him and wins
a real girl despite Olga attempts to get
him back.

“Held to Answer”

House Peters and Good Cast in Metro
Production of Average Interest

Renewed by Mary Kelly

Resembling to a slight degree the general
theme of “The Christian,” this Metro pro-
duction is based upon the threatened down-
fall of a clergyman of high esteem. As in

the former, an affair with an actress is the
disastrous complication. But there are a
number of vital differences and “Held to
Answer” is far less stupendous both in mate-
rial and emotional appeal.

It retains, nevertheless, a certain measure
of appeal that is frequently attached to a
more or less sensational slant on anything
connected with the church. House Peters
is a commanding type as the man who has
given up everything in the cause of redeem-
ing mankind. He will be sure to win the
admiration of a large number of fans, and
the unjust circumstances which brand him
as thief will stir up considerable interest.

The crucial situation shows the clergyman
refusing to tell the name of the real thief,

who is the brother of his fiancee, and re-

ceiving the judge’s verdict of “Held to An-
swer.” The next big scene is a business
meeting in the church in which the pastor
is asked to resign. It has the expected melo-
dramatic conclusion involving the brother’s
confession and the sudden awakening of a

conscience in the woman who has caused the
trouble.

It has been produced in fairly attractive

program style. Evelyn Brent is very good
in a rather restricted part and Grace Carlyle
plays the artful woman of the world con-
vincingly. James Morrison and Bull Mon-
tana stand out among the subordinate ones.

Cast

John Hampstead House Peters
Marian Dounay Grace Carlyle
Hiram Burbeek John Sainpolis
Bessie Burbeek Evelyn Brent
Rollie Burbeek Janies Morrison
Sirs. Burbeek Lydia Knott
“Red” Lizard ...“Bull” Montana
Staid Gale Henry
Judge Thomas Guyse
Organist Robert Daly
“Spider” Welch Charles West
District Attorney Searle Charles Slailes

Story by Peter Clark SlaeFarlane.
Scenario by Winifred Dunn.
Directed by Harold Shaw.

Photography by Georges Rizard.
Length, 5,601 feet.

Story

John Hampstead, formerly an actor, goes
into church work and establishes the “House
of the Open Door.” He is engaged to Bes-
sie Burbeek, daughter of one of the trus-
tees. Marian Dounay an actress once in love
with him, returns and tries to ruin his stand-
ing by accusing him of stealing her neck-
lace which is found in Hampstead’s safe. The
news of his guilt is published but the con-
fession of the real thief saves him, and
Marian's repentance follows.

“Tipped Off”

Playgoers’ Release With Popular Cast Is

Fairly Thrilling Crook Drama
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A crook drama with some fairly thrilling

scenes is available in “Tipped Off,” a Play-
goers’ release. The action and suspense
keep up entertainingly and the cast has
four well known players. Noah Beery. Tom
Santschi, Arline Pretty and Stuart Holmes.
While it is not stupendous in any sense, it

is a good program picture for the average
theatre.

It has a slightly different angle from the
usual crook drama. A fake robbery is

staged just so as to prove to a theatrical

producer that the heroine is capable of play-
ing a woman of the underworld convincingly.
The plot of some real thieves complicates
things. Chinatown plays a large part in
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the settings and Noah Beery as the pious

Chinese leader adds to the picturesqueness.

The fight between Santschi and Beery is

perhaps the biggest scene. It will be inter-

esting because it is an evenly-matched com-
bat and although not exceptionally long,

succeeds in producing considerable suspense.

The types are all well depicted. Something
is happening all of the time and while there

is a suggestion of crudeness in the con-

tinuity at times, there is sufficient excitement

to make the average person overlook this.

Cast

Chong Wo
“The Fox”
Mildred Garson
Anthony Moore
Sidney Matthews.
Rita Garson
“Pug” Murphy
Chinese Maid
Chuck Morrison
Baldy Bates
Detective Sergeant
Chong Wo’s Major-Domo
Stage Director

Noah Beery
... .Tom Santschi

Arline Pretty
Harold Miller

.... Stuart Holmes
Zella Gray

. .Thomas O’Brien
Bessie Wong
James Alamo

. . . .Jimmie Truax
Si Wilcox

James Wang
Scotty MacGregor

A Finis Fox Production.
Story and Scenario by Frederick Reels, Jr.

Photography by Harry Fowler.
Length, 4,284 feet.

Story

Mildred Garson, secretary and fiancee of

Anthony Moore, playwright, is unable to con-
vince him that she can play the leading role

in his crook drama. Her brother arranges
with “The Fox,” an underworld leader to

stage a robbery at Moore’s home and have
Mildred hold him up. At the same time real

thieves appear and Mildred is forced to go
to Chinatown with them where she is

sheltered by a pious Chinese philosopher.
The publication of the Moore robbery en-
dangers her name but the discovery of the
real thieves eventually clears up everything.

On the Banks of the Wabash
Vitagraph’s Latest Has Many Thrills and

Big Climax—Mary Carr Featured
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Thrill seekers will find something new and

big in the flood climax which brings this

Vitagraph melodrama to a close. The old

“Sarah Jane” plowing through Main Street,

making its rescues from second story win-

dows is an impressive spectacle, but only a

part of a maelstrom of dramatic events that

culminate here.

“On the Banks of the Wabash” is an at-

traction which a large class of theatres can-
not afford to miss. Its stupendous climax
will accomplish its purpose in bringing the
thrills, and giving your patrons what the
earlier part of the picture hints at—terrific

flood scenes.

J. Stuart Blackton, the producer, has not
striven for fine effects, but for broad sweep-
ing action with a certain undertone of
human interest that makes it more powerful.
This element is embodied mainly in the per-
formance of Mary Carr. She has an appeal-
ing part which she plays with great under-
standing and invests the production with
something that all women will like.

Various dramatic complications unravel
themselves in the climax in which the sus-
pense is splendidly managed. The artist, re-
ported dead, returns to save his daughter
from drowning and his wife from being
burned to death; the burning house sets fire

tO' the old river boat, the “Sarah Jane” which
is doing the rescuing; the village spinster
confesses her deceit which has almost
wrecked another woman’s life; the Captain
discovers that her brother has been swind-
ling the town with fake investments and
prevents his escape; the boy goes back to
his country sweetheart whom he had
neglected because of an infatuation; in fact
an incredible number of melodramatic in-

cidents are involved. The fan who is look-
ing for sensational entertainment could

scarcely find anything more satisfactory than
this.

The cast has many excellent types and
shows enthusiastic direction. Madge Evans
is wistful and pretty as the girl “who stays

behind” and Burr McIntosh intensifies the

heart interest by his fine performance of the

Captain.
Cast

Anne Bixler
“Cap” Hammond..
David
Paul Bixler
Ivonne
Lisbeth
Sash Brown
Tilda Spiffen
Westerley Spiffen

Mary Carr
. . Burr McIntosh
James Morrison
. .Lumsden Hare
Mary MacLaren

. . .Madge Evans

..George Neville
. .Marcia Harris

. . . .Ed Roseman

Based Upon the Song by Paul Dresser.
Direction by J. Stuart Blackton.

Length 7156 feet.

Story

Paul Bixler, an artist, who has accepted
his wife’s entire fortune in furthering his
career, is seen about to jump into the river,

by Tilda Spiffen, the village spinster. She
reports his escape with another woman and
his wife Anne is heart broken. Later when
fortune plays Tilda and her rascal brother
false, Tilda’s conscience hurts and she tells

the truth to Anne, who is still awaiting
Paul’s return. Meantime the river is flood-
ing the town but before the rescue boat gets
to Anne, her house catches fire. Paul returns
in time to save her and she finds that he
has become a success as an artist. Her
daughter finds happiness in being reunited
to her sweetheart and all are saved from
the flood.

“Jamestown”

Second of “Chronicles of America” Series is

Released by Pathe
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Similar to the first one of this series,

“Jamestown” is remarkable in its authentic
colorfulness. It gives further indication of
the sincerity and competence of the pro-
ducers, the Yale University Press, who are
now offering the second of the “Chronicles
of America,” the first being “Columbus.”
America’s development at the time when

Great Britain’s control of Virginia was
threatened by both the Indians and the
Spanish is the subject. The Indian princess,
Pocahontas, played by Dolores Cassinelli is

an important historical figure in this. The
British high Marshall holds her as hostage
in order to force her father into certain
agreements. In connection with this her love
affair and marriage with the English colonist,

John Rolfe, is touched upon. Another
dramatic feature is the capture of a Span-
ish spy, detailed to carry messages to the
Floridas.
The majority of patrons who are seek-

ing superior entertainment will find much
to enjoy in “Jamestown,” which is in four
reels, like its predecessor. It gives a more
than adequate picture of America at this

period. Jamestown is reproduced as a crude
village, guarded by a high picket fence,
practically isolated in winter and in summer
the picturesque seat of conflict for the
British, Indians and Spanish. It gives an
exceptionally vivid idea of British politics

at this time and their effect upon embryonic
America. Edwin Hollywood directed the
picture.

“Modern Matrimony”

Selznick Release with Owen Moore and Alice
Lake Has Excellent Comedy Value

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Light comedy-drama of this type is much
in demand. The troubles of the newlyweds
having no cash and very little credit pro-
vide a pleasant hour of amusement for any-
one. The picture has already proved ca-

pable of creating a chuckling response and
can be booked without risk.

Victor Heerman’s idea for the story is

fresh and his direction shows a keen un-
derstanding of farce. While the situations

are unquestionably funny, the action quick
and snappy, the human interest note is not
entirely submerged. Thus when the young
husband’s last lie has failed and the last

piece of furniture has been removed, the
wistful is quite as pronounced as the ludi-

crous. Owen Moore’s clever performance
is partly responsible for this.

He maintains a certain equanimity
throughout his various blunders that makes
them, of course, twice as amusing. His at-

titude is well counterbalanced by Alice
Lake’s work. She is a somewhat peppery
young bride, inclined to demand explana-
tions but infinitely credulous of her hus-
band’s lies. Their scenes together are
highly entertaining.
The theme of the picture—the way the

housing problem confronts young married
couples—should suggest good exploitation
angles. Various tie-ups with real estate

firms would prove effective. Originally, the
story was called “One Dollar Down,” which
will give some idea of its character. Min-
iature houses would make excellent adver-
tisements, and would carry out the idea that

has been used on one of the shots of an
interior of the real estate offices. This
comprises one of the many interesting

scenes in the picture.

Its naturalness will be one of the pic-

ture’s popular features. The comedy value
is sure to register and the acting is in the

hands of an unusually capable cast includ-

ing Mayme Kelso and Frank Campeau.
Cast

Chester Waddington Owen Moore
Patricia Waddington Alice Lake
Mrs. Flynn Mayme Kelso
Mr. Flynn Frank Campeau
Mrs. Rutherford Kate Lester
Junior Rutherford Victor Potel
Mr. Baltman Snitz Edwards
Rastus Douglas Carter

Story and direction by Victor Heerman.
Scenario by Sarah Y. Mason.

Photography by Jules Cronjager.
Length, 4,960 feet.

Story
Chester Wadding-ton marries Patricia, de-

spite his small income and her mother’s ob-
jections. He buys a house and furniture on
the installment plan, promising a payment
on a certain date. He uses his pay check
to take a chance on a deal which he thinks
his boss will favor, but is fired when the
boss finds out. His creditors appear, remove
the furniture, the sheriff comes to take pos-
session of the house and then he finds that
the deal which he helped has proved a tre-
mendous success.

“A Wife’s Romance”
Metro’s Latest Release With Clara Kimball

Young Should Be Generally Enter-
taining

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Typical of Clara Kimball Young’s most
popular work, her latest Metro release
makes its greatest appeal to women. As
this sort of entertainment it should succeed
in the majority of houses. It has a story

along the desired paths of romance and is

attractively staged and costumed, with Spain
as a setting.

An offshoot of the popular screen theme
that the neglected wife is susceptible to at-

tentions from other men, this one makes no
great pretensions at being original but fol-

lows the lines of acceptable entertainment.
It is interestingly done and will afford the
average feminine fan a pleasant hour. The
affair with the bandit is managed in a series

of fairly picturesque events from the first

meeting in the park at night to the fight

with the toreador in the cafe. None of i

carries much realism, but this is not the
purpose. It is more or less like a day dream
and as such caters to the tastes of a large
class of patrons.
The star is unusually attractive in this set-

ting. Beautiful gowns and exquisite Span-
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ish laces are a becoming asset while her

performance is charmingly reserved and

eminently “wifely,” even in the throes of a

forbidden romance. The picture has an

honorable ending that will doubtless appeal,

in spite of the fact that the husband’s re-

newed interest seems a bit far-fetched. Al-

bert Roscoe is good as the romantic bandit

and the others are well chosen. Thomas
Heffron has given effective direction to the

scenes and clear photography adds consid-

erably to the enjoyment.
Cast

Joyce Addison Clara Kimball YoniiR
John Addison Lewis Dayton
Isabel De Castellar . . . Louise Bates Mortimer
Ramon Albert Roscoe
Joseffa Lillian Adrian
Marques De Castellar ... Wedgewood Howell
Evan Denbigh Arthur Hull
Pablo , Robert Cauterio

Based upon novel by H. W. Roberts.
Scenario by Frank Beresford.
Direction by Thomas Heffron.

A Hnrry- Garson presentation produced by
Samuel Zierler.

Photography by Charles Richardson.
Length, six reels.

Story
Joyce Addison, wife of an American at-

tache in Madrid, looks to her painting as

sole entertainment, as her husband neglects

her for business. One night late, while driv-

ing, she meets and is robbed by a bandit

who proves sufficiently chivalrous to see her
home. She recognizes in him a good sub-

ject for a painting, so persuades him to

pose. This leads to a dangerous friendship
and a trip to a notorious cafe where she is

seen by an old friend. She sees the wisdom
of giving up her bandit and, much to his

unhappiness, tells him it is all impossible.

Her husband overhears and determines to

reform and be sweetheart as well as hus-
band.

“The Tango Cavalier”

George Lat'kin as Colorful Hero of Western
Border Picture Released by Aywon

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A highly romantic cast to the performance

of George Larkin is given in this picture of

Mexican border life which Aywon is re-

leasing. He is the vagabond frequenter of

cafes, the king of the tango and a daring air

pilot. With a few touches like these, the

usual story of outlawry and one man’s

bravery is made slightly more alluring than

as frequently handled.

The tango scenes are fairly well done.

Ollie Kirby, who is Larkin’s partner, is at

her best in the dancing scenes as her

dramatic work shows less experience. While
her part is not nominally the heroine’s, it is

more colorful and indicates that with some
direction in the art of facial expression, she

would be a pleasing screen player.

At times the picture seems somewhat
padded. Small, unimportant scenes are

lengthened beyond their appeal and there is

not much suspense. The aeroplane stunt and
the spectacular ride down the perpendicular

embankment are thrilling, but the picture as

a whole is not especially full of action. It

will interest those who admire George
Larkin, and will average up as a fair pro-

gram attraction in almost any small theatre.

Cast
Don Armingo George Larkin
Colonel Pomeroy Frank AVhitson

Doris Doris Dare
Carmelita Ollie Kirby
Brute Morgan Hilly Quinn
Strongarm Mitehael Telligen

Story

The bandits had unsuspectingly engaged
the services of a secret service man, Don
Armingo, to make a weekly flight across

the border. When the time came for him
to make an arrest, the bandits took flight,

carrying Don's sweetheart. Don followed

in his aeroplane and circling low, reached

down and drew the girl from the tonneau
of the car. Together they watched the head-

long destruction of the bandits over the

embankment.

“Bright Lights of Broadway”

Principal Releases Entertaining Picture of
Popular Theme with Good Cast

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Another story of the country girl who

seeks a Broadway career has been pic-

turized in a way that should afford the
usual appeal. The cast is above average,
featuring Doris Kenyon, Lowell Sherman
and Harrison Ford who give smoothness and
charm to the performance. While the story
is not exceptional it is pleasingly handled
and should mean fair entertainment, gen-
erally.

Doris Kenyon’s interpretation of the girl

who gives up her sweetheart, for the thrill

of seeing her name illuminating Broadway
is interesting because it has her individual
charm. She plays in a thoughtful, wistful
manner and does not overdo either in act-

ing or dressing. Lowell Sherman plays
the part of tempter with a finesse that helps
one to forget partially that it is one of the
oldest of roles.

The locomotive accident is well managed.
Consistent with the rest of the picture, it

is a theatrical touch, but gives a melo-
dramatic dash to the ending that will most
likely be enjoyed by the masses. The pic-

ture has been attractively staged and the
charm of the acting will appeal to many.

Cast
Irene Doris Kenyon
Thomas Drake Harrison Ford
Randall Sherrill.. Lowell Sherman
Connie Claire Dorolez

Story by Gerald C. Duffy.

Direction by Webster Campbell.

Length, 6,7(10 feet.

Story

Irene, who has a beautiful voice, is heard
by Sherrill, the great producer, one day and
his offer to make her a Broadway star is

so attractive that she leaves her sweetheart,
Thomas Drake, and goes to the city. Sher-
rill tries his usual game, deserts Connie, his
latest sweetheart, and kills her one night in
his apartment after a struggle with Drake,
who has come to get Irene. Drake is ac-
cused and sentenced to the chair, but Irene
forces a confession from Sherrill and, after
a mad locomotive race, saves him.

“The Darling of New York”

Baby Peggy Makes Debut as a Feature Star
in Universal-Jewel Picture That Pro-

vides Fine Entertainment
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Baby Peggy the diminutive star who in

two-reel Century Comedies has endeared
herself to thousands, makes her debut as a
full-fledged feature star in the Universal-
Jewel production “The Darling of New
York” which gives every indication of prov-
ing a great big box-office success and we
predict that this little lady if she keeps on
appearing in features as good as this one,
will be the darling of film fans everywhere.
The story provides an excellent vehicle

for her and shows her off to advantage.
Those responsible for the production have
not attempted to cast her as an overly clever
or precocious child but have depended on
her wonderful personality arid undoubted
ability to play upon the spectator’s sympathy
by casting her simply as a lovable little

baby who becomes the plaything of fate and
is buffeted about, falling into the hands of
crooks, some kind, some unkind, then as

the ward of a poor Hebrew with a large
family, next a waif of the streets and
finally trapped in a burning building, only to
find happiness at last with her wealthy
grandfather.

In this attempt they have surely succeeded,
for it is a production that should appeal
to all classes of audiences, it is the kind that
will get under your skin, unusually strong
in human interest, with plenty of action,

pathos and clever comedy touches. It is a

melodramatic story and there is considerable
]

hokum but it is all well worked out and I

will “get” almost anybody. Your heart will

go out to the poor helpless little tot who
is buffeted from one to another in the un-
derworld not knowing what it is all about,
and maintaining a sunny cheerfulness
through it all. In addition to the plight of

the little child your interest will be held by
a well worked out crook angle involving
the adventures of a quantity of smuggled
diamonds which have been hidden in the

baby’s rag doll and which becomes lost. You
feel an intense sympathy for the crooks who
have been kind to her and a corresponding
hatred for the one crook that ill-treated

her. There is such strong sympathy devel-

oped for the diminutive heroine and such
suspense as to what will happen to her and
the diamonds that at times you feel you
can hardly wait to see how the sequences
will work out, but at the same time the story
is not padded.
King Baggot has finely directed the pro-

duction and there are a number of finely

handled scenes such as the manner in which
the baby softens the hearts of the crooks
who then shower her with toys, the scenes
where she is a member of the kind-hearted
Hebrew’s big family and where she is left

in an ash can and dumped into a street

cleaner’s wagon. Especially good too is the
fire scene with the blazing house and falling

walls culminating in a big climax where the
kind-hearted woman crook who has decided
to go straight jumps from a third story
window into a life net with the baby in her
arms, the camera following the figures as
they jump.
Baby Peggy is really wonderful in this

picture, she gets you with her personality,

magnetism and ability and her infectious

humor which has full play, and the already
large number of her admirers will be in-

creased many fold. She has been surrounded
by an excellent cast, including Sheldon Lewis,
Frank Currier, Carl Stockdale, Gladys
Brockwell and others not forgetting Max
Davidson who does particularly fine work
as the poor Hebrew.
Here is a picture that you need not fear

to run, for it will provide fine entertain-

ment for any class of audience. It will prove
a delight to the kiddies.

Cast

The Ross Kid Junior Coughlin
Mrs. Ross Dorothy Hagan
Governess EsteUe Goulder
Soulful Sid Carl Stoekdale
Light Fingered Kitty Gladys Brockwell
Snntussa Baby Peggy Montgomery
Giovanni Sheldon Lewis
The Master Mind Wm. H. Turner
Florrie Jose Devere
Ice Jack Quinn
Levinsky Max Davidson
Mrs. Levinsky Emma Steele
YVillie AValter (Spec) O'Donnell
Grandfather Frank Currier

Story by King Baggot and R. L. Sohrock.

Scenario by R. L. Sohrock.

Directed by King Baggot.

Photographed by John Stumar.

Length, 6260 feet.

Story

Little Santussa's mother dies and she is

being brought to America by her governess
who gives the child to an Italian while she
returns for her pocketbook. In the meantime
the ship sails. The Italian is a member of
a gang of diamond smugglers and hides the
diamonds in the child's rag doll. In New
York a rival gangster takes the child and
leaves her in an ash can. Some newsboys
find her and take her to a Hebrew with a
large family. She runs away and a woman
member of the crook gang who has been
kind to her, finds her and takes her home.
Police raid the place and the house is set on
fire, the woman rescues the child by jump-
ing into a life net. The Italian crook has
determined to go straight and made a clean
breast of everything to little Santussa's
wealthy grandfather and the story ends with
her happy in his magnificent home.
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^EXHIBITORS
THROUGHOUT THEWORLD

ILM BOOKING OFFICES of America, Inc., take this time and opportunity to
thank exhibitors throughout the world for the loyal and splendid support given
F. B. O. pictures in the season past.

We realize that without your support and help and without your words of en-
couragement we could not have attained the high position we now occupy in the
film world, especially in so short a space of time as eighteen months.

We started this business on an ideal—“SERVICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS”
—and we believe we have made good. .At least we have done our work conscientiously. Distri-

bution of good product backed by the best advertising and exploitation the industry affords has
made the initials F. B. O. synonymous with success to all who have done business with this

hard working, hustling outfit.

We are constantly striving to improve the productions we make and will never let up produc
ing the highest type of sure fire advertising and exploitation for exhibitors on all our releases.

We have some splendid productions for the Fall and Winter season of 1923 and 1924. All

are backed by intensive exploitation.

Big things are planned for all of 1924. If we have done well so far we expect to do a great
deal more for exhibitors during the coming season. Study carefully the product announced in this

special section. Each page has a message for every exhibitor. We thank you for your patronage
and support. We sincerely hope to merit a larger share, by earning and deserving it, in the

seasons ahead.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.

Home Offices: 723 Seventh Avenue, New York. Exchanges in 34 principal cities in the U. S. A.
and Canada
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Special Section of moving Picture World

F. B. O. 1923-24 PLANS

A Tribute to Showmen
Credit where credit is due

—

Think back eighteen months to conditions when those F. B. 0. showmen and
go-getters took hold of this big distributing organization

—

And then look at F. B. O.’s position as we swing into the 1923-24 season!

A miracle of accomplishment? I’ll say so! And even though an editor is

stepping on thin ground when he singles out any individual or organization for
a good word, I don’t think any film man will frankly question me when I say it

emphatically.
Am I right?

* * *

Moving Picture World feels a pardonable pride in having been selected by
F. B. 0. to exclusively present its elaborate announcement of coming product for
the season of 1923-24.

F. B. 0. has shown that it knows how to sell pictures—to the exhibitor and for
the exhibitor. So we take some reflected glory in our selection for so important a
piece of work as the broadcasting of the new season’s announcement.

At various times in the past year readers may have noticed that we have had
occasion to comment on the exhibitor’s favorable attitude towards the F. B. 0.
type of picture and exploitation.

The creation of this attitude and its strength as we enter the new season is one
of the most remarkable developments of this business.

We’ll wager that in any exhibitor gathering you may attend after the con-
versation has passed the perennial subjects of film rentals, masterpieces, and
whatnots, and has come to the point of “What got the money for you?”—you’ll
hear “Westbound Limited,” “Third Alarm” and so on.

Pictures made at reasonable cost, sold on a basis that considers the cus-
tomer’s profit-making possibilities, and preceded, flanked and rear-guarded by
exploitation—that’s a great platform and a sure-fire policy.

* * *

Naturally, with such a record for the season past, there has been more than
ordinary interest on the part of exhibitors in looking forward to F. B. O.’s plans
for the coming year.

The pages that follow unfold a glittering array.

The effort that has been put forth on this section by the F. B. 0. organization
the cooperation that has been extended by Moving Picture World, are a measure
of our belief that you will find these pages well worth your attention and study.
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The Box Office Angle
As I See It

By EMORY JOHNSON

15
-

far as / can see it, there is only one sure firt

A slant for genuine box office uinners and that it

down-to-earth pictures that all can understand,
— see and appreciate. “Humble” pictures is **»J

creed. Pictures for the masses which constitute 85% of tkt

picture goers of this country.

Others can make the High Brow, big set and gorgeoiu

scene stuff. For mine, I will continue to make pictures ft*

the people,—high-grade melodramas, understandingly am
artistically done.

I try to make my characters live, be natural, act natural

and as to the success of that specialty I have thousands oj

letters of appreciation from fans as well as exhibitors

like my stuff.

gasps
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“IN THE NAME OF THE LAW”

“THE THIRD ALARM”

Besides, I make exploitation pictures that can be boostn

in a natural and clever manner. F. B. O. has a thoroup

understanding of how to exploit, which, backed by the kim

of productions every class of people likes, has spelled succes

for all Exhibitors who have shown my productions. I skm

continue to make high-grade melodramas for the •nassas

all with that big box office appeal.

EMORY JOHNSON.“WESTBOUND LIMITED”
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E
1 IXHIBITORS throughout the world have risen in one tremendous throng in magnificent testimony to the box office

and entertainment powers of EMORY JOHNSON productions. With such past successes as “In the Name of

— the Law”—“The Third Alarm”—and—“Westbound Limited”—to his credit he now booms along with the biggest

success of them all

—

“THE MAILMAN”
In every community—Emory Johnson’s MAILMAN picture will be received with acclaim. It is human, thrilling, dramatic, packed with

action, pathos, and power. F. B. O. will distribute 8 more Johnson Productions. If you have not played the first three, do so at once and

then prepare yourself for another mop up with “THE MAILMAN” and with the other Emory Johnson productions to come, all of which

will be as big and bigger than these first four. Watch for “THE MAILMAN”; it’s a knockout. You’ll clean up with it. And watch for

the others to come.

All Emory Johnson Productions distributed throughout the world by Film Booking Offices of America
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Emory Johnson, Box Office Producer
i'pHE director who really knows the

JL public and the box office is truly

coming into his own.
Witness the meteoric rise of Emory

Johnson, who, with his first three di-

rectoral efforts, has already attained such

heights as few other young producers

ever have achieved.

When Mr. Johnson’s maiden directorial

effort, “In the Name of the Law,” was
released by F. B. O., the wise ones said

that its tremendous success was an acci-

dent—that he couldn’t repeat. Then Mr.

Johnson came across with “The Third

Alarm,” and the wise ones were surprised,

but still skeptical.

“He can never do it a third time in

succession,” they said. “No man can be

expected to hit a home run every time.”

Mr. Johnson’s answer was “Westbound
Limited,” the great railroad man’s pic-

ture which swept the country with the

speed and power of its own plunging

trains.

And now comes “The Mailman,”

Emory Johnson’s greatest and latest—

a

picture dealing with the life of Uncle

Sam’s postal employees, which is destined

to dim even the brilliance of its three pub-

lic-service predecessors.

And what has been responsible for Mr.

Johnson’s success? Let him tell you in

the few simple words he used at a testi-

monial luncheon given in his honor by

Film Booking Offices recently.

With almost boyish modesty Mr. John-
son told his listeners that he tried to

make pictures for the masses—pictures

that you and I and the other fellow can
FEEL. Stories of drawing room and
tennis court and gilded palace do not in-

EMORY JOHNSON

terest him, he said. The humble things

of life are his material, and he strives to

present them in a humble way—without

expensive and elaborate sets and other
garish trimming.

But the heart of Mr. Johnson’s pictures

is in the home. That is also partly re-

sponsible for the gigantic success of his

pictures. Their utter wholesomeness,
combined with their swift action and
melodramatic heart interest make them
such as to absolutely sway the masses.
And Mr. Johnson modestly gives credit

for the bulk of his success to his mother,
Mrs. Emlie Johnson, who writes all his

stories, and to his wife, professionally

known as Ella Hall, who plays the lead

in his pictures.

Every picture carrying the Emory
Johnson trade-mark has some great, big,

vital, central idea around which can be
built an exploitation campaign sure to put
the picture over in a big way. It was
that way with “In the Name of the Law,”
which had the endorsement and co-opera-

tion of every police chief in the United
States and Canada

;
it was that way with

“The Third Alarm,” which was backed
by the fire chiefs and firemen throughout
the country

;
it was that way with “West-

bound Limited,” which had the approval
and the help of every railroad employee
in America, and it is that way with “The
Mailman,” which is being given country-

wide recognition and promotion by every
Postal official, as well as by the army of

postal employees in every state in the

union.
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ROM every State in the Union I have received letters of congratula-
tion from Exhibitors who have made money with my productions.

That to me is the answer as to whether or not I am making that

calibre of pictures that exhibitors want. Not only have I received

letters from these men but every mail brings me fresh evidence
that I am on the right track in turning out the productions that possess box
office value.

I see this business as a job of manufacturing entertainment, and nothing
else.

This is show business. Show business means keeping the public amused,
interested and entertained.

That’s what I started out to do and that’s what I intend to keep on doing.
My tie up with F. B. O. guarantees exhibitors the best calibre of exploitation
and advertising helps in the business.

I know this from experience. That’s why my pictures are distributed by
this progressive, hustling Company, the livest in the business.

Look over the pages that follow. Read what exhibitors have said about
my productions. Then communicate with your F. B. O. exchange for book-
ings on my present releases and my coming pictures. They are “the goods.”

You’ll say so after you have played them and made money on them. My
compliments of the season and best wishes for a rousing 1923 and 1924 busi-

ness to all.
Johnnie Walker
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Did You Ever Hear of a

More Powerful Box Office

Title Than

“Fashionable Fakers”

CONJURE up in your mind the picture the

words “Fashionable Fakers” produce, and
the effect on your women patrons! Sleek,
gorgeously gowned women, and sleek men.

“Fashionable Fakers” ! ! ! It’s a great title!

Smart society crooks, masquerading as mem-
bers of the highest strata of society in an
atmosphere of wealth as yet unsurpassed on
the screen!

"FASHIONABLE FAKERS”! A box office

title that has absolutely no equal! For the

exhibitor “Fashionable” spells M-O-N-E-Y,
and “Fakers” spells M-O-R-E M-O-N-E-Y!

“Fashionable Fakers,” which I bought from
Charles Ray, was formerly knozen as “The
IVorm.” “The Worm” is a person who bores

holes into furniture to make •,

it appear old and antique and
therefore priceless. All un-
known to myself, as Thad-
dcus Plummer, I am a poor
country boy, become a

“Fashionable Faker,” and
am hurled into a series of
thrilling and exciting adz'rn-
tures which take me from a
quiet country town to the
z’ery center of the hectic
harem of a Sultan of Tur-
key! A story that is replete
with thrills and adventure,
with a denouement that is

positively startling!

I think my work in this

picture is my best to date. 1

JOHNNIE WALKER.
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All Johnnie Walker Productions are distributed by
Film Booking Offices of America

A JOHNNIE WALKER
Production

TATHEN you bock “FASHIONABLE FAKERS” you are
* ^ in an open boat in the middle of the ocean. You are not

plug the picture by your own efforts. F. B. O.’s big press book on
this picture makes it “sure fire” for you, for all you have to do is

to use the material prepared and you’ll play capacity.

Ask to see a copy of this book. It’s a gold mine for that sure fire F. B. 0.
exploitation and help that assures results for you on any picture. I commend
“FASHIONABLE FAKERS” to you as a real money getter. Play it and
bank your profits.
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Now that F. B. O. has Witwer under a five-year contract, I hope that
all the pictures made from his stories are as good as this one. The
world’s greatest theatres (including the Rialto, Missoula) should be
proud to run “The Fourth Musketeer.”

—Guy D. Haselton, Rialto Theatre, Missoula, Mont.

From Ex. T. Review:
This is one of the best pictures that Johnnie Walker has done in

some time. It carries an interesting plot with sufficient variety to hold
interest throughout. There are some humorous moments that will be
enjoyed and also a bit of pathos that will appeal. As a whole the picture

should easily satisfy in practically any house.

From M. P. World:
The story is appealing throughout and has humorous touches that

will be sure to please. There are several dramatic flashes and an
excellent comedy wind-up. It is the best vehicle Johnnie Walker has
had for some time showing him in an exceptionally likable role and
doing full justice to his personality.

Our patrons raved over this picture. If you
book it play it up big.

—Max Draffle, Empress, Cherokee, Iowa.

The Fascinating Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by

Give F. B. O. credit for making a good one here. Well
acted and good direction with Walker getting more pop-

ular every day.

—Hugh G. Martin, American Theatre, Columbus, Ga.

Against “Robin Hood” for competition this snappy picture

went over big here. Book and boost it.

—A. I. Latts, Royal, Ashland, Wis.

From Ex. Herald:

Johnnie Walker fits the leading role of this fantastic tale by
H. C. Witwer perfectly. The story holds the spectator, and the

dramatic situations are pretty sure to appeal to any audience.

From Morning Telegraph

:

Hurrah for “The Fourth Musketeer” if this seems lacking in

decorum and dignity, it is only because this reviewer is so enthu-

siastic about the picture. The story and treatment of it is intelli-

gent, interesting, amusing and human, which seems almost too much
to expect of one single picture. The direction is clever and the

action is well sustained.
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If you haven’t played my picture, “THE FOURTH MUSKETEER,” do so now.
No more popular writer than H. C. Witwer in this country. None has a larger

reader audience. We have made a faithful picturization of his corking story. Read
what exhibitors and critics say. Take the word of men who know, or better still

SEE “THE FOURTH MUSKETEER” at your nearest F. B. O. Exchange. If

you look you’ll book; also be sure to watch for my coming new production.

“FASHIONABLE FAKERS
Johnnie Walker Productions are distributed through-

out the world by Film Booking Offices of America.
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JOHNNIE
WALKER

PRODUCTION

Thousands of

Exhibitors Have Already
Played and Made Money on “MY DAD”
Read What They Say—That’s the Only

Evidence That Interests You

We had wonderful success with this picture. We played it to
full houses and pleased 100 per cent. At the prices F. B. O. gives
us, it is a sure tonic for the box office.

WILLIAM HERCH, Rex, Calumet
, Minn.

Gave me the best crowd in bad weather. Pleased 100 per cent.
They sold it so you can make some money, and that is what
we want.

W. E. STEPP, Regent, Pleasanton, Kan.

Has everything that goes to make up a real picture. Johnnie
Walker well liked here and carries off the grapes whenever I

show his pictures.

C. H. BILLS, Opera House, Lenora, Kan.

Give us some more like this one. It is as good as any we haw
seen for some time.

B. SHEN, Lakeville, Lakeville, Minn.

Every Dad should take his family to see this fine picture. It

has good action, a good story and good moral, and is good all

around, particularly in hot weather, as it has many cold scenes.

J. J. MACK, New Prague, Minn.

Fine story, good prints, lots of action and thrills hold the audi-
ence in a fast grip and with anxiety for what the next scene will

bring. If your people like Northwesterns, book it.

T. Z. HARMON, Lehigh, Okla.

Walker is a big favorite here, and this is an exceptionally good
northern picture.

A. C. KNUDSON, Scenic, Detroit, Minn.

We had a great many favorable comments on this picture. It

is very good.
E. W. McFARLANE. Cozy, Groton, S. D.

With good scenes and good action, this is a good northern
picture. If your p ople like northern pictures, book this one.

P. J. DUFECK, New Lyric, Hinckley, Minn.

Distributed by

Film Booking Offices of America Results Talk-Play “MY DADtf
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Wrote “The Mark of Zorro’

(Johnston McCulley)

Wrote This Big-Time Story

Any picture in which Johnnie Walker is featured will go over well
here, and this pleasing melodrama is no exception. The picture,
similar to the Fairbanks attractions, is full of action and should
please any audience.

H. E. KNUDSON, Detroit, Minn.

Johnnie Walker is winning favor with my patrons, and this one
went over with a bang. F. W. GATES, Holley, N. Y.

A very entertaining picture. Has good moral tone. Had good
attendance. WILLIAM H. MAYHEW, Cisco, Texas.

A very satisfactory program offering. Pleased large crowd'. Ran
it as double show with “Fighting Blood.” Oh ! Boy ! We mopped up.

W. D. PATRICK, Flora la, Ala.

We prefer action pictures like this one. It is a wonderful at-
traction. NED TWEEDEN, Fargo, N. D.

has already made money for several thousand

theatres—Have you played it yet? Read

the exhibitors’ and critics’ reports.

From M. P. News:
There is the thrill of flashing swords, a duel staged in the high bell tower, this set

is a splendid one. The whole picture has an historical interest by reason of its California

Mission settings. “Captain Fly-by-Night” has a definite audience appeal—because of its

romance, setting and action.

From Ex. Herald:
A well-planned, actionful romance of Lower California during the days of the Spanish

domination. It is full of surprises and a wealth of beautiful scenery. It is a colorful, well
produced bit of Spanish fiction, beautifully photographed and interest-holding from begin-
ning to end.

All Johnnie Walker Productions are distributed by Film Booking Offices of America
<
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3hebiggest
ofmg career —
with TTlary Carr

Jitlc to be
announced later

JOHNNIE
WALKER
PRODUCTION
CLOSE watch in the trend of motion picture

successes has given me a great idea for a

new production which I am positive will be the

greatest picture of my entire career.

I can’t tell you what the story is about just

now but you will know very soon.

Suffice it to say that Mary Carr, greatest

character impersonator of her type on the

world’s screen, will play the feminine lead.

I promise you a really great picture, one
that will lend itself to big time exploitation and
one with a magnificent theme. Watch for this

new production. Speak to your nearest F. B. 0.

exchange now in advance for first call on play

dates when this big new picture is announced
for release. JOHNNIE WALKER

WATCH
FOR
THIS
BIG
NEW

WINNER
JOHNNIE WALKER PRODUCTIONS ARE DISTRIBUTED BY FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
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Johnnie Walker— The Showman's Star

N O, one can’t apply the title, “From
Rags to Riches,” to the career of

Johnnie Walker, magnetic and debonair

juvenile of the screen, yet his career is

somewhat analogous to the stage play of

that name, in which he made his debut

when only a boy of twelve, if one accepts

“rags” as a symbol of poverty. For

young Walker, when he had graduated

from high school, was able to continue

his studies at Fordham University only by

dint of summer stock engagements.

Between “shots” of a recent photo-

play in which he appeared, this born and

bred New Yorker applied the proverbial

New York hustle in acting as business

representative for a producing director,

with the result that he sold the produc-

tion to a well-known distributor and ef-

fected an arrangement for several more
productions by the same

'

producing di-

rector. This was the Emory Johnson

production, “In the Name of the Law.”
His finesse in handling this deal was

the result of his experience as salesman

of scenic and educational film in China.

These commercial enterprises Walker
varied with stage and screen engagements
and directorial activities.

While yet at Fordham, Mr. Walker
played in stock in his native city and at

Washington, D. C. After college he es-

sayed pictures, then springing into vogue,

making his debut at the old Biograph
studio in New York and later going to

Edison as leading man for Viola Dana,
Gertrude McCoy, Mabel Trunelle and
others of picturedom’s first constellation.

Universal next engaged him as leading

man for Mary Fuller, long one of the

foremost heroines of the screen. Then
he returned to the stage, but this time as

an exponent of musical comedy, appear-
ing in such productions as “The Pearl

Maiden” with Jeff DeAngelis, and “The
Doll Girl,” with Richard Carle and Hattie

Williams.

When the world war ensued he en-

listed as a gob and was mustered out at

the conclusion of hostilities as ensign,

having acted in the latter months of the

war as assistant paymaster.

Mr. Walker then took over the Hall-

mark studios in New York and embarked
in the business of directing pictures, his

releases being known as the Arrow brand
and comprising such productions as “The
Devil,” “When Dawn Comes” and “The
Bachelor Apartment.”
When Fox made preparations to pro-

duce “Over the Hill,” great care was ex-

pended in the selection of a cast, and noth-

ing less than Johnnie Walker would
satisfy the producers in the leading role,

so a sufficient financial inducement was
offered and Mr. Walker put aside the

megaphone for make-up.
The production proved one of the

greatest to the credit of William Fox and
acting honors were carried off by Mr.
Walker and Mrs. Mary Carr. Im-
mediately Mr. Walker was placed under a

starring contract with the Fox organiza-

tion, producing in succession five pic-

tures, entitled “What Love Will Do,”
“The Jolt,” “Play Square,” “ExtraExtra

!”

and Live Wires,” the latter representing

his first screen activities on the coast.

Scenes from

“CAPT. FLY-BY-NIGHT”
with Johnnie Walker

Written by Johnston McCully
Directed by William K. Howard
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Johnnie Walker*s 1923 Successes
1 2 MARKED the release of

V Johnnie Walker’s two biggest

starring releases by the Film Booking

Offices in “The Fourth Musketeer” and

“Captain Fly-by-Night.”

Released earlier in the season, the latter

story, a tale of Southern California in

the old days, established the youthful star

as a versatile artist to be reckoned as a

big box office draw. Closely following

upon this H. C. Witwer’s story, “The
Fourth Musketeer,” was released, which
marked Walker as a sure “money getter”

for the exhibitor.

All the buoyant spirit of youth, the

homely philosophy and breezy action with

which the noted author, H. C. Witwer,
always invests his stories has been re-

tained in “The Fourth Musketeer,” which
proved tremendously popular when it first

appeared in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
Witwer has the knack of infusing all

of his tales with human interest and
romantic charm, together with a generous

portion of humor that has won him hun-

dreds of thousands of followers through-

out the land. In “The Fourth Muske-
teer,” the famous author is shown in his

most happy mood.
As a young pugilist who withdraws

from the boxing game at the behest of his

ambitious young wife and undertakes to

manage a garage, Johnnie Walker has a

role for which his talents are fashioned

seemingly to order. Opposite him, is the

beauteous Eileen Percy, charming always

and blessed in this vehicle with a role

that fits her as snugly as a new pair of

kid gloves.

The fight episodes combine big drama
an i rousing comedy. As Brian O’Brien,

the famous boxer, Johnnie Walker re-

veals all the fistic skill of a Terry Mc-
Govern or Abe Atell. It is the romantic

element, however, that will have the most
general appeal. Brian O’Brien, im-

pressionable and deeply in love with his

sweet young wife, works diligently at his

little garage while his mate spends her

time in high society. The youth hits

upon a unique idea of bringing her to her

senses and it is in the development of this

that much of the fine humor and buoyant
spirit is brought out.

In the more dramatic scene, Johnnie
Walker puts into effect all the well

rounded skill that brought him fame in

such plays as “Over the Hill,” “In the

Name of the Law,” “The Third Alarm”
and others. Others in the cast who ac-

quit themselves with distinction are Wil-
liam Scott, Edith Yorke, Georgie Stone,

James McElhern, Aggie Herring, Eddie
Gribbon and Kate Lester.

In “Captain Fly-by-Night” Johnnie
Walker is at all times the buoyant facile

artist who seemingly revels in the atmos-

phere of old Spain.

Written by Johnston McCulley, author

of “The Mark of Zorro” in which Doug-

las Fairbanks scored one of his most nota-

ble successes, “Captain Fly-by-Night” has

all the vivid and languorous color of olden

California in the days of Spanish domina-
tion. It occurs in 1824 and has to do with

the mistaken identity of the leading char-

acter—a dashing and daring young swash-
buckler and patriot portrayed with virility

and charm by Mr. Walker.
Of the many stirring episodes, it is safe

to say that the scenes of warfare before

the ancient mission walls are the most
gripping. These are developed with

striking realism. The surge of the

charging cavalry; the sweep of the em-
battled forces; the puff-puff of musket
fire

; the panic of the natives—all these

combine to give a thrilling note to the

episodes of warfare. Then, too, it is

worthy of comment that none of these

scenes of battle were permitted to reveal

any of the inevitable horrors of warfare.

Instead the romance and action of the

fight is stressed.

Moreover, there are duel scenes which

grip one’s nerves and send a tingle down
one’s spine. Walker and an antagonist

clash in the lofty bell tower of a mission.

This scene is big with thrilling action.

Romance, too, glows in many captivating

scenes. Mr. Walker, like the gallant

Valentino, proves himself a fiery lover

whose benighted charms engulf many of

the most bewitching senoritas in olden

California.

Still another interesting feature of the

photoplay is the gorgeous scenic back-

grounds, the adobe huts of the two towns

especially thrown up for the production

and the historic missions, which were the

very centers of life in that sun-parched

territory in 1824. Indeed, the entire

production is literally soaked in the at-

mosphere of the old Southwest—the land

of gaudy caballeros with spurs and broad

sombreros and gleaming-eyed ladies with

pitch black hair and yellow garments of

richest silks. In the supporting cast

which distinguishes itself in many scenes

that require utmost in screen artistry, are

such well known players as Francis

M ’Donald, Shannon Day, Edward Grib-

bon, Victory Bateman, James M'Elhern.

Scenes from

“FOURTH
MUSKETEER"

with Johnnie Walker
An H. C. Witwer
story directed by
William K. Howard.

c‘~
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Johnnie Walker

in

“FASHIONABLE FAKIRS”

Supported by

Mildred June, George Cowl,

J. Farrell MacDonald, Lillian

Lawrence, Robert Balder,

George Rigas

I



B. O., because of its effi-

ciency, its integrity and

its equitable policies, was selected

to operate in conjunction with

Anderson Pictures Corporation

on a basis by which F. B. O. will

distribute, and also sell, the prod-

uct of this organization in accord-

ance with the policieswe establish.

o

Anderson Pictl

723 Seventh Ave. Carl Anderson i



< welcome this opportu-

nity to voice our confi-

dence in F. B. O. and to express
A*. '

.

• • •

'

our appreciation to Mr. P. A.

Powers for his generous coopera-

tion. Wethank Mr. J. 1. Schnitzer,

Mr. H. M. Berman and Mr. Nat

Rothstein for their assistance in

all matters pertaining to our pre-

liminary work.”

Carl Anderson, President.

.

'&'
,

1

'

j ,,

es Corporation

resident New York City
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Carl Anderson's Purpose to Provide

Good Pictures at Reasonable Prices

T HE purpose of Anderson Pictures

Corporation,” says Carl Anderson,

president, “is to serve all exhibitors,

irrespective of size, with good pictures

at reasonable prices, on the basis of

efficiency and the elimination of excess

costs. The manner in which this state-

ment of policy has been received by ex-

hibitors not only vindicates our business

judgment, but proves in a very gratifying

way that theatre owners stand ready to

support the organization dedicated to

their service and their interests.

“Anderson Pictures Corporation will

specialize in pictures of definite exploita-

tion merit, planned, produced and pre-

sented by showmen as well as business

men. To these pictures we will give

intensive selling efforts and wide dis-

tribution, with certified accounting to our

producers and a continuous policy of open

books and above-board methods. The
national quota placed upon every produc-

tion will be determined by the picture’s

exhibition value to the exhibitor after

careful consideration as to business con-

ditions and other economic forces.

“Our belief in the integrity of F. B. O.

and its ability to deliver service, together

with the complete harmony which exists

between their plan and our own, resulted

in the working arrangement between the

two organizations whereby F. B. O. will

distribute and also sell our product in

accordance to the policies under which

we operate. Their forces in 33 branch

offices will be augmented by our own
picked men, each one thoroughly imbued
with our ideas of actual exhibitor service.

Through this advantageous arrangement

with F. B. O. we avoid a large portion

of the overhead expense of other

national organizations. This saving will

go to the exhibitors and to independent

producers as their rightful revenue.

“We already have announced the

arrangement whereby Anderson Pictures

Corporation will handle the product of

the Theatre Owners’ Distributing Cor-

poration. We were selected by this ex-

hibitor-owned and exhibitor-controlled

organization because our business prin-

ciples inspire their fullest confidence and
because our working arrangements per-

mit the Theatre Owners’ Distributing

Corporation to secure the economic dis-

tribution it desires on a basis of actual

co-operation with exhibitors and the

elmination of top-heavy distribution cost's.

“Having completed our national

organization we turned our attention to

the formation of a world-wide service.

As a result we have formed our own
company, Anderson Pictures, Ltd., with

headquarters at London and branch

offices at Manchester, Leeds, Newcastle,

Glasgow, Cardiff, Torquay and Birming-

t ham. This service will distribute

throughout the United Kingdom the

product of Anderson Pictures Corpora-
tion. It also will handle the foreign

sales for both throughout .Continental

Europe and all of the British Empire
with the exception of Canada. Thus we
at once take rank with the few American
distributing organizations which maintain
their own offices in the foreign field.

CARL ANDERSON

“As to our policies of operation, each

production will be definitely treated as a

separate unit. This applies to every

element of our plan. Every prospective

story will have a distinct basic idea of

popular appeal, upon which we will build

far-reaching campaigns of publicity and
exploitation. Throughout production this

phase of our plan will be given special

consideration. As a result we will deliver

every possible bit of selling value to the

exhibitor when we deliver the picture.

E MILE CHAUTARD, distinguished

French director, under whose direc-

tion “Daytime Wives” and “Beware the

Woman,” two special F. B. O. produc-

tions were filmed, was born and educated

in Paris, France, and received his early

theatrical training at the Conservatorie

of Paris. His professional career began

at the National Theatre in Paris, where

he played in Shakespearean repertoire and

in many of the modern plays by French

authors. During this time he created the

character of Napoleon in “Madame Sans

Gene,” a part which he played more than

nineteen hundred times.

He came to America as a motion-pic-

ture director for the World Film Com-
pany and during his association with that

firm directed Alice Brady, Robert War-

This unit idea holds also for distribution.

There will be no block selling. There
will be no strings or concealed under-
standings in any Anderson contract.

“Independent producers have been
quick to appreciate the advantages which
our organization affords them. Arrange-
ments already have been made whereby
exhibitors are assured of a steady supply
of dependable pictures, produced on the

basis of economy and efficiency, with the

elimination of ridiculously high star

salaries and a careful supervision of
studio costs. Our plan is to make every
dollar spent in production show in the

finished picture
;
otherwise the exhibitor

does not receive full benefit of the ex-
penditures. Our product will be based
entirely on known quantities : a story

of established appeal, a cast of known
value, and a director of proven ability to

make pictures which make money for the

exhibitors.

“Throughout our entire plan, in every
detail of policy, organization and opera-

tion, we have built around the exhibitor

as the keystone of our structure. We are

dedicated to exhibitor service, and with

the exhibitor we shall progress. Large
and small, first run and last run, the ex-

hibitors are looking to us to serve them
faithfully. No matter how much we
expand or how powerful we become we
shall never fail them.”

Thus is summarized the platform of an
organization which centers in Carl Ander-
son

;
consecrated to his leadership and to

the business policies and ideals developed

from his life-long contact with every

division of the industry. Anderson Pic-

tures Corporation is the master-stroke of

a man who believes in the literal, actual

meaning of exhibitor service, and who is

carrying out that belief—intelligently and
fearlessly.

wick, Holbrook Blinn and Mollie King.

Mr. Chautard directed Pauline Fred-

erick in “Her Final Reckoning,” “A
Daughter of the Old South,” “Out of the

Shadow,” “Paid in Full” and “Glory of

Clementina.”

Aside from his work, Mr. Chautard
lives a very active, normal life. He is

extremely fond of outdoor life, and walks
at least four miles a day to and from the

studio. He is an omniverous reader and
is thoroughly conversant with the works
of practically every modern American.
English, French and German writer of

the present century.

It is his contention that the only ex-

cuse for acting is a tugging at one’s heart

strings for expression, coupled with a

great amount of talent and ability.

Chautard Has Wide Experience
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Recent

Chester

Bennett

Productions

Starring

JANE NOVAK

“Colleen

of the Pines”

“Snowshoe
Trail”

“Thelma”

“Divorce”

Coming Soon
My Biggest Picture

“The Lullaby”

1 WISH to thank exhibitors throughout the world for the manner
* in which they have played my productions starring Jane
Novak. I have letters from hundreds of exhibitors as has Miss
Novak telling us of the successes they have had with CHESTER
BENNETT PRODUCTIONS.

We are soon to release thru F. B. 0. what Miss Novak considers her

greatest picture and what I consider my greatest directorial effort and
accomplishment, “THE LULLABY". Several prominent western ex-

hibitors who saw the picture at the studio told Miss Novak and myself

that “THE LULLABY” towers far and away above anything of its

character ever attempted on the screen.

It is a big picture, easily one of the big ten of the year. Ask about
it at your nearest F. B. O exchange. Ask for play dates now in advance.

Also watch for forthcoming CHESTER BENNETT PRODUCTIONS star-

ring JANE NOVAK. I promise you some big time money making pictures.

Cordially yours,

CHESTER BENNETT.

hester Bennett Productions Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America
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Go-Getters of the F. B. O. Staff-

1—E. C. Jenson, divisional sales manager. 2—C. E. Penrod, special representative. 3—S. M. Katz, division manager. 4—Lee Marcus,
assistant sales manager. 5—H. I. Goldman, New Haven. 6—L. B. Metzger, Portland, Ore. 7—J. L. Roth, Boston. 8—Francis L. Me-
Namee, Washington, D. C. 9—S. J. Goldman, San Francisco. 10—W. B. Corby, Salt Lake City. 11—William Conn, Charlotte, N. C.

12—Chas. B. Ellis, Jacksonville, Fla. 13—F. W. Zimmerman, Buffalo, N. Y. 14—T. H. McKean, St. Louis. 15—Harry Hart, Milwaukee.
16—J. J. Sampson, Chicago. 17—Lou Geiger, Cleveland.
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fen Who Have Earned Their Spurs

18—H. H. Hull, Indianapolis. 19—A. M. Elliott, Detroit. 20—L. George Ross, Albany, N. Y. 21—Roy E. Churchill, Kansas City. 22—

•

Chas. Rosenzw'eig, New York City. 23—Jerome Safron, Philadelphia. 24—Sam Benjamin, Oklahoma City. 25—John L. Franconi, Little'

Rock, Ark. 26—Harry C. Cohen, Los Angeles. 27—M. J. Weisfeldt, Minneapolis. 28—Paul H. Tessier, New Orleans. 29—A. H.
Schnitzer, Pittsburgh. 30— I. Shlank, Omaha. 31—Sidney D. Weisbaum, Denver. 32—U. T. Koch, Atlanta. 33—F. W. Young, Desi

Moines. 34—Edward M. Booth, Cincinnati. 35—A. H. Huot, Seattle. 36—L. E. Harrington, Dallas.
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Army of Students Boost Palmer Play

DURING a period of over five years

the Palmer Photoplay Corpora-

tion has built up a vast student body
of 2S1.000 ambitious screen writers,

through consistent national advertis-

ing amounting to nearly $600,000.

These active students, representing

the nation’s most responsive of motion

picture patrons, are being developed

and trained by the Palmer Photoplay

Corporation to supply the screen with
original stories.

Over a national territory embracing
3,559 communities, this great force of

“sure-fire” picture-goers are boosting

the fact that one of their own co-

workers is the author of the first

Palmer play, “Judgment of the Storm,”
which means that in a great many
communities boasting a picture thea-

tre, a keenly interested and enthus-

iastic group of imaginative men and
women are telling their friends, their

acquaintances and their relatives that

a student of the Palmer course has
“made good.”
These 281,000 eager fans are rolling

a golden snowball of curiosity that

cannot fail to swamp the box-office of

every theatre in those 3,559 communi-

ROY L. MANKER
President of Palmer Photoplay Corporation

ties when “Judgment of the Storm” is

shown. It needs little imagination to

appreciate the cumulative effect of this

audience-building campaign, intensified

by the fact that the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation is fanning the enthusiasm
of this vast student body by instructing
them, directly by mail, as part of their

1 „
course, to witness the accomplishment
of their fellow student, Mrs. Ethel
Styles Middleton, a humble little work-
ing woman of Pittsburgh, and write a
report on the salient features consti-
tuting the success of “Judgment of the
Storm.”
The tremendous double appeal of

this production—human interest in the
personality of this young housewife’s
success as a scenario writer, and in-

tense public curiosity waiting to be
satisfied by witnessing her work on
the screen—needs no elaboration. It

represents, without question, one of

the largest and most perfect ready-
made audiences, growing daily under
the enthusiasm of 281,000 students,

that has ever been prepared for every
big and small exhibitor throughout the
country.

The synopsis alone of “Judgment of

the Storm” gives some indication of

the wide popular appeal of the produc-
tion, and of the excellence of the

scenario which represents the one 100

per cent, story written direct for the
screen and selected from among
hundreds of thousands of manuscripts
that have been pouring into the

Palmer Photoplay offices during the

past five years.

Bennett to Make 5 Supers for F. B. O.

CHESTER BENNETT, prominent

producer and owner of the Bennett

Laboratories, recently signed a contract

with J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president of the

Film Booking Offices of America, pro-

viding for the distribution by that or-

ganization of more than $1,500,000 worth

CHESTER BENNETT and

JANE NOVAK

of productions to be made by Bennett at

the R-C studios.

The Bennett production program will

include five big features in which Jane
Novak will be starred and six outdoor
photoplays featuring Eddie Hearn. Mr.
Bennett personally will supervise the
making of both the Novak and Hearn
productions, besides actually directing the

former star in all of her attractions. The
director of the Hearn unit has not yet

been chosen.

Following the completion of her cur-
rent production, “The Lullaby,” now in

the final stages of filming at the R-C
plant, Miss Novak will begin at once to

prepare for her first picture under the

new contract.

Eddie Hearn, who becomes a full

fledged star by the signing of the con-
trace between Bennett and the F. B. O.,

has long been a popular figure in motion
pictures. Tall and good looking and
athletic he is well suited for the sort of
roles in which he will be cast. Hearn,
who was recently signed on a starring
contract by F. B. O., will be turned over
to the Bennett management by the R-C
organization.

Mr. Bennett expressly stipulates, how-
ever, that the Hearn productions will not
take the form of the dyed-in-the-wool
westerns. They will strive in the devel-

opment of the Hearn subjects for a note

of novelty and homely humor with thrills

and all the other ingredients that make
successful motion pictures.

Bennett, who has long been known as

a producer of note, was born in San Fran-
cisco, and educated at Leland Stanford
University. While attending that insti-

tution he began to study law and upon
receiving his diploma he was admitted to

the bar of California, taking up his prac-

tice in Los Angeles.

Bennett soon tired of his career as a

lawyer and the movie fever, which had
hit Los Angeles, took hold of him. He
joined the Universal organization as a

business representative, but he wanted to

be a director, and his friend, James
Young, made him his assistant. In turn,

Bennett assumed full directorship of the

Earle Williams pictures for Vitagraph
and made such Williams productions as

“When a Man Loves,” “The Purple
Cipher,” “The Romance Promoters” and
Diamonds Adrift.” For Antonio Moreno
he directed “Three Sevens,” “Secret of

the Hills” and several other productions.

Chester Bennett is one of the leading

members of the Motion Picture Directors’

Association and his activities have helped

to make that organization a powerful fac-

tor in the production affairs of the wmt
coast.
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Photoplay
Corporation

announce
The Ethel Stiles Middleton picture

“Judgment
of the Storm”
—as the first production to be distributed by Film Booking
Offices of America, Inc. The cast includes Lloyd Hughes,.
Philo McCullough, Bruce Gordon, Lucille Ricksen, Claire

McDowell, George Hackathorne and others. This is the pic-

ture from the story by Mrs. Middleton, wife of a factory worker
in Pittsburg, for which she was paid $1000.00 in cash plus five

years’ royalty. “JUDGMENT OF THE STORM” will be

Roy Manher
President

PALMER
Photoplay Corp.,

Los Angeles

Backed by the Greatest Advertising and
Publicity Campaign in All the History

of Motion Pictures

including full pages and half page display ads in 25 or more of

the largest National circulating magazines, Newspaper campaign
covering the leading cities, all of which to be backed up by a

National movement of publicity embracing the efforts of more
than 50,000 Palmer students guided by 52 field representatives

who will assist in publicizing the picture from coast to coast,

“JUDGMENT OF THE STORM,” before the big campaign is finished,

will be without question of a doubt the most widely advertised and pub-
licized picture the motion picture industry has ever seen.

Extraordinary exploitation, unusual newspaper ads and worlds of stunts

and ideas, with business pulling posters and accessories, that guarantee
you capacity.

Speak NOW to your nearest F. B. O. exchange for play dates on
“JUDGMENT OF THE STORM,” and watch the Film trade papers for

more news of this, the biggest exhibitor’s scoop since the industry started.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
Los Angeles, Cal.
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F. B. O. PRESENTS W. P. S. EARLE’S PRODUCTION “THE DANCER OF THE NILE

Houdini Mystery Photodramas
T HE keenly-awaited Houdini mystery

photodrama, “Haldane of the Secret

Service,” is set for early release through
Film Booking Offices. The latest of-

fering of the King of Mysteries carries

a full quota of the stunts which have
made him world-famous, and the in-

genious manner in which they have been

woven into the absorbing plot, together

with the fame of the star, makes the pic-

ture one of the big ones this season.

The story does not lag an instant, the

action is colorful, gripping and logical,

and the mystery elements are strongly

worked up. From the very first, sym-
pathy is evoked for the young detective,

Heath Haldane’s single-handed fight

against a great criminal association hav-

ing its origin in far-off China, and for

the lovely Adele Ormsby, who is in their

clutches. Haldane’s rescue of Adele
from a forced marriage in the opening

scenes, sets the tempo of a most exciting

plot.

His combats and escapes from the

gang in America and Europe are shrewdly

used to heighten the Oriental mystery

behind their operations. Houdini as

Haldane is the real super-detective. One
sees that he penetrates all the secrets of

their world-wide camouflage, but one can-

not conjecture how he will unmask them
or what the result will be.

After many thrilling escapes and self-

extrications from danger and death, the

hero corners the band in a remote part

of France. His trap is set, and it works
perfectly. The surprise finish is a

marvel. Ordinarily silent spectators of

“silent drama” will shout and applaud.

Indeed that breath-taking finish is quite

too good to be revealed

!

“He unites brain and muscle in the

most perfect coordination I have ever

known,” was the tribute paid to Houdini

by Bernarr MacFadden of Physical Cul-

ture Magazine after interviewing him re-

cently and seeing his work in “Haldane
of the Secret Service.”

Mr. MacFadden is just as eminent an

expert in the realm of right living

—

physical, mental and moral—as Mr.
Houdini, is in thaumaturgy, drama and
pictures. Consequently those who wonder
how Houdini performs his almost impos-

sible undertakings in “Haldane of the

Secret Service” and other pictures, will

be interested to hear the MacFadden ex-

planation as printed in his big, million-

circulation magazine

!

“If it had not been for his athletic boy-

hood, years of long-distance running,

swimming and other - pastimes, he never

would have been Houdini. He swam
from earliest childhood, and in teens his

favorite lope for running practice was
the six-mile circuit around Central Park,

New York City, which he usually accom-
plished in about thirty-eight minutes. It

was in this way that Houdini built up the

vigorous constitution and endurance upon
which he has been compelled to rely in

achieving his amazing and mystifying
feats.

“To his athletic qualifications this

miracle man of the stage and the movies
adds cunning intelligence and extraordi-

nary coordination of mind and body.”

HARRY HOUDINI
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The Biggest Screen Extravaganza of the Year

&W2

Presenting CARMEL MYERS
JUNE ELVIDGE—BERTRAM GRASSBY—MALCOLM MacGREGGOR

AND WONDERFUL CAST

PS2±2S3J2£iNHE DANCER OF THE NILE” is a great picture, not alone from the standpoint

ni
JU3 IK

#*****$

of the elaborate and spectacular but from the angle of drama, thrills, romance,
adventure and extraordinary entertainment. The Moving Picture World said :

—

Attains remarkable degree of realism . . . done with exceptional care . . .

dramatically told . . . dignity and grace of actors and certain suspense should
insure its popularity ... is box office attraction with unusual note . . .

TO EXHIBITORS:—F. B. O. has produced what we consider the most elab-

orate posters ever seen for any picture, also gorgeous lobby photos, and all other
accessories along big time lines, for “THE DANCER OF THE NILE.”

OUR TIP:—Be first in your territory to show “THE DANCER OF THE NILE” and
scoop your competitors. Wonderful exploitation aids, stunts and ideas to put this production
over in big style. Without a doubt, the finest picture of its kind ever filmed—and it’s one of the

An American made pro- |
duction for every class in j

every clime.

Gorgeous Sets

Brilliantly Done |

Romance—Action 1

Power—Drama 1
i§

Thrills—Adventure 1

A fiery, passionate love

story of the stormy days
of King Tut.

DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD BY

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
EXCHANGES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Here is F.B.O.’s list of sixteen releases for Sept.-Oct.-Nov.-Dec. a

advertising and exploitation acknowledged by the majority of exhibitc

offered by any Company in the business. Every picture on this calend

smash box office records. Ask your nearest F.B.O. Exchange Manag
tion on each production. Look over your play dates. Leave open tir

to help exhibitors isn’t a marker to what we have for you for this seas-

of a full season of genuine sure fire money-making pictures.

SEPTEMBER RELEASES OCTOBER RELEASES NOVEMBER RELEASES

HARRY HCu.
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nuary. Genuine Showman’s pictures backed by F.O.B.’s brilliant

roughout the entire country to be miles the greatest exploitation ever

sure fire winner, with outstanding super-specials that are destined to

r more details. Watch for the press sheets, adv. matter and exploita-

r these 16 winners. What F.B.O. has done in the past with exploitation

ith every picture. Tie up with this live wire outfit, and assure yourself

NOVEMBER RELEASES

“BLOW YOUR
OWN HORN”

Starring Ralph Lewis—Derelys
Perdue—Warner Baxter and

big cast.

SCREEN play with three

stars in a story packed with
sparkling new angles. . . . It’s

Owen Davis’ successful four-act
stage play. . . . Done in a man-
ner that makes it a sure-fire win-
ner. . . . Special posters, acces-
sories and unusual exploitation

stunts. . . .

Released Nov. 25th

(Extra Release Nov. 4th)

Mabel Normand
in her biggest success

“MICKEY”
THE MACK SENNETT production

that “mopped-up” for Independents.

Nothing to tell you about Mickey. You
know what it has done. This is a

brilliant new re-issue with new prints,

new advertising matter and corking ex-

ploitation. Bigger and better than ever.

DECEMBER RELEASES JANUARY RELEASES

l
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Booking Guide to Film

Booking Offices Releases

1923—1924

“COI.LF.EX OF THE PINES.” Produced by Chester Bennett, Dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices of America, Released July 9th,

Star, Jane Novak, Director Chester Bennett, Length 4735.

Synopsis: Melodrama of the north woods containing much

heart-interest. The nobility of self-sacrifice is the theme.

Heroine’s young sister runs away with a trapper during the

absence of her stern father, thinking he will marry her. Father

insists elder daughter marry the factor against her wishes. She

n.eets and falls in love with a Northwest XIounted trooper. The

young girl returns with her young baby and explains she shot

her betrayer. Elder sister claims the child to save the girl from

father’s wrath. Trooper appears with warrant for her arrest.

It is learned the trapper did not flic and means to marry the

girl. The trooper and heroine are happily re-united.

“MY DAD.” Produced by Clifford Smith, Distributed by Film Book-

ing Offices of America, Released July 23, 1922, Star, Johnnie

Walker, Director, Clifford Smith, Length 6 reels.

Synopsis: Melodrama of the Canadian Northwest. Tom O’Day,

a dutiful son resides with his parents in the Far North. His

father lives under the domination of the Post Factor. The fac-

tor’s step daughter responds to Tom’s affection, hut is warned

by the lustful stepfather to discourage him. Failing, the Factor

exposes Tom’s father as the murderer of the man killed years

before. The father believes himself guilty, Tom survives an

unfair fight, gets evidence clearing his father and convicts

Factor. Lovers find happiness. Fight scene when dog attacks

man who almost finished master among the highlights.

“IN THE NAME OF THE LAW.” Produced by Emory Johnson, Dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices of America, All Star special,

Directed by Emory Johnson, Released August 20th, 1922, Length

6 reels.

Synopsis: Police drama story of a member of the Frisco Police

Force and his home life labor. Son is being educated through the

secret labors of his mother. Accused of stealing he is in danger

of jail. In an effort to save him, his younger brother is im-

plicated in a bank robbery and is shot by his own father who is

on duty. The heroine reveals the true culprit in a thrilling court

room scene.

“UP AND AT ’EM.” Produced and distributed by R-C Pictures, Re-

leased August 6, 1922, Star, Doris May, Directed by William A.

Seiter, Length 5 reels.

The story of stolen art treasures and a night spent in a wax
works.

“THE KICK-BACK.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America,

Released September 3, 1922, Star, Harry Carey, Length 6 reels.

A cracker-jack outdoor picture with action from start to fin-

ish. Ethel Grey Terry and Henry B. Walthall help make It a
wow. A story of the Mexican border with n slam-hang ride-to-
the-rescue finish that will have your audience standing up.

“THE SNOWSHOE TRAIL.” Produced by Chester Bennett, Distributed
by Film Booking Offices of America, Released September 17,

1922, Star, Jane Novak, Director, Length 6 reels.

An adaptation of Edison Marshall's novel, with Roy Stewnrt,
a star in his own right, opposite the star. One of the finest snow
backgrounds for the action ever screened. Deserves a place on
the program of any house that shows outdoor pictures.

“HOL'ND OF THE BASKERVILLES.” Produced by Stoll Film Com-
pany. Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America. Released
October 1, 1922. Length, 6 reels.

Sherlock Holmes come to life. A gripping mystery drama that
will make your patrons hold their breath with its wealth of sus-
pense and action. One of Conan Doyle’s most famous stories on
the screen.

“IF I WERE QL'EEN.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of

America. Released October 15, 1922, Star, Ethel Clayton. Director.

Wesley Ruggles. Length, 6 reels.

The most colorful romance ever filmed. A highly dramatic
story of mythical kingdom, transferred to the screen in a stag-

gering succession of stupendous scenes. Action all the swiftest

sort laid in a tiny Balkan principality. Flashing swords, kneel-
ing courtiers—and a prince on bended knee before the beautiful

American girl who became involved in a royal romance and en-
meshed in a gigantic political intrigue.

“BROADWAY MADONNA.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of

America. Released October 29, 1922. Director, Henry Revier.

Length, 6 reels.

Dorothy Revier in a story of jazz and romance that will hold
your audience spellbound.

“GOOD MEN AND TRIE.” Distributed bv Film Booking Offices of

America. Released November 12, 1922. Star, Harry Carey.
Length. 6 reels.

Political story of the west, by Eugene Manlove Rhodes. Carey
runs for sheriff. Action all the time, with human touches that
bring the laughs. Noah Beery and Yola Vale in the cast.

“THELMA.” Produced by Chester Bennett. Distributed by Film
Booking Offices of America. Released November 26, 1922. Star,

Jane Novak. Length, 6 reels.

Marie Corelli’s famous novel has been pieturized in so vivid

and lavish a fashion that it is a certain clean-up. One of its

features is a fashion display that rivals anything ever attempted
on the screen. And it has the story—a novel that caused a sen-
sation when it was first published and is still read by thousands.

“WHEN LOVE CONIES.” Produced by Ray Carroll. Distributed by
Film Booking Offices of America. Released December 10, 1922.
Star, Helen Jerome Eddy. 5 reels.

A story of everyday people and of everyday joys and sorrows.
Miss Eddy, the most fascinating personality of the screen, sup-
ported by Harrison Ford, in a delightful story of New England
life.

“CAPTAIN FLY BY NIGHT.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of
America. Released December 24, 1922. Star, Johnnie Walker.
Length, 5 reels.

Here is a rip-roaring Doug Fairbanks type of picture. Pre-
senting the stnr of “Over the Hill” as the gay cavalier of .Span-
ish California in the days of 1S21. Story written by Johnston
McCulley, author of “The Mark of Zorro.” Shannon Day is the
leading lady.

“THIRD ALARM.” Produced by Emory Johnson. Distributed by
Film Booking Offices of America. Released January 7, 1923.
Star, Ralph Lewis. Director, Emory Johnson. Length. 7 reels.
A mighty smashing drama of the fireman with more thrills

and more human interest than you would believe could be
crowded into seven reels. Featuring Ralph Lewis, Ella Hall.
Johnnie Walker and others.

“CANYON OF THE FOOLS.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices
of America. Released January 21, 1923. Star. Harry Carey.
Length, 6 reels.

A Saturday Evening Post story by Richard XIatthews Hallett
that was a sensation when first published, brought to the screen
in a cyclone of rushing action, blazing drama and bristling ro-
mance. One of the best Carey ever made.

“THE BISHOP OF THE OZARKS.” Produced by Milford W. How-
ard. Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America. Released
February 4, 1923. Star, Derelys Perdue. Length, 5 reels.

Xlilford XX'. Howard’s gigantic drama of the heart of the Ozark
Hills, the country where covered wagons are the means of trans-
portation—where men fight for life and love. A crashing drama
of man’s regeneration through faith.
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"WESTBOUND LIMITED.” Produced by Emory Johnson. Distrib-

uted by Film Booking Offices of America. Released April 15,

1923. Star, Ralph Lewis. Director, Emory Johnson. Length,

7 reels.

A rushing, roaring, plunging, pounding drama of the rails

that sweeps everything before it. Presenting the same success-

ful cast: Ralph Lewis, Elia Hall, Claire McDowell and John

Harron.

“WONDERS OF THE SEA.” Produced by J. E. Williamson. Dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices of America. Released April 29,

1923. Director, J. E. Williamson. Length, 6 reels.

A picture absolutely different! Actually photographed on the

ocean’s floor, showing thrilling fights between human divers and

sharks, man-eating octopuses, etc. Also showing the visioned

fairyland that lies at the bottom of the ocean.

“REMITTANCE WOMAN.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of

America. Released May 13, 1923. Star, Ethel Clayton. Length, 6

reels.

Achmed Abdullah’s famous and widely-read Everybody’s Mag-
azine story brought to life on the screen in a whirling cyclone

of action, intrigue and romance. The story of a beautiful Amer-
ican girl who became a pivot of a gigantic Chinese political plot

and who fought her way through Canton’s underworld to the

sunlit plains of love. One of the most absorbing adventure

dramas ever written.

“MARY OF THE MOVIES.” Produced by Columbia Picture Corpora-

tion. Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America. Released

May 27, 1923. 40 stars. Length, 6 reels.

A tremendous photodramatie sensation revealing the inner-

most secrets of Hollywood. An absolutely true story—not fiction.

The absorbing drama of a small town girl who went to Holly-

woeyl to seek fame and fortune on the screen—and who won!

“DIVORCE.” Produced by Chester Bennett. Distributed by Film

Booking Offices of America. Released June 19, 1923. Star, Jane
Novak. Director, Chester Bennett. Length, 6 reels.

A sensational photodramn on a theme that everybody is talk-

ing about today. A title sure to draw the people. Here is Jane
Novak’s crowning achievement.

“MYSTERIOUS WITNESS.” Produced by Belasco Pictures. Dis-
tributed by Film Booking Offices of America. Released June 24,

1923. Stars, Robert Gordon and Elinor Fair. Length, 6 reels.

The most beautiful and compelling mother love story ever pic-
tured. Filmed from the Saturday Evening Post story, “Stepsons
of Light,” by Eugene Manlove Rhodes. In it you will see the
most exciting fight ever enacted for the camera.

“A MAN’S MAN” (reissue). Produced by Paralta Pictuies. Distrib-
uted by Film Booking Offices of America. Released July 1, 1923.
Stars, J. Warren Kerrigan and Lois Wilson. Length, 5 reels.

J. Warren Kerrigan and Lois Wilson in a roaring drama of ro-
mance and adventure in the making of a republic.

“DESERT DRIVEN.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America.
Released July 8, 1923. Star, Harry Carey. Length, 6 reels.
A compelling story of an innocent man’s Right from jail. Mar-

guerite Clayton is seen as the woman in the case.

“ITCHING PALMS.” Produced and distributed by Film Booking
Offices of America. Released July 22, 1923. All star cast. Di-
rector, James W. Horne. Length, 6 reels.

A different mystery drama with a surprise finish. From the
stage play by Roy Briant. Cast includes Gertrude Claire, Vir-
ginia Fox, Tom Gallery and Victor Potel.

“FLYING DUTCHMAN.” Produced by Lloyd Carleton. Distributed
by Film Booking Offices of America. Released July 29, 1923.
Directed by Lloyd Carleton. Length, 5 reels.
This story based on Wagner’s immortal opera by the same

name. A picture destined to thrill and entertain millions.

“STORMSWEPT.” Produced and distributed by Film Booking Of-
fices of America. Released February 18, 1923. Stars, Noah and
Wallace Beery. Director, Robert Thornby. Length, 5 reels.
The two most famous character actors in a thundering sea

story. Cram-jam packed with rugged, red-blooded drama and
the most dramatic love story you ever saw.

“CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE f” Distributed by Film Booking Offices
of America. Released March 4, 1923. Director, James W. Horne.
Length, 7 reels.

One of the finest, most finished and most highly dramatic
pieces to reach the screen in many moons. The powerfully com-
pelling story of a beautiful young widow who lived a lie for her
baby’s sake and to whom a devastating explosion proved the
awakening of second love.

“THE FOURTH MUSKETEER.” Distributed by Film Booking Of-

fices of America, March 18, 1923. Star, Johnnie Walker. Length,

6 reels.

H. C. Witwer’s unbeatable Cosmopolitan Magazine story made
into one of the most delightful and most dramatic films ever pro-

duced. A comedy drama with a prize fight at the finish that

will make your patrons stand up and cheer.

“CRASHING THROUGH.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of

America. Released April 1, 1923. Star, Harry Carey. Director,

Val Paul. Length, 6 reels.

A western that has real drama, containing one of the biggest

thrills ever screened—hundreds of fear-madilened horses In

“HUMAN WRECKAGE.” Produced by Mrs. Wallace Reid. Distrib-

uted by Film Booking Offices of America. Released August 5,

1923. Star, Mrs. Wallace Reid. Directed under the supervision

of Thomas H. Ince. Length, 8 reels.

A sensational photodramatie drug expose that is staggering

the nation. Starring Dorothy Davenport Reid, widow of the fa-

mous Wally Reid, with James Kirkwood, Bessie Love, Victory

Bateman, George Hackathorne, Claire McDowell and others of

equal importance too numerous to mention. This colossal pho-

todrama just turned San Francisco upside down during its run

at the Century Theatre. What more need we say than to point

to the records it is now making everywhere? The exhibitor who
has not yet played it has something to look forward to. It’s a

positive gold mine—and we furnish the pick and shovel in the

form of a campaign of super-showmanship never equaled in the

entire history of the motion picture industry.

“MIRACLE BABY.” Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America.

Released August 19, 1923. Star, Harry Carey. Directed by Val
Paul. Length, 6 reels.

Carey’s newest and best to date. The western that you will

remember for many a day. Full of action, drama, romance and
the sort of whimsical humor that has made Carey famous. Story

by Frank Pierce.

“DAYTIME WIVES.” Produced and distributed by Film Booking
Offices of America. Released September 2, 1923. Star, Derelys
Perdue. Directed by Emile Chautard. Length, 6 reels.

Story by Lenore Coffee and John F. Goodrich. The picture that

got thousands of dollars of front page publicity with a title that

will surely pack your house. The story is based on the glorifica-

tion of the office girl. Cast includes Wyndham Standing, Grace
Darmond, Derelys Perdue, Eddie Hearn and others.

“THE FAIR CHEAT.” Produced by Burton King. Distributed by
Film Booking Offices of America. Released 'September 16, 1923.

Star, Dorothy McKaill. Director, Burton King. Length, 6 reels.

A smashing drama of blazing- human emotions—starring the fa-

mous Ziegfeld beauty, Dorothy SIcKaill, supported by Wilfred
Lytell, Edmund Breese and others. This story carries you back
stage and shows intimate shots of musical comedy rehearsals.

“BREAKING INTO SOCIETY.” Produced by Hunt Stromberg. Dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices of America. Released Septem-
ber 30, 1923. Star, Bull Montana. Director, Hunt Stromberg.
Length, 5 reels.

Bull Montana in his latest Hunt Stromberg comedy special,

supported by Kallah Pasha, the funniest pair on the screen. See
them break into society.

“LIGHTS OUT.” Produced and distributed by Film Booking Offices

of America. Released October 21, 1923. All star cast. Director,

A1 Santell. Length, 7 reels.

From the famous stage play by 3Iann Page and Paul Dickey.
Trade papers universally acclaim this is THE story of the year.

Cast includes Ruth Stonehouse, Walter 3IcGrail, Theodore Von
Eltz, Bendelly and others.

“HALDANE OF THE SECRET SERVICE.” Produced by Houdini
Pictures Corporation. Distributed by Film Booking Offices of

America. Released September 30, 1923. Star, Harry Houdini.
Length, 6 reels.

Houdini, the famous hand-cuffed king, in another one of his

famous mystery dramas which carries you in his story across

the globe. See him make the escapes that he is so famous for.

Supported by Gladys Leslie, who is now playing the lead in

“If Winter Comes.” Cash in on the front publicity Houdini is

now getting while touring on the U. B. O. time.
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Hunt Stromberg Productions

T HE first Hunt Stromberg Produc-

tion set for release by Film Book-

ing Offices is “Breaking Into Society,” a
big comedy speoal. “Breaking Into So-
ciety” is that -unusual thing—a screen

comedy without a star. Instead, every
player has been picked for his or her in-

dividual ability to arouse laughter, and
“gags” of the most original and humor-
ous kind have been evolved around every

member of the cast. Such people as Bull

Montana, Carrie Clark Ward, Chuck
Reisner, Florence Gilbert, Kala Pasha,
Gertrude Short, Stanhope Wheatcroft.
Leo White and “Tiny” Stanford have the

leading roles. Nearly all of these play-

ers have at one time or another been
starred in screen comedies.

“Breaking Into Society” tells of the

ludicrous attempts of the O’Tooles to

break into the exclusive social set of

Pasadena. The fact that they hail from
Tin Can Alley in the smokiest section of

Pittsburgh, daunts them not, but the re-

sults of their new surroundings provide

as much fun as has been encountered in

many a day. In fact so fast does one
laugh supersede the other that went be-

fore it that one cannot believe that this

fun feature is of feature length.

. A resume of the career of Hunt Strom-
berg, the man behind the guns—or more
appropriately, in this case—behind the

cameras of “Breaking Into Society,”

reads like an Horatio Alger story at first

glance. Underneath, however, is re-

vealed a business story of how brains,
stick-to-it-iveness and ability that would
not be downed, won their just rewards.
Hunt Stromberg is said to be the

HUNT STROMBERG
youngest producer in motion pictures.

Although but 29 years of age, he has
produced the series of Doris May fea-

tures, the Bull Montana comedies, and
now, “Breaking Into Society,” which he
considers his greatest success. Not only
did he formulate his own company and

attend to all the production details con-
nected with such an undertaking, but, as
in the case of “Breaking Into Society,”
he wrote and personally directed many
of the pictures which he sponsors.
When Stromberg graduated from col-

lege he saw motion pictures as his goal.
Taking advantage of the newspaper ex-
perience he had gained while attending
college, he struck out in the publicity and
advertising end of the industry. In a
short time he found himself directing
such a department for the Selznick Pic-
tures Corporation. Not long after Gold-
wyn sought his services.

All this time he had been quietly pre-
paring himself to qualify and when he
received an qffer to take charge of the
publicity and advertising for the Thomas
H. Ince studios, he left for Calfornia.

Then came his first opportunity to

demonstrate his ability. He conceived
and directed a three-reel advertising pic-

ture that took the spectator on a trip

through the Ince studios. The ingenious
manner in which the embryo producer
staged it, proved that his goal was now a
certainty.

The formation of the Hunt Stromberg
Productions followed and now, with twa
years of success at his back, Hunt Strom-
berg can look to the future with inspired

confidence and the assurance that he is

firmly established on the peak of the

mountain he has succeeded in climbing.

Richard Thomas Productions

T HE LOVE PIRATE” is the title

of the first Richard Thomas Pro-

duction for release through Film Book-

ing Offices. It is a strong dramatic

story with an element of mystery that

helps make it a powerful photoplay.

Filled with thrilling dramatic episodes.the

story revolves around a cabaret which is

the most notorious resort in town, and
which is secretly owned by an un-
scrupulous man who is married to a well-

known society woman.
This society woman’s cousin is on the

District Attorney’s staff, and with these

complications to start out with a swift-

moving plot has been evolved which keeps
the viewer breathless ..through its telling

on the screen. jgi

With all of itsjpsamatic strength, the

picture carries a stllftrg flavor of romance,
which is interpreted through the persons
of the district attorney’s assistant and a
beautiful and talented girl who is study-

ing music. Plot and counter plot vie

for interest writh each other, and the

climax sequence, in which the un-
scrupulous cafe owner meets his death
through the hand of a mysterious person,

is one of the strongest ever filmed.

Presented by Richard Thomas, the

sterling cast includes Carmel Myers, Mel- raphy by Jack W. Fuqua. Set for re-

bourne McDowell, Charles Force, lease November 18. 1923.

Kathryn McGuire, Clyde Filmore, John “Phantom Justice” is the second Rich-

Tonkey, Carol Halloway, Edward Wr ard Thomas production listed for release

Berman and Spottiswoode Aitken. by Film Booking Offices. It is an un-

usually dramatic story, teeming with sus-

pense aiid thrills.

* The sforv deals with a young attorney

who, when offered a fabulous tee, is

tempted to defend a girl whom he knows
to be a murderess. On his way to court,

he stops at a dentist’s to relieve an aching

tooth. Gas is administered, and he

dreams that if he takes the case, the girl

will double-cross him
;
and he in turn will

be accused of the crime after the

murdered man is found buried in his

backyard.

He awakes with a piercing scream,

rushes back to his office and tacks a sign

on his door

:

“Corporation lawyer — no criminal

cases.” He is cured, forever.

A charming love interest runs through

the story, and the production is graced

with a cast of distinguished and brilliant

players. Prominent among them are

Rod La Roque, Estelle Taylor. Kathrvn
McGuire. Lillian Leighton. Frederick V.

Adapted by William Sester, the picture Room. Gordon Dumont, Garry O'Dell
was directed by Mr. Thomas. Pliotog- and Fred Moore.

RICHARD THOMAS
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RICHARD THOMAS
Director and Producer

ichard

Thomas

Productions

are distributed by

F. B. O.

mm

pictures are made for the majority of fans who appreciate

good stories, good plots, good action, brilliant photography and good

direction. There are some pictures that appeal to a few. Some appeal

to certain classes. I have always tried and will always continue to

strive to make pictures for the majority.

There is a certain type of picture that exhibitors always welcome.

That is the type I have made in the two releases described below. They

are melodratnas. The public likes them. Exhibitors like them. What
more can any one askf Cordially yours,

RICHARD THOMAS.

THE LOVE PIRATE
Starring CARMEL MYERS

and Splendid Cast

T HIS production presenting Carmel Myers is a high pressure problem play and murder mystery.
Miss Myers never did better work in any picture than in "THE LOVE PIRATE.” Special
posters and intensive advertising al* prepared for this production. See it at your nearest

F. B. O. exchange. That’s the answer to the quality of any picture, and seeing is believing.

PHANTOM JUSTICE
With ROD LA ROQUE—ESTELLE TAYLOR

and KATHERINE McGUIRE

H ERE is a gripping crook melodrama that will hold your audience spellbound from start to finish.
With Rod LaRoque, Estelle Taylor and Katherine McGuire, you have a trio that put this
picture over with a bang. It is sure fire stuff. A real audience picture that makes ’em come

back for more of its kind. Plenty of corking posters, accessories, exploitation and advertising as usual
prepared by F. B. O.’s wonderful advertising department, without a doubt the best in the film
industry today. Be sure to see “PHANTOM JUSTICE.” Look and you’ll book.

Another Richard Thomas Picture now
in process of production

iuiim
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SCENES FROM F. B. O.’S SECOND SERIES OF FIGHTING BLOOD TWO-REELERS

VIRGINIA VAN UPP
Scenario Editor

R.-C. Studio, F. B. O. Productions, Hollywood, Calif.

Formerly Scenario Editor of Robertson-Cole Studios, now
associated with Helen Van Upp Productions, in full

charge of Editorial and Story Deportment.

R.-C. STUDIOS. Hollywood, Calif.

LUCILE DE NEVERS
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MADE TO ORDER
FOR THE BOX OFFICE

ALL my pictures are made to order for the Box Office. The public gets fed up on

“drammers” but you can bet your last dollar they’ll pack your house to get laughs

and that’s what we give ’em in wholesale style in my latest side splitter
—“BREAK-

ING INTO SOCIETY” with BULL MONTANA and corking good cast of players

who put this one across with a gale of laffs every minute.

Here is a five reel feature with a title that’s a gold mine for exhibitors. F. B. O.’s high

powered advertising and publicity department has put tons of red fire and dynamite behind

this picture guaranteeing its success in ANY theatre irrespective.

I am out to make a reputation for myself. I believe I know what the public wants and

what will get ’em in and I am going to make my name mean something to exhibitors when
they book and play

—

Be Sure to See and You’ll Book

Bull Montana in “Breaking Into Society”

dunt Stromberg Productions are distributed by Film Booking Offices of America.

Take a look at this picture. See the press stuff behind it. See the posters and exploita-
tion. Be sure to ask for a sample copy of the little booklet, “HOW TO BREAK INTO
SOCIETY.” This little brochure alone distributed in your territory will pack your
house. Look and you’ll surely book.
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Rothstein’s Exploitation
By BEN GRIMM

O NE of the big factors responsible

for the success and growth of Film
Booking Offices of America is the ex-

ploitation put behind every F. B. O. re-

lease. And in this connection our hat

comes off to Mr. Nat. G. Rothstein, di-

rector of advertising, publicity and ex-

ploitation for F. B. O.
Aided by a corps of able and experi-

enced showmen-assistants, Nat Rothstein

has put over some campaigns that come
near making exploitation history. Out-
standing among these have been the sell-

ing wallops delivered for exhibitors on

Emory Johnson’s “In the Name of the

Law,’’ “The Third Alarm,” “Westbound
Limited” and Mrs. Wallace Reid’s “Hu-
man Wreckage.”

It is always expected that special effort

will be put behind big special produc-

tions. It can be said of F. B. O., however,

that the brand of showmanship put be-

hind every release was and will be of the

same class—meaning FIRST class. The
big pictures naturally were given more
comprehensive and more far-reaching

promotion than the smaller pictures, but

even the smallest picture released was

given a quality of red-fire exploitation

that undoubtedly helped its earning power
for exhibitors and its gross for the dis-

tributor.

F. B. O.’s exploitation always seems to

sense the big selling pont of every release.

And when such point is determined that

gang on the ninth floor of the F. B .0.

Building, at Forty-seventh street and
Broadway, just go to it like the group of

go-getters they have proved themselves

to be.

And right here we want to tell you that

Nat Rothstein has some mighty capable

assistants. On the Coast is Hyatt Daab,
who shoots the hot stuff from the lot

from which the New York boys work.
In New York are Ed. Hurley, publicity;

Leslie Jordan, press books
;
James Wil-

liam Farrar, poster artist for the Otis

Lithograph Company (and a darned good
one)

;
Frank Leonard, exploitation and

tie-ups ;
Paula Gould, fan publicity

;

Dave Strumpf, art director, and Harry
Osborne, who just eats detail work.

Now comes the new season. And,
boy, if you could only see that bunch at

work1 on Emory Johnson’s latest and

November 3, 1923

Big Factor
greatest offering, “The Mailman!” t

Previous campaigns on Emory Johnson’s
public-service, heart-interest melodramas *

may have surprised you, but when you
get a copy of the press book on the .

“Mailman,” which is now in course of

preparation, you’re certainly going to get

an eyefull and a mindfull that you’ll re-

member for some time to come.
And every other forthcoming F. B. 0.

release is receiving even more intensive

effort by Mr. Rothstein’s department than .

heretofore. The exhibitor who books F.

B. O. pictures can rest assured that inso-

far as red-fire showmanship is able to help

him make money on pictures he will be

helped one hundred per cent. That goes

for every promotional aid—posters, tie-

ups, lobby displays, slides, publicity

stories, novelties, traile* s— everything

else, with perhaps a lot cf new ones

added.

“Service plus Brains” might well be

the slogan of Nat Rothstein and his as-

sistants in the F. B. O. advertising de-

partment.

“Service plus Brains.”

That means a lot.
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—and are cleaning up with them—They are

the talk of the industry— unquestionably

the surest -fire money getters ever filmed”
Nothing compares with them.

Book them thru your nearest F. B. O. Exchange

723 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.
Exchanges Everywhere

SALES OFFICE, UNITED KINGDOM: R-C PICTURES CORPORATION
26-27 D’ARBLAY STREET, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. 1, ENGLAND
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the world-famous handcuff king, HARRY HOUDINI, in his big-

gest thrill picture to date. Here is a picture for any and every

type of theatre, particularly for those theatres whose audiences

love thrills, action, and high speed drama. Melodrama is a never-

failing power at the box office, and it was the box office we had

in mind when we produced

“HALDANE
OF THE SECRET SERVICE”

Houdini does some of his famous escape stuff. Lashed to a spin-

ning mill wheel, Houdini frees himself in a most sensational man-

ner and escapes. Many scenes of unusual and fascinating shots

taken in foreign cities, make “HALDANE OF THE SECRET
SERVICE” a picture of unusual proportions. Your nearest F. B. O.

exchange manager will be glad to screen this production for you.

Big press sheet with unusual advertising and publicity angles

assure you a money-making production in “HALDANE OF THE
SECRET SERVICE.”

HARRY HOUDINI
Handcuff Ki>(

Houdini Pictures Corp.
278 West 113th Street, New York City

HOUDINI PRODUCTIONS ARE DISTRIBUTED BY FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
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s§
GidJitNew Epic of theJcreen

Starring RALPH LEWIS—Johnnie Walker
A«S£

,G

digger than “In the Name of the Law”

Bigger than “The Third Alarm”

SACKED BY F. B. O’S.

EXTRAORDINARY
EXPLOITATION

Bigger than “Westbound Limited”

Get your play dates NOW!
723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Exchanges Everywhere
Sales Office, United Kingdom:

R-C Pictures Corporation

26-27 D’Arblay Street, Wardour Street
London, W. 1, England

F. B. 0.
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His Early Bent Told in Long Run
H OW the natural bent of a person

furthers his success is clearly

demonstrated in the brilliant career of

Warner Baxter, who has just signed a

valuable starring contract with R-C.

When a mere lad, Baxter was always

“playing show.” He would line up the

neighborhood kids in Columbus, Ohio, his

birthplace, and put them through all sorts

of stage tricks, from broadest comedy to

most mellow of dramas.

Then his inherent talents were dwarfed

in sombre classrooms as he attended Ohio

State University at Columbus, where he

graduated. Then, several years more,

slumbering histrionic desires remained

submerged at an insurance school from
which he emerged an assistant manager.

Prior to that he had been in charge of

eastern sales for a large manufacturing

company of Columbus, which occupation

also left little room for theatrical thought.

During these early twenties young
Baxter’s thespian ability would crop out

at charity shows, which he wrote and di-

rected and in which he acted. He became
noted for his clever characterizations ana
adept stage direction.

Came a lull. He went to Tulsa and
engaged in the humdrum business of sell-

ing automobiles. In this way he lost his

money and fate pointed out his ultimate

path. Remembering how he had suc-

ceeded on the stage at home, he applied to

North Brothers Stock Company and was
engaged as juvenile at the munificent

stipend of $25 a week.

He made an instantaneous hit on both

WARNER BAXTER

sides of the curtain. The critics ac-

claimed him a “comer,” while behind the

scenes his salary rose. He was soon cast

for a leading part, within two months he

was billed as leading man, and then fol-

lowed his notable career on stage and
screen.

He played the title role in “Lombardi,
Ltd.,” in the metropolitan premier and
later came to Los Angeles to appear in a

leading role opposite Wanda Hawley in

“The Love Charm.” “The First Love,”
a Realart production followed

;
then came

“Her Own Money,” with Ethel Clayton;

“Cheated Heart,” for Universal; ‘“The
Girl in His Room,” “St. Elmo,” a Fox
production, and “If I Were Queen,” an

F. B. O. picture with Ethel Clayton.

Baxter has finished work in “Alimony”
and “Blow Your Own Horn” for Film
Booking Offices, and will take parts in

important subjects during the course of

the next year. His delineation of the

American doughboy who wins a million

in the Owen Davis comedy drama, “Blow
Your Own Horn,” bids fair to endear

him to millions.

Mr. Baxter is the husband of Winifred
Bryson, herself a screen celebrity.

“Think success
!”

“The principal thing that holds a lot

of people in hard luck row,” said Baxter,

‘“is that they don’t think success. They
desire success, work hard for success,

keep success as a shining goal ever before

them, but fail to mentally dwell in the

realms of successful achievement.”

Fred A. Kelsey

the detective in

“Lights Out,” now
playing Doyle in

Douglas Mac-
Lean’s production,

“The Yankee Con-

sul.” The submarine

commander in “The

Eleventh Hour.”

Three years with

D. W. Griffith.

EMILE CHAUTARD
DIRECTOR OF

“Daytime Wives”
and

“Bom of Cyclone”
(g)

Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.

BEATRICE VAN
Originals and adaptations for F. B. O. “Fighting Blood"

—

24 episodes, and special productions.
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F. B. O.

Presents

Dorothy Mackaill, Edmund Breese,

Wilfred Lytell and Special Cast in

“THE FAIR CHEAT”

F. B. O. attraction with Dorothy
Mackaill is entertaining and different.
It is a pleasurable experience to find
a picture with an original theme such
as this. “The Fair Cheat” is a fasci-

nating story with a fascinating star.

Should appeal to all fans, as it shows
considerably more imagination than
many other pictures. It has light,

snappy movement that theatre-goers
will like.

Moving Picture World

Dorothy Mackaill proves herself a
right smart comedienne whose talent

in this direction is as marked as her
emotional gifts. Edmund Breese plays
the role of father so effectively that he
appears genuine. Such a picture as
this needed the most competent in-

terpretation. And this is what it has
received. Bill as highly enjoyable
comedy-drama.

Motion Picture News

“The Fair Cheat” should please the
majority of picture devotees.

Exhibitors Herald

Story is good entertainment, realis-

tically executed with spectacular
scenes. Dorothy Mackaill is a charm-
ing heroine and capable actress. The
cast is a worthy one.

Exhibitors Trade Review

Dorothy Mackaill gives an excel-
lent performance in the feature role.

Harrison’s Reports

Distributed by Film Booking Offices of America, 723 7th Ave., N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere

Directed by Burton King

of which the Trade Papers spoke as follows:
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Anderson a Disciple of Labor
R OBERT ANDERSON came to this

country twelve years ago as an
immigrant, with no worldly assets but
an unfaltering trust in the Golden Rule
and a burning ambition to become a

great actor.

His lack of knowledge of the Eng-
lish language made it difficult for him.
He followed his trade as electrician

until he made enough money to go to
California, where he was given his first

job as a comic character in an early

two-reeler directed by Marshall Neilan.
After playing small parts in Douglas
Fairbanks’ first picture, “The Lamb,”
and “The Americano,” he did one day’s
work with David W. Griffith in “In-
tolerance.”

Then came the part that seemed to
have been made for him. As Monsieur
Coocoo in Griffith’s “Hearts of the
World,” he portrayed a character
which was as near to his own as any
could be. He next secured a two-year
contract with Universal, during which
he appeared in “Hearts of Humanity,”
“The Right to Happiness”, and “Once
to Every Woman,” all Holubar produc-
tions starring Dorothy Phillips. He
also directed a comedy, featuring him-
self, called “My Lady’s Ankle.”
As Tony in “The Lullaby,” Jane No-

vak’s latest starring vehicle for Film
Booking Offices, Anderson is cast in

the role of an Italian immigrant, with
an overwhelming passion for music.

Although he is a finished musician, and
can play the violin like an old master,
he believes that if he actually played
it during a big scene that his acting

will not only be slighted, but that the

ROBERT ANDERSON

sounds emitted would not do him jus-
,

tice as a violinist.

In the big scene in “The Lullaby,” j
Anderson, as a good-natured, brawny 3

immigrant, having just received joyful

tidings from his frail little wife, played
by Miss Novak, tenderly picks up his

rare old Stradivarius, his most price-

less possession, and plays a lullaby to

the unborn bambino.
The music itself was supplied by a

string orchestra, located back of the

scene, which gave him the proper mel-

odious atmosphere for his portrayal.

“Success sometimes can be defined ;

as obstinacy, failure as subservience to
|

circumstances. The only reason for j

such outstanding personalities as so-

called geniuses or supermen is that the

average human being prefers to cling

to the line of least resistance.”

This bit of philosophy sums up Rob
ert Anderson’s outlook on life. An-
derson’s deductions are the result of

ripe experiecne. What might vari-

ously be defined as obstinacy, persist

encv, pluck or stick-to-it-iveness is re •

sponsible for his presence today i

)

pictures and the enrichment of screen

literature through many unforgettable

delineations.

,

SCENES FROM BURTON KING’S “THE FAIR CHEAT” FOR F. B. O.
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LOUISE LORRAINE
P

ERHAPS none of the present day screen stars have made greater strides in their art than has Louise
Lorraine, leading lady in the “Fighting Blood” stories, whose dazzling beauty and rare charm have
added greatly to the general appeal of these featurettes de luxe.

F. B. O.
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Louise Lorraine Personifies Youth
M aintaining the bubbling spirit

of youth that has thus far charac-

terized the film series of H. C. Witwer’s

“Fighting Blood” stories, the Film Book-

ing Offices chose as one of the person-

alities to appear in the second set of this

popular series, Louise Lorraine, a spright-

ly, black-haired, sparkling-eyed beauty

whose career in the movies since her

debut at the age of fifteen has amounted

to a march of triumph. *

Since the time that she was picked out

of a mass of extras for a special char-

acterization in a picture of Clara Kim-
ball Young’s, the striking charm of Miss

Lorraine has easily paved the way for

her into a first rank position in her pro-

fession.

Miss Lorraine, a native of San Fran-

cisco, has spent most of her life in Los

Angeles, where she has kept in close

touch with the pulse of the picture

studios. It was at the age of thirteen

that she first took it into her head to

adopt picture acting as a profession. A
man selling pictures from door to door,

noticing the fact that she was a distinct

type, suggested that she go to the Ince

LOUISE LORRAINE

studios for a camera test. Louise and

her mother differed on the subject, Louise

holding out so stubbornly for a studio

trial that the matter ended in a spanking

for the aspiring juvenile.

Two years later she had her first

chance to follow her talents as an extra in

a costume picture with Madame Young.
When the director singled her out from

the swirling throng of extras, Louise

nearly fainted, afraid that she had done

something wrong. It turned out, how-
ever, that the director had noticed the

presence of unusual talent in the little

girl and wanted her to do a special bit.

Since that time, she rose steadily in the

ranks of picture stars, having been for

the past few years under contract with

Universal. With them she produced a

long series of pictures, including “Up in

the Air About Mary,” “MacGuire of the

Mounted.” “Fire Eater,” “Gentleman
From America,” “Heading West” and

“Stanley in Africa.”

From then on Louise forged ahead, un-

til last year she was accorded the honor
of being chosen by the Wampus society,

an organization of picture publicity men,
as one of the thirteen stars which they

choose annually, meriting their support.

It is considered that when a picture

actress attains this prominence, she is as-

sured of success.

Ralph Lewis On Crest of Stardom
At last on the high crest of stardom,

Ralph Lewis has won widespread
popularity during the last year or so

in Emory Johnson’s box office attrac-

tions, distributed by F. B. O. Now
Lewis is regarded by hundreds of ex-

hioitors as one of the best and most
reliable box office propositions of the

day in motion pictures.

As the veteran policeman of “In the

Name of the Law,” as the fireman in

“The Third Alarm,” as the engineer in

“Westbound Limited,” and as the

plodding letter carrier in “The Mail

Man,” Ralph Lewis has endeared him-
self to millions of theatregoers with
his artistic characterizations.

Mr. Lewis has builded his popularity

on a foundation of rock-bottom firm-

ness. Remembered as Senator Stone-

man in Griffith’s “The Birth of a

Nation” and in his famous role of the

miser in “Conquering Power,” not to

mention his many other notable suc-

cesses, Lewis enjoys a background of

achievement vouchsafed to few other

artists of the screen.

He is now under contract to the

R-C. organization and is said to

have achieved his greatest artistic

triumph in “The Mail Man,” which is

soon to be released by Film Booking
Offices of America.

RALPH LEWIS

Helen Van Upp to Supervise Four Specials
ONE of the most important produc-

tion announcements made by the

F. B. O. during the present season is

the formation of a series of four

special feature productions, to be pro-

duced under the direct supervision of

Helen van Upp, who for many years
has been associated with Universal,

Federal Photoplays, and other well-

known producing companies in the

capacity of production manager, pro-

duction editor, and other executive
positions in the production depart-

ment.
Mrs. van Upp has had wide expe-

rience in the cutting, titling and editing

of films and with her wide knowledge
of the market conditions, she should
be able to furnish one of the greatest
selling series of pictures that the ex-
hibitor can buy. Mrs. van Upp has
written more than twenty original

stories for the screen and made
adaptations for more than forty suc-

cessful photoplays.
Associated with Mrs. van Upp will

be Lucile de Nevers, formerly scenario
editor of the R-C studio and con-
ceded to be one of the most skilful

scenario editors in motion pictures.

Miss de Nevers for two years has
acted as scenario editor at the R-C

studio, and has assisted in the con-
struction of many of the most notable
F. B. O. successes.

The pictures will be known as the
Golden-Gate Feature Productions and
will be distributed by F. B. O. Both
original and copyrighted stories will

be utilized by the Golden-Gate Pro-
ductions in making box-office winners
for the exhibitors. In commenting on
her production activities, Mrs. van
Upp said: “My one thought during
the production of the Golden-Gate
pictures will be to make photoplays
on which the exhibitor can make
money.”
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WHAT ONE NOTED CRITIC THINKS:

“Ralph Lewis makes you believe he

is the inhuman parent he plays. The
screen needs more Lewises for its own
good.”

—By L. B. Fowler, screen critic of the

Los Angeles Daily News, in his review

of Metro’s “The Fog.”

RALPH
LEWIS

Acclaimed by exhibitors the

acting sensation of the year,

Ralph Lewis, whose brilliant in-

terpretation made possible the

tremendous success of:

“In the Name of the Law”
( The Policeman )

“The Third Alarm”
( The Fireman )

“Westbound Limited”

( The Engineer )

is now submitting to the exhibit-

ors everywhere the title role of

the Mail Man in

“The Mail Man”

The Box-Office is the final

analysis.

Sincerely, for the final analysis,

RALPH LEWIS
F. B. 0.: “Sincerity is the basis

of all great things.” —Carlisle.
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MARY BETH MILFORD
Mary Beth Milford, the exquisite little blonde, who was formerly a starlet in Irving Berlin’s

Music Box Revue in New York, now graces the cast of “Fighting Blood” with her charming
presence.

Miss Milford has been on the stage since she was about four, and is a dancer of great ability.

She plays one of the leading feminine roles opposite George O’Hara in F. B. O.’s picturiza-

tion of H. C. Witwer’s stories of the prize ring, “Fighting Blood,” which, according to more than
seven thousand exhibitors, are now proving themselves the most popular series shown in years.
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George O’Hara
star of “FIGHTING BLOOD "

F. B. O.
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A Three-Year-Old Doubles for Star
A NOTHER adolescent actress has

made her debut. Little Dorothy
Marion Brock, just three, toddled into her

first scene on one of the big stages at the

R-C studio in Hollywood while Chester
Bennett, in a voice modulated to

tenderly coercive tones, put her through

her initial paces.

Little Dorothy makes her cinematic

bow in “The Lullaby,” Jane Novak’s
forthcoming F. B. O. offering. She is a

typical California baby, sporting the rosy

cheeks that so eloquently attest to a life

in the open. Reared by the shimmering
strand, where the straggling town of

Venice stretches itself along the seashore,

Dorothy’s early tumbles as she essayed

her first steps were made bumpless and
bruiseless by the cushioning sands of the

beach. The silver slope to the water’s

edge has been her playground ever since.

Little Dorothy starts her career be-

fore the camera as the “double” of a real

star. She plays the role of Antoinette

over a pinafore period. Then Miss
Novak herself steps into the role, por-

traying Antoinette at an age where she

is rapidly budding into womanhood.
It also might be said that little Doro-

thy is “mothered” in her artistic career

by a real star, also the said Miss Novak.
In the initial scenes of the play, Miss
Novak plays the role of the little An-
toinette’s mother, as played by little Doro-

thy. In later scenes, she doubles the two
roles.

At the age of one Dorothy was awarded
first prize in a baby show at Phoenix, and
immediately afterward took the prize for

the best baby at Santa Monica, California,

where the family moved.
Dorothy’s ancestry is Scotch and

French. She is an especially talented
child, swimming, singing and dancing as
well as any baby of her age. Her great
accomplishment is a good memory—she
rarely, if ever, forgets a name.

Little Dorothy’s mimetic abilities and
her intelligent interpretation of Director
Chester Bennett’s instructions indicate a
brilliant future for her.

Realism Singles Beatrice Van
HAVING won distinction as a re-

sult of her unusually successful
adaptations of the H. C. Witwer
“Fighting Blood” stories for Film
Booking Offices, Miss Van reveals how,
by keeping the spirit of youth always
dominant, she invested these stories on
the screen with a degree of realism
that has made them popular the coun-
try over.

Miss Van established herself over-
night as the only woman writing for

the screen who has ever been able to

catch accurately the real spirit of the
prize ring. Her screen adaptations
have been compared by critics to the
newspaper reports of trained boxing
writers.

Miss Van had no path of roses to

fame in her profession. She began
as an actress in 1912 to learn the tech-
nique of screen writing at first hand.
Her first role was a Spanish senorita
and yellow make-up obscured the pink

Cooke Started as

A LBERT COOKE, who plays one of
the principal supporting roles in the

H. C. Witwer “Fighting Blood” series of
short stories adapted by Beatrice Van
for Film Booking Offices, is one of the
best known comedians in motion pic-

tures. He was born in Los Angeles and
received his education in Paris and Swit-
zerland. He started on his screen career
with Mack Sennett and made good from
the start.

Cooke made his first screen appearance
as the “social pest” in “By Golly” and
later scored a noteworthy success in “A
Small 1 own Idol.” He was the King of
France in Max Linder’s “The Three
Must Get Theres,” a burlesque on “The
Three Musketeers.” He also supported
Dorothv Dalton in “The Silent Call,”
Henrv Walthall in “Drink” and appeared
in numerous Universal comedies.

tints of her pretty face. She continued
playing bits and then leading roles,

and finally in 1913 sold her first story,

a drama titled “A Small Town Girl,”

which Allan Dwan directed.

Charles King a

Versatile Actor
Charles King, the likeable Derry

Kilpatrick in F. B. O.’s “Fighting
Blood,” is one of the handiest char-

acter actors in the motion pictures

today. By handy we mean that his

versatility in portraying contrasting
roles makes him much sought after by
discerning casting directors who de-
sire a well-rounded stock organiza-
tion. King handles a comedy im-
personation with as much skill as he
does a “heavy,” and he can change
characterizations as rapidly as any.

a “Social Pest

”

Cooke had a splendid bit of comedy
work in “Captain Fly-by-Night, Johnnie
Walker’s first F. B. O. starring vehicle.

Cooke comes from one of the earliest

of the pioneer families in Los Angeles.

Kelsey Shines in

“Lights Out”
Fred Kelsey, long in Griffith produc-

tions, is one of the outstanding figures

in the brilliant cast which presents
“Lights Out,” the crook mystery
comedy drama recently completed for

F. B. O. at the R-C studios by A1
Santell.

Mr. Kelsey played the role of
Decker, a detective in “Lights Out,”
and gave to the part just the note of

distinction it required.

Miss Virginia Van Upp
Is Student ofDrama
One of the most enthusiastic workers

of the F. B. O. organization is Miss
Virginia van Upp, the scenario editor,

who, although not yet twenty-three
years of age, is considered to be one
of the most efficient scenario editors
in the film industry.

Miss van Upp, for two years was
editor of the Palmer Photoplay Cor-
poration, and passed on all the stories
recommended by that organization.
At the R-C studio Miss van Upp’s
chief duties are to read the material
which comes into the organization for
production, separate the wheat from
the chaff, and recommend to the pro-
duction department what she considers
best from the exhibitors’ angle.

Miss van Upp has a wide knowledge
of literature, is a student of drama,
and probably knows more about the
construction of scenarios than most
of the writers now engaged in pre-
paring scenarios.

ALBERT COOKE
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Took Hollywood by Storm!

BABY DOROTHY BROCK ^

AGE THREE YEARS

One of the really big features of Chester Bennett’s “THE LULLABY”
Starring Jane Novak

Under Contract with Chester Bennett F. B. 0. Release
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EDWARD HEARN

Devil to Matinee Idol
DWARD HEARN, who nas just

signed a starring contract with

Chester Bennett to appear in six

outdoor photoplays to be released by
F. B. O., was born in Dayton, Washing-
ton. He left home at the age of twelve

and was swept, somehow, into the print-

ing business. At the age of fifteen, he

was recognized as the youngest journey-

man pressman in the West.
While feeding press'in Portland, Ore-

gon, he noticed a sign which read

:

“Professor Rasmus, Elocution and
Dramatic Art.” The desire for things

dramatic and theatrical came to the fore

and he went to the “professor” and
planked down ten bucks, out of his thir-

teen dollars weekly stipend, for a month’s
tuition.

He studied for three months and went
to Everett, Washington, where he rep-

resented himself to be an experienced

actor. He was given a job with the

Acme stock company, made good and
stayed with them for about eight months.
The first picture in which Hearn played

was with Hobart Bosworth and was
called “The White Star.” Since that time

he has had a most interesting and varied

cinema career. Once he went to Tahiti

in the South Sea Islands to make a pic-

ture called “The Firebride.” He was with

Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan for a

series of adventure pictures. In the

Pathe release, “Daredevil Jack,” he
played the leading juvenile role.

Some of his best known pictures are

“Keeping Up With Lizzie,” “The Face
of the World,” “All Dolled Up,” “Her
Night of Nights,” and “The Flirt.” For
F. B. O. he played an important role in

“Daytime Wives.”

Derelys Perdue Danced to Stardom
Sennett’s “A Small Town Idol”; three

Olive Thomas Triangle productions, and
Warner Brothers’ serial, “The Jungle
Adventuress.”
Her dancing led to the discovery of

her dramatic talent, and she subsequently
played parts in Victor Schertzinger’s pro-

duction, “The Kingdom Within” and
“The Bishop of the Ozarks.” Her work
in the latter was her first really big op-

portunity, and on the strength of it she

signed a long term contract with the Film
Booking Offices.

Miss Perdue is five feet five inches tall,

weighs one hundred and twenty-five

pounds, and has a perfect figure. Her
hair is rich dark brown and she has large

brown eyes.

“Daytime Wives’” was her first picture

under the F. B. O. banner, followed hr
“Blow Your Own Horn.”

DERELYS PERDUE

Has Had Varied Career

D ERELYS PERDUE, playing the

leading role of the Romani princess'

in “Beware the Woman,” a Film Book-

ing Office production directed by Emile

Chautard, entered stage life as a profes-

sional dancer. A native of Kansas

City, Mo., where she graduated from high

school and a private girls’ school, she be-

began the study of dancing when only six

years of age.

After attaining renown as a member of

the famous Marion Morgan dancers,

Miss Perdue came to Los Angeles, where

she attained quite a vogue in staging

numerous solo dances, ballets and terp-

sichorean features in leading theatres and

picture studios.

She arranged, supervised, and danced

in various episodes of Allan Holubar’s

“Man, Woman and Marriage”; Rex In-

gram’s “Conquering Power”
;

Mack

Kit Guard
K IT GUARD, who plays one of the

principal supporting roles in the

F. B. O. “Fighting Blood” series, adapted

by Beatrice Van from H. C. Witwer’s

well-known stories, was born in Den-

mark. He had a varied career before

joining the ranks of the silent drama.

Guard has been a sailor before the mast, a

blacksmith, a life insurance agent, a pro-

fessional pugilist, a plumber’s assistant

and a legitimate actor.

He made his stage debut at the Alcazar

Stock Company in San Francisco. He
appeared with Holbrook Blinn for two

seasons and later appeared as Jimmy
Logan in “Human Hearts.” At the out-

break of the world war, Guard went to

France and served with distinction

throughout the war. His grandfather.

Captain Christian Klitguard, was made a

-member of the Danish Flags by the King

of Denmark.

Guard appeared in the recent Fox

serial, “Bride 13,” and also played one

of the principal parts in “The Face in

Your Window” serial that proved very

successful. In his role of Kelly the

pugilist in “Fighting Blood,” Guard has a

role for which he is ideally fitted.

Kit is an authority on good health and

has a large following among the society

people of Hollywood. He welcomes all

questions on diet and good living. He is

an expert boxer and gives George

O’Hara, star of “Fighting Blood,” some

of his best work-outs.

The selection of Kit Guard for the role

he portrays in F. B. O.’s “Fighting

Blood” two-reel pictures, was an ideal

one, as Kit, because of his stage experi-

ence coupled with his pugilistic experi-

ence, enabled him to give unusually con-

vincing portrayals.
KIT GUARD
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WARNER BAXTER
Soon to Appear in a Series of F. B. 0. Starring Productions

Each a Box-Office Winner
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O'Hara Knows How to Save His Face

WHEN Film Booking Offices de-

cided to put a series of H. C.

Witwer prize-fighting stories on the

screen and call them “Fighting Blood,”
they picked out young O’Hara to pro-

vide the fighting blood. They couldn’t

have a regular pug with a broken nose
and an ear that looked as though it

had been chewed by a calf doing love

scenes with two such lovely girls as

Mary Beth Milford and Louise Lor-
raine. They had to have an attractive,

wholesome, handsome young actor who
looked athletic.

As the Witwer stories are a serirl.

George has to fight all the time. Wnil
the terrific blows of Joe Rivers, Kid
McCoy, George Lavigne, Ad Wolgasc
and other boxers in the champion class

have been chowered on George’s face

dangerously near that perfect Grer i i

nose, the young star has always bcJn
able to protect it. Under the training

of Frankie Adams, veteran fighter,

George has developed a defensive style

of boxing designed especially to enable

him to protect himself above his shoul-

ders.

George is congratulating himself

that his face is still intact as the sec-

ond series, which marks the end of his

strenuous work, draws to a close. The
young star has repeatedly refused to

wear a face guard during the film re-

hearsals.

If O’Hara intended to continue his

moving picture career in fighting pic-

:'irc c
,

it might be entirely correct for

L—ii to collect a cauliflower ear or a

flattened beak during the course of

his highly exciting adventures. But
critics tell him that there is a future

awaiting him in the higher fields of

drama, so George is doing his best to

preserve the lace that Nature gave him. GEORGE O’HARA

Just Comes Natural for Mary
M ary beth milford, who

plays the leading feminine role

in the sdcond series of H. C. Witwer’s
“Fighting Blood” stories, adapted for

the screen by F. B. O., is a native of

El Paso, Texas. She was brought up
and educated in Los Angeles. Miss
Miiford comes by her talent naturally,

being the daughter of a professional

reader.

As a student of Ernest Belcher, she

danced for several years in Los An-
geles, where she appeared before the

camera in “The Little Princess” with
Mary Pickford, and “Pursuit of the

Phantom.” In 1918 she went East to

fill an engagement with the Green-
wich Village Follies. After that she

appeared in Gus Edwards’ 1920 Revue
and the 1921 Music Box Revue of

Irving Berlin.

During her career in the East, she

took part in “The Virgin Paradise,”

with Pearl White; “Footlights,” with
Elsie Ferguson, and in “The Old Oaken
Bucket.” Beside acting and dancing,

MARY BETH MILFORD

Miss Milford plays the piano, rides

horseback and is one of the best girl

fencing artists on the stage.

Her grandfather, John Collier, who
is thriving at the age of ninety, found-
ed the first college in the State of
Texas. Ex-Governor Cox of New
York is her grand-uncle and Judge
Adolphus Regan of New York is her
uncle.

While thousands of moving picture
fans are wondering which of the girls

in the “Fighting Blood” two-reelers is

going to marry George O’Hara

—

Louise Lorraine, the brunette, or Mary
Beth Milford, the blonde, even those
young ladies are in the dark as to the
outcome of their double romance.

Beatrice Van, adaptor of H. C. Wit-
wer’s stories of the ring, refuses to

divulge the secret, and Witwer is away
in the High Sierras. Meantime, a

spirit of unselfishness pervades the

“Fighting Blood” company. In fact,,

each of the two girls is graciously try-

ing to outdo the other in politely giv-

ing way to the other. There is a com-
plete absence of professional jealousy.

From Convent to the Film Studios

J
ANE NOVAK, “old-fashioned girl”

of the movies, whose latest starring

picture for Film Booking Offices is “The
Lullaby” entered on a motion picture

career in 1914, when only fifteen years

old.

Miss Novak arrived in Los Angeles

fresh from Notre Dame convent, at St.

Louis. Of Bohemian parentage, Miss
Novak was born and educated in the Mis-

souri metropolis. Her aunt. Ann

Schaefer, a well-known Vitagraph ac-

tress of that day, persuaded her to go to

California, to join Vitagraph’s Western
company.

Miss Novak broke into the movies with

the old Kalem company, however. The
afternoon after her arrival Miss Novak
had gone visiting her aunt and met

Puth Roland, who immediately used her

in a scene for a test, with the result that

she was immediately engaged at the over-

whelming salary of fifteen dollars a week.

Finally Miss Novak was selected as the

ideal spirit of womanhood for the big

Selig-Rork production of "The Rosary,”

and then came the opportunity for de-

served stardom in Chester Bennett pro-

ductions. “The Snow-Shoe Trail” was
followed by “Colleen of the Pines”; her

third starring picture was "Thelma" : and

then came “Divorce.” the first society

drama in which she ever appeared.
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DERELYS
PERDUE

who has recently

starred in

“Blow Your Own Horn”

“Daytime Wives”

and

“Beware the Woman”

KIT GUARD
“Kit Guard’s interpretation as

K. O. Kelly, the ex-pugilist, in

‘Fighting Blood,’ strikes a new

note in human and sympathetic

characterization.” — Mary Kelly,

M. P. World.

“Kit Guard scores a clean

knockout by his subtle and human

characterization as Knockout
Kelly in ‘Fighting Blood.’ —Flor-

ence Lawrence, Dramatic Editor,

Los Angeles Examiner.
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ALBERT
COOKE
“What They Say”

“Albert Cooke gives a delight-

ful performance as the fight pro-
moter in ‘Fighting Blood.’ His
portrayal is as sincere and human
as one of Dickens’ greatest char-

acters.’'—Guy Price, Los Angeles
Herald.

“Albert Cooke, as Nate Shapiro,

the prize fight promoter in ‘Fight-

ing Blood,’ proves himself one of

the foremost whimsical character

actors the screen has ever seen.”

—Tames Gruen. Los Angeles Ex-
aminer.

CHARLES L.

KING
One of the finest character-

izations in “Fighting Blood”

is that of Charles L. King
as the movie director.—Wil-

liam Campbell, Los Angeles

Record.

Charles L. King scores

splendidly as the motion pic-

ture director in “Fighting

Blood.”—San Francisco Ex-
- aminer.
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Eddie Hearn
Who will soon be

starred in a series of

b i g virile outdoor

dramas to be pro-

duced by Chester
Bennett for F. B. 0.

i'i\ i . -

release.

EDGAR FORREST

Just hustling for

R-C. Studio

780 GOWER STREET

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

C. D. WHITE

Production Department

R.-C. STUDIOS

JAMES WILKINSON
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
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GOLDEN GATE PICTURES CORPORATION
Announces the Forthcoming Series of Four Big Special

HELEN VAN UPP PRODUCTIONS
With the greatest aggregation of box-office players that can be secured, in stories cre^

ated to bring everyone into the theatre from the palace to the hut.

Produced under the personal supervision of Mrs. Van Upp, for years associated

with Universal, Federal and other well-known producing organizations. Lucile de
Nevers, formerly scenario editor of R.-C. Studios, will be in full charge of story

and editorial department.

Our Motto: Box-Office Winners for the Exhibitor.

Address: R.-C. STUDIOS
780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California
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ROBERT ANDERSON
THE GRIFFITH FIND

His most notable achievements include Mons. Cuckoo in D. W. Griffith’s “Hearts of
the World” and the male lead with Jane Novak in Chester Bennett’s F. B. O. production,
“The Lullaby.”

While directing “Hearts of the World,” the great master said of Anderson:

“He possesses the greatest essential attributes necessary for convincing screen act-
ing—depth and sincerity. If understood and properly directed he is destined to become
one of our very few great screen artists.”
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The World’s
Foremost Lithographers
and Show Printers
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as well as the paper for many of the
bigger Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors in the industry—when you want the
best in paper call the OTIS Representative.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 1476 BROADWAY
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Oil Paintings for

the Motion Picture

Industry are

Produced

by

lobby display oil paintings on the follow-

the premier and first-run showings:Wt have made the

ing features for

“Daytime Wires” Central Theatre Film Booking Offices
"The Silent Command” entral Theatre Foot Film Corp.
"Monna Vanna” entral Theatre Fox FOm Corp.
"The Temple of Venus” Central Theatre Fox Film Corp.
“Connecticut Yankee” entral Theatre Fox FOm Corp.

Vitagraph Pictures
Universal Pictures
Universal Pictures
Universal Pictures
Film Booking Offices

30 x 40’s

40 x 60’s

Single or

Folding
Double
Panel

Displays

And Any
Size or

Shape
Lobby

Paintings
Desired
by the

Trade

“Loyal Lives” 'entral Theatre
“The Storm” Central Theatre
"The Conflict” 'entral Theatre
"Foolish Wives” Central Theatre
"The Third Alarm” \stor Theatre .

.

"Town That Forgot God” \stor Theatre Fax Film Corp.
"Little Lord Fauntleroy” Vpollo Theatre United Artists Corp.
“Silver Wings” \pollo Theatre Fox Film Corp.
“Down to the Sea in Ships” Cameo Theatre Hodkinson Pictures
“Puritan Passion” Cameo Theatre Hodkinson Pictures
"My Dad” Geo. M. Cohan Theatre Film Booking Offices
"In the Name of the Law” Geo. M. Cohan Theatre Film Booking Offices
“Drifting” Capitol Theatre Universal Pictures
“Monte Cristo” 44th Street Theatre Fox Film Corp.
"Human Wreckage” Lyric Theatre Film Booking Offices
"Who Are My Parents?” Lyric Theatre Fox Film Corp.
"Queen of Sheba” Lyric Theatre Fox Film Corp.
"Queen of Sin” Lyric Theatre Import & Export Co.
“The Three Musketeers” -.Lyric Theatre United Artists Corp.
“Potash & Perlmutter” . . Strand Theatre Samuel Goldwyn Carp.
"Oliver.Twist" Strand Theatre First National Piet.
"Safety Last” .Strand Theatre Pathe Pictures
“Dangerous Age” Strand Theatre First National Piet.
"If Winter Comes” Times Square Theatre Fox Film Corp.
“Merry Go Round” Rialto Theatre Universal Pictures
“Merry Go Round” Rivoli Theatre Universal Pictures
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” Chestnut St. O. H., Philadelphia Universal Pictures
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” Pitt Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa Universal Pictures
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” Belasco Theatre, Washington, D. C.. Universal Pictures
"Hunchback of Notre Dame” ..Academy of Music, Baltimore, Md Universal Pictures
"Lady of Quality” Universal Pictures
“The Acquittal” Universal Pictures
“Chapter in Her Life” Universal Pictures
“Thundering Dawn” Universal Pictures
"Westbound Limited” Film Booking Offices
“The Lullaby” Film Booking Offices
“Dancer of the Nile” Film Booking Offices

If you want to turn the lobby of your theatre into a perma-
nent art gallery, at a nominal cost, write to

KASSEL STUDIOS, Inc.
220 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY
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min
M.Sa

THE F. B. O. boys know good printing

—and they want what they want when
they want it

—

F. B. O. is no different than other good
concerns who understand the value of good

printing. That’s why the—
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

prints not only all the press sheets and other advertising used
by F. B. O., but for dozens of other leading Motion Picture

Concerns in the trade.

We understand the specialty of printed matter for the

picture industry. We mix brains with ink, paper and type.

Result, satisfaction in price, quality and service to all who
trade with BAYLES.

1^ We also are specialists in “rush” work assisting

the advertising departments of Film Companies
printed matter that has scheduled delivery dates.

at all times

producingin

ENTRUST YOUR WORK TO BAYLES
YOU WON’T BE DISAPPOINTED

BAYLES PRESS
119-121 WOOSTER STREET, NEW YORK

/
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fyo-operation is theWnote f
jf^eystone success

in this
special F.B.O. section

are *K£YSTON£ *mate
ft is a Rnoiun fact that

Jlat Rothstein * is a most,
exacting buyer of Photo -en-
gracings. Thor the past two
years we have pleased, him,
as well as many othei' critical

buyers of Sngrauin

II l| I
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Keystone Photo Engraving Corn
148 -150 West 52nd . St. N.Y. City
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We produce lobby photos

for motion picture concerns

who discriminate in their

tastes for the best of every-

thing the industry affords

in high quality accessories

V

GELATONE CO.
106 SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY „

V

We have been and still are

making all the lobby photos
for all releases of F. B. O.

For eighteen months we have

succeeded in pleasing a bunch

of mighty critical buyers at

F. B. O. as well as a dozen other

Producers. If you want the

best at correct prices, ask ELCO
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PRODUCTIONS
Every One a Sure-Fire Box-Office Winner

“CANYON OF THE FOOLS”
“CRASHIN’ THRU” “DESERT DRIVEN”
“THE MIRACLE BABY” “GOOD MEN AND TRUE”

“A Ringer for Dad”
“A Waggin’ Tale”

“Say It with Diamonds”

“Private—Keep Off”

“Borrowed Trouble”

“Rice and Old Shoes”

COMEDIES Still going big in thousands of

theatres—are you playing them?

“Pop Tuttle’s Long Shot”

“Pop Tuttle’s Pole-Cat Plot”

“Pop Tuttle’s Lost Control”

“Pop Tuttle’s Lost Nerve”

“Pop Tuttle’s Russian Rumor”

“Pop Tuttle’s One Horse Play”

“Pop Tuttle’s Tac-Tics”

“Pop Tuttle’s Grass Widow”

Book 'em thru your nearest F. B. O. Exchange
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NOTE:
The printer ran out of broton ink so toe had to print
our ad on the 65th and last page of F. 2 . O.'s special
section in black ink—but our story reads the same
tohether black ink or broton—and here’s the story—

2+2=6
THAT’S the kind of addition and result some

folks arrive at in figuring the cost of good
printing.

Republic Laboratories don’t figure that way.
We believe that when the wise old Arabs origi-

nated numerals it was their intention to always
have 2 plus 2 equal 4 in spite of the later day
efficiency experts who try to put across the
slippery idea that sometimes 2 plus 2 makes 6.

There is no magic about the production of

fine motion picture prints. Good stock and expert
workmanship always produce the same result—“GOOD PRINTS,” the REPUBLIC QUALITY.

Every employee in the REPUBLIC LAB-
ORATORIES takes a personal pride in the high
quality of work turned out in this institution.

REPUBLIC teamwork, is a blanket guar-
antee for super quality for it is the human element
that enters into the making of superior mer-
chandise.

When you buy “REPUBLIC PRINTS” you
automatically get the best that brains and skill

can produce.
There are no finer quality prints made, so when you want

the absolute best, Call REPUBLIC

LABORATORIES, inc.
ouch% Experts in Developing and Printing Motion Picture Film

128 W. 52nd Street. New York
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Chicago Police Chief Vetoes
Motion Picture Censors’ Cut

Film censors here disagree once in a

while. Recently when they made some cuts

in the Roosevelt film of the expedition to

the River of Doubt in Brazil, explorer New-
man, who put on the show, went to Chief

of Police Collins and got him to restore the

missing parts of the film, which Mr. New-
man says the Brazil government loaned to

him for exhibition in this country.

Manager Henry Goldson of the Julian The-
atre at 918 Belmont avenue is going after
business hard these days and in addition to

big- movie programs is using a lot of print-
ers ink to bring the patrons into his cosy
house.

The Consolidated Realty and Theatre Cor-
poration, whose main office is in this city,

has taken over the Pantheon Theatre at Vin-
cennes, Ind., from the Wilkerson Lyons En-
terprises for a reported $228,000. E. O. Wag-
ner will be the house manager. Other houses
owned by the Wilkerson Lyons interests in

Vincennes may be taken over later by Con-
solidated.

Clyde Wexom has resigned as manager of
the Adams Theatre of Detroit and is now in

this city for a short rest.

J. J. Jacobson has taken over the Olympic
Theatre at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and will im-
prove the house.

George Buis, owner of the Knickerbocker
Theatre at Holland, Ind., is remodeling the
house and when completed will change the
name to the Holland Theatre and play both
pictures and vaudeville. The house will
open about November 1.

P. J. St. Denis has resigned as assistant
manager of the Randolph Theatre, under
J. L. McCurdy, and has gone to New York
to take up other work in that city. He is

succeeded by Albert Bachman, who formerly
was located at Detroit.

Among the exhibitors seen along Film
Row last week were G. E. Johnson of the
Lincoln Theatre at Sterling, R. C. Williams
of Streator, G. C. Gridley of the Auditorium
Theatre at Libertyville, and Ed Shibel of the
Plumb Theatre at Streator. Ed, incidentally,
took in the city series and went home happy.

When it comes to standouts, the Roose-
velt Theatre last week had them every night
and up to the last show at Did.", and the
crowds not only filled the standing room in
the lobby of the theatre hut overflowed and
the street men lined them up four abreast
for the whole front of the theatre. This
goes to prove that if you give the public the
right kind of pictures, with plenty of the
right kind of publicity, you will get the
crowds as this popular lialaban and Kill/,
house does.

E. G. Newman of the Majestic Theatre of
La-Salle, 111., was a visitor here last week
and reports business as good in his city.

The Dixon Theatre at Dixon, 111., had a
trade showing of “Ashes of Vengeance” last
week and quite a few of the managers in
that district took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to see this big feature before book-
ing it.

The managers of the various Ascher thea-
tres in the city were the guests of the com-
pany at a dinner held at the main offices of

the circuit on South Wabash avenue, last

Thursday.

A new movie theatre has been opened at
Lombard, 111., by E. L. Frum and M. L. Annis.
They have named it the Parkside Theatre
and will book feature movies, opening with
“The Three Wise Fools.”

The many friends of Arthur G. Brown in

the trade will be sorry to hear of his death
last week after a short illness at the Peoria
Hospital.

Louis L. Gumbiner has bought the south-
west corner of Michigan avenue and 11th
street for $107,000. On the site is a two-
story building and he may decide to build
a movie house on this one of the best cor-
ners in the Roseland district.

One of the best bills of the season was on
at the Chicago Theatre last week and the
presentations, “A Music Room” and “The
Rose,” made a big hit with the patrons.
Jiext week is the second anniversary and
the management has prepared a wonderful
program in honor of the event. The feature
picture will be “The Bad Man,” which has
finally got by the local censor.

H. D. Pefley, who resigned as manager of
the Palace Theatre at Watseka, 111., is now
connected with the National Screen Service
here and will cover several states for the
organization.

Norwood Park, 111., one of the cosy sub-
urbs nearby where the folks did not want
a movie theatre, has taken to the Com-
munity Council plan of showing pictures
and now they get to see the best in films.

John Waller has purchased the Lyric The-
atre at Osceola, Iowa, from John T. Graham
and will make improvements.

HARRY GREENMAN
Live-wire manager of the New Monroe
Theatre, Chicago, who, because of a

balky typewriter, has been written up
in this department as “Greeman.” Now

we’ve cleaned the machine.

The new movie house now going up at
Halsted and 79th street is rapidly nearing
completion and will be one of the largest
houses on the South Side. The National
Theatres Corporation is the owner.

Balaban and Katz were hosts to the
chorus girls playing the various musical
shows of the city at a matinee of “The Gold
Diggers” at the Chicago Theatre last week.
The girls all proved good boosters for the
film and enjoyed the afternoon immensely.

F. C. Harcourt, D. W. Lewis and J. J.

Crealis have formed the World Amusement
Association to buy, lease and own all kinds
of amusement enterprises, with offices at
624 South Michigan avenue. The new com-
pany has a capital of $50,000 and will be in-

terested in movie projects.

The Glickman Palace Theatre at 1141 Blue
Island avenue has been transferred from
the Public State Bank to Ellis F. Glickman,
the manager of the theatre.

Paul Bushong will be manager of the new
theatre now going up at Gladstone, Mich..
for the Northwestern Company, whose old
house was destroyed by fire about a year
ago. The new house will be ready soon and
will present feature pictures and good mu-
sical programs.

Manager Lester Murray reports that
“Scaramouche” at the Woods Theatre is now
in its fourth week and is pulling strong.

McYickers Theatre celebrated its first an-
niversary as an exclusive picture theatre and
the big- presentation was the huge birthday
cake with Boris Petroff and Miss Linken and
a ballet in a great stage picture in honor
of the event. “The French Doll” was the
feature picture and the house did a big
business all week.

The Chopin Theatre on the northwest side

has installed a new organ and is doing a
good business at both afternoon and night
shows. They have built up the matinee at-

tendance by cutting prices to 5 and 10 cents.

One of the oldest movie theatres on the
near north side is the Orchard Theatre on
West North avenue. It still is doing a good
neighborhood business and continues to fea-

ture popular programs.

A. R. Gallo, H. J. Rose and I. H. Censky
all well known to the trade here, have
formed the Peacock Pictures Corporation
with offices at 5550 North Broadway. They
will manufacture and produce motion pic-

tures. This makes the second company
formed to produce pictures here during the
past two weeks.

Alfred Hamburger, a pioneer in the pic-

ture business of this city and formerly
manager of the Zeigfield Theatre, has for-

saken the movies and gone into real es-

tate.

Frisina and Fassero have purchased the
Vandeveer building at Taylorville. 111., wnic'n
contains the Gem Theatre, and will remodel
the structure and enlarge the theatre, so as
to play both road shows and pictures.

Lon B. Ramsdell has resigned as manager
of the New Palace Theatre at Moline. 111.

which opened recently, and will go to South
Bend, Ind., where he will have charge of the
Oliver Theatre.

Joe Hopp is at it again and in addition to

big feature productions for the Fort Arm-
strong Theatre at Rock Island. 111., he b ts

signed up for some of the largest and
legitimate shows on tour for one
stands at the house.
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Maryland Censors Clothe
Baltimore Poster Maidens

Without any warning whatsoever, an or-

der was issued to the Century Theatre, Bal-
timore, Md., by the state censors to cover
up the thirty-five 24-sheet posters that they
had put up around Baltimore advertising
Elinor Glyn’s “Six Days.” These posters
showed six couples embracing and it is un-
derstood the objection to the posters was
that there was no scene in the film like that

depicted on the posters. The order to re-

move the posters came from Miss Marie W.
Presstman, of the censor board, according
to Thomas D. Soriero, general manager of

the Combined Whitehurst Interests, con-
trolling the Century.

As a special added attraction to his pro-

gram of pictures and music at the Rivoli

Theatre, City Hall Plaza, Guy L. Wonders,
the manager, booked Frank Silver, com-
poser of “Yes, We Have No Bananas,” and
his Metropolitan orchestra of eleven pieces

to play twice daily during the week begin-
ning Monday, October 22. The members of

the musical organization are all good musi-
cians, having received their training in the

orchestra of Paul Whiteman. Irving Cohn,
who helped Mr. Silver in composing the

banana song, is with the organization of mu-
sicians. Thirty thousand copies of the song
were sold in Baltimore alone.

“Tlie Gold Diggers” was held over for a

second week at the Metropolitan Theatre,
North avenue at Pennsylvania, by Bernard
Depkin, Jr., the manager. “The Hunchback
of Notre Dame” began its run at the Shu-
bert Academy on Monday, October 22, fol-

lowing a four weeks’ run of “Scaramouche”
at that playhouse.

Always ready to aid in a worthy cause,
the Exhibitors’ League of Maryland, through
its committee, including J. Louis Rome,
Louis Schlichter, Frank Hornig and Charles
E. Whitehurst, arranged a number of Sun-
day night performances given at several
picture theatres to help raise funds to build
the West Baltimore General Hospital. On
Sunday night, October 21, the performances
started at the following theatres at 7:30

o’clock: Garden, Capitol, Bridge, Broadway,
Edmondson, Apollo, Horn and Rialto.
There is a great necessity at the present

time for an additional hospital in Baltimore,
it is said, to take care of the sick and in-

jured of Baltimore, and a campaign is being
waged to raise the money to build it. After
the benefit performances at the Bridge and
Edmondson theatres were over and the play-
houses locked up for the night, thieves en-
tered the office and stole $500, of which
$154.80 belonged to the benefit fund.

Through the activities of Eugene M. Daly,
manager of the New Theatre, Howard Jack-
son, mayor of Baltimore, has been enrolled
as a member of the “Why Worry?” club,
membership cards for which Mr. Daly got
up and circulated at the New Theatre dur-
ing the showing of the latest Harold Lloyd
feature at that playhouse from October 15

to 27.

In connection with the showing of “De-
serted at the Altar” at Loew’s Hippodrome,
Baltimore, which is under the management
of E. A. Lake, a real wedding was held on
the stage one night during the week begin-
ning October 22. Gifts will be given to the
couple by a number of Baltimore merchants.

A theatre seating 1,100 is to be built in
Salisbury, N. C., by James Davis. The build-
ing will also have stores and offices.

Taking advantage of a full page feature
story that appeared in the Baltimore Sun-
day Sun on Sunday, October 7, concerning
Frederick Emmet Delaney, acclaimed as the
“World’s Champion Adventurer,” Myer Per-
lin, manager of the Flaming Arrow Theatre,
1108 East Preston street, immediately got in
touch with Mr. Delaney and got him to ad-
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dress his patrons on Wednesday and Thurs-
day nights, October 10 and 11.

Judge Henry Duffy has issued a tempo-
rary injunction in the Circuit Court of Bal-

timore to restrain the Motion Picture Oper-
ators’ Union, Local 181, from picketing the

Cluster Theatre, 303 South Broadway, which
is managed by Benjamin Cluster. Accord-
ing to Mr. Cluster, the picketing has been
done because he employs a non-union oper-

ator, as there was a change made there a

short time ago. The injunction also keeps
the union from distributing handbills in-

forming the public that union men are not
employed by the theatre.

Upon the first public appearance of the

new Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, made up
of musicians from the various Atlanta thea-
tres under the direction of Enrico Leide,
director of the Howard Theatre Orchestra,
the Howard Theatre was filled to capacity
and hundreds were turned away unable to

gain admittance. It was a brilliant affair

and a great credit to Atlanta’s picture in-

dustry. The orchestra has the backing of

all the leading civic organizations of At-
lanta.

Judge Henry Titus is to give Daytona, Fla.,

another beautiful playhouse which will rep-
resent an outlay of $50,000. It will be com-
pleted in January and will seat 750. Last
year his company constructed the Vivian,
Daytona’s leading playhouse, at a cost of

$ 110 ,000 .

Dan Michalove, director of southern thea-
tres for Faunous Players, has made the move
to New York, accompanied by F. L. Metzler,
secretary and treasurer. Atlanta’s large
film and theatre colony is mourning the
contemplated wholesale removal of F.-P.
theatrical staff to the New York office, and
there was none who did not regret deeply
the going of Dan Michalove, who has for
many years been identified with the indus-
try in Atlanta in an influential capacity.

The Montgomery, Ala., “Advertiser” in a
recent story paid signal tribute to H. C.

Farley, director of Southern Enterprises
theatres in Alabama, for his work in de-
feating Sunday closing bills and projected
censorship bills in that state before the last

sessions of the State Legislature.

For the first time since the closing law
went into effect, Memphis theatres closed
their doors th'e first Sunday in October. On
the Sunday preceding they were protected
by a restraining order, but they decided to
close the following Sunday and remain tight
until the matter is fought out.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., is to have a new
theatre to open about December. A new
building, 50 by 130 feet, is nearing comple-
tion, a four-story structure with offices on
the upper floors. The auditorium will be 42

feet high with sloping floor; the stage 33x22,
equipped with adequate scenery and dress-
ing rooms so that road attractions as well
as pictures may be played. Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Beckner will be the managers.

Mr. Alverson, owner and manager of the
Princess, Clinton, Tenn., is building an ad-
ditional house in that little town. All new
and modern equipment will be installed and
he expects to open by Christmas.

LaFollette, Tenn., is soon to have a new
theatre built by the present owners of the
Palace Theatre there. Earl Hendron will
be maihger and it will open January 1, 1924.
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Rochester
The Regorson Corporation, operating the

Regent and Piccadilly, has closed contracts
with Henry E. Wilkinson, manager of the
Dependable Pictures Corporation exchange,
for the new Warner Brothers’ pictures.
Charles N. Johnson is now in Rochester as
a representative of Dependable Pictures.

Manager William Fait, Jr., is showing
“Rupert of Hentzau” this week at the East-
man, giving it an elaborate presentation.
The Regent is offering “Zaza,” while the
Piccadilly has “Salomy Jane” for the first

four days and “Brawn of the North” for
the rear end of the week. At the Victoria
the feature is “The Custard Cup.” The Ri-
alto has the Zev-Papyrus race pictures and
"Shadows of the North.” Norma Talmadge
in “Ashes of Vengeance” opens at the East-
man on Sunday, October 28.

The following exhibitors from the south-
eastern territory have been in Atlanta re-

cently: B. H. Mooney, Birmingham, Ala.;

Miss Margaret Luckel, Bijou Theatre, Mo-
bile, Ala.; F. E. Williamson, Winter Haven,
Fla.; Arthur J. Amm, Florida supervisor,
Famous Players theatres; Manning and
Wink, of Dalton, Marietta, Etowah and
Athens, Ga. ; E. R. Rogers, Alabama super-
visor for Southern Enterprises; T. B.
Grimes, Lyric, Gordon, Ga. ; R. B. Wilby,
Americus, Ga. ; E. J. Sparks, Jacksonville,
Fla.; J. C. Simpson, Millen, Ga. ; Walter
Blackin, Bainbridge, Ga.

Fred Sugare will open a new theatre in

Birmingham about November 15. It will be
called the “Sugare Theatre.”

The Grand, Brunswick, Ga., has been re-
opened after complete renovation. J. B.
Ashley, who was associated with F. B.
Flourney at the Criterion, Macon, will be
manager.

Washington, D. C.
Tom Moore has spread the golf germ in

Washington. The latest recruits to the
Scotch game, some of them Moore’s own
movie competitors, include Joseph P. Mor-
gan, general manager of the Crandall the-
atre string; “Bob” Smeltzer, manager of
the Associated First National Exchange, and
R. Clinton Robins, manager of Pathe ex-
change. They have joined the Indian Spring
Golf Club, of which Tom Moore was organ-
izer and now president, and his brother
“Bill” is secretary.

Washington’s Hollywood is fast coming
into existence. Since Harry M. Crandall be-
gan the building of a new home on exclu-
sive Sixteenth street many other film men
have been looking over sites and apartment
houses in the vicinity, and so it has come
to pass that 'Sixteenth street in the neigh-
borhood of Allison and Buchanan streets is

known as the local Hollywood. In this sec-
tion are the home also of Joseph P. Morgan
and John J. Payette, who are connected with
the Crandall organization, and Edward Sher-
wood of the Exhibitors Co-operative Film
Exchange.

Arrangements have been tentatively made
for the entertainment and comfort of the
exhibitors from Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina and Delaware, who are expected to
visit Washington the end of this month to
participate in the two-day get-together
meeting. Headquarters will probably be es-
tablished in the New Arlington Hotel, in
which event the business meetings running
over two days will be held there. The ar-
rangements also contemplate two luncheons
and a banquet at the Arlington and theatre
parties on both evenings.

Atlanta’s Initial Symphony
Proves Brilliant Occasion
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Program at

Hartford, Conn.
Special Musical

the Palace,
Warde Johnston, general musical director

of the S. Z. Poli Theatres, occupied the
conductor’s chair in the orchestra pit in the
Palace Theatre, Hartford, the week of Oc-
tober 21, directing an augmented orchestra.
The film program for the week consisted of
“Going Up,” Captain Kleinschmidt’s Adven-
tures in the Far North and the Zev-Papyrus
race.

A final certificate of dissolution has been
filed in the office of the secretary of state
of the New Canaan Theatre Company, Inc.,

of New Canaan. All claims have been paid
and the assets have been distributed in cash
among the stockholders.

William B. Berry recently acquired the
Strand Theatre Building in Hartford from
John L. Talcott. The deal involved $800,000,
the purchase price of the property.

“The Fifth Year,” a nine-reel motion pic-
ture alleged to contain Soviet propaganda,
and which was barred from showing in
Providence, R. I., was presented in Poli’s
Hyperion Theatre, New Haven, on Sunday
night, October 14. The chief of police stated
that no complaints had been made against
the picture and that no action could be
taken unless such complaints were received
by him.

In Bristol Daniel A. Peters, proprietor of
the Palace Theatre, refused to grant per-
mission to those presenting the picture to
exhibit in the Palace. Leading citizens of
the city formed a committee and supported
Manager Peters’s action.
In addition to being barred in Providence

and Bristol, the police of other towns and
cities in Connecticut have prevented its ex-
hibition.

The directors of the Chamber of Com-
merce in New Britain have taken the first
step toward acquisition of the Lyceum The-
atre building for a municipal auditorium. An

The Cox Theatre, after having housed
Shubert dramatic plays and a stock com-
pany, recently swung into the movie column,
and it was believed that the house would
in the future be devoted to pictures exclu-
sively. It now develops, however, that pic-

tures will be occasionally “sandwiched” in

between regular attractions. The house has
just finished a four weeks’ run of “Scara-
mouche” and is being followed by “Shuffle
Along,” a musical play by colored perform-
ers, after which “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame” is booked for a screening.

Paul Honeyman, formerly connected with
the Lyric and Gifts theatres, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Walnut Theatre to
succeed A1 Hyams, who has resigned to en-
gage in other business.

Roy H. Beattie, manager of the Palace
Theatre, has returned from Canada, whither
Jie journeyed several weeks ago to recuper-
ate after a long siege of illness at the Jew-
ish hospital. Although greatly improved in
health, he is assuming the managerial duties
by degrees, and for the present Is devoting
hut a few hours a day to the work.

There is a well authenticated report going
the rounds that Gus Sun, head of the vaude-
ville booking office bearing his name, at
Springfield, Ohio, is negotiating for the
services of Frank Van Hoven, of vaudeville
fame, to appear in pictures. It is likely that
Sun may preface the movie enterprise with
a Broadway revue, featuring Van Hoven,
following which he will star him in a series
of pictures.

option has been obtained for the purchase of
the site at a cost of $65,000. The directors
of the chamber are to recommend that the
city take over the building provided it can
be purchased at a fair market price.

A special town meeting will be conducted
in North Canaan on Friday, October 2G, to
decide whether or not the voters are in favor
of the showing of motion pictures on Sun-
day during the hours specified under the
state laws. Manager Blanchard of the
Blanchard and Moseley theatres recently
conferred with the selectmen of the town
and it is said that those officials thought
that there would be little opposition to the
presentation of motion pictures on the Sab-
bath. Discussion of the project about the
town, however, showed that there was con-
siderable opposition.

The DeWitt Theatre in New Haven, the
only picture theatre which the board of
building examiners ordered closed, has had
its alterations completed and was reopened
on October 20.

All of the Poli theatres in Connecticut
and Massachusetts showed the Pathe Zev-
Papyrus pictures on Sunday night, October
21, the day after the race.

“What’s wrong with the movies as a man-
ager views them?” was the topic of a story
in a recent issue of The Outlook, which was
written by Courtenay Savage, picture thea-
tre manager of Greenwich. He told of the
“block booking” demand of certain com-
panies and also of the uncertainty of pleas-
ing the public. Mr. Savage declared that
quality has superseded quantity, and of the
future of the industry asserted that “it is

not going backward—it is surely going for-
ward. If they care to help, millions of men
and women who make up audiences in this
country will give the motion picture a square
deal,” were his concluding words in the
article.

Improvements costing $20,000 are being
made at the Victoria Theatre, Steubenville,
Ohio, by the La Belle Amusement Co., Inc.,

of which George Shafer is a leading figure.
The work is expected to be completed early
in November. Wm. Shafer, who managed
the Herald Square Theatre prior to its de-
struction by fire, will look after the Vic-
toria. It has been under the management
of James Tallman for several years, prior
to the expiration of his lease recently.

Manager I. I.ibson of the Lyric Theatre
again has proven himself to be Johnny-on-
tlie-spot by showing at the first perform-
ance Monday morning the Zev-Papyrus race,
run at Belmont Park less than 48 hours pre-
viously. The race was shown in slow* nnd
normal motion.

Manager Libson is holding over “Why
Worry” for a second week, while “The Com-
mon Law” is repeating at Gifts.

Jules Frankel, manager of Gifts Theatre,
rode the goat at the October meeting of the
Stage and Screen Scribes at Hotel Metropole
this week.

Ed Bokius, who guides the destiny of the
Valentine Theatre at Canton, Ohio, has re-
turned from a vacation trip of several weeks
to Cape May.

The Jefferson Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, is

being given over to the American Legion
for a part of this week, for the showing of
“The Lost Battalion," the proceeds going to
the ex-doughboys. *

Canada
The Dominion Theatre, Winnipeg, Mani-

toba, was reopened on October 15, after be-
ing dark for a considerable period, with a
unique program consisting of a feature,
“Legally Dead,” twTo vaudeville acts and
specialties, and a band concert by the Prin-
cess Patricia’s Band, a famous Winnipeg or-
ganization, this bill being presented for the
week. New prices range up to 35 cents.

Important developments have taken place
in the organization of the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation, Toronto, in the Man-
itoba and Saskatchewan territory. Arrange-
ments have been made for the construction
of a new theatre at -Saskatoon, Sask., by
Famous Players, it is announced, while the
former Allen Theatre at Regina, a magnifi-
cent house, has been taken over by Para-
mount Enterprises, Ltd., a special subsidiary
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Ed Renton, manager of the Lyric Thea-
tre, Hamilton, Ontario, has acquired the
Temple Theatre, Hamilton, which was re-
opened October 15, the Majestic Theatre,
London, Ontario, and the Toledo Theatre,
Toledo, Ohio. Jack Goodwin, formerly at the
Lyric, is the manager of the Temple and J.

J. Lindsay is leader of the Temple orches-
tra. Keith vaudeville and pictures have
been booked into the Lyric, Hamilton. The
Majestic of London has a combination policy.

Maurice Triller, formerly part owner of
the Regent Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
has secured a long lease on the National
Theatre, Winnipeg, and has drawn plans for
the rebuilding of that house. An entirely
new front is to be constructed and the whole
theatre will be remodeled during the next
six weeks.

The Royal Theatre, Vancouver, B. C., has
been acquired by W. P. Nichols from George
Nichols and extensive alterations are being
made to the theatre. W. P. Nichols is the
former owner of the Rialto Theatre, Win-
nipeg.

St. Louis
The Mid-West Productions Company I

launched about a year ago by Louis K. An- I
sell, Aaron A. Fineshriber and Leon de la I

Mothe has “blown up” and the stockholders
|

are wondering whether they will ever get |
back any of the money they invested. The 1

company never went into bankruptcy for- a

mally, but, to quote Ansell, who was its I
secretary, it “just petered out.” He says 1
that all of the money derived from the sale 1
of stock, and more, went into the cost of I
promotion cost, such as printing, rent, etc. 1
Ansell and Fineshriber, owners of the I

Rainbow Theatre, 5 North Broadway, St. 1
Louis, was induced by de la Mothe about a •

year ago to launch the Mid-West Produc-
tions Company. De la Mothe was made J
its director general. However, the com-
pany never actually did any producing in

'

St. Louis and de la Mothe left the city sev- I
eral weeks ago.
Ansell says that he personally lost $2,500 1

in the enterprise while Fineshriber dropped
$2,000. The company was capitalized for I
$150,000 and it was planned to sell $60,000 I
of stock to the public for $100 a share.

Mrs. Frances Peart of Gillespie, 111., who
j

owns the Pert Theatre, Gillespie, 111., and a

house at Wilsonville, 111., has added the fl

Grand Theatre, Carlinville. 111., to her string.

She obtained the management of the house I

from the Frazina and Fresaro interests, I

who conduct a string of houses in that vi- j

cinity.

Jules Laurent has sold the Lyric Theatre,
Mounds, 111., to S. E. Pertle of Jersevville,

111. Pertle operates a string of houses in

Southern Illinois. The Lyric seats 400 per- •

sons. Pertle contemplates no immediate
change in its policy.

Cincinnati’s Cox Theatre
Swings Into Movie Column
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Fall Festival Brings Crowds
to Kansas City Film Houses

The final week of the Fall Festival, which
has been in progress for a month, brought
large crowds to Kansas City from out of

town. The downtown section of the city

was overflowing with humanity. This fact

alone was good news to the theatre owner,

for when there are crowds, there
_

is busi-

ness. The last week of the festival saw
cooler weather, which also was a stimulant

to business. Many of the downtown houses

reported a larger patronage during the week
and none of them complained of a slump.

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Kansas have set their stamp of approval on
the Continental Screen Service and Artwin
Service Corporation screen advertisings plans.

These were brought before the convention
recently held at Wichita. The plans have
been accepted as a means of additional rev-
enue for the assoeiation.

Elinor Glyn's “Six Days” had a two weeks’
run at Frank L. Newman’s Royal Theatre of

Kansas City. The picture drew much fa-

vorable comment from the press.

The Waldo district of Kansas City was
assured of a suburban theatre of its own
last week when excavation for the West-
moreland Theatre building was completed.
The foundation got under way and work on
the superstructure is scheduled to begin
soon. The building will occupy a site 90x110
feet. It is designed to contain four ground
floor shops. The seating capacity of the
theatre will be 750 persons. The estimated
(?ost of the structure is $50,000. The theatre
will be ready for operation late in Decem-
ber, probably for a first showing on Christ-
mas day.

The Newman Theatre of Kansas City and
the Miller Theatre of Wichita recently in-
augurated Paramount’s “demonstration plan”
with “The Spanish Dancer” as the feature
attraction.

Three downtown theatres which have been
closed for many months reopened here last
week. There is much speculation among
the trade as to the situation of the down-
town theatres this season. The Empress, a
large house, is showing musical comedy and
pictures at 10-20-30 cent admissions. The
Garden, another large house, has a civic
comic opera company headed by De Wolf
Hopper. The Grand Opera House is show-
ing road shows of the popular priced type.
There has always been competition be-

tween the movie theatres and those showing
pictures and vaudeville. But with the open-
ing of three more theatres, it is a matter
of speculation as to the amount of business
each house will do. During the first week
all reported exceptional business, but some
think it might have been due to the Fall
Festival. One can only wait for the season
to become more advanced.

Jack Hoshau is the new owner of the
Star Theatre at Sarcoxie, Mo., having pur-
chased the theatre from James L. Newman.

Ed Frazier of Pittsburgh, Kas., spent a
week at the famous Excelsior Springs re-
sort in Missouri recently. He was getting
ready for a busy fall and winter season.

Ed Raymond, manager of the Orpheum
Theatre at Wichita, Kas., was in town last
week. He announced that the Orpheum was
discontinuing the showing of feature pic-
tures and would hereafter play vaudeville
only.

Reinke and Hostettler, who operate a cir-
cuit of theatres, have opened an office in the
‘Main Street Bank Building at 1822 Main
street, Kansas City.

Among the out-of-town exhibitors seen
last week were: J. J. Newcomb of Newk’s
Theatre at Burlington, Kas.; Bill Parson of

the Pershing and Mr. Vleet of the Rex The-
atre at Joplin, Mo.; Tom Magruder of the
Elite Theatre, Iola, Kas., and Willard Fra-
zier of Paola, Kas.

Louisville
The Brown Hotel Company, Louisville,

which will open the $4,000,000 700-room
Brown hotel on Oct. 25, in its articles filed

on Oct. 18 includes the privilege of oper-
ating picture shows and theatres, drug stores

and retail stores. The first floor of the big
building is given over to stores, and the

company will operate its own drug store

from the start. J. G. Brown, who owns all

of the capital other than a few shares held
by directors to legalize the board, also owns
the Ha-Wi-An Gardens, across the street

from the hotel, which for a time were oper-
ated by L. J. Dittmar and Johnson Mussell-
man, picture men of Louisville. The gar-
dens were unroofed by fire a few weeks
ago, and no announcement has been made
as yet concerning repairs.

Milwaukee
Blue Laws and “reformers who would sub-

stitute the policeman’s club for the cross of

Christ’’ were attacked by nationally known
speakers at a recent session of the Seventh
Day Adventists, now holding their national
convention in Milwaukee. Among those
who led the discussions on the matter were
Prof. C. S. Longacre, secretary of the Re-
ligious Liberty Association of America

;
the

Rev. W. F. Martin, California
;
the Rev. S.

B. Horton, Chicago, and W. H. Thornton,
Montana.

Theatrical men watching the developments
of the convention were particularly inter-
ested in a warning sounded by these liberal
leaders that reformers are planning to in-

troduce a Sunday bill for the District of Co-
lumbia at the next session of Congress, hop-
ing later to use this as a model for the en-
tire country. The Adventists will, as a re-
sult, immediately begin organization of its

forces to defeat this scheme, the leaders de-
clared.

Picture shows in churches were con-
demned.

Peter G. Thielen, former manager of the
Orpheum and Capitol theatres in Manitowoc,
Wis., has obtained a lease on the New Opera
House, a theatre in the northern section of
the city. He will take charge Nov. 1. The
house is one of the oldest in the city and
heretofore has been used primarily for
dances. Several years ago it was renovated,
however, and a new stage built at that time
should fill the present needs.

Fire whieh wiped out virtually the entire
business section of the little village of
Odanah, in northern Wisconsin, completely
destroyed the Loyal Theatre, according to
word received in Milwaukee. The loss to
the proprietors of the show house is esti-
mated at !)i3O,(!O0, which, it is believed, is

covered by insurance. The cause of the
blaze is unknown.

Wisconsin theatres performed another
public service recently, when, during Fire
Prevention Week, pictures of fire hazards
and their remedies were flashed on the
screen.

A welcome fit for a queen was accorded
Mrs. Wallace Reid upon her arrival in Mil-
waukee recently for a personal appearance
in connection with the showing of her pic-
ture, “Human Wreckage,” at Leo A. Lan-
dau’s Alhambra Theatre. Church women,
judges, officers of the Wisconsin Anti-Nar-
cotic Association, newspapermen, exhibitors,
business men and officials of the new gov-
ernment hospital were among those on a re-
ception committee at the depot as Mrs. Reid,
her mother and Mrs. Reid’s boy stepped from
the train.

Purchase of the State Theatre of Hart-
ford, Wis., one of the largest houses in Wis-
consin outside of Milwaukee, has been an-
nounced by the firm of Leach and Christen-
son, owners of Hartford’s Opera House. The
State, completed two years ago at great ex-
pense, has been operated since its opening
by H. A. LeVeille, a native of Bottineau,
N. D.
The State has lately been operated on a

three nights a week basis. This policy will
be continued by the new owners, who will
continue also to show at the Opera House.

Roy C. MacMullen, manager of Ascher’s
Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee, has obtained
the services of the Ritz quartet, formerly
with “Tangerine,” a road show, for his
house.

Leo A. Landau did so well with “Merry
Go Round” when it played at his Alhambra
Theatre in Milwaukee two weeks ago that
he has brought the picture back to the Gar-
den, his other downtown house.

“Seed Wheat Day ” a Success

“Seed Wheat Day,” sponsored by the Motion Picture Theatre Owner’s of Kansas,
in order to help farmers in certain stricken areas buy seed wheat, was successfully
put over with the help of the live-wire exhibitors of the State. October 9 was desig-
nated as “Seed Wheat Day,” and the entire proceeds taken in that day were to be
turned over to the Seed Wheat Pool.
The exhibitors who helped make the movement a success by setting aside this one

day’s receipts were: E. W. Egleston, Atwood; W. P. Bernfield, Wathena; S. A. David-
son, Neodesha; T. A. Davies, Cottonwood Falls; W. F. McDowell, Wellington; G. A.
Kubach, Abilene; M. G. Kirkman, Hays; E. A. Dye, Logan; Mrs. B. Lock, Anthony;
Robert Schell, Olsburg; W. H. Scheidel, Mulvane; Wm. Meyn, Kansas City; A. L.
Chase, Wichita; Mrs. N. C. Perkins, Buffalo.

Wm. Schweisberger, Clearwater; E. R. Ruch, Claflin; W. G. Valerius, Arkansas
City; H. R. Barker, Winfield; J. B. Tackett, Coffeyville; J. J. Newcomb, Burlington;
R. H. Klock, Pittsburg; J. W. Somer, Wilson; Fees Bros., Parsons; J. T. Young,
Fulton; E. Van Hyning, Iola; C. L. McVey, Herington; L. R. Ledou, Isabel; J. R.
Pitts, Miltonvale; Chas. Bull, Wichita; Oscar Reinert, Humboldt; F. H. Ernest,
Whiting; W. H. Hardman, Frankfort; W. H. Hardman, Blue Rapids; W. R. Dunagan,
Douglas; C. Ernest Liggett, Madison; I. E. Runyan, Hutchinson; Harry McClure,
Emporia.

T. N. Magruder, Iola; Raymond Gear, Florence; C. E. Welty & Son, Hill City;
L. C. Snyder, Oakley; J. H. Tharp, Cherokee; I. S. Campbell, Winfield; Roy Bengs-
ton, Lindsborg; H. R. Troth' Valley Falls; C. L. German, Bonner Springs; W. J.

Gabel, Beloit; Chas. A. Ma^mall, Caldwell; E. J. Boland, Leon; Stanley N. Chambers,
Wichita; John Corcoran, Kansas City; Frank H. Dietei’, Oak Hill; E. E. Frazier,
Paola; T. L. Ricksecker, Kansas City; R. G. Liggett, Kansas City; W. H. Harpoie,
Dodge City; Chas. Barron, Wichita; Conrad Gabriel, Garden City; A. F. Baker,
Kansas City, and G. L. Hooper, Topeka.
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Buffalo Theatre Found Safe;

Anonymous Letters Were Lies
Answering a flood of inquiries as to

whether or not the new Lafayette Square
Theatre in Buffalo, N. Y., is safe, Douglas
Cornell, structural engineer of the Depart-

ment of Parks and Public Buildings, has is-

sued the following statement:
“The many anonymous letters and tele-

phone messages calling the attention of the

building department to the rumors as to un-

safe and dangerous conditions of the La-
fayette Square Theatre seem to demand
some answer and therefore I submit the

following statement

:

"These rumors have been in circulation

ever since the theatre was first opened, but
none of them have ever pointed to any par-

ticular thing which would indicate a dan-
gerous condition. The plans for this build-

ing were carefully checked by the engineers
of this department and made to comply with
the building ordinances before the building
permit was issued. During construction the
building was inspected at various times and
the inspectors’ reports indicate that it was
constructed in conformity with the approved
plans. Since said rumors have been in cir-

culation an inspection has been made and
not the slightest thing found to indicate an
unsafe or dangerous condition.”
The owners of the magnificent house hope

that this will set at rest for all time the
malicious reports which have been circu-

lated from an unknown source for many
months. Some reports even went so far as
to say that there was a sign in the lobby
declaring the house wns condemned.

H. L. Levvy has resigned from the Select
sales staff to assume the management of

the Buffalo office of Associated Exhibitors,
succeeding Harry Thompson, who has been
transferred to the New Haven branch of

the same company. Charles N. Johnson has
resigned from the Paramount staff to ac-
cept a position with Dependable. Frank J.

McCarthy has resigned as a Paramount
salesman. Two men from Paramount’s Pe-
oria, 111., exchange have come to join the
local sales force. They are L. O’Connor and
A. W. Friemel. Clayton Pfeiffer, former as-
sistant booker at Paramount, has succeeded
Frank Young at the booker’s desk in the

Vitagraph exchange. Mr. Young is now
booking at Select, A1 Barnett having gone
on the road. Clarence Snyder has resigned
as a Bond salesman. Bell Sterritt has re-

signed from F. B. O. to become a member
of Eddie Hayes’ Dempsey-Firpo fight picture
sales staff. Izzy Cobe is now with Renown.
Bob Harris having resigned. John Sitterly

has left Select to join Charlie Gilmore in

Syracuse. And so on and so forth.

Plans are practically complete for the new
Shea Theatre in Buffalo. Mr. Shea has gone
to New York to confer with architects on
the proposition.

Benjamin H. Dittrich, manager of the
Lyric, and S. Howard Ammerman of the
Elvin, Endicott, N. Y., following a wave of
criticism anent Sunday picture shows, have
issued the following statement:
“We have received permission from the

trustees to show pictures on Sunday and
have never received any instructions to the
contrary. We have the personal assurances
of some of the trustees that they approve
our action. We desire to observe the law
and would be pleased to have the village
board pass on the matter. The patrons of

the moving picture theatres are almost
unanimously in favor of Sunday pictures and
they number several thousand. Sometimes
between 4,000 and 5,000 persons attend the
Washington avenue theatres on Sunday."

The world series brought joy to one A. C.

Hayinan of the Strand and Cataract thea-
tres in Niagara Kalis, N. Y. Charlie cleaned
up about 5(10 iron men on the series. He
claims this amount will be just enough to
pay his fare to Europe, where he plans to
go in February.

John J. Breslin has opened the New Grand
Theatre in Auburn. The house, formerly the
old Btirtis Grand, has been remodeled and re-
decorated. Mr. Breslin represents the Schine
interests who have leased the house.

Howard J. Smith this week is putting on
a revival of “The Birth of a Nation” at the
Palace Theatre, Buffalo, and packing ’em in
like sardines. That one is still a box office

attraction, it seems.

cleaned up a fortune in Watertown, as its

owner.

According to all reports, picture theatres
in the smaller towns in this state are hold-
ing their own these days and few complaints
are being heard around here of poor busi-
ness.

There is a showman by the name of Bill

Perry in Rensselaer Falls who numbers
everyone in the village as his friend. He is

now operating his house twice a week and
making money.

The many friends of “Nate” Robbins of

Utica, head of one of the most powerful
theatre chains in this state, extend their

sympathy in the recent death of his brother
Samuel, of Jamestown, N. Y.

Exhibitors in northern New York during
the next week or two to come are due for a

visit from Edgar B. Haynes, a salesman for

Universal out of Albany, who knows the
north country like a book.

After having had their machine over-
hauled, Jones and Jones, who run a cozy
little theatre at Petersburgh, N. Y., have
reopened their house, running two days a

week, giving one day to a Universal pro-

gram and the other to a Fox.

All because of the fact that he is unable
to heat the parish hall. Father McCaffrey of

New Lebanon, N. Y., will be unable this win-
ter to entertain the good folks of that vil-

lage with pictures, as in the past. The house
closed Wednesday and will not open until

spring brings warmer weather to New Leb-
anon 'valley.

There is a report current in this city that

Charles Sesonske, well known in Oswego
and Watertown as having managed houses
there, may take over the Albany in Schenec-
tady and run it as a vaudeville house. While
the theatre is included in the combine, it is

said that those at the head of the combina-
tion are rather anxious to get rid of it.

In Troy, the Griswold still remains closed,

with no announcement as yet as to its re-

opening. While it is generally conceded

that the house will run pictures only, it is

a question whether they will be first or sec-

ond runs. George Whelan will continue as

manager.

Moyer’s Little Falls, N. Y.,

Theatre Opens Auspiciously
Under most auspicious conditions the

Gateway Theatre in Little Falls, N. Y., owned
by C. H. Moyer, who also runs a house in

the neighboring city of Herkimer, was
opened Monday night. The theatre has
been under course of construction for near-
ly a year and adds another to the chain of

theatres which now occupy the Mohawk
valley. Many from Albany attended the
opening, the exchanges being represented
by several automobile loads which left for

Little Falls during the early afternoon. Ex-
hibitors were present from many places.

The entire lobby of the house was banked
with floral tributes.

There has been a change in Schenectady
in opening the week, the State and the Al-
bany opening on Saturdays, while the
Strand, also under the management of the
recently created Karash Corporation, start-
ing its weeks on Friday. Week runs will
prevail at the State, the only exception hav-
ing been recently when “The Famous Mrs.
Fair” was “pulled” after three days and
“Cameo Kirby” substituted on short notice.
Manager William Shirley of the operating
company announces the booking of “Old
Time Songs” at the State next week.

Mrs. Patrick Wallace, who runs the Grand
In Whitehall, will close her house about No-
vember 21 and assume the management of

the new Capitol, which is being erected by
William Benton in Whitehall. Mr. Benton
also conducts theatres in Ballston and Sar-
atoga Springs.

On the policy that it pays to give one's
patrons a bit more than they are paying for,

Oscar Perrin, manager of the Leland in Al-
bany, has just booked “Little Old New
York," “Rupert of Hentzau,” “Common Law”
and “In the Palace of the King” for straight
week runs, at a 25 cent admission.

According to rumor, the Cornhill Theatre
in Utica, owned by Kelly and Burke, will
change hands on January I, but the new
owners are not announced.

A priest is scheduled to run the theatre
in Schroon Lake this winter, which has or-
dinarily been conducted by Arthur Richard-
son, who is planning to go south for the
winter.

When it comes to odd names for picture
theatres the “Two Bills” at Elizabethtown.
N. Y., comes pretty near carrying off first

prize in this part of the state. The house
is run by Bill Knowlton and Bill Voschel.

Workmen are putting on the finishing
touches this week at the Graylin in Gouver-
neur. The house ranks as one of the hand-
somest in all northern New York and has
one of the Papayanakos brothers, who

“If Winter Comes” played to capacity bus-

iness at the Lincoln in Troy during the past

week, with waiting lines fully a block in

length.

Sam Goldstein of Springfield, Mass., is

having a fine organ installed at the State in

Utica. Business continues good in that city.

“The Midnight Alarm,” running for four

days, went over big at the State, Joe Raj -

mond, house manager, being responsible for

some excellent exploitation.

The many friends of Miss Sarah Sirit, an

emploj’ee in the First National exchange
here, extend their sympathy in the recent

death of her mother.

The effects of the new Ford plant on

Green Island is manifest these dajs in

Watervliet. Business at the picture theatres

is so good that John Christie, owner of the

Third Avenue Theatre, is running six days

to capacitj’, while George Tetrault is turn-

ing them away at the Grand, for seven days.

Floj'd Tift of Berlin, N. Y„ is once more
back at his job as a mason, the picture thea-

tre run by Tift and Derby having closed for

the winter.

1. N. Charlton, head of the State Agricul-

tural -School at Morrisville. N. Y.. plans to

entertain his students during the winter

with pictures. He paid a visit to Albany
during the past week and booked a number
of features. There are about 200 students

at the school, which is located in a tiny

village with a stage affording the only rail-

road connections.
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West Coast Theatres Make
Changes at San Francisco

A Receiving Station

Bessie Mack, who writes publicity for

A. M. Bowles, general manager of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., of Northern California,

has placed Charles M. Pincus in charge of

Loew’s Warfield Theatre, succeeding Hal
Neides, who has been in charge since the
opening of this house. Mr. Pincus needs no
introduction in this field, having for years
been with the Herbert Rothchild Entertain-
ment as manager of its leading houses and
for a time director of publicity for the
chain. He was with the Portola Theatre
more than ten years ago and was trans-
ferred to the California Theatre when this

house was opened under the direction of

Eugene H. Roth. For the past few months
he has been in charge of Loew’s State The-
atre at Los Angeles. Charles M. Thall, who
has been director of publicity for West
Coast Theatres, Inc., of Northern California,

has been promoted to the position of as-

sistant to General Manager Bowles, and in

turn his former duties have been turned
over to Frank Whitbeck.

D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., for a time con-
nected with the San Francisco branch of
Universal, has joined the staff of George M.
Mann, who conducts a chain of theatres in

the northern part of the State. He will
make his headquarters in San Francisco.

M. TT. Newman, western district manager
of Universal theatres, has returned to San
Francisco from a trip to the Northwest,
where he arranged hookings for the theatres
operated there. He will leave shortly for
Los Angeles to meet Carl Uaemmle, who has
arrived on the Coast for a short stay. “Why
Worry?” is In its fifth week at the new
Cameo Theatre and the end is not in sight,
there having been no signs of a falling off

in patronage. For the next attraction Carl
Laemmle has personally chosen “Thunder-
ing Dawn.” Manager Jack Howard is work-
ing on a prologue that promises to he a
winner.

Fred Decroteau, a recent arrival at San
Francisco from Massachusetts, where he had
charge of several houses for the New Eng-
land Amusement Co., has been placed in
charge of the Class "A” Theatre on Fillmore
street, operated by Mrs. C. W. Muir. The
house is being renovated and at the con-
clusion of this work Mrs. Muir will leave
for an extended eastern and southern trip.

Walter Barusch, of the publicity depart-
ment of the Herbert L. Rothchild Entertain-
ment, Inc., is throwing an unusual lot of
abandon into his work these days, the ex-
uberance being occasioned by the arrival
of a wee daughter to grace the Barusch
home.

The Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment.
Inc., has temporarily suspended its policy of
not advancing prices at the Imperial Thea-
tre for any attraction and will increase
prices for the forthcoming showing of “Little
Old New York” and “Greed.”

The Hyde Park hand, of Hyde Park, Mass.,
an organization of disabled World War vet-
erans financed by Marcus Loew, attended the
fifth annual American Legion encampment
at San Francisco and marched in the big
parade with a banner inscribed : “Thanks to
Marcus Loew.” In compliment to their ben-
efactor the visitors played at Loew’s War-
field Theatre twice a day during their stay
and also serenaded the Metro exchange.

The Alexandria Egyptian Theatre on
Geary street, San Francisco, is rapidly near-
ing completion and will be opened late in
November. Ben Black’s Band has been en-
gaged for a period of six months.

Clarence Brown, director of “The Acquit-
tal,” was a recent visitor at the Cameo The-
atre, San Francisco, and advised Manager
Jack Howard that he was searching for lo-
cations for several forthcoming productions,

Preliminary construction work has been
commenced on the picture theatre to be
erected on Foothill Boulevard, Oakland, Cal.,

for Max Blumenfeld.

Mrs. A. J. Twilegar, whose theatre at

Goldfield, Nev., was destroyed some time ago
in the fire which razed that city, has erected
a theatre building of stone and will open
this within a short time. The seating equip-
ment has been furnished by Walter Preddey,
of San Francisco.

The Hotel Vendome at San Jose, Cal., has
put in picture equipment to furnish enter-
tainment for guests.

The Franklin Theatre, Oakland, Cal., is

now being conducted under the management
of L. B. Gross. Changes are being made in

the lighting, seating and ventilating facili-

ties. The program will be changed twice a
week and prices have been reduced to 20
cents for matinees, except Sunday, and 30
cents for evenings and Sunday matinee, with
10 cents for children at all times.

Sam Dubois, of Dos Palos, Cal., is inspect-
ing theatres in the San Francisco field with
the idea of building a new house in his home
town.

Efforts were made to wreck the Virginia
Theatre, Virginia City, Nev., on the morning
of October 11, use being made of a charge
of dynamite. The full charge failed to ex-
plode, but the interior of the house was
ruined.

General Manager C. Floyd Hopkins, of

the Wilmer and Vincent interests in Har-
risburg, Pa., has been honored by the unan-
imous vote of the members of the Chamber
of Commerce of the Capital City electing

him to the presidency of that body.

Proprietor Samuel Blatt of the Owl Thea-
tre, Twentieth and South street, has become
associated with the Hodkinson exchange and
will handle both short and feature subjects
in the local territory in addition to conduct-
ing his theatre.

Kline Henderson, for many years associ-
ated with the Bennethum Circuit in its Phil-
adelphia, York, Baltimore and Coatsville
theatres, has severed his connection with
that firm and is now in charge of the New
Regent Theatre.

Although the Luna Theatre of Danville,
Pa., has passed into the control of the Com-
erford interests, its management will re-
main in the hands of the former proprietor,
Joseph Heim, who disposed of his equity in
the property to the new owyiers. The man-
agement of the Columbia Theatre of Bloom-
burg, Pa., which also recently passed under
the Comerford control, will be retained by
Paul Hummell, who formerly supervised its

business for Dr. G. W. Johns, the owner.

Manager John Newkirk of the Colonial
Theatre, Allentown, was host to the children
of Allentown on the third anniversary of
the opening of the theatre, when the kid-
dies were treated to a free showing of “Dad-
dy,” on October 18.

Managers of the Wilmer and Vincent the-
atres in the Harrisburg section enjoyed the
visit of Walter Vincent of the New York
headquarters, who made the rounds of the
various enterprises of which he is proprie-
tor. While in the State capital he consulted
with General Manager C. Floyd Hopkins as
to new policies to be put into operation in
the six theatres under the Wilmer and Vin-
cent control in the city.

New York’s Capitol when not besieged
by newspapermen seeking smooth en-
trance, sends the following worth while
tip to exhibitors:

“If there still are a few doubting souls
who question the far-reaching benefits

of radio, let them read and be convinced.
The worldly goods of S. L. Rothafel,
who puts the Capitol on the air every
Sunday night, have been enriched by
these tokens of esteem from radio fans:
“Fresh flowers, fresh fruit, fresh fish,

2 pairs of pink sleeve garters, 1 book of
poetry with the compliments of the au-
thor, 1 oil painting with the comps of

the artist, 141 ballads with the comps
of the composers, 7 original cartoons, 1

Airedale dog, 1 Police dog, 238 souvenir
postcards from radio fans on vacation,

17 ditto from honeymoon couples at Ni-

agara Falls, 92 ditto from ditto at Wash-
ington, D. C., 1 hand-embroidered whisk-
broom holder, 1 quart bottle of what-
have-you.”

The Circle Theatre has been opened on
Market street, San Francisco, adjoining
Loew’s Warfield Theatre, under the direc-
tion of Aaron Goldberg. The opening at-
traction was “Down to the Sea in Ships.”

The New Corning Theatre, at Corning, Cal.,

was recently damaged by fire, this being the
second fire within a few months.

Under the building plans of the J. L.
Chamberlain Amusement Company, there
will be erected on the site of the old Kaier
Opera House in Mahanoy City, Pa., a $300,-

000 picture house and business block. Dem-
olition of the old structure has just begun
and it is hoped to have the new theatre
ready for opening in the spring.

While continuing to manage the Strand
Theatre at Berwick, Pa., Oscar Althoff will
also take over the duties of booking agent
for the Family Theatre at Mahanoy City,
which will under the new policy of its man-
agement be conducted as a vaudeville and
picture theatre.

Burlesque has been added to the program
of the picture theatre conducted by A1
Gottesman of the Strand Theatre at Shen-
andoah, Pa.

It is the purpose of the, Panther Creek
Valley Amusement Company to complete the
building operations of the theatre now in
course of construction at Lansford, Pa., in
time for the opening of its doors on Thanks-
giving Day.

The lure of the picture game has again
drawn to its fold Martin P. Meyer, who re-
tired from, the business upon the sub-lease
of his theatre, the Diamond, of Hazleton,
Pa., and which he again took over a few
days ago.

Lee Haussman, son of Charles Haussman
of the Hippodrome Theatre. Pottsville, Pa.,
has been made manager of the newly opened
Stacy Theatre of Trenton, N. J.

About the middle of November the new
theatre which A. M. Pearlstine is erecting
in Coliegeville, Pa., will be ready for open-
ing and this will be run in conjunction with
a dance hall and hotel which adjoins the
new structure and also owned by Mr. Pearl-
stine. The new theatre provides for seats
for 300 and is the only mpvie house in the
town.

Hopkins of Harrisburg, Pa.,

Honored by Commerce Body
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Newspaper Films Hollywood
For Cleveland Picture Fans

A most unusual trip to the West Coast

by a newspaper editor is about complete,

and Billy Leyser. photoplay editor of the

Cleveland News, is on the way home with

several cans of negatives—same being a

photographic record of his visit to studio-

land. The News arranged to show them
first run in Reade’s Hippodrome upon Ley-

The hearing before the Indiana State Se-

curities Commission of the petition of the

Market-Circle Realty Company, which is

the holding company for the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation, for authority from

the commission to issue $600,000 of pre-

ferred stock to finance construction of a

new picture theatre on the northwest seg-

ment of Monument Circle, Indianapolis, has

been postponed until October 26. The hear-

ing was to have been held October 16, but

two members of the commission were un-

able to be present on that date.

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of In-

diana has filed a protest with the securities

commission against authorization of the

stock issue, charging; that Famous Players
cannot provide an adequate financial guar-
antee for the preferred stock. The crowd
that gathered at the state house for the

hearing Tuesday afternoon was the largest

that ever attended a hearing before the In-

diana commission.

Baby Marie Osborne, diminutive 11-year-

old star, was a guest in Goshen and Elk-
hart during the last week. She appeared in

person at the Jefferson Theatre in Goshen
and was well received. Baby Marie and her
father, Leon Osborne, were in Indiana vis-

iting relatives. They are on their way to

New York and expect to sail for Europe in

about three weeks.

ser’s return, and thereafter in the neighbor-

hood houses. They will and have received

considerable publicity.

Famous Players is rapidly getting into

shape for its new method of distributing its

product in Cleveland and northern Ohio. This
system, based upon percentage, will be in

nings. The meeting has been called by the
pastor of the Presbyterian church on behalf
of the Ministerial Association. Mr. Conley
recently announced his intention of operat-
ing the theatre on Sundays and so far has
been very successful in carrying out his

plans.

A branch office of the Consolidated Realty
and Theatres Corporation is now in opera-
tion in Vincennes under the management of
Herbert L. Swaggerty, formerly connected
with the Indianapolis branch of the concern.
The company has other branch offices in
Fort Wayne, Terre Haute and Evansville.

Pittsburgh
The Grand and Davis theatres, Pitts-

burgh, were showing Pathe’s Papyrus-Zev
race films in Pittsburgh thirty-six hours
after the race was run in New York.

Abraham Baltimore has purchased prop-
erty on East Long avenue, New Castle,
measuring 60x150 feet, on which he will erect
a modern picture theatre. Mr. Baltimore
operated the Strand Theatre at New Castle
for a number of years, and only recently
sold it.

operation the latter part of October. In
Cleveland either the State or the Allen The-
atre will be the scene of the experiment. To
introduce it, the film company and the the-
atre plans to run full-page ads.

The Stillman Theatre, in conjunction with
the Cleveland Candy Club, gave a big or-

phans’ party Saturday, October 13, the
“Sweetest Day in the Year.” It was one of

the biggest affairs of the kind ever held in

the city, almost 2.000 being in attendance.
The picture program was “Why Worry?”
and the Kleinschmidt Far North Adventure
pictures. The entire orchestra was on hand.

Mrs. Wallace Reid will be in Cleveland
the week of October 21, when her dope pic-

ture, “Human Wreckage,” will be shown in

the Circle Theatre, an east end house.

The girl at the piano, or the girl at the
organ, whichever the case may be, again
played the role of heroine in a film fire in

Cleveland. This time it happened in the
Fairyland Theatre on West 25th street. A
film caught fire in the operating booth. The
operator escaped from the booth through a
window to a roof, while the pianist. Miss
Selma Feneslaw, thumped the ivories louder
than usual and kept the attention of the au-
dience until firemen extinguished the blaze.

The machines were badly damaged.

George Siebenoller, formerly owner of the
Wind-a-meer Theatre, East Cleveland, has
purchased the Boulevard Theatre, on the
west side. He will redecorate the house and
alter the policy.

36 Hours Later
The Margaret Theatre, new picture house

with B. N. Johnson as manager, was opened
on October 23 at Huntington, Pa. The thea-
tre cost approximately $75,000. The build-
ing is 60x180 feet and two stories in height.
Mr. Johnson formerly managed the It The-
atre in the same town.

Arthur R. Doyle, theatre manager at Sis-
tersville, W. Va., has enrolled in the hole-
in-one club, making a No. 2 clean.

Postpone Indiana Hearing on
“Famous” Theatre Stock Issue

Zev-Papyrus Race Films in

Gustav G. Schmidt, president of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, will

go to Chicago on Monday to confer with di-

rectors and officials of exhibitor organiza-
tions in the Middle West in regard to a

date for a meeting at French Lick within
the next few weeks to organize for oppos-
ing the admission tax. Mr. Schmidt said
the meeting at French Lick will be much
bigger and of far greater importance than
at first believed. Exhibitor organizations in

practically every Middle Western state will

be represented, he said.

A mass meeting of all Frankfort residents
has been called for next week to protest
against the policy of the Conley Theatre in

remaining open Sunday afternoons and eve-

Ben Nadler has reopened his Prince The-
atre at Ambridge. having completed remod-
eling and enlarging same. The house now
seats 700, an increase of 250. New installa-
tions included a $10,000 pipe organ and ven-
tilating plant.

J. George Schweitzer, of Titusville; Wal-
ter Silverberg. Greenville; and Jack Marks.
Clarksburg, were recent Film Row visitors.

George Lasky. of the Strand Theatre.
Brownsville, conducts a confectionery store
in conjunction with his theatre. When film
salesmen visit him, he lets them help wait
on the candy trade while they are expound-
ing to him the merits of their productions.



lL Roach presents

from the famous book by

JACK LONDON
The story of a dog with a soul, in the old mad

days of the Yukon trail, when might made right,

and men and dogs had to fight to survive.



Hal Roach

y\ Feature
London's great book has passed thr<

edition after edition
;

it has been reac

millions; translated into foreign langu<

it is the greatest dog story that has ever

written.

Primitive passions, love,

revenge, bravery and cowai

stamp the picture from sta

finish. It is an epic of th<

North, thrilling, beautiful,

pealing.

It is a picture for every <

ence.

•
- „ •



Though not yet shown to the re-

viewers, several trade papers
ucaught ” the picture at its pre-

release in Los Angeles

“A production that has univer-

sal appeal. . . Hal Roach has

cut loose with a punch that reg-

isters. . . A picture that will

appeal to everyone who likes a

whiff of the open with a tang
of the north. . . All the spirit

of the London classic has been
retained and it is a thoroughly
interesting and novel produc-
tion. . . Some remarkable pho-
tography. . . Action moves
with a fine sweep and is ani-
mated with the utmost sincerity.

Marvellous snow scenes,
bleak wastes and wonderful sil-

houettes. Mr. Roach need have
no fear for the success of his

first dramatic effort. . . It

should prove a money-maker
for the exhibitor.”—-Exhibitors
Trade Review.

“A very satisfactory adaptation
of Jack London’s novel. . . Pro-
vides fine entertainment. . .

Should prove a satisfactory au-
dience picture anywhere.”—Film
Daily.

“Pictorially beautiful with plenty
of red-blooded action. . . All

will find real enjoyment in this

offering. Will undoubtedly prove
a real box office magnet.”—At-
lanta Weekly Film Review.

Pafhepicture
vjy



Booked, before release,by the

Southern Enterprises

for every key city from Dallas to Char-

lotte, and from Memphis to Jackson-

ville.

Premier showing at The California

Theatre, Los Angeles, extend-

ed to a second week in re-

sponse to the demand. In-

creased attendance at every

performance; enthusiastically

praised by press and public.

A Picture Big Enough for the Biggest

Pafhepicture



Robert Z- Leonard

presents

MAE MURRAY

THE FRENCH
DOLL”

A Metro Picture
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“JUS' PASSIN’ THROUGH”
first of a series of two reel comedies

starring Will Rogers. Produced by Hal

&
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Paramount presents

POLA NEGRI
in a Herbert Brenon

production

"THE
SPANISH
DANCER"

with I

Antonio Moreno /
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"ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH’’
a J. Stuart Black* /i Production

to be released by Vitagraph.

.mm



Distinctive Pictures presents "THE STEADFAST HEART
with Margaret Courtot. Mary AWen and William Mack.

Distributed bv Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan



William Fox presents

NORTH OF HUDSON
with Tom Mix

a Fox Picture
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Inspiration Pictures presents

Richard Barthelmess

in

TWENTY ONE
A First National Attraction



THE LAST HOUR 1

' with Milton 5.11*.

Carmel Myers and Pat O'Malley

SECRETS I

OF PARIS''*
w rnLcwCodv I

i no Dolorr. I

Cissenel 1
' I

Four C. C. Burr productions

now being distributed in the

South and West by the En -

terprise Distributing Corp.

Atlanta. Charlotte, New
Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma

City, St. Louis, Kansas City

and Omaha.

“LUCK
with Johnny

|

Hines and
I

I Violet Mei
I sereau

you ARE GUILTY
with Jatnr* K'dcwood
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OFFER FOR THE INDEPENDENT MARKET

FRED THOMSON
in a Series of Six Western Pictures

“THE MASK OF LOPEZ” “THE SHERIFF OF TOMBSTONE”
“NORTH OF NEVADA”
“SHADOWS OF THE SAGE

“RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE”
“THE DESERT RANCH”

THE EXCELLENCE AND DISTINCTION OF EACH PICTURE
OF THIS SERIES ARE WORTHY OF YOUR CONSIDERATION

Action : Thrills : Suspense : Stunts : Romance

Presenting FRED THOMSON supported by

HAZEL KEENER
GEORGE MAGRILL
WILFRED LUCAS
DICK SUTHERLAND

DOT FARLEY

PEE WEE HOLMES JOSEPH SWICKARD
BOB REEVES TAYLOR GRAVES
JOE BUTTERWORTH DAVID KIRBY
CHESTER CONKLIN FRANK HAGNEY

Produced and Supervised bjl

HARRY J. BROWN

and his Horse, SILVER KING

Directed S> ^
ALBERT ROGELL

5(2 FfPTH 5665
Cable A(7PRess /'Pf6M6N6*’
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FRED THOMSON, on Silver King

. ,

•
' Leading man in

"THE LOVE LIGHT" witk MARY PICKFORD

"JUST AROUND THE CORNER”—A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
“OATH-BOUND” witk DUSTIN FARNUM

Featured in

UNIVERSAL SERIALS—“THE EAGLE’S TALONS” and “THE LOST SUBMARINE”
to be released skortly.



Straightfrom ilie ShoulderReports
A DF.PARTMENT FOR. THE INFORMATION OF EXHIBITORS

EDITED BY A. VAN BUREN POWELL

Associated Exhibitors
DESTROYING ANGEL. (6.000 feet).

Star, Leah Baird. Did remarkable business
for three days. Great picture. You can’t

make a mista'e in booking this one. Used
regular advertising. Attendance. 4,700. Draw
best class in city of 18,000. R. Luis, Vir-
ginia Theatre, Fairmont, West Virginia.

WHEN HUSBANDS DECEIVE. (5,608
feet). Star, Leah Baird. These people are
making some real features, and 1 can buy
them right. I’ve never been disappointed
yet in a picture with this star and my box-
office is beginning to show it. Always hook
something with them for the ' ids and you
hit the whole family. Used slides and door
knob hangers. Had extra good attendance.
Draw middle class in town of 3,150. Steve
Delandi, Joyland Theatre, Bethel, Pennsyl-
vania.

F. B. O
BISHOP OF OZARKS. (4.852 feet). Star

cast. We packed ’em in on this one. Every-
one well pleased. A good picture. Bock
it and advertise it big. A story of the
Ozark mountains. A picture you can boost
to the limit. Went over big to a record-
breaking house. Used ones, threes, sixes,

newspaper. Moral tone O. K. and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had great attendance.
Draw mixed class in town of 3.000. Admis-
sion 10-20. J. R. Long, Opera House (500
seats). Fort Payne, Alabama.

COLLEEN OF THE PINES. (4,738 feet).

Star cast. This picture is one that will go
over big if advertised right and you will

satisfy ninety-five per cent, of the patrons.
Don’t be afraid to run it as a second-run
picture. This idea of running first-run in

small theatres is only putting the cash into
the exchange’s pocket. Run good pictures
but buy them cheap and keep the cash your-
self. Had capacity attendance. Admission
ten cents. E. H. Haubrook, Ballard Theatre,
Seattle, Washington.

DESERT DRIVEN. (5.840 feet). Star,
Harry Carey. A typical western that’s
bound to please. Patrons well pleased. Carey
always pleases. Used ones, threes, photos.
Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had extra good attendance. Draw
mixed class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-

20. J. R. Long, Opera House (500 seats),
Fort Payne, Alabama.

THIRD ALARM. (6.700 feet). Star cast.
One of the best ever shown here; however,
did not make any money on two day run,
benefit for baseball team. Advertising slants,
every known way. Attendance, one good
house in two nights. Draw farmers in town
of 450. Admission 13-22. J. R. Rush, Pas-
time Theatre (240 seats), Pearl City, Illinois.

First National
BRIGHT SHAWL. (7,500 feet). Star,

Richard Barthelmess. This is a knockout.
A wonderful production. Barthelmess and
Miss Gish do splendid acting. Pleased one
hundred per cent. Had a good house two
nights. Costumes and photography won-
derful. Made some money. Give us more
like it. Has good moral tone. Good at-
tendance. Draw country and small town

“It is my utmost desire to be of

some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib-

itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-
itor will be omitted. Use this de-

partment to help your selection of

pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-
rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month an Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-

dex will be cumulative, giving the
reports for that month and those
previously appearing, for a period
of six months. Use the tips and
send all you can to help other ex-
hibitors.

class in town of 2,5(10. C. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity Theatre, David, Nebraska.

CIRCUS DAYS. (6.000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Excellent entertainment. Pleased
all. Paid a little high, but made one of best
net profit weeks. Had good attendance.
Draw best class in city of 53,000. Admis-
sion 10, 15, 30. J. A. Flournoy, Criterion
Theatre (569 scats), Macon, Georgia.

DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star. Jackie Coo-
gan. Very good picture. Best he ever
made. Had tent show as opposition. Used
threes, photos, program, paper. Had fair

attendance. Draw working class in town
of 3,850. Admission 10, 10-15, 10-25. Wal-
ter E. Greenwood. Star Theatre (238 seats),
Union City, Pennsylvania.

DULCY. (6.859 feet). Star, Constance
Talmadge. Excellent picture. Constance
was great in this one and her picture pleased
all seeing it. William Noble, Empress The-
atre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800
feet). Star, Sylvia Breamer. A picture that
pleased and although it did no very great
business was acclaimed to be good enter-
tainment by those who saw it. Usual ad-
vertising brought fairly good attendance.
Draw health seekers and tourists. Dave
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Sara-
nac Lake, New York.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7,425 feet).

Star cast. An excellent picture, full of hu-
man interest from start to finish. No mis-
ta e can be made in booking this one.
William Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,
Douglas MacLean. Not so good as the
“Hottentot” and the action is not so rapid
as the title would have you believe; how-
ever, it was satisfactory for a Sunday
showing, clean and fairly clever, but it

lacked the movement and comedy that is

expected of MacLean. Arthur E. Hancock,
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.

ONE CLEAR CALL. (7.450 feet). Star
cast. Good picture, pleased all who saw it.

Had average attendance. Draw general

class in town of 800. Admission 10-30.

Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats),
Irvington. California.

PENROD. (8.037 feet). Star, Wesley
Barry. The kind of picture that draws well
in a small town. Bought it right. Had fair

crowd on a stormy night. Admission 10-25.

Advertising slants, star, author. Had good
attendance. Draw town and country class

in town of 700. J. B. Carter, Electric The-
atre, Browning, Missouri.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star,

Benny Alexander. A Booth Tarkington pic-

ture that's very fine. Play it and go after
it right and you can do some business if

business there be in the town. You're going
to give up for this. That’s a way First Na-
tional has, but you can get something out
of this after the smo<c has cleared away,
if you don't mortgage the show house. A
craC'Crjaek. It's just that. Advertised with
heralds and everything. Had excellent at-

tendance. Draw health seekers and tour-
ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Laxe, New York.

R. S. V. P. (6 reels). Star, Charles Ray.
This is the poorest one Charles ever made.
If you've bought it you’d belter hide after
the show. Had fair attendance. Draw small
town and rural class in town of 1,474. Ad-
mission 5-10-20. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.

SKIN DEEP. (6,500 feet). Star. Milton
Sills. A picture that everybody enjoyed.
Plenty of action brings this picture' high.

Usual posters brought good attendan e.

Draw all classes in town of 1,000. Admission
15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre, South
Fallsburg, New York.

SKIN DEEP. (6,500 feet). Star, Milton
Sills. Splendid melodrama that pleased well
here. Played it during convention of Amer-
ican Legion because of its especial appeal
to Legionnaires. A picture that would
please any time and ought to register well
at the box office. Advertising slants, star,

Incc. and the novel story. Good attendance,
drawing all classes in city of 14,000. Ad-
mission 10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand (600
seats), Liberty (750 seats), Jonesboro, Ar-
kansas.

SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6.400 feet).

Star, Dorothy Phillips. Quite good. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 7,400. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick
Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

SLIPPY McGEE. (6,299 feet). Star cast.

Will get by and that’s all. Well acted but
not a great story the way it is screened,
not bad either. So it’s worth a program
price. Nothing more and at that figure will

please you. Usual advertising brought fair

attendance. Draw health seekers and tour-
ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 feet). Star,
Douglas McLean. Patrons thought this a

very likeable picture and turned out corre-
spondingly. Usual advertising brought good
attendance. Draw health seekers and tour
ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

WITHIN THE LAW. (8.034 feet). Star,

Norma Talmadge. Good “crook” picture.

Lew Cody and Eileen Percy good in sup-
porting cast. Town of 3,720. C. F. Kreigh-
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baum, Paramount Theatre (300 seats),

Rochester, Indiana.

WOMAN’S PLACE. (5,645 feet). Star,
Constance Talmadge. Comedy drama of the
highest class. Constance at her best.

Pleased ninety per cent, or better. Al-
though an old picture, it is well worth
showing. Film was in good condition. Even
the "blood and thunder” fans made favor-
able comments on this one. Good moral
tone, suitable for Sunday. Had fair at-

tendance, drawing general class in town
of about 1.000. Admission 10-20. H. H.
Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville, Lou-
isiana.

Fox
FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR.

(5.787 feet). Star cast. Pleased the audi-
ence. Has good moral tone and is suitable
for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Mrs. J.

B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, Cal-
ifornia.

FOOTLIGHT RANGER. (4,729 feet).

Star, William Russell. Nothing to rave
about. Gets by if Russell is popular. Role
doesn’t suit Mr. Russell. We are accus-
tomed to look for action from him. Not
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw residential class in town of 1,500. Ad-
mission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Liberty The-
atre (250 seats), Port Orchard, Washington.

FOX SPECIALS. Have played “Over The
Hill.” “Queen of Sheba,” “Connectict
Yankee,” "Salome,” “Fast Mail,” and the
“Town That Forgot God.” Have made a
nice profit on each of them and pleased my
patrons. Have good moral tone and are
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw town and country class in town of

700. J. B. Carter, Electric Theatre, Brown-
ing, Missouri.

LOVEBOUND. (4,407 feet). Star, Shirley
Mason. Weak little program picture that
gets by with star's friends. Advertising
slants, star’s name is all. Had average at-

tendance. Draw all classes in city of 14,000.

Admission 10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand &
Liberty Theatre (750-500 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

MAN’S SIZE. (4,316 feet). Star, William
Russell. An average program picture. Some
action, some nice scenery, nothing extra but
will be liked by eighty percent. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W. Strayer,
Smith Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsyl-
vania.

MIXED FACES. (4,400 feet). Star, Wil-
liam Russell. A program picture that will

please but not enthuse. We re used to
seeing Russell in a more vigorous role. Print
in excellent shape. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good at-

tendance. Draw residential class in town of
1,500. Admission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Lib-
erty Theatre (250 seats), Port Orchard,
Washington.

MOONSHINE VALLEY. (5,619 feet). Star,
William Farnum. A very good outdoor
drama. Will not stand close dissection but,
as a whole, will satisfy lovers of the rugged
type of story. Draw all classes in city of
14,000. Admission 10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand
and Liberty Theatres (750-500 seats), Jones-
boro, Arkansas.

MY FRIEND THE DEVIL. (9,555 feet).

Star cast. A good picture, but long way
from a special. They won’t go out and talk
about this and they won’t come back and
see it second time. Draw rural class in

town of 955. Admission 10-30. Fred J.
Jones, Rialto Theatre (250 seats), Nelson,
Nebraska.

PAWN TICKET 210. (4,871 feet). Star,
Shirley Mason. A good program picture. C.

\

Between Ourselves
A get-together place where

we can talk things over

What would a producer say if

an exhibitor told him, “I’m show-
ing that big feature of yours
tonight. I’m leaving out about
six titles; probably there will be
half a dozen big scenes cut short.

“Oh, yes—and the film will be
stopped a few times at unexpected
places. Besides, the climax of the
whole picture will be chopped up.”
Mr. Producer would go right up

in the air!

Then why let his exchanges
send to exhibitors prints that
ARE IN THAT CONDITION?

VAN.

F. Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Ro-
chester, Indiana.

SECOND HAND LOVE. Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. This latest star picture of

“Buck” Jones is entirely out of the ordinary
in story and action to those previously done
by him. Much action and capable direc-
tion made a hit with everybody. Advertis-
ing slants, lithos. Had good attendance.
Draw working class in town of 3,500. Ad-
mission 10-25. Henry W. Nauman, Majestic
Theatre (300 seats). Elizabeth, Pennsylvania.

THREE JUMPS AHEAD. (4,854 feet).

Star, Tom Mix. Some hard riding, good-
sub-titles, an attractive- leading lady Alma
Bennett, a few thrills, and comedy make
this a good western. Tom Mix always draws
well for me. One person didn’t care much
for this but said that was probably due to

the fact that he had seen Tom in “Soft
Boiled” just a few days before. C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,
Indiana.

THREE WHO PAID. (4,800 feet). Star,

Dustin Farnum. A high class western that
pleased everybody. This is the type of pic-

ture that is well suited to Dustin’s acting.

He never fails to please in an out-door pic-

ture. Moral tone fair. Good Saturday night
picture. Had good attendance. Draw better
class in town of 800. Admission 10-30. F.

G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irving-
ton, California.

TRUXTON KING. (5,613 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. Here is a great picture sold at a

program price. Could really be called a spec-
ial only the title is too weak for that. But
the picture is there. Usual allotment of pos-
ters, brought good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25.

Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre, South Falls-

burg, New York.

VILLAGE BLACKSMITH. (8 reels). Star
cast. Good story. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-
ville, California.

WHO ARE MY PARENTS. Star cast.

An exceptionally good picture that will please

most any audience. William Noble,
Orpheum Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Goldwyn
BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN. (4,983

feet). Star cast. Good, not big but good
clear picture. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.

Draw mixed class in town of 1,000. Admis-
sion 10-40. L. S. Goolsby, Royal Theatre
(245 seats), Marvell, Arkansas.

RAGGED EDGE. (6,800 feet). Star cast.

Seven drawn out reels which could have
been put in four. Good acting but no plot,

direction very poor and a great disappoint-
ment. Usual advertising brought good at-

tendance. Draw miners and railroad men in

town of 3,000. Admission 35-10. Giles Mas-
ter, Strand Theatre, Gallup, New Mexico.

SHERLOCK HOLMES. (8.000 feet). Star,

John Barrymore. One of the best pictures
of last year. Raised admission on this one.
Suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw tourists in town of 470. G. H. Jenkin-
son, Victor Theatre (250 seats), Minocqua,
Wisconsin.

SHERLOCK HOLMES. (8,000 feet). Star,

John Barrymore. Very good picture, little

too long to suit our crowds. Wonderful
acting. Paid too much; lost money. Not
suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance.
Draw mixed class in mining town. Admis-
sion 15-25. J. Ceva, Jr., Enterprise The-
atre, Glenalum, West Virginia.

SHERLOCK HOLMES. (8.000 feet). Star,

John Barymore. A little long for hot weath-
er, but the attraction pleased. Acting very
good, followed the stage play, showing all

the high lights. It was a good attraction,

thank the Lord. Not much moral tone, and
is not suitable for me for Sunday showing.
Had fair attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 7,000. Admission 5-20. Ned Ped-
igo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie,
Oklahoma.

SOULS FOR SALE. (7,864 feet). Star,

Barbara LaMarr. Picture good and pleased
all seeing it. William Noble, Folly Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Hodkinson
WHILE PARIS SLEEPS. (4,850 feet).

Star cast. Short and snappy. A good light

summer story. No chance for Chaney or

Gilbert either in this picture. Photography
good, print in good shape. Had poor at-

tendance. Draw rural class in town of 955.

Admission 10-30. Fred J. Jones, Rialto The-
atre (250 seats), Nelson, Nebraska.

Metro
ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VAL-

IANT. (6,265 feet) Star cast. A thrilling

sea story with a cast that is a treat to

watch. The whaling expeditions are vividly

realistic. The title isn’t good enough for the

picture. Has fair moral tone. Not suitable

for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
rural and small town class in town of 286.

Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell. Legion
Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

FIGHTING MAD. (5,436 feet). Star. Wil-
liam Desmond. An older Metro feature
that pleased Saturday night crowds. How
the kids did yell. A good program picture

for the "little feller,” especially if you have
shown “Three Musketeers.” LT

sed slide, bill-

boards. Had good attendance. Draw coun-
try class and summer visitors in town of

800. Admission usually 10-25. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats), Chester,

Vermont.
FORGOTTEN LAW. Star, Milton Sills.

Boys, if any of you have passed this one up
get it now. The cast is capable and the

story is very effective. Left “good taste”

with patronage. Has good moral tone and
is as good as a sermon. Had good attend-

ance. Draw rural and small town class in

town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Rus-
sell, Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cushing,
Iowa.

NOISE IN NEWBORO. (5,300 feet). Star,

Viola Dana. Here is a good one. My patrons
thought this one was extra good and it
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Tips on Some Recent Releases
went over big. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre,
Russellville, Kentucky.

PEG ’O MY HEART. (7,900 feet). Star,

Laurette Taylor. Good picture. Pleased.
Draw family class in city of 17,000. Admis-
sion 17-28. J. M. Blanchard, Strand Thea-
tre (800 seats), Sunbury, Pennsylvania.

SHERLOCK BROWN. (4,800 feet). Star,

Bert Lytell. Bert Lytell is popular with
quite a few people here but this show no
one liked. Impossible, foolish, silly, such
were the comments. That’s enough isn’t

it? Had poor attendance. Draw mixed class

in city of 110,000. Admission 10-20. A1 C.

Werner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading,
Pennsylvania.

TOLL OF THE SEA. (4,600 feet). Star,

Anna May Wong. The exhibitor who books
this will coin money; an excellent produc-
tion. One of the most beautiful pictures
exhibited here for a long time. Should
please all. Gasps of delight. Has very good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw mixed class in town
of 3,000. Admission 15-25. Joseph L. Katz,
Lyric Theatre, (350 seats), Woodbine, New
Jersey.

WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS. (7,706
feet). Star cast. A picture that didn’t mean
anything much at this box office and the
general verdict, the worst picture Rex
Ingram has directed. Can’t see much money
in this for exhibitors. Used heralds, etc.

Had fair attendance. Draw health seekers,
and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Thea-
tre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

Paramount
ADAM AND EVA. (7,153 feet). Star,

Marion Davies. Now here you went and
gave us eight of the longest reels we ever
heard of in this little flimsy old story that
could have been done in four reels. What
did we tell you about this long drawn out
stuff? Don’t you know that people are tired
of it? Take a tumble to yourself. Had worst
attendance. Draw society class in town of
7,000. Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard
Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

ADAM’S RIB. (9,526 feet). Star cast.
Absolutely too long. Personally I walked
out on this one and had “oodles” of company.
T. H. Whittemore, Newcastle, California.

BACK HOME AND BROKE. (7,814
feet). Star, Thomas Meighan. One of Meigh-
an’s best. Played this three days in middle
of the week; business picked up each night.
We need more like it. Used newspaper,
twenty-fours, threes, ones, lobby and her-
alds. General patronage in town of 3,000.
We get the best pictures and have no sum-
mer slump. W. B. Renfroe, Dream Thea-
ture, Sedro-Wooley, Washington.

BACK HOME AND BROKE. (7,817 feet).
Star, Thomas Meighan. We opened the house
after being closed eight weeks with this
and we got the “haha” for the title just
fitted. Good picture, as you’ve heard before.
Moral tone O. K. Suitable for S unday. Fair
attendance. Draw student and family class
in town of 4,000. Admission 10-22. R. J. Relf,
Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. The best thing
this star has turned out to date, opened
good but fell off on the end of the week due
to heat. Local censors passed without cuts.
Has spicey moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw high class
m city of 75,000. Admission 28-40-55. W. H.
Lusher, Strand Theatre (900 seats), Pasa-
clena, California.

BURNING SANDS. (6,909 feet). Star, Mil-
.
ton Sills. A good picture of its kind, but

j

too many like this shown before. Suitable
for Sunday. Had fair attendance, drawing
family and student classes in town of 4,000.

THREE WISE FOOLS (Goldwyn).
Here is one of the Real Big Pictures. I

played it against the stiffest opposition
possible and cleaned up. King Vidor
has given the motion picture world a
gem. Al. Hamilton, Rialto Theatre,
South Norwalk, Connecticut.
MERRY GO ROUND (Universal).

Here is a real good picture and one that
is a real special; one of the most beau-
tiful stories ever told upon the screen
and the picture pleased everyone. I

started to work on this one three weeks
before I showed it. Giles Master, Strand
Theatre, Gallup, New Mexico.
WHY WORRY? (Pathe). Pleased

my patrons equally as well as Lloyd’s
previous successes. In my estimation as

good as any of the Lloyds and it is cer-

tainly different. The giant will send
everyone away wondering. Not worth
an increase in film rental over “Safety
Last” but I paid a third more. C. W.
Cupp, Royal Theatre, Arkadelphia, Ar-
lt3.H 5 PIS

MERRY GO ROUND (Universal).
This is one of the best pictures that

ever adorned the screen. Really great.
Something decidedly different. It is

lavish. It is big. William Noble, Cri-
terion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa.
HER DANGEROUS PATH (Pathe-

Serial). A different type of serial. At-
tracts a different type of patrons, es-

pecially the ladies. I admitted all ladies

free on opening night. M. J. Bradley,
Airdome Theatre, Thornton, Arkansas.
FRENCH DOLL (Metro). While a

very good picture, not up to Mae Mur-
ray’s standard. Do not raise admission
prices. It will please seventy-five per
cent, but may disappoint Murray fans.

Fair moral tone, not suitable for Sun-
day in small town. J. A. Harvey, Strand
Theatre, Vacaville, California.

CIRCUS DAYS (First National). Did
not draw the adults as expected but
more than pleased those who came.
Made money at that; second night bet-

ter than first. It’s a very good picture
and better than “Oliver Twist.” J. A.
Harvey, Strand Theatre, Vacaville, Cal-
ifornia.

Admission 10-22. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre
(600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.

BURNING SANDS. (6,909 feet). Star cast.

This feature did more business for me than
many specials. Played to full houses at

regular admission, and pleased one hun-
dred percent. Many liked it better than the
“Sheik.” Would advise all exhibitors to use
this one. Used heralds, slide, boards, photos,
window cards. Had capacity audiences.
Draw farmers, summer visitors, townspeople
in town of 800. Admission varies, usually
10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall (250
seats), Chester, Vermont.

DARK SECRETS. (4,337 feet). Star,
Dorothy Dalton. A fair program picture.
Should please, heard no kicks. William
Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

DAUGHTER OF LUXURY. (4,538 feet).

Star, Agnes Ayres. A fair program picture.
Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had fair attendance. Draw general
class in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Leal
Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.

DICTATOR. (5,221 feet). Star, Wallace
Reid. This is a very good picture with
plenty of action and comedy. Draw small
town class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-

25. W. E. Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre (425
seats), Neillsville, Wisconsin.

DRUMS OF FATE. (5 reels). Star, Mary
Miles Minter. Slow, long drawn out picture,
with good cast of actors. Has its good points.
Love drama, suitable for Sunday. Fair at-
tendance, drawing middle and lower class,

residential district of big city. Admission
15 matinee, 25 cents evenings. J. F. Enos,
New Lyceum Theatre (1,260 seats), San
Francisco, California.

DRUMS OF FATE. (5 reels). Star, Mary
Miles Minter. A truthful drama of woman’s
frailty and youth’s glorious courage that
will warm every heart. The story tells of
a woman who loved once and married twice
and then risked her honor and life to win
back her first love. No mistake will be
made in booking this one. William Noble,
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
DRUMS OF FATE. (5 reels). Star, Mary

Miles Minter. Liked by about fifty percent
of our audience. A very, very ordinary pro-
gram picture. Our first of the super thirty-
nine from Paramount. Hope the rest are
better. Had average attendance. Draw better
class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.
A. Anglemire “Y” Theatre (400 seats),
Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

DRUMS OF FATE. (5 reels). Star cast.

Little entertainment value here and patrons
voted it tedious. As to box office value
would term it a lemon. Al C. Werner, Royal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

EBB TIDE. Star cast. Pleased an average
Wednesday crowd. Two reels too long.
Film punk. Has good moral tone and is

too rough for Sunday. Had good attend-
ance. Draw small town class in town of

1,200. Admission 10-25, 15-35. S. G. Harsh,
Princess Theatre (250 seats), Mapleton,
Iowa.

EXCITERS. (5,039 feet). Star cast. A
very satisfactory and pleasing picture all

the way. It seems to be the type the movie
audiences of today like best. Miss Daniels
is good and Antonio Moreno is particularly
good, putting over a crook-detective role

in a manner that pleased. Our people
seemed to like it very much for three nights.
Not exactly suitable for Sunday. Had ex-
cellent attendance. Draw general working
class in city of 18,000. Admission 10-20-30.

Ben L. Morris, Temple and Olympic thea-
tres, Bellaire, Ohio.

FOR THE DEFENCE. Star, Ethel Clay-
ton. Another old one. Just got by here. Star
has quite a following due to her splendid
personal reputation. This is just a good
program picture. Not ideal for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in city

of 14,000. Admission 10-25. E. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre (750 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

GO-GETTER. (7,771 feet). Star, Roy
Barnes. In six reels this would have been
a hundred per cent plus picture. Film fine.

Has absolutely clean moral tone and is suit-
able for Sunday. Had below average at-
tendance. Draw small town class in town
of 1,200. Admission 10-25, 15-35. S. G.
Harsh, Princess Theatre (250 seats), Maple-
ton, Iowa.

GREAT IMPERSONATION. (6,658 feet).
Star cast. Fair program picture. Some liked
it and some did not care for it. Will get
by if you don’t promise much. Used ones,
slide. Had good attendance. Draw better
class in town of 800. Admission 10-30. T.
Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.

GRUMPY. (5,621 feet). Star Theodore
Roberts. One of the most intelligently
handled pictures I’ve seen. Roberts is great,
balance of cast capable and the clever
handling of the simple story will delight the
better element. It pleased extra' well for
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as. Has good moral tone and is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in city of 14.000. Admission 10-25. E.

W. Collins, Grand Theatre (750 seats),

Jonesboro. Arkansas.

HOLLYWOOD. (8.100 feet). Star cast.

Two days is our usual maximum run but
we gave this one four days at raised prices.

Held up for good business all days. Created
much discussion which brought business.
Everyone satisfied. Good moral tone, suit-

able for Sunday. Attendance better than
usual. Draw all classes in town of 8.000. J.

E. Madison, Idaho Theatre, Twin Falls,

Idaho.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7.000 feet). Star
cast. An exceedingly interesting picture and
well worth seeing. It's a bracing yarn of

the world of ships. Swift as a gale and as
mighty as the sea. William Noble. Criterion
Theatre, O lahoma City, Oklahoma.

JAVA HEAD. (7,365 feet). Star cast. A
peculiar combination here. A beautiful pro-
duction, intelligently staged, but the two
leading feminine members of cast are en-
tirely miscast. Leatrice Joy does not look
well as the Manchu Princess and Jacqueline
Logan cannot play the American g.rl. Cos-
tume paper kept them out. Why do they
try to force costume stuff on us? Moral
tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday. Had
very poor attendance. Draw all classes in

city of 14.000. Admission 10-25. E. W.
Collins, Grand Theatre (750 seats), Jones-
boro, Arkansas.

KICK IN. (7,074 feet). Star, Bert Lytell.

An exceptionally good crook story that was
admirably produced. Lytell shows to ad-
vantage in this type of a picture. Supporting
cast good. T. H. Whittcmore, Newcastle,
California.

KICK IN. (7,074 feet). Star cast. Good pro-
duction. Has very good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-
ville, California.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6.387 feet).

Star. Dorothy Dalton. A program picture
very similar to "The Sheik." possibly better.

Lots of action, well produced but producers
should realize that patrons are tired of ori-

ental stuff. Advertising slant, state it is

equal to "The Sheik” with the action of a

serial. Good attendance, drawing farmers
and retired farmers in town of 2.500. Ad-
mission 10-20 and 10-25. H. J. Longaker,
Howard Theatre (350 seats), Alexandria,
Minnesota.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. Stood well and
pleased the people. William Noble, Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star. Dorothy Dalton. Good picture that
pleased my audience. Fast moving drama
that ought to please anyone. Dalton is a

good drawing card here. Good moral tone;
suitable for Sunday. Good attendance, draw-
ing all classes in town of 2,500. Admission
10 to 55. Adolph Schutz, Liberty Theatre
(500 seats), Silver City, New Mexico.

MAKING A MAN. (6 reels). Star, Jack
Holt. Good picture but not as good as

“While Satan Sleeps.” It is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw tour-

ists in town of 470. H. Jenkinson, Victor
Theatre (250 scats), Minocqua, Wisconsin.

MISSION MILLIONS. (5,870 feet). Star,

Alice Brady. Clever crook drama. Film fine.

Has good moral tone. Not suitable for Sun-
day. Had poor attendance. Draw small town
class in town of 1,200. Admission 10-25, 15-

35. S. G. Harsh, Princess Theatre (250 scats),

Mapleton, Iowa.

NTH COMMANDMENT. (7.339 feet).

Star, Colleen Moore. A fair show of some
human interest. Patrons commented favor-

ably on it and several were quite enthusias-

tic in their praise. Al. C. VVerner, Royal
Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

A Late Vitagrapli

MAN NEXT DOOR (Vita-
graph)). An entertaining picture
with good comedy. Will not
please the women, but the men
will like it. Not the type a woman
cares for, but they won’t kick
very much on it. Print good.
Draw university students and
better class. P. A. Wills, Park
Theatre, Champaign, Illinois.

ONLY 38. (6,175 feet). Star ca^t. Good
cast; well acted and very pleasing. Did aver-
age business with regular advertising. Draw
general class in town of 800. Admission 10-

30. Frank G. Leal. Leal Theatre (246 seats),
Irvington, California.

ONLY 38. (6,175 feet). Star cast. Cork-
ing good picture. Pleased most all of them.
Story was new, keen, fine, and dandy. Play
it boys and you will be pleased so will the
congregation. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Good attendance.
Draw society class in town of 7.000. Admis-
sion 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre,
Guthrie, Oklahoma.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES. Prints tore
all up. Leaders gone .

1 Ends gone. All ex-
hibitors in small towns should write them
up. Good picture, bum prints. W. C. Mc-
Intire, Rose Theatre, Burlington, North
Carolina.

RACING HEARTS. (5.600 feet). Star,
Agnes Ayres. A splendid automobile story
and a picture that most anyone should en-
joy. William Noble, Rialto Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. (7,518 feet).

Star, Betty Compson. Very, very good pic-
ture; pleased all. Suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 1,900. Admission 10-25. Strand Theatre
(300 seats), Pierce, Nebraska.

TO THE LAST MAN. (6,965 feet). Star,
Lois Wilson. A rousing romance of the early
West with the tremendous sweep of ac-
tion for which the author is noted. Pro-
duced under Zane Grey's personal super-
vision, and actually screened in the pic-

turesque cattle and sheep country of Ari-
zona. The picture is splendid. See it for

yourself and be convinced. William Noble,
Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa.

WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (5.700

feet). Star, Betty Compson. This picture
with two very fine stars has more thrills

and more action than any other picture there-
fore will please your audience. I am sure

YOU CANT FOOL YOUR WIFE. (5,703

feet). Stars, Leatrice Joy, Lewis Stone. Good
picture of its class; too long, could have
been in five reels. Miss Joy, Miss Naldi and
Mr. Stone do good work. Paid too much
for this so did not come out. It might pull

in some sections of the country but didn’t

do much here. Pleased about sixty per
cent. Fair moral tone, suitable for Sunday.
Fair attendance of all classes in town of 2,-

500. Admission 10 to 55. Adolph Schutz,
Liberty Theatre (500 seats), Silver City, New
Mexico.

YOUNG RAJAH. (7,705 feet). Star, Ro-
dolph Valentino. I was afraid of this fea-

ture, as I have read so many adverse criti-

cisms, but I only wish all the pictures on
the market were as good entertainment as

this one. It pleased a greater percentage
of the audience than “Blood and Sand." The
price was right. Paramount has always
been fair on film rentals with me, and they

send along a print instead of an apology
for your money. "The Young Rajah” will

please any type of audience. I used slide,

billboards and Paramount Week advertis-

ing. A very stormy night, so the attendance
was poor. Used slide, heralds, billboards.

Draw townspeople and farmers in town of

800 Admission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont

Pathe
SAFETY LAST. (6,400 feet). Star, Harold

Lloyd. Lloyd's comedies draw them in and
please everyone. The kids went wild about
it and some came the second time to see

it. It is there. Had good attendance, S. R.
O. Draw better class in town of 4,500. Ad-
mission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Thea-
tre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

Preferred
THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS.

(6,971 feet). Star cast. Very fine picture.

Direction, story, settings, photography all

that could be as ed tor. Suitable for Sun-
day. Fair attendance of family and student
class in town of 4.000. Admission 10-22. R
J. Relf, Staa- Theatre (600 seats), Decorah,
Iowa.

Selznick
CRUB STAKE. (8,061 feet). Star, NeU

Shipman. You find this a good one. In fine

shape. Only thing have against this one
it’s too long and somewhat draggy. If you
run it put a single reel comedy or news with

it. We ran a two reel comedy with it and
made too long a show of hot weather. Did
fair business for two days. Bought the' pic-

ture right. This one is better than “Quick-
sands.” with the same star. Push on this

one. It will stand it. Might say fine scenes

and snow stulT. Admission 10-20. William
Thachcr, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

MARTIN JOHNSON'S JUNGLE AD-
VENTURES. Ran this early in the sum-
mer hoping to reap from big publicity that

was being given "Trailing African Wild
Animals." Was careful to advertise that

there were pictures from Johnson’s previous

trip. Worked hard to put it across, but it

threw me for the worst flop l‘ve had in

months. The production is good, although
probably rather tame in comparison to

Johnson's last production or Snow’s. The
titles arc worthy of special mention. I con-

sider the showing of this type of picture

one of the loftiest missions of the industry.

1 am just starting advance work of John-
son's last picture. Am letting the schools

in on this for a percentage. If we don’t

pack them in, I'm no showman. Draw village

and rural class in town of 400. Admission
25-15. E. L. Partridge, Pyam Theatre (250

seats). Kinsman, Ohio.

United Artists
ROBIN HOOD. (10.000 feet). Star. Douglas

Fairbanks. A masterpiece and that’s that,

nothing more to say. It cost money to

nta<e. It will cost you money to get and
if you do buy it, you've got to get busy
every minute prior to opening, for you must
get them in on the first show. My exper-

ience was at the price I could hardly afford

to have an empty seat. A grand time was
had by all my patrons, and ever since the

exhibit I have been trying to figure how I

came out. I said "out.” Usual advertising

brought great attendance. Draw health

seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pon-
tiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,

New York.

Universal
ABYSMAL BRUTE. (7.373 feet). Star

Reginald Denny. Very good picture. Lots

of action, good plot, splendid photography.
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Pleasing comedy touches by Buddy Mes-
senger. Heard nothing but praise from my
patrons. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had excellent attendance.

Draw residential class in town of 1,500. Ad-
mission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Thea-
tre (250 seats), Port Orchard, Washington.

CONFLICT. (6,205 feet). Star, Priscilla

Dean. This picture would have gone over

strong if the exchange had shipped us a

good print. The way it was it was terrible

as half of the house wal ed out in the

middle of the show. The same old stuff—a

good picture, but Oh ! what a print. Usual

advertising gave good attendance. Draw
loggers, farmers, fishermen in town of 400.

Admission 15-35. L. E. Silverman, Columbia

Theatre (300 seats), Skamokawa, Washing-
ton.

KENTUCKY DERBY. (5,398 feet). Star,

Reginald Denny. Very good, and will please

most everybody. The horse racing scene

is particularly good and creates lots of

excitement with both adults and children.

Condition of print good. Had good moral

tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had very

good attendance. Draw residential class in

town of 1,500. Admission 10-25. J. A. McGill,

Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Port Orchard,

Washington.

KENTUCKY DERBY. (5,398 feet). Star,

Reginald Denny. A good program picture

with plenty of action but should have

been a little longer as some of the scenes

are not exactly finished although the picture

pleased very much. Moral tone o. k. and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.

Draw general class in town of 800. Admis-
sion 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246

seats), Irvington, California.

KINDLED COURAGE. (4,418 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. Edward does good in this.

Don’t know why they change from Hoot
to Edward when they hop from two reels to

five. The western fans want to know Hoot.

Draw tourists in town of 470. H. Jenkinson,

Victor Theatre (250 seats), Minocqua, Wis-
consin.

KINDLED COURAGE. (8,400 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. About the best Hoot Gib-

son picture we ever ran. Not so much west-

ern as his others usually are, but good
supporting cast, good story, and Gibson
better than usual. Poor attendance. Fred J.

Jones, Cozy Theatre, Rialto Theatre, Nel-

son, Nebraska.

McGUIRE OF THE MOUNTED. (5,020

feet). Star, William Desmond. A very good
program picture. Usual advertising brought
fair attendance. William Noble, Majestic

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

NOBODY’S BRIDE. (4,861 feet). Star,

Herbert Rawlinson. A good clean enter-

tainment. Pleased all. Rawlinson goes good
here. Everybody seemed pleased. A. F.

Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,

Nebraska.

PAID B.* CK. Star cast. An extra good
program production that seemed to please

about eighty per cent of our patrons. While
theme is rather daring, it is handled in a

clean manner and will not give offence.

Moral tone excellent : suitable for Sunday.
Average attendance of family (mostly labor

class) in city of 80,000. Admission ten cents

straight. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre, (450

seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.

POWER OF A LIE. (4,910 feet). Star
cast. A very good picture but failed to

draw Saturday crowd as they look for raw
stuff here on that day. Suitable for Sunday.
Had poor attendance. Draw all classes in

big city. Admission always ten cents.

Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre (218
seats), Baltimore, Maryland.

PRISONER. (4,795 feet). Star, Herbert
Rawlinson. This is not the usual type of pic-

ture for Rawlinson, but it will get by where
he has a following. Draw small town class

More Tips on Recent Releases
SIX DAYS (Goldwyn). This is one

of the best pictures ever shown in

Dallas; unanimous approval of everyone
who saw it. Lighting is exquisite; set-

tings are very beautiful. Direction of
Charles Brabin faultless. Acting of stars
and cast splend d. A 100% picture. S.

Charninski & R. Stinnett, Capitol The-
atre, Dallas, Texas.
RUGGLES OF RED GAP (Para-

mount). Here is the best picture of
the year. It s'mply was a knockout;
heard more good comments on this than
any other picture I have run in many a
day. Adolph Schutz, Liberty Theatre,
Silver City, New Mexico. (Fuller re-

port later, space prevents full use here.)
RUGGLES OF RED GAP (Para-

mount). Book it and boost it; it's dif-

ferent from other pictures and will

please them all. Good print. P. A. Wills,
Park Theatre, Champaign, Illinois.

PIONEER TRAILS (Vitagraph). A
mighty, mighty satisfactory western
with good cast. I haven’t seen “Cov-
ered Wagon’’ but if it satisfies any bet-

ter than this one it is some picture, and
from what I hear from those of my pa-
trons who have seen the run in Chi-
cago, that is a great picture; but I am
willing to bet that with the price this

will be held at (and perhaps what it is

worth) 1 will have more money from
this “P. T.” than I will from the “C. W.”
This is not a knock-’em-dead, drag-’em-
out, but a real drama with some splen-
dd acting and a story!—which most
Westerns do not have. A worth while
production that is worth the money and
the effort to get them in, knowing that
those who ordinarily do not like this

type will be satisfied. Arthur E. Han-
cock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,

Indiana.

in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25. W. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre (425 seats), Neills-
ville, Wisconsin.

SECOND HAND ROSE. (5 reels). Star,
Gladys Walton. A dandy little picture.
Draw farmers in town of 450. Admission
13-22. J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre (240
seats), Pearl City, Illinois.

SHOOTING FOR LOVE. (5,100 feet).
Star, Hoot Gibson. One of Hoot Gibson’s
pleasing action pictures. Ran it to a holi-

day crowd and they raved about it. For
the western type of action stories this lad
does the best of any we get. Has good moral
tone. Not suitable for Sunday. Had excellent
attendance. Draw working class in city
of 18,000. Admission 10-20-30. Ben L. Morris,
Temple and Olympic Theatres, Bellaire,
Ohio.

SINGLE HANDED. (4,225 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. Nothing to it, and unless they
put him back in Westerns, I don’t want
any more Hoot Gibsons. My patrons don’t
care for him in this type picture. Attendance
fair. Draw all classes in small town. A.
Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Ken-
tucky.

TRAP. (5,481 feet). Star, Lon Chaney.
They substituted this one for “Man To
Man.” Fair northern drama, but wouldn’t
class it as an extra special or Jewel. Has
fair moral tone. Had poor attendance. Draw
rural and small town class in town of 286.
Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion Thea-
tre, Cushing, Iowa.

UNDER TWO FLAGS. (7,407 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. Had some audience appeal,
still did not mean anything above the aver-
age at the box office. Draw mixed class in
city of 110,000. Admission 10-20. A1 C. Wer-
ner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading,
Pennsylvania.

UNDER TWO FLAGS. (7,407 feet). Star,
Priscilla Dean. A good picture of its kind
but does not appeal. My patrons don’t like
this kind and had several knocks on it.

Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had fair attendance. Draw general
class in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank
G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.

Vitagraph
BLACK BEAUTY. (7 reels). Star, Jean

Paige. A splendid picture
; better than the

book.
|

Pleased over ninety per cent. Fine
photography, good film, although a few sub-
titles cut short. The trailer somewhat mis-
leading to those unfamiliar with the book

—

too many thrills in it—gets them in all right

but the thrills are not in such profusion as

the trailer leads them to expect. Moral tone

of picture excellent. Used ones, threes,

twenty-fours, slides, dodgers. Had poor
attendance. Draw all classes in town of

1,000. Admission 10-20, 20-40. H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

FLOWERS OF THE NORTH. (7,130

feet). Star, Henry B. Walthall. A Curwood
that I approached with some apprehension
on account of the only moderate rating given
in World review and consensus. However,
I was completely satisfied. Futherniore it

proved to be a drawing card and 1 believe

pleased a large percentage. Had good attend-
ance. Draw village and rural class in town
of 400. Admission 25-15. E. L. Partridge,
Pyam Theatre (250 seats), Kinsman, Ohio.

GOD’S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN.
(8,000 feet). Star, William Duncan. This is

a reissue and a new print. Everyone en-
joyed the picture. Many had seen it be-""
fore and glad to see it again. Did not play
a big price but did big business. Pictures
are like the styles: if a woman came down
the street in a fig leaf she would be a big
attraction, the same can be said of some old
programs. Had capacity attendance. Admis-
sion ten cents. E. H. Haubrook, Ballard
Theatre, Seattle, Washington.

LOYAL LIVES. (5,950 feet). Star, Bran-
don Tynan. Melodrama from start to finish

with a little comedy now and then. But if

they like “meller” play it. It can be bought
for a fair price and it pleased fairly well
here; in the face of a tough storm I did
pretty well. A picture that’s a little better
than program. Usual advertising brought
pretty good attendance. Draw health seek-
ers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.

LUCKY CARSON. (5 reels). Star, Earle
Williams. Fair program picture that pleased
about seventy per cent. Showed this with
a round of the “Leather Pushers” and an
“International News Reel” and got by with
it O. K. Action very slow but Earle Will-
iams plays his part fairly well. Photog-
raphy poor in spots. Title led patrons to
believe this would be action picture. Has
fair moral tone and is suitable for Sunday,
Had poor attendace. Draw general class

in town of 1,000. Admission 10-20. H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Lou-
isiana.

MAN FROM DOWNING STREET. (4,950
feet). Star, Earle Williams. Quite a pleas-
ing little program picture. Had a number
of favorable comments. Earle Williams does
some good acting in this mystery drama.
Good week-day picture. Had fair attend-
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ance. Draw better class in town of 800. Ad-
mission 10-30. T. Leal, Leal Theatre (246

seats), Irvington, California.

Warner Bros.
BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED. (7 reels).

Star, Marie Prevost. Entertaining but
hardly a special except in price and cast.

Had good attendance. Town of 3,720. C.

F. Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (300

seats), Rochester, Indiana.

BRASS. (8,000 feet). Star cast. Played
this behind ourselves, second run, and ex-
cellent. Rich business. Most universally
liked picture we have ever played. Work
of Irene Rich wonderful. Story strong, and
characters well drawn. Has excellent moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had ca-

pacity attendance. Draw best and middle
classes in city of 200,000. Admission 10-20.

N. L. Royster, Capitol Theatre (340 seats),

Birmingham, Alabama.

BRASS. (8,000 feet). Star cast. Very
good production. Fine moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Mrs. T. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placer-
ville, California.

MAIN STREET. (8,000 feet). Star, Monte
Blue. A Warner Brothers classic that is a

classic. Cast headed by Monte Blue and
Florence Vidor is well chosen and does ex-
cellent work throughout. The only dis-

appointing thing about this feature is the
length. Nine reels is too long for a pic-

ture that could have been done in seven
at the most. Do not be afraid to book this

and advertise it well. It is worth an in-

creased admission. Many said it was more
entertaining than the book which has been

Comedies
BLACKSMITH. (First National). Not

Keaton’s best, but pretty good. Draw small
town class in town of 2,000. Admission 10-25.

W. E. Tragsdorf, Trags Theatre (425 seats),

Neillsville, Wisconsin.

NEWLY RICH. (Pathe). Snub’s stunts
in this new two reeler are not as convinc-
ing as in some of his old single reelers. It

is rough stuff and lacks the finer points that
go to make a high class comedy. Not suit-

able for Sunday. Draw general class in city

of 15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben L. Morris,
Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

PEANUTS. (Universal). About the poor-
est one reel comedy we ever ran. Will

Pick out exhibitors whose re-

ports on pictures you both have
played agrees with your experi-

ence; then follow their future ad-
vice and get good pictures.

AND—advise them on pictures

YOU play.

USE THE BLANK BELOW.

someone tell the kid that he is not a come-
dian? Nothing wrong with moral tone. Not
suitable for any day. Draw family class

(mostly labor) in city of 80,000. Admission
ten cents straight. M. F. Meade, Olive
Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.

PUNCTURED PRINCE. (Metro). A good
comedy with as many laughs as possible for

2,000 feet of film. First Montana comedy I

ever used and if that’s a fair sample, I’d

say he’s a good bet. Draw country class and
summer visitors in town of 800. Admission
usually 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall
(250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

THREE WEEKS OFF. (Universal). Star,

Lee Moran. Some new fun
;

this is the
best Lee Moran so far. Will pet by if your
audience isn’t too critical. Good attendance.
Draw rural and small town class in town of

286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell, Le-
gion Theatre (136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

UNCLE BIM. (Universal-Gumps). This is

the first of the Universal “Andy Gump”
comedies and it seemed to please. Two freak
characters such as Andy and Uncle Bim put
the story over. They look considerably like

the cartoon drawings. They are elaborately
mounted and Universal has spent some
money in producing them. Looks like they
will make good anywhere. Draw general class

in city of 15,000. Admission 10-40. Ben L.

Morris, Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

Short Subjects
COLUMBIA THE GEM & THE OCEAN.

(Universal). One of the “Leather Pusher
Series” that was not up to the standard.
The prize fight pulled off in the water was
so prolonged that a good many of the
“regulars” kicked. Seems that the director
slipped and tried to make a slapstick comedy
out of this one. Draw better class in town
of 800. Admission 10-30. F. G. Leal, Leal
Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.

FIGHTING BLOOD. Round 9. (F. B. O.
This is a good one. You won’t need any
comedy when you run round No. 9. It has
enough comedy and good comedy. “Fight-
ing Blood” is getting better as it goes along.
William Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina,
Kansas.

HARD TO BEAT. (Universal). Star, Roy
Stewart. A fair program picture; nothing
either good or bad in it. William Noble, Isis

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

PATHE REVIEW NO. 177. (Pathe). As
usual good. Something worth while. Has
good moral tone and is always suitable for

Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw rural

and small town class in town of 286. Ad-
mission 10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion Thea-
tre (136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

State Rights
BORDER BANDIT KILLER. (Enter-

prise Dist). An excellent picture, well ex-
ecuted and full of pep. William Noble,
Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

CYCLONE JONES. (Progress). Star,

Big Boy Williams. A lemon for me. Five
thousand feet of absolutely nothing. Leave
this one alone. Used ones, threes. Not suit-

able for Sunday. Had poor attendance and
am glad of it. Draw mixed class in town of

3,000. Admission 10-20. J. R. Long, Opera
House (500 seats), Fort Payne, Alabama.

IMPULSE. (Arrow). Star, Neva Gerber.
(4,505 feet). Only fair picture, nothing to

rave about
;

will prove fair entertainment
to the indiscriminating patrons. Had fair at-

tendance. Draw all classes in town of 1.000.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Thea-
tre, South Fallsburg, New York.

SADDLE GIRTH. (Jans Distributing Co.)
Star, Tom Mix. Don’t boost these old Mix
pictures as they are sure rotten and will

give the present day Mix a black eye. Steer
clear, regardless of what the salesman may
say. Had fair attendance. Draw all classes

in town of 2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W.
Strayer. Smith Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania.

STREETS OF NEW YORK. (Arrow).
Star cast. (7 reels). An excellent society
melodrama adapted from the old stage play.

Made a hit with our audiences and should
do as well wherever the old “melo” is liked.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw mixed
class in city of 44,000. Admission 10-17-20-

25. W. C. Benson, Laurier Theatre (1.100

seats), Woonsocket, Rhode Island.

Fill In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to yout
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone Suitable for Sunday? Attendance

Size of Town Type you draw from

Name Theatre City State



IN The Independent Field
Monogram Pictures Offers Six

Westerns Featuring Fred Thomson
By ANDREW J. CALLAGHAN,
President Monogram Pictures

Corporation

We have made a year and a

half’s careful survey of the State

Right market1

,
particularly that

market that has again been re-

vived and is becoming so popular

—Western pictures. Today there

is being offered five or six series,

or more, of Western pictures, all

of them more or less alike. It

may be a new face as a featured

player, but in the essential the

same theme, with the same
mountains and plains back of

them.
To successfully conclude and

know a subject thoroughly one
must start with the foundation,
whether it be in thinking or build-

ing. We, therefore, start with
the assured successes that the

screen recognizes as indisputable.

In 1906 George M. Anderson,
“Bronco Billy,” offered two-reel
Westerns wherein he was the

hero in the morning and doubling,
in the afternoon, as the heavy.
His stories were turned out at

the rate of two a week, which
satisfied and soothed the public

of that time.

In 1910 to 1912 we graduated
into the five-reel Western pic-

ture, in which William Hart
pleased the public with films that

were satisfying for those days.

Douglas Fairbanks came into

Western pictures with personality

plus, at the same time introduc-
ing into those Westerns a few
well-planted, well-played and
well-delivered stunts. He left

that field to be succeeded by Tom
Mix, who today gives us West-
ern atmosphere, an attractive

horse, some rough-riding and a

little bull-dogging.
In the interim, four or five of

the lesser stars, taking advantage
of these major stars, have fur-

nished the none too exacting
audiences with just “Westerns.”
If Fairbanks was &. star and a

success, because of the Western
pictures, together with the ath-

letic ability that the man has, and
if Mix was a star in Western pic-

tures, combined with the athletic

stunts and Western dare-devil

ideas he injected into his pictures,

why not continue to give your
audiences that which has made
two stars?

The reason we have not hereto-
fore continued with such pictures

was because there was no one on
the market, especially the inde-

pendent market, who has been
thus far able to compete with
either of these gentlemen.
The attendance and gross that

“The Covered Wagon'” has
brought—together with the suc-
cess of “Salomy Jane,” “The Girl

of the Golden West” and “The
Bad Man’’—have reiterated ten-

fold that which we already know:
That, irrespective of age, Amer-
ican men and women have inborn
in them that patriotic feeling and
respect for their forefathers, who
blazed trails across the prairies,

and they want to see the spirit of

the West carried on. All this

being so, to succeed in a field of

keen competition one must offer

the exhibitors and public more
than they are getting today in

that class of pictures.

We are, therefore, in a position

to offer to the exhibitors a series

of six Western pictures, featuring

Fred Thomson, who, if you will

recall, was champion all-around

athlete of the world. He has had
a great deal of picture experience
with Mary Pickford in “The Love

Fred C. Kusse, Sr., president of

the Creative Film Corporation,

announces the completion of

"Superstition,” a thrilling stofy of

the sea. The shooting of the

film has been completed under
the direction of John B. O’Brien
and it is now being edited and
titled at the Hollywood Studios.

One of the greatest all star casts

that could be assembled was
gathered together to present

“Superstition.” These include

John Bowers, Margaret De La
Motte, Sheldon Lewis, Joseph
Dowling, Edward Burns, Spottis-

Light,” Universal’s “The Eagle’s

Talons,” etc. He also has to

offer to the screen athletic and
stunt ability which we have in-

jected into our pictures. We are

giving the public the Western pic-

ture in Western atmosphere, to-

gether with big sets, exceptional

cast and the stunts that made
'eputations for Fairbanks and
Mix.

Miriam in Theatre
Miriam Battista, child star of

“The Steadfast Heart,” and known
throughout the country for the

success of her personal appearances,

is giving a one-act performance in

Pittsburgh this week, October 22,

during the showing of “The Stead-

fast Heart,” at the Blackstone

Theatre.

woode Aitken, Cesare Gravina,

Claire McDowell, Martha Mar-
shall and others. The story was
adapted from I. W. Irving’s story,

“Trapped,’'
-

by Frank Beresford.
According to the announce-

ment no time, care or expense
has been spared to make “Super-
stition” one of the really big fea-

ture productions of the year.

Many of the scenes were taken

at sea and a big three-masted old-

time sailing vessel was chartered
for four weeks by W. H. Carr,

production manager
.
of the or-

ganization, for the film.

Company Preparing
Its Activities

The Export & Import Film
Company, Inc., of which Ben
Blumenthal is president and
Louis Auerbach vice-president,

is now prepared to push its ac-
tivities in all territories, and in

order to do this will probably
take over the world rights to a
large number of American pro-
ductions in the next few weeks.
The company has its own branch
offices in London, Paris, Berlin

and Budapest and has agents in

all the principal capitals of the

world.

Yokel Is Named to

Direct Publicity
L. Lawrence Weber, producer

of “Little Jessie James,” now
playing at the Longacre Theatre,
announces that he has appointed
Alex Yokel general director of

publicity of theatrical enterprises.

Mr. Yokel is a former dramatic
editor of the Chicago Examiner
and of late has exploited a num-
ber of feature motion pictures

which have played in the legiti-

mate theatres.

Artclass Finishes New
Production

Max Weiss, vice-president and
general manager of Artclass Pic-
tures Corporation, announces the
completion of their new produc-
tion, "One Night,” the produc-
tion having been cut and titled by
Katharine Hilliker, and is rumored
as being a very big picture. The
mode of release has not as yet

been determined.

Two Players Added
to Cast

Two interesting names have
been added to the cast of Mildred
Davis’ first Ben Wilson produc-
tion for Grand-Asher, as yet un-
titled. They are Miles McCarthy,
who plays a detective, and Mar-
garet Cullington, doing an old

maid role.

Beau Brummel
Pretentious

The forthcoming Warner
classic, “Beau Brummel,” in which
John Barrymore is starred, is de-

clared by Jack Warner, produc-
tion manager, to be the biggest

and most pretentious production
that has ever faced the camera
for the Warner organization.

In points of cast, sets and elab-

orate costuming, the Barrymore
production surpasses any of the
eight productions that have al-

ready been completed by the

Warners. Almost a thousand cos-

tumes typifying the periods of

1795, 1814 and 1821 have been as-

sembled by the research and
wardrobe departments for the

filming.

Martha Marshall and Edward Burns in Superstition, a Creative

Super-Feature Directed by John B. O’Brien.

Creative Films Has
Finished Sea Story
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Fadman Announces Organization
Plans Completed for Red Seal

Edwin Miles Fadman announces

that organization plans have been

completed for the formation of

the national distribution company
known as the Red Seal Pictures
Corporation. Offices have been
opened on the tenth floor, 1600
Broadway.
Fadman is president and gen-

eral manager. Harold Rodner is

vice-president and Max Fleischer,

treasurer.
Fadman will be remembered as

the producer and distributor of

the unusual “Einstein Theory of

Relativity” film. The skepticism
with which his idea was original-

ly greeted of putting the Einstein

theory on the screen was changed
overnight into enthusiastic com-

Fadman’s idea in the formation
of this company is based upon

tinue to be that. Novelties in any
line of industry receive a greater

Shirk Is Writing
Mystery Story

Adam Hull Shirk is now en-
gaged upon a new mystery story
for the screen which will probably
be made into a picture later on.
He wrote the story for “The Satin

I -
I J w . ... J- . N_ * V. a tau.1 • ...

l * u D wn . ,

;
the fact that study of the present reward in America than in any r r which lien Wilson produced
day film industry has convinced other country in the world
him that “expensive pictures" do
not necessarily mean “better pic-

tures," and it is “better pictures”
that exhibitors and public want.

“The soaring costs of produc-
tion will eventually bring about
their own downfall," said Fad-
man. “The exhibitor pays and
pays and pays, but there is a
limit even to his ability to pay.
As the producer’s costs for
“super-pictures” rise from one-
half million to a million, to a mil-
lion and a half and now the two
million mark, signs of uneasiness
on the part of the exhibitors be-

for Grand-Asher with Mabel For-

“I expect to place our company res * starred and Norman Kerry
in the foreground in providing featured.

exchange men and the public with
unusual and distinctive pictures."
The Red Seal Corporation

promises some interesting an-
nouncements regarding distribu-
tion plans within the next few
days. For the present the com-

Burr Productions in

Big Deal
iiit tw(ii_

Charles R. Rogers, general man-
pany will operate on a state-right ^?,

er
°f

distribution of Mastodon

basis

Harlan Knight in

Burr Picture

mendafion, as. the film successful-
co™= more a,ld more Pounced,

ly played circuit after circuit .

The time .must inevitably come,

throughout the country following
upon its phenomenal four weeks’
run on Broadway.
Rodner is well known in the

New York Metropolitan District

for his successful distribution

there of such novelties as “Out-

in fact the time is here, when the
value of a picture will be judged
not by the number of dollars that

Harlan Knight, portrayer of
rural types and who has often ap-
peared on the same big time
vaudeville bills with Charles “Chic”
Sale, has been engaged by C. C.
Burr to play in support of the

Films, Inc., reports that the Mich-
igan territory on the entire output
of C. C. Burr productions for the
season 1923-24, has been bought
by William Hurlbut of the Fav-
orite Film Company, Inc., Detroit.

tertamment it gives
this standard to most of our ’su

per-pictures’ they flop miserably.

Webb to Direct Burr
Picture

When C. C. Burr signed Con-
stance Binney for a starring series

of features to be distributed on the
Independent market, he recalled
that “The Stolen Kiss,” Miss Bin-
ney’s great screen success, was di-

rected by Kenneth Webb. Mr
. 1

-
- Alf Goulding is assisting in the Burr, therefore, engaged Webb to

for
J

hey ar
^

looking at cost $100,000 preparation of the script for Monty direct “Three o’Clock in the Morn-
to construct. Banks first five-reel comedy fea- ing,” the star’s first C. C. Burr

ture which will shortly be started production, written by Mann Page
at the Grand Studio under Herman and scenarioized by Gerald C.
Raymaker’s direction. Duffy.

of-the-Inkwell Comedies,” “Felix Th e public is interested in seeing

the Cat Comedies,” “Screen Snap- a
,

good story spun out before

shots,” etc. Rodner was previ- them. They are not so much tn-

ously affiliated with the Stanley ff
rested '» knowing that Jthe^ set

Company in Philadelphia
many years.

Max Fleischer needs no intro- “The public further wants nov-
duction to film men. The creator elty pictures, pictures that have
of the famous “Out-of-the-Ink- something of the unusual about
well Comedies” has been adver- them. America is the original

tised from coast to coast by his home of novelty and through its

mirth-provoking clown. very wide-awakeness, will con-

it costs but by the amount of en- , • /• . c .

: . L Annlvins’
Star m h,s " rst * eaturO picture

rmr ‘in.
under the Burr management.

Goulding Helping
Prepare Script

Standard Laboratory

to Remain on Coast
in this line has been steadily
growing.
“Today, with practically every

big producer abandoning their

eastern studios, there is far

John M. Nickolaus, vice-presi-

dent of the Standard Film Lab-
oratories, is emphatic in his de-
nial of rumors current in Holly-
wood that the flying visit of S.

M. Tompkins, president of that greater reason for us ignoring the

concern, to New York in any way eastern territory than there was
looks toward the establishment of a year ago.

“Our contention has always
been that, working in co-opera-
tion with the producer, director
and cameraman through the
making and the cutting of the
picture, our laboratories are the
only ones in the industry who
can give to the releasing organic
zation the best prints from the
negatives we have made.
"We know the feeling and

mood the producer has endeav-
ored to put into his picture and
give him our assistance in accu-
rately presenting this to the pub-
lic by making an absolutely hon-
est release print from a negative
in which the tints and densities

have been painstakingly worked
over and the timing is in keeping
with the tempo of the picture.

“The Standard Film Labora-
tories, in less than three years,
through quality work, have risen

to the point where their volume
of work is not exceeded by any
laboratory in the United States.”

“A Bride for a Knight”
In an Important Deal

An important picture deal has many big city openings for “A
just been consummated with the Bride for a Knight"’ and has been
Syracuse Motion Picture Com- flooded with inquiries for terri-

pany whereby the Producers’ Se- torial rights, it is said. A special
curity Corporation will handle the line of lithographs, cuts and

a branch of the Standard in that

territory.

“There is positively not a single

reason why we should establish a

plant in or around New York and
every reason why we can func-

tion to greater advantage here,”

declared Nickolaus. “The talk of

us entering the eastern field is

ridiculous. On the other hand it

is the eastern laboratory which
must come to the west coast or

be forced from business.

“I fee! that I am being conser-
vative when I point out that more
than ninety per cent, of the mo-
on pictures made in the United

states today are being produced
on the west coast. Since the

Standard Film Laboratories first

entered the field it has been our
unceasing contention that the re-

lease prints should be made where
the negative print is made, and
more and more of the producers
have come to see this our way,
with the result that our business

general territorial distribution for
a new five-reel comedy entitled
“A Bride for a Knight,” which is

headed by a cast of well known
players led by Henry Hull and
Mary Thurman. The story and
direction of this new comedy are
by Hamilton Smith.
“A Bride for a Knight” was no

sooner announced on the inde-

press book are now in work and
will be off the press within a

week.
“A Bride for a Knight” is a

typical story of the big city of

today and was designed for laugh-
ing purposes only notwithstand-
ing that the author-director,
Hamilton Smith, gave the film

some absorbing crook angles.
pendent market than M. H. Hoff- The cast includes besides Henry
man, president of the Renown
Exchanges bought it for his New
York, Buffalo and Chicago ex-

Hull and Mary Thurman, Chas.
Craig, William H. Tooker, Marcia
Harris, Alyce Mills, Nellie Parker

changes. The Producers’ Se- Spaulding, Tammany Young and
curity Corporation is lining up Billy Quirk.

Export and Import Buys
Twelve Chaplin Films

Export & Import Film Com-
pany, Inc., has just announced its

purchase of the famous twelve
Chaplin classics for the entire

world with the exception of the

United States and Canada. It

will immediately reissue these

comedy masterpieces and will

have brand new prints made up
for all territories.

The Chaplin pictures included

in the list of twelve are: “The
Count,” “The Floorwalker," “The

Rink,” “The Fireman,” “The

Cure,” “Easy Street,” “The
Pawnshop,’’’ “Behind the Screen,”

“The Immigrant.” “The Ad-
venturer,” “One A. M." and “The
Vagabond.”
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C. C. Burr a “Square Shooter”

Say Many State Right Men
A short while ago, Samuel “We are willing to co-operate Burr has offered so far,” stated

Moscow, of Moscow Films, Inc., with you in any way to keep C. Floyd Brown of the Lieber Com-
Boston, Mass., conducted an ex- C. Burr's output on the Inde- pany, Indianapolis, “and fully in-

tensive correspondence with lead- pendent mar et,” wrote David tend to continue doing business

ing state right men on the oub- Segal of Royal Pictures, Inc., with him. His pictures have been

ject of Independent film product. Philadelphia. “We fully realize very satisfactory and if he con-

The answers proved very inter- Mr. Burr’s qualities as a pro-

esting. Writing to Mr. C. C. Burr, ducer.”

Mr. Moscow said: “You can rest assured that I

“I have learned first md that will go to great length in keep-

the Independent distributor in the ing Air. Burr in the Independent
of Griev-

tinues to ma.<e pictures of the

same calibre he can count on us

and he knows this.”

“The French Doll”

Coast Premiere
Alae Alurray and her director-

husband, Robert Z. Leonard, at-

tended the opening of “The F'rench

Doil,” Miss Murray's latest Metro
picture, at Lojw’s Warfield Theatre
in San Francisco last week. A record

audience was in attendance to

greet the famous pair of the

motion picture colony as they

entered the theatre. “The French
Doll” received enthusiastic ovations

from the spectators.

United States has the utmost c< n-

fidence in your ability to p oduce
the type of picture which goes
to make up the big exchange, and
when I say big, I mean the type
of exchange with which exhibitors
are glad to do business.
“Sometime ago, I took the lib-

erty of writing many of the In-

dependent men in the United
States requesting from them au
expression of opinion with refer-

ence to the condition of the In-

dependent market. I was ex-
tremely gratified at the replie

field,” wrote Si Greiver
cr Productions, Chicago. “Count
on me for anything that will be
of mutual benefit to keep Air.

Burr in this status.”

“I had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Burr about a year ago, and
1 too, feel that he will be able

to do a whole lot for we Inde-
pendents,” wrote E. A. Sherwood
of the Exhibitor’s Film Exchange,
Washington, D. C.

“I quite agree that his name
(Air. Burr’s) stands for that

which is best among the Inde-

Mabel Forrest and
Washburn Welcomed

I received, which I am mailing you pendent producers,” wrote George
today.”

Practically all the replies re-

ceived by Air. Moscow contaired
lines of praise for and confidence
in C. C. Burr, as is shown by the
following extracts picked at ran-
dom from a score or more of

letters.

“We feel that Mr. Burr is one
of the squarest shooters in the
Independent field,” wrote James
Alexander of the Columbia Film
Service, Inc., Pittsburg, “and it

is our intention to give him all

the aid we possibly can. We sin-

cerely hope that your letter has
gone forward to a number of the

N. Montgomery of the Supreme
Film Company, Los Angeles. "His
pictures have been generally
good, having brought money to

the box-office and some prestige
and profit to the Exchange, but
above all his organization has
been fair and business-like
throughout.”
“As far as Mr. Burr’s produc-

tions are concerned, I bought
100 per cent, this year and would
be glad to do the same next year.

You can rest assured that I will

stand up when it conies to doing
business with Chas. Burr.” stated
Robert Lynch of Metro Pictures,

Independent exchanges as we feel Inc., Philadelphia,
that Mr. Burr should be backed “Our past co-operation with Mr.
up to the utmost by Independent Burr has demonstrated this fact

exchanges.” (our support) and you might as-

“My business dealings with sure him that in the future we
Burr have always been of a most are one hundred percent ready to

amicable nature and his product co-operate with him,” stated Louis
has proved a profitable invest- Hyman of All Star Features Dis-
ment,” wrote Wm. Skirboll of tributors, Inc., San Francisco.
Skirboll Gold Seal Productions, “I wish to say that we have
Inc., Cleveland. bought every picture that Mr.

The Grand Studio has been
renovated from top to bottom
during the absence of the stars

and others in New York and on
their return to resume produc-
tion around the first of the month
everything will be in tip-top

shape.
Glowing reports of the recep-

tion accorded Bryant Washburn,
Elliott Dexter, Alabel Forrest
and others in Albuquerque, Kansas
City, Chicago and New York,
have been received. A veritable

ovation was accorded them in

these cities, especially in Chicago
where they had several hours be-
tween trains. This is Bryant
Washburn’s and Alabel Forrest’s

old stamping ground.
It is understood that new

stories have been arranged for

which will occupy the attention of

the respective producing stars on
their return, while Ben Wilson,
who is in the party also, will ar-

range for further vehicles for

Mabel Forrest.

In New York, according to

newspaper reports, the movie
party was informally received at

the Astor where a party was held

for newspaper and magazine rep-

resentatives and prominent people

in other branches of the industry.

A Warner Film
Nearing Finish

Within the fortnight Ernst
Lubitsch will have completed the
filming of the major portion of

his second American production,
"The Marriage Circle,” which he
is making for the Warner
Brothers.
While nothing of a definite na-

ture is known regarding Lu-
bitsch’s next production for the
Warners under the terms of the
contract in which the director will

produce two features annually, it

is intimated that the story under
consideration will be of a sensa-
tional nature.
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“Yesterday’s Wife” Pleases Author
Evelyn Campbell, the author of “Yesterday’s Wife” is now in New

York to confer with C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation officials with
regard to several stories that she has written and which she would
like the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation to produce.

Immediately upon Evelyn Campbell’s arrival in New York, she
went to see “Yesterday’s Wife” at one of the largest theatres in

New York and she was elated to see the manner in which the audi-
ence received this picture.

Miss Campbell was enthusiastic with regard to her opinion of
“Yesterday’s Wife.” Miss Campbell is also the author of “The Mar-
riage Market” which has just been completed at the Coast by the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.

ANOTHER BOX-OFFICE WINNER, CRITICS
and EXHIBITORS UNANIMOUSLY DECLARE:
Harrison’s Reports writes:

“ ‘FORGIVE AND FORGET1

-AN A 1. 1.-STAR CAST-A GOOD MYSTERY STORY-
ALL INCIDENTS AND COM PLICATIONS VERY CLOSE
TO I

1’ F HOLDS THE INTEREST WELL FROM START
TO FINISH.”
Film Daily savs: “EXCET LENT—C « 'T WFT T PHCiSEN

FOR THEIR ROLES-PICTURE NICELY PRODUCED.
Dorothy Dayc, of the New York Telegraph, says that “FOR-
GIVE AND FORGET” is "A STORY FTLT. OF DRAMATIC
INCIDENTS—KEEPS THE AUDIENCE IN SUSPENSE—
THE BEST THING ON THE SCREEN.”

“Barefoot Boy” on Broadway
Sam Zierler of the Commonwealth Film Corporation, and the C.

B. C. Film Sales Corporation have entered into an arrangement
whereby they will give a pre-view of “The Barefoot Boy” at one
of the Broadway theatres.

C. B. C. Film S'ales Corporation officials have in mind a similar
pre-view of the picture in every big city of the United States wher»
the. women’s clubs and various civic and teachers organizations will
be invited so they may co-operate locally with the exhibitors in every
city to make “The Barefoot Boy” a big success.

FORGIVE
AND

FORGET

BOOK
IT
NOW!

C. B. C.’s

Winning Smash
pV'
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Canadian Manager Puts Birthday Scheme David Lloyd George
Upon a New and Interesting Foundation Helped an Exploit

A PPARENTLY it was Fred V. Greene,
Jr., who started the birthday greeting
scheme a year or so ago. At his sug-

gestion managers obtained the birth dates
of their patrons and sent a greeting card
and a pass on these anniversaries.

For a time the idea created good will

worth thousands of dollars for the picture
theatres through the country, but lately it

seems to have been dropped, else it has
[become such a matter of routine that it is

quo longer reported. It remained for the man-
ager of the Royal Theatre, Dartmouth,
[Nova Scotia, to take the idea up again and
[give it a twist that offers a new aspect.

For the Children

He has formed the Royal Theatre Birth-
day Club, with a constitution and officers

and a code of rules framed by the owner-
manager. It may be that this idea will be
permitted to drop, as other angles have
lapsed, but the Royal offers a wholly new
scheme so good that it can be run for a

year or more without the interest dropping.
A membership application is printed in

the local paper, with spaces for the name
of the child, the age at the next birthday,
the date by month and year, place of birth

and present residence.
Admission to membership is without cost

and is open to every juvenile in the Prov-
ince, though it is to be presumed that only
children in nearby towns will be interested.

These are provided for in a clause in the
rules of the club which reads: “Members
living outside of Dartmouth will be given
a complimentary pass on presentation of

their membership cards. The pass may be
for one or more shows or for a week or
longer, in the discretion of the manage-
ment.
This may sound like reckless generosity,

yet few children will come alone, and those

who accompany them will pay full prices
for their admissions.

In addition to this courtesy to the non-
resident members, there are frequent treats
to the resident children. Each child will be
given a party on its birthday and in addi-
tion there are special parties for boys, and
for girls, and for individuals.
These treats are advertised in the local

paper, (apparently with no cost to the thea-
tre), and a current issue carries a number
of announcements. Three children are ad-
vised that their membership cards will be
good for free admission on specified dates,

two are told to bring a friend, one boy is

invited to bring his parents and two for-

tunates who Wave birthdays within the week
are told to bring five friends each. There
is also expression of regret that one of the
members whose anniversary falls within the
week has moved too far from the town to

be invited, and a pleasant message is sent

to him.
Letters, too

All of these messages are supplemented
with letters from three out-of-town mem-
bers of the club, along the familiar chil-

dren’s club lines, and the whole makes a

good department for the paper, which ex-
plains the free space.
Such a scheme goes beyond the usual

birthday idea and makes an improvement on
the various clubs along the more familiar

lines of the Jackie Coogan clubs in that it

is a weekly feature and not useful only when
a Coogan feature is in sight.

And for an ace in the hole the president
of the club is elected by vote to hold office

during the pleasure of the management. If

things get dull they can always hold an
election and jazz up a bit.

Taken by, large and sideways, this looks
to be a whale of a business holder. Try it

on your own patrons.

There seems to be nothing particularly
slow about Oral D. Cloakley, of the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa. With the United States
and Dominion of Canada talking about the
visit of the former premier, he hooked David
Lloyd George to a stunt on Why Worry
with the consent of the brainy Welshman.
He was working a Don’t Worry Club on

the Harold Lloyd picture of that title, and
following the English custom he made the
visitor the “Honorary Secretary” of the
club and received an acceptance of the
nomination. The headquarters of the club
was in a florist’s store, but another mer-
chant hunted Cloakley up and persuaded
him to open a branch. The club idea is

getting frayed at the edges since the original
“Clarence” club, but the Honorary' Sec-
retary put a powerful kick into the revival.

All told Mr. Cloakley worked 34 stunts
on the comedy, including the ambulance to
Carry away hysterical patrons, and a liberal

tie-up to the title, not alone in a newspaper
display but in windows and on taxicabs, the
letter asking “Why worry about transporta-
tion?’’ He got a two-page newspaper hook-
up with special hook-in’s with banks on
“Why Worry about the future” when you
Could start a savings account and provide
for the coming rainy days.
There was a special showing to the Mayor

and some invited guests, including Lord
Birkenhead, who was in Ottawa on a visit,

and who was also made a member of the
club. He also sent a certificate to “Lord
Renfrew,” but the Prince sent no accept-
ance, though Cloakley got a press story out
of the mailing.
Our own F. H. Richardson was also made

a member.
He also worked a unique combination in

advertising the Japanese earthquake with
Why Worry. It was a jazzy campaign and
got unusual attention—and receipts.
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A Pathe Release

TWO OF THE THIRTY-FOUR STUNTS WORKED FOR WHY WORRY BY ORAL D. CLOAKEY
The Why Worry Club window made so much talk that a second merchant went over to the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, and persuaded
Mr. Cloakey to give him a similar display. It must be good when they ask for a chance to come in. The other is the familiar

ambulance stunt, but it was new in Ottawa, so it was brand new. They made Lloyd George Honorary Secretary and he took the

nomination. Not so slow, what!
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Lem Is Wenting Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Lem Stewart, who developed

the exploitation department of the

former Southern Enterprises until

his local managers did better work
than most exploitation experts,

and who has been connected with
the theatres department of Fa-
mous Players-Lasky since the

string was taken over, is leaving.

He came up to the New York
offices to handle from here the

same work he had been doing in

the South, but he feels that the

change hasi constricted his oppor-

tunities for keeping in touch with
the resident managers to a point

where his usefulness to Para-
mount is too rechiced to make it

possible to keep the exploitation

work up to the old standard, and
so he has presented his resigna-

tion.

He has no plans for the future

other than to devote a few weeks
of rest to the complete healing of

an injury to his leg recently sus-

tained while playing baseball, but
this department sincerely hopes
that he will presently be found in

harness again, for his constructive

work is of value to the entire

business and not alone to his em-
ployers.

It is understood that William
(Bill) Johnson, of the Texas of-

fices, will take over his depart-
ment.

A MBER was the color note hit upon by
Eddie Hyman to get his program
under way and to thread its way

through the show when “The Bad Man"
was the attraction. There were four musi-
cal presentations in addition to the feature

picture and a new Ben Turpin comedy, one
presentation serving as atmospheric tie-up

to “The Bad Man.”
The Symphonized Jazz Overture starting

the show was a special arrangement and
orchestration of “Chansonette,” "Love,"
“Steamboat Sal,” “First, Last and Always"
and “Louisiana.” Two dome Mestrum floods,

150 amperes, covered the entire stage and
orchestra with amber, as did also the Mes-
trum floods from the projection booth. The
transparent windows at either side of the

stage were amber from open box lamps
behind, and two entrance spots crossed
amber on the llama cloth canopy overhead
the orchestra. This lighting was disclosed

after the huge llama clath curtains at the

proscenium arch were opened after being
closed for the opening. The lighting on them
was solid amber from the four Mestrum
floods and both spots. The two transparent
columns at the proscenium arch either side

were amber spots from the base and light

green from the top downward.
The most ambitious presentation of the

week was the special thirty-minute version

of “Fagliacci" in English by the Dornay
Opera Company. This was done in the

usual prologue and theatre scene, the first

named being before the antique gold draw
curtains, and the latter in front of the tent-

theatre and inside it. The front lighting

included two floods from the booth deep
blue covering sides and orchestra. Two dome
floods violet on orchestra. Light green
transparent windows, blue borders, and
transparent columns light green from the

top. The stage lights at opening were
amber foots and two amber spots from the

sides to denote afternoon. After the tenor
sang “Vesti la Gibba” the lights dimmed
down for nightfall, and the foots came up

light blue and the string of Chinese lan-

terns strung along the tent front were
lighted. As the curtains of the “Pagliacci"
stage parted for the evening show, disclos-

ing a room interior with pictures, table set

for dinner, and chairs, orange and magenta
box lamps at either side lighted the scene
and remained to the close. At the finish

the transparent llama cloth draws were
closed as the orchestra thundered out the
finale, and were opened again coincidental
with the closing note for one bow by the
company. Then the antique gold draws were
closed instead of the llama cloth.

For “Will She Come from the East,” at-

mosphere number for “The Bad Man,” the
scene showed a sign-post center stage
against a landscape back drop. Two run-
ways from either side of the stage ran in

toward the post, the runways hidden by a
graduated neutral leg piece. Tenor came
on center stage, under an amber spot, dressed
in approved Western style. At the chorus
a girl costumed for the East came slowly
down the runway under a rose pink spot,

walked to the singer and then exited. Girls

for West, North and South followed alter-

nately from either side, the West under
amber spot, North under light blue and
South under orange. At the finish of the
chorus the girls, who had changed to party
dress, came on as tenor exited and danced
the chorus, and tenor came back for vocal-
izing the closing strains. This was under
four orange spots from the sides and the
magenta x-rays.

Soprano, singing
“
’Neath the Autumn

Moon,” appeared on the orchestra stage
apron under a straw spot from the booth.
The two booth Mestrum floods violet cov-
ered the silver draw curtains small stage

;

one dome flood deep blue also on draws
and other dome flood same color over
orchestra. Four amber arch spots on pleats
of the draws. Blue foots, small stage; blue
borders large stage. Columns light blue
from top. Two entrance spot lights pink on
sides.

Minted Money
George E. Brown, of the Imperial Thea-

tre, Charlotte, N. C., got a new angle on the
often used distribution of mint candy sam-
ples. He had Lawful Larceny coming, so

he put the samples in the lobby with a card
reading: “Take one. This is Lawful Lar-
ceny.” This was worked the week ahead
of the showing and everyone remembered
the title so cleverly put over.

Enlarged Stills

Without Expense
Getting enlargements of scene stills with-

out cost is Charles Morrison’s contribution
to the Ways and Means Committee. Mor-
rison is manager of the Imperial Theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla., and wanted to play up
the fight stuff in The Spoilers.
A local photographer made enlargements

of several of the spirited stills at no charge,
but supplied a card advertising the fact
that he specialized in these enlargements.
Then a store window the photographer
never could have broken into took the stills

and his advertisement because they made
an attractor. Morrison increased the pull
by unrolling a couple of reels of old film,

which was a real curiosity to most persons.
Two business firms were benefited as well

as the theatre, and Mr. Morrison got his
still enlargements for nothing.
Morrison also horned in on the returns

on the Firpo-Dempsey fight by arrangement
with the newspaper receiving the details. In
between the rounds and before the fight
began Mr. Morrison, with the largest meg-
aphone he could borrow, told the crowds
that the Wild Bull of the Pampas was not
in it with the big fight in The Spoilers.
They must have believed him, for it took

only $10 above the usual appropriation to
run the box figures up $300.

Make a spec
’

like the above.

A First National Release

LOG CABIN WORKS WELL FOR THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST
This was engineered by B. W. Bickert, of the Isis Theatre, Houston, Texas. It
involved very little building and gave plenty of background for advertisements of
the production. The girls are not hallyhoos but are the house ushers, just posing

out front.

scrap book of economy stunts
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A. oftuc/out it-vicuat

HOW A BABY PEGGY CONTEST GAVE HER THE STAR PLACE
The Palace Theatre, Calgary, Alta., put on a resemblance contest and made the
comedy the big attraction over Trifling With Honor, Universal’s baseball story. This

was a photographic contest and the entries may be seen on the posts.

In a Coop
For Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife the Caring

Theatre, Greenville, S. C., built a latticed

arbor for cutouts and three sheets of Gloria

Swanson in the title role, using two threes

and a cutout from a six or 24-sheet. The
title was displayed in cutout letters on the

face of the lattice.

A Faruinuunl Keleuse

BLUEBEARD’S CHAMBER

It is something of a departure from the

usual style and may suggest a re-use of the

abandoned lattice material. Use it once as

a lattice and then drape in the back with

some inexpensive material. You can work
several changes; particularly if you wire

for lights.

Packed the Theatre

and Turned Them Out
Intensive work for two weeks before the

opening got big crowds into the Imperial

Theatre, Charlotte, N. C., for Bluebeard’s

Eighth Wife. George E. Brown took the

marquise for a coming attraction for the

first time in the historv of the house. He
did more than that. With 30 passes to each

advertiser, he got a co-operative page in

the face of the opposition if the Mer-
chants’ Association. They e against all

extra advertising, but seven merchants wel-
comed a chance to tie up and Brown got a
full page and paid for only a small propor-
tion of the space.
The picture was liked and the second day

business was better than the first. There
was a sell-out for the evening show, and
then an electrical storm put the power
house out of business for an hour and forty
minutes and Brown had to give out 1,200

rain checks as well as turning away his

standout.
Saturday the sale was stopped between

8:30 and 9, but the break gave him a chance
to resume selling. The crowd in the lobby
was so dense that departing patrons had to
use the emergency exits. Even with the
lost night he was $700 better off on the
three-day run.

Make a special scrap book of economy stunts.

You’ll find it comes in handy.

Found Own Plugger

for Homeward Bound
Home Bound has no plugger song, but

Harold Horne, of Loew’: Palace Theatre,
Memphis, found a song “My Love Ship”
that seemed to I e what he wanted, so he
took that and made it the basis of a hook
to music and phonograph stores, which an-
nounced that it would be sung in the pro-
logue to Homeward Bound at the Palace.
This particular title was selected because

Mr. Horne appealed to women patrons with
the love interest, feeling that they would
be more interested in love than in a sea

story. He ran such lines as “All Aboard for

Romance Land” and “A Romance of the
Moonlit Sea” in conjunction with Meighan’s
name. The receipts seem to prove the value

of his idea.

For his trailer he ran a few feet of blank
leader immediately following “Next week,”
and while the screen was dark the title

was flashed out in red lamps just below the

screen frame and held on while the re-

mainder of the trailer ran through.
For the marquise a new scheme has been

inaugurated. A new backing is provided
each month, and the weekly change is de-

signed to work in with this. For the Greater
Movies season the backing was the Para-
mount trade mark. In front of this was
run the star and title. This is supposed
to do away with the cost of building a new
display each week, but the scheme is too

new to have proved its value.

Had to Hustle
Getting Strangers of the Night on very

short notice, Frank J. Miller, of the Mod-
jeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga., had to work
fast to make certain that this better-than-

usual play was seen by those he most wanted
to get in.

He kept the telephone working for three

days to give personal notice and for a quick

action stunt he ran a misspelled word con-

test which brought in 3,000 replies to the

cooperating newspaper. Everywhere he

tied to the personal recommendation.
In spite of the time handicap, he put it

over to much better than usual business,

getting in the discriminating patron who is

the hardest to win.

A Uniuerxul Keleuse

ANOTHER CARTRIDGE CO-OPERATION WITH THE SNOW FILM

W. F. Brock, of the Sti'and Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn, hooked a whole raft of picture*

on Hunting Big Game in Africa to a brand of ammunition with a dozen palm leave*

to give enough of a suggestion of the jungles. Note the nice arrangement.
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A Universal NpIpcsp

JACK HOLT’S TIGER GETS BACK TO THE AFRICAN JUNGLE
Oscar White put h.m in moth balls after The Tiger’s Claw and dug him out for the
lobby display on Hunting Big Game in Africa. It helped the Snow picture to a

clean-up in Sumter, S. C., at the Rex Theatre, drawing patrons twenty miles.

Shooting Fair Crowd
Sold Souls for Sale

No Distinction

with His Crackers
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sum-

ter, S. C., figured that if animal crackers
appealed to the children as an advertise-

ment for Hunting Big Game in Africa, it

might also interest the adults, so he got
several pounds of lions and tigers and bears,

put each one into an envelope he got from
the National Baking Company, without cost,

and built an evergreen jungle. The chief

figure of the jungle was a cutout of a tiger

which had been saved front Jack Holt in

The Tiger’s Claw. He also used cutouts

from the 24-sheet which were first placed

in store windows before he pulled them
over to his lobby display.

He had a tieup with a hardware store on
guns and hunting knives and he had new
slide copy every day for two weeks in ad-

vance. He also put out 700 throwaways
stressing the fact that this was not a pic-

ture already shown, but the Martin John-
son picture had been there first and
crimped things a little, though some people

drove 20 miles to see the Snow production.

Mr. White has been taking things quietly

through the summer, but he seems to be

starting up again. Watch his smoice.

Made Full Campaign
in a Smaller Town

Jackson, Tenn., is not precisely a key
city on any film concern’s map, but A. R.

Lynch, manager of theatres, treats it in a
big town way and Jaccson responds grate-

fully to such treatment. Here is the way Mr.
Lynch put over the Greater Movie idea,

and Hollywood, in the Lyric Theatre.
He started with a horseshoe in the lobby

patterned after that in the Howard, Atlanta.

This was all gold and purple with the titles

of the greater movies lettered in. On Holly-
wood he did this outside advertising:
One hundred window cards as tack cards

along the white way for five days ahead.
All windows lithoed at the same time. Photo
frames in all the drug stores and two spec-
ial windows in department stores. Fifteen
other stores permitted stills mounted on
compo board to be tacked to their screen
entrance doors.

One thousand rotos and two thousand
heralds were put into homes, two restaur-
ants surcharged their menus, and teaser

slides told that “You do not need to go to

Hollywood to see the stars. You can see
them all here in one big picture, Holly-
wood.”

All of which had a beneficial effect on the

box office reports, which looked much better

than they had through August.

Good Pass Stunt
HMlvwood was used to open the Odeon

Theatre, Savannah, Ga., after it has been
closed for renovation. J. G. Evins wanted to

open to a good crowd, and matinee crowds
are not easy to get in the south in Sep-
tember. People still prefer to stay in the
cool.

To ensure an attendance that would go
out and talk about the unusual play, Mr.
Evins ran a series of nine advertisements,
each with a thumbnail cut of a star and ad-
vertised that the presentation of the series

would be good for one pass to the open-
ing matinee.
About 300 sets were turned in. These

were mostly from children, but Mr. Evins
rightly figured that Mother, and perhaps
Daddy, had helped to clip and paste the

set, which advertised to them as well.

Getting the big crowds in town for the
County Fair, all John C. Graham, Jr., of
the Lyric Theatre, Butler, Pa., had to do
was work the crowd.
He used 5000 accessory automobile tags

on the farmers’ cars, and this stunt was
new to most of them. They sold an un-
usual proportion. But this was merely the
prelude to the big stunt.

He bannered a truck telling that Souls
for Sale took the spectator into the studios
of Hollywood, and then he mounted a
camera on the truck and took shots of the
street crowds. He was also able to obtain
permission to enter the grounds and drive
around the track between heats of the
races. He used an actual camera and the
print was rushed through and shown the
following day at the theatre, most of the
first day crowd coming in to see if they
could discover themselves on the screen.
They also used the fake casting direc-

tor’s questionnaire, which is not so good,
even though it may bring a lot of news-
paper space.

A First National Release

TWO EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE TRILBY CUTOUTS FROM PORTLAND, OREGON
One is hooked to the Trilby hose and the other to the Trilby dress, and these two merchants and a shoe store came in on a full

page with the Rivoli Theatre. All three merchants made goods donations in connection with the general campaign, but we prom-
ised not to tell about any more free shoes, so just look at the use of the bare legged cutout used in both displays.
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A Universal Release

A CUTOUT EFFECT FROM THE MAJESTIC, AUSTIN, TEXAS
E B. Roberts offered a somewhat different handling of the poster at his theatre, and
tilled in with broad bands of colored crepe papers. This merely served to supplement
some novelty stunts that sold The Merry-Go-Round to a thirty per cent, increase.

Sparks Flew for

Compson Feature
Making the tableau of Betty Compson

about to open the safe in The Woman with
Four Faces, C. A. McFarland, of the Queen
Theatre, Houston, Texas, arranged it so that
the electric drill in Miss Compson's hands
would spark when touched to the door of
the safe. A buzzer was employed to imitate
the whirl of the motor and give a sound
attractor.

The ushers were masked as were the
cashiers and doormen.

Roses Made Business
A production which brought a lot of extra

business for an entire week was lately tried
out by George E. Brown, of the Imperial
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
The previous week a baritone had been

employed to help put over a picture for a
full week in a three-change town, and he
was kept on to sing “Love Brings a Little
Gift of Roses.”

A,t the chorus two little girls rose from
their seats in the front row and slowly
walked up the aisles of the darkened house,
handing out roses from baskets to the
women on the aisles. Flashlights in their
baskets lighted their heads. During the
week some 1,200 roses were passed out, the
novelty being put on three times a day. The
only cost was for the children, and the
$10 apiece paid them went for the pur-
chase of the dresses hey wore. The flowers
were donated.
The local papers carried several stories

and the stunt helped to put over three dif-
ferent pictures.

Three on One
That the people of Dallas might know of

the coming of Main Street to the Palace
Theatre, Bruce Fowler, City Manager, and
Raymond Willie, the resident manager,
posted street sides of the local flatiron
building with huge signs telling the world
it would miss something if it did not see
Main Street. It made a nice flash at a
small cost.

Pined for Kola
Clayton Tunstill, of the Rialto Theatre,

Chickasha, Okla., hooked The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine to a new Kola drink and
gave a bottle to each patron, dispensing
the samples from a special booth just out-
side the lobby. You could drink it there or
take it into the theatre with you, the ushers
collecting the empty bottles. He disposed
of 1,500 bottles in two days and got an in-

crease of business at no cost.

On His Way
In addition to a showing of the new

model of a make of automobiles with the
suggestion that such a car would have been
a luxury in the Klondike rush of the period
of The Spoilers, the Rialto Th'eatre, Charles-
ton, W. Va., used a good ballyhoo.
This was a miner with a pack burro.

The donkey was hung with signs reading:
"I have come a long way to see The Spoil-

ers at the Rialto Theatre.”

Offered Free Taxis

for Merry-Go-Round
Through the efforts of Universalist Jack

Meredith, Manager E. B. Roberts, of the
Majestic Theatre, Austin, Texas, took out
rain insurance with a local concern on The
Merry-Go-Round. This led to another and
much more novel stunt. A local taxi com-
pany was induced to gamble on the weather
and advertise that in case of rain on the
closing Saturday, its fleet of cabs would
bring anyone to the theatre free, the argu-
ment being that no one should miss this at-

traction.

But Mr. Roberts did not stop there. He
pasted a 24-sheet to the lobby floor for
advance work and them made a cutout of
another for use as his chief display at the
showing. The floor poster was spotted by
overhead lights.

A special billing location was the top of

a new hotel next door to the theatre. This
fine structure is the pride of Austin and its

erection is watched with interest. If they,

saw the hotel they had to see the posters.

Numerous window displays were arranged
and 250 letters were sent the local Elks re-

minding them that Mary Philbin was the
winner of the beauty contest at the Elks’

convention and urging them to get behind
the choice of the Order.

All it cost was $20 over the average and
it ran business up nearly one third. That’s
a pretty neat profit.

Large Souls
Getting a fence around a construction

operation, the Vendome Theatre, Nashville.
Tenn., covered nearly a city block with Souls
for Sale in five-foot letters with house and
date in smaller letters on either end. Prac-
tically all of the cars of the street railway
system pass the block, and there was a heavy
automobile traffic in addition, so it was diffi-

cult to overlook the sign.

First in N. Z.
First National Publicity claims on behalf

of O. N. Gillespie, head of its New Zealand
exchange, credit as the first picture pub-
licity promoter to use radio broadcasting
for advertisement. He had a well known
soloist sing Smilin’ Though and then he
horned in (literally) with a brief chat.

A First National Release

WHAT YOU CAN GET FROM PENROD WITHOUT HAVING TO PAY
The makers of the Penrod Suits are following the film in the eastern territory and
have effected more than 150 hook-ups to date without cost to the houses. This show-
ing was worked for the Playhouse, Passaic, N. J., the two boys being winners

suit contests.
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Sold Anniversary on

Twelve Dollar Flash
The ornate front of the Princess Thea-

tre, Chatham, Ont., shown on this page, rep-

resents a cash outlay of only twelve dollars,

and this includes an O. T. Taylor design

that can be worked repeatedly on future

attractions. With the exception of the ac-

tual painting was done by the projectionist,

Charles D. MacGregor. The cost of the ban-

ner was $5 and of the centrepiece $7. Evi-

dently Mr. McGregor has been saying up
his papers, for this design was printed in

December, 1921.

This was the first anniversary of the

Princess, which is a unit of the Canadian
Paramount Theatres, managed by J. A.

Stewart, and what seems to be a hat just

above the line “Anniversary week” is really

a pink birthday cake with silver trimmings

and one candle. You cannot see the candle,

which has sunk into the print. The banner

is airbrushed green with gilt lettering. The
circles in the Taylor design are green, yel-

low and red.

Mr. McGregor also went out and hooked
up a window to Hollywood. It had no mer-

chandise connection, but it showed a lot of

photographs, and the merchant figured that

it helped sell the other things in the win-

dow, so he wants some more.

We hope that McGregor does not share

the usual fate of projectionist-exploiteers,

who are generally pulled of? the exploita-

tion work by their unions before experience

qualifies them for the full exploitation job.

White Rose Nearly
Broke House Record
Only rain prevented The White Rose

from breaking the record for an opening
day at the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte, N.
C., and at that George E. Brown came with-
in $27 of equaling the best previous figures.

Had not rain spoiled the matinee the
figures would have been the top notch.
The best was a copy of the Memphis

stunt which, it will be recalled, was a dis-

tribution of white roses to the shut-ins of

the city, ostensibly at the request of Mae
Marsh. A florist contributed 75 dozen
flowers, mostly white roses, and a local

paper worked up the scheme as a circula-

tion stunt. It gave long stories and the call

for automobiles for distribution still fur-

ADVERTISING AN ANNIVERSARY WITH AN O. T. TAYLOR IDEA
Charles D. MacGregor, of the Princess Theatre, Chatham, Ont., reproduced this Taylor
design for an anniversary week. When he is not exploiting Mr. MacGregor is project-

ing the picture for the house, of which J. A. Stewart is local manager.

ther spread the effect. It is a valuable idea

and one almost any live paper will be glad

to sponsor. The only cost to the house was
the writing of the cards with the compli-
ments of Miss Marsh. The cards and rib-

bons as well as the flowers, were supplied
by the florist.

The florist also supplied flowers for the
lobby without other return than a credit

card.

A strong press campaign was worked,
apart from the shut-in stunt.

The house came into luck when a sister

house in the circuit sent over a 24-foot

banner it had ordered, but which had come
too late to be used. It sent it to the Im-
perial with no other charge than express-

age. Mr. Brown figures that he did well

even if he was $27 below the top notch.

He didn’t write the weather.

film it wanted run. Mr. Evins would nc
take any money for showing the print, buj

offered to run it if the company instructe
its collectors to mention Homeward Boun
to each policy holder called upon.
As the company carries hundreds c

policy holders who pay a weekly premiun
Mr. Evins made a good deal, for it helpe
to beat the record hung up by The Spoil
ers by $148.

Fifty Better

Insurance Hook-up
J. G. Evins, of the Odeon Theatre,

Savannah, Ga., is working hard to put the

house over after its shut down, and he is

working some pretty stuff.

One of his best was a hook to an insur-

ance company which had a short advertising

Boosting receipts on Only 38 with a 3£

cent sale was the big angle on the two da
run of the picture at the Noble Theatre
Anniston, Ala.
Roy Smart arranged with a leading stor

for a 38 cent sale, as suggested by Dei;

Stewart. The window was dressed for Sat
urday and stayed in action through th
opening day of the engagement, the follow
ing Wednesday. Fifty tickets were given th
store to help the sale along, and as the
were singles, they brought in one or mor
paid admissions.
This was about the only special wor

done, but it brought one of the best aa
vances since the hot weather set in.

Cussen the Town
When he came to play The Town thal

Forgot God, Clayton Tunstill, of the Rialt
Theatre, Chickasha, Okla., used directio
arrow's with merely the title of the pla;

These were not only tacked to telegrap'

poles but were fixed to lath and posted o
the roads leading into the place; which wa
not very polite to the town, but Chickash
was not insulted and the City Fathers gav
a permit for the local tacking of the arrow
As they have no Sunday shows, the lobb

wTas brightly lighted Sunday evening to g(
the attention of the churchgoers to a titl

w'hich might be supposed to appeal to ther
Mr. Tunstill did everything but get the mil
isters to preach about Sodom and Gomorral

A United Artists Release

HERE’S ANOTHER CLAIMANT FOR LONG DISTANCE HONORS
This sign is 125 feet long by fifteen high and was one of the sales stunts when
The White Rose” played for three weeks at the Strand Theatre, San Francisco.

It does not show up well in the reproduction because the colors do not photograph well.

For an expenditure of one dollar, Clayto
Tunstill, of the Rialto Theatre, Chickash
Okla., got a small increase on Lorna Doon
The dollar was for cards placed in the pul
lie library, but in .addition he effected som
window hooks and borrowed a phonograp
which was decorated and placed in the lobb
to play the Lorna Doone record with a rc

peater. The phonograph company also ga\
windows for advertising use ar d made a nic

cleanup on the records.
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Trade Hook-Ups A re

Planned by Merchant

Railroad Contributes

Full Hollywood Lobby
Most lobby displays on Hollywood have

been either the observation end or the con-
course style, but J. B. Carroll, of the Vic-
tory Theatre, Tampa, Fla., used the Sea-
board Air Line as his property room and
worked out a station interior with time
table racks, bulletin boards and all the rest

of the familiar furnishings. The bulletin

gave the leaving times of the Hollywood
Special and worked in some wheezes about
nearby towns on the road, while the ticket

office was for “Tickets and Pullmans.”

Covered Forty Miles

The Seaboard also sent six special half

sheets and some window cards to every sta-

tion within forty miles, instructing the
agents to post the sheets and get the cards
into store windows. And all it cost was a

small distribution of passes and the print-

ing of the material.

A local shoe store opened a sale of Holly-
wood Sandals two days ahead of the show,
and took a quarter page display advertise-

ment in addition to the window dressing.

Fifty passes were given purchasers.
Instead of the usual screen work the

slider were all reproductions of newspaper
criticisms from southern towns where the

picture has already shown.
Business was good and cost very little.

A Rich Effect
Figuring that richness of appeal would

best harmonize with Daughters of the

Rich, Thomds G. Coleman, of the Galax
Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., used a three sheet

cutout against green draperies for the cen-

trepiece of his lobby display. This was
backed by pompo board wings on either

side of the lobby. Directly overhead was a

3 by 10 foot panel in the same shade of

green with the title in white. If you have
not used this combination, try it some time.

Three foot circles flanked the banner carry-

ing the names of the players.

The general effect was one of quiet

elegance comporting with the title and sell-

ing better than more spectacular stuff.

DOC CLEMMER’S PERAMBULATOR FOR HOLLYWOOD
Adapted from the 24-sheet, this truck covered Spokane in the interests of the
Cleminer Theatre and Hollywood pretty thoroughly. Just for a sign on the rear the
company handling the truck gave the use of the machine, the driver and the gas.

Only a couple of years ago it was felt that
when an exploitation man succeeded in sell-

ing a merchant the idea of devoting a por-
tion of his space to the current attraction at
some theatre he was doing big things.
Today the merchant is running around for

a chance to hook-in to a form of advertis-
ing that brings in more than he could get
for his exclusive space and in New Haven
an instalment house has created a “movie-
plan” which is the same old instalment
scheme worked in a new way.

A Fust Rational lielease

AN EFFECTIVE BANNER ON DULCY FROM EUGENE, ORE.
Offered by the Castle Theatre and the only extra exploitation required to put over
Miss Talmadge in this production. It was jazzy and carried the idea over far

better than a straight lettered announcement could possibly have done.

ALL YOU NEED IS A DIME FOR A
Join the Jfchach-Jfaunr

Sells Roto Space
Selling off advertising spaces on the roto-

gravure section for Bluebeard's Eighth

Wife, the Des Moines theatre for a big

flash at a cost of only $130, though the

rotos, plus printing, cost $250. They had to

be printed up with the house advertise-

ment, so there was no real extra cost for

the printing and with one space on the
front and two on the back, the Des Moines
Theatre Company got a drawback of $120
and still had two-thirds of a page for its two
houses. At that we think that the space was
sold rather cheaply. Probably the company
can get a better price next time.
The stunt opens up interesting possibili-

ties. John E. Kenebeck, Paramounteer,
helped put the idea over.

A Golxlwyn-Cosmopolitan Release

THE NEW HAVEN IDEA

The instalments are on a sliding scale in-

stead of the usual dollar-a-week idea, and
to motivate the “movie-plan” angle the store
has tied up to Enemies of Women with a

four column scene cut and a panel telling

that the attraction is to be seen at the Globe
theatre.
This cut is the only part of the “plan”

connected with the pictures.

Without Question the

tMichaeh:Maur*r«
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Printed Own Inserts

for Use on Enemies
Using 10,000 each of the bread and

laundry inserts on Enemies of Women,
Charles A. McFarland, of the Queen Thea-
tre, Houston, Tex., printed up his own in-

stead of using the accessory material.

Having established the enemies idea by
this means, he sold two restaurants on large

signs telling that coo' ing was one of the
enemies of women and advising the reader
to eat there. Booh stores were sold on the

read-the-book-and-then-see-the-picture idea,

and the par' ing signs in front of the thea-

tre told that Reckless Drivers were also

enemies of women. It got so that the poor
women began to feel that they had no
friends left.

During the showing a 25 foot cutout was
placed on top of the marquise to further

add to the enmity.

Fake Camera Was
a Hollywood Stunt

A F\r* | S.it tonot Ueltoxe

AN EFFECTIVE DISPLAY ON CIRCUS DAYS FROM THE BRANFORD
The Newark house not only painted a special front, but it ran a Congress of Strange
Peoples in the long corrdor that was alone worth the price of admission, bearded

lady, snake charmer, blue-skinned man and all the rest of the standbys.

One of the ballyhoo stunts on Hollywood
at the Hippodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas,
was a fa' e cameraman who shot the audi-

ence as they entered the house.

J. P. Harrison made no promises aboir
showing the picture and there was no "try-

out” bunk. It was just a straight ballyhoo
that gave good return and cost very little.

There was an automobile with a banner
almost larger than the diminutive hood and
with wheels painted vari-colored. Regularly
it was used by a shoe polish concern, but it

helped shine up the stars in Hollywood.
Stars were the lobby feature. There were

lettered stars for the title, stars on the post-

ers and a large star in front of the box
office with one hole for tickets and another
through which the cashier could see who
was trying to hand her a Canadian dime.

Mindful of the need for press work, Mr.
Harrison got up a hook-up page with identi-

fication of the stars, and this left the editor

in a receptive frame of niind for a large

cut and reader display for the opening. Mr.
Harrison also had fine returns from Lem
Stewart’s scrap book contest.

Talked It
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sum-

ter, S. C. figured that Penrod and Sam
should come pretty close to selling itself,

but he was willing to help a little, so he got
four boys to stand around the lobby and dis-

cuss the picture whenever anyone came
into the lobby to see the stills. A surpris-

ingly large number of persons appeared to

be influenced into the purchase of tickets.

Profitable
Adapting the C. B. C. novelty recently

written of in this department brought some
$15,000 in back dues to a fraternal order
lately. It was used as a reminder to mem-
bers in arrears, and the novelty of the

form got attention while the text was
phrased to avoid goat getting, with the re-

sult that almost half of the replies added a

“thank you.”

A furuinouni Release

THIS CAMERAMAN SHOT THE AUDIENCES BUT HE GOT NOTHING
The camera was a fake, but it helped make for interest at the Hippodrome Theatre,
Waco, Texas, and J. P. Harrison did not pr’omise that pictures would be made, so

there was no comeback. Note the star through which tickets were sold.

A New Society of

Enemies of Women
\

Securing the proper permission, D. Fris-
nia, of the Elks Theatre, Taylorville, 111.,

;

;

constructed a small booth on an important
corner. Before he began he posted a sign

j

stating that when completed the structure
would be used as a registration booth by a

newly formed society, The Enemies of
jj

Women. At the same time letters signed
by a mythical committee of women urged
other women to do something about it.

The workmen took as long as they could
to get the shack up, and by that time
the title had been put over—so they pulled
it down again, in the same leisurely

fashion.
An adaptation of the out of fown post-

card idea was made through a special card
showing the front of the Kings Theatre, St.

Louis with the crowds attracted by this

title. The message stated that the writer
had seen the play in St. Louis and urged
the recipient to see it in Taylorville.

Gorgeous Booklets
Supplementing the greater movies book-

lets supplied the Paramount theatres, the
Paramount Publicity prepared an excep-
tionally handsome booklet for use by man-
agers taking the Paramount output.
This carries a two-page calendar to July

1924 and 21 pages announcing coming Para-
mount productions. It is all cased in a

brown grained cover printed in black and
two colored bronze; an unusually ornate
job yet in such excellent taste that the
cover constitutes more than half the sell-

ing value of the offering.

It is as pretty a piece of printing as has
ever been offered in quantity production for

picture advertising.

Cheap Money
Twenty passes, used as prizes in the

acrostic scheme suggested in the Goldwyn
press book on Three Wise Fools brought
a better business by seven hundred dollars

to the Imperial Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.

Charles Morrison did not require that the

acrostic deal with photoplay matters and
so widened the appeal of the ide^i while still

keeping the attention of the contestants on
the title. Two window hook-ups were the

only other exploitation.
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Gloria the Goat
in This Advance

Fred S. Meyer, of the Palace Theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio, made Gloria Swanson his

nominal copy writer in his advance work
for Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife, using a three
column cut over an appeal “To the people
of Hamilton” in a 175 by 3.

No doubt you recall Prodigal Daugh-
ters, in which I made my last appear-
ance at the Palace Theatre sometime
ago. Excepting only one single re-

viewer, this last production met with
instantaneous favor everywhere.
Beginning next Sunday, you will have

the opportunity to see me in my newest
picture, entitled Bluebeard’s 8th Wife,
the screen adaptation of the stage suc-
cess by the same name.
When Managing Director Meyer of

the Palace Theatre saw Bluebeard’s
8th Wife in a private screening, he
was so enthused that he immediately
sent me the following telegram:
"Consider Bluebeard’s 8th Wife not

only your greatest success but by far

the most noteworthy of current
achievements. It should create a sen-
sation wherever shown and create

many new admirers for Gloria Swan-
son.”
Theatre owners are a hard boiled

lot; it takes a most unusual picture to

get a word out of them. Therefore, I

have every reason to believe that you
will share Mr. Meyer’s views as regards
my forthcoming production, and urge
you to see

BLUEBEARD'S 8TH WIFE
when it comes to the Palace Theatre
next Sunday.

Sincerely yours,

GLORIA SWANSON.
The populace responded nobly to the

appeal. Try it on some picture you are

playing. It does not have to be Bluebeard.
You can work up the idea for any star

picture.

Railroad Envelopes

for Railroad Herald
Working together, City Manager Bruce

Fowler and Raymond Willie, of the Palace
Theatre, Dallas, put over a fine campaign
for Hollywood, the outstanding feature of

which was the distribution of 10,000 of the

railroad ticket herald in envelopes such as

are used by the Southern Pacific for pur-

chased tickets. This gave a fine realism to

the well-planned novelty. The cooperation

of the Southern and Atlantic Coast lines

has already been recorded from the South-
east, but the donation of 10,000 high grade
manila envelopes is a more costly coopera-

tion.

Cuts Used But Once
Fanfotos of the various stars were dis-

tributed from the theatre, about 2,500 be-

ing used, and thumbnail cuts of the stars

were used in small teasers, no cut being

used more than once. The title with each

letter on a star, was strung from the roof

to the marquise and more stars edged the

canopy, while the rear of the house, which
faces a traffic street, carried a large painted

sign. Streamers eight feet high were
placed on windows of stores and cafes, the

banners being decorated with the fanfotos,

fifteen stars being used.

It wa; a very thorough campaign and put

over the picture in the big house of the

Texas chain.

A Paramount Release

HERE’S THE BEST BET YET ON BLUEBEARD S EIGHTH WIFE
Planned by Frank J. Miller for the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta. Ga. The seven ex-

wives are shown in silhouette with the cutout from the thr'ee-sheet going to meet her
doom as Mrs. B— number eight. There is real selling to this idea.

'‘PENROD AND SAM
GEO. DEWEY WASHINGTON

i ©AN

“GOLF” & KINOGRAMS
COMEDY AND HAYWARD

.1 First Rational Release

HERE IS A VARIANT TO THE PENROD AND SAM FENCE
This was planned by Hari'y Browne, of the T. & D. Theatre, San Jose, Calif. Only the
box office was decorated with the piratical insigna which form but a minor incident in

the play. It was cheap and it sold tickets, so it was capital exploitation.

Chamber of Horrors
for Bluebeard Wives
Easily the best lobby display on Blue-

beard’s Eighth Wife comes from Augusta,
Ga., where Frank J. Miller, of the
Modjeska and other theatres planned a strik-

ing effect.

Against a semi-circular platform he built

seven panels of translucent cloth, back of

each being a cutout of a woman hanging
by her hair. Strong lights back of each
threw these into such relief that enough
light could be used in front to illuminate

the cutout from the three sheet of Gloria

Swanson as the eighth wife. The effect was
purposely left a trifle sketchy rather than
depict the horror.
The design of the structure is fantastic

to suggest the idea of the title, and the

general effect was so striking that business
shot up a little above the $400 mark.
The only other special effect was the

handling of 500 rotos, 1000 large heralds for

store distribution and 2000 of the smaller

ones in the mail.

Exploited a Short
Feeling that the entire strength of the

program does not lie in the feature picture,

the Opera House, St. John, N. B., sent out
a rube for First National’s Gymnasium Gym.
This was a man in a suit of fleshings

made of a dyed union suit. He had an in-

flated chest and enlarged biceps and in ad-
dition to advertising the comedy he told

that some local gymnasium experts would
give an exhibition of tumbling as a part of

the program. The short length was one of

the best sellers of the bill in consequence.

Among other stunts used by A. J. Phillips,

of the Arcade Theatre, Canning, Mo., on

First National’s Money, Money, Money, was
a contest in which he offered a few syno-

nyms for money and prizes for the longest

lists, accepted slang not barred.
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AN ORIGINAL BIRTHDAY DESIGN FROM THE CIRCLE THEATRE
The Indianapolis home of First National pictures used this unusual lobby dress for its

seventh anniversary. The lobby was draped with grey and gold satin and the barrier

was set as a table with seven electrically lighted candles, all dated.

Satin Draped Lobby
for an Anniversary

Recently we spoke of the seventh anni-
versary of the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis.
On this page is shown a detail of the lobby
decoration with seven electrically lighted

candles, each dated and growing in size

with the progress of the years, on the
barrier, which was draped to suggest a

banquet table.

The entire lobby was done over in hang-
ings of grey and gold satin

; a scheme which
was carried into the house, and special

painted posters for Dulcy, the anniversary
attraction, replaced the usual frames and
posters.

The exterior carried the usual posters for

Dulcy, but the space over the marquise was
devoted to the anniversary announcement.

One Sided Display

Is Something New
Frank J. Miller, who is manager of thea-

tres for Paramount in Augusta, Ga., seems
to be giving more attention to lobby dis-

plays, though he has always been in the

front row of lobby builders. Now he is go-
ing rapidly to the head of his class.

One of his new ideas was worked on
When Knighthood Was in Flower and in-

troduces the one-sided display. This is a

decided innovation. Hitherto the lobby dis-

play has either been a centrepiece or a

matched display on two sides. Mr. Miller

has shattered tradition by building his dis-

play on Knighthood from one side of the
lobby, a mountain rising to a castle on the
eminence.

It was a fine idea, though spoiled some-
what through contrast with the large cut-

outs just back of it. At that we have an
idea that Mr. Miller did not place these two
figures back of the structure except when
he moved them over to get everything in

one photograph. Very possibly he used

this cutout on the other side of the lobby
to preserve the balance. But forget the
figures and note the excellent effect Mr.
Miller has gained, and remember that he
built on the entrance and not the exit side

of th-e lobby.

Don't overlook your short feature. Some-
times you can exploit your news reel for real

money.

Stirred Broadway
with Red Lighting

One of the Eddie Bonus stunts for the
opening of Red Lights at the Capitol Thea-
tre, New York City, was to have an aviator
fly over the theatre district about the time
the scores of audiences were coming out.
Red flares were burned constantly.
The stunt was planned for Saturday, the

day before the opening, but rain prevented
the flight and it was delayed until the fol-

lowing evening, when the aerial patrol ex-
cited much attention and the newspapers
and police stations were asked to explain.
Helping to hook in to this display, the

front of the Capitol was flooded with red
lamps and spots, a dash of red in the famous
White Lights district.

The same idea was used in Los Angeles,
where the picture opened at the California
Theatre. Here the story ran to the effect

that the management, fearful that the print
would not arrive in town in time, had ar-

ranged to have the reels come via airplane
from Reno, the flares being the signal that
the print was aboard. This was worked on
the Wednesday prior to the opening, and
got into the newspapers.
There was also a special Red Lights night

at the Hotel Ambassador, where many of
the scenes of the picture were made. Spec-
ial cards on each table a week in advance
announced the coming event. The dancer
used in the production made several ap-
pearances and there was a prize cup pre-
sented the best amateur couple by June
Mathis. Special menus carried the program
and a scene from the play.

Matched a Herald
With a cutout from the three-sheet on

Salomy Jane, the Galax Theatre, Birming-
ham, Ala., was able to approximate the front

page of the herald and hook to this dis-

tributed matter. Thomas G. Coleman put
out several thousand heralds, and the value
of the hook-in is obvious.

171GHTHGDD GDflB 117 FLOOD

A Paramount Release

A NEW FORM OF LOBBY DISPLAY FROM FRANK J. MILLER
The manager of theatres in Augusta, Ga., got away from the usual centerpiece and
huilt out from one side on When Knighthood Was in Flower, getting a different and

decidedly good effect, though we think that the figure cutout does not help any.
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A Paramount Release

ANOTHER GOOD RAILROAD STATION LOBBY ON HOLLYWOOD
This is almost a duplicate ef the Fort Smith display, worked by Hugo Plath, but it is
from Ollie Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre, Muskogee, and Ollie jazzed the signs up

to match the 1‘ailroad atmosphere of the general display.

Hugo Plath Finds

a Hollywood Line
Most of the semaphores for Hollywood

have read “Look out for Hollywood" in

copy of the usual look out for the loco-
motive. Hugo Plath, of the Palace Thea-
tre, Ft. Smith, Ark., has dug out the right
line. He uses the cross with “Slow down’’
and “Hollywood.” That’s better than look-
ing out. You can generally trust Mr. Plath
'to dig it out right when he starts to dig.
One of the best little diggers.
His general lobby design is shown on this

page. As suggested in the caption, it looks
as though he had pulled Gloria Swanson’s
Gilded Cage apart to make the railing of a
railroad concourse, with the gates labeled
for the “Paramount Express" and the
“Amusement Special” both to Hollywood.
It might help to use the changeable signs
for the departing time, such as are used in

railroad stations, and change for each show..
It’s a little trouble but a big help.
The cutout engine has practical wheels

geared to a motor, with sandpaper contacts
to give the puff of the exhaust into the stack.
In case you don’t remember, this is a piece
of sandpaper fixed to the back support
where it will rub against a similar piece on
one of the wheels, contact being made inter-
mittently each time the wheel turns over.
If you want more noise, use tw'o pieces of
paper on the wheel.

Boosted Records
with Robin Hood

Beating the house attendance by 76 ad-
missions and the cash record by something
better than $300, Robin Flood has pride of
place at the Noble Theatre, Anniston, Ala.,
chiefly through the intensive and sustained
work of Roy Smart.
From the time the booking was made, he

let no week go by without mention in the
house organ, these growing in length and
strength as the playing date came closer.

Ten days in advance a banner was thrown
across the main street, and later this was
backed by a castle front on the theatre.
Three cards were gotten into the Public
Library to reach adults and children, one
going to the children’s reading room.
Because of the training camp activities at

Camp McClelland Mr. Smart offered a re-

duced admission to the men in uniform at
the opening performance only. He could not
get them marched down in a body, but the
notice “To the Men of Camp McClelland”
W’as on each company bulletin board and
when the command,ng officer came down to
see the picture he was stood out forty
minutes. 'I he soldier attendance was good
all through the run.

One Merry-Go-Round
Was a Big Pinwheel

Blue and gold festoons and a lattice

helped to turn the lobby of the Rialto
Theatre, Macon. Ga., into an amusement
park for The Merry-Go-Round. This was
built up with cutouts and signs in orna-
mental shapes and various colored lights

added to the carnival effect.

On the marquise was an eight foot pin-
wheel with arms each of a different color,

with electric lamps at night. The wheel was
kept in motion by a small motor. It was
not a Merry-Go-Round, but it went around
and around and kept in with the title.

This Railroad Has
Clever Trick Signs

Ollie Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre,
Mus ogee, Okla., practically duplicates the
display of Hugo Plath, of Fort Smith. Per-
haps one loaned the other the makings.
But the Brownlee box office boasts some

trick signs, the one at the top reading with
the prices for upper and lower berths, which
correspond to the prices for orchestra and
balcony while “staterooms” are understood
to be the loge seats.

On the left of the window are the depart-
ing times, corresponding to the showings
and the right urges the reader to "See the
Agent About Rates to Hollywood.”

Both top pieces above the gates are
lettered “Ride the Paramount Express to
Hollywood—See—” and the names of the
stars, while the centre is “Muskogee to
Hollywood on the Paramount express, via
Palace Theatre." The cross arms have the
“Slow down. Hollywood.” One side if fur-
ther letters “To trains” and the exit is

“From trains.” The railings are turned
wood, painted black.

It all helped to put a boost in the box
office sheet, and it cost only $20.

Likes Book Rebate
on Loma Doone Run
Just to encourage the booksellers to offer

Lorna Doone windows, the Queen Theatre,
St. John, N. B., offered a rebate of five

cents to everyone who bought a seat and
showed a copy of the book. Some of the
boo s presented came over in Evangeline’s
time, but the theatre was game and the old
ones got the nickel off too.

That was an opening night stunt, but it

worked so well that for the remainder of

the run a new copy of the book was good
for a rebate at any matinee.

It was a getaway from the pass-with-
each-copy; but, if you want to help your
cooperatorSi specify new books I If you want
a novelty on an old timer, offer a special

prize for the oldest copy presented.
The named cracker campaign also helped

and the music stores kicked in, but the

book idea proved the real winner.
Only one rebate was allowed on a book,

but by the end of the run some of the

books had turned up so often that they
were calling the cashier by her first name.

A t'uruinuuni Keleuse

HUGO PLATH’S TRACKLESS ROAD TO HOLLYWOOD
It looks as though he broke up Her Gilded Cage to make the railroad station, but it

looks like a real concourse, with its Paramount Express to Hollywood and hi* “Slow

Down for Hollywood” semaphores. That’s the best copy yet. The Palace, Fort

Smith, Aric.
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WOULD YOU GIVE $35 FOR A DISPLAY PARADE LIKE THIS ON CIRCUS DAYS? THAT’S THE COST

AI Sobler, of First National, helped Doc Robinson, of the Madison Theatre, Peoria, UU put over a costume contest that turned into

a two-block parade with a 30-piece band, at a cost of only $35 for the prizes. It’s old stuff, but the Circus Days angle permitted

wider display of costumes and gave far more color to the turnout, and it saved up the newsboys for the next kid picture, which is

something to think about.

A. turn ±\ u.L iu i tu t Keltu&e

Prizes Worth $35
Got a Big Parade

Sitting in with Dor. Robinson, of the Madi-
son Theatre, Peoria, 111., Al Sobler. Chicago
First National exploiteer, staged a layout
for Circus Days that brought hundreds of

dollars worth of publicity at a cost of only
$35 for cash prizes. The stunt included a

parade that stretched two blocks and which
was headed by a thirty piece brass band.
The band was a boys band sponsored by

the Journal-Transcript, which was tied in

to the stunt through being permitted to

pose as the donor of the prizes for the best
circus costumes. This got columns of pub-
licity which cost nothing, and also won the
services of the band. The paper also bor-
rowed a camel, the property of Mohammed
Temple of the Mystic Shrine, and some
floats and tractors to pull them, on which
the children rode.

Several hundred children appeared for the
judging, and after the judges had made their
decision and the band had played a few
selections, the youngsters climbed aboard
the floats and took a ride over a rather
lengthy route. As the photographs show,
there was a wide variety of costumes and no
lack of banners.
A second paper, the Star, was permitted

to use the name-in-the-classified-ads idea,
fifty tickets being invested in this scheme.
The space the Star gave the stunt would

have cost several hundred dollars had it

been paid for at card rates.

The ten cent store gave a picture of Jackie

with each purchase of school supplies and
took an entire window to announce that

fact, and a book store was tied to copies

of Toby Tyler while the chain tobacco
stores were hooked to a brand mentioned in

the production.

Not So Good
In the interests of The Girl of the Golden

West, George J. Schade, of Sandusky, offered

prizes to the first seven persons discov-

ering misspelled words in the columns of a

local classified ad department. The prizes

of course were tickets to the Schade.
The hard part is that an ungrateful news-

paper made George split the cost of the

two fours used to make the announcement.
Most papers are glad to give more space
than that just for the tickets. That’s no
nice way to treat a theatre.

Passed it to George
Letting the manufacturers of the tied up

cigarette do most of his work for him, Oscar
White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C.,

merely added the telephone stunt to collect

additional revenue on The Spoilers. He
didn’t see the use of worrying when he had
someone else to do the hustling and supply
the advertising material free.

Had Floral Parade
for Mrs . Bluebeard

When Walter Murphy, of the Crown The-
atre, New London, Conn., asked Para-
mounteer Russell B. Moon for a stunt on
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife, Moon remem-
bered the scene where the husband sends
innumerable baskets of flowers to Gloria

Swanson.
A local florist donated five baskets and

five boys and for two hours on Saturday
afternoon the kids carried these into the

theatre, through the lobby, slipping out the
back way to make another circuit.

It not only brought a Sunday sell-out,

but it helped the feature playing on Satur-
day as well.

Australian Smiles
Cabaret parties named after pictures have

become a pest in Los Angeles, but in Aus-
tralia it is a brand new idea and L. Scantel-
bury, of the Majestic Theatre, Brisbane
made a pot of money through a Smilin
Through night at a local cabaret. The
feature was an advance screening of the

picture and the stunt was worked up into

a regular party.

There is a gpod idea here for this side,

though we think it will work better with a

light comedy. Smilin’ Through is almost too

delicate for a cabaret.
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A Warner Brothers' Release

JOHNNY COULD BACK HIS HORSE UP AND STILL WIN
The Lotus Theatre, Sheridan, Wyo., used the old picket fence to frame a one-horse
walkover for Little Johnny Jones. It’s not a very big display, but it was more than

enough to get in the business, and that was all the management was after.

Mr. Lovett’s Idea

Is Old, but Paying
J. Fred Lovett, of the Royal Theatre,

Providence, read in a recent issue that he
owed us an idea and he hastens to write
that he sent it in but that evidently it mis-
carried in the mails, so he repeats.
The idea is simply that Mr. Lovett framed

up a crack sandlots ball team, named it

after the theatre, and turned them loose on
the community. They have been cleaning
up all summer and getting space on both
the Olneyville and sporting pages of the
papers. Practically . every day there was
one item at least about the Ro 3'als, and the
idea of a winner was passed along to the
house. Mr. Lovett says it gave him the
best summer business he ever had, and likes

the stunt so well that he has formed a foot-
ball team for the more limited season and
has arranged to continue baseball next year.
The team finished third in the amateur
league and he expects them to top the bunch
next }

rear.

It’s a good idea, but not as new as Mr.
Lovett thinks. We gather he has not a

copy of Picture Theatre Advertising, but if

he has, it might interest him to look on
page 245 where the precise scheme is out-
lined in full. It’s not new, but we are glad
to have Mr. Lovett’s testimony to the value
of the idea.

Punched Letters

to Help Posters
Here is an adaptation of the idea used by

the Blackstone, Pittsburgh, to illuminate
letters. The Blackstone used the idea for
its lobby banners, but Moore’s Rialto The-
atre, Washington, D. C., employed it for
the outside special three sheets.

A Goldnyyn-Cosmopolilan Release

THE SPECIAL THREE SHEET

The letters forming the title, Red Lights,
have been perforated with a drill, and show
as minute black specks in the center of
these letters, if all goes well with the cut.
These holes were backed by red medium
and lamps were set in back of the frame.
At a small cost for current and wiring

the display value of the posters was greatly
increased.

Gave a Party
Giving a party to the Strangers of the

Night was Edwin D. Turner’s idea for put-
ting over the Metro production at the Im-
perial Theatre, Asheville, N. C.

Refreshments were donated by local mer-
chants in return for credit cards and after

the last showing the first night the patrons
were invited to the rest room where the or-

chestra played while eight local girls in

pirate costumes more or less after the cabin
boy costume in the picture, handed out the

refreshments.

As a side line there was a double truck
in two local papers with a misspelled word
contest that brought in more than 2,000

replies.

Got a Horse
Apparently the newsboys were on strike

down in Louisville when Circus Days came
to town, for instead of a newsboys’ parade
the management of the Mary Anderson
Theatre hooked the Post to a resemblance
contest, with a pony named Jackie Coogan
as the prize for the child most nearly re-

sembling the juvenile star.

Some 400 youngsters made entry, the
majority of them presenting themselves in

costume, though this was not required. The
most likely contestants were presented on
the stage, but the award was made in one
of the parks where the entire town could
look on without entrance fee and where a

film of the event could be recorded.
According to the receipts, the pony was a

good investment.

*4 First National Release

A CLASSY FLOAT ON THE VOICE FROM THE MINARET
This is a good example of the sort of thing they are doing over in England. This float

was built by the Palace Theatre, Cheltenham, England. It is twelve feet long by six

feet wide and sixteen feet in height, and was planned by Manager Shenton.
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A Vitagrdph Release

A MINIATURE MODEL DISPLAY FOR THE MAN NEXT DOOR
This striking display was fi'amed by W. E. Paschall, of the Palace Theatre^ El Paso,

Texas, and his staff artist, Guiterrez. It is cleverly done and suggests a general scheme
which may be followed for many other pictures as effectively as for this Vitagraph.

Gets New Wrinkles

for Fashion Shows
Making a style show the big appeal for

the opening of his Greater Movie Season,

George A. McDermit, of the Rialto Theatre,

Macon, Ga., 'had a number of new ideas.

In the first place, since he had no ade-

quate stage room, he built a T stage in

front of the orchestra with the tail down
the center aisle and with steps leading up
from either side. In the floor of the plat-

form was set a glass light trap with a spot

above, there were also spots on either side

and in the balcony, which permitted the at-

tainment of interesting light effects.

The program was varied for each night,

each presenting some special feature, which
drew the crowds back, and there was also a

special tableau each evening. One night the

tableau was “The most popular model’’ and
while the recruiting officers of the Army
and Navy marched down the aisles, the

curtains parted to disclose a girl in a Red
Cross uniform. The “best” model was a

boy in scout uniform and the “sweetest”
was a bride, while for the final nights the

“most beloved” was a mother. This was
shown on Friday with the mother alone on

the stage while on Saturday the same tab-

leau was repeated with a soldier and marine
bringing gifts to the mother, one presenting
flowers and the other candy.
There was also a special showing of chil-

dren’s models at a Saturday morning
matinee.
The constant changes held business up

for a record week with The Cheat and The
Silent Partner, both good alibis for swag-
ger dressing.

Free Rides
Although the home office campaign book

writers no longer urge the use of stage
coaches for western pictures, knowing that
they cannot be had as a rule, Jack Hell-
man, Paramounteer, dug up an old station

bus for E. G. Anderson, of the Princess
Theatre, Aberdeen, S. D.
He had to go two miles out of town to

find its last resting place, but he furbished
it up a bit and sent it around town with a
hand-made sign announcing that anyone
could jump in and ride to the Princess to

see To the Last Man. The ride was free.

Shooting off blank cartridges was a helpful

stunt until the police arrested the driver,

and after that it at least brought in some
press notice. Heilman also horned in on the

A boards of the army recruiters, the only
sidewalk signs permitted in town.

Socked ’Em
Infringing on the Trilby publicity, H. C.

Clarke, of the Garing Theatre, Greenville,

S. C., gave silk stockings (donated by a

local concern) to the women who wore the

same size hose as Mae Murray in The
French Doll.

Cards were given all women purchasers at

the opening matinee. These were filled in

with the name and stocking size of the re-

cipient and handed the doorman. Before
the conclusion of the performance the cards
had been checked up and those entitled to

stockings were asked to obtain orders on
the store, and obtain their prizes on the

way home.
The women nearly wrecked the lobby, but

it made business for both store and house.

Tagged Kisses Were
an Atlanta Novelty

Selling The Cheat at the Howard Thea-
tre, Atlanta, Howard Price Kingsmore
pinned his faith largely to an extensive dis-

tribution of a locally manufactured candy
kiss.

The makers supplied 200,000 of these,

tagged with a small card, which was fastened

to each kiss by having the waxed paper of

one end thrust through a punched hole. The
copy read : “Pola Negri’s $10,000 The Cheat
Kiss. You’ll thoroughly enjoy The Cheat
at the Howard just as much as you enjoy
Block’s Aristocratic Kiss.”

These were handed out in the lobby the

week before the showing, with an occa-

sional street distribution to use up the sur-

plus. The distribution was made by girls

and also through a help-yourself basket in

the foyer.

The candy is handled by eighteen drug
stores, each of which gave a window to a.

display of the kisses with cards stating that

while the Pola Negri kiss cost $10,000, the

candy kisses were only 49 cents a pound.
The car company used dashboard banners

and a masked dancer, who looks not unlike

the star, appeared at an Elks’ entertainment

a couple of days before the opening, get-

ting the attention the mask seems always
to obtain.

Railroaded Them In
A model locomotive with tender, about

four feet long, displayed on a table at the

curb line of the Jefferson Theatre, St. Au-
gustine, Fla., was enough to pull a fancy
business on The Westbound Limited. Crepe
paper streamers were festooned from the

top of the marquise, concentrating upon the

display.

Verne E. Johnson writes that practically

every passer-by came to a dead stop the

first time the display was encountered.

Broke in the Bank
Arguing that a bank account, savings or

otherwise, was the best Silent Partner,

George R. Brown, of the Imperial Theatre,

Charlotte, N. C., got the run of a bank
window for Paramount production of that

name, and the bank liked the idea so well

it went into the newspaper with it.

A Paramount Release

IT IS STILL POSSIBLE TO FIND A STAGE COACH IF YOU LOOK
A Pai'amounteer went two miles out of town to dig out this station bus, but it helped
sell To the Last Man at the Princess Theatre, Aberdeen, to a point where it yielded a

handsome profit on the investment. You could hop in and ride to the theatre.
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Ashes of Vengeance
Cried to the Town

According to Walter Eberliardt. the Still-

man Theatre, Cleveland, was using a town
crier for Ashes of Vengeance the same days
a floc’< of town criers were offsetting the
lack of newspaper notice in New York for
Potash and Perlmutter, but there was only
one Cleveland crier. Here he is.

A. birtti National Release
ANOTHER TOWN CRIER

There was no newspaper strike in Cleve-
land. It just happened to hit Mr. .Malaney
as a good idea, so he tricked out a man in

Colonial costume and put him on the streets
to ring his bell, adding a poster to make
certain the call could be heard.

Invited the Klan
to Meet the Jews

While a fashion show probably brought
the most money to the Dome Theatre,
Youngstown, Ohio, the most talked of ex-
ploitation was an advertisement in the of-
ficial organ of the Ku Klux Klan inviting
the knights of the Invisible Empire to meet
the two best known Jews in the world face
to face. It was a daring stunt, but the gag

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
worked, and it helped to fatten business for
Jo Trunk.
Even before Mr. Trunk was advised that

he could have the assistance of an exploita-
tion man he started an arrangement for a
fashion show with a local store, the theatre
to pay for the models. He turned over the
scheme to Irwin Franklin, when the latter
breezed in from the Sam Goldwyn offices,
and Fran . lin came bac< and announced that
the store would pay for four models in ad-
dition to giving windows. Then he went
out and tied up the nine other principal
stores to window displays for the well-
known clothing manufacturers, and made it

unanimous. One of the two shown here is

the shoe hook-up with a shop which shod
the models.
Copying a stunt worked on the Dentpsey-

Firpo fight in New Yorx, folders were got-
ten out announcing that a local pugilistic
star would lose an impending battle because
he would be weakened through laughing at
Potash and Perlmutter, and Fran .lin gave
a talc before the Advertising Club for the
newspaper comment he knew the luncheon
would receive. To prove that he was an
advertiser himself, he threw out cards of-
fering a prize for any member of the club
who could sit through the show without
laughing.
The whole thing cost under $500 and paid

for itself many times over.

Sells the Feature

on New York Report
Harry F. Storin, of the Leroy Theatre,

Pawtucket, R. I., is not the first to try and
sell a picture on the success of the New
York run, but he seems to be the first to
present the matter through a reproduction
of a clipping from Variety’s box office re-

ports. This is infinitely better than the
press criticisms, because there is a finality

to the statement that Six Days did $53,000
the opening week that the most glowing
criticism lacks. It is definite and convinc-
ing when it can be used so close to the re-

lease date as the Leroy took this picture.

Storin writes that it brought an accession
of business.

It’s a good advertisement except for the
line “The musical gems on the mighty organ
will carry Six Days along its merry way.”
Does Mr. Storin think this is a Keystone
comedy?

November 3, 1923

An Unusual Banner
for Danish Theatre

One of the best banners on East is West
comes from Copenhagen, where the Little
Theatre built this unusually elaborate frame
for the Constance Talmadge feature. The
house has a very narrow entrance, and this
is surmounted by a built up structure in the
Chinese style supporting a cutout from the
lithograph and a three line title below, which
does not come out very well in the picture.

.4 First National Release

A DANISH DISPLAY
The foreign department of First National

is supplying European exhibitors with the
best ideas of American exploiteers, and this

is one of the fruits of this endeavor. In
many ways we think it passes the work of
the Americans since it has been so care-
fully done. That grill work represents much
more building labor than is usually invested
in a display over here.

Suppose that you have tried exploitation and
it did not bring you what you anticipated. That’s

no reason why you should quit. Give it a little

longer trial. Get them used to it.

A. first A at tonal Release

TWO OF A NUMBER OF WINDOWS GAINED FROM A POTASH AND PERLMUTTER FASHION SHOW
How Irwin Franklin helped Jo Trunk put over a fashion show for the Dome Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio. Only four models

were employed, but they got ten window displays and packed the theatre throughout the showing, as fashion shows almost alwavs

do. This was only one of the stunts, but it had the most direct influence on the box office, though an advertisement in a K. K. K.

paper helped not a little.
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Try These Figures

on Your Local Bank

A first National Release

YOU NEVER CAN TELL UNTIL YOU TRY. NEW BEDFORD TRIED.
And having tried it dug out a wagon left in town years before by a stranded circus,

and it made a fine ballyhoo for Circus Days. You can do almost as well with an old

grocery cart and some compo-board by draping in the wheels with bunting.

Held His Business

Against State Fair
Having a minstrel show as well as a state

'air to buck, Howard Price Kingsmore, of

:he Howard Theatre, Atlanta, more than

teld his own with Why Worry, though he

lid not break the Safety Last record. He
did play to more than 29,000 persons on the

iveek. That would be a good record

(though not the record), even without extraor-

dinary opposition.

He made a very ingenious use of cutouts

from the smaller sizes of paper, as is shown
in the cut, mounting these against a pair of

circles, and similar cutouts adorned the

ledge in the foyer, making up what was
practically a 24-sheet.

One of the unexpected helps was an un-

usual attendance at a concert on Sunday
when most of the audience of 5,000 arrived

before the doors were opened and had noth-

ing to look at but the Lloyd advertising.

They also received Why Worry heralds in

their programs.
Ten thousand stickers with merely Why

Worry in red and white, about 4x4 inches,

were fastened to windshields and wherever
they could be put, and 2,000 rotos were dis-

tributed. There were several tieups based
on the useful title in store windows and
on taxi spares and a three day teaser merely
asked “Why Worry?” with “Harold Lloyd
says Why Worry?” for the last day.

Mr. Kingsmore reports that Capt. Klein-

schmidt’s Trip Into the Far North made an
excellent complement to the comedy and
gave just the support needed. It was
played up in the advertising as a feature

in its own right, and made good for the

distinction.

Tagged a Contest
Because the Merchants’ Association was

about to give away an automobile, J. H.

Stelling, of the Rex Theatre, Spartanburg,

S. C., sent a bannered truck through the
crowds, the copy reading: “If you don’t win
a cigar, Why Worry? Laugh with Harold
Lloyd at the Rex. Now playing.”
One man got the car but several hundred

got the message and cheered their disap-
pointment with the antics of Lloyd and his

tame giant.

If you want something to help you put
over a hook up with your local bank, now
or later, cut this out. Cut it out anyway.
You will need it sometime. When you argue
for a stunt it is more convincing to cite facts

than opinions, and these are the facts of a

bank hook-up at the Howard Theatre, At-
lanta. on behalf of The Silent Partner.
Wor'-ing under Howard Price Kingsmore,

Raymond B. Jones tied the Citizens-South-
ern Bank, one of the largest local institu-

tions, to a check issue, good for one dollar,

when accompanied by a deposit of $10, in

the savings department for a new account
on condition that the sum remain on de-
posit for one year. In other words, if the

ten dollars are withdrawn before the expira-
tion of a year the other dollar reverts to

the bank. Thirty thousand checks were
used, being given out with each ticket

bought to witness the Paramount produc-
tion, special checks being printed with the

words “I am your Silent Partner” printed

at the top. There was a six weeks’ time
limit on the offer.

Draw New Accounts

Two weeks after the checks had been dis-

tributed, the bank expressed its satisfaction

with the campaign, more than 200 new ac-

counts having been opened. The accounts
were still coming in at the rate of seven or

eight daily. The probabilities are that had
the initial deposit required been the usual
dollar, to match the check, the results would
have been very much larger, but the bank
wanted only the better class of accounts
and purposely made the initial deposit
larger than usual.

The stunt has been worked hundreds of

times and always with success, but this is

the first instance in which we have been
able to give definite figures.

Almost any bank with a savings depart-
ment is willing to spend fifty cents or a
dollar for a new account, and the idea can
be worked with an infinity of titles.

Swiped a Circus
Ignoring property rights, when Circus

Days came to Daffin’s Theatre, Tallahassee,

the manager promptly announced Daffin’s

Circus and got twice as much interest as the

straight announcement of the Coogan fea-

ture could have gained, particularly before
the announcement made it clear that the

circus was on a film. It gave a local twist

to the idea that got the patronage-winning
laugh.

A Pathe Release

GOOD USE OF SMALL CUTOUTS ON THE MARQUISE OF THE HOWARD
Howard Price Kingsmore used cutouts from the smaller sheets to decorate his
marquise circles at the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, for Why Worry, and it helped the

display materially. With a state fair opposition he played to 29,370 persons.
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Australia Obtains

Exceptional Result
Rarely have we seen a better result from

half tone work than this five column drop
for the Globe Theatre, Sydney, Australia, on
Smilin’ Through. The half tone itself is

seventeen inches deep, very evidently an
enlarged wash drawing from one of the

stills, but on a rather cheap newsprint it

gives almost as good a result as can be
had on coated stock apart from the color.

A First National Release

AN EXCEPTIONAL HALFTONE

The drawing is signed by Wynne W. Da-
vies and we do not blame him for wanting
to sign, for he has done an exceptional bit

of work and has planned it so that it will

reproduce. It is seldom that a cut serves

as more than an attention attractor, but
this fine work sells through the suggestion
of excellence it creates and which it trans-

fers to the feature. His handling of the

lights and shades is wonderfully well done
and his shadow mass, while simple, is care-

fully planned. There is good copy to back
the drawing, but good copy is far less infre-

quent than such wash work in newspaper
displays. It is a liberal education in show-
ing what can be done for newspaper illus-

tration.

Orderly Display

Very Attractive
As a change from the freak styles, we

think this six nine and a halfs from the

Alhambra Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind., is

better than usual. Based on a single line

cut that is pressman proof, the type ar-

rangement is orderly and well considered
and makes for a very striking display. As
a set-up we do not think it can be much
improved. The star and title show well.

\

and the panel helps to clinch the sale if it

has not been made through the announce-
ment of Miss Talmadge in a notable play.
The chief strength of the display comes
from the use of white ' space. Extending
the lines to get larger letters, and running
them over to the cut would have spoiled the
entire effect. It is the spacing as much as
the choice of types and copy which go to
make this an appeal very much out of the
ordinary. There is available on this fea-
ture an unusual amount of cut material,
and some of this could have been dumped
into this space to the utter ruination of the
entire layout. Even a thumbnail cut in

addition would have spoiled the charm.

A Muddy Halftone
Spoils a Display

Routing out the half tone on this display
and setting the title larger in the space thus

and even the line cuts do not fare as well
as they should. The advertisement is from
the Capitol Theatre, Montreal, and shows a
good use of copy even if the half tone spoils
the general effect. Since the half tone re-

sult was probably foreordained, we think
that the use of the router would have helped
very considerably. Even the line cut is not
well printed though we have seen this same
cut come up nicely under better press work.
Here it looks as though too cheap an ink
were at fault.

Canadian Theatre

on Dangerous Age
Getting it rather belatedly, the Allen The-

atre, Stratford, Ont., got a lot out of The
Dangerous Age, including a full page hooked

STHE DANGEROUS AGE
|
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A First National Release

POOR HALFTONE WORK
A First National Release

ANOTHER CO OPERATIVE PAGE

gained would have given a better play-up
for the title and have removed an eyesore
from the space, for the press wor.< is poor

to automobile concerns, eight of them com-
ing in. It was as new in Stratford as though
it were a first run, and to make it a little

The Alhambra Theatre Preseats the Artiste Supreme

Norma
Talmadge

As Mary Turner, the shop grirl, who makes
good her threat that she will make her per-

secutor suffer for every day she spends in jail

“Within the Law”
From the Celebrated Stage Success of t! ? Same Name

A Notable Presentation
Notable Because

—

the role of Mary Turner is to popular drama what Juliet

is to classical drama—hn active part which gives the

true artist tremendous scope-

And we believe you’ll say Norma Talmadge is the great-

est Mary Turner of all time. The fiercest of all passions

is the love of a woman scorned.

ALivAWBSA
FJ OEMBUSCH ENTERPRISES

SUNDAY
TIL

TUESDAY

COMING
Wednesday and Thursday
DOROTHY PHILLIPS

—In—
“SLANDER THE WOMAN”

A First National Release

A VERY PRETTY DISPLAY ON WITHIN THE LAW FR ''M SHELBYVILLE. O.
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more interesting for the readers, each space
carried two or more telephone numbers. If

you found your number on the page you
took it to the advertiser in whose space it

appeared, and he gave you a ticket. The
best line in the advertisement is “See it

with someone who understands you.” That’s

a very useful line for a lot of plays.

Intrusive Halftone

Not at All Helpful
If you can sell better on a line cut than

with line and halftone, it is a waste of type

Time of Shows— 1:30, 3:00,

5:00, 7:00, 9:00

PRICES 10c- 20c, 30c

Now
Playing

TODAY—TUES.—WED.

You'll laugh
till you cry

Lloyd Hamilton

in “No Luck”
A. Lyman Howw "Hodgn Podge0

Ml-. Naser at the Organ

A First National Release

THE UNNECESSARY HALFTONE

opportunity to throw in the halftone just

because you happen to have it. In this dis-

play from the Luna Theatre, Lafayette,
Ind., on The Huntress, the cut of Colleen
Moore is strictly non-essential. It is a
good looking cut, with the proper screen
to reproduce fairly well with careful print-
ing, but it is a bust when compared with
the greater selling value of line cut in con-
junction with the six point fact that she
abducted the man she wanted to marry. A
twelve or eighteen point, “When she wanted
a husband she abducted him,” working with
the line cut of the pursuit would get many
times the attention and would have brought
the innocent bystander to a reading with
his mind more than half made up that he
wanted to see the play. Not many will be
particularly interested in the portrait. They
will be interested in the cavewoman stunt, and
this will back up the clever cartoon cut,

which is one of the best First National has
offered in some time for selling quality.

All Type Display

a Capital Seller
Few cut-decorated spaces offer as much

strength as this six fours framed by the
K. of P. Theatre, Greensburg, Ind. No one
can read around a space like that. They
must see it. Cuts would only clog this space.
With a four letter title to be put over there
is no chance to get it tangled with selling
lines and the best cCSi that could be had

would not have the display or selling value
of this space. The exhibitor who complained
lately that we did not show a sufficient

number of good type displays should look
at this with interest. It is larger than the

average space—equivalent to a four sixes

or a three eighths, but for a smash it will

work more effectively than a “pretty” ad-
vertisement with an entire art gallery of

illustration. It is seldom that the cut sells

tickets in other sense than it gets attention
for the space, and this type layout does not
require the aid of illustration. It is far more
emphatic just as it stands and any attempt
at illustration would probably ruin it. It’s

smashing good.

Makes Two Col. Cut
Four Column Space

Oral D. Cloakey, of the Regent Theatre,
Ottawa, one of the Paramount Canadian
chain, made a two-column advertisement
the basis of a four column display. In the

plan book this was intended to be made
complete with the addition of the signature

and the small features, but Mr. Cloakey set

AT LAST-POLA NEGRI AS YOU’VE

ALWAYS WANTED TO SEE HER

THE GREATEST
DRAMA 1

H

STORY EVER
WRITTEN FOR
THE SCREEN

MAGNIFICENT
SETTINGS AND
HUNDREDS OF
GORGEOUS
GOWNS.

A Paramount Release

A TWO IN A FOUR

it into a four thirteens and it looks as though
it might have been made for the space. We
think this might have been improved by
routing out that reverse and resetting the
title in a larger letter to extend across the
space for The Cheat has some pulling power
left from its last production which could be

better applied in a larger letter, but per-
haps Mr. Cloakey did not have the time to

arrange for trimming the cut. We do not
like the typographical display on this. There
is too much all capitals where the same
copy could have been carried in a twelve
point bold, upper and lower, with a much
better result. More, we think we would
have carried the copy to the left of Holt’s

head across the space to the right, so that
it would read completely : “At last—Pola
Negri as you’ve always wanted to see her;
as a lovable heroine in a strictly modern ro-

mantic drama.” This could have been ex-
tended on the second line and then dropped
down the space at the right to complete
the message. A change from all caps to

upper and lower following “see her” would
have given additional emphasis. It is good
as it stands, but an intelligent compositor
could have built up on Mr. Cloakey’s work.

Not Just Talking;

They Are Shouting
We like the top line from this display

from the Alhambra Theatre, Shelbyville,

Ind. It carries the suggestion of something
even more than town talk, and if you can
get this idea over, you should be able to

Talking About It?--- Why

they re shouting

about it

Ever_> man, woman and child of the mil-

lions who have read the book are living

again through the romance and breath-

less adventures of

Mndgr' Bellamy, John Bow-
ers and Frank Keenan bead
cast.

First National Release

MORE THAN TOWN TALK

cash it. Your own appreciation of a feature
will often influence your readers more than
you realize. Pass a picture over carelessly

with “here’s another one of those things”
sticking out from listless copy and you
can’t expect the reader to build up his own
enthusiasm. It is even worse than making
too much noise, though there is a point

Monday

Extra

Aesops

Fables

Extra Special Monday and Tuesday, August 20-21

K. OF P. THEATRE presents

Richard Barthel- • A
ess-Doroth Gish

99 POSITIVELY

BARTHELMESS'S

GREATEST

When the salt of the sea enters the love wound of a man, fury possesses his soul

EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAIN
15c Drama of sea love and land hate, and the boy who wouldn’t believe all womeo bad 25c

Tuesday

Extra

Fox

Weekly

A First National Release

AN EXCEPTIONALLY AUDIBLE TYPE DISPLAY FOR FURY
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WiThthe AdvertisingBrains
AWeeklyDiscussion ofthenew: unusual,andnovel inpromotionaids

CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

I
S it the distributors’ fault that short

subjects are not advertised as they and
their share of the program deserve?

The question arises through the re-

marks of Chris Behrens, who runs the

Family Theatre, Davenport. Towa, and
who told Danny, of Film Daily, a few
things while the latter was en route to the

VV. and VV. West.

H ERE’S what Mr. Behrens had to

say:

“Many exhibitors would probably be

much pleased to advertise their short

added subjects to their regular features

if the producing companies would have
their advertising departments supply suit-

able mats, as well as reading matter that

could be used by the exhibitor in his

regular newspaper advertising. The facts

are that one can request press sheets and
mats even on the better comedies and the

usual reply is that ‘we do not supply
them.’

“When the exhibitor is making up his

regular feature ad., if he was also sup-
plied with the attractive one-column cuts,

or even smaller, that he could use in his

ad. without using an unnecessary lot of
space, he would greatly advertise his short

Mr. Exhibitor

Read This

We want to hear from every

exhibitor who has anything to say

regarding advertising aids. And
by that we mean we want to hear

from the little fellow to whom a
couple of hundred heralds con-

stitute a complete campaign, as

well as from the key-city man
who goes in a comprehensive plan

of promotion on each picture. No
item is too small to be of impor-
tance; no subject too big for dis-

cussion. Let us know if the ad-

vertising aids you are getting are

satisfactory. Tell us what you
like in slides, trailers, lobby dis-

plays, posters, heralds—anything.

Tell us what you want for your
own particular locality.

It is our earnest desire to be
instrumental in getting for you
exactly what you need in the line

of advertising aids. We know we
can do it if YOU will take the time
and trouble to tell us. The adver-
tising men are only too willing

—

anxious, in fact—to give you what
you want. So if you (yes, YOU,
not the other fellow) will write us
we’ll see that the advertising men
get the information. If you’ve got
a kick—shoot; if you’ve got a
boost, let’s hear it! Do it NOW!

subjects. But we can’t get away from
the fact that in the regular picture houses

the feature is the thing and the comedy,
news reel or special subject is just that

much added to the attraction.

“In taking up a campaign to get the ex-

hibitor to advertise short subjects, the first

requisite would be to supply him with

subjects and material from which he could

prepare copy.”

C ONSIDERING Mr. Behrens’ last

statement first, we register the opinion

that not onlv is it important to supply the

exhibitor with suitable advertising mate-
rial, but just as important is it for the

maker of the feature advertisement to see

to it that there is enough room left in the

feature ad. in which to place the short

subject material. Or so to construct the

ad. that it is flexible enough to permit of

lengthening without losing its unity or

effectiveness.

We know of no distributor—and that

includes distributors of both features and
short subjects—who makes provisions for

any elasticity of feature ads. Virtually

every press book ad. we have seen on
features has been so “tight” that even an-

other credit line could not be squeezed

in anywhere.

A ND as to Mr. Behrens’ claim that

^-producers do not issue suitable ma-
terial, let some of the bigger producers

answer for themselves.

N every two-reel comedy released by

Educational a press sheet is issued.

This press sheet includes synopsis and
cast, publicity stories, short program
paragraphs, reviews, catch lines and sug-

gestions for exploitation.

One of the big features about the aid

given exhibitors by Educational is that

the exchange furnishes, free of charge, a

mat of the one-column, one-inch-deep
advertisement prepared for each release.

Cuts are also available of these ads., and
are sold at a very nominal price. The
cuts, samples of which are reproduced
elsewhere, are of such size, shape and
form that they can be used as an entire

ad. or as a part of a bigger ad. They
permit of being used at the bottom of a

bigger one-column .*.ds. and are, in our
opinion, just what exhibitors need, and
the sort of stuff that Mr. Behrens asks
for.

Besides the foregoing there are pre-

pared a one-column publicity halftone
star cut and a one-column publicity scene

cut. Mats on these cuts are furnished
free: cuts are sold for a very small

amount.
Four-color three-sheets and four-color

one-sheets are also available, as well as

colored slide, duo-tone 11 x 14 lobby
cards (eight to set) and, according to the

press sheet, “The fullest co-operation
from your exchange.”
The aids outlined are issued on Mer-

maid Comedies. Christie Comedies. Ham-
ilton Comedies. Juvenile Comedies and
Tuxedo Comedies.

jP ATHE already has issued a press

^ sheet on Hal Roach’s “Our Gang”
Comedies, and it seems to us that the ad-
vertising material available on these
releases is more than adequate to the
needs of any exhibitor. The press sheet
at hand contains nine reading notSpes
of various lengths. The posters avail-
able on each release include one three-
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The novelty paper hat issued by Pathe. The
lettering and pictures are in red. Hats big

enough for any kid’s head. Price $1.50 per

hundred.

sheet and one one-sheet. There ’is a

stock twenty-four on the series.

Each subject brings eight 11 x 14 sepia

lobby display cards; also five black and

whites. A special slide is issued and a

special trailer is available from the Na-

tional Screen Service. There are a two-

column stock halftone cut and a two-

column current halftone cut, as well as a

one-column stock ad. line cut. Mats on

these cuts are also to be had.

A paper hat novelty is also included in

the aids.

OurGang Comedy
Stock cut on Hal Roach’s “Our Gang”
copies. Reproduced same size. Mats

also are available.

T?ROM Fox we learn that on Sunshine

Comedies, Al. St. John Comedies,

Imperial Comedies and Clyde Cook
Comedies there are supplied a three-sheet

and one-sheet, a set of 11 x 14 lobby

cards and a set of 8 x 10 stills. Cut-outs

are supplied with some of the Al. St. John
and Clyde Cook Comedies.

A one-sheet is prepared for each issue

of Fox News, as is a'so done for each of

the Fox Educational Entertainments'.

On special short subjects, such as “The
Japanese Earthquake,’’ "Red Russia Re-
vealed’’ and “The Land of Tut-Ankh-
Amen,” special press sheets are issued, in

addition to two styles of one-sheets.

ENTURY COMEDTES also are

backed with a good line of aids. The
press book issued on a series of six Baby
Peggy Comedies is a good example. Here
we again find an assortment of reading

notices and catchlines on the various re-

Star cut of Baby Peggy which is

issued in both two-inch and one-
inch wide sizes. This can be repro-
duced in any size desired—especially

good as part of a bigger ad.

leases
;

not to forget exploitation sug-

gestions.

The accessories seem to be much the

same in quantity as issued by other pro-

ducers—-posters, slides, lobby displays,

etc. This applies to the Buddy Messinger

Comedies also, and to other Century
Comedies.

In the Baby Peggy book is a sample of

a four-page herald, with illustrations, that

could be used in pushing any of her re-

leases. It carries plenty of illustrations, a

selling talk, and enough room for a the-

atre imprint. In point of variety we be-

lieve there are a greater number of cuts

to select from in the Baby Peggy book
than on any other short subjects. Be-

sides this, there are suggestions for ad-

vertising. with copy and the manner of

display shown in the book. There are

three different line cuts, each made in

one-inch and two-inch sizes. They are

illustrated in these columns.

A T.L in all. we believe that the ex-

hibitor who really wants to advertise

his short stuff will find more than enough

Reproduction of the front cover of the
four-page herald available for use in
plugging Baby Peggy Comedies. Illus-

tration and copy are general and herald
can be used on any release.

material to do so at his local exchange. If

he cannot we’d be glad to hear of it and,
hearing of it, you can rest assured that

the matter will be remedied at once.

flERE are samples of the cuts de-

signed for exhibitor use by Edu-

cational. They are reproduced exact

size—just right to hi any newspaper

column in the country. Mats are fur-

nished free. Cuts may be obtained at

a nominal cost.

.LOYD HAMILTON
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An Important Message to

Theatre Managers

Many of you have heard Ihe expression, “Lens Chart.”

But how many of you really know just what it means and just

what its importance is to you?

Briefly, the new Lens Chart is a chart which will enable your

projectionist to give you the very best screen result possible

with the lens and carbon arc equipment you are using.

You know, it isn’t always the equipment that’s at fault. Very

often it’s just improper adjustment of the lens, carbon crater,

working distance and other important factors involved.

This new Lens Chart is the product of John Griffiths, projec-

tion optical expert. In it he has concentrated the results of

years of experiment, the “know how” which is so important

—

yet which so few men can supply.

If you are using carbon arc equipment, by all means spend one

dollar and get this invaluable chart. For with it YOLT CAN
CHECK UP AND SATISFY YOURSELF THAT YOU ARE
GETTING MAXIMUM SCREEN RESULTS WITH THE
EQUIPMENT YOU ARE USING.

ISN’T THAT WORTH A DOLLAR?

If your dealer doesn’t have Griffiths’ new Lens Chart, we will

supply you direct.

Chalmers Publishing Company
516 Fifth Avenue New York



news Ffqm The Producers
Lachmann Sails

for London
Marc Lachmann, of Universal,

sailed on the Aquitania Tuesday for
London, where he will take charge
)f the presentation and exploitation
:ampaign for “The Hunchback of
Sfotre Dame,” which makes its

^ondon debut the latter part of
November at the Empire Theatre,
vhere it will show for an indefinite

icriod.

Up to the time of his sailing for

he other side Lachmann had been
liloting the exploitation end of the
Vtor Theatre’s, New York, engage-
nent of “Hunchback” for Universal,
n his absence Paul Perez, of the
Jniversal home office publicity
department, will assume exploitation
uties for the Universal special.

EDITED BY T. S. DA PONTE

Flaming Youth”Among
First National Films

)e Grasse to Direct
“Flowing Gold”

Richard Walton Tully’s produc-
on of Rex Beach’s “Flowing
dold” is to be directed by Joseph
•e Grasse. The Tully offices an-
ounce that De Grasse has been
gned to direct this epic of the
il fields of Texas.
De Grasse is at present en-
iying a short vacation at Welling-
)n, pending the return from New
ork of Tully, and actual produc-
on will start within a couple of
eeks.

“Flaming Youth,” a current
best seller in the world of fiction,

a daring and sensational story of

present-day society life, which
combines strength of plot and
dramatic action with delicate

tracings of flapper psychology, is

announced by Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., as one of

four pictures which will be issued

by it during the month of No-
vember.
The company’s schedule for the

month is completed by “Jealous
Husbands,” a Maurice Tourneur
drama presented by M. C. Levee

;

"The Dangerous Maid,” Con-
stance Talmadge’s first contribu-

tion to the field of romantic
comedy-drama, and “The Want-
ers,” a society drama which John
M. Stahl has made.

In “Flaming Youth” Colleen
Moore has the featured rote.

John Francis Dillon directed.

“The Dangerous Maid,” Con-
stance Talmadge, was directed by
Victor Heerman. “Jealous Hus-
bands” affords Ben Alexander,
the boy hero of “P.enrod and
Sam. an important part. Earle
Williams plays the husband and
Jane Novak the wife. “The
Wanters” is presented by Louis
B. Mayer. The story is interpret-

ed by Marie Prevost and Robert
Ellis in the featured roles.

Songs on the Screen
Prove a Big Success

Photoplay Edition
of Song

Dan Fish, English representa-
ve for Preferred Pictures Cor-
oration, has concluded an ar-

mgement with Chappell and
ompany, London music pub-
shers, for a special photoplay edi-

on of the song “April Showers,”
3 tie up with Tom Forman’s pro-
uction of that name which is

jady for early release both here
nd abroad. One hundred thous-
nd copies will be printed.

Patrons of motion picture thea-

tres are now having provided for

them a unique form of screen en-

tertainment, one in which much
of the enjoyment comes from the

fact that the spectators them-
selves contribute quite a little to

their own enjoyment. This effect

is achieved through the showing
of the “Sing Them Again” series

of single reelers which Educa-
tional is distributing.

These little gems are produced
by Norman Jeffries of Philadel-
phia. They represent the work-
ing out of Mr. Jeffries’ own ideas

and owe their success largely to

his skill in visualizing the under-
lying ideas in connection with fa-

vorite sons.
In each of these reels Mr. Jef-

fries in the space of about three
hundred feet tells the story of a

song which the orchestra plays
and then the chorus is thrown on
the screen and the audience, hav-
ing caught the spirit, joins in

singing it. There are three of

these songs to each reel.

As an example of how this is

handled, take for instance “When
You and I Were Young, Maggie.”
Mr. Jeffries shows an old, happily
married couple talking over their

youthful experiences and visual-

izes some of the happy moments
of their youth, then the words of

the song are projected on the
screen.

The “Sing Them Again” series

is already enjoying great success
in a number of theatres. In film-

ing these little gems, Mr. Jeffries

is ably assisted by Mr. Van Avery
who selects the locations, directs

the characters and supervises the
photography.

Grosses $53,942

Distinctive’s “The Green
Goddess” grossed $53,942.75

in its first week at New York’s

Capitol Theatre. It was de-

cided early in the week that

a holdover would be necessary.

The second Sunday’s crowds
equalled those of the first

Sunday, with the ticket lines

extending to Fiftieth street

and around the corner into

Fifty-first street. A fine break
in the house about 8:30 o’clock
brought in a lot of new
money.
“The Green Goddess” in its

run at Shea’s Hippodrome,
Toronto, did the biggest busi-
ness of any photoplay attrac-
tion at that house this season.
In Vancouver and in Mont-
real also it was a clean-up.

Clift Will Direct
“Loyalties”

Denison Clift, who directed
“This Freedom,” the William Fox
special from the story of A. S. M.
Hutchinson, has been put under
contract by Fox. His first assign-
ment will be to direct the screen
version of “Loyalties,” the John
Galsworthy stage play which had
a long run at the Gaiety Theatre
in New York. Mr. Clift will re-
port to the Fox West Coast stu-
dios at once.

“Cupid’s Fireman”
to Be Jones Film

Richard Harding Davis’ story,
Andy McGee’s Chorus Girl,”
rhicb is being produced at the
William Fox West Coast Studios
fith Charles Jones as the star,

fill be released under the title,

Cupid’s Fireman.” William Well-
lan is directing. Marion Nixon
as the leading feminine role.

London Critics Laud
“A Woman of Paris”

Photoplay Editions
of Two Novels

Photoplay editions o f the two
opular novels, “Poisoned Para-
ise” and “White Man” which are
nder production by B. P. Schul-
erg as Preferred Pictures, are
ow being published.

Reviews of Charles Chaplin’s first

serious dramatic film production, “A
Woman of Paris,” dominated first-

page space in several London news-
papers recently. Chaplin’s directorial

ability as revealed in this United
Artists Corporation release was
considered by the British editors as

having international significance, so

much so that it was given excep-

tional display on the first page of

the London Daily Express of

October 3.

The Express said : “The new
me fhods adopted by Charles Chaplin

as roducer were first describe<

the Daily Express cinema corre-

spondent on September 20. The
photoplay has been produced with
extreme simplicity, naturalness and
sincerity. The situations are

abnormal, but the people in them
are severely normal. Settings,

lightings and photography follow
the same plan. Everything is regu-
lated as it would appear to an
eavesdropper and an unseen
prompter.”
Another first-page story in

London on “A Woman of Paris”
was in the Sunday Express of Sep-

”
0 .

Great First Week
in Chicago

Cosmopolitan’s “Little Old New
York,” starring Marion Davies, had
a tremendous first week at the
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago. It

played to bigger business than did
Miss Davies' previous spectacular
production, “When Knighthood Was
in Flower,” or “Enemies of
Women.”

“Little Old New York” is still

running at the Empire Theatre,
London, where it is among the out-
standing film successes of the year.
Los Angeles is still flocking to the
California Theatre to see it.

The Signal Tower”
Cast Selected

The cast has been selected for
the forthcoming Universal-Jewel,
“The Signal Tower,” being
adapted from Wadsworth Camp’s
short story. It will be directed by
Clarence L. Brown.
Virginia Valli will be featured.

With her are Rockcliffe Fellowes,
Wallace Beery, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, P)t Farley, Frankie
Darrow an James O. Barrows.
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Metro Hollywood Studios Working
Full Speed on 1923-24 Schedule

There is no lull at the Metro
studios in Hollywood. Produc-
tion on the big Metro 192.1-1924

program of major pictures is

forging rapidly and steadily

ahead. Part of the big schedule
has already been completed and
the productions, beginning this

month, will be released steadily at

short intervals. Constant addi-

tions are being made to the pro-

gram, increasing the number of

pictures which Metro announced
several months hac'< at the time
of the national convention in New
York of the Metro sales organi-

zation. New stories by well known
authors have been secured, and,

as is customary with Metro, the'

will be filmed with casts of noted
players, whose box-office value is

well ’mown, and under the charge
of directors whose reputation for

turning out successes are by-
words in the industry.

Though Rex Ingram’s “Scara-
mouche” will not be released with

the productions listed below it is

one of the first of the new Metro
pictures to be completed. “Scara-
mouche” is now in its fourth week
at the big legitimate Forty-fourth
Street Theatre on Broadway. It

is definitely set for a long, con-

tinuous Broadway engagement.
The first release, early in Sep-

tember, was Mae Murray’s Metro
starring picture, “The French
Doll,” which had a highly suc-

cessful engagement at the Capitol
Theatre several wee ,-

s ago. Taken
from Irene Bordoni’s great New
Yor'- stage success, “The French
Doll” has already had a series of

record-breaking engagements in

various cities throughout the
country. It is a Robert Z. Leon-
ard presentation through Metro
and is sponsored by Tiffany Pro-
ductions.
September also saw the release

of the following new-season pro-
ductions: Fred Niblo’s produc-
tion, "Strangers of the Night.” a
Metro-Louis B. Mayer attraction
adapted from the great interna-
tional stage success, “Captain
Applejack.” “Strangers of the
Night” alsc had an engagement at

the Capitol Theatre, New York,
to its credit, and numerous suc-
cessful runs in other cities.

“Rouged Lips,” Viola Dana’s
first starring Metro picture of the
series of five which Metro an-
nounced, with possibly a sixth, a
dramatic production

;
“Three

Ages,” Buster Keaton’s first fea-

ture length Metro comedy, which
has already enjoyed a run at the
Rivoli Theatre, New York, a
brilliant triumph in London, and
similar triumphs in San Francisco
and other cities:

“Desire," a Louis Burston pres-
entation which forms one of the
series of Metro Premier Feature
productions of the 1923-1924 pro-

gram
; “The Eternal Struggle,” a

Reginald Bar er production for

the Metro-Louis B. Mayer forces.

This picture played last week at

the Rivoli Theatre, New York;
“The Eagle’s Feather,” another
Metro Premier Feature produc-
ton with James Kirkwood and
Mary Alden among other noted
players in the cast; “The Social
Code.” Viola Dana’s second Metro
starring picture.

Four important productions will

be released by Metro during the
month of November. These are:
“Pleasure Mad.” Reginald Bar-
ber’s second production under
Metro-Louis B. Maver auspices.
It will be released November 5;
“Held to Answer,” with House
Peters in the leading role. It will

be released November 12; “Hos-
pitality,” Buster Keaton’s second
feature length Metro comedy. It

is a Joseph M. Scheneck presen-
tation through Metro. It will be
released November 19.

And last. Jac’ie Coogan’s long-
heralded Metro picture, “Long
Live the King,” to be released No-
vember 26. This is a nine reel

production recently completed on
the west coast under the direction
of Victor Schertzingcr from the
novel by Mary Roberts Rinehart.
It was produced under the per-
sonal supervis :on of Jack Coogan,
Senior. It will be released No-
vember 26.

“Grandma s Boy’ Makes
This Township Grow

A new record has just been set

by Harold Lloyd in his Associated

Exhibitors super-attraction,

“Grandma’s Boy.”

In Torrance, Cal., a town of

1,500 inhabitants, it played on

September 25th and 26th to .510

paid admissions. The figures in-

dicate either that every man,

woman and child living in Tor-
rance attended, or that every
stranger within its gate wTas

present on one day or the other.

Those who attended on the
opening day of the run apparently
advertised the attraction well, for

whereas the paid admissions that

day were 659, these swelled to

851 the second day.

In “The Mirage”
It is announced by Joseph M.

Schenck that Constance Tal-
madge will appear in “The Mir-
age,” a screen production of the
play by Edgar Selwyn.

Changes Title
Metro announces that the new

title of “The Living Past,” which
Harold Shaw is now directing at

the Metro Hollywood studios, will

be “The Fool’s Awakening.”

Friedman to Handle
Preferred in Chicago
In a deal involving a quarter of

a million dollars, J. L. Friedman,
president of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation, in Chicago, has
ta en over the distribution of
Preferred Pictures in the Chicago
territory. Mr. Friedman left for
Chicago on Saturday after com-
pleting negotiations with B. P.
Schulberg and J. G. Bachmann of
Preferred Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Friedman will immediately

enlarge his organization to handle
adequately this new product.
Among the new members of his
sales force will be many from the
former Preferred staff in Chicago.
The new contract gives Mr.

Friedman the new Preferred Fif-
teen in addition to the Preferred
Eight, and he will at once begin
an extensive sales and exploita-
tion for Preferred Pictures in

Chicago.

Riesenfeld Praises

Paramount Film
Hugo Riesenfeld, managing di-

rector of the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion theatres in New York,
is the latest to accord to Cecil B.
DeMille’s Paramount production,
“The Ten Commandments,” the
enthusiastic praise of an expert
viewer of pictures. In a telegram
to Adolph Zukor, Mr. Riesenfeld
says in part : “Have viewed ‘The
Ten Commandments’ twice. It is

the greatest picture I have ever
seen.”

November Exodus for

Next Coogan Film
According to an announcement

made on the west coast by Jack
Coogan, Sr., Victor Schertzinger,
film director, has been retained to
direct Jackie’s second Metro pic-
ture, production on which will

begin within the next several
weeks.
“Long Live the King” will be

released in the latter part of No-
vember.

MAE MARSH IN PADDY-THE-NEXT-BEST THING, A UNITED ARTISTS’ PICTURE
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“The Way of a Man” Made by
Pathe as Feature and Serial

Sanger Co. Books
Preferred Films

The first four Preferred Pic-

tures released this fall have been
booked by the Sanger Amuse-
ment Company for exhibition in

their entire circuit of theatres
throughout the south. The pro-
ductions included in this con-
tract are “The Broken Wing,”
“Mothers-in-Law,” “April Show-
ers,” and “The Virginian.”

“Fashion Row”
Completed

Mae Murray has completed
“Fashion Row,” her second Metro
starring picture, which together
with “The French Doll,” her cur-
rent release, and another produc-
tion, form one of the important
units of the Metro 1923-1924 pro-

gram of major production. “Fash-
ion Row” is scheduled for Decem-
ber release.

Those in the cast of “Fashion
Row” with Miss Murray are Elmo
Lincoln, Freeman Wood, Earle
Fox and Mathilde Brundage.

In view of the virile, dramatic

character of the story unfolded in

Emerson Hough’s novel, “The

Way of a Man,” throbbing with

the indomitable spirit of the hardy
pioneers of the early West and
aglow with all the rugged vigor

and color of its great open spaces,

Pathe has had prepared both a

feature and serial version of the

famous story.

Both versions were produced at

the same time under the direction

of George Seitz, in pursuance of

well-defined plans laid down last

.June preliminary to the start of

production work. The . feature

version of this splendid story by
the author of “The Covered
Wagon” and “North of 36” will

be released by Pathe December 16

in advance of the release of the

serial production.
Like his “Covered Wagon,”

Emerson Hough’s “The Way of a

Man” is vibrant with the perils

and hardships that beset the
pioneers of our Middle and Far
West in their hazardous advance
across the great sweeping plains

and arid desert wastes of the little-

known regions west of the Missis-
sippi. Throughout all the stages
of production work on both fea-
ture and serial, Mr. Seitz has la-

bored unceasingly to reproduce
with unerring accuracy and thrill-

ing realism the spirit of heroic
adventure, which the author
breathed into his world-famous
story of this epochal chapter in the
nation's history.

The fast action and outdoor at-

mosphere of “The Way of a

Man,” abetted by the tremendous
success on the screen of “The
Covered Wagon" by the same au-
thor, will in the opinion of Pathe
officials strongly recommend the

feature version to first-run thea-
tres, which because of their
transient patronage are not us-
uall}' in the market for serials.

The universal interest extending
to this colorful and eventful pe-
riod of the country’s development
is also expected to prove an im-
portant factor in making “The
Way of a Man” a box-office at-
traction of the first magnitude.
Allene Ray and Harold Miller

head an eminently capable cast,

which includes in the principal
roles “Bud” Osborne, Kathryn
Appleton, Chet Ryan, Whitehorse,
and Lillian Gale. Mr. Seitz took
his cast of principals, accompanied
by a great company of extras, In-
dians from the reservations,
droves of horses and a train of
the historic “covered wagons” of
the plains, into the Arizona desert,

where over six weeks were spent
in the filming of exteriors.

Universal Lines Up Strong List

of Stories for Early Production
Universal has lined up an un-

usual selection of literary material

for adaptation to the screen, it

has just been learned from the

Universal home office. The list in-

cludes powerful stories by world-
known authors, and promises a

series of high grade pictures for

Universal release in the coming
months.
Upon Mr. Carl Laemmle’s

arrival from Europe, the Universal
scenario forces held a long series

of conferences with him over the

stories for next spring’s Jewels,
and other pictures. The Universal
chief in outlining his picture

policy, made it known that Univer-
sal will stop at no limits in ob-
taining high grade stories for the

screen.

The list selected under Mr.
Laemmle’s supervision by Robert
F. Roden, Universal’s eastern
scenario head, and Raymond L.

Schrool, Universal’s coast scenario

chief, includes the following well-

known stories : “The Inheritors,"

a novel by Miss L A. R. Wylie
;

“Love Insurance," a novel by Earl
Derr Biggers

;
“Wine,” a story by

William MacHarg; “Courtin’
Calamity,” by William Dudley
Pelley; “Judgments of West
Paradise,” by Valma Clark, and
“The Free Trader,” by Kathrene
and Robert Pinkerton.
Some of the stories are due for

early production. Scenarists
already have been engaged to

whip them into film form. Follow-
ing the liberal purchase policy of

Mr. Laemmle, Universal has ob-
tained the services of some of the
best scenarists in the business to

make over these stories for the
screen.

Among the recent purchases,
one is for serial adaptation. Sev-
is William McLeod Raine’s “Ridg-
eral other well-known stories are
in the process of production.

Following completion of “Clay

of Ca’lina,” starring Herbert

Rawlinson and directed by Robert

Hill, work will be started on “Jack
of Clubs,” as a Rawlinson story.

Work on the adaptation of “The
Tornado,” Lincoln Carter’s cele-

brated melodrama, is also under
way. George W. Ogden’s “Claim
Number One” is in process of
scenarization for Jack Hoxie, as
way of Montana.”
“Souls That Pass in the Night,”

the remarkable mystery story
written by former chief William
Flynn, of the United States Secret
Service, has also been purchased
by Universal and is being adapted
for an all star cast and is to be
produced in the near future.
Perhaps one of the most important
pictures under way in the entire
industry is “Damned,” the world
celebrated anonymous novel, now
being filmed at Universal City.

Simplicity Is Keynote
of Fairbanks Film
A striking example of the

simplicity and purity of composition
adhered to in filming Douglas Fair-
banks’ "Thief of Bagdad” was seen
in the shooting of the great throne
room scene, one of the most impos-
ing interiors in the picture. Here
only fifty persons represent the
retinues of five powerful Asiatic
princes. Ordinarily such a scene
would be crowded with some 600
gaudily garbed extras.

“The Broken Wing”
Lauded by Critics

B. P. Schulberg’s Preferred
Picture, “The Broken Wing,” from
the play by Paul Dickey and
Charles W. Goddard, has con-
cluded a successful first showing
at the California in San Fran-
cisco.

San Francisco Call-Post said:
“The production sparkles with
high dramatic qualities and a
brand of humor of the first cali-
ber." San Francisco Journal: “An
amusing story with many bright
lines.”
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Story of “Black Oxen” Chaplin Makes a
Is Widely Distributed Personal Appearance

That newspaper serialization of

a photoplay story has been at-

tained to an extent hitherto un-

realized is the claim of Associ-

ated First National Pictures, Inc.,

in announcing the full details of

its “Black Oxen” serialization

plan.

“Black Oxen,” a Gertrude Ath-
erton novel, which is among the
year’s best sellers, is to be of-

fered by First National as a

Frank Lloyd production. In lay-

ing out its campaign for news-
paper serialization, the company

aimed at obtaining the maximum
value to the exhibitor. The serial-

ization rights were released so
that upon completion of the novel,
which was issued in full, the pic-

ture would be ready for release
in the local theatre. In addition
to this every installment in the
newspaper carried an announce-
ment of the forthcoming Frank
Lloyd production which features
Corinne Griffith and Conway
Tearle.
At the present time one hun-

dred and thirty daily newspapers
are carrying the serialization.

“Charlie Chaplin, wag of the
world and droll picture-maker,
wha has made a million sides to
shake and a million eyes to run
with tears of laughter, owned
Detroit Monday.”
Thus the Detroit Free Press, ex-

pressed itself on Monday, October
16, when Charles Chaplin broke a
long-standing rule of his own and
cut loose with public personal ap-

pearance stuff that kept that city
in a turmoil of delight from eight
o’clock in the morning till mid-
night.

The unusual sight of Charles
Chaplin overcoming his reluctance
to appear in public was in response
to an official invitation from De-
troit’s great commercial body, the
Board of Commerce, to be the
city’s guest.

“The Call of the Wild”

Big Audience Welcomes
Cosmopolitan Picture

Undergoing Big Booking
Following its premieres on the

West Coast at the California The-

atre, Los Angeles, and on the

East Coast at the Cameo Theatre,

Broadway, Newr York, Pathe’s
picturization of Jack London’s
famous dog story, “The Call of

the Wild,” is playing to capacity
audiences in prominent first-run

theatres throughout the country.
The volume of bookings on this

subject, which was released gen-
erally on Sept. 23, is mounting
steadily, and during the last ten

days some of the most important
theatres and circuits of the coun-
try have closed for engagements
on the production. Among these

houses and theatre chains are

:

The I. H. Libson Circuit, closing

for the Strand, Cincinnati, the
Colonial in Columbus, and the

Strand in Dayton ; the Rothchild

group, signing for the Granada,
San Francisco; the A. H. Blank
chain, for the Palace Theatre in

Des Moines; the Midwest Thea-
tre Company, including the Mid-
way of Rockford, the .Lincoln
Square of Decatur, the Rialto in

Bloomington, and the Rialto at

Elgin, 111.; the Capitol Theatre
Circuit of Kansas City, Mo., in-

cluding its theatres in Independ-
ence, Eldoredo, Manhattan, Cha-
nute in the state of Kansas, Ex-
celsior Springs and Carthage, in

the state of Missouri, and the
following theatres in Kansas City,

Mo. : the Lyndwood, Gladstone,
Summit, Admiral, Benton, and
Elsworth

;
the State Theatre,

Oakland, Cal.; the Liberty, Fres-
no, Cal.; Fox, Aurora, 111.; Gem,
Gary, Ind.

;
Palace, Tulsa, Okla.

;

Capitol, Charleston, W. Va., and
the Hippodrome, Lancaster, O.

Big Exploitation for

“The Drivin’ Fool”
Following intensive exploita-

tion and publicity campaigns the

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation on
Saturday, October 20, launched a

two weeks’ engagement of its

latest comedy feature, “The
Drivin’ Fool,” at the Rivoli The-
atre, St. Louis, Mo. The ad-

vance campaign was in charge of

Charles Geigerich, of the Hodkin-
son exploitation department, who
spent more than a week in the

mid-west city preparing and ex-

ecuting the drive.

The Hodkinson picture set

new attendance records for both
Saturday and Sunday perform-
ances, it is said, and by Monday
was well under way to establish

a new mark for the downtown
playhouse.
The exploitation campaign as

carried out was followed exactly

as laid out in the press and ex-

ploitation book on “The Drivin’

Fool,” prepared by the Hodkin-
son offices for the guidance of

exhibitors throughout the land.

Tie-up Race with Warner Film

Live-wire exhibitors in all sections are losing no time in taking

advantage of the recent international race between Zev and

Papyrus, and are tying up the Warner Classic, “Little Johnny
Jones,” starring Johnny Hines, with the big sporting event, it is

reported.
The story of the picture is almost a direct parallel with the in-

ternational race, Warner Bros state, except that Johnny Jones

and his famous horse, Yankc loodle, traveled to England to race

ihe English champion at E n Downs, instead of the English

horse coming to ' countr ^ Papyrus.

“Unseeing Eyes,” the latest
production from the Cosmopoli-
tan Studios, starts its career
armed with evidence of the high
approval of capacity Broadway
audiences and the newspaper re-
viewers. The premiere of the
picture at the Cosmopolitan The-
atre on Sunday evening attracted
a big and typical Broadway audi-
ence, which welcomed the picture
warmly.
New York newspaper reviewers

plainly shared in the welcome
which the audience gave to Lionel
Barrymore, hero of Arthur
Stringer’s tale of perilous adven-
ture in the Canadian Rockies.
Seena Owen is the heroine, and
Louis Wolheim has the “heavy”
part. Victor Herbert and his or-
chestra, of course, topped off the
whole occasion.
Following are expressions from

some newspaper review's : Daily
News :

“
‘Unseeing Eyes,’ tale of

north, has thrill for every sec-
ond.” New York Times : “Lionel
Barrymore gives a good account
of himself as Dean. Miss Owen
is sympathetic as Miriam, and if

you want a super-villain, Wolheim
fills the bill.” Evening Telegram:,
“Go up to the handsome theatre
on Columbus Circle and enjoy the
many thrills in this story of the
frozen North.”
Telegraph: “If the success of

the film is measured by its appeal
to the motion picture public then
we must say that ‘Unseeing Eyes’
occupies an enviable position. It

has everything the public loves.”
Evening Mail :

“ ‘Unseeing Eyes’
also differs from other films of the
great outdoors in its careful di-

rection and beautiful and effective
staging.”

Warner Says Showmen
Want Variety in Films

“Exhibitors want a wide vari-

ety of motion picture produc-
tions,” declares Sam Warner,
“rather than the occasional big
production for the coming sea-
son. The conditions imposed on
exhibitors by companies produc-
ing photoplays of a stupendous
nature and presenting them in le-

gitimate theatres at high prices is

frightening off the exhibitor who
formerly looked on the big pic-

ture as an out-of-the-ordinary
photoplay for his theatre. Natu-
rally, showmen are booking these
bigger features, even though their

box-office record shows a loss

now and then, but they depend a

great deal on the simpler produc-
tion that lends itself to unusual
exploitation methods just as

much as the photoplay contain-
ing million dollar names, massive
sets and super direction.”

Mr. Warner made this declara-

tion after conferring with impor-
tant exhibitors in New' England
and live-wire showmen that he
has come in contact with during
his visit to the Warner office in

New' York.
“It has been this organization’s

policy to make every variety of a

production so that each exhibitor

will have a wide choice to select
from in his dealings with us. So
far this season we have placed
productions before the camera
that involve large sums of money
and w'e have undertaken produc-
tions that have not been so costly
but contain a certain amount of
an appeal that an exhibitor can-
not overlook.

“In our schedule for the season
of 1923-24 w'e have included pro-
ductions with the finest stories
and stars available, and we have
also undertaken productions that
have not called for such an out-
lay of money but which will ap-
peal to the exhibitor because of
their universal theme, treatment
and box-office draw'ing power.”

Thompson in New
York

David H. Thompson, First Na-
tional production manager, is in

New York for a conference with
First National executives rela-

tive to future activities at the
West Coast studios. He brought
with him the master print and
negative of “Flaming Youth.”
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Goldwyn Grooming “Dark Horse;’’

High Hopes for Seastrom Pictures

Cruze Will Direct

“North of 36”
“North of 36,’’ Emerson Hough’s

epic of the stirring and colorful

pioneer days that bridged the gap
between Indian warfare and
America’s industrial birth, is to

be filmed at once as the result of

a decision reached after months
of planning and deliberation by
executives of the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Corporation, Jesse L.

Lasky announced in Hollywood
recently. James Cruze will di-

rect.

M. H. Hoffman
Resigns

Milton H. Hoffman, Metro
production manager for the last

two years, has announced his

resignation to take effect next
month, when he will leave for an
extended ocean voyage. Mr. Hoff-
man has been in ill health for

several months.

The metropolitan premiere of

“Pioneer Trails” in Boston called

forth high commendation from the
critics of newspapers in that

city. Not only is the story praised
for its dramatic entertainment
but the splendid photography is

emphasized in the critical reviews.
The Boston Advertiser said:

“One bit of photography showing
an Indian scout signalling to his

fellow killers upon .a cliff is a

beautiful sample of camera paint-

ing at its best.” Boston Tele-
gram : “Atmosphere and beautiful
scenes abound in ‘Pioneer Trails’

showing at the Park Theatre. All

in all ‘Pioneer Trails’ is an in-

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, it

appears, has been holding an ace up
its sleeve. While producing or dis-

tributing and publicising and brag-
ging about such big successes as Cos-
mopolitan’s “Enemies of Women,”
its own “Three Wise Fools,” “The
Spoilers,” “Six Days,” Distinctive’s

“The Green Goddess” and others, it

has been quietly grooming another
picture to capture motion picture

sweepstakes for the year. It will be
released sometime around Decem-
ber 1.

The dark horse is “Name the

Man !” the first American-made pic-

ture by the noted Swedish actor-

director, Victor Seastrom. It is an
adaptation from Sir Hall Caine’s

latest novel, “The Master of Man.”
Report has been made from the

Goldwyn studios, from time to time,

structive and well portrayed pic-

ture of American life and Ameri-
can people when our country was
young.”
Boston Herald : “Incidentally

there is a very pretty heroine in

crinolines, played by Alice Cal-
houn.” Boston American : “Mr.
(Cullen) Landis as the young hero
gives a characterization always
pleasing and virile. Particular
mention should be made of the
picturesque scenes in mountains
and plains.” Boston Post: “It is

a thrilling and romantic drama
done in a large manner with a

big cast headed by Alice Calhoun
and Cullen Landis.”

regarding the selection of members
of the cast and progress on photog-
raphy, but there has been a curious
silence regarding the quality and the
magnitude of the production.

It now develops that there has
been a purpose in the sparingness of
the advance publicity regarding
“Name the Man !” Goldwyn wished
to have its first Seastrom picture

almost on the point of release before
beginning its publicity campaign, so
that it could approach the task of
telling the trade the quality of the
picture with fresh material and
fresh impressions.

Mr. Seastrom now is putting the
finishing touches on the editing and
titling of the production at the
Goldwyn studios. The continuity

was prepared by Paul Bern, one time
editor-in-chief for Goldwyn and one
of the most gifted of scenarists, in

consultation with June Mathis, edi-

torial director for Goldwyn, and
with Mr. Seastrom.

Reports from production execu-
tives at the studios are that “Name
the Man !” is a picture astouding in

its humanity and its realism
;
one

that will make its appeal straight

to the heart of every person seeing
it. The noted director has imbued
the actors playing the important
roles with his own peculiar gift of
making real life in the screen’s

shadow picturing of life. Each
player, answering to the director’s

appeal to avoid excess in portraying
tbe highly wrought emotions of

the characters, while at the same
time keeping them keyed up to dra-
matic tenseness, has achieved, Gold-
wyn says, a naturalness seldom at-
tained on the screen.

Hall Caine’s novel, “The Master
of Man” was the one story out of
all the material available at the
Goldwyn studios, and from all of
the outside material that he had read
and considered, that Mr. Seastrom
selected as the story he wanted to
present to the American public as his
first production made in this coun-
try. It held the qualities that ap-
pealed to the Swedish director and
in the expression of which he won
world-wide honor as one of the
greatest screen directorial geniuses
of the world, before Goldwyn in-
duced him to come to America and
make a series of productions for it.

The cast which Goldwyn gave Mr.
Seastrom to work with is without
question one to delight the heart of
any director. Mae Busch has the
best part she has essayed in the
films. Patsy Ruth Miller has the
role of the good woman who is

really loved by Victor Stowell, while
Bessie Collister, the role which Mae
Busch plays, is the girl he has
wronged in a moment of passion.
Conrad Nagel is the Victor Stowell.
Surrounding these three figures

are many others, including Creigh-
ton Hale, Hobert Bosworth, De-
Witt Jennings, Aileen Pringle, Eve-
lyn Selbie, Anna Hernandez, Mark
Fenton and Jack Murphy.

“The Spanish Dancer”
Reported Making Hit

Boston Papers Praise

Vitagraph Production

Fairbanks Film Awarded
High Honor in Mexico

Douglas Fairbanks’ screen version

of the famous Robin Hood has been
awarded first place as the best

motion picture exhibited in the

Republic of Mexico during the year

1923.

This signal honor for “Douglas
Fairbanks in Robin Flood” came
as the result of a voting contest

conducted recently by El Universal,

one of the leading newspapers of

Mexico City.

In honor of the award those in

charge of the contest arranged an

impressive fiesta at one of the big

theatres in Mexico City. One of

the principal features was the

presentation to Harvey Sheehan,
general manager of United Artists

in Mexico, of a diploma from El
Universal, stating that the diploma
was for Douglas Fairbanks for his

“Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood.”

Warners Enthusiastic

About “Tiger Rose”
News comes from the Warner

Bros. West Coast Studios that
Sidney A. Franklin has com-
pleted the editing, titling and cut-
ting of the screen version of the
famous Belasco stage play,

“Tiger Rose,” in which Lenore
Ulric is starred, and that the fin-

ished print has be
v
en shipped East

for the approval "of the Warner

officials in the city of New York.
Before the print left the War-

ner Studios it was shown to H.
M. Warner and Jack Warner,
who were highly enthusiastic
over the new production, and who
predicted that it would take its

place among the finest motion
picture productions of the new
season.

Reports received at the Para-
mount home office on the initial

showings of the Herbert Brenon
production, “The Spanish Dancer,”
starring Pola Negri, in New York,
Los Angeles, Salt Lake City and
Sandusky, indicate that the pic-
ture is destined to score one of
the greatest box-office records of
recent years, Paramount says.
“The Spanish Dancer” is the

first of the new Paramounts to be
released under the policy of dem-
onstration showings by which
prices to exhibitors are to be ul-

timately determined.

Total admissions and receipts
for the picture during its first

week in New York at the Rivoli,
Paramount states, lifted it imme-
diately into the class of “Blood
and Sand,” “The Sheik,” “Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” and “Man-
slaughter,” all of which had their
New York premieres at the same
theatre. Approximately 9,000
people paid admission on the
opening day. At Grauman’s Ri-
alto in Los Angeles the picture is

now in its second week of capac-
ity business. In the first seven
days it played to 20,397 people.

Educator Forecasts
Success for Picture

“Every lover of Dickens is cer-

tain to be pleased with the new
photoplay, ‘David Copperfield,'’

”

declared Dr. C. E. Meleney, asso-

ciate superintendent of the New
York City public schools, follow-
ing a special showing of the Asso-
ciated Exhibitors feature, which
he attended recently. “And if

it pleases the students of Dickens
it is certain to make a deep ap-
peal to every one who appre-

ciates good, wholesome entertain-
ment. I consider the production
splendidly done and well worthy
of popular support.”
John S. Woody, Associated’s

general manager, has announced
also the booking of “David Cop-
perfield” for an indefinite run in

Tremont Temple, Boston.
Announcement of the official

release of this feature has been
the signal for a veritable rush
of bookings, Mr. Woody stated.
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Six Days” Gets Good
National Advertising

Baylies’ Campaign for

Pathe Film “Columbus”
Twenty-five of the big key

cities of the country have either

already carried, or will carry just

prior to the first booking of “Six

Days,” a large number of the
striking and artistic 24-sheet
posters designed for the produc-
tion. The posting remains on the
boards for several weeks in ad-
vance of the showings.
The bill posting campaign was

arranged and put across by How-
ard Dietz, director of advertising
and publicity for Goldwyn.
Among the towns where the
poster campaign has already been
put through are New York, Chi-
cago, Los Angeles, St. Louis,

Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee
and Salt Lake City.

In connection with the national

bill posting campaign, Mr. Dietz
also arranged a tie-up with the

nineteen Hearst newspapers in

the largest cities of the country
by which a serial version of “Six
Days” would be run in the Hearst
newspaper in every city where
they are published at the time the
picture was shown in first run.

The receipts at the Capitol,

New York, for the first week’s
screening of the picture were in

excess of $53,000, which is very
close to the record week’s busi-
ness for the Capitol. The picture

was retained for a second week,
doing a business almost as great
as the first week.
When "Six Days” was put on

at their Chicago Theatre by Bal-
aban & Katz, the week following
its screening for them, the serial-

ization of the story was published
in Hearst’s Herald-Examiner. In
Los Angeles, w'here “Six Days” is

now in its second week, the Ex-
aminer published the story seri-

allv.

The campaign conducted by T.

B. Baylies, managing director of

the State Theatre, New Bedford,

Mass., for the engagement of

Bathe’s “Columbus” at that house
serves admirably as a model, it is

said, for the presentation of this

and the forthcoming productions,
belonging to the “Chronicles of

America” series to be released

through Pathe.

Capitalizing the extraordinary
appeal of the subject to the school
authorities, Mr. Baylies concen-
trated his efforts on the local

teaching staff, the City Librarian,
and prominent clergymen and
newspaper editors, who by virtue
of their professions would be ex-
pected to be particularly inter-

ested in anything pertaining to the
educational welfare of the city’s

juvenile population.

The Temple of Venus”
to Have N. Y. Premiere

Pilgrim Film Successful

in New York Premiere
New York newspaper critics

expressed their praise of “Puritan

Passions,” the Film Guild pictur-

ization of Percy Mackaye’s stage

play, “The Scarecrow,” now being
given its premiere engagement at

the Cameo Theatre, New York
City.

The New York Times said:
“
‘Puritan Passions’ is a picture

that has enlisted careful jstudy
and unlimited pains.” The Daily
News : “Not only have we Percy
Mackaye’s best but Glenn Hun-

ter’s finest and Mary Astor’s most
charming personality.” “A singu-
larly fine, graceful performance
by Glenn Hunter,” declared the
New York Herald. The Evening
World avers : “To us, ‘Puritan
Passions’ was a movie treat.”

The New York Tribune: ‘“Puri-
tan Passions’ seems to us one of

the most interesting pictures of

the year.” The New York Eve-
ning Telegram says: “You will

find in ‘Puritan Passions’ a van-
ished phase of life brought back
vividly and dramatically.”

The fourth Broadway presenta-
tion of the William Fox specials
for the season of 1923-24 is

scheduled for Monday night, Oc-
tober 29 when “The Temple of
Venus” will be given its World’s
premiere at the Central Theatre.
"Monna Vanna,” which is now at

this house will continue its run
until Sunday, October 28.

This is a Henry Otto produc-
tion. It was filmed on Santa Cruz
Island off the coast of California.

Mary Philbin is in the leading

feminine role. She is supported
by David Butler and Phyllis

Haver and also by one thousand
bathing beauties.
With the final editing of the

picture the following cast is an-
nounced in support of the three
featured players : William Wall-
ing, Micky McBain. Alice Day,
William Boyd, Leon Barry, Celecte
Lee, Senorita Consuella, Robert
Cline, Marilynn Boyd, Frank
Keller, Lorraine Easton and
Helen Virgil.

Suggests Exploitation

for Warner Production

Hart Congratulated on
New Paramount Picture
William S. Hart, who recently

completed “Wild Bill Hickok,” the
first of the series of pictures
which is to be released under the

star’s new contract with Para-
mount, is receiving congratula-
tions from many film people in

Hollywood on the excellence of

the production which he has made
to serve as his first starring ve-
hicle since his temporary retire-

ment from the screen two years
ago.

Among those who have seen

“Wild Bill Hickok” in its finished

state is Jesse L. Lasky, who sent

Hart the following telegram: “My
dear Bill: I have just finished

looking at ‘Wild Bill Hickok’ and
seldom have I spent a more fas-

cinating hour and a half. The
picture is truly the best Bill Hart
picture thus far produced and
unquestionably will prove popular
and successful.”

“Back - Home - to - the - Farm -

Week,” says Warner Bros., is an
idea which should appeal to all

exhibitors who have booked the

latest Warner classic, “The Coun-
try Kid,” starring Wesley Barry.
Live-wire showmen can cash in

on this idea by co-operating with
different stores and obtaining full

page ads from merchants who
handle goods of a rural nature. A
combined full page ad with the
exhibitor's in the center calling

attention to the showing of “The
Country Kid” should stimulate a

great amount of interest.

An endless number of stunts

can help the box-office in con-

nection with “Back-to-the-Farm-
Week” in each city where the

picture is booked. Tie-ups can
be made with dance halls, giving

nights for a Country7 Kid Barn
Dance with rube costumes ;

ama-
teur nights can be staged in each
theatre with a prize given to the

best rube dancer; a country store

on the stage of the theatre at

each performance should also

stimulate interest.

The exploitation and publicity

department of the Warner organ-
ization have created an unusual
amount of ideas which are in-

cluded in the campaign book for

the exhibitor's benefit.

A Lady of Quality”

Received in New York

Virginian” Praised

by Dayton Newspaper

The Universal home office has

received from the West Coast the

advance print of one of the big-

gest pictures in that company’s

1923-1924 schedule, “A Lady of

Quality.” It is a Super-jewel
Production, and is expected to

take its place besidq “Merry7 Go
Round” as a big box-office bet.

Hobart Henley7 directed the

picture, from a screen adaptation

of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s
popular novel. Virginia Valli is

the star, and as the first produc-
tion in which she is starred alone,
Universal has gone to extremes to

make “A Lady of Quality” an
outstanding picture. The pro-
duction is due to reach the screen
around the first of the year. Its

appearance will be preceded by7

an elaborate exploitation cam-
paign, already7 under way.

Owen Wister’s story, “The
Virginian,” which has been filmed

for Preferred by Tom Forman,
was given its first public exhibi-

tion this week at the Columbia
Theatre, Dayton, Ohio.
The Dayton Journal says:

“Owen Wister’s story ‘The Vir-
ginian,’ in its screen form was
presented for the first time on a

commercial screen Sunday at the

Columbia before a packed house.
To our mind, it is one of the very-

superior cinemas of the season

—

or for two seasons. By7 dint of

deft handling, it succeeded in forc-
ing its point. Kenneth Harlan who

portrays the name role, seems to

be the embodiment of the popu-
lar notion of his part.”

“Pioneer Trails”

Liked in Boston
The Park Theatre in Boston

held “Pioneer Trails,” produced by
Vitagraph under the direction of
David Smith, over for a second
week.
Bookers in New England are

striving eagerly to obtain play-

dates following the success of this

super feature ivi Boston.
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Detective Praises

Vitagraph Film
The ingenuity with which “The

Leavenworth Case” the second
Whitman Bennett production for

Vitagraph sustains the mystery of

the murder of Ira Leavenworth
was highly praised by Henry
Forbes, a retired detective sar-

geant in charge of a homicide
squad of New York City, after a

showing of this mystery photo-

play at the Bennett Studios in

Yonkers. The old detective de-

clared the mystery story to be

one of the best pictures he had
ever seen.

Cast of Vitagraph
Picture Announced

Tourneur Hits on
Timely Theme

That Maurice Tourneur hit

upon an ever timely theme when
he made “Jealous Husbands,”
was pointed out by M. C. Levee,
the producer, last week. Through
a clipping service the Tourneur
organization in one week received
four thousand clippings from
newspapers in which the word
“jealousy” appeared in the head-
lines, many of which were front

page stories. The picture is for

First National release.

J. Stuart Blackton announced

the complete cast of “Let Not

Man Put Asunder,” • the indict-

ment of the divorce evil, adapted

from the novel by Basil King, at

the Vitagraph studios last week.
Mr. Blackton began shooting on
his new super feature last

Monday.
In the cast are Pauline Freder-

ick, Lou Tellegen, Effie Shannon,
Leslie Austen, Maurice Costello,

Helen D’Algy, Gladys Frazin,

Clifton Webb and Homer Lynn.

“
‘Let Not Man Put Asunder’

will be one of the great significant

photoplays of the year,” Mr.
Blackton said. “The divorce evil

is growing throughout the world.
How to avoid unhappiness in

marriage is one of the gravest
problems in America today. In
my coming production the cause
of an unhappy marriage is pre-
sented frankly. Those who see
this picture will learn what a ter-

rifying evil discontent in the
‘home may become and to what
disaster it may lead.”

“Pleasure Mad” for

November Release
With the hurried preparations

going on for the new Reginald
Barker production for the Metro-
Louis B. Mayer forces, “Women
Who Wait,” it is apparent that

Mr. Barker is rapidly completing
his second Metro-Louis B. Mayer
attraction of the new season,
“Pleasure Mad,” upon which the
noted director has been engaged
for many months.
“Pleasure Mad” is scheduled for

release early in November. It is

a film version of Blanche Up-
right’s novel, “The Valley of Con-
tent.” A. P. Younger made the

screen adaptation and it was pho-
tographed by Norbert Brodin.

Going Up” Sold to 2
Cities Via Air Wave

Lloyd to Direct “The
Sea Hawk”

With “Black Oxen” in the cut-
ting room, Frank Lloyd will

start work within a week on the
production of Rafael Sabatini’s

“The Sea Hawk,” which will be
produced for Associated First

National Pictures, Inc. In “Black
Oxen” Lloyd has brought to the

screen Gertrude Atherton’s most
successful novel.

Science scored heavily this

week when Jensen & Von Her-
berg, the big west coast exhib-
itors, traveling Europewards
aboard the Mauretania, booked
Douglas MacLean’s “Going Up”
for their theatres in Seattle and
Portland, Ore. With John S.

Woody, general manager of As-
sociated Exhibitors, sitting at the
New York or receiving end of the
ethereal connection, the entire

negotiations were conducted and

the deals closed by radio messages.
What science accomplished was

this : Radiograms from Mr.
Woody’s office, station JSW,
overtook a speedy ocean liner,

two passengers on which, disre-

garding the ocean waves, used air

waves to flash the desire to serve

patrons at home with the picture.

The Mauretania was three days
out when Mr. Woody got into

communication with Claude
Jensen.

Spearing Prepares

Scenario
The latest scenario work of

James O. Spearing, former New
York newspaper critic, now asso-

ciated with the Universal Pictures
Corporation, has been the prep-
aration of “The Signal Tower”
for screening. “The Signal Tower”
is Wadsworth Camp’s short story
included in O’Brien’s “Best Short
Stories of 1921” and is to be a
Universal-Jewel special. Clarence
L. Brown will direct it.

Warrens of Virginia”

Being Filmed by Fox

Cast of Stahl Film
Is Selected

John M. Stahl has completed his

cast for his picturization of the

stage play, "Why Men Leave
Home.” This First National pic-

ture will be interpreted by Lewis
Stone in the principal role, Helene
Chadwick, Mary Carr, William V.

Mong, Alma Bennett, Hedda
Hopper, Lile Leslie, Sidney Bracey

and E. H. Calvert.

“The Warrens of Virginia,” the
famous stage play produced by
David Belasco and written by
William C. deMille, is the only
production now in progress at the
William Fox New York Studios.
Elmer Clifton, who made “Down
to the Sea in Ships” and “Six
Cylinder Love,” is directing the

picture.

Martha Mansfield, whose last

work was in the Fox special, “The
Silent Command,” has the role of

Agatha, the feminine lead. The
others in the cast include Robert
Andrews, Harlan Knight, James
Turfler, J. Barney Sherry, Helen
Ray Kyle, Wilfred Lytell and
Rosemary Hill.

The original stage production
ranked as one of the leading
dramatic achievements.

Tulsa Welcomes
“Going Up”

John S. Woody, general man-
ager of Associated, has just re-

ceived this telegram from Harry
Castle, manager of the Palace
Theatre, Tulsa:
“We opened with your produc-

tion, ‘Going Up,’ Friday, and
packed them at every show, de-
spite a continual downpour of

rain. The laughter and criticism

from my audiences indicate that
it is one of the best ever shown.
Congratulations, and may you
have many more like it.”

More Circuits Sign
Pathe continues to report the

signing by circuits of theatres for

the entire Pathe two-reel comedy
output. The latest are the W. P.

Gray circuit of fifty-five houses

in the New England states and
the Sam Goldstein chain, located

in Springfield, Holyoke, Pitts-

field, Northampton, Westfield,

Ware and Palmer, Mass.

“Columbus” Is Feature
of Dedication Program

“Columbus,” the first release of

Pathe’s colorful and dramatic

“Chronicles of America” series,

was a feature of a special gala

program arranged by the Indian-

apolis chapter of the Knights of

Columbus for the dedication of

their new building on last Friday
evening, October 12.

An enthusiastic audience, which

included representatives of the
city and state governments, the

Speaker of the Lower House of

the Canadian Parliament, and
more than five hundred members
of the order, received the picture

with prolonged and hearty ap-
plause. Following the showing of

the picture, Mr. Pagani, chairman
of the meeting, spoke of the pro-
duction in highly laudatory terms.

Big Campaign Book
for Vitagraph Film
Vitagraph is compiling a cam-

paign book for “The Man from
Brodney's,” the picturization of
George Barr McCutcheon’s novel,
prints of which will soon go for-
ward to branches from the
Brooklyn laboratories.
The new exploitation book will

be eight columns wide, full news-
paper size and printed on heavy

. stock.

Hodkinson Novelty
The Hodkinson Corporation has

prepared an interesting novelty for

“Puritan Passions,” the Film Guild

picturization of Percy Ma'ckaye’s

“The Scarecrow.” A card, postal

size, shows Glenn Hunter as Lord
Ravensbane looking into the mirror

of truth. When the card is held

v the. light the image of the

writes h appears in the glass.

“Madame Sans Gene”
Is Pola’s Next

According to an announcement
issued by Jesse L. Lasky, first

vice-president in charge of pro-
duction of the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, Miss Negri’s
next starring picture will be
made from Victorien Sardou’s play
“Madame Sans Gene.”

De Mille Adds
La Rocque

William de Mille has announced
that Rod La Rocque has been
added to the cast of his current
Paramount production, “Every-
dajp Love.”
The featured members are

Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita
Naldi, Theodore Kosloff.

Fairbanks Works
with Tigers

Douglas Fairbanks worked with a
group of Bengal tigers every night
last week. These animals are re

quired in the forthcoming Fair-
banks’ feature, “The Thief of
Bagdad.” These beasts have become
the chief residents of the ancient
city of Bagdad, which stands on the
Pickford-Fairbanks lot, and are
kept within their city limits by a
wire fence twelve feet high.
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66The Spanish Dancer” Scores Hit

at the Demonstration Theatres
Additional reports from Para-

mount demonstration theatres, re-

ceived at the home office of the

company, bear proof of the box-
office power of ‘‘The Spanish
Dancer,” the first picture to be
released under the new policy of

test showings. The reports in-

clude not only figures on attend-

ance and box-office revenue but

press criticisms and opinions of

the theatre managers.
The four-day run of the picture

at the Plaza Theatre, Sandusky,
O., was terminated Wednesday,
October 17, when Manager A. C.

Himmelein reported as follows

:

“Just finished a remarkable four-

day run on ‘The Spanish Dancer’
—a few dollars less than ‘Man-
slaughter,’ which holds the house
record. I honestly believe that

‘The Spanish Dancer’ will prove
to be one of the season’s sensa-

tions.”

Last Sunday night, following

the opening in Chicago, the Mc-
Vicker’s management sent the

following telegram :

“ ‘The Span-
ish Dancer’ drew record box-of-

fice line and there was a stam-
pede for seats when McVicker’s
opened today. Chicago acclaims

‘The Spanish Dancer’ Pola Negri’s

best picture. Big business sus-

tained all day.”
At the Grand Theatre in Colum-

bus the Brenon production broke
all house records on its opening
day, Sunday, October 14, and the

Olympic in Pittsburgh, where the

opening was Monday, the 15th,

reported a never-ending box-office

line for the first time in many
weeks. At both these houses the
week’s business approached the

house records.
Pola Negri took Kansas City by

storm when the picture had its

local premiere at the Newman.
The Star critic said :

“ ‘The Span-
ish Dancer’ is an exceptionally
good picture, well acted, well di-

rected. And, running through it

all, vivid as a flame, is the char-
acterization Pola Negri gives of

the gypsy girl. She talks with
her eyes, her hands, her whole
body, and there is fire and buoy-
ancy in her work. We take off

our hats to her.”

From George E. Carpenter,
manager of the Paramount-Em-
press in Salt Lake City, came the
following wire : “The public has
welcomed Paramount’s new policy
with open arms. With admission
prices advanced they jammed the
Paramount-Empress day and
night. Forced to stop ticket sales

three times Sunday.”
“There is not a moment’s drag

in the picture,” said the Herald
of Grand Rapids, where “The
Spanish Dancer” played to capac-
ity throughout its engagement at

the Majestic. “The simple story
of love and adventure among the
most romantic circumstances
sweeps simply through with fight-

ing, exaltation, humor, despair
and a happy ending. The capable
cast and glittering sets are, after
all, used for their rightful pur-
pose of emphasizing a thrilling

romance.”
The Republican-Gazette, of

Lima, O., where the picture played
to turn-away business throughout
the week of the 14th at the Quilna
Theatre, said : “The first ‘demon-
stration’ audiences to view ‘The
Spanish Dancer’ at the Quilna
Sunday gave this new photoplay
the stamp of their unqualified ap-
proval. The theatre was crowded
at every performance and every
one of the many telling points in

the engaging romance was round-
ly applauded. As hundreds were
turned away Sunday, unable to
gain admittance, the engagement
will evidently be as big a success
financially as it is artistically.”

Reports from the Madison, at

Madison, Wis., and the Appleton,
at Appleton, are similar in im-
port. At the Madison the busi-

ness averaged $500 a day, as

against a daily average of $125
for several months previous,
while at the Appleton the aver-
age was $460.80 as against $150.

The Daily Cardinal, of Madison,
said: “We don’t have a twinge
of conscience when we say that

‘The Spanish Dancer’ is one of

the best pictures we have seen in

Madison.”

A new house record was set up
at the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis,

last Sunday, when “The Spanish
Dancer” played to $6,220. The
picture opened Saturday to $4,000

and present indications are that
a new week’s record will be es-

tablished.

At the Princess Theatre, Spring-
field, 111., the opening was last

Saturday and Manager Harry
Thornton wired : “Congratulations
on this greatest of Negri produc-
tions. She has undoubtedly cre-

ated a masterpiece for Para-
mount. National advertising and
your exploitation campaign gave
us a splendid opening.”

Reports from the Crown Thea-
tre, New London, Conn., are to

the effect that big crowds were
turned away Sunday and it is ex-
pected that all records will be
broken. The New London Eve-
ning Day said Monday: “The pro-
duction is more than a spectacle
—it tells a real story. Pola Negri’s
interpretation of the lawless,

laughing, impetuous dancing girl

is superbly done. Nothing she did

in ‘Passion’ surpassed her dueling
scene. It was a splendid piece

of work. And speaking of Mo-
reno—at last Tony has come into

his own.”

N. Y. Critics Praise

United Artists Film

Opens at Central

The fourth Broadway pres-
entation of the William Fox
specials for the season of
1923-24 is scheduled for Mon-
day night, October 29, when
“The Temple of Venus” will

be given its world’s premiere
at the Central Theatre.
“Monna Vanna,” which is now
at this house, will continue

a its run until Sunday, Octo-
v ber 28.

“The Temple of Venus,”
says Fox, combines drama,
allegory and a beauty extrav-
aganza and has been called

the “Ziegfeld Follies” of the

screen. It is a Henry Otto
production.

Broadway critics had much of
praise for “Richard, the Lion-
Hearted,” initial production of

Associated Authors, Inc., which
had its New York premiere at the
Mark Strand Theatre Sunday,
October 21, under an Allied Pro-
ducers and Distributors Corpora-
tion release. The New York
public also greeted the picture
warmly.

“Richard, the Lion-Hearted,” a

Frank Woods production, is an
adaptation of Scott’s “The Talis-

man,” and is the first release
turned out by the film triumvirate

of Messrs. Woods, Thompson
Buchanan and Elmer Harris.

Later this trio, so well-known in

the motion picture world, added
Clark W. Thomas to its strength.

The picture stars Wallace Beery
in the role of King Richard, the

same role he so successfully

created in “Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood.”
“If you like romantic adventure

skilfully done into a movie, then
by all me^ns see ‘Richard, the

Lion-HearteVl,’ ” said the reviewer

for the Sun and Globe.
“
‘Richard,

the Lion-Hearted,’ is a good pic-

ture,” said Robert E. Sherwood in

the New York Herald. “In the
role of King Richard Wallace
Beery is the same splendid, force-
ful, vital, engaging King that he
was in ‘Robin Hood.’ ”

“Associated Authors struck
home in their initial production,”
said F. W. M. Hall in the New
York Times. “The settings are
splendid, as also are the costumes.”

“
‘Richard, the Lion-Hearted.’ is

exactly the thing as a photoplay
for Associated Authors, Wallace
Beery, the leading actor, the
Mark Strand Theatre, and, by far

the most important of all, the
movie-going populace.” said

Robert G. Welsh in the Evening
Telegram.
“Wallace Beery gives a convinc-

ing and vital performance as King
Richard,” said the critic for the
Morning Telegraph. “Wallace
Beery gives an interpretation of

England’s Crusading King which
is human to the Nth degree,” said

the critic for the Evening Mail.

Glenn Hunter Ends
Work on Film

Glenn Hunter has completed his

first Paramount picture, “West of

the Water Tower,” at the company’s
Long Island studio, and is now in

Chicago playing “Merton of the

Movies,” at the Blackstone The-
atre. The production is finished

with the exception of an atmos-
pheric shot of Maryville, Mo., the

town which Homer Crov wrote
about in the novel from which the

picture was made. Rollin Sturgeon,

the director, and Harry Harris,

cameraman, will stop off at Mary-
ville on their way to Hollywood to

secure the necessary scenes.

A cast of exceptional merit

supported Hunter in this production.

Headed by May McAvoy, Ernest
Torrence and George Fawcett, it

included ZaSu Pitts, Anne Schaefer,

Joe Burke, Riley Hatch, Gladys
Feldman, Alice Mann, Allen Parker
and Jack Terry.

Doris Schroeder wrote the

scenario, and the camera work was
done by Harry Harris and George
Hinners. W. J. Scully acted as

Director Sturgeon’s assistant.

Dwan Completes
“Big Brother”

Allan Dwan has completed “Big
Brother,” the Paramount screen

version of the novel of the same
name by Rex Beach. The produc-

tion was made at the eastern studio

at Long Island City.

Heading the list of players is

Tom Moore in the role of Jimmy
Donovan, the leader of the car-barn

gang on New York’s lower East
Side. Edith Roberts has the role

of a dope fiend, and others who
have prominent parts are Mickey
Bennett, the talented seven-year-old

player; Charles Henderson, Joe
King, Paul Panzer. Neill Kelley,

William Black, Milton Herman,
Florence Ashbrook and Yvonne
Hughes.

Three Stars in

“Stranger”
Betty Compson will play the lead-

ing feminine role in the forthcoming
Joseph Henabery production. “The
Stranger,” according to an announce-
ment made by Jesse L. Lasky.

Richard Dix and Lewis Stone will

play the principal masculine roles,

and all three players will be co-

featured, according to the same
announcement.
“The Stranger" is an adaptation

by Edfrid Bingham of John Gals-

worthy’s “The First and the Last.”

Signs for Preferred
Reported from the contract

department of Preferred Pictures
Corp. this week are the following
houses which have signed for the
fifteen features constituting the
Preferred output for the season:
the Garden, Princeton, N. J.;
Strand, Owasso, Mich.; Vir-
ginia, Somerset. Kentucky; Im-
perial, Alliance. Neb. : the Castle,

Irvington. N. J. ; Colonial, East ,

Pa. ; Strand and Rialto. Allentqy
Pa.; Hippodrome, SR
Iowa

;
and the Rialto,

'

N. J.
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“The Midnight Alarm” Fox Films for Release
Does Get Them Inside Week of Oct. 21

The box office pull of “The
Midnight Alarm,” Vitagraph’s
story dealing with the life of a

fireman, is attested by J. J. Har-
wood, manager of the Lexington
Theatre, Cleveland. Mr. Harwood
in a letter to Vitagraph says :

“I am very much pleased to ad-
vise you that we opened yester-

day to the greatest business the

house has ever done, the attrac-

tion being your latest release,

‘The Midnight Alarm.’ It was im-
possible to get the crowds into

the theatre and we did a real

turn-away business, the feature

pleasing every one that was for-

tunate enough to get in.”

Its appeal to audiences in Can-
ada is demonstrated by the fol-

lowing telegram from Manager
Brandon of the Imperial Theatre
at Cornwall, Ontario

:

“ 'Midnight Alarm' over the top

with flying colors. Never in all

my experience saw anything like

the crowd in front of our theatre.

Ran two shows, both houses
jammed to outside doors. Good
old Vitagraph.”

Precedent Broken at

Metropolitan Theatre
Thomas H. Ince has been paid

a remarkable tribute by Sid Grau-
man, of Los Angeles, by the

booking pf Ince’s “Her Reputa-
tion,” a big newspaper drama, for

Grauman’s Metropolitan Theatre.
This is the first “outside” picture

ever shown at the Metropolitan,
which heretofore has run only
Paramount-Lasky offerings. “Her
Reputation” stars May McAvoy,
with an all-star supporting cast

headed by Lloyd Hughes.
Newspaper critics throughout

the country have given praise to

the picture. “The events in ‘Her
Reputation’ are set forth con-
vincingly and the fine acting,

especially that of May McAvoy,
gives the play an atmosphere of

realism rare in such an exciting

feature.

The Portland Oregonian says:
“The flood and fire scenes in

‘Her Reputation’ are convincing
and marked with a genuineness
in their enactment seldom attain-

ed in similar screen efforts.”

“Cameo Kirby,” the William Fox
special production adapted from
the great stage success by Booth
Tarkington and Harry Leon Wil-
son, and the Sunshine Comedy,
"The Roaring Lion,” are sche-
duled for release October 21 by
Fox Film Corporation. “The Gov-
ernor’s Lady” another of the
specials announced for the 1923-

24 season will follow “Cameo
Kirby” in one week.
Few stage plays achieved a re-

cord on the road such as “Cameo
Kirby.” The story centers about
a picturesque Mississippi River
gambler of a former generation,
who shoots straight and deals
squarely, eventually winning when
hearts are trumps.
John Gilbert will oe seen in the

role of the swanking, cynical
soldier-of-fortune type of gambler.
Gertrude Olmsted will have the
feminine lead. “Cameo Kirby” is a
John Ford production.

“Angel Face Molly,”
a Dramatic Picture

Viola Dana, Metro star, is

now at work on her fourth Metro
starring picture of the new Metro
season, “Angel Face Molly” This
is an original story for the screen
by Fred Kennedy Myton adapted
by Thomas J. Hopkins and being
produced at the Metro Hollywood
studios under the direction of

Ocar Apfel who also directed Miss
Dana in her two previous pic-

tures, "The Social Code” and “In

Search of a Thrill.”

“Angel Face Molly” is a

dramatic story.

In the cast with Miss Dana, is

Milton Sills. This marks his

second appearance opposite the
Metro star, his earlier being sev-
eral years ago in the Metro pic-

tures, "Dangerous to Men.” Other
players in the cast are Gertrude
Claire, Wallace MacDonald, Bet-
ram Grassby, DeWitt Jennings,
Nelson McDowell, Matthew Betts
and Edward Wade.

Be Sure to Read the F. B. O.
Announcement in this issue.

HIGHLIGHTS ON EMORY JOHNSON’S THE MAIL MAN
Upper left: welcome accorded the director by New York postmen. Center: the director and his mother. Mi's. Emilie Johnson, who
writes the stories for* her son’s productions. Upper right: Los Angeles postmen pay tribute at monster jollification. Lower left and

right: more scenes of New York postmen serenading Johnson.
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Palmer Audience “The Mailman” Given
Now 35,000,000 Two World Premieres

A ready-made audience of over

35.000,000 people ! Over 35,000,000

hearts have beaten a little

quicker; over 35,000,000 imagina-

tions have been stirred a little

deeper through the vast advance
advertising campaign now being

carried on by the Palmer Photo-
play Corporation in no less than

twenty-five of the most popular

national magazines
;

a campaign
making a home and heart appeal

to 20,062,079 people, by telling

them how Mrs. Ethel Middleton,

wife of a factory foreman, wrote

the prize scenario of their first

production, ‘'Judgment of the

Storm.”
The campaign was not and is

not being limited to small ads in a

few issues, but consists of full

pages in twenty-five magazines

;

and this advertising has been
going on consistently, month after

month, since September, 1922,

hammering home the message to

20,062,079 fans.

The names of these magazines
alone tell their own story of the

magnitude of this campaign : Mc-
Call’s, Red Book, American, Pic-

torial Review, Cosmopolitan, Pic-

ture Play, Better Pictures,

Writers Monthly, Motion Picture,

True Story, Metropolitan, Film
Fun, Photoplay, The Writer, The
Student Writer, Good Housekeep-
ing, Screenland, Drama, Story
World. Editor, Independent,
Physical Culture, Nautilus,

Writers Digest and the Dial.

The Film Booking Offices made
a new departure in the way of

picture previews last week when
a double header premiere was run

in Washington and Philadelphia
at the same time on Emory John-
son’s picture, “The Mailman.”
The Washington preview was

held at the Ambassador Theatre
on Thursday morning and was
attended by prominent Washing-
ton society people and members
of foreign legations. In addition
to this a private showing was
made at the general post office

before Post Master General Harrv

New and his staff of assistant post
masters.
On reviewing the picture Post

Master New expressed himself
very pleased with the results ob-
tained by Johnson in the making
of the postal picture. His assis-

tants were also very enthusiastic

in their praise of the production
and of the dramatic way it was
handled.
At Philadelphia the trade

premiere was held at Ed Fay’s
Knickerbocker Theatre and was
attended by twenty-nine hundred
people with eight hundred of them
standing through the performance.

Civic Bodies Endorse

Tully to Picturize

“Bird of Paradise”
“Blow Your Own Horn”

When the picturization of Rex

Beach’s “Flowing Gold” is com-

pleted. Richard Walton Tully, pro-

ducing for Associated First Na-

tional Pictures, Inc., will bring to

the screen the world famous
“Bird of Paradise,” his Hawaiian
love drama which as a stage play

has enjoyed a coast-to-coast suc-

< ess seldom equalled in the history

)f American dramatics.

Tully plans to start the filming

of “The Bird,” as the play is known
in dramatic circles, about the first

of the new year. The picture will

be made in the Hawaiian Islands.

The story of the play is laid in

the period 1890 and Tully, in

bringing this South Sea epic to

the screen, will also be producing
a picture of historic and educa-
tional interest inasmuch as all the
quaint customs and traditions

which once prevailed will be pic-

turized.

Basing the campaign on the

spirit of civic progressiveness'
which underlies the activities of

thousands of communities, F. B.

O. is launching an aggressive and
widespread exploitation drive for

its production, “Blow Your Own
Horn.”
Among the prominent boards of

commerce which have already en-
dorsed the production is the As-
sociation of Commerce of Racine,
Wis., the executive director of

which is Francis H. Bartlett. Mr.
Bartlett recently saw a special

preview of the picture and imme-
diately requested that it be shown
to the public in Racine at the best

theatre in town because of its live-

ly spirit.

“‘Blow Your Own Horn' will do
more to uplift one’s civic spir-

it than any other photoplay I have
ever seen,” remarked the executive
after thoroughly analyzing the en-
tertainment elements of the pro-
duction. Hundreds of tie-ups are
being effected by F. B. O. with
chambers of commerce throughout
the country.

Shipman Films Made in

Natural Backgrounds
Israel Zangwill, noted writer

and dramatist, who is visiting this

country now, sounded the keynote

of the Ernest Shipman policy of

motion picture production in a re-

cent New York address. “The
great idea today,” said Mr. Zang-
will, “seems to be to film pictures

in flashy settings, rather than with
a strict adherence to any legit-

imate dramatic value the scenario
might originally have possessed.”

It has always been the Shipman
aim to produce published novels

Crowds in Baltimore

See “The Hunchback”
ited that city. Mention was also

made of the elaborate staging and
Universal was thanked for bring-
ing the production to that city for

a pre-release showing.
It is interesting to note that two

of the biggest musical comedy suc-
cesses in the country opened on
the same night and in spite of the
fact that "The Hunchback” prices
were much less than those charged
in the other two theatres, the
gross receipts at the Academy of
Music exceeded both houses.

as they were written in the nature
backgrounds that may bring so

much beauty to the screen. It

has been with this in mind that

Mr. Shipman produced such well

known novels as those of James
Oliver Curwood and Ralph Con-
nor.

Mr. Shipman’s three latest pic-

tures, “The Man from Glengarry,”
“The Critical Age,” and “The
Rapids,” which W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation is distributing, are typ-
ical of these big, clean outdoor
dramas.

Another brilliant opening was
registered for “The Hunchback of

Notre Dame” when the first South-
ern Company opened its tour at

Baltimore on Monday, October 22.

A feature of the program was the

Symphony Orchestra under the

direction of M. Rollman, one of

Baltimore’s leading musicians.
Newspapers in their flattering re-

views of the Universal production
stressed the fact that the orches-
tra excelled any ever heard with
any production that had ever vis-

Mussolini Given Print Arliss to Make
of “The Eternal City” Film in London

George Fitzmaurice, who is asso-

ciated with Samuel Goldwyn in the

production of Sir Hall Caine’s

“The Eternal City,” which is for

First National distribution, sent a
copy this week of the finished pic-

ture to Premier Mussolini at Rome,
Italy, in payment of a promise he
made the heads of the Italian gov-
ernment after he had completed
three months’ work in Rome.

Mussolini had been extremely
helpful to Fitzmaurice and his
company during their work in the

Roman city. Permission was ob-
tained to use, as locations, such
places as the Coliseum, the Forum,
the Roman Baths, Old and New
Appian Way. Battalions of sol-

diers were delegated to both work
in the picture and guard the play-
ers from interference. And Mus-
solini actually played a small role
in the production.
The entire story has been

changed by Ouida Bergere with
the consent of Sir A. Hall Caine
so that every element of religion
has been eliminated.

George Arliss will work in films

during his playing of “The Green
Goddess” on the London stage. The
final shots of his next picture, “The
Adopted Father,” will be made in

England by Distinctive Pictures

Corporation owing to the fact that

the success of the William Archer
melodrama will keep Mr. Arliss

abroad longer than had been ex-

pected. He had almost finished

work in this American screen

comedy before sailing to keep his

engagement at the St. James The-
atre in London.

The cast supporting Mr. Arliss

in “The Adopted Father " includes

Edith Roberts, Ronald Colman,
Taylor Holmes and Little Joseph
Donohue. Harmon Weight, who
has directed all the Arliss pictures

except “The Green Goddess" was
chosen by Distinctive to make this

photoplay.

Have You Read the

F. B. O. Announcement
in This Issue?
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This Is Going to Be the Biggest

Comedy Year in History of Screen

This is going to be a big year
for comedy, and the laughmakers
will come into their own more
than ever before in the history of

the motion picture business.

The tide of long and boresome
features has been turned and ex-

hibitors everywhere have demand-
ed in certain tones their desire

for pure entertainment, whether
it comes in large or small pack-
ages.

What will our part in this be?
Our entire organization has been

concentrating these last few
months on new ideas, new situa-

tions, new gags, building up a

type of comedy for laughing pur-

poses only, without detracting one
particle from the standard we
have set for quality production.

We are starting on our fourth

By AL CHRISTIE

year of distribution through Edu-
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., our
eighth year as independent pro-
ducers, and my own thirteenth

year of directing behind a camera,
and I want to say that I fully be-
lieve there is nothing unlucky
about the latter number. It has
always spelled good fortune be-
fore, and this should be our most
successful period.

We are encouraged everywhere
by exhibitors who believe in the

two-reel comedy as a regular diet

on all programs. The comedy has
been likened to the funny page and
the daily funny strip in the suc-
cessful newspapers.

Publishers have long realized

that the cartoon strip is the big-

gest single circulation builder in

the paper. Likewise real motion

picture exhibitors know that the
building of a steady clientele is de-
pendent to a large degree on the
showing of comedies which put
their patrons in good humor, which
give them good fun for their

money. They know that running
a picture theatre without high-
class comedy is like printing a

newspaper which is all editorials

and reading matter concerning the
business, the crime, the grief and
the strife of the world.
And there's enough grief in the

world without going to a theatre
to get more. The whole world
loves a laugh, and the most suc-
cessful theatre men are taking ad-
vantage of this universal demand
by making the comedy part ot

their program one of the biggest
advertising assets.

Two Two-Reelers and “Jamestown”
on Pathe’s List for November 4

Variety marks the Pathe sched-

ule for November 4 which includes

an unusually large number of sub-

jects. Heading this program is

“Jamestown,” the second of the

“Chronicles of America” series.

Like the first “Columbus” it is in

four reels.

Ruth Roland’s serial, “Ruth of

the Range,” reaches its fourth

episode which is titled “The Terror
Trail.” The third of the “Spat
Family” series is titled “Roughing
It” and shows the discordant fam-
ily out West staking a mining
claim and meeting with many
ludicrous mishaps.
On this schedule is also a Mack

Sennett two-reeler “One Cylinder
Love.” Built around a story of a

broken engagement are aeroplane
thrills and clever acting. Stan
Laurel is featured in “The Whole
Truth,” a single reel Hal Roach
comedy, presenting an amusing
version of the recent scientific

discovery of a serum which is an

antidote against lying and makes
the patient tell the truth.

The Aesop Film Fable, Cartoon-
ist Paul Terry’s laughable creation,

is titled “A Barnyard Rodeo,” and
shows the familiar animals in a

typical Western rodeo. Pathe Re-
view No. 44 contains the following

subjects: “The Pleasure Boat,” a

pictorial interpretation of Richard
Henry Dana’s poem ;

striking

views of Durango, Mexico, under
the caption “The City of Sorrows,”

and a Pathecolor presentation of

a day in Volemdam, Holland, un-

der the title “Dutch Doings.” In

addition there is an industrial American history dealing with the
section that will interest the ma- Indian Princess Pocahontas and
jority of spectators. the English Colonist John Rolfe :

“Jamestown” deals with the early also the struggle between the

struggles of the Colonists and in- English and Spanish Colonists for

troduces the colorful chapter of supremacy.

Amusement end Knowledge
Provided in Tolhurst’s

Pictures
Educational Exchanges, Inc., are

of the opinion that the distribution

of the series of Tolhurst micro-
scopic pictures produced by Prin-

cipal Pictures Corporation, of

which Sol Lesser is president,

marks a forward and significant

step in the development of the

screen, that of providing enter-

tainment and instruction in a

manner that will be as welcome to

the public as the works of Maeter-
linck and Fabre on insects have
been to th.e world of literature.

“Once the public accepts scien-

tific demonstrations on the screen

the general education of humanity
may fairly be said to have begun,”
says Louis H. Tolhurst, the

California scientist who perfected

the process by which these pic-

tures are taken. “The exhibitor

has learned that the public is not
over-zealous to increase its stock

of knowledge, but is very eager to

be amused. Accordingly, in

attempting to present the intimate

lives of familiar insects I have
sought to keep this element of

for Educational
entertainment uppermost. I be-
lieve no scientist or educator
familiar with Maeterlinck’s “The
Life of the Bee,” or better still

Fabre’s charming books, will

quarrel with me or my methods
when I say that without a doubt
more people have learned of the
habits of the bee from these
romantic works than through
scientific text-books.

Maeterlinck has brought the
subject well within the scope of

“human interest.” Fabre has done
even more with his careful and
scientific “stories” of insects. To
achieve in pictures what these
celebrities have done with their

literary style, is my ambition.
Properly titled, the lives of insects

are capable of an infinite variety
of treatment. Tragedy, comedv.
epic struggle, satire, humor and
sensational action can be found,
while the social relations of

“colonies” are so complex and in-

teresting as to supply a never fail-

ing field of investigation and ex-

ploitation.

Century Working on

“Buster Brown ”

Julius Stern, who some time
ago acquired the film r'ights to
R. F. Outcault’s celebrated
Buster Brown cartoon strip,

announces that the story for
the first of this series which
will be filmed as Century Com-
edies, is now near'ing comple-
tion and numerous players are
being considered in order to
select a suitable Buster Brown
and Mary Jane and a perfect
Tige for their* respective roles.

The number of comedies to be
made has not yet been decided.
Competent gag men are busy
on the material and the name
of the director will be an-
nounced soon.

Century Announces
Fifth Unit

Noel Smith, formerly with Cen-
tury and then with Fox, has re-
turned to Century Comedies and
will direct a series of two-reelers.
Work on the first one featuring
Harry Sweet, who was also for-
merly a Century star and then
went to Fox, will be started within
a few davs as Sweet is again in
the Century fold.

Smith makes the fifth director
to head a unit making Century
Comedies, the others being A1
Herman, Bob Kerr, Harry Mc-
Coy and Arvid Gillstrom. All
units are wording under the
supervision of Julius Stern and Sig
Neufeld. Casts of well-known
comedians have been selected for
all of these units.

Books Semon Film
The Modern and Beacon thea-

f res in Boston booked “The Gown
Shop," the first Larry Semon
comedy for the season of 1923-24.
There are to be four Larrv Semon
comedies released by Vitagraph
which include “The Gown Shop,”
“Lightning Love,” “Horseshoes”
and one for which a title has not
yet been selected.

“Peggy” Bookings
Heavy bookings continue to

pour in on the Baby Peggy series
of Century Comedies. Among the
most recent are the Missouri in

St. Louis, Majestic in Columbus,
Strand in Wichita Falls, Broadway
in Richmond, Rialto in Butte, Lib-
erty in Spokane and California in

San Pedro.

Signs for Series
Pathe announces that the Strand

theatres in New York and Brook-
lyn have booked the entire series

y>f “Spat Family” and “Our Gang”
f^-to-reel comedies.
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New Burr Comedy
"Fearless Flanagan,” the C. C.

Burr two-reel comedy released
October 7, features Charles
Murray, Kathlyn Martin and Ray-
mond McKee. It was directed by
Gregory LaCava, and is being dis-
tributed by Hodkinson.

SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

Pal Film Retitled
The title of the newest Century

comedy, starring Pal the dog, has
again been changed and it will be
known as “Down to the Ship to
See,” which it is announced was
suggested by a Long Island ex-
hibitor.

Barnyard Rodeo, A (Pathe)
Be My Guest (Universal)
Code of the Mounted (Uni-

versal
Discontent (Educational)
Fashion Follies (Universal)
One Cylinder Love (Pathe)
Pathe Review 44 (Pathe)

Roughing It (Pathe)

Taming of the Shrewd (F.
B. O.)

Three Cheers (Educational)

Wages of Cinema, The (F.
B. O.)

Whole Truth, The (Pathe)

“Three Cheers”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
An abundance of amusing

stunts makes this second number
of Jack White’s Juvenile Comedy
series a good program subject. It

has less plot than the first one
of the series and is more like an
unrelated arrangement of childish
pranks, but goes over neverthe-
less and in places is very funny.
The children are all interesting
types and anyone should enjoy
their performance.—M. K.

“The Code of the
Mounted”

Universal—Western—Two Reels)
This is so evidently a reissue of

something produced some time ago
that it is doubtful whether it will
be a success on the average pro-
gram now. The clothes, photog-
raphy and general style of acting
dates back to early days in pic-
ture-making. It relates’ the story
of a Mounted Police officer who
has to make the familiar choice
between love and duty.—M. K.

story is sympathetic and there is

a simplicity and humanness about
the types. The husband who
finds complete happiness in his

work in the open and the wife
who longs for the city and ulti-

mately deserts her husband are
the figures in an emotional con-
flict against pictorial back-
grounds.—M. K.

“Fighting Blood”
(F . B. O.—Drama—Two Reels)
Round Five of this series, ‘‘The

Taming of the Shrewd,” and
Round Six, “The Wages of Cinema,’’
compare favorably with the earlier
numbers, and maintain the high
standard of entertainment and box-
office value. Each one contains
strong human interest, good comedy
and a peppy fight in the ring.
George O’Hara is excellent in the
leading role, and is ably assisted by
Mary Beth Milford and Louise
Lorraine, as well as the old favor-
ites, Kit Guard and A1 Cooke.

n 1)Fashion Follies
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)
New ideas are not plentiful in

this Century comedy but most of
it is the type of amusement that
goes very well anyway. The bath-
ing girls will appeal and the
fashion show gives a chance for
the familiar but laughable stunts
of confusing the live models with
the dolls. It has an abundance of
action and should entertain, gen-
erally. Henry Murdock is fea-
tured.—M. K.

“A Barnyard Romeo”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)

Paul Terry’s clever touches en-
liven the well-known Western
stunts of lassooing, steer taming
and rough riding here. The humor
is delightful as usual and the sub-
ject itself is more widely appeal-
ing than some of the other Aesop
Fables. A well worth-while num-
ber.—M. K.

“Be My Guest”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)
A situation that will be rather

generally appreciated is the basis
for action in this Neely Edwards
number. A man who prefers star-

vation to restaurant fare accepts
dinner invitations from three
friends but finds the resulting
disaster far worse than dinner at

a hot-dog lunch counter. This will

amuse the average patron.—M. K.

“The Taming of the Shrewd”
There is a lot of good comedy in

this number, which first shows Gale
frying to take care of a waif that
is wished on him. Later he jumps
into the water, thinking to rescue
his friend Rosemary, who is work-
ing in a picture, but finds he has
saved a property boy, who doubled
for her and jumped off the cliff.

He succeeds in winning a fight in
the ring against “The Shrewd.”

“Discontent”
(Educational—Scenic—One

Reel)
Considerably more emphasis is

placed upon the dramatic note this

time than in the usual Bruce
Wilderness Tale. While there is

no real attempt at acting, the

“The Whole Truth”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)

Revealing to what interesting

heights man’s imagination will

soar when accounting for his ab-
sences to his wife, this Stan
Laurel number has good comedy
value. In spite of sampling the
serum that forces a man to tell

the truth, the hero thinks up a

good story to tell in court. It is

lively and entertaining.—M. K.

“The Wages of Cinema”
This is a clever number, contain-

ing a lot of good audience material.
Gale, unable to get Kilpatrick to
sign up for a fight with him, gets
a job in the movies; and, disguised
as an actor, with the assistance of
the director and two girls, Kil-
patrick is persuaded to don the
gloves. Gale licks him, reveals his
identity, and is promised a real fight
in the ring for the championship
with Kilpatrick.—C. S. S.

L»

Hal Roach Companies Busy
Making Comedies for Pathe

Production activities at the Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.,

are moving along at a fast clip.

The new Stan Laurel vehicle is

a story of the “after the war” type
with the comedy theme of “I got
my captain working for me now!”

In the cast appear Jimmy Finlay-

son, Ena Gregory, Mae Laurel, Ed-
die Baker, and William Gillespie.

George Jeske is handling the meg-
aphone.
The comedy just started by Will

Rogers is a typical Rogers cow-

Christie’s Four Stars Will
Each Be Seen in Five Films

Christie forces are now busily

engaged in producing what is de-

scribed as a “rip-snorting western

comedy” which would seem to be

a burlesque on ordinary “west-
erns.” Bobby Vernon appears as
Cactus Kelly. Then, too, there is

Lopez the Lizard as the villain

and Charlotte Stevens as the
heroine.
This is but one of the twenty

comedies scheduled by Christie
for the coming season, five for
each of their comedians, Bobby
Vernon, Neal Burns, Jimmie
Adams and Dorothy Devore. The
first five to be released on tb

'

Everything,” with Bobby Vernon;
“Done in Oil,” with Jimmie Ad-
ams

; “Fool Proof,” with Neal
Burns, and “A Perfect 36,” with
Bobby Vernon.
The supporting staff for the

stellar comedians includes Jimmie
Harrison, Vera Steadman. Char-
lotte Merriam, Babe London,
Natalie Joyce, Tom Murray,
Ward Caulfield, George French,
Bob North, George Burton, Felix
Valle, Bud Fine and Roy Weston.

Charles Christie has just re-
turned from Europe, bringing
with him John H. Taylor, manag-
ing director of Christie Film
Sales Co., Ltd., of London, and
John Maxwell, owner of a chain

boy story written for the star by
Hal Conklin. Jay Howe is direct-

ing the production. Marie Mos-
quini appears opposite Rogers.
Hal Roach’s aggregation of

animal players in the latest “Dippy
Doo Dad,” directed by Len
Powers, are enacting a crook
story.

The company of players en-
gaged for “The Spat Family” has
been augmented by the addition
of Philip Miller, a well-known
child actor.

new schedule are “Navy Blu/
starring Dorothy Devore; “™s

f
c of theatres in Scotland.

the ha.

“Snub” at Rivoli
The first of the new series of

single reel Pathe comedies star-
ring Snub Pollard titled “It’s a
Gift” was the comedy attraction
at the Rivoli, New York, and it is

announced that it enjoyed the dis-

tinction of being the only comedy
attraction at any of the big houses
on Broadway.
Other comedies in this series al-

ready announced are “Dear 01’

Pal” for November 11, and “Join
the Circus” December 2. “It’s a
Gift” was released October 14.

“Roughing It’

(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
W estern life disagrees painfully

wtih the Spat Familv in this third
picture of the series. Their quar-
rels are staged on the desert where
everything from toads disturbing
midnight slumbers to a hair-
breadth escape from “bandits” who
prove to be only prospective buy-
ers, offerings vast fortune for the
Spat Family s property, keep them
excited. It has a good many
laughs and should go well.—M. K.

Pathe Review No. 44
(Pathe—Magazine—One Reel)
Greater emphasis is placed upon

the pictorial value in this review
which has many pleasing scenes.
An illustration of Richard Henry
Dana’s pcem, “The Pleasure Boat.”
views of Durango. Mexico, called
the “City of Sorrow.” and a color
presentation of Dutch village
scenes are included. Facts about
coloring wall paper supply the
technical interest.—M. K.

“One Cylinder Love”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
This is a mixture of entertain-

ment that lacks unity somewhat,
but amuses in an irregular way,
with a few outstanding incidents
that will probably meet with a
hilarious reception. Bathing girls,
amateur aeroplaning. and a trained
bear furnish some lively action. It
has an unusual amount of action
and should be a satisfactory num-
ber for the average program. A
Mack Sennett production.—M. K.
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Stormv Reas J. P. McGowan July 21 4.803
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Plus and Minus Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,009
The Busher Lee Moran Aug. 18 2,000

Woman With Four Faces ..Betty Compson Tune 30 Aug. 18 5,700

Peter, The Great Emil Tannings July 7 7,000

'"'hildren of Tazz Theodore Kosloff ....July 21 Aug. 18 6.080

Homeward Bound Thomas Meighan ...Aug. 11 7.000

Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife Gloria Swanson Aug. 18 5,900

The Silent Partner Restrict Joy Sept. 1 5.806

To the Last Man Richard Dix Sept. 8 6.965
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The Cheat Pola Negri Sept. 15 7,323
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Rests Picture Success
Re stsTheaterSuccess
RsstsyOUR Success

RICHARDSON'S)"SfSr
H?$NDBGDKfPROJECTiCjN

Cm mmkejqou mam&^
PRICE<6»2 - CHALMERS PUB. CO. -516 FIFTH JWE.^.V.
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The Marriage Maker W. De Mille Prod. ...sept. 29 6,295

Zaza Gloria Swanson Sept. 29 7,076

The Spanish Dancer Pola Negri Oct. 20 8.434

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
Divorce Jane Novak June 16 5,900

A Grim Fairy Tale “Fighting Blood” June 16 2,000

Rice and Old Shoei Carter De Havens. ..June 23 2,000
Ead oi a Perfect Fray “Fighting Blood” ...June 30 2,000
Desert Driven « Harry Carey June 30 Aug. 18 5,840
The Mysterious Witness ...Robert Gordon June 30 Aug. 25 4,850
Human Wreckage Mrs. Wallace Reid.. .July 14 7,215
Itching Palms Tom Gallery July 28 6,000

Judy Punch “Fighting Blood” July 28 . 2,000

The Flying Dutchman Lloyd Carlton prod... Aug. 4 5,800
The Miracle Baby Harry Carey Aug. 18 6,000

So This Is Hollywood 2d Fighting Bloods .. Aug. 25 2,000
She Supes to Conquer 2d Fighting Bloods .. Aug. 25 2,000

Daytime Wives Dorelvs Perdue Sept. 8 6,651

The Fair Cheat Dorothy MacKaill ...Sept. 29 5,800

Long Live the Ring “Fighting Blood” ....Sept. 29 2,000

The Dancer of the Nile Carmel Myers Oct. 27 5,787

Lights Out Ruth Stonehouse Oct. 13 6,938

The Three Orphans “Fighting Blood” ....Oct. 13 2,000

HODKINSON

FIRST NATIONAL

FOX FILM CORP.
Three Gun Man Hilliard Carr May 26 2,000

Sentinels of the Sea Scenic May 26 1.000

Boston Blackie ...William Russell ..... June 2... July 7 4,522

The Mummy Sunshine Comedy June 2 2,000
Crystal Jewels Instructive June 2 1,000

Snowdrift Charles Jones June 9 Sept. 8 4,617

Land of Tut-Ankh-Amen... Instructive June 9 1,000

Red Russia Revealed Special July 21 1,600

Soft Boiled Tom Mix July 28 7,054

Hell’s Hole Charles Jones July 28 6.000
Where There’s a Will Sunshine comedy July 28 2;000
Roaring Lions on a Steamship. Harry Sweet July 28 2,000
Circus Pal Sunshine comedy 2,000

Apple Sauce Sunshine comedy 2,000
Tropical Romeo Al. St. John 2,000

Skid Proof Charles Jones
St. Elmo John Gilbert Aug. 18 6.000

Alias the Night Wind William Russell Aug. 25 4,145

Mysteries of Yucatan Instructive Aug. 25 1,000

Bag and Baggage Gloria Grey Aug. 25 6,000

The Man Who Won Dustin Farnum Sept. 1 5.500

Jungle Pals Features apes Sept. 1 2,000

Monna Vanna Star cast Sept. 8 9,000

Does It Pay? Hope Hampton Sept. 8 6,652

If Winter Comes Percy Marmont Sept. 15 10,000
The Silent Command Edmund Lowe Sept. 15

Why Pay Rent? Sunshine comedy ...Sept. 15 2,000
The Gun Fighter William Farnum ....Sept. 22 5,000

The Two Johns Harry Sweet Sept. 22 2,999

A Goldfish Story Instructive Sept. 22 1,000

The Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix Sept. 29 5,250

The Grail Dustin Farnum Sept. 29 4,617

The Rain Storm Conklin-Sweet Sept. 29 2,000

Times Have Changed William Russell Oct. 6 5,082

The Tailor Al St. John Oct. 6 2.000

Toilers of the Equator Instructive Oct. 6 1,000

Sunshine and Ice Instructive Oct. 6 500

Cameo Kirby John Gilbert Oct. 27 6,931

Second Hand Love Charles “Buck” Jones. Oct. 20

GOLDWYN

Fun from the Press Issued Weekly 1,010
The Rapids Ernest Shipman prod. 6,000
Movie Chats Kineto—one a week 1,000
The Lion’s Mouse ..Wyndham Standing..Apr. 7 ....Apr. 21 5,60C

Bo This Is Hamlet Comedy May 12 2.00C

Romance of Life Educational May 12 1,001
The Critical Age Pauline Garon May 19 Aug. 4 4,500
Youthful Cheaters Glenn Hunter June 2 Aug. 4 5,700
The Mark of the Beast Robert Ellis June 16 5,988

Michael CfHalloran .........True Boardman June 23 Sept. 8 7,000
The Rapids ....Harry T. Morey ....June 30 Aug. 18 4,900
The Ex-Kaiser in Exile Apwsal 2,000
The Immortal Voice Bray-scientific July 14 1,000
Wild and Wicked Raymond McKee July 14 2,000
The Cuckoo’s Secret Btau-instructive July 14 1000
Helpful Hogan Charles Murray July 14 2,000
Radio-Mania Grant Mitchell July 28 5,400

Pat’s Patents Comedy Aug. 25 2,000
Fiddling Fool Raymond McKee ...Aug. 25 2,000
Col. Heezaliar in the African
Jungle Bray Comedy Sept. 1..- 1,000

The Drivin’ Fool Wally Van Sept. 8 5,800

Puritan Passions Glenn Hunter Sept. 15 6.000

The Life of Reilly C. C. Burr comedy.. Oct. 27 2,000
Shifting Sands Peggy Hyland Oct. 20 5,308

Refuge Katherine MacDonaldApr. 14 Aug. 18 6,000
The Bright Shawl Richard Barthelmess. Apr. 28 July 7 7,500
Wthin Die Law Norma Talmadge May 12 Aug. 25 8,034

Slippy McGee Wheeler Oakman May 12 Aug. 25 6,299
The Lonely Road ..Katherine MacDonaldMay 26 5,102

Girl of the Golden West Edwin Carewe prod..June 2 Aug. 4 6,800

A Man of Action Douglas MacLean.. . . June 9 6,400
The Sunshine Trail Douglas MacLean June 9 4,500

Children of Dust ....Frank Borzage prod.. June 23 Aug. 18 6,228

Penrod and Sam Star cast June 23 6,275

Circus Days Jackie Coogan June 30 Aug. 18 6,000
Wandering Daughters James Young Prod.. .July 7 Aug. 25 5,471

The Scarlet Lily Katherine MacDonald July 21 6,000
The Brass Bottle Tourneur prod Aug. 4 5,290

Trilby R. W. Tully prod. ...Aug. 4 7,321

Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge ...Aug. 18 10,000
Dulcy Constance Talmadge. Sept. 8 6,850
Her Reputation May McAvoy Sept. 15 7,000

Potash and Perlmutter Carr-Bernard Sept. 22 7.700

Meanest Man in the World. Bert Lytell Sept. 29 6,500

The Fighting Blade Richard Barthelmess. Oct. 27 8,729

Ponjola Anna Q. Nilsson Oct. 20 7,000

The Bad Man .' Holbrook Blinn Oct. 20 6,404

The Huntress Colleen Moore Oct. 13 6,236

METRO
The French Doll Mae Murray Sept. 15 7.028

Strangers of the Night Fred Niblo prod Sept. 15 8,059

Rouged Lips .....Viola Dana Sept. 8 5,150

Three Ages Buster Keaton Sept. 8

Desire Premier prod
The Eagle’s Feather Premier prod
The Eternal Struggle Reginald Barker Sept. 22

Long Live the King Jackie Coogan
Held to Answer Premier prod
The Social Code Viola Dana Oct. 6 ..

The Human Mill A. Holubar prod
Man, Woman & Temptation. Fred Niblo prod
Pleasure Mad R. Barker prod
Hospitality Buster Keaton
Bcaramouche Rex Ingram prod. ...Oct. 13 ...

5,251

7,374

5,000

9,600

PATHE
The Green Cat Snub Pollard Aug. 4 2,000

The Marathon Dancer Terry cartoon Aug. 4 1,000

In Wrong Right Leo Maloney Aug. 4 2,000

The Pearl Divers Terry cartoon Aug. 11 1,U00

Oranges and Lemons Stan Laurel Aug. 11 1,000

Nine of Spades Special on “bridge”. .Aug. 11 1,000

Nip and Tuck Sennett comedy Aug. 11 2,000

Post No Bills ....Paul Parrott Aug. 11 1,000

The Mystery Man Snub Pollard Aug. 18 t 2,000

Be Honest “Dippy -Doo-Dada” . . Aug. 18 1,000

Warned in Advance Leo Maloney Aug. 18 2,000

Live Wires Paul Parrott Aug. 25 1,000

July Days “Our Gang” Aug. 25 2,000

Man of Position Sid Smith ...Aug. 18 2,000

Rolling Home Joe Rock Aug. 18 2,000

The Bad Bandit Aesop’s Fable Aug. 25 1,000

Pitfalls of a Big City Ben Turpin Sept. 1. 2,000

Short Orders Stan Laurel Sept. 1 1,000

Cat That Failed Aesop Fable Sept. 1 1.000

The Great Explorers Aesop Fable Sept. 1 1-000

Call of the Wild Hal Roach prod. . . Sept. 8 7,000

Take the Air Paul Parrott Sept. 8 1,000

The Walrus Hunters Aesop Fable Sept. 8 1,000

Skylarking Harry Gribbons ....Sept. 8 - 2.000

Why Worry? Harold Lloyd Sept. 15 6.000

Let’s Build “Spat Family” Sept. 15 2.000

The Walkout Snub Pollard Sept. 15 2.000

Is Conan Doyle Right? Special Sept. ^5 2.000

A Man About Town Stan Laurel Sept. 15 1.000

The Cat’s Revenge Felix, the Cat Sept. 15 1,000

Ruth of the Range Ruth Roland ser. ...Sept. 22

No Noise “Our Gang” Sept. 22 2.000

Finger Prints Paul Parrott Sept. 22 1.000

Roughest Africa Stan Laurel ...Sept. 29 2,000

Love in a Cottage Aesop’s Fables Sept. 29 1,000

Stepping Out “Dippy-Doo-Dads” ..Sept. 29 1,000

Derby Day Terry Cartoon Sept. 29 1,000

Columbus Yale Historical Oct. 6 4.000

No Pets Paul Parrott Oct. 6 1.000

The Cat’s Whiskers Terry Cartoon Oct. 6 1.000

Down to the Sea in Shoes ..Mack Sennett Oct. 6 - 2,000

Frozen Hearts Stan Laurel Oct. 27 -.000

The Circus Terrv cartoon Oct. 27 1.000

Winner Take All Paul' Parrott Oct. 20 1.000

Aged in the Wood Terry cartoon Oct. 20 8,000

High Fivers Terry cartoon Oct. 20 1,000

Stage Fright “Our Gang” Oct. 20 2.000

Jus’ Passin’ Thru Will Rogers Oct. 13

2.000

1.000

Mad Love ...Pola Negri Mar. 10 June 9 5,51?

Lost and Found House Peters Mar. 31 Aor. 14

Remembrance Rupert Hughes prod. Sept. 23 Oct. 14 5.644

Sherlock Holmes .....John Barrymore May 20 Tune 3 8.233

Look Your Best Rupert Hughes prod. Apr. 14 Sept. 8 5,314

Vanity Fair Mabel Ballin July 14 7,600

Souls for Sale Rupert Hughes Prod-Apr. 7 July 14

Backbone ... Edward Sloman Prod-Apr. 7 July 7 6,541

Enemies of Women Cosmopolitan Apr. 14 May 12 10.501

The Last Moment Star cast June 2..* Aug. 18 6.000

The Ragged Edge Mimi Palmieri June 16 Sept. 8 6,800

The Spoilers Jesse D. Hampton
Prod July 7 8,928

Three Wise Fools Claude Gillingwater.July 14 Aug. 25 6,946

The Love Piker Anita Stewart July 21 6,237

Little Oold New York Marion Davies Aug. 18 10,000

The Green Goddess Georg! Arliss Aug. 25 9.100

Red Lights Marie Prevost Seot. 22. .4 6.841

Six Days Corinne Griffith Sept. 29 8,010

The Eternal Three Marshall Neilan prod. Oct. 13

Heavy Seas “Spat Family” Oct. 13

Asleep at the Switch Ten Turpin Oct. 13

It's a Gift Snub Pollard Oct. 13

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
The Inner Man Wyndhara Standing..Dec. 30 July 7. 4,914

A Pauper Millionaire C. M. Hallard Feb. 10

Isle of Doubt Wyndham Standing. .Sept. 30 5,4Se

\ Clouded Name Norma Shearer Mar. 3 Apr. 14 4.885

The Man Who Waited Star cast May 12 5.000

Counterfeit Love Featured cast June 30 6.000

PREFERRED PICTURES
The Hero Gasnier Prod Jan. 13 May 12 6.800

\re You a Failure? Madge Bellamy ...... Mar. 17 May 5... 5.700

Poor Men’s Wives ...Gasnier Prod Feb. 10 6.963

Girl Who Came Back Miriam Coopar May 12 .. 6.100

Daughters of the Rich Gasnier prod June 30 Sept. S 6.0.5

Mothers-in-Law Gasnier Production... Aug. 2S 6.725

The Broken Wing Miriam Cooper Sept. 1 6,216
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SELZNICK
One Week of Love Elaine Hammerstein.Nov. 18 Dec. 2 7,000
Pawned Tom Moore Dec. 16 July 7. 5,000
Rupert of Hentzau Hammerstein-Lytell July 21 Aug. 18 9,400
Quicksands Chadwick-Dix Apr. 7 ...July 21 6,307
Outlaws of the Sea Marguerite Courts*..Apr. 7 5,395
Modern Marriage Bushman-Bayne Apr. 14 Aug. 11 6,331
Vengeance of the Deep Ralph Lewia Apr. 28 Aug. 4 4,733
rhe Truth About Wives Betty Blythe June 9 5,973

UNITED ARTISTS
Tailor Made Man Charles Ray Dec. 9
One Exciting Night D. W. Griffith Prod. Oct. 2
The Girl I Loved Charles Ray Mar. 31

The White Rose Mae Marsh June 2.

Rosita Mary Pickford Sept. 1

A Woman of Paris' "has. Chaplin prod... Oct. 13

.Oct. 28.... 2 ...10,000
25.... 6 ...10,000
9

Oct. 21.... 11 ..11,000
. Mar. 31.... 5 .. 7,100

2 8 ..11.000

15 ...

.Oct. 13 ....

UNIVERSAL

2,000

2,000

2,000

6.305

2.000

2 000

VITAGRAPH
Masters of Men Earle Williams Apr. 21 May 12 6.800

The Barnyard Larry Semon Apr. 21 Aug. 25 2,000
Roving Thomas in Banff ...Urban Classic Apr. 21 5,41 k'

Forward, March Jimmy Aubrey
The Inner Chamber Alice Joyce
A Guilty Conscience Antonio Moreno
Divorce Coupons Corinne Griffith 5.24

o

The Man Next Door Alice Calhoun June 9 2,000
A Midnight Cabaret Larry Semon June 9 2.000

Smashing Barriers William Duncan July 7 Sept. 8 5,660
The Midnight Alarm Alice Calhoun Aug. 11 6,000
Loyal Lives Whit. Bennett Prod.. Aug. 18 5.950
Pioneer Trails Cullen Landis Oct. 27 6,920

WARNER BROTHERS
Main Street Star cast May 12 3,601
Heroes of the Street Wesley Barry Dec. 23 Aug. 4 6,000
Little Church Around the
Corner ...Featured oast Feb. 24 June 9 6,300

Where the North Begins Rin Tin Tin (dog) Aug. 25 6,200
Little Johnny Jones Johnny Hines Aug. 25 6.000
The Gold Diggers Hope Hampton Sept. 22 6,500

MISCELLANEOUS

GRAND-ASCHER DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Consensus Foots**

Mine to Keep Bryant Washburn ...Aug. 18 5 76TPagin s Love Monty Banks Aug. 18 2 000The Love Trap Bryant Washburn ...Sept. 15 ' 5710The Sleepwalker Joe Rock Sept. 29 2 000The Covered Schooner Monty Banks Sept. 29 2^000

AYWON FILM CORP.
Cyclone Jones Big Boy Williams ...Oct. 6

CHARLES C. BURR
5,000

Lonesome Luck Jack Dougherty July 7 2,000
Hold On Billy Engle July 7 2,000
Taking Orders Baby Peggy July 14 Aug. 25 9,178

The Merry-Go-Round Featured cast July 14 Aug. 25 5,020

Bum Slickers Neely Edwards July 14 2,000

Speed Bugs Fred Spencer July 14 2,000

The Homeward Trail Pete Morrison July 14 2,000
Forgetting the Law Jack Dougherty July 14 1,000

A Radio Romeo Walter Forde Jan. 27 Mar. 17 10,000

Hunting Big Game in Africa. H. A. Snow July 21 1,000

Won’t You Worry? Bert Roach July 21 2,000

Buddy at the Bat Buddy Messinger July 21 2,000

Tempest Cody Rides Wild. .Marie Walcamp July 28 4,880

The Victor Herbert Rawlinson. .
.
July 28 1.000

The Host Neely Edwards July 28 2,000
True Gold Jack Dougherty Aug. 4 2,000

The Eleventh Hour Charles Jones Aug. 4 6,819

Out of Luck Hoot Gibson Aug. 4 5,518
Legally Dead Milton Sills Aug. 4 6,076

Columbia—The Gem and the
Ocean “Leather Pushers” ..Aug. 4

Nobody’s Darling “Baby Peggy” Sept. 9
Double Suspicion Neal Hart Aug. 4
Spring Fever Comedy Aug. 4 2,000

The Love Brand Roy Stewart Aug. 11 4,832
The Steel Trail Duncan serial Aug. 11 16 parts
Shadows of the North William Duncan Aug. 25 4,943

Rustlin’ Jay Morley Aug. 18 2,000

Lots of Nerve Century comedy Aug. 18 2,000

So Long, Buddy Buddy Messinger ...Aug. 25 2,000

Strike of the Rattler Pete Morrison Aug. 25 2,000

The Pencil Pusher Chuck Reisner Aug. 25 1,000

Blinky Hoot Gibson Sept. 1 5,740
Drifting Drifting Sept. 1 7.394

High Kickers Doris Eaton Sept. 1 2,000

Sing Sing Neely Edwards Sept. 1 1,000

Fighting Fists Jack Ford Sept. 1 2.000

The Untamable Gladys Walton Sept. 8 4.776

Uncle Bim’s Gift “The Gumps” Sept. 8 2,000

His School Daze Bert Roach Sept. 8 1,000

Hunchback of Notre Dame.. Lon Chaney Sept. 15 11,000

A Chapter in Her Life Jane Mercer Sept. 15 6,330

Back to Earth Century comedy Sept. 15 2,000

Face to Face Western Sept. 15 2,000

Dancing Love Dancing comedy Sept. 15 1,000

Where Is This West? Jack Hoxie Sept. 22 4.532

Round Figures Jack Cooper Sept. 22 2,000

Jolly wood Chuck Reisner Sept. 22 2.000

The Clean Up Herbert Rawlinson ..Sept. 29 5,051

Trail of the Wolf Jay Morley Sept. 29 2,000

Bringing Up Buddy Buddy Messinger ...Sept. 29 2,000

Hard Luck Jack Pete "Morrison Sept. 29 2,000

Cuckoo Neely Edwards Sept. 29 1,000

The Six-Fifty Niles Welch Oct. 6 5.100

Thundering Dawn Super-Jewel Oct. 6 6,000

One Exciting Day Billy Engle Oct. 6 2,000

Own a Home Neely Edwards Oct. 6 1,000

The Acquittal Star cast Oct. 27 6,523

Beasts of Paradise Desmond-Serial Oct. 27
The Ramblin’ Kid Hoot Gibson Oct. 20
The Tenderfoot Edmund Cobb Oct. 20
Don’t Scream “Pal” the dog Oct. 20
Going South Neely Edwards Oct. 20 1,000

The Wild Party Gladys Walton Oct. 13 '. 5,034

Gentlemen of the West Pete Morrison Oct. 13 2,000

"racked Wedding Bells Chuck Resiner Oct. 13 1,000

[apanese Earthquake International News... Oct. 13

The Last Hour Milton Sills .Jan. 13 U.y 13 6,000
Luck ... . Johnny Hines Mar. 31 June 9 6,’fflO
Yon Are Guilty Edgar Lewis prod. ..Mar. 31 June 9 5,0%

C. B. C.

Hallroom Boys Twice a Month 2.006
'

Lamp in the Desert Gladys Jennings ....June 2... 4 900
Yesterday’s Wife M. De La Motte. . . . Sept. 22 6,500
The Barefoot Boy Star cast 5 goo
Forgive and Forget Estelle Taylor 5,800

IRVING CUMMINGS PROD.
Broken Hearts of Broadway. Colleen Moore July 28

EQUITY PICTURES
The Daring Years Mildred Harris Aug. 4.

6,000

7,000

Othello

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Emil Jannings Mar. 3 May 12 6,200

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Speed King Richard Talmadge Feb. 10 5,008
Thru the Flames Richard Talmadge. . .June 30 5,000
His Last Race “Snowy” Baker Sept. 1 5,800

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
Way of the Transgressor . . George Larkin Sept. 22 5,000
In the Spider’s Web Alice Dean Sept. 29

LEE-BRADFORD
Is Money Everything? Miriam Cooper Apr. 7 5,800
Call of the Hills Maud Malcolm May 5 5,000
Capt. Kleinschmidt’s Adven-

tures in the Far North. ..Yukon Expedition. ...July 28
Shattered Reputations Johnnie Walker Oct. 27 5,000

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP.
Mind Over Motor Trixie Friganza Mar. 24 5,000
East Side, West Side Eileen Percy Apr. 28 Aug. 18 6,000
Temporary Marriage Kenneth Harlan May 5 Aug. 25 7,000

PRODUCERS SECURITY
The Wolf’s Fangs Wilfred Lytell 5,000
In the Night ... All-Star 5,000
Irving Cummings Series. ...Two-Reelers 2,000
Just a Song at Twilight Barthelmess 5,000
Madame Sans Gene Special 5,000

RED SEAL PICTURES CORP.
Bill Maurice de Ferandy. Sept. 15

STOLL FILM COMPANY
The Prodigal Son Frank Wilson May 19 Aug. 25. 8,5DC

RICHARD THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Accuser Carmel Myers June 30 4,948

TRISTONE
The Bargain W. S. Hart Sept. 29 5,000

TRUART FILM CORP.
The Empty Cradle Alden-Morey May 19 6,6%
Patsy Za-Su Pitts 6,500

Are the Children to Blame ?.Corrigan-Shannon 5,000

Riders of the Range Star cast May 12 5,000

The Prairie Mystery Bud Osborne June 16 5,0GB

Broadway Gold Elaine Hammerstein.. July 28 6,800

WEBER AND NORTH
Marria^ Will Nigh prod.

Don’t Ml . '.B? Money House Peters ..



PROJ ECU ON
Has Been Adopted

The following is the nomenclature adopt-

ed, to this date, by the Society of Motion

Picture Engineers, insofar as has to do with

projection:
, , ^ „

Arc—A column of very hot, light-emitting

gas, carrying an electric current sustaining

this condition.
Back Focus—Distance from principal focus

of a lens to its nearest face.

Working Distance—The distance between an

object and the nearest face of a lens form-

ing an image of an object.

Change-Over—*In projection, the act of

changing from one projector to another

without interrupting the continuity of

projection.
Condenser—The lens combination which de-

flects the diverging rays of the luminant

into the projection lens.

Collector Lens—The lens of the condenser

nearest the light source.

Converging Lens—The lens nearest the ob-

jective. '
.

Center Lens—The lens of a three-lens com-

bination, lying between the collecting and

the converging lens.

Dissolve—The gradual transition of one

scene into another.
Douser—The manually operated door m the

projector which intercepts the light before

it reaches the film.

Effective Aperture—The largest diameter of

a lens available under the conditions con-

sidered.
.

Equivalent Focal Length—The equivalent

focal length of a combination of lenses is

equal to the focal length of a simple thin

lens which will give an image of a dis-

tant object of the same size as does the

combination lens.

Fade-In—The gradual appearance of a pic-

ture from darkness to full brilliancy.

Fade-Out

—

The gradual disappearance of the

screen picture into blackness.

Feature—A pictured story a plurality of

reels in length.
pilm—The ribbon upon which the series of

related picture elements are recorded.

Flash—

a

short scene, usually not more than

three to five feet in length.

Flash-Back

—

A very short cut-back.

Focal Length

—

The distance from the center

of a simple thin lens to the image formed

by it of a distant object.

Footage—Film length measured in feet.

Frame—A single picture in the series on a

motion picture film.

Frame Line—The dividing line between two
frames.

Intermittent Sprocket

—

The sprocket which
engages the film to give it intermittent

movement at the picture aperture.

Iris—An adjustable lens diaphragm.
Insert—Any photographic subject, without

action, in the film.

Lantern Picture—A still picture projected

on the screen by a stereopticon.

Lantern Slide (Stereo Slide)—A transparent

picture for projection by a stereopticon.

g^eader—A piece of blank film attached to

the beginning of the picture series.

Lens, Simple

—

A lens consisting of but a

single piece of glass, or other transparent

medium.
Lens, Compound—The combination of a num-

ber of simple lenses.

Light Beam—A bundle of light rays which

has a cross section of appreciable size.

Light Ray—A stream of light of inappreci-

able cross section.

Magazine Valve—The film opening in the

magazine of a motion picture projector.

Motion Picture—The representation of an

object by the rapid presentation to the eye

of a series of pictures showing the object

at successive intervals of time.

Motion Picture Projector—A device suitable

for projecting motion pictures.

Multiple Reel—A photoplay more than a

thousand feet in Marsha

EDITED BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Notice to All

P
RESSURE on our columns is such
that published replies to questions
cannot be guaranteed under two or

three weeks. If quick action Is desired
remit four cents, stamps, and we will

send carbon copy of department reply
as soon as written.
For special replies by mail on mat-

ter which, for any reason, cannot he
replied to through our department re-

mit one dollar. .

Objective—The simple or compound lens

nearest an object which forms an image
of it. (Looks like an error there.—Ed.).

Optical Axis—The straight line through the

centers of the light source, lenses, dia-

phragm, ect., of an optical system, to which
their planes are in general perpendicular.
(This seems to be wrong, as printed, since

the projector arc crater (light source) usu-

ally is not perpendicular to the aforesaid
line.—Ed.).

Photoplay—A story in motion pictures.

Projectionist—A person skilled in the art of

projecting motion pictures.

Projection Distance—The distance between
the projection lens and the surface upon
which the image is focused.

Projection Lens—The objective which forms
upon the screen an image of a lantern
slide, film or other object under examina-
tion.

Reel—A flanged spool upon which film is

wound.
Reel—An arbitrary unit of linear measure

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart

which belongs in every projec-

tion room where carbon arcs

are used. It will enable you to

get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are

using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"

x 20") is printed on heavy Led-

ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-

ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-

did pictures which are coming
this fall.

Price $1.00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City

of film—approximately a thousand feet.
Register—To superimpose exactly.
Rewind—The process of reversing the wind-
ing of a film, usually so that the end first
projected shall lie upon the outside of the
roll.

Rewinder—The mechanism by means of
which rewinding is accomplished.

Shutter—A moving element, usually a disc,
which intercepts the light in a motion
picture apparatus one or more times for
each frame.

Shutter, Working Blade—That sector which
intercepts the light during the movement
of the film at the aperture.

Shutter. Intercepting Blade—That sector
which intercepts the light one or more
times while the film is stationary.

Splicing—Joining the ends of film by ce-
menting.

Split Reel—A reel of film of two (or more)
parts, the subject of each part unrelated
to the subject of the other part.

Spot—The illuminated area on the aperture
plate of motion picture apparatus.

Sprocket—The toothed cylinder which en-
gages the perforation in the film.

Stereopticon—A lantern for projecting trans-
parent pictures; i. e., lantern slides, often
a double lantern for dissolving.

Take-Up (non)—The mechanism which re-
ceives and winds the film after it passes
the picture aperture.

Take Up (verb)—To wind up the film after
it passes the picture aperture in motion
picture apparatus.

Throw—See Projection Distance.
Trailer—That piece of blank film attached

to the end of a picture series.

The following proposed nomenclature is

under consideration, but is not yet officially

adopted

:

Moving Period—That portion of the picture
cycle during which the film at the aperture
is in motion. This period is expressed in
degrees of revolution of the flywheel when
360 degrees is equal to one cycle.

Observation Port—The opening in the front
wall of the projection room through which
the projectionist observes the screen.

Picture Cycle—The entire series of mechan-
ical operations which takes place between
the positioning of one frame of a motion
picture film and the positioning of the
next frame.

Projection Periods—Those periods during
the picture cycle during which the picture
is projected upon the screen.

Projection Room—A room or inclosure from
which motion pictures are projected.
(This it is proposed to change to “Pro-
jector Room” and it would probably have
gone through that way at Ottawa, but was
laid over until the next meeting.).

Stationary Period—That portion of the pic-
ture cycle during which the film at the
aperture is stationary. This period is ex-
pressed in degrees.

He Wants Help
C. D. MacGregor, Projectionist Princess

Theatre, Chatham, Ontario, wants advice, as

follows

:

Received the new lens chart some time
and find by checking over my present opti-
cal layout that it is all wrong. I therefore
ask that you send me such suggestions as
you will as to how to get the best possible
results with present equipment; also any
suggestions as to changes which would im-
prove the optical lineup.
That you have some idea of conditions in

general, here are a few of the important
measurements; Distance of projection—lens
to screen—96 feet 4 inches; picture size (ap-
proximately), 11x15 feet; distance screen to
first row of seats, 15 feet; distance screen
to last row of seats, 133 feet; width of au-
ditorium, 23 feet; proscenium opening. 17

(Continued on page 170)
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Portable Projector and Featherweight
Gasoline Electric Light Plant. The light-

est outfit in the world giving professional
projection.

Total weight, 125 lbs.

Owners should always

purchase renewal and

repair parts direct from

the manufacturer only,

because a wrong bear-

ing or brush might do

irreparable damage.
The best is always the

least expensive in the

long run and saves

much trouble.
Hallberg Featherweight 200 Watt Electric Plant.

Total weight, 110 lbs.

Each Item of

THE HALLBERG LINE

EQUIPMENT

Automatic Arc Controller.

Fits all styles and makes
of lamphouses. Feeds car-

bons automatically.
A. C. Economizers, all

•voltages and cycles.

Saves 2/3 on electric

bills.

is a specialized device, designed

and built by the foremost pro-

jection engineer of the world.

And is designed with just one

particular purpose in view

—

the improvement of projection.

This equipment, formerly han-

dled exclusively by the U. T.

E., may now be purchased

from any reliable supply house

or direct from the manufac-

turer.

J. H. HALLBERG

Mazda Lamp Regulator
A. C. or D. C.

Save 70% line current at 110
V. over rheostats.

445 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

NEW YORK CITY
Electric Speed Indicator and
Recorder. Fits all projectors. Syn-
chronizes the picture with the

MOTION PICTURE

Motor Generators for multiple,

or “2-in-Series” Arcs. All sizes,

voltages, phases and cycles.

Gasoline and Kerosene Electric
Light Plants—1 to 30 KW.

Notice

/
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(Continued from ['age 16S)

feet wide by 15 high; two Power 6B pro-
jectors with standard motor equipment, but
with Grippo carbon jaws; two Kollmorgen
“Snaplite” projection lenses, 5.75 inch E. P.

;

condenser, 6% collector. 7% converging;
carbons, Columbia % cored positive, 7-16
Silvertip negative; available current supply,
90 to 100 amperes, from Martin converter;
minimum distance face converging lens to

aperture, 10 inches; maximum distance face
of converging lens to aperture, 18% inches;
projection lens free diameter, 1 9-16 inches;
projection lens working distance, 4 inches.

It is my earnest desire to project as near-
ly a perfect picture as may be upon the
screen—not to be the barnyard mechanic
who merely works for a set wage, to whom
ability to “get by” and continue to draw
that wage is the sum total of everything.
Any suggestions regarding improvement will
be gratefully received.

I suppose you need no introduction to our
Chief Projectionist. Charles A. Dentlebeck,
to whom 1 shall forward your reply when
received. I have not yet met him, but from
what I have read and heard of him he must
be a roung peg in a round hole, which is

all any of us may hope to be. In closing
let me earnestly wish every future success
for the World Projection Department.
No, I certainly do not need any introduc-

tion to Dentlebeck, whom I saw last week
at the meeting of the S. M. P. E. in Toron-
to. He wanted friend daughter and me to

drive to Toronto and visit the Dentlebeck
wigwam, but time would not permit. He is

all you think he is, but for two years past
he has had a “boil” which caused the round
peg, normally fitting the hole snugly, to fit

“not so good.” The boil is now, I am more
than glad to say, removed, root and branch,
so Charlie again is 100 per cent. Chief
Projectionist for the Canadian Paramount—
more power to him !

First of all the crater impressions were
well made and show that you are carrying
your crater at least at a fairly efficient

angle. You should, unless you aready have
done so, study “Crater Angle,” pages 405 to

412, inclusive, of the Bluebook, and apply
the information on page 408 so that you may
always know that you have your crater ex-
actly at the right angle. Possibly you have
already done so. Inasmuch as all your
crater impressions are about the same, it

is quite likely you have.

Mirror Screen Efficient

In the first place, your auditorium is one
in which a satin finish mirror screen would
be enormously efficient, except for a few of
the front side seats. With that screen the
patrons seated in the rear seats would be
able to see every detail of the picture and
you could reduce your amperage by at least

one-third and still have a far brighter pic-

ture than you now have. Mirror screens
are costly, yes, but were that theatre mine
I certainly would have one. Failing in that
you should have a highly reflecting type of
screen, and a Crystal Bead would give ex-
cellent results in such a theatre.

Your craters average 7-16 inch in hori-
zontal diameter. You may tell both your
manager and Dentlebeck that the projection
lenses you have are totally and entirely un-
suited to the work they are TRYING to do.

It is worse than foolish to keep such lenses.

They are enormously inefficient when used
with the ordinary condenser,
horizontal diameter and, looking in the 6)4-
Your craters are 36-64ths of an inch in

6)4 column, we find that in order to get the
minimum distance from crater to lens for

this amperage we would have to have a dis-

tance of 11 inches from face of converging
lens to aperture, under which condition
chart B shows us that even a 2^-inch free

diameter would not pick up all the beam.
That, therefore, is “out”—impossible.

Turning Around
Turning the thing around we find that

your lens would not pick up all the beam
even with the face of the converging lens

21 inches from the aperture. The thing is

so atrociously bad that I hesitate to sug-

\

gest any compromise. The only right thing
to do is to throw your present optical sys-
tem into the discard, though it is possible
you might use a Cinephor condenser with
your present projection lenses.

I have submitted your case to Griffith and
he says : “Cinephor condensers would be
very good in this case. Working distance
4—2—2 inches; Y distance 13—2=11 inches.
Use 6)4 piano convex collector and a Para-
bolic converging lens (Cinephor consists of

a piano convex and a Parabolic lens.—Ed.).
Crater distance will be approximately 3)4
inches and the spot 3-64ths of an inch
greater in diameter than for ordinary con-
denser, because the crater is 1 -64th of an
inch greater than chart size.

You thus see that in this case Cinephor
makes a bad condition good.”

Correct! Before I had consulted Grif-
fith I had forgotten the fact that Cinephor
in effect reduces the projection lens work-
ing distance. Griffith is a wizard at doping
out these things, which is the natural re-

sult of concentrating on just one thing for

a long while.

From Toronto
From Harry T. Dodson, Toronto, On-

tario, comes the following:
First and foremost, here is one perfectly

good dollar, for which send me a copy of
the new lens chart; also accept my support,
thoug'h darned late, for the adoption of the
name “Projection Room” as against the pro-
posed “Projector Room.”
Tou express surprise at the laxness of

the various locals in not indorsing- the name
“Projection Room” as a body. Well, Brother
Richardson, I am not! I think that after
a local has been formed and has run along
smoothly for a certain time, it gets to feel-
ing that WE are about the best there is, or
ever was. OUR conditions and OUR results
are equal to all the others—and better than
most of them, and you can’t stir up pride,
ambition or much of anything else in them.
They just slide along year aftqr year, with
an increasing scale each year, giving exact-
ly the same old results for the increased
money. This does not apply to the entire
membership of most locals, but to the great
majority, and you very well know it does.
The discouraging thing is that the few

men who do study and try to give maximum
results at minimum cost to the exhibitor
don’t get any more pay than the slide-along
dub. He does not even get any credit for
his hard work and endeavor. Friend Man-
ager says; “If you're not satisfied with the
scale I can get plenty who are,” and that’s
that

!

Who Gets the Credit?

There may be two theatres running with-
in a block of each other. One does a good
business and the other a poor one. The first

has A1 projection, in all that entails. The
other has a punk screen result. WHO GETS
THE CREDIT IN THE PAYING HOUSE???
The projectionist? Ye gods, no!! It is the
popular manager, the won-der-ful orchestra
and the be-yu-ti-ful house! That is the
whole story, and the man who puts on what
the people really pay to see at 100 per cent,
value gets—well, maybe a little credit, but
not much.

I know your answer, Rich. It is “classify
the men”—but it can't be did. because the
majority vote counts and the great majority
is class Z, so it is promptly voted down.

I’m going to write every time I see any-
thing iq the department you want a discus-
sion on. Maybe it will at least induce some
one else to write, if only to show me what a
sap I am, and how darned little I know, and
we will thus learn something anyhow. By
the way, can you tell me who used that little

green handbook of yours—the vest pocket
one? I remember getting one from the
Laemmle Film Exchange, in Winnipeg, in
1907, I think it was. Everyone I met said
the N. Power Company was the only one
who put them out.

Everyone Wrong
Then everyone was wrong. They were

put out by about every film exchange and
projector manufacturer in existence at that
time. I sold 80,000 of them, as I remember
it, but not all had the green cover. As to

the locals, what you say is exactly true, and
it is a condition which demands drastic
treatment, because it is a condition which
works injury to the industry itself. To date,
though, every one but my ’umble self seems
afraid to tackle it. I would not feel so
keenly about it did it not result, in practice,

in keeping many competent, high-class men
out of the union, hence out of work, until

the union DUBS (oh yes, there is such a
thing alright, and he is a numerous species,
too), as well as the competent union men,
are all at work.

I have neither liking nor respect for the
DUB, union or otherwise. By “Dub” I mean
the incompetent, shiftless or lazy man, who
will not deliver the best there is in him,
and make every possible effort to improve.

I came very near visiting Toronto October
6, on my way back home from the S. M. P.

E. meeting. Daughter .and I talked it over
and concluded the path was too long and
the time too short. It meant about four
hundred miles added driving. Glad to hear
from you any time, brother Dobson.

Backs Us Up
Local Union No. 433, I. A., Rock Island

and Moline, 111., through its Educational De-
partment, writes . as follows :

Dear Sir and Brother: This is to advise
you that Local 433 is behind you in your
endeavor to advance the PROJECTIONIST
(capitals by the writer of the letter) to his
proper position in the industry.
Now that the summer is over, the school

has started again, and the boys will have
something to argue about after the show.
This semester we are equipping the school
with projection apparatus, and will put into
actual practice that which we learn at the
time we learn it, thus avoiding a whole raft
of blackboard work and a (deleted) of a
lot of examinations—maybe.
You may say: why can’t each man put into

practice that which he learns from the Blue
book on his own equipment? Probably he
can, but we believe that when we all get
together and work together, the results will
be more satisfactory: also by swapping
ideas I think more will be learned than by
one man studying a book alone. No matter
hpw well the book may explain a thing there
is always the chance of getting the wrong
slant, but when several are together, study-
ing the same thing, with the actual equip-
ment before them, it is a combination hard
to beat.
Probably it will interest you to know that

this local will order the new lens chart for
each of its members, every one of whom
owns a Bluebook already. Attached find our
action on the Projection Room matter.

The letter, which is on the stationary of

and under the seal of local union 433. I. A.,

reads

:

Dear Sir and Brother: This is to certify
that this organization endorses the term
“PROJECTION ROOM” as the correct term
to be used, and condemns the use of “Booth”
or any other term than “Projection Room”
to designate the enclosure housing motion
picture projectors and other equipment used
in a theatre showing motion pictures.

If agreeable, please place this communica-
tion before the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.
SEAL K. T. SIMPSON, Secretary.

It is indeed good to know that at least

one educational department of a local union
has been able to withstand the test of time,

and is still doing business after an extended
period of existence. I thoroughly agree
that much more can be learned, and learned
much better, by a group of men studying
together than is possible by an individual

studying alone. The equipment will help,

too, if used intelligently.

As to your endorsement of the term “Pro-
jection Room,” it will be placed before the

S. M. P. E. at its next meeting.

Warning

When endorsing the name projection

room, always make a separate letter of it.

DON’T stick your endorsement in the body
of a letter dealing with other matters.
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For Use on Either Direct or Alternating Current.

FOR PARTICULARS WRITE YOUR LOCAL SUPPLY HOUSE
OR

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORP.
24 MILK STREET BOSTON, MASS.

American
Reflecting A rc

CUTS PROJECTION COSTS 75%
The American Reflecting Arc, using from 10 to 20 amps., will equal in screen illumi-

nation an old-type arc using from 50 to 80 amps, or over.

Same economy secured by using your present M. G. set Transformer for A. C.

Automatic Arc Control which operates on A. C. or D. C.

Lamphouse if desired, or use your present lamphouse.

SPECIAL STEREOPTICON ATTACHMENT

Arc Control Regulator. Arc Control Drive.



Better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED T. KEYSER

The Independent Generating Plant
ForMotion Picture Theatre Service

I
N a recent issue, we made some obser-

vation regarding the value of inde-

pendent lighting plants as an item of

motion picture theatre equipment. We also

rashly offered to advise our readers regard-

ing suitable plants for their individual re-

quirements if the3
r would advise us just what

these requirements were:
We use the word “rashly” advisedly, be-

cause many of those who wrote us for in-

formation either skipped entirely the re-

quests for requirement data or had failed

to acquire any knowledge regarding same.
As a sample of what we were up against,

here are two communications on the sub-

ject which were received in the same mail

:

* * *
"

Enclosed we are sending- you a self-ad-

dressed stamped envolope for information
regarding a theatre lighting plant. We are
interested in a plant of 4-5 KW capacity, di-

rect connected, no batteries, 110 volts, and
if possible one that can be operated on kero-
sene. Gas is so expensive down this part
of the world, now forty cents per

.
gallon

—

at one time as high as fifty cents per gallon.
* * *

Read your article in the September 15 issue

of the World about the installation of the
independent lighting- plants. We would like

to get full information in regard to theatre
lighting plants.

* * *

The first was from the manager of a small

house who knew just exactly what he
wanted and we were able to supply him at

once with the information requested.
Letter number two was from the manag-

ing director of a big theatrical chain and
it required correspondence on our part to

extract the information that the projection

requirements alone called practically for a

10 KW outfit.

Data Was Vague
While the interest manifested was greater

than we had anticipated, the information
which the average exhibitor seemed to have
on tap regarding his requirements was so

vague that, being of a restful disposition

and somewhat averse to unnecessary exer-

tion and duplication of labor, we are going
to make a few general remarks regarding
the independent lighting plant as a means
of saving future unnecessary correspond-

ence, on the same principle as employed by
the pious but time-saving farmer who said

grace over the entire barrel of pork instead

of over the individual meals at which it was
afterward served.

To Which Class Do You Belong?

There are several reasons why an exhib-

itor may require an independent, or as

technically termed, an isolated lighting

plant.

He may be in a section, such as recently

developed oil fields, where current is unob-
tainable.

He may be in a territory where the cur-

rent supply is poor or unreliable, subject-

ing him to taking a chance on a dark screen

and a gloomy house just when he needs the

illumination most; so that he is willing, even

should his current be more expensive in

actual dollars and cents, to install his own
lighting plant and be absolutely inde-

pendent.
He may, for good and sufficient reasons,

wish to feel absolutely secure from inter-

ruption of his show, even though his elec-

tric service be normally good, and, in this

latter case, the requirements may be di-

vided into two general classes—a plant suf-

ficient to take care of his projection and a

moderate amount of interior lighting, or a

plant of sufficient capacity to carry on and
provide the full current requirements of his

house, such as projection, interior lighting,

the power for fans and ventilating appa-
ratus and the exterior lighting and signs.

Qutfit Depends Upon Requirements

Now, the outfit to be selected depends
upon into just which one of these classes

each individual exhibitor, contemplating the

installation of an independent lighting plant

may fall.

For the house which intends to manufac-
ture its own current absolutely independent
of outside sources of supply, apparatus
generating a voltage of less than 110 is quite

practical, particularly if Mazda or mirror
lamp projection be used.

Even with the ordinary low intensity arc

projection, 60 volts will give admirable
service, and, as this lower voltage is to be
used continuously, all motors and lighting

ILLUSTRATION ONE
A compact 2 kw. independent generating

plant particularly adapted for service in con-
nection with Mazda or mirror reflecting arc

projectors

appliances adapted to the lower voltage may
be installed.

On the other hand, if the independent
generating plant is to be utilized as a sub-
stitute during a breakdown of service from
the local electrical company, a plant gen-
erating current of the same voltage as that
of the public service company is more de-
sirable, as it eliminates the necessity for
duplication of lighting fixtures and addi-
tional transformers.

Determining Wattage Capacity Required
In determining the wattage capacity re-

quired of the plant, the factors to be con-
sidered are whether the plant in question is,

in case of emergency, to take care of the
entire requirements of the house, in the way
of projection, interior, exterior and sign
lighting, and also the operation of fans and
the ventilating system; or whether what is

desired is an outfit which will simply keep
the screen from going dark and keep the
exits and a few other necessarj- interior
lights illuminated.

If the former, an outfit of moderate watt-
age capacity will fill the bill. If the latter,

increased capacity may be provided by either
one of two methods.

The generating plant may either be of
sufficient capacity to care for the maximum
requirements of the house at peak, or a
plant of more moderate capacity may be
utilized in connection with a series of
storage batteries, which may be called upon
to take care of the lighting requirements
for a moderate length of time.

The objection to the latter method lies in

the fact that storage batteries, except when
actually in use, tend to deteriorate and they
are generally a source of anxiety to all but
those skilled in their management.

If a battery system be utilized in connec-
tion with the generating plant, it should be
kept charged. The best method of doing
this is, at stated intervals, to cut out the
current from the public service station and
run the show on the independent generat-
ing set, in which the storage batteries are,

what is technically termed, floated on the
line. And, after the show is over, continue
the operation of the generating lighting
plant until the batteries are again fully

charged.
With a generating plant of sufficient ca-

pacity to take care of one's requirements
without a storage battery attachment, no
such method of procedure is necessary, and
the plant may remain idle, except for a
turning over test once in a while, until the
actual necessity for its use arises.

When the cost of a storage battery equip-
ment is considered and the amount of care
that it must be given, it will be found, in

the majority of cases, that it is true econ-
omy to install a generating plant, the out-
put of which is sufficient to care for the re-
quirements of the house.

* * *

As an illustration of plants suitable for
the various requirements of the exhibitor,

(.Continued on page 174)
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T'he liberal ^ and
farseeing management

/The National
Richmond,Via

.

has installed

Power’s
Projector*
and an equipment
which is not surpassed
byany other theatre

in the world

BetterProjection Pays

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY"
EOWARO EABl President
Ninety Gold St, New York . N .Y.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Tsur own special Tlckei,
anj color*, accurately nom-
bsred ; arary roll guarsotssd.
Coupon Tlcksts for Prlie
Drawlnf ; $5.08, 16.88.
Prompt shipment*. Cash
with the order. Get the

Die*. Send (Sacras far Issarval
Seat Coupon Tloketa, serial or dated.
All tloketa moat conform to Govern-
ment regulation and bear established

prlee of admlsaiac and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00
Ten Thousand IN
fifteen Thoaiaand 8.58
Twenty-five Thousand 8.80
Fifty Thousand 12JM
One Hundred Thousand 18.80

National Ticket Co. shamokin. Pa.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

80-82 Wardour St
W. I. London, England

Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade hi Great Britain and the Dominione. All
Official Notlcea and News from the ASSO-
CIATION to its members are published ex-
clusively in this Journal.

YEARLY RATE i

POSTPAID, WEEKLY, *7JS
SAMPLE COPY AND

ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, LTD.

HUft'D'RE'DS OF FXHFBITO'RS ARE
LOOKING FOR

Good Second Hand Equipment
Tell Them About Yours. A One-Inch

“For Sale’ Advertisement in the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Will Do the Trick and Cost You But a Five-Spot.

-X

In answering advertisements

please mention

MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

OfFUUl Organ *f the Italian Clnemattmpb UrIbo

Published on the

16th and 30th of Each Month
Fsrstte 8ub»er lotion: $7.00 or 88 fraass per Ansae

Editorial and Bustnee* Offices!

Via Cumiana, 81, Turin, Italy

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

ILLUSTRATION TWO
A plant of 4 KW capacity, generating curr*ent at 60, 110 or 140 volts. This outfit is

adapted for houses whose requirements are greater than those supplied by outfit One.

( Continued from page 172 )

we show a few interesting, typical examples.
Number one has a generating capacity of

2 KW and is particularly suitable for houses
in which Mazda or mirror lamps are used
for projection. It furnishes sufficient cur-
rent to carry projection lamp, electric fans
and also a moderate number of lights, both
interior and exterior.

The plant consists of a 4 cylinder, 4 cycle
engine, 2 inch bore and 3 inch stroke, oper-
ating on either gasoline or kerosene fuel

and direct connected to a 2 KW shunt
wound generator.
The motor runs at a normal speed of 1,250

revolutions per minute. Ignition of the mo-
tor is by high tension magneto and start-

ing is automatic by pushing a starting but-
ton, although it may also be turned by
hand.

ILLUSTRATION THREE
Generating set built in three capacities, 10, 15

and 25 KW. Such a plant would cat'e for

the requirements of the larger types of

theatres.

The dimensions of the power plant are
38 inches in length, 38 inches high and 16
inches wide, and it weighs approximately
five hundred pounds.
The generator may be utilized either with

or without storage batteries. As it is pro-
vided with a sensitive governor and a spe-
cially wound generator, it produces a
straight flow of direct current with practi-

cally no variations in voltage.

Storage batteries to be utilized in con-
nection with the outfit, if desired, can be
supplied in capacities of sixty, eighty, one
hundred, one hundred and twenty, one hun-
dred and sixty or one hundred and eighty
amperes, as desired.

As will be noted in the illustration, the
switchboard, on which are mounted a com-
bined voltmeter, battery indicator, ammeter,
main line switch, a battery switch, a battery'

testing switch, battery fuse, line fuse and
an automatic reverse current cut-out with
starting and stopping button, is mounted
on the radiator.

This outfit is extremely portable, as it is

entirely self-contained and carries a fuel

tank located in the base.

Illustration number two shows a gener-
ating set of 4 KW capacity. This set con-
sists of a four cylinder, four cy'cle motor,
two and five-eighths inches bore and a four
inch stroke, operating on either kerosene
or gasoline, as may be desired, and which,
like number one, is entirely self contained,
the radiator being mounted over the gen-
erator and the gasoline tank over the for-
ward end of the motor.
The overall dimensions are twenty by for-

ty-six inches long and forty inches high. It

weighs five hundred and ninety pounds.
Ignition is either by' high tension mag-

neto or battery' as the purchaser may de-
sire. The motor is directly connected to a

(Continued on fage 176)
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Use the

lran^4rleK
TRADE MARK

Better Projection— More Patrons

Adjustment for Amperes

'

m Meters Show
Volta and Amperes

a*.

Full Control of Arcs
with the Switches on
side of Projection Ma-
chine. No Complicat-
ed Moves. No Chance
for Mistakes.

&

—

\

;

—

X

X
Motor Generating Unit

Ball Bearing. Quiet. Efficient.

Built to Last and Give
Satisfactory Service.

All Arcs in Series Two or
More

Any Two Simultaneously.

Same Amperes in each Arc.

It is admitted by all authorities that the carbon arc operating on a

properly controlled source of direct current will produce by far the

best results on the screen on account of the quality of its light, the

evenly illuminated screen, no trouble from a reflected image and the

abundance of the light, permitting projection of a brilliant picture even

in a theatre otherwise well illuminated.

With the use of the Transverter the above results are reinforced by

simplicity of operation and economy in power cost, that makes such

an installation ideal.

Write to us for further details or consult our nearest dealer.

The Hertner Electric Company
Cleveland, Ohio

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: PERKINS ELECTRIC, LTD.

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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Tucker and Davis Contribute to the

Discussion on Theatre Improvement

(.Continued from page 1 ( 4 )

multiple pole type generator, which is com-
pound wound, unless otherwise ordered, and
generates current of 60, 110 or 140 volts, as
may be desired.

The armature is mounted on an extended
crank shaft and takes the place of a fly-

wheel.
This outfit may be supplied with an elec-

trical starter, but is easily cranked by
hand.
Where storage batteries are used in con-

nection with the outfit, the motor can be
started on same by means of a push button.
On the switchboard are mounted a pilot

lamp, voltmeter, ammeter, rheostat, main
switch and fuse switch. For battery charg-
ing, an automatic cut-out is supplied, which
automatically opens the circuit should the
engine slow down or stop.

Illustration number three shows a gen-
erating set built in three different capaci-
ties—10, 15 or 25 K. W. The 10 and 15 K. W.
plants consist of a four cylinder, four cycle
motor, four and one-quarter inches bore
by six inches stroke, direct connected to a
multiple pole type generator.
The dimensions of the 10 K. W. plant are

twenty-two inches long, eighty-one inches
wide and fifty-three inches high. The di-

mensions of the 15 K. W. are identical, with
the exception of being eighty-four inches in

length. The 10 K. W. plant weighs 2,650

pounds and the 15 K. W. 3,990 pounds.
The 25 K. W. plant has also a four cylin-

der, four cycle motor, with a four and one-
quarter inch bore and a stroke of six inches.

The dimensions are thirty-eight inches in

length, thirty-nine inches in width and six-

ty inches in height. It weghts 5,030 pounds.
Number three will supply current at 32,

110 or 130 volts. Its motor may be run
with gasoline or kerosene fuel.

AlbanyIncorporations
Seven motion picture companies received

charters from the secretary' of state during
•the week ending October 20, the following
Showing the directors and capitalization of

each

:

Fox Jamaica Rialto Theatre Corporation,
$10,000, Percy' Heiliger, Ridgewood, N. J.;
E. H. Kunen, George Blake, Brooklyn

;

Motion Picture Products Co., issuing 600
shares of no par value stock, H. W. Papro-
cki, F. C. Taydor, FI. B. Holland, New
York city; Anderson-Heyl Corporation, 200
shares of no par value stock

;
Carl Ander-

son, M. J. Heyl, H. G. Kosch, New York;
The Rebus Films Co., $10,000, Palmerino
Zettele, Vito Gerardi, William Gianninoto,
New York; Piccadilly Holding Corporation,
$100,000, and the Piccadilly Playhouse, Inc.,

100 shares of no par value, both having as

directors M. L. Elkin, Anne Eichel, Etta
London, New York; White Film Corpora-
tion, $150,000, Alfreda and Fulvia LaPorta,
Edward R. Lacava, New York.

W HILE commenting, last week, on
Arthur Hancock’s suggestions re-
garding the betterment of an exist-

ing house, we suggested that other exhibitors
give voice to their own views on the subject.
We are in receipt of the following com-

munications from Henry Tucker, Tucker

There Are Mighty Good Reasons
Why the Best Houses Use

TRIMOUNT TICKETS
and have used them for the

past sixteen years.

THE REASONS ARE
QUALITY, SERVICE and a

SQUARE DEAL
Send for samples and prises sf the best tickets
built, printed in the largest exclusive ticket plant
in New England.

And learn what a ticket should be.

TRIMOUNT PRESS
119 Albany Street Boston, Mass.

ARCHITECTS
Moving Picture Theatres Our Specialty

H. CHILDS HODGENS
A. DOUGLAS HILL Associates

Office: 130 So. 15th St., Philadelphia, Penna.

H.
.
J. LOHMAN
Registered Architect

Theatres a Specialty
427 Olive St. McKeesport, Pa.

THEATRE SPECIALIST
BUILDINGS OF ALL SIZES

R. L. SIMMONS
Architect and Engineer

Fireproof Buildings For Price of Wood.
Personal Attention Given All Work.

Inquiries of Cost Promptly Answered.
Room 3-4-5, Beardsley Blk., Elkhart, Ind.

O DESIGNER OF THEATRES O

? ^nlberCEIDam ?

7 (dNRCHITECr 7
8 9
8 Boro, of Bronx, New York. 2

7 36 YEARS AT 138th STREET and 3d AVENUE 3

Theatre, Liberal, Kansas arid L. O. Davis
of the Virginia Amusement Co. operating
the Virginia and Perry Theatres of Hazard,
Kentucky and the Family Theatre of Combs,
Kentucky.
This is a live subject and we would be

mighty glad to have other readers chip in

with their suggestions.

Moving Picture World:—Our theatre is

fifty by one hundred and thirty, designed
by Carl Boiler & Brother, Kansas City', Mo.
Seating capacity, 961; lobby in center, twelve
by sixteen; box office at side of lobby; has
two stores, sixteen by sixteen, one on each
side of lobby for rent; front is two stories,
having four office rooms over lobby and
stores. Balcony seats 251, with 705 on main
floor. Stage twenty-four by fifty with loft
fifty feet. Heated by fan circulator, which
also acts as ventilating system in winter.
Cooled by twin Typhoon in summer.
Now as to changes: For small towns un-

der ten thousand would eliminate loft, but
would equip stage for light vaudeville use.
Our seats are in three sections, two sevens
against walls, and one section of thirteen
in center. This leaves only two aisles.
Would eliminate part of these seats so

as to have at least four aisles. It is next
to impossible to fill all seats with such large
sections. Would place box office in center
of lobby instead of side. Would make dress-
ing rooms and furnace and coal rooms prac-
tically fireproof.
Would also urge anyone contemplating

building in smaller towns to pay special
attention to cooling system. If necessary cut
out the fancy decorations and spend your
money on blowers that will blow the in-
side of it out. A cool house in summer
means more than a fancy interior.

HENRY TUCKER,
Tucker Theatre, Liberal, Kans.

Moving Picture World.

“In accordance with your request for de-
scription of features that I would incorporate
in a house that I should build will say that
there is one feature I have added to my
house now that I find very good.

“Build the manager’s office directly across
from the projection room where it is possible
that there can be a small window in the
side of the wall near his desk chair that he
can have a view of the screen and the pic-
ture at all times.”

All that I have to do to see the picture
while in my office at work is merely turn
my head and if there is a bad light, mis-
frame or the projection is not what it should
be it is there for my inspection at the turn
of my head the whole day through.
“By having ones office near the projec-

tion room and where one can obtain a view
of the screen at all times it keeps one in
closer touch with the projection end of the
business which is the most important in the
picture game as what you are selling- are
PICTURES.”

L. O. DAVIS,
Virginia Amusement Co. Hazard, Ky.

Responsible equipment dealers will be interestit

in our liberal exclusive distributorship franchise.

Some desirable territories still open.

A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control
KNOWN AS THE BEST

THE STANDARD BY WHICH ALL OTHERS ARE JUDGED
THE BEST KNOWN

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRICES
CONSULT YOUR EQUIPMENT DEALER

OR WRITE DIRECT TO

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
17 N. 7th Street Allentown, Penna.
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EASTMAN, NEW YORK METROPOLITAN, LOS ANGELES

OUR ability to serve the nation’s

theatre seating needs has been

voiced by owners and managers

the country over. Many of them have

recommended us to new theatres be-

cause of the personalized service they

had received. The continual flow of new
installations surely demonstrates the

complete confidence in our service built

around a quality product.

With an organization so complete and

efficient for handling the entire seating-

requirements, you are enabled to trans-

fer the load of responsibility to our

shoulders with the assurance that every-

thing will be carried out to your com-
plete satisfaction.

We can be of service in the very start by
submitting, without charge, a seating-

arrangement plan whereby the maximum
capacity with unobstructed view of

stage is secured.

jaturriranJ9ratingQompanu
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

640-119 W. 40th St. 4 E. Jackson Blvd. 77-A Canal St. 250-H So. Broad St.
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Better Projection Inevitably Pays;

See That Your Patrons Get It

By HERBERT GRIFFIN
General Sales Manager, Nicholas Power Co., Inc.

WE have used the phrase, “Better Pro-
jection Pays,” to a considerable ex-
tent in our advertising and, of

course, under such conditions we are refer-
ring to our own product, but on this occa-
sion a more general meaning will be given
to it.

I would like to have the entire motion
picture industry adopt the phrase and then
put it up to the manufacturers of equipment
to prove which particular machine actually
gives the best results under all conditions.
The larger theatres throughout the coun-

try are as a rule particular about the kind
of projection they give their patrons and to
this end employ good men, get the best
equipment in the market, keep it in good
shape and replace with new machines from
time to time.
The large theatres watch expenses in the

same way the smaller theatres do or at least

do not usually indulge in needless expense,
and it seems obvious that they must find it

profitable to spend money from time to time
to keep up the proper standard of pro-
jection.

Some small theatres, of course, are very
particular about projection and may even
set an example to the larger theatres, but
in many', altogether too many, small theatres
there is a woeful indifference to the advan-
tages to be derived from improving pro-
jection.

“Getting By” Is Not Good Policy

A motion picture projector, of course, can
be made to last for a good many years and
show a picture which will get by in about
the same manner that some old worn out,
aged and decrepit automobiles “get you
there and get you back.” Such automobiles
are frequently used as taxis and they get
the business just so long as there is no
competition.
When a new, up-to-date machine comes

along the majority^ of people will use that
taxi in preference to the old one. It is in

just this way that some theatres seem to be
getting all the business there is to be had,
but what they are actually doing is inviting
competition. Soon or late someone is going
to see that the field presents an opportunity
for a good house, and when this is built the
old one goes out of business. The exhibitor
who watches everything which relates to
the proper showing of films to his patrons
will not infrequently be in a position to
make his theatre pay even though he gets
pretty stiff competition from the big theatre.

Rah for Richardson

F. H. Richardson, in my opinion, has been
responsible for raising the standard of pro-
jection and he is constantly emphasizing this

idea in all sorts of places through the
spoken word and in all sorts of publications
by the written word.

In a recent number of the Moving Pic-
ture World he refers to a man who claims
that he has been able to “pack his house”
in spite of what seems to be outrageous
conditions in his projection room. This man
claims that he is getting the money with
very inferior equipment and admittedly
very poor projection.

From a business standpoint it would ap-
pear that this exhibitor is under no obliga-
tion to spend any money to improve condi-
tions in his theatre, but Richardson points
out that by the judicious expenditure ' of a
little money this man might be able to pack
his house at higher prices.

Apart from the fact that better projection
in many instances can be made to show an
immediate financial return to the exhibitor,

I think that in the long run any business
man should realize that it is a good policy
to improve the quality of the goods he is

selling whenever he can do so.

It is unreasonable to ask the exhibitor
to spend money needlessly, but any fair-
minded theatre owner who gives some at-
tention to this matter will surely come to
the conclusion that “Better Projection
Pays.”

Automatic Devices Co.

Releases aNewModel
The Automatic Devices Company, of

Allentown, Pa., has just announced the re-

lease of a new improved A. D. C. automatic
curtain control equipment based upon the

result of long experience and exhaustive
tests.

I
N the American Reflecting Arc lamp, as

manufactured by the American Reflect-
ing Arc Corporation, of 24 Milk street,

Boston, Mass., the lamp itself has been de-
signed along lines that make it readily
adaptable to American standards of design
and operation. Its base and supporting bed
are of cast iron. All working parts are of

brass.

The reason for selection of brass is two-
fold; first because of the peculiar design of

the lamp being such that most of the cur-
rent carrying is done by the parts of the

lamp itself, brass is one of the best metals
procurable for this purpose. Secondly, be-

cause of the fact that all parts of the lamp
are manufactured to a standard to permit
interchange of parts, brass was again se-

lected because it lent itself to accurate ma-
chining. Ample provision against wear has
been taken into consideration so that the
lamp should give years of perfect service.

Automatic Feed Control

Early in the development of this lamp,
the American Reflecting Arc Corporation
engineers realized the necessity for an au-
tomatic feeding device. This was doubly
apparent because of the necessity for main-
taining a perfect crater and unvarying arc

length in order to realize to the full extent
the possibility of maximum illumination

with the minimum of current consumed.
The result is an arc control perfect in its

operation on either alternating or direct

current.
The arc control consists of two units—

a

driving mechanism consisting of a universal

motor operating a train of reducing gears
to the feed screw of the arc lamp and a

regulating device.

It is in the regulating device of the arc

control that this accuracy of performance is

obtained. The functioning of this apparatus
is secured through the utilization of both
the ampere and voltage characteristics of

the arc. This device is so designed that a

perfect balance is maintained and a zero
operating point established. Any departure
from this zero point, which represents the

arc gap, is transmitted to the driving unit

and adjustments of the carbons mechanical-
ly by the driving unit is secured.

The perfect functioning of these two de-

Long known as manufacturers of an auto
matic curtain control, embodying a most
simple device for this purpose, the Automatic
Devices Company has constantly striven to
improve its product to conform with the
requirements of modern exhibitors.
The new improved type of machine elim-

inates all belts and pulleys and is streng-
thened in all parts. An automatic disc clutch
has been made a part of the machine as a
safety feature for emergency purposes.
Should any condition arise which would

impose an undue strain on any part of the
machine, the clutch will immediately func-
tion, thereby protecting the entire equip-
ment. Helical gears cut from special material
are used and the entire machine is fully
enclosed to conform with all underwriters,
state and municipal requirements.

Outlets are provided on both sides of the
machine to accommodate either flexible or
rigid conduit through which the entrance
wires are connected.

It is becoming more and more evident to
theatre owners that a steady and even
operation of screen and proscenium curtains
controlled by push buttons in the orchestra
pit or projection booth, makes a distinctly
favorable impression on the audience and
adds materially to the proper showing of
pictures by allowing the curtains to be
opened at exactly the proper time and speed
and closed at exactly the right moment.

vices operating in synchronism with each
other secures a perfect operation of the arc
lamp and a resultant perfection of the pro-
jected image on the screen.

In the matter of accessories is included a

specially designed Arc Lamp Housing to en-
close the Arc Lamp and provide support
for the arc control driving mechanism. A
specially designed stereopticon housing at-

tachable to the Arc Lamp Housing has also

been developed. These are manufactured
by the American Reflecting Arc Corpora-
tion.

The necessary regulating devices, rheo-
stats and transformers, are manufactured
for the American Reflecting Arc Corpora-
tion. The rheostats by the Ward Leonard
Electric Company and the transformers by
the American Transformer Company.
The mirror or reflector used in conjunc-

tion with the Arc Lamp is of special design
and manufactured by the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company according to specifications

of the American Reflecting Arc Corporation.
While the American Reflecting Arc Cor-

poration is interested only in supplying the
Arc Lamp and Arc Control mechanism as

a unit with a lamp house supporting base by
means of which the unit is adaptable to any
standard projector and makes possible the

using of the customer’s present carbon arc

lamp house, it can supply their special lamp
houses and regulating devices to those who
desire a completely assembled outfit.

Recent Incorporations
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—Film-O-Phone

Company. Capital, $200,000.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—Artcraft Produc-
tion Company. Capital, $1,000,000.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Harvey Theatre Com-
pany, 202 South State street. Capital, $60,000.

Incorporators
: John P. Brand, Blair McEl-

roy, Fred C. Brincken.
PADUCAH, KY.—Columbian Amusement

Company. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators

:

Lee F. Keller, R. R. Kirkland, Rodney C.

Davis.
LONACONING, MD.—Capitol Amusement

Company. Incorporators : Arch M. Evans,
Earl E. Reese and others.

The How and Wherefore of the

American Reflecting Arc Lamp
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THE PHOTO PLAYER COMPANY
successors to

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER COMPANY

Announces
All styles of the ONE, ONLY, GENUINE
and ORIGINAL “FOTOPLAYER” are

now ready for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Standard Styles of THE ROBERT

-

MORTON ORGAN—“The World’s Fin-

est Theatre Organ”— can be shipped

sixty days from receipt of order at factories.

The most LIBERAL and COMPREHEN-
SIVE PAYMENT PLAN ever offered the

exhibitor, including a New Upkeep and

Service Arrangement, National in Scope

and Local in Service making available ex-

pert and immediate service when and /

where it is needed. /'
/

/

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS / *

NEW YORK CITY
148-150 West 46th Street

cP
* L ^

' ACHICAGO, ILL. , ,

702 South Wabash Avenue S*

/ C?V
BERKELEY, CALIF.

Addison and Bonar Streets / cv ^
rV/ ^/ >y 0

. . 7-
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Tony Gaudio Invents a Money Saving

Substitute for Exterior Night Shots

A SAVINGS of hundreds of thousands of

dollars a year by the elimination of

night exterior filming has been made
possible for the film industry as the result

of a process perfected by Gaetano (“Tony”)
Gaudio. veteran screen cameraman.

Prediction that the new invention will

revolutionize night filming was recently made
by Producer Joseph M. Schenck, following
a practical test. Gaudio. who is shooting
Xornta Talmadge's Joseph M. Schenck
drama. “Dust of Desire/' used his process
during three days, in which night scenes of

an Algerian village street were taken dur-
ing the day.
The saving in electric equipment, cur-

rent and wages of electricians for the three

days, according to Schenck’s production rec-
ords, amounted to $25,000. Four thousand
dollars was saved in the rental of extra
equipment alone.

More than the monetary saving, the pro-
ducer declared, is the superiority in results

given by Gaudio’s process. Artificial night
lighting has never given entire satisfaction,

says Schenck, who looks forward to the
adoption of the invention by the entire in-

dustry. While the invention was perfected
after only five weeks of experiment, it is

based on Gaudios experience extending over
twenty-four years of camera work. It can
be applied to any camera, having few
attachments. The working principle rests

in the preparation of the raw film.

“My invention, I believe, is superior to
the two former methods of filming night
effects,” said Gaudio. “There have been
attempts to get night effects by tinting the
positive of films taken during the day, but
the tinting of the sky in positives has failed
because the dissolving of the silver leaves
a transparency to which cannot be applied,
and the sky on the screen, consequently,
shows up very light. The actual filming at
night, on the other hand, is not satisfac-
tory, because artificial illumination is not
even throughout a set, and, to illuminate a
deep set, costs much money.
“My process is designed to overcome these

defects and to give a more natural effect,

and to save money. The negative I used on
‘Dust of Desire’ was put through a special
coloring solution. This gave silhouettes with
both depth and contour, while previously
figures registered as mere profiles.

Process Cuts Production Costs

“From the financial side it does away with
electric power and equipment and the cost
of keeping electricians in attendance. It

may even be developed to a point where
night interiors can be made under open
stages.”
According to John Considine, General

Manager for Joseph M. Schenck, at whose
suggestion Gaudio and Ray Binger, his as-
sistant, began their money-saving experi-
ments some time ago, the new process gives
a black sky, a light foreground, a clearly
defined sky line, Derfect silhouettes and
stereoscopic relief with high visibility, to
figures both in close-ups and even until their
disappearance on the sky line.

In addition, the shadows of figures walk-
ing in the moonlight are strongly outlined.
For overcast day effects, snow storms, sand
storms and any gradation of light from
twilight to deep night the new process is

ideal. Moonlight cloud effects are particu-
larly beautiful.
When “Dust of Desire” was begun, Con-

sidine pointed out to Producer Schenck that
about $5,000 a day would be necessary to
shoot the night scenes of the Algerian
drama. This sum would be required for elec-
tricians, electrical equipment, skids, gener-
ators, tractors, etc.

Great Expense Avoided

It was pointed out that only one set up
could be made in a night and that no real
long shots could be obtained unless all the
electrical equipment in California were
secured at tremendous expense.

Realizing that tinting the film would not
do inasmuch as by this method the tinted
sky shots would not match up with the
scenes already made at night under arti-
ficial light. Producer Schenck called in

Gaudio.
The latter, who had been working for

many months to perfect his process, left Los
Angeles for the desert with a few actors
and tried out his new process. The results
were so amazingly good that last week
Gaudio announced that he was ready to
stake his reputation on it.

The trip of more than 400 actors and
technicians to Oxnard where the trial was
made cost Producer Schenck a small for-
tune. There was some trepidation at taking
a chance of losing from $30,000 to $40,000 in

the event that Gaudio’s new process failed

but Producer Schenck gambled with his vet-
eran cameraman—and both won out. When
the film was developed and printed in Los
Angeles the results created somewhat of a
sensation.

Typhoon Equipment which cools, ven-

tilates and heats the Rivoli, New York.

When yovi build

your theatre

—

Keep in mind that there’s no more
profitable investment than perfect

ventilation and warmth in winter

—

and delightfully cool, refreshing

Typhoon Breezes on broiling hot

summer days.

Typhoon Engineers will show how
to get best results for least money.
Their long experience in the cooling,

ventilating and heating of thousands
of other theatres is at your service

—

without obligation.

Send us your plans.

Typhoon fan Company
345 West 39th Street New York

Thomas W. Lamb
installed Typhoons
in

:

Rialto, New York
Rivoli. New York
Loew’s Metropoli-

tan, Brooklyn
Loew’s Metropoli-

tan. Memphis
Loew’s Vendome,

Nashville

Loew’s Staub,
Knoxville

Loew’s Alpine,

Brooklyn
Loew’s Columbia,
Washington

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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BETTER
CARBONS HIGH

Intensity

BETTER 1

PICTURES
You can t get away from it, if you want the

best results you must use the best material

ARCO ELECTRIC COMPANY
110-114 West 42nd Street NEW YORK

The Model Seating for the Model Theatre
THE CHAIR THAT’S ON THE SQUARE

The Seating that Your Patrons Want
at the Price You Can Afford to Pay

OUR QUANTITY PRODUCTION
REDUCES THE FIRST COST

OUR QUALITY IN MATERIAL AND WORK-
MANSHIP ELIMINATES COST OF UPKEEP

THE SOLID COMFORT OF OUR MODELS
INCREASES YOUR PATRONAGE

Steel Furniture Seating

Pays for Itself

Send for Handsomely Illustrated Catalog M and Learn What Up-to-Date,

Attractive and Luxurious Seating You Can Install at Money Saving Figures.

STEEL FURNITURE COMPANY, Grand Rapids, Mich.
DISTRIBUTORS!

General Seating Co., 27 West First St., Charlotte, N. C. J. G. Carlson, 24 First St, South, Minneapolis, Minn.
Steel Furniture Co. of N. Y., 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. O. A. & B. L. McCormick, S. E. Cor. 3rd and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati,

L. E. & E. C. Stone, 301 Fuller Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. Southern Theatre Equipment Co., 9 Nassau St., Atlanta, Ga.

W. S. Hendershot, 36 Fourth Ave., Wilson, Pa. Southern Theatre Equipment Co., 1815 Main St., Dallas, Texas
Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc., 825 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Expansion ofPlant and Growth of

Business Forces Hallberg to Move

J
H. HALLBERG, for more than fifteen

years a leading designer and manufac-
• turer of electrical machinery aind' special-

ties for Motion Picture Projection and for

studios has moved his manufacturing plant

from 209 West Forty-eighth street to Corona,
Long Island. Mr. Hallberg personally super-
vises the design and sales and all corre-
spondence should be addressed to J. H. Hall-
berg 445 Riverside Drive, New York.

Besides this connection Mr. Hallberg still

has his separate transformer and motor gen-
erator plants as in the past but all of the
smaller specialties are manufactured in the
above mentioned establishment.
Mr. Hallberg has assumed the experi-

mental directorship of a new research labora-
tory now nearing completion at Alpine, New
Jersey where research will be conducted in

all branches of science and particularly in

connection with the electronic and similar
treatment and diagnosis of disease. On ac-
count of the wonderful laboratory facilities

placed at Mr. Hallberg’s disposal we ex-
pect that he will contribute new develop-
ments and apparatus to the motion picture
art and he promises to disclose through our
pages new inventions from time to time.

A Milestone of Progress

Mr. Hallberg has been exceptionally suc-
cessful in producing very efficient motor gen-
erators, Economizers, Mazda lamp trans-
formers, portable projectors, arc controllers,
electric speed indicators, rheosats, gaso-
line electric light plants and kindred appa-
ratus for the motion picture trade and his
name stands as a milestone in the progress
of the motion picture industry.
We referred in a recent issue, to an inter-

view with Mr. Hallberg in which he dis-
closed to us a project for several modern
motion picture theatres which were to be
established in New York City more than

J. H. HALLBERG
A Pioneer of the Industry.

twelve years ago and it is interesting to note
that at that time his conception of what a
modern motion picture theatre should be
anticipated what is being done today and

some of his ideas at that time are still in
advance of the present age and we hope to
have the pleasure in a later issue to give a
complete outline with plans of the above
referred to project as we believe that in-
formation will be of advantage to those who
contemplate new theatres in the future.

In 1912 about the time that S. L. Rotha-
pfel came to New York and formed connec-
tion with the Motion Photo Play Co., a sub-
sidiary motion picture branch of the B. F.
Keiths interest, Mr. Hallberg did much to-
wards securing perfect projection and fur-
nished many special and new devices as used
at that time by Mr. Rothapfel.
There stands to Mr. Hallberg’s redit many

of the most important motion picture thea-
tre equipment installations in this country
and we feel sure that the trade will be glad
to know that he is still with us and promises
to produce new and useful devices to im-
prove motion picture projection.

Improving Theatres
HOLLAND, MICH.—G. Buis, who recently

purchased old Knickerbocker 'Theatre, will

expend about $5,000 to remodel House. When
completed will reopen as the Holland Thea-
tre, with pictures and Vaudeville.

WATERLOO, NEB.— I. C. Han has in-

stalled new Powers 6-A model projecting
machine.

ST. MARYS, O.—Auditorium Theatre
will be remodeled.

BRISTOL, TENN.—Extensive improve-
ments costing about $21,000 will be made to

Columbia Theatre.

LOCKHART, TEXAS.—Old Baker Thea-
tre has been remodeled.

APPLETON, WIS.—Bijou Theatre has
been remodeled and reopened with first-class

picture program.
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on request.

„ ... J3/aisde//^ Slide Pencils

(No. 168 BllIC

no. f&9 Red
>0 .73 Black
Made in

6 other colors.

An inexpensive

method ofmaking

slides,

neat pencil layouts

and

decorative effects,

in colors.

1.Cut -through/

i one thickness/

between

' first two

" perforations

^.Loosen
the strip

once
f around

.

is
important

3 . Pull

the strip

straight

away.

/3/aisde// PENCIL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA US A.

HELIOS
REFLECTOR LAMP

FOR BETTER PROJECTION
For Direct or Alternating Current

WITH AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

w j ms ( 100% on CONDENSERS
Y Oil HftVP 70-80% in CURRENT
A V/U kjavc

( 70% in CARBONS
AND

OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE,

MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND OUT MORE CLEARLY

May be utilized for slide projection. Cooling Device,

permitting holding films, may be attached.

DEALERS write for our proposition

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

WARREN PRODUCTS COi
265 CANAL ST. NEW YORK
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A Supreme Achievement in

Projection Screen Construction

THE NEW

^MINIISA^
De Luxe Special

( Built to Specifications )

is the embodiment of all the desir-

able elements that make for perfect

projection, insuring the accurate re-

production of everything the pro-

ducers have put into the films, yet

presenting them in a soft tone that

is pleasing to the eye.

Your request for a large sample to

test under light will not obligate you
in any way.

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
BOMONT AT MORGAN, ST. LOUIS

j\/T ERE relmburse-
1 Lnent for dark house

losses comes a long way from
balancing the actual damage.

That s why hundreds of foresighted exhibitors are
buying “dark house insurance” in the form of steady,

dependable Universal lighting plants. Then, when the dread-
ed shutdown of power line current does come, a flick of the
switch starts a smooth flow of even, flickerless light.

Four- cylinder power and ample 4 K. W. capacity—backed by
23 years of experience—account for the fact that more Uni-
versal Electric Plants are used by theatres, traveling shows
and circuses than any other kind.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR COMPANY
15 CEAPE STREET OSHKOSH, W1S.

Unwet&a^

Write for your

copy of “The
Power Behind the

Screen,” a book
for the exhibitor.

No obligation
whatever.

'Jb'ZCZJ

.

This marvelous combination
heater and ventilator heats
and gently distributes fresh,

pure air in winter—supplies an
abundance of cool, clean air in

summer. Keeps your theater
comfortable and healthful the
year round.

Combined Heater and Ventilator—

for Moving Picture Theaters
Many moving-picture theater owners who have thor-
oughly investigated heating and ventilating systems
have unqualifiedly chosen Skinner Bros. Heaters.
These heaters are so unusual in design and opera-
tion that their performance really astonishes every-
one—they combine effective heating and ventilating
in one unit.

From a box-office standpoint this means everything
to you—when you install the Skinner Bros. Heater
you keep your theater at a comfortable temperature
and rid it once and for all of the stuffy, foul atmos-
phere that keeps so many patrons away.

No outside pipes or ducts are used in the Skinner
Bros. System—no coils hanging on your walls—no
fittings block your aisles—no smudge or dirt on your
decorations—no fire hazard.

Performance of these heaters is guaranteed when in-

stalled as directed by our Engineers. Investigate

—

right now—send for Catalog B-8 and the names of

moving-picture theater owners who have installed

this heating system.

Skinner Bros. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Main Office and Factory:

1474 South Vandeventer Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Eastern Office and Factory: 140 Bayway, Elizabeth, N. J.

Boston, 445 Little Bldg.

Buffalo, 702 Morgan Bldg.

Cincinnati, 1050 Hulbert St.

Oliver Schlemmer Co.

Phila., Pa.. 1711 Sansom St.

New York, 1702 Flatiron Bldg.

Chicago, 1703 Fisher Bldg.

Cleveland, 612 Marshall Bldg.

Wash., D. C.. 714 Evans Bldg.
U. D. Seltzer

,
Haynes Spelling Co.

Pittsburgh, 8 Wood St.

Pittsburgh Heating Co.

Spokane, 409 First Ave. H. B. DeLong Co. Detroit, 308 Soherer Bldg.

SkunierBros.
Patented
"Direct
Fired HEATING SYSTEM.— u
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A Simplex Projector Is Included
in the Equipment of U. 5. S. Colorado

W ITH the placing in commission of the
U. S. S. Colorado at the Camden
Yards of the New York Shipbuilding

Corporation, there was added to the United
States Navy one of the greatest fighting
units yet developed in marine engineering.
Included in its electrical equipment is a

Type “S” Motor Driven Simplex Projector
installed just prior to the commission date.
This Simplex equipment is of the regular
commercial type and in the opinion of the
engineers who decided upon the Simplex as
part of the equipment in this remarkable
ship, the commercial Simplex without any
specially constructed devices cover all re-

quirements, which is indeed a tribute to Sim-
plex engineering.

Increase in Size of Equipment
It is said that the Colorado while pre-

sumably a battle unit, represents also a
milestone in engineering progress, and ac-
cording to the New York Telegram “She
need never fire a shot at an enemy in order
to earn her huge cost many times over.’’

She can justly be regarded as a vast experi-
mental marine laboratory in which all elec-
trical marine equipment can be tested and
developed and the result of these tests will

be given to American Shipbuilders.

Carries Crew of 1403

An idea of the Colorado’s size can be
best digested when one realizes that this

huge floating fighter is 624 feet in length
carrying a complement of 1403 officers and
men. Her speed of 21 knots is obtained
through oil burners that generate steam in

her 18,000 horsepower turbines which in turn
supply electric current for four 8000 horse-
power motors which are attached one to each
propeller shaft.

That the Simplex Projector was selected
as one of the electrical units in this latest
step of dreadnought building progress,

I
N October. 1915, eight years ago, the
Hertner Electric Company, of Cleve-
land, first placed on the market the

Transverter motor generator for motion pic-
ture projection. It is the proud claim of its

manufacturers that the Transverter was the
pioneer device built to supply current to two
projection arcs in series, and that before this

date, all arcs were operated on a constant
potential source with ballast resistance.
The advent of the Transverter may be

regarded as a definite step in advance in the
electrical phase of the motion picture art,

for since this time the constant current type
of motor generator has continually grown in

favor.

It is of interest to note the gradual in-

crease in size of equipments of this kind
concurrent with the growth in the size of
the theatre from the then usual 35 and
possibly 50 ampere arcs to the call today for

75, 100 and 125 ampere capacities. Again it

is interesting to see an apparent reversion
today to a machine even smaller than the
35 ampere size; in fact, as low as 10 to 15

amperes in some cases, used in connection
with the new t\rpe of reflector arc, which
is coming into use extensively and which

speaks volumes for the progressiveness of
the Simplex engineers and builders, and
the industry no doubt will be pleased to hear
that this machine, which is already found
in every hamlet and city throughout the
country is now included as an important
unit on the worlds greatest floating labora-
tory and fighting vessel.

causes the manufacturer of a motor gen-
erator set to produce machines of from 15 to
125 or 150 ampere capacity in order to have
a complete line and fill every demand.

It is the belief of the Hertner Electric
Company that the carbon arc is destined to
play a permanent part in motion picture
projection and that while other light sources
are being used and something else may some
day be discovered that will supersede the
arc, the recent advances along the lines both
of the high intensity and the reflector
would indicate that the ultimate in efficiency
and projection of this fight source has not
as yet been reached and that future develop-
ment may be expected.

Management Changes
ANNA, ILL.—H. L. Henderson, of Cairo,

succeeds Wallace Aiken as manager of
Yale Theatre. Mr. Aiken, in his new po-
sition, will travel out of Memphis for Vita-
graph distributors.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Wood-Davis
have leased moving picture house at 513
Indiana avenue.

October Marked Eighth Anniversary

of Birth of the Hertner Transverter

SUN-LIGHT ARCS
STUDIO

AND

PROJECTION
LAMPS
HARMER, INC.,

' 209 West 48th Street

Bryant 6366

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade

FO RlfoN
P
OOUNTB^ ES SIX DOLLARS A YEAR

Advertisements: Tariff on Application

Editorial Office* i TURIN (Italy)—Galleria Naxiooaie

“MARTIN” ROTARY
CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 5. Heyae Art., CNIcait 1010 Brtkae Bld|.. Nee Ytrk

Your theatre may be a model of

good architecture and tasteful dec-

oration—your ushers courteous and
smartly uniformed—your films se-

lected with greatest care—yet you
will not be giving your audiences the

greatest possible enjoyment, and en-

suring their return, until you equip

your projector with the

BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Condenser System

Cinephor Projection Lens

Cinephor Condenser

Write for the Cinephor Booklet,

or get it of your dealer.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company
635 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

New York Washington Chicago
San Francisco London
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Typhoon’s Engineer Explains How to

Secure Best Results in Ventilation

NOT always do the results of theatre
ventilating systems work out as ex-

pected,” says Engineer Dailey of the
Typhoon System. “The cause of this may
generally be traced to the lack of sufficient

additional heat radiation to take care of

the fresh air supply.

“A logical method of installation would
be to use a fresh air supply fan to work in

conjunction with heat coils. The air is

warmed to a comfortable temperature and
forced into the theatre. This permits a ma-
terial reduction of the direct radiation

around the walls.

“With the system as designed by the Ty-
phoon Fan Company, there are additional

advantages. The heating unit is placed
above the organ loft or ceiling and the air

forced out is that near the entrance doors.

A considerable saving in coal is effected by
forcing out this air (at a temperature of 70

degrees) instead of exhausting 90-degree
air at the ceiling. Another point of econ-
omy is that the Typhoon used in heating the
fresh air can be made a part of the summer
Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating System,
thereby cutting the equipment cost.

“Also deserving of mention is that, with
recirculating ducts, the theatre’s atmosphere
can before performances be rotated through
the heaters several times.

“In this way the house can be heated to

a comfortable temperature in twenty min-
utes or less. The recirculating ducts play
an important part too in extremely cold

weather by allowing some of the warmer
theatre air to mix with the fresh cold air,

thus saving on the coal pile. True, this

means a slight deficiency from the ventila-

tion standard set, but it would be utilized

only during the very few short periods that

the outside temperature is sub-normal.
“Summer cooling remains the big profit-

payer that the Typhoon System has made
it. Nearly 2,000 theatres are now cooled by
Typhoons, and keep their business at top
level all through the hottest summer
weather.”

Matthews Tells of

Photo Player Plans
R. P. Matthews, for many years Eastern

representative of the American Photo Player
Company, is now in full charge of the Eastern
and Southern territory of the Photo Player
Company, successors to the American Photo
Player Company.
When interviewed at the new offices of the

Photo Player Company, ISO West Forty-sixth
Street, New York City, by a representative

of the Moving Picture World, Mr. Matthews
recently expressed himself as more than
pleased with the outlook for the coming year.

He stated that immediate deliveries can be
made on Foto Players and shipments of the

Robert-Morton will be made in sixty days on
all orders now received.

THE BEST

$5 INVESTMENT

that you ever made
A ONE INCH

“FOR SALE”
ADVERTISEMENT

In the Moving Picture World telling

about that out-grown equipment of

yours.

Mr. Matthews laid special emphasis on the
advantageous features of a most compre-
hensive service system inaugurated by the
Photo Player Company, by which every
owner of a Foto Player or a Robert-Morton
organ will be cared for immediately when
aid or service is required, without loss of

time to the exhibitor.

Management Changes
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Samuel Drill-

ing has been appointed manager of Capitol
Theatre at Sixth and Main streets, operated
by the Arkansas Enterprises, Inc.

*MAGNOLIA, ARK.—R. D. Fannin suc-
ceeds Dewey Hudson as manager of Majestic
Theatre.

TEXARKANA, ARK.—Col. C. V. Brown
has resigned as manager of Gem Theatre.

LONG BEACH, CALIF.—William Quann
is new manager of State Theatre.

LONG BEACH, CALIF.—Lester J. Foun-
tain succeeds Charles E. Freshwater as
manager of Mission Theatre.

AMERICUS, GA.—Rylander Theatre
has been leased by Wilby and Kincey, of

Selma, Ala.

CHICAGO, ILL.—David Rosenkin and
Samuel J. Finberg have purchased Ken-
wood Theatre, a 1000-seat moving picture
house at 47th street and Kimbark avenue,
for price reported at $265,500, subject to

mortgage of $175,000.

HAVANA, ILL.—Castle Theatre has
been taken over by W. A. Clark.

ROCKFORD, ILL.—Lewis St. Pierre suc-
ceeds Ray Watts as manager of Orpheum
Theatre.

ROCKFORD, ILL.—Representing credi-

tors, Frank H. Hall, attorney, purchased at

public auction, site of Alhambra Theatre at

North Main and Auburn streets.

KOKOMO, IND.—W. H. Arnold has sold

Grand Theatre to Bruce Carr.
PETERSBURG, IND.—Wilkerson-Lyons

Enterprises, of Vincennes has leased Lin-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with erder

Capy must reach us by Tuesday noon to Insure pub-
lication In that week’s Issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
A YOUNG MAN of 26, college graduate and

licensed projectionist, wants a position with a
manufacturer of moving picture equipment or
allied line, an opening that can be used as a step-
ping stone to an executive position of responsi-
bility. Box 317, Moving Picture World, New
York City.

EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHER (on stills). 18
years’ experience. S. Friedman, 777 Gates Ave.,
Brooklyn, New York.

SCREENS painted by expert painter. Estimates
given on request. Oscar Schediwy, care Apollo
Theatre, Winfield, Long Island.

A-l PROJECTIONIST at your immediate call.

Five years' experience, own tools and can repair
any make of machine. References. Married.
Richard Clark, 602 South Plum Street, Hutchinson,
Kansas.
ORGANIST, six years’ theatre experience, wants

position in Greater New York. Large library.
Good programs. Musician, Box 318, Moving Picture
World, New York City.

coin Theatre. Will operate house with high-
class picture program, with admission prices
for children, 10 cents, and adults, 20 cents.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.—Indiana Thea-
tre Operating Company has taken over
moving picture theatre at Seventh and Ohio
streets. Shannon Katzenbach and Maurice
A. Fox will manage house in conjunction
with American and Orpheum Theatres. Up-
to-date orchestra will be installed.

UNION CITY, IND.—P. C. Chattin has
sold Classic Picture Theatre on Main street

to G. M. Elkins and T. S. Shafer, of Lo-
gansport.
WINAMAC, IND.—J. D. Howard, of

Plymouth, formerly proprietor of Isis The-
atre, has purchased Culver Theatre and will

reopen house September 1 with pictures.

SIOUX CITY, IA.—R. E. Rehfield is new
manager of Royal Theatre.
WILLIAMSBURG, IA.—Fred C. Bryant

has taken over moving picture business.

MORGANFIELD, KY.—John M. Crowe,
Jr., has purchased the interest of Edgar
Duncan in Princess Theatre.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—M. Jacobs has pur-

chased Cosmopolitan Theatre, a new mov-
ing picture house, recently erected by Alex.

Schulmann.
MARSHALL, MICH.—William H. Ar-

thur, who has owned and operated the Gar-
den Theatre since it opened July 14, 1915,

has disposed of house to P. C. Schram, of

MORTON, MINN.—Management of Gem
Theatre has been taken over by Howard
Redlund and Carl Sodergren, who are op-
erating it with first-class picture policy.

ARCHIE, MO.—Archie Royal Neighbors
Camp has leased the A-Mus-U Theatre, and
will operate house with first-class pictures.

DESLOGE, MO.—H. C. Tuttle, of Cuba,
Mo., has purchased moving picture equip-

ment of Grand Theatre. House was for-

merly operated by M. B. Shannon.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Mrs. Margaret

D. C. Ridge has sold Doric Theatre to Louis
Oppenstein for $150,000.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Joseph H. Williams
has purchased Roanoke Theatre on 39th,

near Summit Street, from Mrs. Bridget
Spillane.

POPLAR BLUFFS, MO.—I. W. Rod-
gers, owner of Criterion Theatre, has pur-

chased Jewel Theatre from estate of late

Henry Turner.
OMAHA, NEB.—Arthur R. Cunningham

has been appointed manager of Strand
Theatre.
CANTON, N. Y.—Stanley M. Southworth

has sold American Theatre to Alex. Pa-
payanakos, of Watertown.
DANSVILLE, N. Y.—A. Martina, of Mt.

Morris, has leased Star Theatre.
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Louis Smith succeeds

Howard T. Bradner as manager of Lyceum
Theatre.
HUDSON, N. Y,—Star Theatre has been

taken over by Edward and Samuel Hoch-
stein.

OGDENSBURG, N. Y.—Lease on Strand
Theatre has been acquired by Robert
Landry.
BARBERTON, O.—F. J. Barker suc-

ceeds C. R. N. Morris as manager of Park
Theatre.

NO EXHIBITOR
Feels Really Certain Re-

garding the Merits of Films

or Equipment Unless Fie

Sees Them Advertised in

The

Moving Picture World
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

To protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic

quality we make Eastman Positive Film

identifiable. The words “Eastman” “Kodak”

are stenciled in black letters in the trans-

parent film margin. Look for this positive

proof that you are projecting the “film that

carries quality through to the screen.”

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is now available in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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REPEAT ORDERS
•w

are ‘Proof of Satisfaction

%

Many hundreds of theaters

have been using Columbia

Projector Carbons exclu-

sively for years because of

the steady dependable light

— inquiries cheerfully answered

with full information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, Cal.
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GEORGE FAWCETT
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VERYBODY’S reading

J the book! Everybody
wants to see the picture!

It’s packed with every pos-

sible box-office ingredient.

It’s Paramount’s next de-

monstrated picture. Watch
the results. Then book it

for a clean-up!
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IMversal SuperJewel

A SMASHING CLIMAX” “A BIG PUNCH” “AUDIENCE APPEAL”
—Milwaukee Sentinel —The Billboard —Moving Picture Worid

A GOOD CAST” “THRILLS” “BOX OFFICE POWER”
—The Film Daily —Milwaukee Journal —Motion Picture News

GEORGIA
WOGDETHORPE

HARRYGARSON
PRODUCTION CLARY

Soon to be presented

Carl Laemmle
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VromBLANCHE UPRIGHT ’S

wM“THE VALLEY
OF CONTENT”

^REMARKABLE
CAST including

MARYALDEN-
HUNTLY GORDON
NORMA SHEARER
WM COLLIER Jr.

WINIFRED BRYSON
WARD CRANE
MOAN STANDING

FREDERICK
TRUSDELL

(lurid imperial Pictures <ftd. 6xclusi\)e
Vi • i . ± j-t i /r -v» • i -

.

Vistrihutors thruout Great. Tiritaivi
Sir William Jury,Manamviq Director^



INALD BARKER Production

A SCREEN
VERSION OF
BLANCHE
UPRIGHT’S
SENSATIONAL

NOVEL “THE VAL -

LEY OF CONTENT.”
A VIVID DRAMA OF
LOVE, LAUGHTER AND

LUXURIOUS LIVING.

GREAT AS A NOVEL
AND STAGE PLAY;
GREATER AS A
PHOTO-DRAMA.
A STORY OF TODAY AND THE
MAD LUST FOR PLEASURE
AMONG THE BRIGHT LIGHTS
AND GILDED CAFES.
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THESE BEAUTIFUL POSTERS WILL

“SELL” THE PICTURE FOR YOU AS
NOTHING ELSE CAN. BOOST A BIG PIC-

TURE WITH THIS BIG PAPER, EACH
POSTER MEANS MONEY IN YOUR BOX-

OFFICE. HERE IS PAPER THAT CREATES
A DESIRE TO SEE. ALL OF THESE POST-

ERS WILL AWAKEN CURIOSITY AND
SEND A STEADY STREAM OF PATRONS

TO YOUR THEATRE.
DOLLARS INVESTED IN

SUCH PAPER WILL PAY
mS\ BIG DIVIDENDS. USE

g^\\ LOTS OF THIS PAPER
FOR “THE ETERNAL
STRUGGLE” AND IN-

W ~
\ CREASE YOUR BANK AC-

So^«&Tf \ COUNT.
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WALLACE BEERY
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Presents

SECRETS OF LIFE
The Marvels of Another World
As seen through the microscope by a new process just perfected by

LOUIS H. TOLHURST

Ants Building

Their Home a
As Seen in THE ANT”

Produced by

Principal Pictures Corporation

Sol Lesser, President

From Moving Picture World

HIGHLY ENTERTAINING
AND GREAT BOX-

OFFICE ATTRACTION
The Secrets of Life, one-reel subjects
* * * showing the life of the ant,

the spider and the bee, are just about
the finest short reel subjects that could
be placed on any program.

Be sure to book these, for they surely
hit on “all six.” While the subject
matter is highly scientific, it has been
filmed by Louis Tolhurst in such a
manner that the youngsters in the
infant class get fully as much enjoy-
ment out of them as a class of thor-
oughly dyed-in-the-wool biologists or
a group of tired business men.

In reviewing scientific pictures it may
seem rather strange to say that the
comedy touches are good, but in wit-
nessing the microscopic views ol the
bee, the spider and the ant there is

laugh after laugh * * *

The Secrets of Life mark a grand
new epoch in showing what the screen
can do for science.

First of this Remarkable Series of One-Reel Dramas of Insect Life

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President



1. “THE SPANISH DANCER”
Starring POLA NEGRI

A Herbert Brenon Production with Antonio Moreno
Supported by Wallace Beery, Kathlyn Williams, Robert

Agnew, Gareth Hughes and Adolphe Menjou

6. “WILD BILL HICKOK”
Starring WILLIAM S. HART

By William S. Hart—Adapted by J. G. Hawks
Directed by Clifford Smith

A William S., Hart Production

2. “THE LIGHT THAT FAILED”
A George Melford Production

From Rudvard Kipling’s Famous Novel
With Jacqueline Logan, Percy Marmont,

Sigrid Holmquist and David Torrence

3. “HIS CHILDREN’S CHILDREN”
A Sam Wood Production

With BEBE DANIELS, Dorothy Mackaill, James
Rennie, George Fawcett, Mahlon Hamilton, Hale Ham-
ilton, Mary Eaton, Warner Oland, John Davidson and

Lawrence D ’Orsay
From the Novel by Arthur Train

4. “STEPHEN STEPS OUT”
Starring DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

With Theodore Roberts
Supported by Noah Beery, Harry Myers and

Frank Currier
From “The Grand Cross of the Crescent,” by

Richard Harding Davis
Directed by Joseph Henabery

5. “AROUND THE WORLD IN
THE SPEEJACKS”

An Amazing Film Record of A. Y. Gowen’s Cruise
Around the World in a 90-Foot Motor Boat

These pictures are now completed.

They will be released one a week be-

ginning November 4th, following the

7. “TO THE LADIES”
A James Cruze Production

With EdAvard Horton, Theodore Roberts, Helen Jerome
Eddy and Louise Dresser

From the play by Kaufman and Connelly

8. “THE CALL OF THE CANYON”
A Zane Grey Production

With Richard Dix, Lois Wilson and Marjorie Daw
Supported by Noah Beery, Ricardo Cortez and

Fred Huntley
Directed by Victor Fleming

9. “BIG BROTHER”
By Rex Beach

An Allan DAvan Production

With Tom Moore, Edith Roberts and Raymond Hatton

10. “HOLIDAY LOVE”
A William DeMille Production

With Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theodore I

Kosloff and Rod LaRoque
From the NoArel, “Rita CoA’entry,” bv Julian Street
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and&STARS
‘DIRECTORS
and
Supporting

Casts

i

*

i

»

i

i

i

L. “WEST OF THE WATER TOWER”
Starring GLENN HUNTER

With Ernest Torrence and May McAvoy
Supported by George Fawcett and Zasu Pitts

From the novel by Homer Croy

Directed by Rollin Sturgeon

2. “THE HUMMING BIRD”
Starring GLORIA SWANSON
A Sidney Olcott Production

From the Play by Maude Fulton

Zane Grey’s

“THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT”
An Irvin Willat Production

With Bebe Daniels, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery
and Lloyd Hughes

16. “PIED PIPER MALONE”
Starring THOMAS MEIGHAN

Supported by Lois Wilson, George Fawcett
and Emma Dunn

By Booth Tarkington
Directed by Alfred E. Green

17. “THE STRANGER”
A Joseph Henabery Production

With Betty Cotnpson, Richard Dix and Lewis Stone

From the Story, “The First and the Last,”

by John Galsworthy

18. “SINGER JIM McKEE”
Starring WILLIAM S. HART

By William S. Hart
Supported by Phyllis Haver and a great cast

Adapted by J. G. Hawks—Directed by Clifford Smith
A William S. Hart Production

4. “FLAMING BARRIERS”
A George Melford Production

r

ith Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno, Walter Hiers,

Charles Ogle and Luke Cosgrave

By Byron Morgan

19. “THE NEXT CORNER”
By Kate Jordan

A Sam Wood Production
With Conway Tearle, Dorothy Mackaill and Lon Chaney
Supported by Louise Dresser, Ricardo Cortez and others

5. “MY MAN”
Starring POLA NEGRI

A Herbert Brenon Production

Supported by Charles DeRoche, Huntley Goidon
and Adolphe Menjou

From the Play, “Mon Homme,” by Andre Picard

lemonstration runs.

Announcement of the foregoing Paramount Pic-

tures appears as a two-color spread in the Satur-

day Evening Post this week—November 3rd; in

the November Ladies’ Home Journal, now on the

newsstands, and in all the fan magazines.

Prints of the first four:-

“THE SPANISH DANCER”
“HIS CHILDREN’S CHILDREN”
“THE LIGHT THAT FAILED”
“STEPHEN STEPS OUT”
Are now in the Paramount Exchanges
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Marion
%ittle Old WSWYORti
*2// Rida Johnson You.ng Adapted by Luther Reed

Settles by Joseph Urban 'Directed by Sidney Olcott

Jl (osmopolitctn Production

FROM coast to coast the same story at the

box-office. Here’s a money picture if

there ever was one. Marion Davies made

fortunes for exhibitors in “When Knight-

hood Was in Flower.” Now her newest

screen sensation has established itself as

one of the greatest box-office attractions of

motion picture history. Three crowded

months on Broadway ! Record business at

Balaban & Katz’ Roosevelt ! A sensation in

London! And now sweeping the West

Coast!

D istribicte tL by
*

ldwij/
mopolitaft
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A BigTimeProduction
- the big new photodramatk

screen extravaganza
EXHIBITORS throughout the Nation are looking to F.B.O. for

big exploitation pictures. Our latest answer is “THE DANCER
OF THE NILE” with Carmel Myers, June Elvidge, Bertram

Grassby, Malcolm Macgreggor and giant cast.
Here is a screen extravaganza you can ballyhoo like a

circus. It has everything. It has giant possibilities
because it is a fiery love story of the days of
King TUT, who has had more front page adver-
tising and publicity than any character in history.
Take our word for it,—and grab

—

Carmel flyers

A
Wm. P. S.

EARLE
Production

A Passionate and Fiery Love
Story of the Days of King Tut

A SK your nearest F.B.O. exchange for a copy of the Big Time
Press sheet that shows you how to clean up with this picture.

Big national tie ups. 300,000 phonograph records already

manufactured and ready for distribution throughout the Nation
through Victrola stores. Big National hit song tie up.

Biggest novelty crowd-getting cut-outs you ever saw. Here’s

a clean up for you. A BIG TIME PRODUCTION TO BE HANDLED
IN A BIG TIME MANNER FOR BIG TIME MONEY. BIG TIME
POSTERS, ADVERTISING MATTER AND ACCESSORIES.

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

Sales Office, United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corporation
26-27 D’Arblay Street, Wardour Street, London. W. I. England



• JTf..

ve j^oui
for worlds.

The story is a gripping one,

splendidly cast, directed and
photographed, and is indeed

a cinema treat." — Evening
World.

£
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*
*Paddy-the-Next-Bes t-Thing”

“Should be acceptable in any house

”

Says the M. P. News

Here is one of the most beautifully

photographed film plays it has ever
been our pleasure to view. We have
seldom seen such crystal-clear work,
while some of the sepia printing is

highly artistic.

The production marks the return to

the screen of our favorite, Mae Marsh,
and her work as Paddy is a dis-

tinct achievement. As the vivacious,

mischievous, fun-loving little Irish

hoyden, Miss Marsh contributes to

screen literature one of its most ap-

pealing characterizations. Donned in

a large blonde wig and acting against

some of the most beautiful scenic

backgrounds we’ve seen in many
moons, a new Mae Marsh comes to the

screen. It is a thoroughly refreshing
bit of acting. Miss Marsh went to

London and Ireland to act in this one,

so that the supporting company is 100
per cent. English. But in this case this

fact will not detract from the picture

on this side of the pond.

The picture has its moments. There
is a thrilling horse race, which shows
Mae to be a regular jockey. The fog
scenes toward the end of the picture
have their thrill and offer some more
of the above-mentioned wonderful
camera work.

“Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing” will
surely meet with the approval of
mothers’ clubs. It is the quintessence
of cleanliness.

Classification .—A picturization of
stage success in which Peggy O’Neill,

Eileen Huban and others have ap-

peared.

Production Highlight

s

.—The
crystal-clear photography. The artis-

tic subtitles. The quaint old Ireland
backgrounds. Mae Marsh’s character-
ization of the title role.

Drawing Power .—Should be accept-

able in any house.

Graham Wilcox Productions, Ltd

.

present

MAE MARSH
in

“Paddy -the-Next-Best- Thing

”

By Gertrude Page

Now Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave., New York

Hiram Abrams, President

A Branch Office located in every United Artists Exchange
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associated Guthois, Inc.

Jranki Woods hi b Elmer Parris

Thompson Buchanan XJJ. 'Jhomas

present

PJCHARD the
LION-HEARTED

Q ^rank. Woods Production
JBased on Sir WalterScott's novel, * TJhe ZJaHuman

*

with Wallace Beery as "I<jng iRjchard "

the role he created in "Robin Oiood
“

“A Good Box- Office Bet; Should
Satisfy Any Type Of Audience*

*

“A colorful, highly interesting and
finely mounted production that promises

well for the new Associated Authors.

“A picture that should appeal to and
thoroughly satisfy almost any type of

audience. Also, it should, because of

the great interest aroused in the charac-

ter of Richard, the Lion-Hearted on ac-

count of the fine performance of Wal-
lace Beery, appeal particularly to all

who saw ‘Robin Hood.’

“Beery’s work in the title role is admir-

able and will be a revelation because of

his excellent work in the lighter comedy
moments of the picture.

“Whether your patrons have seen
‘Robin Hood’ or not makes no differ-

ence for we believe that both classes

will like this picture and that it will

prove a good box-office bet.”—M. P.

World.

“Clever Comedy Touches 9 *

“Here we have a picture which may in some re-

spects be called a sequel to ‘Robin Hood’ in

that it discloses the adventures of King Rich-

ard in the Holy Land. The colorful charac-

ter of the English king is depicted in all

his glory by the same actor who inter-

preted him in ‘Robin Hood’—Wallace
Beery.

“There is a splendid flavor of com-
edy in relief which exploits the

swaggering king in intimate

scenes in his bath.

“Mr. Beery and the title will

put this over.

“A colorful picture which car-

ries good detail and clever

comedy touches.

“The adventures of Richard
are interesting enough to

make the film compelling.”

—M. P. News.

JVocu Pooking
CHied Producers and Distributors

72G Seventh Que., JVew L/orh^

Jiiram abrams, President
/a Branch Office Located in euery United Qrtists

'‘Star And Title Will Put It Over
”

/
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MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS
HAVE READ

“THE LEAVENWORTH CASE”
1

ADAPTED FROM

ANNA KATHARINE GREEN’S
MYSTERY MASTERPIECE

A WHITMAN BENNETT PRODUCTION
WITH

SEENA OWEN, MARTHA MANSFIELD,

WILFRED LYTELL, BRADLEY BARKER

and other notable artists

THIS IS NOT A

BLIND GAMBLE

BUT AN
ASSURED SUCCESS

THE
LEAVENWORTH

CASE"

was first published in 1878, and

still has a regular sale at $2.00

per copy. During these forty-five

years it has been published as

a book in many different edi-

tions; has been repeatedly

syndicated, and has been twice

dramatized. It has also been

translated and successfully

published in virtua lly all

modem languages.

SCENARIO BY

EVE STUYVESANT

DIRECTED BY

CHARLES GIBLYN

DISTRIBUTED BY
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By ANNA KATHARINE GREEN I #fi\
Directed By CHARLES G/BLYN

WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST
Including

SEENA OWEN, MARTHA MANSFIELD.
'—WILFRED LYTELL^W BRADLEY BARKER
A WHITMAN BENNETT PRODUCTION -

The Mystery Story That

Hypnotized Millions !

“nPHE Leavenworth Case,” now transferred to the
* screen, will break its long record of success as a best-

seller and a stage success as a film masterpiece.

Mystery ! Thrills! Suspense!

‘‘The Leavenworth Case” holds spectators breathless with excitement

as the finger of suspicion moves from one character to another and
then swings back to give an unexpected climax and denouement!

Mystery! A wealthy recluse found murdered in the sound-proof study in his home
in the Whirling City!

A handkerchief, dainty, scented, with the initials of one of his nieces on the floor!

A strange caller in the night! A hidden love! A threat!

A charred letter in the grate of a girl’s room!

A story so baffling in details all will want to see it lived on the screen! A story

written by the master of modern mystery fiction and played by a superb all-star

cast including Seena Owen, Martha Mansfield, Wilfred Lytell and Bradley Barker!

A Whitman Bennett Production

Distributed by V1TAGRAPH
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:

Facts and Figures on

THE TEMPLE OF VENUS
22 weeks’ camera work on Santa Cruz Island, Paradise

of the Pacific.

50,000 feet of cable laid to light Santa Cruz Island for

moonlight beach scenes.

Special pier, 400 feet long, built out in the stormy ocean

to land supplies.

Town of 1,500 inhabitants created to stage spectacular

romance.

Costumes costing $100,000.00 worn by the women of the

play.

200 classic dancers in exotic interpretations.

Most perfectly formed woman in America selected from
more than 1,000 candidates to portray the modern
Venus.

Tropical lands combed for birds of gorgeous plumage
to enhance exotic beauty of the production.

Dances and allegorical scenes in subterranean grottos

staged by use of special-artificial lights for first time

in motion picture history.

15 world champion divers from all classes in startling

exhibitions.

Deep sea photography, by new process, perfected to

record these features.

Milady’s coat in living form—the seal in schools of

thousands—shown in its natural habitat on lonely

sea-lashed rocks -where man never before intruded.

Sensational defiance of the resistless tides of the mighty
Pacific to stage a sea duel.

Entire contents copyright 1923 by Fox Film Corporationi_

Story by CATHERINE CARR ^(P

chon^
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Sensational

Gripping

Sure Fire

Exploitable

Box Office

Attraction

^ At the worlds premier presentation oj
1

A CARLOS PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY

ROLAND WEST
From the celebrated stage sucgeS
BY ROLAND WEST AND CARLYLE Mg||

WITH A DISTINGUISHED CAST^^fe
HENRY BWALThAUJ

mmrM

FRANCHISED ON THE
INDEPENDENT MARKET

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
M.li.HOFFMAN
VICE PRESIDENT

1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK



was ever a perfect public
appeal picture - — c

Jtiis is it

!

A Jitat national Picture
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NATIONAL
PICTURES

'

SS0C1ATED riAST NATIONAL PICTURES, INC., PRESent

sensational society expose'

'Jeaturing'

COLLEENM O OFLE
Supported by a.n a.11 sta.r cast comprising

Milton Sills, Elliott Dextei
Sylvia Breamer, Myrtle Stedmar

and Ben Lyon

rL
^ Foreign Rights Controlled by
Associated First National Pictures Inc

383 Madison Avenue, New York

Scenario by Harry O. Hoyt

Titles by Holman Day Editing by Arthur Ta

Photography by J. C. Van Trees and Roy Carpel

Settings designed by Milton MenaSCO

A HxAt National Picture



I M 1.Directed hy

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON

author dared NOT SIGN HIS NAME

In every section of the country they

are talking about “Flaming Youth.”

This extraordinary novel, with its

startling description of modern society

life, is sweeping the country like prairie

fire with its sales.

And what a picture it made. Here is

beyond all doubt, judging it from every

angle of showmanship, a theatre jam-

mer of the biggest kind.

A national 'Picture



A PICTURE
THEY’LL R
FOR YEAR ,

YOUTH
Is a real prize

for the showmen
>f the country

She was lost

forever to

reckless society

—

she had found

Lov<

3ir>6t national 'Picture



WcamefihanS*
KemainUnchanged

ARNER BROS. Pictures, Inc.,

announce to the trade that no

changes in its 1923-24 produc-

tion plans are being made, and that none

are in contemplation.

Several months ago we announced a

program of 18 Warner Bros. “Classics of

the Screen.” Today we amplify that state-

ment with the announcement of an

additional TWO and probably THREE
big pictures to be released as SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS.

Of the original 18 pictures scheduled, twelve

have been completed and four others are in

production. One SPECIAL is now being re-

leased, another is practically finished and a third

is in the early stages of preparation. Others will

be started just as soon as studio space is available.

The outlook for Warner prosperity was never

so bright as it is today. Our program for the

year, carefully mapped out in the beginning, is

brilliant with promise for the future. Though
of an elaborateness that assures greatness in the

finished product, our production plans have been

laid along safe, sane and economical lines.

They will be carried out to the letter.

WARNERBROC
"

Classics of the Screen



BROADWAY BACKS
Crowds and critics sayHODKINSON

Based on Percy Mackaye’s
Stage play

“The Scarecrow”

with a notable cast including

Mary Astor and
Osgood Perkins

Directed by Frank Tuttle
Adapted by

Ashmore Creelman and Frank Tuttle
Photographed and Supervised by Fred Waller

A FILM GUILD
PRODUCTION

Book This One and



PURITAN PASSIONS:

k Picture
,

st“<V and
*»*

“”*'ou,

“
‘ Puritan Passions seems to us,

one of the most interesting pictures

of the year.”—HARRIETTE UN-

DERHILL in N. Y. TRIBUNE.

“ * Puritan Passions, a m°:

esting, weird and fantastic

N. Y. POST.

ique in its

GLolT'

FILM is winner-

—

GLENN HUNTER
is Box Office Magnet

New Yorkers came, saw, and called

this production marvelous

—

Now it’s one of the most-talked-about

pictures of the year

—

With acting that was acclaimed, unique

in theme, bold in execution, throbbing

with heart interest, “Puritan Passions”

promises to be a gold mine for the

exhibitor.

Stake Your Claim at the Nearest

Hodkinson Exchange

HODKINSON
r! C T II R E S

tavset'-f
,uaU>

" To us ‘ Puritan Passions ’ was a
movie treat; we wish you the same
and many of them.”—DON ALLEN
in the EVENING WORLD.

You’ll Clean Up Big
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See ihe SARAH JANE
S{earning down Main Sireeif

It takes you back to of Indiana where the sycamores are sighin’! Meet

the old folks! ’Member Sash, who always had the secret jug in his cellar?

He’s there! So’s ol’ Cap Hammond who ran the steamboat past the ol’

swim min’ hole! An’ the Clark brothers, yes sir! The very same twins

that ran the store! An’ Tildy Spiffin handin’ out letters in the post-

office, an’ her brother! Yep, the meanest man in town! ’Member

David, the young inventor?

An’ best of all, Anne Bixler, the

sweetest woman in Cranberry

Corners— just like

your own Mother,

God rest her!
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Cast of Real Human Actors

Mary Carr

James Morrison

Mary MacLaren

George Neville

Burr McIntosh

Lumsden Hare

Madge Evans

Marcia Harris

.PH
PRESIDENT

rhe greatest flood ever screened

V TOWN SWEPT
JY RAGING WATERS

And a stern wheeler,

boilers ready to burst

to the rescue /
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Graham Wilcox

Productions, Ltd.

Announce

—

the completion of the

film version of

TheWorld’sRecord

Stage Play

CHU
CHIN

CHOW
with

Betty Blythe

Aadress Communications

to

Mr. Charles Wilcox

Care of Banzhaf <& Pembleton

130 W. 42 nd Street

New York. City

Telephone, Bryant 265?
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Founded in ltyOJby J. P. Chalmers—
a

Someone Shouts “Fire!”

T RAMP! Tramp! Tramp! The parade

marched steadily down the street—past

warning signals, disregarding ‘‘Stop’’ signs,

forging' ahead at double time.

Then some one up near the head of the procession

got a flash of inspiration and said, “I don’t know as

this parade is getting anywhere in particular.

Guess I’ll sit on the curb and watch it a while.”

Now the parade is disorganized.

Some are marching on, some are running back;

most are just standing around talking, and attempt-

ing to decide between the choice of the curb and

the middle of the street.

Business of catching a second breath. And a

sober thought.
* * *

T HE action of Famous Players in deciding on

a temporary production shut-down is sane,

intelligent, and courageous.

Famous is well supplied with productions for its

release schedule; there need be no worry about

product now, or for many months to come.

Indeed, the situation throughout the industry is

one of over-stocked warehouses and sluggish sell-

ing. Stopping the machines in the factory is the

accepted first step in remedying such a condition.

But—if all the studios in this industry were to

shut down tomorrow, it would not help funda-

mental conditions one iota if, when production is

resumed, they re-embark on the cut-throat, sense-

less, extravagant, and blind production competi-

tion that has produced the present situation.

Paste that in your hat.

And read it over again a year from now.

* * *

ET’S examine into the causes of the current

deadlock.

The goat in the situation is, and has been,

the distributor—the sales machine. Not the pro-

ducer, as we are told so often, nor the exhibitor.

For the latter has the weapon of a “buyer’s strike”

at his command at all times.

The distributor is the goat.

On the one hand he has faced manufacturers who
rush ahead with factory production blindly and
utterly disregarding what the market would pay
for their goods.

It is admirable and worthy of commendation to

say, “We’ll make the product bigger and better;”

it is idiotic to say, “We’ll make it so good and so

costly the retailer will just have to buy.”

The retailer won’t. In many cases. That is the
answer.

The curse of the distributor has been the pro-
ducer belief that a “Quota” was a penciled figure

on a piece of paper, to be altered or increased at

will.

The grim, hard fact is that a “Quota” is a number
of individual dollar bills, extracted by slow and
painful work from retailers who, at least, know
their own pocketbooks.

* * *

T HERE are more deeply fundamental reasons.

Principal among them is the fact that, with
a few distinguished exceptions, the manu-

facturers in this industry have never CON-
TROLLED the process and cost of manufacture.

When the producer wanted a big story—he went
into the market and BID against a half a dozen
fellow producers.

When the producer desired a sure-fire cast—he
went into a market limited to some score of players
and BID.

When the producer sought to estimate the cost

of production he made calf-eyes at his director,

mumbled a prayer or two, and then doubled the
guess that he was given in response.

As an industry, we have failed to develop new
creative brains, potential histrionic lights, broader
executive vision, and—playing the “surething”
game to the bitter end—we have found ourselves
compelled to place the RESPONSIBILITY for the

cost of our goods on “conditions.”

You can’t hire or fire “conditions.”
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A DINNER given to Ernest Fredman, of The
Film Renter, London, occurred the day of

the Famous Players' announcement.
Our usual procedure with unsuspecting British

editors is to lure them to a banquet table under
subdued lights and then spend two hours or more
giving them ADVICE.

But, strangely, the two hours of the Fredman
luncheon were spent by our leading film executives

in making CONFESSIONS.

Marcus Loew, Richard Rowland, Samuel Gold-

wyn—three of our most frank and consistently in-

teresting magnates—took occasion to commend
Adolph Zukor on his courageous action and to voice

their own agreement with his view of the necessity

for stern measures.

Confession, we are told, is good for the soul.

Confession with reformation, in the present case,

might be good for the pocketbook.

But, it struck us, there was a hopeless, despairing

air about the confessions.

Something like this:

The patient admits that eliminating red meat
from his diet is proving very beneficial. Is even

considering giving up eating altogether for a time.

But he knows darn well that just as soon as he gets

the price again he is going to fare forth on a grand
and glorious meat debauch—and, gosh, how he

dreads it

!

* * *

Not all the blame for a dyspeptic industry can be

placed on the doorstep of the producer.

Marcus Loew, in his remarks at the Fredman
luncheon, took particular pains to mention the cost

of distribution as a factor in the situation.

The Loew-Metro financial statement issued a few
days later supplied a follow-up to his remarks. The
cost of film distribution is placed in the statement

at a figure close to three million dollars.

Something approximating fifty-seven thousand

dollars a week as the cost of conveying just one

organization’s product to the market

!

Multiply that—and get an idea of what the box
offices of the country must pay, not for the manu-
facture of our goods, but for SELLING them.

Could any industry, not singularly blessed by
the Fates, withstand such proportions in the

division of its dollars?

* * *

T HERE seems to be a tendency on the part of

producers to sum up the remedy for the in-

dustry’s illness in the declaration:

“If the exhibitors can’t pay for the bigger and
better pictures—we must stop going forward and
start moving backward.”

The inference being that WORTH WHILE
pictures are synonymous with COSTLY pictures.

The truth is—this industry cannot go back in

point of quality. Judging from an average month's
entertainment at an ordinary picture theatre—there

is still room to go very far ahead.

The problem is—how to put more BRAINS into

pictures; to the end that brains mean quality and
brains mean efficiency.

The necessity is—the creation of more real

“producers”
;
production executives.

The past has given a definition of the word “pro-

ducer” that runs something like this: “A man
who has the money to make a picture, who can
promote the money, or who is related to the

money.”

The man answering this definition has then had
to turn around and give the spending of the money
into the hands of those having no RESPONSIBIL-
ITY for it.

With the picture made, he has gone to the dis-

tributing organization and said: “It cost me so-

much, the QUOTA will have to be twice so-much.”

And now we are fast convincing ourselves that

we have been making pictures that are TOO
GOOD! What bunk!

Just because it isn’t possible to induce the public

or the exhibitor to pay for the money-lender’s

bonus, the producer’s ignorance, the director's

extravagance.

We can’t go back.

We MUST go ahead.

And do it on a profit-making basis.
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Adolph Zukor Curtails Production;

Cochrane and Rowland Praise Move
S

PECULATION has been rife in

all business circles regarding the

statement last week of Adolph

Zukor, president of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, that the corpora-

tion “has completed the production

program for this fall that was outlined

in its announcement several months
ago. We are now curtailing produc-
tion in our studios to the greatest pos-

sible extent and we will not resume
the making of any further new nega-
tives until production costs have come
down to a common sense basis.”

The effect of this announcement on
the stock market was immediate and
marked, for it followed testimony at

the Federal Trade Commission hear-

ing that Mr. Zukor’s Paramount stock

holdings are not in his name. The
error of a reporter caused newspapers
to say that he held none of his own
company’s stock. This stock, after

closing at 65^ on Thursday, October

25, opened Friday with an overnight

loss of 5jH? points. Later it rallied to

62 1
/,, but on heavy offerings it dropped

to 52y2 and closed at 53^4- A total

of 49,000 shares changed hands during

the day. On Wednesday, October 31,

the stock had recouped to around the

55 mark.

Universal to Follow Suit

Newspapers carried long stories on how
“movie costs halt production,’’ to quote the

New York Times headline, and interviews

with different motion picture executives. R.

H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal,

said: “Mr. Zukor is right. Production con-

ditions are and have been outrageously ab-

normal. It would be a great thing if all

studios could close their doors until the peo-

ple who have been forcing costs skyward
have a chance to wake up. The only reason
why the Universal has not closed its studios

is because it would leave us with so many
unfinished negatives on hand that we would
risk a loss of over $1,000,000. When these

negatives are finished, we intend to shut off

production as close to the complete stopping
point as our releasing contracts will permit.”

Associated First National denied it would
spend $3,500,000 on films in the next two
months, refuting a story from Los Angeles,
and declared an intention to retrench as

much as possible. "The move of Famous
Players in temporarily shutting down is

right,” commented Richard A. Rowland, gen-
eral manager. Other companies say they will

continue according to schedule. Carl Ander-
son, president of Anderson Pictures Corpora-
tion, believed that the situation has little

effect on the business.

Many Negatives on, Hand

E. J. Ludvigh, secretary and treasurer of
Famous Players, is quoted as follows: “The
shutting down of production means that our
outlay for films is complete and no further
production expenses will be necessary for
months to come. We are going to turn the
negatives into cash. We have $15,000,000
worth of films on hand, the best part of a
year’s production, mainly made during the

late spring and summer, when costs were low.
These will be shown this winter, and returns
are expected to be very satisfactory. We
expect this year’s earnings, based on the

ten months’ showing, to be about the same
as last year. There has been no suggestion
of any change in the dividend policy.

“Shutting down should remove the chief

criticism against Famous Players that we
lay up too large inventories. Films in stock
include such features as the ‘Ten Command-
ments,’ receipts from which are expected to

exceed the ‘Covered Wagon'; also new films

by Pola Negri, Glenn Hunter, William S.

Hart and the first picture made by Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.”

It was explained that the curtailment
means that 200 employes, such as carpenters
and electricians, will be laid off, besides 700
persons who have been working in the Holly-
wood studios. The highly paid stars and
directors under contract will be retained.

The actors will receive half-pay during the

period they are not working.

Rowland Denies Story

Absolute denial of the announcement from
Los Angeles that Associated First National
Pictures would spend $3,500,000 on film pro-
ductions in the next two months is given
by Richard A. Rowland, general manager of

the company.
“To say that First National will spend

$3,500,000 on productions in the next two
months is incorrect. On the contrary, we
intend to retrench as much as we possibly
can with the pictures we ourselves make.
Our contractural relations with independent

I
NQUIRY at the offices of the Fa-
mous Flayers-Lasky and information

gathered from other reliable sources

reveal the fact that the company has com-
pleted, or nearly completed, nineteen of

the twenty-two productions listed for re-

lease after November 1 in the announce-
ment made two months ago.

These nineteen pictures will find Para-
mount’s releasing schedule on a basis of a pic-

ture a week up into March and, while nobody
at Famous Players was willing to discuss the

reopening of the studios, it is understood re-

adjustments ir. production will be completed in

time to enable new pictures to be made so that

there will be no break in the Paramount re-

leasing schedule after March 1.

Fourteen of the listed pictures are entirely

finished and the five others—three at the West
Coast studio and two at the Long Island City
plant—are now being completed. The shut-
down, it is understood, will be in full effect at

both producing centers immediately following
the completion of these five productions

The full list of the company’s pictures act-

ually in sight for release, one a week, starting

November 4, is as follows:

The Herbert Brenon production, “The Span-
ish Dancer,” starring Pola Negri.

Sam Wood’s production, “His Children’s
Children.”

“The Light That Failed,” a Melford produc-
tion with Jacqueline Logan and Percy Mar-
mont.

producers compel us to continue, however,
insofar as their product is concerned. But
we will spend no more than is absolutely
necessary to carry these contracts through.
Mounting production costs and a reluctance
by producers to face the truth about possi-

ble returns, make drastic action imperative.
“The move of Famous Players in tem-

porarily shutting down is right. We are in

sympathy with them, and if we were placed
in a similar position, if our contracts did not
call for fulfillment, there is no question but
that we would have taken the same step.

What the solution is I don’t know, but I

certainly do not believe that activities can
be resumed on the former basis, or assume
former extent until a complete reconstruc-
tion of ideas in regard to costs has taken
place.”

Goldwyn Sitting Pat

F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn Pic-
tures Corporation, said :

“The Goldwyn Pictures Corporation will

make the same number of pictures as orig-

inally planned and the studio at Culver
City is running on schedule and will continue
to do so. If over-production is the case with
any other company, it is not the case with
Goldwyn, which is operating on a carefully
thought out and carefully arranged schedule.
The entire Goldwyn Cosmopolitan distrib-

uting program, which includes Cosmopolitan,
Distinctive and Goldwyn pictures, will go
forward in a normal course.”
H. M. Warner, of Warner Brothers, said:
“While rumors are rife everywhere con-

(Continued on page 216)

“Stephen Steps Out,” a young Douglas Fair-

banks’ first star picture.

“The Call of the Canyon,” the second of the

Paramount Zane Grey productions.

“Around the World in the Speejacks,” tht

six-reel special made by A. Y. Gowen on hit

two-year motor boat adventure.

Glenn Hunter in “West of the Water Tower.”
“Wild Bill Hickok,” which signalizes Bill

Hart’s return to the screen.

“Big Brother,” an Allan Dwan production
with Tom Moore.
“Flaming Barriers,” another Melford produc-

tion.

“To the Ladies,” a James Cruze production.

Gloria Swanson in “The Humming Bird,”

produced by Allan Dwan.
“Holiday Love,” produced by William de

Mille.

“The Heritage of the Desert,” another Zane
Grey production.

“Pied Piper Malone,” which Thomas Meighan
is now making at the Long Island studio.

“My Man,” a Pola Negri picture produced
by Herbert Brenon.
“The Stranger,” with Betty Compson, Rich-

ard Dix and Lewis Stone.

“The Next Corner,” a Sam Wood produc-
tion, with Conway Tearle, Lon Chaney and
Dorothy Mackaill.

“Singer Jim McKee,” Hart’s second.

Just how long the Paramount studio shut-

down will last is not known, for Mr. Zukor
and his associates will not say definitely. How-
ever, it is understood the readjustment is al-

ready in operation and, with the backing of all

factors in the industry, will be pushed through
until costs return to a common sense basis.

Paramount Release Schedule
to Be Unbroken, ’Tis Said
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M. P. T. O. A. Committee to

Be in

U NITED action on the part of Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners in

the country to handle legislative

matters at Washington in the next ses-

sion of Congress was agreed upon at a

meeting of national officers and Board of

Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America in Hotel Seneca,

Rochester, N. Y., October 31. To fur-

ther this project and render it entirely

effective, it was agreed that the next

meeting of the national officers and

Board of Directors be held in Wash-
ington in December, while Congress is in

session.

From this meeting a national legislative com-
mittee will be evolved with headquarters in

Washington during the entire session of Con-

gress. The special work of the commi'tee will

be to care for the interests of the motion pic-

ture industry in the nation, effect a repeal of

the admission and seat taxes, and also prevent

National Capital
the passage of legislation inimical to the wel-

fare of the theatrical business.

The campaign in this relation throughout the

nation will be conducted along the most con-

structive and advanced lines possible. Every
congressional district will be canvassed and
flying squadrons of theatre owners and others

will be at the service of the national committee

to deliver addresses and handle any other line

of work necessary to the consummation of the

general purpose of the committee. This is the

greatest line of action yet projected along

legislation lines by the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America and is destined,

it is said, to give the theatre people a line of

protection not heretofore attained.

Those present at the meeting in Rochester,

aside from the local theatre owners invited to

attend, were National President Sydney S.

Cohen, New York; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; C.

E. Whitehurst, of Baltimore; R. T. Woodhull,

Dover, N. Y; John Schwalm, Hamilton, Ohio;

Ernest Herstmann, Boston ;
Samuel Bullock,

Cleveland, Ohio; M. J. O’Toole, Scranton,

Penn. ;
William Bender, Indianapolis, Ind

;

George Aarons, Philadelphia, Penn., and E. M.
Fay, of Providence.

Cosmopolitan Will Build Three
More Studios in New York City

U P to the present time the Cos-

mopolitan Corporation has been

making pictures in various

studios located in different sections of

New York City. This is in addition to

its own studios at 127th street and

Second avenue. Five of these, most

utilized by Cosmopolitan, are the 44th

Street studio, the Pathe, the Jackson

Avenue, the Tec-Art and the Biograph.
While these are admitted to be good and

well equipped studios the Cosmopolitan Cor-

poration has found their total capacity un-

equal to its growing need of big stages to

accommodate the elaborate sets for the im-

ortant historical and other special features

n its production schedule for the near

uture.

Accordingly, Cosmopolitan Corporation has

required the necessary real estate and will

immediately rush the building of three big

new studios, all in New Tork City, and one

of them to have the greatest capacity of any

Eastern studio, except that of the Famous
Players on Long Island.

William Randolph Hearst, president of the

company, in authorizing the above announce-

ment, said : “There is an enormous advan-

tage in making motion pictures in New York
City. One of the most important of these is

that New York is the centre of stage play

production. Consequently here is where

famous actors and actresses of the stage are

most immediately available for both stage

and screen engagements.”

Reports Decrease

Admission Tax Returns Show Late

Summer Business Slumped

Washington, D. C.—A decided reduction

in the receipts of theatres and other places

of amusement during the late summer is in-

dicated by tax returns just made public by

the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which

show that collections from that source for

the month of September totaled $4,932,527.

as compared with $5,560,748 for the month

of August. The September collections,

however, were slightly better than those of

the corresponding period of last year, when
$4,789,391 was reported. The figures just

issued by the Internal Revenue Bureau show

that, during the first quarter of the current

fiscal year, ended with September, a total

of $15,633,781 was collected from the admis-

sion tax, an increase of more than $1,500,000

over the collections for the corresponding

period of the preceding year.

During the month of September a total of

$134,660 was collected from the special tax

on theatres, museums, etc., as compared

with $402,344 for the preceding month.

All for K. G. Organization

Fred H. Chase, Vice-President, to De-

vote All Time to K. G. Corporation

Frederick H. Chase, recently elected vice-

president of the K. G. Picture Corporation,

brings an interesting personality into the

motion picture colony. Banker, gold miner,

big game hunter, Arctic explorer, writer,

political organizer and heavyweight athlete,

Mr. Chase’s various experiences would fur-

nish plot stuff for half a dozen thrillers. Mr.

Chase has dabbled in pictures from time to

time, but now he has promised K. G. to de-

vote his whole time to organizing its activi-

ties, letting his outside interests lapse.

Mr. Chase is probably best known in New
York for his work as secretary of Col.

Roosevelt’s Progressive party. During the

war he earned the title of “100 per cent.

Chase” for his unequalled record in selling

Liberty Bonds.

Prof. Arkatov Here
Prof. Alexander Arkatov of the University

of Moscow, for twenty years a film pro-

ducer and founder of the Russ Film Com-
pany, has come to this country to interest

American producers in filming subjects based

on classics by such Russian writers as Tol-

stoy, Dostoiefsky and Andreyev. He claims

new methods of production gained in Europe.

Prof. Arkatov is living with I. S. Richter

of 628 West 114th street, New York, who
is collaborating wdth him in his work.

Production Curtailed
(Continued from preceding page)

cerning the closing dowTn of different plants,

it is only fair to the exhibitor and to the
public to issue the statement that the War-
ner organization intends to keep the differ-

ent production units working at full blast,

with no changes in the elaborate plans we
have made for the future.

“When the news broke concerning the
move of Famous Players, Hollywood was
thrown into apprehension, and this has re-

bounded in all directions, affecting every or-

ganization in the producing business. I have
not been aware that conditions are below
normalcy and I see no reason to fear for

the future as far as our own productions
are concerned.
“We announced that we would produce

eighteen Warner Classics for the season of

1923-24, and a number of special produc-
tions as well. Our announcement in this

regard is unchanged in spite of the action

that has just been taken by this contem-
porary organization.”

“A Mental Condition”

Carl Anderson, president of Anderson
Pictures Corporation, says

:

“The present situation is largely a mental
condition. Actually, the dimes and quarters
are coming into the box office wdndows just

the same as they have been doing for months
and years. Theatres are running full blast;

the exchanges are busy, and there is nothing
in the present situation to indicate a change
of this condition.

“It is undoubtedly true that some pro-
ducers have spent enormous sums for pro-
duction and are now forced to stop, look
and listen, until such time as the pictures
can be put to work and a revenue received
to replace these excessive production costs.

At every turn we see a big effort being
made to justify these costs. Some producers
have been on a wild orgy of spending, a car-
nival of extravagant costs. There had to

come a time when top-heavy production
costs would tumble over of their own weight.
We have now reached that point.

“All the public and all the exhibitor have
ever demanded is clean, appealing enter-
tainment. As far back as June, 1921, the
National Convention at Minneapolis of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
passed out to producers a warning that pro-
duction costs were too high, and again in

May, 1922, at the National Convention in

Washington, the same statement was made.
Yet the producers failed to heed the warn-
ing. Ridiculously high salaries of stars and
executives continued. One unit pitted its

resources against another, thinking to win
favor by the lavishness of their produc-
tions.”

Ince Foresaw Action

The production schedule for 1923-24 at the
Thos. H. Ince Studios will continue just as
it was planned many months ago. The prob-
lem of readjustment which has caused a tem-
porary shut-down of some of the studios
was foreseen, it is said, and dealt with by
Mr. Incce almost a year ago.
Early this season Ince announced that he

had made a decided change in his plans for
the coming year and would offer not more
than four or six pictures during the year—
about half the number usually made at his

studios during a season.
“There always is an audience for big pic-

tures, I have found in my fourteen years’
experience,” declares Mr. Ince. “Magnifi-
cent picture houses going up everywhere
offer a setting for fine productions, and re-
quire them. There are certain expenditures
necessary and legitimate in the making of a
picture. Others, such as exorbitant salaries,
which have reached a ridiculous figure, can
be curtailed through just such a readjust-
ment as is occurring today.”
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Cut Stars’ Salaries Radically
Or GetNew Faces, Urges Brandt

THE following statement is issued

by William Brandt, president of

the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners, State of New York:
“As a guest at the luncheon tendered to

Ernest W. Fredman, editor of the Film

Rentor of London, held at the Ritz-Carlton

Hotel on Friday, I was greatly amazed to

hear some of the speakers blame the ex-

hibitor for the dilemma of some of the pro-

ducers today. It was stressed at this

luncheon that producers could not get their

production cost back on account of the fact

that combinations of exhibitors throughout
the country, controlling the territories in

which they operated their theatres, dictated

the price they paid for the film and made it

impossible for the producers to receive their

exhibition quotas, or even their cost of pro-

duction.

“While this may be so in a very few
isolated cases, competing exhibitors are

natural opposition, both fighting for the

patronage of the people living in their terri-

tories, and under normal conditions both
fighting for the film attractions that will

bring these people to their theatres.

“Competing exhibitors haven’t one thing

in common, and will keep on fighting be-

tween themselves for this patronage and pay
regular prices for attractions while there is

a chance for profit, and the only reason that

they occasionally get together is because
their profit has been wiped out by the de-

mand for exorbitant film rentals far beyond
what they can pay. It is simply an eco-

nomic business readjustment, the exhibitor

finding he is obliged to combine to make a

reasonable profit on his investment.
“Aside from a few avaricious individuals,

on the basis of increased production costs,

most of the producers are entitled to an in-

crease in this year’s film rentals, but the

peak had already been reached long ago. It

is impossible for the exhibitors to accede to

the requests of the producers, with the

result that the producers have found them-
selves burdened with expensive productions
which they can not sell to the exhibitor in

accordance with their cost.

“In my opinion, the greatest portion of

the expense going into the production of a

motion picture today is the salaries of the
stars, directors and supporting cast. These
salaries are clearly out of proportion to the
services rendered in similar professions, and
should be readjusted immediately. With
these tremendous salaries paid to stars,

directors and supporting casts, the average
picture is boosted ’wav above its normal
cost, necessitating a corresponding increase
in exhibition value, with a corresponding in-

crease in film rentals which the exhibitor
cannot assimilate, so that the entire matter
backwashes to the producer.

“In glancing over the work sheet of a
fairly good production which has made
money for the exhibitors, I found that the
salaries of the stars, supporting casts and
directors more than doubled the rest of the
expense entailed in the making of this pic-

ture. So that, until the salaries are reduced
and brought within reason so that the film

rentals can come down, there is no hope for
economic stability in the industry.

“Just an example of what a few are re-
ceiving may be found in the following list

:

Lewis Stone $2500
Rockliffe Fellowes 1000
J. Warren Kerrigan 1500 or more

Milton Sills 2500
Richard Dix 1250 i

Conrad Nagle 1250

Jack Holt 1500 or more
Lon Chaney 1750

Conway Tearle 2750
James Kirkwood 2500

May McAvoy 3000
Anna Q. Nilsson 1500

Wallace Beery 2500

Noah Beery . 1500
Mary Astor 750
Lila Lee 1500

Betty Compson 3500
Gloria Swanson 6500

Barbara La Marr 3500

Patsy Ruth Miller 1500
Kenneth Harlan 1000

Hope Hampton 1000

House Peters 2500
Florence Vidor 2000
George Walsh 1500

Tom Mix 4000
Mabel Normand 3000
Elliot Dexter 2000
Elaine Hammerstein 2500

Larry Semon 5000
Shirley Mason 1500

Viola Dana 2000

A1 St. John 1000

Priscilla Dean 3000
Norma Talmadge 10000

Constance Talmadge 5000
Pauline Frederick 5000
Dorothy Dalton 7500
Richard Barthelmess 2500
Lillian Gish 5000
Mae Marsh 1500
Walter Long 1250

Wyndham Standing 1500
Betty Blythe 2500

“These salaries are not stable and, should
an actor appear in a success, the next pic-

ture finds a demand for an increased salary.

“My experience in appearing before legis-

lative committees on the question of advo-
cating more favorable laws in the matter of

taxation for the smaller exhibitor, of whom
over 80 per cent, are represented in this in-

dustry, has been that the Legislature im-

mediately points to the enormous salaries

which the industry is paying to its stars, and
declines the relief prayed for.

“Our reports recently contained the story

that Baby Peggy, a child of 5 years, was
receiving a guarantee of $500,000 a year for

appearing in motion pictures. Contrast that

with the salary that the President of the

United States of America is receiving, which
is $75,000 a year, and it can readily be seen

what a tremendous impression the contrast

has upon the outside world.

“One thing is certain. The only ones in

the entire industry that are getting the

money at present are the actors.

“An immediate adjustment must come, and
that at once. And if those who are receiving

these tremendous salaries are reluctant to

meet a readjustment of an economic condi-

tion in the film industry, then, I say, by all

means get new faces for the screen im-
mediately. The exhibitor will be glad to

help.”

Mayberry with Hodkinson
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has

announced the appointment of Cecil E.

Mayberry as branch sales manager of the

Chicago exchange. Mr. Mayberry is well-

known among exhibitors, having formerly
been manager of the Goldwyn exchange and
later general sales manager of that company.

Erno Rapee Resigns
Erno Rapee has resigned as musical di-

rector from the Capital Theatre, New York
City, and has taken a similar position at the

Fox Philadelphia Theatre.

Binderup Awaits Court Decision

T he case of Charles G. Binderup versus the Pathe Exchange and
eighteen other film exchanges, wherein Mr. Binderup, owner of a
string of thirty theatres in Nebraska, sues the exchange jointly to

recover $700,000 he claims to have lost because they refused to deliver

films to him as per contract, has reached the United States Supreme Court
and has been argued there by Attorney Arthur Mullen, of Omaha, repre-
senting the film exchanges, and Attorney Dana Van Dusen, of Omaha,
representing Binderup.
The plaintiff seeks to make a case against the exchanges under the

Sherman Anti-trust law, alleging that the exchanges have combined to
keep him from getting films. The exchanges counter by saying that he
showed the films in more than one theatre in violation of his contract.
Binderup further seeks to show that the business of selling and deliver-

ing films is an interstate traffic and that therefore the exchanges are
subject to the Sherman Anti-trust law. The exchanges reply that
Binderup, as all other exhibitors, must make his contract with exchange
managers in Nebraska for films after the films have been shipped into the
state, have come to rest in the state, and that therefore the traffic has lost
all interstate aspects.

The case, after dragging through the federal courts in the district here,
has gone to the circuit courts and now to the United States Supreme Court,
where a far-reaching final decision is expected. Attorneys said, though
the case was argued October 16, it might be three months or more before
a ruling came from the supreme bench on the matter.
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Crown Exhibitor and Subserve
Producer for Filmdom Success

By MAX GRAF
Supervising Director of Graf

Productions.

I
HAVE read Mr. Richard Row-
land’s articles with much interest,

and I have also read the editorial

comments about Mr. Rowland not

speaking to the trade very often, but

hitting the nail on the head whenever
he does.
Being a producer of independent pictures

and having so often become dizzy over the

enormous sales quotas placed on my pictures,

only to be awakened a year or so later by
the actual figures as submitted by my
accounting department, I realize only too

well that Mr. Rowland is right.

I have also read the more recent comments.

Those made by producers who have taken

the opportunity to proclaim, in hopes that

their proclamations will reach the heart of

the exhibitor, the highly efficient manner in

which they are making productions in order

to save waste and make for the theatres

golden avalanches that can be had for the

price of the regular run of photoplay.

One very nice thing about the picture

business is that when anyone speaks

(through his typewriter) he is either right,

or else the editor kindly throws his copy in

the waste basket before the speaker is sub-

Emest W. Fredman, of London,

England, editor of the Film Rent-

er and Moving Picture News, a

British trade journal, was ten-

dered a testimonial luncheon by

representatives of the industry on

Friday, October 26, at the Ritz-

Carlton, New York. Scores of the

biggest men connected with mo-

tion pictures were in attendance.

Harry Reichenbach acted as

toastmaster, and in his usual bril-

liant style introduced the speak-

ers, among whom were numbered
some of the leaders of the indus-

try, including Marcus Loew, Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Samuel Rothafel,

Richard Rowland, Abe Berman,

Joe Dannenberg, Nathan Burkan
and Fred Hall.

The luncheon was sort of an

official welcome on the part of the

industry to Mr. Fredman, who
came to these shores to report to

the exhibitors of Great Britain

just what he finds as regards pres-

ent conditions and future possi-

bilities.

This is not Mr. Fredman’s first

visit to this country. He was here

about eighteen months ago. He
expects to stay for about another

fortnight.

Mr. Fredman was also the guest

cf the Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers at their regular week-
ly luncheon on Thursday, Novem-
ber 1.

iected to that storm of criticism that would
‘naturally follow.

Granting that all these gentlemen are
perfectly right and with thought of malice
toward none, I would suggest that this all-

important question be referred to the ex-
hibitor, who after all is the real back bone
of the industry. If the fictitious sales values
set on a picture are not met in actual dollars
it is usually because the exhibitor realizes
that the merits of the picture do not warrant
his pajfing the price asked, and the salesman
must either sell him at a lower price or turn
the account over to his competitor and get
nothing—which is not so good.
On the other hand, :t is a well-known fact

that the exhibitor is usually willing to pay a
fair price for that which he really wants.
He has to stay in business. But the ex-
hibitor has his limitations. Just what kind
of pictures are going to build up the busi-
ness of the picture theatre? This is the all-

important question.
If we are to build this industry of ours on a
firm foundation ; if we are to have a sub-
stantial output for the product we make

;

if we are to expand in place of deteriorating,
then surely we must give some most serious
thought to just what sort of picture we must
have for the building process and just what
pictures to avoid as stumbling blocks.

Statistics show that about 90% of the
motion picture theatres in the United States
have less than a thousand seats; 35% of

these houses are not open more than four
days a week. More than half of the entire

number charge less than 25c for their top
admission price. The average theatre over-
head, exclusive of film rental equals about
50% of the entire box-office receipts and
under the present system of operating the
average theatre shows a profit of little more
than 12%.

If we are to upbuild this business of ours

—

if we are to keep it on a firm foundation, is

it better to cater to the exclusive 10% and
to the articulate theatres that kick us out
the moment a stage show comes along, or

B
ABY PEGGY, in private life Miss
Peggy Montgomery, celebrated

her fifth birthday on Friday,

October 26, with a party and luncheon
for “kids” and newspapermen at the

Biltmore, New York City. Clad like

a princess in a red velvet gown, Miss
Peggy charmingly welcomed each

guest. She was, she said, very happy
that so many were there to join her in

her games. Many did. for Baby Peggy
is irresistible.

One courtier of four years quickly suc-

cumbed. He approached with pouting tips.

“You’re going to kiss me?” Miss Peggy
inquired politely.

“Yes-s-s,” the cavalier acknowledged with

gusto.
“Certainly.” Miss Peggy agreed. “But

on the cheek, please.”

Congratulations were offered by various

speakers with the demi-tasse. Miss Peggy sat

in a high chair and listened with a charm-
ingly impersonal air. While she joined in

Bernheim Goes Abroad
Julius Bernheim, director-general of Uni-

versal City, Cal., the big Universal studio
plant, sailed from New York this week,
bound for the bedside of his mother, se-

riously ill in her home in Laupheim, Wurt-
temberg, Germany. Concerning the pro-
duction activities of Universal City, Bern-
heim says that Universal is well ahead of

its schedule.

would we show better judgment by making
pictures to suit the requirements of this

struggling 90% whose theatres have been
built upon their faith in the producers.
Only 29% of the theatres showing pictures

have orchestras and less than half of them
have pipe organs. It takes a big musical
setting to put over the sort of pictures the
industry has become so vitally interested in

of late.

While talking with a few, they have stated
that these big pictures will uplift the in-

dustry, play for big prices in the exclusive
theatres and then “clean up” for the average
exhibitor a few months later. My experience
has been that the man with a limited number
of seats is compelled to give two perfor-

mances a night to make his house pay, and
that he is one of the few whose patrons will

stand for a “boost” in admission price once
in a while; that his business drops off just

before and just after the big event to an
extent that makes the total amount for his

ticket sales at the end of the month just

about the same as if he had let the big pic-

tures go into the discard.

On the other hand, these big pictures are

apt to make his ordinary run of shows
depreciate in the eyes of his patrons until

they drift into that clique that is denounc-
ing the photoplay as a distortion of art.

But now that there is so much talk going
on in reference to what the future holds I

believe it would be most interesting to the
trade at large if our trade papers would open
their columns and let the exhibitors voice

their opinions as to just what they want and
just what they wish to avoid. As I have
said before, the exhibitor is, and should be
king, and we, the producers, must do the

bidding of the king if wre are to arrive.

applauding each compliment, it seemed that

her little hands patted louder than Hersh-
field. the cartoonist and toastmaster, re-

marked that Jackie Coogan also was having
his birthday party that day in Los Angeles.

“It would be nice to have Jackie here,'"

Miss Peggy announced primly.

The little star of Principal Pictures Cor-
poration created quite a stir among the

guests. There was speculation before she
arrived, for the commonest belief regarding
a child in theatricals is that she rapidly be-
comes spoiled. Miss Peggy is not. And
it must be said that she is even more de-
lightful in real life than she is in films. This
naturalness of hers is due to her parents,

who are determined that she is to escape
the besetting sin of a “swelled head.” Good
luck to them in their intention.

Irving Lesser, of Principal Pictures, at-

tended the luncheon and was kept busy in-

troducing Baby Peggy to various visiting

film magnates.

Surely Baby Peggy is making a hit in

the “movies” because, as one of the speak-
ers pointed out, she is sincere in all she
does.

Baby Peggy’s Charms Capture

New Yorkers on Her Birthday
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Commission Suddenly Decides to
Prolong Paramount Query

Fuller’sWirefromCapitalAdjoumsIndefinitelyGovernmentCase

COUNSEL for Famous Players-
Lasky, on the verge of prepar-
ing a defense for presentment

within the following thirty days, did

not attempt to conceal their surprise

when, late on the night before the

Federal Trade Commission had an-
nounced it would rest the plaintiff

case, W. F. Fuller, chief of the Gov-
ernment probers, wired from Wash-
ington that the Commission had fur-

ther evidence to enter on the record.

Concluding the examination of an ex-

pert witness Mr. Fuller left the then
finishing touches for Attorney Gay-
lord Hawkins, and hurriedly departed
for the capital. Late that night Fa-
mous attorneys received word that

the Government investigation was in-

complete. The trial on October 26
was abruptly halted by Mr. Hawkins,
announcing the taking of an indefinite

adjournment.

A belief expressed that the protrac-
tion might have been due to the Com-
mission feeling it had insufficient evi-

dence to close its case at this time
was disclaimed by an opinion voiced
off the record by Mr. Hawkins. This
was that the Government was satis-

fied it has established a case.

That the next place of the resump-
tion of the trial, which so far has
been recorded in many parts of the
country, will be at Los Angeles, Cal.,

was expressed by Bruce Bromley, of
the Famous legal battery. There, it

is believed upon good authority, the
Government may endeavor to ascer-
tain the sentiments of certain promi-
nnent actors and directors, whose
standing in the industry was the im-
portant point of several witness called

during the last few days of the in-

quiry here.

Mr. Hawkins expressed ignorance
when these points were brought to
his attention. He said he did not know
when and where the trial will be re-

sumed, but was inclined to believe that
the plaintiff side would be closed with
the entering of a few stipulations upon
the record.

Expenses of the litigation so far

have totaled close to $500,000, of
which both litigants are said to have
had an even break, with the heavier
burden possibly on the Government’s
shoulder. It will mean at least an-
other $200,000 or more, it was ad-
vised, if the investigation is adjourned
to the coast.

Since July last the Commission has
had six different lawyers in -ffie case

By TOM WALLER

and up to the present date has had
before it 152 witnesses, whose ex-

penses incurred in railroad fare, etc.,

have had to be defrayed by the

Government, it is learned from an au-
thoritative source.

Rates Paramount 4th

Famous No Monarch, Says O’Reilly;

Warners First in Season’s Product
"Paramount does not dominate the market

in the city of New York today,” testified

Charles O'Reilly, head of the Theatre Own-
ers Chamber of Commerce at the Commis-
sion’s last hearing. The chief official of the
organization, embodying several hundred of

Greater New York’s most prominent exhi-
bitors, rated Famous Players-Lasky as
fourth on the list in grade and quantity of
product this season. Warner Brothers
comes first in this respect, according to

Mr. O’Reilly's opinion, followed by Goldwyn
and then First National. Paramount, in

O’Reilly’s estimation today has no monopoly
of the movie mart.
A bitter attack against the block booking

system was launched by the T. O. C. C. head
in the course of his testimony. He pre-
dicted that unless it is utterly erradicated it

will, within the next few years, mean the
survival of the fittest; in other words the
big circuit owner will flourish at the utter
ruination of the Independent exhibitor.
The buying power of the circuit prohibits

the individual from purchasing a picture even
with more money than he would take in at

the box office, declared the witness. House
against house instead of buyer versus buyer
was O'Reilly's sentiment for hitting the nail

on the head for all around satisfaction and
insurance for the safety of every one in the
industry.

To solve the problem, the T. O. C. C. wit-
ness frankly admitted the only thing he
could see on that horizon was what in sub-
stance would mean the breaking up of the
circuits and the producer shunning such a
big customer for the little fellow. In the
long run O’Reilly prophesized that such a
method would net the manufacturer bigger
money than the lump sum he now receives
for an exclusive first run booking to a thea-
tre chain. As it now stands, he said, exhibi-
tors of his own organization often have had
to pay more for second runs than circuits
have paid for first runs.

Circuit owners never fight, the witness
said. They respect one another's treasuries.
Marcus Loew, in O’Reilly’s opinion, is a good
enough business man to know the propor-
tions of the Keith gold mine; and that Keith
could give him just as good a run as he
could give Keith.
As an illustration of the circuit control

of picture prices the witness said that Loew
bought the first Harold Lloyd picture for
$18,000. It proved to be what the public
wanted and Keith purchased the next one
for $50,000. Loew acquired the third Lloyd
offering for a still higher price. The wit-
ness believes that as far as New York is con-
cerned important product, almost in its en-
tirety, is given first run in either of the
houses of these circuits, and sometimes in

both.

‘‘Producers should not bow to Mr. Loew’s
slogan : I'm first run or nothing,” exclaimed
O'Reilly. He added that if they continue to

do so it will eventually lead to the exter-
mination of the Independents.
Two resolutions expressing adverseness to

block booking system, as passed by the
T. O. C. C. at an August meeting, were iden-
tified by O'Reilly and then entered into the

record.
One attested opposition to the present sys-

tem of purchasing pictures while their pro-
duction is only in the stage of contempla-
tion. The desire to review the finished pro-
duct, the right of individual selection and
single instead of the compulsory group pur-
chase were other sentiments included.
The second approved draft contained the

statement that during the past two years
attendance in picture houses has decreased
considerably. This was taken by the organ-
ization as an illustration of what forcing the
exhibitor to contract for pictures he has
never seen, until flashed on the screen of

his house, will do.

Under cross examination by Attorney
Swaine the witness stated he is acquainted
with the new Paramount policy and that
such reorganization was brought about
shortly after the adoption of the two reso-
lutions.

The new policy, he said, seems to cope
with the needs of the exhibitor, but it will

be a long time before the other companies
will follow suit. Eventually, however, Mr.
O'Reilly expressed the opinion that pro-
ducers will follow in this direction the steps
of Famous.

D. I. Berman, general manager of the for-

eign department of United Artists told of
Famous conditions in Canada while he was
manager of the corporation there. Most of
the time he was on the stand was taken up
in explaining the policies of different
Canadian theatres.

Independent History

Veteran Attacks Block System; Says
Makes Exhibitor Goat to Public

The history of the movies, as it particu-
larly pertains to the early fight of the
Independents, and why the block booking
system today, in his estimation, is the
greatest menace to the industry, were gone
into in much detail in the five hours that
F. Tom Moore occupied the stand as a wit-
ness for the Federal Trade Commission. Mr.
Moore, operates the Rialto Theatre, Wash-
ington, D. C. He was one of the first to
enter the industry and one of the first to
foresee filmdom’s prospects.

In 1904 Moore, then in the prime of life,

was blowing the bellows and wielding a
hammer on a blacksmith’s forge as a means
of livelihood. That same year he put aside
the leathern apron to later acquire the big
diamond which reposed on one of his big
fingers the other day. At that time Moore
began as a singer with a vaudeville troupe.
Then he established his own skit company.
But one reel films were coming into vogue
in the early part of the century and it was
for them that the witness established the
Imperial Exchange in Washington two years
later. This he sold to the General Film
Company in 1910.

About 1917 some twenty-six Independent
exhibitors were finding it difficult to obtain
pictures of special note being released by

( Continued on page 220)
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Major Thomson in Control of

F. B. O.—Next Season’s PoliciesF. B.

M ajor h. c. s. Thomson, who
succeeded P. A. Powers as

managing director of the Film
Booking Offices at the instigation of

the capital represented in the corpora-

tion, stated that there would be no
drastic changes made in the personel

of the F. B. O. forces or policies and
that the “open booking” principle

adopted by the company at its incep-

tion will be carried through, but on a

much larger scale, and with a greater
variety and assortment of productions
for the exhibitor to select from.
“The principles of showmanship,” said

Major Thomson, “that the F. B. O. have
been following in the twenty months it has
been in existence has proven itself a worthy
one.

“It is not the idea of the F. B. O. to load

itself with overspent productions and then
pass the burden along to the exhibitor. It is

the purpose of the F. B. O. to make produc-
tions that the exhibitor can sell to his patrons
at a reasonable profit to his theatre.

“The first consideration of the Film Book-
ing Offices and Robertson-Cole Company
will be the amusement of the public, then
the profit of the exhibitor. Every produc-
tion made at the Robcrtson-Cole studios will

be made from an angle of showmanship and
not from the angle that it is good publicity

to say a production cost a million dollars to

produce.
“To the exhibitor, it is not what a picture

cost in production that he is mostly inter-

ested in, but he does want to know about
the finished product and what it will bring
into his box-office.

“The pictures I have in mind are such as

'The Third Alarm,’ ‘Westbound Limited.’

'In the Name of the Law,’ ‘Human
Wreckage,’ and a score of other F. B. O.
pictures. None of these productions I have
mentioned cost a million dollars to produce
or even a half million dollars. Coupled with
a campaign of real showmanship these pic-

tures have brought business to the exhibitor

at a price to him that was well within his

reach.

“It is the purpose of the F. B. O. to con-
tinue to sell the product twice. First to the

exhibitor and then to the public. Our pub-
licity and promotional departments will con-
tinue to function as they have in the past

with a wide free hand to help the exhibitor.

“The program plans of the F. B. O. were

Movies in Hongkong’

American Films Most Popular in

Chinese City, Consul Says
Washington, D. C.—American films are

very popular in Hongkong, according to the
American consul in that city, who has just

reported to the Department of Commerce
that there are eight large theatres in his

community, four of which cater to Eu-
ropeans, Americans and the better class of

Chinese. The total daily attendance at all

theatres at Hongkong is placed at 10,000.

and the admission prices range from 20

cents to $1 gold.

The largest proportion of films shown are

of American manufacture, it is stated, and
the local theatres which cater to the Eu-
ropean trade prefer films produced by the

best artists and covering a wide range of

subjects. Those catering to the native Chi-

nese trade prefer serials and films of a lurid

or sensational nature.

announced some time ago and there will be
no drastic changes in these with the possible

exception of changing a release date here
and there as the occasion may demand. Our
plan is to give the exhibitor who uses our
product one very big picture each month in

addition to two very good ones. As a start

along these policy lines the next big F. B. O.
special will be Chester Bennett’s ‘The
Lullaby,’ starring Jane Novak. The next
special to follow this will be Emory John-
son’s ‘The Mailman.’”

some of the big producing companies. For
the purpose of combining the purchasing
power in this respect of such first class ex-

hibitors the First National Exhibitors Cir-

cuit was formed. Members were allotted

territories, under a franchise, on a percentage
basis. To get the better class of product the

witness, who said he then owned about
seventeen houses in the Washington terri-

tory, joined the organization.
The circuit, he said, inspired the Inde-

pendents to put forth a better product and
also supplied for that product an outlet in

the open field. Under his new agreement the

witness was also a distributor for such
material. First National, he stated, was
organized primarily to offset the block book-
ing system. The circuit was made up of r. en,

he said, who desired the best on the market
and were on the “dark side” as far as Para-
mount product was concerned. The object
of the new association was to match as

closely as possible the Paramount product.
A Texan exhibitor and a director of First

National about this time sold his franchise.

It was to determine whether he could sit on
the Board of Directors and why he had dis-

posed of his holdings that the organization
in the fall of 1919 was called into session in

New York City. The exhibitor said that

he had been “squeezed” and had to sell.

At that time, Moore said, it seemed obvious
that Paramount was desirous of controlling

First National by making inroads on the

stars and directors which the Independents
developed. The price of Famous films was
fixed at a ratio which was far beyond the

reach of the average Independent, he testi-

fied. The product of the Independent
market had thus dwindled. Famous offer-

ings were the big attractions and the Inde-
pendent exhibitors were doomed unless they
could present a product which would match
in some respects such films.

The meeting terminated in the holding of

another at which the topic of how to over-
come such difficulties was discussed. Other
meetings followed when it was finally de-

cided that a sub-franchise plan would be of

the greatest assistance to the “squeezed” ex-
hibitor. Under this plan, Moore stated, the

scope of the Independents’ chance to get

good product was broadened, as was the

opportunity for a greater outlet of these
films.

At such meetings the block booking sys-

tem, and how to combat it, was constantly
discussed. While in session in Chicago in

April, 1920. the working out by First National
of a national booking plan was considered.
At this meeting Jules Mastbaum was a

speaker. He referred to the Stanley Book-
ing Company as a successful machine and
said that First National, according to Moore,
with its large membership should accom-
plish wonderful things.

A committee was formed to go into the

merits of the establishing of a booking com-
pany for First National. It was explained,

the witness testified, that if such a project

Denny Recovering1

Reginald Denny, star of “The Leather
Pushers,” “The Abysmal Brute” and “The
Spice of Life,” who was seriously injured
when his motor car turned over on Sunset
boulevard in Hollywood, is reported to be
recovering at a satisfactory rate. His in-

juries were severe and he will be in a cast
for several weeks, but attending physicians
state that his unusual strength and all-

around fitness are making his recovery easy.

With First National
Horace T. Clark, formerly Oriental repre-

sentative for David P. Howells, has become
associated with First National in the same
capacity.

met with success the sub- franchise proposi-
tion would automatically prove unnecessary.
The enthusiasm of the organization was
goaded by Mastbaum’s comment, according
to Moore, that all producers would be “eat-
ing out of” First National’s hand within
six months after such a plan was put into
operation.

This committee went to Philadelphia to
get a perspective there of the working basis
of the Stanley company. Stanley directors
were present at this conference at which,
Moore said, it was made plain by them that
the best policy to be followed would be to
have First National merge with them on the
booking proposition. Under such a merger
Stanley, due to its experience over the new
organization, would retain its seniority in

the business. Moore said.

Moore stated that he refused to accede
to such a plan. When others of the com-
mittee disagreed with him and told him that
during the session he had assumed the atti-

tude of a prosecutor in cross examining the
Stanley directors, the Washington theatre
owner tendered his resignation and advised
members of First National that such a
merger would be unwise.

"The kid gloves of the business,” is

Moore’s expression for descriVng Para-
mount quality and quantity. In Washington,
however, Moore said he got the Paramount
pictures that the Loew theatre discarded
Time and time again Moore testified he
enedavored to get an even break on the
Paramount product. Lots of promises were
made but in the long run the old policy pre-
vailed, he stated.

In 1922 when he received a letter from
Paramount that the 50-50 proposition with
Loew on dividing the films of the company
was off, Moore remarked : “After I received
that I told my brother I was worn out on
the booking of pictures and that he should
do it. He has looked after the booking end
for the Rialto ever since.”

The elimination of the block booking sys-
tem, testified this expert, would mean re-
ducing to an insignificant basis boards of
censorship all over the country. Preachers
of the gospel, under such a change, would
then less frequently be able to conduct
tirades against the industry. Last but not
least the exhibitor would not be the goat in

the unknowing public eye. Such a condi-
tion will be brought about only when the
exhibitor has the right to use his own jud-
ment in selecting what films shall be flashed
on the screen of his house, Moore em-
phasized.

A light in this direction is breaking ove r

the movie horizon, Moore soliloquized. The
“sausage” system of turning out product is

ending the stage of its dominancv. Indi-
viduality is gaining strength in the indus-
try more and more. Stars are entering the
independent field and putting into their
product their own singular and artistic
ideas.

To Continue Paramount Investigation
(Continued from page 219)
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Forty Exhibitors in Washington
Discuss New Organization Plan

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Initial

steps were taken at the open-
ing meeting of exhibitors from

Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina

and of the District of Columbia for

the formation of a zone organization

which is also to embrace the State of

Delaware. About forty exhibitors

gathered at the Arlington Hotel on
October 30 to discuss a plan previously
outlined by Jake Wells, of Richmond,
Va. Harry M. Crandall was chosen
temporary chairman of the meeting,
and Samuel Boyd, his secretary, was
selected as secretary of the meeting.
Mr. Crandall explained that the de-

sire is for closer co-operation between
the exhibitors of the states named, and
including the District of Columbia,
they having the same interest in a

single exchange center. The idea is

to form a sort of model zone organiza-
tion which would later be taken up by
the rest of the country, each zone
representing a film exchange district,

there being twenty-six of these
throughout the United States.

The Plan Sketched

Mr. Crandall further explained that each
of the zones would be entitled to one or

more votes as might later be determined
upon in the formation of a national organ-
ization, it to be very much like the Senate
of the United States, wherein each state has
equal representation and equal voice in the
legislation for the whole country. The head-
quarters of the organization would be in

Washington, where it would be free from
domination of state association interests, and
its affairs would be in the hands of a paid
manager, assisted by such office staff as
might be found necessary, the whole work
being supervised by the representatives from
the zones who would come to Washington at

stated periods at the expense of the national
organization to attend to its affairs.

Mr. Crandall condemned the M. P. T. O. A.
for “its lack of activities that would benefit
the individual exhibitor.” He declared that
at the last convention of the association the
entire three days were spent in electioneer-
ing.

He urged the formation of a real business
organization, at least in this territory, with
the hope that the scope of its work would
be extended in a national way, and he added
that he expected that from this meeting
different suggestions would be obtained
which would help in the formation of a
national association.

Present at the opening meeting, in addition
to representatives from the states named,
were representatives of the exhibitors of
Michigan, Texas and South Carolina, where
a great deal of interest has been exhibited
in the proposal for the formation of a new
organization. These men were given an
opportunity to express their views and the
members of prospective Zone 1 were greatly
heartened by their promises of co-operation.
Jake Wells, of Richmond, reviewed the

meeting of the Virginia exhibitors held at
the Arlington Hotel several weeks ago, at

which this plan was broached. He gave

credit to William Brandt, of New York, as

the originator of the plan. He criticized the

present M. P. T. O. A. for its “do nothing”
policy.

“I have seen the efforts of the national

organization, and 1 am not here to say any-
thing disparagingly about it,” said Mr.
Wells, “but I think I express the opinion of

everybody here that it is not functioning to

advantage. You can go to one of these

national conventions and you find that the
whole time is taken up with who is to be
president, etc. At the convention here a

slate was all made up, and the only question
was of railroading it through. There was
some opposition, but the time was devoted
to doing away with that opposition rather

than conducting other business. Personally,

I think Sydney Cohen is one fine fellow and
that he has done well. It is not Mr. Cohen
who is wrong, because it would be the same
if we had Mr. Smith, of California, or Brown,
of Texas, as our president. It is the principle

which has come to exist and which does not
work out.”

Mr. Wells pointed out that attendance at

the national conventions was limited very
largely to members living within a small

radius of the convention city. The proposed
zone system would do away with that condi-

tion because there would be but twenty-six
delegates, and their expenses would be paid
by the national organization from a budget
made up by the zone organization, which
would assure strictly a national and not
simply a local representation. There would
be no electioneering because the delegates
would be selected by the organizations in

the zones, for there is no desire to do away
with the present state associations, and this

governing board would simply select its

chairman in much the same way as a busi-

ness corporation would act.

Wants a Lobbyist

“I want to see this organization taken out

of New York and put in Washington, where
legislation which we are all interested in

originates,” added Mr. Wells. “I want to

see a paid, competent executive on the job
in Washington at all times to hobnob with
the members of Congress and create a good-
will for the industry.”

He explained that the finances of the

national organization would be raised by
contributions from the state units through
the respective zones in much the same way
as the country is divided up by the pro-

ducers. The zone in which Virginia, Mary-
land, Delaware and the District of Columbia
would be the constituent parts, would be a

3 per cent, territory, and the theatre owners
in this zone would be called upon to make
up 3 per cent, of the annual requirements of

maintaining the national organization and its

Washington headquarters.
Throughout his talk Mr. Wells endeavored

to make it plain that there was no desire on
his part, or those interested with him, in the

formation of a zone system for the elim-

ination either of the existing state organiza-
tions, or the M. P. T. O. A. He declared
that the state organizations are necessary
because they would take up local matters,

and the zone unit could co-operate where
there are exchange district interests at stake.

He expressed the hope that once the zone
organizations began functioning, the M. P.

T. O. A. would be remodelled so as to con-
form to those units.

Max Bryant, president of the recently-

formed South Carolina Exhibitors’ League,
endorsed the move proposed by Mr. Wells
and stated that he would go back to his

fellow members and try to “sell” them the
idea.

“I think you can feel reasonably assured
of the co-operation of North Carolina and
South Carolina in this move,” he said,

“because I have also been authorized by
President Henry B. Varner, of the North
Carolina League, to pledge his co-operation.

|

We hope to form a two-state organization
within the next two or three months, and are
very much interested in your plan.”

Col. H. A. Cole, president of the Texas
Motion Picture Theatre Owners stated that
his association stood ready to join any move-
ment that gave evidences of being able to

accomplish something. He complained that
the national association had been very lax
in its legislative activity, and also that it had
failed utterly in any effort to properly
organize the exhibitor organizations of the
various states.

“No Antagonism”

President Frank Durkee, of the Maryland
Motion Picture Theatre Owners’ Association,
while expressing favor for the proposed for-

mation of a zone which would include the
states named, strongly opposed the over-
throw of the present national association and
declared that most of the things of which
the exhibitors complain resulted from the
lack of co-operation of the state organiza- I

tions. Mr. Wells took occasion to say that
there is no antagonism toward the present
organization, but rather an indifference on
part of the state organizations which has
resulted in the lack of co-operation com-
plained of by Mr. Durkee.

E. T. Crall, of Newport News, president of
the Virginia exhibitor association, declared
himself to be very enthusiastic over the idea
advanced by Mr. Wells.
After the conclusion of the remarks,

various state presidents and others in the
room were asked to give their views. Judge
Alfred J. Murphy, legal counsel for the past
two years of the Michigan State League,
who is in Washington as a delegate to the
Investment Bankers Convention, brought the
greetings of the Michigan organization.
“The opportunity for organization has

been criminally neglected and wasted in this

country,” he charged. “I was at the Wash-
ington convention and saw the very high-
handed tactics that, in my judgment, would
have disgraced any corner political gather-
ing.”

He suggested that the exhibitors get re-
ports from the national organization and
analyze them, and also get reports on the
operation of the “Movie Chats.”
The speech of Judge Murphy was followed

by a resolution by I. Weinberg, of Lexing-
ton, Va., authorizing the temporary chair-
man to name a committee to formulate a
concrete plan to be presented to the meeting
when convened on October 31, the plan to
include a rough outline of the by-laws pro-
viding for the formation of a zone organiza-
tion to include Maryland, Virginia, Delaware
and the District of Columbia. The com-
mittee named by Mr. Crandall included
President Frank Durkee, of the Maryland
league

; Louis Rome, of Baltimore
;
President

E. T. Crall, of the Virginia league; Jake
Wells, of Richmond

; Maurice Davis, of
Washington, and President Harry M.
Crandall, of the District of Columbia league.
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City Officials All Over Country
Enthusiastic About Movie Day

THE Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America announces
that the past week has been

marked by definite accomplishments
in the campaign for National Motion
Picture Day on November 19. Various

state units of the national body have
begun to show concrete results from
the preliminary meetings which have

been held during preceding weeks
and the entire country is pointing

toward November 19 as the biggest

day in the year as it relates to the

public’s contact with the industry.

Following the mass meeting of theatre

owners in Pittsburgh, at which ways and
means were mapped out, Hon. William A.

Magee, mayor, urged the proper observance

of National Motion Picture Day in a public

proclamation, dated October 19. as follows

:

"For the creation of a fund to be devoted

to the efforts to secure a united organization

for the betterment of motion picture enter-

tainment, Monday, November 19, 1923, has

been set aside throughout the United States

as National Motion Picture Day. Many of

the theatres have pledged twenty-five per

cent, of the gross receipts of the day to

such fund. The marvelous motion photog-

raphy, now become universal in its scope,

has done great things for the enlightening

and education of the people, besides having
always responded as an advertising agency
in all patriotic and social movements. The
leaders of the motion picture enterprise are

ambitious to go forward, improve their art

and their standards, perfect their organiza-

tion and bring about a greater degree of co-

operation in order to further advance this

instrument of public entertainment and
public good. The appreciation of the public

will be of great aid in this effort. I call the

attention of all of our people to this im-

portant movement, recommending support of

it and urging attendance at the motion pic-

ture theatres in such significant numbers as

will encourage the leaders in their praise-

worthy and far-reaching enterprise.”

Another endorsement of national im-

portance has come from Hon. James J.

Davis. U. S. Secretary of Labor, Washing-
ton, D. C. Mr. Davis is also Director-

General of the Loyal Order of Moose. He
states : “I am glad to endorse National

Motion Picture Day. The Loyal Order of

Moose has employed motion pictures as a

means of education in many of its activities.

A greater use of this agency will bring won-
derful results.”

In New York City, following the an-

nouncement of last week, a meeting was
called by the Theatre Owners’ Chamber of

Commerce and the following letter sent to

committee members : ‘‘You have previously

been advised by National Headquarters of

your appointment on the committee for

National Motion Picture Day, designated to

be held on Monday, November 19. You are

now summoned to attend a meeting of this

committee at the Hotel Astor, Room K, on

the 8th floor, on Friday, October 26, at 2

p. m. sharp.

“You will realize that the time between
now and November 19 is very short and a

great deal must be accomplished by the com-
mittee to make National Motion Picture Day
a huge success in this territorv.

“This office is advised by National Head-

quarters that the response of exhibitors
throughout this country and Canada is very
great and it would ill become the exhibitors
of New York City and adjacent territories to

fall behind the outlying states and territories

of the Lhiited States. We must show the
rest of the country that we have not merely
endorsed National Motion Picture Day by a
written resolution, but by action.

“It is therefore incumbent upon you to

figuratively roll up your sleeves and get to

work with vim and vigor and show the rest

of the country what the Empire State can
do to make National Motion Picture Day a
genuine success, from a civic as well as a
financial point of view.
“President O’Reilly will not take ‘no’ for

an answer for your non-attendance at this

meeting. A roll caff of the committee will

be called and it is hoped that your name
will be among those present.”
The meeting was held as announced and

it is reported every member of the committee
was present. Sydney S. Cohen, national
president, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, presided and called attention to

the aims and constructive purpose of

National Motion Picture Day. After Mr.
Cohen had concluded his address, Mr. Harry
Davis, of Pittsburgh, a member of the
National Board of Directors, was called upon
and told of the very practical way in which
affairs were being handled in Western
Pennsylvania. Mr. Davis stated that Mayor
Magee, of Pittsburgh, and the president of
the city’s Chamber of Commerce, represent-

Cohen Meets Rochester

and Toronto Exhibitors

Sydney S. Cohen, president of

the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, left New
York on Monday, October 29, for

Rochester, to meet with the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Western New York.

A meeting of the board of

directors of the national organiza-
tion is also being held at

Rochester and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America is

presenting an engraved resolution

to George Eastman in recognition

of his public spirit and service to

the industry.

From Rochester Mr. Cohen goes
to Toronto to meet with the

Ontario Division of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of

Canada, which meeting is also

being attended by the officers and
board of directors of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of

America. The Canadian organ-
ization is being presented with
an engrossed charter of affiliation

with the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.

ing five thousand business and professional
men, had issued separate proclamations of
approval and endorsement for National
Motion Picture Day, urging attendance at
the theatres on November 19. He told of
this co-operation between official and civic
heads of Pittsburgh as being of an entirely
mutual character, as both recognized the
great value of Pittsburgh motion picture
theatres as institutions for community
service.

Following Mr. Davis, Charles L. O'Reilly,
president of the Theatre Owners’ Chamber
of Commerce, voiced his enthusiastic support
of the movement and urged all New York
theatre owners to get behind it and make n

record of which they could be proud. J.
Arthur Hirsch and Hv Gainsboro also spoke
in favor of National Motion Picture Day, as
did Charles Steiner and Sol Brill.

Following their remarks, reports were read
outlining the plans and campaigns which are
being followed in other sections of the
country. A special committee was then an-
nounced to act as points of contact between
the exhibitors and the general committee and
to take care of the special exploitation of
the celebration. Comprising this com-
mittee is : Borough of Manhattan—J. Arthur
Hirsch, chairman

; Charles Steiner, Sol
Raives. Borough of Brooklyn—John Man-
heimer, chairman; H. Rachmill, Samuel
Sonin, Charles Schwartz. Borough of Bronx—Joseph Jaime, chairman; Henry Suchman,
Benjamin Knoble. Borough of Queens—Hy
Gainsboro, chairman

; J . Goldberg, A. Suzzo.
New Jersey—Joseph Seider, chairman; Louis
Rosenthal, Joseph Stern, David Kaiserstein.

It was also arranged at this session that a
monster mass meeting of all theatre owners
of Greater New York be held at the Hotel
Astor on Monday afternoon, November 5.

Two meetings of the committee in charge of
this mass meeting are being held this week.
Also, for use in the Greater New York
territory, special auto banners, as well as
lobby signs, are being prepared and 10.000
extra one-sheets are being printed. The
entire city is being districted into zones, with
an exhibitor captain in each zone, who is

given a set of cards, with each theatre in his

zone on a separate card. For the purpose
of lining up every theatre and securing from
each a pledge of support, these exhibitor
captains are visiting the various theatres in

person.
The activities on behalf of National

Motion Picture Day are constantly checked
up and furthered in Southern California by
means of a weekly meeting, held every Mon-
day at Los Angeles. The latest report from
that state announces that Mr. Robert A. Mc-
Neill is actively behind the movement in

San Francisco and that plans are culminat-
ing for the complete success of the celebra-
tion on November 19.

The Mbtion Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri met on October 19 at St. Louis and
endorsed National Motion Picture Day one
hundred per cent. Plans were immediately
formulated for Missouri’s participation.

About seventy-five theatre owners attended
the meeting, which also unanimously passed
a resolution favoring the repeal of the
Federal Admission Tax. Among those
present were : I. \V. Rodgers, J. D. Reese,
Charles S. Goodnight, J. E. Smith. Mrs. M.
T. Moore, Richard Stemple. L. C. Hehl. Fred
Wehrenberg, Charles Warner. Joseph
Mogler. Joseph J. Walsh. W. O. Reeves,
John Gentner and Joseph Wagner.
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Varner Opens N. C. Theatre; Washington, D. C.

Many Send Congratulations
Never was a metropolitan city theatre

opened and dedicated with more fitting cere-

mony nor more wholesale demonstration of

good wishes than that which attended the

formal opening of Colonel Henry B. Var-
ner’s wonderful new theatre in the thriving

little town of Lexington, N. C. Colonel

Varner has long been a telling power in the

industry, but not until the flowers, telegrams

(and personal attendance) from all over the

United States began to pour in did the Col-

onel really know in what high esteem he is

recognized and held by the entire industry.
The Lexington Is a monument to the pro-

grressiveness of Colonel Varner and his pride

In his home town, and would do credit to a

town ten times the size of Lexington. Con-
structed along the most modern lines, with
a seating capacity of 1,500, it Is, with pos-

sibly three or four exceptions, the most
gorgeously and completely equipped theatre

in the South.
For its formal opening, exchange, distrib-

utor and exhibitor representation from more
than half the states in the Union were pres-

ent. In addition, more than 200 expressions
of good wishes in the form of flowers, tele-

grams and letters were received. Among
those who sent congratulatory messages
were the following: Richard A. Rowland,
E. A. Eschmann. Louis B. Mayer, Maurice
Tourneur, John Francis Dillon, John McCor-
mick, Sylvia Breamer, Virginia Browne
Faire, Colleen Moore, John McDermotte,
Robert Leiber, Joseph M. Schenck, Buster
Keaton, Richard Walton Tully, H. B1

.

Schwalbe, E. M. Saunders, Adolph Zukor.
Earl J. Hudson and Carl Laemmle, in addi-

tion to almost every prominent exhibitor
and exchange man in the territory.

What is perhaps the outstanding feature
of the opening is the fact that the clergy,

represented by two able Lexington ministers,
set the seal of their approval on the theatre
by attending and taking part in the formal
dedication.

The Orpheum Theatre, Memphis, was de-

stroyed by fire Tuesday night of last week,
the loss being $100,000.

W. D. Patrick, of Florida, was in Atlanta
the past week buying service for the New
Palace, at Dothan, Ala.

Among theatre men in Atlanta the past
week were Clyde W. Cheek, of LaGrange.
Ga. ; John Snyder, Bessemer, Ala.; Montgom-
ery Hill; Louis Kalbfield, Palatka, Fla.

Baltimore
Because eight picture theatres were opened

to the public on Sunday night, October 21,

and benefit performances were given to help

raise funds to build the new West Baltimore

General Hospital, an attack upon having
such picture shows given on Sunday was
made by the Maryland Baptist Union As-
sociation which was in convention at the

Eutaw Place Baptist Church, and a petition

was sent to the police commissioner of Bal-

timore City asking that he stop future per-

formances of the kind. Approximately $2,500

was realized on the eight Sunday perform-
ances. Commissioner Gaither refused to

listen to the protest of the Baptist Union.

Due to the efficient management of U. S.

Brummell. house manager of the Century
Theatre, Baltimore, the audience viewing the
performance at that playhouse was unaware
of a fire which occurred next door and
caused four alarms to be sounded and twen-
ty-six companies to respond, on Wednesday
night, October 24.

Mr. Brummell ordered all the storm doors
closed to keep out the sound of the arriving
engines and allow no smoke to penetrate to

the auditorium.

Another monument to the industry is to

be erected in the Old North State, according
to present plans of the Ware-Simpson-Est-
ridge Company, who have announced that
they will erect, starting on January 1, 1924,

in the town of Gastonia, N. C., one of the
most modern theatres in the state. The com-
pany is composed of J. W. Ware, J. E. Simp-
son and James E. Estridge, and marks a
combination of the interests which are at

present operating the picture theatres in

Gastonia, J. E. Estridge, junior member of
the new company, being manager of the
Gastonia Theatre and secretary-treasurer of
the North Carolina M. P. T. O.

Two motion picture machines were
wrecked by some unknown person at the
Arcadia Theatre. 320 South Broadwa v, man-
aged by James Legrande, on Tuesday night.
October 23.

Lawrence Beatus next week will celebrate

the fifth anniversary of Loew’s Palace The-
atre, of which he is manager. In

_

anticipa-

tion of a special program which will be put

on that week, he has arranged for the re-

decoration of the theatre. A handsome new
carpet has been laid over' the entire floor

space, and five musicians have been added
to the already large orchestra. An order

has been placed with a local florist for the

further decoration with chrysanthemums,
autumn leaves and fall flowers.

In appreciation of liis efforts on their be-

half, the members of the Managers’ Associa-

tion of Washington, D. C., last week pre-

sented to Charles W. Linkins, who operates

the Strand and other theatres in the District

of Columbia, a handsome gold watch and
chain. The presentation was made by Rol-

and Robbins, manager of Keith’s Theatre,
at a luncheon tendered to Mr. Link’ns nt the

New Willnrd Hotel. Twenty-six members
of the association, which includes the man-
agers of both the motion picture, vaudeville

and legitimate houses, were present.

“Bob” Long, manager of Moore’s Rialto
Theatre, came prominently into the limelight
October 28 when the Washington Post car-

ried nearly a column giving a biographical
sketch of this popular manager. This story
was the fourth of a series of introductory
sketches of the men who furnish entertain-
ment to the Washington public. It d’vulsed
the fact that “Bob” Long, christened Robert
Everett Long, has been in the amusement
game twenty-three years, although he has
not yet reached his 37th birth anniversary.
He joined the Moore enterprises in 1918.

This story makes known the fact that Bob
Long wears a wrist watch. There is a story
attached to the timepiece which endears It

to him. and makes it a matter of interest
to his friends. On the back of the watch
there is inscribed, "Robert E. Long, from
Woodrow Wilson, December, 1920.” It is a
Christmas gift from the former president in

appreciation of Mr. Long’s many kindnesses
in providing Mr. Wilson with movie enter-
tainment during the serious illness with
which he was afflicted toward the end of his
term. Mr. Long visited the White House
every morning at 11 o'clock with reels of
films with which to entertain Mr. Wilson.

This Community Theatre a Success

DENISON, IOWA, has an opera house owned by a corporation in which the

citizens of Denison and the farmers for miles and miles around own stock.

This opera house, costing $125,000, was built ten years ago and has been a

All district supervisors for Southern En-
terprises theatres have now been placed.
Ford Anderson, formerly in charge of Caro-
lina theatres, goes to the Atlanta office; Ar-
thur J. Amm remains in Florida; E. R. Rog-
ers retains the Tennessee territory; Mont-
gomery Hill, formerly of the booking de-
partment, becomes Carolina supervisor; E. L.

Perry goes to Oklahoma and A. E. Fair re-
mains in Texas. A. C. Cowles, who has been
Public Relations representative since the
resignation of Turner Jones, becomes booker
in the Charlotte office; John Thomas, for-
merly manager of the Vaudette, Atlanta,
will be with Mr. Rogers as booker; Loyless
Kennedy, formerly with the Howard, Atlan-
ta, will book for Florida theatres, and De-
Salles Harrison remains in Atlanta as book-
er. The real estate department, of which
Louis Cohen is head, will maintain offices

in the Howard Theatre building, Atlanta, for
some time yet.

success from the first day, according to Phillip A. Schlumberger, one of the directors

who was in Omaha recently on business. Picture shows are conducted there almost

every day, dropping out only occasionally for a day to give place to a road show or

musical comedy.

“By throwing our money together and organizing a big corporation,” said Mr.

Schlumberger, “we were able to build a big opera house, something that is r’eally a

credit to our town, a town of 4,000, and we are now able to get the big pictures that

are shown in the metropolitan cities, something the little houses in the small towns

do not get.”

When the organization of this corporation was first spoken of and popular stock

subscriptions were solicited, naturally there were plenty of “Doubting Thomases,” but

time has shown that it was a wise move, for during the ten years the opera house has

been in existence, it has steadily paid a small dividend to the stock holders and has

every year made a small payment on the indebtedness.
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Philadelphia Exhibitor Rally
to Boost Motion Picture Week

The M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey. Delaware and Mary-
land will gather on November 11 at Fay's
Theatre in the final rally for making Mo-
tion Picture Week the most successful in

its history. Speakers will be Dr. J. H. Schad,
Charles Rappoport and George P. Aarons.
In promoting the publicity for Motion Pic-
ture Week the local association has postered
all the central city stores, billboards, picture
theatres and other avenues for drawing at-

tention to the event.

After many years’ service in a managerial
capacity with the Appel Circuit at the Wiz-
ard in York. Pa.. Jimmie Kelly is now trans-
ferred to the Orpheum at Reading, Pa., where
he will be engaged in a similar capacity.
The Rajah Theatre of Reading, which for-
merly was a legitimate house, has now been
converted into a picture theatre under the
same management.

It is the purpose of Jnck Flynn and Sam
Frank, who recently took over the Palace
and Eagle theatres in Hamnionton. IV. J.,

having purchased the equities of Charles
Ctilshaw, to go extensively into the movie
field. These two houses are the only lilm
theatres in the town and are first links in

a chain whieli the new owners propose to
control. Ilotli men have lied long experience
in the lilm business, having been idcutilicd
with the F. II. (). for many years. Under the
nen management the Eagle Theatre will be
opened only on Saturdays while the Palace
will have a six day week program during
the winter and the arrangements reversed
during the summer.

Having purchased the Hippodrome Theatre
of Allentown. George Bennethum has mad?
plans for converting the structure into an
office and store building. Mr. Bennethum,
who is associated with the Wilmer and Vin-
cent interests, also has an equity in the Vic-

The new EEs’ Theatre at DuBois. Pa., was
opened the last wee': in October under the
d :rection of W. P. McCartney, movie mag-
nate of Punxsutawney, and other up-s f ate
points. The house manager is D. R. Vas-
binder, prominent F.l and DuBois citizen.

His assistant is L. R. Larson.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the
Allegheny Theatre Company, Richwood, W.
Va . which h~s recently taken over some new
theatres and increased its stock from $10,000
to $30,000 the following officers were elect-
ed: President, James J Dotson; general
manager and vice president, D. T. Brooks;
secretary and treasurer, J. D. Rake: ch ef
auditor. C. W. Feeley. All are residents of
richwood except P. L. Dysard, who resides
rt Hinton. W. Va.
The company has under its management

seven theatres in West Virginia: the Oak-
ford. Richwood; Masonic and Temple, Hin-
ton Grand, Ronceverte; Lyric. Beckley; one
at East Beckley and one at Stanaford.

Two of Rowl nil and Clark's theatres, the
State and Iilackstone, adjacent to each other
in downtown Pittsburgh, «ill play “Ros'ta"
day anil date week of Xoxeinlier 5. This is

the first time any film production has had a
day and date run in two downtown houses.

Tl is just eleven months since the old Co-
lonial Theatre. Wiikinsburg, was closed to
the public and on the s te thereof has arisen
one of the prettiest theatres in the country.
Paul Jones, the manager, points with pride
to the new temple of amusement and says
he is determined to give the good people of
the Burg of Wilkins the best there Is in
photoplay entertainment, not only In tne

tor Theatre of that town and will continue
the operation of this house under the man-
agement of Walter Reinbold. There also
has been added to the Bennethum chain the
Karlton. in Quakertown, Pa., and with the
remodeling and modernizing of the structure
and equipment, it will be placed under the
direction of Manager John F. Barrett, re-
cently assistant manager of the Pottstown
Theatre of Pottstown, Pa. Manager Kline
Henderson, formerly in charge of the
Bennethum theatres in Coatesville, York,
Harrisburg and Baltimore, has been assigned
to conduct the Broad Theatre at Souderton.
Pa., just added to the Bennethum chain and
making a total of eighteen theatres under
its control.

J. Luke Grlng, manager of the Pottstown.
Pa., theatres under the Bennethum control,
was given a testimonial dinner by the host
of friends he enjoys in the town and sur-
roundings, when they took over the Elks
Club for the celebration of his birthday.

A change of date for the opening of the
new Milgram Theatre, at 23rd and South
streets, has been made by the proprietor,
Myer Milgram, who set the date at December
1 instead of early November.

Thanksgiving day will be devoted to the
opening ceremonies as arranged by George
Hurd for his newly constructed Liberty The-
atre in Pen Argyle, Pa. Friends in the film

and exhibitor field of Philadelphia will join
in the house warming.

Remodeling of the Fulton Theatre, under
the management of Samuel Shapiro, will
transform the house into a first class picture
house.

Samuel Rader is to erect a picture theatre
to seat 1,400 on the plot of ground which
he recently purchased at the northeast cor-
ner of 58th street and Florence avenue.

matter of films but in building, environment
and service.
The new Colonial seats 750, which includes

100 loge seats. The decorations are carried
out in Colonial style throughout. The house
was opened on November 1, the three-day at-
traction being “Ruggles of Red Gap.” Mr.
Jones says that hereafter attractions will be
for six days each. The Rowland Theatre,
“right next door,” also under Mr. Jones's
management, will continue its present policy
of two and three-day pictures.

Work is being rushed on Harry Davis's
new Ritz Theatre in downtown Pittsburgh,
so that a Thanksgiving Day opening will be
possible.

Joseph B. Feinberg, pioneer exhibitor of
DuBois and Ridgeway, and later on the road
with a Charles Chaplin attraction, more re-
cently managing two* theatres in Brooklyn.
N. Y., has returned to DuBois and accepted
a temporary position as exploitation and
advertising manager for the Carlton and
Avenue theatres.

W. P. McCartney, who owns theatres in
DnRois, Ridgeway, Indiana and Punxsutaw-
ney, l*n„ recently took the wife to the “big
city” to do some shopping and see the
sights, while he took in the world's series.

C. C. Davis reopened his Davis Theatre
at G reeVisboro, Pa., on November 3, after
having had extensive alterations made.

E. T. ClafTey donated his Liberty Theatre,
Sharon, to the Rotary Club week of October
29 for a benefit show for the crippled chil-
dren of the vicinity. “The Drivin’ Fool” was
the attraction.

Indiana
Following a hearing at the state capitol

in Indianapolis, Friday afternoon, the Indi-

ana state securities commission took under
advisement the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration theatre case, which has been pend-
ing for several weeks. The commission an-

nounced that no decision will be given until

after additional briefs have been filed by at-

torneys for both sides.

As a result of the opening of the Conley
Theatre at Frankfort, Ind., last Sunday
afternoon and evening for the showing of

moving pictures, Frankfort is now divided
into two factions, eight persons are under
arrest and a mass meeting to protest against
the Sunday shows has been called by the
ministers of the city.

M. L. Conley, owner of the theatre; Ray
Thayer, a projectionist, and Jack McGowan
ticket seller, were arrested twice Sunday
afternoon, and members of the orchestra
were arrested once. Bonds were provided in

each case. Despite the arrests, the theatre
continued its program, play:ng to large
crowds in the afternoon and evening.

Seventy-eight officials and security holders
of the Consolidated nealty and Theatres
Corporation from Evansville and vicinity

were guests of the Vincennes branch of the
corporation Saturday In an inspec Ion tour
of the company’s latest acquisition, the
Pantheon Theatre, Vincennes. The enter-
tainment was arranged by H. L. Swnggerty.
manager of the Pantheon.

A style show, in which the modeling was
done by about thirty co-eds at Indiana Uni-
versity, featured performances at the Indi-

ana Theatre, at Bloomington, last week.

Plans are being perfected by M. E. Rem-
ley, proprietor of the Lincoln Theatre at

Mishawaka, for the erection of an attractive
new picture theatre to cost between $50,000

and $75,000. Two sites are now under con-
sideration and it is expected that one of

them will be purchased within a few days.
Mr. Remley's lease of the building now oc-
cupied by the Lincoln will soon expire.

Work of redecorating the interior of the
Forsyth Theatre, on Forsyth avenue, Indi-

ana Harbor, will soon be completed. Several
thousand dollars in decorations and improve-
ments are being expended by the S. J. Greg-
ory Theatre Company, which recently ac-

quired the Forsyth and Lyric theatres from
Indiana Harbor interests.

Cincinnati
H. T. Snowden, who handled the publicity

for the local Goldwyn office, and also looked
after the exploitation of the pictures shown
at the Dayton and Columbus houses of the

Libson chain, has acquired the Opera House
at Greenville, Ohio. He will continue it as

a movie house.

Roy H. Beattie, manager of the Palace
Theatre, who was confined In the Jewish
Hospital for several months, and who re-

cently returned from a rest in northern
Canada, is again confined in the institution

suffering from a relapse of his previous af-

fliction. His physicinns venture no opinion
as to the ultimate result of the relapse.

Andrew Hettesheimer, who conducts the

Orpheum Theatre, a neighborhood house, has
advanced his admission prices from 20 to 25

cents. Another case of high costs, but
Hettesheimer says his patrons expect addi-

tional pictures and an augmented orchestra

for the extra admission fee.

The Margaret Theatre. Huntington. W. Va.,

a new movie house, with B. N. Johnson as
manager, was recently opened. The theatre
cost approximately $75,000.

"The Common Law” is now in its third

week at Gifts Theatre and still going strong.

It will probably be held over for an addi-
tional week. “Potash and Perlmutter” Is re-

peating at the Family for the last half of

the current week, having previously been
seen at the Capitol.

DuBois, Pa., Theatre Opens;
Dotson Heads Allegheny Co.
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Jones, Linick, Schaefer May
Purchase the Woods Theatre

It is reported that negotiations are under
way by Jones, Linick & Schaeffer and Mar-
cus Loew for the purchase of the Woods
Theatre, where “Scaramouche” is now run-

ning successfully, from A1 H. Woods, the

owner. It is said to be planned if the

house is taken over by the new interests, to

run feature photoplays there, as the long
run of “The Covered Wagon” and the pres-

ent run of “Scaramouche” has proved the

theatregoers of this city and surrounding
territory will pay top prices for top pictures.

The McCormick estate has issued a denial

that the Apollo Theatre will make way for

an office building.

Prank A. P. Gazzolo, manager of the
Studebaker, Imperial and Victoria theatres,

has purchased for $50,000 cash the 50x175
feet of ground with old improvements on the
northeast corner of West Madison street and
Keeler avenue. Mr. Gazzzolo has no imme-
diate plans for improving the corner.

Work will start witliin si month on a $75©,-
000 theatre, store and apartment building at
the northesist corner of Archer avenue and
Leavitt street, it is announced by R. Levine
& Co., thesitre designers and builders, siud E.
P. Ruppert, architect. The theatre, to sesit

approximately 3,250, lists been leased by the
Gregory Amusement Company, which now
operates fifteen playhouses in Indiana and
hsis seversil houses under construction. The
site of the new south side thesitre fronts
380 feet on Archer. The npsirtments arc on
the Lcnvitt street side. Completion dsitc is

set for sibout 11a y l.

The Harris Theatre, after a few weeks'
occupation by legitimate shows, will go back
to pictures on November 4, when “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame” comes for an
extended run. There also is some thought
of using the Garrick Theatre, for several
years the home of Shuberts’ leading attrac-
tions, for movies after the run of “The
Gingham Girl” is finished.

Walter Downie, the well known manager,
is back in harness after a three months’ ill-

ness at the American Hospital. Downie will
have charge of the New Apollo Theatre at
Crawford and North avenue, which opens
this week. This will make three Apollo the-
atres in the city, one in the loop for legit-
imate attractions and one on the South Side
with movies.

Paul Goudron is booking vaudeville into
the Edwards Theatre on the South Side and
this will give the house a mixed program.

W. G. Lloyd, movie manager Here, has gone
to Fort Atkinson, Wis., where he has sold
the Lyric Theatre to Will Grant, who will
improve the house.

The many friends of Lester Bryant, lessee
of the Playhouse Theatre on Michigan boule-
vard, will be glad to hear that he has added
the Central Theatre to his chain of houses
and has leased the cosy little theatre on East
Van Buren street for ten years and will
make many improvements in the house,
which will open under the new management
on November 12.

Eddie Silverman has been re-elected pres-
ident of the Chicago Film Board of Trade, J.

L. Freidman, vice president, H. C. Hollander,
secretary, and I. Maynard Schwartz, treas-
urer. Installation of the officers will take
place at the annual banquet on November 10.

E. M. Newman opens up his fall season at
the Orchestra Hall this week and will show
travel films Wednesday and Friday evenings
and at Saturday matinees during the winter
season.

Manager McCurdy of the Randolph Thea-
tre has a novel display in front of his house
that attracts the crowds. Last week, with
“The Drivin’ Fool” as the feature, he had
the miniature autos race continuously on a

moving belt, and with the display at the
State street entrance, it proved a good ad
for the film.

It is understood that the plans for the
new movie house that the Masonic Associa-
tion plans to erect on the site of the Colonial
Theatre on Randolph street will also include
the site of the Randolph Theatre, and in that
event the lease Universal has on that house
will have to be taken care of, as it has al-

most four years to run, according to an of-

ficial of Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

The many friends of Dee Robinson, movie
theatre manager of Peoria, 111., will be sorry
to hear of the serious illness that coniines
him to his home. Dee is the head of the
Madison and Palace theatres in Peoria and
is interested in the chain of movie houses
in that part of the state, and the trade
hopes for his speedy recovery.

The Bell Theatre at 2407 West Madison
street has been taken over by Frank Simec,
who will make some improvements. He also
owns the Crystal Theatre at 2401 West
North avenue and will book for both houses.

The Hartley Theatre at East Chicago will
reopen for business this week after a thor-
ough overhauling and will be operated by
the Gregory Brothers, who have a chain of
houses in that district. The house will play
feature movies with adequate musical pro-
grams.

The Victoria Theatre at Sheffield and Bel-
mont avenue will be leased for a movie the-
atre in the near future, according to Frank
Gazollo, owner of the property, who con-
ducted the house for many years as a legit-
imate theatre. At the present time he is

giving all of his time to the Studebaker
Theatre on Michigan boulevard, which is

playing to capacity business.

The Apollo Theatre at Peoria, 111., put over
a big hit with the movie fans of that city
when it played Leah Baird in person and the
feature, "The Destroying Angel,” last week.

His many friends in film circles will be
glad to hear that Will Hollander, publicity
manager for Balaban & Katz, is recovering
from an illness caused by a carbuncle, which
kept him at the Michael Reese Hospital for
ten days.

Now it’s tbe women who are buying movie
houses out here. Mrs. Frances Peart, owner
of the Peart Theatre at Gillespie, 111., has
added the Frisinu Theatre at Carlinvillc, III.,

to her string and will make improvements
in the house. Here is Mrs. Bennett of the
Princess Theatre at Whiting putting on a
contest among her patrons for a kitchen out-
fit that is bringing in the business, far and
wide.

S. R. Pirtle, who recently sold a couple of
his movie houses, is adding to his chain
again, just closing a deal with Jules Lau-
rent and George Skouras for the Lyric The-
atre at Mounds, 111.

Maurice Carlson of Rosenfield and Hopp
is receiving the sympathy of his many
friends in the trade on account of the death
of his wife at the family residence in Rock
Island, 111.

W. N. McConnell is now in active charge
of the Empress Theatre at Decatur, 111., and
is playing both vaudeville and pictures. He
also retains his interest in the Orpheum
Theatre at Quincy.

Frank B. Mead and associates plan to
build another movie house at Champaign,
111., that will seat 1,000 and cost about
$ 100 ,000 .

A. G. Spencer and Charles Miller are build-
ing a movie house at Highland Park, 111,,

and the house will open soon with feature
movies. The new theatre will seat 600 and
be located on Central avenue.
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The Star Theatre at Evanston, 111., has
been renamed the Campus and Will Sturdi-
vant will have charge of the house. He was
formerly manager of the Hoyburn Theatre.

Fitzpatrick & McElroy will build another
movie house at Harvey, 111., that will cost
$125,000 and be the last word in theatre
construction.

James Keough, well known exhibitor here,
has gone to Milwaukee, where he has been
made general manager of the Saxe Enter-
prises.

A. C. Boshee has been made advertising
man for the Senate Theatre.

The assessor is still after some of the
theatres in the Loop and several of them
are not even on the assessment list, accord-
ing to city law department.

Grover Barnard of Springfield, 111., has
bought the interest of Anton Bianchl in the
American Theatre at Auburn, 111.

Walter Strassheim has resigned his con-
nection with Lubliner & Trinz and now is

manager of the Ben Hur Theatre in Cicero.

Tlie Aseher theatres are celebrating their
fifteenth anniversary this week with a big
program in each of the seventeen theatres.
The houses have till been specially decorated
for the event and record crowds have been
on hand.

George Hickox is putting on presenta-
tions at the Chatterton Theatre in Spring-
field, 111. James Douglass, who recently re-
turned from an extended trip to South
America, is helping him. Hickox also lias
taken over the Princess Theatre and will
make some improvements.

Ralph Kettering reports that the Rialto
Theatre will open its week with a “Greater
Fall Season.” In addition to first run movies
it will have eight vaudeville acts, one of
which will be a headliner from big time. He
says that prospects are bright for one of
the best seasons in the history of the house.

Joe Hopp of the Rosenfield-Hopp interests
has returned from a trip to New York City,
where he made arrangements to show some
of the largest road attractions at the Fort
Armstrong Theatre in Rock Island in addi-
tion to feature movies.

Tlie advance reservation for movies lias
reached this city at last and Balaban &
Katz report that many advance orders have
been received for the present showing of
“Little Old New York” at the Roosevelt The-
atre. They seem logical, too, when one sees
the line of people waiting to get inside the
theatre to sec this feature.

L. Rudolph, who sold the Violet Theatre
at Milwaukee, has taken over the Emmett
Theatre at 4338 Wentworth avenue from
Brunhild and Young and will improve the
house.

E. W. Seeley is erecting a movie house at
San Jose, 111., and he expects to open next
month. This will be the only theatre in the
town and he will feature both movies and
musical programs.

E. L. Reid and Charley Nassau have or-
ganized a company at East Chicago to build
a theatre there in conjunction with a new
Elks Home. It is expected that the project
will cost $300,000.

Kansas City
There is every indication that there is

some truth to the rumor that Kansas City,
Kansas, is to have another large theatre.
The Electric Theatre of Kansas City, Kas.,
is the largest picture house in the state. It

is expected that definite announcements will
be made soon concerning the proposed the-
atre project.

The Brooklyn Theatre, Kansas City, opened
October 20 alter being closed four months.
The house is running under a new policy
and 10 cents is charged.
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Clubwomen Voice
Confidence in Films

Northwest
Their

Two hundred Northwest clubwomen, dur-
ing a “better films” conference held in Min-
neapolis last week, voiced their confidence
in the motion picture industry and expressed
willingness to aid both producers and ex-
hibitors in bringing about “clean, whole-
some entertainment.” It was the second re-

gional conference of clubwomen and was
arranged by Mrs. T. G. Winter, president

of the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs. The first conference was held at

Atlanta. Ga.
Among speakers who addressed the two

days’ conference were C. C. Pettijohn, gen-
eral counsel of the producers-distributors’

association; Theodore L. Hays, general
manager of Finkelstein & Ruben theatres,

and Mrs. Winter. W. A. Steffes was un-
able to attend because of illness.

Thirteen Southern Minnesota exhibitors
who attended a regional conference arranged
by W. A. Steffes last week at Windom went
on record as being opposed to any general
increase in admission prices at this time. Mr.
Steffes, speaking- before the conference,
which was held in the Wonderland Theatre,
said that reports of admission increases in

the East were grossly exaggerated and that
if any changes are to be made the prices
should be lowered.
Exhibitors who attended the conference

were: Redding and 'Stroud, Wonderland
Theatre, Windom; W. L. Nichols, Strand,
Fairmont; J. J. Casselman, Colonial, Tracy;
F. M. Robinson, Comfrey and Grand, Spring-
field; A. C. Goodman, Star, Madelia; F. J.

Armantrout, Lyric, Lakefield; George J.

Ehlers, Grand, Worthington; R. E. Benson,
Princess, Adrian; F. J. Beecham, Lyric,
Brewster; John H. Themer, Cozy, Truman;

Jack Breheny recently tendered his resig-

nation as western exploitation manager of
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” to direct

the destinies of the new Lurie Theatre at

Oakland, and his former duties have been
taken over by M. H. Newman, general man-
ager of the seven western theatres of Uni-
versal. William H. McStay, who has been
handling the publicity work on the big Uni-
versal production, has also gone over to the
Lurie Theatre and his place with the Hugo
picture has been taken by W. J. Murphy,
formerly house manager of the Granada
Theatre.

The difficulties between theatre owners
and operators at Fresno, Cal., over wages
and working conditions have been ironed out
and a contract has been signed embodying
a 1924 wage scale. Roy Stephenson, Pacific
Coast representative of the international or-
ganization of theatre workers, went to
Fresno to effect a settlement after three
theatres had refused to sign the union’s pro-
posal calling for an increased wage and a
six-day week.

The Rivoli Theatre, on Market street, near
Seventh, San Francisco, has been leased by
the Western Theatre Company to William B.
Wagnon and Ida M. Wagnon for a period of
twelve years at an aggregate rental of
$462,000. Extensive alterations and renova-
tions will be made and a costly organ will
be installed. The present lessee had a lease
of three years still to run, but believed it

good business to cancel this and enter into
a new one, even at a great increase in rental.
For several months the theatre has been
operated as a 10 cent picture house.

The G. & C. Theatre Company has been
incorporated at San Francisco with a capital
stock of $10,000 by F. A. Giesa, H. F. Cur-

E. D. Winter, Grand, Heron Lake; J. F. Ro-
loff, Gem, Welcome; C. N. Carver, Star,
Laberton, and John Campbell, Wonderland,
Minneapolis.

This was the first of a series of confer-
ences which Mr. Steffes plans to have with
exhibitors throughout the Northwest during
the next few months.

Manager Christ of Panta^es, Minneapolis,
scored a “beat” this week when he opened
Monday with motion pictures of the Zev-
Papyrus race. The films were brought here
by airplane.

Albert Haugerud of Sanish, N. D., has
made arrangements with Minneapolis ex-
changes to furnish him with films twice a
week. He has rented a building for the pur-
pose of presenting screen entertainment.

Plans for a $36,000 theatre at Chilton, Wis.,
were announced this week by Ernest Pfeffer,
Milwaukee, and Ludwig Pilcher of Sheboy-
gan, who will build the house. The theatre
will seat 700.

A new theatre at Springfield, Minn., which
replaces the Opera House, was opened last
week by F. M. Robinson. The new house
was made necessary when the Opera House
was condemned sometime ago by the state
fire marshal. It has been named the Grand.

The Majestic Theatre at Mazomanie, Wis.,
was taken over last week by Sadie Smith of
Janesville, Wis. She will manage the house.

Manager Phelps of the Hennepin-Orpheum
invited uniformed members of the naval re-
serve to be his guests on “Navy Day,” and
as an added attraction presented a picture
showing the navy in action.

ran, Peter Wilson and F. J. Curran, all well
known in the local amusement field.

Another incorporation of interest is that
of the Herbert L. Rothchild Corporation,
with a capital stock of $10,000, the directors
being E. L. Brune, A. D. Duncan, L. Dunne,
E. B. Smith, F. M. Moore, M. Giguiere and
J. L. Begley.

The Alameda Theatres Company, Inc., also
has been incorporated at San Francisco with
a capital stock of $10,000, the subscribers be-
ing Louis Kaliski, Frances Kaliski, L. S.

Hamm and James E. Colston. This concern
will operate in an east-bay suburb.

Hats off to Charles Thall, the newly ap-
pointed assistant to A. M. Bowles, general
manager of West Coast Theatres, Inc., of
Northern California. Thall has been kidded
for years because he consistently wears a
four quart iron derby. Now he has come out
with a statement that the derby is the only
hat to wear and dares any one to deny it.

Since all on Film Row are anxious to sell
him the film the slaps and slams have ceased.

John Trigerio, pioneer exhibitor of Fort
Bragg, Cal., has purchased the theatre there
operated by the United Theatres, Inc., and
after November 3 will operate the two thea-
tres in that city.

John Ratto, theatre owner of Jackson,
Cal., was a recent visitor. Mining operations
are being resumed there on a large scale and
business is showing an improvement. Jack-
son was the scene last year of one of the
worst mining disasters in the history of the
West and business was seriously affected
for months.

Clem Pope, manager of the T. & D. Thea-
tre, Oakland, Cal., is waling on air these
days, his wife having presented him with a

9-pound boy who has all the earmarks of
being a howling success as a theatre man-
ager.

P. J. Hanlon, owner of the Virginia Thea-
tre, Vallejo, Cal., where the Pacific Coast
navy yard is located, will shortly make a
trip to San Diego to visit his son, who is in
the naval service.

Recent visitors at San Francisco have in-
cluded Jules E. Smith and wife, of the Butler
Theatre, Tonopah, Nev. ; Frank Panero, De-
lano, Cal., and M. L. Keller, of Dinuba, Cal.

Contracts have been awarded for the erec-
tion of a picture theatre for Lenore C. Mou-
lin on Foothill Boulevard, near Seminary
avenue, Oakland, Cal.

Canada
A1 Gillis, new western district manager of

theatres of the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, Ltd., will have his headquarters
in the Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Mr. Gillis, who is recently from Minneapolis,
is making no changes in the management of

various Winnipeg houses, so that Walter
Fogg continues at the Capitol, Miller Stewart
at the Metropolitan and Clarence Tremblay
at the Province. Air. Gillis lived for a num-
ber of years at Vancouver before going to

Minneapolis. Famous Players will erect a

large new theatre at Saskatoon, Sask., it is

announced, for both pictures and vaudeville.

K. Kelty, formerly manager of the Strand
Theatre, Yarmouth, N. S., has been appointed
manager of the Capitol Theatre, a new the-
atre at Kentville, N. S., owned by F. G.
Spencer.

The Manitoba Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association has moved its headquarters to
the Marlborough Hotel from Manitoba Hall.
Regular luncheons are held twice monthly.
The Manitoba association is the oldest con-
tinuous organization of exhibitors in

Canada.

The reopening of the Strand Theatre, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, as a combination house,
has been delayed because of the new de-
mands made by musicians and stage em-
ployes. Ed Seamons is the manager of the
Strand.

The Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
one of the new medium-sized houses of the
Manitoba capital, now is under the manage-
ment of D. E. L Fisher, one of the largest
stockholders of the Garrick compajiy.

Mrs. Wallace Reid is including Toronto,
Montreal and Ottawa in her lecture tour
with the picture, “Human Wreckage.” She
is appearing at the Palace Theatre, Montreal,
the Loew Theatre in Ottawa and the Loew
house, Toronto.

Los Angeles
Two of Sid Grauman’s theatres that for-

merly were the bulwark for Paramount pic-

tures are showing Associated Exhibitors'
attractions. Charles Ray in “Captain Aides
Standish” is in its fourth week at Grau-
man’s Alillion Dollar Theatre, while Doug-
las AlacLean in “Going Up” has gotten away
to a big start at the Aletropolitan. This is

the first time that any releasing organiza-

tion other than Paramount has had two pic-

tures going at Grauman's downtown thea-

tres. Sid expects to keep Pola Negri in

“The Spanish Dancer" at the Rialto indefi-

nitely.

“If Winter Comes” has broken the records
for a long run at Taleys Broadway Theatre,
having gone for the four weeks.

Marion Davies in “Little Old New York"
is in its fifth week at the California and
still going strong, according to Roy Miller,

who is also carrying Elinor Glyn's “Six
Days” over for its fifth week.

Jack Breheny Now Manager of

Lurie Theatre, Oakland, Cal.
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Pacific Northwest Booming;
Exhibitors Are Optimistic

“What is one man's loss is another man’s
gain.” The terrible earthquake disaster in

Japan, followed by the disastrous fire in

Berkeley, Cal., has given added impetus to

the already booming lumbering industry of

the Pacific Northwest. Lumber mills are

all working on twenty-four hour shifts.

There is no unemployment savp of the

voluntary variety. New mills are opening
up, employing more men. Towns of 300 and
400 population have in many cases doubled
and redoubled their growth.
This naturally means for Mr. Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitor an era of prosperity. It does
not mean that the situation will remain per-

manently, but business at the present time

in these districts, particularly in Washing-
ton and Oregon, is good enough to wring a

smile from the most hardened pessimist. E.

A. Lamb, traveling for Selznick Enterprises

out of Seattle, is just back from a swing
around all the key towns of Southern Ore-
gon. He confirms the situation as told

above and states that exhibitors are re-

porting excellent business. A new house has
just been started in the Coos Bay district

and will be rushed to completion.

The Manhattan Theatre, Charleston, Wash.,
which has been closed for many months, is

reported sold by E. E. Wright to Dr. P. G.

Schmidt.

Construction on the D. & R. Theatres Com-
pany’s big house in Aberdeen is progressing
rapidly. Dolan and Ripley are announcing a
Christmas Eve opening with "The Green
Goddess.”

Managing Director S. K. Wineland of the
Strand Theatre has secured the services of
John Henry Lyons, who is proving a popular
drawing card in connection with the first of
the "Sing Them Again” series, “Close Har-
mony.” The irresistible song leader is mak-
ing the house ring with harmony, and send-
ing ’em out in high spirits.

And speaking of music, the Coliseum The-
atre is welcoming Osborne Putnam Stearns
as its new orchestral conductor, succeeding
Jacques Beaucaire, resigned.

It is further reported that Jack O’Dale has
left the console of the Strand Theatre, where
he was organist, and that Ernest Russell,
who shared honors as organist with the re-
nowned Oliver Wallace at the Liberty, has
resigned. Mr. Russell will go to Tacoma for
the Moore Amusement Company, the Tacoma
J. & V. Company.

Heralded as probably the largest single
deal of the year in this locality comes the
announcement that Jensen & Von Herberg
have contracted for the “Eighteen Specials”
of the Warner Brothers for the coming sea-
son, for their entire circuit of Northwest
theatres. L. K. Brin, of Film Classics, Inc.,
handles all distribution of the Warner prod-
uct in the Pacific Northwest. The Classics
will be given lavish presentation in J. & V.
houses.

J. J. McIntyre, owner of the Columbian
Theatre, Columbia City, Seattle, has sold out
to Wm. Petrie. Mr. Petrie plans an ex-
ploitation campaign to put himself and his
house on the map. Amateur nights and coun-
try store nights will be part of the program.
The Columbian was opened last May.

Robert W. Bender, popular newspaperman,
exploiteer and graduate of the University
of Washington, this week succeeded Harold
E. Daigler as manager of the Columbia The-
atre. Mr. Daigler resigned but is not yet
ready to announce his plans.

John Danz and O. T. Klawitter have con-
solidated their south end theatres, the Flor-
ence, Gem and Star, under one organization.
The Danz houses are second runs. Mr. Danz
has just announced the acquisition of the

Educational short subjects 100 per cent, for
his chain of five houses.

A rumor states that R. H. Glenn, who
owns Glenn theatres in Newcastle, Burnett
and Black Diamond, sustained a loss in the
looting of the box office of the Black Dia-
mond house last week.

The Film Theatre, Craigmont, Idaho, C. A.
Warnacutt, is again telegraphing exchanges:
“Discontinue service as I am no longer in

business.”

J. G. Beckman of the Rialto, Wenatchee,
“where the big red apples grow,” spent
Tuesday in Seattle. It was visible that the
mighty director tried to speak with repres-
sion and due modesty of his locality, yet
admitted with alacrity that the bumper crop
of magnificent apples is not only a sight
worthy of coming miles to see, but spells
success for the farmers and ranchers of the
district. As Beckman is not himself a ranch
owner, his enthusiasm is even more con-
tagious. Incidentally while you are in

Wenatchee, he will show you a capital pro-
gram of pictures at his house.

W. H. Catlierman of the Lyric Theatre,
Huntington, Oregon, died last week. Mr.
Catherman was also the express company’s
agent. The house is continuing, but no de-
tails of the present management have been
received here.

The Coliseum Theatre is to have the first

of the new Paramount pictures sold under
the demonstration plan. It will open No-
vember 17 for an extended run. Pola Negri
in “The Spanish Dancer” is the picture and
it will be thoroughly exploited in co-opera-
tion with H. C. Eagles, Paramount exploiteer
for the local territory, who will devote his
entire time to this picture.

Manager LeRoy V. Johnson has promised a

Wild time for Hallowe’en patrons of his High
Jinks at the Liberty Theatre on October 31.

A genuine high jinks with trimmings will
start promptly at 11 o’clock. Lots of t-e
best features are being kept a deep, dark
scret, but it has leaked out that a twenty-
minute minstrel show, a free-for-all apple
bobbing contest, and prizes for the best cos-
tumes and Hallowe’en pranks of all kinds,
are on the list. Tickets are being sold in
advance, up to seating capacity only.

Montana
Butte’s pictures theatres have been dark

since October 1, when the musicians and
projectionists walked out after the mana-
gers had declined to consider their demand
for wage advances. The new scale proposed
an increase for orchestra men to $57.50 a

week from $42.50, and $77.50 for leaders ; the
stage hands and projectionists asked $57.50

a week, an increase of $5. The houses made
no effort to operate after the date set in the
ultimatum of the employes. The doors were
locked and have remained so, with signs ex-
plaining the situation.

Since the closing of the theatre doors
there has at no time been any indication
that either side would get together and ad-
just their differences. Clearly the theatre
managers cannot afford to run the play-
houses at a decided loss. On the other hand,
the musicians claim that they cannot and
will not return on the old schedule of sal-
aries. It all points to a long deadlock.
The dance halls have signed up on the

new schedule of salaries demanded by the
union and the Empress Theatre likewise has
complied. The Empress is a stock company
and is benefiting by the local conditions.
The theatre loving fans of Butte are visit-

ing Anaconda, thirty miles from here, for
film entertainment.

Connie Eckhart, manager of the Marlowe
Theatre, was in Butte last week in confer-
ence with Merle Davis, general manager of
the Ansonia Amusement Company.

Baumann in Hospital

Walter F. Baumann, who recently re-

signed as executive secretary of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wis-
consin after three years of service with
that organization, was injured several

days ago when his automobile collided

with another machine. Mr. Baumann at

present is convalescing at the Deaconess
Hospital in Milwaukee, where it was
found he had suffered severe injuries

to his spine and lacerations and bruises

to his face and head. Just when he will

he able to leave the hospital it is im-
possible to say, according to the attend-

ing physicians.
Mr. Baumann, upon leaving the ex-

hibitor organization, announced that he
was entering the advertising field and
he was laying his final plans for activi-

ties in that direction when the accident

occurred.

Milwaukee
A move to name an attorney as successor

to Walter F. Baumann, who resigned re-

cently as executive secretary of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, has
been started by Fred Seegert, president of

the organization. Although Mr. Seegert

denies that he has anyone in particular in

view for the post and insists that the asso-

ciation will tatce its time about naming the

new secretary, he has announced that he is

fully convinced that it will profit the or-

ganization to have a lawyer in the office.

Since Mr. Baumann’s resignation Mr. See-
gert has combined the presidential duties
with those of secretary and as a result

speaks from personal experience when he
declares himself in favor of such a step.

“An executive secretary of our organiza-
tion is continually called upon for advice in

regard to contracts,” he declared. “Knowl-
edge of law plays an important part in such
matters. Besides, some knowledge of law
also is required in dealing with the railroad

rate and the industrial commissions. Lob-
bying is another argument for an attorney.
“By hiring an attorney for the post we

would not only get the services of a secre-

tary but at the same time would obtain the
services of a lawyer, thereby killing off two
birds with one stone.”

With betterment of the entire industry as
their aim, sixty-live members of the Film
Board of Milwaukee participated in a dinner
meeting on the night of October 112, discuss-
ing sueh subjects as the uniform contract,
salesmanship, arbitration, co-operation with
exhibitors, and bicycling. It was- one of the
greatest rallies of exchange men ever held
in the city and demonstrated clearly the
growing power and closer unity of the sev-
enteen ollices in Milwaukee.
Leading the discussion were George B.

Levine, president of the organization and
head of Universal in 31ilwaukee; William
Aschmann, head of Bathe; Harold Fitzgerald,
in charge of First National, and Attorney
Ben Koenig, who has been retained as sec-
retary of the Film Board.

When Zev walked away from Papyrus and
crossed the tape a winner in the interna-
tional sporting event, it ended one race but
marked the beginning of another. As a re-
sult of the second race, Milwaukee was able
to see movies of the Zev victory two days
after it took place. International News, it

is claimed, reached the city slightly ahead
of Pathe. The first was shown at the Gar-
den Theatre, managed by Leo A. Landau, and
the latter was at Ascher’s Merrill, managed
by Roy C. MacMullen.

Saxe’s Strand Theatre in Milwaukee, man-
aged by Eddie Weisfeldt, took on the ap-
pearance of a real circus during the recent
showing of Jackie Coogan’s “Circus Days.”
Everything from the circus ticket wagon to
the clowns was there, the clowns being
members of the 'Strand’s famous Syneo-
Symphony orchestra,
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McManus Says That Opposition Should Be
an Incentive to Do Better Exploitation

DURING the past few years we have
used a number of stunts from Charles
F. McManus, who manages the Colo-

nial Theatre, Tacoma, Wash., for H. T.
Moore, whose theatres are in affiliation with
the Jensen & Von Herberg circuit. Most
of these have been sent in by the press
agents, chiefly the First National, since the
house uses that product as the backbone of
its program.
The other day Mr. McManus licked the

stiffest opposition he has had, and he made
such a thorough job of it that he was moved
to pass the ideas along. And while he was
doing this he dipped into so many other
angles and handled them so intelligently

that we are not going to try to better his

own language, but quote his letter intact,

feeling that it must be of real help to other
managers.
Note what he says about opposition. That

should be in a frame over the manager’s
desk in every picture theatre in the world

—

not merely the United States, for opposition
has defeated more otherwise good men than
all the other causes combined.
Mr. McManus says

:

Last week we featured First National’s
The Isle of Lost Ships. During this time
the Western Washington State Fair was
held in Puyallup, which is only 15 miles
from here. The attendance at the fair was
200,000 and as the population of Tacoma is

at present 125,000, this week was looked
upon as a “jinx” by the local showmen. Not-
withstanding this fact, I had a hunch that
if the right kind of exploitation was used
business could be done during this week.

1 have always gone on the theory that the
tougher the weather conditions are, or op-
position is, these things can be overcome to
a great extent if the right kind of exploita-
tion is used. I have always maintained that
if the right kind of good pictures were re-
leased during the summer months that the

average theatre could make money. To
supplement this statement, 1 could say I

played the West Bound Limited during the

month of July, in one of the hottest weeks
of the year, and broke all box office records
for the past twelve months. Of course this

meant a lot of work and the right kind of

exploitation, but it proved time and money
well spent.

Started in Early

Coming back to my original subject, our
business on The Isle of Lost Ships during
the fair week was excellent and as far as
our receipts were concerned it might never
have existed. Of course to put this over
meant a lot of work, but I opened up on the
picture a month in advance, using a full

page in our monthly announcement to an-
nounce it. Starting last June, I have an-
nounced the block of pictures to be shown
each month at the beginning of the month.
It seems to me that this group announce-
ment makes a lasting impression.
The second week in September I ran the

regular trailer which is exceptionally good.
The week before the opening of this pic-

ture I used a display on each side of the
stage which was illuminated during the in-

termissions and ran a special trailer I had
made. The foyer contained three atmos-
pheric displays while I used the regular
30 x 40 oil paintings and four compo-boards
cutouts that I had made in front of the
theatre. From time to time I have heralded
the coming of any special picture by sand-
wiching announcements of the production
with the front I was using on the picture I

was playing. When I first started this I

received comments that this might hurt
business as it would detract from the bill

that I was running, but I have found that it

does not do so because by marking every-
thing clearly .with the words, “Coming Sat-
urday” (the Jensen & Von Herberg week
starts on Saturday instead of Sunday or

Monday.—Ed.), it creates a desire to see
and an interest in the coming attraction.

Advance Is Best

One day of advanced exploitation is worth
two while the picture is playing, so I al-

ways try to have my window displays in

place at least four days before the picture
starts. Also when I use a float I find that
the same rule applies, so on the Wednesday
before the opening of The Girl of the Golden
West six window displays were in place and
the float on the street.

In regard to my front: If a nice sales
front is put out on the average production
and the big spreads reserved for the bigger
pictures, the people know that a big front
means a big picture and come flocking in

while our regular patrons and those sold on
the star value or the title of the average
production do not hesitate to come anyway.
The inclosed picture of my front will give
a fair idea of the display.

I think that nothing creates a better at-
mosphere than to costume the ushers, which
I do whenever possible, as this breaks the
monotony of the regular uniform and also
makes a setting for the feature.
Another exploitation angle which I think

helps is the using of a wall of an old build-
ing that is being torn down to make way
for a new hotel. This building is situated
on the main business corner of our city and
very valuable. Through a special arrange-
ment with the contractor I am enabled to
hang a twenty-four sheet display without
any cost to us except passes for his family.

Played Up the Pups
Police dogs for exploiting pictures have

been old since Strongheart, but police pup-
pies are still better. That’s what H. C. Far-
ley, of the Strand Theatre, Montgomery,
Ala., discovered.
He had the proud parents chained to a

cage containing a litter of police puppies
and he did not really need the atmospheric
lobby he threw in for good measure.

First National Releases

TWO STUNTS WHICH MEANT TANGIBLE DOLLARS TO THE BOX OFFICE OF THE COLONIAL THEATRE, TACOMA
On the left is a float which helped to offset the effects of a local fair of unusual importance. On the right is a sign on a blank wall
next the new hotel which is the most interesting thing to residents of Tacoma just now. Getting this location ensures that a large

proportion of the population will see it, most of them daily. Opposition never scares Mr. McManus.
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Six Day Sales Are

Help to a Feature
“Six Day Sales,” with one special bargain

for each day, was a real helper in selling

Six Days in Washington, Pa.
Floyd Morrow, of the Regent Theatre,

tied the leading stores to the idea and ar-

ranged to let them have single passes to

give with each of the bargains, getting it

back, and more, on the special advertising
they did for the sale apd the Elinor Glynn
feature, not to mention the window displays.

This is a simple stunt and can be worked
without the ticket angle, if desired, but
where the ticket is included, these can be
laid off at half price and charged to adver-
tising, with the realization that most of

them will bring in one or more full paid

tickets.

Rush Campaign Was
Financial Success

Because The Meanest Man in the World
was a rush booking at Loew’s State Thea-
tre, Cleveland, Irving Lesser, of Principal
Pictures, sent Harry D. Wilson over to help
out M. A. Malaney on the job, though
Malancy generally manages to put things
over whether or not he has assistance.

Wilson found the stage nicely set, for

George M. Cohan, from whose play the
picture was made, was appearing at a near-
by house in The Song and Dance Man while
Lvtell, the star, was a feature at Keith’s
Palace, not far on the other side of the
State.

For a starter Wilson got out some teasers
in one, three and eight sheet sizes, stating
that the meanest man in the world was to
be seen on a specified date, without telling

the house. That is old stuff, but it never
yet failed. At a proper time these were
covered with block paper telling that he
would be at the State, and giving plenty of
space to both author and star.

The hotel where Lvtell stopped was ban-
nered in welcome and for a lobby kicker
there was a bulletin board on which were
displayed twenty-five telegrams from other
picture stars wishing Lytell a big week in

person and on the film.

Twenty thousand rotos were put out in

the house the preceding week, and line

drawings were used for teasers. A whirl-
wind campaign put the picture over to big
business.

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

O N the program of which “The Fight-
ing Blade” was the feature picture
were three stage presentations, one

orchestral number, the Papyrus-Zev race
pictures and the Topical Review, the whole
running two hours and eight minutes, the
average time for this house. Of these, one
of the stage numbers was put on for the
first time in any theatre other than the le-

gitimate, it being from “Up She Goes,” by
permission.
The number from the musical comedy was

“Journey’s End,” a ballad duet for tenor and
soprano, for which Hyman used in addition
eight girl dancers. It opened with a set-

piece cottage center stage, backed up by a
cut wood drop. Window flower boxes at

the large double windows of the cottage.
With this set lighted by blue borders, am-
ber foots one-quarter, an amber spot, an
orange spot and two pink spots from the
sides, the eight girls came on and went
through the verse and chorus with an ec-

centric symphony dance. At their exit the
vocalists came on from opposite side, the
soprano going through the number first and
then the tenor, with both finishing the sec-
ond chorus in duet, the girl having gone
into the house, lighted the windows and
opened them while the tenor was going
through the verse. For the finish the girls

came on with prop banjoes as if to sere-
nade the couple. As the amber foots went
to blue, the blue borders dimmed off and
the orange and one pink spot were dimmed
out, the lights at the window were switched
off and a second later a light appeared at

the upstairs window, and the shade on it

was lowered as the curtains closed.

Strip lights were used at these windows,
the bottom one being augmented by an or-
ange box lamp. A long string tied to the
blind of the upper window lowered it.

The Symphonized Jazz introduced “Mar-
chita,” “Bonnie,” “I Love You,” “Saw Mill

River Road” and “Foolish Child.” The sil-

ver draw curtains were closed on the small

stage, and on these were blue foot lights,

magenta x-rays across top and two Mes-
trum booth floods of light green. Two flood

lights from the dome of 150 amperes were
color blend on the orchestra. The trans-
parent columns at each side of the stage
were green from the top, with magenta in

the base.

The Prison Scene from “Faust” was pre-

ceded by a special trailer on the screen, an-
nouncing the cast and a brief synopsis of
the scene. At opening the amber foots were
on one-quarter, revealing the prison interior

for which a back drop was used. On a

bedding of straw to the side Marguerite
was seen, asleep, under a straw spot from
the side. Later the blue borders came up.

Four Mestrum floods, two from the booth
and two from the dome, were deep blue on
the orchestra and side drapes. This num-
ber ran 15 minutes, with soprano, tenor and
basso.

The dancers alone were put on in the
Meditation from “Thais,” with the silver cy-
clorama as background. Over this was
draped the plush eye so that the silver

showed through. The ballet was costumed
in white tarletan, wore red wigs and car-

ried bouquets of red roses. At opening the

llama cloth curtains at proscenium arch
were closed, opening as the dance pro-
gressed. The concert-master playing the
obligato was picked up by light blue over-
head spot. On the dancers were light pink,

rose pink and light blue spots. Magenta
floods from the booth on the orchestra and
sides, and rose pink floods from the dome
on the orchestra only.

Hail to the Chief! Improved Amateurs
Most of the exploitation on The Mid-

night Alarm at the Rialto Theatre, Augusta,

Ga., was supplied by the Chief of the Fire

Department. He not only loaned Frank J.

Miller a spare fire engine for a perambula-
tor, but he made an interesting exhibit of
duplicate apparatus in the lobby on the
grounds that it would help advertise the fire

department. It was costless and very ef-

fective exploitation.

Bettering the crude “amateur night,” Cliff

Denham, of the Royal Theatre, Victoria, B.

C., is using in its stead “discovery night."

In this the idea is to try out three or four
artists on a specified night with the idea

of obtaining an attraction for the following
week, and the plan is useful in that it gains
the support of the music and dancing teach-
ers, who are naturally anxious to place one
of their pupils for the advertising advantage
accruing.

A First National Release
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GEORGE 1 COHAN’S

FAMOUS STAGE PRODUCTION
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with

BERT LYTELL

FOUR EXHIBITS FROM THE CLEVELAND CAMPAIGN ON THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD
These show, in order, the hotel at which the star was stopping, the teaser sheets, the later block announcement and the bulletin board
on which were posted telegrams from other picture stars. George M. Cohan, the author of the play, was appearing in The Song

and Dance Man on one side of the State and Lytell himself was at a vaudeville house on the other side.
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A First National Release

Goes Up to Comer
After the Patrons

Because of a change over to another the-
atre, Inspiration Pictures are going strong
after the casual theatre-goer. One of the
stunts is the banner across Forty-ninth
street, at Broadway, which tells that the
Lillian Gish picture is “right here on 49th
street.” Net banners are reasonably new,
though Harry Reichenbach is going to spit

fire if he ever reads the press agent’s decla-
ration that “never before in the history of
motion pictures” has a similar banner been
used.

ANDREE’S FEET MUST RUN PRETTY FAR UP HER LEGS
The press agent refers to the centrepiece in this display from Pantages, Kansas City,

as a picture of Trilby’s feet, but why argue just where the foot ends and the leg

begins. It was the centre of an effective display that got the cash. Enough!

Brought in a Claque
for Special Showing

One of the drawbacks of the average spec-
ial showing is the lack of applause. Special
guests somehow seem to feel that to betray
a real interest in a picture is unworthy of

their high estate and the punch which comes
from applause is lacking.

Called in the Kids

Fra*nk Woolen, publicity agent for the
Garrick Theatres. Minneapolis and St. Paul,
stages a special showing of Enemies of

Women in both theatres, inviting the usual
officials and officers of women’s clubs. In
the balcony were a bunch of newsboys who
for ten days had been wearing a special but-
ton badt^e reading with the title and thea-

tre. These badges were their admission
tickets.

Plenty of Accessories

Their enthusiasm warmed up the bunch
down stairs and as a result the important
guests went away with a better idea of the

audience reaction to the picture than if the

house had been left to them alone.

In the line of regular work 10,000 blotters

were distributed along with as many powder
puffs and 15,000 mailed postals. There were
40 24-sheets used and 1500 stock one sheets

and 1,000 block specials. In addition three

dozen dolls were displayed in as many win-
dows with free slips on which anyone could

estimate the weight of the doll and a dozen
showily dressed girls distributed “we dare

you to give this to your wife unopened”
envelopes.

Suited One Kid
A voting contest that suited one small boy

was held bv the Farragut Theatre, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. The voting was limited to those

who purchased tickets for Penrod and Sam
and the properly registered candidates were
permitted to invade the lobby and ask for

votes so long as they did not get to be too

much of a nuisance. Some 40,000 votes were
cast, which gives the low down on the busi-

ness the Farragut did on this picture.

The prize was—how did you guess it?

—

a Penrod suit contributed by the manu-
facturer.

An Inspiration Release

THE DIRECTION BANNER
As a novelty the banner simply isn’t, but

there is reasonable novelty in going up to

the corner after patronage, though Eddie
Collins did it down in Texas a long time
ago.

Another “Largest”
Fred Miller, of the California Theatre,

Los Angeles, is the latest to come forward
with the “largest” billboard. He threw three

28-sheet boards into one for Marion Davies
in Little Old New York, achieving an 84-

sheet board. It made a tremendous flash,

but it is by no means the largest on record.

England still seems to hold the record.

Selling Jackie
A circus tent of compoboard, guaranteed

against blow and washdowns, was built on
the marquise of the Metropolitan Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga., just because they had Jackie
Coogan in Circus Days.

In front of this cutouts from the Coogan
and other lithographs were formed into a

circus parade so realistic you could almost
hear the calliope. It got all the kids who
were able to walk whether in first or second
childhood and of course the adults horned
in with the usual excuse that the kiddies
needed looking after.

A Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Release

HERE IS THE LARGEST SIGNBOARD IN THE WORLD, NO. 728

It is an 84 sheet board, made by throwing three 28 sheet spaces together, and was
used to announce the coming of Little Old New York to the California Theatre, Los

Angeles. It is not really the largest, but it proved plenty large enough.
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Paramount presents "HIS CHILDREN’S CHILDREN”
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'DRUMS OF JEOPARDY ''

a Truart Production starring Elaine Hammerstein. Supported by Wallace Beery

Jack Mulhall and David Torrence. Directed bv Edward Dillon.
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Metro Pictures presents jackie Coogan in

by Mary Roberts Rhinehart.

LONG LIVE THE KING
A Metro Picture.
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Uses Reichmarks as

Matinee Souvenirs
The Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville, Pa.,

has found a new use for the reichmark.

Most houses have used them on money
titles, but the Hip builds matinee business,

as explained in a three seventeens.

In a nice display it announces that it has

purchased one hundred million marks and
will give a 10,000 mark note (“formerly

worth $2,400”) to all who attend the matinee

on the argument that while the evening

crowds have to stand until seats are va-

cated, there are always a few empties at the

matinees. The conclusion runs:

“We are not even suggesting that they

will ever be worth more than they are now,

but they make an attractive souvenir, book-
mark or what not, and perhaps some day
your children can buy a gallon of gas for

the old flivver or even a Rolls Rovce, who
knows ?”

Marks are cheap and a novelty and they

work better as souvenirs than as adver-

tisements. a. Fox tueitone

SAYING IT WITH FLAGS OVER IN NEWARK

Boomed the Second
This is how the Fox Terminal Theatre put over The Silent Command. The use of the
flag is questionable even for a picture dealing with the Navy, but the house surely

made a flash. Because of the flatness of the photograph the lobby looks more
crowded than it is.Figuring that if exploitation helped a

first run it might be just as valuable to a

second time, Earl Payne, of the Kentucky
Theatre, Louisville, offered a bright shawl

to the amateur scenarist who wrote the best

new ending to the Barthelmess-Gish produc-

tion. Of course he tied it to a newspaper
and got a front page break for more than

a week, and The Bright Shawl proved that

its colors were not dimmed by age.

When more second-run managers get

over this first run nonsense, more houses
will make more money.

A Blanket Policy
Now the laugh insurance policy has in-

vaded England. Horace Judge, who went
to London to look after First National pub-
licity in the United Kingdom, has taken out

a blanket policy with Lloyds for £500 for

each death directly caused by laughter at

the antics of Douglas MacLean in The Hot-
tentot. The insurance runs for six months.

Style Show Ballyhoo
Realizing that his style show would bring

an unusually large patronage to the house,

George A. McDermit, of the Rialto Theatre,

Macon. Ga., arranged to ballyhoo for the

next attraction.

With the house lights all down and a

white spot on the runway, a mysterious

looking man in a voluminous cape and a

slouch hat walked on the stage and down
the runway while the orchestra played

creepy music.

Well down the run, he drew from beneath

his coat a large sign written “There is ro-

mance in Strangers of the Night. Next

week.” For a one-timer it beat out trailers

or any of the usual stunts.

Played His Cards
Buying two dozen packs of playing cards,

H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre, Mont-
gomery, Ala., overprinted them “A gamble
for big stakes—Life—in The Spoilers” with
house and date. This gave him 1,2-18 throw-
aways that were handed out to persons on
the street away from the theatre. The cost
was about $10, but the results justified the
expense.

In painting a 20 foot banner, Mr. Farley
selected a location exposed to the sun, let-

tering in a bright orange against a dark
ground. It made a flash that could be seen
much further than usual because of the
color scheme and because the entire space
was given to the eight letters required to
spell out “Spoilers.” More text would have
brought him far less in the matter of ad-
vertisement.

One Third
Denying the old adage that it takes nine

tailors to make a man, George E. Brown,
of the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte, S. C.,

points out that he made A Tailor Made
Man with only three tailors.

He had this somewhat aged First Na-
tional and persuaded the three leading tail-

ors to donate a window apiece to a display
of unusual models and stills from the play,

a sort of window fashion show in three
acts.

Then he cut out the one sheet posting and
used instead 200 window cards, which
seemed to give him better results than the
posters. With no special investment in ex-
ploitation, he did a nice business.

Took the Trolley
Hooking in to the annual Wheat Show in

Wichita, through the United Commercial
Travelers’ Association, who are really be-
hind the Kansas annual, the Kansas Thea-
tre, Wichita, got the use of the Toonerville
Trolley reproduction which, true to its type,
met all trains and spent the rest of the time
circulating the city streets with the Skipper
and Katinka.
At the mere cost of writing the numerous

signs Charles H. Barron was able to do a
big week’s business when similar opposition
usually kills it off.

A First National Release

A SIMPLE AND YET VERY EFFECTIVE FRONT FOR JACKIE
Planned by Larry Richardson, of the Lyric Theatre, East St. Louis, for Circus Days.
The little girl who impersonated Jackie was a professional, but the other children

were amateurs who managed to get over an effective and pulling ballyhoo.
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Good Display Is

Not Satisfactory
Writing from the Rialto Theatre, Clinton,

Iowa, Harold D. Barnes sends in a couple
of displays and writes that it is seldom that
the compositors give him what he aims at,

even though he may mark the copy and then
revise the proofs. Sometimes the printer ig-

nores the revision marks completely. Either
Mr. Barnes is sending in some super-
exceptional results, or he is difficult to
please. Any man, small town or big, who
can coax as good as this display from a

printing office should go out on the house-

Among the thousands of motion pictures

produced, many rise to the level of good

pictures, but only a few reach the pinnacle

of greatness.

'

'MEN the lights in the Rialto are low.

_ ered next Sunday, there will Unfold
on the screen, a truly great photoplay.

Enemies of Women

The story born of the brain of Blasco

Ibanez, the settings created by Joseph Urban,

the leading characters lived by Alma Rubens

and Lionel Barrymore, “Enemies of Women” is

replete with artistry, and indeed marks a new
era in motion picture production.

A Goldwyn Release

A PRETTY DISPLAY

tops and sing paens of joy. We can see

that improvement can be made in this lay-

out. The title can be displayed in a better

face, perhaps the body type is not the pre-

cise best, but the present result is so much
better than most managers get that we
think Mr. Barnes is too difficult to suit. It

has been a long time since better work has

come from a town the size of Clinton, and
Mr. Barnes does not know how truly for-

tunate he is. His second example is a pair

of displays for Children of Jazz, evidently

the two setups from the same copy by the

two local papers. This is a more ambitious

job. The example shown is merely three

tens, with simple cut placement. The other

pair drop the full length of three columns
and advertise Jazz Week in conjunction

with the Paramount title. Each employs
the same layout with six stock cuts from
the press book which admirably serve to ad-

vertise both the title and the week. In each
the display is good, though not the best

possible, but Mr. Barnes could get very
little better in a big center. The two ads

break about 50-50 in display, but both are

above the average—well above—and if Mr.
Barnes wants to sob on our shoulder, he

will have to bring in more harrowing ex-

amples. We regard these as distinctly good,

even though one printer does refer to a

“spasam.” We think that Mr. Barnes would
get even better results if he would jolly

the compositors instead of fighting them.
Evidently he has two papers with better

than average job men. He should put in a

couple of weeks in—say Boston, and he

would realize then how fortunate he is.

High ideals are good things to have, but it

is a saner thing to pitch the ideals closer
to possible accomplishment and not try
magazine standards on country newspaper
offices. Mr. Barnes writes giood copy and
can do good work both with a running
style as is shown in the reproduction and
in the detached lines. He seems to be
equally at home with either style. We would
like more of his samples.

Shot a Dog
Borrowing a musket, said to have been

the one from which the first shot was fired
in a local riot some years ago, got Frank
J. Miller a good dog story when To the Last
Man was played at the Rialto Theatre, Au-
gusta, Ga.
The history of the gun was written on a

card for a lobby display and the additional
facts supplied the reporter.
For additional lobby work a shadow box

in the form of a log cabin was employed.
This had a gauze window back of which a
cutout was placed in the act of firing a gun
through the window, lighted for a silhouette
effect.

If Winter Comes
Helps Fall Trade

Fifteen merchants co-operated with the
Regent Theatre, Ottawa, on the world
premiere of If Winter Comes, in the cam-
paign of Oral D. Cloakey recently described
in this department. Naturally the fur com-
panies came in on the catchline, for this

was made to order for them, but some of
the other hook ins are more unusual. A
restaurant advises that when winter comes
you will enjoy their hot meals, and phono-
graphs are offered as an entertainment for
Winter evenings. A business college will be
open all Winter, and automobile batteries
need closer attention in cold weather. It

made a fine flash at small cost to the house
and was useful in that it helped to surround
the picture with the suggestion of the un-
usually important. If Winter Comes, re-

leased in the early Fall, is a decided aid to

advertising managers and if you do not care
to go to the trouble of organizing a page or
a double truck, pass the idea along to the
advertising manager of the newspaper. He
may be interested, if you are not, and will

probably be willing to go out and round up

the merchants himself in consideration of
the additional space he will sell. We think,
however, there are few managers who have
not trained their merchants to an appre-
ciation of the hook-up. This is a splendid
starter for others.

This Halftone Is

a Guessing Contest
Here is another example of a halftone

killing off the line work. We do not know
where it hails from but if we had a house
in the town where this Colonial Theatre is

located, we think we would swear off half-
tones. The space would have been very
much better had this head cut been removed

A First National Release

WHO IS HE?
and the type expanded. Perhaps it is Tom
•Ince or it may be Lew Dockstader in burnt
cork. Whoever it is, it is a blot on the dis-
play. We do not altogether like the reverse
title plates the First National is getting out

THE TIME HAS COME TO THINK: "IF WINTER COMES” "IF WINTER COMES" ARE YOU PREPARED FOR IT?

poor lufipj mb 'Nont

I P.N!acMar<io*Ca

Auto Varnishing

and Trimming Shop

A Fox Release

A Double Truck on the Canadian opening of If Winter Comes
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on some recent releases. They seldom show
as well as a black letter in a white frame,
but you do not have to use these unless

you like them. This copy would interest

the student of physiology for on the left

your emotions are clutched “with fingers of

steel” and on the right the thrills “run an

icy finger up your spine.” The allusions are

too similar. Either one would be good, but
the pair of fingers suggest a freak show. It

is not a particularly good example.

Line Cuts Best for

Isle of Lost Ships
Most of the halftones for The Isle of Lost

Ships seem to have been made on the wrong
screen. This looks like an eighty screen,

where it is probable that even a sixty would
have been a little too fine. It tries to crawl
through the paper and succeeds in getting

only half way through. This example is

from the American Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio, a town which should give fairly good
press work, but this is muddy and uninvit-

ing, saved only by the unusually good copy

American Theatre Today and Thursday
"1 will marry the man who saves me from that brute! she cried in despair!

—and over lbs ereiltnj? hulks or countli o» derellcl ship* the brill-

oiar or Ihll gr»veyprd 01 ihu deep and ilu- in..n arruaed ot murder
lough! tor poriMnloo ot- the benullul young caaiawuy.

Milton Sills, Anna Q. Nilsson, Frank Campeau, Walter Long
The kind of adventure that down deep in your heart, you would have loved to live!

Celebrated Comedy, “Oil's Well.” Admission 15 and -25c

A First National Release

MORE FINE SCREEN WORK
which the locale and story make possible.

If you read the type, and it is planned so
that the larger lines lead you into the six

point, the chances are that you will desire
to see the production, but the line cut is not
going to help much. It would be better to
burnish the cut down into a silhouette—at
least it would then be a decent black in-

stead of this grey blotch. It would have
been much better to have shot the cut in

favor of a larger type face for the selling

talk, sinking the line cut to the extreme
bottom of the space and moving the type

Type and Line Cut
Good Combination

Building up a supplied cut with type gives
James Hart, of the Rex Theatre, Oshkosh,
Wis., as nice a display as he could ask for,

and the house does not have to slap on a
mortgage to pay an artist’s salary. This is be-
cause Mr. Hart has arrived at an under-
standing with the compositors and has ex-
plained to them that if they do not get the
bulk of the space too black, they can get

good display for house and title in what a
great many printers would insist upon using
for body type. He knows that it is not the
actual size of the letter, but its relation to

the rest of the type that makes for dis-

play, with the result that medium size let-

ters yield a better display than would let-

A Universal Release

CLEAN AND INVITING
ters twice or three times the size in less

carefully chosen company. Proper selection

of type faces gives Mr. Hart a quarter page
average display value from an investment in

thirteen inches—a two six and a halfs—and
helps to keep down the paper shortage.

More than this, Mr. Hart does not stop with
type, but he gets careful copy. In this in-

stance he starts off with a challenge

—

“You’ll want to see Driven because.” You
read on to see what makes him so positive,

and you stand a pretty fair chance of being
sold on the argument. When so much can
be done with type, it seems strange that

managers will cling so persistently to hand
lettering.

The Fashion Show
Delights Atlanta

Because it followed Hollywood, on which
considerable extra effort had been expend-
ed, Howard Price Kingsmore put on a fash-
ion show with Lawful Larceny and distrib-

uted reichmarks in conjunction with a
prominent drug store.

The window of the store was turned over
to a display of the marks with an offer to

give one to each purchaser of goods worth
a dollar or more. A blower kept the marks
in circulation and gave basis for a sign
reading to the effect that marks were “up
in the air.” Each bill was overprinted with
“If anyone steals this from you it is Law-
ful Larceny. Do not report Lawful Lar-
ceny to the police. Find out why at the
Hoard Theatre, September 10.” The marks
worked so well that the store cut the dol-
lar limit, and made a more generous dis-

tribution, figuring that here was something
that would not be thrown away.
The fashion show was in three parts, dis-

playing sports clothes, afternoon frocks and
evening gowns. The first two used ex-
teriors and the last a handsome interior with
a gilded stairway down which the models
made their entrances, later promenading
down a runway through the center aisle.

The show added considerably to the volume
of press work, the co-operating stores bring-

ing their advertising pressure to bear on
the dispenser of free space to help out the
theatre.

Adds a New Kick
to a Punch Line

The best thing in this display for Mighty
Lak a Rose from the Colonial Theatre, Eas-
ton, Pa., is contained in the circle, where
the six point text reads : “There is some-
thing in this picture that you don’t see on
the screen—and it will get you.” There is

almost too much description in the panel.
It is all good stuff, but the picture does not
need that much, and the matter in the circle
could sell by itself on a pinch. The cuts do

THIS THIS
ENTIRE
WEEK

ENTIRE
WEEK COLONIA
'Vou're YellowJim
yellow since

that girl came ;

with her fiddle
and talk -of

i

« '•

Edwin Careve presents

icmm
In the high and loir places

• Directed by IdwinCarene

A First National Release

THE CIRCLE SELLS
not come through very well, and make less

of a showing in the original than in this re-
production, but the cuts are not particularly
important and this does not matter. The
display is chiefly interesting in showing how
the plan book cuts can be built upon.

True to Tint
Using a blacksmith in the lobby of the

Rialto Theatre gave Frank J. Miller, of Au-
gusta, Ga., both sight and sound attractors
on The Village Blacksmith. The entire
lobby was masked in with a board struc-
ture about ten feet high with a door giving
on the box office. A real anvil, a portable
forge and a smith who struck the anvil with
a sledge hammer were the accessories.
To preserve the color unities Mr. Miller

used a black smith, though possibly his con-
sideration was the fact that a darkey could
be hired more cheaply than a white man.

Shocking
Even a man with an absolutely quiet con-

science is apt to be a little startled when
he opens a letter and a diamond engage-
ment ring drops out—and that in spite of
the fact that the diamond is decidedly yel-
low and rather glassy. And when he fishes
out a letter telling “Dearest” that the writer
is returning the ring and must never see
you again those with guilty memories are
apt to wonder what time the next train
leaves. It takes a turn over the page to
discover that it is a decidedly clever ad-
vertisement for Maytime.



Willi theAdvertising Brains
AWeekly discussion ofThenew; Unusual ,

andNovel inpromotionaids
CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

T T T'HAT of the trailer as an adver-

VV tising medium?
Should it merely announce, or tease,

or sell with “reason-why” titles as

well as with pictures, or should it do

all of these things? Is there danger

of a trailer showing too much and thus

taking the edge off the picture itself?

What is the ideal length of a trailer?

These and countless other problems

confront the man who is preparing a

trailer on a forthcoming production.

We don’t presume to be able to

answer all of the foregoing queries,

for there is no definite and final

answer that will suit all cases and

occasions. We merely bring them up

because this is a department for dis-

cussion—discussion whose ultimate

aim is the betterment of every adver-

tising aid.

EVER since the trailer developed

from its predecessor, the slide

which still holds its important place

as an advertising medium, the adver-

tising brains of the industry have been

competing with each other in efforts

to devise trailers of such seat-selling

poAver as to make a cash customer of

e\rery person who sees one. We ha\Te

seen some mighty good trailers in our

day—and some mighty poor ones.

The good ones “sold” us absolutely

—

more so, perhaps, than Ave Avould have

been sold by any other form of motion

picture adA^ertising ;
the poor ones

made us glad that Ave had been fore-

Avarned of Avhat to expect “next Aveek.”

And after seeing the poor trailer no

amount of neAATspaper advertising or

any other kind of exploitation Avould

haA'e made us go to the theatre. And
Ave think we are just about the same

as most everybody else.

I
N the film trade the trailer may be

likened to the sample package of a

manufacturer of a standard com-

modity. It is a free sample and, like

most "other free samples, is virtually

forced upon the recipient. Thus it

must first of all overcome a natural

sales resistance. If the sample is good,

the fact that it Avas “forced” on a

person Avhile that person Avas expect-

ing only to be entertained othenvise

is readily overlooked. Resistance is

broken doAvn and the sale is closed.

If the sample is poor, not only is a

prospective sale lost, but the picture

patron is made sore—peeved because

something Avas “forced” on him that

he did not Avant to see and which was
not Avorth looking at anyway.

B ECAUSE it IS a sample, the

trailer is the only form of adver-
tising of Avhich Ave know Avhich has
the poAver of KILLING sales unless it

is good. For proof, consider, for ex-

ample, a sample of soap. If the sample
of soap is good, one will probably buy
a cake of the soap, knoAving Avhat to

expect. If the sample of soap is poor,

certainly one will steer clear of soap
the same as the sample. That’s simple

merchandising, isn’t it?

Thus the sample is a more powerful,
if not a more far-reaching medium
than any other form of promotional
publicity. A neAvspaper ad, a poster, a

lobby display, an exploitation stunt

may have the poAver to sell a picture,

but seldom the poAver to unsell. It is

only the sample that has that power

—

and in the case of motion pictures it is

only the trailer Avhich has such pewer.

AND, important as the trailer is in

selling the picture to people ready
to buy, vital as it is—especially to the
neighborhood house Avith a “house”
and not a “picture” clientele—it still

remains the “houn’ dog” of the adver-
tising department. With its brother,
the slide, it is alloAved to shift for itself

in most cases. The advertising man is

“too busy” to bother with it. Rather
Avould he spend more time in making
neAvspaper ads or posters or something
else that he can show the boss.

The fact is that, in nine cases out of

ten, the advertising man seldom even
sees a trailer on the production he is

advertising. So the preparation of the

trailer is left to some outsider—some
one Avho may know a Avhole lot about
cutting film and nothing at all about
Avhat constitutes the selling points of

a motion picture. Often the trailer is

prepared not by any individual con-
nected with the company releasing the

picture, but by an organization whose
only function is the distribution of

trailers.

-VjlVT'aVv _

Chester ftennett WANE NOVAK'*-5”

The LULLABY
A I’llOTdlll.'AMAIII Ml l OIrt Qt I HI SOUI.

Notice the extreme effectiveness of simplicity in both these

twenty-fours. Merely further proof of the argument that
over-many credit lines, tasteless display and a lot of other
useless junk on a stand make it look like an order of

scrambled eggs mixed with a crazy rainbow. Neither of

these black and white reproductions do justice to the power
of the color scheme in each.

ANNA»w.i'c' -v (k-uJJevKW • ^ ^
ry V.--> Or flth Huf ttfldk* t\ Jf.Jme*

A ' ' ' •' • Jiut national Picture* Inc. t-

EUGENE O’NEILL'S
Pulitzer Prize Play.

if
Jb
CHRISTIE

*** Blanche Sweet
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That this procedure is radically

wrong from the standpoint of the ex-

hibitor who uses the trailer is only too
obvious. For instance, a picture may
have a Western angle, a thrill, a sen-

timental angle, a spectacular angle
and a pictorial angle. Is any one who
doesn’t KNOW going to be able to

combine all of those selling points in

a trailer? And does any one who
hasn’t had real advertising experience
in the film business know what is and
what isn’t a seat-selling angle? We
leave the answer to those very adver-
tising men who are in the practise of

shoving off the work of getting out a

trailer on some one outside of their

department and organization.

We don’t argue for one minute with
the established practise of a separate
organization distributing the trailer.

That’s sound and sensible. But we
do register a most emphatic “kick”
against the practise of allowing any
outsider to prepare a trailer.

J
F you, Mr. Advertising Man, do not
think the trailer is one of the most

important advertising aids for the ex-

hibitor, just consider a case something
like this

:

A crowded house—say seating about
600. Your trailer advertises a Western
picture. You have included the big
thrill and just a taste of the dramatic
action. Conceded, now, that you have
“sold” every man and boy in the audi-

ence. What about the women? Were
there not just one of two flashes that

you could have included that would be
particularly attractive to women?
Wasn’t there a shot showing some new
gowns, some sentimental bit, some
touching, softer moment?
Think it over when next you think

of a trailer.

I
T is our belief that .the length of a

trailer, too, has a great deal to do
with its success or failure. With the

over-long features and long programs
today many exhibitors believe that

their schedule of performances does
not give them time to use trailers. Yet
many of these same exhibitors permit
a “stage wait” of a few moments be-

tween shows. It is our opinion that it

is a much better plan to run a trailer

between shows, while persons are leav-

ing and entering the theatre and seats,

than to have nothing at all going on
except, perhaps, an organ solo.

Then, too, there are the exhibitors

who overdo trailer and slide advertis-

ing. For instance, in some three-a-

week-change houses the managers will

run three trailers one after the other.

Instead of closing a sale on any one
of the three forthcoming productions
this procedure most often succeeds
only in making one or more patrons
impatient for the regular show to go
on. And one impatient person
Wriggling in a theatre seat can start

a whole crowd wriggling and coughing,

Clips from the supplementary “news” trailer
put out by First National, showing Anna Q.
Nilsson being shorn of her beauty locks to
play the part of a “youth” in “Ponjola.”
This is a darned good idea and should prove

a good curiosity arouser.

and put them in such a state of im-
patience that it takes a mighty absorb-
ing picture to get them concentrated
and quiet again.

BUT we digress. This is not a
department on how to conduct a

theatre. We were speaking of trailers.

And, speaking of trailers, we hand the
bouquet this week to Bob Baxter, of

First National. In his own words,
here’s why

:

“Trying to sell a feature to the
public on a news-basis trailer is the
new angle worked out by First Na-
tional in connection with the release

of ‘Ponjola.’

“The plan accords with the stress

laid by pictorial services and roto-

gravure sections upon ‘news’ stills and,
like this branch of publicity and ad-
vertising, advocates that the public can
be sold on a feature by news pictures

through a trailer as well as through
the newspapers.
“The theory has taken substance in

a three-hundred-foot trailer prepared
on ‘Ponjola,’ showing Anna Q. Nilsson
having her hair cut to take the role

of a youth in the picture. Outside of

the fact that it represents an incident

that probably never will be repeated,

the sight of the screen star being
shorn of her beauty locks has already
attracted nation-wide attention, as has
been evidenced by the demands made
for stills of the clipping process.

“The trailer (which is illustrated in

these columns) shows Miss Nilsson
arriving at the barber shop, the prep-

arations incidental to the operation
and the final shearing of the locks.

The humorous angle, combined with
the unusual news angle, has made this

trailer of unusual interest, especially

when it is shown immediately follow-

ing the showing of the regular news
reel.

“The present plan of distribution is

to have theatres show this special

trailer about two weeks before the

‘Ponjola’ play date, and to follow it

up, the next week, with the regular

trailer on the picture.”

NEWS” trailers, as differentiated

from production trailers, have
been used before with excellent results.

But seldom has the news angle been
as interesting to fans as the story of

a star having her long locks actually

clipped. More trailers with as inter-

esting news subject matter would be
welcomed by exhibitors and public

alike.

We feel quite safe in saying that

among the most elaborate and beauti-

ful advertisements ever issued for mo-
tion pictures are the “de luxe” books
furnished exchange managers by War-
ner Brothers. We have just received

from Lon Young de luxe books on
“Tiger Rose” and “The Country Kid.”
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“Long Live the King”

Jackie Coogan’s First for Metro Is a Big
Spectacular and Unusually Entertaining

Picture
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Jackie Coogan’s initial Metro production,
“Long Live the King,” based on Mary Rob-
erts Rinehart’s novel of the same title, is a

big spectacular picture extremely rich in

pathos and human interest with delightful
comedy touches, which should pack any
theatre, please the grown-ups and prove a

delight for the kiddies.
Dealing with the story of a little prin:e,

it has been produced on a lavish scale with
big street scenes involving large mobs.
There is a magnificent set of the exterior
of an enormous castle, and gorgeous in-

teriors befitting the type of story. Both
from the standpoint of production and au-
dience appeal it is one of the big pictures
of the year.
Mary Roberts Rinehart’s story provides

an excellent vehicle for little Jackie, as the
poor little orphan prince bereft of a moth-
er’s love and so surrounded by court for-

mality and precedent that he is deprived of
childish joys, the companionship of other
children or even a puppy being denied him.
He is a pathetic little figure and your heart
goes out to him and when he eludes the
palace guards and meets a typical Ameri-
can boy you enjoy with him his brief

pleasure.
The adventures of the little prince are

interesting and the melodramatic intrigue to

p’revent him from ascending the throne and
thus bring about a revolution will hold your
attention. This is enhanced by the truly

fine acting of little Jackie and an excellent
supporting cast. Jackie’s handling of the
situations, his body movements as well as

his facial expression are convincingly nat-
ural and register with a bang. As an actor
he again proves himself the superior of
many grown-ups. His comedy moments are
delightful and he seems to be enjoying them
himself. Throughout he is just a real, lov-

able little lad, and this picture should in-

crease many fold his already enormous fol-

lowing.
Victor Shertzinger, under the supervision

of Jackie’s father, has finely directed the
picture and there are a number of clever
touches. Particularly pleasing is the man-
ner in which the comedy is used to offset

the strong pathos, as for instance in the
scene where Jackie is rescued from the con-
spirators. In an effectively melodmatic
manner Jackie’s guard overcomes one after
another of the band in snappy hand-to-hand
combat until you are inclined to feel it is

being overdone, when Jackie himself takes
a hand and the manner in which he puts
several men out of business by breaking
wine bottles over their heads will get many
laughs; also tremendously effective comedy
has been introduced in the scenes showing
the little prince after he ascends the throne,
giving orders that will make everybody
happy. This comes as relief after the pa-
thetic scene showing the lonely little boy
being proclaimed king while a vast populace
kneels in the street, and it leaves the spec-
tator in a pleasing frame of mind.
Notwithstanding the magnitude of the

production and the fine work of the cast,
including Rosemary Theby, Vera Lewis,

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Big Dan (Fox)
Common Law (Selznick)
Blow Your Own Horn (F. B. O.)
Country Kid, The (Warner)
Forgive and Forget (C. B. C.)

Long Live the King (Metro)
Men in the Raw (Universal)
Temple of Venus, The (Fox)
Woman Proof (Paramount)

Alan Hale, Alan Forrest, Robert Browner
and others, it is Jackie who “makes” the

picture and provides wonderful entertain-
ment.
Don’t be afraid to boost this picture and

by all means tell the grown folks not to

forget to bring the kiddies.

Cast
Crown Prince Otto Jackie Coogan
Countess Olga Rosemary Theby
Princess Hedwig Ruth Renick
Archduchess Vera Lewis
King- Karl Alan Hale
Nikky Alan Forrest
Chancellor Walt Whitman
The King Robert Brower
American Boy Raymond Lee
Adelbert Monti Collins
Black Humbert Sam Appel
Bobby’s Father Alan Sears
Governess Ruth Handforth
Based on story by- Mary Roberts Rinehart.
Adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan and Eve

Unsell.
Directed by Victor Shertzinger.

Length, }>,3<14 feet.

Story

The king of the mythical' kingdom of
Livonia is old and feeble and the hope of
the country rests in the tiny Prince Otto,
whom a band of revolutionists strive to
keep from ascending the throne. The little

prince longs to enjoy himself and play like
other children. He runs away, meets an
American boy and has a great time. Sev-
eral attempts of the revolutionists fail, then
on the prince’s birthday he again runs away
from the palace, meets his American friend
and goes home with him. The tolling bells
announce the death of the king, when the
prince does not appear the people arise in
revolution. The little prince hears the bells,
and, seeking to return to the palace, gets
into the hands of the revolutionists. He is

rescued by his friend, Lieutenant Nikky, and
arrives at the palace in time to save the
situation. On the throne he handles affairs
so as to make everybody happy.

“Woman-Proof”
Paramount Presents Thomas Meighan in

Highly Amusing Production Based on
Story by George Ade

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Excellent entertainment is provided by
Thomas Meighan’s newest Paramount pic-

ture, “Woman-Proof.” With the same au-
thor, George Ade, and the same director,
Alfred E. Green, who were responsible for
one of Meighan’s best vehicles, “Back Home
and Broke,” it would seem that “Woman-
Proof” should duplicate the box-office suc-
cess of that picture.

There is nothing especially original in the
theme, which revolves around a provision
in .a will that the hero must be married by
a certain date, but in characteristic style

George Ade has complicated this situation
and provided numerous opportunities for

effective situations by making the inherit-

ance of the fortune contingent on not one
but four persons being married by the speci-

fied time. The title and the motive for the
action is dependent on the fact that the hero
is apparently utterly unmindful of the pre-
dicaments of his brother and sisters and
pays no attention to their frantic efforts to

produce a suitable wife for him. Add to this

the plotting of a lawyer who would benefit

if the hero remained unmarried and you
have the plot.

The picture has many amusing moments
and the subtitles, many of which are in

George Ade’s best style, are rich in humor
and provide many laughs. The result is a

production that while not to be taken too
seriously gets you in a pleasant frame of

mind, holds your interest and will make the
average spectator leave the theatre entirely

satisfied. Two characters who contribute
largely to produce this effect are a sour old

bachelor and his friend, who unceasingly
seek to warn the hero of the perils of en-
tering into the state of matrimony.
Thomas Meighan is excellently cast in the

leading role and Lila Lee does good work
as the girl who finally wins him, for of

course he does not turn out to be really

“woman-proof.” Charles A. Sellon gives a

fine performance as the sour old bachelor,

and the remainder of the cast, including

John Sainpolis as the lawyer, Mary Astor,

Robert Agnew, Louise Dresser and Mike
Donlin give good accounts of themselves.

Cast

Tom Roekwood Thomas Meighan
Louise Halliday Lila Lee
Milo Bleeeh John Sainpolis
Wilma Rooknood Lonise Dresser
Dick Roeknood Robert Agnew
Violet Lynwood Mary Astor
Cecil Updyke Edgar Norton
Uncle Joe Gloomer Charles A. Sellon
Bill Burleigh George O'Brien
Celeste Roekwood Vera Reynolds
Col. Lynwood Hardee Kirkland
Wistful Wooer Martha Maddox
Isaac Dirge Bill Gonder
Foreman Mike Donlin

Rased on story l>y George Ade.

Directed by Alfred Greene.

Length. 7.6S7 feet.

Story

The elder Roekwood. after amassing a big
fortune, dies and leaves his wealth to his
four children on the condition that they are
all married by a certain date, otherwise the
money is to be used for charity, and Bleeeh,
a lawyer, is to handle it at a fat salary.
Two girls and one boy are ready to comply
with the terms, but Tom, a civil engineer,
seems to be woman-proof and his family
are in despair, until Louise Halliday comes
along and Tom falls in love with her. Her
guardian, Bleeeh, does all he can to break
up the match and nearly succeeds. Tom
starts for Europe, and in bidding farewell to
Dick's English sweetheart, who is returning
home in disgust, Louise fails to get off the
same ship in time. She and Tom meet, all

is straightened out between them; it devel-
ops that Dick is also aboard as a stowaway.
The captain marries the two couples and
Tom sends a wireless to his sisters, who
marry in time to save the fortune.
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“The Common Law”
Corinne Griffith and Conway Tear'le in

Entertaining Selznick Drama
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Selznick’s picturization of Robert W.
Chambers’ novel has much the same enter-

tainment value as has been widely accredited

to the book. The love affair between the

artist, son of one of the first families of

New York, and his model is alluringly pre-

sented, with an undercurrent of caste con-
flict to add to its intensity. Its box office

appeal seems assured with Corinne Griffith

and Conway Tearle in the chief roles, and
Bryant Washburn, Eliott Dexter and Harry
Myers in the supporting cast.

The action proceeds smoothly against
backgrounds that are exceptionally beauti-

ful. Director George Archainbaud has made
any number of rich selections for the studio,

apartment and residential settings. With
this advantage the story, which of itself has
at least average appeal, should give the fans

what most of them are searching for.

Corinne Griffith is a good choice for

Valerie West, the model. She gets away
from a familiar fault in the scene where she
is introduced to the artist. It soon develops
that she is bluffing and has had no ex-

perience in posing, but instead of the usual
extreme naive innocence she has a note of

wistfulness and sincerity that is more effec-

tive. Her performance, which calls for nude
posing, is discreetly and artistically handled.
A possible inconsistency is her elaborate

wardrobe and apartment, which is pleasing
enough but not commensurate with her po-
sition. Conway Tearle plays with feeling

and other prominent roles are well inter-

preted by Eliott Dexter, Bryant Washburn,
Doris May, Wally Van and Harry Myers.

Cast
Valerie West Corinne Griffith

Louis Neville Conway Tearle
Jose Q,uerida* Elliott Dexter
Henry Neville Hobart Bosworth
Burleson Bryant Washburn
Stephanie Doris May
Carileinon Harry Myers
Lily Neville Miss du Pont
Rita Tevis Phyllis Haver
Samuel Ogilvy Wally- Van
Mnzie Dagmar Godowsky
Based upon novel by Robert W. Chambers.

Scenario by Edward J. Montagne.
Direction by George Archainbaud.

Length, 7,5(10 feet.
Story

Valerie West, desperate for work, applies
for a position as an artist’s model at the
studio pf Louis Neville, son of an aristocratic
family. They fall in love but Louis's fam-
ily, scorning Valerie’s position, interfere.
Valerie refuses to ruin his life by marrying
him but promises to be his common law wife
on a certain day in the following summer.
Before that time arrives the fiance of Louis’s
sister meets her and tries to make love to
her, but she repulses him, refusing later to
tell his name. Louis’s family learn of her
loyalty and decide to accept her as Louis’s
wife.

“The Temple of Venus”
Allegorical Fantasy Released by Fox Has

Wonderfully Beautiful Scenes But
Story Misses Fire

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
In “The Temple of Venus,” a Henry Otto

production, Fox Film Corporation is offer-
ing a picture of unusual pictorial beauty.
The story is an allegorical fantasy dealing
with the quest of Cupid at the bidding of
Venus to find if romance still exists on the
earth. Cupid starts out in a swan boat and
visits a humble cottage. Then unfolds a love
idyl involving an unsophisticated young girl
who falls in love with an artist, a rugged
fisherman who is also in love with her, and
an extremely worldly-wise woman, a devotee
of ultra-modern jazz, who seeks to win the
artist.

Into the modern romance is introduced a

series of scenes where the artist, painting a

picture of Echo, tells the girl the legend of

how Echo, once a beautiful maiden, came
always to have the last word. In filming

this portion of the picture there are magnifi-
cent woodland scenes of the goddess Juno
and her court, of Diana and her huntresses,

of Thetis, the daughter of Neptune, and her
rivalry with Juno for the love of Jupiter.
It is doubtful if more gorgeous outdoor
scenes have ever been pictured than these,

especially the ones in a subterranean grotto,

the court of Thetis with a large number of

her maidens clad in filmy draperies, of the
scenes showing these girls on the seashore
sands or on the rockbound coast. These
shots are a delight to the eye, and artistically

beautiful without being really risque or dar-
ing. Some of the scenes are in color, many
are beautifully tinted, the most magnificent
spots on the Pacific islands have been mag-
nificently photographed.

It would seem that the producers of this

picture have staked its appeal on the strik-

ingly idylistic angle and the presence of

large numbers of beautiful girls scantily

clad who indulge in wonderful diving from
the cliffs or execute classical dances in

beautiful surroundings, and that the modern
romance has been used largely as a basis

of contrast for these scenes. There is a
consequent lack of interest or strongly dra-
matic moments. No great enthusiasm is

aroused in the romance despite the excel-

lent work of Mary Philbin, in fact this part
of the picture somehow misses fire. Pos-
sibly this is due to the allegorical nature
of the story which does not carry convic-
tion and it is aided by the introduction of

so many elements which, while attractive,

serve to sidetrack the continuity. There are
scenes at an ultra-jazz ball where the men
unhook their partners’ evening gowns, re-

vealing bathing costumes beneath, there is

a snappy beach party with many attractive
women in up-to-the-minute bathing suits,

there are striking shots of rocky coasts with
myriads of birds, and of rocks on which
there are hundreds of seals. These scenes
with the seals introduce sequences in which
the killing of a mother seal leaving her
young helpless provide pathos, and the chase
of the poachers over the rocks is accom-
panied by thrills. There are also moments
of pathos in the development of the story
and some thrilling action.

On the whole it would seem to be a pro-
duction that will not satisfy the sophisti-
cated, but for those who can enter into the
allegorical mood of the picture, those for
whom the beauties of the production out-
weigh its weak story, or patrons who may
be attracted by the presence of a myriad of
attractive girls in diaphanous draperies or
snappy bathing suits, the picture should pro-
vide satisfactory entertainment. Certainly it

is a picture which lends itself to advance
exploitation and showmanship, and if prop-
erly handled, an exhibitor should have no
trouble in getting them into his theatre.

Cast
Dennis Dean William Walling
Moria Mary Philbin
Micky Micky McBain
Peggy Alice Day
Nat Harper David Butler
Stanley Dale William Boyd
Constance Lane Pliillis Haver
Phil Greyson Leon Barry
Venus Celeste Lee
Thetis Senorita Consuella
Neptune Robert Cline
June Marilynn Boyd
Jupiter Frank Keller
Echo Lorraine Easton
Diana Helen Vigil

Story and scenario by Henry Otto.
Directed by Henry Otto.
Length, about 8,00(1 feet.

Story
Venus sends Cupid to earth to find if ro-

mance still lives. He goes to the humble
home of Dennis Dean, whose daughter Moria
is loved by Nat, a fisherman. Moria meets
an artist, who tells her the mythological
story of Echo and scenes in the court of
Juno. Thetis, the daughter of Neptune, and

Diana are pictured amidst beautiful sur-
roundings. Then the story changes to a
modern ultra-jazz ball with the women in
bathing costumes. The hostess, Constance,
by her lack of modesty disgusts the artist,
who returns to the forest and paints Moria’s
picture. In the following sequences Nat
learns that Moria loves the artist and, after
tying him to the wave-swept rocks, g'oes to
free him and bring him back to Moria. Cupid
returns to Venus and reports that romance
still lives.

“The Country Kid”

Warner Brothers’ Feature With Wesley
Barry Has Heart Interest That

Means Success
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Wesley Barry and his two small con-
federates give the public something in this
Warner Brothers picture that always meets
with a warm response. They are the three
orphans in a human interest story of many
laughs and a few tears. Nine out of ten
will be unable to resist the appeal made by
the famous juvenile star, supported by
“Spec’' O’Donnell and an adorable young-
ster, Bruce Guerin.

Director William Beaudine has em-
phasized the sympathetic and humorous
values of the story in many incidents that
make a vivid impression. The story is of
children unwillingly sent to an orphan
asylum from which they eventually escape.
There are intensely dramatic situations, such
as the two youngsters taking refuge in the
attic when the county wagon comes to take
them off, and being quite safe until the dog
gives them away. Again when they steal
the warden’s lunch and escape from the
asylum on the old family nag.
These are the biggest moments in a pic-

ture of many minor thrills. One of the most
amusing scenes shows them consuming
quantities of dried apples. Result—castor
oil and tears. There are plenty of laughs,
and little Bruce Guerin’s facility in making
faces, wry and otherwise, counts high in
this respect.
Probably some will object slightly toWesley Barry’s role as being too serious

and “motherly” to be typically boyish. It
is true that he is given very little oppor-
tunitj^ to be anything but pathetic. But the
majority will be moved by his performance
of the big brother role and anyone will
grant that he has unusual appeal. The adult
characters

_

are all in capable hands, as
George Nichols, Helen Jerome Eddy and
Edward Burns play these parts.

Cast
Ben Applegate Wesley Barry
Joe Applegate “Spec” O’Donnell
Andy Applegate Bruce Guerin
Mrs. Grimes Kate Toneray
Hazel Warren Helen .Jerome Eddy®r ' Grimes George Nichols
Arthur Grant Eduard Burns
County Judge George C. Pearce

Story by Julien Josephson.
Direction by William Beaudine.

Length, 6,300 feet.
Story

Ben Applegate runs the farm which his
father left him and keeps house for his two
small brothers, Joe and Andy. Their Uncle
Grimes is left sole guardian, and, anxious
to get the children’s farm, he sends them to
an orphan asylum. Ben rescues them and
takes them to the court house where the
uncle and the head of the orphanage pro-
test against their escape. But Ben has made
two strong friends in Arthur Grant and his
sweetheart who decide to get married so as
to adopt the whole family.

“Big Dan”
Good Entertainment Provided in Fox Pro-

duction With Charles Jones Attrac-
tively Cast

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Charles^ Jones’. standing as a screen star

has increased with each recent picture and
“Big Dan” is no exception. It shows what
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he can do with an average role because of

his naturally pleasing manner and good taste

in acting. He has the ability not common
with his type, of appealing decidedly to

both sexes. As this particular picture

plainly illustrates, he can be ‘‘the strong
man” whenever the occasion demands,
without ever seeming to flaunt this physical

fitness, and without losing a subtle emotional
appeal that is greatly in his favor.

His scenes with the children in the boys’

training camp should please any audience.

The pugilistic atmosphere felt in much of

the picture is a popular note and the fight

which is postponed until the end will be a

thrill for the majority.

The love interest is perhaps the weakest
feature. It will no doubt not interfere

seriously with the picture’s appeal because
of the other important features. But the

character of the heroine is not convincingly
drawn. The sentimental angle has been ex-

aggerated and the idea of the girl being so

pathetically dependent upon a perfect

stranger, getting into the most direful pre-

dicaments and fainting always at the crit-

ical moment seems too much like the old-

fashioned melodrama, and not up to the

standard of the rest of the picture. Marion
Nixon however plays this part in a sweet
and charming manner.
“Big Dan” is a fine vehicle for Charles

Jones and is good entertainment for any
program theatre. It has been very well

photographed.
Cast

Dan O’Hara Charles Jones
Dora Allen Marian Nixon
Cyclone Morgan Hen Hendricks
Mazie Williams Trilby Clark
Nellie McGee Jackie Gladsdon
Doe Snyder Charles Coleman
Aunt Kate Walsh Lydia Yeaman Titus
Tom Walsh Monty Collins

Father Quinn Charles Smiley
Stephen Allen Harry Lonsdale
Ophelia Mattie Peters
Pat Mayo J. P. Lockney
Muggs Murphy Jack Herrick

Story and Scenario by Frederick and
Fanny Hatton.

Direction by William Wellman.
Length, 5934 feet.

Story
“Big Dan” who has returned from war to

find his wife away with another man, runs a
training camp for boys and also trains pro-
fessional fighters. He rescues a homeless
girl from a man who is insulting her and
gives her shelter at the camp. His wife’s

health is so impaired that she is sent to

Arizona, where Dan, pitying her, pays her
expenses. A young fighter falls in love with
the girl, Dora, and Dan is jealous. Another
woman tells Dora that Dan is married but
in the meantime he has received word of

his wife’s death and after a dramatic pur-
suit of Dora who is taken away, he wins
her and tells her he is free to marry.

“Blow Your Own Horn”

F. B. O. Version of Owen Davis Stage Play
Provides Good Entertainment for

Average Patron
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Based on a stage play by the well-known
dramatist, Owen Davis, the F. B. O. produc-
tion, “Blow Your Own Horn,” tells the

story of a discouraged young man who
achieves success and wins in the game of

love by following the advice of a millionaire

and “blowing his own horn” and not hiding

his light under a bushel.

The picture has been produced in a pep-

py manner with plenty of action and should
provide saitsfactory entertainment for the

average patron even though the working out

of the plot introduces situations which test

the credulity of the spectator and seem at

times rather far-fetched. It belongs to the

type of productions that are built to enter-

tain and whose themes will not bear too

critical analysis along the lines of prob-
ability.

Effective comedy touches which have no
direct bearing on the story have been in-

troduced in the enmity between the tough
little country lad and the pampered little

wealthy boy; there are also several amus-
ing situations arising from the efforts of the
hero to “play his part” as a millionaire
though he really hasn't even a cent. There
is a melodramatic climax where the man of
wealth who is responsible for the hero’s
line of action, finds himself being beaten at

his own game and cuts the electric power
wires, causing the intricate electrical ma-
chinery to short-circuit and nearly electro-
cute his own daughter.
Warner Baxter is capably cast as the hero

and Ralph Lewis is effective as the million-
aire who has achieved success by taking
advantage of all opportunities and letting

everyone know how clever he is. Derelys
Perdue is attractive and entirely satisfac-
tory in the leading feminine role. The re-

mainder of the cast is adequate.
Cast

Jack Dunbar Warner Baxter
Nicholas Small Ralph Lewis
Ann Small Derelys Perdue
Augustus Jolyon Eugenie Acker
Dinsmore Sevan William H. Turner
Gillen Jolyon Ernest C. Warde
“Buddy” Dunbar John Fox, Jr.
Julia Yates Mary Jane Sanderson
Mrs. Jolyon Eugenie Forde
Mrs. Gilroy Y'ates Dell Boone
Percy Y'ates Billy Osborne
Timothy Cole Stanhope YVheatcroft

Based on play hy Owen Davis.
Scenario by Rex Tayor.

Directed by James W. Horne.
Photographed by Joseph Dubray.

Length, 9,315 feet.

Story

Returning from the world war, Jack Dun-
bar, unable to land a job, is discouraged.
On a country road he meets Nicholas Small,
a war mill onaire, and fixes his auto for him.
Out of gratitude, Small tells Dunbar the way
to succeed is to “blow your own horn” and
tell everybody how great you are. Later,
Dunbar wanders into an estate where Small
is a visitor. To demonstrate his theory.
Small introduces Dunbar as a millionaire.
So successful is Dunbar in keeping up his
end and adapting Small’s slogan that he suc-
ceeds in convincing capitalists that young
Jolyon has a great thing in his apparatus
for the wireless transmission of power, helps
him to perfect it and despite crooked work
on the part of Small to prevent it, finally
demonstrates its success. He also wins the
love of Small’s daughter, saves her from an
explosion which Small’s villainy has brought
about and even wins Small’s consent to the
match despite the fact that Small has other
plans for her.

She photographs pleasingly and has some
appealing moments. Philo MacCullough as
the blackmailer, Wyndham Standing as the
husband and Vernon Steele as the sweet-
heart all give well sustained performances.
The picture has been capably directed and
photographed.

Cast
Mrs. Cameron Estelle Taylor
Virginia Pauline Garon
Blake Philo McCullough
Standing Josef Swickard
Mr. Cameron Wyndham Standing
Merrill Raymond McKee
Sears Vernon Steele
Butler Lionel Belmore

Story by Charles Furthman.
Scenario by Jack Strumwasser.

Direction by Howard M. Mitchell.

Produced by Harry Cohn.

Length, 5,877 feet.

Story

Mrs. Cameron has amused herself with a
flirtation with Ronnie Sears which ends in
a mysterious summons to his apartment by
Blake, Ronnie's roommate. Blake holds her
letters to Ronnie but before she has bar-
gained for them, Ronnie enters, there is a
quarrel and Ronnie is killed. Mr. Cameron
follows his wife to the apartment, is ar-
rested for the murder and his release de-
pends upon Blake’s confession, which Mrs.
Cameron cleverly secures after some sus-
pense.

“Men in the Raw

“Forgive and Forget”

Good Suspense Is Outstanding Feature of
C. B. C. Attraction with Well-

Known Cast
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Most of your patrons should find this to
be fairly absorbing entertainment. Because
of its compact dramatic construction, there
is good suspense throughout and because of
the general idea and style of the production
it has audience appeal.
The fate of a packet of love letters car-

ries the interest through some rather in-

volved situations. There is nothing new in

the idea of a wife trying to get hold of let-

ters which she fears may shock her husband
or the general public. But it has been han-
dled here with some new twists. The let-

ters are stolen, there is a quarrel, a murder
and the woman’s husband is arrested. Fol-
lowing this is a game between the woman
and the blackmailer which is unusually in-

teresting. It has a melodramatic ending in

which the effect of the blackmailer's falling

to his doom from a high window ledge is

well managed.
It is good program entertainment and the

performances are interesting from a box-
office standpoint. Estelle Taylor has any
number of smart costumes which she wears
in a way that feminine patrons will admire.

Universal Production With Jack Hoxie has
Lively Action but Meagre Plot

Reviewed by Ylary Kelly

As this Universal production plays almost
entirely upon your patrons’ susceptibility

to spectacular thrills, its appeal can best be
estimated by the individual exhibitor. There
is practically no story. It is a series of

stunts, all of it rather obvious and not con-
structed so as to build up an actual drama.
Most of it seems to have been based upon

the assumption that Jack Hoxie’s greatest
forte is as a thrill-provider. He is cast,

somewhat fantastically, as a cowboy no-
torious for prevaricating and his own account
of his skirmishes takes up a large part of

the picture. What actually happens to him
and what he relates of his past is rather
confusedly unravelled. But, regardless of

the dramatic construction, there are a num-
ber of entertaining scenes.

Among these is his fight with the heavy
in which amusing photographic effects show
his opponent soaring and tumbling through
the air; the fight in mid stream, the slide

down the snow bank, the grapple with the
steer and many scenes of swift riding. Ex-
citing action is plentiful and the smaller thea-
tre patronized especially by men should find

this a profitable attraction.

Cast

Windy YVatkins Jack Hoxie
Eunice Hollis Marguerite Clayton
Bill Spray Sid Jordan
I’hil Hollis J. Morris Foster
Les Elder Tom Kerrick
Marshall Flynn YVm. A. Lowery
Tom Morely Art Manning

Story by W. Bert Foster.
Scenario by George Hively.

Direction by George Marshall.
1’hotugrnphy by Harry Fowler and Ray

Ramsey.
Length, 4,313 feet.

Story

Windbag Watkins, noted prevaricator tells

a stranger about a series of th, illing ad-
ventures, one of which involves trouble in
Alaska where his friend Phil Hollis was
killed and he was accused but made his
escape. The stranger turns out to be a Fed-
eral marshal who has come to arrest Wind-
bag, a chase ensues, Windbag locates the real
murderer and makes him confess. All ends
happily and Windbag returns to his sweet-
heart Eunice.
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Associated Exhibitors
COUNTERFEIT LOVE. (4,850 feet). Star

cast. Not a big special but a program pic-

ture that pleases most small town patrons
and you don’t have to mortgage your house
to get it. Usual posters brought good at-

tendance. Draw mixed class in town of 1,300.

Admission 10-25-35. A. O. Jones, Grand
Theatre (250 seats), Burlington, Washing-
ton.

ALICE ADAMS. (6 reels). Star, Florence
Vidor. Very much liked here. Voted a very
natural and charming picture throughout,
and I heartily concur with their opinion.

Had fairly good attendance. Draw health

seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac
• Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

First National
BELLBOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas

MacLean. Not nearly as good as “The Hot-
tentot’’ but a pretty good farce comedy at

that. Had no kicks and no great boosts.

Star and Thos Ince advertising angles. Had
average attendance, drawing all classes in

city of 14,000. Admission 10-25. E. W. Col-

lins, Grand (500), Liberty (750 seats), Jones-
boro, Arkansas.

BELLBOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. This picture is not nearly as

good as his other one, “The Hottentot.” If

you have played “The Hottentot” do not ad-

vertise this one very strongly for your
patrons will be disappointed. Threes, six

and photos brought average attendance.

Draw from rural and town of 1,100. Admis-
sion 10-30-40. E. L. Wharton, Orpheum
Theatre (350 seats), Glasgow, Montana.

BELLBOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. A corking good comedy in five

parts; but a very poor picture to get them
in on. Heralds and posters gave popr
attendance. Draw neighborhood class in

town of 4,000. Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin,

Temple Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, Miss-
issippi.

BELL BOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. Snappiest farce for some time.

All who saw it liked it but on account of

rain and a county fair held here did not
make much. Showed “Ropin’ Fool” and
“Dogs of War” with it making an all comedy
program. Everyone was smiling going out

and said a fine entertainment. A. F. Jen-
kins, Community Theatre, David City,

Nebraska.

BRAWN OF THE NORTH. (7,650 feet).

Star, Strongheart. Excellent picture. A
second run, but a mighty good one. William
Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa.

BRIGHT SHAWL. (7,500 feet). Star,

Richard Barthelmess. Not one of his best

but mighty fine picture. Draw family class

in city of 17,000. Admission 17-28. J. M.
Blanchard, Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sun-
bury, Pennsylvania.

CHILDREN OF DUST. (6,228 feet). Star
cast. A decided hit with everybody. One of

the most pleasing pictures of the year. Bert
Woodruff (bless his old heart) just simply
took the house by storm. This dear old man,
you tell the world ! is an actor—yes, A actor.

We know of none better. If you have a

critical audience, make them feel foolish by
showing “Children of Dust.” Moral tone
excellent; indeed it is suitable for Sunday I

“It is my utmost desire to be of
some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib-
itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-
itor will be omitted. Use this de-
partment to help your selection of

pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-
rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month an Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-

dex will be cumulative, giving the
reports for that month and those
previously appearing, for a period
of six months. Use the tips and
send all you can to help other ex-
hibitors.

Had good attendance of all classes in town
of 7,000. Admission 5-20. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Okla-
homa.

CHILDREN OF DUST. (7 reels). Star,
Lloyd Hughes. Old Bert Woodruff nearly
stole the starship in this. Many smiles and
chuckles, with a tear interspread. It is not
a special but so good that a lot of so-called
specials appear weak. Will please anywhere.
Just guarantee satisfaction. Had fair at-

tendance, drawing farmers and retired farm-
ers in town of 2,500. Admission 10-20 and
10-25. H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre
(350 seats), Alexandria, Minnesota.

CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Excellent picture. Very entertain-
ing, and Jackie’s latest and best picture.

Large patronage, all pleased. See it. Wil-
liam Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

DANGEROUS AGE. (7,204 feet). Star
cast. Here is a one hundred percent attrac-

tion, one that should please all classes. It

pleased my patrons well and got many com-
pliments on this one. It will stand a raise

in admission. Had good attendance. Draw
•all classes in small town. A. Mitchell, Dixie
Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

ETERNAL FLAME. (7,453 feet). Star,

Norma Talmadge. High class production.
Over the heads of some people. Had good
attendance. Draw all classes in town of

1,000. Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli

Theatre (378 seats), South Fallsburg,

New York.

FURY. (8,709 feet). Star, Dorothy Gish.
Excellent production and very satisfactory.

William Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

'

GIRL IN THE TAXI. (5,420 feet). Star
cast. Not much to it, just a common pro-
gram picture. Will please about twenty-
five percent. Had fair attendance. Draw
all classes in small town. A. Mitchell, Dixie
Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800

feet). Star cast. Very good production that

pleased. Story well told, scenery very fine

and new to us. Made a big hit, pleased the
bunch, and all were happy. Paper good and
attractive—helps. Good moral tone, suit-

able for Sunday. Good attendance, draw-
ing all classes in town of 7,000. Admission
5-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800
seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

HUNTRESS. Star, Colleen Moore. Ex-
cellent picture. Clean humor. Absorbingly
interesting. Ludicrous to be sure, but still

a worth while picture. William Noble, Em-
press Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

HURRICANE’S GAL. (7,944 ft.). Star cast.
A dandy. Will please any audience. Draw
all classes in small town. A. Mitchell, Dixie
Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

HURRICANE’S GAL. (7,844 feet). Star,
Dorothy Phillips. This picture went over
strong here. It has lots of action and that’s
what they want here. It is a good story,
well acted, and will get over in most any
kind of a town. Here they ate it up and
yelled for more. Usual advertising gave
good attendance, drawing loggers, farmers,
fishermen in town of four hundred. Admis-
sion 15-35. L. E. Silverman, Columbia
Theatre (400 seats), Skamokawa, Washing-
ton.

Fox
BUCKING THE BARRIER. (4,566 feet).

Star, Dustin Farnum. This picture is not as
good as any of the previous productions
made by this star this year. Had fair attend-
ance. Draw all classes in town of 1,000. Ad-
mission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre
(378 seats), South Fallsburg, New York.

CRUSADER. (4,780 feet). Star, William
Russell. Just a fair program picture. Little
comment either way. Advertising slants,
star. Had average attendance. Draw all

classes in city of 14,000. Admission 10-25.

E. W. Collins, Grand & Liberty Theatres,
(750-500 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

DO AND DARE. (4,744 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Tom Mix always keeps our cashier
busy, and this was no exception. More
action than usual in this one and everybody
got a kick out of it. Print very dirty and
parts cut out. No introduction title. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had very good attendance. Draw resi-
dential class in town of 1,500. Admission 10-

25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250
seats), Port Orchard, Washington.

EXTRA, EXTRA. (4,160 feet). Star cast.
An extra, extra good picture, very pleasing.
William Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

FAST MAIL. (6 reels). Star, Charles
Jones. While print was little rainy, picture
extra good. Get good print, and you will
have a good picture. W. C. Mclntire, Rose
Theatre, Burlington, North Carolina.

FAST MAIL. (6 reels). Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. Print terrible first day. New
print the second day. If your patrons like
thrills play this and boost it. Usual ad-
vertising brought good attendance. Draw
working class in town of 3,850. Admission
10, 10-15, 10-25. Walter E. Greenwood, Star
Theatre (238 seats), Union City, Pennsyl-
vania.

LONE STAR RANGER. Star, Tom Mix.
An excellent picture, well played, full of
pep and action. William Noble, Liberty
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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MADNESS OF YOUTH. (4,719 feet).

Star. John Gilbert. Good program picture,

a little different than the usual run of pic-

tures. Had fair attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25.

Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats),

South Fallsburg, New York.

MEN OF ZANZIBAR. (4,990 feet). Star,

William Russell. If they like mystery drama
feed them this and boost it. For a program
picture it’s extra good. Had good attendance.
Draw small town and rural class in town of

I,474. Admission 5-10-20. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,

Tennessee.

SKID PROOF. (5,505 feet). Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. This is the most intensely

interesting Jones picture I have seen. Audi-
ence appreciated it better than “Fast Mail.”
Good print of fine, moral picture. Usual
lobby brought poor attendance. Draw factory

people in town of 3,500. Admission 10-25.

Henry W. Nauman, Majestic Theatre (300

seats), Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

SKID PROOF. Star, Charles “Buck”
Jones. Best picture for action and thrills

that Charles Jones ever made. In fact the

best auto racing picture I ever ran. Jones
no good here since he changed his name from
“Buck” to Charles. They think him a new
star. Had poor attendance. Draw rural

class in town of 955. Admission 10-30. Fred
J. Jones, Rialto Theatre (250 seats), Nelson,
Nebraska.

THREE JUMPS AHEAD. (4,854 feet).

Star, Tom Mix. Pleased all who saw it and
believe me I had some crowd. Used ones,

paper. Had excellent attendance. Draw
working class in town of 3,850. Admission
10, 10-15, 10-25. Walter E. Greenwood, Star
Theatre (238 seats), Union City, Pennsyl-
vania.

WEST OF CHICAGO. Star, Charles Jones.
Very good western, just what my patrons
like. Ran a Lee Kids comedy “A Pair of

Aces” with this and did best Tuesday busi-

ness in months. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday in some localities.

Had good attendance. Draw mixed class in

town of 1,028. W. C. Geer, Princess Thea-
tre, Vermont, Illinois.

WEST OF CHICAGO. (4,694 feet). Star,

Charles “Buck” Jones. Oh Boy! That’s a

real western picture. Your patrons will be
more than delighted, especially those that

love western dramas. Has good moral tone.

Had good attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. Frank
Fera, Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter,

Pennsylvania.

Goldwyn
BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Star, Lon

Chaney. Somewhat creepy but a good pic-

ture of this type. Lon Chaney plays two
parts and resembles the same man about
like “Bella Donna” resembles “Quincy
Adams Sawyer.” Had good attendance.
Town of 3,720. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
Theatre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Star, Lon
Chaney. The poorest picture from an en-
tertainment standpoint, in a long time.

Chaney’s acting wonderful, but such grew-
some “stuff” don’t appeal to the masses. Not
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw rural class in town of 300. Admission
20-30. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,

(225 seats), Grand Gorge, New'York.

POOR RELATION. (4,609 feet). Star
cast. A good program picture. Nothing
extra, nothing bad. At least ninety per-
cent was satisfied. Used threes, slides. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W. Strayer,
Monarch Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Penn-
sylvania.

RAGGED EDGE. (6,800 feet). Star, Mimi

Between Ourselves
A get-together place where

u)e can talk, things ot)cr

Is the exhibitor who planks out
ten or fifteen bucks for a day’s

feature entitled to a print any-
where near as good, in physical

condition, as the boy who dishes

out fifty silver cart-wheels for the
same feature earlier in its life?

Well—it depends on whether the
producer figures to continue in

business with the confidence of his

public.

You can pay a heap of money
for Turkish towels—and then you
can buy them in the ten-cent store.

BUT Mr. Woolworth didn’t

build a fortune on selling towels

with holes in them, edges frayed

out, full of torn pieces.

The public is still buying towels

at Woolwcrth’s. How long will it

continue to pay for picture enter-

tainment that isn’t all there?
VAN.

Palmira. Good picture. Pleased. Did good
business. William Noble, Empress Theatre,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

VANITY FAIR. (7,668 feet). Star cast.

For those who had read “Vanity Fair,” this

was a treat, to those who had not read it,

this was two hours of misery. Luckily those

of our vast audience had read the story else

all would have been bored to a finish. Hardly
a safe bet for the picture show man. Not
suitable for Sunday nor any other day. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 7,000. Admission 5-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard

Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

WALL FLOWER. (5,500 feet). Star cast.

Played this on family night, entire family

forty cants. Would class it as a good pro-

gram picture, sold at a fair rental. The new
Oklahoma branch furnishes brand new
prints on all their pictures and their prices

are fair. Draw all classes in town of 2,000.

Admission 10-25. J. C. Rowton, Orpheum
Theatre (300 seats), Quinton, Oklahoma.

WHEN ROMANCE RIDES. (5,003 feet).

Star cast. One of the oldest pictures we
have shown, and one of the most entertain-

ing according to our audience. Used this one

to open the fall season and made a clean-

up with it. Used lobby, newspaper. Had
fine attendance. Draw working people in

town of 3,500. Admission 10-25. Henry W.
Nauman, Majestic Theatre (300 seats), Eliza-

bethtown, Pennsylvania.

Hodkinson
YOUTHFUL CHEATERS. (5,700 feet).

Star, Glenn Hunter. Stay off of this. Not
very harmful but insipid. Glenn Hunter can

act, but he’ll have to get scenarios; this

isn’t. Usual advertising brought poor attend-

ance. Draw health seekets and tourists.

Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful,

Saranac Lake, New’York.

Metro
ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALI-

ANT. (6,265 feet). Star cast. This picture

was a knockout. It sure did please all.

Satisfied the entire audience. Kept thenr

in suspense throughout, very exciting. Did

well for me. Has very good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had good attend-
ance. Draw mixed class in town of 3,000.

Admission 15-25. Joseph L. Katz, Lyric
Theatre (350 seats), Woodbine, New Jersey.

FAMOUS MRS. FAIR. (7,000 feet). Star
cast. One of the best pictures I have had
the pleasure of running for a long time.
Everyone praised this. Boost it. Used paper,
programs, photos. Had good attendance.
Draw working class in town of 3,850. Ad-
mission 10, 10-15, 10-25. Walter E. Green-
wood, Star Theatre (238 seats), Union City,
Pennsylvania.

FIGHTING’ MAD. (5,436 feet). Star, Wil-
liam Desmond. An old one but a good one.
Supporting cast helps make this western
thriller a success. Nothing exceptional, but
will please most of ’em. Has poor moral
tone and is not suitable for Sunday. Had
poor attendance. Draw rural and small town
class in town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K.
Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cush-
ing, Iowa.

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER. (7,500 feet).

Star cast. An exhibitor’s picture in every
sense of the word. Cast splendid. A rural
comedy-drama that pleased ninety-five per
cent, at increased admission. Extra adver-
tising yielded good attendance. Draw rural
and small town class, town of 286. Admis-
sion, usually 10-25, raised. R. K. Russell,

Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

TOLL OF THE SEA. (4,600 feet). Star
cast. In colors

;
six reels. Don’t take it for

four reels as listed, it’s six. Wonderful pic-

ture for ladies and children. Men will not
care for it. Draw family class in city of 17,-

000. Admission 17-28. J. M. Blanchard,
Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Penn-
sylvania.

WOMAN OF BRONZE. (5.643 feet). Star,

Clara Kimball Young. A good heavy drama.
Clara is getting old but she’s still good, al-

though she overdoes the emotional scenes in

several places. Regular advertising gave
fair attendance. Draw rural and town class,

small town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K.
Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cush-
ing, Iowa.

YOUR FRIEND AND MINE. (5,700 feet).

Star, Willard Mack. Can’t give this much
in the way of praise; it just came and went
and created no ripple of excitement either

on the screen or the box office. Buy it

accordingly. Usual advertising brought poor
attendance. Draw health seekers and tour-

ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

Paramount
ADAM’S RIB. (9,526 feet). Star cast. This

would have been a one hundred percent pic-

ture if the reflection to primitive man had
been much shorter. Had this picture come
in about eight reels instead of ten it would
please far better. My patrons enjoyed it

very much with the exception of the drag-

ging of the part which reflects to primitive

man. Fair attendance. Draw better class in

town of 800. Admission 10-30. T. Leal, Leal

Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.

BACHELOR DADDY. (6,229 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. This is a picture our

patrons like, in fact all Paramount pictures

go good here in Albany. Had full house.

Jerry Wertin, Winter Theatre (250 seats),

Albany, Minnesota.

BACHELOR DADDY. (6229 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. An excellent picture for

any sized town or crowd. Will hold interest

for all. Pleased here one hundred percent.

Has excellent moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 1,000. George E. Neel, Cres-

cent Theatre, Woodville, Texas.

BEAUTY’S WORTH. (6,751 feet). Star,

Marion Davies. Was well liked by the
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women. Had some good humor in it and
would class it as a good program offering.

Usual advertising brought good attendance.
Draw better class in town of 4,500. Admis-
sion 15-10. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre,
Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

WHITE FLOWER. (5,131 feet). Star,

Betty Compson. Fair program picture that

pleased the majority. Draw mixed class in

city of 110,000. Admission 10-20. A1 C.

Werner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Read-
ing, Pennsylvania.

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN. (6,491 feet).

Star, Alma Rubens. This picture registered

a complete box office success, and on the
whole pleased everyone. The only kick was
to the effect that the story did not corre-
spond with that of the book, but to my
estimation the snow scenes are far more
beautiful than the swamp scenes that would
replace them, were the book followed to

the letter. The price was right and had
there been fess fairs in this vicinity, I

would have cleaned up more money. A good
feature for Sunday or any day in the week.
Moral tone is splendid. Had good attend-
ance. Used slide heralds, billboards. Draw
townspeople and farmers in town of 800. Ad-
mission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall
Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN
FLOWER. (11,618 feet). Star, Marion Davies.
A wonderful picture. Broke records with
this. It is suitable for Sunday. Had extra
good attendance. Draw tourists in town of

470. H. Jenkinson, Victor Theatre (250

seats), Minocqua, Wisconsin.

Preferred
ARE YOU A FAILURE? (5,700 feet). Star,

Lloyd Hughes. Played this on a Saturday
night. Larry Evans the author lives here
and that was all that was necessary. He’s
a big favorite and his friends could and
did fill the house. A neutral review on my
part (aside from friendship for Larry), is

that it is a clever idea that went wrong in

the direction. At that it’s a good picture and
properly set on the proper day you can do
well. It has some inconsistencies but as be-
fore stated that’s direction. Buy this right

and play it. Usual advertising brought big
attendance. Draw health seekers and tour-

ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

United Artists

SALOME. (6 reels). Star, Nazimova. Did
not think much of this one. Served as a
good filler on a vaudeville program and
brought some who wanted to see the star
in “crazy” stuff as they call it. Picture is

not worth running as a special feature. Not
suitable for Sunday. Draw general class in

city of 15,000. Admission 10-30. Ben L.
Morris, Temple, Elk, Grand, Olympic Thea-
tres, Bellaire, Ohio.

Universal
ABYSMAL BRUTE. (7,323 feet). Star,

Reginald Denny. Very good picture with
fine cast. Reginald Denny fast gaining
popularity. Life drama of a fighter, suitable
for Sunday (in some communities). Fine
attendance, drawing middle and lower class

in residential district of a big city. Admis-
sion 15 matinees, 25 evenings. J. F. Enos,
New Lyceum Theatre (1,260 seats), San
Francisco, California.

ABYSMAL BRUTE. (7,373 feet). Star
Reginald Denny. This is a wonder picture
of the class, as good as “The Flirt” from

I

I

You Bet It Helps

“Enclosed please find a Straight
From the Shoulder report.

“Trusting that it will be of help

to my fellow producers.”—George
Jacob, Grand Theatre, Terre
Haute, Indiana.

same firm. Denny has the making of a
great popular star and in this, his first real

picture, scores immense. Mabel J. Scott
was also fine in this. Story has everything
that appeals to the typical movie followers
—humor, punch, action and romance. Good
moral tone, suitable for any day. Draw
general class in city of 15,000. Admission
10-40. Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.

AFRAID TO FIGHT. (4,600 feet). Star,

Frank Mayo. The best Mayo picture since

“The Brute Breaker.” Old, but it pulled them
in and pleased close onto a hundred per cent.

Had a great prize fight scene which is

realistic—and punchful. Good moral tone;
suitability for Sunday depends on com-
munity. Above average attendance, draw-
ing family (mostly labor) class in city of

80,000. Admission ten cents straight. M. F.

Meade, Olive Theatre (450 seats), St. Joseph,
Missouri.

BOLTED DOOR. (4,126 feet). Star, Frank
Mayo. This star is popular here and all of

his pictures go over well. This is not his

best, nor his worst—about average. Drew
us a large, pleased Sunday audience. Good
moral tone, suitable for Sunday. Above aver-
age attendance of family (mostly labor)
class in city of 80,000. Admission ten cents
straight. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre, (450
seats, St. Joseph, Missouri.

BURNING WORDS. (4,944 feet). Star,
Roy Stewart. A fine Mounted Police story.

The cast is good throughout. Roy Stewart
looks like a good bet for exhibitors. Pleased
ninety percent (rest, too sad). Regular ad-
vertising brought good attendance. Draw
rural and from town of 286. Admission 10-

25. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre (136
seats), Cushing, Iowa.

DON QUICKSHOT OF THE RIO
GRANDE. (4,894 feet). Star, Jack Hoxie. Jack*
sure looks like a real find for Universal. A
good comedy, western drama. Pleased
ninety-five percent. Has fair moral tone. I

ran it on Sunday. Had excellent attend-
ance. Draw rural and small town class in

town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell,
Legion Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

DRIVEN. (5,400 feet). Star, Charles E.
Mack. Here is a picture that contains the
best character portrayal of any that has
ever played our house. Very little padding
in this one. Used posters, heralds, window
cards. Had fair attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 1,300. Admission 10-25-35.

A. O. Jones, Grand Theatre (250 seats), Bur-
lington, Washington.

FLAMING HOUR. (4,508 feet). Star,
Frank Mayo. A one hundred percent pro-
gram picture; a little extra expense would
easily have made a special out of it. Had
many favorable comments. It also made
several new patrons for us. Very good
moral tone, suitable for Sunday. Above
average attendance drawing family (mostly
labor) class in city of 80,000. Admission ten
cents straight. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre,
(450 seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.

FLIRT. (8 reels). Star, Eileen Percy. This
show went over nicely. The men thought
it was wonderful; the women were inclined
to think the heroine got off easier than she
deserved; but they were all interested. A1

C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Penn-
sylvania.

FLIRT. (8 reels). Star, Eileen Percy. A
fine picture that went over in our town with
a bang. The author’s name draws them in,

and the cast will do the rest. A good pic-

ture for Sunday, and one that has an ex-
cellent moral tone. Used slide, ones, threes.
Played to a good attendance. Be sure to get
a good print on this and you’re all set. Ad-
mission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall
Theatre, Chester, Vermont.

GALLOPING KID. (4,783 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. Lay off this one, boys. My patrons
knocked this one to pieces. Those that are
strong on Hoot said it is a shame to put
him in a picture like this and Hoot can’t
make much friends if he gets into too many
of these. Fair attendance of general class

in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.

GOSSIP. (4,488 feet). Star, Gladys Wal-
ton. A dandy little flapper picture that
seemed to hit the spot with our patrons.
Story does not amount to much, but it

had Gladys who is popular here. Played it

with Baby Peggy in “The Kid Reporter”
and stood them up. The kid probably did
it. Good moral tone, suitable for Sunday.
Big attendance of family (mostly labor)
class in city of 80,000. Admission ten cents
straight. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450
seats, St. Joseph, Missouri.

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA. (8
reels). Very good. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw all classes in town of 7,-

400. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick Theatre,
Salem, New Jersey.

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA. (8
reels). Not as good as Mr. and Mrs. John-
son’s “Big Game” picture. Too long, too
many scenes about the natives, not enough
about big game. If I had shown this be-
fore I did the Johnson’s picture would
have pulled better, while this was a good
picture of its class it could not come up
to the Metro picture of the same kind.
Had fair attendance. Adolph Schutz, Liberty
Theatre, Silver City, New Mexico.

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA. (8
reels). We put this over to good business
and pleased them, but we came out flat and
told them what it was, practically an educa-
tional and a personally conducted tour
through Africa while they were seated and
comfortable

;
I can see where this picture,

if handled differently and they were not told
that there is no plot, no story, might dis-
appoint; as it was it satisfied both the au-
dience and the box office. Arthur E. Han-
cock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, In-
diana.

KENTUCKY DERBY. (5,398 feet). Star,
Reginald Denny. A very good melodrama.
Print in poor condition and lost money.
Price a little too high and had a rainy night.
Had poor attendance. Draw farmers in town
of 450. Admission 13-22. J. R. Rush, Pas-
time Theatre (240 seats), Pearl City, Illinois.

KINDLED COURAGE (4,418 feet). Star,
Hoot Gibson. A good “western” program
picture that pleased all. Lots of action with
plenty of humor. Well directed and photo-
graphed. Hoot very popular with the
younger set. Moral tone good; suitable for
Sunday. Drew fair attendance of general
class in town of about 1,000. Admission 10-

20. H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre,
Melville, Louisiana,

LOVE LETTER. (4,426 feet). Star, Gladys
Walton. As nice a little picture as anyone
would want to see. Used ones, threes,
newspaper. Had fair attendance. Draw
farmers in town of 450. Admission 13-22.

J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre (240 seats),
Pearl City, Illinois.

McGUIRE OF THE MOUNTED. (5,020
feet). Star, William Desmond. This is above

ROBIN HOOD. (10,000 feet). Star, Douglas
Fairbanks. Best since “Birth of a Nation.”
Everyone well pleased. Suitable for any day.
Had extra good attendance. W. C. Mcln-
tire, Rose Theatre, Burlington, North Caro-
lina.
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the average for a R.N.W.M.P. story.

Cast is good. Believe Desmond is going to

stick for us. Has fair moral tone and not
suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw rural and small town class in town
of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell. Le-
gion Theatre (136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

OUT OF LUCK. (5,518 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. Audience went wild over this one.

Made money on this one, as I always do
with Universal pictures. Have yet to run
a sorry one and the rentals are always fair.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 2,958. R. T. Wade, Pal-

ace Theatre, Morehead City, North Caro-
lina.

SAWDUST. (4,800 feet). Star, Gladys
Walton. A nice little program picture if

bought at a program price you’ll not regret.

Pleased here with the addition of a Larry
Semon comedy which gave the program
good balance. Usual advertising brought
good attendance. Draw health seekers and
tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

SELF MADE WIFE. (4,960 feet). Star
cast. One of their “box office” melodramas
but did not work in that capacity for us.

This type does not do so well as the star

series that Universal puts out, yet they put
this one in a higher price class. Just an
ordinary movie story. Draw general class

in city of 15,000. Admission 10-30. Ben L.

Morris, Temple, Elk Grand, Olympic thea-
tres, Bellaire, Ohio.

TOWN SCANDAL. (4.604 feet). Star,

Gladys Walton. Very enjoyable picture.

You will be glad if you run this one. I had
read the story in Cosmopolitan and was
more than pleased with the pictured ver-
sion. Some very delightful comedy touches.
A good lesson for old reprobates. Suitable
for Sunday. Had very good attendance.
Draw residential class in town of 1,500. Ad-
mission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Thea-
tre (250 seats), Port Orchard, Washington.

Vitagraph
MIDNIGHT ALARM. (6,000 feet). Star

cast. This picture went over for us in good
shape; it has story, plot and action; that’s

what they want, these common folks of a
rural town. I sense a disgust and resent-
ment sometimes when we show a picture
that is all sets and society. The farmers in

the last two years have it in their heads
that they are largely footing the bill for

the extravagance shown as being the life

Exhibitors can use tips on films

as old as you run them and also
on the first runs. Do your part
to make Straight From the Shoul-
der the dependable tip department.

led by upper strata picturized. Arthur E.
Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,
Indiana.

NINETY AND NINE. (6,800 feet). Star
cast. A very good picture with plenty of
action that pleased. Very good fire scene.
Film in good shape. Ran Larry Semon
in a “Pair of Kings” and my patrons did not
hesitate to say it was an excellent program.
Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw general class
in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.

Warner Bros .

BRASS. (8,000 feet). Star cast. Harry
Myers is himself in the comedy role

;
he

can be depended on in anything he plays;
makes his role stand out. This is a whizz
of a feature, nothing better in its line have
we ever shown and that is not judging it

from “Take.” The trouble with these good
pictures, the exchange holds the price too
high to be shown by a small town house
until the flush of the first run advertising
has died, it is then hard to put them over
for a profit adequate to the rental paid. Of
course the film salesmen try to tell you that
a picture is not old until it has played, but
anyone who has tried it knows different,

especially if you are against a larger city.

Arthur E. Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Co-
lumbia City, Indiana.

MAIN STREET. (9 reels). Cast includes
Florence Vidor, Monte Blue, etc. A good
picture, well acted and directed. Does not
follow book but is an improvement on book.
It has more drawing power (and will sat-

isfy) than anything released in months. It’s

humorous, also dramatic. Advertising slant,

give wide publicity to title of book. Draw
farmers and retired farmers in town of

2,500. Admission 10-20 and 10-25. H. J.

Longaker, Howard Theatre (350 seats),

Alexandria, Minnesota.

Comedies
ROLLING STONES. (Educational). This

was good, especially after running Christie’s
“Pair of Sixes” with its bunch of tragedi-
ans. Lloyd Hamilton has any of the Chris-
tie bunch beat by a mile or two. C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Roches-
ter, Indiana.

SATURDAY MORNING. (Pathe). A good
enough comedy. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

SOLID CONCRETE. (Vitagraph). The
poorest one to date for us. Nothing but a
couple of chases about alike. Will go over
if feature is strong. Has fair moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good at-

tendance. Draw rural and small town class
in town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K.
Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cush-
ing, Iowa.

SOME CLASS. (Universal). Star,
Brownie. This is one of the two best dog
comedies we’ve ever had from Universal.
Print poor; but say, Brownie is some dog!
Regular advertising gave fair attendance.
Draw rural and small town class, town of
286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell, Le-
gion Theatre (136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

VAGABOND. (Chaplin Piet). One of

Chaplin’s old ones, but still liked by every-
one. Has good moral tone and is suitable

for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 2.800. Admission 15-

25. D. W. Strayer, Smith Theatre (250

seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

State Rights
FICKLE WOMEN. (D. N. Schwab Prod.).

Star, David Butler. Just a fair program
picture. William Noble, Isis Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

STREETS OF NEW YORK. (Arrow).
Star cast. (7 reels). Audience confuses it

with the Fox story of a similar name, but
this is a much better picture. Story runs
easily and seemed to please the many who
saw it. Not suitable for Sunday. Draw
general class in city of 15.000. Admission
10-30. Ben L. Morris, Temple, Elk, Grand,
Olympic theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.

WESTERN BLOOD. (Independent Film
Corp.). Star, Pete Morrison. Good, clean
western action drama with a star who knows
and looks the typical western movie hero.

That gets over big in a house where they
like that type of picture, and this is one
of the good stories. Draw general class in

city of 15,000. Admission 10-30. Ben L.

Morris, Temple, Elk Brand, Olympic thea-

tres, Bellaire, Ohio.

Fill In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to your
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone Suitable for Sunday? Attendance

Sixe of Town Type you draw from

Name Theatre City State
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Luhitsch Finishes

Warner Film
According to reports received

from, the Warner Brothers West
Coast Studio, Ernst Lubitsch has
completed the fuming of “The
Marriage Circle,” his first produc-
tion under his contract with the

Warner organization The War-
ner Classic is now going through
the cutting, editing and titling

process under the skilled hands
of the famous producer-director
himself.
“The Marriage Circle” has

aroused unusual curiosity, as the

nature of the production is dif-

ferent than anything that Lubitsch
has heretofore undertaken. The
photoplay is the first production

the famous producer has ever

made in America using a modern
setting, and it does not call for

the usual massive settings and mcb
scenes for which Ernst Lubitsch
is noted.

Viola Dana Given
Powerful Vehicle

Metro will present its popular

star, Viola Dana, in “Revelation,”

as the first of a series of elaborate

dramatic productions as announced

by the organization a short time ago.

This was decided upon partly as a

reward of merit to Miss Dana,
whose Metro pictures have proved
unusually successful, and partly be-

cause of hundreds of requests from
exhibitors in all parts of the country
that Miss Dana be starred in more
pretentious offerings.

“Revelation” is an adaptation of

Mabel Wagnells’ novel, “A Rose
Bush of a Thousand Years,” and
will provide Viola Dana with a

role that should prove the finest this

capable actress has ever portrayed

on the screen. The story concerns

Joline, a dancer and model of the

Latin Quarter, who learns that she

has a soul and finally poses as the

Holy Mother with such realism as

to make a monk believe he has
seen a miracle.

The story is one of the most en-

hancing ever written, absorbing and
dramatic with a leading character

that lifts it far above the ordinary

run of screen offerings. Metro an-

nounces that “Revelation” will be

given an elaborate and painstaking

production, in short, everything pos-

sible will be done to surround Miss
Dana with the very finest in set-

tings, locations and a supporting cast

of well-known players. Monty Blue
is the only player thus far cast.

Under Water Views
in Ince Film

After experimenting for several
weeks a new method of photo-
graphing under water, work has
been evolved by Thomas H. Ince
for his new comedy special, “The
Galloping Fish,” which has just

gone into production for First

National. Some of the novel
“punches” of the story come from
shots made of “the fish” played
by Freddie, a trained seal, in a

mammoth tank which has been
specially constructed for the pic-

ture.

Louise Fazenda, as “Undine,”
the diving beauty, merrily disports

in the tank with Freddie, while
Syd Chaplin, Ford Sterling and
Chester Conklin also have un-
limited opportunity to display

their aquatic skill in shots of the

picture made in flood waters.

New Players Added
To Metro Cast

Several new players have been
added to the cast of “The Fool’s

Awakening,” the Metro picturiza-

tion of William J. Locke’s bril-

liant novel, “The Tale of Triona.”

The entire cast of principals now
consists of Enid Bennett, Harri-

son Ford, Mary Alden, Alec
Francis, Harry Northrup, Arline

Pretty, Lorimer Johnston, D. R.

O. Hatswell, Lionel Belmore, John
Sainpolis and William Humphrey.
The title of “The Fool’s Awak-

ening” was announced previously

as “The Living Past.” The new
title strikes more emphatically at

the heart of the story and inci-

dentally avoids confusion with a

novel, recently published, which
by a strange coincidence was
given the earlier title.

To Appear in Person
Kenneth Harlan, who plays the

title role in the Preferred Pic-

ture, “The Virginian,” will make
personal appearance throughout
the two-week run of that produc-
tion at the Broadway-Strand
Theatre in Detroit, beginning No-
vember 11. The arrangement for

the personal appearances was
made by Phil Gleichman, pro-

!

prietor of the Broadway-Strand,
with B. P. Schulberg, producer of

“The Virginian.” Harlan has pre-
pared an effective act, appearing
in his “Virginian” costume.

Sets New Records
“If Winter Comes” continues to

set new records for attendance
and length of runs all over the
United States. The Fox-Wash-
ington Theatre in Detroit is

among the houses to extend the
original engagement of the pic-

ture. It is now in its third week
in the Automobile City.

Sam Wood Starts

“The Next Corner’’
Sam Wood has launched the

filming of his new production for

Paramount, an adaptation by
Monte M. Katterjohn of Kate
Jordan’s novel and play, “The
Next Corner.” “Trust to luck 1 Be
a gambler!” This, the advice a

.mother gives her daughter in the
story, is exactly what Director
Wood is not doing. Instead of

relying on fickle fate plans for

the picture have been worked out
with extraordinary care.

Conway Tearle, in the leading
masculine role, has the part of

Robert Maury, globe-trotting
mining man who leaves his wife

to the destinies of Paris for three
years. Dorothy Mackaill, former
Follies beauty who is making her
Hollywood debut in the produc-
tion after notable appearances in

stage and screen plays in the cast,

is the wife. Lon Chaney, re-

nowned delineator of unusual
types, has a leading part in the
character of Serafin, intriguing
foster brother of Don Arturo, a
Spanish Apollo who plays upon
the hearts of women and pays
dearly.

Others in the cast are Louise
Dresser, Ricardo Cortez and
Remea Radzina.

“The Country Kid”
Has Premiere

The new Warner Classic “The
Country Kid,” starring Wesley
Barry, had its world’s premiere at

the Rialto Theatre, New York,
opening on Sunday, October 28.

The feature is one of the Warner
Classics which has been booked by
the Paramount houses and o'her
important theatre chains through-
out the different territories.

Hardly had the play date been
set when the Warner Bros. Ex-
ploitation Department slarted

work making exploitation .ie-ups

with prominent stores and shops
dealing with the different mer-
chandise that is included in the
many commercial tie-ups with
Wesley Barry.

December Date on
Schertzinger Film

Victor Schertzinger has com-
pleted production on “The Man Life

Passed By,” one of the Premier
Features on the Metro 1923-1924

program. The production is now in

the cutting rooms, where it will be

edited under the personal supervi-

sion of Mr. Schertzinger who, aided

by Winifred Dunn, wrote it.

Mr. Schertzinger gathered a no-
table cast for his picture. It in-

cludes such famous names as Hobart
Bosworth, Cullen Landis, Eva
Novak, Percy Marmont, Jane No-
vak, Lydia Knott, Gertrude Short,

Lincoln Steadman, Andre de Ber-
anger and William Humphrey.
“The Man Life Passed By” is

scheduled for a December release.

The adaptation of it was made by
Winifred Dunn and it was photo-

graphed by Chester A. Lyons. J.

J. Hughes, who was associated as
art director with Mr. Schertzinger
when the latter directed Jackie Coo-
gan’s Metro picture, “Long Live the
King,” acted in the same capacity
for “The Man Life Passed By.”
Jane Novak was loaned for this

production by Chester Bennett.

Claire MacDowell
Added

Claire MacDowell, whose screen
appearances are without number,
has been added to the cast of
Fred Niblo’s new production,
“Thy Name Is Woman,” which is

now in the early stages of pro-
duction under Mr. Niblo’s direc-

tion. The cast now includes Ra-
mon Novarro, Barbara La Marr,
Wallace MacDonald, Claire Mac-
Dowell and William V. Mong.

Good Reports
Grauman’s million-dollar theatre

in Los Angeles, Gordon’s Capitol
and Olympia, Boston, and Fay’s,
Providence, are among the many
first-run houses that have reported
good business with the Hodkinson
picture, “Michael O’Ha’lloran,” Gene
Stratton-Porter’s picturization of
her novel of the same name.

Opens in Wisconsin
“Down to the Sea in Ships,”

Elmer Clifton's whaling picture, be-

gins its premiere engagement in

Wisconsin at the Alhambra The-
atre, Milwaukee, next Saturday.
John K. Edwards of the Hodkinson
Publicity Department, left Monday
for Milwaukee, where he will assist

Leo Landau, manager of the Al-
hambra, with his exploitation and
advertising campaign.
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“Fashion Row’” in

Hands of Editors

Lesser Enthusiastic

Visit to Warner Studios
picture. The same can be said of
Lubitsch, who works like a human
dynamo with his players. Monte
Blue, Florence Vidor, Marie Pre-
vost, Harry Myers, Creighton Hale
and Adolphe Menjou are all contrib-

uting remarkable characterizations.

“Exhibitors can also look forward
to a fine picture in the Sidney
Franklin production, ‘Tiger Rose,’

starring Lenore Ulric. And the

Harry Rapf production, ‘Lucretia

Lombard,’ starring Monte Blue and
Irene Rich, promises much. I wit-

nessed previews of both of these

Warner Classics in Hollywood and
can say that they are two of the very
finest productions I have ever seen.

Daddies,’ the screen version of
David Belasco’s famous play of the

same name, also will be an out-

standing screen contribution. Under
the direction of William Seiter, Mae
Marsh and Harry Myers are work-
ing like clockwork together and the

different flashes I saw of them at

the studio made me extremely enthu-
siastic, and eager to see the finished

product.”

Vitagraph Prints

Arrive
Vitagraph laboratories are print-

ing “The Man from Brodney’s,”
the picturization of George Barr
McCutcheon’s famous romance,
produced by David Smith and
shipments are being made to the
branches.
With Mr. Kerrigan in the cast

are Alice Calhoun, Wanda Haw-
ley, Miss DuPont, Pat O’Malley
and Kathleen Key.

“Why Worry” Fills Each
Inch of Standing Room

Morris and
After

Upon their return to New York,
following their visit to the Warner
Brothers’ West Coast Studio, Sam
Morris, of the Warner organization
and Myer Lesser, advertising direc-

tor, manifested the greatest amount
of enthusiasm for the future in all

matters where Warner product is

concerned.
During the visit of the Warner

officials, conferences were held with
H. M. Warner concerning important
matters for future consumption,
such as distribution, future product,
advertising schemes and general
discussions concerning the produc-
tions that are now facing the cam-
eras, or are about to go into pro-
duction.

“I do not believe I have ever been
filled with such great enthusiasm as

I am now after this visit to the

studio,” declared Sam Morris upon
his return. “Never before have con-
ditions been so clearly brought home
to me and never before has the real-

ization come that we are building

such a splendid foundation for the

future.

Several new players, not an-

nounced hitherto, were added to the

cast of Mae Murray’s latest Metro

starring picture, “Fashion Row,”

while it was in the course of pro-
duction. The entire cast appearing
in support of Miss Murray now con-
sists of Elmo Lincoln, Earle Fox,
Freeman Wood, Mathilde Brundage,
Sidney Franklin, Madame Roson-
ova and Craig Biddle.

“Fashion Row,” which Miss Mur-
ray completed last week, is now in

the cutting rooms where it is being
edited for an early eastern premiere.
This new production follows close

upon the heels of “The French

B. P. Schulberg, producer of

Preferred Pictures, left New York
last Sunday for Los Angeles
after several weeks in New York
discussing distribution and pro-
ducing plans for Preferred Pic-

tures Corp.
As soon as Mr. Schulberg

reaches his studios in Los Angeles,
he will start work on “Poisoned
Paradise,” the Robert W. Service
novel to be produced by Gasnier.
This production, the story of

which is laid in Monte Carlo, will

be one of the most pretentious
of the Preferred Fifteen. The
screen adaptation has been written
by Waldemar Young. Casting is

now under way. One of the prin-

cipal roles will be given to Clara
Bow, who has recently completed
work in “Maytime” and “Black
Oxen.”

“In the first place, the beautiful

Warner Studio impressed me as a
colossal monument—a monument
dedicated to the accomplishments of

the present and future of an organ-
ization that has sprung to the fore-

most ranks in an unusually short

time. Then to step inside and see

the marked efficiency, the different

facilities that have been established

to aid production, the set upon which
the master hand of Ernst Lubitsch
is guiding a big production and the

set that John Barrymore can be
found on from 8 o’clock in the morn-
ing until 12 o’clock at night, put-
ting every ounce of his energy in

making ‘Beau Brummel,’ a picture

that will live forever—naturally, it

all creates the greatest amount of
enthusiasm.

“Perhaps my most impressive

moments were spent on the ‘Beau
Brummel’ set with John Barrymore,
and on ‘The Marriage Circle’ set

with Ernst Lubitsch. Barrymore is

throwing everything aside to make
'Beau Brummel,’ under the direc-

tion of Harry Beaumont, his greatest

Doll,” which now is one of the big
current Metro successes. Another
production, the third Mae Murray
picture of the Metro 1923-1924 pro-
gram, is “Mademoiselle Midnight,”
which probably will go into produc-
tion within the next several weeks
now that Miss Murray has com-
pleted “Fashion Row.”

“Fashion Row” is scheduled for

December release. It was written

for Miss Murray by Sada Cowan
and Howard Iliggin. It is a Robert
Z. Leonard presentation through
Metro and is sponsored by Tiffany
Productions, of which Mr. Leonard
is director-general and M. H. Hoff-
man general manager.

As soon as “Poisoned Paradise”
is under way, work will begin on
“The Triflers” and “White Man.”
“The Triflers,” adapted from ffie

novel by Frederick Orin Bartlett,

will be a richly mounted produc-
tion with its locale in Paris and
the Riviera. “White Man” .is a
thrilling adventure story laid in

the jungles of Africa.

Off At the Flash
People stood for over an hour

waiting to secure standing room in

the Cameo Theatre last Sunday
night when “The Drivin’ Fool,” a
Hodkinson picture, began its New
York premiere. Not only the public

but the critics agreed that it is one
of the speediest pictures of the

season.

Reports reaching the Pathe Home
Office from various sections of the

country continue to relate how “Why.
Worry,” Harold Lloyd’s latest re-

lease for Pathe, is gathering them
in at leading motion picture theatres.

Following the opening of “Why
Worry” at the Adams Theatre in

Detroit, John Kunsky wired the

Pathe Home Office as follows : “De-
lighted to say that ‘Why Worry’
attendance on the opening day of

engagement greatly exceeded the

opening attendance for ‘Safety Last.’

World rights to “Captain Blood,”

the latest novel by Rafael Sabatini,

now being presented on the screen

and on the legitimate stage on

Broadway have been purchased for

production by Vitagraph.

The purchase of “Captain Blood”

was among the European missions

planned by Albert E. Smith, presi-

dent of Vitagraph, who arrived in

Ingram Has Arrived
In Egypt

Rex Ingram, whose “Scara-
mouche” is making Broadway talk
these days through its sensational
popularity at the Forty-fourth
Street Theatre, New York, ar-
rived safely in Cairo, Egypt, ac-
cording to a cablegram received
at the Metro offices last week.
Mr. Ingram’s journey to Cairo
was by way of England, from
which point he turned into Ire-
land, where he visited his father,
and then through Paris, where he
spent 1 several days gathering
equipment.
With Mr. Ingram are Alice

Terry, his wife, who plays the
leading feminine role in “Scara-
mouche”; Marian Burton, noted
scenario writer, and Curt Rehfeld,
Mr. Ingram’s production manager.
Several noted European experts
are to join Mr. Ingram in Cairo,
where the entire party will make
special researches for Mr. In-
gram’s next several productions
for Metro. He and his party will

return here around the first of the
new year.

Smith Completes Cast
David Smith, who is directing

“A Tale of Red Roses,” the pic-

turization of George Randolph
Chester’s novel of American city

life, has completed the cast. It

had already been announced that
Dustin Farnum and Patsy Ruth
Miller had been engaged for the
leading roles.

Others in the cast are Niles

Welch, William Norris, Edith
Yorke, Sidney De Grey, Violet

Palmer, George Webb, Margaret
Landis, Miles McCarthy, Milton
Ross and Charles Meakan.

I am hoping for record business.”

Another showman who hails

“Why Worry” as a “veritable sen-

sation,” is Sam Harding, of Kansas
City. After the opening of Lloyd’s

feature comedy at the Liberty The-
atre in that city, Sam Harding wired

the following dispatch :

“ ‘Why
Worry’ at the Liberty Theatre has

proved a veritable sensation. Opened
to the biggest receipts ever taken in

at this theatre in any one day. Look
for all records to be broken this

week.”

London last week. The transfer of

the rights to the story was com-
pleted through the New York
agents of Sabatini. Messrs. Brandt

& Kirkpatrick. The announcement
of the purchase was made on a

cabled permission of Mr. Smith.

The price paid for “Captain

Blood.” it is reported, exceeds that

of any povel or play purchased for

the screen in the last year.

Schulberg Busy
Again in West

Vitagraph to Film
Sabatini's Latest
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Important Announcements Coming
Regarding “Birth of the West”

Big in Los Angeles
Tom Forman’s latest Preferred

Picture, “The Broken Wing,” is

playing to big business in Los
Angeles where it opened last Sun-
day at Lund’s New Broadway
Theatre. A report of the picture’s

success was received by B. P.

Schulberg in New York in a tele-

gram from Larry Lund, who
said

:

“ ‘The Broken Wing’ opened in

my theatre last night. Business
more than satisfactory. Packed
house. Critics mightily pleased
with production. If ‘Broken
Wing’ is criterion of what ‘B. P.

Schulberg Presents’ means then
the coming season spells success
in large letters for both exhibitors

and your organization.”

“Gentle Julia” Done
The William Fox screen version

of Booth Tarkington’s story,

“Gentle Julia,” has been com-
pleted at the producer’s West
Coast Studios, under the direc-
tion of Rowland V. Lee. Bessie
Love plays the title role.

Important announcements re-

garding author, star and cast of
“The Birth of the West” are ex-
pected to be forthcoming within
the next few weeks from Frank
J. Carroll, of the Colorado Pic-
tures Corporation. Mr. Carroll is

now on his way to Denver for a
series of conferences, after which
he is likely to proceed to Los An-
geles to complete contracts in

connection with the Colorado or-
ganization’s initial production.

Regarding “The Birth of the
West” Mr. Carroll declared to a
representative of Moving Picture
World

:

“The picture business has
reached a stage where it is dan-
gerous to divulge too much of

story and theme until a produc-
tion is actually on the screen.

“For that reason I have little

to say at this time about ‘The
Birth of the West.’ Film men

who remember ‘The Cavell Case’
and ‘For the Freedom of the
World’ will appreciate, however,
that when I start to work on a
production bearing so valuable
and important a title as ‘The Birth
of the West’ that I have in mind
a picture that will measure up in

every way to its wonderful pos-
sibilities.

“I have always been a believer

in box office names, and when
announcement is made in the near
future regarding the identity of

author and players I feel certain

that exhibitors will grant that I

am holding true to my policy.

“The rest had better remain un-
said until the picture is on the
screen. You hear so much these
days about spectacular scenes, ef-

fects involving thousands of peo-
ple, thrilling climaxes, and so on,

that the words mean little.

“When it comes to selling the

picture to the exhibitor, and the
exhibitor’s problem of selling the
picture to the public, it is the
screen that gives the answer. I

am willing to let the screen tell

my story.”

The Colorado Pictures Cor-
poration, with headquarters at

Denver, Col., is composed of

many of the most representative
business men of the Rocky Moun-
tain metropolis.

Dwan Cutting
Allan Dwan is busy these days

at the Paramount Long Island
studio cutting and titling “Big
Brother,” Rex Beach’s story,

which he finished filming recently.

Tom Moore, Edith Roberts, Ray-
mond Hatton, Joe King, Charles

Henderson and Mickey Bennett
have the principal roles in the

production.

Fine Tie-up for Large Organization Is

“Michael O’Halloran” Going to Make Picture
That the W. W. Hodkinson pic-

ture, "Michael O’Halloran,” Gene
Stratton-Porter’s screen adaptation
of her popular novel of the same
name, offers unlimited possibilities

to the exhibitor for tie-ups of na-
tion-wide scope, was demonstrated
recently at Springfield, Mass., when
the Kiwanis Club unanimously in-

dorsed the picture and voted it one
of the most entertaining productions
of the year.

The occasion was a special meet-
ing of the Kiwanis Club held in the

Nayasset Clubhouse. The speaker
of the evening, Dr. Juniper of St.

Petersburg, Florida, took as the sub-
ject of his discourse, “Be Square,

’

the theme of “Michael O’Halloran,”
and emphasized the importance of

this principle being brought home
to every boy in America.

After the showing, the Kiwanis
Club, by a viva voce vote, gave
Joseph O’Sullivan, special exploita-

tion man who effected the tie-up, a
letter of indorsement and thanks to

the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

While a complete list of the

artists who will accompany Direc-
tor Edwin Carewe to Algeria to

make exteriors for “A Son of the

Sahara” has already been an-
nounced, the production, technical

and business staff has only just

been rounded out.

Louis M. Jerome will have
charge of the business of the

company. Robert Kirrle will be
chief cameraman. Wallace W.
Fox, Mr. Carewe’s brother, will

act as his assistant. Adelaide
Heilbron, who prepared the

scenario on “A Son of the

Sahara,” will be with the company
in Algeria. Miss Heilbron pre-

pared “Mighty Lak a Rose” and
“The Girl of the Golden West” for

production. Rene Plaisetty will

act as Mr. Carewe’s co-director.

A1 Greene will act as second
cameraman and Dick Easton will

accompany the troupe as second

assistant director.

Three Hodkinson
Book

“The Affairs of Lady Hamilton,”
“Down to the Sea in Ships” and
“Puritan Passions,” all Hodkinson
releases, have been listed by the Na-
tional Committee for Better Films
as “better pictures having a book
source” and suggested for use espe-

cially during Motion Picture and
Children’s Book Week, November
11 to 17th.

The committee has urged exhibi-

tors to show book-films during this

Week Films
week and suggested that they con-
fine their showing to only book-
films. When this was done last year,
they state, it attracted a great deal
of attention besides obtaining fine

audiences.

Motion Picture and Children’s
Book Week offers a fine opportu-
nity for tie-ups with schools, libra-

ries, women’s clubs, parent-teacher
associations, book dealers and news-
papers.

Sells Preferred

Pictures Abroad
The foreign rights to all Pre-

ferred Pictures produced in the

past and to all those produced in

the next five years are acquired

by Ben Blumenthal, president of

Export and Import Film Co., Inc.,

as the result of a deal completed
between Mr. Blumenthal and B.

P. Schulberg and J. G. Bachmann
of Preferred Pictures Corporation.
Export and Import Film Co.,

will be selling agents for Pre-

ferred Pictures Corporation in all

countries except the United
States and Canada as a result of

this important contract.
“I have acquired the rights to

a group of pictures of unusual
box-office value,” said Mr. Blum-
enthal, “and I have absolute faith

that B. P. Schulberg will con-
tinue to deliver pictures of the
type of ‘The Broken Wing,’
‘Mothers-in-Law,’ ‘April Showers,’
‘The Virginian’ and ‘Maytime.’”

“Puritan Passions”
Drawing Big Crowds

Vitagraph Will Release
Blaney Stage Successes

During the second week of its en-

gagement at the Cameo Theatre,

New York City, “Puritan Passions,”

the Film Guild picturization of

Percy Mackaye’s “The Scarecrow,”

did even more business than during
the first. Hundreds of people were
turned away the first night of the

second week.
This increased business was due

largely to the tremendous amount of

word-of-mouth publicity the picture
received and to the lavish praise of
the critics. The distinctiveness and
beauty of the production, Glenn
Hunter’s admirable acting of a role
different from anything he has ever
done, the weird and haunting musical
score written especially for the pic-

ture by the eminent composer, Fred-
erick S. Converse, not only brought
new patrons, but brought many back
the second time.

Vitagraph announces that it will

release for the screen a number of

the Charles E. Blaney stage suc-

cesses. These productions are made
under the personal direction of Mr.
Blaney, who recently organized
Charles E. Blaney’s Pictures Cor-
poration. The first to be screened

is “The Love Bandit.”

Doris Kenyon, Victor Sutherland
and Cecil Spooner are featured

players in the cast which Mr. Blaney
assembled for his first picture. Dell
Henderson was chosen as director

and the continuity was written by
Lewis Allen Browne.

Blaney’s stage successes include
“Little Church Around the Corner,”
“More to Be Pitied,” “The Curse
of Drink,” “Dancer and the King,”
“Across the Pacific,” and “Nell of
the Circus.”
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Pathe Official Back; Extols
Companies’ Coast Activities

“The production boom which hit

the Los Angeles producing center
some time ago continues, as far as
the Pathe production units are con-
cerned, with no immediate signs of
diminishing,” declared Victor Sha-
piro when interviewed concerning
his observations during his five-

weeks' business trip to the Pathe
producing plants on the West Coast.

“
'The Girl Expert,’ Harold

Lloyd's first independent venture,
will be about two months more in

production and should be ready' some
time in January. This will intro-

duce Lloyd in a new type of role.

“Under William R. Fraser, sec-

retary and general manager of the

Harold Lloyd Corporation, affairs at

the Lloyd plant have gotten away
to a brilliant start. The same staff

that has assisted Lloyd in his

previous work has been retained, in-

cluding John L. Murphy, Sam Tay-
lor, Fred Newmeyer, Tim Whelan,
Joe Reddy. Ted Wilde, and others.

Tommy Gray, prominent among
Broadway vaudeville circles, has
been engaged by Lloyd as a gag man.

“At the Hal Roach studio I found
things moving at a fast pace under
the pressure of getting out one
single-reeler and one two-reeler a
week in addition to the feature
comedy drama activities on which
Hal Roach is just starting, the first

subject being “The Fighting Fam-
ily.” Mr. Roach will shortly an-
inounce the elevation .of Charley
Chase to stardom to be co-featured
with Blanche Mahaffey in a series

of single-reel comedies.
“Will Rogers is now adapting his

wit and humor of the stage to the
screen, and at the time of my visit

to the Roach lot was starting work
on “Uncensored Movies,” the third

number of his two-reel series. It

will be a novelty innovation. Mr.
Roach said that due to the success
attending the “Dippy-Doo-Dads” this

series would be continued in more
lavish form, special stories being
prepared that will embody parodies
on conventional dramatic plots, the
human roles being enacted by
monkeys, ducks, geese, dogs, etc.

“One of the most striking per-
sonalities that I met during my en-
tire trip was Bob McGowan, director
of the “Our Gang” comedies. In
the handling of this bunch of kids
Bob displays a genius of a unique
order. The ’Gang,’ under Mc-
Gowan’s direction had just com-
pleted a pirate story with the action
laid along the San Pedro coastline
and aboard the U. S. Battleship
California. This promises to be one
of the most hilarious numbers of
the entire “Gang” series. Mickey
appears in this offering as the blood-
thirsty chief of the pirate band.
McGowan talks of his diminutive
players with as much enthusiasm as
a Broadway producer does of his

world-famous stars. Among other
things, he tells the cross-orbed
world that in Farina he has the
greatest colored actress on the
screen.

“Fred Jackman had just com-
pleted the direction of “Rex, King of
Wild Horses,” a story written by
Hal Roach. One of the few sur-
vivors of the almost extinct breed
of wild horses of the Northwest was
secured by Roach for the principal

role. This production is now being
cut and titled and should be shipped
East about the middle of November.
Additional announcements concern-
ing the Hal Roach plans are forth-

coming upon the return of W. B.

Frank, Roach’s newly appointed
Eastern representative, who leaves

for the coast on November 1st.

“Sennett is now breaking in

Harry Langdon, who will be featured
in a series of two-reelers for Pathe
release. At the time of my visit,

the Sennett comedians, Harry Grib-
bon, Billy Bevan, and Madeline Hur-
lock were at work on a lighthouse

location, a novel background for

comedy incident and situations. Al-
berta Vaughn, Mack Sennett’s seven-

teen-year-old find, is being developed
with a view of making her a fea-

tured comedienne in the near future.

Irene Lentz has been elevated to the

position of featured player and has
been cast opposite Ben Turpin
“Dick” Jones, director of Mabel
Normand, has just started work
on a new Normand feature titled

“Marianne.”
“The preliminaries for the pro-

duction of a serial version of the

James Fenimore Cooper’s “Leath-
erstocking Tales,” under the di-

rection of George Seitz, have been
completed, and Mr. Steitz will leave

shortly for Great Bear Lake to

film exteriors on that location.

This chapter-picture will be in ten

reels with Harold Miller and Edna
Murphy in the leading roles. The
continuity was prepared by Robert
Dillon. Another serial story in

preparation is “The Fortieth Door,”
to be adapted from the novel of the

same title. Allene Ray will share

stellar honors with Harold Miller

in this episodic production.”

Universal Making Two
Elaborate Productions

Mack Sennett, producing series of
two reel Ben Turpin and Mack
Sennett comedies for Pathe dis-
tribution, and Vic Shapiro, Pathe’s
exploitation and publicity man-
ager at the Mack Sennett lot dur-
ing “Vic’s” recent business trip to

the Pacific Coast for Pathe.

Ruby Promoted
O. J. Ruby has been appointed

branch manager of the Pathe office

at Cleveland. He began with
Pathe seven years ago as as-
sistant cashier. In 1917 he became
cashier and served in that capacity
until he was made a salesman in

1920, except during the period
when he was abroad with the A.
E. F.

Within thirty feet of each other

cn one of Universal City’s big stages,

two of the most elaborate produc-

tions which will be offered by Uni-

versal Pictures Corporation in the

coming year are well into produc-
tion. These are “My Mamie Rose”
and “The Turmoil.”
“My Mamie Rose” is the first star-

ring vehicle of the “Merry Go
Round” girl, Mary Philbin. Irving

Cummings is directing the filming

of the Owen Kildare novel.

“The Turmoil” is the Hobart
Henley production which will follow

“A Lady of Quality” on the screen.

It is Booth Tarkington’s novel,

which will be produced with the

purpose of making it twice as big

a success as “The Flirt,” another
Tarkington story which Henley
made some time ago and which was
an exceptional success.

Palmer Photoplay to

Get Wide Publicity

WILLIAM R. FRASER
Secretary and general manager of
Harold Lloyd Corporation, under
whose management the indepen-
dent Lloyd producing organization
has gotten away to a flying start.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation in-

tends to have a staff of high-cali-

bred men doing pioneer advertising

and publicity work in every im-
portant center throughout the coun-
try, months before the release of its

first production, “Judgment of the

Storm.”
Fifty-seven of these skilled pub-

licity ambassadors are already in

the field, operating out of forty-two
leading cities from coast to coast.

Directed by a capable, experienced
field director from his office in Los
Angeles, each one of these men is

making an intensive drive for busi-

ness at the local box-office.

Not only are they in close personal

contact with Palmer Photoplay
Corporation’s big army of 281,000
ambitious screen writers, who are
already boosting “Judgment of the

Storm” as an example of an every-
day individual success through
taking the Palmer course in photo-
play writing, but, with the numerous
social facilities at their disposal,

they are arousing the curiosity com-
pelling. human interest of the gen-
eral public in the persevering little

woman who wrote the fine scenario
for the picture. The value of this

extraordinary advance publicity

service to exhibitors will be apparent
to every live-wire showman, Palmer
Photoplays say.

Laurel Burlesques

Big Features
In the new Hal Roach series of

two-reel comedies starring Stan
Laurel, a novel note is struck. In
each a popular screen production
is burlesqued. The first, “Rough-
est Africa,” released September 30,

has proved a success. It is a trav-
esty on H. A. Snow and Martin
Johnson’s jungle adventure pic-

tures.

The second, “Frozen Hearts,” is

a burlesque of Ibanez’ “Enemies of
Women,” and is scheduled for Oc-
tober 28, while the third, “The
Soilers,” is a laughable travesty
on the Rex Beach story “The
Spoilers.” The hero’s remark. 'I

broke him with my own hands,” is

said to have been made the basis
of genuine laughter. It will be re-

leased November 25.

Turns to Schools
To secure suitable material for

the series of Century Comedies
starring Buddy Messinger, Julius
Stern has sent a hundred letters

to principals of schools in New
York inviting the boys and girls

to send in idea themes or names
of stories which they believe would
make good vehicles for the thir-

teen-year-old star.
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Six Cosmopolitan Pictures Ready
for Release Through Goldwyn Co.

Order Extra Prints on

“Critical Age”
In order to meet the anticipated

demands on the W. W. Hodkinson
exchanges for “The Critical Age”
during Children’s Week Ernest

Shipman has ordered extra prints

of that picture for all branches.

This picture, which is based on

the well-known Ralph Connor story,

“Glengarry School Days,” is espe-

cially suited for the special Chil-

dren’s Week programs. It is a

picture of children, with swift,

stirring action throughout.

Made true to the Shipman type,

it is a clean, wholesome story, with

a real nature background. “The
Man from Glengarry” and “The
Rapids,” two other Shipman pic-

tures, which the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation is distributing, are said

to be of the same type.

“Mitsi” Bought for

Mary Philbin
Universal announces the purchase

of “Mitsi,” the celebrated French
novel by Delly, or Marie Petitjean

de la Rosiere, published last year

by Ernest Flammarion. “Mitsi” is

scheduled as a vehicle for Mary
Philbin.

Begin Gibson Film
Work has been started on Hoot

Gibson’s new special production,
“Hook and Ladder,” at Universal
City.

With photography on “Mary of

Burgundy,” Marion Davies’ next big

super feature, practically completed,
the Cosmopolitan Corporation now
has six pictures for release through
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan in the en-

suing few months. This sextet of

new films is in addition to “Enemies
of Women,” the Cosmopolitan pro-
duction featuring Lionel Barrymore
and Alma Rubens, already released

through Goldwyn Cosmopolitan.
Of the six new pictures, “Little

Old New York,” starring Marioft
Davies, has had a brilliant pre-re-

lease showing at the Cosmopolitan
Theatre, where it played twelve con-

secutive weeks, and is now playing

record-breaking engagements at the

Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago; the

California Theatre, Los Angeles,
and the Empire Theatre, London.
“Unseeing Eyes,” a screen version

of an Arthur Stringer story, is now
playing a pre-release engagement at

the Cosmopolitan Theatre. In the

latter film Lionel Barrymore and
Seena Owen are featured. E. H.
Griffith directed from the scenario

by Bayard Veiller.

The remaining four pictures, in

addition to “Mary of Burgundy,” in-

clude “Under the Red Robe,” “The
Daughter of Mother McGinn” and
“Cain and Mabel.”
“Mary of Burgundy,” the next

Marion Davies special, is a picturi-

zation of Charles Major’s historical

romance, “Yolanda.” It is said to

be the biggest thing that Miss Davies
has done for the screen, and, in

lavishness of production, beauty of

settings, historical accuracy and ex-
cellency of acting, is said to excel

Miss Davies’ epoch-making “When
Knighthood Was in Flower.”
The same combination which cre-

ated the latter film is responsible for

“Mary of Burgundy.” In addition
to Charles Major as author and
Miss Davies as star, this combina-
tion includes Robert G. Vignola,
director; Luther Reed, scenario

writer, and Joseph Urban, scenic

designer. The cast includes Lyn
Harding, Holbrook Blinn, Ralph
Graves, Maclyn Arbuckle, Leon
Errol, Johnny Dooley, Theresa Max-
well Conover, Mary Kennedy, Ian
MacLaren, Paul McAllister, Roy
Applegate, Martin Faust, Gustav
von Seyffertitz and Thomas Findlay.

“Under the Red Robe,” a pic-

turization of Stanley Weyman’s
famous story of the same name, has
as its featured players Robert B.

Mantell, John Charles Thomas and
Alma Rubens. Alan Crosland di-

rected from the scenario of Bayard
Veiller, and Joseph Urban designed
the settings. The supporting cast in-

cludes William H. Powell, Sydney
Herbert, Genevieve Hamper, Ian
MacLaren, Evelyn Gosnell, Gustav
von Seyffertitz, Andred Dillon, Rose
Coghlan, Otto Kruger, Mary Mc-

Laren, George Nash and Charles

J udels.

“The Daughter of Mother Mc-
Ginn,” filmed on the Coast, is a
picturization of a Jack Boyle “Bos-
ton Blackie” story. Colleen Moore
is featured and the cast includes For-
rest Stanley, Tom Santschi, Eddie
Phillips, George Cooper, Margaret
Seddon, Carmelita Geraghty, Wade
Boteler and Kate Lester. George
Hill directed under the supervision

of Frances Marion, who adapted the

story to the screen.

“Cain and Mabel,” from H. C.

Witwer’s story of the same name, is

described as the most thrilling sport-

ing picture ever filmed. It has been
filmed on a big scale and in addition

to its prize-fight, includes a stirring

horse race, a musical comedy in

which the famous Ziegfeld “Follies”

chorus appears, a realistic fire and
numerous other high-lights. Luther
Reed made the screen adaptation and
E. Mason Hopper directed. Joseph
Urban designed the settings.

Anita Stewart is featured with
T. Roy Barnes and Oscar Shaw. The
cast also includes Dore Davidson,
Tom Lewis, Hal Forde and others.

Many famous sporting and literary

celebrities appear in the film, includ-

ing Tex Rickard, Johnny Gallagher,

who refereed the Dempsey-Firpo
fight; Joe Humphreys, H. C. Wit-
wer, Irvin Cobb, Damon Runyon,
“Kid” Broad and “Bugs” Baer.

Big Bookings on Special Showing for

Davies Success “The Steadfast Heart”
The Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Dis-

tributing Corporation has recently

closed a number of big bookings for

Cosmopolitan’s “Little Old New
York,” Goldwyn’s Elinor Glyn pic-

ture, “Six Days,” and Distinctive’s

“Green Goddess,” starring George
Arliss.

Phil Gleichman has booked “Little

Old New York” for a minimum of

four weeks at the B roadway-Strand
Theatre in Detroit, starting Novem-
ber 25. Tom Moore has booked
“Little Old New York” for his

Rialto Theatre in Washington,
D. C., beginning November 18. C.

E. Whitehurst has booked “Little

Old New York” for a showing of

two weeks at the New Theatre in

Baltimore.
Balaban & Katz have booked

“Little Old New York” for showing
at the Riviera, Tivoli and Central
theatres in Chicago after its run at

the Roosevelt Theatre. The Marion
Davies film is now in its third

big week at the Rosevelt, where
it broke the records of both
“When Knighthood was in Flower”
and “Enemies of Women.” “Little

Old New York” has been booked at

the Capitol Theatre, Dallas, for ten

days, opening on Thanksgiving Day.
“Six Days” has been sold to the

A. H. Blank circuit. After doing a
big business at the Blue Mouse The-
atre in Seattle, “Six Days” opened
the Blue Mouse Theatre in Port-
land, where it had a most successful

week. It played two weeks in

Seattle, and has been retained for a

second week in Portland. It was
retained for a second week at

Ascher’s Merrill Theatre in Milwau-
kee, where it broke all records for

week-day receipts. It has closed a

big booking at the Empire Theatre
in Syracuse.
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan have just

sold Distinctive’s “Green Goddess”
to Nicholas Schenk for the Loew
Circuit in New York City. Balaban
& Katz have booked it. This pro-
duction was recently shown at the

Metropolitan Theatre in Atlanta,

where it did a big business. It has

just closed two big weeks at the

Capitol Theatre in New York, where
it did a record business after a five

weeks’ showing at advanced prices

at the Sam H. Harris Theatre.
“In the Palace of the King” has

been booked at the California The-
atre in San Francisco, beginning
November 10.

Rawlinson Finishes
Herbert Rawlinson and Robert

F. Hill have finished their first

team product at Universal City,

“His Mystery Girl.” This is the
firgt time that Hill has directed
Rawlinson. Rawlinson’s next will

be in the film version of “Clay
of Ca’lina,” which Calvin Johnson
wrote. L. G. Rigby has prepared
the continuity.

By arrangement with the executive

board of the Boy Scout Foundation

of Greater New York, the Dis-

tinctive Pictures Corporation’s pro-

duction, “The Steadfast Heart,” will

be given a special showing for Scout-
masters and Assistants of the entire

Metropolitan district. There are

nearly 2,000 of these young men
who exercise command over 25,000

boy scouts of Greater New York.
The showing will be held at the

Town Hall, New York City, on
November 8.

Arrangements for the larger show-
ing of this picture were made after

a private showing given to repre-

sentatives of each of the five borough
councils of the Foundation. The

Universal announces the com-
mencement of production this week
on a new chapter picture starring

William Desmond. The new serial

will be called “Hands in the Dark.”
William Craft will direct it.

Helen Holmes will take an im-
portant role in “Hands in the Dark.”
She has not been seen in Universal
pictures for several years.

“Hands in the Dark” probably will

executives assembled to view the

picture were so impressed with the

outstanding quality of it that they
requested a showing be arranged for

the entire leadership of the city.

Shortens Title
The title of the Metro picture

heretofore announced as “The
Man Whom Life Passed By” has
been shortened to “The Man Life
Passed By,” according to a Metro
announcement. This is a Metro
Premier Feature production, writ-

ten by Victor Schertzinger and
Winifred Dunn and now in pro-
duction at the Metro Hollywood
studios under the direction of Mr.
Schertzinger.

be ready for release late this year.

It will be in 15 chapters of two
reels each.

To Be at Cameo
Emory Johnson’s latest F. B. O.

special, “The Mailman,” has been
booked into the Cameo Theatre,
to open November 25 for an in-

definite run.

Desmond Starring in

New Universal Serial
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IN The Independent Field
Weiss Releases Big Biblical

Film on Independent Market
Max Weiss, vice-president and played to more money on the return

general manager of Artclass Pic- than^ the original showing,
tures Corporation, announces that itself

David
“The production has also demon

his organization will release their strated itself as the most exceptional

big Biblical production, “After Six box office record-breaker of all time. Standard Film Attractions of Phila

Days,” on the independent market. As an instance of this, the first delphia, wired me last week for five

This announcement may come as a showing of the picture in Brooklyn extra prints, due to the tremendous
complete surprise to those in the was held at the Premier Theatre, amount of business placed on his

industry due to the fact that this After the Sunday opening, Mr. John books by the exhibitors in his terri-

production has been rumored at Turtle decided that the only way tory.

different times, as being ready for possible for all the patrons of his “It is the intention of Mr. Charles

release by at least three of the large theatre to see it was first to extend Lalumiere of Montreal to organize

chain organizations. the booking from a week to two five road shows for this picture.

The picture is unique in film his- weeks and secondly to add three dividing the Dominion in five zones,

tory, having taken several years to extra shows each day. Mr. Turtle having each of the shows play every

produce at a cost of several million started his first show at eight o’clock city, town and hamlet. All told, 1

Starting with Adam and in the morning and began his last think we have made a very wise de-
immortal at twelve o’clock midnight.

Naomi Childers Back
To Screen

Naomi Childers returns to the
screen in a leading role with Doris

"What is happening to the Kerman ^"Ja C
»£st

?“rr
'

s

Exchange in New York is repeating
"being hire d b>^ Greg-“ T ,

Eastern Pennsylvania. La Caya « th Burr £lenda*fe
Starkman, manager of the

gtad j Q
Miss Childers began her screen

career some years ago at the
Vitagraph studio and appeared, in

prominent roles for this company.

Burr McIntosh in

C. C. Burr Film
produce
dollars.

Eve it ends with

Songs of Solomon.
the

Burr McIntosh, one of the best

cision because there is no question known personages of the screen

“The result was that more people that this year is the year for big and stage, has been engaged to

Mr. Weiss, when questioned re- visited this theatre during the run pictures and big profits, and in play a prominent role in C. C.

garding this move by Artclass, said: of this picture than ever before in “After Six Days,” we have one of Burr’s new society melodrama
“We have taken some time to arrive the same number of days. This the greatest productions from every “Restless Wives,” with Doris Ken-
at this decision, due mainly to the house seats over twenty-five hun- point of view that has ever been yon, now in the making at the

many propositions that we have had dred people and he ran seven shows offered on any market, particularly Burr Glendale studio under the
a day.offered us by distributing organiza

tions, and also on account of our

desire to investigate the condition of

the state right market at the pres-

ent time. The several propositions

we had with the chain organizations,

while attractive, left some doubt m
our mind regarding the financial

advisability of this move and, after

investigating the condition of the For the past six months Jack

market, we came to the conclusion Cohn and Joe Brandt of the C. B.

that if this set of exchange men C. Film Sales Corporation have been

the independent market. direction of Gregory La Cava.

Jack Cohn of C. B. C. Goes to Coast
with Normal Negative Cost Plan

Several big pictures which the a clearing house at the coast whereby

n ^ n , , , . , , the actors will receive a fair wage

mar n mis sc L ux v.. x-u... u.u,
'

' ?' ave Panned for the bal-
for their work annd a steady one.

were offered something really big collecting data as to the actual earn- ?
ncc 0

,

e
if

e
f
s
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rca(ly to go Mr. Cohn hopes to be able to show

and attractive, they not only would ing power of motion pictures
‘"t0

JY
ork:

’
but Cohn believes the producing factors at the coast

be willing to pay for it but had the throughout the United States, pri-
tha

f

h ' s
,

Persona l chats on the coast that the way to normal conditions of

money in hand to finance this under- marily with a view to bringing the
'V1

,

a
fl

east t>nng about a tendency productions throughout the year is to

cost of pictures to a level with the
t0 dedate the salaries of stars and get salaries and productions down
engender a more business-like atti- to where they belong instead of
tude on the part of directors toward having abnormal costs and seasonal

taking.

“Immediately on our

ment we closed three very excep- productions.

announce- actual rental earning possibilities of

tional deals for the release of ‘After These data were secured for the expenditures for the production of periods^of production activity.

Six Days’; namely, for the Greater object of eventually setting all the P'ctures.
v,x v-v^lllllull . .... _ ._ Mr. Cohn believes unhealthy costs

New York and Northern New Jer- facts gathered before the directors ^ ' s Mr. Cohns intention to con- can be avoided if the matter is

sey territory to the Kerman Films ; and stars at the coast to show the not only Wlth those star
,

s aTd handled on a basis whereby directors

for Eastern Pennsylvania and fallacy of the policy of inequitable directors who are engaged liy u and actors are made to understand

Southern New Jersey to Standard prices for salaried stars and indis- C and th
<;

producers distributing the normal amount of money a pic-

Film Attractions, and the Dominion criminate expenditures on the part through C. B. C. but also to effect ture can earn.

of Canada to Charles Lalumiere of of directors, irrespective of the pos-

Montreal. In addition, we have re- sible returns for the money they

ceived propositions from almost have spent.

every territory throughout the Mr. Cohn left for the coast last

United States, aside from having week with this data in hand to

sold every foreign territory with the confer with Harry Cohn. He will

exception of South Africa, India, first arrange a meeting with the

Burma, Ceylon and the Strait Settle- directors who are now making pic-

ments, and the territory of Australia, tures for distribution by the C. B. The world’s premiere presentation ture, distributed over fifty thousand

New Foundland, Tasmania and New C. Corporation. Then Mr. Cohn 0 f “The Unknown Purple,” directed P'eces of literature and devised many

Zealand, all of which gives us added hopes to be able to convince his
b Roland West Md adapted from

tieTb s^encouragement and leads us to be- actor and director friends, who have _____ . ine unknown rurpie is

Providence Premiere of

“The Unknown Purple”

Purple” is enactedniCUU i ( t . . tlilv 11 L d llvi lv.clLiO 14 o L C/ u c. rt L L/ 1 ctllci CL L L qc L 1 1 1 1vl ivjo

,

VV lit/ 1
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lieve that we have made the right known him and worked with him tbe stage-play by Mr. West an by cast including Henry B. Wal-

move. for a period of twelve years, that Carlyle Moore, took place on Mon- thall, Alice Lake. Stuart Holmes,

“The Kerman Exchange in New their present attitude on 'salaries is day, October 29th, at the Strand The- Helen Ferguson, Ethel Grey Terry,

York is doing the most exceptional responsible for the present uncertain atre. Providence, Rhode Isalnd.

business with this production that situation in production.

James Morrison, Brinsley Shaw,

has ever been known for an inde- There is no intention on the part

Manager Reed of the Strand The- Frankie Lee, Richard Wayne, Johnny

atre used an extensive exploitation Arthus and Mike Donlon. It was

pendent. They have closed some of C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation and advertising campaign in putting produced by Carlos Production and

very astounding contracts both for to change its present plans of en- this picture on and at the time of is being franchised on the indepen-

runs and the price received. gaging the best possible star for going to press reports the most dent market by Truart Film Corpor-

phenomenal business of the year in ation. M. H. Hoffman, vice presi-
“It has been invariably shown in every picture it makes, and to have

over ninety per cent of the cases its other producing units do the

where the picture was booked for a same, but Mr. Cohn hopes to be ... . _.

given number1 of days, it has either able to convince both stars and direc- entire change in his lobby, predomi- tion, Boston, who control the Tru-

been held over for an equal number tors that they are killing the goose nating it with^ purple hangings and art franchise for ^the New England

of days of the original booking or that lays the golden egg by continu-

Providence. Besides using space in dent of Truart, and William Sha-

same, but Mr. Cohn hopes to be all the newspapers Reed made an piro, of the Franklin Film Corpora-

booked for a return engagement and ing the costs that have prevailed.

purple rays from baby spots, in territory, arranged the world’s pre-

keeping with the theme of the pic- miere showing at Providence.
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Editorial Praise for

“The Santa Fe Trail”

Ben Wilson to Release
Ten Thru Grand-Asher

The Arrow Film Corporation is

in receipt of a copy of the Sun-

day “Observer,” Charlotte, N. C.,

date of October 14, wherein that

publication praises, in its editorial

columns, Arrow’s serial special,

“The Santa Fe Trail.”

In a letter accompanying the

article, Arthur C. Bromberg, pres-

ident of Progress Pictures, which
is distributing “The Santa Fe
Trail” in the South, says : “For
your information, the Charlotte

‘Observer’ has been the ‘Bible’ of

a great many showmen. It has

been their policy in the past to

recommend and endorse very few

shows or motion pictures and this

editorial on ‘The Santa Fe Trail’

is therefore extremely interest-

ing.”

The editorial says in part : “Mo-
tion picture producers are fast

coming into appreciation of what
the people are demanding. The
frivolities of the screen are being
educational. In the Ottoway, last

week, there was begun a histori-

cal story of the blazing or the

Santa Fe Trail, in which the hard-
ships of the pioneers are depicted
and in which the progressive de-
velopment of the country will be
staged. It proves a fine school
of instruction.”

Burr’s Latest Binney
Film in Boston Debut

“Three o’Clock in the Morn-
ing,” the new C. C. Burr produc-
tion starring Constance Binney,
has been booked at the Modern
and Beacon Theatres in Boston
by Samuel Moscow, of Moscow
Films, Inc. This double booking
of an independently produced pic-

ture is interesting, as Jake Low-
ry’s houses in the Hub center
have long been considered the

criterion of what is best in pic-

tures.

The C. C. Burr organization
produced and distributed “I Am
the Law,” “Burn ’Em Up Barnes,”

“Sure Fire Flint,” “The Last

Hour,” “You Are Guilty” and
others that made picture history

in the high spots. But big as

these pictures were they were not

considered big enough for the

Lowry houses in Boston.
Therefore, with the booking of

“Three o’Clock in the Morning”
in these theatres the officials of

Mastodon Films, Inc., feel they
are proving their contention that

their productions for the 1923-24

season would be of the first qual-

ity as to story, stars and produc-
tion.

F. Heath Cobb Backfrom
Boston with More Plans

F. Heath Cobb, director of pub-

licity for the Grand- Asher Distrib-

uting Corporation, who has been in

Boston for the past two weeks with

Samuel V. Grand, president, and
Elliott Dexter, Bryant Washburn,
Mabel Forrest, etc., has returned to

New York City. Here he will carry

/to completion negotiations jfor a
very well known story to be used by
Elliott Dexter in a large New Eng-
land feature shortly to be made for
Grand-Asher.
While the Grand-Asher executives

and stars were in Boston, R. Wil-
liam Neill, director for Elliott Dex-
ter, toured the entire Boston district

to decide upon possible locations to

be used in the feature. He seemed
well satisfied with the ground and
believes that those places of out-
standing historic interest will add to

the atmosphere of the picture.

The picture will be the second
Dexter has made for Grand-Asher.
The first is named “The Way Men
Love,” from a story by Adam Hull
Shirk. Cutting and titling have just

been completed and that film will

have a special trade showing at the

Grand Ballroom of the Astor Hotel
on Wednesday morning. In this

picture, Elliott Dexter is supported
by Mildred Harris, Anders Ran-
dolf, Grace Carlisle, De Witt C.

Jennings, Sydney Bracey and Jeanne
Carpenter.

Semon Prepares to

Film Truart Picture
Larry Semon, who has been in

New York for a number of weeks

completing final arrangements for

the filming of his first production

under his contract with Truart Film
Corporation, has left for Los An-
geles to commence shooting imme-
diately. While in New York Semon
conferred with M. H. Hoffman, vice

president of Truart, with reference
to cast, direction and all other pro-
duction details.

“The Girl in the Limousine,”
adapted from the A. H. Woods stage
success of that name, written by
Wilson Collison and Avery Hop-
wood, will be Larry Semon’s first

picture. It will probably be ready
for release about January 1.

Carrying in his pocket a signed

contract with Grand-Asher Dis-

tributing Corporation for ten more
all-star features, which he will pro-

duce following the completion of the

present ten, Ben Wilson has just ar-

rived from New York.
“I cannot help feeling optimistic,”

declared Mr. Wilson, “following my
discussions with numerous ex-

change men. It seems to me that

the coming season belongs to the in-

dependents. All of my productions

will be based upon the principle of

common sense. The stories will be
good, the pictures will be well made,
the casts will be the best that I can
get, and the character of the stories

will be widely varied. They will be
made with a view to a reasonable
price.”

It is understood that Bryant
Washburn, Elliott Dexter, Mabel
Forrest and others of the Grand-
Asher organization will leave Bos-
ton the latter part of the present

week and on their arrival in Holly-
wood will resume activities.

“Superstition” Widely
Discussed in Industry

Speculation is rife in film circles

as to what distributing organization

will release the big independent pro-

duction, “Superstition,” now being

cut and edited at the Hollywood
Studios where it was filmed by Cre-
ative Productions.
According to W. H. Carr, general

manager of Creative Productions,

the picture, which is from I. W.
Irving’s original story, “Trapped,” is

one of the most lavish and enter-

taining independent films created

this year and several offers have
already been made for the negative.

“Superstition” boasts of an all-

star cast, including such well-known

names as John Bowers, Margaret
De La Motte, Cesare Gravina, Ed-
ward Burns, Joseph Dowling, Claire

McDowell, Sheldon Lewis, Spottis-

woode Aitken and Martha Marshall.

Has Canadian
Premiere

Hepworth’s production, “Lily of

the Alley,” had its Canadian
premiere at the Pantages Theatre,
Toronto, the week of October 15.

It is being released in Canada by
Regal Films, Ltd., under the title,

“In the Shadow of Whitechapel.”
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Associated Exhibitors Announces Great
Lineup of Productions

By ARTHUR S. KANE,
President of Associated Exhib-

itors, Inc.

With pride and gratification

Associated Exhibitors invites at-

tention to its fall schedule, re-

vealing what we consider one of

the greatest lineups ever pre-

sented.
in two and one-half years ex-

perience in marketing Harold
Lie yds we ha'’e found that the

big picture is ‘the thing.” In keep-
ing, we have been moved to get

big pictures of the calibre of

those named in our announcement.
Harold Lloyd in “Why Worry?”
Charles Ray in “The Courtship of

Myles Standish,” Douglas Mac-
Lean in “Going Up” and Mabel
Normand in “The Extra Girl” are

the kinds of attractions we are

proud to sponsor.
When it started on its career as

a purveyor of screen entertain-

ment, the reorganized Associated
Exhibitors declared its determina-
tion to obtain and serve the very
cream of independent produc-
tion. It pledged itself to study
closely the wants of the public

and to exert itself to the utmost
to merit the public’s approval.
We have kept the faith. The

theatregoer has given his answer
in a way that can be neither mis-
taken nor misconstrued.
We have grown consistently.

Each succeeding season has seen
a steady, logical advance in the

quality of Associated Exhibitors
product, just as we promised it

should. Our productions during the dence that they have struck the

season of 1921-22 were good; popular chord, that they are meet-
those in 1922-23 showed a decided ing the wants of • the public in

forward step. Now, in 1923-24, we full measure.
are going far beyond anything We realize the extreme difficulty

that has been before. of surpassing this fall’s attrac-

The overwhelming success of tions. Yet we feel that with
each of the offerings named in our Harold Lloyd’s mid-winter picture,

current announcement—and every Douglas MacLean’s “The Yankee
one that has been released has Consul,” and Mabel Normand’s
been put to a fair test—is evi- “Mary Anne,” following the cur-

once a source of deep gratifica-

tion and a promise of yet greater
film triumphs. Everywhere Mr.
Ray is being acclaimed as one of
our greatest actors. I confidently
believe that his next picture for
Associated Exhibitors will reflect
a further advance in his artistry,
that he will return to the screen
refreshed by his experience in

other fields, with new and valuable
ideas and a surer grasp of his
great art. And, even aside from
his present helpful experience,
“The Courtship of Myles Stand-
ish” would, in itself, have in-

spired him to greater things.
In the meantime, while realizing

that quality production is making
a deeper appeal than ever before,
and striving earnestly and—ad-
mittedly—with success—to make
our contribution to that high
quality, Associated Exhibitors has
recruited a live, capable, enthusi-
astic sales force which, working
under the efficient, energetic direc-
tion of Mr. J. S. Woody, our gen-
eral manager, has placed this or-
ganization at the top of the heap
in marketing also. Hence we have
a double reason for facing the
future with entire confidence.
Throughout the motion picture

industry the movement is defi-

nitely forward. Great attractions
will continue to be the rule rather
than the exception, for in the main
the producer and the distributor
are in perfect accord with the ex-
hibitor in his fixed determination
to meet the public’s wants. The
high standard reached in recent

rent successes of these stars, to- years will be more than main-
gether with other big product tained. It will be surpassed,
which we hope to negotiate, the And the advance will continue,
season’s supply will be a group of gathering impetus as it goes on.

pictures as high in quality and as In this definitely forward move-
big in box-office possibilities as ment Associated Exhibitors, proud
any in the market—if they are not, of its success and deeply appre-
indeed, actually higher and bigger ciative of the many manifesta-
than any others. tions of approval which have met

Charles Ray’s tremendous sue- its past efforts, confidently ex-
cess on the speaking stage is at pects to keep well in the van.

ARTHUR S. KANE
President, Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Mabel Normand Scales New Artistic Heights
It was in July last that a con-

tract was signed under which

Associated Exhibitors was to dis-

tribute the future Mack Sennett

productions starring Mabel Nor-

mand. Immediately the prediction

was made that with this affiliation

Miss Normand would rise to new
heights as a universally popular
comedienne. This has been jus-

tified in overflowing measure by
the reception accorded “The Extra
Girl,” in her first picture under
the new management.
While therefore Mabel Nor-

mand had adhered closely to the

portrayal of light dramatic and
comedy roles, in “The Extra Girl”

she demonstrates her right to be
classed among the foremost emo-
tional actresses of the screen.

This is the testimony of the
critics.

“The Extra Girl” was written
as well as produced by Mack
Sennett, who prepared it espec-
ially for her, with her particular
abilities in mind during the time
of writing. It tells the story of a

“movie-struck” country-town girl

who seeks fame and fortune in

Hollywood, only to find dis-

appointment.
All the attendance records for

the Mission were smashed, not
only on the opening night of the
indefinite run, but consistently
during the ensuing week, though
the picture encountered uncom-
monly strong competition. The
newspaper comments were unani-
mously favorable. “Mabel is at

her best,” wrote Edwin Schallert

in the Los Angeles Times. “She

has, for her, a perfectly be-
lievable role. It’s one that matches
her personality much better than
Suzanna, and she doesn't have to

act.” “The whole play is built for

entertainment,” said Florence
Lawrence in the Examiner, while
Guy Price declared in the Herald,
“You’re going to thrill over Miss
Normand.”
Mabel Normand is much more

than a comedienne in “The Extra
Girl.” That is one of the points
that the reviewers have united in

emphasizing—that she shows in

her new characterization her
ability to follow the laughter of
one moment with tears the next.
Especially in the home scenes, and
again when the family is faced
with disaster, there are tugs at the
heart-strings, and in such situa-

tions Miss Normand rises to

heights which she had little oppor-
tunity to attain in her earlier

pictures.

The contract between Mack
Sennett and Associated Exhibi-
tors calls for two, but not to ex-
ceed three productions a year,

these to be pictures of the super-
type exclusively. “The Extra
Girl” was directed and produced
under the supervision of F. Rich-
ard Jones, Mack Sennett’s pro-
duction manager.
The second of the Normand

features for Associated, which is

now in course of production, is

“Mary Anne,” which also is by
Air. Sennett and in which Miss
Normand is again to have a role

giving opportunity to her irre-

sistible personality to force itself

3
ret deeper in the affections of

screen fans.
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Associated Exhibitors Pictures Are
Based on Public Demand

By J. S. WOODY,
General Manager of Associated

Exhibitors, Inc.

Gone is the day of the make-it-
and-seek-a-mar.<et-later class of

motion pictures. The present is

the time when the public is mak-
ing its wants clearly known to

the exhibitor, when the exhibitor

transmits that information to the

distributor, and the distributor,

in turn, orders from the producer
a picture to be made after given
plans and soecifications—for an
already prepared market.
Associated Exhibitors is proud

to be playing a part in this pro-

cess. We believe we are giving

the picture fan what he desires

most. We base this belief partly

on the fact that we cause to be
made for distribution by us the

character of production that the

exhibitor avowedly requires. And
the exhibitor buys pictures simply
and solely on the basis of values
and box-office returns.

That the public does know what
it wants, that the exhibitor is

heedful of the popular demand, and
that Associated’s policy is the cor- policy we are sedulously careful

rect one we consider amply at- to follow—to offer no production
tested, moreover, by the box-of- that is lacking the stamp of either

fice reports on those of the pro- character of quality. It is grati-

ductions named in our current fying to know, too, that it is just

announcement which already have such big time entertainment as

had showings : Charles Ray in this that the public insists upon
“The Courtship of Myles Stand- having.
ish,” Douglas MacLean in “Going The advantage of the process

Up,” Mabel Normand in “The followed by the independent dis-

Extra Girl.” and Harold Lloyd in tributor and which is the funda-
“Why Worry?” Each of these has mental basis of the Associated
met a reception from theatre- Exhibitors policy are many and
goers and critics such as is ac- manifest. Our close contact with
corded only an outstanding attrac- the exhibitor, maintained through
tion of the very first order. a carefully-selected and well-or-

Associated is proud—j u s 1 1 y ganized field staff, enables us to

proud—of this array of product, know exactly—or with as close an
It is product in keeping with the approach to exactness as is

mistakes may be detected and
corrected while the picture is in

the progress of making. Close
supervision of whatever is made
for us is essential to assure our
receiving and delivering to the ex-
hibitor what he wants. In the
final analysis, then, the product is

virtually exhibitor-m'ade.
The adoption by many leading

first run exhibitors of the policy
of indefinite runs—retaining a film

as long as it continues to attract

—

is only one demonstration of the
independent distributor’s import-
ance to the industry as a whole.
For it is obvious that only product
of the highest quality can be used
profitably in an indefinite run, and
that product is most certain to be
found in the wider field of selec-
tion which the independent dis-

tributor offers.

It is an axiom in our industry

—

in every industry that has to do
with the furnishing of public en-
tertainment, indeed—that close
association with the exhibitor is

based upon confidence. That we
enjoy this confidence—as evi-
denced by results—is a source of
deep and lasting gratification to us.

humanly possible—what kinds of Confidence is predicated on de-
pictures the exhibitor requires. It livery of the goods, on achieving
is our constant aim to keep our results, on making good,
hand on the pulse of the man who So, Associated Exhibitors be-
runs the theatre. Thus, we are in lieves that in following consis-
a position to transmit exhibitor tently and steadfastly along the
opinion and preference to the pro- lines it early set out for itself and
ducer, to supply him with a vast to which it has always adhered it

fund of information and data of is performing a service of very
very great value to him. real value to the industry of

In other words, we hand the which it is a part; to the exhibi-
producer a pattern to cut out and tor; without whom the business
make up into a finished garment could not exist, and to the great—in this case a motion picture pleasure-loving but thoughtful
whose character is in accordance and discriminating public, to which,
with the consensus of exhibitor after all, the producer, the dis-
opinion throughout the country, tributor and the exhibitor alike
Then we endeavor to exercise ex- must look for continued life and
treme vigilance, to the end that all prosperity.

J. S. WOODY
General Manager, Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Harold Lloyd Working on Another Big Comedy
The Harold Lloyd comedies are

progressively popular. That is to

say, each succeeding one of his

attractions proves a greater draw-
ing card, a bigger money-getter
than the one just before it. As
“Why Worry?” is Mr. Lloyd’s
latest it might be said to have
brought him to the climax of his

fame,—had he not scaled to cli-

mactic heights several times be-
fore, and were he not even now
at work on another production
which, too, is certain to be a

world-beater.
“Why Worry?” was the feature

at the Mark Strand Theatre, New
York, during Labor Day week, and
it packed ’em in so thickly and
regularly that it was held over for

a second week to accommodate
the overflow. It caused Don Allen
to observe in the Evening World :

“Take it from us, if you see Harold
in this, his most uproarious farce
for months, you won’t have a

cause to worry.”
The Evening Telegram’s review-

er found “Why Worry?” Mr.
Lloyd’s “greatest humorous

achievement to date,” though ne
recalled “such admirably fine

works of laughter as ‘Grandma’s
Boy,’ ''Dr. Jack’ and ‘Safety
Last.’ ” The Evening Mail de-
scribed the picture as “another of

the successes which this gifted
comedian is using to climb the
ladder of fame to a place all his

own in film comedy.”
Such comments as these are

typical of thousands which are
uttered throughout the country
during the triumphal march of the
Lloyd picture. All the Lloyds en-
joy the unique distinction that they
excite no adverse criticism any-
where. Not only that, but it is

doubtful if any ever read a Lloyd
review which was merely luke-
warm in its praise. Announcement
of the coming of one of Harold’s
films is the signal for a run on
every reviewer’s stock of super-
latives.

Just to cite one or two instances
of “Why Worry?” triumphs, in

addition to that on Broadway,
New York, it should be said that
this latest of big comedy fea-

tures smashed every known record
of Eastman Theatre, Buffalo, with
a total attendance for a single
week of 64,923 paid admissions.
And at the West End Lyric, St.

Louis, it opened to a capacity
house, with an overflow crowd of

two thousand, and the capacity
houses and the overflows con-
tinued every day of the entire run.
But while each succeeding

Harold Lloyd offering sets a new
high water mark, the appearance
of a new Lloyd never means the
rejection of others which have
gone before. Each of them
possesses “lasting” qualities. Thus
even now, while “Why Worry?”
is approaching the zenith of its

popularity, “Grandma’s Boy” re-
leased more than a year ago, and
others of his successes continue
to smash records.
For one thing, the Lloyd pic-

tures are all “different”—so dif-

ferent that frequently they inspire
editorial praise in leading news-
papers, which, except in the case
of this superlative player is al-

most unheard of among picture

actors. Perhaps the chief reason
for this is that Harold does not re-
sort to cheap humor of the slap-
stick, pumpkin pie variety to put
his offerings across. Each of his
screen plays is based on a real
story, a definite purpose. In this
connection it is interesting to note
that it was Harold Lloyd who
gave real comedy a definite place
as the feature offering in theatre
programs. None of his pictures is

presented as the comedy supple-
ment to a feature of another char-
acter. It is the whole works.
Mr. Lloyd is now at work on

another production. All that is

necessary to say of it is that it

will be typically Lloydian—hence
a mirthquake.

Title Changed
The title of the William de Mille

Paramount production, which,
filmed as “Everyday Love,” fea-
tures Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt,
Nita Naldi, Theodore Kosloff and
Rod La Rocque, has been chang-
ed to “Holiday Love.”
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Charles Ray Achieves Ambition of His Career

CHARLES RAY

In producing “The Courtship of

Myles Standish,” the most am-
bitious effort of his career,

Charles Ray satisfied a life-long

ambition. "I have had my heart

set on just such a venture as this

for a long time,” he confided
shortly before the premiere of

this super-production, “ and I am
getting immense satisfaction out
of the prospect of giving the pub-
lic a picture it will remember
longer than anything else I ever
attempted.”
No longer as a barefoot boy

does Charles Ray appear on the

screen, deeply as he endeared him-

self to the public in that very
human and appealing characteriza-
tion. He has attained full stature
as the central figures in one of
the colossal productions of all

rime.

In “The Courtship of Myles
Standish” Mr. Ray has entered
the limited realm of independent
producer-stars who are seeking
to draw from the art of the silver

sheet the highest expression of
its powers. Based on Long-
fellow’s epic poem, in which
America’s first love story is told
in the legend of John Alden and
Priscilla Mullins, it unfolds a
thrilling chapter of American his-

tory, the Great Adventure of the
Pilgrim Fathers. The picture
might aptly be titled, “The Found-
ing of America.”

“The Courtship” took Los
Angeles by storm at its world
premiere in Grauman’s Million

Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles. The
house was packed to capacity, the
audience gave audible demonstra-
tion of its pleasure, and crowds
continued to besiege the box-
office at all subsequent showings.
“When you see the brilliant and

dramatic film which Charles Ray
has constructed out of the old
Longfellow poem you will stand
amazed,” declared Florence Law-
rence in the San Francisco Ex-
aminer. “It will thrill every spec-
tator. You will like Ray in his

new characterization.” “There is

plenty of suspense,” wrote L. B.

Fowler in the Daily News. It is

most thrilling. Don’t miss this
production. Don’t pass it up.”
The greatest thriller in the pic-

ture is the series of sea storm
scenes, showing how the plucky
little Mayflower was all but lashed
to pieces in her memorable voy-
age to an unknown land. Such
realistic scenes, declare the re-
viewers, never before were shown.
The Mayflower, by the way, is

an exact replica of the original,

save that it is of steel construc-
tion, and represents a cost of $64,-

000. This “set” the most expensive
of its dimensions ever built, is

such a remarkable work of art

that patriotic societies have urged
that it be purchased and placed
in a Los Angeles city park as a
permanent memorial. From
seventy to 100 men were employed
for eleven weeks in this single

construction.

“The Courtship of Myles Stan-
dish” is many-sided in that it

makes a stirring appeal to every
element of the picture-loving pub-
lic. Its entertainment lure has
been thoroughly attested by the
newspaper and magazine review-
ers. Fred Niblo, one of the most
able and best known of picture

directors, declared in a telegram to

Arthur S. Kane that “In story,

production, action, direction, it

surpasses anything else in recent
years.”
As a literary, historical cr edu-

cational document of value it

probably has never been ap-

proached. Delegates to the con-

vention in California of the Na-
tional Educational Association,
after witnessing a preview, ac-
claimed it the greatest educational
work ever produced in film, and
students of New England colonial
history declare it shows the be-
ginnings of America as they have
never been revealed elsewhere,
either on the printed page or on
the silver sheet. And to the chorus
of approval from students is

added the testimony of the every-
day picture-going layman, who
finds in it a series of amazing
thrills which arouse the enthusiasm
of every onlooker. Frederic Sul-
livan, who had proved his genius
in earlier offerings, directed the
production.
Announcement that Charles

Ray Production, Inc. had decided
to make a number of super-pro-
ductions, all of which would be
placed with Associated Exhibitors
for distribution, was one of the
important news events of the
past year in picture circles. Pro-
duction work on “The Courtship
of Myles Standish” was then well
under way, and enough was
known of the prodigiousness of
the enterprise to give assurance
that Associated had captured the
picture prize of the last twelve-
months. This was confirmed with
the picture’s premiere, in Los
Angeles, a few weeks ago. The
original announcement then proved
of secondary importance only to

the presentation of the produc-
tion itself.

Douglas MacLean’s Popularity on the Increase
The recent rapid rise of Douglas

MacLean as a young comedian of

considerable ability and deep
appeal has been so marked as to

attract the almost universal atten-

tion of picture-goers. He caused
somewhat of a sensation in “2

Hours Leave,” and there was yet

wider recognition of his sterling

worth when he achieved an even
greater success in “The Hotten-
tot.”

The announcement a few months
ago, therefore, that he had or-

ganized his own company and
was about to start independent
production was greeted with en-
thusiasm, the public recognizing
the broader opportunity to de-

velop his ideas and give expres-
sion to his talents. Almost simul-
taneously came the news, likewise

welcomed, that the young star

had enlisted under the banner of

Associated Exhibitors.
Accompanying these announce-

ments was the information that
Mr. MacLean’s productions would
be big comedy specials of the type
of “The Hottentot,” picturizations
of successful plays or well
known stories by noted authors.
To this policy the young actor
has adhered, his first independent
production being a screened ver-
sion of the Broadwray musical
comedy hit, “Going Up,” and his

second, now under way, being
adapted from the equally popular
stage success, “The Yankee
Consul.”
What Mr. MacLean has ac-

complished with “Going Up” is

perhaps best attested by Frank
Craven, star in the stage produc-
tion, who, having seen the screen
offering declared : “I want to tell

you how thoroughly I enjoyed my
preview of ‘Going Up.’ All the old
laughs and situations were there
and your additions to the comedy
as we played it really add.”
The story concerns the young

author of a book about flying who
is forced through a chain of comic
circumstances actually to make a
flight, though he has never been
in an airplane. The high point of
the stage drama was reached
where the young author was up
in the air, risking his life in a
’plane which he didn’t know how
to bring back to earth. Stage
craftsmanship proved incapable
of showing the aviator up among
the clouds, trying to control his

machine—side-slipping, whirling
into spinning nose-dives and
breath-taking loops.

In the screen version, on the
other hand, Douglas MacLean is

shown braving the dizzy heights
of thin air, making a thousand
hair-breadth escapes in a series of
aerial manoeuvers which leave the
spectator dazed with excitement.
Thus, in his first production he
not only has proved himself a star
of the first magnitude but has
gone far to win a decisive vic-

tory for the silent drama in the
long controversy over the re-

spective merits of stage and screen
productions.

The Free Press, of Detroit,

where the MacLean picture re-

cently closed a highly successful

run in the Madison Theatre, de-

clared: “Going Up” is one of the

most delightful of recent pictures

and will endear this clever

young actor-producer to screen

producers everywhere.” John H.
Kunsky, the Madison’s owner,
added even more enthusiastic

praise, inspired in part by tre-

mendously gratifying box-office

report.

In New York “Going Up” en-

joyed a remarkable run and
blase Broadway was demonstrative

in its approval. “The laughter

almost drowns out the work of

the musicians,” wrote the re-

viewer of the New York Times.
“ ‘Going Up’ is a better picture

than it ever was a play or musi-

cal comedy,” said Harriette Un-
derhill in the Tribune, and Robert
E. Sherwood, picture critic of the

New York Herald and of Life

described Mr. MacLean as “one
of the few adroit farceurs of the

silent drama. He is suave, grace-
ful and well-finished in his

methods, he can get along com-
fortably without the aid of

obvious gags. He is excellent all

the way through.”

Jack Partington wired to J. S.

Woody from San Francisco:
“ ‘Going Up’ is far better than
‘The Hottentot’ or ‘23V Hours
Leave.’ It gave us one of the most
successful weeks, artistically and
financially, in the Granada's his-

tory. You have a winner.” From
Pittsburgh, Kansas City, every
city and town, indeed, in which
“Going Up” has shown, have come
equally demonstrative experssions
of approval—all of them afford-
ing convincing evidence that
Doqglas MacLean made the ten-
strike of his life when he struck
out as his own producer.
Mr. MacLean’s selection for his

second production, that other well
knockout musical comedy, “The
Yankee Consul,” will be remem-
bered as the vehicle which brought
fame to Raymond Hitchcock.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN
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Kane Goes to Los Angeles
to Negotiate for New Product

To look after matters affecting

productions now being handled by

his organization, and to negotiate

with producers who have. in mind

the making of new product of the

same high calibre, is the double

purpose of Arthur S. Kane, presi-

dent of Associated Exhibitors,

who is leaving for Los Angeles in

a few days. Mr. Kane expects to

remain in California several weeks
at the least.

“I have long coveted the op-
portunity to devote more time to

production affairs,” said Mr. Kane
yesterday. ‘‘This has been made

possible since the acquisition by
Associated Exhibitors of Mr. J.

S. Woody as general manager.
“Associated Exhibitors is im-

mensely pleased with the recep-
tion accorded the 1923-24 attrac-

tions it has so far placed before
the public. ‘Going Up,’ now ap-
pearing in every territory of the
country, has given to theatres

that have shown or are showing
it their best weeks of the season
so far.

“With Charles Ray in ‘The
Courtship of Myles Standish’ well
launched on an indefinite run in

Grauman’s Million Dollar Thea-
tre, and Mabel Normand indefi-

nitely at the Mission Theatre,
Los Angeles, in ‘The Extra Girl,’

these two great features have
started their careers in a wonder-
ful way and proved themselves
among the outstanding hits of the
current season.
“Harold Lloyd in ‘Why Wor-

ry?’ is enjoying the greatest suc-
cess ever attained by this re-

markable comedian. ‘Tea—With a
Kick !’ meanwhile, and Leah Baird
in ‘The Destroying Angel’ are off

to a great start. These attrac-

tions illustrate the standard As-
sociated Exhibitors has set for

itself and which it is determined
to maintain.”

“Going Up” Scores at the Big

Eastman Theatre in Rochester
Everyone who has seen Douglas

MacLean in his super-flying

comedy release for Associated

Exhibitors, “Going Up,” agrees

that it is his outstanding success

to date and one that will take a

lot of trying to produce a better,

says Associated Exhibitors, and

bidding for first runs among ex-
hibitors throughout the country
has been extremely keen.

During the run at the Eastman
Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., recent-
ly, the manager arranged with the
Eastman School of Music to lend
him some of its pupils for the oc-
casion, and several of the melo-
dies from the musical comedy,
“Going Up,” were sung as a pro-
logue to the picture.

William P. Costello said of the
picture in a review in the Roches-
ter Journal: “Mr. MacLean is

splendid, as usual. Here is a

young comedian who amuses
quite consistently.”

R. F. said in a New York letter

to the Christian Science Monitor,
Boston : “Played by marionettes,
‘Going Up’ would still be a com-
edy prize. Now that it has reached
the screen, with the added serial

adventuring that the camera
makes possible and the infectious
pleasantries of Douglas MacLean
to boot, the film version is partic-
ularly rich in kindling humors.”

HAROLD LLOYD
Who is working on another big

comedy

F. N. Phelps Praises

“Tea—With a Kick”
The Hennepin-Orpheum Thea-

tre, in Minneapolis, is known
throughout the country for the

high quality of its offerings and
the astuteness of its management.
There is very little that gets by
such a live-wire showman as F.

N. Phelps, the manager. In a let-

ter to Associated Exhibitors he

praised “Tea—with a Kick” highly.

Gives Big Praise to

“David Copperfield”
Under the heading, “A Model

of Condensation,” the Minneapolis
Journal of a few days ago warm-
ly praised the showing of Asso-
ciated Exhibitors’ “David Copper-
field” at the Hennepin-Orpheum
Theatre, and declared : “If we
were Will Hays we would sen-
tence every maker of 12-reel
films to a weekly viewing of this

picture.” The Journal said in

part

:

“To film David Copperfield in

sufficient detail to satisfy the con-

firmed reader of Dickens would
be to produce a photoplay of in-

ordinate length; even a produc-
tion which included in its scope
all of the numerous characters in

this book strikes one as imprac-
tical, even if not inconceivable.

“The photoplay at the Henne-
pin-Orpheum this week has con-
densed in seven reels the life of

David Copperfield, and because
there are so few sins of commis-
sion in the picture we can readily

forgive those of omission—even
the excluding from the film of

Little Em’ly.
“We regard the picture as a

model of condensation ; a picture

which, if memory of the book has
grown rusty in years, will pleas-

antly recall the characters that
once sprang from its pages in

flesh and blood—David, Micaw-
ber, Peggoty, Dora, Agnes, Uriah
Heep, the Murdstones and others.

The simplicity with which the
film has been produced is ad-
mirable

;
big scenes and lavish

sets have been entirely subordi-
nated to the more important task
of character delineation.

Darnton with Fox
Charles Darnton, who has been

dramatic critic on the New York
Evening World for the last twenty-
one years, has joined the scenario

Who achieves new fame in. her department of Fox Film Corpora-
first production .for Associated tion, and is now at the West Coast

Exhibitors studios of the company.

MABEL NORMAND

Charles Ray Triumphs
in “The Girl I Loved”

Three weeks ago Charles Ray
opened his stage tour of “The
Girl I Loved” at the Spreckles
Theatre in San Diego, and was
hailed by the newspapers as a
genius in the role he portrays as
the bashful farmer boy. So great
was the ovation at the premiere
that it almost reached the magni-
tude of a Broadway opening.
From San Diego Mr. Ray

moved on to the Broadway The-
atre, Denver. The reviewers for
the papers also were flattering to
Mr. Ray and the stage presenta-
tion, and the Denver audiences
were more than enthusiastic. How
greatly the play pleased the crit-

ics is shown by the following re-
views from Denver papers :

George Loons in The Denver
Express : “Charles Ray is a mag-
nificent actor. His is the art of
pantomime developed to the
hi'ghest degree. But besides this

he has a voice that takes its color
from the situation as subtly as do
the muscles of his body and the
expression of his face. ‘The Girl
I Loved,’ too, is a poignant, po-
etic and exquisite bit of romance.
It is a faithful presentation of
youth and youth’s love as they
used to be before youth was slain

by the war. Ray’s style tends
toward the simple, the pathetic,
the unsuccessful. And he is an
artist.”

F. E. W. in The Denver Post

:

“At the Broadway is ‘The Girl I

Loved,’ in which Charles Ray

gives one of the finest and most
original exhibitions of acting I

have ever seen. It is well worth
seeing just for Ray’s acting. * * *

It is after he has grown to man’s
estate and has to convey to the
audience, without the aid of
words, the torment of his secret
that he is masterful. Such panto-
mime I have never seen !

* * * His
work is probably prophetic of a
new and convincing style of act-
ing that the movies may give the
stage.”

Helen Black in The Rocky
Mountain News, Denver: “There
are certain interpretations of an
awkward, shy youth who, even
when he grows up, never quite
achieves poise that will always be
associated with Charles Ray, and
the character of the farmer boy
provides him with an opportunity
to display all of these in addition
to a dramatic ability which is best
disclosed in the half-mad dreams
of the half-crazed youth. Charles
Ray is the whole show.”

Added to Cast
Immediately after the comple-

tion of Universal’s “Lady of Qual-
ity,” Earl Foxe accepted the offer

of the C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration to play the light-heavy in

“Innocence.” He will therefore
appear opposite Anna Q. Nilsson,
who was secured for the principal
female role in this production.



The Pep of The Program
NEWS AND REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS AND SERIALS

First of “Secrets of Life” Leads Julius Stern Here

Educational’s November Schedule
Included in Educational’s Novem-

ber schedule which calls for four

two-reel comedies and five single-

reel subjects, is “The Ant,” the first

of the new series of single-reel sub-

jects recently acquired from Prin-

cipal Pictures Corporation. This

series issued under the general title

of “Secrets of Life,” is the work
of Louis H. Tolhurst, a young in-

ventor who perfected a “cool’’ light

process which has enabled him to

secure wonderful microscopic pic-

tures of insect life. At previews in

Los Angeles and New York these

single-reel subjects received great

praise from the press because of the

manner in which they have cleverly

combined entertainment and instruc-

tion and it is predicted that they will

find a ready welcome with all classes

of patrons. “The Ant” will be re-

leased the first week in the month.
The four two-reel comedies are

as follows: Two Christies, “Fool
Proof,” starring Neal Burns, re-

leased first week of November, and
“A Perfect 36,” released the third

week of the month, starring Bobby
Vernon; a Mermaid Comedy, “Uncle
Sam,” which is the second of this

brand featuring Lee Moran and a

star cast including such well-

known comedians as George Ovey
and Hank Mann; and a Tuxedo
Comedy, “No loafing,” featuring

“Poodles” Hannefor, the celebrated

Hippodrome clown, who was so well
received in the first Tuxedo
“Front.” It will be released the last

week in November.
In addition to “The Ant,” the sin-

gle-reel comedies include two
Cameos, “Hang On,” released the

second week, featuring Cliff Bowes
and Virginia Vance, and “Hot
Sparks,” for the last week featuring
the same players. There will also

be a Lyman H. Howe “Hodge
Podge” entitled “The Bottom of the

Sea,” for release the final week, and
the fourth of the “Sing Them
Again” series under the title,

“Memories,” for the third week in

November.

Grantland Rice Making Series of

One-Reel Sport Films for Pathe
Another instance of Pathe’s ex-

panding activities in the short sub-

ject field is the announcement that

plans have been completed for the

distribution of a series of single-

reel sport pictures to be known as

“Sportlights.” They will be pro-

duced by J. L. Hawkinson from

stories by Grantland Rice, the well-

known newspaper and magazine
writer on sporting activities and
editor of the American Golfer.

It is stated that these pictures will

be different from any previous sport

films and will present such phases of

the different sports as are char-

acteristically thrilling and dramatic,

at the same time presenting in con-

structive fashion the technique that

has made champions.
“Sportlights” will be released

every two weeks beginning with

December 16. The first will be
“Wild and Woolly” which visualizes

a typical western rodeo. The second
which will appeal particularly to the

women is “The Super-Sex,” which in

a humorou sand thrilling manner
contrasts the girl of yesterday with
the amazingly dashing and vigorous
and robust out-door girl of today.

The third, “The National Rash,”
deals with golf, shows Sarazen,

Bobby Jones and various women
“champs” in action and traces the

development of the game from its

origin in Scotland until the present

day. The fourth, “Taking a Chance,”
presents thrilling moments in foot-

ball, horsejumping, etc., and aims
to demonstrate the value of nerve
at the crucial moments in creating
champions.
The fifth is “Great Competitors”

and shows Devereaux Milburn and
Thomas Hitchcock in polo, Babe

Ruth and Frank Frisch in baseball,

Tilden and Johnson in tennis, Max
Marsten in amateur golf, and Alma
Mann in swimming. The sixth,

“Stadiums and Solitude,” affords

flashes of quiet and secluded out-

door sports like hunting and fishing

contrasted with frenzied arenas of

football and baseball.

Extensive newspaper co-operation

is planned to assist in exploiting this

series. Air. Rice’s articles are syndi-

cated under the title applied to the

series and his newspaper “Sport-
lights” have won a large following.

This should prove of great value in

winning new patrons.

Pathe’s exploitation department is

also preparing elaborate campaign
material, and tie-ups with local sport

writers will be effected in the key
cities. A syndicate mat service on
“Kings of Sport” will be another
feature of the campaign.

Julius Stern, president of
Century Comedies, is in New
York for consultation with his

brother Abe particularly with
reference to Baby Peggy fea-
tures. The two brothers are
also arranging details for their
contemplated cross - country
tour of exchange centres. Mr.
Stern will remain in New York
for an indefinite period.

Pathe Announces
New Comedies

Pathe announces that Will Rogers’
newest comedy will be “The Two
Covered Wagons,” a travesty on
“The Covered Wagon.” Rogers has
a dual role, appearing in the widely
different roles portrayed by J.

Warren Kerrigan and Ernest Tor-
rance in the feature.

“Ten Dollars or Ten Days” is the
title of the latest Alack Sennet
comedy for Pathe, starring Ben
Turpin, who appears as a soda dis-

penser in a department store. Harry
Gribbon is cast as a ribbon clerk.

Another Alack Sennet comedy
for early Pathe distribution is "The
Light-House,” which was filmed

around light-houses on the coast,

and offers thrills as well as laughs.

Billy Bevan, Harry Gribbon and
Kalla Pasha are in the cast.

Four Century Two-Reel Comedies
Scheduled for November Release

Hodge-Podge Praised
Educational reports that the series

of Lyman H. Howe “Hodge-Podge”
single-reelers is meeting with great
success in England, and is receiv-

ing praise from the trade press.

The “Film Renter and Alotion Pic-
ture News” said regarding a portion
ot one of the issues which showed
“A Hurry-Up Excursion to Wash-
ington, D. C.,” it is even more ex-
citing than a “Ride on a Runaway
Train,” which it resembles, and
which played six times on Broad-
way, New York. “A more striking

and entertaining short feature series

has never been offered to the trade,”

says that publication.

For November Universal will

release four Century comedies.

Each is the product of a different

director, and are said to be char-

acterized by fast action and
numerous original and decidedly

humorous touches.

“Golfmania” heads the list as the

first release. In this comedy Earle

is assisted by Billy Engle in his golf

antics. Both are would-be cham-
pions. who meet with a variety of

comedy adventures.

“Down to the Ship to See,”

starring Pal, the dog comedian, was
directed by A1 Herman, and is said

to be an exceptionally suitable

vehicle for Pal. Roscoe Karns

plays the leading human role in this

two-reeler.

“She’s a He” is Buddy Alessinger’s

offering for the month. Buddy is

cast as a plumber’s assistant and he
also appears in a girl’s garb in cer-

tain scenes. Several of Century’s
popular comedians are in the sup-
porting cast.

“Aides of Smiles,” starring Baby
Peggy, is said to be her most un-
usual offering.

country on the series of thirteen

All-Star Comedies produced by C.

C. Burr, starring Charles Alurray.

Each of these two-reelers is based

on a real plot, around which is

woven comedy incidents, and con-

tinued heavy booking attest their

popularity, says Hodkinson.

Injects Novelties
Louis H. Tolhurst, whose series

of single reel “Secrets of Life” are
being distributed by Educational,
states that the fourth subject in this

series will show the most unusual
scenes ever screened—that of a
caterpillar transforming from its

worm-like form into the cocoon
stage.

if

“All-Stars” Liked
Hodkinson reports that enthusi-

astic reports have been received
from exhibitors throughout the

Novelty in “Topics
Beginning with No. 42 Pathe

announces that “Topics of the Day”
will present each week a “Sketeho-
graph” by Julian Ollendorf, the

celebrated artist and creator of

screen novelties. They will deal

with items of timely interest.

Unusual Feat
In search of novelty F. B. O. has

injected a pirate sequence into

Episode 9 of “Fighting Blood.”
while in number eight of this series

there is a barge fight fashioned
after the historic barge battles be-
tween Corbett and Joe Choyniski
and other fighters.
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“Heads Up”
(Educational—Comedy—One Reel)
In this single reel Cameo com-

edy distributed by Educational
there is, as usual, an abundance
of rough and tumble action and
though there are some familiar

stunts the comedy throughout
should prove entirely satisfactory

to the average audience and get
many laughs. Cliff Bowes appears
as a clerk in a general store with
George Ovey as the storekeeper
and Ruth Hiatt as his pretty
daughter. There is a good com-
edy sequence involving a little ne-
gro and a can of glue, a trio of

village musketeers who do stunts
around the store stove and a

chase between the villain, who
has kidnapped the girl, and the

hero on a motorcycle.— C. S. S.

SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

Dear Ol’ Pal (Pathe)
Do Women Pay? (Pathe)
Goldmania (Universal)
Heads Up (Educat :onal)
Hustlin’ Hank (Pathe)
Lucky Rube (Grand-Asher)
Mark It Paid (Grand-Asher)

So Long Sultan (Universal)

Southbound Limited (Grand-
Asher)

Twilight Trail (Universal)

Up in the Air (Fox)

Uncle Sam (Educational)

“Golfmania”
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)
Amateur golfers are guilty of

amusing blunders in this comedy
on the pursuit of the elusive white
ball. The caddy willingly loses a
loose tooth while one of the men
learns while the other one has
to do some deep sea diving to

recover his ball. The game ends
in the appearance of a big, black
bear who creates havoc in the
country club. The subject should
be particularly appealing to some,
and the treatment is entertaining,
on the whole. Billy Engle and
Jack Earl are featured—M. K.

“Southbound
Limited”

(Grand-Asher—Comedy—Two
Reels)

The business of concealing a
dog from a train conductor’s
watchful eye produces a lot of
fun in this Monte Banks comedy.
Our hero boards the train with
neither fare nor ticket, but grafts
his way easily enough, until a
pretty young woman hands over
her dog to his charge. There are
a good many laughs in this one
and a vivid train wreck as a clos-

ing thrill—M. K.

“So Long Sultan”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)
While this is rather obvious

amusement, the harem scenes
carry some appeal and Chuck
Reisner’s buffoonery will bring a

few laughs. He disguises himself
as a dancer in order to break into

the Sultan’s domain and gets

material for a story on the paper
which he represents. His deceit

is detected but a “Detroit baby’’

comes to his rescue.—M. K.

“Do Women Pay?”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)

The favorite theme of the inno-

cent girl being lured away by a
villain who locks her in a lonely

cabin and then proceeds to get
drunk is handled by Paul Terry in

exceptionally vivid style. The
mouse and his sweetheart are fi-

nally reunited after no end of

melodramatic feats. All of it, in-

cluding the aeroplane finish, will

recall the usual screen thriller and
its powers of amusement should be
great.—M. K.

“Up in the Air”
(Fox—Comedy—Two Reels)
Thrills and laughs are rather

abundant in this Imperial Comedy
in which Charles Conklin and
Harry Sweet do most of the
stunts. Falling down elevator
shafts and balancing on a narrow
edge of a high building, they pro-
vide some highly sensational
moments. The comedy has been
well directed and will keep the
average fan amused throughout
its entire length.

—

M. K.

“Lucky Rube”
(Grand-Asher—Comedy—Two

Reels)
Sid Smith makes the best of

the material here which is only
fairly amusing. It is the story

of the country blacksmith, v/ho

goes to the city on a mission for

his sweetheart’s father and comes
back with new clothes and ideas.

Under his reformed sway cow-
paths are discarded for motor
thoroughfares and the smithy
goes out of business. It has a

few laughs and Sid Smith’s pan-
tomime is a great help.—M. K.

“Dear OF Pal”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)

“Snub” Pollard and Paul Parrott

in Alphonse-and-Gaston roles are

the polite rivals in a love affair.

The number has some good com-
edy and some vigorous action after

the girl's pearls are stolen, and the

two rivals, tied for a one-legged
race at the picnic, start after the

thief. The general mood is rather

different and should go well.

—

M. K.

“The Twilight Trail”
(Universal—Western—Two Reels)

Universal is offering the usual
amount of entertainment in this

Western which features Margaret
Morris. The plot concerns a frame-
up on a rancher who fights an
honest duel but is accused of

murder when his opponent is

mysteriously shot. There is good
riding, fair suspense and a pleas-

ing heroine to make it interest-

ing.—M. K.

“Uncle Sam”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
Lee Moran makes his second

appearance in Mermaid comedies
in this number in which he ap-
pears as the favorite heir of a
wealthy relative who feigns death
to get a line on his would-be
heirs. Through the timely assist-

ance of an onion, which another
“heir” is eating, Lee weeps and
wins out. The picture has an un-
usual comedy cast from a box-
office standpoint, for in addition
to Moran, Han Mann, George
Ovey and Brownie, the well-
known dog, have prominent roles
while Ruth Hiatt appears as the
girl. There are a number of

clever subtitles and situations that
the majority of patrons will enjoy
and this comedy should prove a

good box-office attraction.—C. S. S.

“Hustlin’ Hank”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)

Will Rogers scores again, this

time as camera man to a feminist
determined to get some photo-
graphs of wild life. The scenes
where he pursues the bear in an
effort to get his picture are hila-

rious, as are some of Rogers’ es-

thetic poses and his manners at the
first tea party. It is all very good
entertainment, well marked with
the star’s distinctive personality
and talent.—M. K.

aMark It Paid”
(Grand-Asher — Comedy — Two

Reels)
Joe Rock comes to the rescue

of his sweetheart’s father (who is

going brok\ in the hotel busi-
ness) with a clever scheme for
attracting guests. He circulates

the report that a fortune is con-
cealed in one of the rooms. A
rival hotel manager loses all his

guests, but holds a mortgage on
the prospering establishment,
which our hero pays at the last

minute after a hazardous journey.
Billy Rhodes supports the star in

this number which is lively and
amusing.—M. K.

Showmen Use Big “Ad ;>

Space
for Educational’s Comedies

More and more are exhibitors Angeles and other cities but also
demonstrating their faith in the received high praise. The Cleveland
pulling power of short subjects by Plain Dealer says it cinches Hamil-
playing them up in their exploitation ton in place in the trio, Chaplin,
and. newspaper advertising. Press Keaton and Hamilton, while the Los
critics are also devoting more space Angeles Record calls it a priceless
to reviews on the one and two-reel- snatch of a whimsical burlesque,
ers. As an ‘example of this, two
Educational comedies recently came
in for their share along this line.

Loew’s State Theatre in Cleveland
in its newspaper advertising featured
the first Tuxedo Comedy, “Front,”
with “Poodles” Hanneford above
the feature production, while the

Allen Theatre in the same city di-

vided its newspaper space fifty-fifty

between the feature and the Lloyd
Hamilton comedy, “The Optimist,”
and the same comedy got an even
break with the feature in the electric

signs for Loew’s State theatre in

Los Angeles.
In addition, “The Optimist” re-

ceived not only an exceptional
amount of space in the newspaper
reviews in Cleveland and Los

Will Rogers Two-Reeler on
Pathe List for November 11

The second of the new Will speed and energy under the stimulus

Rogers series of two-reel comedies of a champion of progressive femin-

produced by Hal Roach heads ism.

Pathe’s schedule for November 11. The Ruth Roland serial “Ruth of

It is titled “Hustlin’ Hank” and the Range” brings the heroine to an

shows this easy-going comedian de- exotic island where the constituents

veloping an unsuspected burst of of the coal substitute are in a pit of

lava. New perils await her here.

Another of the new series of single-

reel comedies starring Snub Pollard

is “Dear 01’ Pal,” in which Paul
Parrott and Snub appear as friendly

rivals for a girl, with each one de-

termined to remain gentlemanly to-

ward the other at all costs.

The current Aesop Fable gives

an amusing version of the question,

“Do Women Pay?” Pathe Review
45 shows “In the Land of the

Ojibways,” a study of the American
Indian

;
“Storing Energy,” dealing

with the storage battery, a color

section “The Crags of the Barons’
and two sections, “A Singer ir

Siam” and “Pussy Poses,” whic
are picturesque and distinctly humc
ous.

“Leatherstocking” Serial Is Under Way
Pathe announces that all preliminaries have been completed for

production of the serial which C. W. Patton will make, based on
James Fenimore Cooper’s “Leatherstocking Tales.” George Seitz
will direct, and Robert Dillon has prepared the scenario. Harold
Miller, who played the lead in the new Seitz serial, “The Way of
Man,” will have the lead in this picture with Edna Murphy playing
opposite. Vernon Walker is the photographer.

Two Educationals at Broadway Houses
The current week finds two releases of Educational on the pro-

grams of prominent Broadway houses. “By Lantern Light,” a Bruce
Wilderness Tale, accompanies “The Drivin’ Fool” during a run at
the Cameo, while the Lloyd Hamilton comedy, “Extra! Extra!” is

on the bill with Wesley Barry in “The Country Kid” at the Rialto
Theatre.
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Measuring Condensers
Wilbur J. Camlin, projectionist, Paramount

Theatre, Connellsville, Pa., has the follow-

ing to say:
Have been a reader of your department

for three years and am interested in the ad-
vancement of motion picture projection. I

want advice upon a very simple, yet to me
a perplexing- question.

The supply house in Pittsburgh where we
get all our parts and accessories does not
send the condensers we order. At present
I am using a 6%-7% piano convex combina-
tion. The 6% lens seems much heavier than
the other, and now that the preliminary ex-
plaining has been done I will get at the
question which is bothering me, viz.: Is

there any way in which I can measure a
oondenser to find its proper size? Please
advise me through the department.

I had the latest edition of the handbook
(Bluebook) and gave it away as a present.
Have sent my order for another. It is, I

think, the most complete work ever written
on projection. Thanks for its help; also
for the aid the department supplies.

Friend Camlin, the fact that one lens is

heavier than the other is as it naturally

would be, since the 6 l/2 piano convex lens

is thicker than is the 7 l/2 ,
hence has greater

weight of glass. See figure 32, page 134 of

the Bluebook, or page 96 of the Third Edi-

tion for explanation. Moreover, you may
find that the 6 l/2 lens has a thick edge and
the 7J4 a thin one, or t^ice versa, which means
nothing optically, except that there will be
a bit more light absorption in the thick-

edged than in the thin-edged lens. See page
167 of Bluebook. It does mean, though, that

there is unnecessary surplus of glass, hence
added weight; also that the very thick edged
lens won’t fit the holder rigrtly, and in some
aolders will be held too high, so that its

center will be above the optical axis of the
lens system.
As to measuring the lenses separately,

which is what I presume you mean when you
say “measure the condenser,” there is no
method I know of by which you can meas-
ure them with absolute accuracy, because
of the great amount of spherical aberration
contained in the beam from such a lens.

You may, however, measure with accuracy
so close that the error is negligible by fol-

lowing the plan described on pages 153-154

of the Bluebook; also they may be meas-
ured by the method described on page 151,

which is as follows : Select a room with only
one window, or else darken all windows but
one, leaving this one open. On the wall
opposite the open window pin a sheet of

white paper. Hold the lense to be meas-
ured in front of the paper screen thus es-

tablished, with its flat side towards the
screen, and very carefully focus some DIS-
TANT object, such as a building or tree,

on the paper screen. Be careful to hold the
lens as nearly as possible square with the
screen.
Having focused the object as sharply as

possible, measure the exact distance from
flat side of lens to screen. Next reverse
lens so its curved side is toward the screen,

re-focus the same object, and again measure
from flat side of lens to screen. Add these
two measurements together and divide by
two. The result will be the focal length
NOT “size,” Friend Camlin, but FOCAL
ENGTH) of the lens under consideration,

closely as you can measure it by this

rocess. If you have focused the object care-

Notice! Notice!

The report of the Nomencla-
ture Committee of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers
was laud over until the Spring
meeting. It is proposed to

adopt “PROJECTOR ROOM”
as designating the room from
which pictures ai;e projected,

instead of “PROJECTION
ROOM,” as proposed by the
Nomenclature Committee.
The reason is that some pro-

ducers call their screening

room a projection room, amd
that is quite sufficient reason
why the projectionist should
stamd clear, keep away and
keep his hands off the name
“projection room.”

I want a letter from every
one of you who approves “pro-

jection room“ and disapproves
“projector room.” One locad,

Rock Island-Moline No. 433,

has officially endorsed “projec-

tion room” auid objected to

“projector room.” I would like

to see other locals come to life

and do the same, remembering
that the nomenclature adopted

by the S. M. P. E. will become
stamdau*d.

Wake up, men, and show
your interest. Write your en-

dorsement of “projection

room” on a separate sheet—as

an entirely separate letter,

which may be sent in the same
envelope with another letter,

if you wish. GET BUSY!

fully the result will be near enough for all

practical purposes.

Glad you like the book and the department,

but remember that the book is NOT to lay

up on a shelf, but to STUDY. A good plan

is to start in on those questions in the back

and learn the right answer to every one of

them.

Weaver Douser
J. M. Jacobs, Box 484, South Boston,

Mass., writes to ask the address of the

maker of the Weaver Douser, described on

page 870 of the Bluebook. Also what ad-

vantage I think accrues from its use.

This illustrates the difficulties encountered

in the making of a book. The Weaver de-

vice looked good and was practical. It

seemed that something of the sort was
needed to take the place of the various

make-shift devices now generally used, so,

on the positive assurance of the sponsors of

the Weaver that it would be promptly

marketed and vigorously pushed, I allotted

space to it, since which I have neither seen
or heard of either the Weaver Douser or

its makers.
The advantage of such a device as against

the various arrangements now in use is

dependability, efficiency and LOOKS. This
latter is of importance in high grade in-

stallations.

Replying to friend Jacobs’ question as to

the address of the makers of the Weaver, I

have not the slightest idea where they now
are or if they now are.

Values It Highly
Allen Potts, projectionist, Strand Theatre,

Miles City, Montana, orders a lens chart and
says

:

i just can’t get along without your lens
chart.

Evidently he had the old one and knows
how much it helped. The new one is really

a wonder in its completeness. At the late

meeting of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, one of the engineers said to me

:

“Richardson, that new lens chart is a won-
der. It works out to perfection.” I am
sorry I did not make a note of his name,
for I am sure it was one of the optical men.

Boulder, Colorado
E. C. Caywood, projectionist, Curran The-

atre, Boulder, Colorado, shakes his fist under
the editorial nose as follows

:

Members of local 608 and the Boulder
theatre managers read the article, Septem-
ber 8 issue, headed “Dangerous Outrage,”
with much interest.
For ten years past I have been projec-

tionist in this theatre. In all that time I
have no recollection of any film fire, or “ex-
plosion,” which has even so much as ex-
cited the audience of any Boulder theatre.
I thoroughly agree with you that the pub-
lication of such a misleading statement con-
stitutes a dangerous outrage, especially in
the magazine which I have subscribed to for
a number of years because of its truthful
projection department! (Wham! O golly,
what a jolt!—Ed.).
As regards shop-worn projection equip-

ment, we have no such animal in our fair
city. Here in the Curran I have two late
type Simplex projectors, a G. E. series arc
M. G. set and a Westinghouse mercury arc
rectifier.

The Isis Theatre projection room, which
has been in charge of brother L. Brazda for
a number of years, has two Motiograph De
Luxe projectors and a Westinghouse M. G.
set.

Will you kindly print the complete article
you have from a paper published in Boulder,
or else inform me as to the name of the
paper? I do not remember having read any
such article in any of our papers.

I begin to think friend Caywood is im-
bued with the idea that I’ve taken the truth
by the neck and slammed its head against
a tree—that no such article was published,
and the worst of it is that I am unable to
prove him wrong.
For years I kept every bit of correspon-

dence on file for a year. It was an immense
job, took lots of labor and space, and not
one letter in a thousand was ever referred
to. Of late years I have retained only such
letters, etc., as seemed to have probable value
for future reference, which the Boulder mat-
ter did not appear to have. It therefore
went into the discard.
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As I remember it, the facts are as follows:

A paper, or one sheet of it, came from Col-

orado. It WAS a Boulder paper. I used
the headlines of the explosion article merely
as illustrative of the danger arising from such
idiotic writings.

I glanced through the article. Now I am
not sure— (I may have the Boulder article

confused, as to particulars, with another
somewhat similar thing sent in in the form
of a newspaper clipping some while back)

—

but it seems to me the story was that there
was a fire in a small theatre in some small
town in that section, and that the fire was
“covered” by a new reporter, or a space-
writer rather, who happened to be there.

Mind you, I am not certain as to this, but
I think that was the Boulder publication
story.

Anyhow, I am certain the fire in question

was not in Boulder, and I agree that I should

have said so in my article. Pardon the slip.

It evidently did not occur to me that every

one would assume the fire to have been in

your city, and that you would not exactly
approve of that.

I would give ten perfectly good dollars

if I had that danged clipping now, just so
I could rub it under brother Caywood’s nose
and tell him to go chase himself. For I do
object to have a friend suspect me of lying
when there is nothing to be gained by it.

If I stood to accumulate, say, $111,111.00 or
so by warping the truth slightly—well, that
might be something else again.

The whole thing was bona fide, brother
Caywood, though I should have noted the
fact that the fire in question was not in your
city. The publication certainly was.

Generator Wanted
C. D. Rawlins, projectionist Chrystal

Theatre, Gilmer, Texas, says:
Dear Mr. Richardson:—Though I have

been an interested reader of your depart-
ment for several years, this is my first
letter to it. The Chrystal Theatre, where
I am employed, is considering the installa-
tion of a motor generator set—gasoline
motor—to supply current for the entire thea-
tre. If I have calculated correctly this will
call for an eight (8) KW. output. The man-
agement has called upon me for advice.
Not having been previously interested in

equipment of this type, I do not know where
to obtain same, hence ask that you will
turn a bit of light in this general direc-
tion.

I have rather lost track of this class of
equipment of late, but will refer your letter

to where it should get intelligent attention.
There once was a number of outfits such
as you want on the market, but they all

seem to have dropped out of sight, pre-
sumably for the reason that there was not
sufficient demand for them in the industry
to make it pay.

If any of our readers has anything of
value to suggest to friend Rawlins let them
address him directly and at once.

Help for Wildwood
John A. Maurer, Projectionist Lincoln

Theatre, Massillon, Ohio, says:

Forgive me for butting in again. Have no
desire to monopolize attention, but feel that
the letter of Ray Phillips, Wildwood, New
Jersey, Sept. 29 issue, deserves attention,
though considering delay in publication, etc.,

it will probably be too late to help him.
However, others may have the same diffi-

culty.

Obviously the trouble in his case is that
his crater is too large to give him a spot
of proper diameter at the distance at which
his small diameter projection lens compels
him to place his condenser. Looking over
his data I note that he is using % inch pos-
itive carbons for fifty amperes D. C., which
is, in any case, inefficient, as may be seen
on pages 378-387 of the Bluebook. In this
case the inefficiency is aggravated by the
fact that fifty amperes will form a de-
cidedly larger crater on a % carbon than
it would on a % or a 9-16. In other words,
in addition to being inefficient in itself, this
arc is making it difficult to devise an effi-

cient condenser combination.
By way of making a practical test I burned

craters on carbons of the three sizes named

for fifteen minutes each, with the ammeter
constantly at fifty amperes. I believe this
is amply long to determine the final crater
size. You will find impressions of the
craters resulting attached hereto.

Don’t Blame Phillips

I do not blame Phillips for what he is

doing because, for some reason to me in-

comprehensible, most carbon manufacturers
recommend %-inch positive for fifty am-
peres. I believe if he will try one of the
smaller sizes, and take the time and trouble
to get used to handling an arc with the
smaller carbon (it tends to act in a differ-

ent way), he will be able to do much better
with the whole proposition.
Under the condition he describes I would

try a 9-16 positive and a 5-16 metal-plated
negative, with a 6%-7% M. Bi-C condenser
placed 18 inches from the aperture. This
should give a crater 19-64ths of an inch in
horizontal diameter, and a spot of nearly
the right size. He might even find that he
will get better results by using 45 to 48 am-
peres and the 9-16 positive, than with the
full fifty amperes and a % positive. This
latter is suggested in case he is unable to
make the 9-16 carry the fifty amperes,
though I think he can with the type gen-
erator he is using.

No man need fear “butting in,” because

he can’t when he says something I believe
to be of interest to our readers, and by golly
a man who writes this sort of dope should
have space.

As to the crater diameters, I am myself
surprised. This thing has never been
brought up in quite this way before, and it

is exactly the way it should have been pre-
sented years ago. I wish we might have
had an outline drawing of those carbon tips.

I think the lesser diameter shown by the
smaller carbons is due to what I have shown,
or tried crudely to show in the sketch I

have made at A-B-C. My own contention
has always been, and it has been borne out
by tests, that the unnecessarily large car-
bon produces a lowered crater brilliancy per
unit area by reason of the large amount of
comparatively cool carbon immediately ad-
jacent to it.

As to the other phase of the matter, I

think we would all welcome discussion from
men who feel competent to help. Griffith

might well give up his views, and there are
others we would be glad to hear from. You
have, it seems to me, opened a path we
may well explore to its end. It is not a new
one, but you seem to have shown it in a new
light.

Exact repro-
duction of dia-

grams of carbon
craters obtained
through prac-

tical tests by
Projectionist
John A. Matt-
er. Brother
Maurer burned
craters on three

sizes of carbons

as indicated for
fifteen minutes
each, with the

ammeter con-
stantly at fifty

amperes.



Better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED E* T. KEYSER

A Message from An Organ Builder.

A Great Little Theatre.

Putting Up a Good Front.

I
N our issue of October 27

,

we published a communica-
tion from an exhibitor who

wanted a small organ at a mod-
erate price.

Here is what an organ manu-
facturer who read that letter

writes.

I am interested in the letter from
the Honduran exhibitor. It is in line

with my views, and I am becoming
more convinced that my views are

correct every day and incidentally more
disgusted with the modern method of

advertising, so far as it applies to the

theatre organ business.
* * * An organ can be produced

for the smaller house that will be a

real musical instrument without a

fancy price. Lots of builders do it,

but exhibitors are all frightened off

by the published high prices of

organs.
* * * I know you fellows are out

to get business and doubtless you will

get more money from those fellows

than you would out of advertising of

the builders of legitimate organs, but
you would in the end get the organ
business on its feet in way that the

buyer would be protected.

Never mind the builder, he hasn’t

any rights at any rate but this method
of advertising and throwing the “bull”

hurts the small exhibitor.

If the conditions in the organ

business, today, are as bad as the

writer of the above believes them
to be and if the exhibitor is delay-

ing putting his name on the

dotted line of a contract because

he wants an effective musical in-

strument of low cost, it would
appear that there is considerable

business awaiting the manufac-
turer of moderate priced organs

who will advertise them.

In fact, if our organ builder

correspondent would come right

out and, over his own signature

in the advertising columns, tell

his story to our readers in lan-

guage as straightforward as his

letter, we believe that he would
do much to remedy the conditions

of which he complains.

So far as “we fellows” of the

trade press being out to get the

business is concerned, none of the

motion picture trade publications

has ever carried any undue
amount of organ advertising,

which may possibly account for

the fact that an exhibitor’s idea

as to what an organ installation

would cost him in actual dollars

and cents may be somewhat out

of plumb.
The remedy for this is quite

obvious and we will welcome
most cordially to the advertising

columns the organ manufacturer
who will hand out the straight

goods regarding prices in an an-

nouncement over his own name.
Not because we are unduly

mercenary in the matter, but we
feel that a campaign of this nature

is something for which the manu-
facturer and not the editor should

make himself responsible.

G IVEN all the money that

he asks, an unlimited plot

of ground and an order to

plan a house of several thousand

seating capacity, the average pic-

ture theatre architect has a com-

parative cinch. But when he is

up against a proposition of a

fifty by one hundred foot plot,

and a six hundred seat house, he

must do some pretty close figur-

ing of the kind that requires ex-

perience back of it.

It is a much harder task to

plan a good small house than a
good big one and that’s why we
congratulate architect Davis on
his achievement of the Peerless
Theatre, which we describe in

this issue and also the Messrs.
Newman for giving the architect
an opportunity to show what he
could accomplish.
We will bet that these plans

will be consulted by our readers
for a long while to come.

S
PEAKING of new houses,
the proprietors of the St.

Helen’s Theatre Chehalis,
Washington, the new one hun-
dred thousand dollar eight-

hundred seat house, the building
of which we announced in our
issue of September 8, have just

shot us a photo of the architect’s

wash drawing so that we can
get an idea of what the theatre

will look like on completion.

It is such a good looking front

that we believe our readers will

admire it as much as we do, and,

as thev may find some valuable

suggestions in same, we are re-

producing it elsewhere.

S
OME time ago, we made a

few feeling remarks anent
the renovation of a picture

house and an expenditure for

foyer chairs which was out of all

proportion to that devoted to the

projection room equipment.

To offset this sad state of

affairs, we are joyfully spreading

the glad news that we have been

tipped off to a new house in which
not only is the projection room a

real room, but that five—yes,

FIVE—projectors are installed.



TWO VIEWS OF THE PEERLESS THEATRE
Showing the attractive front and the well planned interior of the new 600 seat house of the N. & P. Amusement Company, recently

erected in Borough of the Bronx, New York City.

Plans of Bronx Borough’s Peerless

Show Well Arranged 600-Seat House

T HE interest in plans suitable for
small houses is so great that we are
more than glad to be able to present

to our readers the lay-out of the six-hun-
dred-seat Peerless Theatre, recently erected
on One Hundred and Thirty-eighth Street,
West of Alexander Avenue, Borough of
the Bronx, New York City.

The Peerless was planned by Albert E.
Davis, 258 East 138th Street, New York
City, for the N. & P. Amusement Com-
pany, of which Benjamin Newman is presi-

dent, Daniel B. Newman, vice president and
Aaron Newman, secretary and treasurer.
As will be noted, by referring to the floor

plans, the architect had at his disposal a
lot fifty feet wide by one hundred feel

deep. The theatre occupies the full depth
of the lot and forty-two feet eight inches of
its frontage. The remaining seven feet four
inches being utilized as a passage way to
the exits, which are located one at the
front and one at the rear of the auditorium.

Seating in Three Sections

The seating is arranged in three sections
with two aisles separating the sections.

There are twenty-six rows of seats down
the centre of the house and twenty-four rows
along each of the side walls.

A central lobby, with a pair of doors at

front and rear, gives access to foyer space
behind the seating. At left and right, re-

spectively, are the manager’s office, and a

store which latter has been rented to a
confectionery. Back of the manager’s office
is a lavatory and stairways which lead
upward to the projection and down to the
basement, in which the heating apparatus
is installed. A second lavatory is back of
the candy store.

Typhoon Ventilated

The floors are of cement, squared off in
red for the aisles. Good ventilation is as-
sured by a ceiling twenty-five feet high
and a Typhoon cooling and ventilating sys-
tem, situated in a pent house on the roof,
and which operates through ornamental
circular ventilating panels in the ceiling.

Directly in front of the screen is an
orchestral organ which reduces the size of
the orchestra to one man. The organ
grilles are located at each side of the
screen.
As the illustration shows, the Peerless

£ i

ilL
GROUND FLOOR AND SEATING PLAN OF PEERLESS THEATRE

Showing how Architect Davis utilized every available inch in this convenient and well arranged, 600 seat, house.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Y#ur own tpeclal Ticket
any colors, accurately num
bered ; etery roll guaranteed
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings; $5.00. $6.00
Prompt shipment*. Cash
with the order Oet the

sample*. Send diagram f*r Referred
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dalev>

All tickets must conform to Oerern
ment regulation and bear established

prlre of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $1.00

Ten Thousand 5.00

Fifteen Thousand f.50

Twenty-five Thousand 1.00

Fifty Thousand 12.50

One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin. p.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Offl«l») Organ it tbe Italian Cinematograph Uilmi

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Faraiin Sutoerlptlon : $7.00 *r 85 (rants Mr Anita

Editorial and Business OfFicesi

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the best for

Prelector*.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riverside Drive

New York

THE 800 SEAT ST. HELEN’S THEATRE
The new $100,000 house of Chehalis, Wash., as it will appear on completion. From the

architect’s wash drawing.

is an extremely attractive house. The
entrance is flanked by lime stone columns
and, at either end of the street facade, rise

square towers changing to octagon above
the roof and surmounted by stone spheres
and copper eagles. There is a circular
marquee over the main entrance and above
this a circular head steel sash, within a lime
stone arch, from which radiate copper sun-
rays. Between this central feature and the
towers are illuminated panels of unique
Grecian design in olive green, old gold, pale
blue, Pompeiian red and white enameled
brick and tile. The panels are crowned with
a limestone cornice and copper cresting.

An Attractive Lobby
The lobby and auditorium are of attrac-

tive design, beautifully decorated in maroon,
mauve and ivory, robin’s egg blue and moss
green, rose and lavender, silver and gold.

The seats are of mahogany black and
gold and arranged on the arc of a circle

with a gradient of four feet to the screen,

affording a good view from each seat.

In the projection room, which is located
above the lobby, are two Power’s, 6-B
projection with governor type control and a

double 70 ampere transverter.

Seattle Supply House

Puts Over Good Stunt
The quarters of the Theatre Equipment

Company of Seattle, Power distributors, has

recently been improved with the installation

of new private offices. Increased business made
this expansion necessary.

Lewis and Barthel, partners in the company,
report prospects excellent for the coming sea-

son.

A neat bit of advertising put out by the

Theatre Equipment Company was in the form
of a card bearing addresses and telephone num-
bers of all film exchanges, theatres, railroad

depots, costume, poster, cameramen and allied

interests.

While the card itself was not a new idea,

the letter that accompanied it was cleverly

worded in that it announced the new card

as being the last word since, the telephone com-
pany had made changes in many numbers, due

to the installation of dial telephones, and re-

questing that the patron destroy “all our pre-

vious cards as they are worthless and out of

date.” This naturally insured the elimination

of all competitive advertising of a similar na-

RAVEN HAFT0NE SCREEN
is an important part of the equipment of the

Covered Wagon
Hunchback of Notre Dame

Scaramouche

ROAD SHOWS
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

One Sixty-Five Broadway, New York

FIRE!
•May result from badly installed electrical equipment ©r

poorly chosen materials.

Hallberg’s Motion

Picture Electricity
$2.50 Postpaid

is a book that is as good as an insurance policy if you heed

its advice and get the best equipment for your needs, and
know how to have it properly installed.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.
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WURLITZER
ORGAN NOVELTIES

A new departure in

modern organ enter-

tainment. Proven

box office attraction.

One week’s service

FREE

MERIT SLIDE CO.
59 WHITNEY PL. BUFFALO

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

80-82 Wardour St.

W. I. London, England
Hu the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSO-
CIATION to its members are published ex-
clusively in this Journal.

YEARLY RATEt
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, *7.25

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBIT0R8’ ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN ud IRELAND. LTD.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

FOR SALE
Two Simplex Motor-Driven Projectors, like
new. Guaranteed. No reasonable offer re-
fused.

Eugene I. Rosenfeld & Co., Inc.
325 West Baltimore Street

Baltimore, Maryland

Opera chairs and floorcoverings. You will need
both in your new building. There will be money In
It for you If you got our proposition before purchasing.
Factory close-outs made to suit your requirements In
plain and upholstered opera chairs, at prices that save
you 25% over what salesmen will quote you.

Floorcoverings of the best made; government stand-
ard Battleship Linoleum and carpets at money-saving
prices. Direct to you.

J. P. REDINGTON, Scranton, Pa.

m i WELDED WtRE
REELS
For Sale by

Warn Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Are., New York

THE BAIRD
REWINDER and DUMMY

Will Accommodate 10-inch and 14-inch Reels.

Durably Constructed to Stand Long Hard Service.

Ask your dealer.

THE C. R. BAIRD CO., New York
Manufacturers and Distributors of Moving Picture

Machine Parts Since 1909

The Week ’sRecordof
AlbanyIncorporations

Six motion picture companies incorporated
in New York state during the week ending
October 27, the records in the state’s corpora-
tion bureau showing the following companies
as entering the business during the last few
days :

M. J. Winkler Productions, Inc., captialized
at $20,000, and having as directors M. J. and
George Winkler, ‘and C. B. Mints, of New
York; Movie upply & Repair Co., Inc., $5,000,
Michael Roth, Ephraim Behrend, I. B. Sil-

verglate, New York; Elliott Dexter, Inc.,

with Elliott Dexter, of Los Angeles, Cal.;
Edward M. James and Lillian Hoffman, New
York City; Bryant Washburn, Inc., with
Bryant Washburn, Hollywood, Cal.; Edward
M. James and Lillian Hoffman, New York
City, each of these concerns receiving per-
mission to issue 200 shares of stock of no
par value; Hoffman Pictures, Inc., and Ro-
land West Productions, Inc., each issuing 50
shares of stock of no par value, and the in-

corporators of each company including G. S.

Wittson, Joseph M. Edelson, of New York,
and Leah Strong, of Brooklyn.

Gibson Represents

The WardLeonard Co.
W. A. Gibson has been appointed selling rep-

resentative of the Ward Leonard Electric

Company, Mt. Vernon, New York.
Mr. Gibson will matce his headquarters in

the Roos Building, Elm and Akard Streets

Dallas, and will handle the complete line of

Vitrohm resistor units, field rheostats, theatre

dimmers, motor starters and Ribohm rheostats

in Dallas and vicinity.

Theatres Projected

balcony, to be erected on Center, near 145th
Street, for Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company,
202 South State Street, to cost $125,000.

FREDERICK, MD.-M. D. Harp has pur-
chased property on West Patrick Street as
site for new moving picture theatre.

BAY CITY, MICH.—Bijou Theatrical
Enterprise, Inc., 704 City Bank Building,
contemplates erecting one-story brick mov-
ing picture theatre.

ODESSA, MO.—J. D. Block, of Grain
Valley, will erect new up-to-date theatre.

SENECA, MO.—C. L. Cox and George
Puryear will convert building formerly oc-
cupied by William’s Cafe, into up-to-date
moving picture theatre.

WINSIDE, NEB.—Milton Jones and Hans
Neilsen will operate McIntyre Building,
when alterations are completed, as moving
picture theatre and dance hall.

NEWARK, N. J.—Curtis, Warner Cor-
poration, 9 Clinton street, has contract for

lj4-story brick theatre, 100 by 154 feet, to

be erected at Bloomfield street and Belle-
ville Avenue for City Investment Company,
Firemen’s Building, to cost $150,000.

LAKE PLACID, N. Y.—New moving pic-

ture theatre is under construction by Adiron-
dack Theatre Corporation.

ALLIANCE, O.—Koch Brothers have plans
by Albrecht, Wilhelm & Kelly, State Bank
Building, Massillon, for one and two-story
brick and terra-cotta trim theatre and office

building, 100 by 156 feet, to cost $100,000.

CANTON, O.—Charles Bowen plans to
erect community moving picture theatre at
12th Street and Cleveland Avenue, N. W.
ENID, OKLA.—H. W. Vuderhill, 121 North

Emporia Street, Wichita, has contract to
erect two-story brick theatre for Mrs. E.
M. Billings, to cost $100,000.

BELLEVUE, PA.—James Steele, Real
Estate Saving & Trust Building, Pitts-
burgh, has plans by Douglass Ellington,
Wabash Building, Pittsburgh, for moving
picture theatre to be erected at Lincoln
Avenue and South Jackson Street.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Jefferson Amuse-
ment Company will erect theatre, to cost

$175,000.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Interstate Amuse-
ment Company will erect 12 or 15-story

theatre and hotel building at Fifth Avenue
and 19th Street, to cost about $1,500,000.

TEXARKANA, ARK.—Work has started
on new Saenger Theatre at Third and Main
streets

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Clare E. and
Graham Hoffman have acquired site on 14th

Street, N. W., as site for Park Theatre, a
moving picture house, with seating capacity
of about 1200, to cost approximately $300,000.

HARVEY, ILL.—Englewood Construction
Company, 6237 Ashland Avenue, has con-
tract for one-story reinforced concrete mov-
ing picture and vaudeville theatre, with

GEORGETOWN, WASH.—Rainer Thea-
tre Company plans to erect moving picture
theatre, to cost $15,000.

WEST BEND, WIS.—William Warnkey
has plans by Robert A. Messmer & Brothers,
221 Grand Avenue, Milwaukee, for one-story
brick moving picture theatre, 32 by 118
feet, to be erected on Main Street.

FILMS FOR SALE
Adventures of Jimmy Dale, 32 reels, featuring E.
Lincoln; The Scarlet Runner, 24 reels, featuring Earle
Williams; also large assortment of FEATURES,
SERIALS, COMEDIES), EDUCATIONALS, TRA-
VELOGUES, etc. Correspondence solicited.

GUARANTY PICTURES CO.
126 West 46th Street New York

Cable Address: GAPICTCO
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Improving Theatres
AUGUSTA, ARK.—Improvements have

been made to Lura Theatre.

DARDANELLE, ARK.—Earl Boggess,
who recently purchased Electric Theatre,

has made extensive improvements to house.

BELOIT, ILL.—An extension has been
built to Majestic Theatre and interior

changes made.

PITTSFIELD, ILL.—Improvements have
been made to K. of P. Theatre.

CHAXUTE, KANS.—Hetrick Theatre has

been repainted, redecorated, new projecting

machine and screen installed, and house re-

opened.

MANHATTAN, KANS.—Marshall Theatre
has been remodeled.

BETHANY, MO.—I. W. Maple has pur-

chased new equipment for his theatre, in-

cluding 304 new seats, new projecting ma-
chine, Minusa screen, etc.

WAYNE, NEB.—Crystal Theatre has been
remodeled.

NASHUA, N. H.—Colonial Theatre has

been renovated and reopened under man-
agement of Harry G. Farrell.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
—Nixon Nirdlinger

Amusement Company, of Philadelphia, will

make alterations to Apollo Theatre on
Boardwalk.

*CANTON, N. Y.—Extensive improve-
ments are contemplated for American Thea-
tre.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—H. C. Ingalls, 347
Madison avenue, is preparing plans for in-

terior alterations to moving picture theatre
at 211 West 125th street.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST, employed, desires change, ten years’

experience, education exceptional ; salary, organ
must be worthy high-class man. Box 319, Moving
Picture World, New I'ork City.

SCREENS painted by expert painter. Estimates
given on request. Oscar Schediwy, care Apollo
Theatre, Winfield, Long Island.

FILM COMEDIANS, ATTENTION ! Do you
want to increase your popularity, fame and
fortune? Accomplished motion picture director
and idea man wishes connection with you. Have
comedy acts (novelty) that beat ’em all. Box 320,
Moving Picture World, New York City.

THEATRE MANAGER at liberty after Novem-
ber 1st. Five years in present location. Business
producer. Efficient advertiser, booker and expert
projectionist. Thirty-five years of age, and
married. Absolutely reliable and trustworthy.
Best of references present employers and others.
Address P. 0. Box No. 97, Bristol, Tenn.

ASHLAND, O.—Ashland Opera House has
been repaired and redecorated, new draperies

hung, and reopened by Roy Michael and
Robert McIntosh with first-class picture pro-
gram.

LORAIN, O.—State Theatre has been re-

modeled and reopened with pictures and
vaudeville.

NORMAN, OKLA.—Improvements have
been made to Oklahoma Theatre and house
reopened.

TULSA, OKLA.—Improvements have been
made to Broadway Theatre and house re-

opened.

FLORENCE, S. C.—M. F. Schnibbens will

make improvements to Opera House, includ-
ing seating arrangement, repairs to lobby,
etc.

KINGSVILLE, TEXAS'.— Minusa Gold
Fibre screen will be installed in Kings Inn
Theatre.

LAREDO, TEXAS.—Royal Theatre is be-
ing remodeled.

DANVILLE, VA.—E. C. Arey will convert
Metropolitan Billiard Parlor into moving pic-

ture theatre.

WALLA WALLA, WASH.—Extensive
improvements have been made to Arcade
Theatre.
WHEELING, W. VA.—Leopold Miller has

plans by George H. Dieringer, 880 McCul-
lough street, for remodeling theatre on Elm
Grove street, and erect brick addition, 20

by 30 feet, to cost $10,000.

New Auditoriums
COFFEYVILLE, KANS.—City has plans

by T. W. Williamson & Company, Central
National Bank Building, Topeka, for three-

story brick and stone-trim auditorium and
community building, 114 by 173 feet.

GREAT NECK, N. Y. — Community
Church of Great Neck will erect community
building on Third street.

NASSAU POINT, N. Y.—Walter John-
son, 173 Remsen street, Brooklyn, will erect

2^-story brick and stucco community
building.

name of
c
keitn

is synonymous
e-witfi the best
in Vaudeville

DIXIE CUP
nny TendintyPlacfiines

Silently, throughout performance and intermission alike, these

machines provide patrons with white, round, unwaxed Dixie

Cups, delightful to drink from—and SAFE.

The service maintains itself without cost, and yields a well

worth-while revenue to the House.

Write for sample Dixies and details of Dixie Cup Penny Vendor Service.

Jndividval J)rinking (vp (ompany Jnc-

Original Aakers o/Y/fcPaperCup

EASTON, PA. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Similarly, in the
equipment of Keith
Houses nothing is

omitted that will

contribute to the

comfort and con-
venience of Keith
patrons.

And, as a matter

of course, all of the Keith Houses are liberally equipped with

With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleveland, Baltimore, Leo 4nsrfn Pmmud

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
SUPPLIES PLENTY OF LIGHT

10 TO 15 AMPERES WITH D. C. 20 TO 30 AMPERES WITH A. C.

ELIMINATES ALL CONDENSERS

AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL
Guarantees Correct Trimming of Arc at All Times with

Extreme Ease of Operation

Special Stereopticon Attachment

STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT
Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric

Co.; 1 ransformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

IVe Guarantee All Equipment

For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Carries through to the screen, tone for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,

every gradation that skillful photography has

secured in the negative.

Look for this positive identification in the

transparent film margin— “Eastman” and

“Kodak” in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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THE AMERICAN FILM-SAFE
For Projection Rooms, Studios, Laboratories, Educational

Institutions and Industrial Plants

It Is Dustproof

It Keeps the

Film At a

Proper Degree

of Moisture

Sectional

Accessible

and

Convenient

It Is Proof

Against Theft

and Curiosity

It Expands

With Your

Requirements

Finished in

Colors to Suit

Purchaser

Each Section

Accommodates

Five Reels

Write TODAY for detailed description and prices, stat-

ing- for how many reels you desire to provide storage

American Film-Safe Corporation
1800 Washington Boulevard Baltimore, Md

ir^^^^rTayirTsvii
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Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY Kw'KBcfift
Eaterwl u second class matter June 17, 1508, at the Post Offioe at New York, N. Y„ under the act of March 3, 1379. Printed weekly. *3.00 a year..
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“It Makes ‘The Bat’ and the
*Cat and the Canary’ Look Sick’

Chicago Herald and Examines

Uurder Mystery Dedelops
Sensation Grand Jury
Investigation Results Ire

Indictment Of Slain
Millionaire's Adopted, Son

EDITH CRAIG
Secretary, and

,
secretly the
fiancee of the
millionaire.

MADELINE
WINTHKOP

,
wife of the

l defendant and
I third figure in

a the puzzling
S trianfle

ANDREW PRENTICE
the murdered millionaire
.sever known to hive had.\ an enemyKENNETH

W1NTHROP
adopted son
accused of crime

f ROBERT
f ARMSTRONG

second adopted son, J

will aid State in A
prosecution .

Sophie Sauer
maid in the Prentice
home vho discovered

the crime

Prentices butler,
whom the police have
grilled a dozen times.

1 never know until
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WILLIAM FOX
presents

EIGHT NEW
SPECIAL
ATTRACTIONS

for immediate play dates—

6 CYLINDER, LOVE
YOU CANT GET AWAY WITH IT

NORTH OF HUDSON BAY
THE TEMPLE OF VENUS

THE NET
HOODMAN BLIND

THE SHEPHERD KINO
GENTLE JULIA

Pf

L INDEPENDENC
f<* .STRENGTH
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SHE WAS OFFEREDEVERYTHING
BUTAWEDDING
RING"

\

SHE
WANTED"
BEAUTIFUL j

CLOTHES i

\

<

WILLIAM FOX presents

_ UCANT
GETAWAY

ITHIT

HE WANTED
HER

A ,

f

~from the Storyby

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS
J ROWLAND V.

LEE Production

i *

SO THEY DEFIED
THE WORLD AHD
ITS CONVENTIONS

^0
OF PROGRESS

BUT they
t
COULDN'T
[CET AWAY
WITH IT

TEMPORARILY
THEY were

happy
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B1GGEFC AND BETTER.
A DAUGHTER OF THE

MEASUREMENTS OF
THE TEMPLE OF
VENUS GIRL

Upperarm
Forearm
Wrist
Bust

Waist
Hips
Th.gh
Knee
Calf
Ankle
Weight
Height

Composite

figure of

the 1000
Jmerican
C>entities

OF PROGRESS

mSDU'ENDENf
) Xr-

STRENGTH



OF PROGRESS

B INDEPENDENT
I ^STRENGTH

THAN ^
GODy"’

Unhook
myQown
for the
Devil’s

dance

With

MARY PHILBIN
Ijmlh and Romance

1000
American
Beauties

and a star cast

Produced at SantaCruz
Island , Pacific Ocean

StoVy by
Catherine Caff

ACCEPTED MEASURE-
MENTS OF THE

CLASSICAL VENUS
Neck 1324"
Upperarm I I

"

Forearm 934

"

Wrist 6"

Bust 34"

Waist 27"

Hips 34"

Thigh 2134"
Knee 1334"
Calf 1334"
Ankle 834"
Weight 123 lbs.

Height 5' 4"

VENUS DE MILO



Scenario by

OLGA LINEK
SCHOLL

GORDON EDWARDS

Production



gfPROGRESSNANCE, the wife,
to whom virtue
was supreme ^



A drama ofa womanswiles

!

WILLIAM FOX
presents

EDWARDS
Jjroduction

hSHEPHERD KING
Successor to

QUEEN OF SHEBA
it was made by the
Fox Company with
an American motion
picture staff in Egypt
and Palestine.
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JULIA'S PERFECT SYSTEM

MON

\mMfock.

WVUo

I] If

ton story qf^rntricnn

Scenario by
FREDERICK <

FANNY HATT
OF PROGRESS F0X

iNDEPtN
ts STRENGTH

PRESS Or THOS B IBOOKS. INC-.
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The Truth Is —
THE new pictures which Paramount announced to the trade last

August have now been completed.

j[
They will be released at the rate of one a week beginning now.

tf
Prints of the first four, “THE SPANISH DANCERT “HIS
CHILDREN'S CHILDREN,” “THE LIGHT THAT FAILED,”
“STEPHEN STEPS OUT” may now be seen at Paramount exchanges.

|f
Demonstration runs on “THE SPANISH DANCER

”

have proven, in

all sections of the country, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that this Pola

Negri picture is one of the greatest box-office draws ever released.

If
Demonstration of “HIS CHILDREN’S CHILDREN” in New York

marks this picture as sure-fire. It is marvelously acted, sumptuously pro-

duced, has an engrossing story and is full of strong, human-interest drama.

It has tremendous pulling-power. We are confident demonstrations of

“HIS CHILDREN’S CHILDREN” in other sections of the country will

show the same result. We ask that exhibitors watch closely its success in

demonstration theatres.

\“THE LIGHT THAT FAILED” we believe is another great big pic-

ture. It has in it the romance, the drama, the story interest and the super-

lative acting that only big box-office attractions can hope to have. It has

already received the Board of Reviews’ endorsement as one of the two best

pictures of the month.

ff “STEPHEN STEPS OUT” speaks for itself. Is there any one who
doubts the interest of the entire American public in the name “DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS, JR.”?

f[
The others of the 19 new Paramount Pictures which we listed in full in

this paper last week make up an output of product that is absolutely revolu-

tionary in motion picturedom. Such stars, featured players and supporting

casts, such great stories, such magnifi cent productions of proved in advance
box-office merit could come only from Paramount.

Exhibitors may rest assured that the Paramount Pictures in the months to

come will be the greatest line-up Paramount has ever released.

And that’s saying something!
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The Greatest
Line-ub J

j



MARV
PICKFORD

in

Hosita
S% Spanish Pomanee

with HOLBROOK: BLINN
adapted by Sduiard Kjioblocki

•Story by Norbert 'Jalk^,

Photography by Charles Posher

Jn ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary Pickford Charles' Chaplin
Douglas 'JairbanksS D. W. Qriffith

Pttiram Obrams, President

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

Telegram

Day Letter Blue

Night Message Nite

Night Letter N L

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words) this is a telegram. Other-
wise its character is indicated by the

symbol appearing after the check.

WESTERN UNION
AM

Form 1201

NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

CUSS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

Telegram

Day Letter Blue

Night Message Nite

Night Letter N L

(f none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words) this is a telegram. Other-
wise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

I

T

RECEIVED AT

10FTJ 47 BLUE 3 EXTRA
CHICAGO ILL 130P NOV 5

HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS CORP

1923

NEW YORK N Y

MARY PICKFORD IN ROSITA OPENED AT THE ORPHEUM THEATRE ON

SATURDAY TO THE LARGEST BUSINESS IN THE HISTORY OF THE

THEATRE AS THE ORPHEUM THEATRE HAS BEEN IN EXISTENCE FOR

SEVENTEEN YEARS THIS IS AN ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH MISS

PICKFORD CAN BE JUSTLY PROUD
JONES LINICK AND SCHAFFER

ADOLPH LINICK



c 1WOMAN oF PARIS
A DRAMA OF FATE

J~eafurin/~

(L)cina purviance
iX

C
\uritfen end Directed bij

CHARLES CHAPLIN

“The Public
"There is no doubt that the public will fight their way in to see this produc-

tion—and they will not be disappointed," says Martin J. Quigley, in Exhibi-

tors Herald.
'*

'A Woman of Paris' is a distinguished subject. There are

marvelous touches of humor, pathos and subtle allusions which have set the

Chaplin comedy pictures apart from all other kinds of pictures the world

over. It is all handled in a manner as unusual as the world famous genius

of Chaplin himself."

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
CMary Pickford Charter Chaplin
Pouglaw 'Jairbankxr D. W. Qriffith

r>firam Qprama-, Pr&sident

Will Fight To See This”
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Graham Wilcox Productions, Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

“Paddy -the-Next-Best- Thing

’

By Gertrude Page

A Picture You Can Play
And Look Your Patrons
In the Face Afterward

Comedy
That will keep any audience a-chuckle and enter-

tain any class of patronage.

Thrills

That grip and bring the spectators up with a jerk

and leave them fairly gasping.

Action

So stirring that audience interest has no chance
to lag at any stage of the film.

Romance

That makes the heart younger and sends your
people away in a “come-back-again” mood.

Now Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave., New York

Hiram Abrams, President

A Branch Office located in every United Artists Exchange
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Gssociated Guthors, Inc.

'Jranki WoodsQ [\ Elmer hairis
Thompson Buchanan SlX\.CIarl^ZJU. 'Jhomas

present

'RICHARD the
LION-HEARTED"

Q cjrank, Woods Production
Jiased on Sir Walter Scott's novel, * CJhe

r
Jalijman"

with Wallace Beery as "l<jng diehard
“

the role he created in "JQoBin Oiood
"

Direction by Chet Withey

“Satisfying; Stirring;

Spectacular”

‘Satisfying entertainment, martial splendors,

stirring action, spectacular appeal.

“A large scale production, a sympathetic love

story, clash of mailed warriors, deeds of hero-

ism, stealthy intrigue.

“Has all the glorified dash, brilliant lure and
pomp of battle.

“Suggests exploitation tie-ups with book
stores, school boards and women’s clubs.”

—

Trade Review.



$0,000,000 Readers
Guarantee Your Patronage!

MICHAEL O’HALLORAN
The Most Widely Read Story of the World’s Most Popular Author

GENE STRATTON -PORTER

With IRENE RICH
Directed by

JAMES LEO MEEHAN

A HUMAN INTEREST STORY
WITH IRRESTIBLE APPEAL

The NEW YORK VARIETY says:

The average filmgoer is going to enjoy this picture whole-

heartedly. “Michael O’Halloran” should prove a box

office picture. Mrs. Porter’s readers number high in the

millions. This should assure the success of a film version

of one of her most popular novels, particularly when it is

as well done as this.

The TIMES SQUARE DAILY [N. Y.] says:

“Michael O’Halloran” looks like a box office card.

The LOUISVILLE [KY.] TIMES says:

A charming story, beautifully portrayed.

The RIVERSIDE [CAL.] PRESS says:

“Michael O’Halloran” is one of the foremost human in-

terest pictures of the year.

ENDORSED BY KIWANIS CLUB as

“The type of entertainment that can be enjoyed and appreciated by every

member of the family. ‘Michael O’Halloran’ should be seen by every young

American from the age of 8 to 80.”

BE SQUARE with YOUR PUBLIC and book this “BE SQUARE” PICTURE

!

v—

>

A Perfect Tie-up With Kiwanis Clubs
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PRODUCERS/
I HE OPEN DOOR for important pic-

JL tures, whether you make one or four

—

that’s the product policy of Associated Exhib-
itors.

We produce no pictures—we own no studios,

no exchanges (but use 34 of them), no physical

plants and properties with their heavy over-

heads. We devote our time exclusively to sell-

ing. From the biggest city to the smallest com-
munity, Associated men are everywhere in the

never ending business of circulating product.

Producers are best served when given ade-

quate, economical, and successful distribution

for money making attractions—that’s the aim of

Associated Exhibitors.

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
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ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS presents

CHARLES ray
/> in ^

Court
Mules

Produced by CHARLES RJti

Directed by Frederic

11
PRODIGIOUS SPECTACLE, costing nearly

$1,000,000 to produce, and with 87 name parts

in the cast—the largest number ever assembled in a

photoplay. A startlingly realistic portrayal of the

struggles, the adventures, the conflicts attending the

Founding of America. Mr. Ray’s crowning achieve-

ment as a star and a producer warmly acclaimed at its

First Presentation in

Grauman’s Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles

Florence Lawrence, The Examiner:

“A work of power and beauty. A tale

of glorious romance which will thrill

every spectator. Scenically, the pic-

ture is magnificently complete. There

were storms of the elements and of

the emotions. You will like Charles

Rav in his new characterization.”

L. B. Fowler, Daily News: ‘There is

plenty of suspense. In places the pic-

ture is most thrilling. Charlie is de-

lightful. He carries you with him.

You live his part with him. Don’t

miss this production. If you want to

be entertained don't pass it up."

An Attendance-Compelling Box-Office Triumph

From Longfellow’s Epic Poem

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President

Physical Distributors, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Immensity Beauty Thrills
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Produced by

Douglas MacLean

Productions
I

DOUGLASin

iromt
CLASS (V ukvkc SYMBOL

0*7 Laos ba
Mb

N** Lin N L

» an* than ttwe* er"t®I*

(••n tftw the cheek i number ol

•erti) Bid le i rtNum Oth*-
*t*eitich»r«ct« b Mewled brOa
cywtoi itumrLn* .tier the check.

WESTERUNION
TEL) [AM

RECEIVED AT M v arc ST.. 1TSV7 70S*

HI9F BFL 179 ML

SaNFRaNCISCO C»UF OCT 2 1923

0 3 WOODY

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS INC 35 WEST FORTYFIFTH ST NEWYORK NY

1 WISH TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR LATEST RELEASE GOING UP WHICH WE

ARE FEATURING AT OUR GRANADA THEATRE THIS WEEK STOP NEVER IN MY EX-

PERIENCE HAVE I SEEN AS Fa 3T A CLOSING REEL AS THE LAST PART OF THIS

PICTURE STOP LAST REEL HAS MORE LAUGHS THAN ANY FEATURE LENGTH COM-

EDY NOT EXCLUDING LLOYD OR CHAPLIN STOP IT IS FAR BETTER THAN THE

HOTTENTOT OR 23 ± HOURS LEAVE BOTH OF WHICH WERE SENSATIONAL FOR

DOUGLAS MACLEAN STOP THIS PICTURE IS DESERVING OF PRESENTATION AT

THE BEST HOUSES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AND SHOULD DUPLICATE ITS

SUCCESSFUL RUN AT THE GRANADA IN ANY LOCALITY STOP DUE TO T1€ FACT

THAT IT HAS BEEN PICTURIZED FROM THE MUSICAL COMEDY GOING UP WE ARE

ABLE TO PRESENT IT WITH A PROLOGUE FEATURING THE SONG HITS AND

dances stop this helped put over one of the most successful artis-

tic AND FINANCIAL WEEKS IN THE GRANADA HISTORY STOP YOU HAVE A WINNER

IN THIS SEASON BIG PICTURES AND I WISH TO EXTEND MY HEARTIEST CON-

GRATULATIONS TO YOU AND DOUGLAS MACLEAN

JACK PARTINGTON

41 OP

with

MARJORIE DAW
and distinguished cast

Directed by

Lloyd Ingraham

Adapted by

Raymond Griffith

From the great Broadway success

"Going Up” by
Otto Harbach and Louis A. Hirsch

Based upon James Montgomery’s
"The Aviator”



vfacLEAN
Up, A challenge to the greates

screen comedies of the year

€

§

1

“It’s hair raising and hilarious as anything we have ever

seen— in any comedy.”

—Robert E. Sherwood in N. Y. Herald

John H. Kunsky, Detroit: “‘Going Up’ is

doing exceptional business at the Madison.

Every one delighted. It will make a lot of

money.”

Samuel Harding, Kansas City:
“ ‘Going Up’

at the Liberty scored splendid success. Audi-
ences enthusiastic; tremendous applause.

MacLean and ‘Going Up’ are credit to entire

industry.”

Harry Davis, Million Dollar, Pittsburgh:

“Wholesome, appealing, decidedly well told.

Audiences thoroughly pleased. Hope for

more like it.”

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President

Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
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Yankee
Story of Laughing Memory

BN this the second Douglas MacLean Pro-

duction for Associated Exhibitors our

popular star has planned his most ambitious

achievement.
v-

Following a wise policy he selected for picturi-

zation another well remembered knockout

musical comedy, “The Yankee Consul.” This

piece made Raymond Hitchcock famous on
Broadway and was applauded for three years

by the laugh-seeking American public.

The film story is a perfectly killing romance of

the U. S. Consular Service and has a surprise

with a kick that will again make the Nation lit-

erally roll in the aisles with laughter.



Produced by

Douglas MacLean

Productions

MacLEAN

AnotherBubblingBroadwaySuccess

Conmll,,

iSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President

Physical Distributor

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

O one can look back to Henry W. Savage’s

production of “The Yankee Consul’’

without recalling its remarkable success on

Broadway.

It is all the more to the credit of Douglas Mac-
Lean that he discovered the screen possibilities

of this blithesome musical play.

For three years its merry melodies were whistled

and danced the country over. It was a high

speed laughing success from the first night and

promises a knockout de luxe for the screen com-

edy wizard, Douglas MacLean, for release dur-

ing the holidays.

WITH PATSY RUTH MILLER and cast of screen favorites.

Directed by James W. Horne. Adapted by Raymond Griffith and

Raymond Cannon. From the Broadway musical comedy success by

Henry Blossom, Jr., and Alfred G. Robyn.
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Mack Sennett
presents

ABEL

World Premiere at

Mission Theatre, Los Angeles

Now launched on indefinite run at top

prices and smashing all house records.

Edwin Schallert in Los Angeles Times:

“Mabel is at her very best. Her role is one

that matches her personality much better than

Suzanna, and she doesn’t have to Act (with a

big A), which is better. She is absolutely

free to be natural and funny, and she is both

to a T, or a gin rickey, just as you please."

Florence Lawrence in Los Angeles Exam-

iner: “Miss Normand devotes herself almost

entirely to making you laugh. The vibrant

Mabel in her most rib-tickling mood.”



,

New High Level

Reached by Popular Comedienne

As the greatest woman entertainer of a

fun-loving world

Guy Price in Los Angeles Evening Herald:

“You are going to thrill over Miss Normand
as ‘The Extra Girl.’ Just passing on the pic-

ture briefly, it is one of Mabel’s greatest ef-

forts in one of the greatest stories Mack Sen-

nett has written for her. Mabel is more a star

than ever. Her acting plays on the heart-

strings—bringing tears one moment, laughter

the next. The picture is most appealing.”

Her Next—“ Mary Anne.”

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
Arthur S. Kane, President.

Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

A Super-“Mickey”—A Greater “Molly 0
It will bring back



medical catalogue and fed on pills con-

stantly

—

He went to a South American republic in

search of health—encountered a revolution

and—was thrown into jail as a suspected

plotter

—

With his cellmate, a giant nearly nine feet

tall, he escaped—quelled the insurrection

and

—

Having tasted exercise and found it helped

him more than medicine, he threw away his

pills, dispensed with the professional serv-

ices of his nurse, fell in love with her and

—

quit worrying

Creating New Box Office Records

Even for a Harold Lloyd Show



OX)YD
Worry?,

Path^comedy
TRAM f Ml MAM

Just to Say it’s a

Harold Lloyd Means

—

A New Box-Office Record

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur S. Kane, President

Selling Agents



EXHIBITORS/
I O INSURE you big pictures—to act as

your agent in the production field—that’s

the mission of Associated Exhibitors.

We own no theatres

—

;
we are independent

distributors—independent even of the necessity

for getting excessive value from one picture to

make up losses on another. You are served as

you wish to be served—with the sort of product

for which your box office hungers—big attrac-

tions that stand on their own feet.

And you buy as you wish, not to maintain a

law of averages. Here’s open market for you,

whether you want one picture or twelve.

Dedicated to you—to serve your exact needs

—that’s Associated Exhibitors’ idea and ideal.

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS







GREAT

GREAT
money getter for

every exhibitor

who shows

B.P. Schulberg^ presents

TOM FORMAN
p r o A xx c t i o n

PREFERRED
P1CTIJRE S

rom the took and telaySS
*>v -

.

OWEN Wi$TER«#rf!
.K1RKE LA SHEIXE
' Adapted by M
‘ Hope Loring *nct

PREFERRED PICTURES CORPN
1650BROADWAY NEW YORK Cf

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. INC?.
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THIS wonderful picture,
1 based on Paul Dresser’s

song classic which has been
adopted as the state song of

Indiana, was shown to the

governors of all the States in

annual conference at West
Baden, Ind., October 18.

The appeal of this epic of

homeland gripped the audi-

ence of high executives and
their guests, and the story of

simple folk along the Wabash
River was praised and
commended by all.

The Picture with

the most human
appealeverJUmed

end

A SMASHING
TERRIFIC
CLI MAX/
FIRE
FLOOD
EXPLOSION/

“Educational; entertaining, pulsating. A praiseworthy

picture full of pep and punches.”

Alex. J. Groesbeck, Governor of Michigan.

Thrilling, gripping. Very unusual scenery.”

Miles L. Riley, Secretary of Governors* Conference ,

“Exceedingly good and extremely interesting

throughout.”

v* Percival P. Baxter , Governor of Maine.

“Beautiful—extremely interesting; gripping.”

E. F . Morgan, Governor of Virginia.

M
Action is rapid and exciting. Exceedingly good

entertainment.”
Clifford Walker Governor of Georgia.

ALBERT E. SMITH president
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in Conference Praise

OF THE WABASH
!

“Beautifully expresses the lofty sentiments in Southern

lore. It is most delightful in all aspects.” j \
J. A. O. Preus, Governor of Minnesota.

‘^Delightful, splendidly photographed. Represents a

real idea and is wholesome.’’^—

\

Toosior

Governor cfWDl

W. R. Farrington, Governor of Hawaii

.

^ i y
“Splendid production; spectacular^exciting.”

Lee Trinkle f Governor of Virginia.

I

“Remarkable picture, true to nature;

wholesome.” f
W. W. Brandon, Governor of Alabama

.

“Wonderful picture. I greatly,enjoyed it.”

John M. Parker, Governor of Louisiana.

"A charming
Thomas G. McLeod, Governor of South Carolina.

Highly enjoyable.”

N. E. Kendall, Governor of Iowa.

V
A captivating and thrilling picture.”

Scott C. Bone, Governor of Alaska.

J. STUART BLACKTON iRrodlxc^t ion
By arrangement with Edgar Selden



* -
. /

AND A NOTABLE CAST I NCI UOING

.v™,

WARNER BR0S-™1- DAVID BELASCO
PRESENT *

iHe Gold Diggers
btw°

bvme Avery Hopwood
WITH

HOPE HAMPTON
WINDHAM STANDING and LOUISE FAZENDA

Scenario by Directed by
grant carpenter HARRY BEAUMONT

i

"Little Johnny Jones”
"The Age of Innocence”
“Lucretia Lombard”
“Being Respectable”
“The Tenth Woman”
“Beau Brummel”
“Broadway After Dark”
“The Printer’s Devil”

“How to Educate a Wife”
“Geo. Washington, Jr.”

“Babbitt”
“Tiger Rose”
“The Country Kid”
“Daddies”
“Cornered"
“Conductor 1492”
“Lover’s Lane”
"The Marriage Circle”

“Where the North Begins”

HWmi
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HUNT STROMBERG'S COMEDY SPECIAL

-A

HUNT STROMBERG
PRODUCTION

F. B. 0.
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office, United Kingdom. R-C Pictures Corporation
26-27 D’Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W.l, England

Starring"

BULL MONTANA a”**an all star cast

Distributed by

will bring a procession of fans to your door and send

’em away still laffing. Ask to see F. B. O.’s press

sheet on this picture. See the little booklet on “HOW
TO BREAK INTO SOCIETY.” Distribute a few

thousand of these and watch the crowds come to see

BULL MONTANA and his crew of Society Breakers.

Rafts of big time showman’s ideas in the press sheet

to' help you do a big business with this one. See it.

Book it. Boost it.
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Hero’s the BurrState Right

Exhibitors j

Booked in Boston at the Modern and Beacon

J. Lourie’s houses in the hub center have long been considered the
criterion of what is the best in pictures and it is harder to break in there
with an independent picture than anywhere else in the United States.

'We produced or distributed “I Am the Law,” “Burn ’Em Up Barnes,”
“Sure Fire Flint,” “The Last Hour,” “You Are Guilty” and others that
made picture history in other key points, but we never had one they con-
sidered big enough for these houses until “THREE O’CLOCK IN THE
MORNING.”

“THREE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING” with CONSTANCE BIN-
NEY—a title that is on the lips of 50,000,000 people, coupled with a
nationally known and proven star—is the SMASH OF THE YEAR
released on a basis that WILL ABSOLUTELY MAKE MONEY FOR
YOU NOW!

Exchanges
•RESTLESS/W^'ES'

YOl’Til TO SELL"

WOMAN
—

J

THROUGH
COMMONWEALTH FILM CORPORATION

New York City;
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey

MOSCOW FILMS, INC.
Boston, Mass.; New England States

SKIRBOLL GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio; Ohio and Kentucky

H. LIEBER COMPANY
Indianapolis, Ind. ; State of Indiana

MASTODON FILMS, INC.
C. C. BURR, Pres. C. R. ROGERS, Vice-Pres. WM. LACKEY, Treas.

133-135-137 WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Foreign Rights Controlled by Richmount Pictures
220 WEST 42ND STREET NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

The fouroutstanding attractions of the season.

Wire or write to-day for a franchise,

THROUGH
COLUMBIA FILM SERVICE, INC.

Pittsburg, Pa.;
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia

METRO PICTURES, INC.
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey

FAVORITE FILM COMPANY, INC.
Detroit, Mich,; State of Michigan

MID-WEST FILM COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wis. ; State of Wisconsin
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The Galloping Ace in the

FASTEST WESTERN CHAPTER PLAY
EVER MADE
with AL. WILSON , Daredevil of the Air

Directed by JAV MARCHANT

of PARADISE
Starrind WILLIAM DESMOND^ EILEEN SEDGWICK

Directed bq W— CRAFT

UNIVERSAL CHAPTER PLAYS carPlaemmle



REG US
PAT OFF

M^tro presents

JACKIE
COO
Lon

e King
^Produced wider tke personal supervision,

Jack Coogan. Sr.

r

ictor Schertzinger
CGardner Sullivan

Svellnsell
•encMorra

(jury hnperud Pictures (td GxclwstVe Distributors thruout
yreoi Tdritazn. Sir WUIiclm*, tjurv, /Han&yitty Director



hy
MaryRoberts
Jtineltcwfc

Produced under -the

Personal Supervision of

Directed hy

Victor
Scherf^inger

Continuity and Scenario by

Eve Uxisell
Adapted hy

C.Gardner Sullivar

<SdHedhy Irene Morra
Qury 9mperial Pictures Ltd. Sxclusi-HeDistributors -thru

oirt great Britain. Sir William i/ury Managing CDin

A ROMANCE OF GOLDEN YOUTH, ROYAL LOVE
AND THRILLING ADVENTURE, IN WHICH JACKIE
APPEARS AS THE BOY PRINCE OF EVERYBODY’S
DREAMS AMID THE SENSATIONAL INTRIGUE OF
A BALKAN COURT. IT IS A MAGNIFICENT PRO-
DUCTION, REFLECTING THE ROMANTIC SPLEN-
DOR OF A FAR-OFF KINGDOM, AND JACKIE, AS

CROWN PRINCE OTTO, HAS
THE BIGGEST ROLE OF HIS
CAREER.

tcture
REGUS
PAT OFF





GO THE LIMIT ON THIS PAPER

THERE WONT BE ANY SAD
POST MORTEMS IN YOUR
BOX-OFFICE IF YOU TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE OP-
PORTUNITY OFFERED BY
MAKING A LIBERAL DIS-
PLAY OF THE PAPER PRO-
VIDED FOR THIS PRODUC-
TION. THIS IS A PICTURE
ON WHICH YOU CAN GUARS
ANTEE ONE HUNDRED PER
CENT SATISFACTION. ISN’T
IT, THEREFORE, A GOOD
TIME TO USE THE
BILLBOARDS TO
THE LIMIT? i-

—

A
^J*opiavik

lut
' meters ei

pat err

V A METRO PICTURE
E0KRT3 RINEHART

^VICTM SCHERTZWGER JACK COOGARSr

jYil kV/aHw



“Recent developments in the pro-

duction of motion pictures indicate,

more forcefully than ever before in

the history of the business, the

urgent need for production at a

moderate cost and economical distri-

bution by the elimination of unneces-

sary overhead.

“This has been our contention for

months.

“Anderson Pictures Corporation as-

sures a distribution service to the

largest possible number of theatres.

This means large revenue to the

producer without burdensome cost

to the exhibitor.”

CARL ANDERSON, President

qAnderson ^Pictures Corporation
An Absolute Service

723 Seventh Avenue NEW YORK
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Supported by an all star- cast comprising

Milton Sills, Elliott Dexter,
Sylvia Breamer, Myrtle Stedman

and Ben Lyon

Scenario by Harry O. Hoyt

I
Titles by Holman Day Editing by Arthur Tavares

Photography by J. C. Van Trees and Roy Carpenter

Settings designed by Milton Menasco JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
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What

did for the

it will do for

Zs Foreign Rights Controlled by 'flu

Associated First National Pictures Inc.

383 Madison Avenue, New ''lork

A HrAt national Picture

TPv*4iJ {tnr?

v tttalL/fflTVtlJFTfl1
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Mr . .R. A. Rowland ,

Ass oo 1st National Piotures, Ino

383 Madison Avenue,
New York City

Dear Friend

I want to say a few words to you with

regard to PONJOLA. It is very seldom that I have

much to say shout the products o oolng into ny various
houses> hut 1 want to say that PONJOIA was one of the

biggest suoo esses that has ever been in the Capitol
Theatre. The business has gone way beyond my expec-
tations, and there is no doubt in mind, but that PON-
JOLA will be one of the outstanding successes of the

year •

Sincere ly

,

Foreign Rights Controlled
[Associated First National Pictures I

\ 383 Madison Avenue, New \ork

3i»6t



What you think—what we think—what a dozen men may think

about the box-office possibilities of any picture is nothing com-

pared to what the box-office proves it to be through actual

demonstration,

“Ponjola” went into four big cities a possible big money getter

—

it came out a Tremendous Money Getter. There is an argument

that cannot be turned aside easily.

That’s proof—ironclad—decisive—conclusive. There is no show-

man in the world who can dodge or shut his eyes to such facts.

“Ponjola” has definitely demonstrated to the industry, by this test,

that it is One of the Biggest Ticket Sellers of the Year.

Mr. Kunsky’s letter shows what it did in Detroit, at the Capitol

Theatre. At Loew’s State, Los. Angeles, it broke the house record.

At the Warfield, San Francisco, it broke another and its perfor-

mance at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, clinched the argument.

“Ponjola” has proved itself. Now it’s up to you.

SAM.E.RORK
presents

AMES KIRKWOOD *Adapted from the thrilling Novel by
ANNA n NTT <*<?nN Cynthia Stockley of a young girl on

&TTII TY TMARSH AT I DONALD CRISP .

SouthJlfrican veldt, masquerade
*7 iuixi i’iAncuirvLiL production mg as a^Alan.

Hationdl 3Hctur
J-t
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one oP the
greatest melodramas
ever written Por the
stage - was the story
about this girl- -This
was the play that won
the Pulitzer prize Por

the

GREAT AMERICAN
DRAMA
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Founded j'n ltyOJhy J. P. Chalmers

The Editor’s Views
ERE’s a strange condition:

The industry is faced with this situation:

Shelves are overstocked with product. Or,

rather, completely stocked, and selling is sluggish.

The logical remedy is more selling, faster sell-

ing, better selling. Synonymous with: More ad-

vertising, better advertising.

But what is happening?
The first move: “Let’s close down the factories.”

The second step: “Let’s cut down the trade paper

advertising.”

Can you beat it ?

Well, yes. Here’s a stranger order:

“Don’t touch the national advertising. That
must be kept up in full force.”

* * *

T HE above is a condition that is peculiarly

“taken for granted.” It is something that

we never stop to analyze or question. But
supposing we do:

The most prosperous years that ALL
BRANCHES of this industry have ever known
were those following upon 1918—when trade paper

advertising reached its greatest heights. When
national advertising was a seldom-tried experi-

ment.
In the last two years national advertising has

been given a one hundred per cent trial. Nothing
has been stinted; neither in brains nor in money.

Fine copy has been seen; consistent space has
been used; appropriations have climbed to the six-

figure mark.
National advertising, we have been told, creates

consumer demand; even more important, it

AROUSES RETAILER INTEREST, and moves
the eoods.
BUT THE GOODS HAVEN’T MOVED!
And we are starting to shut the factories down.

* * *

I
N these same years trade paper advertising has
been an orphan step-child. Like the word
“quota,” the phrase “Trade paper advertising”

was something that went into the distribution

contract “for no particular reason.”

The attitude has been:
“Use just enough trade paper advertising to get

the publicity by and to let the salesmen know that
we are still in business. When we get some real
cash we’ll take up advertising seriously and go into
national magazines.”

AND THE GOODS HAVE FAILED TO
MOVE!
Think it over—a long, long time.

* * *

WE don’t mean to discount national adver-
tising as something less than zero. That
would be as idiotic as the attitude of the

many who consider trade paper space a “necessary
evil rather than an efficient merchandising
weapon.

The difference in attitudes is that national copy
is considered ADVERTISING, bought and sold
as such; the definition of trade paper space in many
quarters ranges all the way from a “sop” to a
“nuisance.”

But here is a thought:

Get away from the spell of the rounded phrase,
the impressive statistics, get away to this im-
portant point: In any business where the retailer
can handle only ONE MANUFACTURER’S
PRODUCT AT A TIME your chief problem is to
sell the retailer.

In this business, the RETAILER MUST BE
SOLD.

Well, think over this:

I defy any man to spend seven thousand five
hundred dollars IN ONE WEEK on trade paper
advertising for a single picture and not find his
goods moving from the shelves.

I know of a lot of seventy-five-hundred-dollar
pages that haven’t disturbed a speck of dust on the
shelves.

Think it over.
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John F. Chalmers, president; Alfred J.

Chalmers, vice-president; James F. Chal-
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Why Loew s Resignation Was
Accepted and Fox’s Declined

By TOM WALLER

I
F “Enemies of Women” had been
the only picture in this world, I

would rather have had my houses in

darkness than have played it, knowing
the circumstances as I now do.” This
statement,, the substance of which was
embodied in the resignation which he
tendered, is credited by an authorita-

tive source with being the primary
factor which moved the Board of Di-
rectors to decline the offer of William
Fox to withdraw from the ranks of the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Com-
merce. Mr. Fox interposed no de-

fense. Neither did Marcus Loew a few
weeks ago, but his resignation was
accepted the same afternoon it was
tendered. Such outwardly similar con-

ditions of these two big producer-ex-

hibitor violators of an organization

ruling on the Cosmopolitan picture,

and such outwardly discriminating de-

cisions have aroused considerable curi-

osity in the industry, especially

throughout Greater New York.
First-hand information regarding these ex-

ecutive sessions of the Board of Directors is

out of the question. As is generally known,
the word “executive” closes the doors of the

meeting room to the press. Such news, in

this respect, countenancing any credence, is

that emanating through authorized channels.
Accordingly, we learn that, although Mr.

Fox and Mr. Loew both pleaded guilty to

the T. O. C. C. indictment charging them with
showing “Enemies of Women” under a Gold-
wyn contract, instead of giving preference
to holders of Famous contracts, as the first

distributing agency for that picture, the ex-
planation in Mr. Fox’s proffered resigna-
tion is termed “1000 per cent, better” than
that of his brother producer.

Fox’s statement is described as “wonder-
ful”; as one which placed him outside the
pale of all the other violators. In it he is

said to have resorted to nothing which could
be interpreted as suggestive of subterfuge.
He personally, it is said, claimed he knew
nothing of the preliminaries leading to the
booking and playing of the film at his Wash-
ington Theatre, New York. The fact that a
producer-exhibitor of his magnitude entered
such a humble plea had great weight with
the directors, it is gleaned.
When Loew appeared before the Board

of Directors he is credited with having justi-

fied the T. O. C. C. in its stand against him;
“but that business interests in which he was
involved caused him to act accordingly.”
The quotation is an excerpt from a story

concerning the acceptance of Loew's resig-
nation which appeared in a recent issue of the
Moving Picture World.
The T. O. C. C. has sought the aid of

Will Hays in the contract situation of “Ene-
mies of Women.”

Laemmle Optimistic

Closing of Studios Merely Annual
Occurrence, He Says

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pic-
tures Corporation, arrived in New York
from the West Coast early this week in an
exceptionally optimistic mood. He said

:

“If it is true that a pessimist is a man who
has to live with an optimist, you may now
turn pessimist because I think it is time for

a little optimism in the moving picture busi-

ness. Just at present there seems to be tre-

mendous stir because the industry is trying

to curb expense. Every Moses outside the

industry has been telling us we are guilty

of extravagance, but as soon as steps are

taken to stop extravagance, a thousand dif-

ferent meanings are read into the action,

and the result is the tempest in a teapot.

It’s a case of damned if you do and damned
if you don’t.

“The closing down of studios is not new.
Many companies have done it almost every
year, especially during the California rainy
season. By that time of year, the average
producer has plenty of pictures on hand and
it is a highly profitable thing to shut off

expense and coast along for a time while
cashing in with goods on hand.
“But as for the solidity of the business as

a whole—and I can speek freely because
Universal stock is not on the market—let me
tell you how it is viewed by one of the keen-
est bankers in New York. This banker
knows the picture business thoroughly. He
said to me

:

“‘You producers have always spoken of

your business as more or less of a gamble.
Perhaps an individual picture is a gamble,
but a going concern with a regular output
of pictures and a proper distributing organ-
ization looks to me more like the safest

business in the world than a gamble. I’ll

tell you why. When a grocer or a merchant
liquidates his business, he sells out his stock
and then he is through. He has nothing left

to sell. But when a picture company wants
to liquidate, it does not sell its pictures.

It leases them. Then after a period of time
it takes the same negatives, makes new
copies and re-leases them or, as you term it,

re-issues them. You still own your goods
after you have sold or leased them. If other
lines of business could do that, business fail-

ures would drop low in the percentage col-
umns.’ ”
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National Motion Picture Day
Official Approval in New

Finds

York City

THE support and co-operation of

the public in making National

Motion Picture Day on Novem-
ber 19 a celebration of widespread im-

portance is urged by Murray Hulbert,

Acting Mayor of New York City, in a

public proclamation issued from City

Hall on Monday.
By this action official recognition

has been given the event of the the-

atre owners, which promises to out-

strip in magnitude any event ever

sponsored by any part of the industry.

Elaborate plans for a giant parade and
pageant are under way, with special

programs in all theatres and added at-

tractions which direct attention to the

progress of the motion picture theatre

as an institution for civic and social

progress. The last word from the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica states that the entire country is

similarly aroused, and, from the largest

cities down to the small towns and

villages, National Motion Picture Day
is being celebrated by theatre owners
energetically and enthusiastically.

Mayor’s Proclamation

The proclamation follows:

“To the people of the City of New York:
“The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America have performed a distinct public

service in designating a particular day upon
which to concentrate public attention upon
the significance of motion pictures and in

particular the value of this form of expres-

sion in the work of social and community
welfare. Monday, November 19, 1923, which
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Engrossed testimonial presented by the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
to George Eastman in appreciation of “his
announced determination to make Motion
Pictures reach the very highest position as
a medium of expression.” Mr. Eastman
designated William Fait, manager of the
Eastman Theatre, to accept it in Mr. East-
man’s absence on an extended trip.

has been set apart as National Motion Pic-

ture Day, is worthy of widespread ob-

servance.
“No one will deny that the motion picture

has made a decided contribution to the en-

tertainment of the people through the

cinema of some 16,000 theatres throughout
the United States. The possibilities of still

greater usefulness of the motion picture

through co-operation with public and pri-

vate, social and civic agencies must receive

an acknowledgment no less sincere.

“What the city, the state, the nation and
the world are doing, and the advancement
of science in harnessing the forces of nature

to the need of man are information to which
the public is entitled. But it is information
that should be imparted in an attractive

way. As this is the announced purpose in

the celebration of National Motion Picture
Day my official recognition and endorsement
are cordially extended.

Our Public Service

“Undoubtedly what the people need is

recreation of a decent and proper kind. The
movies have met this requirement commend-
ably and efficiently. That the type of enter-

tainment has been unmistakably welcome is

attested by an ever-increasing patronage.
The people are morally minded and if the

movies did not measure up to this popular
standard in providing diversion they would
long since have been headed toward oblivion.

“But there is an educative as well as a

recreative side to the motion picture. The
quickest way of communicating ideas and
knowledge is through the eye. An impres-
sion good or bad is immediately registered

on the brain through that organ. Of what
immense potential good, therefore, from a

social as well as a cultural standpoint is the

motion picture? To the boy and girl ready
to receive impressions that may affect their

value as individuals and as citizens and to

all adults who would know of the happen-
ings in Smith’s Corner, their own city or in

any quarter of the globe, the movie is the

great teacher whose service is within the
compass of everyone's time and purse.

“Attendance at the movies on National
Motion Picture Day should be the effort of

all the people in this city. There will be
given a demonstration of the wider sphere
of usefulness of the motion picture that

should prove very appealing. As particular

emphasis will be placed upon the public

service possibilities of the movie, and the
educational authorities through the United
States have been enlisted toward this end,
I would suggest that every co-operation be
extended by the public. If an additional

reason for attendance were necessary I

would add that it is planned to have special

programs of entertainment in all motion
picture theatres on that day that will trans-
port one as by a magic carpet to the temples
of delight.”

Circuits Line Up
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America, re-

turned to New York this week with glowing
reports of the special meeting held by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
New York at Rochester. National Motion
Picture Day was endorsed unanimously,
with every theatre owner present pledging
his written support to participate in the
country-sweeping celebration on November
19. Another high light of the meeting was
the speech of Congressman MacGregor, in

which he promised to reintroduce his Ad-
mission Tax Bill. Congressman Snyder in

a spirited declaration pledged his aid to the
bill amid the applause of the body.
A meeting of the national officers and

board of directors of the M. P. T. O. A. was
likewise held at Rochester. This body pre-
sented an engrossed testimonial to George
Eastman in appreciation of his services t.

the industry. It was voted to hold the next
officers’ and board of directors’ meeting at
Washington, D. C., in December at the time
Congress convenes. This meeting will also
be attended by state leaders and prominent
theatre owners.
Another development of importance oc-

curred during the past week in which sev-
eral men of national standing in the indus-
try, who control circuits of theatres, pledged
their support to National Motion Picture
Day and agreed to turn over to the national
treasury of the M. P. T. 0. A. 25 per cent
of the day’s receipts from all their theatres.
This list includes, among others, Wilmer &
Vincent with twenty theatres, Rowland &
Clark with twenty-five theatres, M. E.
Comerford with fifty theatres, Robert A,
McNeill of San Francisco with thirty the-
atres, Charles E. Whitehurst with all the
representative houses of Baltimore; Poli’s
Circuit with approximately twenty theatres
in New England and W. C. Hunt with a
string of houses in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey.

Various Mass Meetings
A giant mass meeting of theatre owners

of all New England is being held in Eoston
on November 8 for the purpose of centering
on a definite campaign the enthusiasm which
animates the theatre owners of New Eng-
land. This will be attended by President
Cohen of the M. P. T. O. A., Harry Davis
of Pittsburgh, C. E. Whitehurst of Balti-
more, R. F. Woodhull of New Jersey and
E. M. Fay of Providence, R. I., officials of
the national body.
A similar gathering is being held in

Cleveland on November 9. A telegram
signed jointly by David L. Schumann of the
M. P. T. 0. of Ohio and O. E. Belles, presi-
dent of the Cleveland Exhibitors’ Associa-

CHARLES SCHWARTZ
Owner of several large motion picture houses
in Brooklyn, who, as chairman of the Na-
tional Moving Picture Day Publicity Com-
mittee, has worked strenuously to make that

day a pronounced success
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lion, has been received by Mr. Cohen which
states: “All exhibitors in Northern Ohio
heartily co-operating in National Motion
Picture Day movement. Hope to have you
at Winton Hotel meeting Friday, Novem-
ber 9, afternoon.” Mr. Cohen is attending

this meeting together with Mr. Davis, John
A. Schwalm of Hamilton, Ohio, and other

national leaders.

Work is under way to duplicate in Boston
and Cleveland the campaign which has

been put over in Pittsburgh, where Mayor
William Magee has endorsed the day by
public proclamation, and the Chamber of

Commerce is campaigning on behalf of the

theatre owners, in recognition of their serv-

ice in promoting movements of civic im-
portance.

New York’s Campaign

The giant campaign in New York will

overshadow all other events on November
19. A meeting of theatre owners was held

at the Hotel Aator on Monday, November 5.

In New York the campaign is being taken

direct to the public on behalf of the theatre

owners, whose participation is assured by
the active work of a “Flying Squadron,”
appointed by the committee in charge, to

cover every theatre in the territory, which
is organized into zones and districts. Ar-
thur M. Hirsch is chairman of the general

committee and Charles Schwartz is in

charge of the exploitation end, creating the

parade.
With the co-operation of the exploitation

men of the various producers and distribu-

tors, who are working at top speed on be-

half of the exhibitors, a monster street pa-

rade is planned for November 17, consisting

of bands, floats representing the advance of

the industry, representations from all di-

visions of the industry, banners and all

similar exploitation. This parade will be the

biggest thing of its kind ever held in New
York and probably a mile long. Free prints

of the parade will be furnished all exhibi-

tors for use on Motion Picture Day. Dur-
ing the week preceding National Motion
Picture Day news of the event will be
broadcast daily from all of the sending sta-

tions in and near New York City and talks

on motion pictures will feature their pro-
grams.

In addition a corps of speakers from the
American Legion will visit the various the-

atres and deliver short addresses on the im-
portance of the motion picture and the pur-
pose of National Motion Picture Day. Can-
vas banners for the backs of automobiles
will be furnished all theatre owners, as well
as a special supply of one-sheets and win-
dow cards. Stickers will be used on taxi-

cabs and all vehicles.

For the actual show on November 19 the
theatres are preparing special programs of
outstanding excellence. Many will present
an “Old-Fashioned Movie Show,” in which
the presentation of a complete show of ten
years ago will be contrasted with a typical
program of today. Old-time single reelers,

with all the accompanying methods of years
gone by, will be used again. Lobby dis-

plays will likewise contrast the old and the
new. As far as it is possible, depending
upon their presence in New York, several
stars will visit the theatres for personal ap-
pearances. Music publishers will provide
special musical programs of novel interest.

New Jersey is showing great progress.
Mass meetings of theatre owners are being
held in every county of the state and spe-
cial plans of participation are being form-
ulated there, as in practically every section
of the country. ^ ^jj

Messages of Support

Secretary of Labor James J. Davis, who
has endorsed the theatre owners’ movement
in glowing terms, this week wrote President
Cohen as follows:
“The work of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America in the advancement of
many movements for the betterment of
mankind is worthy ofs. the highest com-

mendation. The screen has come to be an
important factor in our national life, particu-
larly in relation to the education of the peo-
ple. National Motion Picture Day will, I

am sure, do much to emphasize the im-
portance of the film theatre in the daily

life of America. A great opportunity lies

before the motion picture theatres of the
country for. public service. I am sure they
will take advantage of it.”

Messages of support and the reassurances
of active participation have come from va-
rious state units. Billy Connors, secretary
of the M. P. T. O. of Indiana, wired as fol-

lows: “Indiana solidly behind you on Na-
tional Motion Picture Day. Pass the good
word to Bill Bender.”
Jay Allen Glenn of Hendersonville, N. C.,

who is directing the destiny of National
Motion Picture Day in that state, has writ-

ten a letter to every theatre owner urging
them to write their Senators and Represen-
tatives and to support Motion Picture Day
as a part of the campaign for the repeal of

the admission tax.

Letters to Congressmen

The attention of theatre owners is being
definitely directed to the campaign for the
repeal of the admission tax and, as a definite

part of the campaign for National Motion
Picture Day, every theatre owner in the

country has been supplied with two sug-
gested letters with the idea that each
owner of a theatre copy one of the letters

on his own letter head and mail it imme-
diately to his Congressman.
The letters call attention to the evil

Beauty Contest Aids
Movie Day

One of the best of inducements
for a box-office line-up on movie
day is advanced by Joe Jame,
owner of two theatres in the

Borough of the Bronx, New York
City. His plan, which met with'

great enthusiasm when outlined

at the Hotel Astor mass meeting
this week, is a beauty contest.

Bronx exhibitors already are

accumulating the photos of all the

pretty girls in their respective

neighborhoods, placing them on
display in the lobbies. This con-

test opens on November 19.

Every patron going in any of

these theatres gets as a starter

100 votes to ballot for his or her
choice. This Jame said, is bound
to secure record attendances at

all Bronx movie houses on the in-

dustry’s big day.

But the contest does not stop

on November 19. It keeps right

on until Thanksgiving Day when
the winner in each theatre is an-

nounced. She assumes the name
of the theatre with the prefix

“Miss” until the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce ball. On
that occasion all of the winsome
“Misses” assemble at the ball and
pass in review before a Board of

Governors composed of Bronx ex-

hibitors. The board picks the
winner and she is announced
Movie Queen of New York’s
home section.

which is brought about by the admission
tax and directs the attention of Congress-
men to the importance of their support in

the coming legislative session. The Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America
have instituted a sweeping campaign and
have stimulated the interest aroused by Na-
tional Motion Picture Day into a plan of
definite action against the admission tax.

Following are the letters which theatre
owners are asked to mail to their Congress-
men:
Dear Sir:

X am sure that you, the representative of
your large and important constituency, will
appreciate the position which I, in my small
way, occupy as representative for the public
in the community which composes the
audience at my theatre.
To serve my own interests, I must serve

them, and in serving them faithfully, I win
their commendation, support and approval.
So it is that at this time I am addressing

you regarding the Admission and Seat Tax
Laws.
These two levies were made against the

theatre owners of the country as war
measures. They were passed at a period
when every interest in the United States was
keyed to a high pitch of patriotism and no
individual or body disputed the wisdom of
any tax law which would bring to the gov-
ernment the revenues then required.
As you know, many emergency levies and

war taxes have been repealed. The two
affecting Admission and Seat Taxation are
still in force. With the changing conditions
of our industry since the laws were passed,
I can definitely assure you that they are
proving increasingly burdensome upon mo-
tion picture theatre owners as a class, and
increasingly irksome to the general public,
with which we are in close and continuous
contact.

I appeal to you to give this important mat-
ter careful scrutiny before it is brought up
in the next session of Congress. I would
deem it a favor to be permitted to supply
you with facts, figures and informative data
and to keep you informed regarding all cur-
rent developments. I am satisfied to rely on
your fairmindedness in giving careful con-
sideration to our cause and to your legisla-
tive judgment in lending your valuable in-
fluence toward bringing about the repeal of
these measures.

Sincerely ypurs,

Dear Sir:

Two of the remaining war taxes affecting
millions of Americans in an adverse manner
are the levies on theatre admissions and on
theatre seating capacity.

It is the purpose of the theatre owners of
the United States, if possible, to effect a re-
peal of these taxes as the same are now of a
burdensome nature and bear so heavily upon
theatre owners and public as to materially
reduce the attendance at our theatres, and
in many instances has forced theatre owners
to close their establishments.

I know that you realize and appreciate
the importance of the motion picture theatre
as a community service institution. Its great
utility in all communities in advancing
progressive public programs and otherwise
providing entertainment and relaxation for
the people is certainly very obvious to you.
and I feel sure that you will do all you can
to keep this line of service intact by enabling
theatre owners to remain in business, so that
this great service institution will remain
with us.
An effort will be made in the next session

of Congress to bring about relief from the
Admission and Seat Tax Laws. I respectfully
solicit your consideration in this matter with
a view to helping the theatre owners in
bringing this result about, if the same meets
with your approval.

If you heed any additional information on
the subject from our viewpoint or would
like to communicate with our national of-
fice, I would be pleased to make arrange-
ments accordingly, so that we may have the
benefit of your very best judgment on this
matter as a Member of Congress.

Sincerely yours,

In a statement issued this week William
Brandt, president of the M. P. T. O. of
New York State, denies that the organiza-
tion has placed the seal of approval on Na-
tional Motion Picture Day, saying that it

is not committed “to any policy or action
with regard to this matter in any form.”

jn
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New M. P. T. O. Organization May Be
Outcome of French Lick Meeting

O FFICERS, directors and con-

gressional district representa-

tives of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Indiana will act as

hosts to the officers and directors of

exhibitor organizations in Ohio, Ken-
tucky, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin

and Minnesota at a joint meeting at

French Lick Springs on November 14

and. 15, it was announced this week.

The meeting, which was arranged by
the Hoosier exhibitors, is expected to

be of national importance.

Although called primarily for the purpose

of perfecting plans for fighting some of the

taxation now imposed on the exhibitors, it is

reported in Indiana moving picture circles

that the conference likely will lead to the

formation of a Middle Western exhibitor

organization. The exhibitors in the states

of the Central West are said to feel that

their problems are different than those of

exhibitors in other localities and in view of

this should have their own individual or-

ganization. It is probable that if a separate

organization is formed it will affiliate with

the national body but will conduct its own
affairs as it sees fit to do so.

The meeting at French Lick will be open
only to the officers and directors of exhibitor

organizations in the states named and to the

officers, directors and congressional repre-

sentatives of the Hoosier organization. The
visiting exhibitors will be officially welcomed
to the meeting by Lew Shank, mayor of

Indianapolis, and now a candidate for Gov-
ernor of Indiana.

The Hoosier exhibitors say the admission,

seat and music taxes will be among the prin-

cipal matters discussed. They regard the

admission tax as an evil that is causing con-

Organization Named
Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Alliance

Formed in Washington
The second day’s session of the exhibitors

in convention in Washington, D. C., last

week produced a name for the new organi-

zation. It will be known as the Motion
Picture Exhibitors’ Alliance, Washington
Zone, and its announced intention is “to es-

tablish a closer co-operation among the
members of the motion picture exhibitors’

organizations of the states of Maryland, Vir-

ginia and the District of Columbia.” The
time of meeting is set at every six months,
“or oftener,” and the executive council will

consist of nine members. This will meet
the last Wednesday of every month in

Washington.
Because of the distance from Washing-

ton and the fact that distributing companies
are beginning to transfer service for its

theatres to Philadelphia, it was decided not
to include Delaware in the Washington
zone, leaving the state free to join Penn-
sylvania, where its interests are more di-

rectly centered. In much the same way
North Carolina was left to affiliate with
South Carolina. President Henry B. Var-
ner, of the North Carolina exhibitors, said

he would effect the organization of the two
states in zone No. 2.

Among important matters discussed at the
sessions were non-theatrical competition, ex-
cess footage, admission taxes, seating ca-
pacity taxes and the music impost. The
convention wound up with a banquet at

which Harry M. Crandall was toastmaster.

siderable damage to their business and they
hope the proposed meeting will result in a

definite plan of action against the tariff. The
levy imposed by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers under
the copyright law for songs written by
members of the organization and played in

theatres, also will be given considerable
attention at the meeting.

“This levy is the bane of our existence,”
said one Indiana exhibitor. “We are not
opposed to a tax for the composers, authors
and publishers, but we believe it is in the
wrong place. We feel the tax should be on
sheet music. As it is now it appears to us
that we are being unjustly discriminated
against.”

The government seat tax also will be dis-

cussed with a view to taking definite action
toward its elimination, it was said. Other
matters, including the proposed uniform
contract, lower film rentals and final plans
for observance of National Motion Picture
Day, to be celebrated November 19, also
will be discussed at the gathering.

Plans for the affair at French Lick were
discussed at a meeting of officers and mem-
bers of the board of directors of the Hosier

Watch Admission
Tax Returns!

Washington, D. C.—Strenuous
action is to be taken by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue to stamp out
the practice of exhibitors and
others making improper admission
tax returns, according to officials

of the bureau, who declare that
a large number of business men
have made it a practice to send
their returns in in such a way that
they could not be accepted. They
believe, it is said, that this is done
sometimes innocently, and some-
times for the purpose of delaying
payment.

It has been announced that here-
after, where a return is accom-
panied by an unsigned check, and
a properly signed check is not re-

ceived prior to the expiration of

the legal period of payment, a pen-
alty of five per cent, will be im-
posed.

The bureau will not accept tax
returns sworn to by the name of

a company or firm, but the oath
must be made by an authorized in-

dividual, who should follow his

name by some descriptive word
such as “owner,” “partner,” “treas-

urer,” etc. When a return received
within the legal period is returned
to a taxpayer for proper execution
and the necessary action is not
taken within the period of ten
days, a penalty of 25 per cent, will

be imposed if the corrected return,
when received, is delinquent.

organization at the Hotel Severin in In-
dianapolis, Wednesday, October 31. The
officers of the Indiana organization are
Frank Heller, of Kokomo, president; William
Connors, of Marion, secretary, and Gustav
G. Schmidt, of Indianapolis, chairman of the
board of directors.

According to plans outlined at the In-
dianapolis meeting, National Motion Picture
Day will be fittingly observed by exhibitors
in every section of the state. With “Indiana
leads—others follow” as their slogan, the
Hosier exhibitors are preparing to see to it

that the day is celebrated in a big and con-
structive way.
“We have used our screens and theatres

in assisting practically every campaign or
public movement of any kind since the be-
ginning of the war,” said an Indianapolis
exhibitor, “and we feel that National Motion
Picture Day can be made a day whereby
those who have profited by what we have
done for them can reciprocate. We regard
it also as an excellent opportunity for per-
fecting a closer and more cordial relation-
ship between the exhibitor and the public.”

Additional plans for carrying out the ca*'P
c

paign will be perfected at another meet^
j

to be held at an early date. The natioYh
t

organization of theatre owners, which
i

sponsoring the event, will assist the Hoos^J
organization in building up public interest.^

Saunders Re-Assigns unt

Paramount Exploitation Represent?5
.

11'

tlves mid
Claud Saunders, director of exploitaticm-

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has ma_
the following re-assignments of the field

force of his department:
Leon J. Bamberger, assistant manager,

with headquarters at the home office in New
York, to cover the New York, New Jersey,
Philadelphia, Washington, Albany and
Wilkes Barre exchange territories.

Russell B. Moon, Boston—Boston, New
Haven, Portland, Me.
Arthur G. Pickett, San Francisco—San

Francisco, Seattle, Denver, Los Angeles,
Portland, Salt Lake City.

Rick Ricketson, Omaha—Omaha, Des
Moines, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Sioux Falls.

William Danziger, Chicago—Chicago, Cin-
cinnati, Milwaukee, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Peoria.

Leslie F. Whelan, Pittsburgh—Pittsburgh,
Columbus, Cleveland, Buffalo.
Kenneth O. Renaud, Atlanta—Atlanta,

Oklahoma City, Dallas, New Orleans, Char-
lotte, Memphis, Jacksonville.

Doolittle Weds
William C. J. Doolittle, of Utica, N. Y.,

and New York City, president of the Selz-
nick Distributing Corporation, was married
on October 23 to Miss Georgette Leiter,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Leiter
of Kansas City, Mo. The ceremony was
performed in St. Agnes’ Church, 92nd Street,
New York.

McCabe Appointed
Vincent J. McCabe was this week installed

as resident manager of the Goldwyn Cos-
mopolitan branch exchange in Buffalo. He
succeeds Thomas Brady.
Mr. McCabe has recently been connected

with the Goldwyn home office and was for-

merly connected with the Fox and First
National organizations in Canada.
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LoewMetro Ball

Splendid Event

With all the glorious glitter and
gorgeous splendor of an old-world
Court Ball, the Fall film social

season opened on Thursday night,

November 1, at the Hotel Astor.
The occasion was the first annual
ball of the Loew-Metro Club, and
any one of the three thousand or
more persons who took part in

the festivities in the Grand Ball

Room that night—and the follow-

ing morning— can bear witness
that the affair was the greatest
sendoff that any season ever had.

One could tell in a very few
lines who, in any branch of the in-

dustry, wasn’t there; one couldn’t

tell in three volumes who was
there.

Dancing to the irresistible pul-

sations of two unbeatable jazz

orchestras began early in the eve-

ning. Supper proved a delight-

ful forerunner to one of the most
hadaborate entertainments ever
rapresented, in which Broadway
^celebrities by the score took part.

Need more be said—COULD
s more be said ?

b —
^Meighan’s Father Dies
jn ohn Meighan, father of Thomas Meighan,
-laramount star, died Monday morning at

his home in Pittsburgh, Pa. Death came as

the result of a complication of diseases. He
was seventy-four years old and left a family

of seven children : Thomas, John, William,

James, King, Mary, and Margaret.

Elder Joins Universal
Herbert E. Elder, formerly assistant sales

manager in the home office of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and who worked
with the legal department of that company
as sales expert during the Federal Trade
Investigation, has been engaged by Univer-
sal to be special representative for E. J.

Smith, general manager of sales.

Drying Pennsylvania

Governor Pinchot of Pennsyl-
vania, apparently inspired by Pres-

idential aspirations to seek to

make the state thoroughly “dry,”

and thwarted in his crusade, now
turns his attention to “drying up”
motion pictures. The censors
hereafter will ban film scenes of

bacchanalian festivities, the sym-
metrical wine glass, the plug-ugly
beer stein and pictures in which
any mention is made of artificial

exhilaration. That is why a flask-

breaking scene in a recent Chaplin
picture was snipped. It must af-

ford the governor a poor consola-
tion.

“Birth of the West” in

the Real Settings
The Colored Motion Picture Corporation’s

production of “The Birth of the West,”
which is to be made with Frank J. Carroll
holding the reins, will be staged in the coun-
try that is actually part of the story’s action.
After starting for Los Angeles last week

to complete contracts in connection with the
production Mr. Carroll left the train at Den-
ver and is now on an automobile trip
through the Colorado and Wyoming coun-
try arranging for locations for the pro-
duction.
Many of the best known figures of West-

ern history will be concerned in the story
and the cooperation of scores of prominent
citizens is being given Mr. Carroll in his
preparations.

Again Director General

Cecil DeMille Resumes Duties He
Gave Up

A joint statement, issued recently by
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky, an-
nounced that Famous Players-Lasky Corpo-
ration had signed a new agreement with
Cecil B. DeMille covering all his future pro-
ductions. The agreement, which has no
time limit, provides also that Mr. DeMille
shall resume active duty as director-general
of the company, duties which he was re-

lieved of three years ago at his own request.

To Honor Reichenbach
The many friends of Harry Reichenbach,

in recognition of the service he has ren-
dered to the industry on many occasions,
have decided to give him a dinner on
Thanksgiving Eve, Wednesday, November
28, 1923, at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, in the
Crystal Room.

Kann Opens Offices
George E. Kann, whose resignation as

head of the foreign department with the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, became
effective on Nov. 1, now is engaged in launch-
ing his new enterprise, the George E. Kann
Corporation, with offices at 220 West Forty-
second street. The corporation will deal in

the international distribution of negatives, a

field in which Mr. Kann is unusually well
grounded.

Sails for Europe
Ike Blumenthal, special representative of

the foreign department of the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Corporation, sailed for Europe
on the Majestic Saturday, November 3, to
resume his duties abroad after a visit of sev-
eral months in the United States. He will

divide his time among the Paramount offices

in London, Paris and Berlin.

Will Build Theatre
Adolph Zukor in a newspaper announce-

ment denies that Famous Players-Lasky will
abandon its plan to erect a $2,500,000 Broad-
way theatre, thus stilling a rumor that a
decline in the value of the corporation’s
stock and the suspension of production make
the theatre impractical.
“We have no intention of abandoning the

plan to erect the new house,” said Mr.
Zukor. “Plans for the new structure have
been completed by Rapp & Rapp, architects,
of Chicago, and it is our intention to go
ahead with the construction as soon as the
last lease on the property expires on May 1,

1924.”

It’s a New “Eternal

City’’

Samuel Goldwyn’s latest pro-
duction, “The Eternal City,” was
shewn privately Thursday morn-
ing at the Strand Theatre, New
York. It’s a new “Eternal City”
that George Fitzmaurice and
Ouida Bergere have evolved in

collaboration with Sir Hall Caine.
World War events, the Fascisti
and other modern trends in Italy
have been made use of to serve
as backgrounds for the same love
conflict and drama. Mussolini,
the dictator, appears in a real
part; King Victor is seen for a
moment. The production has
been staged lavishly, it is pic-

torially dazzling, and reaches real

heights in the whirling mob
scenes. Barbara La Marr’s por-
trayal of Roma will be remem-
bered as a triumph of emotional
work.

ROBERT E. WELSH.

Off to Japan
Tom D. Cochrane, in charge of the dis-

tribution of Paramount pictures in Japan,
will leave New York November 11 to return
to Kobe, where new Famous Players-Lasky
headquarters were opened following the
earthquake. En route home he will visit

relatives at Toledo and Chicago and will sail

from Seattle on November 22, arriving in

Kobe about December 6.

Paramount Policy

Unchanged

Famous Players-Lasky, an offi-

cial announced today, November 8,

with the exception of a few read-

justments, has no intention of

changing its newly announced
policy.

Demonstration centers, in con-
formance with the new Famous
edict, are now in some fifty key
cities. The informant stated that

Paramount has experienced no
lack of co-operation from the se-

lected houses in smaller cities, ex-
cepting that a few of them have
made some changes in their origi-

nal basis for receiving Famous
product. These, however, he said,

are in a very small minority.
Famous has no intention of elim-

inating the smaller towns as dem-
onstration centers as long as they
perform in accordance with the
new policy, it was emphasized.

matte
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Court Decides Against Re-editing

of OldDouglas Fairbanks Pictures
ONE of the most important legal

decisions ever rendered in re-

gard to property rights of mo-
tion picture stars in connection with

their old film is that just handed down
by the Appellate Division of the Su-

preme Court, New York, granting

Douglas Fairabnks a temporary in-

junction against Hyman Winik, the

Leader Film Corporation, the Majes-
tic Motion Picture Company and the

Triangle Film Corporation.

The order restrains Winik and the

Leader Film Corporation from re-

editing and reconstructing certain

Douglas Fairbanks pictures “by re-

ducing their length and changing them
into shorter pictures of two reels each

and with a connection or sequence, if

possible, between each of the pictures,

so as to constitute a more or less con-
tinuous serial picture made up of sep-

arate pictures of two reels each.
“Deponent expected to accomplish this,”

the court opinion says, “by cutting certain

scenes in Fairbanks’ negative and changing
the order in which the scenes were shown
on the screen.’'’

The pictures named in the restraining
order are “The Lamb,” “Double Trouble,”
“His Picture in the Papers,” “Habit of Hap-
piness,” “Good Bad Man,” “Reggie Mixes
In,” “Flirting With Fate,” “Mystery of the
Leaping Fish,” “Manhattan Madness,”
“American Aristocracy,” “The Matrimaniac,”
“The Half Breed” and “Americano.’'’

Counsel for Mr. Fairbanks, Messrs.
O’Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll, set forth
that their client had made a contract with
the Majestic Motion Picture Company
under which he was to make pictures which
should be supervised by David W. Griffith;

that he made the pictures, and that when
Mr. Griffith severed his connection with the
Majestic company he also exercised his

rights under a clause of his contract and
refused to make more productions for that
organization.
The rights and assets of the Majestic

company were acquired by the Triangle
Film Corporation, which assigned to Hyman
Winik the alleged right to re-edit and re-
construct the Fairbanks films; Winik then
organized the Leader Film Corporation and
assigned to it the alleged rights obtained
from the Triangle concern. Next came the
announcement that the Leader film organi-
zation would reissue and reconstruct the
aforenamed pictures.
Mr. Fairbanks contended through his

counsel that the pictures made under the
contract with Majestic were each composed
of five or more reels, and affirms that their
reproduction in the form proposed by Winik
will be “detrimental to plaintiff’s standing
in his profession, in that he has never ap-
peared in a two-reel picture, but has ap-
peared only in feature pictures of five or
more reels”; also that “said acts would be
violative of plaintiff’s property rights in the
picture as originally produced, and of bis
rights under his contract with the Majestic
corporation, insofar as said contract provid-
ed for the supervision of direction by Mr.
Griffith.”

The judicial opinion, which was written
by Justice Edward R. Finch, and con-

curred in unanimously by others of the

Appellate Division, namely, Justices John
Proctor Clarke, Victor J. Dowling, John V.
McAvoy and Francis Martin, concludes as
follows:

“It is clear that the plaintiff at all times
considered the supervision of Mr. Griffith a
very important factor in his work, and that

his contract with the Majestic corporation
was originally conditioned upon his having
the benefit of such supervision.

“In view of the contractural obligation
concerning the supervision of direction by
Mr. Griffith, the approval of the stories to

be filmed and the right of inspection of the
completed photoplay by the plaintiff there is

sufficient shown to restrain the threatened
action of cutting down the five-reel plays
into two-reel plays, and to hold the rights
of the parties in statu quo until evidence
at the trial can resolve more fully the re-

spective rights of the parties. The matter
is obviously important to both sides, and
confidence that full justice is being meted
out cannot be had until the complete record
is made upon a trial.”

Mr. Fairbanks, in answering the conten-
tion of opposing counsel, Messrs. O’Brien
(Morgan J.), Boardman, Parker and Fox,

Censors Reverse

Decision

“They shall not pass” apparently
has been adopted as a slogan by
the Ohio Board of Censors at Co-
lumbus in connection with the pic-
tures scheduled for showing in the
Buckeye State, and it is being rig-

idly adhered to.

The aforesaid august body of
picture potentates passed upon the
Griffith picture, “The White Rose,”
as of July 17, without making any
changes or eliminations whatso-
ever, and the picture was accord-
ingly shown at Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Columbus and Toledo for
various length runs.
However, the board has now re-

versed its previous decision, re-
calling the picture on the ground
that it is immoral.

This picture cannot, therefore,
again be shown, either whole or in
part, within the State of Ohio, un-
til such time as the board again
reviews it, and eliminates such
portions as are now considered ob-
jectionable.

There is an Ohio law which
vests in the Board of Censors the
right to recall a picture, and pro-
hibit its further showing, even
though it may have previously
sanctioned and approved it.

And thus endeth another chap-
ter.

who appeared for the Triangle Film Cor-
poration, affirmed, in parts, as follows:
“From years of experience in this indus-

try I know—and it cannot be gainsaid

—

that David W. Griffith stands pre-eminent,
and the fact that he supervised the pictures
that I made under the Majestic contract
has always been considered by the motion
picture world as one of the things that
gave me impetus and momentum as a mo-
tion picture star. Those pictures as orig-
inally produced are splendidly produced,
and if the defendants are permitted to inter-
fere in any wav- with said pictures and to
remake them it cannot but be to my dis-
advantage.

“I respectfully present to the court that
by reason of my work with the Majestic
Motion Picture Company and by reason of
the pictures I have since produced and had
distributed I have attained a position in my
profession of great monetary and artistic

\alue to me.
“It is essential that I maintain and secure

that position. The distribution of any pic-
ture of an inferior character would cost me
great loss in my business. It would be
difficult to ascertain the damages that I

would suffer. I am advised by counsel that
there is no rule of law by which the dam-
ages that I would sustain may be measured
or determined.
“Such damages might amount to a hun-

dred thousand dollars; they might amount
to many millions of dollars.

“It is my purpose to maintain my repu-
tation and to continue in the motion pic-
ture industry. My damage and loss would
be irreparable, and I have no adequate rem-
edy at law whatsoever.

"Unless the defendants are immediately
restrained and enjoined my rights and rem-
edies will inevitably be prejudiced and cur-
tailed.

“Said motion pictures (those heretofore
named) were distributed throughout the
world and have long since lost their interest
for the public, having completed what is

known as their life and run; that said pic-
tures are not now physically capable of
further successful distribution.”

Pathe Seeks Injunction

Wants to Restrain Fox from Showing
Zev-Papyrus Race

Pathe Film Company has applied to the
London courts for an injunction restraining
Fox Film Corporation from showing the
pictures of the Zev-Papyrus international
race in England and the British Isles. The
news of the action was cabled to this coun-
try last week. It was stated that Justice
Astbury in the Chancery Court of London
was hearing arguments in the case.
At the Fox home office in New York t’

opinion was expressed that in making the
racing pictures at Belmont Park the Fox
Corporation was entirely within its legal and
ethical rights as producers and distributors
of motion pictures, despite the special priv-
ilege plea of Pathe.

H. C. Border Appointed
H. C. Borger, long recognized as one of

the most progressive young men in the Uni-
versal sales force, has been appointed as-
sistant to E. J. Smith, general manager of
sales for that concern.
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W. S. Barbee, of Chicago, Files

Voluntary Bankruptcy Papers
A voluntary petition in bankruptcy, filed

on behalf of William S. Barbee, former
owner of Barbee’s Loop Theatre, 59 West
Monroe street, lists liabilities of $232,550 and
assets of $100, which include only personal
belongings. Among the debts is a bill of

$26,000 due the architects for the plans of

the playhouse, now known as the Monroe.

The six-story-and-basement building at
1836-40 South Wabash has been leased by
Elizabeth Numenaker to George Christos
and from November 4 to December 31, 1933,
for a term rental of $91,400. The property
is to be used for motion pictures exclu-
sively.

Manager Leo Salkin is giving the patrons
of his nifty little theatre, the Kenwood, at
Kimbark and 47th street, some real music
these days, as he has just added a six-piece
orchestra. With feature pictures and plenty
of good music he is bringing them in, so
that the S. R. O. sign has to be hung often.

The big event in film circles last Sunday
was the premiere at the Harris Theatre of
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame.” A pro-
fessional matinee was put on Sunday after-
noon and a packed house from the theatrical
people were on hand, while the night show
was sold out early to the general public.

This makes the third time this fall that the
Harris Theatre has been the home of fea-
ture pictures, and it appears that this line

playhouse may yet become a permanent pic-

ture house.

The new Orpheum Theatre opened the
Chicago premiere of Mary Pickford in “Ro-
sita” last Saturday night. Early in the
evening the line began to form notwith-
standing the bad weather. The house has
played to capacity all week.

The many friends of L. C. Howard of the
Alamo Theatre of Lebanon, 111., will be sorry
to hear of his death last month after a short
Illness. His wife will conduct the house
for the present.

Manager V. Rt Landon of the Avon Thea-
tre at 3327 Fullerton avenue is using a lot

of printers’ ink these days to put over his

programs and is winning out with his

patrons.

Manager Barry of the Vernon Theatre at
436 East 61st street has bought an interest

in the Prairie Theatre at 6748 Prairie ave-
nue, under the management of Ludwig Sei-

gel, who in turn has taken an interest in

the Vernon Theatre. Both houses will be
operated jointly in the future.

Another new movie house Is projected for

the North Shore district. The latest project
Is to be financed by John Mangel and John
'"anger, who plan to put up a 2,000 seat
douse at Ridge and Howard avenue, the di-

viding line between the city and Evanston.
The plans call for a Spanish type with a red
tile roofed dome, and the exterior will be of

light brick with a terra cotta trim. The
honse will be known as the Ridge and it is

hoped to have it ready for an early spring
opening.

Manager Rosenblum and Publicity Mana-
ger Ralph Kettering are putting out a snap-

py Rialto Review weekly.

The Woodlawn Theatre, Drexel and 63rd.

has increased weekday matinee attendance
by making afternoon prices half the regular

evening admission charge, and by putting
on feature programs with plenty of music
under Prof. Armin F. Hand.

R. H. Healey of the Monogram Theatre
at 3520 Halsted street has added a new $6,000
organ to his orchestra, and with tiptop film
programs is doing a good business these
days in the stock yard district, as everybody
is working and they get good wages.

Johnny Ahamnos has taken over the New
Brookline Theatre at 7107 South Chicago
avenue and made some improvements. The
house has reopened with popular prices.

The management of the Schindler Theatre
at 1009 West Huron street has boosted at-
tendance by putting on a song contest
among the singers of the neighborhood and
by making the afternoon prices 6 and 10
cents.

J. O. Connolly has been made assistant
manager of the new Monroe Theatre on West
Monroe street.

Lester Bryant is hurrying the opening of
the new Central Theatre on Van Buren
street, near Michigan, and hopes to open
for business on November 11.

John Dromey has named his new theatre
in North Chicago the Sheridan and will open
Friday of this week. The house is one of
the cosiest little movie theatres on the North
Shore. He is making great preparations for
the opening, having invited quite a crowd
from Film Row.

When it comes to exploitation, you have
got to hand it to Clarence Lantenslager of
the Grand Theatre, 3433 West North avenue,
who invaded Film Row last week with a
rakish pirate lid advertising the current at-
traction at his house. He believes in put-
ting plenty of punch into the program to

keep them coming regularly.

WILLIAM ROSENBLUM
Energetic, Resourceful Manager of the

Rialto Theatre, Chicago

“The Spanish Dancer" was held over for
a second week at McVickers Theatre.

Frank A. P. Gazzola, manager of the
Studebaker and other theatres, has bought
a lot at the northwest corner of Madison
and Keeler avenue at a cost of $50,000 and
may build another house in that part of the
city.

Five of the Ascher chain of theatres are
showing vaudeville. They are the Chateau,
West Englewood, Crown, Frolic and Lane
Court theatres. Mixed programs are prov-
ing popular throughout the city.

The management of the Stratford Theatre
on 63rd street put on a Jazz Week that
packed the house to the doors. It is planned
to make use of vaudeville in conjunction
with the picture program.

Louis Newhafer, general manager of the
Ascher circuit, has returned from a business
trip to the houses of the chain that are out
of the city, and reports the fall business as
up to expectations.

W. W. Holiday has been named manager
of the Grand Theatre at Mattoon, 111. He
formerly was located at Decatur with the
Avon Theatre. R. W. Watts of Rockford has
been made manager of the Avon.

Manager Sam Atkinson of the Calo Thea-
tre on North Clark street has tied up with
the merchants’ association of his district
and will give prizes at the theatre the last
of the month. Needless to say, the retailers
are plugging for the house.

St. Louis
Harry Niemeyer, manager of the Del-

monte Theatre, St. Louis, on behalf of Fred
L. Cornwell, owner of the house, has issued
a statement explaining the relations be-
tween the Delmonte and William Goldman’s
King Theatre, Kingshighway boulevard
near Delmar boulevard, St. Louis, which
have been playing day and date since the
beginning of the winter season. Niemeyer
stated emphatically that no combination of

the houses financially or otherwise has
occurred except that they have entered into

a joint booking arrangement on feature and
other pictures.

“It Is simply a booking arrangement,” he
said. “Cornwell some time ago contracted
for the entire Metro output for St. Louis and
St. Louis county for a period of two years.
The Delmonte had been showing these pic-

tures first run exclusively. Then Mr. Corn-
well made a proposition to Goldman to take
some of the Metro pictures to be played day
and date at the Kings with the Delmonte
showing. Goldman agreed nnd when he in

turn offered Cornwell six of the Geldwyn-
Cosmopolitan pictures for which the Kings
held the St. Louis first-run privilege, Corn-
weU accepted his proposition. Aside from
that there is no arrangement or understand-
ing between the two houses. It is merely a
booking arrangement.”

The newspaper advertisements state that
the combination of the two houses was
made necessary because of the caliber of the
pictures secured by them. The Delmonte is

the largest one-floor theatre in the world
and in conjunction with the Kings has a
seating capacity of 5,000.

Goldman also has plans for a large thea-
tre to be erected at Grand boulevard and
Morgan street. This will become the first

run house for the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
pictures when completed. He also owns the
Queens. Euclid and Maffitt.
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Wisconsin Pennsylvania Exhibitors Are
Fined for Using Child Labor

Managers of four New Castle, Pa., thea-
tres were arraigned before Alderman Wal-
ter T. Hamilton last week on charges of
violating the child labor law and the licensed
operator act, to which they pleaded guilty.
The charges emanated from investigations
made by Inspector John B. Wakely of the
Pennsylvania Department of Labor and In-
dustry.

Messrs. Capaline and Passias, managers of
the Star Theatre on Washington street,
pleaded guilty to the charge of violating the
child labor law and the moving- picture
standard, the latter requiring licensed oper-
ators in the projection booth. A fine of $100
was imposed.
Manager W. G. Marousis, of the Dome The-

atre, was fined $75 when he pleaded guilty
to like charges, that of maintaining an op-
erator who was unlicensed and with having
employed a boy under the legal age in the
booth.
For the Regent Theatre, Marousis and

Freeman were fined $75 for the violation of
the female labor law and the moving pic-
ture standard. The management pleaded
guilty to these charges.
A fine of $75 was also imposed upon the

management of the Penn Theatre after a
plea of guilty was entered to charges of vio-
lating the state law requiring licensed op-
erators.

Mr. Wakely, of the State Department, an-
nounced that contrary to his wishes Aider-
man Hamilton had been quite lenient in the
fining of the managers, and said that In
most cases the maximum is very high. The
inspector is making a tour of the western
part of the statt. His offices are maintained
in Meadville.

Mike Rosenbloom, of the Majestic Thea-
tre, Charleroi, is running for school director.
That explains the less frequency of his trips
to Pittsburgh’s Film Row.

M. A. Scrano is the new manager of the
Liberty Theatre at Madera, Pa.

G. B. Myers, of the Gem Theatre,
recently played “Down to the Sea in

Derry,
Ships’’

and says he hung out the S. R. O. sign for
the first time in six months.

Chalmer Coupler is back again in Wash-
ington, managing his dad’s Court Theatre
there, after a three months’ auto trip which
took him to the West Coast. Chalmer says
he had a grand time, but that he’s mighty
glad to get back home again. He cited in-
stances where he paid as low as 6 cents for
a gallon of gasoline, and on another occa-
sion he paid 45 cents for a similar amount.

Elmer Strang Dies at Camden;
Head of New Century Company

Roy C. MacMullen still holds the record
in Milwaukee for two-week runs. Thus far

this fall, no less than four pictures at As-
cher’s Merrill, of which he is the manager,
have had to be repeated, so great has been
the demand. The latest one to start a two
weeks’ run is “The Green Goddess,” star-

ring George Arliss. In view of such busi-
ness, Mr. MacMullen predicts that all rec-
ords for Milwaukee attendance will be shat-
tered when “Little Old New York” is shown
at his house late in November.

Walter P. Baumann, injured in an auto-
mobile accident near Milwaukee shortly
after his resignation as executive secretary
of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin, has recov-
ered sufficiently to be removed to his home.

Frank Fisher, of the Fisher chain, with
headquarters in Madison, Wis., is reported
to have completed arrangements for the
erection of a 4,500 seat house in Janesville,
Wis.

More than 200 Milwaukee orphans were
the guests of J. H. Silliman, manager of the
Downer Theatre, recently at a Hallowe’en
theatre party. Scarecrows, goblins, ghosts
and the whole category of Hallowe’en crea-
tures were on hand to entertain the little

folk. In addition, the regular Downer pro-
gram was presented.

Fred Seegert, president of the M. P. T. O.
of Wisconsin, has recovered from an attack
of ptomaine poisoning which kept him con-
fined to his bed for several days.

George Fischer, manager of the New Mil-
waukee, is doing everything in his power to
omit no convenience for the benefit of his
patrons. His latest venture in this direction
is the publication of a motion picture re-
view, containing a synopsis of coming at-
tractions and news and gossip concerning- the
film world of interest to theatregoers. In
his first issue he conducted a misspelled
word contest and out of the 5,000 copies of
the paper distributed, approximately 500 re-
plies were receive"d.

The Saxe Amusement Enterprises of Mil-
waukee is cleared of all blame for the col-
lapse of the theatre it is constructing in
Janesville, Wis., in a decision handed down
by the Wisconsin State Industrial Commis-
sion after a lengthy probe. The house is

being rebuilt.

Indiana
Permission to issue $600,000 of preferred

stock to finance the construction of a new
picture theatre on Monument Circle, Indian-
apolis, was granted the Market-Circle Real-
ty Company this week by the Indiana Se-
curities Commission. The Market-Circle
Realty Company, a holding company for
Famous Players, has asked permission to
issue the preferred stock, which was to be
secured by Famous Players, in order to
finance the construction, and a pretest
against the project had been filed by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana.
The commission stipulated in its order

that Famous Players purchase a minimum
of $450,000 of common stock of the com-
pany in addition to funds already put into
the project. By this action of the commis-
sion, Famous Players will be interested in
the project to the amount of more than
$800,0OO. The company, it was said, had pre-
viously put up $209,500 in cash and a lease
on the Circle property valued at $100,000.
M. P. T. O. of Indiana feel the commission’s
decision in the case in reality was a victory
for them. They had protested that the pre-
vious_ security of Famous Players was in-
sufficient for the issuance of the amount
of preferred stock which the holding com-
pany desired to issue.

Damages to the amount of $5,000 were
awarded to the Goldwyn Distributing Cor-
poration in its suit against the Blackstone
Theatre Corporation of South Bend this
week.

Elmer Strang, president of the New Cen-
tury Amusement Company, which operates
several suburban picture theatres near
Camden, N. J., and who was president of
Strang Electrical Company, Philadelphia,
died at his home, 2903 Westfield avenue,
Camden, following a two weeks’ illness from
heart disease. He was 58 years of age. Mr.
Strang was well known in Camden, which
had been his home for thirty-three years.
He was a thirty-second degree Mason, pres-
ident of the New Jersey lodges, Shield of
Honor, and was active in building and loan
societies. He leaves, besides his widow Re-
becca, a son, William, and a daughter, Mrs.
Marylod.

Wedding bells pealed last Wednesday for
the marriage of Dr. Samuel Morris, proprie-
tor of the Model Theatre, Sixth and South
streets, and Miss Ruth S. Fineman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Fineman, 5425 Wood-
crest avenue, Wynefield, near Philadelphia.
The ceremony was performed at the home
of the bride’s parents by Rabbi Samuel Lev-

The Hostettler Amusement Company has
just purchased from Blaine Cook theatres
in Beatrice, Falls City and York, Neb.

J. E. Hostettler of the Hostettler Amuse-
ment Co., has acquired the Swan and North
theatres at Columbus, Neb. Fred Jewell,
who was manager for the Swan at Colum-
bus, has been given charge of both houses
at Columbus.

Howard Blake has bought the Pearl The-
atre at Shelby, la., from W. K. Kelly. This
new house seats 470 and is equipped with
two projection machines. Mr. Blake is a
new man in the picture show business.

O. W. Persons of the Gem Theatre at Min-
den. Neb., is building- himself a nice circuit
at Minden, Wilcox, Upland, Campbell, Bine
Hill, Kenesaw, Hartwell and AxteU, Neb.

inthal, with the groom’s sisters in attend-
ance and his brother, David Morris, who Is

associated with him in the picture business,
as best man.

Manager Joe Dougherty of the Grand Op-
era House, picture theatre. Broad and Mont-
gomery avenue, is organizing a minstrel
team composed of boys and girls who are
employed in the industrial plants of North-
east Philadelphia and who will be seen at
the house as soon as the talent is trained.
Costumes are to be furnished by the man-
agement and the talent will be paid just as
regular professional artists are salaried.

Transfer of the newly erected Earl Thea-
tre, which was opened but a month ago, to
A. W. Becker for $83,000 was made during
the week. It was sold by Burton C. Simon.

Vibration of a passing truck brought the
entire fire department of West Philadelphia
to the William Penn Theatre at Lancaster
and Fairmount avenues last Sunday night,
when it sounded the fire alarm without dam-
aging the private fire alarm box.

William Rose of the Lyric Theatre, Omaha,
has been out on a short hunting trip at
Wood Lake.

Jolly Jones, former manager of the Majes-
tic Theatre at Grand Island, Neb., is man-
aging the Wall Theatre at Fremont, Neb.

C. E. Rossiter of Omaha has bought the
Gem Theatre at Omaha from Anderson &
Weathersby. Mr. Rossiter formerly man-
aged the Hippodrome, a suburban house
here.

C. J. Miller and Son have bought the Au-
ditorium Theatre at Laurel, Neb., from W.
R. Updike.

The Lyric Theatre at Lincoln, Neb., hap
closed. This is one of the houses owned by
the Hostettler Amusement Co.

Hostettler Company Adds to

Chain of Nebraska Theatres
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Stillman Theatre, Cleveland,

Changes to Two Shows a Day
November 18 will see the introduction of

a new policy at the Stillman Theatre, Cleve-
land. when that house changes from contin-

uous performances to two a day, with re-

served seats. It also marks the advent in

Cleveland of the higher priced pictures,

which have been awaited a long time. The
first will be Rex Ingram’s “Scaramouche,”
which is expected to run four or five weeks,
and the second will be “The Covered
Wagon.’’ Other pictures to follow will be
"The White Sister,” “The Hunchback of

Notre Dame” and “The Ten Command-
ments.”
The Stillman has long been the leading

theatre of Cleveland, so far as presenting
the best attractions. Every big picture in
years has been shown there, some having
two, three and four weeks’ runs. But they
have been shown under a continuous policy,
six performances daily. Two exceptions
there were, however, “The Four Horsemen,”
which was presented twice daily with re-
served seats, and “The Three Musketeers,”
which ran but one week under such a policy
and then rather suddenly finished out its

engagement on the continuous show plan.
Of course, the change on November 18

means higher prices. The best seats eve-
nings will sell for SI. 50 plus tax; afternoons
$1 plus tax. There will be a few balcony
seats at 50 cents plus tax.
The Stillman recently celebrated its sev-

enth anniversary. It was built by E. Man-
delbaum and associates, later taken over by
Marcus Loew, and now is operated by Loew’s
Ohio Theatres, Inc. It has a capacity of
over 1.800 seats.

A picture theatre of the English type has
been opened in Toronto, Ontario, this being
the Strand Theatre, one of the best known
of the large downtown houses for years, the
opening date under the new auspices being
Saturday, November 10. The name of the
theatre has been changed to Piccadilly The-
atre and, while, the house has been reopened
under the direction of the Allens, it is inti-

mated that an English theatre corporation
is behind the project. The Piccadilly now
gives the Allens of Toronto a first run house
for their many English and Preferred pic-
tures which are being marketed through the
new Allen exchange in Canada, the Domin-
ion Films, Ltd. Naturally, the English angle
to the proposition has caused quite a stir in

Ontario film circles.

The Piccadilly has an orchestra of 12
pieces. Popular prices have been adopted,
matinee admission being 25 cents and for
evening shows, 35 and 50 cents. The policy
of the theatre will be to change programs
weekly.

Famous Players’ “Big Time Moving Pic-
ture” theatre in Toronto, the Tivoli, opened
Saturday night, November 3, with the pres-
entation of “Scaramouche” at $1 prices, the
policy of this house being to have two defi-
nite shows daily for indefinite engagements.
The Tivoli was formerly the parent theatre
of the chain of houses operated by Jule and
J. J. Allen.

Oakville, Ontario, a fine little town with
an aristocratic flavor just midway between
Toronto and Hamilton, is to have a splendid
picture theatre of modest size at last. Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Gregory of Oakville have
built the Gregory Theatre there which is to

.
*i)pened shortly,

has i

by m£ ontreal, Quebec, has more new neighbor-

The Jewel Theatre, one of the Shuman-
Fine and Kramer circuit in Cleveland, has
been enlarged and remodeled and is now
open again. This house is situated in a busy
east end section and is very popular.

Dave Avery, formerly of Findlay, Ohio, has
purchased the Victory-Strand Theatre, East
89th street and 'Superior avenue, from Bill

Onie. The house has been redecorated and
will have a few vaudeville acts in connec-
tion with its picture program. The Superior
Theatre, almost opposite the Victory-Strand,
also has been reopened after having been re-
decorated. Frank Gross and Frank Bensch
operate it.

Cleveland within the last year has seen
the growth of two more theatre circuits.
The latest are the Flanigon-Nolen-Steele
group, which comprises the Monarch, Penn
Square, Marquis and Terminal theatres, and
the Max Lefkowitz circuit, which includes
the Gaiety, Bronx, Tivoli, Keystone and
Strand. The last named was just recently
added to Max’s string.

Other circuits in Cleveland are the Ohio
Amusement Co. with nine houses; the Seo-
ville-Essiek-Reif circuit with seven theatres;
the Washington circuit with eight houses,
and the Loew houses, which number eight.

A horse was given away by the State The-
atre, Lorain, in connection with the showing
of “Little Johnny Jones.” The laughable
part of the stunt was that the winner con-
sidered himself in hard luck, because he had
a family of six and it meant one more hun-
gry mouth to feed, according to Mark Green-
baum, owner of the theatre.

hood theatres. One is the Diana Theatre,
which has been opened in Maisonneuve by
Joseph Rufriange. George Lazinas has also
opened the Operascope in Rosemont, the lat-
ter making the third community . house in
the north end of the city of Greater Mon-
treal.

Announcement is made that the Moving
Picture Theatre Owners, Canadian Division,
is now distributing Urban Movie Chats
throughout the Dominion at the rate of one
per week. The physical distribution is being
handled by Burpee & West of Montreal.

Los Angeles
Roy Miller has arranged for the world

premiere of Goldwyn’s “In the Palace of
the King” at his California Theatre this
week, succeeding “Little Old New York,”
which had an extended run of eight weeks
at advanced prices.

“The Covered Wagon” now is in its
thirtieth week at Grauman’s Metropolitan
Theatre and has broken all the long distance
records for a continuous run of any theatre
on the Pacific Coast. Sid says he is going
to take the picture off in four weeks unless
he again changes his mind.

T. L. Tally has booked the Fox picture,
“Soft Boiled,” to succeed “If Winter Comes,”
which will play its fifth and final week
starting Sunday.

“Why Worry?” opened at Grauman’s mil-
lion Dollar Theatre and is doing a tre-
mendous business.

Are you going to observe
NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE DAY?

See page 291.

Cincinnati
The proposed new picture theatre, exclu-

sively for colored patrons, for which the
Paul Lawrence Dunbar Theatre Syndicate
acquired a site at the corner of Beecher
street and Gilbert avenue, is to become a
reality. Shortly after the project was
launched there wras a storm of protest
raised by residents of the neighborhood, as

also officials of the Salvation Army Ma-
ternity Hospital, which is located in the vi-

cinity, the protest being based on the claim
that the theatre would be in the midst of a

residential and not a commercial district.

The local building commission refused a

permit when the residents agreed to pur-
chase the lot and erect an apartment build-

ing. The proposed purchase, however,
failed to materialize, and upon renewed re-

quest for a permit to build the theatre, same
was granted and work will be started at

once. The preliminary plans call for a very
pretentious house with large seating ca-

pacity.

The Capitol Theatre, under management ot

I. Libson, although not designated in the
various trade paper advertisements, has
been selected as one of the Paramount dem-
onstration theatres, and last week showed
“The Spanish Dancer.”

Alice Brady, starring in the stage play,
“Zander the Great,” at the Grand Opera
House last week, was a guest of Manager
Ike Libson of the Lyric Theatre during her
engagement, to witness the picture, “Drift-
ing,” in which she was featured when the
play was originally produced in the speakies
several years ago.

J. D. Kessler, manager of the Alhambra
Theatre at Canton, Ohio, put over one of the
biggest exploitation stunts ever pulled in
that city, the feature being Jackie Coogan
in “Circus Days.” In the midst of Saturday
afternoon’s busy shopping rush a circus
parade, more than half a mile in length,
with bands, wild and domestic animals, open
cages, floats, horses, clowns and even the
traditional bucking mule, appeared in the
prominent downtown streets, much to the
'complete surprise of the public.

John A. Schwalm, of the Rialto Theatre,
'Hamilton, Ohio, attended the meeting at
Rochester, N. Y., last week, and reports
everything “all set” for National Motion
Picture Day.

Louisville
L. J. Dittmar, president of the Majestic

'Amusement Company, has recently become
a Kentucky colonel, Governor Morrow hav-
ing conferred the honor in appointing Mr.
Dittmar a colonel on his staff, in recogni-
tion of excellent work done by “The Col-
onel” on the State Tuberculosis Commis-
sion and in the interest of cleaner and bet-
ter moving pictures, he having been head of

the state association of exhibitors for some
years and a leader in the local association.

Fred J. Dolle, of the Alamo Theatre, Is

chairman for the State of Kentucky of the
National Motion Pictures Day. The local
exhibitor association has arranged to fully
support the movement here.

Mike Switow, head of the -Switow Amuse-
ment Company, and operator of a chain of
big as well as small theatres in Louisville.
Lexington and various points in Southern
Indiana, Is president of the Clark Building
Company, which has remodeled a former
hotel building and opened the Clark Hotel
at Jeffersonville, Ind., where about $75,000
has been spent in remodeling and furnishing.

Joseph L. Steurle, of the Broadway Amuse-
ment Co., operating the Walnut and several
other theatres, and Walter Davidson, head
of the Walnut Orchestra, went east a short
time ago and booked several features for
use in connection with the Rainbow Gar-,
dens, operated by the Steurle interests, and
for which Davidson is furnishing the music.

Piccadilly Opens in Toronto;

Home for English Pictures
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Leah Baird in
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A Metro Picture
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Scenes from the two reel comedy ' FROZEN HEARTS’’ featuring

Stan Laurel. Produced by HaJ Roach for release by Pathe.



Hal Roach presents

“Yes, I’m in

pictures now!”

Will Rogers
in

“Hustlin’ Hank”
A Two Reel Comedy

Personality and Profits

Why do some screen players get a big draw

at the box-office while others, who may be very

talented, can only be classed as “also rans?”

Personality is the answer. It is the person-

ality that pulls, that makes popularity, and

united with real talent it dominates the box-

offices of the nation.

Will Rogers has personality to an unbe-

lievable extent. There is no one like him. As
soon as he walked to the footlights of the

“Follies” the audience was with him.

That personality, so likeable, so unique, is

with him on the screen. His comedies are

very good, and they are also very different.

See them!

Pafhecomedy
TRAD! MARK



YALE PRESS

UNIVERSITY

A sober talk on a very important question

Mr. Exhibitor, the main criticism that has been leveled

against the motion picture is that with few exceptions

it is trivial. It is unnecessary to argue the point here.

It is enough to admit that this criticism exists.

That belief which exists in the minds of a great many

worthy persons prevents them from patronizing your

theatre; deprives you of much revenue that otherwise

you would get, for everyone needs amusement and if

they don’t accept that which you offer, they will get

other. It is up to you to furnish amusement that will

please all. When you do so you enlarge your power,

increase your influence AND make MORE money.

It is a sober fact that the motion picture business

has never reached more than a minority of the popu-

lation of any country. There is a large majority of

the 110,000,000 persons in the United States that

patronize motion pictures rarely if ever.

They represent the empty seats in your theatre.

They represent the velvet, for the regular crowd rep-

resents the overhead.

Get them into your theatre, with pictures that will

please not only them but your regulars,—the Chron-

icles of America Series.



Jamestown
One of the Chronicles of America
Series, dramatically visualizing the

Founding of the First Permanent
English Settlement in the United

States

4 parts



Hal Roach presents

Our Gang Comedies
Uwo Parts

Each kid in each of these inimitable

comedies is good for a hundred

laughs.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—No bet-

ter comedies could be secured for us than

these. Clean, wholesome, funny—they
certainly appeal to every member of the

family.-—L. R. Moore, Roma theatre,

Columbus Grove. Ohio.—Small town pat

ronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—Have
run most all the Lloyds, Semons and the

Keatons, and when you run all them
very few other comedies will satisfy. Our
Gang are very clever, but nothing extra.

—W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre. Florala,

Ala.—Neighborhood patronage.

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).—These
kids will please more people in general

than any comedy I have run.— C. A. Kel-

ley, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.-
Small town patronage. /TgrCl/dt

{

Fire Fighters (Pathe), Our Gang comedy
(two reels). Every theatre should show
this picture. Adults, as well as children,
enjoy these children’s pranks. Our patrons
are wild over the kids. They are real stars.

Pathe deserves credit for producing such
wholesome pictures. The films are always
in very good condition.—Rev. M. Billmayr,
St. Peter's church, Browerville, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).

These are surely wonderful two reelers,
and good comedies are hard to get. Ever)
exhibitor should play them.—Geo. J. Ehlers,
Grand, Worthington, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).

We agree with our patrons who say these
are the cleanest and best comedies on the
market. The salesman had no difficulty

selling us the second series.—Will j.

Glaser, Grand, Faribault, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
Our patrons look forward to these comedies,
and we will say they are 100 per cent.
Some action!—L. E. Dawson, Gem, Shak-
opee, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
These are extra fine comedies. In fact, we
were glad to book the second series.—Jack
O'Brien, Opera House, Sleepy Eye, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
These are first class comedies.—F. C. Chris- jy
tians. Palace, St. Paul, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
The hardest audience to make laugh is the
one we have on amateur night, and the
Our Gang series does the job. They give
100 per cent satisfaction to young and old.—Hitchcock and True, Princess, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
Drawing more than any feature, these are
the best two reel comedies we know of. We
raise the admission price every time we
play one of them.—C. Mickelson, Rex, Hud-
SOn
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Want a screening ?
Sax when! Pafhecomedy

©TRAOi MARK
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Wm. Shirley, of Schenectady,

Is Host at Hallowe’en Fete
The big outstanding feature of the week,

insofar as the exhibitors were concerned,

and quite a few of the film managers as

well, was the Hallowe’en party given by
William Shirley, of Schenectady, managing
director of the State, Albany and Strand
theatres of that city. Mrs. Shirley likewise

proved herself a real hostess. The party

was held in the large foyer of the State

Theatre from 11 o’clock on, and the word
“on” means anything from 2 to 4 A. M.
Everyone present, upon entering, donned a

Hallowe’en hat, and then the music, sup-

plied by the theatre orchestra and assisted

by Paul Rubens, the well-known composer,
started the dancing. During the evening
there was plenty in the way of refresh-

ments. Later on Mr. and Mrs. Shirley are

planning a similar party for the employes
of all the film exchanges in Albany.

Instead of “The Covered Wagon’’ playing
at the Mark Strand in Albany, it will be
shown at the Capitol, the new Shubert house
in that city. The Strand had advertised the
picture but a decision to “road show” it re-

sulted in its being booked for a house which
has been playing only the legitimate up to

the present time.

Sorrow has come to the family of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry I.azarus, through the loss of a
child. Mr. Lazarus was the former owner
of the Pine Hills Theatre in Albany, and
has Just moved to Kingston, where he is op-
erating another house.

Herman Yineberg, manager of the Mark
Strand in Albany, showed that his gray
matter was working when he read the elec-

tion returns Tuesday night from the stage,

and remembered to carry the fact In ad-
vance advertising.

Beginning on Saturday, November 17, the
Mark Strand of Albany will open its doors
each Saturday morning for a Junior Movie,
charging 10 cents. These movies have been
held in Albany for several years past and
have the endorsement of the Mothers’ Club
and similar organizations in that city.

In connection with the National Book
Week, the Mark Strand in Albany is offering

a 15 cent admission to boys and girls and
10 cents to orphans at all matinees, except-
ing on Saturday, during the week of No-
vember 11. “Richard the Lionhearted” and
“Ruggles of Red Gap” will be featured.

Abe Stone of the Rialto in Schenectady
and Lou s Schine of Gloversville are passing
the cigars these days. “It” was a baby boy
in each instance.

The symphony concert given last Satur-
day at the Mark Strand Theatre in Albany
by the combined orchestras of that theatre
and the Troy, in the neighboring “Collar
City,” proved a decided success,, the house
being packed to the doors at a 30 cent ad-
mission. Anxious to see how the idea worked
out, and possibly thinking that he might
utilize it in some of his other houses, Wal-
ter Hays came on from Buffalo. The con-
cert was augmented by two soloists, Helen
Osmundsen and Harry Newcomb. The con-
cert lasted from 10:45 to 12. The next one
is scheduled for December 24.

Unable to show the sort of pictures which
he wished at the admission which had been
charged up to the time he bought the house,
R. V. Erk, of Ilion, now owner of the Bareli
in Schenectady, has increased his admission
by 5 cents, making it a matter of 20 and 30
cents. The added revenue does not seem to

have detracted from the size of the crowds.

“Wild Bill” Hayward has just reopened
the Temple Theatre in Dolgeville. The house
has been closed since the Schine boys took
over the opposition.

Hallowe’en raised havoc in the attendance
at many theatres In this section. In some
of the smaller places there was but a mere

handful of persons. At the Rialto in

Schenectady, the proprietor, Abe Stone, took
in just enough to pay his operator and the
express charges on his film.

It’s rather nice to be greeted by old faces,
all of which is to the $ffeet that Frank
Breymaier is once more back as manager
of the Bareli in Schenectady, after six
months with the Griswold in Troy.

The limit has been reached. An exhibitor
last week invited film salesman out to
lunch. A1 Bothner was the exhibitor and
Vic Bendeli the salesman. They do ssiy,

however, that the luncheon took place at a
one-armed alfair not far from Broadway.

“Cal” Miller, who used to book at the F.
B. O. offices and was also connected with the
old General Film Company, has turned ex-
hibitor and is now doing the honors at the
reopened Arlington in the Albia section of
Troy.

At the last minute it was decided to
charge 15 cents adm ssion to the Griswold in
Troy, and so the “20” was cut off the ban-
bers in front of the theatre. The house re-

Henry F. Thurston, former owner of the

Temple Theatre, Loc' port, New York, has
announced that he has taken over the

Niagara garage at Pine and Walnut streets,

and that within a fortnight he will close a

deal for its purchase by the Schine Theatre
Company of Gloversville, to be used as a

site for a new high-class picture theatre. It

is proposed to establish two Schine theatres
in Loc' port, one for pictures and the other
for vaudeville and road shows. The Temple
now is i»un by the Schine company as a pic-

ture house, and when the new house opens
about August 1, 1924, the Temple will be
closed and remodeled. The garage owners
will vacate January 1 and work will then
begin on the new theatre.

The common council down in Geneva
claim that the theatres are crowding them
in so much that they are violating the lire

laws and has served notice on managers that
such crowding will have to stop. The Smith
Opera House and the Temple are the offend-
ers, claim the council. Business must be
good in Geneva. Better build larger theatres.

Children in Buffalo orphanages and other
institut'ons certainly enacted “The Days of
Real Sport” last week when Manager Vincent
R. McFaul had the tots as his guests at sev-
eral free private screenings at Shea’s Hippo-
drome. Most of the youngsters insisted on
staying for a second showing.

Max Spiegel who managed the Criterion
in Buffalo for a short time in association with
I. H. Herk when the house was putting on
Shubert vaudeville, has been indicted by the
federal grand jury on a charge of embezzle-
ment of funds belonging to the government,
it being alleged that Spiegel collected war
tax moneys without turning them over to
the government.

Peterson & Woods, owners of the Winter
Garden in Jamestown, N. Y., are co-operat-
ing with the city recreation commission in

putting on a series of special Saturday morn-
ing shows for children at which time pic-
tures are shown which have been approved
by a committee selected from the recreation
commission, the mothers’ clubs and other
organizations.

Medina, N. Y., is to have new picture thea-
tre. Rawley & Reynolds are remodeling a
building on the Main street for picture pur-
poses. A1 Becker of Buffalo will install two
new Simplex machines.

opened to a capacity business, offering “En-
emies of Women” and a Tom Mix picture.

J. S. Kallet, who runs the Strand in Rome,
announces that he has booked the First Na-
tional product solid for the coming weeks.

A large crowd attending the Hippodrome
Theatre in Ogdensburg the other night
marched out in single file, and without the
least evidence of disorder, when a blaze was
discovered in the basement. Eli Rosenbaum,
owner of the theatre, used good judgment in
handling the crowd. The house was dam-
aged to the extent cf $500.

Among the exhibitors in town last week
who spent a piece of change for pictures
were Charles Moyer of Herkimer and Mrs.
Dennis Regan of Greenwich.

George Tetrault of the Grand in Water-
vliet has arranged to sell tickets at a K. of
C. mardi gras from November 19 to 24, held
in a garage next door, the tickets to admit
to his show.

The majority of the 10 cent houses in th ! s
part of the state are making fine money these
days. This is particularly true of Gardner’s
Pine Hills Theatre and the Hudson Theatre,
both in Albany. The management seems to
have h.t on just the right kind of pictures
for his neighborhood and there is always a
waiting line in front of these houses for the
9 o’clock show.

A few weeks ago the Zicofe Corporation
of Buffalo took over the Grand Theatre in
Westfield, N. Y. Last Saturday the block
housing the theatre was destroyed by fire.

Fred M. Zimmerman, Maurice Cohen and
George Ferguson are members of the cor-
poration.

A. C. Hyman, head of the company oper-
ating the new Strand and Cataract Thea-
tres in Niagara Palls, drove into Buffalo in
his new Cadillac sedan last week and had
a hard time explaining to film salesmen that
he couldn’t pay the prices asked for pictures.

Connecticut
Connecticut now has 196 picture theatres

with a total seating capacity of 145,853, ac-
cording to a survey just completed by Lieu-
tenant Walter F. Stiles of the state police
department. In addition to the regular the-
atres, projection machines are in use in
schools, churches, clubs, factories and state
institutions, ma ing a total of 269 places
where pictures are exhibited and a total
seating capacity of 172,644. Since there are
169 towns in the state, and allowing for the
fact that the larger cities have several the-
atres, scarcely a town lacks a place where
pictures are shown.

It is the office of the state police depart-
ment to issue licenses to projectionists and
to inspect projection booths and equipment.
During the year just ending, 1.9S3 inspec-
tions were made. Great care is exercised in
granting licenses to projectionists, accord-
ing to the report, which says that of 114
applicants, 68 were licensed.

Seventeen lires were reported In which
more than one foot of film was burned, all
of them being inconsequential. Only three
serious fires occurred, the most serious being'
the destruction of the Taylor Opera House
in Danbury on October 20, 1922. The de-
partment has received fees amounting to
$6,047.
The report says: “The department’s suc-

cess in dealing with motion picture theatre
hazards has been recognized by public offi-
cials throughout the state and has brought
numerous requests for inspection and recom-
mendations concerning other places of as-
sembly. All such requests have been
promptly dealt with—usually with the aid
of the fire marshals, with whom we have
attempted to co-operate on all matters re-
lating to public safety.”

More Schine Houses Planned
for New York, Buffalo Hears
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Extended Runs All the Rage
at San Francisco Theatres

An interesting feature of the amusement
business at San Francisco of late lias been
the number of extended runs of feature
screen productions. Formerly but one or

two theatres showed a film attraction for
more than a week, but now there are a half

a dozen houses where long runs are fea-

tured and even some of the district houses
have gone in for extended engagements.
“The Covered Wagon” was shown at the

Columbia Theatre for six weeks and could
undoubtedly have been shown at a hand-
some profit for a much longer period. The
run was brought to an end because of stage
bookings which could not be postponed,
and not because the wagon wheels needed
greasing, as some wag has suggested. This
production has been taken to Salt La' e

City and Denver and will not be shown again
in Northern California until spring.

The Cameo Theatre has completed a six

wee s’ run on Harold Lloyd’s “Why Worry,”
the Capitol Theatre is in the midst of a run
on “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” that

will extend over a period of at least six

weeks, while the Imperial Theatre is offer-

ing “Ashes of Vengeance” for an indefinite

period.

M. L. Markonitz, owner of the Strand
Theatre, San Francisco, has arranged hook-
ing’s for a long period in advance sind is pre-
paring for a wonderful winter season. Among
his screen offerings will he “Potrsli and
Perlmutter,” "Pioneer Trails,’* "The Silent
Command,” “The Eleventh Hour,” “Henna
Yanna,” “St. Elmo,” and “The Governor’s
Lady.”

Herbert L. Rothehild Entertainment, Inc.,

has arranged for a unique program to be
presented at the Granada and Imper al thea-
tres during Thanksgiving Week. “A Woman
of Paris” will be offered simultaneously at
these houses, the first time anything of this

kind has been attempted here, and the en-
tire show will be identical in the two houses.

The Dimond Theatre Company, Inc., has
been incorporated at San Franc sco with a
capital stock of $10,000 by J. E. Moser, F.
A. Naify and L. S. Hamm.

The board of directors of the Watsonville
Chamber of Commerce has passed a resolu-
tion requesting the West Coast Theatres,
Inc., of Northern California, lessees of the
California and T. A D. Theatres, to reopen
the latter house.

The National Theatres Syndicate of Cali-
fornia, with offices in the Warfield Building,
San Francisco, has declared a dividend of
2 per cent, on outstanding preferred stock.
This concern is headed by L. R. Crook, for-
merly general manager of the Turner &
Dahnken C.rcuit and organizer of the T. &
D. Jr. Circuit. Several theatres are operated
in the San Joaquin Valley.

Allows Charge Acc’ts

H. C. Arthur, Jr., has appointed H. B.
Wright as managing director of the new
Criterion Theatre, formerly the Kin-
ema, which continues to be the big down-
town house of the West Coast chain.
Director Wright has inaugurated a

charge account at his theatre. Those
whose credit is good can now arrange
for seats on the telephone and have a bill

sent monthly.
He also has sent out communications

asking the theatre patrons for any sug-
gestions in the way of improving the
presentations.

Mark Keller, resident manager of the
Monterey Theatre Company, Monterey, Cal.,
announces -

that a site has been secured for
a new house on Alvarado street and that
work on this will be started within sixty
days. The house will seat 1,400.

New projection equipment has been in-
stalled in the Iris Theatre at Pacific Grove,
Cal., conducted by E. C. Cunningham.

The management of the Lyric Theatre at
Stockton, Cal., has been taken over by Mark
Leichter, who also is in charge of the Spot
Theatre of that city.

Announcement is made of the consolida-
tion of the Bijou and Elm theatres at Elm-
hurst, Cal., a suburb of San Francisco, with
the T. & D. Jr. Circuit.

The Ocean View Theatre, San Francisco, is

to be reopened under the management of
Mrs. Carrie Watkins.

Seattle
An interesting announcement probably

will be forthcoming within the week regard-
ing the future policy of the beautiful new
Heilig Theatre. Film men are talking little,

but the general impression prevails that the
Heilig will go over to high-class, first-run

pictures on November 17. Calvin Heilig is

now in Seattle and has been in conference
with Joe Muller, who, it i-s understood, will

remain as manager of the Palace Hip.
Neither Mr. Heilig nor Mr. Muller care to

comment at this time, other than that “Se-
attle theatregoers will be delighted at the
future policy of the beautiful theatre.”

The “Albers Brothers Miner” has been
used with big success by at least two north-
west exhibitors as lobby stunt for Para-
mount’s “To the Last Man.” Lynn {tuggles
of the Liberty, Chehalis, and E. A. Zabel, of
the Ray in Olympia, both found that their
public was drawn by the picturesque figure
of the kneeling miner flipping h s flapjacks
for their amusement. Autumn leaves "and
fir boughs made an attractive setting.

T. E. Barry’s new Princess Theatre in Ed-
monds, Wash., is scheduled for its opening
November 2. Mr. Barry has a mighty pretty
little house seating about 400.

D. Constanti, who owns the Liberty and
Everybody’s in Tacoma, and the Stewart in

Puyallup, will build a new house in Sumner,
Wash.

Seattle fans are looking forward to the
opening of “If Winter Conies” at Hamrick’s
Hlne Mouse. The Seattle run opens .Novem-
ber 3, and Tacoma and Portland will have
day and date showings opening November
10 at Blue Mouse theatres. Huns will he
extended. “The Eleventh Hour” goes into
the Seattle Coliseum on November 10 and
“Soft Boiled” into the Liberty on the 17th.

J. B. Sparks, owner of the Liberty and
Grand theatres in Bend, Oregon, has sold
out to C. H. Smith, who is editor of the
Bend paper; Sparks still owns a house in

Bryanville, which he will probably continue
to operate.

Al. Finkelstein, manager of the J. & V.
house in Bremerton, the Rialto, is contem-
plating a trip to Los Angeles upon the re-

turn of Mr. Von Herberg from Europe.

Manager Robert W. Bender of the Colum-
bia Theatre hooked up tight with the Navy
on Navy Day in Seattle. The band of the
U. S. S. Idaho gave two concerts at the
theatre in co-operation with the Navy
League, at 2:10 and at 7:40. Commander
Woods also appeared on the Columbia’s
stage and gave a brief talk on the United
States Navy of today. In addition, special
pictures of navy life were shown.

The Southeast
Last week account was given of two

handsome new theatres just opening in

North Carolina. And last week Claude Lee,
formerly of the Imperial Theatre, Charlotte,
threw open the doors of his handsome,
magnificent new Rivoli Theatre in Hickory,
N. C. The theatre is one of the prettiest
in the state for a town the size of Hic’ory,
and its tastefulness and harmony of dec-
orative scheme impress one. The lobby is

finished in old ivory and cream; the panel-
ing is high, lighted with burnt sienna. The
walls of the interior are finished in a pleas-
ing shade of gray.
A shower of congratulations, floral offer-

ings and telegrams greeted Mr. Lee upon
its formal opening, besides a large delega-
tion of film and theatre men from all over
the territory.

Stanley Warrick, the famous Palm Beach
exhibitor, spent a few minutes in Atlanta en
route to Palm Beach after a pleasant sum-
mer spent in Cayuga, New York. He ex-
pects Florida's greatest resort season this
winter.

Harry Sample, who owns and operates the
Airdome at Fort Pierce, Fla., has bought the
Sunset Theatre, Fort Pierce, from E. J.

Sparks. The ’Sunset is a comparatively new
theatre and one of the prettiest of its size
in the South.

W. D. Patrick has returned to Florida
after a business trip to Atlanta. While
there he bought a new piano for his Cozy
Theatre, Florala, and also for the New Pal-
ace, Dothan, Alabama, which he recently
bought from W. D. Powell.

It is announced by the Howard-Wells
Amusement Company, Wilmington, N. C„
that business conditions continue so bad In
Wilmington that they will close pictures at
their Royal Theatre, effective November 10,

putting in musical comedy stock for a
period.

Baltimore
Title has been conveyed to the New Thea-

tre Company, through the Title Guarantee
and Trust Company, to a lot measuring 33
by 33 feet, by Joseph T. Lawton and others
for $60,000. This piece of property is part
of the site of the New Theatre property
which was leased a number of years ago
by the theatre company with an option to

buy. It fronts on Clay street on which part
of the rear of the New Theatre building
stands.

A young man was fined $11.45 in the
Northern Police Court recently for having
broken a glass tube conta ning a sulphur so-
lution in the Ideal Theatre, 903 West Thirty-
sixth street, causing the audience to rush
out, fearing that a fire had broken out. This
theatre is managed by Julius Goodman.

Through arrangements made with L. Gar-
man, manager of the Pimlico Theatre. Park
Heights and Belvidere avenues, a series of
meetings will be held at that playhouse on
Sunday evenings by the Pimlico Baptist
Church.

The Strand Theatre. 404-6 North Howard
street, which was at one time controlled by
Arthur B. Price and Thomas D. Goldberg,
and sold in January to Cleveland R. Beal-
mear aftei it was closed, has been bought
by J. Marshall Melvin from Mr. Bealmear.

Utah
H. E. Skinner, formerly manager of the

Alhambra Theatre, who recently sold his

interests in this house, will open a new
theatre on Washington avenue in Ogden,
Utah. The house will seat £00 and cost
about $125,000. Architecture will be of the
Colonial type. High class product will be
shown at medium prices.
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EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Do Not Permit Recent News Stories to

Adversely Affect Your Local Patrons
Making the Most of It

RECENTLY the daily press has given
widespread publicity to the shutting
down of production at some of the

West Coast studios, and as n ight be ex-
pected, the reporters have failed to handle
the matter knowingly. They have seen only
that studios have been closed, and have
given widespread publicity to the inter-

views in which the production heads have
stated that the shutdown has been made
because salaries and production costs have
risen beyond the point of profit.

Naturally this has served to give the read-
ing public the suggestion that the picture

business is going to the deminitioi. bow-
wows, and even persons who might be sup-
posed to be better informed have taken
this viewpoint.

All this would be unimportant were it not
for the fact that the impression is created
that motion pictures are in a bad way as

applied to current releases.

Public is Sensitive

The amusement public is sensitive to

suggestion. It is apt to get the impression
that we are about to enter upon an era of

cheap and unworthy productions, and to

apply this belief to the current presentations,

in spite of the fact that the production aver-
age this season is higher than it has ever

been in the history of the pictures.

And when patrons get this impression,

they are apt to stay away from the theatres

in the belief that the offerings are unworthy.
The wise manager will at once ta e steps

to offset the harm done by these newpaper
announcements, not alone through his house
organs, but through acquainting the local

editors with the real facts in the case.

Go straight to the editor and tell him that

the shut downs are in no sense due to lack

of interest or to the failure of the public

to support the pictures, but that having

Gives Litho Tickets

With Auto Stickers
Windshield stickers are now so common

that they have become almost a pest and
autoists who regarded them with curious in-

terest for a time are beginning to scratch

them off the glass while cursing the man
who put them there.

The Fox office sends in the latest idea for

stickers, but does not identify the first user,

which appears to be a Columbia Theatre
somewhere on the west coast.

In front the stic'-er is much the same as

others, a white letter on a deep blue telling

that William Fox is presenting If Winter
Comes. It looks just li ice the hundreds of

others.

But when the irate owner of the car comes
along and climbs into the engineer’s seat, he
sees through the glass that there is printing

on the reverse and he reads : “If you drive

up t-b the Columbia Theatre with this on
your windshield between August 3rd and
15th, it is good for one admission ticket. Not
good for Saturday or Sunday.”
And he smiles and lets the sticker stick,

as stickers are supposed to stick.

It’s a good stunt, but we’re wondering if

it walked all the way in. November is no
time to introduce August stunts, though this

is still good.

made up a sufficient number of pictures to

supply the demand for several months to

come, the producers are taking a vacation
until their current releases are disposed of.

With the idea of throwing a scare into the
actors and producers, the rising costs have
been given as the reason for these closings,
whereas it is merely a matter of waiting
until the present product is disposed of be-
fore starting in to make more.

Good Pictures Assured
The production of those who have closed

down is assured for months to come, but
instead of going on macing more pictures
which cannot possibly be released until well
into the spring and tying up seven figure
sums for several months, they are ta ing
the more rational course of letting the cur-
rent business bring in the money to finance
the coming pictures.
The shut dowms will relieve the studios

involved of the strain of enormous salary
rolls, but they will not to the si ghtest degree
affect the quality of the pictures already
made and held for release during the com-
ing months, and the sooner the local man-
agers communicate these facts to their pub-
lics, the better it will be for the local busi-
ness.

Played the Races
Driving hard on the Papyrus-Zev race

pictures, Oral D. Cloa ey, of the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa, got cut 2,000 paddoc : tick-
ets in simulation of those used at local
tracks. Of these some 500 were sent out by
the Royal Connaught Jockey Club to its

membership and the rest handed out by a
peddler dressed in sil.<s, or hung on door-
knobs.

Stress was laid on the fact that the pic-
ture was brought to Montreal by airp.ane.

Midnight matinees have gener-
ally been held for New Year’s Eve,
but the management cf Jensen and
Von Herberg’s Liberty Theatre,
Seattle, did not see any gocd rea-

son why the midnight show should
not be an even greater attraction

cn Hallowe’en, so a special per-

formance was given that evening,
starting after the regular night
performances. Tickets were sold

only to comfortable capacity. No
overcrowding.
For this a special program was

planned, with a brief minstrel
show, an apple bobbing contest,

cos frms prizes and all sorts of
pranks appropriate to the occa-
sion.

This sort of occasion not only
makes money for the box office the
night of the show, but the after
effects of a well planned entertain-

ment are even more valuable
though they cannot be stated in
definite dollars and cents. People
will associate the extra good time
they had with the house.

If you have a theatre, why not
make it work for you to its limit

instead of merely giving stated
shows? Even the most loyal pic-

ture fan appreciates a change now
and then.

A Vitaprnph Release

A FLOAT ON THE MIDNIGHT ALARM FOR A FIREMAN’S PARADE
This was the contribution of the Imperial Theatre, Montreal, to the parade staged
by the firemen for Fire Prevention Week, the nature of the production lending

itself unusually well to the idea. The matched cutouts mask in a heavy truck.
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Painting Plus Card
for If Winter Comes

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

That merchants “eat up’’ the hook-in pos-
sibilities for fall advertising in If Winter
Comes is again shown in this window dis-

play from Watsonville. California. The card
on the right is lettered : “Are you correctly
costumed If Winter Comes” if you are not,

the card goes on to say that the store will

fix you up.

A Fox Release

A WINDOW DISPLAY

This simple card covered the introduction
of a two-wing panel of paintings with a

card stating that i. was to be seen at the
California Theatre, and all it cost C. L. Laws
was the waiting of the cards. The panels were
apparently a part of the decorative scheme
of the window, which was nicely dressed as

an interior.

Ties Fashion Show
Up to Cameo Kirby

Some picture titles seem to be made espe-
cially to carry fashion show's, but others
can be made to fit, and S. J. Stebbins, man-
aging director of the Fox Oa land Theatre,
actually made a virtue of the fact that

Cameo Kirby was of the vintage of the
’60s. He made that the excuse for con-
trasting the styles of 1860 with the fall and

B
EFORE Brooklyn audiences had time
to settle down to the new banjo and
saxophone olayers in the orchestra for

the Symphonized Jazz, wre shook them up
again .by putting on his new chorus of
eighteen feminine voices, and by adding a
marimbaphone soloist to the orchestra who
can double on the saxophone. These w'ere
brought forth with “Richard the Lion
Hearted,” the chorus being used in a tab-
loid opera and in “In a Persian Garden,” and
the marimbaphonist doing his stuff in the
symphonized jazz.

The syncopated classic, opening the de
luxe shows, introduced “Kind of a Girl Men
Forget,” “Last Night on the Bacc Porch,”
“Havana” and “Moonlight Kisses,” the spe-
cial orchestration bringing out in solo at least
ten instruments. The lighting scheme called
for two booth Mestrum spots of 150 amperes
on the silver draw curtains, amber, with x-
rays overhead light blue and purple and
with purple foots. Two dome floods in

amber were on the orchestra, with green
foots on big stage and borders same color.
The transparent windows w'ere light green,
with fabric columns at either side at pros-
cenium arch lighted green from tops and
amber from bottom.
“In a Persian Garden” had a neutral blue

back drop upon which were thrown two
light blue open box lamps, these lamps be-
ing in front of the curtain shooting upward.
They W'ere hidden by set piece Oriental
wall and house, with rugs, drapes and suit-

able props here and there. From the sides
were six spots, three to a side, colors being
amber, orange, light blue, light green and
magenta. The chorus served as atmosphere
and had two numbers to sing. On a throne
left stage was seated a tenor in Oriental
garb, who sang “Ah Moon of Aly Delight”
while premier danseuse and ballet did some
veil stuff center stage, and chorus joined

in refrain. A baritone and a soprano were
other principal vocalists, and songs used
were “Come Fill the Cup,” chorus

; “Alyself
When Young,” baritone and three of ballet;
“Each Morn a Thousand Roses,” Soprano.
The front lighting included one deep blue
booth flood and one deep purple on sides
of orchestra cyclorama; one deep blue and
one purple dome flood on musicians; light

blue transparent windows, green tops in

columns, entrance spots, one magenta and
one green, crossing on ceiling pineapple
cloth drapes above orchestra.

The condensed opera was “Cavalleria
Rusticana,” with five principals, the chorus
and four members of the ballet as Italian
street urchins. It ran twenty-two minutes,
preceded by special film trailer giving cast
and synopsis of story. The continuity of the
opera, in special set as used at Metropolitan
Opera House, was carried through as fol-

lows: “Prelude” by the orchestra; “Sicili-

ana,” Everett Clark, tenor; Introductory
Chorus, by the chorus

; “Coachman Song,”
Jac son Kinsey, baritone, and the chorus;
"Prayer,” Rosa Desrosiers, soprano, and
chorus; “Romance,” Aliss Desrosiers; duet by
Aliss Desrosiers and Joseph Turino, tenor;
“Lola’s Song,” Louise Fraer, mezzo so-
prano; Intermezzo, by the orchestra; “Drink-
ing Song,” Air. Turino and chorus; duet,
Kinsey and Turino, and the finals by en-
semble.

On the presentation stage for this opera
were four amber spots from one side and
four orange from the other, with amber
foots and light blue borders. For the
front: Two deep blue floods from the dome
on orchestra, which changed to orange when
the musicians took up the Intermezzo and
went back to light blue on the final strains.

Entrance spots flooding side drapes purple.

Blue borders on large stage.

winter styles of 1923. To quote from the
program, the revue took the spectator “from
crinoline and hoop-skirts to bobbed hair and
sandals.”
One of the leading stores supplied the

modern costumes and also paid a portion
of the cost of the models, all of whom were
professional entertainers who introduced
their specialties at some point in the per-
formance. A novelty was the use of a closed
car from which the models made their en-
trance in demonstration of outdoor toilettes.

One side of the stage carried the numerals
of 1860 while the other showed 1923, and the
appearance of the new model gowns was

balanced by the showings of costumes sim-
ilar to those worn in the play.

The cost was small.

Turned Cut the Band
A naval band was placed at the disposal

of the Colonial Theatre, Indianapolis, during
the showing of Alasters of Alen, and a

machine gun was also loaned for sidewalk
display. The recruiting service, as usual,

was glad to hook into the pictures and
naturally the Colonial appreciated this in-

expensive aid.

A Rathe Release

HOW NEW YORK VAUDEVILLE HOUSES ARE HANDLING IS CONAN DOYLE RIGHT?
The Keith houses in New York are using the Pathe release deaing with fake spiritualism, and they figure that the title is

worth playing up strongly. On the left is the front of B. S. Moss’ Franklin Theatre, with an effective shadow box. The
display on the right is from the Hamilton Theatre, a Keith house. Here the entire banner is given the film.
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Had Two Forms of

Heavy Opposition

Still Working
The “original” shawl given to Dorothy

Gish by the Cuban government in recogni-
tion of her work in The Bright Shawl is

still hard at exploitation. It turned up re-
cently in Oakland, Cal., where the T. & D.
Theatre put on all the frills, including
heavy thief and fire insurance, an armed
guard day and night, and its display in a

window with a showing of the novel and a
painted background.
And the papers bit right into it without

being half asked. It was a good story and
if it was not free of suspicion, at least it

was good reading, so everyone read about it.

Now It’s Penrod
The reminiscent contest, originally started

by the late Max Doolittle for The Great
Moment was adapted by the Madison Thea-
tre Peoria, 111. On the proposition that Pen-
rod and Sam took you back to the days of
your childhood, prizes were offered by one
of the newspapers for the best kid memories
from the local citizenry. It gained seven

A Metro Release

HOW THE RIALTO THEATRE, CHATTANOOGA, USED CUTOUTS
C. B. Stiff based his lobby display on cutouts from the Metro posters and got not only
a variety of poses, but attention compelling tableaux. Some day someone is going to

make a prop dinosaur for a Buster cutout to navigate on.

Most managers would find it difficult to

decide as to whether a circus or a minstrel
show was the worse opposition. C. W. Irwin,
of the Imperial Theatre, Columbia, S. C.,

not only got both but had to buck Potash
and Perlmutter, the local premiere of Tess
of the Storm Country and two road shows.
And he was opening his Greater Movie Sea-
son ! Tough luck

!

He did not lose his head and spend a lot

of money trying to get over. His total ex-
cess was only $33, and yet he did better
than usual with Harold Lloyd in Why
Worry.
He utilized the circus by tagging the pa-

rade with an impersonator attended by a
couple of bill throwers and took an addi-
tional two twos for four days before the
opening to tell the newspaper readers. An
electric stage box and one in the foyer told

the previous week’s patrons and for the sec-

ond time this season he posted a 24-sheet.
He not only got an increase, but the pop-

ularity of the star pulled a permanent price
increase along with it. He could not break
records with all that opposition, but holding
business more than up is something of a
record in itself.

Good Copy
Simple and effective advertising was done

by H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre,
Montgomery, Ala. He used spare tire cards
on a brand of taxis, each reading: “You
can avoid Strangers of the Night by riding
in our yellow cabs.” Along the same lines

all roads leading into town warned travel-

ers to beware of Strangers of the Night
unless they were found at the Empire on
specified dates.

It helped to get extra good crowds for a
picture well worth while.

A irirat lVutionul release

PANELED PICTURES HELP PUT OVER DADDY IN CANADA
A shot of the Royal Theatre, Victoria, B. C., where Manager Denham uses painted
panels to get attention for his lobby display on the Jackie jCoogan picture. He finds

that pictorial displays draw a better class of patrons than lithographs.

Sol Harris, of the Capitol Theatre, Little

Rock is another manager to get a double
truck out of Why Worry. He found 27
firms willing to tell why readers should not
worry so long as they were doing business,

and it made a very pretty splash. Why
Worry seems to have won more hook-
up pages than any other comedy to date.

Found New Ideas on

Bluebeard’s Wife
Harold Horne worked a good one on

Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife. He made a foyer
display of the more or less "original” cos-

tumes worn by Miss Swanson, and adver-
tised it liberally. This not only helped the
coming play, but since people had to pur-
chase tickets to get into the foyer, it made
additional business on the previous attrac-

tion. To get the last possible kick out of

it, Mr. Horne added the Zaza stills to the
display, to boom the next Swanson as well.

Something that will commend itself was
the use of hat boxes over the bracket
lights, each cut out for the title, with col-

ored paper pasted over the letters. When
the house lights were on these illuminated
signs made a brave showing at a very small
cost, since the boxes were donated.
These were the high lights of a compre-

hensive campaign along more usual lines,

which included the store arrows and a set

of teasers which worked in advance to put
over title, star and the gowns.

It was a two weeks’ help to Loew’s Pal-
ace Theatre, Memphis.

or eight columns of publicity at a small cash
cost.

The free Penrod suit was given for the

best slogan for those garments and a cut-

up-puzzle on a throwaway had a 50-ticket

prize distribution. It all helped to influence

the business in a northerly direction.

Used the Twenty-one
Using the 21 puzzle scheme from Eddie

Bonus yellow helner on Three Wise Fools
was the chief exploit for that feature at the
Abdallah Theatre, Leavenworth, Kans. Man-
ager John Topper displayed the puzzle on a

large card in a window and announced that
card copies could be had inside for the ask-
ing. This was better than throwing them
out since each one went home and was
worked over.
The only other special stunt used to put

the picture over to good business was a

thousand letters to residents and the officers

at the Army post.
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A First National Release

ONE OF THE MOST AMBITIOUS LOBBIES FOR CIRCUS DAYS
This was planned by Pantages Theatre, Kansas City, and masks in the box office with
a ticket wagon front that adds to the realism. It cost more than some of the fronts
we have shown on this production but Kansas City needs more than a small town asks.

Says It Is His

David Rector, manager of the

Hawthorne Theatre, Hawthcme,
California, writes that in a recent

article a Paramcunteer is given

credit for having originated the

weekly “Shopper’s Advertiser,”

published in the interests of the

theatre, with the advertising of

local merchants and using the

Paramount and other roto sheets.

Mr. Rector says that the idea

was originated by himself and
that the Paramounteer’s only con-

nection was to edit the first two
issues.

The paragraph was supplied

through the Paramount publicity

channels and the wrongful placing

of the credit was doubtless due to

a m :sreading of the exploiter’s re-

port. It is no part of the Para-

mount exploitation scheme to as-

sume undeserved credit. To the

contrary.

Mr. Rector writes that the stunt

has doubled his business and that

he is trying to have the idea le-

gally protected. This is not pos-

sible, since the idea is by no
means new other than that it uses

the roto sheets and makes them
pay for their own cost.

Tickled the Town
Just as soon as the Saturday Evening

Post printed its recent Paramount advertise-
ment which was illustrated by a picture of

the Miller Theatre, Stanley Newton Cham-
bers hustled it into a 200 x 5 (about a five

fourteens), to tell the pleased citizens that
“Paramount paid $8,500 for this page in the
Saturday Evening Post to ‘tell the world’
about the Miller.” Across the top he ran
‘Not only the finest in Wichita, but one of

America’s greatest.” The entire town
shared Chambers’s pride.

Numerous Newsies
Advertising a newsboys’ matinee on Circus

Days, Frank L. Browne, of the Liberty The-
atre, Long Beach., Cal., was amazed at the
number of alleged newsboys this Angelian
suburb could boast.
Some of them were very clearly retail

dealers in the happenings of the day, but
there were little girls in white lace dresses
and small boys in Penrod suits with their
faces washed and some who had not been
so particular, but Browne just smiled and
said “Come in, fellers,” even though they
bulged the walls of the 3,000 seat house.

It all helped the story which the collabo-
rating newspaper ran, and it helped the
lac'-ie Coogan play to a close to record
business.

Came Back
If it’s old and it works, it’s good if it is

old. H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre,
Montgomery, Ala., used the old sidewalk
spelling bee for Circus Days, and it helped

to make the 25% increase in receipts that
this picture brought in.

He planned for a clown rube and to give
him something to do he provided cards let-

tered to spell out “Jackie Coogan in Circus
Days at the Empire.”
He would drop these on the sidewalk in

a confused mass and sort them out while
the crowd gathered. Their interest was
proven by the way they sought to correct
his supposed mistake when he purposely
put some of the letters in their wrong
places. Long before he had them properly
set the crowd knew the message, but they
hung around to make sure the job was prop-
erly done, and all the while the message was
sinking still deeper into their minds. Then
the clown would pick off the cards and go
on to a fresh pitch.

Mr. Farley also found that many persons
would accept and keep a herald handed by
a clown where they would not take them
from an ordinary bill passer. That’s some-
thing else to remember.

Repeated an Ed.
When the editor of the Topeka State

Journal wrote a glowing editorial on Penrod
and Sam, the Isis Theatre promptly took
extra space to reprint the comment to con-
nect it with the house.
One paragraph from the editorial is well

worth reprinting here. It reads : “The pic-

ture is advertised as a ‘juvenile’ feature.

This is a mistake. It is of more genuine
heart interest to father and mother than to

the children.”
This is where many managers have failed.

They have appealed purely to the children,

to their own hurt as well as injury to the
patron in that they keep some of the latter

from a delightful picture for adults.

Still Good
Solemn^ assuring the revenue men that

he did not want to make moonshine, H. C
Farley, manager of the Empire Theatre,
Montgomery, Ala., borrowed a small still

they had seized.

This he set up in the lobby with the worm
running into the spout of a teapot instead

of a retort.

You can have three guesses as to the title

of the picture. If you guess Tea with a

Kick, you win.

A First National Release

BE PATIENT. WE ARE GOING TO RUN ALL THE CIRCUS DAY FRONTS
We just want to run one of each and then stop, but this display from the Empress
Theatre, Kansas City, is so much apart from the others that it simply has to go in.

The elephant is a home-made cutout, but it is a nice piece of drawing.
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A SET OF PLAYING CARD TEASERS DESIGNED FOR NEWSPAPER USE ON THE SPANISH DANCER
These are all column width by 294 inches high and are inserted one each day for the week prior to the showing of the Pola Negri
play. They were devised by Russell B. Moon, Paramounteer in the vicinity of New Haven, and were used by him for campaigns in

most of the towns in his territory, supplementing the fortunetelling cards supplied by the Advertising Aids’ Department

Plays Cards Well

to Sell a Dancer
Russell B. Moon, who Paramounts around

the New Haven section, adapted a home of-
fice stunt for Pola Negri in The Spanish
Dancer and put the feature over to excep-
tional business at practically every showing.
The Advertising Aids Department is sup-

plying a set of fortune telling cards which
are rather too costly for general distribu-
tion, but Moon caught the idea and had
drawn up a set of one column by three inch
teasers which were run serially a week be-
fore the showing. These are shown at the
top of this page. Each started with “The
Spanish Dancer says,” and ran into some
general prophecy.
The cards were used all through that sec-

tion with the exception of New London,
where there is a large foreign population,
most of whom are of the Catholic Church.
Here Moon discarded the card pips and
used instead the cross, crown and heart,
starting with the cross alone showing in the
space and working up to the sixth which
reads to the effect that he fought for cross
and crown and won the Spanish Dancer.
The use of the cards is based on the

scene in the play where the dancer, called
to entertain the guests of Don Caesar, tells

his fortune with the cards. As teasers the
cross and crown set is more apt to get the
attention than the playing cards, though
both have proved their value.

Working along the same line, Moon re-
produced the cards in window size, 15 x 22
inches, with a still set in. Some of these
are straight pasteups, but the sample repro-
duced has the heart cut out and the photo-
graph is pasted to the back. All of the
cards carry similar messages hooked in to
some commodity carried by the firm dis-
playing the card. A fortune can be framed
up for any line of business.
For another store window angle he used a

girl in gypsy costume who was provided
with a set of similar cards, which she used
to tell fortunes in the window of some prom-
inent store. This stunt held crowds all day
long.

f|
IkSpanishlker

SAYS

V

A Paramount Release

A FORTUNE CARD
It is important that all auguries be fa-

vorable both in these and the store hook-in
cards. A “trouble” message is certain to
create an unfavorable reaction against the
play. The best way to work the window
girl is to let her select a certain card from
the pack and indicate some one person
whose fortune this is supposed to be. This
will make for more interest than where a
general appeal is made. One or two can be
discreetly humorous.

Boy Knights Given

Admission Badges
John Max Rosenfield, Dallas Para-

mounteer, got a new slant on the free ad-
mission when he put over When Knight-
hood Was in Flower at the Gem Theatre,
Temple, Texas.
He got the local paper to print a “badge”

made of rule and type with the Tudor cut
supplied by the advertising department. The
badge was about 2 by 2% inches, with a tail

at the top two inches long by three-eighths
wide. This tail was to be slipped through
the buttonhole of a coat or shirt.

Any boy between seven and seventeen
who presented himself at the theatre as
escort to any woman member of his family,
was admitted free. Apparently the com-
panion paid. It was called the “Knight-
hood Badge” which sounds better than
“coupon,” which it more properly is.

The stunt was based on the old chivalric
oath which included a pledge to honor and
cherish our womenkind.
Another stunt was an invitation to all

school teachers and executives.
Max is doing darned well for a beginner.

Use Fire Flitter
H. C. Farley, of the Strand Theatre, Mont-

gomery, Ala., says he got them in for Red
Lights with a lobby sign painted in “fire-
flitter.” Don’t ask us what that is. All we
know is that it is some sort of paint which
sparkles in the light.

And the light in this instance was a flock
of red bulbs working on flashers. It was
very inexpensive. M't it made a fine flash
at night and shotvue business up without
taking most of the increase for expenses.

Fire flitter sounds interesting. Perhaps
Mr. Farley will tell you more if you en-
close a return addressed envelope. He’s a
good scout.

And Won
THE

SPANISH A
DANCER (jP

THE SPECIAL SET OF TEASERS DESIGNED BY MOON FOR USE IN NEW LONDON
There is a large foreign population here, mostly Catholic, and the Cross, crown and heart, symbols familiar to those of that faith
were deemed more likely to get attention than the card pips used on fhe teasers in other towns. These were used in the order here

shown, reading from left to right. This engagement was one of the most successful in his territory.
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Here's Bill Saal

William Saal, . who used to

write the “Casey” stuff for the

old house organ of Texas Enter-

prises, is with Herschel Stuart in

St. Louis, as successor to Ed.
Olmstead, translated to Chicago.

The “Casey” stuff, as you may
recall, since we quoted a couple,

is in the style of K. C. B., and
more nearly in the spirit of

Beaton than most of his thousands
of im tators, who stop the imita-

tion with the short lines and for-

get to put in the whimsical idea.

Herschel Stuart sends us a list

of Bill’s duties that reads like a

year’s job, and says he has to go
through the program each week,
and it is evident that Bill does
what he’s told. Bill gets out the

Missouri News, the house pro-

gram crgan; writes the ads, su-

pervises the handling of some
40,000 to 60,000 distributed pieces,

looks after the posted and special

signs and banners, helps with the

lobby, thinks up special press

hock-ups, and does a few other
odd jobs, and now he is thinking

of taking tickets while the regu-
lar docrman goes to dinner. And,
best of all, he’s writing a Casey
each week for the program.

Didn't Worry
Instead of worrying about Why Worry?,

J. B. Carroll, of the Victory Theatre, Tampa,
Fla., passed his worry along in the shape
of quarter sheet cards simply carrying the

title.

These were not only tacked all over the

town and out in the suburbs, but cards were
supplied any merchant who would work out

a window display with them. An automobile
concern, for example, hung one on each

car in the warerooms and in the windows,
and then painted its own sign, 16 x 4 feet,

which read ‘‘Why worry? Buy a Star or
Durant.”
For three days these cards ran wild and

then Carroll posted the paper for the show
still a week off, and put the screen to work.
He got a double deck hook-up page, too,
because the title had been so thoroughly
sold to the public that the merchants were
glad to come in, not merely willing.
The result was the best four-day draw

in the history of the house. Please page the
wise ones who said Why Worry? would not
draw as well as Safety Last because it

lac' ed the thrills. They want laughs from
Lloyd.

Claims a Record
Sam Palmer opines that one of the Para-

mounteers, Joseph T. Emmerling. broke all

records when he landed ten windows in a
town of 4,000. The town was Le Mars, la.,

and the show was The Cheat at the Royal
Theatre. We do not think it was anywhere
near the record, but the more interesting
point is that the stills on The Cheat work
nicely in window grabbing.
He got a phonograph store with Negri

dancing with de Roche, and a bank with
Pola at the window and a card reading,
“‘Aim to save a little every week,’ says Pola
Negri, coming to the Royal Theatre in The
Cheat. And she practices what she
preaches.”
He could not find a picture for the drug

store, but he got one showing the star at
the telephone with a “phone your drug
wants” to the store showing the picture.

Toy Train Wins for

Westbound Limited
L. W. Carroll made a good drive on The

Westbound Limited at the Princess Theatre,
Berlin, N. H., and got in a big first day
crowd. They liked the show, so business
was better the second and last day of the
run. Selling the first day sold the second
through verbal advertisement.
He used the trailer and two slides, one of

the latter home made, two wee<s in ad-
vance, and for the showing he had the “Stop,
Look, See” cutout and the one of the mao
with the lantern. The lantern in the latter

was cut out and tied back with a string so
that it would sway in the slightest breeze.
He got ones and even threes in store win-

dows and three days before the opening he
got permission to use a $50 electric train in

a window on condition that he dress the
window himself.

This he was only too glad to do, as he
knew that the sight of the manager of the
theatre dressing the window for an elec-
trical shop would in itself make tal< in a

town that size. A lot of people guessed that
he was working for The Westbound Lim-
ited and went away sold on the idea of see-
ing the play through pleasure in their own
astuteness.
When it was done the train was backed

by the three sheet showing the various
types of engines, and a card reading, “Your
boy! He’ll feel like an engineer with one
of these outfits. Instructive. Economical.
Take him to see The Westbound Limited.
Princess, of course. Wednesday-Thursday."
The educational value of the types of en-

gine three sheet got a special mention in

the local paper, which helped some.

An Advance Prologue
Figuring that there was more advertising

value in a prologue than a trailer, the Pal-
ace Theatre, New Castle, Quebec, staged a

portion of an incident from Passion the
three days before that First National was
shown. Six local amateurs took the parts.

At the crisis the action was stopped and
a silgn was flashed to the eflfect that the
incident would be continued the first three
days of the following week. The incom-
plete prologue should not be advertised as
one of the attractions, but should be intro-

duced without announcement and purely as

an advertisement and not as a production.

.1 Universal Heleasc

HOW HERSCHEL STUART AND BILL SAAL PUT OVER THE MERRY GO ROUND IN ST. LOUIS
At the left is seen the magnificent lobby of the Missouri Theatre with a pendant merry go round. This was liberally dressed with
mirrors which reflected baby spots from the side walls as it revolved. On the right is a notable down town banner used for four

weeks in advance. Above is the detail of the display frame noted on the right hand side of the lobby picture.
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An Extra Column Is

Helpful to Display
Here are two examples of the use of the

same press book cut, showing that a three
column cut does not always work best in

a three column space. These two are prac-
tically the same length, but the wider will

seem to be the smaller in the reduction, be-
cause reduction of the width will pull in the

l First National Release

THE BALTIMORE STYLE

length. The first shown is that of the
Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, using the cut in

the three column space for which it was
intended. This is 132 lines long and three
columns wide. There is little selling talk

other than the two blurbs carried on the
bell. The space is not crowded and it makes
a good loo dng display. Most of the con-
fidence of the management is placed in the
announcement of the star and the play. The

RIVOLI

4. First National Release

HOW THE ALLEN USED IT

•example from the Allen Theatre, Cleveland,
is four columns wide and 135 lines deep, a
difference of less than a quarter of an inch.

Here the First National trademark has been
routed out and replaced with a type line in

the lower left hand corner. The cast has
been moved down to just above this credit

line and the authors are stated in the space
used for the cast in Baltimore. There is

some selling talk on the right and slogans
on either side of the star name, up above.
It makes a more attractive space chiefly

because there is the lighter touch of proper
white space; though the cut does not really

crowd in three columns. However the larger

white spaces give an even better effect and
also increase the display value of the cut,

which would be lost were the design to be
increased to a four column width. The moral
seems to be that a two column cut works
better in a three column space than a three,

or in the last analysis, the white space helps

more than it costs. Look the pair of them
over and draw your own conclusions.

Effects Neat Change

Through Cut Switch
Playing The Spoilers at both the Cali-

fornia and Miller’s Theatres, Los Angeles,

the agent gets two different displays through

A Goldwyn Release

THE CHANGED DISPLAY

a change in the cuts. Evidently the original

was drawn as shown in the larger of these

reproductions. A plate was made and a

second negative was made, this being cut to

let in the single figure which replaces the
tableau in the larger example. The main
title and smaller announcements are left in,

and the simple change of one cut gives what
seems to be an entirely new display so that
those who see one form on Saturday, read
precisely the same thing with renewed in-

terest when it comes out on Sunday in the
morning papers. It is cleverly and effectively

done with small cost for the change.
Opinions may differ as to whether it is bet-
ter to use the same style display for the
value of iteration or a change to get a new
approach. This form seems to combine the
best points of each. It is a new approach
and yet sufficiently like the other to have
the advantage of the repeat, as well. This
seems to be a combination display and not
a single plate, for the type lines, while very
similar, are in different faces and one takes
a smaller full face line than the other. It is

apparently made up of two or three cuts
and not on a single' plate. It is an interest-

ing study in method, and it has yielded good
results.

One Cut Layout Is

Good for Huntress
Here is the first advertising display on

The Huntress we have found that does not
carry a halftone of the star that does not
help the sales to any extent. This is appar-
ently a press book design worked up for a

paneled display, and if we had a house and
could get material like this, we would let

all the halftones in the catalogue run for
the well-known Sweeney. It is 140 by two,
or a two tens; rather deeper than is al-

ways good practice and yet the precise
proportioning for this cut, and it makes
one of the prettiest displays Mr. Malaney
has given the Park and Mall Theatres, Cleve-
land, in a long time. It is a nice harmony
of cut and display with the selling talk as
well done as the attractor and with an attrac-
tor that will help to sell the selling talk. It

is seldom that we get as hard a working
display, and yet it is only twenty column
inches. If Malaney wants to swell his chest
out a couple of inches, he has every reason
for doing so. This is a pretty thing to look

A Goldwyn Release

A REPEAT OF THE SMALLER CUT WITH A CHANGE IN THE SCENE CUT
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at and it is done at a moderate cost. Any-
one should be able to get out a pretty dis-

play with large space and the services of a

good artist. Anyone should be able, but few
are. The trick is to do as good work at smaller

cost for space and art ivork and this

offers a maximum of effect with a mini-

First National Release

A MODEL ADVERTISEMENT
mum of cost. If this sort of thing can be
done with a little art work, the same thing
can be done almost as well through mortis-
ing the plan-book cut, lining with three or
six point rule, to get panel and setting in

the type. And yet we find on this subject
a lot of good line cuts which almost in-

variably are complicated with an indifferent

halftone. Halftones are better than line

cuts about once in each thousand times, and
yet managers almost habitually play the
1000 to 1 chance—and lose. Take another
look at this delightful example of what can
be done with line, and swear off halftones,

forever.

The Midnight Alarm
Has a Layout Space

Although an extra price is generally
charged for supposedly pure reading, it

often happens that this matter is an addi-
tion to the appearance of the newspaper im-
posing the additional charge, which does
not seem altogether fair to the advertiser.

This across page space from the Denver
papers was paid for by the Colorado Thea-
tre to advertise Vitagraph’s The Midnight
\larm, the theatre figuring that the extra

display was worth the extra cost involved. It

wanted to ensure that the cuts would be
used and that the caption was precisely
what the theatre wanted, so it paid to get
just what would help the house most, and
we think it was a profitable investment, since
excess receipts were reported on this pic-

ture. This is the Times layout and a similar
strip was used in the Post, but with a
change in the layout of pictures, though the
caption remained the same. This is a more
useful form of display than straight type
in a paper where layouts are employed, and
probably can be ta.en over to the straight
display page at no additional cost unless
there is a charge for breaking column rules.

Some newspapers still retain this almost
obsolete graft. In this layout the outside
photographs are given the vaudeville acts,

the three central pictures showing the Vita-
graph stars. It is a clever and useful form.

Potash-Perlmutter

Slage Fashion Show
If you need any excuse for a fashion

show or an excuse for a repeat of this al-

ways paying feature, you have it in Pot-
ash and Perlmutter, which has a little

fashion show of its own. Loew’s State Thea-
tre, Cleveland, makes a drive on a fashion

GREETINGS TO
THE PEOPLE OF
CLEVELAND
FROM

POTASH
AND W

PERLMUTTER
WORLDS GREATEST COMEDY MERCHANTS
HERE WITH COMPLETE LINE OF LAUGHS,

MONTAGUE GLASS

Fall and Winter
Fashion Revue

GIRLS BAND
STATE ORCHESTRA

1 First National Release

NOTE THE FASHION SHOW
show staged with a local firm, and gives a
good display to this feature, knowing that it

will share honors with the picture, no matter
how good the latter may be. The copy for

the feature is written to match in with the
general idea. This might not be a good
plan where a feature is less well known, but
these creations of Montague Glass’ are
known wherever the language is under-
stood. They need only to be announced,
rather than advertised, and further elabora-
tion was not necessary. The play-up for

the fashion show is particularly neat.

Poorly Planned Cut

Runs Up the Costs
Here is another example of the line and

halftone cuts on The Huntress in which
a better effect could be achieved by rout-
ing the halftone. This is 175 by 3, approxi-
mately HVz inches deep, for the Rivoli
Theatre, Baltimore. About three inches
across, or nine inches in all could have been

A First National Release

A WASTEFUL CUT

saved by routing out that halftone which
suggests a spirit portrait in its vagueness.
It may have looked all right in the plan
book, but it was nrinted on a cylinder press
on poorer paper, and it is not so good when
it is on the job. Cutting it out would have
spoiled the top cf the “u” in the title, but
a little careful work would have formed this

from the metal left on. and the saving of

nine column inches is not to be disregarded.
At best this is not a good choice of the
material offered. In its worst aspect it is

a dead waste of costly space.

. THE DENVER TIMES: FHIt>AT EVEST^O SEfTEMBER 28. 1«3 ,
8

THE MIDNIGHT ALARM SMASHING MELODRAMA-TWOADDED STAGE ATTRACTIONS, COLORADO

A First National Release
A CROSS PAGE SPACE DWARFED BY THE CUTS
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Associated Exhibitors
ALICE ADAMS. (6,000 feet). Star, Flor-

ence Vidor. I made more friends and more
money on this picture than almost anything
I ran previously. The Associated Exhibitors
give me real value and I always make good
with their products. Admission 15-25. Grand
Theatre, Terre Haute, Indiana.

F. B. O.
FLYING DUTCHMAN. (5,000 feet). Star,

Ella Hall. A fair program picture. Ran
“Ocean Swells,” Educational comedy, with
this, also good, which made nice little pro-
gram for me. Print in A-l condition. Has
O. K. moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw all classes in

city of 700,000. Admission 10 cents at all

times. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre
(218 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.

IN THE NAME OF THE LAW. (6,126

feet). Star cast. This picture should be
shown in every theatre in the state and
everybody should see it. Teaches a good
lesson and all should abide by it. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 1,000. Admission 10-15. A. E. Rogers,
Temple Theatre (250 seats), Dexter, New
York.

MARY OF THE MOVIES. (6,500 feet).

Star cast. How they can get away with a
film like this and ask us exhibitors to pay
money for it is a puzzle to me. I took it

off after the first show. Grand Theatre,
Terre Haute, Indiana.

THIRD ALARM. (6,700 feet). Star cast.

Ran this as a fireman’s benefit and satisfied

a fair crowd. The attendance was not what
we expected being for the firemen, but this

was not the fault of the picture. A one
hundred per cent. show. Fire scenes ex-
cellent. Ran this with the Dan Mason com-
edy, “The Fire Chief,” which was very ap-
propriate and satisfied. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. Lindrud & Guettinger, Coch-
rane Theatre, Cochrane, Wisconsin.

First National
CROSSROADS OF NEW YORK. (6,292

feet). Star cast. This looks like an at-
tempt at a burlesque comedy melodrama
which later had the more ridiculous parts
cut out and was sent out as a straight melo-
drama. It is a regular serial thriller and
hard to take seriously, particularly with so
many of the slapstick comedy stars in the
leading parts. Draw general class in city
of 15,000. Ben L. Morris, Temple and Olym-
pic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7,425 feet). Star,
Milton Sills. The bird who sees this and
says it’s no good and the like—yes, he sure
is a dumbbell. Had good attendance. Town
of 3,720. C. F. Kreighbaum, Paramount
Theatre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7,425 feet). Star
cast. A very good picture; do not be afraid
to book this picture more than one day.
Booked this one for Sunday and Monday.
We had very good attendance for the two
days we played the picture. Draw good
class. Victor D. Stamatis, Throop Theatre,
Brooklyn, New York.

“It is my utmost desire to be of
some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib-
itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-
itor will be omitted. Use this de-
partment to help your selection of
pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-
rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month an Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-

dex will be cumulative, giving the
reports for that month and those
previously appearing, for a period
of six months. Use the tips and
send all you can to help other ex-
hibitors.

MIGHTY LAK’ A ROSE. (8,036 feet).

Star, Dorothy Mackaill. A picture that will

cause much favorable comment, although it

did not draw well for us; cast of practically
“unknown” players may have been the rea-
son. Has excellent moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
college students and railroad class in town
of 6,000. Admission 10-15, 10-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (800 seats), Carbondale, Illi-

nois.

SCARS OF JEALOUSY. (6,246 feet).
Star, Lloyd Hughes. A dandy. Do not be
afraid of this; it holds interest from start
to finish. I wish all pictures were sis good.
Patrons very profuse with good comment.
Advertising slant, a real American drama.
Good attendance, drawing farmers and re-

tired farmers in town of 2,500. Admission 10-

20 and 10-25. H. J. Longaker, Howard Thea-
tre (350 seats), Alexandria, Minnesota.

SKIN DEEP. (6,500 feet). Star cast. Out
of the ordinary pictures. Made good and
made money. You can’t go wrong on this

picture. Has good moral tone and is suit-
able for Sunday. Had very good attendance.
Draw family class in city of 30.000. Jack
Hoeffler, Orpheum Theatre (900 seats),
Quincy, Illinois.

VOICE FROM THE MINARET. (6,685
feet). Star, Norma Talmadge. I loved this

picture probably because I have heard the
voice from the minaret in Turkey and other
Oriental countries. All seeing the picture
liked it, and no kicks registered. William
Noble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa.

WANDERING DAUGHTERS. (5,471 feet).
Star cast. This picture is really a very good
picture but is not the biggest special of
the year as they try to sell it to you. Book
this picture but do not pay too much. Book
this one for more than one day. Photog-
raphy is very good in this picture. Had
very good attendance. Draw good class.

Victor D. Stamatis, Throop Theatre, Brook-
lyn, New York.

WANDERING DAUGHTERS. (5,471 feet).
Star cast. I would say first class entertain-

ment. This one has a wonderful moral and
should be advertised big as it will please. It

failed to draw, however, but no fault of the
picture. Posters yielded fair attendance of
neighborhood class in town of 4,000. Admis-
sion 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre
(500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississip; i.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,228 feet).

Star cast. Very good picture. Above the
average. Good for all classes. Had good
attendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,000.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Thea-
tre (378 seats), South Fallsburg, New York.

WITHIN THE LAW. (8,034 feet). Star,

Norma Talmadge. An excellent picture from
every angle. Pleased here immensely. Posi-
tively the best picture that Miss Talmadge
has produced in months. Her last few pic-

tures here were practically “flops” but this

is a classic. Get it, play it, incidentally see
if you can’t arrange to get it at a price that

you’ll have something left, after the smoke
clears away. Usual advertising brought
excellent attendance. Draw health seekers
and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Thea-
tre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

Fox
BELLS OF SAN JUAN. (4,587 feet). Star,

Charles “Buck” Jones. Good picture. Jones
well liked. Picture was well enjoyed. Fritzi

Brunette gives fine support. Suitable for

Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw middle
and lower classes in city of 600,000. Admis-
sion 10-15, 10-25. Joseph F. Enos, New Ly-
ceum Theatre (1,600 seats), San Francisco,
California.

MONTE CRISTO. (8 reels). Star, John
Gilbert. Very good picture. Should have
had more attendance. Print in fine shape.
Everyone came out pleased. Advertised it

good. Used large heralds, ones. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
one hundred for attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 1,100. Dan Samek, Victory
Theatre, Sulligent, Alabama.

MONTE CRISTO. (8 reels). Star, John
Gilbert. Very good picture, enjoyed by all

who saw it, but the working class stayed
away. Usual advertising brought fair at-

tendance. Draw working class in town of
3,850. Admission 10, 10-15, 10-25. Walter
E. Greenwood, Star Theatre (238 seats).

Union City, Pennsylvania.

NEW TEACHER. (4,453 feet). Star,

Shirley Mason. Very pleasing program pic-

ture. Everybody enjoyed it. Shirley very
popular here, and would advise small town
exhibitors to try her out. She always brings
a crowd to my house. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had very good
attendance. Draw residential class in town
of 1,500. Admission 10-25. J. A. McGill, Lib-
erty Theatre (250 seats), Port Orchard,
Washington.

SKID PROOF. (5,565 feet). Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. A picture that satisfied be-
cause of its fast action, also because Jones
is a favorite with kids and men. Ladies do
not care very much for him. Had good at-

tendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,000.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli The-
atre, South Fallsburg, New York.

SNOW DRIFT. (4,617 feet). Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. A dandy. Jones always good
and takes just as good as Mix here. The
last reel has got the Carpentier-Dempsey
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fight stuff. Pleased one hundred per cent.

Has good inoral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 10-15.

A. E. Rogers. Temple Theatre (250 seats),

Dexter. New York.

STEPPING FAST. (4,60S feet). Star,

Tom Mix. Good picture with plenty of ac-
tion. It’s just what you expect in a Tom
Mix picture. Had good attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 1,000. Admission 15-

25. Jacr Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats),

South Fallsburg, New York.

STEPPING FAST. (4.608 feet). Star,

Tom Mix. Good picture, but Mix is not
the drawing card that he used to be. Would
be better if features he was in were entire-

ly western. Had fair attendance. Draw
mixed class in town of 3,000. Admission
10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre (350
seats), Mt. Morris, New York.

TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD. (10,461

feet). Star cast. Picture that should ap-
peal in week runs. One to three days not
sufficient to excite public with the truthful-
ness displayed. Has excellent moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good at-

tendance. Draw average college student
class in town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35.

Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Car-
bondale. Illinois.

Goldwyn
BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN. (4,983

feet). Star cast. This surprised everyone.
Our audiences were convinced they would
see some cut-and-dried “gag” comedy and
when the story was unfolding they lost them-
selves in wonder and amusement. Great
small town picture. Usual lobby, lithos,

brought good attendance. Draw factory
people in town of 3,000. Admission 10-25.

Henry W. Nauman, Majestic Theatre (300

seats), Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

GIMME. (5,769 feet). Star, Helene Chad-
wick. Story too light and over the heads
of country patrons. Did not give general
satisfaction here, but probably would go
over well in the larger communities. Don’t
pay too much for it, for it is far from the
special class. Moral tone O. K. and is not
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw rural class in town of 300. Admission
20-30. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall
(225 seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

GOLDWYN FEATURES. Have proved
consistently good. Never get a bad print

from Goldwyn and they don’t hold you up
on the price. Pictures satisfy. Draw town
and country class in town of 700. J. B.
Carter. Electric Theatre, Browning, Missouri.

LAST MOMENT. (6 reels). Star, Henry
Hull. This is a creepy picture on which the
opinion was very much divided as to merit.

The cast was good and inasmuch as I knew
the type of film it was, I got a rip roaring
comedy and made ’em forget the “shivery”
stuff. Candidly this can be played, buy it

reasonable. There is nothing that means
anything to the small town exhibitor as far

as exploitation is concerned but it is a little

different and if you balance your program,
I think it will please. Usual advertising
brought fair attendance. Draw health seek-
ers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.

MR. BARNES OF NEW YORK. (4,804
feet). Star, Tom Moore. A fine picture of the
80's. Acting and photography are very good.
Enjoyed by everyone; at least I heard no
kicks. Used threes, slides. Had good at-

tendance. Draw all classes in town of 2,800.

Admission 15-25. D. W. Strayer, Monarch
Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

SIN FLOOD. (6,000 feet). Star cast. Those
that saw it called it good. Had bad weather.
Had onlv fair attendance. Draw small town

Between Ourselves
A get-together place where

we can talk, things over

An exchange that looks at the

bad print from the standpoint of

what the exhibitor pays for his ser-

vice is all wrong.
If the exchange doesn’t care a

hang about its duty to the exhib-
itor, to the producer, to the pub-
lic, the man in charge ought to

think something of his wife and
himself and perform his duty in a
fashion calculated to prolong his

job.

With all the talk about high pro-

duction cost and excessive rentals,

refusal of audiences to pay in-

creased admission, and so on, this

print condition is a factor that

ought to get attention.

Cf course audiences aren’t going
to pay more when they have been
stung with half a picture so often
in the past and are being stung
today.

And how can the exhibitor feel

willing to pay high rentals in face

cf an apathetic public and the risk

of a punk print?

A little more care on the part

of producers in seeing that their

exchanges deliver decent prints

will go far toward bringing about
co-operation on the part of ex-

hibitors. VAN.

and rural class in town of 1,474. Admission 5-

10-20. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249

seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.

WHEN ROMANCE RIDES. (5,003 feet).

Star cast. Wonderful entertainment. Not a

giant but good, from every angle. Pleased
ninety percent, including “Yours Truly.”

Zane Gray stories are well liked. Usual
advertising brought full house for attend-
ance. Draw best patronage. W. B. Dobbs,
Liberty Theatre, Reform, Alabama.

VANITY FAIR. (7,668 feet). Star, Mabel
Baffin. As a classic it is better than to be
expected. While not big, it will please at

10-25 cents. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had light attendance.
H. J. Longaker, Howard Theatre, Alexan-
dria, Minnesota.

Hodkinson
DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS. (7,100

feet). Star cast. Very good. Attendance
fair. Not a two day, small town picture.

W. C. Mclntire, Rose Theatre, Burlington,

North Carolina.

MAN FROM GLENGARRY. (5.800 feet).

Star cast. Fairly good picture. Five reels

would have been better than six. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,
Indiana.

Metro
FAMOUS MRS. FAIR. (7,000 feet). Star

cast. Another Metro high priced picture

that failed to draw. I don’t see how they’ve
got the nerve to ask more this year. Mae
Murray is the only star they got that pulls

but they ask for more than my gross re-

ceipts if the house was filled to S. R. O.
Draw mixed class in town of 3,000. Admis-
sion 10-20. Charles Martin, Family Theatre
(350 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.

HEARTS AFLAME. (8,110 feet). Star,
Frank Keenan. All that has been said of
this one is true. One of the very best of the
good pictures. Will satisfy all sane people.
It has the greatest forest fire of any yet.

Good, wholesome comedy, a rattling story
all the way through. Book it. Has splen-
did moral tone and is suitable for Sunday
or any other day. Had big attendance.
Draw best class in town of 7,000. Admis-
sion 10-20. Ned Pedigo. Pollard Theatre
(800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

PRISONER OF ZENDA. (10,467 feet).

Star cast. It is wonderful. It’s sad but
true : it was nearly too good for our regular
patronage. Stars are just right, scenes are
amazing. Photography good. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw rural and small
town class in town of 286. Admission 10-25.

R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats),

Cushing, Iowa.

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER. (7,500 feet).

Star cast. A high priced picture that drew
only half of the expenses. Picture, though,
w-as very good of its kind. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had poor
attendance. Draw mixed class in town of

3,000. Admission 10-20. Charles Martin,
Family Theatre (350 seats), Mt. Morris,
New York.

SOUL OF THE BEAST. (5,300 feet).

Star, Madge Bellamy. Very good and well

liked, especially by the kiddies—they liter-

ally “ate it up.” Love drama, suitable for

Sunday. Fine attendance of middle and
low'er class in big city. Admission 10-15

matinee, 10-35 evening. Joseph F. Enos,
New Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats), San
Francisco, California.

SUCCESS. (7,000 feet). Star cast. It

might have been a success for others, but
not for me. A bum title and not an overly
strong drama. Cast good. Moral tone O. K.
and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair at-

tendance. Draw rural and small town class

in town of 386. Admission 10-25. R. K.
Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cush-
ing, Iow'a.

TRIFLING WOMEN. (9 reels). Star cast.

This proved to be good. Did not find fault

with the story. All the pictures that Rex
Ingram gives out are one hundred per cent.

Should go good for society class. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw mixed class in town
of 3,000. Admission 15-25. Joseph L. Katz,
Lyric Theatre (350 seats), Woodbine, New
Jersey.

Paramount
BEYOND THE ROCKS. (6,740 feet).

Star cast. Patrons say this the best picture
in a long time. You can’t go wrrong on
this one. Boost it. Used ones, threes,

slides. Suitable for Sunday. Had fair attend-
ance. Draw' mixed class in town of 3.000. J.

R. Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Alabama.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Sw'anson. An unusual
and excellent story gorgeously set and
splendidly cast lends itself especially to

fashion tie-ups and other exploitation. We
played it for an extended run with gratifying

results. Has good moral tone
;
am doubt-

ful whether it is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw mixed class in city

of 44,000. Admission 10-17-20-25. W. C. Ben-
son, Laurier Theatre (1,100 seats), Woon-
socket, Rhode Island.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. Gorgeous
gowns and settings, scenes and sensational
climaxes in every respect a big production.
So good you’ll want to see it over again and
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I did. Book this one and no mistake can or

will be made. William Noble, Criterion

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. The best

thing this star has turned out to date, opened
good but fell off on the end of the week due
to heat. Local censors passed without cuts.

Has spicey moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw high
class in city of 75,000. Admission 28-40-55.

W. H. Lusher, Strand Theatre (900 seats),

Pasadena, California.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. Personally, I

consider this a conglomeration of nothing.

T. H. Whittemore, Newcastle, California.

BORDERLAND. (5,405 feet). Star, Agnes
Ayres. Eight reels. Sorriest picture we have
had for some time. Lay off this one. Many
like this one would kill a house. Used ones,

threes. Suitable foi Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw mixed class in town of

3,000. Admission 10-20. J. R. Long, Opera
House (500 seats), Fort Payne, Alabama.

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR. (5,601 feet).

Star, Jack Holt. A very well liked feature
which was interesting all the way through.
Film in good condition. Draw mixed class.

Admission 15-25. Had full house. Jerry
Wertin, Winter Theatre (250 seats), Albany,
Minnesota.

CHILDREN OF JAZZ. (6,800 feet). Star,

Eileen Percy. Not at all like one would in-

fer from the title. A fine little picture,

entertaining throughout, with an honest-to-
goodness laugh supplied by Snitz Edwards.
Had good attendance. Draw general class

in town of 3,720. Admission varies. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (294 seats),

Rochester, Indiana.

CHILDREN OF JAZZ. (6,080 feet). Star,

Eileen Percy. Production is well done.
Interesting and will please providing you
get them in. Displays will not get them
in as patrons do not demand this type of
picture. Good print. Moral tone good. Suit-

able for Sunday. Draw better class and uni-

versity students, city of 35,000. P. A. Wills,

Park Theatre, Champaign, Illinois.

COWBOY AND THE LADY. (4,918

feet). Star, Mary Miles Minter. A weak
program picture for us. A fairly good
comedy helped save the show and also our
old reliable International News helped also.

Regular advertising brought fair attend-
ance. Draw better class in town of 4,500.

Admission 15-10. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Thea-
tre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE. (5,695 feet).

Star, Jack Holt. An entertaining picture.

Much better than Holt’s “Tiger Claw.” Holt,

as usual, is good. So are Sigrid Holmquist
and Frank Nelson. C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

HEART RAIDER. (5,075 feet). Star, Agnes
Ayres. Good picture while it was an im-
probable story, it held the interest of my
patrons, and pleased them all. Had fair

attendance. Adolph Schutz, Liberty Thea-
tre, Silver City, New Mexico.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

Not a great picture but entertaining due to

the fact that it’s different from the usual
run of pictures. Had good attendance.
Draw general class in town of 3,720. Ad-
mission varies. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre (294 seats), Rochester,
Indiana.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

This is a big time production for the thea-
tre that likes something different from the
movie melodrama. It pokes fun at a little

of everything including the exhibitor and the
audience. Tells a smooth story that gets
the sympathy of the audience. Introduces all

the big time stars in a natural manner. Good
business three days. Suitable for Sunday.
Draw general class in city of 15,000. Admis-

How About You?

“Please find enclosed my report

on “Steelheart.” 1 have been
reading a long time at the expense
of my Brother Exhibitor, and this

is my first to report on.”—E. R.
Hacker, Colonial Theatre, Gorin,

Missouri.

sion 10-30. Ben L. Morris, Temple, Elk,

Grand, Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

Not what it should be. Pleases fifty-fifty.

They either like it or they don’t like it.

See it and get others’ opinion before book-
ing. Has a good story and plot and is better

than the other “Star” production put out

by other companies. Good print. Moral tone

O. K. Suitable for Sunday. Poor attendance,

city of 35,000. Draw university students and
better class. P. A. Wills, Park Theatre,

Champaign, Illinois.

HUMORESQUE. (5,987 feet). Star, Alma
Rubens. Put this on with violinist, pianist

and cello and made an excellent program
and made a little money for a change. Has
excellent moral tone and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Lindrud &
Guettinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane,
Wisconsin.

KICK IN. (7,074 feet). Star cast. Without
a doubt one of the finest pictures I have
ever seen. It’s a pleasure to show this kind.

Business good both days. Used posters,

heralds, mail. Good attendance of neigh-

borhood patronage in town of 4,000. Ad-
mission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Thea-
tre (500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. Miss Dalton was good
in this one. William Noble, Criterion Thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, O lahoma.

LOVES OF PHARAOH. (7,352 feet). Star

cast. A good picture, but following on the

order of “The Sheik”; too many Egyptian
and desert pictures having been shown,
spoils this one as a box-office money getter.

William Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

NOBODY’S MONEY. (5,584 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. Fair program picture but not

one to be played during the warm weather
as it does not move quickly enough to hold

one’s interest under this condition. Wanda
Hawley appears very attractive. T. H.
Whittemore, Newcastle. California.

N’TH COMMANDMENT. (7,339 feet).

Star, Colleen Moore. No sign of the genius

that marked that other Hurst-Borzage-Cos-
mopolitan hit, “Humoresque” is visible in

this ridiculous conglomeration. Pleased
about forty per cent. Moral tone fair only.

Not suitable for Sunday. Average attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Admission
10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre (750

seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

NE’ER-DO-WELL. (7,414 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. An excellent picture in

every respect, and should draw well. Wil-
liam Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

OLD HOMESTEAD. (7,606 feet). Star
cast. Old for us but very good business

with this one. One of the very finest pic-

tures; tell me one who does not like Theo-
dore Roberts. Just put in your program
that he is the star and that is O. K. Had
big attendance for hot night. Draw good
class. Victor D. Stamitis, Throop Theatre,
Brooklyn, New York.

ONLY 38. (6,175 feet). Star cast. To
begin with, in fairness to the picture, I will

say that it is entertaining, well acted, ably
directed and flawlessly staged. As a rule
those words would indicate that it is a de-
cidedly superior attraction but I most em-
phatically do not consider it so. Here is

a good picture that is likely to do inesti-

mable damage to the small town theatre
showing it. It preaches a moral that will

widen the breach existing already between
the church and the screen. There is not an
immoral or suggestive scene or word in it,

but the lesson it teaches is vicious. I am
not in the least narrow, but in the smaller
cities, under twenty-five thousand, we have
somewhat bridged the chasm between our
theatres and our churches. By strict liv-

ing, ourselves, and a vigorous elimination of
all vulgar, obscene and offensive matter in

the pictures, we have developed a following
amongst men and women who are generally
called “church people.” We even succeed
in bringing the ministers into our houses
occasionally and the habit of preaching
against the picture theatre has almost dis-

appeared. Imagine, then, what damage this

picture, with its glorifying of dancing and
holding up to ridicule those devout church
lovers who oppose it, may do in a commu-
nity where the two great Protestant church-
es that oppose and forbid dancing, pre-
dominate. No matter what my own opinion
of dancing may be, the majority of my
church going patrons oppose it. Call them
narrow if you will, but I must have their
patronage if I am to live. If the cause of
dancing and “jazz” in general must be cham-
pioned let someone in a safer refuge than
the screen ta“e up the cudgel for it. No
producer has the right to use my screen to
preach such a doctrine. Mr. Exhibitor in a
small city, see this one before you buy it.

li your natrons have no objection to seeing
a dead m.nister’s wife indulging in extreme
gaiety, against the wishes of her strictly
reared children, if you play to few church-
goers or if you do not care for the opinion
of church going people, this picture is good,
but it is dangerous in a community where
the exhibitor has, by hard work and strict
care, earned the friendship of the churches.
E. W. Collins, Jonesboro Amusement Co.,
Jonesboro, Arkansas.

ON THE HIGH SEAS. (5,050 feet). Star,
Jack Holt. Very good picture and received
many comments on this one. Will please
one hundred percent. Used ones, slide. Had
good attendance. Draw better class in town
of 800. Admission 10-30. F. G. Leal. Leal
Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.

PINK GODS. (7,062 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. Didn’t think very much of this
one. The pink gods were too pink. Some
li ed the picture and some d'd not. Wil-
liam Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City,
O lahoma.

PRIDE OF PALpMAR. (7,494 feet). Star
cast. Bad title. Frightened people off, but
the show itself was passable. A1 C. Werner,
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. (6,216 feet).
Stars, Gloria Swanson, Theodore Roberts.
Very good picture with fine cast. Modern
jazz drama but suitable for Sunday. Good
attendance, drawing middle and lower class
of residential district in big city. Admis-
sion 15 matinee, 25 evenings. J. F. Enos*
New Lyceum Theatre (1,260 seats), San Fran-
cisco, California.

PURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star*
Madge Kennedy. From stage play “Dear
Me.” Just fair picture. Business just fair.

Moral tone o. k. and is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw wealthy nd
medium class in city of 75,000. W. H. Lusher*
Strand Theatre (900 seats), Pasadena, Cali-
fornia.

PURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,754 feet). Star*
Monte Blue. A program picture that has
good points and will please the audience.
Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw uni-
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versity students and better class in city of

35.000. Admission 15-25-30. P. A. Wills,

Park Theatre (610 seats), Champaign,
Illinois.

RUSTLE OF SILK. (6,947 feet). Star,

Betty Compson. Drew good for us, but oh
my! What a panning we received from the

younger element. They said too much mush.
Had good attendance. Draw better class in

town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A.

Anglemire, “Y" Theatre (400 seats), Naza-
reth, Pennsylvania.'

RUSTLE OF SILK. (6,947 feet). Star,

Betty Compson. Just thought to be a so-so

picture here, neither raved over it, nor
did they seriously condemn it, and that’s

about what the writer thought also. Aver-
age entertainment, nothing more. Had fair

attendance. Draw health seekers and tour-

ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

SALOMY JANE. (6.270 feet). Star,

Jacqueline Logan. Just another 49’er but

done big. A clever company and producer.

Our aud.ence li ed it, but no one said much
about it. Draw family class in town of 17,000.

Admission 17-28. J. M. Blanchard, Strand
Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Pennsylvania.

SALOMY JANE. (6.270 feet). Star, Jac-
queline Logan. When the stage-coach
galloped into the muzzle of guns and the

mas s of quick-trigger men; when the

vigilantes were the law, and a rope and
a tree brought swift justice, when the west
was a world of wild adventure. That’s the

setting of this vivid story by the greatest

of Western writers, Bret Harte. William
Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

TIGER’S CLAW. (5.297 feet). Star, Jack
Holt. This story is one that is out of the

’“beaten path” and was well received. Used
usual advertising and played to splendid

house. Has splendid moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had very good attend-

ance. Draw residential class in suburban
town. Admission 10-15-20. J. L. Stallman,

Darby Theatre (900 seats), Darby, Pennsyl-
vania.

TOLL GATE. Star, William S. Hart. Good
western picture. Better than the usual

Hart pictures of late. He does less posing

and more action. Has fair moral tone. Suit-

able for Sunday in some places. Had fair

attendance. Draw small town class in town
of 400. Admission 10-35. R. N. Rounds,
Scenic Theatre (140 seats), Kado'ca, South
Dakota.

TP A!L OF THE LONESOME PINE.
(5,675 feet). Stars, Mary Miles M inter, An-
tonio Moreno. Good: much better than

many of Paramount’s specials. Ernest Tor-

rence stands out in the role of Miss Min-
ter’s father. Had extra good attendance.

Miss Minter always draws well for me.

Town of 3.720. C. F. Kreighbaum, Para-

mount Theatre (300 seats), Rochester,

Indiana.

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN. (6,491 feet).

Star, Alma Rubens. This picture drew' very

well for us. Biggest Wednesday night in

months. Picture is good of its kind but is

much longer than necessary. Had good at-

tendance. Draw better class in town of 4.-

500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN
FLOWER. (11.618 feet). Star, Marion
Davies. Paid the highest rental, used the

most advertising of any picture I have
played, but it has drawn the biggest crowd,

and pleased them at fifty cents and twenty-

five. A picture worth paying a second ad-

mission to see. Used slide, photos, heralds,

windovrcards, boards. Had excellent attend-

ance. Draw farmers, summer visitors and
townspeople in town of 800. Guy C. Saw-
yer, Town Hall (250 seats), Chester, Ver-

mont.

Dave’s Late Ones
AFRIL SHOWERS (Preferred). Stars,

Kenneth Harlan, Colleen Moore. Pleased
here very much; but didn’t pull. Per-
sonally, a picture that you can get back
of. Nothing big—maybe a shade above
program average—but it will please at

regular prices and with a nice set of

fillers.

ELEVENTH HOUR (Fox). Star,

Charles ‘“Buck” Jones. A slam-bang
melodrama of the ten-twent’-thirt’ type
with every known type of thrill thrown
in. Pretty well produced, and if you
tell your patrons just what it is you’ll

get no squawks. The highbrows will rid-

icule it—but the galler es will “eat it up.”
It’s a good picture. They call it a spe-
cial, but I’d buy this carefully; it’s no
“Miracle Man.”
Both these reports sent by our good

friend, Dave Seymour, having a patron-
age of health-seekers and tourists, Pon-
t’ac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN
FLOWER. (11,618 feet). Star, Marion
Davies. A very good picture with beautiful
settings and all the things that go with the
star. If you can buy this right, you can
ma ce money. Had good attendance, draw-
ing rural class and from town of 1,100.

Admission 10-30-40. E. L. Wharton, Orpheum
Theatre (350 seats), Glasgow, Montana.

WHILE SATAN SLEEPS. (6,675 feet).

Star, Jack Holt. Consider this one very
good. Rather sad ending. Not much like

the old edition of the same story with Dustin
Farnum. Good moral tone, possibly suitable
for Sunday. Drew good attendance of
student and family classes in town of 4,000.

Admission 10-22. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre
(600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.

THE WHISTLE. (5,359 feet). Star. W.
S. Hart. A good drama. Bill looked good
in' his new role, but story seemed a little

too sad to please majority. Print old and
badly patched up. Regular advertising gave
poor attendance. Draw rural and town of
286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion
Theatre (136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

United Artists
I ACCUSE. (5,000 feet). Star cast. A

real honest good picture that pleased one
hundred per cent. Can be bought right.

Print excellent. Patrons pleased as it was
quite refreshing to breac away from the
usual run of pictures. Used two ones, one
three, one six, one set 11x14. Had good at-

tendance. Draw small town class. William
L. Eddy, Star Theatre, Bristol. Rhode
Island.

Universal
BROAD DAYLIGHT. Star cast. Just fair,

but Universal sells ’em right. You don’t

have to ta e in a fortune. Used to head
variety, night. Had fair attendance. Draw
small town class. W. Ray Erne, Rialto The-
atre, Charlotte City, Michigan.

DEAD GAME. (4,819 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. The usual Hoot Gibson picture,

neither good nor bad. William Noble, Ri-

alto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

FLAMING HOUR. (4.508 feet). Star,

Frank Mayo. Fair. Not up to Mayo’s
standard. Will likely please the majority,

but don’t expect too much. Used one three,

one one, 11x14. Had good attendance.

Draw rural class in town of 125. Admission
10-25. George J. Heller, Pastime Theatre
(125 seats), Kanona, Kansas.

HEADIN’ WEST. (4,548 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. Fair. Can’t hand it much, though.
Moral tone O. K. Had good attendance.
Draw village and rural class in town of 400.

Admission 15-25. E. L. Partridge, Pyam
Theatre (250 seats), Kinsman, Ohio.

VICTOR. (4,880 feet). Star, Herbert Rawl-
inson. Played this on a Saturday night and
it went well. Plenty of scrap in this and
it was ideal for the night I played it. It

was just the kind that the kids wanted and
they didn’t' hesitate to make it known. Can-
didly a good program picture that will make
good every program promise. Possibly a
little inconsistent. But get it and buy it

right. Usual advertising brought good attend-
ance. Draw health seekers and tourists. Dave
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Sara-
nac Lake, New York.

WHAT WIVES WANT. (4,745 feet). Star
cast. Did not see this one but my patrons
said it was below the average for Universal.
Pleased about fifty per cent. Below aver-
age attendance of family (mostly labor)
class in city of 80,000. Admission ten cents
straight. M. F. Meade, Olive Theatre (450
seats), St. Joseph, Missouri.

Vitagraph
COURAGE OF MARGE O’DOONE. Star

cast. Fair picture. William Noble, Isis

Theatre, Oklahoma City, O Jahoma.

COURAGE OF MARGE O’DOONE. Star
cast. Old but good for small town patron-
age. Big revival meeting going on in town
but drew average business. Print in good
condition and bought it reasonable. Regu-
lar advertising brought average attendance.
Draw small town and rural class in towrn
of 1,474. Admission 5-10-20. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,
Tennessee.

Comedies
BACK TO THE WOODS. (Christie). An

excellent comedy in every respect. Scenery
very beautiful also. It will please. It has
many novel stunts among big pines and
around lumbering camps. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. H. J. Longaker, Howard Thea-
tre, Alexandria, Minnesota.

CAPTAIN KIDD’S KIDS. (Pathe).
Star, Harold Lloyd. A fair picture, not up to

the Lloyd standard. Advertising slants,

Lloyd. Had fair attendance. Draw all classes

in town of 2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W.
Strayer, Monarch Theatre (250 seats), Mt.
Joy, Pennsylvania.

FROM HAND TO MOUTH. (Pathe). One
of Lloyd’s funny slapstick comedies. Reissue.
A laugh every minute. Film first class. Draw
all classes in town of 2.800. Admission 15-

25. D. W. Strayer, Monarch Theatre (250
seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

FROZEN NORTH. (First National).

Keaton always goes over good here. “Frozen
North” the best we have run to date. Draw
small town patronage. M. T. Waugh, Em-
press Theatre, Grundy Center, Iowa.

IDLE CLASS. (First National-Chaplin).
The usual Chaplin comedy. Couldn’t make
much money the day I ran this one be-
cause the comedy cost me a small fortune
and after paying for feature bro e about
even. Wish I had run a Lloyd reissue in-

stead. -Moral tone O. K. Suitable for Sun-
day. Had fair attendance of general class

in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank
G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats). Irving-
ton, California.

LADIES MAN. (Metro). A good comedy,
which although reckoned old had never
been shown here, so it was as good as the
latest one out. Got a good print too. Draw
farmers, summer visitors, townspeople in

town of 800. Admission varies, usually 10-
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25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats),

Chester, Vermont.

POP TUTTLE’S LOST NERVE. (F. B.
O.) Star, Dan Mason. Our first Plum
Center; and give us more like it. Film in

good condition. W. T. Waugh, Empress
Theatre, Grundy Center, Iowa.

ROLL ALONG. (Christie). Another good
-comedy by Christie. Plot very funny. Black-
face comedians is the cast. They did ex-
cellent. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had fair attendance. H. J.

Longa er, Howard Theatre, Alexandria,
Minnesota.

SENNETT REISSUES. (Paramount).
These reissues compare very favorably with
many of the new comedies on the mar.<et,

and are superior to any others at the same
price. A brand new print is enough to mate
you happy, and when you have a good
snappy comedy on it, everything is all to

the merry. Draw townspeople and farmers
in town of 800. Admission 10-25. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre (250 seats),

Chester, Vermont.

SKIPPER’S LAST REPORT. (Educa-
tional). If any one laughed at this I failed

to hear them. A burlesque on serial pictures
and country shows. It would no doubt please
the reformers that never miss an oppor-
tunity to ridicule the picture shows. Draw
all classes in town of 2,000. Admission 10-

25. J. C. Rowton, Orpheum (300 seats),

Quinton, O lahoma.

TEN SECONDS. (Universal). The best
Lee Moran we’ve run. Got a few laughs for

us. Has fair moral tone. I ran it on Sunday.
Had excellent attendance. Draw rural and
small town class in town of 286. Admission
10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre, Cush-
ing, Iowa.

THOSE COLLEGE GIRLS. (Keystone).
This is my first one, and was a dandy. Went
big. They are reissues. The old Keystone
comedies that were made years ago. If

they’re all as good as this one, will be sat-
isfied. They are sure in fine shape on the
screen and the price is right. Draw middle
class. Admission 10-20. William Thacher,
Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

THREE MUST GET THERES. (Allied
Distributors). Star, Max Linder. (3,800 feet).

Some knockout also some “walkout.” This is

one of the latter mentioned. Moral tone “A
flat.” Not suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. Draw family and student class
in town of 4,000. Admission 10-22. R. J. Relf,

Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.

TORCHY COMEDIES. (Educational). A

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Missing!

What’s happened to Stanley N.
. Chambers, R. Mason Hall, Thos.
L. Haynes, Walter C. Benson—and
a lot of other good friends? The
exhibitors want to hear from you
boys.

good comedy for adults, not so much slap

stick that gets monotonous by constant rep-

etition. Contain plenty of laughs. Draw
country class and summer visitors in town
of 800. Admission usually 10-25. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats), Chester,
Vermont.

TROPICAL ROMEO. (Fox). Average
comedy as compared with the rest of Al's

comedies. Draw all classes in town of 1.000.

Admission 15-25. Jac - Kaplan, Rivoli Thea-
tre (378 seats), South Fallsburg, New York.

WHEN SUMMER COMES. (First Na-
tional). Good, pleased all. All of the First

National Ben Turpin two reel comedies are

the best we ever ran excepting one Chaplin.
Draw best class in city of 53,000. Admission
10, 25, 30. J. A. Fournoy, Criterion Theatre
(569 seats), Macon, Georgia.

Serials
HAUNTED VALLEY. (Pathe). Did not

draw for me. Advertising slants mystery
element, star. Had poor attendance. Draw
town and country class in town of 700. J. B.

Carter, Electric Theatre, Browning, Missouri.

PERILS OF THE YUKON. (Universal).

An excellent picture with great drawing
power. William Noble, Isis Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

Short Subjects
FRUITS OF FAITH. (Pathe). Got the

surprise of my life with this, the first short
reel program I ever tried out. Patrons just

flocked in and on their way out told me to

do it again. In my avertising I emphasized
that it was a “Laugh Show.” Has excellent

moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
excellent attendance. Draw residential class

in town of 1,500. Admission 10-25. J. A.
McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats), Port
Orchard, Washington.

ROPED AND TIED. (Universal). Very
good. Business fair. William Noble, Isis

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

STRIKE OF THE RATTLER. (Uni-
versal). The usual program picture. William
Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

WONDERS OF THE SEA. (F. B. O.). A
good educational picture without a story.

Pleased about twenty-five percent of the
people, if played with another feature it

might be O. K., not otherwise. Suitable for

Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw mixed
class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-20.

Charles Martin, Family Theatre (350 seats),

Mt. Morris, New York.

State Rights
CRIMSON GOLD. (Elfelt Prod). Star

cast. (5,000 feet). The usual program pic-

ture. William Noble, Majestic Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

DANGER TRAIL. (K. E. S. E.-Selig). Star,

Violet Hemingway. (5,000 feet). Good picture
and business. William Noble, Folly Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

GUN-SHY? (5,000 feet). Star, Franklyn
Farnum. This is one of the best western
pictures we have had in some time. Don’t
be afraid to book this one. Boost it to

the s' y. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
mixed class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-

20. J. R. Long, Opera House (500 seats),

Fort Payne, Alabama.

HILLS AFLAME. (Russell Prod). Star,

Mary Wynn. Fair picture and business. Wil-
liam Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

JUDGMENT. (World Film Corp.). Star
cast. If your patrons like old time costume
pictures of the Mary, Queen of Scots time
give them this. Very fine (personal opinion).
Our patrons do not like this kind, ex-
cept the highbrows. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 2,800. Admission
15-25. D. W. Strayer, Smith Theatre (250
seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

MONEY MONSTER. (Peerless). Star,

Henry Victor. This pictur, is absolutely
worthless, nothing to it. Would not advise
anyone to boo c it, like all English pictures
it’s slow like a tea party. Has bad moral
tone and is not suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes in town of
2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W. Strayer, Smith
Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

Fill In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his hooking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to your
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone . .

Size of Town

Name

Suitable for Sunday?

Type you draw from

Theatre City

Attendance

State



WiTh the AdvertisingBrains
AWeekly Discussion °fTheNew Unusualr°Novel in promotionAids

CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

T HEX it comes to completeness
/ of a campaign to put over a

picture Goldwyn must be
reckoned away up in front with the

leaders.

For not only does Goldwyn issue the
usual advance press sheet; they go one
better and, a short time after the pic-

ture has played a few first runs, issue

a supplementary “yellow” sheet, in

which is incorporated additional ex-

ploitation ideas, most of which have
proved successful by experience before
being suggested to exhibitors.

Thus the exhibitor gets both advance

Reproduction of front cover of advance
press sheet. Original is an exact-size re-

production of window card, which idea kills

two birds with one stone. Cover itself can
be used for display purposes.

suggestions and the benefits of success-

ful experience.

r”p HE men behind the guns on Gold-

J. wyn campaigns are Howard Dietz
and Eddie Bonns. To them and their

staff of capable assistants goes the
credit for promoting Goldwyn pictures
in a highly successful way.

A S typical of the completeness of
the campaign issued on every

Goldwyn picture, let us consider the
campaign on “Six Days.”

F IRST of all, the usual advance
press book is published. While it

is by no means particularly remark-
able as such, it more than holds its

place with the best of them, and con-
tains a wealth of good stuff.

The keynote of the entire campaign
is the “kiss.” This is a darn good sales

angle for this particular picture, and
it has been carried out in almost every
newspaper ad, poster, etc. Of course,

the thrill angle has not been forgotten,

nor has the straight drama of the plot

been overlooked.

THE front cover of the advance

press book is an exact-size repro-

duction of the window card. As ex-

plained in a type note, the window card

itself is lithographed in four colors.

This idea is good, and we believe it

to be original with Goldwyn.
The inside front cover of the ad-

vance press book contains two-color

reproductions of the posters, all of

which accentuate the “kiss” idea.

Next follows a page containing the

story of the play and pictures of the

cast, together with a sales message to

the exhibitor.

The newspaper ads are many and
varied, most of them being so designed
that they are elastic enough to permit
of decreasing or increasing their size.

Then too, the pictorial parts of the
ads are such that the illustration can
be reproduced in any size desired. The
entire line of newspaper ads is so laid

out that the exhibitor who knows even
a little bit about engraving can make
up his own ads from the illustration

and copy contained therein.

The publicity stories are of the usual
calibre, and are printed on pages with
blank backs, making them handy to
clip. It is worth mentioning that the

FREE PASSES >« “SIX DAYS”
TO NEXT BEST CONTRIBUTIONS
DURING WEEK STARTING SEPT. 16

One of the stunts in the supplement. $6.00
first prize and passes given contestants who
write greatest number of 6’s inside the fig-

ure six. Inexpensive, simple, effective.

Goldwyn ,,

Charles Brabin’s
production oT

y ElinorGlyn
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
JUNE MATHIS

Editorial Director

Corinne Griffith
<md FrankMayo

Directed by Charles Brabitt

A GOLDWYN PICTURE

Could YOU vail for
“Six Days

V

"Six Days " are nit

too far avay.
.1 lot (an happen in

"Six Days .**

It’s almost "Six Days"

Set of attractive teaser ads drawn by John Held, Jr. They lend themselves particularly to

space ads. Good stuff.

Try and Hold out for

"Six Days."

nlarpement

Hooray! "Sue Daysm vsas

nrortk ciifm# for

/

illustrations for Kicrcrpr-
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The “kiss” keynote of the entire campaign. A selling idea carried out in almost every
piece of promotion. Just the sort of angle to put an Elinor Glyn story over properly.

publicity cuts have no hand-lettered
captions—merely type captions that

can be changed or deleted by news-
papers at will, without the trouble of
sawing or cutting a plate.

Exploitation ideas are fairly plen-

tiful in the advance sheet, which also

contains two-color reproductions of

the lobby displays, herald, slide, etc.

A few stills from the trailed also are
shown.

All in all, the advance press sheet is

a representative one, and the exhibitor
who runs the picture before the “yel-
low” supplement has been issued has
more than enough material with which
to work.

THE “yellow” supplement is the ex-
ploitation compendium par excel-

lence. Its sixty-odd mimeographed
pages contain just about as much seat-

selling information as it is possible to

crowd into that much space. Its early

pages sum up the success the picture

already has attained, and the following
pages show why—and HOW.

In showman’s language it helps the
exhibitor understand what he has to

sell. For instance, one sub-head right-

ly states : “Love Theme Your Biggest
Bet,” and continues: ‘Six Days’ is

saturated with powerful ‘love’ situa-

tions.” Build up your campaign on
that basis, because when your patrons
see your advertising containing Elinor
Glyn’s name along with a peppy love

story you have an unbeatable promo-
tion asset.”

There may be exhibitors who dis-

agree with the foregoing but we are
inclined to the belief that it is true in

the majority of cases.

W ITH each “yellow” sheet is a
sample of the two-color herald,

as well as samples of almost every
other piece of printed matter that it

is suggested be used. A fashion show
is suggested, and a sample layout given
of what should be an effective throw-
away on “How to Win a Husband in

‘Six Days.’
”

An especially good idea, we believe,

is the plan of reproducing the news-
paper ads. used during the run of the
picture at the Capitol Theatre, New
York. As explained in the supplement,
the cuts in these ads. were made from

illustrations in the advance sheet, and
any exhibitor who desires can duplicate
them at his local engraver’s.

W HILE space limitations prohibit
a detailed description of every

exploitation idea contained in the sup-
plement, we want to register the opin-

ion that just about every inch of

ground has been covered. Merchant
tie-ups are explained; a large sheet
contains a variety of cuts in differing

styles and sizes which may be used
in co-operative merchant advertising

in almost any size newspaper space;

the pages show how to conduct vari-

ous inexpensive and effective contests,

and a host of other things.

No exhibitor in the world could be
expected to go in for every stunt sug-

gested, but any exhibitor in the world
should be able to gather, from the

pages of the advance press book and
the “yellow” supplement, more than
enough ideas and aids to suit his own
particular needs.

I
N comprehensiveness the campaign
on “Six Days” is the same as that

evolved on every Goldwyn release.

Other companies from time to time
have issued ultra-comprehensive press

sheets on particular pictures, but no
other company than Goldwyn, to our
knowledge, issues an advance press

sheet and a supplementary sheet on
every release.

We believe it to be an excellent idea,

and one that might profitably be put
into operation by others, especially on
special productions whose life is fairly

long. We feel certain that results

would more than compensate for the
time, trouble and comparatively slight

expense involved.

Tho Engaged to Another

in her hour of greatest danger,

she confronted her true lover.

Nothing could keep them apart.

It was another’s ring that halm

w^e but it was Dion’s kiss which

burned on her lips,

lamitv had united them. Fight ana

Courage must see them through

£°
geth!r. If they should never

escape from this living tomb . . • •

list,

Fighting for his

very Ufe

See Charles Brabin’s supreme

effort as a dl^°r

r\nr^ Griffith

~perb as

heroine and hero.

Goldwyn presents

eliyrxNi

Sunday

capitoltheatre

A Love That Could
Never Die!

In their hour of greatest

need they pledged them-

selves to each other.

“I love you, Laline,” he said.

Courage came. Hope remained.
This love could never be crushed
out by Fate. It was too great,

too beautiful.

Charles Brabin has directed

a remarkable picture for

Goldwyn. Corinne Griffith

and Frank Mayo in the
leading roles are superb.

£jC£n&L-^

To-morrow

CAPITOL THEATRE]

LOVE’S ZERO HOUR

aSSSSsssi

Dion caressed Laline
tenderly

ness would sVin Ifc

A

Sunday

CAPITOL THEATP n

A few samples of the newspaper ads used in the New York dailies during the run of the picture at the Capitol Theatre. Samples
incorporated in supplement. Cuts made from illustrations in advance sheet. Any exhibitor can do likewise.
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‘‘His Children’s Children”

Many Well-Known Players in Paramount’s
Screen Version of Popular Novel

by Arthur Train

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Arthur Train’s widety read novel of great
wealth and its unhappy effect on a family
in high society has been used as a basis for

the Paramount production, “His Children’s
Children.’’ The picture is elaborately
mounted in keeping with the financial status

of the leading characters and it is portrayed
by a cast of well- nown players.
With all the resources at his command,

however. Director Sam Wood has produced
a picture which never reaches any great
heights of drama and in fact only partially

succeeds in holding the interest of the aver-
age spectator. Apparently there was a big
idea behind the novel, that of the baneful
influence of the great wealth of old Peter
Kayne not only on his son but on his son’s
three children, but this idea is not clearly
brought out in the screen version.

It would seem as if the director tried to

do too much with the limited footage at his

command. The story demanded that not
only should the career of the old man and
his fifty-five-year-old son be followed but
also the career of each of the three daugh-
ters which lead along a different pathway.
In doing this there is a wealth of detail in

seeking to bring out each character with a
resulting overplus of incident and a conse-
quent lac < of dramatic force. This is en-
hanced by the fact that in the constant
switching from the career of one principal
to another and back again the continuity
is bro en and the effect of the central theme
weakened.
The story is told more as a narrative than

*

as drama. It is in reality a character study
of several divergent types and the effect of
wealth on each, and while the individual
character drawings are well done there is a
lack of cohesion in dovetailing them. In
bringing out the author’s idea there is a
noticeable restraint and endeavor to get
away from situations that with little twists
could easily have been made melodramatic.
There is also considerable moralizing. The
climax of the story is the most dramatic
scene, but its effect is largely psychological,
for the picture ends not with the old man
saving his son from ruin, as many will ex-
pect, but in having the old gentleman as he
falls dead tear from the walls a tapestry re-
vealing the motto which seems to be the
keynote of the story, “Except the Lord
build the house, they labor in vain that
build it.”

The large cast all acquit themselves cred-
itably with the limited opportunities at their
command. The burden of the story falls

upon Hale Hamilton as the father and
George Fawcett as the grandfather. Bpth
give good performances, especially Fawcett.
Bebe Daniels has the leading feminine role
and does satisfactory work in a role for the
most part quite different from her usual
type and in which she had little chance for
effective scenes. The same is true of Dor-
othy Mackaill, James Rennie and several of

the others.

The nature of the plot brings out the un-
pleasant sides of each member of the Kayne
family and their weaknesses, which while
entirely plausible, have the effect of not

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

April Showers (Preferred)

David Copperfield (Associated Ex-
hibitors)

His Children’s Children (Para-
mount)

Let’s Go (Truart)

Love Pirate, The (F. B. O.)

Way Men Love, The (Grand

-

Asher)

producing any intense sympathy for them.
It is not a happy nor an ideal family that is

dissected in this instance and several dis-

agreeable facts about them are brought out.

As a result, while the picture will probably
appeal to those who have read the novel, it

seems to be lac ing in the elements that go
to make up satisfactory entertainment for

the majority of patrons.

Cii st

Diana Hebe Daniels
Sheila Dorothy Mackaill
Lloyd Maitland Janies Rennie
Peter H. Kayne George Fawcett
Rufus Kayne Hale Hamilton
Claudia Katheryn Lean
Larry Devereaux Mali Ion Hamilton
Mercedes Mary Eaton
Dr. Dhal Warner Oland
Florian John Davidson
Mrs. Wingate Sally Cvute
Uncle Hilly McGaw Joe Burke
Lord Harrowdale Templar Powell
Mr. Pepperill Lawrence D'Orsay
Mrs. Rufus Kayne Dora Mills Adams
Krabfleisch, an attorney H. Cooper Clift'e

Rased on novel by Arthur Train.
Scenario by Monte M. Katterjolin.

Directed by Sam Wood.
Photographed by Alfred Gilks.

Length, S,3tiO feet.

Story

Rufus Kayne on his fifty-fifth birthday re-
ceives from his father Peter the old man’s
check for his last $100,000. Peter was a
forceful old chap with aggressive methods
and was known as the Old Pirate. He was
never reached in society, but Rufus gained
this goal and was known for his eminent
respectability. He was president of a big
trust company. Rufus at his birthday feast
noted the absence of his three children.
Diana was away with a duck-shooting party,
Claudia was unhappily married to an Eng-
lishman and Sheile was with a jazz party.
Rufus, feeling the emptiness of it all, allows
himself to become infatuated with a chorus
girl, Mercedes, and backs a questionable
theatrical venture which fails. He is un-
able to prosecute his associates because of

a threat of blackmail and shoulders the
burden, bringing ruin on himself. Diana has
recognized the error of her way and finds

happiness in rescuing Sheila from her ques-
tionable habits and associates and eventually
agrees to marry Maitland, an idealistic
young attorney, who has helped her. While
old Rufus is ill from a breakdown, the
Kayne house and contents is sold. Rufus,
coming down stairs, finds out what is hap-
pening and falls dead, tearing from the walls
a tapestry revealing the legend, "Except the
Lord build the house, they labor in vain that
build it.”

“Let’s Go”

Richard Talmadge’s First Truart Picture
Offers Light, Peppy Entertainment

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Truart’s first production for Richard Tal-
madge is a light comedy drama with plenty
of action and a good cast. It is slightly

more pretentious than the star’s previous
vehicles. The leading role is more flatter-

ing to him, and the general quality of the
production and style of performance has
more prestige.

It should help to establish a more definite

impression of Richard Talmadge’s distinct

place as an entertainer. His physical agility

is exploited in many amusing and spectacu-
lar feats and those who are anticipating his

stuncs will not be disappointed. He makes
many daring leaps and does some hazardous
climbing all with his usual speed and pep.
He excites interest at the start by jumping
into a car from a third story window and
in numerous pursuits, hops from one roof
to another and supplies various thrills that
add to the suspense of the story.

Aside from this angle, the plot is fairly

amusing and dramatic. George Nichols, with
his usual skill depicts a new type of char-
acter for him—a kind-hearted village mar-
shal who can’t bear to put persons in jail

and is always giving them another chance.
Eileen Percy makes her small part effective

and A1 Fremont supplies some more com-
edy. On the whole there is a good vein of

humor, interesting physical action, and
enough suspense to hold the attention of
the average fan. “Let’s Go” has been
smartly titled by Ralph Spence and should
be a satisfying program feature.

Cast
Harry Mncklin Richard Talmadge
Lucy Frazer Eileen Percy
Jake Frazer George Nichols
Ezra Sprowl Tully Marshall
Milo Sprowl Bruce Gordon
Ollie Banks A1 Fremont
“Dip” McGurk Matthew* Betz
Luke Hazey Lou King
Mrs. Hazey V ggic Herring
Vndren J. Mncklin John Steppling
Story and scenario by Keene Thompson.

Direction by William K. Howard.
Photography by W. E. Shepherd.

Length, 5,19S feet.
Story

Barry Macklin eludes the speed cops and
arrives in Hillsboro, where he is to straight-
en out his father’s deal with the mayor,
Ezra Sprowl. A tramp who has stolen Bar-
ry's clothes shows up, but Barry makes
friends with him and gets him to attempt
robbing a safe so as to enable the town mar-
shal to arrest some one and thus hold his
job. The tramp agrees and obtains some
evidence that incriminates the mayor. Mean-
while real thieves appear, and Barry, after
an excited chase, trails them and hands them
over to the town marshal who is nominated
for the new mayor. Barry marries his
daughter and straightens things out.

“The Love Pirate”

F. B. O. Release Is Melodrama With Famil-
iar Complications, Featuring

Carmel Myers
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A story of various complications, with a

more or less sensational intent follows a fa-

miliar pattern in this F. B. O. release. It re-

lies upon a certain amount of intrigue re-
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garding a notorious cafe owner who at-

tempts to double-cross the district attor-

ney’s deputy. An infatuation with a totally

unsophisticated girl is introduced and makes
the usual appeal.
There is little novelty either in the theme

or the treatment. But where pictures with

cafe life to supply a glamor and an innocent

heroine as the object of foul design to sup-

ply the excitement are popular entertain-

ment, there should be an opening for this at-

traction. With an audience of discernment,

however, the picture will hardly be satis-

factory. It is not sufficiently strong .either

in fundamental or in audience appeal and
while some of the individual performances
are pleasing, the cast on the whole does not

have a chance to distinguish itself.

Kathryn McGuire is pretty and appealing

in a strictly conventional part. Carmel My-
ers brightens a few of the scenes, as the

dancer who is in love with the cafe owner
and adds to the suspense when she unex-
pectedly appears on the scene when he is

murdered. Spottiswoode Aitken has a mel-

odramatic part, almost entirely lacking real-

ism. In some of the smaller theatres melo-

dramatic features of this type have proved
fairly successful and where patrons are not

too demanding it will probably prove satis-

factory.
Cast

Steve Carnan Melbourne McDowell
Ruby be Mar Carmel Myers
Tim Gordan Charles Force
Ruth Revere Kathryn McGuire
Chief Deputy Hugh Waring. .Clyde Fillmore
Cregg Winslow John Tonkey
Mrs. Carnan Carol Halloway
Joe Harris Edw. W. Borman
Cyrus Revere Spottiswoode Aitken

Scenario by William Sester.

Directed by Richard Thomas.

Photographed by Jack W. Fuqua.

Length, 4,900 feet.

Story
Steve Carnan is the secret proprietor of

a notorious cafe which is being investigated

by Hugh Waring, deputy to the district at-

attorney. Waring is baffled and goes to Car-
nan’s wife for advice. Carnan finds him
with his wife and threatens to use this evi-

dence against Waring if he makes trouble.

Waring falls in love with Ruth Revere, a

pretty musician, whom Carnan is pursuing.
Carnan is murdered after luring the girl to

his home but an unexpected confession from
a dying man saves the innocent.

“David Copperfield”

Associated Exhibitors Release Scandinavian
Picturization of Great Dickens Novel

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

To the many admirers of Charles Dickens
the filming of one of his most famous novels

will doubtless be an extraordinarily inter-

esting event. It has been accomplished by
the Nordisk Film Corporation with results

that deserve great praise, and is being re-

leased by Associated Exhibitors. It is fine

entertainment of an uncommon variety.

Its drawing power should not be limited

to those who have read the book, although
that should include a large class of patrons.

Particularly in the first part the picture has

great human appeal. This is mostly be-
cause of the performance of Buddy Martin,

who plays David Copperfield as a boy. He
is an unusual actor with a combination of

strength and sensitiveness and marked per-

sonal appeal.
Some of his scenes will bring an acute

sympathy which in the incident of his being
beaten by Murdstone, mounts almost to

agony. While this is a truthful touch and
in no sense an exaggeration of anything in

the book, it would be less distressing to the

majority if it were less drawn out.

The picture is necessarily more sketchy
than the book. It records the most impor-
tant incidents with a sentiment that recalls

the author’s gifts for comedy and pathos
many times. His flair for characterization

is represented in at least one or two marked
performances.
Frederik Jensen as Micawber is the typ-

ical conception of a Dickensian character.

His performance is an indispensable asset.

Bland, pompous, affectionate, penniless, he

is a delightfully entertaining impersonation
of the famous character who was ever

“waiting for something to turn up.” Uriah
Heep with his hypocritical smile is well por-

trayed by Rasmus Christiansen. The other

famous figures, Aunt Betsey Trotwood, Da-
vid’s pretty mother, his nurse Peggotty,
Dora and Agnes will be found and suggest

to a pleasing degree the originals of the

book.
“David Copperfield,” as most of the fans

know, does not abound in intensely dramatic
or spectacular situations. But the picture,

like the book, has a distinctive appeal. With
its human interest, bits of pathos, numerous
chuckles and faithful backgrounds, it has

very good entertainment value.
Cast

Little David Ruddy Martin
David Copperfield Gorm Smidd
Agnes Karen Wintlier
Aunt Betsey Trotwood Marie Dinesen
Mr. Micawber Frederik Jensen
Uriah Heep Rasmus Christiansen
Dora Spenlow Karina Bell
Peggotty Karen Caspersen

Based upon novel by Charles Dickens.
Scenario by Lauris Skands.

Direction by A. W. Sandberg.
Length, 6,282 feet.

Story-

After David Copperfield’s father dies, his
happiness is disturbed by Mr. Murdstone,
who marries David’s mother, and by his

cruel discipline kills her and banishes David.
He walks for miles, arriving at his Aunt
Betsey Trotwood's home, where he is pro-
tected. He goes away to school, falls in

love and marries after an idyllic romance.
His young wife dies soon after and Agnes,
the girl whom he had known through school
days, is his only comfort. Her father’s for-
tune has been practically stolen by Uriah
Heep, who is eventually arrested. David
and Agnes are happily married.

“April Showers”

Preferred Picture with Kenneth Harlan and
Colleen Moore Has Familiar Material

with Some New Twists
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Preferred Pictures Corporation’s newest
feature, “April Showers,” is the story of a

young chap whose father was a policeman
and was killed in the performance of duty
and it is the ambition of the lad and his

mother to have him also join the force. The
boy’s sweetheart is the daughter of the po-
lice lieutenant, so it will be seen that the
theme centers with these guardians of the
peace. It is not, however, a melodrama in

which the adventures of the police are
played up, in fact this angle is entirely ab-
sent. The action deals entirely with the
home life of this body of men as centered
in their children.

The action of the picture follows largely
along familiar lines and there is very little

new material
;
however, the story is pleas-

ingly told and should prove satisfactory for

the average patron, particularly in the
neighborhood houses, despite the fact that
there are points in the direction that could
be criticised and there is a tendency to

overdo some of the character work to the
extent that it does not ring true. Also the
manner in which the happy ending is brought
about by having one of the officials explain
that an error was made in rating the hero’s
papers in his test to join the force is rather
weak.
On the other hand, there is considerable

human interest and not a little humor in the
development of the romance between the
Irish hero and his Irish sweetheart, in their

little disagreements which probably give rise

to the title which does not seem to be en-
tirely appropriate, and in the scenes where
the boy enters the prize ring to get money

to save his sister from jail for shoplifting.

A novel angle in this connection is the fact

that the hero does not win but is soundly
beaten, considerable interest is also aroused
in the fight which starts off as a frame-up
but develops into an honest-to-goodness
scrap when the hero tells the crowd that it

has been arranged for his opponent to be
knocked out in a certain round, and it is

decided to let the fight proceed anyway.
Kenneth Harlan is well cast as the hero

and Colleen Moore is wistful and effective

in a role that suits her personality as his

sweetheart. Ruth Clifford gives a good per-

formance in a rather unsympathetic role as

a society girl whose settlement work is re-

sented by those she seeks to help, and the

remainder of the cast is entirely satisfactory.

Cast
Danny O’Rourke Kenneth Harlan
Maggie Miildoon Colleen Moore
Miriam Welton Ruth Clifford

Shannon O’Rourke Priscilla Bonner
Mother O'Rourke Myrtle Vane
Matt Gallagher James Corrigan
Flash Irwin Jack Byron
Champ Sullivan Ralph Faulkner
Lieut. Muldoon Tom McGuire

Ring Managers f Kid MeCoy
| Danny Goodman

Scenario by Hope Loring- and L. D. Lighton.
Directed by Tom Forman.

Photographed by Harry Perry.
Length, 6,330 feet.

, Story
Danny O’Rourke was the son of Big- Tim,

a fighting cop. who dies in performance of
duty, and Danny’s mother looked forward to
the day when he should join the force. In
the flat across the narrow court lived Mag-
gie Muldoon, whose father was a police lieu-
tenant, and Danny and Maggy were sweet-
hearts who continually had their lover’s
quarrels. Miriam, a society girl, came into
the district where the families lived and for
a time it looked as if she would break up
the match, but about this time Danny’s sis-
ter Shannon was caught shoplifting and
Danny failed in his examination for the
force. To save his sister, Danny took up
prize fighting, but in a bout with the cham-
pion he was soundly licked. All looked
black, but Maggie stood by him and the
April showers were dissipated when it de-
veloped that there was a mistake in rating
Danny’s papers and that he had a last real-
ized his cherished ambition of becoming a
cop.

“The Way Men Love”

Elliott Dexter Feature for Grand-Ascher Is

Entertaining and Deeply Stirring

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Surprisingly different from what the title

suggests, this Grand-Ascher production has
•a deeply religious theme—treated, however,
in distinctly box-office style. It should have
a tremendous spiritual and emotional appeal.
As applied here, the title seems to refer

to the contrast between “sacred and profane
love.” The beauty and power of the one
and the ugliness of the other are exemplified
in two men, vividly portrayed by Elliott

Dexter and Anders Randolf. This theme
lends itself to an elaborate production with
many angles of interest, of intense sympa-
thetic appeal and a number of dramatic and
spectacular effects.

It includes a marvelously realistic train
wreck. The details in producing the sus-
pense here, the lighting and the crash itself

prove a powerful combination in creating a
thrilling effect. The burning of the mis-
sion house is another big scene but with a
different appeal. The chief significance in

this is the destruction of a monument to

good deeds, the stirring of sympathy for
the immigrants left without aid, and the
paramount detail of the sign “Faith” being
unscarred by the flames. This last really

strikes the keynote of the picture.

The climax comes when the child of the
man who has been perpetrating all these
wrongs on the innocent falls from a second
story balcony and is crippled. At this very

( Continued on page 334)
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IN The Independent Field
New Independent
Omaha Exchange
Simultaneously with the an-

nouncement of the formation of

a new independent distributing

unit in Omaha, which will operate

under the title of Columbia Pic-

tures Film Exchange and distrib-

ute in Iowa and Nebraska, comes
the announcement that the new
exchange has acquired the entire

output of the C. B. C. Film Sales

Corporation.
Julius Singer, who promoted the

venture, has been placed in charge

of Columbia, with head offices in

Omaha.
The first pictures to be released

by the Columbia Pictures Film

Exchange of Omaha will be “For-

give and Forget,' “Temptation,”

“Her Accidental Husband” and
“The Barefoot Boy,” which will be

followed by “Yesterday's Wife,”

“Pal o’ Mine,” “Traffic in Hearts,”

“Passionate Friends” and “The
Lamp in the Desert.”

Talmadge Starts on
Second

Richard Talmadge has started

on his second production for Tru-
art release, being made by Carlos

Productions. It is a swift-moving
story of an entirely different type
from any in which the star has
previously appeared.
The picture, the title of which

has not yet been announced, will

be made under the direction of

Henry Lehrman.

Export and Import
AnotherBuy

Export & Import Film Com-
pany, Inc., have just closed a con-
tract with Mammoth Pictures
whereby they take over the en-
tire world rights, with the excep-
tion of United States and Canada,
to special feature production, “En-
emies of Children.”

“Enemies of Children” is a

screen adaptation of George
Gibbs’s novel, “Youth Tri-

umphant.” Anna Q. Nilsson heads
the all-star cast in this Fisher
production.

Changes Title
Monogram Pictures Corporation

advises change of title of the sec-

ond picture of the Fred Thomson
series from “Shadows of the

Sage” to “North of Nevada.” This
conclusion being reached because
of the pressure brought to bear
from the plainsmen and citizens

of the Nevada country where the

picture was actually filmed and
Thomson finally gained the con-
sent of Andrew J. Callaghan,
president of Monogram, to make
the change. The story as well as

the locale is all Nevada and these

facts coupled with Fred Thom-
son’s love of that country and the

wonderful hospitality of the peo-
ple. came to the point of issue

that brought demand for the

change rather than a request.

Brandt Says Exhibitor

Methods Hurt Industry

“Boden’s Boy” Soon
for Release

Now that the dust of the first

house-cleaning operation is settling,

and the broom is swinging on its

clean sweep, some of the other cob-

webs of the business, aside from
high production cost, must, in the

opinion of Joe Brandt, of the C. B.

C. Film Sales Corporation, be re-

moved before the industry can
really say its house is in order.

The outstanding feature that

seems to require immediate atten-

tion, says Mr. Brandt, is an attempt
on the part of exhibitors throughout
the country to use what Mr. Brandt
terms the “underground” booking
system, which, he says, is now
prevalent. This is not combination
booking, Mr. Brandt states, but
attempts of exhibitors to combine
against paying a fair price for pro-

ductions, and, by such combinations,

to force producers to sell their

product at a heavy loss or do with-

out selling it at all.

C. C. Burr Studio Is

Maintaining Schedule
Though a number of motion pic-"

ture studios are closing down for a

period of readjustment, no such

shutdown is contemplated, nor

needed, at C. C. Burr’s Glendale

studio on Long Island, it is stated.

“I applaud the action of those

producers who have called a needed
halt in their abnormal expenditures

in production so that they may
readjust,” declared Mr. Burr in dis-

cussing the widespread retrenchment

in film production. “However, I am
glad to say that our production

schedule will be maintained just as

we mapped it out in announcing
our season’s product. We are able

to keep our cameras grinding be-
cause we work on a more conser-
vative basis than some other pro-
ducers. We keep our costs within

a margin that permits us to make
good pictures at a fair profit to

the exchanges, the exhibitors, and
ourselves.”

Truart Purchasing
Stories for Films

Truart Film Corporation, as an-

nounced sometime ago by M. H.
Hoffman, vice president, will offer

during the 1923-24 season no less

than 18 productions, including

five Elaine Hammerstein produc-
tions, three Larry Semon produc-
tions, four with Richard Tal-

madge, “The Unknown Purple,”

and one other from Carlos Pro-
ductions, two Roland West Pro-

ductions of the all-star-successful-

stage-play variety, and two or

three with another internationally

famous star who cannot yet be
announced.
Both the eastern and western

editorial departments, under the

direction of Arthur Hocrl in

New York, are co-operating in

the selection of vehicles for Tru-
art’s 1923-24 output. Already it

is reported that no less than six

have been decided upon besides

those already completed and in

production, although it is under-

stood no announcements will be

made until the entire lineup of

plays and stories is complete.

A famous best-seller by an
English author and three suc-

cessful New York stage plays are

among those purchased. Among
those already announced are

“Broadway Gold,” “The Drums of

Jeopard y,” “The Unknown

Purple,” “The Girl in the Limous-
sine,” besides “Let’s Go!,” “To
Live or Die” and “Stepping
Lively,” three thrill-novels for

Richard Talmadge. A recent
Broadway -stage success will prob-
ably be Talmadge’s fourth vehicle.

Grey Now Back at

His Office

“Boden’s Boy,” from the story

by the late Tom Gallon, has just

been completed by Hepworth and
will be released shortly.

Henry Edwards, in addition to

directing this production, appears
in the character of Boden, and
other well known players who as-

sist him include Chrissie White,
Henry Vibart, Francis Lister,

Stephen Ewart and Judd Green.

R. Talmadge Film Is

Booked by U. B. O.
The most important booking

which has yet been accorded
Richard Talmadge was that by
which the United Booking Offices

obtained his first Truart produc-
tion, “Let’s Go!” for showing over
its entire circuit of theatres in

New York and vicinity. The pic-

ture is a first of a series being
made by Carlos productions for

Truart Film release by franchise
on the independent market.

Bryant’s Wife Picks
’Em

Mabel Forrest, in private life

Mrs. Washburn, announces that

she is now reading a scenario of

Crosby George called “Why Pick
On Me?” which will probably be
used for Bryant Washburn’s next
feature for the Grand-Asher Dis-
tributing Corporation.
Ever since Washburn’s early

days with Essanay, before he went
to Lasky on the Coast, Mrs. Wash-
burn has chosen his plays.

Washburn Sees

Schuyler E. Grey, president of

Motion Picture Arts, Inc., 25 West
45th street, New York, is back at

his desk this week after ten days’

absence on the casualty list. Mr.
Grey fell from the stage of the

Weequahic Theatre, Newark, N.

J., a house in which he is a part-

ner, a fortnight ago, and injured

his knee so badly that he has since

been confined to his home with
his leg in a plaster cast.

His accident makes the second
casualty among Motion Picture

Arts officials within the past two
weeks, the other being Director

John L. McCutcheon, who seri-

ously injured his back by a fail

from an apple tree on the grounds
of his country place at Pleasant-
vi lie, N. Y., nearly three weeks
ago. McCutcheon is still confined
to the hospital.

Preview
Bryant Washburn arrived in

New York City on Monday from
Boston, where he was staying

with some Grand-Asher officials.

The reason for his return was to

see a private preview of his first

feature for Grand-Asher entitled

“Try and Get It,” in which he is

supported by a cast composed of

Billie Dove, Edward Horton, Jo-
seph Kilgour and Lionel Belmore.
The cutting and titling of “Try and
Get It” has just been completed.

Aronson Visiting in

Paris
A. S. Aronson, general manager

of sales for Truart Film Corpora-
tion, has left London and will

make his headquarters in Paris for

a few weeks, while he is arranging
the distribution of the Truart pro-

duct on the continent. Mr. Aron-
son has successfully negotiated for

the release of Truart pictures in

the United Kingdom.
He will return to New York late

in November, coming via London,
where tentative plans have already
been made for premiere showings
of the most important of the Tru- *1

art product

/
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Legrand’s “Bill” Will

Go Through Red Seal

New Sales for

Artclass
Max Weiss, vice-president and

general manager of Artclass Pic-

tures Corporation, announces the

sale of the eighteen single reel

classics, ‘‘Tense Moments from
Famous Plays and Great Au-
thors,” to Lande Film Corpora-

tion, for Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, and to Creole

Enterprises for Louisiana and
Mississippi.

J. Horne Finishes

Another Picture
James Horne, who directed

“Itching Palms,” “Blow Your Own
Horn” and ‘Alimony” for F. B. O.,

has just completed filming “The
Yankee Consul” with Doug Mac-
Lean. Horne was lent to MacLean
by F. B. O.

In line with the recently announced
plan of the Red Seal Pictures Corp.,

to supply exchanges and public with

unusual and distinctive pictures,

Edwin Miles Fadman, president, an-

nounces that he has just closed a

contract with the Legrand Films

giving the Red Seal the distribution

rights to the five-reel picture en-

titled, “Bill.” This is the same pic-

ture which recently created such a

sensation at the Rialto Theatre on

Broadway that the New York Times,
in an article October 14, named it

as one of the two best pictures of

the year.

It is expected that the picture will

be ready for release via the state-

right market in about two weeks. A
book tie-up has already been ar-

ranged with Dodd Mead & Company,
publishers of the novel by Anatol
France, from which the picture was
taken.

Thinks Brown Product
Good Independent Bet

Sold for Indiana
This week the sale of the Indiana

rights on the new series of C. C.

Burr productions to Floyd Brown
of the H. Lieber Company, In-

dianapolis, was reported by
Charles R. Rogers, general man-
ager of distribution of Mastodon
Films, Inc. The pictures included

in tne sale are “Restless Wives,”
“Youth to Sell,” “The Average
Woman,” and “Lend Me Your
Husband.”

“I am more thoroughly convinced

than ever that the Harry J. Brown
Productions, starring Fred Thom-
son, will meet the full expectations

of all state-rights buyers and all ex-
hibitors as well,” remarked Andrew
J. Callaghan, after screening the

first picture of the series of six,

“The Mask of Lopez.”
The cast also includes : Wilfred

Lucas, Hazel Keener, David Kirby,
Frank Hagney, George Magrill, Dot
Farley, Dick Sutherland, Pee Wee
Holmes, Bob Reeves and the horse,

Silver King.
“The one great, big point that is

of interest to all state-right buyers
is the cost to them of this series.

We are handing out quality plus

reasonableness in cost,” concludes

Callaghan.

Runs Two Weeks
For the first time in its history the

exclusive Fenway Theatre in Boston

has run a motion picture for more

than two weeks. This happened

during the engagement of the

William Fox screen version of “If

Winter Comes.”

Red Seal to Distribute

All Inkwell Comedies

Title Changed
Frederick and Fanny Hatton’s

story for Shirley Mason has had its

title changed from “With the Tide”

to “South Sea Love.” It is a

William Fox production, and will

be directed by David Solomon.

Edwin Miles Fadman, president
of the Red Seal Pictures Corpor-
ation, 1600 Broadway, announces
that he has closed a deal for his

company whereby the Red Seal
obtains the United States, Can-
adian and foreign distribution
rights to the popular “Out-of-the-
Inkwell Comedies.”
Negotiations between Out-of-

the-In ;well Films Inc., producers
of these comedies, and Fadman’s
organization, have been going on
for several months, but it was not
until this last week that the final

get-together was accomplished.
The Red Seal announces that it

will continue to distribute the
1924 and succeeding series of
these famous animated comedies
in the same way they have been
distributed in the past, via the
state right market. This is the
second big distribution deal closed
by the Red Seal within the week,
their previous announcement hav-
ing carried the news that they had
closed for the national distribu-

tion of “Bill,” the five reel fea-
ture.

“Yolanda” Is Retitled

s.o7y
01

“hii. th7 ‘ cosmopolitan Providence Likes
Corporation is now making with

Marion Davies as star, will be

presented on the screen under the

title of “Mary of Burgundy.”
This change from “Yolanda” to

“Mary of Burgundy” is due, ac-

cording to the- Cosmopolitan Cor-

poration, to the fact that the lat-

ter title is more appropriate to

the location and historical action

of the picture.

“Unknown Purple”

“Innocence” Finished
Word was received from Harry

Cohn, producer of C. B. C. pro-

ductions that “Innocence” in which
Anna Q. Nilsson and Earl Foxe
are playing the leads, has been

finished and a pre-view at one of

the Hollywood Theatres has been

arranged. The cast also includes

Wilfred Lucas, Marion Harlan,

William Scott, Kate Lester, Free-

man Wood, Jesie Arnold and Vera
Lewis.

The world’s premier engage-
ment of “The Unknown Purple,”
the Truart Production, with
Henry B. Walthall and Alice
Lake, at the Strand Theatre,
Providence, R. I., proved a sen-
sational success. Shortly after

the opening days Manager Ed-
ward Reed of the Strand wired
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president of

Truart as follows:

“‘Unknown Purple’ opened to-

day with capacity business. The
picture has caused positive sen-
sation. Audiences were held spell-

bound by its gripping mystery and
said so. You have sure-fire, ex-
ploitable box-office attraction if

ever there was one. It backs up
anything you say about it because

it is honestly different.”

Manager Reed went out after
patronage on “The Unknown
Purple,” using mainly his news-
papers, with specially prepared
advertisement all using fairly
large space. In addition to con-
centrating upon the dailies, 5O,00C
pieces of literature were dis-
tributed. In all the exploitation
the theme of it was keyed about
the phrase: “What would you do
if you could make yourself in-
visible?”

Manager Reed also tied up the
repeated brea ing of windows in
the business section of Providence
which proved to be a mystery to
the city officials. In big head-
lines the theatre’s advertisements
asked: “Who is the mysterious
window smasher?”

YESTERDAYS
WIFE

A TENSE DRAMA OF LOVE AND
IDEALS SHATTERED BY WEALTH

WITH A DISTINGUISHED ALL-STAR.
CAST INCLUDING

IRENE RICH
A/vO

EILEEN PERCY
A PROVEN"

FORGIVE
AND

FORGET"
THE STORY OF A WOMANS MISTAKE

FEATURING

WYNDHAM STANDING
ESTELLE TAYLOR.
PAULINE GARON

"THE
MARRIAGE
MARKET"

WHERE HEARTS AND SOULS 60

TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER,
FEATURING

JACK MULHALL
ALICE LAKE
PAULINE GABON
SHANNON DAV
WILL DBFY AL.L-
COMPETITION^

BOOK NOW FROM YOUR-
LOCAL EXCHANGE OR-.

C.B.C FILM SALES CORP.
IGOO BROADWAY NEW YORK.
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Agnes Ayres in

Leading Role
The popular Paramount star,

Agnes Ayres, is to play the lead

in “Souvenir,” Halperin Produc-
tions’ second big feature for Asso-
ciated Exhibitors distribution,

special arrangements having been
made with Jesse L. Lasky. Miss
Ayres, recognized as one of the

most beautiful and talented of

screen stars, achieved a marked
success in “The Sheik,” with

Valentino; “Raving Hearts,” “The
Love Special,” “The Heart-
Raider” and many other big

photoplays.

*‘The Acquittal” a Big
Success in Chicago

First National

Exploitation Matter
For Vitagraph Film

“The Acquittal,” Universal’s

Super Jewel production of Rita

Weiman’s celebrated mystery

play, had its world’s premiere last

Sunday in the palatial Chicago

Theatre, Chicago. It was hailed

as one of the greatest pictures

ever made, Universal states, and

heralded as one of the biggest
successes of the year.

The Chicago is the big first run
show house of the Balaban &
Katz interests, the first-run fran-

chise holders for First National
pictures in Chicago.
“The Acquittal” will be shown

in two other Balaban & Katz
houses following its week’s run
in the Chicago Theatre. The
newspaper reviewers present in

the Chicago Theatre paid un-
bounded tribute to the high qual-

ities of the production, as well as

to the excellent acting of Claire

Windsor and Norman Kerry, the

principal figures in the cast. The
production was directed by Clar-

ence L. Brown.

Foreign Sales
Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., reports the following
foreign sales: “Circus Days’” to

the Madan Theatres, Ltd., for

India, Burma and Ceylon;
“Trouble” and “Peck’s Bad Boy”
to Karl Suering, for Soviet Rus-
sia and Border States; seventeen
Mack Sennett comedies to Johan
Kerre, for Soviet Russia and
Border States; “The Girl in the
Taxi” to Albion Cinema Supplies
Co., Ltd., for Austria-Hungary,
Czecho-Slovakia, Poland, Yugo-
slavia, Bulgaria, R o u m a n i a,

Turkey and European Greece.

The accessories prepared for

the exploitation of “The Man
from Brodney’s” by Vitagraph in-

cludes a four page rotogravure
section showing action stills and
portraits of this forthcoming
David Smith production.
The portrait stills of J. War-

ren Kerrigan, Alice Calhoun, Miss
Du Pont, Wanda Hawley and Pat
O’Malley, as well as scenes from
the hand to hand battle between
the Orientals and the whites in

the chateau are particularly at-

tractive.

Saenger Gets Quota of

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Warner Film Making
Big Success

According to reports from the

Franklin Film Company in Bos-
ton, franchise holders for the

Warner Brothers throughout the

New England territory, the War-
ner classic, “Where the North
Begins,” starring the police dog
hero, Rin-tin-tin, is meeting with
great success everywhere that it

is being shown. Indications from
all other sections also are proving
that the Warners have a big box
office winner in the dog picture.

The Saenger Amusement Com-

pany of New Orleans has booked

the full list of Goldwyn-Cosmopol-

itan releases for the current sea-

son for its entire circuit of thea-

tres in New Orleans, Louisiana

and Mississippi. The contract was

signed by Messrs. Dureau and

Gueringer for the Saenger Amuse-
ment Company on their recent

trip to New York. J. R. Grainger

and Sam Eckman, Jr., acted for

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan in closing
the deal.

The full list of Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan releases will be shown
at the new theatre just being
completed in Long Beach, Cal. Its

opening attraction will be Marion
Davies in her new Cosmopolitan
picture, “Little Old New York.”

All of the current Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan releases have been
booked by the Nathanson Strand
and Amusement Co., which con-
trols the Strand and the Modern
theatres in Providence, R. I.

Mary Pickford Film
Makes Hit in Chicago

Cutting “Drums of

Jeopardy”
“The Drums of Jeopardy,”

Elaine Hammerstein’s second pro-
duction of her series for Truart
Film Corporation, is completed
and being cut and titled. This is

the second offering of the series
of Truart Productions which have
already been franchised to in-

dependent exchanges throughout
the country. The third has al-

ready been decided upon and
work of casting has been begun.
“The Drums of Jeopardy” will be
released about December 1. It

was adapted from the novel of
the same name by Harold Mac-
Gratli, which also appeared
serially in the Saturday Evening
Post. Arrangements are under
way for a photoplay edition of
the novel which will be released
concurrently with the release of
the motion picture.

uGreen Goddess” in

Hodkinson Prepares
New Press-Book

In accordance with its policy to

make accessories of the greatest

possible aid to the exhibitor, the

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
has prepared an unusually helpful

press book for its desert picture

“Shifting Sands.”
Instead of having a separate

exploitation sheet, a press sheet

and a press book, they are all in-

corporated under one cover.

That Mary Pickford's “Rosita,”

the United Artists release, pleased

both Chicago public and critics

when it opened at the Orpheum
Theatre, is evidenced by the

Jones, Linick and Schaefer an-

nouncement of the biggest open-
ing business in the history of the

house, and the tenor of the news-

of golden entertainment.” said the
Evening American. “There is

everything pictorial about ‘Ro-
sita,’ something vast, and in that

vastness something inspiring,”

wrote the Journal.

Chicago

Tully Signs Nilsson
Richard Walton Tully has en-

gaged Anna Q. Nilsson to play

the part of the heroine of Rex
Beach’s novel, “Flowing Gold.”

This is his forthcoming screen

production of that story which
he will film for First National.

paper reviews.
The exhibitor announcement

concerning “Rosita” from a box-
office viewpoint came in the form
of a telegram from Jones, Linick

and Schaefer to Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists. The
message read: “Mary Pickford in

‘Rosita’ opened at the Orpheum
Theatre November 3 to the largest

business in the history of the the-

atre. As the Orpheum has been
in existence for seventeen years,

this is an achievement of which
Miss Pickford can be justly

proud.”
As for the critics and their re-

views, the following excerpts tell

the story: “Put ‘Rosita’ among the

year’s best pictures.” said the

Tribune.
“
‘Rosita’ is eight reels

Completes Filming of

“Flaming Barriers”
George Melford has just com-

pleted the filming of his latest

Paramount production, “Flaming
Barriers,” most of which was
made on location near Sonora
and in the mountainous district of

Tuolumne County in Northern
California.

“Flaming Barriers” was writ-

ten for the screen by Byron Mor-
gan, author of the Wallace Reid
automobile stories, who watched
its production on location. Jacque-
line Logan, Antonio Moreno,
Walter Hiers and Charles Ogle
are featured, with Luke Cosgrave
and Robert McKim prominent in

the support.

Distinctive’s “The Green God-
dess” has been booked for the
Chicago Theatre, Chicago, begin-
ning Monday, November 19. This
photoplay, starring George Arliss,
will be seen at the Royal Theatre,
Kansas City, on November 11. It

will play the Capitol Theatre,
Cincinnati, on November 25.

“The Green Goddess” did so
well at the Merill Theatre in Mil-
waukee that it was held over for
half a week. The play has also
just finished a successful double
engagement at the Modem and
Beacon Theatres in Boston.

Ray L. Hall Returns
to Kinograms

Ray L. Hall, one of the organ-
izers of Kinograms and for three
years its managing editor has re-
turned to the staff as Associate
Editor, after an absence of two
years in other moving picture
activities.

I
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NJW a, ijerscl Star

A new star was added to the

group of popular Universal

stars during Carl Laemmle’s
sojourn at Universal City. She
is Laura La Plante for many
months one of the most popu-
lar leading women in Univer-
sal pictures and who has sup-

ported Roy Stewart, William
Desmond and Hoot Gibson in

many of their most successful

pictures.

Miss LaPlante is taking the
place of Gladys Walton on
Universal’s release schedule.

Miss Walton has retired tem-
porarily from the screen.

Saenger Books All

Goldwyn Releases
The Saenger Amusement Com-

pany of New Orleans has booxed
the full list of Goldwyn-Cosmo-
politan releases for the current
season for its circuit of theatres

in New Orleans, Louisiana and
Mississippi.
The contract was signed by

Messrs. Dureau and Gueringer
for the Saenger Amusement Com-
pany on their recent trip to New
York. J. R. Grainger and Sam
Ecxman, Jr., acted for Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan in closing the deal.

Hal Roach to Amplify Pathe’s

Feature Production Activities
An announcement this week

from the Pathe Home Office to

the effect that Hal Roach will

produce for distribution by Pathe

a feature-length comedy drama
heralds the further expansion of

Pathe’s feature-production ac-

tivities. The heavy production
schedule already decided upon for

the one and two reel comedy out-

put at the Hal Roach Studios will

sustain no set bacx or diminution

as the result of the new feature

plans, the Pathe statement em-
phatically declares.

The feature length comedy
drama to be started in the near
future by Hal Roach will head
a possible series of two a year.

This expansion of production ac-

tivities at the Hal Roach Studios
has been made possible by the

recent reorganization of this pro-
ducing company, which has
placed the management in the

hands of Warren Doane, general
manager; T. J. Crizer, editor; and
Harley Walker, title writer. The
new administrative arrangements
recently effected will afford Mr.
Roach more time to devote to

promotion work that he has been
contemplating for some time past.

Relieved of a considerable por-
tion of the arduous task of ac-

tively managing the studio forces,

Mr. Roach intends to engage per-
sonally in the writing and directing

of these comedy dramas. This
has been his ambition, which cir-

cumstances hitherto have made
impossible of fulfillment. The
young Pathe producer has for a

long time wished to bring before
the public in the form of screen
entertainment some novel and
original ideas in comedy making.
With the Hal Roach Studios on
the smoothest running basis the

company has ever enjoyed and
the productive capacity of the

plant still untaxed, the oppor-
tunity for creative effort long
sought by Mr. Roach is at last

at hand.
The first of the Hal Roach

series of comedy-dramas will bear
the title of “Somewhere in Kan-
sas” and, according to advance re-

ports trom the Coast, will be a

distinctive innovation with sur-
prise comedy twists predomin-
ating. The action of the story is

laid in the historical period inter-

vening between the Gold Rush of
'49 and the Civil War. Blanche
Mahaffey, the celebrated Follies

beauty, and Glenn Tryon will play
the leading roles. A supporting
cast of notable talent is being
assembled for the production.
The second production in the

series will be a comedy drama, the
story of which will be laid in

New York. No title has as yet
been selected. The cast person-
nel will be announced in the near
future.
A complete exploitation cam-

paign, reflecting originality and
o u t-o f-t h e-ordinary production
slants, will be embodied in the

extensive advertising and pub-
licity campaigns that will accom-
pany the offerings in this series.

It is expected that “Somewhere
in Kansas” will be ready for dis-

tribution in about three months.
In addition to the series of

comedy dramas contemplated, the
Hal Roach Studios will release

two novelty features a year to be
made along the lines of “The
Call of the Wild,” now playing
to capacity business in first-run

theatres throughout the country,
and the forthcoming “Rex, King
of Wild Horses,” directed by Fred
Jackman from a story by Hal
Roach and presenting a wild stal-

lion in the featured role.

With Throttle Opened Warners
Deaf to Industrial Rumblings

As proof that there will be no
let-down as far as productions
are concerned at the Warner
Brothers’ studio on the West
Coast, Harry M. Warner, Presi-

dent of the Warner organization,
arrived in New York this week
to formulate production plans for

the coming season. With him are
Sidney A. Franklin, producer-
director of “Tiger Rose,” and
other Warner Classics, and Harry
Rapf, whose latest production un-
der the Warner banner is

"Lucretia Lombard.”
Mr. Warner declared that work

at the Warner Studio is going on
at top-speed in spite of the great
flurry which was caused on the
Coast by the closing up of some
of the big studios. At the pres-

ent time, “Beau Brummel,” star-

ring John Barrymore, is facing
the camera—the most pretentious
production ever undertaken by
the Warners. “Daddies,” a screen
version of David Belasco’s play
of the same name, starring Mae
Marsh, is also undergoing pro-
duction. Among the photoplays
just completed, the Ernst Lubitsch
Production, “The Marriage Cir-

cle” is the most important, with
others being prepared for ship-
ment East.
During his stay in New York,

Mr. Warner intends to buy up the
screen rights of big plays and
successful literary material for
forthcoming Warner productions.
Sidney Franklin will assist him in

purchasing story material which

he will make productions from.
Harry Rapf is also looking for
story material on which he will

base his future productions for
the Warners.
While most of the eighteen

Warner Classics for the year 1923-
24 have been completed, prepara-
tory work is now going on for
all forthcoming productions. Ernst
Lubitsch and his staff are taking
up the necessary research work
for “Deburau,” which will be the
next production which Lubitsch
will make for the Warner organ-
ization. It is also understood that
the successful musical comedy
“Irene,” will be listed among the
popular plays and stories which
the Warners will present in the
season of 1924-1925.

Finishes Editing
“Maytime”

Editing of Gasnier’s production,
"Maytime,” has been completed
at the Schulberg Studios and the
first prints will soon be in ex-
changes of Preferred Pictures
Corporation. The picture is based
upon Rida Johnson Young’s play
which has already run six consec-
utive seasons under the manage-
ment of the Shuberts.

Run Three Weeks
Two current Metro productions,

“Strangers of the Night” and
“The Eternal Struggle,” enjoyed
London triumphs recently when,
through popular acclaim, they each
ran for three consecutive weeks
at London’s greatest picture
house, the Tivoli Theatre. This
sets a new mark not only for
native English productions but
for American pictures in London
as well.

“Light That Failed”

Shown in Los Angeles
George Melford’s Paramount pro- In its criticism the Los Angeles

duction of Rudyard Kipling’s Examiner said: “Notably present

famous story, “The Light That are (1) sincerity, (2) forthright

Failed,” one of the new pictures story telling, (3) utterly convincing

listed by Paramount for showing in drama.”
the demonstration theatres, had its

premiere at Grauman’s Metropolitan

Theatre, Los Angeles, last week,
and was enthusiastically received.

The newspaper reviewers were Frank Mayo and Mildred Har-
agreed that it was Melford’s best ris head the cast of “The Shadow
picture, even in face of the fact of the East,” the screen produc-
tliat one of his earlier productions, tion being made from E. M.
.“Behold My Wife,” has been in- Hull’s novel. George Archain-
cluded in many symposiums as one baud is directing this version of

of the ten best pictures ever made, the successor to “The Sheik.”

Harris Heads Cast

F. B. O. Closes Canadian
Deal for “Wreckage”

As a result of a four-cornered
conference in Toronto last week
between Harry M. Berman, gen-
eral manager of exchanges of Film
Booking Offices, J. L. Hunter,
general manager of LTnited Ex-
hibitors of Canada (Canadian dis-
tributors of F. B. O.), N. L. Na-
thanson and Colvin W. Brown,
representing Thomas Ince, an-
nouncement is made of the' con-
tracting for “Human Wreckage,”
the big F. B. O.-U. E. Special, for
the entire Nathanson circuit.

In conjunction with this deal,

Mrs. Reid will tour Canada for
several months, visiting the Na-
thanson theatres and carrying on
her dramatic expose of the nar-
cotic curse. Mr. Berman was
highly elated over the entire
transaction and spoke in glowing
terms of the progress Canadians
are making in the picture field.

Attractive Herald
The Hodkinson Corporation has

prepared an attractive herald for
“Shifting Sands.”
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First National Production Schedule mu Directs

for Next Six Months Definitely Set
First National’s production The Principal Pictures pro- will come “A Son of the Sahara”

program for the next six months gram to be released by First Na- and “Snake Bite.” The Los
is definitely set. The schedule as tional comprises “The Meanest Angeles producing director is to

announced by John McCormick, Man in the World” and “When a make the former in Algiers. A
Western representative, after a Man’s a Man,” a screen adapta- company, including Bert Lytell,

telegraphic conference with Rich- tion of Harold Bell Wright’s fa- Claire Windsor, Walter McGrail
ard A. Rowland, the company’s mous story. and Rosemary Theby, will leave

general manager, includesjhe pic- A second production of the
for Africa within two weeks to

to
beSin on this virile story of the
desert

John Francis Dillon has
been placed under contract
by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc. to handle the
directorial reins on a series
of five future productions.
His first will be a picturiza-
tion of “L.lies of the Field,”

the William Hulbert emotional
play, which was one of last

season’s successes on Broad-
way.turization of the best efforts of

First National
-

s own units is w
the literary world and o t e

b e a picturization of William P ,. . .

stage. The program 1S to follow
Hurlburt’s emotional stage drama, Eastern studios also will make

the First National announced «Lnieg of the Field," featuring a conspicuous contribution to the First Runs Resumed
plan to produce only that class of Corinne Griffith. John Francis Profani' George Fitzmaunce,
pictures worthy of showing m the Dni who handled the direc- ^ st

.

ret“rn
,^

d
^

f
r
or
^

Rome after at ^IUne S 1 heatre
“ torial reins on “Flaming Youth,” ^ing

T7f
Ha11

. S2
me masterpiece, Qune’s Broadway Theatre,

will direct it. Another dramatic ,

T ’le
,

Eternal City, is to irame- where many Los Angeles first

type of picture to be made by the
diat

,f

ly begin Cytherea, a high- nights were held before the house

same organization is to be “The ly dramatic feature, at the Fort was given over to second runs,

highest grade theatres.

Enhancing the program of pro-

duction to be made by the va-

rious independent producers re

version
Ree Studios. resumed a first run policy last
The Richard Barthelmess offer- week. The Preferred picture,

mgs include “Twenty-one,” now “The Broaen Wing,” recently
being completed; “The Enchanted completed by B. P. Schulberg,

A fourth in the series will be Cottage”’ and a historical feature, held the screen as the feature. Its

Hudsom‘"prod
K
uct7on ‘‘manager' of *he history-reflecting epic of the "Nathan Hale.” premiere was a brilliant affair,

those units. First in this list is
fast-fading cattle country. Sun-

leasing through First National is Woman on the Jury,” a
a series of comedy and dramatic G f the play which proved popular
plays by the company’s own pro- Gn Broadway,
ducing units, which are directly

under the supervision of Earl J.

“The Swamp Angel
version of Richard

a screen down,” written by Earl J. Hud-

Connell’s son. To film this picture the

story of the same title, now in company will go into Mexico,

production, featuring Colleen where most of the scenes will be

Moore and directed by Clarence taken on the largest fenced-in

Badger.

Also in production now at the

East Coast studios is a Norma finished the star role in

ranch in the world.

Consfance Talmadge, who just

Cosmopolitan Expansion
Endorsed by Profession

“The Cosmopolitan Corporation’s an- “Most of the leading players of

Talmadge feature, “Secrets,” a Dangerous* Maid,” is“'to “be seen nouncement of the building of the stage are available only in

picturization of the sensational in two brilliant screen comedy three big new studios all in New New York City, said Otto Kru-

New York stage play. Joseph M. dramas. These are “Alias Nora ^
°rk

.

City, was hailed by Hoi- ger.

Schenck has intrusted the direc- O’Brien” and “The Mirage,” brook Blynn, Lione Barrymore, Lowell Sherman : The leading

tion of this dramatic gem to both adapted from outstanding Otto Kruger, Robert B Mantell, artists of the stage have their

Frank Borzage, who during the stage successes.
*°*e

.

Cog}da
V,’.

Low"H Sherman, permanent homes, or are accus-
° i . j William Collier, Tr., Charles tomed to congregate in New

past two years has piloted several Frank Lloyd, whose first in- Judels, Gustav von Seyffertitz as York.” “The screen has need of
First National pictures to success. dependen t production, “Black a move which would give the the best artists of the stage,” de-A screen version ot Komeo ana Qxen,” co-featuring Conway screen a far greater scope in the dared Robert B. Mantell, “and
Juliet also is included in Miss

-pearle and Corinne Griffith, is important detail of casting for big the majority of them can accept
lalmadges forthcoming schedule being edited and titled, will pro- productions. motion picture engagements only
Another stirring feature in pro- duce “The Sea Hawk,” Raphael “Most of America’s prominent in New York.”

duction is a Maurice Tourneur Sabatini’s glorious tale of ro- players,” said Holbrook Blinn, These new studios will double
special, being produced by M. C. mance and the sea, a book which “are centered ' on Broadway, the capacity of the five studios in

Dudley for months has stood as one of While playing on Broadway, how- the metropolis which Cosmopoli-
ever, they are generally open to tan has been utilizing for the

, ,
.. screen engagements in and near making of its pictures. The new

- ‘“rn
30

•

St

r
f

n >’ -i?
°' tke metropolis.” Lionel Barry- studios will have bigger stages to

fields,
_

Flowing Gold, will go more • “One cannot minimize the accommodate pretentious sets for

3 farri'ml mmpHv “Thp Gallon- ’n
.

t0 immediate production by screen
’

s need of the leading play- the important historical and other
• F :a *> fpnf.irincr Ionise Faz-

Kichard Walton 1 ully. Joseph ers Q f the speaking stage in the special features on its production

V’rom tint same unit also
Grasse will direct it and the cas ts of photoplay productions.” schedule in the near future,

enda. From that same unit also twQ principal parts will be in the
will come a historical epic, The

hands of Milton gills and Anna
Last Frontier, a drama of tne n xt-,

West dealing with the building of
^

the first transcontinental railroad

Levee. This is William
Pelley’s “Torment,'” with Owen the six best sellers of fiction.

Moore and Bessie Love in the

leading roles.

A Thomas H. Ince offering is

From the Edwin Carewe unit

Edeson Is Engaged
for Metro Picture

‘The Hunchback’ Lauded
by Baltimore Critics

Robert Edeson, celebrated actor

of the American stage, is the lat-

est addition to the cast of Fred
Niblo’s newest production, “Thy
Name is Woman,” which Mr.
Niblo now has in production un-

der Metro - Louis B. Mayer
auspices. Mr. Edeson will play

the important role of the Com-
mandante of the Spanish Army

—

a role which those will remem-
ber who saw the Broadway pro-

duction of this play several years

ago with Jose Rubens and Mary
Nash in the two other prominent
roles.

Mr. Edeson has been under con-

sideration for this role since the

time Mr. Niblo first began to plan

his production, but negotiations

were only completed just prior to

this announcement. The cast now
consists of Mr. Edeson, Ramon
Novarro, Barbara La Marr, Claire

MacDowell, Wallace MacDonald
and William V. Mong. Other ad-

ditions will be made later.

Bess Meredyth made the

adaptation of “Thy Name is

Woman” from Benjamin F.

Glaser’s adaptation to the stage.

Ben Carre is art director and it

is being photographed by Victor
Milner

The unusual success of “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame” in

Baltimore, where it recently
opened, is due to a large extent,

as in New York, to the excep-
tional newspaper reviews it re-

ceived. An idea of the esteem in

which “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame” is held by the Baltimore
critics may be had from the fol-

lowing excerpts:
The Baltimore American: “If

Victor Hugo were alive today
would he take off his hat to Carl

Laemmle’s screen version of ‘The
Hunchback of Notre Dame?’ I’ll

sav he would!”
The Baltimore Evening Sun:

“The Audience that sat down with
doubts in their minds came ver\

near rising with cheers on their

lips. That’s the kind of a pic-

ture ‘The Hunchback of Notre
Dame’ is.”

The Baltimore News: “Perhaps
the highest praise I can pay ‘The
Hunchback of Notre Dame’ is

that not once during its unfold-
ment on the screen did I wonder
what time it was.”
The Baltimore Daily Post

:

“Picturization of Victor Hugo’s
great novel could, of course, be
nothing but superlative. Me-
chanically, the picture equals

anything yet attempted in the

films. Reproduction of the great

medieval cathedral of Notre
Dame—antedating Columbus’ dis-

covery of America—alone is a

colossal feat. All settings and
costumes are historically correct.”
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Connelly Added
Edward Connelly, veteran screen

actor, has been added to the cast

of “The Fool’s Awakening,” the
Metro picturization of William J.

Locke’s novel, “The Tale of

t
Triona,” which is in production at

the Metro Hollywood studios un-
der the direction of Harold Shaw.
The entire cast now consists of

Harrison Ford, Enid Bennett,
Alec Francis, Mary Alden, Ed-

I ward Connelly, Lionel Belmore,
John Sainpolis, Harry Northrup,
Evelyn Sherman, Pauline French,
D. R. O. Hatswell, Mark Fenton,
Arline Pretty, and Lorimer Johns-

I ton.

F. B. O. Buys Story
The Film Booking Offices an-

nounce this week the purchase of

a new story for Jane Novak en-
titled “The Dance of the Chained
Slave.” The story is an original

from the pen of Garrett Elsden
Fort and is a modern society
drama with a novel theme.

Hodkinson Reports
Many Bookings

“Fun From the Press” continues
to be proclaimed by exhibitors an
ideal addition to any program.
Among recent important book-
ings, Hodkinson reports the fol-

: lowing : C a 1 d w ell Amusement
J' Company, New Orleans

;
Stahl

;> Amusement Company, Philadel-

f phia, Pennsylvania; the Grant,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; the

i Strand, Elmira, New York and
the Grand, Terre Haute, Indiana.

To Double Prints
Buster Keaton’s second Metro

* feature length comedy will be
a. known as “Our Hospitality” in-

:/ stead of the single word “Hos-

|
pitality,” by which name it has

. been Known hitherto. Profiting by
the lessons learned after the re-

;
lease of Keaton’s first Metro fea-
ture length comedy, “Three Ages,’
double the usual amount of

E

l prints will be made of “Our Hos-
pitality” to meet the early play-
dates which exhibitors are asking
all over the country. It is set for

release November 19.

“The Temple of Venus” Declared
Colorful at Broadway Premiere

The fifth special production

from Fox Film Corporation to be

presented on Broadway this year,

“The Temple of Venus,” had its

initial presentation at the Central

Theatre, New York, last Monday
evening, October 30.

The theatre was crowded to ca-

pacity by an audience that in-

cluded, in addition to prominent
officials of various producing and
distributing corporations, leading
critics of all New York news-
papers and representatives of the
various trade magazines.
Henry Otto staged “The Tem-

ple of Venus.” The theme com-
bines mythology, fantasy and
modern American drama. The
leading role is played by Mary
Philbin. Phyllis Haver, David
Butler, William Boyd and Leon

Barry also have prominent parts

in the production. A special mu-
sical setting by Erno Rapee added
to the evening’s entertainment.
The majority of the New York

critics apparently were unanimous
in their opinions of the produc-
tion. The Evening World said:

“As a spectacular feat of photog-
raphy, a venture into color ef-

fects, ‘The Temple of Venus’ is a

masterpiece. It has been many a

day since New York movie audi-
ences have ha'd a chance to wit-
ness such a riot of color effects

on the screen.”
The New York Telegram critic

wrote : “Combining modern drama,
fantasy and magnificent studies

of wild life and aquatic growth,
the picture is probably the most
artistic achievement of its kind
ever developed.” New’ York Amer-
ican : “The story is finely photo-

graphed. The subterranean views
are shown' in rich colors, and the
colorful decoration is carried

through the modern revels snlen-

didly.” New York Journal: “There
are enough young women in gauzy
garments, flitting, sapping, hop-
ping, prancing, leaping, diving
and swimming about the rocky
edge of the California coast to

ma e even Flo Ziegfeld rub his

eyes.”
New’ York Mail: “‘The Temple

of Venus’ is a glorified movie
‘Follies,’ with 1,000 American
beauties and a star cast.” New
York Journal of Commerce:
“Phyllis Haver and Alice Day ac-
quitted themselves admirably un-
der Mr. Otto’s excellent d rection,

while charming Mary Philbin is

very reminiscent of the late Olive
Thomas, both as to beauty and
w’insomeness of manner.”

No Indication of Slowing Up in

Production of Vitagraph Films
There is no indication of let-up

at the Vitagraph Studios in Hol-
lywood, David Smith is rushing
production with all speed on “A
Tale of Red Roses,” a picturiza-

tion of George Randolph Ches-
ter’s novel in which Dustin Far-
num and Patsy Ruth Miller have
leading roles.

The announcement that Presi-

dent Albert E. Smith had pur-
chased the world rights to "Cap-
tain Blood,” by Rafael Sabatini,

created unlimited gossip in the
picture colony. David Smith, in

filming “Masters of Men,” the
great sea story adapted from Mor-
gan Robertson’s novel, is said to

point to him as the probable pro-
ducer of “Captain Blood.”
Progress on “The Beggar of

St. Sulpice,” the special now in

making by the French unit of

Vitagraph, is proving satisfactory

to Albert E. Smith, who visited

the studios in Paris.

With David Smith utilizing all

the resources of the Hollywood

studios, J. Stuart Blackton direct-

ing “Let Not Man Put Asunder”
at the Brooklyn plant and w’ork
going ahead in Paris, Vitagraph
producing plans are being carried
forward with all zeal. In addition
to these units, which are under
the personal direction of Presi-
dent Smith, the Whitman Ben-
nett organization at Yonkers,
which delivered two specials,

“Loyal Lives” and “The Leaven-
worth Case,” is active, and in ad-
dition the Charles E. Blaney Pic-
ture Corporation has delivered
“The Love Bandit” and will soon
have ready another feature.
“Pioneer Trails” follow’s “On

the Banks of the Wabash” on
Broadway and will be seen at the
Rialto Theatre November 11.

“The Man From Brodney’s,” a

big production adapted from
George Barr McCutcheon’s novel,
is now in the hands of Vitagraph
branches.
Three Larry Semon comedies

are ready and the fourth, to be

released by Vitagraph, will be an-
nounced shortly. “The Gown
Shop” has been released for first

runs and “Lightning Love” and
“Horseshoes” are ready for

booking.

“The Drivin' Fool”
Has Successful Run
“The Drivin’ Fool” has com-

pleted a successful two weeks’ run
at the Rivoli Theatre, St. Louis,
a Universal house. Hodkinson re-

ports that business was excellent
during the entire run.

Collaboration
Frances Marion and Kenneth

B. Clark are collaborating on the
continuity of “Sundown,” Earl J.

Hudson’s epic of the cattle coun-
try, which is to be made by First

National in Mexico. Atmospheric
scenes, showing the driving of
250,000 cattle are finished.
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More High Praise Many Governors See and
For “Main Street” LaudNew Blackton Film

Another award of merit has been

handed the Warner Classic, “Main

Street,’’ the screen adaptation of Sin-

clair Lewis’ novel of the same name,

by the National Board of Review
in its monthly publication, Excep-
tional Photoplays. In the review
of the picture, tribute is paid the

Warner Brothers for their sincerity

displayed in the screen adaptation.

Director Harry Beaumant is com-
mended for his splendid treatment

of the story, and Monte Blue and
Florence Vidor receive their share

of the praise.

The National Board of Review
also has included “Main Street” and

a number of other Warner Classics

adapted from popular novels as suit-

able literature to be used by differ-

ent localities during National Book
Week, which has been set for No-
vember 12. This gives a splendid

opportunity for the exhibitor to in-

dulge in a little extra exploitation

by tying up with his local book
stores and libraries with displays and
advertisements during the occasion.

Besides “Main Street,” the National

Board of Review has sponsored
other novels from which the War-
ner Brothers have based pictures on
are “Brass,” “Dangerous Adven-
ture,” "Rags to Riches” and “Heroes
of the Street.”

“The Governor’s Lady”
Heads Fox Latest List

“The Governor’s Lady,” a screen
version of which has been made
by Fox Film Corporation, is

listed for release on October 28.

Originally this picture was a

David Belasco stage production
and was written by Alice Bradley.
It had a successful career while
behind the footlights. Harry
Millarde directed the film version.

The leading roles are played by
Robert T. Haines and Jane Grey,
respectively. Other members of

the cast are Anne Luther, Frazier
Coulter and Leslie Austin.
Additional releases for the

week are the Tom Mix picture

“Mile-A-Minute Rome o,” the
Clyde Cook comedy “Wet and
Weary,” the Imperial comedy
“The Monkey Farm,” and the
Educational “Cloisters in the
Clouds.”

“Mile-A-Minute Romeo” is said

to be just what its title implies

—

a fast moving picture with all the

usual punch. It was adapted from
the Max Brand story “The Gun
Gentleman,” and was directed by
Lambert Hillyer. Betty Jewel has
the leading feminine role.

The Imperial comedy “The
Monkey Farm” introduces those
remarkably talented simian actors

whose funny antics have enliv-

ened so many Fox comedies.
“Wet and Weary” brings Clyde

Cook in a comedy that shows him
in his drollest and most enter-

taining mood.
“Cloisters in the Clouds” is an

interesting educational devoted to

the monasteries built in Greece
about a thousand years ago in

which to safeguard religious relics

from the Turks.

Big Universal Demand
for Pathe Horse Film

Showmen all over the country are

registering their appreciation of the

box-office value of Pathe’s motion

picture record of the international

horse-race between Zev and Papyrus
at the Belmont Track, October 20th.

by booking the production for week
stands and launching special ex-

ploitation and presentation for the

showing of the picture to their audi-

ences.

A remarkable instance of the re-

ception accorded the picture is the

arrangement made by the Skouras
Brothers of St. Louis. Booked

solid with features up until Novem-
ber 10th, the Skouras Circuit found

it impossible to present the Pathe

special immediately after release.

However, Spyros Skouras, head of

the circuit,, was so impressed with

the box-office value of the production

that he closed immediately for the

picture, arranging to present it tlv

week of November 10th with special

exploitation and advertising features

in advance of the showing. A spe-

cial musical score is also being ar-

ranged for the Skouras Brothers

presentation of the subject.

Clift to Direct
Denison Clift, the American

director, who made the screen

version of A. S. M. Hutchinson’s

“This Freedom,” and has directed

a number of pictures in England,

has been selected by William Fox
to make the John Galsworthy play,

“Loyalties”; “A Bill of Divorce-

ment” and “Mary, Queen of Scots.”

Mr. Clift has been put under a long-,

term contract by Fox.

Owen Moore to Play
in “Torment”

M. C. Levee has announced the

engagement of Owen Moore,
popular leading man, to appear
in Maurice Tourneur’s next pro-

duction for First National, “Tor-
ment.” Mr. Moore will be the

featured player in this production,

heading a cast of prominent
players.

4'
/

“On the Banks of the Wabash,”

J. Stuart Blackton’s feature in-

spired by Paul Dresser’s song, was

honored at the Fifteenth Annual

Governors’ Conference at West
Baden, Indiana, during its sessions

Oct. 17-19. It was not only selected

for the social evening program of

Oct. 18, but was praised by gover-

nors in attendance. The song of

this title has been made the official

state song of Indiana.

The Governor of Indiana com-
mended Producer Blackton’s con-

ception of Indiana life. “Very
beautiful and colorful. Depicts

Hoosier life faithfully,” the Gover-
nor said at the conclusion of the

showing which was attended by more
than a hundred members of the of-

ficial families and about six hun-
dred of invited guests. Other com-
ments by executives throughout the

country were

:

“Beautiful—extremely interesting

;

gripping.”—E. F. Morgan, Governor
of West Virginia. “Remarkable
picture, true to nature

;
wholesome.”

—W. W. Brandon, Governor of

Alabama. ‘Wonderful picture. I

greatly enjoyed it.”—John M. Park-

Goldwyn's spectacular medieval
production, “In the Palace of the

King,” an Emmett Flynn picture

based upon the F. Marion Craw-
ford novel, was released to the

exhibitors of the country this

week. It will receive its New
York presentation at the Capitol

Theatre at an early date. The
first Pacific Coast showing will be

at Herbert L. Rothchild's

California Theatre, San Francisco,

beginning November 10.

“In the Palace of the King" was
adapted to the screen by June
Mathis, editorial director for

Goldwyn, who has made the

er, Governor of Louisiana. “A
charming story beautifully por-
trayed.”—Thomas G. McLeod, Gov-
ernor of South Carolina. “Exceed-
ingly good and extremely interesting

throughout.”—Percival P. Baxter,
Governor of Maine. “Educational

;

entertaining, pulsating. A praise-

worthy picture full of pep and
punches.”—Alexander J. Groesbeck.
Governor of Michigan.

“Beautifully expresses the lofty

sentiments in Southern lore. It is

most delightful in all aspects.”—J.

A. O. Preus, Governor of Min-
nesota. “Action is rapid and excit-

ing. Exceedingly good entertain-

ment.”—C. M. Walker, Governor of
Georgia. “A captivating and thrill-

ing picture.”—Scott C. Bone of
Alaska. “Splendid production;
spectacular, exciting.” — E. Lee
Trinkle, Governor of Virginia.

“Highly enjoyable.”—N. E. Kendall,
;

Governor of Iowa. “Thrilling,

gripping. Very unusual scenery.”

—

Miles L. Riley. Secretary of Gov-
ernors’ Conference. “Delightful,

splendidly photographed. Repre-
sents a real idea and is wholesome.”
—W. R. Farrington, Governor of
Hawaii.

to Theatres
adaptation of “Ben-Hur” and who
will go to Europe to advise with
Director Charles Brabin through-
out the filming of that gigantic

photoplay.
The cast is entirely in keeping

with the magnitude of the produc-

tion. Blanche Sweet has the lead-

ing role of Dolores—the part

which furnished Viola Allen one

of her greatest stage creations.

Edmund Lowe plays opposite her

in the role of Don John. Others-

are Hobart Bosworth, Pa’dine

Star’-e. Sam d eGrasse, William
V. Mong. Aileen Pringle, Charles

Clary and Lucien Littlefield.

“Palace of King”
Goes

Metro Heads See
Jackie’s Latest Film

After months of production, weeks

of editing and an aroused expectancy

on the rart of the general public,

Jackie Coogan’s first Metro picture.

"Long Live the King,” was thrown

on the screen here in the East for

the first time last week when it was

shown privately before a group of

Metro officials and invited guests.

Among those present at the show-

ing were Marcus Loew, W. E. At-

kinson, general manager of Metro

Pictures Corporation ; J. E. D.

Meador, director of publicity, and

other Metro officials. Among the

distinguished guests present was

David Warfield, noted actor. Mrs.

Tack Coogan, who came east a few

days ago with a print of “Long

Live the King,” was there and she j
was the happiest of all as her little 1
son’s genius was displayed on the

screen.

Jackie’s picture made a distinct, I

remarkable imoression. Metro took
j

care that Jackie’s first Metro pic- 1
ture, as indeed all that are to folio .v. I
should receive the finest production

|
possible. The sets w°re delicately 1

beautiful. The well-knit story, the j
subtle direction, the beautiful cos-

J
tumes. and the intelligent playing of

|
the various members of the huge 1
cast contribute, it is said, to make -I

“Long Live the King” a truly great 1

picture. Mr. Warfield said. “Jackie
|

Coogan is the greatest genius of us 1

:

.

, I
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High Praise

No longer can it be said that a

book, a musical comedy or a play

invariably loses its identity when
it is adapted for use on the

screen. Not only did Otto A.
Harbach, distinguished author of

the musical comedy hit, “Going
Up,” recognize his own child in

Douglas MacLean’s pictured at-

traction of that name, but he was
so impressed by the youngster’s
resemblance to its original self

that he has written Arthur S.

Kane, president of Associated
Exhibitors, which distributes Mr.
MacLean’s productions, thanking
and congratulating him.

Important Warner Classics Near
Completion at West Coast Studios

Breaking Records
The Preferred picture, “Moth-

ers-in-Law,” is surpassing all pre-
vious Gasnier productions as a

money-getter for exhibitors, it is

reported. It is said to be every-
where duplicating its success
made at the Cameo Theatre in

New York.

News from the Warner Brothers’

West Coast Studio states that most
of the important Warner Classics

are now rapidly nearing completion

and are undergoing the finishing

touches preparatory for their ship-

ment to the home office in New
York. “Tiger Rose,” the screen

adaptation of Belasco’s famous stage

play, in which Lenore Ulric is

starred, has already been shipped

east for the approval of the Warner
officials.

The next production expected is

“Lucretia Lombard,” a scieen adapt-

ation of Kathleen Norris’ famous
novel of the same name. Monte
Blue and Irene Rich are starred,

with other prominent roles in the

hands of Marc McDermott, Alec B.

Francis, John Roche, Otto Hoffman,
Norma Shearer and Lucy Beau-
mont. The photoplay has an inter-

national setting, its opening scenes
being in Switzerland. The action

then takes place in different parts of

Europe, finishing up in America
where scenes of a forest fire and
flood furnish a thrilling climax.

Johnny Hines’ second starring

vehicle, “Conductor 1492,” under the

Warner banner, is scheduled for

shipment during the week of No-
vember 5. The story, naturally, has

a light comedy vein, but also in-

cludes some sensational thrills and
gives ample opportunity for the star

to display his marked comedy abil-

ity. Doris May plays the leading

feminine role and other parts are

played by Dan Mason, Dorothy
Vernon, Robert Cain, Fred Esmelton
and Byron Sage.
The week of November 26 will

bring Wesley Barry’s third Warner
Classic this season, “George Wash-
ington, Jr.,” to the East. The pho-
toplay is a screen adaption of

George M. Cohan’s famous musical
play of the same name, dealing with

political affairs in Washington, and
a fine cast of players are seen sup-

porting the freckled star. Promi-
nent among them are Gertrude Olm-
stead, Otto Harlan, Leon Barry,
Charles Conklin, Edward Phillips

and William Courtwright. Mai St.

Clair handled the megaphone for

the production.

David Belasco again will be rep-

resented by the Warners with the

completion of his successful . play,

“Daddies,” scheduled to be shipped
the first week of December. Mae
Marsh is the star of this Warner
Classic, with Harry Myers playing

opposite and other roles in the hands
of Claude Gillingwater, Georgia
Woodthorpe, Claire Adams, Willard
Louis, Boyce Comb, Otto Hoffman,
Muriel Dana, the De Briac twins,

King Evers and Priscilla Dean
Moran. The direction of this War-
ner Classic was under the supervi-

sion of William Seiter.

Baby Peggy s First Universal-
uTwenty-One” Edited
The cutting and editing of

"Twenty-One,” Richard Barthel-
mess’ next release, made under the

Jewell Has Arrived in New York direc,ion j»h„ s. Robemo» ^
First National, has been completed.

“The Darling of New York,”
Baby Peggy’s first feature length
production, has been received in

New York and reviewed by the
Universal home office executives
and by critics from the trade
press. It has met with unanimous
favor and is heralded as a picture
which will make good money for

those who show it and definitely

establish its diminutive star as a
name to be reckoned with in the
feature field.

It is a Universal Jewel produc-
tion, directed by King Baggot,
from a story written by Baggot
and Raymond L. Schrock, scena-
rio chief at Universal City. Al-
though it marks a definite change
for Baby Peggy from short reel

comedies to dramatic vehicles of

long length and high quality in

production, the results prove, it

is said, that Carl Laemmle and
the Stern brothers, Julius and
Abe, who sponsored the Baby's
appearance in features, had keen
foresight and the courage of their

convictions.
The role played by Baby Peggy

is that of a mite of an immigrant
girl, orphaned in Italy and started
to this country to find her wealthy
American grandfather. By acci-

dent she falls into the hands of a

band of diamond smugglers who
use her to smuggle gems through
the United States customs.
Those who have seen the pic-

ture say that Baggot has not

In the cast of “Twenty-One” are
missed a single opportunity to Dorothy Mackaill, Joe King, Ivan
catch the little screen prodigy in Simpson, Elsie Lawson and Brad-
her best and most lovable moods, lev Barker.

u
Little Old New York’’
Achieves Big Bookings

N. Y. Critics Praise

“The Drivin’ Fool”

Phil Gleichman has booked
Cosmopolitan’s Marion Davies’s
picture, “Little Old New York,”
for four weeks at his Broadway-
Strand Theatre in Detroit, begin-
ning the week of November 25.

The two weeks’ engagement of
this picture at the Blue Mouse
Theatre in Seattle, booked to
start November 24, has been ex-
tended to three weeks on the
strength of its success at the
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago.

C. E. Whitehurst has booked it

for two weeks at his New Thea-
tre, in Baltimore, starting De-

cember 31. Ruben & Finkelstein
have bought it for the Garrick in

Minneapolis and the Garrick in

St. Paul. A. H. Blank has booked
it over his circuit. It will show at
Nathanson’s Strand or Modern in

Providence, R. I.

“Little Old New Y
r
ork,” “Un-

seeing Eyes” and “The Rendez-
vous” have been booked at the
Leland Theatre in Albany, N. Y.,

and at the Lincoln Theatre in

Troy, N. Y. “Six Days” and
"Little Old New York” have been
booked in the Circle Theatre, In-
dianapolis.

Critics of the New York news-
papers were unanimous in their

enthusiastic praise of “The Drivin’

Fool” when it had its New York
premiere at the Cameo Theatre
last week.
Norman Lane in the “New York

American” said: “It is the fastest

film seen on Broadway this sea-

son. From the first flicker, every
scene is cut and trimmed as close-

ly as possible without destroying
the continuity of the plot. The
result is a realistic effect of

breathlessness, quite in keeping
with the title and the spirit of the

story.”

The “Times” said: “It is evident
that the director, Robert J. Thorn-
by, decided that none of those
who see it will complain of weary-
ing moments. Wally Van, the
young speed maniac, fills the role

of Hal Locke with humor and

zeal. He is convincing in his va-
rious predicaments and does not
laugh at his own fun-making,
which, of course, makes it all the
better.”

“The World” declared it was
“Entertaining. Rapid. Carefree.”

“The Sun and Globe” remar’-ed :

“Wally Van in ‘The Drivin’ Fool’
is the Cameo Theatre’s contribu-
tion this week to the joy of liv-

ing.”

“Wally Van is staging a screen
comeback. Rather an enjoyable
picture,” was Don Allen’s opinion
in the “Evening World.”
“The Evening Journal” said:

“The Drivin’ Fool,” at the Cameo
Theatre, is one of those high-
speed joyous farces that coax the
spectator into settling comfortably
into his seat to laugh his hearti-
est.”

Washington to See
Charles Ray Film

The President Theatre, Washing-
ton, D. C., has captured Charles
Ray in “The Courtship of Myles
Standish” for a prerelease of in-

definite length, Thomas W. Fowl-
er having just booked the big
attraction, following negotiations
with J. S. Woody, general man-
ager of Associated Exhibitors.
The exact date for the opening

of the run has not been deter-
mined, Mr. Woody said in a

statement, but it is definitely as-
sured that the attraction will be
showing during Thanksgiving
week, and however long the run

/

may continue, a top price of

$1.65 will prevail.

Soon to follow “The Courtship
of Myles Standish,” each of them,
like the Charles Ray super-fea-
ture, for an indefinite run, will be
Mabel Normand in “The Extra
Girl” and Douglas MacLean in

“Going Up.” The former is con-
tinuing its record-breaking world
premiere run at the Mission, Los
Angeles, while “Going Up,” al-

ready a memorable triumph in

nearly a dozen cities, is playing to
packed houses at Graumen’s Mil-
lion Dollar Theatre.

\
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Gibson Picture Gives
Printers Extra Work

Simultaneously with the reports of

the popularity of “The Ramblin
Kid” comes the information that the

firm of Grosset & Dunlap have re-

published the story, with illustra-

tions taken from the Hoot Gibson
picture. The western romance is

from the pen of Earl Wayland
Bowman, and was first published

by Frank A. Munsey. This is said

to be one of the first instances on
record where a photoplay edition

has been put out for any but a

super-picture.

Arrangements have been made by
Universal looking toward a nation-

wide tie - up with book - sellers

handling the photoplay edition of

“The Ramblin’ Kid” in connection

with the exploitation of the picture.

Edward Sedgwick, who has made
most of Gibson's successes during

the past year, directed the picture.

The cast included Laura La Plante,

Harold Goodwin, William Welsh,
G. Raymond Nye, Carold Holloway,
Charles K. French, and others.

An indication of the box-office

results various exhibitors are hav-
ing with ‘‘The Ramblin’ Kid” may
be had from the following letter,

just received at the Universal home
office from Robert Madigan, man-
ager of the Standard Theatre,

Cleveland, O.

:

‘‘We opened at noon on Sunday
and played to three thousand seven

hundred and forty-seven (3,747)
admissions, a new record for our
house, which only has six hundred
seats. It proved to be the largest

single-day attendance the house has
enjoyed in the ten years we have
been showing pictures.”

Fox Names Films
Due in November

Fox pictures starring Shirley

Mason, John Gilbert, William Rus-

sell and A1 St. John will be released

in November; also two Sunshine

comedies and two educationals. The
Shirley Mason picture, which will be

released on November 11, is “South
Sea Love.” The story was written

especially for her by Frederick and
Fanny Hatton and was directed by
David Solomon.
“The Wolf Man” is the title of

the John Gilbert photoplay, which
will be released November 18. It is

a story of modern life and was writ-

ten by Frederick and Fanny Hattan.
The director was Edmund Mortimer.
A large supporting cast is employed,
Norma Shearer, a beautiful young

actress, plays opposite the star.

William Russell’s picture, released

on November 25, is called “When
Odds Are Even.” The author of

the sto'ry and scenario is Dorothy
Yost. It was directed by James
Flood, and Dorothy Devore has the

leading feminine role. A1 St. John
has another of his clever comedies

released on November 4. “Slow and
Sure” is its title, but fast and furious

is said to be its fun. On November
4 the Sunshine comedy, “Somebody
Lied,” will be released, and on No-
vember 18, “Rough Sailing,” also a

Sunshine, will be given to the public.

“Universities of the World,” on

November 11, and “Johnny’s Sword-
fish”, on November 25, are the two
educationals for the month.

“Pioneer Trails” to

Be Shown at Rialto
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing

director of the Rialto Theatre,

New York City, has booked “Pio-

neer Trails” for the week of No-

vember 11 at that theatre.

“Pioneer Trails” received its

metropolitan baptism in Boston,
where it played an extended en-
gagement of two weeks. The
newspaper critics of the daily

press in Boston praised highly
this vivid story of the West. Chi-

cago critics were equally enthu-
siastic, the Tribune of that city

crediting it with being one of the
finest pictures exhibited in the

Middle West this year. A cast of

marked excellence appears in

“Pioneer Trails.” Cullen Landis
and Alice Calhoun have the lead-

ing roles.

Washington Society

Views “The Mailman”
At the Ambassador Theatre,

Washington, D. C., Thursday, Nov.
1. Emory Johnson, the F. B. O. di-

rector, gave a preview of his latest

photodramatic thriller, “The Mail-
man.” before U. S. post office of-

ficials and an auditorium crowded
to the doors with foreign diplo-

mats, American society leaders and
political high lights.

In addition to the above, more
thain seventy-five prominent ex-
hibitors in the southeastern portion

of the United States traveled to

Washington to be on hand to wel-
come the exponent of public service

productions. The theatre was loaned
through the courtesy otf H. M.
Crandall of the Crandall Theatres
Company with a full orchestra.

“HisChildren’s Children”
Shown at Rivoli Theatre
The second Paramount picture to

be tested at the theatres recently

designated by Paramount as demon-

stration houses is “His Children's

Children,” Sam Wood’s all-star pro-

duction made from Monte M. Kat-
terjohn’s adaptation of the novel by
Arthur Tram. In many instances

this picture will immediately follow
the engagement of “The Spanish
Dancer” in the demonstration
centers. The first public presenta-

tion was made at the Rivoli Theatre
in New York Sunday, Nov. 4.

“His Children’s Children” was
produced at Paramount’s Eastern
studio in Long Island City during

the past summer and early fall, and
immediately upon #completing the

camera work Director Wood took
the film to California where the edit-

ing and titling was done at the

Lasky studio.

1 he novel was called try Dr.
Henry Van Dyke, who reviewed it,

“The Vanity Fair of New York,”
and was rated beside Thackeray’s
delineation of London high life of a
hundred years ago. The story cov-
ers three generations, extending
from the gold-mining, railroading
grandfather to the modern, jazz-

crazed flapper. The cast is said to

be the best that could be selected

to play the parts they typify.

281,000 Students in

Big Drive
During a period of more than

five years the Palmer Photoplay Cor-

poration has built up a student body

of 281,000 ambitious screen writers,

through consistent national advertis-

ing amounting to nearly $600,000.

These active students, representing

the nation’s most responsive of

motion picture patrons are being

developed and trained by the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation to supply the

screen with original stories.

Over a national territory embrac-
ing 3,559 communities, this great

force of “sure-fire” picture goers

are boosting the fact that one of

for Pictures
their own co-workers is the author

of the first Palmer play “Judgment
of the Storm,” which means that in

practically every community boast-

ing a picture theatre, a keenly inter-

ested and enthusiastic group of im-

aginative men and women are telling

their friends, their acquaintances and
their relatives that a student of the

Palmer course has “made good.”

These 281,000 eager fans are roll-

ing a golden snowball of curiosity

that cannot fail to swamp the box-

office of every theatre in those 3,559

communities when “Judgment of the

Storm” is shown, Palmer Photoplays

says. -

AnnounceAndersonBuys
Zane Grey Productions

Carl Anderson, President of

Anderson Pictures Corporation, has

purchased outright Zane Grey Pro-
ductions. According to a statement

made this week, this gives Mr.
Anderson absolute ownership of five

of the successful western features.

Each is based on a novel from the

pen of Zane Grey. Other rights and
titles of rare value are said to be

included in the deal.

The photoplays which pass to Mr.
Anderson are “Desert Gold.”

“Riders of the Dawn,” “The Man
of the Forest,” “The Mysterious

Rider’ and “The U. P. Trail.” All

are Zane Grey Specials in either

six or seven reels.

This constitutes the second pur-

chase to be announced by Carl

Anderson within the past few weeks.

He recently acquired Great Au-
thors Productions, consisting of

story rights, and seven features in-

cluding the “The Westerners” and
“The Gray Dawn” by Stewart Ed-
ward White, “The Dwelling Place

of Light” by Winston Churchill.

“The Sagebrusher” by Emerson
Hough, and others.

“The Fighting Blade”
Is Praised by Critics

Newspaper critics of the photo-

play are finding “The Fighting

Blade,” Richard Barthelmess’ most

recent First National picture, one

of the most entertaining costume

films ever to reach the screen. “The
Fighting Blade” is a story of the

Cromwellian era in England, with

the star in the role of a young
Dutch adventurer who joins forces

with the Roundheads and fivhts his

way to love and victory. The pic-

ture was directed by John S. Robert-
son and produced by Inspiration

Pictures.

The New York Tribune wrote
“
‘The Fighting Blade’ is full of

excitement and suspense.”

The Detroit Times stated :

“
‘The

Fighting Blade’ is one of the finest

pictures from a production and act-
:r.g standooint we have ever seen.”

The Indianapolis Star said: “‘The
Fighting Rlade’ is one of the finest

pictures Barthelmess has made."

/
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Hawks to Prepare
Sea Story Continuity

Barker Film a Hit
in San Francisco

J. G. Hawks, one of the screen’s

premier scenario writers, has been

selected to prepare the continuity for

“Women Who Wait,” the production

which Reginald Barker will make
under the auspices of the Metro-
Louis B. Mayer forces, Mr. Hawks’
appointment is one of the most im-

portant current assignments of the

coast and marks a selection con-

cerning which there was a great deal

of speculation.

“Women Who Wait” will be a

screen version of the famous New
England classic, “Cape Cod Folks,”

written several years ago by Joseph
C. Lincoln. It is considered the one

book that best depicts the soul and
heart of New England. It is full

of action and vivid with the dangers

and hardships which are the daily

lives of the fishermen who are the

“Cape Cod Folks.”

Mr. Hawks is thoroughly familiar

with the sea, its dangers and the

influence it has on men’s lives who
spend months on the high seas year

in and year out. For three years

he shipped before the mast on trad-

ing schooners and visited well nigh

every corner of the world. He has

spent years living in New England
and has spent much of his time in

the very section where the story

is laid.

Pearl White to Star in

Film Made in France

Reginald Barker’s latest produc-

tion for the Metro-Louis B. Mayer
forces, “The Eternal Struggle,” was
the winning picture in San Fran-

cisco last week where it was pre-

sented for its western premiere at

Loew’s Warfield Theatre. Not only

did “The Eternal Struggle” come in

for enthusiastic praise from the

newspaper reviewers but it had the

hearty support of the public, whose
mouth-to-mouth advertising kept the

Warfield playing to capacity all

through the engagement.
“If you want to be thrilled, go to

the Warfield this week,” wrote the

reviewer of the San Francisco Bul-

letin. “ The Eternal Struggle! is

packed with thrills.”
“
‘The Eternal Struggle, ’” wrote

the critic of the San Francisco Call,

“is a real picture. Its reality con-

sists of its substantial characters and
the beauty of its setting. Renee

Adoree, in the leading feminine role,

gives expression to an unaffected

play of emotions that is refreshing

to behold.”

“Those who crave incessant action

and red-blooded heroes will not be

disappointed in ‘The Eternal Strug-
gle’ at the Warfield,” wrote the

critic of the San Francisco Daily

News. “The most beautiful scenery

on the Rockies forms the back-
ground.”
“Some of the most beautiful

Canadian scenery ever utilized for

motion picture ’ drama forms the

background for ‘The Eternal Strug-
gle,’ ” agrees the critic of the San
Francisco Examiner. “Realism both

as to settings and actions of the

players is its dominant character-

istics. In Renee Adoree the screen

has developed a new dramatic act-

ress whose faculty for emotional ex-

pression seems unlimited.”

The announcement comes from

Paris that Reginald Ford has his

first production already under way
starring Pearl White. “Terror”

is the title of the new production
and it is reported that Miss
White is receiving the largest re-

muneration ever paid by any Eu-
ropean concern to an American
screen star. Mr. Ford was re-

cently in the United States, and
during his stay he disclosed in-

teresting facts regarding his pro-
ducing organization in Paris.

Mr. Ford then declared that his

enterprise is the first ever known
composed of an entire American
unit with American players, di-

rectors, scenario staff, cameramen
and technical staff that is financed
entirely by French capital. These
productions which will be under-
taken are all to be made for the
American market.

Edward Jose is the American
director who is supervising the di-

rection of Miss White’s first star-

ring vehicle, “Terror.” It is said

to be an absolute innovation in

motion pictures, as it is the first

time that Pearl White has ever
faced the camera in France; and
the production will be the first

serial picture ever made which
carries the action through in one
performance. The intimate life of
real Paris will be disclosed in the
photoplay and some of the most
thrilling scenes take place in the
Paris sewers, much the same as
in the current Broadway stage
production, "Seventh Heaven.”

Special interest has been
aroused concerning “Terror” as
permission has been granted Mr.
Ford by the French Government
to utilize a number of historical
chateaux, parks and monuments
in the picture.

Frank Lloyd Finishes

Filming “Black Oxen”
With the return of Frank Lloyd

and his cameraman, Norbert F.

Brodin, from a second trip to Big

Bear Lake, California, last week the

'filming of Mr. Lloyd’s first in-

dependent production, “Black Oxen,”
to be released as a First National
Picture, was completed.
The Atherton story which has

been adapted to the screen by Frank
Lloyd and Mary O’Hara is now be-

ing cut, edited and titled and it is

expected that it will be ready for

delivery to First National within the

next three weeks. It is expected
that “Black Oxen” will go to the

exhibitor in eight reels or about 7,-

500 feet. Corinne Griffith and Con-
way Tearle are featured.

Vidor in New York
to Film Exteriors

Rehearsing Players to

Appear in “Torment”
Maurice Tourneur has started re-

hearsing players to appear in “Tor-
ment” and plans to start actual
“shooting” the early part of next
week.
Among the players thus far en-

gaged are Owen Moore, Bessie Love,
Maude George, Joseph Kilgour and
George Cooper.

“Torment” is heralded as the

most ambitious film by Tourneur
since he became associated with M.
C. Levee in the production of First

National pictures. The scenario is

an adaptation from an original story

by William Dudley Pelley and has

just been completed by Fred Myton.

King Vidor, who has been engaged

by Metro to direct Laurette Taylor

in “Happiness,” arrived in New
York last week with several mem-
bers of his staff to film many im-
portant exterior scenes here. Mr.
Vidor will remain in New York for

six weeks or more, after which with
his staff and Miss Taylor and J.

Hartley Manners, author of the

play, he will go back to Hollywood
to complete production.

After Miss Taylor has completed
“Happiness,” she will appear before
the camera in “One Night in Rome,”

also written by Mr. Manners, who
is Miss Taylor’s husband. Both
these plays are rated among the most
successful ever produced on the

American stage. With Miss Taylor
as the star. “Happiness” and “One
Night in Rome” have played up and
down the length and breadth of this

country and abroad.
Mr. Vidor’s choice as director for

Miss Taylor is a logical one since

it was he who so successfully di-

rected Miss Taylor in the Metro
picturization of “Peg O’ My Heart,”
another of Miss Taylor’s and Mr.
Manners’ spectacular successes.

Seeing the World To Write the Titles

Frank Mayo is the record globe-
trotting hero of the movies. He
played juvinile “leads” in half of

the large cities in the world be-
fore going into pictures. He is

now acting the hero in “The
Shadow of the East,” which
George Archainbaud is directing
at the William Fox West Coast
Studios. As Harry Cravan, he
becomes a globe trotter again,

starting off in India, going to

England and then to the Desert
of Sahara.

Robert C. Benchley, dramatic
critic of Life, has been engaged
by the Distinctive Pictures Cor-
poration to write the titles for

“Second Youth,” by Allan Upde-
graff, the production of which
was recently completed. The cast

includes Mimi Palmeri, Alfred
Lunt, Jobvna Howland, Lynn
Fontanne, Walter Catlett, Herbert
Corthell, Winifred Allen and
Faire Binney. Albert Parker
directed the production and the

adaptation was by John Lynch.

“The Dangerous Maid”
Has Been Completed

Constance Talmadge has finished

“The Dangerous Maid,” a Joseph

M. Schenck production, directed by

Victor Heerman for First National

release. It is a romantic comedy-

drama of merrie olde England, in

which she has the role of a madcap
little rebel who dons a cavalier’s

sword and costume, and engages in

a thrilling series of adventures with

the officers of the king.

The story gives Constance her
first opportunity to play a dramatic
role, and the picture, though it is

said to contain many humorous
situations of a side-splitting nature,

is reported to be replete with
romance and love interest.

Conway Tearle, who was Norma
Talmadge’s leading man in “Ashes
of Vengeance,” also is featured in

support of Constance in “The
Dangerous Maid.”
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The Leavenworth Case” Named
as Most Popular Mystery Story

Whitman Bennett recently sent Vitagraph his second super-fea-
to one thousand exhibitors a re- ture, “The Leavenworth Case,” a

quest that they advise him what picturization of the famous novel

Mr. Bennett made no reference to

character of pictures had sure-
fire entertainment values. Of the
replies received, 80 per cent, of

the theatre managers declared in

favor of mystery stories, pro-
vided the mystery was sustained
to the end of the picture. The
three qualities that go to make a

mystery picture a box office suc-
cess, according to the exhibitors,

are love interest, environment of

wealth, and keeping the solution

by Anna Katherine Green, which
has been booked for a week’s
run in the Granada Theatre, San
Francisco. Mr. Bennett had
chosen this classic of all detective
novels as being the most ingenious
in plot of any mystery story ever
written. Mr. Bennett and his di-

rector, Charles Giblyn, and his

continuity writer, Eve Stuyve-
sant, directed all efforts in adapt-
ing the story for the film to sus-
taining the mystery as skillfully

Warner Officials Laud
“Tiger Rose”

“A superb picture—a photoplay
that we, or any other organiza-
tion, would be proud to present.”
That is the consensus of opin-

“The Leavenworth Case.” It asked ion of the Warner officials follow-
the exhibitor to name the most ing a private showing of “Tiger
popular detective story. Of the Rose,” starring Lenore Ulric, the
650 replies received, 300 of them screen adaptation of David
referred to “The Leavenworth Belasco’s famous stage play of
Case.” the same name.

Little Theatre
Films on Way

unknown until the end
Mr. Bennett asked for these as Miss Green had done,

opinions when he contributed to The questionnaire sent out by

“Woman-Proof” Scores
A White Way Triumph
“Woman-Proof,” Thomas Meigh “‘Woman-Proof’ is an enter-

an s latest for Paramount, opened taining story,” said the World,
at the Rivoli Sunda\ and shortly «.

icte(j flawlessly, without a soli-
aiter the opening of the evening s

. , 4

second performance it was neces- tary attempt either to stop and

sarv to stop the sale of tickets. teach a lesson or to sidetrack and

Tt is extremely well acted—by put on a fashion show.” And the

Thomas Meighan and the rest— Evening World: “After years of

and its continuity runs smoothly,” picture-going we have never

said the critic for the Herald, found a more popular male star

“Simplicity and naturalness are its than Tommy, both with the men
chief charms,” said the Tribune and womenfolk.”
reviewer. The Times reviewer To make way for Sam Wood’s
said: “The acting in this film is production, “His Children’s Chil-

especiallv good. Any one wan- dren,” the second of Paramount’s

dering off Broadway into the “demonstration” pictures, which is

Rivoli will find that this produc- scheduled for the Rivoli next

tion will make him think better week, “Woman-Proof” will be

of motion pictures.” transferred to the Rialto Sunday.

J. S. Woody Happy
Over Coast Runs

The week of October 20 was a world premiere, at Grauman’s
Associated Exhibitors Week in Million Dollar Theatre.^ Douglas

Los Angeles. It was not officially MacLean’s “Going Up,” his first

denominated as such but it was independent starring production,

true, nevertheless, and the fact opened most auspiciously at Grau-

was commented upon by the news- man’s Metropolitan, and Leah

Little Theatre Films, a newly
organized group of active workers
and artistic sympathizers with the

so-called “non-commercial” motion
picture, have just completed a

contract for the nation-wide dis-

tribution of their first picture.
Through arrangement made with
the American Kreuger and Toll
•Corporation, agents of the
Swedish Biograph Company, Little

Theatre Films will release “Mortal
Clay,” written and directed by
Victor Seastrom.
The Little Theatre movement

of the screen originated in Holly-
wood last spring and has now
been permanently organized for
the purpose of providing through
existing Little Theatre groups,
university dramatic societies and
women’s clubs a practical and
national release for those artistic

films which cannot always find a
place in the commercial theatre.
The advisory board of the

organization is composed of Hugo
Baffin, Paul Bern, Ralph Block,
Charles Chaplin, William DeMille,
Howard Dietz, Walter Prichard
Eaton, Douglas Fairbanks, Clay-
ton Hamilton, Rupert Hughes,

George Marion, June Mathis,
Mary Pickford, Frank Reicher,
Victor Seastrom, Robert E. Sher-
wood, Erich von Stroheim,
Maurice Tourneur, Oswald Garri-
son Villard, Rob Wagner and
Stark Young. Kenneth Mac-
Gowan and Myron M. Stearns are
the New York representatives of
the movement, wffiich is led by
Curtis Melnitz, president; Albert
Lewfin, vice-president, and Joseph
Jackson, secretary.

Victor Seastrom created “Mortal
Clay” with Jennie Hasselquist and
Eosta Ekman in the leading roles.

In a signed statement, Charles
Chaplin calls this picture “a most
beautifully prepared and executed
work of art. an inspiration to all

lovers of beauty and a vehicle
that should elevate the whole
standard of motion pictures.”

Hundreds of prominent leaders of

the profession and the Motion
Picture Directors’ Association of

Hollywood indorsed an extraordi-
nary round robin in praise of

“Mortal Clay,” calling it “a beau-
tifully unfolded, finely acted and
photographed mediaeval tale of

love and romance, brought by a
touch of directing genius through

and men high in picturepapers
circles.

In Los Angeles are six long run

houses : The Mission, Grauman’s
Million Dollar, the California,

Miller’s, Talley’s and the Criter-

ion—and in the dowmtowm dis-

trict, six w'eekly change houses

:

Grauman’s Metropolitan, Pantages,

the Loew State, the Hillstreet,

Clune’s and the Symphony.
Of these twelve,

Baird in “Is Divorce a Failure?”
was playing to packed houses at

Pantages. w

First National Film
Is Finished

“Her Temporary Husband,” the

First National picture, with one of

the largest casts in the history of

Associated the movies, is finished.

The farce-comedy was
by John McDermott.

directed

Goldstein Goes to

Coast

Exhibitors features occupied four,

which caused J. S. Woody, gen-

eral manager of the organization,

to comment : “One-third of the

premier theatres in the motion
picture capital packing ’em in with

this Associated product. Not so . ,

bad, my boy, not so bad.” E- H. Goldstein treasurer of

The world premiere run of the Universal, left New York several

Mack Sennett Associated Exhibi- hays ago for the Coast to look

tors attraction, Mabel Normand after affairs at Universal City dur-

in “The Extra Girl,” was in full nig the absence of Julius Bern-

blast at the Mission, and Charles henn. Mr. Bernheim was suddenly

Ray’s big hit, “The Courtship of called to the bedside of his
-

. ,

Myles Standish,” was continuing mother, who is dangerously ill in ress who not only has beauty and centers

its indefinite -un, which also was Laupheim, Germany. charm but acts the part to per- ington.

Rex Ingram, Charles Lapworth, splendid development to a pow'er-
Horace Liveright, Ernst Lubitsch, ful and convincing climax.”

England Welcomes
the Film “Trilby”

If the report of one of Eng- fection. She is the best Trilby I

land’s foremost reviewers of mo- have seen—and I have seen many,
tion pictures, Bowler Reed, regu- The direction of James Young is

lates the sales of the Associated entirely satisfactory and the cast-

First National picture, “Trilby,” ing is generally good,
starring Andree Lafayette, the “The photoplay has but few'

film version of this famous play sub-titles, no unnecessary ones;

is destined to meet with un- the photography is completely
precedented success throughout satisfactory. The best effect of

the United Kingdom. There is, the film is that the great story is

perhaps, no better way of telling so smoothly and intelligently

of Mr. Reed’s views of “Trilby” screened, it is as interesting and
than to print a few excerpts from convincing as the book, it is more
his report: lifelike than any stage perform-

“
‘Trilby’ is one of the very ance could be.”

few plays that will stand revival

and I have been so much im-

pressed by a private view of this

production that I am inclined to

urge you to secure a date at once. Charles R. Rogers, general man-
Richard Walton Tully has made ager of distribution of Mastodon
a fine scenario and production of Films, Inc., has gone to the Pa-

the late George du Maurier’s fa- cific Coast on a sales trip in be-

mous novel and play. Also, he half of the organization’s 1923-24

has discovered an ideal Trilby in series of C. C. Burr productions.

Andree Lafayette, a Parisian act- He will also visit the exchange
in Oregon and Wash-

Rogers on Coast

/
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Fox Corporation to Spend $27,000,000

on Production and Development
New Studio Plant to Be Built in Beverly Hills—Many Books and Plays Purchased

B

WILLIAM FOX

UILDING upon the

firm belief that this

country is entering upon
a period of solid pros-

perity, and planning upon
the conviction that peo-

ple the world over in the

coming year will attend

motion picture theatres

in greater numbers than

ever before and will be

willing to spend more
money for motion picture

entertainment than ever

before, provided the qual-

ity of their entertainment

is distinctly improved,

Fox Film Corporation

will spend $27,000,000 be-

tween January 1, 1924,

and January 1, 1925, in a

great, expensive and am-
bitious program of pro-

duction and business de-

velopment.

This is the substance of an announcement made recently

by William Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation, which

is one of the major motion picture organizations of the

world. Of the $27,000,000, more than $20,000,000 will be

spent on new productions to be made in the Los Angeles

and New York Studios; $2,000,000, at a conservative esti-

mate, will be invested in plays and books from which high

class pictures designed to appeal to the constantly improv-

ing taste of theatregoers, and $5,000,000 will be expended

in the new studio and grounds in Los Angeles.

Mr. Fox, in reply to definite questions, made a brief

statement explaining precisely why he has resolved upon

his tremendous program for 1924.

“Close study of the situation for the screen, or whether taken

has convinced me," said Mr. Fox, from book or play; the best direc-

“that the amusement business of tion, the best acting and the best

America, Canada and the world possible settings. My judgment

at large is on the threshold of is that if a motion picture concern

an era of the greatest prosperity of first rate equipment and facili-

we have ever enjoyed. I most ties can provide the people with

earnestly believe that our country this class of screen entertainment

is finally settling down to work in large quantity, that concern

and to stable sensible productive need not lie awake at night wor-

effort in all lines of work. There rying about investment,

have been times in the past when “Our production program must

I felt pessimistic, but this is the not be taken to mean that we are

time when I am most distinctly going to indulge in extravagant

optimistic. However, it is not suf- salaries and exorbitant, reckless

sufficient to be merely optimistic, expenditure. Many persons, seem

In order to enjoy one’s shares of to have an idea that profits in the

the business that is plainly in motion picture business
,

are fab-

sight one must give the people ulous and that the business can

who are willing to buy the kind continue in an orgy of extrava-

of entertainment they want to gance - That is not so at a* *•
.

4

buy. That is what I propose to requires rigid economy and. tire-

do in the coming season. That is
less ener^ to

.

o4,ta,n
.

a
.

sat >sfâ ‘

why I am willing, with mv board tory revenue without injuring the

of directors, to spend $27,000,000 exhibitor. This has been our

in productions and expansion. ™°44° fram the day we began

People will no longer flock to the
business. There is no use mak ng

, 'j a contract that will pauperize the
theatres and spend their money

theatre o just £ecaUSe a d ;_

to see inferior motion picture en-
rector decided to use 3000 per _

tertamment. sons in his cast when 300 would
“As is their right, they are de- have answered every purpose.”

m a n d i n g the best—the best At the present time, according

stories, whether originally written to the announcement authorized

by Mr. Fox, his corporation has
now actively at work in Los
Angeles and New York sixteen

dramatic production companies
and nine comedy production com-
panies and in addition Fox News,
Educational Division and Indus-
trial Division maintain a constant,

regular production output. These
various producing organizations
are employing 2,500 persons, and
a weekly expenditure which stands
now at a little more than $300,000
a week will be increased to be-

tween $400,000 and $450,000 imme-
diately after January; 1. The gen-
eral expansion of production work
will run the cost up to approxi-
mately $20,000,000 for the year of

1924, Mr. Fox states.

Among the new plays and books
purchased by Fox Film Corpora-
tion for high class motion picture

production such as Mr. Fox fore-

sees must be had to meet the de-

sires of a public which is weary
of inferior pictures are “The
Fool,” by Channing Pollock;
“Loyalties,” by John Galsworthy;
“The Man Who Came Back,”
which was dramatized by Jules
Eckert Goodman from a story by
John Fleming Wilson, and for

which the record cash price in

such motion picture investments
was paid by Mr. Fox; “The War-
rens of Virginia,” David Belasco’s
play

;
"It Is the Law,” by Elmer

Rice; “Strathmore,” by Ouida
Bergere; “The Hunted Woman,”
by James Oliver Curwood;
"Hearts of Oak,” by James A.
Hearn, and a score of other plays
and books aggregating a $2,000,-

000 investment.

Possibly one of the strongest
and most substantial evidences of

Mr. Fox’s confidence in American
prosperity and improved world
conditions generally is the new
studio plant to be erected in the
Beverly Hills-Westwood section

of Los Angeles. This property
of 444 acres is between the City
of Los Angeles proper and Santa
Monica on the Pacific shore. It

is bounded on the north by the

Los Angeles Country Club and
on the south by the Rancho Golf
and the Hillcrest Country Club,

and is skirted on one side by the

Pico Boulevard and on the other
side by the Santa Monica Boule-
vard, the two main thoroughfares
from the heart of Los Angeles to

the Pacific Ocean. All of the

studio buildings, which will soon
be under construction, are of the

mission type of architecture, and
are of concrete fireproof con-
struction. The stages will be
among the largest cinema stages

in the world, and the general
equipment of the new Fox pro-

ductions plant will be of the best

obtainable.

In connection with his new Los
Angeles studio plant, Mr. Fox is

erecting also what is designed to

be the largest and best equipped

studio laboratory in the world.
The total cost of the new plant
will exceed $5,000,000, as has been
stated. When this plant is ’com-
pleted and in full operation the
present New York studios and
laboratory will also continue
under full operation, Mr. Fox’s
policy being to increase and ex-
pand production both in Los An-
geles and in New York.

In the near future the original
Fox studio and grounds will be
dismantled to make way for the
advance of Los Angeles business
and homes toward the Pacific.

The grounds will be cut up into
lots for banks, a theatre, depart-
ment store, a hotel and other
business enterprises, but produc-
tion work will not be interrupted
or lessened in any degree. Mr.
Fox will go personally to Los
Angeles on January 1 to super-
vise the construction of the new
plant and to oversee the larger de-
tails of his whole $27,000,000 pro-
gram.
Mr. Fox pointed out in the

course of a general talk on the
film situation and his own plans
that since September 1, in accord-
ance with his policy of expansion,
he has extended his business into

every country in the world except
Russia. Since September 1, he
said, he has opened distribution
offices and business agencies in

Japan, Spdin, Austria, Germany,
India, Mexico, Cuba, Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Holland and
Czecho-Slovakia.

Calling attention also to various
items of his confident and am-
bitious program for the future
Mr. Fox stated that he will open
on Noverfiber 19 a new theatre in

Philadelphia, where he has estab-
lished a sixteen-story building and
motion picture theatre seating
3,000 people, and that he has re-

cently opened a new theatre in

Oakland, Cal. He said, too, that
he has acquired, as the headquar-
ters for his European business, a

new building in London at 13

Bernera street, which, during the
war, was the Canadian Army
headquarters.

“I believe in the future of mo-
tion pictures,” said Mr. Fox. “I

am building on that belief. That
is all there is to it.”

Fox Films a Morris
Story

Among the William Fox pro-
ductions for the 1923-24 season
is the adaption of the story by
Gouverneur Morris, entitled “You
Can’t Get Away With It.” Percy
Marmont has the principal role.

Supporting Marmont are Betty
Bouton, as the girl, Malcolm
McGregor, Barbara Tennant,
Grace Morse, Clarissa Selwyn
and Charles Cruz. Rowland V.
Lee directed the picture with rare
technical ability.
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Fox Announces Eight Great Specials,

Setting a New Standard for Screen
Prominent in the list cf produc-

tions arranged for the 1923-24 sea-

son by William Fox are eight

specials which are expected to

establish a new high standard for

pictures. Most of them are from
original stage plays or widely
known stories.

The list includes “Six Cylinder
Love,” “You Can’t Get Away with
It,” “North of Hudson Bay,”
“Temple of Venus,” “Hoodman
Blind,” “The Net,” “The Shep-
herd King” and “Gentle Julia.”

Ernest Truex, who played in the

stage production of “Six Cylinder
Love” which pleased Broadway
two years ago, has the leading role

in the Fox picture. The original

play, written by William Anthony
McGuire, ran for fifty-three weeks
in New York and then furnished
the whole country with a series

of laughs on the road. Truex
seems to have met with the same
success in pictures that marked
his work on the stage. He is ably
supported by Florence Eldridge,
Marjorie Milton, Harold J. Mann
and Thomas Mitchell. The pic-

ture was directed by Elmer Clif-

ton.

Adapted from the story by
Gouverneur Morris, the film ver-
sion of “You Can’t Get Away
With It” has for its star the re-

markable Percy Marmont, whose
work in the Fox production “If

Winter Conies” has made his

name internationally known. He
is surrounded by a capable cast
consisting of Betty Bouton, Mal-
colm McGregor, Barbara Ten-
nant, Grace Morse, Clarissa Sel-

wyn and Charles Cruze. Rowland
V. Lee directed the filming. The
story, a typical Morris product,
points to the strength of the moral
code and the necessity for world
conventions, in a striking way.
“North of Hudson Bay” is a

Tom Mix picture, notable for

several reasons, but primarily be-
cause it places the -'irile western
star in an entirely new type of
role. Instead of playing as a
brancho - busting, hard - fighting,

quick-shooting cowpuncher, Mix
appears as a prospector in the
frozen country beyond the last

trading post. The picture was
directed by John Ford from the
story by Jules Furthman. In the
cast are Kathleen Key, Eugene
Palette, Will Walling, Frank
Campeau, Frank Leigh and Fred
Kohler.

“The Temple of Venus” opened
at the Central Theatre in New
York on October 29, scoring an
immediate success. Directed by
Henry Otto on Santa Cruz Island
in the Pacific Ocean, this picture
becomes one of the most spec-
tacular novelties of the screen.
Mary Philbin, winner of beauty
prizes, is supported by a cast of a

thousand west coast girls selected
for their remarkable good looks.

David Butler has the masculine
lead. While the plot of the story
is based on the love element, the
entire production is a phantasy,
featured by underwater photog-
raphy, fantastic scenes.

“Hoodman Blind,” adapted from
the venerable success of the vin-
tage of Wallacks, 1885, is a new
Fox production which promises to

be one of the best of the year.
Written by Sir Henry Arthur
Jones and Wilson Barrett, the play
opened in London and came to

New York in the same year. David
Butler has the masculine lead.

The picture is replete with ex-
traordinary fight scenes, flashes

of terrible ocean storms and
shipwreck. A capable cast lends
the principals strong support.
Another picture which promises

to rank with the season's leaders
is “The Net.” from the play by
Maravene Thompson. J. Gordon

Edwards directed the production,
the cast in which consists of
B arbara Castleton, Raymond
Bloomer, Albert Roscoe, Peggy
Davis, Arthur Gordoni, Helen
Tracy and others. The story tells

of the folly of youth and points
to the price that eventually is

paid. The stage play was such a
decided success that the picture,

in the belief of the producers, can-
not be less and is more than
likely to be evep greater.

There is a noticeable tendency
toward the spectacle picture in the
Fox list this year and none of
them is believed to excel in this

respect his production "The
Shepherd King,” another special
directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
This picture also is an adaption,
having been taken from the stage
play by Wright Lorimer and
Arnold Reeves, produced by Wil-
liam A. Brady. Violet Mersereau
has the principal role in a cast
of European performers, the same
group, incidentally, which ap-
peared in the spectacle picture
“Nero.” The Shepherd King” was
filmed in the Nile country, where
Director Edwards used thousands
of extras, recruited from the wan-
derers of the desert and the
hordes of Cairo.

No list of adaptations could be
complete without at least one
from the pen of Booth Tarking-
ton. Accordingly, among the Fox
specials is "Gentle Julia,” with
petite Bessie Love in the title

role. This touching story of
juvenile sweethearts, with its

humor and pathos as real and
tragic as any that come in the lives

of adults, promises to become one
of the most appealing pictures of
the year. The picture was
directed by Rowland V. Lee. A
large cast presents the story with
the natural ease which marks the
writings of the Hoosier author.

Harold Goodwin enacts the role of
Noble Dill, opposite Miss Love.
This list of eight specials, in the

belief of the producers, will assure
the public one of the most inter-
esting picture seasons in the
annals of the industry.

“Gentle Julia’’ a Good
One

Listed prominently among Wil- j
Ham Fox screen adaptations from
the 1923-24 season is the Booth

(

Tarkington story “Gentle Julia,”
j

Bessie Love has the title role and
Harold Goodwin is the juvenile. ,

Rowland V. Lee directed the pic-
ture.

The balance of the cast consists
of Frank Elliott, Charles K.
French, Clyde Benson, Frank
Norcross, Harvey Clark, Emn.a
Tansey, Harry Dunkinson, Jack
Rollins, Frances Guant, Bill Irv-
ing, Mde. Sul-Te-Wan, Agnes
Aker, William Lester, Gypsy Nor-
man, Frank Farrington, Virginia
Johnson, Mary Arthur, Richard
Billings and Edwin Johnson.

“Six Cylinder Love”
Speedy Film

Remembered for its success dur-
ing a run of fifty-three weeks on
Broadway, the play by YVilliam s

,

Anthony McGuire called “Six
Cylinder Love.” promises to ex-
ceed its own speed record as a
picture produced by William Fox •

Ernest Truex who played the
leading role in the legitimate pro-
duction, has the same part in the
picture.

Florence Eldridge, Marjorie
Milton, Harold J. Mann and
Thomas Mitchell give character- 1
izations of the principab.

/
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Clifton and Truex Produce Ideal Picture
Seldom indeed does circum-

stance permit the joint efforts of

a director and leading actor in the

same production when their exact

types are essential to the success
of the finished task. This unique
combination was realized in the

William Fox production of “Six
Cylinder Love,” which was di-

rected by Elmer Clifton and
starred Ernest Truex.
Adapted from the original stage

success by William Anthony Mc-
Guire, “Six Cylinder Love” re-

quired a director whose sense of
humor would incorporate in the
picture all the -fun of the play, as
well as the technical elements
necessary in any good production.
And it was essential that the lead

be handled by a man who could
actually live in his role.

Accordingly, Elmer Clifton,
director of the great Fox picture
"Down to the Sea in Ships,” was
selected to direct “Six Cylinder
Love.” Ernest Truex, who played
the lead on Broadway for a year,
took his familiar place on the
studio set as the hero. The result

was a picture as near perfection
as could be expected, it is stated.

One of the first remarkable
feats performed by Clifton was an
innovation used in “shooting”
lavish cabaret scenes with a
marine background. In the fore-

ground a scrim was stretched taut
across the dancing floor. Upon
this netting was painted a deep
sea scene in rich colors. Beneath

the powerful studio lights the
background of the set was blotted
out. When the front lights were
extinguished, the dance hall came
to view, showing the dancers in

silhouette, with the backdrop ap-
parently miles away. The result

was a marvelous study in per-
spective and composition. To en-
hance its beauty, the director used
girls from George’s White’s Scan-
dals and the Follies.

In arranging the various sets

Clifton went the limit, using 250
stage mechanics, sparing ro ex-
pense or trouble in getting • xactly
what he wanted.
Immediately after he completed

“Six Cylinder Love,” Clifton was
assigned to direct the new Fox
Civil war picture from the David

Belasco success, “The Warrens of
Virginia.”
Ernest Truex first entered the

picture field in “The Good Little

Devil,” with Mary Pickford, after
having played in the David Belas-
co stage play in the same role. He
is 34 years old and has been act-
ing for 28 years. His real screen
career was launched with his

appearance in “Six Cylinder
Love,” which also proved to be
his greatest work on the stage.

Fourteen New York critics saw
his work in this piece and every
review was favorable.

It is obvious then, that with
these two men at the wheel, “Six
Cylinder Love” was certain to run
smoothly and take the hills on
high.

“Temple of Venus” Hailed as Screen Innovation
In presenting “The Temple of

Venus” as one of his 1923-24
special productions, William Fox
offers a unique picture. The pic-

ture is fran .ly called a veritable
“screen follies,” with its cast of
beautiful girls in bathing cos-
tumes, its under-water photog-
raphy and its general air of spec-
tacular elaboration.
Directed by Henry Otto on

Santa Cruz Island. “The Temple
of Venus” was first presented at

the Central Theatre in New York
on October 29, to an appreciative
audience. Mary Philbin, noted on
stage and screen for her beauty,
heads a cast of 1,000 bathing girls

recruited from the ranks of the
most beautiful performers to be
found on the West Coast. David
Butler has the masculine lead.

The story is a love idyll with all

the fantastical elements of “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.” The
crystal grottos of Santa Cruz
Island, the incomparable calm of
the Pacific and the tropical
beauty of the island itself,

combine to present a picture more
dazzling than the most luxurious
set of a Broadway extravaganza.
Considerable trick photography
and some actually remarkable
under water shots, add to the
attraction. And above all, there

are girls, of every type and all of
them formed appropriately to be
inhabitants of “The Temple of

Venus.”
In support of Miss Philbin and

Butler are Phyllis Haver, Celeste
Lee, Senorita Consuella, Marilynn
Boyd, Lorraine Easton, Helen
Virgil, William Walling, Micky
McBain, Alice Day, William Boyd,
Leon Barry, Robert Cline, Frank
Keller and an enormous cast of

extras.

In order to provide adequate
lighting facilities for m-ny of the
scenes, Director Otto found it

necessary to have a cable con-
structed from the mainland to

Santa Cruz Island. This was one

of the many heavy costs of the

production, aside from the usual

payroll expenses.

While the plot of the story is

serious and the acting of the prin-
cipals is excellent, little attempt
has been made to emphasize any-
thing other than the spectacular
beauty and bizzarre elaboration
of the scenes. “The Temple of
Venus” is, it is said, distl-.ctly dif-

ferent in every phase, from any
motion picture ever produced and
there are those who believe that

it will open the way to ultimate
“motion picture musical comedy.”

Fox Early Releases Meet with Success
Returns from all sections of the

country and in some instances
from abroad, indicate the suc-
cess which has attended the first

series of William Fox specials re-

leased earlier in the current sea-
son, according to that company’s
announcement.
Leading all of this group is the

Fox picture version of A. S. M.
Hutchinson’s novel “If Winter
Comes,” directed in England by
Harry Millarde, with Percy
Marmont in the leading role. This

picture opened on Broadway early
in September and still is showing
to capacity audiences, with indi-

cations of an indefinite run. It

also is showing in England and
has been presented in more than
100 leading cities of America.
“Monna Vanna,” from Maurice

Maeterlinck’s work, is another
Fox special which was acclaimed.
This production made a good im-
pression in New York and met
with equal success when it was
presented elsewhere.

Few pictures of the year were
more effective than “The Silent

Command,” a J. Gordon Edwards
production with Edmund Lowe,
Martha Mansfield, Betty Jewell
and Alma Tell. Opening on Broad-
way in September, this produc-
tion has received praise from
critics and public wherever it has
played. A tribute to the Ameri-
can navy, the production was in-

cluded in many cities as a part of

the program on Navy Day, Oct.

27, which also was the anniversary

of the birth of Theodore Roose-
velt.

Hailed throughout the country
as a great thriller, the Lincoln J.
Carter picture called “The
Eleventh Hour,” is meeting with
the same success beyond New
York which attended the premiere
on Broadway.
Another early Fox release was

the Tom Mix comedy special

“Soft Boiled,” introducing the
western star as a timid shoe clerk.

It provides a good laugh.

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS “THE NET,” STARRING BARBARA CASTLETON, RAYMOND BLOOMER AND ALBERT ROSCOE
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SCENES FROM “YOU CAN’T GET AWAY WITH IT,” A COMING FOX PRODUCTION

Tom Mix Appearing in a New Type of Role
Tom Mix in furs instead of

chaps, on snow shoes instead of

on Tony, his wonder horse

—

mushing through drear}' white

wastes instead of cactus desert—

-

that, in a line, is the William Fox
production “North of Hudson
Bay.” The picture was directed
by John Ford from the story by
Jules Furthman.

In support of the western star
are Kathleen Key, Eugene Palette,

Will Walling, Frank Campeau,
Frank Leigh and Fred Kohler.

“Billeda” is a drama of the vast.

The story relates the experiences
of a youngster who tracked from
his little home in Canada into

the desolate north country in

search of gold. His elder brother,
a successful prospector, had
struck a rich vein but while the
boy was enroute to meet him, the
older man was shot and under the
rude justice of the north country,
the man believed to have been
his murderer was sent on the
journey of death.
This journey of death is a sen-

tence to strike out into the waste
without food, arms or fire. The
boy, meeting up with the luckless

victim of this sentence, fed him
and for his act, he too was sen-
tenced to take the long trail. A
crooked factor, or governor, was
responsible for the sentence, hav-
ing in mind the rich ore left by
the older brother.
But it develops that the murder

actually had been committed by
a man other than the old prospec-
tor who was sentenced. But this

phase of the mystery goes undis-

covered until the younger brother
escapes from the journey of
death, returns to the settlement
and after a series of hair raising

experiences solves the problem.
Of course, there is a girl. She
loves him before she knows that
he is the owner of the gold mine,
so they really marry for love and
everyone left alive is happy.
The story is different from any

in which Mix has played before
and he performs with his usual
ability, it is said. The cast is ex-
ceptionally adequate.

Spectacular Scenes in Coming Fox Picture
Filmed in the Holy Land, within

easy camel ride of the Valle} of

the Kings where Tut-Ankh-
Amen’s tomb was found, the Wil-
liam Fox production of “The
Shepherd King,” promises to be
another spectacle of exceptional
merit in his 1923-24 releases. The
picture was directed by J. Gordon
Edwards, Violet Mersereau has the
leading role. With the exception of

Gordon McEdwards, the cast con-
sists otherwise of continental
artists most of whom appeared in

the Fox picture “Nero.”
“T h e Shepherd King” was

adapted from the stage play by

Wright Lorimer and Arnold
Reeves and produced by William
A. Brady. It established a not-
able success as a legitimate pro-
duction. The picture “shot” in

the shadows of the S hinx and
the pyramids, shows thousands of

desert Bedouins in their native
element, hundreds of camels and
as many tiny donkeys used as

beasts of burden over the burn-
ing sands of the Nile country.
The story tells of the love of

David, the shepherd king, for

Princess Miclial, daughter of Saul,

the king of Israel. Warfare, in-

trigue, dramatic moments of in-

tense powT er, all combine to make
one of the most spectacular pic-

tures of the year, it is stated. The
battle between David and Goliath,
the giant of the Philistines, was
filmed in detail. Samuel Belastra
was cast as Goliath and his pro-
portions are said to warrant the
selection.

The march of the Children of

Israel, being led out of Egypt
by Moses, required 5,000 desert
Arabs, an army of camels and
donkeys and long days of steady
work beneath a desert sun.
Supporting Miss Mersereau, who

has the role of Princess Michal,

are Nerio Bernardi, Guido Tren-

to, Edy Darclea, Ferruccio Bian-

cini, Ernesto Tranquili, Virginia

Lucchetti, Adraino Bocanera.

Allessandro Salvini, Amerigo Di
Giorgio, Samuel Belestra, Eduardo
Belsamo and Gordon McEdwards.
Most of the European performers
in the cast starred in “Nero,”
which will be remembered as a
notable Fox special a year or two
ago.

Director Edwards and the
American performers spent weeks
in the desert before he felt that
his work and been completed.

Fox Spectacle Filmed in Shadow of Pyramids
J. Gordon Edwards has not con-

tented himself with making the
William Fox production of “The
Shepherd King” an impressive
spectacle. He has made it a vivid

page from ancient history with
its incidents reenacted in the
actual scenes where they first took
place.

Of the millions who will see
the picture, there are doubtless
some who would be perfectly sat-

isfied -with those brilliant illusions

created in the studio by elaborate
sets and clever photography. But

Mr. Fox has planned to please also

the discriminating who insist on
reality and whose taste is flaw-
less.

Those who have traveled in the
East and those to whom it is a
dream of future travel will sit

enraptured while all the beauty
and colorful charm of Egypt and
Palestine unfold before them.

In making “The Shepherd King”
Director J. Gordon Edwards and
his company spent nearly a year
in the shadow of the pyramids.
Lavish settings of ancient temples

were erected on the desert. Vast
hordes of picturesque, dark-
skinned Bedouins were employed
for the mob scenes. Thousands of
camels were pressed into service.

The Sphinx, the lazy Nile—all the
colorful backgrounds of the
desert go into the making of this

great film.

The principle male roles are
played by Continental actors and
Michal—Saul’s youngest daughter
—is played by Violet Mersereau
who scored such a success in

Nero some time ago. All the

characters are cast in strict con-
formance to type. There is not
a single false note, it is stated.

The story itself has been
called the strongest love story
ever told. When it was produced
as a play in 1904, it was given the
highest praise by New York
critics and later, when it went on
tour, by critics throughout the
country. All the dramatic power
of the play has been retained in

the picture, and added to it is the
tremendous advantage of the
natural settings and native cast.

/
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NEWS AND REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS AND SERIALS

Century Signs Baby

Pathe Offers Big Two-Reel Animal
Film “Why Elephants Leave Home
Pathe will on December 9 re-

lease a special two-reel produc-

tion “Why Elephants Leave

Home” which is said to be unique

in the field of nature films. Ac-
cording to the announcement it “is

not a sex picture, neither is it a

tale of unrequited love nor a

romance burdened with a per-

petual triangle” but is described

as an amazing adventure depict-

ing for the first time on the

screen the thrills and perils in-

cident to the hunting and captur-
ing of wild elephants and train-

ing them to the service of man.
Pathe points out the fact that

the picture has been cut to two
reels from its original length of

6000 feet thereby condensing the

action and getting away from a

criticism of too great length, also

that there is nothing that would
repel the most sensitive in the
audience, as there is no killing,

bloodshed or evidence of cruelty.

Further that the method of its

presentation follows a humorous,
smile-provo’-'ing order and every
effort has been made to get away
from a plain matter-of-fact treat-

ment. The subtitles which are by
Katherine Hilliker will, it is said,

win a smile and a laugh while
the action is provoking a thrill.

The Pathe statement contains
the following description of the

production : “In India and Ceylon
wild elephant herds multiply to

such an extent that wide stretches

of cultivated areas are devastated
by the beasts during their for-

aging expeditions from the
jungle. To prevent these depreda-
tions, the Government conducts
an “Elephant Kraal,” in which
thousands of natives participate,

the native being qualified by
agility and experience to cope with
the hazards entailed in the peril-

ous task of corraling the thou-
ands of untamed pachyderms.
“The action of the kraal in

‘Why Elephants Leave Home’ was
taken jn Ceylon. Every phase of

the perilous round-up is enter-
tainingly shown with an abun-
dance of thrills and human interest

sidelights. Tamed elephants are

used as decoys and eventually as

the actual captors in these kraals.

How these domesticated animals,
responding to the demands of

their masters, lead their untamed
fel'ows into the great stockade
and then complete the capture by
pulling them to the anchorage of

the jungle trees is one of the most
interesting and thrilling chapters
contributed to the screen’s record
of wild-animal life in its native
haunts.”

It is announced that “Why Ele-
phants Leave Home” will be ac-

companied by a full compliment of

accessories including one and
three sheets, eight 11x4 sepia
views of thrill scenes, five 8x10
black and while stills, slides, ads,

cuts and mats. Tie-ups are also
being arranged with natural his-

tory museums and sportsmen’s
organizations.

Dawn O’Day
Julius and Abe Stern announce

the following new players have
been engaged for Century Com-
edies; Dawn O'Day, Lillian Hac-
kett, Harry McCoy and William
Irving. Dawn O'Day is a charm-
ing little actress just five years
old who has already won praise

for her work in “Moonshine
Valley” and “The Spanish
Dancer.” She will make her de-

but with Century in “The Poor
Little Rich Pup” starring Pal
the dog and in this connection it

is interesting to note that Baby
Peggy made her Century debut
in a comedy starring the dog
Brownie. The other players are

known for their work with
Sennett, Jack White and Christie.

Educational’s “Secrets of Life’’

Prove Popular on Pacific Coast

Heavy Exploitation

for Doyle Film
Prominent theatres are heavily

booking the Pathe two-reel spec-
ial “Is Conan Doyle Right?” and
are said to be making unusually
extensive plans for exploitation as

the nature of the subject admir-
ably lends itself to this. Among
recent bookings are Stanley Com-
pany, Jensen and Von Herberg,
and Ike Libson for his houses in

Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus and
Indianapolis.

Centuries Finished
Three more Centuries have

been completed recently. Arvid
Educational’s new “Secrets of Tolhurst, the scientist who pro- week. Pathe two-reel product has Gillstrom has finished “Boys Will

Life” series of single reel subjects duced these films has been able strongly invaded Philadelphia’s Be Boys” starring Buddy Mes-
is meeting with great success dur- to present these interesting micro- theatrical stronghold on Market singer; Bobb Kerr has filmed
ing pre-release showings at lead- scopic pictures in such a manner Street with “Asleep at the Switch” “The Process Server” featuring
ing theatres on the Pacific Coast that they provide real entertain- at the Stanley, “Frozen Hearts” Jack Earle the giant and Noel
which bid fair to establish it as nrent for all classes and offset at the Carlton and “Jus’ Passin’ Smith has completed a Century
one of the most popular series on prejudices which certain exhibi- Through” at the Victoria. Follies Girls two-reeler.
the market. tors and patrons have against sub-
The first of this series of Louis jects of an educational nature on

H. Tolhurst’s microscopic films the theatre screen.
dealing with insects, “The Ant,”
was shown at the new Criterion
Theatre in Los Angeles and Man-
ager H. B. Wright reported to

Educational in part as follows
: . .

“After looking over nearly forty "I*’ 5 A Gift’ which was the only vember 18, Pathe offers a variety track event in which a wide as-

reels to get a reel suitable for the short comedy on Broadway last 0 f subjects. Heading the list is sortment of “steeds” participate

opening of the Criterion Theatre Yeek, another Pathe single-reeler
an «Qur QanCT” comedv “Derby including a cow, pony, mule, sev-

with the premieres of Charles ‘The Knockout one of the Dippy- „ . . ,
.° ., ’ eral breeds of dogs and even a

Chaplin’s “A Woman of Paris” Do-Dad series is being shown at> a ^’ w 1IC IS sai 0 se a ra P’ tricycle jockeyed by Farina.

Big Pathe Bookings

Our Gang in “Derby Day” on
Pathe List for November 18

Following the record made by For release during week of No- the little rascals staging a race-

under our new policy of two de
luxe shows daily at $1.00 and $1.65
I finally selected the Educational
film “The Ant.” I am mighty glad
I did, for this little picture has
been a riot at every show. The
audience applauded vociferously
each time it was shown.”

It is also announced that “The
Bee” met with the same sort of
a reception during its run at

Loew’s State in Los Angeles, and
as a consequence was booked for
Loew’s Warfield in San Fran-
cisco. It was accorded excep-
tional reviews by the press, some
classing it as the real feature of
the program.
The popularity of this series

with theatre patrons is believed to
be due to the fact that Louis H.

the Strand during the current pace for uproarious fun. It shows

GETTING AN EVEN BREAK
Loew’s State in Los Angeles gave the two-reel Lloyd Hamilton
Comedy, “The Optimist,” a fifty-fifty split with the feature in
the electrics. Don’t be afraid to do this with your own house.

More adventures are introduced
in the Ruth Roland serial, “Ruth
of the Range,” which is in its

sixth episode. Stan Laurel ap-
pears in a single reel comedy,
“Save the Ship,” in which a staid

married man takes his family for

a holiday on the rolling deep and
encounters sword and flying fish.

The Aesop’s Fable, “Farmer A1
Falfa’s Pet Cat,” shows the havoc
wrought by the mice when the
cat temporarily deserts the home-
stead. Pathe Review 46 includ-
ing a group of photographic
gems, picnicking near the crater

of a volcano, Chicago as photo-
graphed in the lens liar series,

and a fishing section, “trolling for

blues,” and a pictorial section in

Pathecolor.
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“Down in the Ships to

See”
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)

Pal, the clever Century dog is

featured in this two-reel comedy
in which he is assisted in the fun-
making by Roscoe Karns as his

master who meets with varied
experiences ranging from a near-
thrashing by a man whose tent

he has wrecked, a flirtation in

which the girls chaperone takes
a hand and finally a number of

sequences on shipboard where
Pal’s master is chased all over the
ship by an irate sailor. There is

not much plot and the various
incidents are but slightly related
however there are several amus-
ing situations and the canine star

does some clever work as usual.

-C. S. S.

“Derby Day”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
The “Gang” has its own race

track and its own collection of

back yard thoroughbreds as the

contestants in this number which
has the usual large measure of

delicious comedy. In the first

reel, the gang runs a hot dog
stand beside the race track and
a real race furnishes the thrills.

In the second, they have their

own race track and the various
members mount dogs, the mule, a

bull and a goat. Little Farina
rides a tricycle. It is amusement
that all patrons will enjoy and
features the famous gang to fine

advantage.—M. K.

“Hang On”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
Ending with the thrill of a run-

away rescue, this Cameo comedy
gives the final impression of be-
ing satisfactory amusement. A
“goose” chase and an exciting
dinner scene showing the fiery ef-

fects of tobasco sauce are the
best features of the number
which is not unusual on the
whole.—M. K.

“The Idea Man”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)
Not only is the theme of this

comedy developed in an out-of
the-ordinary manner but it also

presents the star Bert Roach in

several characterizations quite
different from his familiar tramp
role. As a tramp with bright
ideas to sell he explains them to

a possible buyer and acts them

SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

Comedy of Terrors, A (F. B.
O.)

Down in the Ship to See (Uni-
versal)

Derby Day (Pathe)
Farmer A1 Falfa’s Pet Cat
(Pathe)

Gown Shop, The (Vitagraph)

Hang On (Educational)

Idea Man, The (Universal)

Lightning Love (Vitagraph)

Pathe Review 45 (Pathe)

Pathe Review 46 (Pathe)

Perfect 36, A (Educational)

for him. They include travesties

on Washington cutting down the
cherry tree, the balcony scene
from Romeo and Juliet, and
others. It is amusing and cleverly
done and should please the aver-
age patrons.—C. S. S.

“Pathe Review 45”
(Pathe—Magaz'ne—One Reel)
Indians of the Ojibway tribe are

pictured as the feature of this

group. Some picturesque shots
of the country and a few squaw
and flapper types are included.
The audience is given a glimpse
of the imerior and mechanism of

an electric battery and lastly some
beautiful views of the Pyrenees
in color.—M. K.

‘A Comedy of Terrors’
(F. B. O.—Series—Two Reels)
Round Seven of the second

“Fighting Blood” series is very
good entertainment. The interest

is turned into slightly different

channels this time, as a misunder-
standing between the prize fight-

er and his trainer, Kelly, is the

issue. Gale is kidnapped, appar-
ently through Kelly’s maneuvers,
but it is only a scheme for Kelly
to get more money to bet on
Gale. Both girls figure, but
Rosemary is more decidedly in the

lead this time.—M. K.

“Lightning Love”
(Vitagraph—Comedy—Two Reels)

As the title implies, lightning

plays an important part in this

Larry Semon comedy. Larry ap-
pears as the suitor for the hand of

a charming young lady whose
father favors a big rough guy. Al-
most the entire action takes place
inside the home of the girl during
a severe electric storm. The man-
ner in which Larry and the other
principal are being continually
struck by lightning and the way
the lightning follows Larry all over
the place, up and down stairs and
around corners, is cleverly done
and will bewilder the average
patrons.—C. S. S.

Bruce Coming East With Many Negatives
Robert C. Bruce, creator of “Wilderness Tales,” which are released

in single reel lengths by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has finished
his season’s work among the beauty spots of the Pacific Coast and is

now en route to New York where he will superintend the final editing
and titling of the large quantity of material which he secured during
the last six months.

Three Circuits Book Pathe Two-Reelers
Pathe reports that the Sang-er Amusement Company, of New

Orleans, controlling over sixty motion picture theatres in Louisiana
and Mississippi has contracted for the entire 1923-24 series of Pathe
two-reel comedies. The signing of contracts for the entire series by
the Marx and Goodman Theatres on the West Side of Chicago and
by the Nirdlinger Circuit in West Philadelphia is also reported.

Century Working on 1924 Productions
Century Comedy directors are at work on the first of the new

releases for 1924. A1 Herman is producing “The Poor Little Rich
Pup” starring the dog Pal; Arvid Gillstrom is busy with the Buddy
Messinger comedy “Boys Will Be Boys”; and Bob Kerr is producing
“The Process Server” featuring Jack Earle. The other two directors,

Noel Smith and McCoy have chosen their stories and casts and will

begin active production within a short time.
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“A Perfect 36”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
A familiar idea is put to sur-

prisingly effective use in this
Christie comedy featuring Bobby
Vernon. To escape detection, he
wears girl’s clothes, pretends to
be the bride of his best pa'., goes
on a yachting trip, finding and
making much trouble because of
two girls with whom his pal and
he are in love. There is constant

j

action and amusement as well as ;

a number of hearty laughs.

—

M. K.

“The Gown Shop”
(Vitagraph—Comedy—Two Reels)

In this two-reel Vitagraph Com-
edy, Larry Semon goes in for elab-
orate settings and beautiful back-
grounds representing the interior
of a swell Fifth Avenue gown
shop, and there is a fashion parade
of models in gorgeous gowns. The
comedy, however, is the same
rough-and-tumble and slapstick
type with which Semon has been
identified; the only difference is in
the backgrounds, for there are re-
volving doors, knocking over of
columns, etc., and a general mix-
up as usual. There are a number
of amusing situations and plenty of
action and this number should
prove entirely satisfactory to
Larry Semon fans.—C. S. S.

“Pathe Review 46”
(Pathe—Magazine—One Reel)
A group of finely photographed

|

scenes called “The Misting Hour” 1

opens this number. Chicago, as
misinterpreted by the lens liar is

spectacular and amusing; picnic-
ing near a volcano where the
luncheon is coo' ed by the heat
of the cr„ter; and some attractive
color views of “A Home in
Hyeres” combine to make inter- I

esting material.—M. K.

“Farmer A1 Falfa’s

Pet Cat”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)
While the cat’s away on a

honeymoon, the mice over-run
Farmer Alfalfa’s home and steal
everything from bed quilts to
champagne. By the time she re-
turns with a husband and family
the mice are legion. It testifies

again to Paul Terry’s distinguished
skill and should be highly amus-
ing.—M. K.

“The Way Men Love”
( Continued from, page 317)

moment there is excitement elsewhere.
Downstairs the mother is conducting a

Mah-Jong party and in another part of the
city the child's father is terrifying the girl

whom he has relentlessly pursued and
whom he has at last cornered. Here the
primal motive of the picture is at its height.

It will probably not meet with approval
everywhere, as it is an extreme touch. The
child is shown calling for her daddy and
this is repeated over and over again in the
subtitles to show the strength of the mes-
sage which is commuted mentally through
the faith of a man of saintly character. Her
father feels the urgency of the call and
leaves for home. Later the child is re-

stored by the same man and her father is

awakened to a higher standard of living.

This point will naturally be subjected to

criticism in some houses. But regardless of

whether the “miracle” angle is accepted or

not, the production has a great force and
unusual emotional depth. Elliott Dexter
plays with an understanding of the unusual
appeal which the chief character makes. He
gives the picture something entirely new, so
that it can be said honestly that the picture

is not ordinary. Mildred Davis’s perform-
ance is of real support to him. The heavy
is played by Aders Randolf, who makes his

character convincingly bestial.

“The Way Men Love” is within the un-
derstanding of the average person and has
sufficient color, dramatically and pictorially,

to be both stirring and entertaining.

Cast
Austin Fnrrol Elliott Dexter
Lorraine Meatle Mildred Harris

J. bnson Trent Anders Randolf
Mrs. Trent Grace Carl.vsle
Farley De Witt C. Jennings
Tug Wilson Sydney Brncey
Betty Trent Jeanne Carpenter

Story by Adam Hull Shirk.

Directed by R. William Neill.

Adapted by Joseph von Sternberg and
Florence Hein.

Length, 7,541 feet.

Story
Austin Farrol, who conducts a mission for

the poor classes, is framed by Johnson
Trent, who desires a girl in Farrol’s employ,
and Aust : n is sent to jail. He has faith that
he will be saved and in a train wreck he
is able to escape and returns with his beard
shaven and Trent fails to recognize him.
giving him a position in his own home.
Farrol saves Trent’s little daughter from
being a helpless cripple, changes Trent’s
character and tvins the girl.

/



PKOJ ECT1 ON
Why It Is

Sam R. Truedon, Gainsboro, Illinois, is

puzzled. He sets his trouble forth as follows :

I am home on the first real holiday I have
li'ad for four years. Have been projecting
in a small town near St. Louis, using two
Powers projectors. What puzzles me is

this: When the framing carriage of the right
hand projector is clear down there is travel

ghost. When it is either clear up, or even
half way up there is none. Why is this?

The gearing of the projector is, I think

you will find, pretty badly worn. When the

framing carriage is clear up, the toggle gear
between the pinion on the flywheel shaft and
gear 680, figure 237, page 636 of the Blue-

book, meshes more snugly than when the

carriage is clear down. Examine it carefully

and you will, I think, understand. When the

framing carriage is clear down you will

find that you can rotate the shutter more
when the flywheel is held stationary than

you can when the carriage is up, and that is,,

the answer. There is just enough additional

lost motion to allow of travel ghost.

Better have the propector thoroughly
overhauled and new gears installed.

Sprocket Changing
C. V. Danielson, Allerton, Missouri, inquires:

I have had an argument with my friend the Boss
as to how often an intermittent sprocket should be
changed. Will you be good enough to tell us how
often the sprocket ought to be changed? We have
two projectors and run every evening, with Saturday
matinees.

No, friend Danielson, I could not tell you

that, but can tell you how to tell when a

sprocket needs changing. It is very simple in-

deed. Once a week, using a condensing lens

as a magnifying glass, carefully examine all

sprocket^ on your projectors. ‘The moment
there is the slightest indication of “undercut-

ting” (A, Figure 226, page 602 of Bluebook)

they should be changed.

For the information of the newer men who
may not have a Bluebook, undercutting is the

cutting or wearing of a small notch at the base

of the sprocket teeth on their working side.

This notch should NEVER be allowed to be-

come deeper than to be barely perceptible when
a magnifying glass is used, see page 602 of

Bluebook.

Simplex Users
Charles E. Travis, projectionist, Bareli

Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y., orders two lens

charts, one for himself and one for the presi-

dent of the Schenectady local, who is pro-
jectionist at the new State Theatre, and
says :

I ought not to speak to you, as you went
through our fair city on Nancy Hanks and
stopped over night in Albany (that was a
year ago.—Ed.) and I do not recall anything
I ever did to you to deserve such treatment
in return.
Well, I guess I’ll have to forgive you, as

you probably had some good reason for snub-
bing Schenectady and tenting in the Home
of the Politician.
The following is for the benefit of users

of Simplex projectors, though I think it

surely will apply equally well to all makes
of projector. Set the sprocket idler rollers
one (1) thickness of a film away from the
sprocket. This dope is from the Simplex
company, and works fine. I had trouble with
the lower loop and this stopped it.

With best wishes and hoping that you will

EDITED BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Notice! Notice!

The report of the Nomencla-
ture Committee of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers
was laid over until the Spring
meeting. It is proposed to

adopt “PROJECTOR ROOM”
as designating the room from
which pictures are projected,

instead of
’ “PROJECTION

ROOM,” as proposed by the
Nomenclature Committee.
The reason is that some pro-

ducers call their screening
rnnm a rro ;ectien room, and
that is quite sufficient reason
why the projectionist should
stand clear, keep away and
keep his hands off the name
“projection room.”

I mant a letter from every
one of you who approves “pro-
jection room” and disapproves
“projector room.” One local,

Rock Island-Moline No. 433,

has officially endorsed “projec-
tion room” and objected to

“projector room.” I would like

to see other locals come to life

and do the same, remembering
that the nomenclature adopted
by the S, M. P. E. will become
standard.

Wake up, men, and show
your interest. Write your en-
dorsement of “projection

room” on a separate sheet—as
an entirely separate letter,

which may be sent in the same
envelope with another letter,

if you wish. GET BUSY!

be able to stop that fast express you ride,

on your next trip through Schenectady, I

am yours for better projection.

The time Travis speaks of was on my
return from the Rochester meeting of the
S. M. P. E. last fall. Friend daughter was
along and we had made a trip to Toronto,
Hamilton and Kingston, Ontario, had been
gone nearly two weeks, and the weather
was getting frosty. We were both tired, and
thought of little else than home and rest
about then, except that we hoped to get
there before icicles formed on our noses. A
mile was a mile then, brother Travis, and
Albany was several of them closer to our
hearthstone and fires. I certainly, will stop
next time I pass through Schenectady.
As to the idler roller, I have for many

years (see “Sprocket Idlers,” page 606 of
Bluebook, or 466 of Third Edition) advised
the setting of sprocket idlers two thicknesses
of. a film away from the sprocket. One
thickness would be right, were it practicable
to so adjust the idler that the roller would
just barely touch the film, without pressing

upon it. My advice is to place an extra

thickness of film over the sprocket and lower

the roller until it rests on the film, setting

the holder so that the roller just rides the

two thicknesses of film. When the extra

thickness is removed it will be found that

the roller will just barely clear the surface

of the single thiecness when the film hugs
the sprocket, and that is exactly what is

wanted.
There is no more prolific source of film

jumping the sprocket than being pinched by
the sprocket idler rollers, especially if the

idlers be not in perfect alignment with the

sprocket. If the bracket spring be a strong

one, this is especially true. I have found
the two-thickness adjustment to be more
certain of giving satisfaction than the single

thickness, though mind you, the latter is

alright if VERY carefully and intelligently

done.

A Little Stunt
E. K. Shirley, projectionist, Woodbine

Theatre, Homer, La., says :

Here is a little thing- which might help
some of the men working in a small town,
as I am.
For a brake for my rewinder I took an

old spindle from the upper magazine of a
projector—the complete spindle, I mean—and
placed same on dummy part of my rewinder,
placing a leather washer between the spring
and the dummy to help eliminate wear on
end of spring. Find that with this I can
get the exact amount of brake tension I

desire, merely by tightening or loosening
the nut.

Here is a brother who meant well. His
intent was to be of assistance, and we all

appreciate that, BUT he should have told

us what kind of a rewinder he has, and
what make of projector he subtracted the
magazine spindle from. With the kind of
rewinder he has, the kind of spindle he has
works just fine, or so he says. With some
other sort of rewinder, or some other sort
of magazine spindle it most likely wouldn’t
work at all. All this is to draw your atten-
tion to the desirability and necessity of giv-
ing full details when describing things. We
appreciate the intention of the good brother,
but his performance of that intention leaves
things to be desired.

Important
John Griffith writes:
Dear Frank: I see, October 6 issue, you

ask for more definite explanation with re-
gard to flexibility of crater position when
using the new Cinephor condenser. When I
mentioned the fact that the crater position
is flexible when this condenser is used I
merely stated what I had observed while
trying out the Cinephor.

In connection with this statement I did
not advise that any change should be made
in laying out the projector optical system
as per the lens chart. The only thing to
do when using C nephor is to gauge the
correct crater position by the screen illu-
mination, and not by the spot at the cooling
plate. It is not so much a question as to
whether or not this feature of Cinephor has
any practical value, as it is to know why
it is so with Cinephor and is not so with
Plano convex condensers. The reason is that
there is no ghost zone on the beam from
Cinephor, whereas there is in the beam pro-
jected by piano convex or meniscus bi-
convex.
With Cinephor the crater position is not
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critical because of the fact that a clear field

trill be projected to the screen, regardless of

what the position of the spot may be ("spot”

as here used means most narrow point of

cross section of light beam), because the

light is evenly distributed at any cross-

section of the beam, and the discoloration
action shown in figure 45, page ITS of the
Bluebook is absent.
With piano convex the crater position is

critical, because of the fact that the light is

only evenly distributed in cross sections of

the beam at or near the spot, hence a slight

alteration of the crater position will cause
unevenly distributed light at the aperture
plane, which unevenness will, of course, be
focused on the screen.

IMPORTA XT
One important thing I forgot to mention

is that, when using the new chart to adjust
the projector optical system with Cinephor
condenser, distance Y must be measured
from face of the converging- lens to spot
position, instead of from face of converging
lens to aperture. This makes distance Y
two inches less than lens chart distance Y
reads.

Lens Diameter and Cinephor

Maximum screen illumination is obtained
by advancing the spot (narrowest point of
light beam) through the aperture towards
the projection lens. The smaller the diam-
eter of the projection lens the further must
the spot be advanced in order to get maxi-
mum screen illumination, BUT the maximum
screen illumination is less for a small diam-
eter lens than it is for a lens of larger di-

ameter, with a light source of given area
and an equal working distance.

That last seems to me to be the one big,

important thing we must thoroughly under-
stand. According to my understanding, it

is quite possible to get the entire light beam
which passes through the aperture into any
diameter projection lens at any working
distance, but it may only be done at the

expense of, in effect, reducing the condenser
diameter, as shown in the diagram I have
drawn. At A the entire beam enters the
lens

;
also it does at B, but there is not

nearly so much light because of the fact
that by shortening distance Y we have enor-
mously enlarged the spot (light beam at the
aperture). Perhaps I am in error in this,

if so, I shall be glad to know exactly in

what my error consists.

Later, Griffith has the following to say
with regard to my comments, which were
submitted to him before publication

:

Dear Frank: Accompanying diagrams are
to show that your comments and diagrams

“spot” (most narrow part of beam) the ap-
erture begins to cut off some of the light

from the marginal zones of the condenser,
gradually cutting into the center zones.
Were you to advance further than shown
in diagram B you would begin to cut light
from the center zone of the condenser.
The beam cannot be reduced in cross-

section less than the diameter of the spot,
no matter how far it be advanced.
Darn Griffith anyhow! I wish he had the

same ability in expressing his ideas as he has
in understanding them himself. I don’t think
one of you will “get” him in that last

sentence any better than I do. I presume
what he has in mind is that the minimum
diameter, or cross section of the beam, is

fixed, no matter what its location, and this

point he calls the “spot,” which it is not.

The spot is the spot at the collong plate.

I don't know just what we might call the
most narrow point of the beam, which is

not at the spot with Cinephor, but some
name must be evolved for it. Image of the
light source won’t do, because the image,
in some cases, covers a distance of several
inches.

Vision
I am amused when I read of an orchestra

of anywhere from six to sixty men demand-
ing and getting as much as sixty to seventy
dollars a week per man, whereas the pro-
jectionist would, except in comparatively
few places, drop dead of heart failure were
he to be offered seventy dollars for a mere
week of his time. When a man speaks of

the projectionist getting sufficient money to

make the projection of pictures a really

worthwhile job, the exhibitor promptly coun-
ters with : “I can’t afford it. If there was
only one of them I could, but look ! There
are two, and in many cases four !”

But he, at the same time, is paying a

dozen or more musicians and is not ruined
at all.

In the purchase of such things as the labor
of musicians or projectionists it is largely

a matter of vision, both on the part of the
employer and employee.
The employer has the musician right be-

fore both his own eyes, and the eyes of the
audience. He can estimate the effect ex-
cellence of music has on the audience. He
has vision to believe that an investment
in plenty of high-grade musical skill will pay
—that the sale of tickets will be increased
by reason of the fact that there is a large,

high-grade orchestra.

And he is right, too. But when it comes
to the projectionist, the audience cannot
actually see him perform, hence does not so
keenly sense how much of its enjoyment
it owes to the man or men back there in the
dark. Also this out-of-sight thing has its

effect on the mind of the manager, and some-
what in the same way.

In this case the theatre manager must
have vision. He must sense the fact that
it is just as necessary to back up the draw-
ing power of “Our Mary” by having her put
before the audience at 100 per cent, value
as it is to supplement her drawing power
with a good orchestra. He must sense the
fact that a high-grade feature for which he
has paid much real money will have far
greater drawing power if it is put on the
screen by high-grade men in a high-class
way, than it possibly could have if it were
put on by a low-grade mkn in a low-grade
way.
Perhaps I might better amend that last,

m this way: The theatre which puts on its

pictures at 100 per cent, value of projec-
tion will have much greater drawing power,
using the same subjects, than the theatre
which puts on its pictures in a low-grade
way. It is just as useless to dispute that
as it would be to dispute the fact that the
sun rises in the East. You may dispute
either proposition, but that does not in the
least degree alter the truth.
The projectionist, on the other hand, also

must have vision. He must be able to un-

derstand that the path which leads to suc-

cess is swept by the winds of toil—that there
is no primrose path to excellence in any-
thing. He must sense the fact that because
he studies and tries hard and meets with
no approbation from a square-head employer
is no reason on earth why he should get
discouraged and quit trying.

You, or most of you, say that Richardson
has “succeeded”—whatever that means. I

wonder how many of you realize that my
“success,” such as it may be, came only after
THIRTY YEARS OF TOIL, all more or
less, as I can see now—preparatory. And
yet the great mass of projectionists who
start out to really learn their profession get
tired and discouraged and quit after any-
where from a month to a year of more or
less desultory effort, because they have not
seen tangible results.

Have a little vision, men! Don’t think the
boss is altogether a fool. By and large
he knows that what you actually do is not
worth, as things go, any very large remuner-
ation. You are not listened to when you
offer advice about screens, auditorium light-
ing, motor generators and a dozen other
matters, because you have not been able
to, or have not convinced the boss that you
have anything more than a very sketchy
knowledge of those various things.
The musician has vision. You, friend pro-

jectionist, have vision too, but it is of one
thing only,—pay night. Of course there are
exceptions, and the exceptions grow more
numerous as the years pass. But of the
great mass it still is true that “pay night”
is the one vision they bother with.

Let Me Prophesy
Let me prophesy that when the great mass

of projectionists wake up to the real im-
portance of their profession in the motion
picture industry, and SET OUT TO MAKE
THEMSELVES WORTH REAL MONEY,
they will get it

; also the paying of it under
those conditions will be a blessing to the
exhibitor, because it will increase his in-
come three dollars for every dollar paid out.

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart
which belongs in every projec-
tion room where carbon arcs
are used. It will enable you to
get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are
using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15”

x 20”) is printed on heavy Led-
ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-
ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-

did pictures which are coming
this fall.

Price $1.00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue Nevr York City
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Review Consensus Footage

Suzanna Mabel Normand Mar 3.. May 5 8.000
"v>» ‘JVirieV of Araby Sennert Prod.-Turpin. Apr. 28 Aug. 18 4.150

Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing.Mae Marsh Oct. 20 6.000

Richard the Lion-Hearted. .. Wallace Beery Nov. 3 7,298

ARROW
Uttle Red Schoolhouse E. K. Lincoln May 26 Aug. 25 5,700
Sheriff of Sun Dog „Wm. Fairbanks June 2 4.949
Node So Blind
Sum Dog Trails ...William Fairbanks
The Fighting Skipper
The Santa Fe Trail Historical serial Aug. 11 15 parts

.Serial 15 parts

The Devil’s Dooryard William Faraum Aug. 25 4,838
Almost Married Eddie Lyon Sept. 22 2,000
Through Yellowstone Park
With Our Late President
Warren G. Harding Instructive Sept. 22 2.000

Seeing Double Eddie Lyons Sept. 29 2,000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
The Destroying Angel Leah Baird July 14 6,000
The Man Between Allan Forrest July 21 5,176
Stormv Seas J. P. McGowan Julv 21 4.8R3

Tea—With a Kickl 20-star cast Sept. 8 5,950
Going Up Douglas MacLean ...Oct. 6 5 886
The Extra Girl Mabel Normand Oct. 13 5,700
Harbor Lights Tom Moore Oct. 20 5.000

Courtship of Myles Standisb. Charles Ray Oct. 20 9,000

Yankee Spirit Ben Alexander .- Sept. 8 2,000
Companions “Sing Them Again”. Sept. 8 1,000
Secrets of Life Instructive Sept. 8 1,000

His New Papa Cliff Bowes Sept. 8 1,000
Moving Cliff Bowes Sept. 15 1,000

The Optimist Lloyd Hamilton Sept. 15 2,000
Running Wild Mermaid comedy ...Sept. 22 2,000
High Life Mermaid comedy ...Sept. 22 2,000
How the Globe Trotter Trots.Howe Hodge-Podge. .Sept. 29 1,000

The Limit Cliff Bowes Sept. 29 1,000

“Old Oaken Bucket,’’ Etc.. . “Sing Them Again”.. Oct. 6 1,000
Front Tuxedo comedy Oct. 6 2,000

While the Pot Boils Wilderness Tales Oct. 6 1,000

Japanese Earthquake K.inogram& Oct. 13 750
People of Many Climes Hodge-Podge Oct. 13 1.000

Fool Proof Neal Burns Oct. 13 2,000
Simple Sadie Sliff Bowes Oct. 20 1,000

Done in Oil fimmy Adams Oct. 20 2,000

Three Cheers “Juvenile comedy ...Nov. 3 2,000

Discontent “Wilderness Tales”.. Nov. 3 1,000

Heads Up Cliff Bowes Nov. 10 1.000

Uncle Sam Lee Moran Nov. 10 2,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Tiger’* Cl»w

The Leopardess Alice Brady Apr.
Grumpy Theo. Roberts Apr.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Solf .Special June 9
Shooting the Earth Novelty J
Mixed Trails Bruce Scenic J une 9 1,000

1,000

June 9 1,000

.31.... 5..

.31.... 21..

. 31.... 14.
21.... Aug. 25.
7 12..

7 14.

7 5..

21.... . ...July 21
28.... .1 uly 21

5 14.

12.... Aug. 4 .

19 ... ....July 21 ,

26.... 4 .

26.... 14.

6,562

5,621

5,621

Back to the Woods Neal Burns June 16 2,000

Sea of Dreams Special June 16 1,000
Backfire Jack White prod June 23 - 2,000
Kinky Cameo comedy June 30 1,000
Three Strikes Jack White prod June 30 2,000
A Lyin’ Hunt Novelty .July 7 1,000

Tail Light Cliff Bowes July 14 1,000
The Gray Rider Bruce Scenic July 14 1,000
Snooky’s Treasure Island. ... Snooky” July 21 2.000
Close Harmony ..Sing Again series.... July 28 1,000
Wrecks Cliff Bowers July 28 1,000

The Cat and the Fiddle Howe Hodge-Podge. .Aug. 4 1.000
West Is West Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000
Dipping in the Deep Hodge-Podge Aug. 11 1,000
Plus and Minus Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1.000
The Busher Lee Moran Aug. 18 2,000
Dark Timbers Bruce scenic Aug. 18 1,000

Navy Blues Dorothy Devore Sept. 1 2,000
Hold Everything Bobby Vernon Sept. 1 2,000

You Can’t Fool Your Wife. Star cast May 5 July 14 5,703
The Ne’er Do Well Thomas Meighan May
I’he Rustle of Silk Betty Compson May 19 July 21 6,947
The Snow Bride Alice Brady
Sixty Cents an Hour Walter Hiers May 26 July 14 5,632
Fog Bound Dorothy Dalton June 9 5 692

The Heart Raider Agnes Ayres June 16 5,075

The Exciters Rehe Daniels June 16 5,039

A Gentleman of Leisure Jack Holt July 28 5.695

The Purple Highway Madge Kennedy Aug. 4 6.574

T.awful Larceny Four stars Aug. 4 5.565

Hollywood Fifty stars Aug. 11 8,100
Only 38 Wm. De Mille prod.. Tune 23 Sept. 8 6.175
Law of the Lawless Dorothy Daltoa June 30 Aug. 4 6.387

Woman With Four Faces ..Betty Compson June 30 Aug. 18 5,700
Peter, The Great Fmil Tannings July 7 7,000
Children of Jazz Theodore Kosloff July 21 Aug. 18 6 080
Homeward Bound Thomas Meighan ...Aug. 11 7.000
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife Gloria Swanson Aug. 18 5.900
The Silent Partner T.eatrict Joy Sept. 1 5.806
To the Last Man Richard Dix Sept. 8 6.965

Salomy Jane Jacqueline Logan Sept. 15 6.270

The Cheat Pola Negri Sept. 15 7.323

Ruggles of Rep Cap Ernest Torrence Sept. 22 7,500

PERfECT PROJECTION

UponiLe sound foundation of
PERfECT PROJECTION

Rests Picture Success
Re stsTheaterSuccess
Rests'yOURSuccess

RICHARDSON'S f™
H^DBODKfPROJECTION

PRICE 1652 - CHALMERS PUB. CO. - 516 FIFTH JWE.>I.Y.

PRICE $6.00

CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY 1

516 FIFTH AVE„ N. Y.
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The Marriage Maker W. De Mille Prod... .Sept. 29 6,295

Zaza Gloria Swanson Sept. 29 7,076
The Spanish Dancer Pula Negri Oct. 20 80.14

Woman Proof Thomas Meighan ....Nov. 10 7,087

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA

HODKINSON

Desert Driven Harry Carer June 30 Aug. 18 5,840
The Mysterious Witness ...Robert Gordon June 30 Aug. 25 4,850
HumaD Wreckage Mrs. Wallace Reid. ..July 14 7,215
[tching Palms Tom Gallery July 38 6,000
Judy Punch ..."Righting Blood” July 28 2,000
The Flying Dutchman Lloyd Carlton prod. ..Aug 4 5,800
The Miracle Baby Harry Carey Aug. 18 6,000

So This Is Hollywood 2d Fighting Bloods ..Aug. 25 2.000

She Supes to Conquer 2d Fighting Bloods Aug. 25 2.000
Daytime Wives Dorelvs Perdue Sept. 8 6.651

The Fair Cheat Dorothy MacKaill ...Sept. 29 5,800

Long Live the Ring "Fighting Blood" ....Sept. 29 2,000

Lights Out Ruth Stoneliouse Oct. 13 6.938
The Three Orphans “Fighting Blood” ....Oct. 13 2.000
The Dancer of the Nile Carmel Myers Oct. 27 5.787

Taming of the Shrewd “Fighting Blood” ...Nov. 3 2,000
Wages of Cinema “Fighting Blood” ...Nov. 3 2,000
Blow Your Own Horn Warner Baxter Nov. 10 6,315

FIRST NATIONAL

FOX FILM CORP.

GOLDWYN

Fun from the Press Issued Weekly 1.088
Movie Chats Kineto—one a week 1,000
The Lion's Mouse ..Wyndham Standing..Apr. 7 *...Apr. 21 5,6W
Romance of Life Lducatiuual May 12 1,000
The ( ntical Age Pauline Garon May 19 Aug. 4 4,500
Youthful Cheaters Glenn Hunter June 2... Aug. 4 5,700
The Mark ol the Beast Robert Ellis June 16 5,988
Michael O’Halloran ..True Boardman June 23 Sept. 8 7,000
The Rapids H "> T. Morey ... June 30 Aug. 18 4.900
The Ex kaiser in Exile .... Ipsrisl 2,000
The Immortal Voice Bray scientific July 14 1.UU0
Wild and Wicked Raymond McKee.... July 14 2,000
The Cuckoo's Secret ®tsa- Instructive .... July 14 1000
Helpful Hugan Charles Muiray ....: July 14 2,000
Radio Mama Grant Mitchell July 28 5,400
Pat’s Patents Comedy ....Aug. 25 2,009
Fiddling Fool Raymond McKee ...Aug. 25 2,000
Col Hcezaltar in the African
Jungle Bray Comedy Sept. 1 1.000

The Drivin’ Fool Wally Van Sept. 8 5.800
Puritan Passions Glenn Hunter Sept. 15 6,000
Shifting Sands Peggy Hyland Oct. 20 5.308
The Life of Reilly C. C. Burr comedy.. Oct. 27 2,000

METRO
Refuge Katherine MacDonaldApr. 14 Aug. 18 6,000
The Bright Shawl Richard Barthelmess. Apr. 28 July 7 7,500

Wthin the Law Norma Talmadge ....May 12 Aug. 25 8,034
Slippy McGee Wheeler Oakman ... May 12 Aug. 25 6,299

The Lonely Road ..Katherine MacDonaldMay 26 5,102

Girl of the Golden West Edwin Carewe prod. .June 2 Aug. 4 6,800

A Man of Action Douglas MacLean. . .
. J une 9 6,400

The Sunshine Trail Douglas MacLean .... J une 9 4,500

Children of Dust ....Frank Borzage prod.. June 23 Aug. 18 6,228

Penrod and Sam ..... Star cast June 23 6.275

Circus Days Jackie Coogan June 30 Aug. 18 6,000
Wandering Daughters James Young Prod... July 7 Aug. 25 5,471

The Scarlet Lily Katherine MacDonald July 21 6.O00

The Brass Bottle Tourneur prod Aug. 4 5,290

Trilby R. W Tully prod. ...Aug. 4 7,321

Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge ...Aug. 18 10.01)0

Dulcy Constance Talmadge. Sept. 8 6,850

Her Reputation May McAvoy Sept. 15 7,000

Potash and Perlmutter Carr- Bernard Sept. 22 7,700

Meanest Man in the World. Bert Lytell Sept. 29 6,500

The Huntress Colleen Moore Oct. 13 6.236

The Fighting Blade Richard Barthelmess. Oct. 27 8,729

Ponjola Anna Q. Nilsson ....Oct. 20 7.000

The Bad Man Holbrook Blinn Oct. 20 6,404

5,150

...Sept. 20

5,UU0

Long Live the King
Held to Answer ....

The Social Code
The Human Mill A Holubar prod.
Man, Woman & Temptation. Fred Niblo prod .

Pleasure Mad R. Barker prod
Hospitality Buster Keaton
Tcaramouche Rex Ingram prod. ...Oct. 13 9 600
In Search of a Thrill Viola Dana Nov. 3 5.500

A Wife’s Romance Clara K. Young Nov. 3 6,000
Shooting of Dan McGrew. . .Barbara LaMarr

PATHE

The Mummy Sunshine Comedy June 2 2,000

Crystal Jewels Instructive June 2 1,000

Snowdrift Charles Jones June 9 Sept. 8 4,617

Land of Tut-Ankh-Amen... Instructive June 9 1,000

Red Russia Revealed Special July 21 1,600

Soft Boiled Tom Mix July 28 7,054

Hell’s Hole Charles Jones July 28 . 6,000

Where There’s a Will Sunshine comedy July 28 2,000

Roaring Lions onaSteamship. Harry Sweet July 28 • 2.000

Circus Pal Sunshine comedy . 2,000

Apple Sauce * Sunshine comedy 2,000

Tropical Romeo Al. St. John 2,000

Skid Proof Charles Jones
St. Elmo John Gilbert Aug. 18 6,000

Alias the Night Wind William Russell Aug. 25 4 1 45

Mysteries of Yucatan Instructive Aug. 25 1.000

Bag and Baggage Gloria Grey Aug. 25 6.000

The Man Who Won Dustin Farnum Sept. 1 5.500

Jungle Pals Features apes Sept. 1 2.000

Motina Vanna Star cast Sept. 8 9.000

Does It Pay? Hope Hampton Sept. 8 6 652

If Winter Comes Percy Marmont ....Sept. 15 10,000

The Silent Command Edpiund Lowe Sept. 15

Why Pay Rent? Sunshine comedy ...Sept. 15 2.000

The Gun Fighter William Farnum ....Sept. 22 5.000

The Two Johns Harry Sweet Sept. 22 2 999

A Goldfish Story Instructive Sept. 22 1 000

The Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix Sept. 29 5,250

The Grail Dustin Farnum Sept. 29 4.617

The Ram Storm Conklin-Sweet Sept. 29 2,000

Times Have Changed William Russell Oct. 6 5.082

The Tailor Al St. John Oct. 6 2.000

Toilers of the Equator Instructive Oct. 6 1.000

Sunshine and Ice Instructive Oct. 6 500

Cameo Kirby John Gilbert Dct. 27 6,931

Second Hand Love ThaWes “Buck” Tones. Oct. 20

The Temple of Venus Allegorical fantasy ..Nov. 10 8 000

Big Dan Charles Jones Nov. 10 5,934

Up In the Air Imperial Comedy Nov. 10 2,000

Lost and Found House Peters Mar. 31 Anr. 14

Remembrance Rupert Hughes prod. Sept. 23 Oct. 14 5.644

Sherlock Holmes .....John Barrvmore Mav 20 Tune 3 8.233

Look Your Best Rupert Hughes prod.Apr. 14 Sept. 8 5.314

Vanity Fair ..••••••••••••... Mabel Ballin .....July 14 7,600

Souls for Sale Rupert Hughes Prod Apr. 7 July 14

Backbone ... Edward Sloman Prod Apr. 7 July 7 6.541

Enemies of Women Cosmopolitan Apr. 14 May 12 10.501

The Last Moment Star cast June 2... Aug. 18 6.on0

The Ragged Edge Mimi Palmieri June 16 Sept. 8 6,800

The Spoilers Jesse D. Hampton
Prod July 7 8.928

Three Wise Fools Claude Gillingwater-.July 14 Aug. 25 6.946

The Love Piker Anita Stewart Julv 21 6 737

Little Oold New York Marion Davies Aug 18 10™0
The Green Goddess George Arliss Aug. 25 9.100

Red Tights Marie P'rvut Sent. 22 6.841

Six Days Corinne Griffith Sept. 29........ 8,010

The Fternal Three Marshall Neilan prod.Oct. 13

Unseeing Eyes Lionel Barrymore ...Nov. 3 8,500

The Mystery Man Snub Pollard Aug. 18 2.000

Be Honest “Dippy -Doo-Dada” ..Aug. 18 1.000
Warned in Advance Leo Maloney Aug 18 2.000
Live Wires Paul Parrott Aug. 25 1.000

July Days “Our Gang” Aug. 25 2.000

Man of Position Sid Smith Aug. 18.. . 2,000
Rolling Home Joe Rock Aug 18 2,000
The Bad Band'* Aesop's Fable Aug. 25 1.000
Pitfalls of a Big City Ben Turpin Sept. 1... 2.000
Short Orders Stan Laurel Sept. 1 1.000
Cat That Failed Aesop Fable Sept. 1 1.000
The Great Explorers Aesop Fable Sept. 1 1.000
Call of the Wild Hal Roach prod. .. Sept. 8 7.000
Take the Air Paul Parrott Sept. 8 1.000
The Walrus Hunters Aesop Fable Sept. 8 1.000
Skylarking Harry Gribbons ....Sept. 8 2.000

Why Worry? Harold Lloyd Sept. 15 6.000
Let's Build “Spat Family” Sept. 15 2.000

The Walkout ." Snub Pollard Sept. 15 2.000

Is Conan Doyle Right? Special Sept. 15 2.000

A Man About Town Stan Laurel Sept. 15 1.000

The Cat’s Revenge Felix, the Cat Sept. 15 1,000
Ruth of the Range Ruth Roland ser. ...Sept. 22
No Noise “Our Gang” Sept. 22 2.000
Finger Prints Paul Parrott Sent. 22 1.000

Roughest Africa Stan Laurel Sept. 29 2.000

Love in a Cottage Aesop’s Fables Sept. 29 1,000

Stepping Out “Dippy Doo-Dads” ..Sept. 29 .......... 1.000

Derby Day Terry Cartoon Sept. 29 1,000

Columbus Yale Historical Oct. 6 4.000

No Pets Paul Parrott Oct. 6 I 000
The Cat’s Whiskers Terry Cartoon .......Oct. 6 1.000

Down to the Sea in Shoes ..Mack Sennett Oct. 6 2.000

Jus’ Passin’ Thru Will Rogers Oct. 13 2.000

Heavy Seas “Spat Family” Oct. 13 2.000

Asleep at the Switch Ben Turpin Oct. 13 - 2.000

It’s a Gift Snub Pollard Oct. 13 1 000

Winner Take All Paul Parrott Dct. 20 1.000

Aged in the Wood Terry cartoon Oct. 20 8 000

High Fivers Terry cartoon Oct. 20 1.000

Stage Fright “Our Gang” Oct. 20 2 000

Frozen Hearts Stan Laurel Oct. 27 2.000

The Circus Terrv cartoon Oct 27 1 900

Jamestown Historical Nov. 3 4 000

A Barnyard Romeo Terry cartoon Nov. 3 1000
The Whole Truth Stan Laurel Nov. 3 1000
Roughing It “Spat Family” Nov. 3 _ 2,000

One Cylinder Love Mack Sennett prod. ..Nov. 3 2.000

Do Women Pay? Terry cartoon Nov. 10 1000
jr Ol’ Pal Snub Pollard Nov. 10 1000

.... Nov. 10 2.000
Dear Ol’ Pal
Hustlin’ Hank Will Rogers

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
A Pauper Millionaire C. M. Hallard Feb. 10 4.804

4 Clouded Name Norma Shearer 'hr 3 Apr. 14 4.885

The Man Who Waited Star cast Mav 12 5.000

r'c, 1T,*.r(eit Love Featured cast Tune V 6 000

Tipped Off Featured cast Nov. 3 4,284

PREFERRED PICTURES
Are You a Failure? Madge Bellamy..... . Mar 17 May S..« 5.700

Poor Men’s Wives Gasnier Pmd .... F.h in 6 963

Girl WDin Came Bark...... .Miriam Coopar ......May 12 6 10p

Daughter* of the Rich Gasnier prod. June 30 Sept. 8 6.075

Mothers in-Law Gasnier Production. . . Aug 25 6 T2S

The Broken Wing Miriam Cooper Sept. 1 K2K
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SELZNICK
Liuicksanda I hadwick Liu ...

Outlaw* of the Sea Marguerite Conr
Modern Marriage Bushman- Bayno
Vengeance of the Deep....*. Ralph Lewis ....
The Tm»h ASoul Wives.... Bettv Rlvthe ...
Modern Matrimony Owen Moore ...
The Common Law Corinne Griffith .

July 21 . 18... 9,400
.Apr. 7... .....July 21 ..

.Apr. 7...

14.. 11 ..

•Apr. 28.. 4 ... 4,753
.June 9 ..

. 3 .

. Nov. 10 .

MISCELLANEOUS

GRAND-ASCHER DISTRIBUTING CORP.

UNITED ARTISTS
Robin Hood Douglas Fairbanks...Oct. 28 Dec. 2 10,000
Tes* of the Storm Country. Mary Pickford Nov. 25 Jan. 6 10,000
Tailor Made Man Charles Ray Dec. 9 8.M9
One Exciting Night D. W Griffith Prod. Oct. 21 Aug. 11 11,000
The Girl I Loved Charles Ray Mar. 31 May 5 7.100
The White Rom Mae Marsh Tune 2... Sept. 8 11.000
Rosita ._ Mary Pickford Sept. 15 8.800
A Woman of Paris ?has. Chaplin prod... Oct. 13 8,000

UNIVERSAL
The Merry-Go-Round Featured cast July 14 Aug. 25 5,020
A Radio Romeo Walter Forde Jan. 27 Mar. 17 1.u"»

Hunting Big Game in Africa. H. A. Snow July 21 10,000
Won’t You Worry? Bert Roach July 21 AUU0
Buddy at the Bat Buddy Messin^er ....July 21 2.1*0
Tempest Cody Ride* Wild.. Mane Walcamp July 28 4,880
The Victor Herbert Rawlinson. ..July 28 l.iMJ

..July 28 >•» 2,000

2,000

6,819
5.518

, 6,076

Mine to Keep Bryant Washburn ...Aug. 18.
8 Monty Banks Aug 18..

Th! Bryant Washburn ...Sept. 15

Consensu* Footage

5.761
2,000'

The sleepwalker^;::::::;:;;;; jo* Rock rr.“.““‘.“..:::&pu a.::::::: jy®The Covered Schooner Monty Banks Sept. 29 5*2
Southbound Limited Monte Banks Nov. 10 ..Lucky Rube Sid Smith Nov. 10 ,’™
Mark Pa>d joe Rock Nov! Jo :::::::::::::::::::::: S

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Tango Cavalier George Larkin Nov. 3

The Host Neely Edwards July 28
True Gold Jack Dougnerty Aug. 4
The Eleventh Hour ........Charles Jones Aug. 4.

Out of Luck Hoot Gibson Aug. 4.

Legally Dead Milton Sills Aug. 4.

Columbia—Tbe Gem and the
Ocean “Leather Pushers” ..Aug. 4............. 2.000

Spring Fever Comedy Aug. 4 2,000

The Love Brand Roy Stewart Aug. 11 4.832
The Steel Trail Duncan serial Aug. 11 IS part*
Shadows of the North William Duncan ....Aug. 25 4,943

Rustlin' Jay Morley Aug. 18 2,000
Lots of Nerve Century comedy Aug. 18 2,000
So Long. Buddy Buddy Messmger ...Aug. 25 2.000
Strike of the Rattler Pete Morrison Aug. 25 2.000
The Pencil Pusher Chuck Reisner Aug. 25 1,000

CHARLES C. BURR
The Last Hour Milton Sijls Jan. 13 May U 6.0U

You Are Guilty Edgar Lewis prod. ... Mar. 31 June 9 5,006

C. B. C.
Hallroom Boy* .Twice a Month 2 00*
Yesterday’s Wife M. De La Motte Sept. 22 ...7.77." 6. 500-The Barefoot Boy Star cast s gno
Forgive and Forget Estelle Taylor Nov. 10 5)800'

The Daring Year*

EQUITY PICTURES
...Mildred Harris Aug. 4..

Othello

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Emil Jannings Mar. 3 May 12.

7J0X

6,200

Bliiiky Hoot Gibson Sept. 1

Drifting Drifting Sept. 1

High Kickers Doris Eaton Sept. 1

Sing Sing Neely Edwards Sept. 1

Fighting Fists Jack Ford Sept. 1

The Untamable Gladys Walton Sept. 8
Uncle Bim’s Gift “The Gumps” Sept. 8
His School Daze Bert Roach Sept. 8
Hunchback of Notre Dame.. Lon Chaney Sept. 15

A Chapter in Her Life Jane Mercer Sept. 15

5,740

. 7.394

. 2.000

. 1.000

. 2.000

. 4.776

. 2.000

. 1.000

.11.000
6.330

PHIL GOLDSTONE

Back to Earth Century comedy ....Sept. 15 2.000
Face to Face Western Sept. 15 2.000

Dancing Love Dancing comedy ....Sept. 15 1,000

Where Is This West? Jack Hoxie Sept. 22 4.532

Round Figures Jack Cooper Sept. 22 2.000

Jolly wood Chuck Reisner Sept. 22 2.000

The Clean Up Herbert Rawlinson ..Sept. 29 5,051

Trail of tbe Wolf /ay Morley Sept. 29 2.000

Bringing Up Buddy Buddy Messinger ...Sept. 29 2.000

Hard Luck Jack Pete Morrison Sept. 29 *•... 2.000

Cuckoo Neely Edwards Sept. 29 1,000
The Six-Fifty Niles Welch Oct. 6 5 100
Thundering Dawn Super-Jewel Oct. 6 6,000
One Exciting Day Billy Engle Oct. 6 2.000
Own a Home Neely Edwards Oct. 6 1.000

The Wild Party Gladys Walton Oct. 13 5.034

Gentlemen of the West Pete Morrison Oct. 13 2.000
'racked Wedding Bells ....Chuck Resiner Oct. 13 1,000
(apanese Earthquake International News... Oct. 13

The Ramblin’ Kid Hoot Gibson Oct. 20 6.305

The Tenderfoot Edmund Cobb Oct. 20 2.000

Don’t Scream “Pal” the dog Oct. 20 2 000

Going South Neely Edwards Oct. 20 1,000

The Acquittal Star cast Oct. 27 6,523
Beasts of Paradise Desmond-Serial Oct. 27

A Million to Burn Herbert Rawlinson ..Nov. 3 4.556

Darling of New York “Baby Peggy” feature Nov. 3 6 260

Fashion Follies Century comedy ....Nov. 3 2.000

Code of the Mounted Western Nov. 3 2.000

Be My Guest Neely Edwards Nov. 3 1,000

Men In the Raw Jack Hoxie Nov. 10 4.315

Golfmania Billy Engle Nov. 10 2.000

So Long Sultan Chuck Reisner Nov. 10 1000
The Twilight Trail Margaret Morris ...Nov. 10 2,000

Sneed King Richard Talmadge. ... Feb. 10 5,000
Thru the Flame* Richard Talmadge... June 30 3,000
His Last Race “Snowy” Baker Sept. 1 5,800

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
Way of the Transgressor ..George Larkin Sept. 22 5,000
In the Spider's Web Alice Dean Sept. 29 ....

LEE-BRADFORD
Is Money Everything? Miriam Cooper ......Apr. 7 S.800
Call of the Hills Maud Malcolm ......May 5.......... 5J100
Capt. Kleinschmidt’s Adven-

tures in the Pat North. ..Yukon Expedition. .. .July 28
Shattered Reputations Johnnie Walker Oct. 27 5,000

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP.
East Side, West Side Eileen Percy Apr. 28 -Aug. 18 6,000
T.mnorarv Marriage Kenneth Harlan May 5 Aug. 25 7 nno

Bright Lights of Broadway .Doris Kenyon Nov. 3 6,700

PRODUCERS SECURITY
The Wolf’s Fang* Wilfred Lytell 5,000
In the Night All-Star 5,000
Irving Cummings Series. ...Two-Reelers 2,000
Just a Song at Twilight.... Barthelmess 5,000
Madame Sans Gene Special 5,000

Bill

RED SEAL PICTURES CORP.
Maurice de Ferandy. Sept. 15

STOLL FILM COMPANY

VITAGRAPH
Masters of Men Earle Williams Apr. 21 May 12 6,800

The Barnyard •....••Larry Scmon Apr. 21 Aug. 25 2,000

Roving Thomas in Banff ...Urban Classic Apr. 21 5,400

The Inner Chamber Alice Joyce
A Guilty Conscience Antonio Moreno
Divorce Coupons Corinne Griffith 5.249

The Man Nest Door Alice Calhoun June 9 2.000

A Midnight Cabaret Larry Semon June 9 2.000

Smashing Barriers William Duncan July 7. Sept. 8 5.660

The Midnight Alarm Alice Calhoun Aug. 11 6.000
Loyal lives Whit Bennett Prod.. Aug. 18 5.950

Pioneer Traits Cullen t andis Ort. 27 6.920

On Banka af the Wabash .. Mary Carr Nov. 3 7,156

WARNER BROTHERS
Heroes of the Street Wesley Barry ...... .Dec. 23 Aug. 4 6,000
Little Church Around the
Comer Featneerl east Feh. 24 June 9 6.300

Where the North Begins.... Rin Tin Tin (dog).... Ang. 25 6.200

Little Inhnny Tones Jnhnnv Hines Aug. 25.. 6.000
The Gold Diggers Hnne H'*uu ton ^enf 72 6 'on

The Country Kid Wesley Barry Nov. 10 6,500

The Prodigal Son Frank Wilson May 19 Aug. 2S 8^60

RICHARD THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Accuser Carmel Myers June 30. 4,946

The Bargain

TRISTONE
. W. S. Hart Sept. 29......»•*£••«•••••• SgOoe

TRUART FILM CORP.
The Empty Cradle Alden-Morey May 19 6,00

Patsy Za-Su Pitts 6,500

Arc the Children to Blame?. Corrigan -Shannon 5*000

Riders of the Ran*e Sur cast May 12 5.000

The Prairie Mystery Bud Osborne ........ June 16 5*0©

Broadway Gold Elaine Hammerstetn..Jnly 28 $.8®

WEBER AND NORTH
Marriage Morals
Don’t Marry for Money.

....Will Nigh prod. ....Aug. 11 .

....House Peters ...Sept. L,
6.468
5JM

I



Better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED BY^^E. T. KEYSER

Stewart Says That We’ve Started Something.

Why He Wants Mail Order Service.

Economy of Isolated Plants.

I
N practically the same mail we re-

ceived a statement from a corre-

spondent that the Benn Theatre

of West Philadelphia had installed a

$24,000 organ, and the following let-

ter from a North Carolina exhibitor:

Spruce Pine, N. C., Oct. 30, 1923.

Mr. E. T. Keyser,
Moving Picture World,
New York City.

Dear Mr. Keyser:
In a recent issue of The World you had

the nerve to inform the little fellows of the

country that some progressive manufacturer

was turning out a small organ, suitable for

small theatres, and that the cost would not

exceed that of the building and a lifetime

monthly payment—or something to that ef-

fect. Anyway, I would certainly appreciate

the address of the concern and enclose a

stamped envelope for your convenience. I

believe you have started something this time

sure, so please take a few minutes of your
time and shoot some names along.

Thanking you for your interest and with

all good wishes for Equipment Department,
I remain.

Yours very truly,

A. G. STEWART,
Piedmont Theatre.

We advised the correspondent to go
back and look over the organ installa-

tion again and also to ascertain from
the manager of the theatre how much
of the $24,000 quoted was real and how
much stage money.
To the North Carolina exhibitor we

sent an illustrated catalog of a manu-
facturer which contained the descrip-

tion of an instrument, the cost of which
is well within his means.
We agree with Mr. Stewart that the

Moving Picture World has started

something. Some day the organ

builders themselves, who are now
kicking so strenuously against the

press agent tactics of their competitors

in boosting paper prices, may start

something also in the way of telling, in

plain United States language, just

what they have to offer the average

exhibitor and what it will cost him.

AND here is another communica-
tion, which, because it consti-

tutes something of an indict-

ment of the methods by which the

supply business of his city is con-

ducted, we suppress the writer’s

address

:

October 31, 1923.

Editor, Equipment Section,

New York City.

Will you be good enough to give the

names of one or two reliable houses which
handle motion picture supplies, issue cata-

logues and make prompt deliveries by parcel

post, a la the mail order houses?
Our needs are not extensive, relating ex-

clusively to the motion pictures of one re-

ligious denomination, but even these needs
can’t be met here satisfactorily. It seems
that virtually nothing is kept in stock. I

had to wait two weeks for a film waxer, and
then didn’t get what I wanted. I waited
the same length of time for a humidor, and
then was given a fireproof reel cabinet. I

should have preferred a different type of

rewinds than what I have.
This is the sort of equipment in which I’m

chiefly interested now. Can you give me a

lift? I’ll appreciate it very greatly indeed.
Respectfully,

DWIGHT H. FEE.
We have suggested that the gentle-

man get in touch with the Howells
Cine Equipment Company of New
York City and Erker Bros, of - St.

Louis, Mo.
From time to time we have heard

criticisms, expressed more or less

courteously, by supply dealers of other

supply dealers who invaded their ter-

ritory.

If conditions, such as described

above, are at all prevalent there seems
to be a good reason for the aforesaid

intrusion.

O N another page we publish a

communication from a Long
Island exhibitor who describes

the trouble which he has experienced

in connection with his local light serv-

ice and who furnishes concise and defi-

nite data as to his requirements.

His case is typical of that of so

many exhibitors that a large per-

centage of our readers will be interest-

ed, not only in Mr. Edwards’ com-
plaint but in the remedy which we
have prescribed for same.

The fact that his initial expenditure

for • an independent lighting plant

would be a trifle less than the amount
of his current bills for two years, to

say nothing of what he is losing each

year through defective light service,

constitutes a strong argument for the

economy of the isolated lighting plant.

T HIS is evidently the day of the

good, moderate sized picture

house.
Last week we described the six hun-

dred seat Peerless of the Bronx. In

this issue we jump across the con-
tinent to Bandon, Oregon, whose
Hartman, a house of seven hundred
seats, constitutes another illustration

of the beauties which are embodied in

the modern theatre of modest seating

capacity.

The picture is the thing, and always
will be, but the up-to-date exhibitor

realizes that the patron of the small

house likes to be comfortable while
viewing the screen, and the Hartman’s
cry room would appear to make for

peace and quiet of all concerned.

ENTION of the Peerless re-

minds that some one pointed
out that we had neglected to

mention just how much that attractive

house had set its proprietors back
financially.

As others are probably interested in

that rather important point, we take
this opportunity of informing them
that the total damage to the bank roll

was forty thousand dollars—quite

moderate when one considers what
they received for their money.

A CONVENTION of the Eastern
Zone of the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Equipment Dealers

of America, Inc., will be held at the

Hotel Astor November 12-13.

It is expected that President Old-

now and Secretary Barth will be pres-

ent at the convention, at which mat-

ters of importance to distributors, sup-

plv dealers and manufacturers will be

discussed.

The territory of the Eastern Zone

comprises Maine. Massachusetts. Ver-

mont, New Hampshire, Connecticut,

Rhode Island. New York State, includ-

ing New York City and the state of

New Tersey, Scranton, Pa.: Philadel-

phia. Pa. : Baltimore. Md.. and Wash-
ington. D. C.
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the front row are of upholstered velour, the

balance of upholstered leather. All are of

Heywood-Wakefield manufacture.
A modern, well-appointed women’s rest room,

men’s smoking room, lavatories and office help

to round out the beauty and comfort of the

house. A feature of the service is the sound-
proof glass room situated over the women’s
rest room and entered through it by a stair-

way. Here mothers can take their crying chil-

dren and still enjoy the show without spoiling

any one else’s pleasure.

Opera chairs and all interior decorating
were done by B. T. Shearer, Inc., of Seattle.

The house is attractive and is a credit both to

the community and the family whose name Tt

bears.

A SIDE WALL OF THE HARTMAN THEATRE
Showing the method employed in decorating the panels into which upper portions of

walls are divided.

The Hartman, of Bandon, Oregon, Is a

Credit to Its Community and Owners

B
ANDON, Oregon, is the proud possessor

of a modern theatre, beautifully dec-

orated and appointed, equipped to handle

any sized road show as well as motion pictures.

The theatre, which is named the Hartman, and

is the property of Mrs. E. A. Hartman and

Son, occupies a plot 52 feet wide by 125 feet

deep. It has a double lobby, a foyer, main

auditorium and balcony and has a seating

capacity of 741, with twenty-four velour up-

holstered loge seats in addition.

Construction is of reinforced concrete, made

as fireproof as possible. The building has an

asbestos roof. All wiring is in conduits.

Lighting fixtures consist of two large lights

at either side of the ceiling of main auditorium.

These fixtures have indirect center bowls of

etched opaque glass. An iron rim around the

set holds twelve amber globes. This is further

augmented by six etched indirect bowls in

the back of auditorium and over balcony. In

the foyer, amber lanterns, with a center light

of iron and polychrome add an artistic touch.

The etched bowls, close to ceiling, give lobby

lights.

Color Scheme French Gray and Old Rose

The color scheme is French gray blended

with old rose and purple in sufficient degree to

give a tone of warmth. Walls are French

gray throughout the house. Drapes are of

mulberry velour, trimmed with dull gold ga-

loon. Walls in the main auditorium have art

panels of Gobelin tapestry effect. Flower gar-

dens give an attractive finish.

The stage dimensions are 52x24 with pros-

cenium opening of 24 feet. Full stage equip-

ment, lighting effects, scenery is installed with

the purpose of attracting road attractions, and

modern dressing rooms insure convenience and

comfort. An asbestos drop curtain, over-

draped with velour curtains, completes the

stage appointments.

Fotoplayer Supplies the Music

A number 46 Fotoplayer, installed in an organ

pit, directly in front of the stage, supplies the

music.
Projection equipment includes two projectors,

a motor generator, Bausch & Lomb Stereop-

ticon. The projection room is placed in the

center of the balcony.

The ticket office is in the center of lobby,

with French doors at either side, leading into

the inner lobby, which in turn leads to the

foyer by means of six one-panel doors. Wiring

has be nn installed for a marquee and electric

sign which will be added later.

The loge seats occupy three rows across the

front of the balcony. Twenty-four seats in

There Are Mighty Good Reasons
Why the Best Houses Use

TRIMOUNT TICKETS
and have used them for the

past sixteen years.

THE REASONS ARE
QUALITY, SERVICE and a

SQUARE DEAL
Send for samples and prises of the best tickets
built, printed in the largest exclusive ticket plant
n New England.

And learn what a ticket should be.

TRIMOUNT PRESS
119 Albany Street Boston, Mass.

FILMS FOR SALE
Adventures of Jimmy Dale, 32 reels, featuring E.
Lincoln; The Scarlet Runner. 24 reels, featuring Earle
Williams; also large assortment of FEATURES,
SERIALS, COMEDIES?, EDUCATIONALS. TRA-
VELOGUES, etc. Correspondence solicited.

GUARANTY PICTURES CO.
126 West 46th Street New York

Cable Address: GAPICTCO

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

CARon^S

INSIST ON
THIS LABEL

DISTRIBUTORS

M. G. FELDER SALES CO
1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK

INTERIOR VIEW OF HARTMAN THEATRE, BANDON, OREGON

At left, stage and screen settings, with Fotoplayer in front and org an grilles at each side. At right, main floor and balcony aeatng^

as viewed from stage.
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SELWYN, NEW YORK

WORLD, OMAHAKEITH’S PALACE. CLEVELAND

EASTMAN, NEW YORK METROPOLITAN, LOS ANGELES

O UR ability to serve the nation’s

theatre seating needs has been

voiced by owners and managers
the country over. Many of them have

recommended us to new theatres be-

cause of the personalized service they

had received. The continual flow of new
installations surely demonstrates the

complete confidence in our service built

around a quality product.

With an organization so complete and

efficient for handling the entire seating

requirements, you are enabled to trans-

fer the load of responsibility to our

shoulders with the assurance that every-

thing will be carried out to your com-
plete satisfaction.

We can be of service in the very start by
submitting, without charge, a seating

arrangement plan whereby the maximum
capacity with unobstructed view of

stage is secured.

.BrorriratigratingOwnpann
NEW YORK

640-119 W. 40th St.

CHICAGO
4 E. Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
77-A Canal St.

PHILADELPHIA
250-H So. Broad St.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

T#ur own tpeclal Ticket,
anj colors, accurately num-
bered; e?ery roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prise
Drawings; $5.00, $6.00
Prompt shipment*. Cash
with the order. Get the

sample*. Send diagram fer Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform to Govern-
ment regulation and bear established

urlee of admission and tai paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five ThouMnd JJ.00
Ten Thousand 5-00
Fifteen Thousand (.50
Twenty-five Thousand 1.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 10.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin. Pa.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

80-82 Wardour St
VV. I. London, England

Has the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSO-
CIATION to its members ara published ex-
clusively in this Journal.

YEARLY RATEi
POSTPAID. WEEKLY, P.2S

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBIT0R8’ ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN sad IRELAND. LTD.

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the best for

Proleetor*.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riverside Drive

New York

WELDED WtRE
REELS
For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Are., New Terk

A Concrete Example of the Economy
of an Independent Generating Plant

T HE following communication illus-

trates a condition which is common to

many picture theatres throughout the
country. ‘ And the fact that Mr. Edwards
has, in his first letter, definitely described
his requirements and his present current
cost puts us in a position to be just as defi-

nite in suggesting a remedy.

What Mr. Edwards Writes

East Hampton, N. Y., Oct. 30, 1923.
Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Upon reading the Moving Picture World of

November 3, on the independent generating
plant for motion picture theatre service, I

immediately became interested.
I have considerable trouble with my light

service which costs me quite a sum of money
each year. Only last week I was without
light service for three consecutive nights
and am unable to get any rebate from the
light company.
Would like very much to find out how

much it would cost me to install an inde-
pendent generating plant in my theatre
capable of running the whole plant.

I have a throw from the Powers 6A ma-
chines to the screen of 137 feet. Have two
machines and silver sheet screen. I use 110
volts and 60 amperes.

Loses $300 I’er Annum
I also have a one horsepower organ motor

and six electric fans and about thirty-five
house lights.
During the month of August, 1923, I used

516 K W hours, at 14 cents an hour, costing
me $70.07. I am open six days a week, run
two shows a night.
As near as I can tell I lose about $300 per

year due to failure of light service.
The yearly cost of furnishing my theatre

with electricity is $630.88 per 1922.
Any information that you can give me on

this subject will be more than appreciated.
Thanking you in advance, I am,

Very truly yours,
Li. A. EDWARDS,

Manager, Edwards Theatre.

The Remedy
What we would prescribe would be a 7j4

K. W. 110-volt direct current generating
plant.

Such a plant can be obtained consisting
of a 4-cylinder d-cjmle motor, direct con-
nected to a standard compound wound mul-
tiple pole generator.
The entire outfit, the shipping weight of

which is approximately 1,350 pounds, is

mounted compactly upon a heavy base, with
radiator, fan and switchboard and muffler
all mounted on the motor, making for econ-
omy of space occupied. Such an equipment
would cost approximately $1,200, and, with
kerosene as fuel, would cost approximately
21 cents per hour, with fuel at 14 cents per
gallon, or, operated on gasolene, at 22 cents

per gallon would cost 33 cents per hour,
when operating the plant to its full capacity.

Pays for Self in Two Years
It will be noted that, at an annual cost of

$630.80 per annum for current cost, a two
years’ electric bill would practically pay for
the outfit.

Theatres Projected
WINSTED, CONN.

—

J. E. Perova, Opera
House Building, contemplates erecting mov-
ing picture theatre, to cost $125,000.

WINSTED, CONN.—A. Davidson, Waur-
egan House, Main street and Broadway,
Norwich, has plans by A. R. Sharpe, 144
Chestnut street, Williamantic, for new
theatre.

FORT WAYNE, IND.—E. H. Reynolds
has obtained permit to erect moving pic-
ture theatre on Michigan street, N. E., to
cost $12,000.

BATH, N. Y.—Associated Theatres, Ire.,

of Rochester, is considering erection of
theatre.

CHARLEROI, PA.—Robert Coyle has
plans by Victor A. Rigaument, 706 State
Theatre Building, Pittsburg, for two-story
brick and stone trim moving picture thea-
tre, 61 by 110 feet, to be erected at Sixth
and McKean streets, to cost $50,000.

COLUMBIA, PA.—New Alto Theatre, be-
ing erected on Locust street for John J.
Hardy, will soon be completed and opened.

TOMAHAWK, WIS.—Princess Theatre
contemplates erecting moving picture thea-
tre. Address Mrs. Lillian Foster.

RICHWOOD, O.—H. B. Dubbs has ac-
quired moving picture equipment of Rich-
wood Opera House and also taken over
lease.

ST. MARYS, O.—People’s Theatre, re-

cently put up at sheriff sale, was purchased
by Andrew J. Makley for $27,071.

WEST UNITY, O.—Moving picture

theatre has been purchased by Ford Eckler
and Olin Zeigler.

WILLARD, O.—A. J. Rice, who operated
Temple Theatre for past six years as mov-
ing picture house, has sold lease to H. L.

Tracy, of Carey. New lessee will continue
same policy.

NOWATA, OKLA.—H. H. Allen is man-
ager of Royal Theatre.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—H. H. Allen

has resigned as assistant manager of Capitol

Theatre.
PORTLAND, ORE.—A. C. Raleigh suc-

ceeds Paul E. Noble as manager of Liberty

Theatre.

MR. N. L. SCOTT
Having 20 years’ experience in the Equip-

ment of Factories for and of the practical

manufacture of CINEMATOGRAPH FILM
STOCK is now free and open to START
AND INSTRUCT firms desirous of manu-

facturing their own Film Stock.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY CARE OF

MR. A. SCOTT
81 CANNON STREET LONDON, E. C. 4

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 8 . HtyM Art.. CMum 1(10 Brtfcaw Bldi.. Net Ytr*

MARTIN” ROTARY
CONVERTER

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade

FOrI?G*N
P
C(k/nTRIES SIX DOLLARS A YEAR

Advertisements: Tariff on Application

Editorial Office* i TURIN (Italy)—GaDeria National*
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J. E. Bralatour Incorporates at Albany

with a Capitalization of $2,000,000

CAPITALIZED at $2,000,000, the heaviest

capitalization noted in the business in

months, the J. E. Brulatour, Inc., of

Long Island city, incorporated with the sec-

retary of state during the week ending
November 3, to enter the motion picture as

well as the theatrical business in New
York State. The incorporators were M. H.

Malloy, Rex Adams, of New York City, and

H. Laverne Westall, of Brooklyn.
All told, eleven companies were incor-

porated in some branch of the motion pic-

ture industry during the past week. These
companies included the following:

Other Incorporations

Fred Wiehl Productions, Inc., $100,000,

Fred Wiehl, Winfield; J. R. Walker, Joseph
A. O’Brien, New York.

Schine Auburn Corporation, Gloversville,

$5,000, A. J. Richmond, Benjamin Davis, N.

M. Banker, Gloversville.

Drop Head Projector Sales Company, Inc.,

$10,000, W. C. Martin, S. A. Rich, Clinton

Morris, New York City.

The Creation Pictures Corporation, with

Howard Escabrook, H. H. Pennock, R. G.

Thach, New York City.

Pictures Realization, Inc., John M. Stein-

berg, Murray Cooper, Bertha Fleming,

New York.
Small Strausberg Circuit, Samuel Straus-

berg, Samuel Small, J. H. Small, Brooklyn.

Labertini Pictures, Inc., F. V. Luporini,
A. B. Bellock, Mary Kaufman, New York.
North Star Releasing Corporation, Louis

Rivkin, Martin Hatz, Samuel Goldstein,
Brooklyn.
The George E. Kann Corporation, George

E. Kann, George Tumpson, Jacob Klein;
New York City.

Gudrun Productions, Inc., Albert Gross,
Annette Schlieman, New York City, these
last named companies incorporating under
the new provision of the law, permitting the
issuance of shares of stock of par value, or
no par value.

House Openings
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Majestic Theatre

has reopened under management of A. S.

Watlington.

BURR OAK, KANS.—Cozy Theatre has
opened in new quarters.

RUSSELL, MINN.—New Grand Theatre
has reopened under management of L. C.
Tipler.

CARTHAGE, MO.—Royal Theatre, for-

merly the Delphus, has opened under man-
agement of Capitol Enterprises, Inc.

HOLDENVILLE, OKLA.—Hampton Den-
nis and W. O. Perkins will open Rex The-
atre on Seventh avenue, adjoining Farmers’
Union Exchange.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with erder

must reach ua by Tuesday coon t# Injure Dup-
lication In that week’s LaBue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ORGANIST, formerly Capitol Theatre, open

November 15th for pictures, recitals, good modern
programs. Wish connection with theatre where
music is featured. Organist, 135 S. Mt. Vernon
Ave., Atlantic City, New Jersey.

ORGANIST of large city theatre at liberty to
make change. First-class, trained musician. Ex-,
pert, experienced picture player. Reliable and a
gentleman. Union. Handle all makes. Specialize
on Hope-Jones, Kimball, Austin, Robert Morton,
Moller, etc. Splendid library all classes of music.
Good position and organ essential, large instrument
preferred. State make and size of organ, working
hours and top salary. Organist, 343 West Eighth
Street, Erie. Pa.

PIANIST, motion picture, desires change after
December 1st. Pictures artistically cued. Will go
anywhere in New England. D. Depage, 54 North
Main Street, Leominster, Mass.

YOUNG THEATRE MANAGER and advertising
man, age 27. Four years' experience with one
circuit of theatres is seeking change. East, ex-

treme south or west preferred. Married. De-
tails gladly sent anyone looking for successful

manager or advertising man. Box 321, Moving
Picture World, New York City.

MANAGER (American) for Central or South
America, speaks and writes Spanish fluently ; ex-

tensive experience and good connections in Latin

America; exploitation expert, executive ability,

theatre and exchange manager, and projectionist

desirous of change where a high-class man and
hustler would be appreciated. Box 322, Moving
Picture World, New York City.
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Slide Pencils

(No. 168 Blue
No. 169 Red
]9o. 173 Blcick
Made in

6 other colors.

l.Cutlhrough,
one thickness,
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first two
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2.Loosen
the strip

once
around

.

3. Pull

the strip

straight

away.

/?/>Serin// PENCIL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA — USA.

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
SUPPLIES PLENTY OF LIGHT

10 TO 15 AMPERES WITH D. C. 20 TO 30 AMPERES WITH A. C.

ELIMINATES ALL CONDENSERS

AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL
Guarantees Correct Trimming of Arc at All Times with

Extreme Ease of Operation

Special Stereopticon Attachment

STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT
Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric

Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors

—

Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment

For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Carries through to the screen, tone for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,

every gradation that skillful photography has

secured in the negative.

Look for this positive identification in the

transparent film margin— “Eastman” and

“Kodak” in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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On This

THE FOURTH ANNIVERSARY
of the

CAPITOL THEATRE
(NEW YORK CITY)

It affords us extreme pleasure

in announcing: that the

SEVEN ORIGINAL SIMPLEXES
installed on the opening date are still main-

taining screen results that have tended to

make this theatre an internationally famous one

We take this opportunity of congratulating the manage-
ment and the projection room personnel, on their fourth

birthday, with our earnest best wishes for many, many more

it
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MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

THEPREaSIONMACHINE€>.iNC.
317 East 34th St™ NewYork
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A Projector Carbon Trim
for Every Current Requirement

Columbia Silvertip Combination
for low intensity direct current lamps

Columbia H I White Flame
Uppers and Silvertip Lowers
for high intensity direct current lamps

50 Amperes 75 Amperes 100^120 Amperes
-

Columbia White Flame A C
Projector Carbons

for alternating current

Each Combination Without

an Equal

— inquiries cheerfully answered

with full information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, CaL
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'HERFIRST BIG FEAT
PRODUCTION Hailed t
“A KNOCKOUT BOX OFFICI

“A Great Big Box Office Si

“This Picture Has Eve 1

“Should Appeal To Eve

Presented

MERR.Y
GO

ROUND
UNIVERSAL SUPER.JEWEL

One Or -the BIG TEN UNIVERSAL
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

A CHAPTER
IN HER LIFE
A LOIS WEBER Production
UNIVERSAL JEWEL

REGINALD
DENNY

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Tq.Gi

inabi^ production
title to be announced

J.Warren Kerrigan and
Anna Q,. Nilsson irw

THUNDERING DAWN
UNIVERSAL

SUPER JEWEL
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—M. P. News

ss —M. P. World

V
—Film Daily

—Harrison’s

Reports

The cast includes:

GLADYS BROCKVELL
CARL STOCKDALE
PAT HARTIGAN
FREDERICK ESMELTON
BETTY FRANCISCO
SHELDON LEWIS
MINNIE STEELE
FRANK CURRIER
MAX DAVIDSON
EVA THATCHER

^AQUITTAL
with CLAIRE WINDSOR
and NORMAN KERRY

j^T^UNIVER&AL SUPER JEWEL

WHITE TIGER
PRISCILLA DEAN
UNIVERSAL JEWEL

Baggot
liiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiii

MAity
PHILBIN
in a great production
title to be announced

A LAD? oR
QUALITY
Stoning

VIRGINIA VALLI
A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION

k
UNlVERSALSUPER JEWEL^
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Hunt with Ducks
thatDecoy the Dollars

NEVER in the history of

the business has any dis-

tributing Company served up
so consistent a line of suc-

cesses as Goldwyn-Cosmopoli-

tan. This is not the mouthy
statement of superlative bally-

hoo artists. It’s cold and in-

disputable fact. You have seen

it in your box-office records.
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MARV
PICKFORD

in

Hosita
S71 cPpanis'h J^omance

“A Great Picture; Appeals to All Types,* 9

“A great picture. A work of art. Not only a great picture but one of the great

pictures of screen history. Frobably the finest acting Mary Pickford has ever

done. A characterization by Holbrook Blinn that will live as long as the screen

lasts. Superb direction by Ernst Lubitsch. Technical perfection. And—a story.

Such is ‘Rosita.’ Will appeal to all types of audience.”—M. P. News.

with HOLBROOIC BLINN
Qdapted by Zdivard Kfioblock.

f'tory by JVorbert
r
Jallp_J

J^hotopj-aphy by Charles Posher

-Jn ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
0Wary Pickford Charles' Chaplin
Douglas "JairbanksS D. W. Qriffith

Piiram Qbranns, President



cyiWOMAN of PARIS
A* DRAMA OF FATE

J~eafurirW)

<Sdna pnrviancc
^
Written and Directed bij

CHARLES CHAPLIN
Now Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary Pickford Charles Chaplin

Douglas 'Jairbanlqs D. W. Qnffith
Oiiram Qbrams, President

“Finest of Year!”
“Marvelous!”

“Without a moment’s hesitation

we declare ‘A Woman of Paris’

the finest piece of filmery of the

year. Marvelous I—Well, that is

/not half enough to say about it.

The subtleness of humor, and
grimness of tragedy, all prove the

genius of the artist.”—Irene, N.

Y. Daily News.

“Artistically considered, the most
satisfactory drama witnessed in

the New York theatres.”—Burton ,

Rascoe, N. Y. Tribune.
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Derelys Perdue

Ralph Lewis

Warner Baxter

Distributed by

THE above telegram tells the whole story about “DAYTIME
WIVES.” Get the press book and see the picture and you’ll

understand why exhibitors all over the country are cleaning up with
“DAYTIME WIVES.”

F. B. O.
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office, United Kingdom, R-C Picture Corporation

26-27 D’Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W.I., England

Directed, by

Emile

Chautard
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“A Long, Riotous Laugh—

UNCLE SAM
Educational—Mermaid— Two Reels

This Mermaid Comedy with a hard-
working, funny, all-star cast is the
best two-reeler that firm has issued,
in the humble opinion of the writer
—and Mermaid has had quite some
winners put through E. W. Hammons’
organization. But this is a darb, for

you know what that means. For
those who are in ignorance concern-
ing the show definition of a ‘*darb,”

the writer ventures to say it is to the
picture theatre box- office what the
shekels passed over at a world’s
series booth is to baseball. ***A cork-
ing good two-reeler worthy of being
featured on any bill and illuminated
out in the electric lights. A long,
riotous laugh from beginning to end.
*<”Tf this comedy doesn’t make them
double up with laughter, we’ll stop
looking at pictures. ROGER FERRI,
in Motion Picture News.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President

If this Comedy doesn’t make them double up with laughter, we’ll stop

looking at pictures.”—ROGER FERRI, in Motion Picture News

OUR DEAR UNCLE

Uncle
A Jack White Production

With LEE MORAN
FULL OF ORIGINAL, CLEVER FUN
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B. P. Sehvilber^f presents

GASNIER PRODUCTION
The greatest loVe story of all

!

MAYTIME
from the play by Rida Johnson Younq

Wlllh
Scenario by Olqa Printzlau

Harrison Ford Ethel Shannon
William Norris Clara BovP
and Hollywood's Twelve Most Beautiful Girls.

JN

£Jfie Preferred Fifteen

“The Virginian”

“April Showers”

“Faint Perfume”
“My Lady’s Lips”

“The Broken Wing”

“The First Year”
“The Boomerang”

“Poisoned Paradise”

“The Mansion of Aching Hearts”

“When a Woman Reaches Forty”

“Maytime”

“White Man”
“The Triflers”

“Mothers-in-Law”

“The Breath of Scandal

PREFERRED PICTURES CORPN.
1650BROADWAV

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS -

NEW YORK CITY
. EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. INC.
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EarleWilliams
Renee AdLoree
BarbaraLaMarr
Pa± O’Malley
and
Wallace Beery

c3tm the GB. LANCASTER novel

"%eLAW BRINGERS "

JOirected by

REGINALD BARKER
Adapted hit J.G.HAWKS and
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The Screen’

s

Most Distinctive

Novelty

Which hundreds of exhibitors

are playing to capacity houses.

If you’ve already shown
this picture book it again,

it will stand repeating.

This has already been

proved in many
instances.

{ If you haven’t already

\ shown it, do so now.

REG US
PAT OFT
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From the Successful Broadway Stage Play by Mann Page and Paul Dickey

Weekly Film Review, Oct. 20

“Lights Out” is a crackerjack comedy that should clean up,

it’s a picture in a hundred and certainly ought to make
money for exhibitors. It is action from the word “go”

and the tempo never slackens. Advertised right—and

F. B. O. is getting out a hot line of paper. “Lights Out”
stands every chance of going over big.

Ex. Herald, Sept. 29
If you want something unusual in screen entertainment, something
different, our advice is to hop out and get “Lights Out,” which is

probably the most unique story ever screened.

Amusements, Oct. 6

They seldom make mystery plays any better than this one, fast
moving from the word go—suspense is held up to the final fadeout.
Laughs and good thrills and a lot of comedy that registers—these
ingredients should insure the success of the picture. In addition
there is a novel angle and any audience will get considerable kick
out of this novelty—you can practically guarantee the picture from
the standpoint of pleasing the majority.

L. A. Times, Aug. 22
Excellent entertainment—the picture affords quite the most de-
lightful caricature I’ve seen on the screen for a long time, really,

it’s superb as comedy and highly enjoyable.

M. P. News, Sept. 22
In working out this theme, the producers have built as many laughs

as thrills into the picture—is rich in comedy. Cabaret scene in

South America is a real novelty, much fast action in the climax,

when many surprises are sprung—you will be able to please any
audience with this one. The theme is out of the beaten path.

Ex. Herald, Oct. 20
Will entertain the average person and as the average person con-

stitutes the overwhelming majority of moving picture patrons, there

is no question at all as to whether this is a good box office attrac-

tion. Story is excellent, and exhibitor, no matter where his theatre ;

is, will have no difficulty in attracting attention to this picture.

Harrison’s Reports, Oct. 6

A good crook-melodrama ;
the story is sufficiently compelling, the

j

action sufficiently fast, and thrills close enough together. “Lights !

Out” is good stuff.

Dis“ FILM BOOKING OFFICES of America, Inc.

723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office, United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corporation, 26-27 D’Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W.l, England
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“Panic” is too harsh a word, but something approaching mild alarm is in

the air.

And here’s a strange condition:

Our shelves are over-stocked with product. The logical and necessary remedy
is more selling, better selling.

Synonymous with: More advertising, better advertising.

But what is happening?

The first move: “Let’s close down the factories.” The second step: “Let’s cut

down the trade paper advertising.”

Can you beat it?

Well, here’s a stranger thing:

“Don’t touch the national advertising. That must be kept up in full force.”

* * *

Let’s analyze:

The most prosperous years ALL BRANCHES of this industry have ever
known were 1917 and 1918—when trade paper advertising reached its greatest

heights. When national advertising was a seldom-tried experiment.

In the last two years national advertising has been given a one hundred per
cent, trial. Nothing has been stinted; in brains; or in money.

Fine copy has been seen; consistent space has been used; appropriations have
climbed to the six figure mark.

National advertising, we have been told, creates consumer demand, retail

interest—AND MOVES THE GOODS.
BUT THE GOODS HAVENT MOVED.
And we have had to shut the factories down.

* * *

In these same years trade paper advertising has been an orphan step-child.

“Use just enough to get the publicity by and to let the salesmen know that we
are still in business.”

That has been the policy.

AND THE GOODS HAVE FAILED TO MOVE!
Think it over—a long, long time.

Get away from the spell of the rounded phrase, the impressive statistics, get

away to this thought: In any business where the retailer can handle only ONE
MANUFACTURER’S PRODUCT AT A TIME your chief problem is to sell the

retailer

!

And think over this:

I defy any mam to spend seven thousand five hundred dollars IN ONE WEEK
on trade paper advertising for a single picture and not find his goods moving from
the shelves.

I know of a lot of seventy-five hundred dollau* pages that haven’t disturbed a
speck of dust on the shelves.

Think it over.



"WARNER FIRST,"
is sworn testimony
of Charles O'Reilly,
chief of T.O.C. C. ,at
Commission hearing
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O UTSTANDING exploitation backs this new F. B. O, picture. Rotary Clubs, Kiwanis, Lions,
Chambers of Commerce, Civic bodies of all kinds throughout the entire country have been ap-

proached to use the slogan—“BLOW YOUR OWN HORN” and hundreds have accepted.

This title “BLOW YOUR OWN HORN” admits of new ideas to boost this production different

and better than any you’ve seen to date.

The picture is “there.” The advertising, exploitation and ballyhoo is all ready. Even the most
half-hearted exhibitor can make a noise with this picture and this title in his community. To those who
“get behind” their pictures “BLOW YOUR OWN HORN” is a young gold mine. Speak NOW to

your nearest F. B. O. exchange and ask for a copy of the big time idea press sheet.

Distributed by F. B. 0. 723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere.

SALES OFFICES UNITED KINGDOM: R-C PICTURES CORPORATION, 26-27 D'Arblay
Street, Wardour St., LONDON, W. 1, ENGLAND
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“SHIFTING
SANDS”

LURE the CROWDS in
WITH THE

LURE of the DESERT

Advertise the
REAL SHEIKS
and the REAL desert

life in this big attrac-

tion and they’ll storm your

box-office to get in - - *•

Is it a Good Picture?—Will it “Stand Up”?

All the Critics Say YES
“This picture holds interest from the start; the

plot has ample suspense and “punch” and
there are some novel situations. All consi-

dered it more than holds its own in box-office

value.” —Exhibitors Trade Review.

“The Tripoli exteriors resemble the real thing

—with the atmosphere suggestive in every

detail.” —Motion Picture News.

“Peggy Hyland returns to screen after long

absence. She is pleasing and gives a satisfying

performance .... The entire cast is well

suited and capable.” —Film Daily.

“There are a number of picturesque shots.

The storm on the desert, the bandit raid, and
the climax in which the English troops rout

the desert brigands are fairly elaborate spec-

tacles.” —Motion Picture World.

A SURE-FIRE
IHODKINSON

SEAT SELLER Pictures



PRODUCERS’ SECURITY CORPORATION,
through Hodkinson Pictures, will pay $5,000.00 in 166

cash prizes for the best essays by patrons of motion picture

theatres on any one of five particular Hodkinson pictures.

That’s the idea in a nutshell.

The plan is simplicity itself—and means BIG MONEY
to the exhibitor. Every detail has been worked out care-

fully. All that YOU have to do to create all this extra pat-

ronage is to tie up to the following five Hodkinson Pictures.

“The Mark of the Beast”
“Dollar Devils"

“Bulldog Drummond”
“The Kingdom Within”
“The Lion’s Mouse”

The first prize is $1,000.00 in cash; second prize, $500.00; third prize, $300.00; 3—fourth

prizes, $150.00 each; 10—fifth prizes, $50.00 each; 50—sixth prizes, $25.00 each; 100

—

seventh prizes, $10.00 each.

In the event of ties the full amount of the prize tied for will be awarded to each of those so tying. THE
CONTEST IS OPEN TO EVERYONE. A complete description of the pictures will be furnished free of

charge at your theatre, and it is not essential for a contestant to see the pictures to enter the contest.

The contest closes May 20, 1924.

Your Hodkinson Salesman
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incashprizes
foryourpatrons
business for YOU!

T3RIZES will be awarded from selections made by the

theatres themselves and by national judges, names to

be announced.

Every aid in putting over the contest in a big way will be

furnished exhibitors. There will be special advertising

material—posters, slides, trailers, etc. Entry blanks will

be furnished.

Hodkinson branch managers and salesmen will co-operate

in making it the biggest money-making plan exhibitors

ever knew. So carefully has every detail been worked
out that all the exhibitor has to do is to—GET
ABOARD!

It’s a BIG, MONEY-MAKING idea—just what YOU
need to start you off on an era of NEW business; just

the thing to build up a permanently increased REGULAR
PATRONAGE.

It’s big-time stuff, men!! If you want to make REAL
MONEY—ask any Hodkinson exchange about the big

contest, and DO IT NOW!!!!

Will Give You Full Detai
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we that
Jo produced

powerful story about
girl for the screen-

is the most consistent
and reliable box-office
producer in this business

today and
THIS "is the biggest pic-

ture he has ever made
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Let’s Quit Talking

MAYBE something is going to be done about it!

That is the chief thought that comes to

us as we conclude reading the statement by
F. J. Godsol, elsewhere in this issue.

There is nothing bomb-like in the declaration

that production costs must be curtailed by individ-

ual courage and efficiency
;
nothing startling in the

proposal that joint distribution is the solution of the

producer’s selling problem.

Buc lucre is an attitude of goaded desperation;

the suggestion of a brave decision that

must be done about these words from Mr. Godsol:

“Today, in the motion picture industry the real

vital issue is whether or not the producer is to

receive fair and reasonable prices for his pictures.

Why do not the producers take action—not

talk

—

to destroy this danger, the greatest menace

to the picture industry!”

There, flatly and plainly, is an invitation to

action; a challenge, if you prefer it that way.

Will there be a response? In deeds—not in

further talk?

* * *

I
T is our belief that Mr. Godsol’s interest in his

own statement is confined entirely to the prob-

able reception accorded the few words quoted

above.

Mr. Godsol, in our mind, set out to extend an in-

vitation to action, nothing more, nothing less.

Assuredly, he can have no hope that his words

will make a dent in the hides of the exhibitors

whose control of their territories has brought about

the present situation.

For so many moons that the beginning has been

forgotten we have had our few pet evils to complain

of in this business. Sometimes we talk ourselves

up to the point where we see naught but EVIL and

no BUSINESS.

And for as many moons we have had as many
favorite and pat panaceas to solve those problems.

Mr. Godsol’s attitude is that of a man who has

grown weary of the drone of complaint and sugges-

tion—dreary

banging the i

“Well, gen

Or call the ga

I
T is not f(

" pros or cons ui me piuun.iu ux oLciuj.xix.xng

production costs; nor to discuss and analyze

the many angles to the joint distribution bubble.

But we would like to see a half dozen of our

better-known film men get around a table and

thresh out the joint distribution argument face t0’

face. And, maybe, settle it for once, and for all.

At any rate, it would clear the air—and save a lot

of time for work back in the individuals’ own
offices.

Through the medium of a trade paper statement

issued this week by Mr. Whoozis, a commentary

the week following by Mr. Whatzis, a criticism the

next from Mr. Whichiz—and the whole operation

repeated three months later—we are getting no-

where.
And wasting a lot of time, considerable breath,

and much white paper and printer’s ink.

Who will be the first film man to write Mr.

Godsol:
“Your invitation received. Am not sure whether

I care to go to your party or not, but at least you

interest me. Suppose we get a bunch of the boys

together for dinner some night next week and talk

it over?”
Mr. Laemmle? Mr. Rowland? Mr. Loew? Mr.

Fox? Huh?
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“The Hunchback” is going to the
exhibitor pretty soon, according to our
tried and true friend, Dame Rumor.
If true, we think this is one of the
wisest moves yet taken by Messrs.
Laemmle, Cochrane, et al. “The
Hunchback” has shown on Broadway
that it is a real money-getter. And
with the air full of shut-down talk

the exhibitor is ready for money-get-
ters as never before. He has heard a
lot of talk about the big and bigger
pictures of this season—now he’d like

to see one at work for his box office.

The only trouble about giving the

very 'Jfi* £ ,

diM<:r
well ask him to be his own toastmaster And a film dinner without

drawbacks
g ““ gaVd Wi " have its
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come from a museum * orat least deserves a niche there.

nouncement that Jackie Coogan was
to receive oodles of millions a year.”

And he concluded sadly: “You can’t

cram that down the neck of a sixty-

year-old banker who still considers a

fifteen-thousand-a-year man a valued
and adequately paid executive.”
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Earl Hudson is in town. Hope to

shake hands at least before he gets

away. But he’s a busy boy. Always
was, for that matter. The chorus will

now sing, “And that’s why he is where
he is today.”

F. J. Godsol, Jesse Lasky and Rich-
ard Rowland had a merry scrap during
the week for the top of column first

page positions. Naturally, the news-
papers disregarded the meat of God-
sol’s statement—the distribution prob-
lem—and hit on the more popular an-

gle of production costs. Then Jesse
stepped up to say that the trouble was
all settled as far as he was concerned;
his players are acting nicely. Dick
Rowland came in at the end of the dis-

cussion and said the most important
words as feu* as production goes: “Put
in the time ’ Y*1 ttte con^n -

SSfarv
y

? j
re onIy Paying onesalary and no studio rent.”
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And as for keeping track of film
salesmen and exchange managers—itjnst can t be done.

When the storm is al! over, some one», II say, “Who shouted F.re !'-Le 'slynch him.

ROBERT E. WELSH



The Fight Has Only Begun

D AY to day developments in the Admission Tax situation are rather trying on those publications

that prefer to take their views in inspired doses.

One day we are told that there isn’t a chance in the world that Washington will look with
favor on the repeal of the Admission Tax. The gloom lies in thick, heavy clouds.

“No one is working',” we are told. Then in the next breath, “The fellows who are working so hard
are making too many mistakes.” It’s a contradiction that can only be swallowed if you are hypnotized

by the importance of being with “the inner circle.”

Then no less a personage than the Secretary of the Treasury comes forth with a flat recommenda-
tion that the Admission Tax be lifted in its entirety.

The same columns that so recently dispensed th e globules of gloom now tell us that the outlook is

rosy and bright. The same “inside sources” that provided the initial reliable information rush a telegram
across the country that seems to say nothing in particular but is essentially a shoddy bid for a seat on
the band wagon.

And—shucks—there isn’t any band wagon yet.

The fight has only begun!
* * *

D AY to day it is one thing; but day in and day out we get this chorus:
“There is too much politics in exhibitor ranks. We must eliminate the politics and banish

the glory-seekers.”

It was a good song—the first time we heard it. But many years on the fringe of the picture business

have taug'ht us that the Film Man’s Dictionary puts it this way:
“Politics—Activity on the part of anyone who is not in our crowd. ‘The Exhibitor Politician’

—

the fellow whom we don’t like at the particular minute. ‘The Exhibitor Leader—the same fellow when
he consents to play in our yard.”

That sums it up.

And the chorus is getting tiresome.

It strikes us this way:
If you want to play baseball—GET IN THE GAME. If you don’t like the other fellow’s game

—

start one of your own. But we have never heard of anyone who won a ball game SITTING IN THE
GRANDSTAND bawling- out the players on the diamond.

That’s straight talk; meant sincerely and without another thought than to clear the air.

Switching* the metaphor to football we say: It’s about time to stop wrangling over who will give
the signals and—GET IN THE GAME.

Jr- * ^

A LL this is aside from the consideration or concern of Mr. Average Exhibitor.
Many hundreds of that species included among our own readers have been busy for months

with personal appeals to their Congressman and Senators—by word of mouth, by letter.

They haven’t waited for signals, nor have they needed them. Unless it can be said with all due
modesty that the humble efforts of Moving Picture World have constituted the signal to action.

To this multitude we wish to reiterate:
The fight has only begun !

Keep up YOUR fight! Hew to the lines that you have followed to date. Let the “star players”
work out their own method of getting into the game. YOU STAY IN THE GAME.

The nation will take care of itself.

Your concern is your theatre, your town, your Congressman, your Senator. See that YOUR people
know the facts in the amusement tax situation.

Nothing more will be asked of you; nothing more is needed.
Take care of your own situation; and if impelled to further action, lend the cheer of your support

to the fellows who have been IN THE GAME. From the first inning.
Above all, don’t slump NOW. Don’t prepare to count the fruits of victory. Lots of good work has

been done; miraculous work to those who know past efforts in this industry.
All the more reason to take a second breath now and KEEP ON FIGHTING.
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Spurred by Mellon Tax Proposal,
Cohen Urges Immediate Action

Leaders in Congress are not showing any favorable enthusiasm over
Secretary Mellon’s tax-relief recommendations. The general trend of

thought seems to be that the side-tracking of the Soldiers’ Bonus is not a
move calculated to arouse public approval. Some there are who prefer
to believe that the income tax relief offered by the Mellon proposals would
redound to the chief benefit of big capital and not to the pocketbook of

the average working man. However, little has been said of the amuse-
ment tax individually. To most members of Congress the amusement tax
is merely a small part of the whole; to YOU—and to the great mass of

theatregoers, it is the most vital point in the whole proposition. See that

YOUR Congressman knows your attitude AT ONCE. Strike NOW, while
the iron is hot—WRITE THAT LETTER THIS MINUTE!!!

THAT Hon. A. W. Mellon, Secre-

tary of the Treasury, favors the

repeal of the, Admission Tax
was definitely assured by his statement

appearing in the newspapers of the

country on Monday, November 12. The
portion of his remarks of especial in-

terest to theatre owners as well as to

the entire motion picture industry was :

“8—Repeal the Tax on Admissions.

The great bulk of this revenue is de-

rived from the admissions charged by
neighborhood moving picture theatres.

The tax is, therefore, paid by the great

bulk of the people whose main source

of recreation is attending the movies

in the neighborhood of their homes.”
Commenting upon this declaration

from the Secretary of the Treasury,

Sydney S. Cohen, as president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America, issued the following state-

ment :

Famous Well Fixed,

Says Saunders

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion earnings this year will be

somewhat parallel to those of the

past annum and, with the present

economies in mind, the position of

the company should be a strong

one by March 15, states Controller

R. W. Saunders. This statement
refutes reports that Famous was
in need of new financing or recap-

italization.

Advances going on for more
than a year caused Famous to

“take the bull by the horns” rela-

tive to stars’ salaries. With mate-
rial on the shelf to provide for

releases during the next few
months the company was in a po-

sition to take its present stand, the

statement reveals.

The statement also discloses

that Adolph Zukor now holds, but

not in his own name, more stock

than he did in 1920. The recent

listing of 14,228 shares of the com-
pany’s common stock was to pro-

vide for the acquisition of one-half

of the capital stock of the Hill

Street Fire-Proof Building Com-
pany of Los Angeles and one-half

of the capital stock of the New
York and Pacific Coast Amuse-
ment Company, also of Los An-
geles. This makes the corporation

the sole owner of these two com-
panies, it was explained.

“We have seen the public statement
issued by Secretary of the Treasury
Mellon with respect to the recommen-
dations for the repeal of the Admis-
sion Tax in the coming session of

Congress.
“We are much gratified with the de-

cision reached by Mr. Mellon in this

regard, as it is in entire conformity
with the purposes of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America and
our campaign for the repeal of the

taxes which have been so oppressive

to motion picture theatre owners.
“The writer, accompanied by Nation-

al Secretary George Aarons and M. J
O’Toole, visited the office of the Secre-

tary of the Treasury at Washington
early in October and laid the case of

the motion picture theatre owners witn

respect to the repeal of the Admission
Tax before the Treasury Department
officials, and our statements in this re-

lation, which were supplemented by
our brief, are reflected in the public

statement just issued by Secretary

Mellon.
“While the recommendation of Sec-

retary Mellon is in itself a great step

forward in our campaign for the elim-

ination of the Admission Tax, theatre

owners must realize and appreciate

that the unified and concerted effort

of motion picture theatre owners in

the United States is still required with
their representatives in Congress, so

that the relief sought will become a

reality in the next session of Con-
gress.”

The foregoing statement has been
sent from the headquarters of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of

America to all theatre owners, and sup-

plements a campaign which has been
carried on for weeks past. Already
the theatre owners of the country have
been supplied with a series of three

suggested letters to be sent by them
to their Congressman, together with

other ammunition stressing the posi-

tion of the theatre owners, and reflect-

ing the attitude of their audiences, to-

ward the burdensome Admission Tax.

It is of supreme importance that

every owner of a motion picture the-
atre in America should appreciate the
necessity for quick and concerted ac-

tion. The time remaining for their

concerted action upon their Congress-
men is short. The attitude and rec-

ommendation of the Secretary of the
Treasury for the repeal of the tax
makes the presentation of the theatre

owners’ case to their Congressmen at

this time a matter of supreme im-
portance. It is the duty of every the-

atre owner to make the effort. By
unified, concerted, constructive work,
the advantage thus far secured must
be followed up if the desired repeal

is to be secured.

This necessity is further emphasized
by a telegram received by the president
of the M. P. T. O. A. from John A.
Schwalm, a national director of the or-

ganization, at Hamilton, Ohio. Mr.
Schwalm says

:

“Congratulations are due you and
other Eastern leaders on Secretary
Mellon’s article in newspaper this

morning regarding admission taxes.

Exhibitors should not think this is a

settled matter. You and other leaders

know that the fight has only begun.
It will take concerted effort to get the

Secretary’s recommendation through
Congress. Suggest you advise exhib-
itors immediately to write their Con-
gressmen and Senators to support the
recommendation of the Secretary.”

Ray Visits New York
Charles Ray, Associated Exhibitors’ star, is

now paying his second visit to New York,
expecting to remain in the East for several
weeks. He is accompanied by Mrs. Ray,
Albert A. Kidder, Jr., general manager of

Charles Ray Productions, and Frederick
Sullivan, who directed the production of

"The Courtship of Myles Standish.”

Fredman Returns
After a visit here of several weeks Ernest

Fredman, editor of the Film Renter, pub-
lished in London, returned home Saturday,
November 10. During his stay here Mr.
Fredman met many of the leading lights in

the industry.
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Godsoi Calls Exhibitor Control
Industry’s Real Menace

Production Evils a Matter for Individual Care He Says in

Statement That Minces No Words
[Editor’s Note—F. J. Godsoi, President of

the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, is not

using the pat phrase when he says that he
is not addicted to the practice of issuing

statements. The declaration that follows

takes on additional weight, therefore, from
that fact. Further, between the lines, there

is a very evident invitation to other execu-

tives to come forth and take definite action

this time instead of letting the present sit-

uation evaporate in another flurry of talk.]

By F. J. GODSOL

I
HAVE always refrained from giv-

ing interviews or issuing state-

ments about the picture industry

as I feel the public is not interested in

what I might have to say. Besides,

nothing that has appeared in the press

about the ills of the industry has helped

to cure them.
I have again been asked for a state-

ment and I now feel like expressing my
views, although with very little hope
of any good resulting.

Much has been said about the pres-

ent high cost of production. High cost

of production exists and should be
remedied. But nothing will be gained
by any plan so far suggested.

Cost is simply a question of supply
and demand of material and labor.

There are too few leading film art-

ists, outstanding directors, continuity
writers, art directors and others for

the yearly production of pictures, with
the result that all producers are con-
tinually bidding for the same people.

This cannot be remedied by tempo-
rarily shutting down studios because
as soon as the studios reopen, the pro-
ducers will again start fishing out of
the same pond and salaries will again
soar.

Another fundamental factor entering
into high cost is the unnecessary extra
time taken by directors in the produc-
tion of their pictures. This is and has
been difficult to control because of the
arbitrary attitude assumed by the
present day director of importance.
There are also the large carrying

and overhead charges which can only
be fairly absorbed by greater instead
of lesser production.

In my opinion, high cost of produc-
tion is not an issue for the industry
collectively but for each producer to
individually solve and it can only be
accomplished by the individual devel-
oping unknown artists and by the em-
ployment of uncelebrated directors on
reasonable terms who will agree to
and will “shoot” their pictures within
a limited number of days.

Today, in the motion picture industry,

the real vital issue is -whether or not the

producer is to receive fair and reasonable

prices for his pictures.

If rental prices come down with a

reduction in costs, the producer will

be no better off than now.
Exhibitors have merged their inter-

ests in a great many cities with the
result that all the theatres are in the

control of one man or one group of

men. In many other centers they
have formed booking combinations.
All to force the producer to accept
rental prices arbitrarily fixed by the
exhibitor.

Why do not the producers take action—not talk—to destroy this danger, the

greatest menace to the picture industry!

At present there are a few so called

competitive points where the exhibitor

is required to pay more than the true
value for pictures to partly make up
for the producers’ forced underselling
in other towns. This is unfair to that

exhibitor and is unsound business.

Pictures should be sold everywhere
for what they are worth—no more and
no less—and to enable the exhibitor
and the producer each to make a fair

profit on their respective investments.

At present there are exhibitors in

dozens of large controlled cities getting
pictures at a mere fraction of their

value.

This serious situation is well known
to all producers and, in my opinion, it

is only the vanity of the heads of the
larger producing companies which
permits this condition to exist and will

permit it to continue until it strangles
them. It seems to me these executives
are sitting back, each thinking they
will weather the storm, and that all

their competitors will go bankrupt,
when they will then single handed
stamp out this evil.

Another important element is the
cost of distribution. Why should there
be ten offices in each of thirty cities

with thousands of employees selling

the same kind of merchandise to the

same customers? Others have already
made suggestions to remedy this.

The cost of distribution can be re-

duced one-half and the saving applied
in reduction of film rentals.

All of these unsound conditions can
be remedied if three or four distribut-
ing companies, or more if others should
choose to join, distribute as one.

Joint distribution would put an end to

the dictation of prices by exhibitors. If

a sufficient number of pictures were
in the hands of one distributing agency,
exhibitors who persisted in their pres-
ent strangling methods would soon
find themselves facing a shortage of
good pictures and they would then be
willing to deal on a fair basis.

A joint distributing organization
should agree to supply pictures to all

exhibitors throughout the United
States on a percentage of the theatre’s
gross takings, the percentage to be
fairly arrived at by an arbitration com-
mittee composed of exhibitors and pro-
ducers. Such percentages must allow
each exhibitor a fair profit and also
permit each producer a fair, even
though proportionately smaller, return.
What I have here expressed will

probably bring an avalanche of pro-
tests and reproaches from producers,
exhibitors, artists, directors and every-
one connected wtih the industry, but I

am stating my honest belief.

Mine is not a cry of personal dis-

tress. In fact, I feel that with the
warm personal friendships of many
leading exhibitors and with the pow-
erful co-operation of Mr. W. R. Hearst,
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan is better able
to cope with the situation than some
of the other companies.
The Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

is stronger today than ever in its his-

tory. Its pictures are good and the
exhibitor’s demand for them is greater
than in former years. Its sales have
never been so large. Its financial con-
dition is sound.

I have been asked why, if these are
the facts, Goldwyn stock is quoted so
low. My reply is that I am building
up the Goldwyn business and not the
stock market. Our accountants’ (Price,

Waterhouse & Co.) last audit shows
that the book value of Goldwyn stock
is forty dollars per share, excluding
good will. Nevertheless the fact re-

mains, we are not getting adequate
rentals for our pictures in a great num-
ber of territories.

Taught by Movies
More than 3,000 pupils are now receiving

lessons by motion pictures in Crandall’s
neighborhood theatres, Washington, D. C.,

as part of an experiment undertaken this

year by the Washington school board. The
experiment is being watched with a great
deal of interest, not only in Washington, but
in other cities where visual instruction is

under consideration.
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Th row Out Your Chest
By Carl Laemmle

I am proud to be in the moving picture business.

Once upon a time I was anything but proud of it. I considered it a
game, a gamble, a good way to make money. Others felt the same way.
We called it a game. We felt it was a make-shift, a good one while it

lasted, but we didn’t expect it to last very long. There wasn’t anything
institutional about it. It looked like a case of “gather ye roses while ye
may.” So we gathered. And in gathering, we now and then nearly
ruined the bush. We never thought much about fertilizing it. We
thought but little of its future growth. We were sure

, its future was
almost past.

Then, in spite of our carelessness, the blamed thing grew and flourished
and gave off a more beautiful flower than ever.

Today it is giving rare flowers to the world—Beauty, Happiness, Enter -

ainment, Education, Development!
Let’s quit calling it a game and thinking of it as such. Let’s think of

it as one of the most solid institutions in the whole world1 of business.
Let’s talk of our pride in it and of our love for it, and let’s do so at every
opportunity.

Let’s quit apologizing for it!

Think! What other business has a greater right to live and to com-
mand respect ? Think of any line of business. Compare it with the mov-
ing picture business. How does it stack up? Is it more necessary? Is

it doing a greater good? Is it a source of satisfaction to more people?
You’ll have a mighty hard time finding any line of endeavor more worth
while.

Our business has had its detractors. The trouble is that we have not
fought back hard enough. We have let them hammer at us for years and
we have put up all too feeble a resistance.

Let’s spread the gospel about our industry. Let’s make the knockers
put away their hammers.

Let’s start with ourselves. Let’s quit belittling our own work. Let’s
quit befouling our own nest. Then let’s spread out from our own circle

and tell our friends about our business. Call it propaganda or what you
will. Let’s show the world that we are not a trifling set of easy-virtued
men and women.
We’ve gone through the throes of the birth of a new art or business

long enough. We’ve learned to crawl. We’ve learned to walk. We’ve
learned to run and we are hitting a pace which commands the wide-eyed
wonder of men in other lines of industry.

If you’re in this business, you don’t have to back water for anybody,
anywhere, anytime! You’re an important piece of work. You’re in one
of the biggest things in the world.
Throw out your chest!

Industry Not Hurt by Salaries

Paid to the Stars, Says Brandt

B
P. SCHULBERG, of Preferred
Pictures, says that his experi-

• ence as a motion picture pro-

ducer does not coincide with the recent

statement made by William Brandt, presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State, that the

difficulties now being felt by the film

industry can be traced to the enormous
salaries paid to screen stars.

“I do not doubt for a moment Mr. Brandt’s
discovery that, on one production cost sheet,
he found salaries constituted two-thirds of the
expense. But I do feel that the picture he
mentions must have been an unusual case—the
exception, not the rule.

“In my own experience salaries average ten

per cent, of the cost of producing. At this rate

I think almost any one will admit that to put
names of players who are proven successes
into a picture is added insurance against failure,

not extravagance by any means.
“To my mind the biggest difficulty seems to

be in expenditures made to serve the purposes
of a selfish or conceited director or producer
who puts thousands of dollars into a picture

that will never register when it reaches the
screen.

“When I study production costs I can’t help

but feel that most of the high-salaried players

today earn every cent they make. They could
not command the salaries they do if they didn’t

bring that much in at the box office.”

Business on Upgrade

Pathe Branch Managers Report Pros-
perous Conditions

Reports of good film business have been
brought to Pathe’s home office fiom two
branch agencies in widely separated terri-

tories. Reports from these agencies uo not
state that Pathe alone is enjoying prosper-
ity, but that the motion picture business in

general is on the upgrade.
Pathe’s branch manager at Cleveland, Os-

car J. Ruby, who has been in conference
with home office officials in New York dur-
ing the past week, reports business in the
Cleveland territory to be on the upgrade
and the outlook decidedly encouraging.
“Business generally in the Cleveland ter-

ritory is on the upgrade,” declared Mr. Ruby
when interviewed this week. “Conditions at

Akron, 0., a stronghold of the rubber in-

dustry, and at Youngstown, the steel center,

are unsettled at the present time, but in the

rest of the territory prosperous conditions
prevail, and the picture market reflects the

era of good business.”
The continuance of prevailing prosperous

conditions in the Milwaukee territory is

confidently anticipated by exhibitors and
film men in that part of the country, de-

clares W. A. Aschmann, Pathe’s Milwau-
kee branch. Mr. Aschmann, who is at pres-

ent on a business trip to the Pathe home
office in New York, points to the extensive

theatre building operations in that territory

as indicative of the confidence of local thea-

tre men in the future.

“There has never been a wdder distribu-

tion of screen product than right now in

this territory,” Mr. Aschmann stated.

J. S. Woody on Tour

Associated Exhibitors’ Official Visiting

Branch Sales Offices

John S. Woody, general manager of Asso-

ciated Exhibitors, left early this week for a

tour of branch sales offices of that organiza-

tion. He expects to go as far west as Chicago,

making several stops and conferring with the

branch managers of Associated and important

exhibitors at centers between that city and
New York.

Since he became general manager Mr. Woody
has reorganized and considerably increased the

company's field staff, and placed it upon a basis

of greater efficiency than ever before. It is

understood that the present swing around the

circle is only the first of a series of trips which
will bring him in close touch with Associated
representatives and leading theatre managers.
These travels will cover many weeks, with
only brief returns to New York.

Before his departure Mr. Woody expressed
complete satisfaction with the present business
of Associated Exhibitors and the excellent
prospects for the new season.

Goldwyn Club Dance

Annual Event Promises to Be Bril-

liant Affair

The Goldwyn Club will give its annual
dance in the grand ball room of the Penn-
sylvania Hotel, New York, Friday evening,
November 23. The Dance Committee has
been hard at work for nearly a month pre-
paring for the event and it is a foregone
conclusion that their efforts will be crowned
with complete success.
Vincent Lopez will be there with his fa-

mous Pennsylvania Hotel Orchestra. The
Capitol Theatre entertainers will participate.
Many prominent screen players will attend.
Marion Davies, Thomas Meighan, Gloria
Swanson are among those who have ac-
cepted invitations.

:



Lull Affords Good
Opportunities

An example of the bigger casts
now available soon will be seen in
the Gasnier production of “Pois-
oned Paradise,” a Preferred Pic-

I

ture from the novel by Robert W.
Service. B. P. Schulberg, who had
listed the players to take part in
the picture, immediately discarded
the early selections with the an-
nouncement of the studio shut
downs.

“I am delaying the selection of
players because I am sure I can
find a better cast, not only for the
principal roles, but for the minor
parts as well, than ever before has
been possible,” said Mr. Schulberg.
“The list of genuine favorites now
available for any big picture makes
it possible for the careful pro-
ducer to give theatre goers a thing
they seldom have seen—all-star
productions that are all-star in fact
as well as in name.” Clara Bow
will enact the leading feminine
role.

National Changes Hands
National Non-Theatrical Motion Picture

Inc., which has been in operation over tv
years, has changed hands. The interests fo
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by Levey
- Louis Wei:and Don Carlos Ellis have been purchase

py a group of men who were financially it
terested in the company for the past yea

i-he newly elected officers are: F (
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Waste Eliminated, Says Lasky;
New Production Plans Forming
m l J r\ mnvpm pnr f r\ ^ ± ~ _ , r . «O UR movement to eliminate wastem the production of motion pic-

tures has already borne fruit in
a new frame of mind in Hollywood.
This change of attitude is extremely
vital, because the waste of the past
was largely due to the mental attitude
with which the. studio people ap-
proached production. Because of this
mental readjustment I am confident
that in the future we shall be able to
make pictures at a cost less than the
present price levels—and we’ll make
better pictures. So confident am I, in
fact, that we are preparing for the
production of additional pictures which,
released on a schedule of one a week
will carry us through to next Sep-
tember.”
This was the word brought back from

Hollywood this week by Jesse L. Lasky
first vice-president of the Famous Players-nasky Corporation, whose recent pronounce-
ment against extravagance in picture-mak-mg caused a furore in the picture business.
Mr._ Lasky having seen the effect of the
f u!n? order on the studio forces, declares

tbe battle
,

against soaring production
costs has already been won.
“Some people got the idea that we were

not going to make any more pictures,” saidMr Lasky. This is silly. There will be no
curtailment of production, but there will be
a curtailment of waste. Others are constru-
ing the move as a step back to cheaper pic-
tures. This is equally ridiculous. Pictures
are not good enough now—probably never

i

beg0°d enough. And it is our job tomake them better and better.
“We are simply determined to make every

dollar spent in production return us a dol-
lar value on the screen—and we will make
better pictures.

Since we announced our determination to
curtail extravagance in pictures there hasbeen a great deal of loose talk. Some pro-
ducers said they were going to follow our

of the situation are extremely simple and
should not be cloaked in mystery. They
are as follows :

“For a long time production costs havebeen mounting. This nobody can deny
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Us Players decided totake the bull by the horns and, regardlessof what anybody else did, make some movethat would eliminate the waste that was the
besetting sin of this business. We wereable to do it, because we had foreseen thatsome such action was inevitable and had
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,ry - Pbe Picture business is soundernow than ever before

; and if there be any-thing wrong it is entirely because of lack
ot co-operation among producers. All actors
are not overpaid, but some actors are. All
directors are not extravagant but some di-
rectors are. When salaries of actors and
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producers.
Sh °rtSlghted competition among

“We realized all this before we made our
decision. We realized that some producerswould attempt to make capital out of our
action and make us the goats. But we de-Clded

,

tbat
’ whatever any other company

might do, we were going to set our own bus-
iness straight.
“So far as we are concerned the remedy

tor the
.
condition which grew up is in the

reorganization of our studio forces and
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nd that directors, writersand players will have more time to map outeach production thoroughly before turning

the camera. Waste has been caused to agreat extent by the rush in production. By
giving each producing unit time to figure
out its continuity, its sets, its camera sched-
ule and its costs we shall get infinitely bet-

inn
pictures at a cost which will represent

va ue f
.

or PW per cent, expense.
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Ibanez to Pen for Films; Says
Movies Excel Books as Outlet

By TOM WALLER

V BLASCO IBANEZ embarked
today, November 14, for

* France where lie will spend

the next few months at his country

place in Mentune. According to im-

pressions he seems to have made at

Will Hays’ office, the writer of “The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” is

firmly convinced of the great power
wielded by the movies. This convic-

tion has been fortified by his intensive

survey of the American industry which
he temporarily adjourned for the home-
ward trip. Such a limitless scope is

covered by the camera that the great

author is understood to be thinking

seriously of relinquishing his noveliz-

ing to a secondary position in order

to make way for stories exclusively

adaptable for the screen.

Mr. Ibanez, with his secretary acting in

the capacity of an interpreter, spent over

an hour in the Hays’ sanctum. This visit

with the president of the industry thus closed

the w'riter’s tour and study of America’s

cinema field. Through the interpreter Mr.
Hays sounded the author on many points

relative to the American product.

Thus Mr. Hays learned officially that the

Spanish author is delighted with the skil-

ful manner in which local producers have
handled many of his works of fiction. Ac-
curacy of detail and truthful interpretation

seemed to be literally engrained in prac-

tically every American .director who has
translated his novels to the screen, Ibanez
is said to have commented. Proportionately,

the American scenario writers, who adapted
such fiction into filmdom material, were ex-

tolled by the writer.

The dean of the industry here enthusias-

tically coincided with an observation of the
author that the movies by far constitute

the greatest outlet for graphic and construc-
tive ideas. Whereas thousands of people
have read and are readincr Vnc hnnVc *v>:i

would seem to be that many of the globe’s

citizenry, lacking in imaginative genius,

either fail to appreciate or to construe cor-

rectly the ideas and motives which to them
are obscure in book type. Another argu-
ment along this line is that many are easily

exhausted or discouraged in page turning
The percentage, therefore, of those who

visualize the true movements and climaxes
of penned thoughts is comparatively small

to the vast populace that would sit back
and have such interpretations reviewed in

film life before their eyes.

Accordingly, the Hays’ office understands,
the author of so many vividly colorful nar-
ratives and masterpieces will devote con-
siderable of his time in the future to writing

stories which will be equally illuminating,

only that they will meet in plot and action
with all of the conformities of screenland.

Fifty Exhibitors

F. B. O.

A S a first move to better produc-

tions for their coming schedule

the Film Booking Offices are

establishing an exhibitors’ advisory

board to pass on all stories and pro-

duction possibilities before the actual

production has been started, accord-

ing: to a statement made this week
by J. I. Schnitzer.

The idea of a film board is an entirely

new one in the industry and marks the first

step to be taken by producers and distribu-

tors to co-operate with the distributor and
the public to supply them the kind of pro-

duction they want. “The exhibitor,” stated

Mr. Schnitzer, “will now be able to say

what kind of pictures he can sell and we
will know in advance what pictures he is

willing to buy.”

The board will consist of fifty of the most
prominent exhibitors in the country and

...:u — •

Mabel Condon Marries
Russell Juarez Birdwell, “Bird,” magazine

writer for Mary Pickford, formerly news-
paper writer, has taken Mabel Condon,
manager for a group of motion picture stars,

as his bride. The couple were recently
married in Hollywood at the Church of the
Blessed Sacrament, the Rev. Father Stack
officiating. Attendants were Cherie Valen-
tine, the groom’s sister and famed Kosloff
dancer, and Charles R. Condon, the bride’s

brother and well known writer on film sub-
jects.

Declares Dividend
At a meeting held Monday afternoon the

Board of Directors of Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation declared the regular
quarterly dividend of $2.00 per share on the

common stock, payable January 2, 1924, to

stockholders of record at the close of busi-

ness on December 15, 1923. The books will

not close.

to Serve on
Advisory Board
questionnaire which the members of the

board will fill out. These will be returned
to the F. B. O. home office and the advice
they contain will be acted upon.

“It will be our endeavor,” continued Mr.
Schnitzer, “to supply the public what they
want in the way of pictures and the only

way we can feel the pulse of the public is

through the exhibitor. For this reason we
have established the board and to date a

half dozen very prominent men in the ex-

hibition field have volunteered their services.

We will abide by their decision; they know
what the public wants and we are -willing

to take their advice.”
Over 200 letters have gone forth from the

F. B: O. to exhibitors throughout the United
States asking that they serve on the board.

Of these fifty will be selected from the prin-

cipal cities. They will be non-salaried and
will serve solely for the purpose of bettering

of pictures.

With this in view, salesmen, branch man-
agers and divisional chiefs of the F. B. O.
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Motion Picture Day Campaign Wins
Theatre Owners Support Everywhere

Big Mass Meetings in Boston, Philadelphia, Seattle, Cleveland, Newark and New
York City

T HE campaign for National Mo-
tion Picture Day, sponsored by
the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America, is sweeping to a

triumphant climax. The enthusiasm
which has marked the campaign from
the day it was begun has mounted to

tremendous heights during the past

week. As November 19 draws near, the

theatre owners of the entire country
are co-operating to an extent never

before secured for an individual cam-
paign. Their enthusiasm is being di-

rected along comprehensive lines of

action with the result that National

Motion Picture Day is sure to be the

biggest achievement of its kind in the

history of their organized body.

Boston Holds Big Mass Meeting

Giant strides were made in New England
as a result of a giant mass meeting of New
England theatre owners, held at the Hotel
Lenox, Boston, Mass., on Thursday, Novem-
ber 8. A banner turnout marked the session

which was presided over by Ernest Horst-
man and Jacob Lourie, as chairmen. Ad-
dresses were made by Harry Davis, presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. of Western Penn-
sylvania; R. F. Woodhull, president of the
New Jersey unit; David Adams, president
of the New Hampshire body, and Sydney S.

Cohen, national president of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of America. Their re-

marks were received with great enthusiasm
and every theatre owner in the big crowd
present signed a pledge card to participate

in the observance of the day, and to turn
over 25 per cent, of his receipts on Novem-
ber 19 to the national treasury.
Matters of organization were then taken

up and as a result of this discussion, Massa-
chusetts has been divided into districts with
a special committee in each district to se-

cure pledge cards and facilitate the exploita-
tion plans of the various theatres. In addi-
tion to the local committees, a general com-
mittee of three men was touring the state

outside of Boston, consisting of Stanley
Sumner of Newton, George Ramsdell of
Malden and E. D. Rhind of Attleboro.

It is expected that Mayor Curley of Bos-
ton will issue a proclamation on National
Motion Picture Day and efforts are being
made to secure a similar endorsement from
the Governor of Massachusetts. Mr. John
H. Casey, representing Mayor Curley, was
present at the meeting and promised the ac-
tive co-operation of the city’s chief execu-
tives and department heads.
Mr. Adams and Mr. Bean, Jr., represent-

ing the M. P. T. O. of New Hampshire,
pledged the fullest support of their state
and returned home with pledge cards and
exploitation material for distribution among
theatre owners.

Cleveland Meets
On Friday, November 9, a similar mass

meeting was called at Cleveland, under the
auspices of the M. P. T. O. of Cleveland,
of which O. E. Beilis is president and Will-
iam J. Banks is business manager. Also ac-
tive in the arrangements for the meeting
was David Schumann, a member of the
board of directors of the M. P. T. O. of

Ohio, and Martin G. Smith, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Ohio.
Mr. Beilis introduced Mr. Smith, who gave

a comprehensive report on the activity of

the state on behalf of National Motion Pic-
ture Day. He stated that pledge cards were
coming in rapidly, that splendid co-opera-
tion is evident everywhere and that the
theatre owners of Ohio are heart and soul
behind the movement. As a case in point,

the following wire was read from John A.
Schwalm, a member of the National Board
of Directors, who was at the moment tour-
ing the southern part of the state : “There
is so much to do here and so little time to

do it in, I thought I would be able to serve
the organization better by staying here on
the job. With men like Dave Schumann,
John Urbansky, Martin Smith, Harry Davis,
Sydney Cohen and other leaders at the
Cleveland meeting I do not doubt the re-

sults. Retail merchants here have endorsed
our movement. Tonight we will endeavor to

get the endorsement of the trades council.

We will spend five hundred dollars in this

district advertising National Motion Picture
Day. Cincinnati is going fine. Have ar-

ranged a pep meeting for Middletown for
Monday. Success is written all over this

event. Southern. Ohio challenges Northern
Ohio on results for Motion Picture Day.
Regards.” Mr. Schwalm’s telegram was
sent from Hamilton, Ohio.
The challenge was accepted by the thea-

tre owners of Northern Ohio and the race is

on. As an opening gun the Cleveland con-
tingent read an official proclamation from
their Mayor, as follows:

Cleveland Mayor Endorses Day
“Monday, November 19th, has been set

aside throughout the United States as Na-
tional Moiion Picture Day. During the
week of November 19th, educational motion
pictures will be shown in all the moving
picture theatres, all of whom have pledged
25 per cent of their gross receipts of Mon-
day, November 19th, to endow a fund for
said purpose. The marvelous motion picture
photography has become universal in its

scope, both as entertainment and educa-
tion, and has done many enlightening things,
including patriotic and social movements for
the country. The leaders of the motion pic-

ture enterprise are anxious to go forward
and improve their art. The appreciation of

the public will be of great aid in this effort.

“In calling attention to this important
movement, I recommend the support of it

and urge attendance at the moving picture
theatres to the extent that it will encourage
the leaders in their far-reaching enterprise.”
The above proclamation is signed by Fred

Kohler, Mayor of Cleveland.

Music Tax Discussed

Following this, George P. Aarons of Phil-
adelphia discussed the music tax situation
and a heated controversy developed between
him and a representative of the American
Society of Authors and Composers, Mr.
Frankel, an attorney of Cleveland.
The theatre owners present agreed to a

man to unite in their legal campaign against
the American Society because of unfair and
oppressive tactics pursued by its representa-
tive in the Ohio territory. Mr. Aarons
pointed out that theatre owners in Phila-
delphia, through litigation with the Ameri-
can Society, have paid no license fee to the
society in over three years and are paying

none at the present time. He states that
the theatre owners would take their legal

battle to the highest court in the land to
secure relief.

The discussion of National Motion Picture
Day was then resumed and definite plans
arranged. All present signed pledge cards
and guaranteed their support. The State
Headquarters has sent to every theatre
owner in the territory a four page folder,

outlining the purpose and importance of
National Motion Picture Day and stating
the various tie-ups, contacts and endorse-
ments which have been secured. It also con-
tains suggestions for a definite campaign of

participation an.d announces the State Com-
mittee of Local Chairmen, comprising 200
active workers from every section of the
state. It is signed by John A. Schwalm and
Martin G. Smith.

“Go-to- Movie Week” in Hamilton

Fred S. Meyer of Hamilton, Ohio, accepted
appointment in the following wire, as an-
nounced by national headquarters : “I here-
with accept your appointment as Chairman
of National Motion Picture Day for Butler
County and will put forth every effort to

make it a success. Hamilton theatres, act-
ing as a unit, will make week of November
19th “Go-to-Movies Week.” Have already
procured unanimous endorsement of Mer-
chants’ Association and will ask other civic

organizations for backing.”

Cincinnati in Line

The National Motion Picture Day Com-
mittee for Cincinnati and Southern Ohio met
on Tuesday, November 6th, at the Hotel
Gibson, Cincinnati. J. A. Ackerman, presi-

dent, presided and Godfrey Kotzin acted as

secretary. All plans for the day were en-
dorsed and the theatre owners present
agreed to celebrate the event and signed
cards to that effect. Committees were des-
ignated to carry on the work.

Washington Endorses Day
The Far West is also active. The first

step of the newly formed M. P. T. O. of

Washington, which is actively affiliated with
the M. P. T. O. A., was to give the hearty
support of the body against war tax meas-
ures and in favor of National Motion Pic-
ture Day. A wire received at National
Headquarters from Ray A. Grombacher,
trustee, M. P. T. O. of Washington, reads
in part as follows : “Association went on rec-

ord to affiliate with national organization,
giving their hearty support against war tax
measures. Also their support of National
Motion Picture Day, November 19th. Slides

will go on screens and advertising in news-
papers immediately all over the state. Ap-
pointed entire Board of Trustees sub-chair-
men for state. Immediate action will be
taken to secure every possible theatre in

state to give support and twenty-five per
cent, of receipts to national organization.
Keep your eyes on Washington organiza-
tion.”

Huge Campaign in New York
Aftairs are progressing splendidly for the big

street parade which will be held on Satur-
day, November 17th, under the direction of-

J. Arthur Hirsch. Charles Schwartz and
Joseph Jamie, Hy Gainsboro and the chair-

men of the various precincts. The services

of the Police Band have been offered by
Commissioner Enright of New York and it

(Continued on following page)
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Wins First Suit

Clemmer Heads Washington
Organization of Exhibitors

T
HE first annual convention
of the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of the State of

Washington, held November 7

and 8 at Seattle, went on record
by its first resolution to affiliate

with the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and to endorse
the policies and principles of the
national body, including its ac-

tivities against the admission tax
and in favor of National Motion
Picture Day.
Howard S. Clemmer of Spokane

was elected president of the new
unit; L. A. Drinkwine of Tacoma,
first vice-president, and J. M.
Hone of Bellingham, secretary
and treasurer. The following the-

ham; W. F. Flint, Arlington, and
John Danz, Seattle.

A telegram received by Sydney
S. Cohen, national president, from
Ray A. Grombacher, a trustee of
the new association, reveals the
interest which the State of Wash-
ington is taking in National Mo-
tion Picture Day. He says: “The
association went on record to
affiliate with the national organ-
ization, giving their hearty sup-
port against war tax measure.
Also their support for National
Motion Picture Day, November
19. Slides will go on screens, ad-
vertising in newspapers imme-
diately all over the state. Ap-
pointed entire board of trustees-

Knickerbocker Theatre Co. Not Liable
for Musician’s Death

The first suit for damages to be tried as
a result of the callapse of the Knickerbocker
Theatre in January 28, 1922, resulted in a
directed verdict in favor of the Knicker-
bocker Theatre Company. Suit was brought
to recover damages for the death of George
S. Freeman, a member of the Knickerbocker
orchestra. Justice Frederick L. Siddons di-

rected the jury to find a verdict for the
defendant on the ground that a servant could
hold his employer liable only by showing a
specific act of negligence and that Free-
man’s administrator had failed to show
evidence of such negligence. It was an-
nounced that the attorneys for the adminis-
trator will appeal from the verdict.

The action of the court in directing a

verdict for the theatre company, it is pointed
out, will not establish a precedent for the
decision of other suits, because the points at

issue in the Freeman suit involve only the
relations between the theatre, as an em-
ployer, and its injured servant. Patron
rights are under a different rule.

atre owners constitute a board of

trustees: Ray A. Grombacher,
Spokane; L. A. Drinkwine, Ta-
coma; G. G. Johnson, Kelso; C.

A. Swansen, Everett; J. A. Mc-
Gill, Port Orchard; W. H. Bruen,
Seattle; F. B. Walton, Belling-

Theatre Owners Support
Motion Picture Day
(Continued from preceding page)

is expected that the Postman’s Band will
also be in line. Both in scope and original-
ity this parade is expected to outdo any-
thing of the kind ever attempted.

Eastern Pennsylvania Active
A mass meeting was held on Friday, No-

vember 9th, at the Hotel Vendig. Philadel-
phia, by the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania. Addresses were made by Harry
Davis of Pittsburgh and M. E. Comerford of
Scranton. The large gathering of theatre
owners present promised that their territory
would be up among the leaders when the re-
turns are all in and pledged their coopera-
tion to the movement.

Kentucky Busy
Kentucky is hard at work, according to a

letter received by the National Headquar-
ters from Fred J. Dolle, Chairman of the
drive there. He states, “In connection with
M®tion Picture Day, we have secured the
cooperation of the various civic departments
in the city of Louisville, also that of the four
local dailies, and we are now giving our
attention to the state of Kentucky. Cards
are being mailed to every exhibitor in the
state, soliciting their cooperation on this
day and we expect to get a great deal of re-
sults therefrom.”

Maryland, Too
Word has likewise come of a big drive in

Maryland, where Frank G. Durkee, Presi-
dent of the M. P. T. 0. of Maryland, in con-
nection with W. E. Stumpf, Secretary and
with Thomas Soriero and C. E. Whitehurst,
the campaign is arousing much interest.

Over one half of the theatre owners of the
state are signed up already and by November
19th it is expected that practically every
man will be in line. The committee recently
sent a hurry call to National Headquarters
for additional trailers, slides and one sheets.

New Jersey Meeting
Wednesday, November 13th, was the date

of a big gathering of New Jersey theatre
owners, at Achtel-Stetter’s, 840 Broad Street,

sub-chairmen for state. Imme-
diate action will be taken to se-
cure every possible theatre to give
support and 25 per cent, of re-

ceipts to national organization.
Keep your eyes on Washington
organization.”

Newark. Harry Hecht and* Peter Adams
lined up the Passaic County theatre owners:
D. J. Hennesy and Louis Rosenthal those of
Essex County; David Kaiserstein, Hudson
County; and Henry P. Nelson, Union
County. R. F. Woodhull, President of the
New Jersey unit, was present on behalf of
concerted action for National Motion Pic-
ture Day. Joseph Seider, Chairman of the
New Jersey Motion Picture Day Committee,
is touring the state and reports that theatre
owners already are advertising the event and

great result are expected.
Thus it appears that all over the country,

theatre owners are aroused to the im-
portance of the big celebration and are real-

izing that extra effort must be put behind
it. They are getting behind the day as they
would the biggest pictures they ever have
shown and are turning their showmanship
to good account in accomplishing the desired
results. They are co-operating in every way;
securing endorsements from Governors,
Mayors and public officials; tying up with
merchants and establishing valuable con-
nections with civic and social organizations
of all kinds.
Monday, November 19th, is established

already as the one big day of the theatre

owners’ calendar. Every exhibitor in the

country, large or small, should do his share
in accomplishing the object of the day in

furtherance of his own interest and the

progress of the industry.

Big Guns f

Ulterior Motive Is Amalgamation

,

Fairbanks Tells Commission

I
N unmistakable language Douglas Fairbanks told the Federal Trade
Commission that the big boys of the industry, despite their external

pacification, are internally centered on one big ulterior motive. That,

he said, is amalgamation.
This started with a bang the commission’s inquiry into Famous Players-

Lasky at Los Angeles to where it had been adjourned at the previous ses-

sion a few weeks ago in New York City.

Pending the outcome of this investigation Fairbanks said he has post-

poned all action on his next production. Existing conditions, he testified,

give him no assurance of the financial outcome of his picture, “The Thief

of Bagdad,” which, he stated, will cost him close to $2,000,000.

Advises from the coastal hearing are that Mary Pickford, succeeding her

husband on the stand, attacked the block booking system with vehemence,
claiming that it would ruin the business and force her retirement if it and
other conditions continue to exist for much longer. The actress main-
tained that key cities constitute two-fifths of the returns and that the block

system will eliminate those endeavoring to make big films.

Attorney Robert Swain, chief of Famous counsel, attempted to learn

how Miss Pickford had been damaged by the so-termed combinations.

In this respect he sought to disclose her earnings as a producer. Commis-
sion Counsel Fuller objected and Examiner Alvord reserved decision.

Should he over-rule, Famous will endeavor to obtain this information when
the Commission returns to New York City.

The next session will probably take place in Jacksonville, Fla., in January.
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Baby Peggy visits Carl Laemmle, Universal

President, during her stay in New York.

While at the Universal home office she

perched on Laemmle’s knee and saw the

screening of her first big feature production,

“The Darling of New York,” a Universal-

Jewel production soon to be released

Changes Title

Rupert Hughes’ new Goldwyn picture is to

be called “Reno,” instead of “Law Against

Law,” which was the tentative title it bore

while in production.
While “Law Against Law” fitted the theme

of the story which deals with the different

divorce laws of our various states, it was
felt that “Reno” was even more fitting, in-

asmuch as Reno is the big divorce colony
of this country.

By TOM WALLER

O NE of the most bitter litigations

over contractual rights of a pic-

ture ever recorded in the an-

nals of movie history will doubtless be

amicably settled and as such relegated

to the files by the time this edition

reaches you. The trouble, which had

its inception in a mere squabble last

April, took form with such rapidity

that it soon developed into a lawsuit,

after all attempts at covered mutuality

and closed conferences had failed. The
plaintiffs were headed under the title

of the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce and the defendant was the

Cosmopolitan Productions and Gold-

wyn as a distributing agency. But who
actually owned “Enemies of Women,”
around which the fuss centered, no one

knew and no one could find out. Thus
recourse to the courts was futile.

Matters looked hopeless for the plaintiffs

even a few weeks ago when Will Hays ar-

rived from Europe. Charles O’Reilly, head
of the T. O. C. C., unloaded the entire sit-

uation to Hays for a verdict on the next

move. Hays promised to address the or-

ganization, according to reports, but at the

time in question was unable to attend.

Things seemed to have died on their feet,

Films Eliminate

N. Y. Mayor
T HEATRE owners at a meeting

championed by the Theatre

Owners Chamber of Commerce

in the Hotel Astor on November. 14

had a distinguished speaker in Acting

Mayor Hulbert of Manhattan. This

official enthusiastically expressed his

approval of National Motion Picture

Day. The movie, he emphasized, has

become wedded to American life.

Dr. William L. Ettinger, Superintendent of

Schools in New York City, also endorsed

filmdom. “Many motion picture theatre own-

ers cooperate with the school authorities and

throw open their show houses mornings to

pupils of the schools when educational pic-

tures are shown,” he stated.

In addition to their educational value, the

speaker remarked, movies are fast growing

to rival travel, since travelogues depict all

and more than many a traveler in foreign

lands would observe.

In introducing Dr. Ettinger, it was brought

out by Charles O’Reilly that the Superin-

tendent had taught more than one of those

present at the dinner how to read and write.

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America, un-

abashed by the pointed remark, bared the

point when he arose and said that Dr. Et-

tinger had inculcated in him the problems of

mathematics. “I did not know there were

such things as motion pictures in those days,”

Cohen laughed.

The big parade along the White Way two

days prior to Movie Day was discussed at

length. Prints of this manifestation will be

in the hands of exhibitors all over the coun-

as far as interested exhibitors were con-

cerned, when an announcement today, No-
vember IS, sprung the startling surprise.

This was that as the result of a secret pow-
wow yesterday among Hays, O’Reilly, Na-
than Burkan, counsel for Cosmopolitan, and

Senator Walker, attorney for the Greater

New York organization, a compromise agree-

able to them all was effected.

It remains for some 100 exhibitors to sanc-

tion this armistice among officials before it

really can be put into a working capacity.

That meeting is scheduled for November 16

in the Hotel Astor.

Unquestionable advices as to the nature

of the compromise is that Goldwyn recognize

Famous contracts for both “Enemies of

Women” and “Little Old New York.”

At the very outset when Cosmopolitan
changed its distributing source from Famous
to Goldwyn the Theatre Owners Chambers of

Commerce adopted a resolution invalidating

all other contracts for the two pictures ex-

cept for those obtained through Famous.
This condition, naturally, did not extend be-

yond the bounds of Greater New Yor, but
was such as to attract universal attention.

“Enemies of Women” has occupied the

center of the stage, as so far only contracts

relative to it have been violated. “Little

Old New York” has had an exclusive run at

the Cosmopolitan, New York, until a short
time ago, when it was transferred to the
Capitol here. Accordingly, up to the pres-
ent time it has not been in a position to

further the agitation and will not be flooded

Sectionalism,

Tells Exhibitors
try to show in their houses on November 19.

Acting Mayor Hulbert’s speech, which was
the feature of the meeting, in part follows

:

“Motion pictures have accomplished such
splendid results within such a comparatively
few years that one hesitates to predict their

potentialities of the future for fear of un-
derestimation rather than exaggeration.

“As a popular form of entertainment, the

movies have become wedded to our Ameri-
can life and given a spur to latent enthusi-

asms that have been productive of individual

as well as civic advantage. The human re-

action from the delimiting atmosphere of

the loft and the office, from the grind of

poverty and from the ennui of monotonous
existence finds measurable compensation in

the flickering film which touches life at every
angle with an influence at once basic and
beneficent.
“As a means of visual education the mo-

tion picture occupies a unique place. The
current happenings of the world now appear
before our eyes. The past lives again with
vividness and reality, the mysteries of the
sciences are made comprehensible to the most
unlettered, the great panoramas of history,

colorless within the covers of a book, are
bathed in a flood of illumination on the mo-
tion picture screen, and the wonders of
nature in its countless manifestations become
the instant possession of all.

“The City of New York is easily the great-
est amusement center in the world. We
are all glad to observe, however, that the
resentful attitude toward New York by rea-
son of its priority in things theatrical is

rapidly subsiding before the smoothing in-

fluence of the cinema. The smallest towns
enjoy first-run photoplays at the very mo-
ment that we are being thrilled.

“At least the motion picture has been one
instrument for the removal of animosity and
sectionalism that should help to a closer un-
derstanding and a better feeling of friend-
ship between this city and the rest of the
countrv.”

“Romeo and Juliet”

Inspiration to Make It Abroad With
Lillian Gish and Barthelmess

“Romeo and Juliet,” with Richard Bar-
thelmess and Lillian Gish in the leading roles,

will be produced by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

The production of Shakespeare’s immortalt

drama of love and passion will be made in

Italy. The city of Verona where the feud

of the Capulets and Montagues brought the

romantic love of Romeo and Juliet to a
tragic ending, will be utilized as a setting.
Actual filming of “Romeo and Juliet” will

begin soon after the completion of George
Eliot’s “Romola,” in which Lillian and
Dorothy Gish are now working in Italy. In
the meantime, the announced version of
"Joan of Arc,” starring Lillian Gish, will be
deferred until after the completion of
“Romeo and Juliet.”

on the open market until the latest adjust-
ment is effective.

As the number of resolution violators,
exhibitors who played the forbidden fruit
under a Goldwyn contract in territories
where a Famous signature had the prece-
dence, total but between five and ten per
cent, of the Chamber’s entire membership, it

is obvious that the financial casualties caused
thereby are comparatively few.

Battle Over Film Contract

Nears Amicable Settlement
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Balaban-Katz Summer Earnings
Show Big Increase Over 1922

The directors of Balaban & Katz have in-

augurated payment of dividends at the rate
of $3 per annum on common stock by de-
clearing two dividends of 25 cents per share,

payable December 1 and January 1 to stock
of record November 20 and December 20
respectively. There also was declared the
regular quarterly dividend of 1J4 per cent,

on the preferred stock, payable January 1

to stock of record December 20.

The company’s income account for the
third quarter of 1923 showed net increase,
after interest, depreciation, reserve for in-

come taxes, etc., of $422,429, or 13 per cent,

more than the amount shown in the similar

quarter of 1922. Earnings for the third

quarter were at the annual rate of $5.64 per
share of common stock outstanding.

The Illinois M. P. T. O. held a meeting- at
the Sherman Hotel last week to discuss
plans for fighting the admission tax.

Dave Fineberg has sold the Savoy Thea-
tre to the Savoy Theatre Company, composed
of Tom Saxe and H. L. Pearlwitz.

Lou B. Houseman, western manager for
A1 H. Woods, has issued a statement that
the Woods Theatre has not been sold to a
syndicate composed of Marcus Loew and
Aaron Jones, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

The following exhibitors from the Illinois
association will attend the meeting at
French Lick Springs next week: Ludwig
Siegel, A. Sehaab, L. Zahler, Samuel Abra-
hams, Julius Lamm and L. Brunhilde, all of
Chicago; J. Miller from Woodstock, Glen
Reynolds from DeKalb, Ben L. Berbe from
Rochelle, R. C. Williams from Streater, and
Joseph Hopp from Rock Island. The meet-
ing will take up the question of wiping out
the admission tax and exhibitors are ex-
pected from many cities in the Central West.

Jazz Week at the Stratford Theatre on
the South Side was one of the banner weeks
of the year. The musical program as well
as the headliners from the vaudeville stage
jazzed up the program so that the attend-
ance records were smashed. Mrs. Henoch
knows how to attract the crowds to this
well known house.

Harry Gramp, well known exhibitor, is

carrying his arm in a sling due to an au-
tomobile accident near Decatur, 111.

Henry J. Merle, manager of the Irving
Park Theatre, has bought the building and
additional property, paying $313,000 for all
the property.

Another movie theatre is projected for
Herrin, 111., by the Marlow Park Corpora-
tion. The plans call for a house to seat
3,000.

The Janet Theatre at 617 West North ave-
nue is now under the management of Na-
thanson and Sufkin, who also operate the
Ideal and Orchard theatres.

George Mence has been named manager of
the Argmore Theatre on Argyle avenue,
which belongs to the Gumbiner chain of
houses.

This week instead of another new movie
house we have an old one that is being re-
modeled into a bank. The Park Theatre
at 3234 West North avenue, one of the

best known houses in that part of the city,
has been sold to the newly organized Sec-
ond Humboldt State Bank.

Will Morrisey tells his friends that an-
other new office building and theatre will
be erected in the loop and the house will
be named the Morrisey Theatre.

The run of “Little Old New York” at the
Roosevelt Theatre has been extended for
several weeks.

Manager George H. Moore of the New Or-
pheum Theatre on State street says that on
the opening day of the run of “Rosita” more
than 5,04)0 patrons passed the turnstiles and
the house record for attendance was
smashed. More than 21,000 saw the film dur-
ing the week.

The new Capitol Theatre that opened last
month at Whiting is doing a banner busi-
ness. Will Bedell is manager.

Work has been delayed on the Blackstone
Theatre at Lansing, Mich., owing to the fail-
ure of materials to arrive on time. The
house will seat 1,400 and cost about $150,000.

The next week’s program at the McViek-
ers Theatre will be “The Three Ages” and
“Jus’ Passin’ Thru.”

The Lyric Theatre will open at James-
town, 111., this month under the manage-
ment of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mischke. This is

a new coal mining town between Cutler and
Christopher, 111.

Perry J. Kelly, formerly a well known
manager of this city, died recently while on
an eastern tour. The remains were shipped
for burial to Arcadia, Cal., where his sister
lives.

C. N. Jacobs has sold the DeLuxe Theatre
at Forrest, 111., to Mrs. Ella Morris, who
will improve the house. More women in
the movie owners’ ranks for this territory.

Another new movie house is projected for
Antioch, 111., and it is reported that Earl
Johnson is having plans drawn for the house.

One of the best bills of the season was
that at the McVtckers Theatre last week
with Thomas Meighan in “Woman Proof.”
A presentation of the Lace Fan Ballet made
a hit with the patrons of the house, and
in honor of the opening of the Civic Opera
Director Spitalny had a real operatic musi-
cal program to go with the show. The Fri-
day night musical programs now are broad-
casted by radio.

The Elite Theatre at Waukegan, 111., is

operating as a first run house and Eddie
Trinz has fixed it up so that it looks like a
new theatre. New blowers have been in-

stalled and the house redecorated and re-
furnished throughout.

The Great Northern Theatre has been
added to the list of legitimate theatres that
have been given over to the movies, as “The
White Sister,” with Lillian Gish, opens there
this week for an extended run.

Manager Lou Weil of the Bryn Mawr The-
atre keeps on breaking attendance records
at his cosy little house on the North Shore.
Last Sunday he stood them out until almost
10 P. M. and the house records for attend-

ance were smashed. The week of November
12 will be anniversary week for the house.

-

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” opening
at the Harris Theatre was a huge success
and the press reports have all given the
film a lot of praise. Seats are being sold
two weeks in advance.

The movie houses at Holland, Mich., across
the lake, which were recently closed on ac-
count of an epidemic, have been reopened.

Walter Thimmig plans to open a movie
theatre at Duquoin, 111., this month.

Cincinnati
Manager Jules Frankel of Gifts Theatre is

holding over “The Common Law” for an-
other week, making a total of five weeks
for the picture at this house. Business has
been unusually good. Manager Libson is

showing a return of “Merry Go Round” at

the Family, having previously screened it at

his Capitol Theatre.

Word comes from Columbus, Ohio, that the
receivership on the amusement holdings of
J. W. and W. J. Deusenbury was lifted re-
cently when W. M. James and his associates
took over the Vernon and State theatres,
which are the last of the Deusenbury string.
James will show pictures at both houses, in
connection with the James, Broadway and
Grand, all of which houses he controls.

David Avery, who claims Findlay, Ohio, as
his home, has acquired the Victory-Strand
Theatre at Cleveland, and will play a com-
bination of vaudeville and pictures.

E. C. Carter has disposed of his Dream-
land Theatre, at Cardington, Ohio, to T.

Fortune, who was previously in the game
at Warren, Ohio. Fortune, who has been
“on the outside, looking in” for several
months, could not longer withstand the call
of the blood, and says he is happy to again
be numbered with the exhibitors.

In going into the Valentine Theatre at
Canton, Ohio, one intuitively feels the ab-
sence of Manager llokius, who is battling
with a ease of la grippe. Bokins says there
is some truth in the old adage that there is

a pain for every pleasure, since he but re-
cently returned from spending the summer
at Cape May, where he had the time of his
life.

L. B. Wilson, manager of the Liberty The-
atre, Covington, Ky., is donating a liberal
portion of his program to the Kenton coun-
ty chapter of the Red Cross for the showing
of propaganda films, incident to the forth-
coming Red Cross membership drive.

Manager John Schwalm is booking in fea-
ture pictures between road show dates at
the Jefferson Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. He
is this week showing “The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," to be followed by “Rupert of
Hentzau,” “If Winter Comes” and "The
Common Law.”

Hamilton, Ohio, while vigorously celebrat-
ing National Motion Picture Day, is going
the project one better by having inaugurated
a “Go-to-Movies Week” from Nov. 19 to 24
inclusive, this in reality being a continua-
tion of the National Motion Picture Day
movement. Fred S. Meyer, managing di-
rector of the Palace Theatre, is chairman
for Butler county, all movie houses adjacent
to Hamilton having joined in the plan.
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Kansas City Showmen Launch
Their Public Service Bureau

The exhibitors of Kansas City, Kas., in

launching their Public Service Bureau
planned by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kansas, will co-operate with the

health bureau of their city by donating their

screens during November 15 to 25 to the

showing of a special film in the interest of
* the National Anti-Cancer campaign.

M. W. Hubbell opened the New Hubbell
Theatre at Trenton, Mo., October 25. The
remodeling, which took three months, con-
sists of adding a foyer, a marquise and an
electric sign. The lighting system has been
completely changed and new lighting fix-

tures have been installed. There is also a
new pipe organ. The color scheme through-
out is ivory, with blue and mulberry relief.

The Strand Theatre, which was opened
nearly eight years ago by Herbert J.

Thatcher at Salina, Kas., has been sold to

S. E. Schwahn and E. O. Schwahn of Scandia,
Kas. The theatre will continue operating
under its former policies.

Jack Gross of the Eldorado Theatre at El-
dorado, Kas., was arrested and sentenced to
thirty days in jail for violating the anti-
boxing law in his town. He was putting on
an amateur contest in his theatre. Mr. Gross
secured a parole.

T. S. Wilson, formerly a booker for the
local branch of Pathe, has become an ex-
hibitor, having purchased the Seelye The-
atre at Abilene, Kas.

Recent development in the remote south-
east district of Kansas City has been suffi-

cient to justify a suburban picture theatre,
according to Sam Schultz, who plans to start
construction soon. The building will contain
two ground floor storerooms, one on each
side of the theatre entrance in the center.
The theatre will seat 1,000.

The Missouri Theatre, Kansas City, oper-
ated by the Sliubert interests, closed its

career recently as a stock house and re-
opened November 11 with pictures of the
special type. “Scarnmouche” is the first

production to be shown, at prices from 50
cents to $1.50. The management plans to
show only super-features such as “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame,” “The White
Sister” and others. There will be two per-
formances daily, with a special orchestra ac-
companying each performance.

Sol J. Davidson is the new owner of the
Empress Theatre at Enid, Okla.

The new Rialto Theatre at Tulsa, Okla.,
has been reopened after being completely
remodeled and refurnished. William Smith
is owner. He recently purchased the Broad-
way Theatre in Tulsa from Ensley Barbour,
In which he played vaudeville, which was
originally intended for the Rialto.

John Graham is the new owner of the
Tourney Theatre at McPherson, Kas.

generator and a screen, furnished by the
Cole Theatre Supply Co.

Among the out-of-town visitors at the
film exchanges here recently have been: O.
L. Dowell, Electric Theatre, Eldon, Mo.; N.
W. Huston, Liberty Theatre, Columbus, Kas.;
Allen Karf, Hippodrome Theatre, Okmulgee,
Okla.; W. E. Billings, Piper, Kas.; Stanley
Chambers, Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kas.; A.
Kuck, Empire Theatre, Maryville, Mo.; John
Tackett, Tackett Theatre, Coffeyville, Kas.,
and E. M. Boyleson, Victoria Theatre, Hia-
watha, Kas.

Pittsburgh
The Regent Theatre in the East End,

Pittsburgh, one of the first-run houses in

the Rowland and Clark chain, celebrated its

ninth birthday the week of November 5,

“Rupert of Hentzau” being the attraction.

J. P. Donovan, who opened the house, is still

in charge and has had much to do with the
continued growth in popularity of the
Regent.

R. J. Hiehle has closed a lease for the
Hippodrome Theatre, one of the original
picture houses in Parkersburg, W. Va.,
which he opened fourteen years ago, and
which for the past two years has been con-
ducted by the Smoot Amusement Company.

E. P. Nutter, of Rowlesburg, W. Va., has
leased the theatre in the new building of the
Knights of Pythias at Terra Alta, W. Va.,
and will conduct a picture theatre.

Samuel Geffner, of Weirton, W. Va., and
Steve Manis, of Steubenville, Ohio, are erect-
ing a four-story business building at Weir-
ton, which will contain a picture house
seating 2,000.

Barth Dattola, owner of. the Alhambra
Theatre, New Kensington, who only recently
returned to this country after a four months’
stay at his old home in Italy, says it looks
to him as if the most popular star in that
sunny land is our own Jackie Coogan. He
told of one theatre there playing “My Boy,”
and that the crowds waiting to gain ad-
mittance to the house were two blocks long
all afternoon and evening.

The Littlestohe brothers, William, Abra-
ham and Herman, who formerly owned the
Grand Theatre at Braddock and now are
conducting the Loyal, East Pittsburgh, have
purchased the Colonial Theatre property
and building at Turtle Creek for $40,000 from
Nick Milanos. The new owners took charge
of the house November 15 and immediately
began extensive remodeling without any in-

terruptions to the regular performances, the
Colonial having an evening house only. It

is solely a theatre building, stands on a lot

40x160 feet, and seats 550 persons. It is

planned later to build either business offices

or an apartment dwelling on top the theatre.

We haven't heard yet whether or not Mike
Rosenbloom of Charleroi has been elected
school director in his town, but whether he
has or not, since the campaigning is over,
we may expect to see more of him on Film
Row in the near future.

Work on the new Harry Davis Theatre in

downtown Pittsburgh is progressing at a
satisfactory rate, although it is hardly pos-
sible that the house will be ready for open-
ing before Christmas. This newest addition
to Pittsburgh’s picture theatres will be
known as the Ritz, and will play pictures
first run with six-day stands.

St. Louis
The Amuse U, Capital, Strand and New

Empress theatres in Springfield, 111., have
settled with the projectionists and they have
returned to work. The men asked for an
increase in wages which the theatres de-
clined to grant, and when the old agreement
expired the theatres declined to enter into

a new one. The Lyric, Gayety, Princess and
Vaudette are said to be still operating as
open shop theatres, the proprietors and
managers running the picture machines.

Incorporation papers for the Grand Thea-
tre, Alton, 111., were taken out the past week
by John Karzan, John Pano and John Jian-
okopolis. Each carries $1,700 stock in the
company. Karzan also operates several the-
atres in St. Louis, including the Casino,
Olympia and Lincoln.

Charles LaPee is building an addition to

his house in Sullivan, Mo., and when com-
pleted it will accommodate 500 persons.
Present capacity is 250.

Mrs. I. W. Rodgers of Popular Bluff and
Cairo was a visitor of the week. Henry
Lowry of the Palace, Highland, 111., was seen
along Picture Row. A. Siegfried of the
Bijou, Decatur, 111., called on Barney Rosen-
thal of the Universal Exchange during the
week.

Reports from Memphis, Tenn., state that
Famous Players will shortly close the
Strand Theatre which has been operating
for eighteen years. With Sunday closing
and lack of patronage during the week days,
it has been found advisable to reduce the
number of houses in the Southern city. Fa-
mous Players also control the Palace and
Majestic theatres in Memphis.

E. R. Ship recently purchased the New
Empress Theatre, Springfield, 111., from
George Koehn. The policy of the house will

be unchanged.

Visitors of the week included Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Jones, American Theatre, Cambria, 111.;

Leo Deloney, Monroe City and Shelbina, Mo.;
Jim Reilly, Princess Theatre, Alton, 111.;

Steve Farrar, Harrisburg, 111., and George
Hamilton, Gem Theatre, Marissa, 111.

Tony Serara has opened his new theatre
in Pawnee, 111. His opening feature was
“Human Wreckage,” which he showed on
Wednesday, November 14. Lew Bent suc-
ceeded in selling him all of the F. B. O.

product for the current season.

Wallis Brothers are the new owners of
the Isis Theatre at Russell, Kas., having
purchased the theatre from Ed Smith, who
is looking for another location.

The Linwood Theatre, Kansas City, has
installed two new Simplexes.

M. F. Kiel is opening a new theatre at
Richmond, Mo. The house will seat about
250 and is equipped with Simplex machines
and Mazda equipment.

Alex Schmidt of Marysville, Kas., is re-
modeling a building and making an up-to-
date theatre. The remodeling will cost
around $25,000 and the house, which will be
called the Isis, will seat 1,000.

The Jefferson Theatre at Coffeyville, Kas.,
which recently took over a picture policy,
has installed two new Power projectors, a

The Kansas Sunday Labor Law
W. J. Gabel, owner and manager of the Grand Theatre at Beloit, Kas., was ac-

quitted 11 to 1 of violation of the Sunday labor law recently and the case against!

him dismissed. It was explained that the accusation against Mr. Gabel was not that

of keeping open or operating a picture show on Sunday, as neither the law of Kansas
nor city ordinance of Beloit forbids such practice, and attorneys agreed that the)

law invoked in this case was passed in 1868, and is found in section 3661 of Kansas
statutes, forbidding unnecessary labor on the first day of the week.
The evidence failed to disclose that on Sunday, Oct. 14, Mr. Gabel labored himself

or compelled others to labor in any capacity whatsoever at the Grand Theatre. Those
of his employes who admitted that they were active at the theatre on that date
deposed that their services were entirely voluntary and unrecompensed. Patrons of
the theatre on that date stated that they simply deposited their tickets in a box and
found their seats in the theatre, while combined testimony for the plaintiff failed to

establish positive, personal or actual knowledge of occurrences within the Grand
Theatre in support of the allegation.
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Thousands Attend Opening of

New National, Richmond, Va.
The greatest advance reservation of seats

ever recorded in the opening of a theatre
in the South will attend the formal opening
of the new National Theatre, Richmond,
Va.. which is scheduled for November 12

and will be a matter of history before this

is in print. Handsomely engraved invita-

tions of a formal nature have been mailed
not only to the entire Richmond mailing
list but to thousands all over the South,
and four days before the opening date it

is believed that the reservations far exceed
the entire seating capacity. From all over
the southeastern states hundreds will at-

tend. and the affair will be the most ex-
travagantly and handsomely staged formal
opening ever held in this state, if not in

the entire South.
The National, which has been two years

in the building, is by long odds the finest

theatre in the South. It is owned by the
same interests who built and operate the
National Theatre, Greensboro, N. C., and
who are extensively interested in many
other theatrical properties, each, however,
operated under its own separate corporation
title.

The most important step of the Hays or-
ganization as affecting the South, and one
that it is believed will cause a better feel-
ing to exist as between the Southern ex-
hibitors and the national producer-distrib-
utor organization, was the appointment two
weeks ago of DeSales Harrison, formerly
of Southern Enterprises, as Southern repre-
sentative of the Better Films Committee,
which is being sponsored nationally by the
Hays office. He will be directly under the
supervision of Colonel Jason S. Joy, and his
work in most respects will be similar to
that carried on by the Southern Enterprises
department supervised by Turner Jones.

Co-operation with and by the civic and
federal authorities was pleaded for at the
meeting of the M. P. T. O. A. in an all-day
rally held during the week at the Hotel
Vendig and the high light of which was
furtherance of the financial and artistic

success of National Motion Picture Day on
November 19. Harry Davis, a director of the
national body, made an inspirational ad-
dress. Applause greeted his statement that
in Pittsburgh 100 per cent, co-operation of
the picture houses has been assured.
Charles M. Rapoport, national representa-

tive for the district comprised in the M. P.
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland, sug-
gested that a committee of seven be ap-
pointed to urge Mayor Moore to issue a
proclamation on the event. Those appointed
were George P. Aaron, David Barrist, Rob-
ert Lynch. Michael Lessey, Mr. Rapoport,
Lewelyn Pizor, William Hunt.
Reports indicated that there will be a

minimum of 65 per cent, co-operation of
all the picture houses in Philadelphia. The
Stanley Co. of America did not report.

Building; operations at the Fox Theatre,
16th and Market streets, Philadelphia, are
nearing; completion and it is proposed to
have the $1,000,04)0 theatre building; ready
for opening- hy the early part of December,
although an announcement had been pre-
viously made stating that the first showing
at the theatre would l»e made on Novem-
ber II). F.rno Itapee, former conductor of
the orchestra at the Capitol Theatre, New
York, has been appointed managing director.
He also will conduct the orchestra.

All Southern Enterprises district offices

now are in operation, with the final moving
of head offices to New York. F. L. Metzler.
T. L Varnon. of the legal department, H.
L. Robinson, auditor, and eight members of
the auditing department have gone to New
York in the final operation of moving the
Southern Enterprises offices to New York
City. The last car of files and furniture has
gone.
Headquarters of the district office will be

in the Cone Building. Montgomery Hill has
gone to Charlotte as district manager, tak-
ing with him A. H. Frazier, formerly in

the auditing department, as booker. Loyless
Kennedy left Saturday for Jacksonville to

act as booker in that office under District
Manager Arthur J. Amm. E. R. Rogers,
Tennessee district manager, will remain in

Chattanooga instead of moving his office to
Memphis as was originally intended.

Frank Bell, formerly connected with the
Howard, Atlanta, Ga., came over to Atlanta
from Memphis last week. He is assistant to
Manager Harold Horne, of Loew’s Palace,
Memphis.

Joe Burton, the well known Toccoa, Ga..
exhibitor, was in Atlanta last week en route
to a meeting of the Masonic Grand Lodge
in Macon.

C. D. Stanbaugh has taken over the Pas-
time at Cornelia, Ga. He operated a theatre
at Demorest, Ga., some time ago.

Homer Edenfield, son of the late R. G.
Edenfield, who has been operating the
Dreamland, Augusta, since his father’s
death, was in Atlanta the past week.

Albert Hill, formerly in Jacksonville, has
gone to Miami to become assistant manager
of the Fairfax Theatre.

Word was received from Trenton of the
seizure by the Government of the pictures
of the Dempsey-Firpo fight in New York,
which were shown at the palace Theatre in

the Jersey city last week. Warrants were
issued for the arrest of Walter Reade of

New York, owner of the theatre, and others.
Charles Stemmerman, a film salesman of
New York, was arrested and held under
$5,000 bail.

The Lyric Theatre of Allentown, which
heretofore has been a legitimate theatre, has
changed its policy to a frequent change of

program including moving pictures in the
future. A very modern and complete picture
equipment has been installed under the
management of Philip Levy.

Nebraska
E. A. Harms, who owns and operates the

Apollo, Mueller and Hippodrome theatres in

Omaha, took a vacation touring Europe the

past summer.

A. W. Knight. Belgrade, Neb., has installed

a lot of new equipment, including a Power
6-B improved projector, a screen, and a Gen-
eral Electric Mazda unit.

Exhibitors from Platte county and adjoin-
ing counties in Nebraska recently journeyed
to Columbus, Neb., for the express purpose
of having a meeting with Edgar Howard,
congressman-elect from that district, and
discuss the proposed repeal of the admission
tax. Mr. Howard assured the men that when
the bill for the repeal comes up in congress
he will do all that is honorable in an effort

to obtain the repeal.

Baltimore
Louis A. DeHoff, booking manager for

the Combined Whitehurst Interests, con-
trolling the Century, New, Parkway and
Garden theatres and Century Roof in Bal-
timore, Md., has resigned his position with
that company. Mr. DeHoff has been asso-
ciated with Charles E. Whitehurst, presi-

dent of the Whitehurst Interests, off and
on, since Mr. Whitehurst operated the Red
Moon Theatre, now extinct, way back in

1908. Mr. Whitehurst and Mr. DeHoff were
two of the pioneers in the film business in

Baltimore. Prior to his association with
Mr. Whitehurst, Mr. DeHoff was an elec-
trician. Rumors are rife that Mr. DeHoff
has gone to Harrisburg, Pa., or Washing-
ton, D. C., to manage theatres, but no defi-

nite information can be gained as to where
he has located at present. But whoever
gets Mr. DeHoff will get an A-l film man
and manager.

Through the efforts of the Exhibitors’
League of Maryland, by its committee of
four members including Louis Schlichter,
chairman; Charles E. Whitehurst, Prank
Dnrkee and Frank A. Hornig, all the mem-
bers of the league have agreed to heartily
endorse the celebration of National Motion
Picture Day on November 19.

Charles E. Whitehurst, president of the
Combined Whitehurst Interests, controlling
the Century, New*, Parkway, Garden and
Century Roof in Baltimore, seems to be out
for Gene Sarazen’s laurels as a golfer. The
distance betw-een to the ninth hole on the
Baltimore golf course is 150 yards and Mr.
Whitehurst did it in one stroke, dropping the
ball in with "a mashie.

If -the -Keith interests take over the Loew
interests- in the Hippodrome Theatre, Balti-
more at Eutaw street, Baltimore, after Feb-
ruary. 1.- 1924. within a few months after
that time a new Loew theatre will be under
construction, according to N. T. Granlund, a
representative of Mr. Loew in New York,
according to a dispatch to the Baltimore
Sun. F. C. Schanberger. Keith representa-
tive here, says there is no move pending
which may result in the Hippodrome Thea-
tre being operated under the Keith man-
agement.

Texas
A fire recently damaged the Queen The-

atre, SweetWaten, Tex., a Robb & Rowley
house, the loss' being estimated at $15,000.

This was covered By insurance.

The Orpheum Amusement Company of

Okmulgee, Oklahoma, with a capital stock

of. £250.000, has been incorporated by W. J.

Peterson, Albert Shelton and P. J. Shelton,

all of Okmulgee.

Dallas men have purchased the Best and
Gem theatres at Palestine, Texas, from
•Southern Enterprises. Inc. E. J. Callahan
and S. T. Ray of Dallas will have charge of

the Palestine houses.

Southern Enterprises. Inc., have con-
tracted for the Universal output in 124

southwestern houses. The final details of

the contract were arranged between Harold
II. Franklin, director of theatres, and S. E.

and Ned Depinet, assistant sales manager of

Universal, who went to New "\ ork front

Dallas to close the deal.

W. F. Box of Dallas. Texas, has leased the

Temple Theatre, owned by the City of Tem-
ple. Texas, which was acquired for an au-
ditorium. Mr. Box is interested in a num-
ber of theatrical ventures over the state and
states that he will reopen this theatre and
bring some of the best attractions to it.

The Park Amusement Company of Dallas,

with a capital stock of $10,000. has beer in-

corporated by A. A. Chauteaux, Jr., Tom
Scurry and L. R. Hogg.

Philadelphians Rally to Aid
National Motion Picture Day



WarrenKerrigan

Anna Q. Nilsson

"THUNDERING
DAWN"

A Universal SuperUewe



“LUCRETIA LOMBARD"
A Harry Rapf production

with

Irene Rich & Monte Blue
A Warner Bros. Classic of the Screen



Paramount presents

THE LIGHT THAT FAILED
A George Melford production



“BLOW YOUR OWN
HORN”

A Film Booking Office special

starring Ralph Lewis,
Derelys Perdue and Warner Baxter
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Goldwyn presents the Tod Browning production "THE
Distributed by Goldwvn-Cosmooolitan
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Louis B. Mayer
presents

a Reginald Barker
production

"PLEASURE
MAD"

A Metro Picture
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‘JEALOUS HUSBANDS”
A Maurice Tourneur production, presented by M. C. Levee

through Associated First National Pictures, Inc,



"STAGE FRIGHT''
A two-reel Our Gang comedy produced by Hal Roach

for release by Pathe

—



Hal Roach presents

“The Spat Family”
Two reel comedies

Even a seasick person would

laugh at “Heavy Seas’

’

They say that sea-sick persons don’t worry so

much about whether they’re going to die as whether

they won’t.

But a person in the worst throes of sea-sickness

would laugh himself well if he saw the “Spat

Family” comedy,
—

“Heavy Seas.”

There’s nothing heavy about “Heavy Seas” but

the name. It’s frothy with laughs and gags and it

speeds its comical way over billows of laughter.

See it and you’ll buy them all.

PafhCcomedy
T«A©« MARK



'WHY
WORRY?

The Greater Movie /

Atta Boy

!

You tell 'em. Bill!

Pafh^comecjy
^9TRADE MARK





Hal Roach Comedies;
One Reel

//!/HERE can you buy one reel comedies with

?? so much diversity?

Here you have the great novelty series of the
“ Dippy Doo Dads,*’ bird and animal comedies

that have attracted wide attention.

You have “Snub” Pollard; and you have

Charles Chase, a new one and a good one, play-

ing a lone hand, and a good one too, in others.

You can play these comedies every week with

full knowledge that your public can’t get tired

of seeing the same faces week after week; that

they’ll find new gags, new laughs and new faces

in liberal profusion.

Pafhecomedy
TRADE [ MARK
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Burglars Blow
While Wm.

William Berinstein, who divides his time

between Albany, New York and Elmira, in

handling his chain of theatres, is a sound
sleeper. This fact was established beyond
any possibility of doubt the past week when
burglars entered the Colonial Theatre in Al-

bany, moved an 800 pound safe a distance

of 100 feet, blew it with nitroglycerin, and
escaped with $790 without awakening Mr.
Berinstein, owner of the house, as he slept

peacefully in an office over the front en-

trance.

The burglary took place within
_

the

shadow of one of the city’s police stations.

The burglars must have known that Mr.
Berinstein was a sound sleeper, for the safe,

which is about three feet square, was car-

ried from the ticket office down the center

aisle to the orchestra pit, where two holes

were bored in the door and filled with the

nitro. The burglars ripped up the aisle car-

pet, wrapped it around the safe and touched
the fuse.

Charles J. Rose, for four years Oneonta
resident manager for the Schine Theatrical
Enterprises, became associated on Monday
with William Smalley of Cooperstown as
general field manager for the eleven houses
which Mr. Smalley operates. Mr. Rose will

continue to reside in Oneonta.

The Star at Potsdam, owned by H. L. Ives,

has been acquired by O. P. Benson and Ruth
P. Perrin.

“Little Old New York” drew such crowds
at the Leland in Albany last week that
Oscar Perrin, manager of the house, decided
to hold the picture for another week. This
is unusual in Albany. It is the second pic-
ture to establish such a record at the Le-
land, the other being “When Knighthood
Was in Flower.”

“Al” Elliott, who runs the Playhouse in
Hudson, was a welcome caller in Albany
last week when he stopped off on his way
back home from the Eastman anniversary
in Rochester.

“Al” Bothner, who manages three theatres
in Troy for the Hall interests, got plenty of
publicity last Sunday night in connection
with a “Leatherpushers” picture. Mr. Both-
ner introduced four of the city’s well known
lightweights in fighting attire from the
stage. A previous announcement that the
fighters would appear in person packed the
house.

Prank X. Rreymaler, manager of the
Bareli In Schenectady, lias the distinction
(and he even claims to enjoy it) of being
the only one of his cult in the Electric City
who goes without his lunch. Of course the
fact that Mr. Breymaier tips the scales
around the 200 mark may have something to
do with it.

The Olympic in Watertown had a fine ex-
ample one night last week of “damphoolery”
on the part of high school students, follow-
ing a football game. Several hundred stu-
dents rushed the house and someone yelled
fire, causing many of the spectators to jump
from their seats and rush to the exits. Two
women are said to have fainted. The stu-
dents also tore up the brass railing at the
Olympic, causing Dr. J. Victor Wilson, the
manager, to call the police.

The Strand in Schenectady will observe its
third anniversary at Thanksgiving and has
scheduled “Circus Days” for a week. Man-
ager Shirley is planning a huge cake with
three lighted candles as one of the features.

Projectionists and stage hands in Schenec-
tady are certainly well paid these days. A
recent $15 a week increase brings the oper-
ators to $69, while stage hands, receiving a
$10 a week boost in their wage envelope,
are now getting $50.

Exhibitors in northern New York, at least,

Albany Safe

Berinstein Naps
will never want for pictures. This fact was
pretty well demonstrated one day last week
when five film salesmen called on Victor A.
Warren, owner of the 'Strand in Massena,
during one day.

George F. Wright, a former exhibitor in
Albany, is to follow the example set by John
J. Walker, recent owner of the Bareli in
Schenectady, and will shortly open a chop
house in the Capital City.

Aside from running a theatre in Cam-
bridge, N. Y., L. L. O’Connor is making the
rounds of the American Legion posts these
days in his capacity as vice-commander.
Along with these two duties, Mr. O’Connor
is selling vacuum cleaners.

William Benton, owner of the Congress in
Saratoga Springs, firmly believes that good
orchestra music is just as essential to the
success of the house as good pictures. He is

proving the correctness of his contention
with a seven piece orchestra which is the
talk of the section.

E. H. Arnold, former assistant manager of
the Avon in Watertown, will open a large
amusement park near that city next spring.
The park will contain a dance pavilion, a
number of small cottages and many forms
of amusement. It will cost about $25,000.

Exhibitors in New York State, particularly
those owning houses in the smaller cities
and villages, are demanding pictures for
Thanksgiving Day which show not only a
happy ending hut which present a pleasing
story throughout. They contend that such
pictures are absolutely necessary as a pleas-
ant ending to a holiday, and that mediocre
acting is even permissible if the story por-
trayed is a cheerful one.

The State in Schenectady, which has shown
pictures up to the present time, will depart
somewhat to the extent of several musical
concerts, including one by Paderewski, dur-
ing the next few weeks.

Jacob Troy, who owns the Park Theatre
in Hudson, has just purchased the Allen in
Chatham from Stanley B. Allen.

All foreign made pictures, largely Italian,
will be shown for an entire week, beginning
December 6, at the Colonial in Troy. It will

The exhibition of motion pictures in En-
dicott, N. Y., on Sunday has been unani-
mously approved by the village board, the
action being taken as a result of the refer-
endum when citizens 18 years and over de-
cided in favor of motion pictures on the
Sabbath by an overwhelming vote of 1,046

to 148. The village board had authorized
such a referendum to be held at private ex-
pense and had agreed to sanction the result.

Sunday pictures when shown in Endicott
on Sunday have not been lawful since May,
1920, but their exhibition did not become
the object of any popular or official con-
cern until a few weeks ago. The board’s
resolution becomes effective ten days after
its publication and posting or upon public
service.

Representative Clarence MacGregor, spon-
sor of the bill to be introduced in Congress
at its next session calling for the repeal of
the admission tax, has informed J. H.
Michael, chairman of the executive commit-
tee of the M. P. T. O. of N. Y., Inc., that the
best way to gum up the works is for ex-
hibitors to hold a meeting in Washington
in December, as Sydney Cohen announced in

be known as “Italian Week,” and if success-
ful similar weeks will be given at frequent
intervals.

William Shirley, managing director of the-
Farash Theatre Corporation of Schenectady,
confirmed a report that he will shortly erect
a 1,200-seat house in Ilion. Mr. Shirley spent
Isat Thursday in Ilion selecting a location
for his theatre.

Amplifiers were used on the stage of the
State Theatre in Schenectady on election
night, with a direct wire to the General
Electric broadcasting station, furnishing the
returns to the audiences.

Captained by Ben Apple, owner of the
American in Troy, a bowling team has been
formed among the employes of the American
and Troy theatres, and challenges any team
in the entire district to a series of matches.

Michael Freedman of New York City is

the new assistant to Manager William Shir-
ley in handling the State, Albany and Strand
theatres in Schenectady.

Ben Apple and Mrs. Apple were all smiles
last Saturday, and the evening papers fur-
nished the explanation. Abraham, a son,
was confirmed that day.

The policy of the State in Schenectady has
been changed to the extent that the week
will open on Saturday. The Strand and Al-
bany theatres open their weeks on Friday.

First-run houses in Troy have carried a
protest to the Albany Film Board of Trade,
claiming that their business suffers through
unfair competition by at least one second-
run house in the city which books practi-
cally the same pictures as the first-run the-
atres and then carries a screen notice ad-
vising the people to wait and see the pic-
ture later at a much cheaper price.

If experience counts for anything, then
Walter M. Powers, the new manager of the
Griswold in Troy, should have no difficulty
in putting his house across. Mr. Powers
managed the Colonial in Albany when it

was owned by Moss and Brell, later going
to Elmira, where he managed the Majestic
and the Mozart for Mr. Berinstein, returning
to Albany where he became the owner of
the Pearl Theatre, which he recently sold.

Turkeys will share the honors with the
pictures at the Rose in Troy during the next
two weeks, for the owner of the house, Ja-
cob Rosenthal, veteran showman, will give
away many gobblers as door prizes during
the week preceding Thanksgiving.

Rochester he planned to do. Mr. MacGregor
urges a small committee be appointed to
work with him and to pass instructions on
to the exhibitors when he gives the word.
If such a move is made he feels sure the
tax will be repealed. But stay away from
Washington, says Mr. MacGregor.

The Border Amusement Company has
taken over the Cazenovia Theatre, a com-
munity house, and will operate it under the
name of Loco.

The Lyric Theatre, Endieott, N. Y„ cele-
brated its sixth anniversary on November 12,
with B. (1 . Dittrich, its capable and likable
manager, in charge as he was the day it

opened. The Lyric put on one of the biggest
and best programs in its history. The the-
atre has recently been renovated and re-
decorated. A new marquise and electric sign
add beauty to the front. The seating ar-
rangement and ventilation are perfect.

The Zicofe Corporation, composed of F. M.
Zimmerman, M. Cohen and George Ferguson,
will erect a new picture theatre in Wes -

field, N. Y. The Grand, which they recently
leased, was destroyed by fire recently.

Open Sunday Overwhelmingly
Approved in Endicott, N. Y.
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National Theatres Increases

Its Holdings in California
The National Theatres Syndicate of Cali-

fornia, with main offices in the Loew Thea-
tre Building, San Francisco, has added two
more houses to its chain by purchasing the

Strand and Webster-Granada theatres at

Woodland. The deal, made through the of-

fices of J. R. Saul, theatre and realty broker,

represents an investment of more than

$100,000. The Strand has been operated by
W. Stuart Webster for several years, but
became too small to accommodate theatre-

goers in Woodland, and the Webster-
Granada was erected a couple of years ago.

The latter is considered one of the finest

houses in the Sacramento Valley. These
two theatres make a total of five that have
been purchased by the National Theatres
Syndicate during four months.

Edward B. Baron, for almost four years
the San Francisco representative of United
Artists, has resigned to join the staff of the
Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment, Inc., as
business manager. Within a week following
his appointment he left on a business trip

to New York.

Edwin H. Flagg, of the decorative studios
bearing his name, is a visitor in San Fran-
cisco from Los Angeles, conferring with A.
M. Bowles, general manager of West Coast
Theatres, Inc., of Northern California, con-
cerning decorative work in a number of the-
atres operated by this concern.

Robert A. McNeil, of the T. & D. Jr. Cir-
cuit. San Francisco, is back from a two
weeks' trip to the southern part of the state.

Theatre business was reported to be good.

The fraternity through the northern part
of the state learned with regret recently of

the death of A. Caro, formerly of the Nov-
elty Theatre, Martinez, Cal., but more re-

cently a part owner in the Gardella Theatre,
Oroville. He was a familiar figure on San
Francisco’s Film Row. He passed away in

a local hospital.

V. A. Wood, who took over the Orpheum
Theatre at Cloverdale, Cal., is making ex-

tensive improvements.

Tentative plans are being made to open
Reavis' G. & S. Theatre at Santa Rosa, Cal.,

on December 3. This will be one of the
finest houses in the northern part of the
state and the opening will be made a mem-
orable one. It is being equipped for both
stage productions and pictures.

Work has been commenced on the con-
struction of a 400-seat picture theatre at

Angels Camp, Cal., to replace the old Angels
Theatre, destroyed by fire last year. It will

be operated under the direction of A. A.

Watkins.

The world premiere of “Hospitality” at

the Warfield Theatre, San Franciseo, the
first week in November, will be followed by
the world premiere of “Beware of a Dan-
gerous Maid,” featuring Constance Tal-
madge. Manager Charles Pineus, of the
Warfield Theatre, says he is ready to take
on more world premiere food as a steady
diet.

Recent visitors on San Francisco’s Film
Row have included John Daly, of Chico, Cal.;

Ed Stark, of the Opal Theatre, Hollister, Cal.;

W. H. Wilson, of the Victory Theatre, Wea-
verville. Cal., and George Wahl, of Red Bluff,

Cal.

James Lima, who purchased the old Di-

mond Theatre at Oakland, Cal., several weeks
ago, has renovated the house, installed a new
organ and changed the name of the theatre

to that of the Liberty.

A picture theatre to represent an invest-

ment of $45,000 is to be erected shortly on

Third street, near Quesada, -San Francisco,

for Otto Roeder, an old-time exhibitor of

this city.

James Beatty, well known theatre man of
San Jose, Cal., has been chosen first vice-
president of the San Jose Chamber of Com-
merce.

A picture house has been opened at Colma,
Cal., by Conrad L Linder.

M. L. Markowitz, manager of the SLand
Theatre, San Francisco, has arranged with
Elmer Floyd, a well known producer of
spectacles, to put on a series of elaborate
acts in connection with the showing of some
of the feature pictures that have been
booked. The first of these, “The Enchanted
Rose,” will be offered in connection with
the presentation of “Rosita.”

The Rivoli Investment Company is having
plans prepared for the erection of a theatre
at Grove and Fifty-fourth streets, Oakland,
Cal. Hutchinson & Mills will be the archi-
tects.

Seattle
After several weeks of dark houses, while

musicians and operators were in deadlock
with exhibitors over a demanded wage in-

crease, the difficulties were satisfactorily ad-
justed Wednesday evening, October 31. The
houses resumed on Nov. 3. It is understood
that some concessions were made on both
sides.

Calvin Heilig, owner of the beautiful Heilig
Theatre, plans a new policy of combination
entertainment. Feature photoplays will be
presented with elaborate musical settings,
prologues, etc. The opening bill will pre-
sent “Cameo Kirby,” augmented by Max
Fisher’s Ziegfeld Frolic Syncopators. The
entire Fox product, with the exception of
the “Eleventh Hour,” “Soft Boiled” and “If

Winter Comes,” will be featured at the
Heilig.

With the convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre' Owners of Washington opening the
second of its two day session for the pur-
pose of effecting a permanent organization,
things look bright for the successful build-
ing of a substantial state unit. Committees
met in Seattle, with headquarters in the
Hotel Calhoun, October 5 and 6. The con-
vention opened October 7 in the Knights of
Pythias hall. Mayor E. J. Brown addressed
the gathering.
W. B. Henderson, trade expert, and R. Roe

Holland, secretary of the Associated Amuse-
ments of British Columbia, spoke. At 7

o’clock a banquet was given at the Hotel
New Washington, where exhibitors, exchange-
men and their friends gathered for relaxa-
tion and entertainment.

W. L. Steele, owner of the Queen Anne
Theatre, has recently completed extensive
renovation and remodeling of his house.
Foyer and lobby were remodeled, an office

added upstairs and new loge seats installed.

G. E. Terhune of Walla Walla, who owns
the Arcade, has just reseated his house with
450 new chairs.

Wisconsin
A business venture which is expected to

net the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Wisconsin $5,000 annually, has been launch-

ed in Milwaukee under the direction of Fred
Seegert, president of the organization. The
plan consists of a tieup with the Hearst

newspaper in Milwaukee for the publication

of a daily motion picture directory, desig-

nating the pictures at each house in the city.

“The scheme has been tried out successfully

in Detroit by the Michigan organization and

I see no reason why we cannot obtain suc-

cessful results here,” declared Mr. Seegert.

“It is great advertising for our theatres and

at the same time benefits the organization.”

Indiana
As a result of the Sunday controversy at

Frankfort, Robert Keene, mayor, has or-

dered a strict enforcement of the old Sun-
day “blue laws.” All except essential busi-

ness places were closed last Sunday and it

is understood the same condition will pre-
vail for some Sundays to come. Garages,
filling stations, cigar stores, shoe shining
places, theatres and other business houses
were included in the enforcement order.

After seeing to it that the law was being
strictly enforced, Mayor Keene and a party
of friends drove to Kokomo and attended a

picture theatre. The mayor issued a state-

ment the following day, saying his attend-
ance at the Kokomo theatre was in no way
caused by the fact the Frankfort theatres
were closed.

The enforcement of the “blue laws” in

Frankfort came as a result of the efforts

of M. L. Conley, proprietor of the Conley
Theatre, to operate the place on Sunday.
Mr. Conley was arrested but was freed by
a jury in the city court. Following the
hearing, persons opposed to Sunday movies
called on the mayor and reminded him of

his pledge to enforce the law. Mayor
Keene announced he would not discriminate
and as a result ordered the “blue laws” en-

forced impartially.

The Capitol Amusement Company, of In-
dianapolis, has filed suit in the Marion coun-
ty superior court against Ray Marsh Bry-
don, proprietor of a picture theatre at 2131
North Illinois street. The plaintiff asks
judgment in the sum of $450 and that a re-
ceiver be named to take charge of the thea-
tre. The suit was based on allegations that
Brydon had rented the theatre at a monthly
rental of $150 and had failed to make sev-
eral payments.

Stock salesmen for the Consolidated Real-
ty and Theatre Corporation have closed the
office at Evansville and withdrawn from
that field. Fred Gruenberg, one of the offi-

cers of the company, was in charge of the
office. It is understood the office was closed
because of the difficulty in selling stock in

face of the failure of L Dollings & Com-
pany. a large Indiana stock concern.

George Jacob, genial manager of the
Grand Theatre, Terre Haute, was in Indian-
apolis Tuesday on a business mission. He
left Wednesday for Chicago.

Canada
There has been an orgy of name changing

among the theatre organizations at Toronto
during the past few weeks and the casual

reader of the local newspapers, in scanning
the amusement pages, might be led to be-

lieve that he had accidentally taken up an

out-of-town daily in looking over the theatre

announcements. The Allen Theatre is now
the Tivoli, the Strand is the Piccadilly and
the Gayety is the Comedy among the down-
town houses alone.

George Rotsky of Montreal, Quebec, has
been appointed managing director of the
Palace Theatre. Montreal, this having been
the impressive Allen Theatre of Canada’s
largest city under the regime of the Allen
Theatres. Ltd. Mr. Rotsky formerly had
general direction of all Allen houses in the

Quebec district and he has been retained by
the Famous Players Canadian Corp. for the

big Montreal theatre, the name of which was
changed from Allen to Palace on November
10. Incidentally, a company has been or-

ganized, to be known as Palace (Montreal),
Ltd., for the operation of the new Palace.
Mr. Rotsky has announced that following
the presentation of “Scaramouche," the open-
ing attraction which is to have an indefinite

engagement, the Palace will offer “The Cov-
ered Wagon” at prices ranging from 50 cents

to $1.50. One policy of the Palace will be

to have both English and French titles for

all productions presented.
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Associated Exhibitors
TILL WE MEET AGAIN. (5:288 feet).

Star cast. A real photoplay. Absolutely
clean. A one hundred percent picture and
at the right price. Admission 15-25. Grand
Theatre, Terre Haute, Indiana.

TILL WE MEET AGAIN. (5,822 feet).

Star cast. A good drama. Suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw working
class in city of 13,000. Admission 10-30. O.
M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),

Piqua, Ohio.

F. B. O.
CANYON OF THE FOOLS. (5,180 feet).

Star, Harry Carey. Good. Lots of action,

that’s what they want. Ran it two days, to

very good business. Picture little too dark
in some of night scenes. You can’t go wrong
on Carey if you can buy them right. Have
run three so far all good. Will please any
Western fan. William Thatcher, Royal The-
atre, Salina, Kansas.

First National
DANGEROUS AGE.— (7,204 feet). Star,

Lewis Stone. Here you have another fine

production. Satisfied everybody. You will

receive many favorable comments when you
show this. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25.

Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre, South Falls-

burg, New York.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH. (6,000 feet).

Star, Betty Blythe. Why can’t we get more
like this one? Pleased one hundred per
cent. One of the best I have played this

year. Should please any audience. Admis-
sion 20-25. Used ones, threes, slide, photos,

heralds. Had good attendance. Draw best

patronage. W. B. Dobbs, Victory Theatre,
Gordo, Alabama.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star,

Ben Alexander. A true to life picture of

small town domestic squabbles. It’s hard to

tell which one does the best acting. They
are such natural kids. Leave your grouch
at home when you go to see this one or you
will lose it. Everyone liked it. Said they
laughed, shed a few tears, and had a good
time. Had a fair crowd. A. F. Jenkins,
Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

SMILIN’ THROUGH. (8 reels). Star,

Norma Talmadge. Splendid. Had big com-
ments on this one from most of my patrons.

I personally enjoyed it also. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw all kinds of people
in town of 1,000. Admission 10-25. Frank
Fera, Victory Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter,

Pennsylvania.

SONG OF LIFE. (6,920 feet). Star cast.

Consider this a good one, if you don’t pay
too much. Domestic drama. Had good at-

tendance. Draw small town and rural class

in town of 1,474. Admission 5-10-20. T. W.
Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats),

Greenfield, Tennessee.

TOL’ABLE DAVID. (7,118 feet). Star,

Richard Barthelmess. A fine picture. Barth-
elmess is my idea of an actor. He is versa-
tile and entirely lacking in the conceit some
of the male stars fail to conceal. How the
kids and men did yell. No need to ask if

they liked it. It was written on every face.

The Index to Reports appears
in this issue and includes all re-

ports published since the beginning
of July.

With the Index which appeared
in the last June issue, this gives

you a complete list of all pictures

reported since the beginning of

1923.

Save it—USE IT!

There are some of my audience who are
scared to death lest they should not be the
first ones out of the theatre, and start out
before the end, but they all sat still last

night. It was a genuine tribute to the pic-

ture. Although an old picture, the print

was good. Attendance good. Good for week
days, but a little too strenuous for the Sab-
bath. Moral tone is excellent. Guy C. Saw-
yer, Town Hall Theatre (250 seats), Chester,
Vermont.

TRILBY. (7,321 feet). Star, Andree La-
fayette. Had a weak crowd for this one and
glad of it. The star is unknown and, as my
patrons say, she needs practice. Would
lay off if you don’t want to lose money.
Rental too high for this sort of junk. Regu-
lar advertising brought poor attendance.
Draw general class in town of 800. Admis-
sion 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246
seats), Irvington, California.

VOICE FROM THE MINARET. (6,685

feet). Star, Norma Talmadge. Fair picture
for this star. Kind of slow in the first five

reels. All the action lies in the last few
reels which saves the picture from being
called altogether too slow. Draw all classes

in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. Jack
Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre, South Fallsburg,
New York.

Fox
CATCH MY SMOKE. (4,070 feet). Star,

Tom Mix. This picture was well liked by
our patrons. Personally Mix does some of

the most impossible stunts I ever saw but,

the kids eat it all up. Used wild west bally-

hoo. Had very good attendance. Draw mid-
dle and lower classes in city of 600,000.

Admission 10-15, matinee; 10-25, evenings.
Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum Theatre (1,600

seats), San Francisco, California.

FOOL THERE WAS. (7 reels). Star,

Estelle Taylor. A so-called special that was
nothing more than a good program picture.

Those who saw it liked it but kicked over
raise in prices. Photography good, but
these old vampire stories don’t draw the
crowds any more. Sad ending to picture

caused a good deal of disappointment. Play
it as a program picture, not as a special.

Not suitable for Sunday. Had poor attend-
ance. Draw general class in town of 1,000.

Admission 10-20, 20-40. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

LOVE GAMBLER. (4,682 feet). Star,

John Gilbert. Positively one of the best
program pictures I have shown this year.

Patrons held their seats for this one, not a

single walk out. John Gilbert can surely de-
liver the goods. He doesn’t act, he lives his

parts and his following is surely growing.
This picture is a good, clean western with
fine photography and a splendid plot. All

this with the star’s personality made a one
hundred percent hit. Has good moral tone
and you bet it is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw general class in

town of 1,000. Admission 10-20, 20-40. H, H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louis-
iana.

NIGHT HORSEMAN. (4,910 feet). Star,

Tom Mix. Some picture, fine. Ran it two
days. First day good. Second day bum.
For some reason Mix and Buck don’t get by
in my house. But can’t say anything against
the stars, as they are all good. This one is

better than William S. Hart. William
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

PAWN TICKET 210. (4,871 feet). Star,

Shirley Mason. Good program offering a

little above the average. Draw all classes
in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. Jack
Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats), South
Fallsburg, New York.

ROMANCE LAND. (3,975 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. About the same as the usual run of

Tom Mix westerns. No better and no worse.
Seemed to please and brought excellent
business for three days. Not suitable for

Sunday. Draw general class in city of 15,000.

Admission 10-30. Ben L. Morris, Temple,
Elk, Grand, Olympic Theatres, Bellaire,

Ohio.

SECOND HAND LOVE. Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. Good little picture. Some-
thing different. They want Jones in West-
erns, as some of them told me so on going
out. Ran this for two days to a poor busi-
ness. The title is against this picture for

my house. Only reason we did not do any
business. Not a picture for my house, as

we play mostly Westerns. This is a good
picture; if you want that kind. O. K. Ran
“Dandy Dan,” Sunshine Comedy, with above
picture. Comedy also good. Good pro-
gram, no business. Has good moral tone
and is a good Sunday picture. William
Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

SKID PROOF. (5,565 feet). Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. Almost broke my Saturday
box-office record with this. The best Jones
since “West of Chicago.” In fact, consider
it the best Jones I’ve yet shown. Quite a few
thrills and spills. Lura Anson an attractive
leading lady. Had very good attendance. C.

F. Kreighbaum, Paramount Theatre, Roches-
ter, Indiana.

SKID PROOF. (5,565 feet). Star, Charles
“Buck” Jones. Here is an automobile story
that has any auto race that Paramount ever
released with Reid and Roberts beat a mile,

and I used them all
;
yet, with Reid I would

pack my house and on this one just did
take in enough to pay film rental. But it

sure is not the fault of the picture. Every
one went out boosting. The trouble is, they
start out advertising “Buck” Jones, then it’s

“Charles” Jones, then it may be a western
or a society play, and the public never knows
what to expect. Business poor. Small town
patronage, all classes. A. Mitchell, Dixie
Theatre, Russellville, Kentucky.

Goldwyn
SPOILERS. (8,028 feet). Star, Milton

Sills. A big picture, produced and well
acted, every foot of the film. One of the
greatest knock-em-down-drag-em-out scraps
between Milton Sills and Wallace Beery
ever screened. I played the other “Spoilers”
some years ago and it was a “pippin” and
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they haven’t forgotten it, and they shouldn’t.

When all is said and done I don’t know can-
didly that this picture is any better. The
business was good the first day, but fell off

—

way off—the second, and I don’t know how
to account for this, for the picture is “There.”
But exhibitors, I would give a sober thought
to this rental, if it’s too big, be careful or
you may do as I did, just about break even.
Used everything possible for advertising.

Did not have big attendance considering the
rental. Draw health seekers and tourists.

Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre, Beautiful,

Saranac Lake, New York.

Hodkinson
DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS. 7,100

feet). Star cast. Picture not what it is

cracked up to be. Should be cut down to

five thousand feet. Patrons get tired of too
much the same stuff. Had fair attendance.
E. H. Haubrook, Ballard Theatre, Seattle,

Washington.

Metro
HER FATAL MILLIONS. (6 reels). Star,

Viola Dana. A “darb” of a comedy drama.
Story is very humorous in places. Good
cast. Good print. A good small town bet.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw rural

and small town class in town of 286. Admis-
sion 10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre
(136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

JAZZMANIA. (8 reels). Star, Mae Mur-
ray. Little comedy and good setting, but
the people are still wondering what it was
all about, but they turned out good though.
Not suitable for Sunday. Had good attend-
ance. Draw mixed class in town of 3,000.

Admission 10-20. Charles Martin, Family
Theatre (350 seats), Mt. Morris, New York.

Paramount
BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. Gave general
satisfaction to all Gloria Swanson fans.

Consider it her best effort to date. Business
fair, but paid too much to realize any profit.

Has fair moral tone and is not suitable for

Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw small
town class in town of 3,500. Admission 10-

22. Henry Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960
seats). Liberal, Kansas.

DARK SECRETS. (4,337 feet). Star,
Dorothy Dalton. Just an average program
picture

;
doubled it up with another to get

rid of it. Suitable for Sunday?—no day.
Poor attendance of family and student class

in town of 4,000. Admission 10-22. R. J. Relf,

Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.

DRUMS OF FATE. (5 reels). Star, Mary
Miles Minter. Fair picture not as bad as

I thought it would be. Miss Minter very
pretty in this; that is about all I can say
about her. Attendance fair. Adolph Schutz,
Liberty Theatre, Silver City, New Mexico.

DRUMS OF FATE. (5 reels). Star, Mary
Minter. Viewing it from my own angle it

was rather far-fetched but our audiences
liked it immensely. Star best I have ever
seen her. Production is rich and story aside
from a few glaring inconsistencies, is good.
Did more than average business. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
big attendance. Dyaw all classes in city of

14,000. Admission 10-25. E. W. Collins,

Grand Theatre (750 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

EXCITERS. (5,939 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. This one gave good satisfaction for

us. Played it with views of a local conven-
tion which appeared in Pathe News and
drew big business. Picture pleased all and
helped second day. Nothing big about it,

but satisfactory in every way. Advertising
slants, Moreno is a good bet. Had big

Haynes, Keep Coming!
“I was glad to see Mr. Haynes’

name once more among the faith-

ful ones. The list he submitted
was good. I have played or con-
tracted for nearly ail of the list.

“1 don’t use them very fast, but
am glad to report on the few I do
use.”—Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall,
Chester, Vermont.

attendance. Draw all classes in city of 14,000.
Admission 10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand &
Liberty Theatres (750-500 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

EXCITERS. (5,039 feet). Star, Bebe
Daniels. Fine; pleased all. Another good
one from Paramount, which is the usual
thing, of course. William Noble, Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

FACE IN THE FOG. (5,569 feet). Star,
Lionel Barrymore. This was very well liked
by our audience. Had three stops in second
reel due to film being wound on a very
poor reel at the exchange causing interrup-
tion in our show. Usual advertising brought
good attendance. Draw better class in town
of 4,500. Admission 15-10. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Penn-
sylvania.

FOG BOUND. (5,692 feet). Star, Dorothy
Dalton. Just a fair picture which relies to
some extent on the locations and photog-
raphy. It’s a “Bootlegging Affair” and that’s
that. A mediocre offering if that. Usual ad-
vertising brought fair attendance. Draw
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

FOG BOUND. (5,692 feet). Star, Dorothy
Dalton. This picture proved seventy-five
percent entertainment to our audience. Dal-
ton is a good drawing card for us and this

picture was better than some of hers I have
seen. Had good attendance. Draw better
class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.
A. Anglemire “Y” Theatre (400 seats),

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Pleased here. Tom has
had better and much worse, but his pictures
here have been of good average value and
consequently has established a following.
Would say of this that you can promise
good entertainment and send eveYy one
home satisfied. Used usual advertising. Had
good attendance. Draw health seekers and
tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME.
(5.585 feet). Star, Walter Hiers. This one
failed to register even. Walter may be a
star but he failed to twinkle even one little

twink in this. “Mr. Billings Spends His
Dime’’ made all of us wish we had our dime
back. Oh well, life is short at the best.

“Sixty Cents An Hour” was much better
than this one. Had fair attendance. Draw
society class in town of 7,000. Admission
10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800

seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

NE’ER DO WELL. (7,414 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Pleased thoroughly, as

most of this star’s pictures do. This is bet-

ter than his average and should do fairly

well anywhere. Advertising slants, Meighan,
Lila Lee and the author. Had good attend-
ance. Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Ad-
mission 10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand and
Liberty theatres (750-500 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

NE’ER-DO-WELL. (7,414 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Furnishes delightful en-
tertainment of a high standard. It is worthy
of extra effort on the part of every exhibitor
and considering the author, Rex Beach, it

has wonderful exploitation possibilities. Has
excellent moral tone and is suitable for Sun-
day. T. H. Whittemore, Newcastle, Cali-
fornia.

OLD HOMESTEAD. (7,606 feet).. Star
cast. Had a wonderful first night on this,

but on the second night due to rain played
to the smallest house in our history. A great
picture for rural patronage. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance first night, poor attend-
ance second night. Draw rural class in

town of 300. Admission 20-30. Charles W.
Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall (225 seats), Grand
Gorge, New York.

ONLY 38. (6,175 feet). Star, Lois Wilson.
My patrons thought this great. Not a showy
picture, but very effective and along orig-
inal lines. I was out of town but that’s

the report of some of my “hard boiled eggs”
and so I know that “Only Thirty Eight”
must be there. Usual advertising brought
good attendance. Draw health seekers and
tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

OUR LEADING CITIZEN. (6,634 feet).

Star, Thomas Meighan. Excellent picture
and excellent business prevailed. William
Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

PRINCE THERE WAS. (5,533 feet).

Star, Thomas Meighan. We have had bet-
ter pictures with Meighan. Only a very
ordinary program offering. Fairly well liked

by female portion of audience.
,
Usual ad-

vertising brought good attendance. Draw
better class in town of 4,500. Admission 15-

10. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400
seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

PURPLE HIGHWAY. (6,574 feet). Star,

Madge Kennedy. A well enough produced
film, but was not thought to be anything
worth while here and the attendance proved
it. Usual advertising brought very poor at-

tendance. Draw health seekers and tour-
ists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beau-
tiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star
Jacqueline Logan. A good picture but does
not please everyone. Readers of the story
will like it exceedingly well. Personally
thought it above the average production.
Print excellent. Will probably be suitable
for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
university students and better class. Admis-
sion 15-25, 15-30. P. A. Wills, Park Thea-
tre (610 seats), Champaign, Illinois.

SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR. (5,632 feet).

Star, Walter Hiers. Played this on a Satur-
day and had a clever supporting program
and got by. Can’t really say much for the
picture, and it isn’t Walter Hiers’ fault at

that. He does all that is asked. Usual ad-
vertising brought good attendance. Draw
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN. (6,491 feet).

Star, Alma Rubens. A good hot weather pic-

ture. Ran it when the thermometer regis-

tered around 90 degrees
;

still its ice and
snow scenes couldn't entice them in. The
few that saw it were pleased. Poor attend-
ance, drawing mixed class in city of 110.000.

Admission 10-20. A1 C. Werner, Royal Thea-
tre (500 seats), Reading, Pennsylvania.

WHITE FLOWER. (5,731 feet). Star,

Betty Compson. We liked this one. Not
well enough to rave about it under
stand, but it was pretty and passed muster
very well. Draw society class is town of

(Continued on Page 391)
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Abysmal Brute (Universal). Aug. 4-Aug. 11-

Aug. 25-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Across the Border (Paramount). July 21.

Across the Continent (Paramount). July 14-

Oct. 27.

Adam and Eva (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Adam's Rib (Paramount). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-

Nov. 10.

Adventures of Tom Mix (Aywon). July 14.

Affinities (Hodkinson). July 28-Sept. 29-

Oct. 13.

Afraid to Fight (Universal). July 7-Nov. 10.

After The Show (Paramount). Aug. 11-

Sept. 15.

Alias Ladyfingers (Metro). Oct. 6.

Alice Adams (Associated Exhibitors). Sept.
1-Sept. 8-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

All Brothers Were Valiant (Metro). Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Aug. 25-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-

Nov. 10.

All’s Fair In Love (Goldwyn). Aug. 25.

Altar Stairs (Universal). July 14-July 21-July
28-Aug. 25-Sept. 15.

Always The Woman (Goldwyn). Sept. 8.

An Unwilling Hero (Goldwyn). Aug. 4.

Anna Ascends (Paramount). July 7-Aug. 11-

Sept. 8-Sept. 15.

Angel of Crooked Street (Vitagraph). Oct. 6.

Another Man’s Boots (Anchor). 'Sept. 15.

Another Man’s Shoes (Universal). July 14-July
21 .

Any Night (East Coast Prod.). July 28.

April Showers (Preferred). Nov. 17.

Arabia (Fox). July 21-July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-

Sept. 22.

Are You a Failure? (Preferred). Nov. 10.

Ashamed of Parents (Warner Bros.) Sept. 1.

K

Bachelor Daddy (Paramount). July 7-Sept.
15-Sept. 22-Nov. 10.

Backbone (Goldwyn). Aug. 25->S'ept. 8.

Backfire (Arrow). Sept. 22.

Back Home and Broke (Paramount). July 7-

July 28-Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Sept. 29-Oct. 20-

Nov. 3.

Barbed Wire (Aywon). Sept. 15.

Barnstormer (first National). July 7-July 28.

Barrier of Folly (Independent Piet. Corp.).
Oct. 6.

Bearcat (Universal). Aug. 25.

Beating the Game (Goldwyn). July 7-Aug. 4.

Beautiful and Damned (Warner Brothers). July
21-’S‘ept. 1-Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Beauty Shop (Paramount). Aug. 11-Oct. 6.

Beauty’s Worth (Paramount). Oct. 6-Oct. 27-

Nov. 10.

Be My Wife (Goldwyn). Aug. 11.

Behold My Wife (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Bella Donna (Paramount). July 7-July 14-
Oct. 6.

Bellboy 13 (First National). July 7-Aug. 25-
Sept. 22-Nov. 10.

Bells of San Juan (Fox). July 28-Sept. 22-

Nov. 17.

Betsy Ross (World). Oct. 13.

Beyond (Paramount). Sept. 15-Sept. 22-
Oct. 20.

Beyond the Rocks (Paramount). Sept. 8-

Nov. 17.

Bill of Divorcement (Associated Exhibitors).
Sept. 22.

Billy Jim (F. B. O.) Aug. 11.

Bishop of The Ozarks (F. B. O.) Aug. 4-Sept.
15-Nov. 3.

Black Beauty (Vitagraph). July 28-Nov. 3.

Blind Bargain (Goldwyn). July 14-Sept. 8-

Oct. 20-Nov. 10.

Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife (Paramount). Oct.
6, page 498-Oct. 20, page 664-Nov. 3-

Nov. 17.

Blood and Sand (Paramount). July 14-July 21-
Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Oct. 6.

Blue Bandanna (F. B. O.). Oct. 20.

Bobbed Hair (Paramount). July 14.

Bolted Door (Universal). Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Bond Boy (First National). Aug. 18-Oct. 6.

Bonded Woman (Paramount). Aug. 11-Sept.
8-Oct. 20.

Boomerang Bill (Paramount). Oct. 20.

Border Bandit Killer (Enterprise). Nov. 3.

Borderland (Paramount). Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Boss of Camp 4 (Fox). July 7-July 14-July
28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Boston Blackie (Fox). July 7-Aug. 11-Sept. 1.

Bought and Paid For (Paramount). July 14-

July 21-Sept. 8-Nov. 17.

Brass (Warner Bros.). July 14-Sept. 22-
Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Brass Bottle (First National). Aug. 11,
page 486-Sept. 15, page 256-Nov. 3.

Brass Commandments (Fox). Aug. 4-Oct. 27.

Brawn of the North (First National). July 14-

July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 1-Sept. 22-
Oct. 20-Nov. 10.

Bride’s Play (Paramount). July 28.

Bright Shawl (First National). July 7-July
21-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Broad Daylight (Universal). Nov. 17.

Broadway Arizona (Enterprise). Sept. 22.

Broadway Gold (Truart). July 14, page 15L
Broadway Madonna (F. B. O.). July 14.

Broadway Rose (Metro). July 28-Aug 4-

Aug. 25-Oct. 20-Oct. 27.

Broken Chains (Goldwyn). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 11-Sept. 1.

Brothers ' Under the Skin (Goldwyn). July
14-Sept. 8-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Brown of Harvard (Essanay). Oct. 13.

Brute Master (Hodkinson). July 7.

Bucking the Barrier (Fox). July 7-Aug. 4-

Nov. 10.

Bulldog Drummond (Hodkinson). July 14-
Aug. 18.

Burglar Proof (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Burn ’Em Up Barnes (C. C. Burr). Oct. 13.

Burning Sands (Paramount). July 21-July 28-
Sept. 8-Nov. 3.

Burning Words (Universal). July 14-Aug. 11.

Buster (Fox). Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

By Right of Purchase (Selznick). July 14.

C

California Romance (Fox). July 14-Sept. 1-

Oct. 13.

Calvert’s Valley (Fox). July 21-Sept. 22-
Oct. 13.

Call From The Wild (James Wharton). Aug.
25.

Call of Home (F. B. O.). Aug. 25.

Camille (Metro). July 21-July 28.

Can A Woman Love Twice? (F. B. O.). Aug. 4.

Canyon of the Fools (F. B. O.). July 28-
Aug. 11-Oct. 20.

Cappy Ricks (Paramount). July 14-Sept. 15.

Captain Fly-By-Night (F. B. O.). July 7-July
28-Sept. 15.

Cardigan (American Releasing). July 21.

Carnival (United Artists). Aug. 11.

Catch My Smoke (Fox). July 7-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Sept. 22-Oct. 20.

Caught Bluffing (Universal). Aug. 18-®ept.
15.

Chasing the Moon (Fox). July 21-July 28-
Sept. 22.

Cheat (Paramount). Oct. 6, page 498-Oct. 13,

page 581.

Child Thou Gavest Me (First National). July
14-Aug. 4-Oct. 6.

Children of Jazz (Paramount). Aug. 11,

page 486-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Children of The Dust (First National).
Sept. 1-Nov. 10.

Christian (Goldwyn). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Oct.
6-Oct. 20.

Circus Days (First National). Nov. 3, page
125-Nov. 10.

City of Silent Men (Paramount). Sept. 1-

Oct. 6.

Civilian Clothes (Paramount). July 28.

Clarence (Paramount). July 14-Oct. 20.

Clouded Name (Playgoers). July 21.

Cold Steel (F. B. O.). Sept. 15.

Colleen of The Pines (F. B. O.). Aug. 25-
Sept. 8-Nov. 3.

Come On Over (Goldwyn). July 21-Sept. 29.

Confidence (Universal). Sept. 15.
Conflict (Universal). July 14-Nov. 3.

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court
(Fox). July 7-July 14.

Cordelia the Magnificent (Metro). July 21,
page 231. Sept. 8.

Counterfeit Love (Associated Exhibitors).
Oct. 6-Nov. 10.

Courage of Marge O’Doon (Vitagraph). Aug.
25-Nov. 17.

Cowboy and the Lady (Paramount). July 14-

July 28-Aug. 11-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 17.
Cradle (Paramount). July 28.

Cradle of Courage (Paramount). Aug. 1L
Crashing Through (F. B. O.). July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Sept. 22.
Crimson Challenge (Paramount), July 21-

July 28-Sept. 8.

Crimson Gold (Elfelt). Nov. 17.

Crinoline and Romance (Metro). July 21-
7-July 28-Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Critical Age (Hodkinson). Aug. 11.
Crossed Wires (Universal). July 21-Aug. 11-

Aug. 18-Sept. 22-Oct. 13.
Crossroads of New York (First National). July

7-July 28-Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 20.
Crow’s Nest (Arrow). Sept. 22.
Crusader (Fox). July 7-July 14-July 28-Sept.

22-Nov. 10.

Cup of Life (First National). July 21.

Curse of Drink (Apollo). Aug. 11.
Custard Cup (Fox). July 28-Aug. 18-Aug.

25-Oct. 6-Oct. 20.

Cyclone Jones (Progress). Nov. 3.

D
Daddy (First National). July 7-July 14-July

28-Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Dangerous Adventure (Warner Bros). Sept.
1 .

Dangerous Age (First National). July 21-
Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Dangerous Game (Universal). July 14-Sept.
22 .

Dangerous Curve Ahead (Goldwyn), Sept. 1.

Danger Trail (K-E-S-E). Nov. 17.
Dark Secrets (Paramount). July 14-Sept. 15-

Nov. 3.

Darling of the Rich (Whitman Bennett).
Aug. 11.

Daughter of Luxury (Paramount). Sept. 15-
Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Daughter Pays (Selznick). July 28.

Daughters of The Rich (Preferred). Sept. 16.
Dead Game (Universal). July 14-Aug. 25-

Sept. 1-Sept. 8.

Dead Men Tell No Tales (Vitagraph). July
28-Aug. 4.

Dead or Alive (Arrow). July 7.

Delicious Little Devil (Universal). Sept. 8.

DeLuxe Annie (Selznick). July 14.

Desert Driven (F. B. O.). Aug. 11-Nov. 3.

Desert Gold (Hodkinson). Aug. 18-Aug. 25.
Deserted at the Altar (Goldstone). July 7.

Destroying Angel (Associated Exhibitors).
Nov. 3.

Determination (Lee-Bradford). July 7-Aug.
25.

Devil s Bowl (Arrow). July 28.

Devil’s Garden (First National). July 7.

Devil Within (Fox). July 14.

Dictator (Paramount). July 14-July 21-
Nov. 3.

Dinty (First National). July 7.

Divorce (F. B. O.). Oct. 13.
Divorce Coupons (Vitagraph). Aug. 11.
Do and Dare (Fox). July 14-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-

Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Dollar Devils (Hodkinson). Aug. 18-Sept. 22-
Oct. 27.

Don Quickshot of Rio Grande (Universal),
Aug. 11-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Don’t Doubt Your Wife (Associated Exhib-
itors). Oct. 13.

Don’t Shoot (Universal). July 14-July 28-
Sept. 22.

Don’t Tell Everything (Paramount). July 14-
Aug. 11.

Double Dealing (Universal). Sept. 22.
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Doubling for Borneo (Goldwyn). July 14.

Down On the Farm (United Artists). July 28.

Down to the Sea in Ships (Hodkinson). July
21-Aug. 25-Sept. 29-Nov. 17.

Dr. Jack (Pathe). July 7-July 28-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Sept.l-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Sept. 29.

Dream Street (Universal). Sept. 22.

Driven (Universal). Sept. 22-Nov. 10.
Drums of Fate (Paramount). Nov. 3.

Dulcy (First National). Sept. 29, page 423-
Nov. 3.

E
East Is West (First National). July 7-Aug. 4-

Aug. 18-Oct. 13.

East Side, West Side (Principal). Oct. 13.

Easy Road (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Ebb Tide (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 11-
Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

Eleventh Hour (Fox). Nov. 17.

Empty Cradle (Truart). Aug. 18.

Enchantment (Paramount). July 14-July 28-
Sept. 8.

End of the World (Paramount). July 88-
Aug. IS.

Enem-'es of Women (Goldwyn-Cos.). Aug 11,

Page 485. Sept. 22.

Enlighten Thy Daughter (Enlightenment
Films). Sept. 22.

Enter Madame (Metro). Aug. 11-Aug. 18.
Environment (Principal Pictures). July 21.

Eternal Flame (First National). July 14-
Aug. 11-Aug. 25.

Evangeline (Fox). July 14.

Everything For Sale (Paramount). Sept. 15.
Exciters (Paramount). July 21, page 231.

Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Exit the Vamp (Paramount). 'Sept. 29.
Experience (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Extra. Extra! (Fox). Nov. 10.

Eyes of the World (Clune). Oct. 20.

Face In the Fog (Paramount). July 7-July 14.

Face of The World (Hodkinson). Aug. 11.

Face on the Barroom Floor (Fox). Nov. 3.

Fair Lady (United Artists). Sept. 22.
Fall of Babylon (United Artists). Sept. 8.

False Brands (World). July 21.

Famous Mrs. Fair (Metro). July 28-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

Fascination (Metro). July 7.

Fast Mail (Fox). Sept. 1-Oct. 20-Nov. 10.
Fatal Marriage (F. B. O.). Sept. 8.

Fickle Women (Schwab). Nov. 10.

Fifty Candles (Hodkinson). Sept. 22.

Fighting Blade (First National). Oct. 20,
page 664.

Fighting Guide (Vitagraph). Aug. 25-Sept. 1.

Fighting Streak (Fox). Sept. 22.
Fightin' Mad (Metro). July 7-July 28-Nov.

3-Nov. 10.

Find The Woman (Paramount). Sept. 8.

First Degree (Universal). July 21-Aug. 11-
Sept. 22.

Five Dollar Baby (Metro). July 28-Aug. 4-
Aug. 11-Oct. 27.

Flame of Life (Universal). July 14-Sept. 1.

Flaming Hour (Universal). July 14-July 28-
Sept. 1-Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

Fflash (Arrow). Aug. 18.
Flesh and Blood (Western Pic. Exploitn.).

Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Aug. 25-Oct. 6.

Flirt (Universal). July 14-Oct. 6-Oct. 13.
Flower of the North (Vitagraph). Nov. 3.

Flying Dutchman (F. B. O.). Nov. 17.
Fog (Metro). Sept. 8.

Fogbound (Paramount). July 28-Sept. 15-
Sept. 29.

Fools First (First National). Aug. 11.
Fool There Was (Fox) Aug. 11.

Foolish Wives (Universal). July 14-Sept. 8.

Fools and Riches (Universal). July 21-Sept.
22 .

Fool’s Paradise (Paramount). July 14-July 21-
July 28.

Footlight Ranger (Fox). July 14-July 21-
Nov. 3.

Footlights (Paramount). July 21-Sept. 29.
Forbidden City (Selznick). Sept. 15.
Forbidden Fruit (Paramount). July 14.

Forbidden Trail (Sunset). July 21.

Forget Me Not (Metro). Aug. 4-Sept. 1-
Oct. 6.

Forgotten Law Metro). Aug. 18-Nov. 3.

For Big Stakes (Fox). July 21-Aug. 4.

Forsaking All Others (Universal). July 7-July
14-July 28-Oet. 20.

For the Defense (Paramount). Sept. 16-
Sept. 29-Nov. 3.

Four Horsemen (Metro). Aug. 11.

Fourth Musketeer (F. B. O.). July 14.

Fox (Universal). July 2L
Fox Specials. Nov. 3.

French Doll (Metro). Nov. 3, page 125.
Friendly Husband (Fox). July 14-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Aug. 25.

From the Ground Up (Goldwyn). July 21.

Front Page Story (Vitagraph). July 7-July 14-

July 21-July 28-Sept. 22.

Fury (First National). July 14-Aug. 11-
Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 10.

G
Gallopin’ Kid (Universal). July 21-Nov. 10.

Gallopin’ Through (Arrow). July 7-Sept. 16.

Galloping Devil (Canyon). Sept. 15.

Game Chicken (Paramount). July 28-Sept.
8 .

Garments of Truth (Metro). Sept. 8.

Garrison’s Finish (United Artis's). July 7-

Aug. 4-Sept. 8.

Gas, Oil and Water (First National). Aug. 11.

Gentleman From America (Universal). Sept.
8-Oct. 20.

Gentleman of Leisure (Paramount). Sept. 15,

page 256, Sept. 29-Nov. 17.

Get-Rich-Quick-Wallingford (Paramount). July
14-July 21.

Ghost Breaker (Paramount). July 21-July
28-Aug. 11-Sept. 15.

Ghost in the Garret (Paramount). July 7-

Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Sept. 29.
Ghost Patrol (Universal). Aug. 11.
Gimme (Goldwyn). July 7-July 14-Aug. 4-

Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Girl In His Room (Vitagraph). Sept. 1.

Girl in the Taxi (First National). Nov. 10.

Girl I Loved (United Artists). July 7, fjage 80,

July 28-Aug. 11.

Girl of the Golden West (First National). July 7,

page 80, Aug. 4-Oet. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Girl Who Came Back (Preferred). Oct. 20.
Girl Who Ran Wild (Universal). Sept. 8-

Oct. 20.

Girl’s Desire (Vitagraph). July 7-Sept. 22.

Glass Houses (Metro). Aug. 11.

Glimpses of the Moon (Paramount). July 14-

July 21-July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 8.

Glory of Clementina (F. B. O.). Oct. 20.

Go and Get It (First National). Oct. 6.

Godicos Men (Goldwyn). Aug. 4.

God’s Country and the Woman (Vitagraph).
Nov. 3.

God’s Crucible (Hodkinson). Sept. 29.

Go-Getter (Paramount). July 28-Aug. 4-
Sept. 29-Nov. 3.

Golden Dreams (Goldwyn). Aug. 4-Sept. 22.

Golden Snare (First National). Aug. 4.

Goldwyn Features. Nov. 17.

Good-Bye Girls (Fox). July 21-Aug. 11- Aug.
25-Sept. 29.

Good Men and True (F. B. O.). Sept. 15.
Good Provider (Paramount). Sept. 1.

Gossip (Universal). July 21-Nov. 10.

Grandma’s Boy (Associated Exhibitors). July 7-

July 21-July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 8-
Sept. 29-Oct. 13-Oct. 20.

Great Alone (American Releasing). July 7.

Great Impersonation (Paramount). Sept. 22-
Nov. 3.

Great Night (Fox). July 28-Sept. 1-Sept. 22.

Greatest Truth (Paramount). July 7.

Green Temptation (Paramount). Aug. 11-
Sept. 8.

Grim Comedian (Goldwyn). Oct. 20.

Grub Stake (Selznick). Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Grumpy (Paramount). July 14-July 21-July
28-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 29-Nov. 3.

Guilty (Independent). Oct. 20.

Gun Shy (Wm. Steiner). Aug. 25-Sept. 22.

Gypsy Passion (Vitagraph). Aug. 18.

n
Hail the Woman (First National). Oct. 20.
Hands of Nnra (Metro). July 14.

Has The World Gone Mad (Equity). Aug. 18-

Sept. 15-Oct. 20.

Hate Trail (Clark-Cornelius). Aug. 18.

Headless Horseman (Hodkinson). July 28-
Aug. 4-Oct. 13.

Headin’ West (Universal). July 28-Oct. 6-

Nov. 17.

Head Over Heels (Goldwyn). July 7-Aug. 4.

Hearts Aflame (Metro). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Aug.
25-Sept. 22-Nov. 17.

Heart of Maryland (Vitagraph). July 28-
Aug. 18-Sept. 1.

Heart of A Texan (W. H. Smith). Sept. 15.

Heart of the Desert (Richard & Flynn).
Oct. 20.

Heart Raider (Paramount). Sept. 8-Sept. 15-
Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). Aug. 18.

Held by the Enemy (Paramount). July 7.

Sept. 15.

Heliotrope (Paramount). July 7.

Hell’s Half Acre (Enterprise). Oct. 20.

Her Dangerous Path (Pathe). Nov. 3, page
125.

Her Face Value (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Her Fatal Millions (Metro). July 14-Aug. 4-

Aug. 25-Sepl. t.

Her Gilded Cage (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

July 21-July 28-Sept. 15.

Her Husband’s Trademark (Paramount). July 28.

Her Mad Bargain (First National). Oct. 13.

Her Unwilling Husband (Pathe). Sept. 1.

Hero (Preferred). July 7-July 21-Aug. 18.

Heroes of The Street (Warner). Aug. 4-

Aug. 18-Sept. 1.

Hills Aflame (Russell). Nov. 17.

His Back Against The Wall (Goldwyn).
Aug. 18.

His Wife’s Money (Selznick). Aug. 4.

Hollywood (Paramount). Oct. 6, page 498-

Oct. 13, page 581-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Homespun Folks (First National). July 21.

Homespun Vamp (Paramount). July 2EL

Home Talent (First National). July 2L
Homeward Bound (Paramount). Sept. 22-

Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Honor First (Fox). Aug. 11.

Hottentot (First National). July 14-July 21-July
28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Oct. 20.

Hound of the Baskervllles (F. B. O.). July 14-

July 21.

Human Hearts (Universal). July 7-July 21-

Aug. 11.

Human Wreckage (F. B. O.). Sept. 22-Sept.
29-Oct. 13-Oct. 20.

Humoresque (Paramount). July 28-Nov. 17.

Hungry Hearts (Goldwyn). July 7-July 28-

Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Oct. 20.

Hunting Big Game in Africa (Universal). July
7-July 14-July 21-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 10.

Huntress (First National). Nov. 10.

Hurricane’s Gal (First National). Aug. 11-

Nov. 10.

I

I Accuse (United Artists). Nov. 17.

I Can Explain (Metro). July 2&
Idol of the North (Paramount). July 2L
If Winter Comes (Fox). Oct. 6, page 498-

Oct. 20, page 664.

If You Believe It, It’s So (Paramount). July 14.

Impossible Mrs. Bellew (Paramount). July 14-

July 21-Sept. 8-Sept. 15.

Impulse (Arrow). Nov. 3.

Inside the Cup (Paramount). Oct. 13.

In the Name of the Law (F. B. O.). July 7

July 14-Sept. 1-Nov. 17.

In the Palace of the King (Goldwyn). Sept.
i 29, page 423.

Invisible Power (Goldwyn). July 28-Sept. 8.

Iron Trail (United Artists). July 7-Sept. 8.

Is Divorce A Failure? (Associated Exhibi-
tors). Sept. 22.

Is Matrimony a Failure? (Paramount). July 7-

July 14-July ?8-Aug. 11.

Is Money Everything? (Lee-Bradford). Sept.

15.

Isle of Lost Ships (First National). July 14-

July 28-Aug. 18-Sept. 29-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-

Nov. 17.

J
Japanese Disaster (Paramount). Oct. 13,

page 583.

Java Head (Paramount). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Oct. 13-Nov. 3.

Jazzmania (Metro). Sept. 22.

Jilt (Universal). Sept. 15-Oct. 20.

Jim the Penman (First National). July 14.

Jucklins (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Judgment (World). Nov. 17.

June Madness (Metro). Aug. 11-Sept. 8.

Just Around the Corner (Paramount). July
28-Aug. 11.

Just Tony (Fox). July 21-Aug. 18.

K
Kentucky Derby (Universal). July 21-July-

28-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Kick In (Paramount). July 14-July 21-July
28-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Kickback (F. B. O.). Aug. 11.

Kid (First National). July 14.

Killer (Pathe). Aug. 18-Sept. 15.

Kindled Courage (Universal). Sept. 15-Nov.
3-Nov. 10.

Kindred of the Dust (First National). July
21-Aug. 25-Sept. 1.

Kingdom Within (Hodkinson). Aug. 11-

Oct. 6.

L
Ladies Must Live (Paramount). July 28-

Oct. 6.

Lahoma (Pathe). July 7.

Lane That Had No Turning (Paramount).
Sept. 8.

Last Moment (Goldwyn). Aug. 11-Sept. 8-

Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Last of Stage Coach Bandits (Enterprise).

Aug. 25.

Lavender Bath Lady (Universal). J«ly T-

Aug. 4.

Law and the Woman (Paramount). July 7-July

21-July 28-Aug. 11-Oct. 27.
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Law of The Lawless (Paramount). Aug-. 11,

page 485-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Leopardess (Paramount). July 14-July 21-

Aug. 11-Oct. 6-Oct. 13.

Light in The Dark (First National) Aug. 4-

Sept. 1.

Life’s Greatest Question (C. B. C.). July 28-

2 5

Light in the Dark (First National). Sept. 29.

Light of the Desert (Fox). July 21-Sept. 22.

Lights of New York (Fox). July 21-Aug. 18-

Aug. 25-Sept. 1.

Little Church Around The Corner (Warner
Bros.). Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Oct. 20.

Little Minister (Vitagraph). Oct. 13.

Loaded Door (Universal). Oct. 6.

Lone Hand (Universal). Aug. 4-Oct. 13-

Oct. 20.

Lone Hand Wilson (Capitol). Sept. 15.

Lone Star Ranger (Fox). Nov. 10.

Lonely Road (First National). Aug. 11.

Long Chance (Universal). Aug. 4-Oct. 20.

Lorna Doone (First National). July 7-July 14-

Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Oct. 27.

Lost and Found (Goldwyn). July 28-Sept. 8-

Oct. 13-Oct. 27.

Lotus Eater (First National). July 14.

Lovebound (Fox). Aug. 4-Aug. ll-'S'ept. 1-

Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Love Charm (Paramount). July 28.

Love Gambler (Fox). July 21-July 28-Aug.
11-Sept. 15.

Love in the Dark (Metro). July 28-Aug. 18-

Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 10.

Love Is An Awful Thing (Selznick). Aug. 11.

Love Letter (Universal). Sept. 15-Oct. 6-

Oct. 20.

Loves of Pharaoh (Paramount). July 7-Sept.
15-Sept. 22-Nov. 17.

Love Special (Paramount). July 21.

Loyal Lives (Vitagraph). Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Luck (C. C. Burr). July 14-Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Lucky Carson (Vitagraph). Nov. 3.

Lucky Dan (Goldstone). Sept. 15.

Luxury (Arrow). Oct. 6.

M
Mad Love (Goldwyn). Oct. 6.

Madness of Youth (Fox). July 14-Sept. 15-

Nov. 10.

Main Street (Warner Bros). July 14. page
153. Sept. 1-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Making a Man (Paramount). July 7-July 28-

Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Making The Grade (W. P. Expl.). Sept. 15.

Man From Downing Street (Vitagraph).
Nov. 3.

Man From Glengarry (Hodkinson). Nov. 17.

Man From Hell’s River (Western Pic. Ex-
ploitn.). Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Aug. 25-Oct. 13.

Man from Home (Paramount). July 7-July
21-Sept. 8.

Man From Lost River (Goldwyn). Sept. 1-

Oct. 27.

Man Killer (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4,

page 382.

Man Next Door (Vitagraph). Nov. 3, page
126.

Man of Action (First National). July 21, page
231. Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Nov. 3.

Man 'S'ize (Fox). Aug. 4-Nov. 3.

Man to Man (Universal). July 7-Aug. 18.

Man Unconquerable (Paramount). July 14-July
21-July 28.

Man With Two Mothers (Goldwyn). Sept. 8.

Man Who Had Everything (Goldwyn). Oct.
27.

Man Who Saw Tomorrow (Paramount). Aug.
4-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Oct. 6.

Manslaughter (Paramount). July 21-July 28-
Aug. 4-Sept. 15.

March Hare (Paramount). Oct. 6.

Marriage Chance (American Releasing).
July 14-Sept. 1.

Married Flapper (Universal). July 28-Oct.
27.

Marshal of Moneymint (Arrow). Sept. 8.

Martin Johnson Jungle Adventures (Selz-
nick). Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Mary of the Movies (F. B. O.). Aug. 4-

Oct. 20.

Masked Avenger (Western Pic. Exploitn.).
Aug. 4-Sept. 1.

Masters of Men (Vitagraph). July 7, page 80,
July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Oct. 27.

Matrimonial Web (Vitagraph). Sept. 1.

McGuire of the Mounted (Universal). Aug.
18-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Merry-Go-Round (Universal). Nov. 3, page
125.

Midnight Alarm (Vitagraph). Nov. 10.
Midnight Bell (First National). July 14.

Midnight Guest (Universal). Sept. 15.
Mighty Lak’ a Rose (First National). July 7-

July 14-July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 25-Sept. 22-
Oct. 27-Nov. 17.

Minnie (First National). Oct. 6.

Missing Husbands (Metro). July 14.

Missing Millions (Paramount). July 7-Aug.
4-Sept. 1-Nov. 3.

Miss Lulu Bett (Paramount). July 7-July 28.

Mixed Faces (Fox). July 21-Aug. 25-Nov. 3.

Money - Money - Money (First National).
Aug. 4.

Money Monster (Peerless). Nov. 17.

Monte Cristo (Fox). July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-

Sept. 15-Sept. 29-Oct. 6-Oct. 27-Nov. 17.

Moonlight Follies (Universal). July 28.

Moonshine Valley (Fox). July 21-July 28-

Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Mother o’ Mine (First National). July 21.

Mr. Barnes of New York (Goldwyn). July 14-

July 28-Nov. 17.

Mr. fillings Spends His Dime (Paramount).
July 7-July 14-July 28-Aug. 25-Sept. 8.

My American Wife (Paramount). July 14-

Aug. 4-Oct. 6-Oct. 13.

My Boy (First National). July 7-July 21-

July 28-Oct. 20.

My Dad (F. B. O.). Sept. 29-Oct. 13.

My Friend the Devil (Fox). July 21-Oct. 6-

Nov. 3.

My Wild Irish Rose (Vitagraph). July 7-

July 28-Sept. 1.

N
Ne’er Do Well (Paramount). July 28-Aug.

4-Sept. 8-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

Nero (Fox). Aug. 11-Aug. 25-Oct. 20.

New Teacher (Fox). July 21-Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Nice People (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4.

Night Horseman (Fox). Aug. 18.

Night Life in Hollywood (Arrow). Aug. 25.

Night Rose (Goldwyn). Sept. 1-Oct. 6.

Ninety and Nine (Vitagraph). July 7-July
14-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov.
10 .

Nobody’s Bride (Universal). Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Nobody’s Money (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

July 28-Aug. 25-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

No Defense (Vitagraph). Oct. 20.

Noise in Newboro (Metro). July 21-Oct. 6-

Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

North of Rio Grande (Paramount). July 28-

Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Notoriety (Weber-North). Sept. 1.

No Woman Knows (Universal). July 28.

Nut (United Artists). Sept. 22.

N’th Commandment (Paramount). Aug. 4-

Sept. 22-Oct. 13.

O
Old Homestead (Paramount). July 7-Aug. 4-

Aug. 25-Sept. 1-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Nov. 17.

Old Nest (Goldwyn). Sept. 8.

Old Sweetheart of Mine (Metro). Oct. 6.

Oliver Twist (First National). July 21-

Sept. 29.

Omar The Tentmaker (First National) Aug.
4-Aug. 11-Oct. 6.

One a Minute (Paramount). July 7

One Clear Call (First National). July 14-

Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

One Exciting Night (United Artists). July 7-

Sept. 29.

One Glorious Day (Paramount). July 7-

Oct. 13.

One of Three (Universal). Sept. 15.

One Week of Love (Selznick). Sept. 15.

One Wonderful Night. (Universal). July 21-

Sept. 1-Oct. 13.

On the High Seas (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

July 21-Sept. 1-Nov. 17.

Only A Shop Girl (C. B. C.). Sept. 8.

Only 38 (Paramount). Aug. 11-Sept. 22-

Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Our Leading Citizen (Paramount). Aug. 4.

Out of Luck (Universal). Sept. 15, page 256-
Nov. 10.

Out of The Dust (J. P. McCarthy). Aug. 11-

Sept. 8.

Outcast (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11.

Over the Border (Paramount). July 28-Aug.
4-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Aug. 25.

Over the Hill (Fox). July 7-July 21- July 28-

Aug. 18-Sept. 15-Oct. 6.

P
Paid Back (Universal). Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Pair of Silk Stockings ('Selznick). July 28-

Aug. 11.

Paramount Pictures. Nov. 3.

Pardon My French (Goldwyn). July 14-July 28.

Parish Priest (Garfield). July 21-Aug. 4.

Parted Curtains (Warner Brothers). July 7.

Passion’s Playground (First National). Aug. 4.

Pauper Millionaire (Playgoers). Aug. 11.

Pawn Ticket 210 (Fox). Aug. 4-Oct. 6-

Nov. 3.

Peaceful Peters (Arrow). 'Sept. 1.

Peg o’ My Heart (Metro). Sept. 1-Oct. 13-

Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Penrod (First National). July 7-July 14-

Nov. 3.

Penrod and Sam (First National). Aug. 25-
Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

Perjury (Fox). Aug. 4.

Pilgrim (First National). July 7-July 14-

July 28-Aug. 4-Sept. 8.

Pilgrims of the Night (First National).
Oct. 13,

Pink Gods (Paramount). July 28-Aug. 25-
Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

Pioneer Trails (Vitagraph). Nov. 3, page
127.

Playing It Wild (Vitagraph). July 28-Sept.
1-Oct. 6.

Playing Double (Prairie). Oct. 13.

Polly of the Follies (First National). July 7-

Aug. 11.

Poor Men’s Wives (Preferred). Aug. 25.

Poor Relation (Goldwyn). Nov. 10.

Power of a Lie (Universal). Aug. 4-Nov. 3,

Pride of Palomar (Paramount). July 7-

July 21-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Oct. 27-Nov. 17.

Primitive Lover (First National). July 28-
Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Prisoner (Universal). July 7-Oct. 20-Nov. 3,

Prisoner of Zenda (Metro). July 14-July 28-
Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 17.

Prodigal Daughters (Paramount). Aug. 25-

Sept 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

Prodigal Judge (Vitagraph). July 28-Sept. 1-

Profiteers (Arrow). Oct. 6.

Purple Highway (Paramount). Oct. 20-Nov,
17.

Q
Question of Honor (First National). July 14-

July 21-Aug. 4.

Quicksands (Selznick). Sept. 15.

Quincy Adams Sawyer (Metro). July 7-July 14-

July 21-July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 1-
Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

Queen of Sheba (Fox). July 28-Aug. 11.

Racing Hearts (Paramount). July 7-July 21-

July 28-Aug. lS-Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Ragged Edge (Goldwyn). Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Rags to Riches (Warner Brothers). July 7-

July 14-Aug. 4-Sept. 8-'Sept. 22.

Ranger and The Law (Capitol). Aug. 11.

Rapids (Hodkinson). July 28.

Reckless Youth (Selznick). July 21.

Red Hot Romance (First National). July 21.

Red Lights (Goldwyn). Oct. 6, page 498,
Red Trail (Standard). Oct. 20.

Refuge (First National). July 21-Sept. 8.

Remembrance (Goldwyn). Sept. 8-Oet. 6.

Remittance Woman (F. B. O.). July 7-Aug.
4-Sept. 8.

Rent Free (Paramount). July 7-July 21-
Aug. 4.

Reputation (Universal). July 28.

Restless Souls (Vitagraph). July 7-'S'ept. 22-
Oct. 20.

Rich Men’s Wives (Preferred). July 28-Aug»
4-Aug. 18-Sept. 29.

Riders of the Dawn (Hodkinson). July 14.

Ridin’ Wild (Universal). July 21-Aug. 4-
Oct. 13.

Right That Failed (Metro). Oct. 13.

Robin Hood (United Artists). Xily 7-July
14-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Romance Land (Fox). July 28-Sept. 1-Oct. 6,

Rosary (First National). Aug. 18.

Rose of the Sea (First National). Sept. 8-
Sept. 29.

Rosita (United Artists). Oct 27, page 740.
Rough Diamond (Fox). Sept. 15.

Rough Shod (Fox). July 7.

R. S. V. P. (First National). July 7-Nov. 3.

Ruggles of Red Gap (Paramount). Nov. 3,

page 127.
Ruling Passion (United Artists). July 21.

Ruse of the Rattler (Playgoers). July 14.

Rustle of Silk (Paramount). July 7, page 81,
Aug. 11-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

S

Saddle Girth (Hans). Nov. 3.

Safety Last (Pathe). July 7-July 14-July 21-
Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-
Nov. 3.

Sage Hen (Pathe). Sept. 8.

Salome (Fox). Oct. 6-Oct. 20.

Salome (United Artists). Nov. 10.
Salomy Jane (Paramount). Nov. 17.

Salvage (F. B. O.). 'Sept. 15.

Salvation Nell (First National). July 28.

Saturday Night (Paramount). Oct. 6.

Sawdust (Universal). Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Nov.
10 .

Scarlet Car (Universal). Aug. 4-Sept. 1-

Sept. 29.

Scars of Jealousy (First National). July 28-
Aug. 4-Oct. 27-Nov. 17.

School Days (.Warner Brothers). July 7-
Aug. 11.

Sea Lion (First National). July 7.

Second Fiddle (Hodkinson). Aug. 4-Oct. 20.

Second Hand Love (Fox). Nov. 3.

Second Hand Rose (Universal). Nov. 3.
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Secret of the Hills (Vitagraph). Oct. 20.
Secret of the Pueblo (Arrow). July 21-

Sept. 22.

Secrets of Paris (C. C. Burr). July 21.

Ceein's Believing (Metro). July 21-Aug. 4-
Aug. lS-Oct. 20.

Self Made Wife (Universal). Nov. 10.
Servant in the House (H. O. Davis). Aug. 26.
Seven Years' Bad Luck (F. B. O.). Oct. 27.
Seventh Day (First National). July 28.

Shadows (Preferred). July 14-july 21-Aug.
4-Sept 15.

Shadows of Conscience (J. P. McCarthy).
Aug. IS.

Shame (Fox). July 28.

Sheik (Paramount). Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Sheik of Araby (F. B. O.). July 7.

Sheriff of Hope Eternal (Arrow). Sept. 1.

Sherlock Brown (Metro). Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

Sherlock Holmes (Goldwyn). Sept. 8-Sept.
15-Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Shirley of the Circus (Fox). July 14-July 21-

July 2S-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Oct. 6.

Shock (Universal). July 7-Aug. 11-Sept. 29-
Oct. 6.

Shootin’ for Love (Universal). July 28-
Sept. l-Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Shootin’ Through (Enterprise). Sept. 8.

Sign of the Jack O’Lantern (Hodkinson). July 7.

Silas Marner (Associated Exhbitors). Aug. 11.
Silent Call (First National). July 7-July 21-

Sept. 15.

Silent Vow (Vitagraph). Sept. 1-Sept. 22-
Oct. 20.

Silver Wings (Fox). July 7-Aug. 18-Oct. 6.

Sin Flood (Goldwyn). July 28-Sept. 1-Sept.
15-Nov. 17.

Singed Wings (Paramount). July 7-July 21-
Aug. 11 -Nov. 3.

Single Handed (Universal). July 7-July 21-
Aug. 11.

Single Track (Vitagraph). Aug. 4-Oct. 20.

Siren Call (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 18-
Aug. 25 -Sept. 22.

Six Days (Goldwyn). Nov. 3, page 127.
Sixty Cents An Hour (Paramount). July 7, page

80-July 21-page 231. Aug. 25.

Skid Proof (Fox). Sept. 8-Sept. 29-Oct. 6-
Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

Skin Deep (First National). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-
Nov. 17.

Sky High (Fox). Sept. 1-Sept. 8.

Sky Pilot (First National). July 21.

Slander the Woman (First National). July 14,
page 151-Aug. 25-Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Slim Shoulders (First National). Aug. 4.

Slippy McGee (First National). Oct. 6-Nov.
3.

Smilin’ On (Standard). Sept. 8.

Smilin’ Through (First National). July 7-July
14-Aug. 11-Sept. 15.

Snowblind (Goldwyn). July 14.

Snow Bride (Paramount). July 14, page 151.
Aug. 4-Sept. 22-Oct. 6.

Snowdrift (Fox). July 28-Aug. 18-Sept. 8-
Nov. 17. 1

Snowshoe Trail (F. B. O.). July 7-July 14-'

Sept. 29-Oct. 13.

Something to Think About (Paramount). July
21.

Sonny (First National). July 21-July 28.

Son of Wallingford (Vitagraph). July 14.

So This is Arizona (W. H. Smith). Aug. 18.
Soul of Hate (Enterprise). Oct. 20.
Soul of the Beast (Metro). Aug. 4-Sept. 15-

Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

Souls For Sale (Goldwyn). Aug. 18-Sept. 15-
Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

South of Suva (Paramount). July 7-Aug. 18.
Sowing The Wind (First National). Aug. 11.

Sparks of Flint (Arrow). Aug. 4.

Speed Girl (Paramount). Sept. 22.
Splendid Lie (Arrow). Sept. 8.

Spoilers (Goldwyn). Oct. 6.

Stardust (First National). Aug. 4-Aug. 18.
Sting of The Lash (F. B. O.). Aug. 18.

Steelheart (Vitagraph). July 7-Aug. 18.
Step On It (Universal). July 21.

Stepping Fast (Fox). July 7-Aug. 11-Aug.
18-Sept. 8-Nov. 17.

Storm (Universal). July 14-Jul^ 21-Aug. 18-
Oct. 6.

Stormswept (F. B. O.). July 21.

Strange Idols (Fox). July 14.

Stranger in Canyon Valley (Arrow). Aug. 18.
Stranger of the Hills (Anchor). Sept. 1-

•Sept. 8.

Stranger’s Banquet (Goldwyn). Sept. 1-

Sept. 15-Oct. 13.

Strangers of the Night (Metro). Oct. 20,
page 664.

Streets of New York (Arrow). Nov. 3-Nov.
10 .

Success (Metro). Aug. 18-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-
Nov. 17.

.
Sunshine Trail (First National). Aug. 11, page

485-Aug. 18-Sept. 15-Sept 22-Oct. 6-Nov.
3.

Super ’Sex (American Releasing). Aug. 18.
Supreme Passion (Playgoers). Sept. 29.
Sure Fire Flint (C. C. Burr). Aug. 11-Sept.

1-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Oct. 13.
Suzanna (United Artists). July 21, page

233-Oct. 6.

T
Tailor-Made Man (United Artists). July 7.

Temptation (C. B. C.). July 21.
Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow). July 7-

Sept. 22.

Tees of the Storm Country (United Artists).
July 14.

Testing Block (Paramount). Aug. 4-Sept. 22.
Texan (Fox). Aug. 18.
That Girl Montana (Pathe). July 21.
Theodora (Goldwyn). July 28.

They Like ’Em Rough (Metro). Sept. 29.
Third Alarm (F. B. O.). July 7-July 14-July

21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 8-Sept.
15-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Third Leather Pushers (Universal). July 14,
page 154.

Thirty Days (Paramount). Aug. 18.
Thorns and Orange Blossoms (Preferred).

Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Three Ages (Metro). Oct. 20, page 664.
Three Jumps Ahead (Fox). July 14-July 28-

Sept. 8-Oct. 13-Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 3-
Nov. 10.

Three Live Ghosts (Paramount). Aug. 18-
Sept. 1.

Three Musketeers (United Artists). July 7.

Three Wise Fools (Goldwyn). Nov. 3, page
125.

Three Word Brand (Paramount). Sept. 1.

Three Who Paid (Fox). July 14-July 21-Sept.
8-Nov. 3.

Thru a Glass Window (Paramount). July 21.
Thunderclap (Fox). July 21.

Tiger’s Claw (Paramount). Aug. 4-Aug. 11-
Sept. 1-Sept. 29-Nov. 17.

To Have and to Hold (Paramount). July 14-
Aug. 4-’Sept. 1-Sept. 29-Nov. 3.

Tol’able David (First National). Aug. 4-
Oct. 6.

Toll Gate (Paramount). Nov. 17.
Toll of the Sea (Metro). July 7-July 21-Sept.

15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Too Much Business (Vitagraph). Aug. 11-
Aug. 18.

Too Much Wife (Paramount). Sept. 22.
Too Much Speed (Paramount). Sept. 22.
To the Last Man (Paramount). Oct. 20, page

664-Nov. 3.

Top o’ the Morning (Universal). July 7-Sept.
1 .

Top of New York (Paramount). Aug. 4-Sept.
l-Oct. 20.

Town Scandal (Universal). Aug. 4-Nov. 10.
Town That Forgot God (Fox). July 7-Oct.

13- Nov. 17.

Trail of The Law (Crescent). Aug. 11.
Trailing African Wild Animals (Metro). July

21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 8-Sept. 29.

Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount). July
7-July 21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 1-

Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Trap (Universal). July 21-Nov. 3.

Travelin’ On (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 18-
Sept. 1.

Trifling With Honor (Universal). Aug. 18.

Trifling Women (Metro). Sept. 8-Sept. 15-
Nov. 17.

Trimmed (Universal). July 7-Oct. 20.

Trimmed in Scarlet (Universal). Aug. 4.

Trooper O’Neil (Fox). July 14-Sept. 29-
Oct. 13.

Trouble (First National). Aug. 4-Oct. 13-
Oct. 20.

Trouper (Universal). July 7.

Truthful Liar (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Truxton King (Fox). July 7-Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Two Minutes to Go (First National). Oct. 20.

U
Unconquered Woman (Lee-Bradford). Oct. 27.
Under the Lash (Paramount). July 7.

Under Two Flags (Universal). Julv 7-July
21-Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Unknown (Goldstone). Aug. 4.

Up and At ’Em (F. B. O.). July 21.

Up and Going (Fox). Oct. 13.

U. P. Trail (Hodkinson). Oct. 13.

V
Valley of Lost Souls (Independent). Aug. 18.

Valley of Silent Men (Paramount). July 7-July
14- Sept. 1-Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

Vanity Fair (Goldv yn). Sept. 15-Nov. 10-
Nov. 17.

Vengeance of Pierre (Independent). Aug. 18.

Vengeance of The Deep (American Releas-
ing). Aug. 11.

Vermillion Pencil (F. B. O.). Aug. 18.
Very Truly Yours (Fox). July 7-Oct. 13.
Victor (Universal). Oct. 6-Nov. 17.
Village Blacksmith (Fox). July 7-Nov. 3.

Virgin Paradise (Fox). July 21.

Voice from the Minaret (First National). July
14-July 21-Nov. 17.

Voice in the Dark (Goldwyn). July 14.

W

Wall Flower (Goldwyn). Nov. 10.

Wandering Daughters (First Natl.) Sept. 22-
Nov. 17.

Watch Your Step (Goldwyn). July 7-July 14-

July 21-Sept. 15-Oct. 13.

Way Down East (United Artists). July 14.

Westbound Limited (F. B. O.). July 14, page
151. Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Sept.
22 .

Westerners (Hodkinson). Oct. 6.

West of Chicago (Fox). July 7-July 14-

Aug. 11-Nov. 10.

Western Blood (Independent). Nov. 10.

What a Wife Learned (First National). July
21-Aug. 4-Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

What Fools Men Are (American Releasing).

July 28-Sept. 15.

What No Man Knows (Equity). July 14.

What Three Men Wanted (Independent).
Oct. 27.

What’s Wrong With The Women? (Equity).
Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Sept. 8.

What’s Your Hurry? (Paramount). July 21-

Aug. 11-Sept. 1.

What’s Your Reputation Worth? (Vita-
graph). Oct. 6.

What Wives Want (Universal). July 14-

Nov. 17.

When Danger Smiles (Vitagraph). Aug. 18-

Oct. 6.
'

When Dawn Came (Producers’ Security).
Aug. 4.

When East Comes West (Goldstone). Sept. 8.

When Husbands Deceive (Associated Exhib-
itors). Nov. 3.

When Knighthood Was in Flower (Paramount!
July 7-Aug. 4-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

When Romance Rides (Goldwyn). July 21-

Oct. 13-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

When the Devil Drives (Associated Exhib-
itors). Sept. 22.

Where is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 22.

Where Men Are Men (Vitagraph). Aug. 11.

Where the Pavement Ends (Metro). July 7-July
14-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

Where the North Begins (Warner Bros.).
Oct. 20.

While Justice Waits (Fox). Aug. 18-Oct. 6.

While Paris Sleeps (Hodkinson). Oct. 20-

Nov. 3.

While Satan Sleeps (Paramount). July 14-July

21-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 1-Nov. 17.

Whistle (Paramount). Nov. 17.

White Flower (Paramount). Aug. 4-Sept. 1-

Nov. 10.

White Masks (W. H. Smith). Aug. 11.

White Oak (Paramount). Aug. 4.

White Shoulders (First National). Aug. 25.

Who Am I? (Selznick). July 14.

Who Are My Parents? (Fox). July 14-Aug. 4-

Sept. 8-Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Why Change Your Wife (Paramount). July 14.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner). Aug. 11.

Why Worry? (Pathe). Sept. 29, page 423-

Nov. 3, page 125.

Wild Honey (Universal). July 21-Aug. 4.

Wild Life (Triangle). Sept. 1.

Wild Oats (U. S.) Aug. IS.

Within the Law (First National). July 14-

Aug. 25-Oet. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Without Compromise (Fox). July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Sept. 8-Oct. 13.

Wise Kid (Universal). Sept. 29.

Without Fear (Fox). July 14.

Wolf Fangs (Principal). Aug. 18.

Wolf Law (Universal). July 7-Oct. 13.

Woman Conquers (First National). July 21.

Woman In His House (First National). July 2L
Woman of Bronze (Metro). Nov. 10.

Woman’s Place (First National). Nov. 3.

Woman With Four Faces (Paramount). July 2L
page 231, Aug. 18-Aug. 25-Sept. l-Oct.
20-Nov. 3.

Woman's Sacrifice (Vitagraph). Sept. 1.

Woman’s Woman (Arrow). Oct. 20.

Wonderful Thing (First National). Oct. 6.

Wonders of the Sea (F. B. O.). Oct. 20-

Oct. 27.

World’s Applause (Paramount). July 14-

Sept. 1-Sept. 15.

World’s a Stage (Paramount). Sept. 1.
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Yankee Doodle Jr. (Cineart). Oct. 20.

Yellow Men and Gold (Goldwyn). July 28.

Yosemite Trail (Fox). July 14-Aug. 11-

Oct. 20.

You Can’t Fool Your Wife (Paramount). July

7-July 14-Aug. 4-Sept. 15-Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

You Never Know (Vitagraph). Aug. 4-

Aug. 11.

Young Diana (Paramount). July 21.

Young Rajah (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 25-Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Your Friend and Mine (Metro). Aug. 4-

Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Youthful Cheaters (Hodkinson). Nov. 10.

Youth Must Have Love (Fox). Aug. 18.

Youth to Youth (Metro). July 14-Oct. 13.

Short Subjects. July 7, page 84-July 14, page

155-July 21, page 234. Aug 4, page 382-

Aug. 11, page 488-Aug. 18, page 569. Sept.

1, page 55. Sept. 8, page 178. Sept. 15,

page 258-Sept. 22, page 350-Oct. 13, page
684-Oct. 20, page 665-Nov. 3, page 128.

Serials. July 7. page 84-Jul.v 14, page 155-July

21, page 234. Aug. 4. page 382-Aug. 11.

page 488-Aug. 18, page 569. Sept. 8 page
177. Sept. 15, page 258. Sept. 22, page
349-Oct. 13, page 584-Oct. 20, page 665.

Comedies. July 7, page 83- July 14, page 155-July

21, page 234 July 28, page 350-Aug. 4
,
page

3bl- Aug. 11, page 487-Aug. 18, page 569.

Sept. 1, page 54-Sept. 8, page 177- Sept.

15, page 257-Sept. 22, page 349-Oct. 6,

page 500-Oct. 13, page 584-Oct. 20, page
665-Nov. 3, page 128-Nov. 10, page 242.

Shoulder Reports
(Continued from Page 386)

7,000. Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard

Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

WHITE FLOWER. (5,731 feet). Star,

Betty Compson. A fairly good picture. Had
good attendance. Draw general class in

town of 3,720. Admission varies. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (294 seats),

Rochester, Indiana.

WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (5,700

feet). Star, Betty Compson. A good picture

about the drug traffic, addicts, etc. Good
moral tone. Attendance good. Town of 3,-

720. C. F. Kreighbaum, Paramount Thea-
tre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (5,700

feet). Star, Betty Compson. A good pro-

gram that pleased all my patrons. Moral
tone okay and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw general class in town
of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal,

Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, Califor-

nia.

Pathe
DR. JACK. (4,700 feet). Star, Harold

Lloyd. A winner for us. Two nights to

very good business, although we didn’t have
to ante over any extra percentage to Pathe
under our buying arrangement. Our opinion :

As good as Grandma’s Boy. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw rural and small town
class in town of 300. Admission 20-30, spe-

cials 22-44. Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.

Theatre (225 seats), Grand Gorge, New
York.

shows every dollar supposed to have been

spent on it and a one hundred percent box-

office production. Will also please any au-

dience. Don’t overpay for this. Charge fifty

cents and they’ll be pleased. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw small town class in

town of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis,

Virginia Theatre (800 seats), Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

Universal
BLINKY (5,940 feet), and OUT OF LUCK

(5,518 feet). Star, Hoot Gibson. In one pic-

ture Hoot Gibson is a sailor and in the

other a soldier, which is the only difference

between the two. Where he is liked, both

are great pictures. Our crowd falls for Hoot
and big audiences greeted and applauded

both pictures. They are good ordinary act-

ion movie melodramas. Moral tone good.

Suitable for Sunday. Draw general class

in city of 15,000. Admission 10-40. Ben L.

Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

OUT OF LUCK. (5,518 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. This picture is six reels of laughs

mixed in with a good plot. Audience like

the star in this type, although they came
expecting to see him in a western. Excel-

lent program picture. Ought to take any-

where. Was afraid at one time during

screening that some of the ex-sailors in the

audience would have to be carried out on

stretchers. They laughed so much. All

went out holding sides. Has good moral tone

and it js indeed suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Drew general class in town
of 1,000. Admission 10-20, 20-40. H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

SHOCK. (8,758 feet). Star, Lon Chaney.
Do not pass up this one. A very vivid

crook melodrama which should please any
class of people. Chaney at his best. T. H.
Whittemore, California.

SINGLE HANDED. (4,225 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. Just fair. Moral tone O. K.
Had good attendance. Draw village and
rural class in town of 400. Admission 25-

15. E. L. Partridge, Pyam Theatre (250
seats), Kinsman, Ohio.

SHOCK. (8,758 feet. Star, Lon Chaney.
Of course this is a wonderful picture, but
our patrons don’t like the type. Too much
tragedy to suit them. We had a pretty fair

crowd. Just got by and that’s all. The
earthquake and fire was well done in the
manner shown with the ‘Shock.” Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Draw
country people and small town class in town
of 2,200. A. F. Jemdns, Community Thea-
tre, David City, Nebraska.

TRIFLING WITH HONOR. (7,785 feet).

Star, Rockliffe Fellows. They ail lived the
ball game along with the actors and almost
roared the roof off in the ninth inning.

Pleased one hundred percent and they told

us so. Packed the house for two nights.

Made good money on it. Another good Uni-
versal. Has good moral tone and may not
be suitable for Sunday on account of ball

game. Had fine attendance. Draw country
and small town class in town of 2,200. Ad-
mission 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community
Theatre (490 seats), David City, Nebraska.

Preferred
HERO. (6,800 feet). Star cast. You won’t

miss anything by passing this up. Very or-

dinary. Had fair attendance. Draw family

and students class in town of 4,000. Admis-
sion 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600

seats), Decorah, Iowa.

United Artists
ROBIN HOOD. (10,000 feet). Star, Doug-

las Fairbanks. A wonderful picture that

Vitagraph
DIVORCE COUPONS. (5,249 feet). Star,

Corinne Griffith. This is different thanks' to

Vitagraph. The addition of the fourth angle
to the “Eternal Triangle” is bound to be
attractive. Pleased eighty-five percent.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw rural and
small town class in town of 286. Admission
10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre (136

seats), Cushing, Iowa.

FLOWER OF THE NORTH. (7,130 feet).

Star, Pauline Starke. Very good and very
interesting from start to finish. You can

buy this reasonable. Book it, you cannot go
wrong. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw-
all classes in town of 1,000. Admission 10-25.

Frank Fera, Victory Theatre (300 seats),

Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

FORTUNE’S MASK. (4,975 feet). Star,

Earle Williams. Fair program picture.

Pleased seventy-five percent. Earle Williams
is a good star, but this picture did not give

him a good chance for using his talent. Suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance. Jack
Snyder, Casino Theatre, Richmond, Iowa.

ISLAND WIVES. (5 reels). Star, Corinne
Griffith. A very good program picture that

seemed to please all classes. Usual adver-
tising brought fair attendance. Draw rural

class in town of 300. Admission 20-30.

Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre (225

seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

ISLAND WIVES. (5 reels). Star, Corinne
Griffith. South sea stuff. How much more of
that stuff do the producers think they make
us swallow? A bit tiresome and cheerless,

still some people said it was wonderful. Draw
mixed class in city of 110,000. Admission 10-

20. A1 C. Werner, Royal Theatre (500 seats),

Reading, Pennsylvania.

MAN OF MIGHT. Star, William Duncan.
If you want thrills and lots of them book
it. Not suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Jack Snyder, Casino, Richmond,
Iowa.

MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star,

Cullen Landis. A good one. Run this one
as soon as you can as it will please I be-
lieve anywhere. Had many favorable com-
ments on this one. Had good attendance.
Draw general class in town of 800. Admis-
sion 10-30. Frank G. Leal. Leal Theatre,
(246 seats), Irvington, California.

MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star
cast. Good. Good moral tone, suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance, drawing all

classes in town of 7,400. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

MASTERS OF MEN. 6.800 feet). Star
cast. We agree with all the other exhibi-
tors who have run this. It is one sweet pic-

ture and it pleases. Did not like the cos-
tumes of the period and while they were
faithful to the times they got a laugh all

through where it was not intended. Had
big attendance. Draw general class in town
of 15,000. Ben. L. Morris, Temple and Olym-
pic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.

MY WILD IRISH ROSE. (7,650 feet).

Star cast. Don’t see how any one can find

anything in this picture to make any noise
about. Used regular paper and heralds.
Draw local patronage. Had fair attendance.
Ernest M. Coweis, Orpheum Theatre, Peli-

can Rapids, Minnesota.

NO DEFENSE. (5,700 feet). Star, William
Duncan. This is a good outdoors picture.

Duncan and Johnson make a good combina-
tion. Ran Semon in “Solid Concrete” with
this and made a good card. In fact, Larry
has them all cheated when it comes to slap-
stick. Draw small town class in town of 2,-

000. Admission 10-25. W. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags Theatre (425 seats), Neillsville, Wis-
consin.

SILENT VOW. (4,600 feet). Star, Wil-
liam Duncan. Good acting, fairly good pro-
gram, but many said not as good as other
Duncans. Not enough of Edith Johnson in

it. Drew good crowd, rental fair. Draw
mixed class in mining town. Admission 15-

25. J. Cleva Jr., Enterprise Theatre (150
seats), Glenalum, West Virginia.

WILD CAT. Star, Alice Calhoun. “Wild
Cat” was surely a fine picture. Miss Cal-
houn surely done some fine acting in this

one. Book it by all means. It’s a one
hundred percent picture in every way. Film
in good shape. Has fine moral and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had fine attendance. Jack
Snyder, Casino Theatre, Richmond, Iowa.
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Makes Prospective Patrons Blow Hard
on a Simple and Good Ballyhoo Stunt

A BOUT every so often someone comes
along with a stunt that is destined for

a place in the advertising Hall of

Fame, and often they do not seem to real-

ize that they have hit something better than
usual.

Lawrence William Carroll, of the Princess
Theatre, Berlin, N. H., is almost casual in

a report of a stunt he worked on Are You
a Failure? recently, and yet it has the mak-
ings of a winner for anyone who wishes to

figure out a connection with a title. Air.

Carroll worked it on the failure story, but
a little thought will hook up to almost any
title.

How He Worked It

Air. Carroll set a box beside the box of-

fice, wired to a switch inside the office.

Within the box was a card for the title and
in front of this a red globe.
From the bottom of the box protruded a

length of hose and an additional card
asked: “Are You a Failure? See if you
can light the lamp by blowing into the tube.
A free ticket if you can.”

This stunt was used for two days in ad-
vance of the picture, and scores of persons
came into the lobby just to try the lamp,
having heard of it from others. The light-

ing of the bulb was controlled by the cash-
ier. who used her own judgment as to the
number of persons who succeeded.
The stunt drew such large crowds that it

was necessary to discontinue the ballyhoo
at the rush hours, partly because the cash-
ier could not attend to the switch, but more
because the crowd blocked the lobby.

Work It Outside

We think this stunt will work even better
in the lobby, with some attendant to handle
the switch, and the crowd it will draw will

be worth the salary paid the attendant, who
should be a reliable person.
We believe, however, that this stunt will

find its greater value as a window attrac-
tion. In this event the tube should be
placed outside the window and the lamp
within. This does not necessitate the cut-
ting of the window, the tube can be af-

fixed to a block set on the window or just
below, or, where there is a ventilator, run
through the opening, ostensibly to run up
through the flooring inside the window.
Wherever it is placed, there should be

an apparent join to a tube inside the window
and running to the box on which the lamp
is set, and which apparently conceals the
mechanism.

Jazz It Up
The stunt can be worked up by having a

number of lights of different colors and dif-

ferent values, a red lamp carrying one
ticket, a green two and an amber a box or
a limited season ticket.

In this case the lights should be worked
so that the red lamp can be lighted first

and held in while the blue comes on, and
perhaps the amber, to convey the sugges-
tion that the greater the inflation the larger
the number of lights set in.

In any event the switches should be han-
dled by someone in the window with a black
scrim lookout which will permit the oper-
ator to see out and yet conceal him from
the crowds.

Properly worked, this can be run into a

local sensation even in the smaller cities,

and it can upset a small town. Of course
in window work the outside tube should be
disconnected except at stated hours.
Be generous in the number of single tick-

ets given out. It’s a good stunt, be willing
to pay for the crowd co-operation.

Here y

s a Hint
From the program of the Palace Theatre,

Hamilton, O., which we read even to the
advertising, we note that in an effort to
boom a comparatively new business street,

the Third Street Business Boosters organ-
ized a dancing party for Hallowe’en Night,
providing two bands and street illumination.
The stores were all lighted to display the
bargains to be placed on sale the following
day.
Here’s a chance to horn in on a similar

local movement, if you can find or
create one. Get them down to the new street,

and get your share of the advertising in

what amounts to a municipal event.
If it is too late in the season for street

dances in your locality, remember the idea
again next spring.

In Search of Youth
A novel contest is being worked in New

Orleans by the Item and the theatre which
has booked Black Oxen. The Item will

run the novel serially and to put it ove'r is

offering prizes for the youngest looking old
man and woman. Of course this calls for
an explanation about the Atherton novel
and the First National play, and is getting
the town all worked up for the engagement.
The start was a showing of stage stars

over fifty who do not loox it, including, of

course, Edna Wallace Hopper, upon whom
the mantle of Lillian Russell seems to have
fallen.

Dan Is Fixed
Dan Roche, one of the original exploita-

tion staff of Paramount, hired to put over
The Aliracle Alan, and who since then has
been in charge of exploitation in the Chi-
cago district and who has achieved some
wonderful results, was let out along with
most of the others in Claud Saunders’ de-
partment in the 'recent Paramount house-
cleaning.

He was immediately engaged to put over
The Hunchback of Notre Dame at the Sam
H. Harris Theatre, Chicago. Having put
over The Covered Wagon in Chicago, Dan
feels a natural pride in his connection with
the two outstanding hits of the current sea-
son and he says he is going to hammer it

over to a fare-ye-well.

Dan doesn’t get his name in the papers
much, but he pulls some wonderful stuff.

He was the first to invade a judicial court
in his campaign for What’s Your Hurry,
when he got one of the slogan banners into

the traffic court, right over the judge’s head,
and we believe that he was the first to get
a 24-sheet bill into the window of an oc-
cupied store.

Universal is to be congratulated upon
having added Dan to its string. He is out
to beat his Covered Wagon record, which
will be going some.

Continuous
First National’s publicity hound, Walter

Enerhardt, writes that Jackie Coogan’s
birthday “is getting to be a national event.”

What he should have said is that it is a con-
tinuous performance.

Earle Hall Payne, of the Kentucky thea-
tre, Louisville, had one the other day to put
over Circus Days and invisted 2,000 young-
sters to a special performance.

Jackie’s press agent is a good sport and
willing to vouch for a birthday 365 days a
year. Wise managers, however, will limit

Jackie to not more than three birth dates in

any one year. The thing can be overdone, of

course.

.4 Goldwyn Release

WE HOPE OUR SINS WILL FIND US OUT IF THEY ARE LIKE THESE
The Dance of the Seven Sins which decorated the panel above the entrance to Ascher’s
Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, for Slave of Desire. This panel is put to as good use as

the foyer in the Howard Theatre, Atlanta.
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Eight Page Special

Was for Main Street
Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman

Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Getting a double truck on Main Street is

so common as no longer to attract atten-

tion, but L. J. Carkey, exploitation agent
for the Schine theatres in Upper New York
State, horns into the news with a stunt com-
manding respectful attention.

SPECIAL J*MAIN STREET” SECTION
INTERESTS OF THE 7H£ATW£-COINC PUBLIC Cf FULTON COWTYEX(XU5IVE1T

FROM THE FAMO

U

S NOVEL By SINCLAIR LEWIS
Consisting of the Biggest and Most Popular Cast of Screen FLORENCE VtflOR and MONTE BLUE, Who Are Sspported

Plsyers E»er Assembled For » Motion Picture. Headed by 'by Hoah Berry, Harry Meyera,' Lenin frandi, «d Othen

THE MARVELOUS PICTURE L||PPfinDf^|U| F TODAY-—

•

PLAYING AtThe n I wU Bi w Iwl ^ tomorrowud Friday

Famoai Gephrr Faririt Torn

Wu B*;tl U Lh Anftlfi

A Warner Brothers Release

THE MAIN HEADING

Hooking in as usual to the local Main
street, he tied the paper to a special Main
Street Section of eight pages, chiefly de-
voted to merchants doing business on that
thoroughfare, but carrying some other ad-
vertising and general news as well as spe-
cial stories for the feature, but the news-
paper gave the entire front page of this

section to the Warner feature, and Carkey
was satisfied with that, being no hog.
Who is going to “see” Carkey’s eight and

raise it to a sixteen?

Balloon Banner Is

Effective Novelty
Joel Levy, of the Capitol Theatre, Read-

ing, Pa., worked something different when
he had Penrod and Sam. He provided a
light cloth banner with the name of the at-

traction and the house, and tied this to a
couple of gas balloons. Waiting for a light

wind, he released it and watched it go float-

ing down Main street.

That was all there was to the idea as it

was originally planned, but Fate took a hand
and played billposter. A cross current at

the local four corners slammed it up against
the cornice of a hotel, and it was two days
before they took it down. Meanwhile the
legend was clearly displayed to all who

B ECAUSE If Winter Comes is too long
to permit a varied program, only an
atmospheric prologue could be used in

conjunction with this Fox release. For this

reason the prologue was made more elab-

orate than usual to combine the elements of

music, tableau and setting that the patrons
of the Mark-Strand have been led to ex-

pect.
_

•

At the opening a tenor in smoking jacket
was disclosed seated in a library chair be-
fore a glowing fireplace, center stage. The
fireplace was backed up by a deep blue
plush cyclorama, and directly above the

fireplace was a transparency picture frame
ten feet deep by eighteen feet across. This,

at opening, was dark, attention being drawn
to the tenor by a lighted floor lamp which
stood beside the chair and by an orange
spot from the side and two orange spots

from the embers of the fire. The tenor sang
the first verse and chorus of the song, “If

Winter Comes,” and as he finished lights

came up in the big picture frame showing
a winter scene, with four drapery-clad girls

as the spirit of winter. An electric fan fur-

nished the wind, and a snow bag overhead
showered down the paper snow as the girls

went through various poses to the accom-
paniment of a few bars of “Holy Night.”

As this dimmed out the Mark Strand Chorus
off stage went through the refrain, the

tenor dozing in his chair. Then a soprano
off stage went through the verse, and the
lights again came up in the picture frame,
showing the four girls in a summer scene,

with a profusion of blossoms. The orches-
tra accompaniment for these poses and tab-
leau was Mendelssohn’s Spring Song.
At the close the first scenes of the pic-

ture were projected, showing winter and
summer landscapes similar to the atmos-
pheric presentation.
Two back drops were needed in the big

picture frame, the first being a winter
landscape and the second one of spring. The
change was made, as described above, while
the chorus and soprano went through the
song. Front lighting was a combination of

deep blue, purple and green, from Mestrum
floods and foots, these being up through the
presentation and until the film went on the
screen.
At appropriate places during the running

of the picture, the chorus off stage sang the
theme-song, each time in a different way
to avoid monotony of repetition. At the
final clinch of the story the chorus swelled
its collective tones to a mighty crescendo,

the final note ending exactly as the title,

"The End,” flashed on the screen. This

effect was good for applause at every de

luxe performance.

cared to read while they ran. They could
read it and walk, for that matter.

And of course Levy ran a hook-up with
the Penrod clothes. It’s a business maker,
if you avoid the lottery feature in awarding
the suit. The best way is to make it a vot-

ing contest, or offer it as a prize in a com-
position or impersonation contest. You may
get away with a lottery, but you can’t ever

tell when some post office inspector will

happen along and just utterly ruin your day
for you. Play it straight.

Here ’s Another
Now it’s the Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma

City, which got a double truck on If Winter
Comes, with seventeen merchants telling

how useful their wares will be If Winter
Comes. Just to be different, we are going
to switch and report only those instances

wherein a theatre did not get a hook-up.

Wore It
When the “original” gown worn by Norma

Talmadge in Ashes of Vengeance was loaned
Julius Hopp, of the Forst Armstrong The-
atre, Rock Island, 111., he put it in a store
window where it could walk around and
show itself off. The motive power was sup-
plied by a girl model inside the dress. It

got much more attention.

Copied
Over in Philadelphia the Bulletin gave

Potash and Perlmutter such a corking good
notice that the Stanley theatre made it the
copy for a larger than usual third day ad-
vertisement in all the papers.
The notice was doubly valuable because

the Bulletin does not rave over amusements,
and the opinion of its critic carried addi-
tional weight.

A Metro Release

TALK ABOUT YOUR LONG, LOW RAKISH CRAFTS! OLD CAP I. KIDD NEVER HAD ONE LIKE THIS
This piratical pulIman was constructed by Howard Price Kingsmore, of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, for Strangers of the Night, and
was sailed up and down Peachtree street and held up the trolley cars. Just above the cornice you will see the lower edge of a pictorial

banner. This was used in the foyer the week before, as shown in the second illustration.
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Merry Go Round Is

Smartly Exploited

A Universal Release

TWO SAMPLE DISPLAYS FROM KEITH AFFILIATEES ON THE “MERRY-
GO-ROUND”

That on the left is from Moss’ Regent Theatre, and on the right is shown the flashy

display on the marquise of Proctor’s 125th Street Theatre, both in New York City.

Most of the theatres appreciated the motion possibilities.

Donated a Feature

to Children's Week
For the recent National Children’s Week

George J. Schade. of the Sandusky theatre
bearing his name, suggested a filming of

Oliver Twist for the opening of the local

observances, and donated the picture, get-

ting his reward in good will and the moral
value of this hook-up with the schools.

Stunts like this do not bring in direct

money, but in the long run they will prove
more profitable than the returns from any
single stunt on a particular picture, since

the effect is far more lasting. It is worth
more than the expense to become identified

with a prominent local movement, and no
-one knows this better than the astute
George J.

Add Browning
Add Tod Browning’s name to the list of

managers who have profited through the

presentation of style shows with Potash and
Perlmutter. It did not cost him a penny
extra, and the co-operating store even threw
in the “Miss New Haven” of the recent At-
lantic City contest as the star of the show.
About $300,000 worth of gowns, golem

figures, were shown during the progress of

the well-rounded little prologue, and the

-only reason Browning did not make more
money was that the fire department would
not let him.

3,000 for $37.50
One of Bill Saal’s ideas for the Missouri

Theatre, St. Louis, was a contest on “Should
a Wife Be a Silent Partner, and Why?”
You could taken either side of the argu-
ment but you were limited to 25 words.
There were $5 prizes each day for five days.

The Times liked the idea so well that it

paid half the value of the prizes, which gave
the Missouri more than 3,000 lines for

.$37.50, or a little more than a cent a line,

which is pretty reasonably cheap for read-
ing notices. Of course the play of that
name was the attraction at the Missouri.

Seared the Cow
Joseph T. Emerling, Paramounteer out of

Omaha, drifted into Norfolk, Neb., to help

Fred Webster, of the Grand Theatre, put

over Hollywood.
He hired a cow for a family pass to the

show,, and used it for the no-bull stunt,

dressing the boy who led her as a farmer,

which required very little make-up.
That’s old stuff, but noticing that the cow

was s fittish, Emmerling chartered a motor-

cycle with a powerful honker and when the

boy and cow had reached the main street,

he came up from behind and scared her into

a runaway. It put a new kick into the an-

tiquity.

Of course if the cow had run down any-

one or had gone through a plate glass win-

dow, the stunt would not have been so good,

but an exploiteer has to take some chances.

Mark A. Luescher, former manager of the
New York Hippodrome, and now exploita-
tion manager for the Keith and affiliated

theatres, reports that Keith managers have
made better than average use of the ex-
ploitation possibilities of The Merry Go
Round, and in one house the manager put
it over so well that it had to be booked for

an immediate return. Harry Mandel and
John Bryan, of the Keith forces, and Joe
Weil, of Universal, collaborated. Practical-
ly every house in the metropolitan district

played to S. R. O. each night.

The general billboard campaign followed
so closely upon the general campaign of

Universal on this picture that the effect was
practically continuous. The individual houses
hooked up to this general campaign in their

own sections. Several hundred thousand
heralds, of various sorts, were provided by
the campaigners.

What Moss Did

Harry Mandel, of the Moss theatres, split

his 24-sheet stands. The, Universal six

sheets were posted either end of the 24-

sheet space and the central twelve sheet

space was given to the vaudeville and to

dating the picture. This made an effective

stand at less than the usual cost.

Four theatres, the Fordham, Franklin and
Coliseum in New York, and the Keith Thea-
tre in Jersey City, used a miniature merry-
several of these operated in New York at

a penny a ride, and one was chartered for

these showings, the owner being provided
with a clown costume. Passes for free rides

were thrown out.

At Proctor’s 125th

Proctor's 125th Street Theatre, New York,
used a very elaborate mechanical display,

and the Hamilton, New York, and the Pros-
pect, Brooklyn, were among others to em-
ploy animated displays. The Jefferson used

a “follow the green line” stunt, starting the

line down the sides of the marquise, under
the canopy and up to the box office, and
Moss’s Regent used a number of devices

including a fanciful billboard shown in the

cut, and a miniature of the Prater.

All of the houses used serpentines, bal-

loons and flags to give the lobby a carnival

aspect and helped the picture make one of

the biggest clean-ups of the season.

A Pathe Release

THIS KEPT BUSINESS UP FOR A TWO-WEEK RUN
This looks like an old castle front made over for “Why Worry,” but it was imposing,

and for two weeks the Main Theatre, Uniontown, Pa., did a fancy business, and

the first week broke the house record, while the second week was close to that.
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A First National Release

BETTER THAN A WINDOW IS THIS DEPARTMENT STORE LOCATION
This improvised studio was located in Indianapolis’ largest department store. If you

thought you looked like Norma Talmadge in Ashes of Vengance and the photographer

agreed with you, he took a few feet for a him for the Circle Theatre.

Resemblance Contest

Used Motion Camera
If you lived in Indianapolis and cherished

an idea that you looked like Norma Tal-

madge, all you had to do a few weeks ago

was to go to the largest department store

and if the photographer thought you

thought correctly, he would grind down a

few feet of film for a showing at the Circle

Theatre. About half of the feminine popu-

lation of the town tried to crash the gates,

but only those who had one per cent, of

chance got a shot.

Ace Berry, manager of the Circle Thea-
tre, had tied the Times to the contest idea,

to help along Ashes of Vengeance, and for

a couple of weeks the Times ran a daily

story with one or more pictures of the con-
testants. Then the assembled film was run
at the Circle and the winner was put into

the “original” costume worn by Miss Tal-

madge and permitted to do some of the

scenes in which the star appears alone, and
this was also shown at the theatre. Beside
the kudos of looking most like Miss Tal-
madge, the winner was given a gold wrist

watch.
When the “original” costume was not

working on the winner of the contest, it was
displayed in a store window with a dummy
of the leading man also wearing an original

costume. The window was nicely dressed
and got a lot of attention.
The pair of stunts were all that were

needed to make exceptional business for the
popular star.

A First National Release

AN EFFECTIVE USE OF DISCS ON WANDERING DAUGHTERS
This was done by the Isis Theatre, Houston, Texas, and the photograph can only
suggest the effect, since the discs were variously colored and were placed so that
contrasts made each more effective. The large circles carry the title and the

others the players.

It’s Nice for John
But Tough on Gloria
When John Harris, who runs the Central

Theatre, “for colored,” down by the railroad
tracks in Dallas, Texas, hooked on to the
Paramount service, he was so pleased that
he took extra space in the negro paper to

tell the world. This is what he told:

JOHN HAHRIS

HE FOUND HIS MATCH

JG3S& L. LASKY

I GLORIA / >

8 SWANSON
IN

'BLUEBEARDS 8- WIFE
gr —

. Sun.. Mon. and Tues., Oct. 21, 22, 23 iC
f

Grand Central Theatre

A Paramount Release

JOHN HARRIS’S AD.

What he meant to suggest was that in

Paramount productions he had found fea-
tures worthy of his patrons, but that is not
precisely what this advertisement suggests.
As a “match” John is all wet and he won’t
light.

Pictures Were Passes
Modifying an old scheme, Sid Lawrence,

of the Regent Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
tied the local paper to a circulation scheme
in which passes to the Regent were given
all persons whose snapshots were printed in
the Sunday picture section.
Only women were photographed and the

photographers snapped many blank ex-
posures to increase the interest, but only
those whose pictures were used were given
passes. Of course the paper played up the
Regent and its attractions.



A First National Release

Has a Questionnaire

to Make for Interest
Tod Browning, of Gordon’s Olympia The-

atre, New Haven, has a local paper tied to

a series of questionnaires along the preva-
lent lines, and to make it really interesting,

Tod refrains from loading it down with
questions about First National stars and at-

tractions, though these are what he is put-
ting over in a way that keeps even the sus-
picious unaware that it is an advertising
stunt. Some days there is nothing about
First National, and there is even advertising
for other companies.

Worked in this fashion you can keep the
stunt going indefinitely and retain the inter-

est, shooting in questions about your own
stars and attractions at the times when this

will do the most good. Browning supplies
a set of twelve questions daily, the answers
to the previous day’s questions being given.

A sample set of questions may give the idea
better: (1) What dancer is regarded as

America’s best dressed woman? (2) What
screen actress is called America’s sweet-
heart? (3) Who is regarded as America’s
greatest coloratura soprano? (4) What
American girl won most fame singing among
the troops in France? (5) Who made the
first American flag? (6) Who founded the
Christian Science Church ? (7) What woman
won fame as the Maid of Orleans? (8) Who
wrote the play, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin?”
(9) What actress is said to have the most
beautiful back in the world? (10) What
woman ruled as Queen of England for sixty

years? (11) What famous actress died re-

cently at the age of 76? (12) Who was the
fair maiden who vamped Marc Antony?
Ticket prizes are given.

Schade’s New Tags
George J. Schade, of Sandusky, worked

a change on the tag stunt for Within the

Law. He had printed up about 3,000 tags

bearing the legend: “Warning! Keep With-

in the Law.” These were not only tagged

on automobiles, but on the bridles of horses

and on bicycles. On the automobiles the

string loop permitted them to be slipped on

radiator caps, which is better than on the

steering wheel or the door handle. It made
an excellent title fixer and helped the pic-

ture to a good business.

Just goes to show that the traffic summons
is not the onlv idea.

November 24. 1923

Human Wreckage Is

a Business Builder
Following a campaign largely taken from

the plan book, Thomas G. Coleman, of the
Galax Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., took a
notable business on Human Wreckage.
This first step was a special showing be-

fore the city Health Commissioner, the head
of the welfare department, the Better Films
Committee, ministers and a few leading citi-

zens.

The Health Commissioner, who is the only
woman holding such a position, gave an en-
dorsement which was quoted in a special

circular letter with matched personal ad-
dresses instead of “Dear Patron,” and was
confined to a limited list likely to pay a re-

turn on such careful preparation.
The Salvation Army was interested and

the value of the picture brought to the at-

tention of religious and educational leaders.

Then a couple of press stories which dealt

with drug habits and were apparently pure
news were slipped into the paper to get an
indirect, but none the less forceful, effect.

Many ministers announced the showing of

the picture during their pulpit announce-
ments and one or two worked the announce-
ment into their sermons.

Likes Lingerie
It is strange that The French Doll is the

first of the Mae Murray pictures to be tied

to lingerie, since dress—and undress—are so

liberally featured in most of these produc-
tions.

It’s strange, but it is true, and now man-
agers are making up for lost time. A hosiery
concern has been tied up to the idea through
the Metro and free stockings have proven
a powerful puller, but many managers have
gone further and have hitched to lingerie

with excellent display results.

Charles Morrison, of the Imperial Thea-
tre,. Jacksonville, grabbed a wonderful win-
dow in a specialty shop on the strength of

the lingerie poses in the stills, and most of

the women who lined up in front of the

window later appeared through masculine
proxies at the box office. Get the women
and they will bring the men.

A SIMPLE SETTING FOR A PENROD AND SAM PROLOGUE
Used by B. W. Bickert, of the Isis Theatre, Houston, Texas. The fence was low
enough to stand while the picture was being projected, the back drop, carrying the

foliage, being taken up to disclose the screen at the end of a vocal interpolation.

Because the First National comedy, Bow
Wow, was in only two reels seemed no good
reason to the Palace Theatre, Fairfifield,

Maine, why it should not be exploited.

Twenty dogs were given cardboard blankets
and paraded through the streets, and twen-
ty dogs make a wonderful parade in the

town at the other end of the Waterville
car line.

A Universal Release

THIS LOBBY DISPLAY WAS SET TO MUSIC, TOO
Frank J. Miller, of the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga„ geared a small organ to the

platform and mounted cutouts from The Merry-Go-Round paper for riders. With the

illumination on a flasher it made a tremendous box office appeal.

Splashed a Short
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A Fox Release

IF WINTER COMES YOU WILL NEED SOME WARM CLOTHES
And a concern in Chattanooga, Tenn., let F. H. Dowler, Jr., of the Tivoli, put this'

display in the window to advertise his attraction and their own line of sweaters and
other Winter wear. He painted the backing and they backed the painting.

Had a Live Lloyd

and Dummy Giant
Making a “production” of Why Worry in

a window next the theatre was one of. the

means the Cameo Theatre, San Francisco,

took to put over the comedy.
Getting an impersonator of Lloyd was a

simple task, but there was no giant the size

of Aasen looking for a job, so they had to

make an extra large suit of clothes and

stuff it with straw.

A Rathe Release

THE WINDOW TABLEAU

Oilcloth backing with compo board wings
gave a realistic prison set, with the addition

of a little straw, and in this setting the live

Lloyd moved about performing short dramas
suggested by the story and keeping the at-

tention of his sidewalk audience.

Penrod Terriers
Penrod and Sam terriers are working well

for managers who take this stunt for ex-

ploitation of the First National picture. Sev-
eral successes have been reported and the
latest chronicle comes from Louisville where
the Kentucky Theatre offered a double of

Penrod’s pup to the child writing the best
500-word story on some dog they had al-

ready owned.
The prize went to a little girl whose

canine pet had saved her from being tram-
pled upon by a pony which had just thrown
her from the saddle. The contest turned up
some surprisingly good copy for the Post.
It was vital to the other children, but the
grown-ups enjoyed the ingenious stories too.

This is cheaper than the Coogan pony and
brings pretty nearly the same results.

Have You Planned Your Exploitation
Stunts for the Holidays? If Not, Better
Start NOW.

Cuts Down a Mat
to Fit a Space

Recently Ben Grim has been discussing
the cut material available for the exploita-
tion of short comedies, and Educational
contributes a display from the Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, in which the house
makes the material fit the space with the
simple application of the saw.

An Educational Release

MAKING A FIT
The half tone is a column cut originally

four and one-half inches deep, which was
too long for the space. Cutting off the

horse’s legs and the foreground does not de-

tract from the attention value of the display,

and does effect a considerable diminution of

space costs. The other cut is used “as was”
since it is a proper fit. One of these is sup-
plied with each Educational.
The comedy gets one-quarter of the en-

tire space, with Ashes of Vengeance for a

leader.

Told the Ladies
Exploiters have to be general handy men

to get a picture over just so. M. Barry,
working for Fox out of Cleveland, went into

Lima for If Winter Comes and not only

delivered a lecture on the story before the

women’s clubs at the local library, but he

wrote a rhymed review for the paper. He
also put on a ballyhoo with a 16-piece band
and boys carrying banners and turned a few
odd tricks in his spare moments.

A First National Release

“ORKANENS DATTER” IS AN ALIAS FOR HURRICANE’S GAL
There is no exact Danish equivalent for “Gal,” so the Little Theatre, Copenhagen,
did the best it could with the language available, and got the idea over. The Little

Theatre is doing first class exploitation work under First National guidance.
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Local Telegram Is

Very Nicely Worked

A First Rational Release

A FRONT FOR ONE PICTURE WHILE ANOTHER IS PLAYING

Dulcy was the attraction at the Broadway Theatre, High Point, N. C, but it had

been so well sold to the public that after the first day the Circus Days front was put

in place for the remainder of the Dulcy run. This tent is a standard drop.

Competing Theatre

Used Six Day Idea
When the Blue Mouse Theatre, Portland,

Ore., ran Six Days it used the large figure
six idea advanced in the press book for the
announcement with “6 Daj^s” as the big
line; the figure crowding the space.

An opposition house liked the idea so well

that it used a similar figure six with “days

more” and the title of the feature it was
showing. John Hamrick, of the Blue Mouse,
did not utter loud shouts of joy over the
imitation, but he found that the opposition
was really helping him put over his attrac-

tion, for people read on to find that Six
Days was not at the other house and came
to the Blue Mouse.

One of the best telegram campaigns is re-

ported by A. B. Crawford, of the Hippo-
drome Theatre, Taft, Calif. He did not merely
hand out telegrams. He took the trouble to
do it so as to get the best results.

He offered to buy forms and envelops
from the Federal Telegraph Co., for use in

the stunt, but the offer w-as turned down. At
the printer’s he found a mat used by some
other advertiser and abandoned in the office.

It showed two towers with a large-lettered
“Radio Broadcasting” and was just what he
wanted. It could not have been better had
he caused it to be drawn.

He filled in the mortise with Courtesy
United Electric Co., Taft, Calif., and got
something that looked really official, though
the United Electric was merely the company
from which he had borrowed a radiola.

The heading was printed in black and a

message extoling The Cheat was printed in

blue in typewriter type with the office check
letters and all the rest, and it was signed by
Pola Negri.
These messages were distributed by the

Western Union Service boys with “United
Radio” hat badges. The messages were not
personally addressed, but the boys were
given slips which the recipients had to sign,

which gave them the weight of a personal
message with infinitely less work. This was
the nicest touch and seems to be original

with Mr. Crawford.
Hooking up to this, a radiola was set up in

the lobby, at no greater cost than credit lines

on the card which announced that they
hoped to pick up a message being broad-
casted by the star. Of course they did, the
same that was sent out on the blanks and
which was sent out through local broad-
casting.

With very little mone}r and a lot of brains
the picture was sold to unusual effect.

rM&i c>CirctR
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Paramount Releases

FOUR PRETTY DISPLAYS FROM THE PALACE THEATRE, EL PASO, ON PARAMOUNT PLAYS
These were planned by William E. Paschall and executed by the house artist. Guiterrez, who fully lives up to his reputation with these

fine showings. The top row shows the displays for Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife and Only Thirty-Eight, while below are the attractors

for The Exciters and Hollywood, that for The Exciters being unusually good with real water for the dive.
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Simple Animation

for Mounted Star

He Had Lights
Because the failure of, the water power

through lack of summer rains caused a ra-
tioning of the electric service in Johns, N.
B., the Queen Theatre found a fine local
angle for a Norma Talmadge play.
The bulk of the advertising in newspaper,

on the boards and in windows was to the
effect that : “Whether the Hydro Service
works or not, we have The Eternal Flame
for three days.”
Eternal flames sounded mighty interesting

to a town where they had to go to bed by
candle light to save the juice, and it added
materially to the business the star’s popu-
larity would have pulled in anyhow. It

served to make good business better, if you
get the idea.

On this page is shown an animated figure

for The Cowboy and the Lady, devised by
Fred Webster, of the Grand Theatre, Nor-
folk, Neb.
These figures are cutouts from the 24-

sheet, and in the lobby a real rope ran from
the rider’s hand to the fiure of the girl. The
photograph is too dark to show the details,

but the figure is mounted on tripod of which
two legs run to the platform below while
the third extends to the rear. These sup-
port an upright which terminates just above
the waist of the rider, and the cutout is

pivoted just below the point of the vest,

permitting free motion.
Back of the pedestal is a fan motor geared

to three wheels to reduce speed. The first

belt runs from the hub of the motor to the

circumference of the first wheel. The hub
of the first wheel is belted to the circum-
ference and the third wheel is connected the

same way.
This third wheel has a peg near the outer

rim to which is fastened a short rod con-
necting with the hind feet of the horse and
as the wheel revolves the horse moves up
and down, like a hobby horse.

It is very simple, yet it gives a far better
attractor than any still pose cutout, and the
rig can be used for many similar anima-
tions. The rod should be pivoted to the
horse’s hoof, to permit the swinging of the
connection as the wheel revolves. This is

simply done with a bolt with a washer be-
tween the rod and the cutout to allow free
play.

Beat ’Em Up
Monday to Wednesday records at the

Garing Theatre, Greenville, S. C., were bad-
ly mangled by The Merry Go Round which
opened the Greater Movie Season for H. B.
Clarke, doing a better business, by several

A Paramount iteieuae

A Rathe Release

THIS ODD ROAD BANNER HELPED TO SELL WHY WORRY
It was one of the contributing factors in an exceptional run for the Harold Lloyd
production. At the bottom of the board is the message “Tivoli, one week. Harold
Lloyd in Why Worry?” It was one of the stunts of F. H. Dowler, Jr, of Chattanooga.

AN ANIMATION STUNT FOR ANY MOUNTED STAR
The original was devised by Fred Webster, Grand Theatre, Norfolk, Neb, for The
Cowboy and the Lady. It was used inside the lobby, but for the photographer it was

moved down to the curb line to get a better light. It involves little building.

hundred dollars, than had been done on
those days for the last couple of years.

A special showing, plus the reclame of the

Greater Movie Season, did the trick.

The lobby was nicely set with a mounted
24-sheet overhead and a three-piece banner
with four legs enclosing the lobby.

Don’t forget to plan a free matinee for the

poor children at Christmas: and another for

your regular clientele.

Why Worry Banner
Had Them Worried

One of the stunts used by F. H. Dowler,
Jr, to put over Why Worry? at the Tivoli
Theatre, Chattanooga, was a novel roadside
banner, apparently placed on the Lookout
Mountain Drive.
The mandatory notice attracted attention

and a lot of persons read the sign, more
through curiosity than because they felt that
they were compelled to. They merely
wanted to see what it was all about, and it

was all about the Harold Lloyd showing at
the Tivoli. This was roughly lettered on a
letterhead of the bill posting company to
make it look different.

He had ten of these along the various
drives for which Chattanooga is noted.
He also got out 1,000 windshield stickers

bearing merely the title, and a number of
cards with both star and title. These last
he posted in the most conspicuous places,
including the front of the newly constructed
eight-story office building of the Tennessee
Electric Power Company. The business
section of the town is so small that every-
one saw it.

With a thousand stickers and as many
goggles, he built up a business that was
close to the record.
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Wasted Space Marks
Chicago Advance Ad
It looks as though someone had wasted

54 lines in this opening grind for Monna
Yanna at the Harris Theatre, Chicago. That
bottom cut is 27 lines deep and we do not
think that it sold one half of one percent,

of one admission. The whole space is a

bit soggy, but this bottom cut seems to be
throwing money down the sewer. That
fancy title is pretty poor, too, but people

might study that for a while, though it

will not get the man who is most desired

:

the man who is not looking for amusement

THEHTRE
DETLRBOJfttATXm<E-

\ LAST TIMES
} TODAY

wmm
\com

5MRTIW8 TOMORROW KISKT
VflLLUSl rex TRESEKTS

The most stupendous production in
the history of motion pictures.

SCENES OF MASS1YE SPLENDOR .

BREATH-TAKING BITS OF BEAUTY,

000 PEOPLE IN THE CKStJ

A Fox Release

MUCH LOST MOTION

and who is caught as he turns the page in

search of something else. That title will

never reach out and grab his eye as it

travels over the page, but it may interest

the amusement hunter. The waste cut

might have been made to do double duty
had the practice followed in the top cut

been used. Had this been mortised to let in

a type, not a hand lettered, “Scene from
Monna Vanna” it would have been the best

selling element in the entire space, for the

man interested in the rather shadowy pic-

ture would have looked around for Monna
and have discovered that the white streaked

lozenge above told about her. Type would
have stood out and would have carried out

the title to the eye where the decorative

plate is more decorative than informative.

Even so small a thing as setting the limited

selling talk in type would have helped more
than a little, but the space is entirely hand
lettered, though other spaces prove that the

'Chicago papers have a good dress of dis-

play in various sizes. The usual explana-

tion of the big town agents is that only
through hand lettering can they get the

effects they desire, but that is an alibi

rather than a real excuse. New York gives

real results in type and any city office will

give as good if the agent is persistent, but
he sends down a few type layouts, does not
get just what he wants, and turns to the

deadly hand lettering forever after. It’s

laziness, not display, that forms the real

reason.

Pittsburgh All Type

Is Neatly Disposed
Pittsburgh, the home of the poorest

amusement advertising in the country, can
occasionally come through. This is an 85

by 2, or about two sixes, for the Cameo
Theatre there, and it is as nice an example
of clean typesetting as you can ask for. It

is not only clean, but it is good display,

^IHIIIIIIIIIIIflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJ

1CAMEO 1
| 5th A ve., Near Smithfield St. |

= CARL LAEMMLE Presents e
EE That Versatile Two-Fisted, Heroic Fighting Farceur EE

! HERBERT RfflLIU I

scribers who get the four page paper will

have to read all of this to get their money’s
worth. Mr. Mclntire is a red hot local
patriot and he probably would not care if

he lost a little on Fairbanks so that he
might brag that his town had the big-city
pictures. If all of the town had the same

ROSE THEATER
Monday and Tuesday—September 10th and 11th

BURLINGTON ONLY
ANNOUNCE THE REOPENING OF THE ROSE THEATRE—ALL REMODELED OUT A.'O OUT -Lip 5TAIRS A.*D DOW I

THE ROSE IS NOW AN EXCLUSIVE WHITE HOUSE CATERING TO AHTTE PEOPLE Of* lubLnli

A United Artists Release

— /no Comedy Thriller by H. H. Van Loan, ==
— America's Leading Screen Writer, ==

= a

THE CLEAN-UP

n =

= With a Saper-Cast including CLAIRE ADAMS, ~
== CLAIRE ANDERSON, HERBERT FORTIER, =
= MARGARET CAMPBELL and FRANK FAR- =
= RINGTON. =

McINTIRE’S FLYER

intense local pride, Burlington would be
even bigger, but Mr. Mclntire is doing the
best he can. We don’t think he lost money
on Robin Hood with a campaign such as
this and with a 35 cent top. It would be a
waste of opportunity not to see it.

Reverse Panel Is
= CENTURY COMEDY! INTERNATIONAL NEWS! I

Lucille Hale Presides at Giant Wurlitzer =

Universal Release

NICE TYPE DISPLAY

and it comes from a town where the agents
say they cannot get good type work, so
they get worse hand lettering. Frost of the
Rowland and Clark houses, is winning his

battle with the comps, the same of the
other houses work in type, and now the
Cameo gets into a line with a display that
possesses ten times the value of the sort of
hand lettering you get through poor press
work. When they can get such results from
the comps, why do they keep on paying
money to artists to muss up the spaces?
Darned if we can answer our own question.

Rose Blooms Again

in Full Page Size
Just to prove that his home town of Burl-

ington. N. C., is no slouch of a city, W: C.

Mclntire shoots a page to announce the
reopening of his Rose Theatre in that
miniature metropolis of the South. North-
ern managers will be interested in the an-
nouncement that the Rose is to be exclu-
sively white. He even draws the line at

negro nursemaids. We gather that the
Rose has previously opened a negro gallery.

At any rate it is white enuogh now to

please even a klan^man of the K. K. K.
There is a lot of reading in this space, but
there is more time to read, and most sub-

Good as a Novelty
This display from Washington, D. C., is

better in the reproduction than in the
original since the color values will be
stronger than in newspaper work where poor

.1 United Artists Release

A NOVEL LAYOUT

blacks and a yellowed print paper give a

negative result. That white rose is worth
a dozen scene cuts, and the title works in

better than where there are figures to dis-
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rract trom tne attention. The slogan, over

to the left, sinks in a little, but Griffith's

name comes out fairly strong and for a

change of pace this forms a decidedly good
appeal. It is hardly something to be worked
week after week, but it is good for once.

We particularly like the way the signature

is worked in at the top. The first three

letters of the house name solder the sig

to the plate. More white space there might
have cut the signature off, but this is a part

of the plate without actually running into it.

Circle Still Wastes

Its Display Spaces
While the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis,

turns out some very good advertising, we
think that it wastes a lot of space down at

the bottom of its advertisements. It strings

out the smaller features to undue length
and increases the space bill beyond the

point where the extra space can possibly

LAST TIMES
TODAY
TO SEE
JACKIE
COOGAN

‘CIRCUS
DAYS"

VIVID romanco Orleanc—th«
1 reputation

—

THE mighty Mississippi overflowing its

banks—the roaring inferno of o devas-
tating forest fire—a modem newspaper plont
at precstimc. These tcenes form the back-
ground for this most powerful photodrama.

77/OS. II. INCE PRODUCTION

MAY McAVOY—LLOYD HUGHES
And an Eicellcnt Supporting CaBt

A First National Picture

OVERTURE
‘POET and PEASANT”

MODEST ALTSCHULER
MUSICAL DIRECTOIl

A JUVENILE COMEDY
"YANKEE SPIRIT”
ilh Den Alexander and Kid SL

A CIRCLE TRAVELOG

CIRCLETTE OF NEWS

mac

t First National Release

TOO LONG BY FAR

bring extra returns. Beyond the point of
visibility, extra space can sell extra money
only when it is used to further argue in

favor of a sale. Were this not so, it would
be the simplest matter in the world to buy
a full page and sell four times as many
tickets as you can in a quarter page. That
would be a very delightful condition, but
unfortunately it does not exist, and there
is always a point at which excess space be-
comes waste. This is reached when you
exceed the point where your space is needed
to put over ypur argument. It is a waste-
ful policy to “save” space by not taking suffi-

cient room in which to note the added fea-

tures, but it is just as wasteful to take too

much space for these smaller details. By
doubling up. the small stuff could be as well

carried in an inch or an inch and a quarter

instead of the two and a half inches re-

quired here, so that some 50 or 60 lines are

added to the cost without compensating re-

turn. It would even be better to pull in

the space and add white above and below,

since that would at least add to the attrac-

tiveness of the display.

Cult Waste Saved by

Well Placed Title
This cut for Scaramouche in the display

for the Chicago opening at the Woods’
Theatre, does not give a very good repro-

duction. You can make out the figures and
the crowds, but there is nothing sufficiently

distinct to do real selling, though the cut

does serve efficiently as attractor to the space
and the title is so well played up in a re-

verse strip that it gets over with both feet.

Often a reverse title wastes money but here
it is a real display and gets the attention for

the smaller matter. It is all hand lettering,

but it is fairly legible. Probably it looked
li . e too much of a job to set type in all

those mortises, but type could have been
set to fit and then pasted onto the line lay-

ITOWGHT
iTHEfl .TWICE DAILY

^PRICES^-
MIGHTS (WDSAT.MATS

50« 75< $|op $|50

OTHER MATS 50< i
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ALL 5EATS RESERVED

HOW SELLING

A Metro Hr lease

A WELL-PLAYED TITLE

out with comparatively little trouble once
some printer is educated to the idea. Nel-
son Bell often does this for the Crandall
houses ' in Wasliington with unusually neat
results, and if he can, anyone else can.

A Full Display Is

Still Attractive
By the best standards of advertising, this

space from the Temple Theatre, Toledo, is

too full of type and cut. There is too much
talk and too little white space. That’s ac-
cording to the rules, but as a matter of fact
the rule is shot to pieces because there is

good display in spite of the apparent over-
crowding. This is largely because the title

and star are segregated from the rest of
the space by the cuts, and yet joined
through the type run-down from the title to
the support display below; a layout, by the
way, which gives the fullest display to the
star and permits equal capital to be
made of the well-known support. This is

about the only excuse for the smaller cut
over to the left. It probably will sell few
tickets, but it serves its purpose in playing
up Arliss and the drama, and probably does

this better than would white space with this

particular arrangement. It just helps to

prove, if proof were needed, that there is

no rule that is so hard and fast it may
not be disregarded if this is done as in-

Goqpess
— ti. jii, I Rpsiutv
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Thrilh! Beauty.

Drama !
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ALICE JOYCE. #;•
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HARRY T. MOREY .jgU
Ttmr nl Shell,

m

’

SPECIAL
ADDED FDATUR’

JAPANESE
EARTHQUAKE

HulLdawt —
CHILDREN

A Goldwyn Release

FULL, BUT READABLE

telligently as in the present instance. The
placement of the larger cut is a little awk-
ward. The star has his back turned on his

space, which is poor practice, and yet, if the
cut were shifted to the left he would not
come into the space much better, so it is

just as well to let the title run into the cut
as to let the cut look at the title. Ordinarily
it would be better to put the cut over to per-
mit the eye to pass over the cut to the title

since all reading is done from left to right.

A considerable space saving is effected
through cutting the foot of the girl into the
border. It gives a full quarter inch to the
entire space since the foot sticks out a half

inch beyond the rest oi the cut.

Plays Small Features

Equal to Big Length
It is a healthful sign when a theatre like

the Apollo, Indianapolis, plays up the smaller
features with proper distinction. This is

the lower third of a recent display in which

.4 Pathe Release

PLAYING UP BACK STAGE
this part is wholly given over to the Our
Gang comedy. This portion of the space is

about five inches deep across three and it

gets just as much display as the dramatic
feature.
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Wh the AdvepXising Brains
The Unusual ,

andNovel in promotionAids

U NIVERSAL always has had the

reputation of giving the exhibitor

just about everything he needed to put
over a picture properly, and recent

issues of Universal campaign books do
nothing to impair that reputation. In

fact, some of the books published in

the past few months, especially those

on Universal “Super-Jewels,” add
further laurels to the crown of

Universal showmanship.
We have made an intensive and ex-

tensive study of press books, and it

strikes us that the campaigns prepared
by Universal are about as top-notch
as any.

Last week we stated that Goldwyn
was the only company, to our
knowledge, issuing a supplementary
promotion book. The statement still

stands, but we forget to mention that

Universal publishes the Universal

Weekly, in the pages of which are

reproduced many of the stunts that

have been tried and proved by ex-

hibitors playing Universal pictures.

But this periodical is mailed to all ex-

hibitors, and deals with no picture in

particular. The Universal Weekly
carries advance promotional dope on
all of Universal’s product, including

short stuff.

GETTING back to press books, let

us consider those issued by
Universal on “The Acquittal.”

Here is a complete compendium of

ideas that ought to furnish any ex-

hibitor, small-town or big city, with
enough material to help sell seats in a

CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

The keynote of the whole campaign on “The
Acquittal.” The elements of suspense and
mystery have been retained in almost every
piece of promotional matter. Good show-
man-psychology that should sell plenty of

seats.

thoroughly satisfactory manner. Not
only is the general run of stuff prac-
tical, but also there is such a variety
of ideas as to suit any showman.

THE campaign is included in three
parts. A four-page, two-color

plan book, a section devoted to news-
paper ads. and a publicity clip sheet.
Each is separate from the other, but
together they form a whole.

THE front cover of the campaign
book is a selling talk to exhibitors,

and it contains a layout that might be
adapted to a newspaper ad. Several
of the cuts that form the layout are
available at U exchanges—pictures of
characters in the story. We might
suggest here that it would have been

a better plan to print this cover in red

and black instead of blue and black, as

has been done. The blue makes it

more difficult to reproduce any of

these illustrations direct from the

press book.
The inside pages of the campaign

book contain information regarding
the picture, as well as exploitation

ideas and suggestions and reproduc-
tion of the heralds. Heralds on the

“Acquittal” are made in three different

styles—one a teaser “coming” throw-
away, another a novelty “Injunction”

ordering the recipient to “court,” and
the third a four-page, two-color
miniature newspaper. Incidentally,

these miniature newspaper heralds

seem to be growing in popularity.

The back page contains two-color
reproductions of the posters, lobby
displays, etc. The line of paper in-

cludes one 24-sheet, two 6-sheets, three

3-sheets, three 1 -sheets and a window
card.

An unusual lobby-card idea is also

presented, a sample of which is re-

produced in these columns. As the

press book says, “Order the whole set

of 11x14s and use the six which show
in the lower left hand corner inserts

of the principal characters.

“Get six pieces of compo or heavy
matt board, one-sheet size (28x42).

Make one opening for an 11x14 lobby

card in each. Paint the whole board

an even neutral background color for

lettering, as shown in the illustration."

Copy for each of the six lobby cards

is embodied in the press sheet. This

is a good idea, and helps carry out the

Reproductions of rough sketches of the twenty-four and two of the three-sheets. Sketches not fully lettered, but posters are.. Twenty-
four carries big display line at top, “Who killed Andred Prentice.” Entire line of paper stresses key note of mystery and should prove

excellent helping to get customers for theatres that run the picture.
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The OtherMan
Foster - brother of the
accused man himself
one of the accusers,
is Robert Armstrong
acting in the interest

of justice or is it

because he loves his
brothers beauuful wife?

Whos Guilty?

Reproduction of unusual

lobby-card idea. Six of the

11 x 14j have inserts of the

l lain characters and the press

look contains copy for each
to be lettered on boards the

size of one-sheets, as illus-

trated herewith. Stunt may
be adapted to other pictures

also.

Front cover of the four-page
miniature newspaper herald.

Exact size 9% x 12%. Head-
lines printed in red. Plenty
of room for theatre imprint
on back page. A good herald
idea that has been used
successfully on several
pictures, and which seems
to be gaining in favor.

SPECIAL EXTRA
11yt Simje£.

SCANDAL HINTED IN THE ACQUITTAL

Mrs, Kenneth Winlhrop

WEDDING SCANDAL
REPORTED BY

element of suspense and mystery.
The idea may also be adapted to other
pictures.

THIS element of suspense and
mystery is the keynote of the

whole campaign. It’s good showman-
psychology to advertise “Don’t tell

vour friends how it will turn out

they’ll never guess.”

The suspense and mystery idea have

been carried out in virtually all of. the

newspaper ads., which are found in a

1 separate four-page section of the com-

plete campaign. There is a plentiful

I

assortment of newspaper ads., both as

i

to number, subject-matter, type and

style. Twenty-four ads. are repro-

|

duced, exclusive of seven teasers. This,

|

we believe, is more than the number
usually prepared by most other com-

panies.

One thing we like particularly about

the assortment of ads. is that several

;

samples of strong type ads. are given

;

one thing we don’t like about the ad.

line-up is that our old bugbear, “credit

lines,” is very much in evidence.

THE publicity clip sheet on “The

Acquittal” is indeed comprehen-

sive. It contains stories of all descrip-

I tion—reviews, notes, advance stories,

i etc., and one or two very good feature

stories. One little thing we notice in

the publicity clip sheet is that the

scene cuts, of which there are quite a

number, have hand-lettered captions,

Universal’s “A Lady of Quality” press book
contains some mighty good newspaper ads,
especially as regards art work. The illus-

trations are uniformly high class and are
mostly from the pen of Mon Randall, who
has done some of the best things in this

business, in an advertising art sense.

which have to be cut off by newspapers
if they do not care to use the caption

prepared.

We haven’t swerved in our convic-
tion that it would be better to have
these captions set in type, and just

one added reason is that, for instance,

in one one-column cut we observe, the
cut itself is three inches deep and the
caption takes up almost another inch

of space. These days extra inches
mean a lot in newspaper pages, and
we believe that all scene cuts would
get a bigger circulation if not encum-
bered by hand-lettered captions—if

not handicapped by that “extra inch.”

I
T’S not an easy matter to exactly
place the credit for Universal press

sheets. There’s P. D. Cochrane,
George Brown, Paul Gulick and others
who all probably have a hand in pre-

paring each campaign
;
not to forget

Joe Hirt and Ben Wells, poster artists;

Henry Clay Bate, Don Walk, Paul
Perez and others. Anyhow, they’re a

gang of good showmen

!

THERE’S a story which may be

old, but which the advertising

men of this business will appreciate

particularly. Here it is : A certain

film magnate was looking over a one-

sheet prepared by his advertising

manager. “Huh,” he said, “that’s no
good. I’ll write you copy for a one-

sheet !”

So the magnate wrote two closely

typewritten pages of copy and showed
it to the advertising man.

“Fine,” said the ad. man. “What
we can’t print on one side we’ll run

on the other side.”

“You’re fired,” said the magnate.
“Such ignorance. Anybody knows
that one side of a poster is pasted

against the wall.”
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“Under the Red Robe”

Cosmopolitan Offers Magnificent Version of
Historical Novel of France in the Days

of Cardinal Richelieu

lit viewed l>y C. S. Sewell

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Heralded as what is believed to be the
first motion picture costing $1,500,000 to pro-
duce. Cosmopolitan is presenting “Under the
Red Robe,” an adaptation of Stanley Wey-
man’s popular historical novel, for an in-

definite run at the Cosmopolitan Theatre,
New York.
With what is said to be absolute accu-

racy to the original, whole blocks of Paris
streets of the seventeenth century have
been duplicated together with rooms in the
palace of King Louis XIII at Fontainebleau,
even including two famous paintings by Ru-
bens, as well as the magnificent exterior
and the entrance hall and grand staircase
of Cardinal Richelieu’s palace and the in-

terior of another famous palace. Against
such backgrounds are large numbers of

women gorgeously gowned according to the
elaborate mode of the period when the king
thought more of the grandeur of his court
than he did of statecraft and when Rich-
elieu even undertook to surpass him in the
grandeur of his entourage. There are also

a great many men-at-arms in the gorgeous
liveries of king and cardinal with their

coats-of-arms, magnificent laces and em-
broideries that vie with the gowns of the
women.
The story is one of intrigue which involves

the plotting of the king’s brother to secure
the throne, and of the king’s family to end
the almost despotic sway of the powerful
cardinal. Through the assistance of a dash-
ing soldier of fortune, the cardinal succeeds
in winning out against his enemies. The
romantic interest is supplied by a love af-

fair between the hero and the sister of one
of the plotters. The title refers to the car-

dinal’s garment.
It will be seen that the story follows along

somewhat familiar lines for historical cos-
tume romances. While interesting, it some-
how does not seem to develop any very great
punch or powerful hold on the spectator, al-

though there are several effective individual

scenes, as for instance the running fight of

soldiers on horseback in a shallow stream

;

the attempts of the faithful retainer to save
his master, ending in the servant and a sol-

dier plunging over a high cliff
;

and the
touching scene where Richelieu, temporarily
shorn of power, finds himself deserted by
his army of sycophants. It would seem
that greater stress has been placed on the
magnificence and accuracy of the production
for its drawing power than upon the dra-
matic values of the story, but by no means
is the story uninteresting. This same idea
would also appear to be responsible for the
fact that in bringing out the other elements
of the picture so much footage has been
used that the hold of the story is weak-
ened, with the result that there is an im-
pression of too great length, which judicious

cutting would improve by tightening up the

action.

A newcomer, John Charles Thomas, well

known as a singer in concert work and in

light opera, has the role of the swashbuck-
ling hero and creates a good impression.

Alma Rubens in the leading feminine role,

with quite limited opportunities, does ef-

Barefoot Boy, The (C. B, C.)

Flaming Youth (First National)
Leavenworth Case, The (Vita-
graph)

Mask of Lopez, The (Monogram)
Our Hospitality (Metro)
Pleasure Mad (Metro)
Steadfast Heart, The (Goldwyn)
Under the Red Robe (Goldwyn)
Virgin an. The (Preferred)
Way of a Man, The (Pathe)
White Tiger (Universal)
You Can’t Get Away With It (Fox)

fective work. The other featured player,
Robert B. Mantell, the well-known stage
tragedian, appears as Richelieu, and while
he gives a good performance, does not seem
at all times at ease before the camera. Gus-
tav von Seyffertitz is excellent in the role

of Cion. The lesser roles are creditably por-
trayed by a well-selected cast.

Cast

Gil Beranlt John Charles Thomas
Cardinal Richelieu Robert II. Mantell

Renee Alma Rubens
Father Joseph Sydney Herbert
Duke of Orleans William H. Powell
Duchess of Chevreuse. ... Genevieve Hamper
Kin;*; Louis XIII Ian MaeLaren
Anne of Austria Mary MaeLaren
Marie de Medici Rose Cogrhlan

I)e Coeheforet Otto Krngei
Mine, de Coeheforet Evelyn Gosnell

Cion Gustav von Seyffertitz

Luis Martin Faust
Captain La Relic Vrtliur Houseman
Jean Charles Judels

Captain of Cardinal’s Guard. . Vndrew Dillon

Captain of King’s Guard \rthur Dewey
Lieutenant of King's Guards ... Sidney Booth

Based on novel by Stanley Weyman.
Scenariozed by Bayard Veiller.

Directed by Alan Crosland.

Photographed by H. Wenstroin and

G. Warrenton.

Length, feet.

Story

Just at the time that Cardinal Richelieu
had risen from an obscure priest to be prime
minister of France under the weak, foppish
King Louis XIII, Gil de Berault, an impecuni-
ous gentleman noted as a swordsman, disre-
gards the Cardinal’s orders against dueling
but is given the chance to save his life if

he will capture de Coeheforet, who is plot-
ting against the king. Gil sets out on his
mission and captures de Coeheforet. but,
falling in love with his sister Renee, sets
him free and returns to the Cardinal to take
his medicine. In the meantime the king's
brother, the Duke of Orleans, causes the
weak king to dismiss Richelieu, but gets in

a fight discovers proof that Orleans is a
traitor, and when this is presented to the
king, Richelieu is returned to favor and Gil

is praised for his great service to the crown
and “sentenced” to marry Renee.

“The Leavenworth Case’

Vitagraph Offers Absorbing Entertainment
in Screen Version of Famous Mystery

Reviewed 1, > C. S. Se„ell

During her long career as an author of
mystery stories which have achieved great
popularity, Anna Katherine Greene has
probably written none which is more baffling

than one of her earliest works “The Leaven-
worth Case.” This story has been transferred
to the screen with unusual fidelity by Charles
Giblyn as a Whitman Bennett Production
and is being released by Vitagraph.
Almost at the first flash you find yourself

face to face with a seemingly unsolvable
mystery and from then on, with no waste
footage, your interest is held tensely until

the final and thoroughly satisfactory solu-

tion. The tremendous suspense of the
original story has been even increased in

the screen version, with the result that you
find yourself continually on the alert, watch-
ing the unfolding of the story and waiting
intently for the explanation of how and by
whom the mysterious murder was com-
mitted. Few will be able to guess with any
degree of certainty the identity of the guilty

party. Here is absorbing and exciting en-
tertainment for all who like a good detective-
crime-mystery story—and who does not? Xo
matter if it does follow along somewhat
familiar lines.

Credit should go to Director Charles Giblyn
for the manner in which he has handled this]

production
;
there is excellent continuity and

a heightening interest, with no side issues to

divert your attention from the main problem.
Seena Owen in the leading role, as the niece
under suspicion, gives a fine performance
and Martha Mansfield is satisfactory in the '

unsympathetic role of the other niece. .

Wilfred Lytell as a mysterious character and
Bradley Barker as the hero do good work.l
Paul Doucet as the secretary is. however,!
at time camera-conscious and inclined to]
overact.
Don’t overlook this one as a box-office i

bet. if jour patrons like mysterj- stories.

Cast

Eleanor Leavenworth Seena 0„en
Mary Leavenworth Martha Mansfield

Anderson Wilfred Lytell

Raymond Bradley Barker
Harwell Paul Dcueet
Leavenworth William Waleott
Dinah Francis Miller Grant

Thomas Fred Miller

Based on novel by Anna Katherine' Green.
Directed by Charles Giblyn.

Length, feet.

Story
When Ira Leavenworth, a rich old recluse,

fails to appear for breakfast, his two nieces.
Eleanor and Mary Leavenworth, with the aid
of his secretary. Harwell, break into the
sound-proof study and find Leavenworth
dead, a bullet hole in his head. Suspicion
points to Eleanor and then turns to a mys-
terious visitor who had spoken with Leaven
worth before he was slain. Raymond.
Leavenworth’s attorney, and who is in love
with one of the nieces, intercedes with the
District Attorney and gets him to delay

' making of arrests. He then engages one of
the most famous private detectives in New
York to conduct an investigation. Eleanor
is cleared of the crime and the real culprit
confesses.
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“Our Hospitality”

Buster Keaton’s Second Metro Feature Has
Novel Theme and Is Unusually

Entertaining Comedy
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Buster Keaton’s second production for

Metro, “Our Hospitality,” confirms the im-

pression made by "The Three Ages,” that

excellent judgment was used in presenting

him in comedies of feature length. It is a

picture that should satisfy all kinds and
classes of patrons and cause them to leave

the theatre smiling, consequently it should

prove a big box-office winner.
“Our Hospitality” contains melodrama,

farce, straight comedy and burlesque, all

dovetailing smoothly into an entertaining

picture, with a climax that while containing

fine touches of comedy goes the average
thriller “one better” from the standpoint of

stunts and thrills.

Aside from its other points of appeal, here

is a picture that you can promise your au-

diences is absolutely different. The intro-

duction of a reproduction of one of the

very first railroad trains, with a dinky little

engine like the modern stationary engines

and coaches that resemble old-fashioned
horse-drawn carriages, is a decidedly novel

idea and gives opportunities for many orig-

inal and highly amusing comedy touches.

The theme itself, which in a good natured
way succeeds in getting a lot of fun out of

a Kentucky feud situation, is an unhack-
neyed one. Buster finds himself in the home
of the other faction but “our hospitality,”

as explained by the leader, will not permit
his being attacked until he leaves. In his

schemes to circumvent their vengeance,
Buster has a fine chance for the kind of

I

comedy work for which he is noted.
There is a real plot which is never lost

sight of, and there is excellent continuity,

the comedy situations and chase ending in

the big thrill scene where Buster not only
is saved by a log to which he is tied getting

caught just as he goes over a high falls and
his “daredevil stunt” in swinging out and
grabbing the heroine in mid-air after she
has actually gone over the falls, are con-
sistently developed, none of the action be-
ing just dragged in for effect.

Buster has a typical Buster Keaton role

and gives an excellent performance, his

unique type of comedy showing up to ad-
vantage, while naturally he is almost the
whole show, he is ably assisted by his wife,

Natalie Talmadge, who makes a good im-
pression as the heroine, and others whose
names appear in the cast, all of whom enter
into the mood of the picture and give good
performances. This is certainly a Keaton
cast, for in addition to Buster and Natalie,

Buster Keaton, Jr., as a one-year-old baby,
I will especially delight the feminine patrons.

Cast

|

William McKay Buster Keaton
Virginia Canfield Natalie Talmadge
The Baby Buster Keaton, Jr.
Lem Dolittle, engineer Joseph Keaton
Aunt Mary Kitty Bradbury

• Joseph Canfield Joseph Roberts
James Canfield Leonard Clapham
Lee Canfield Craig Ward

! Clayton Canfield Ralph Bushman
John McKay Edward Coxen
Rev. Benjamin Dorsey Monte Collins

1 Mrs. McKay Jean Dumas
Sam Gardner, conductor James Dutty
Based on story by Jen Haver, Joe Mitchell

and Clyde Bruckman.
Directed by Buster Keaton and Jack

Blystone.
Photographed by E. Lessly and G. Jennings,

Length, G,220 feet.

Story
On the death of his father in a Kentucky

1| feud, William McKay, then a baby, is taken
i to New York by his mother to save his life.

Growing to manhood, he receives a call to
return home and claim his father’s estate,

j

It is now’ the year 1830 and Buster starts out
;

on a dinky little train with cars resembling'
st,ag-^ coaches. He meets a charming girl,

! and on arriving in Kentucky it develops that

I

she is a daughter of one of the feudists. Mc-
Kay is invited to dinner and finds he is in

the hands of his enemies who are going to

shoot him, but their code causes them to

wait until he leaves their home. Then fol-

lows a series of humorous situations in

which he does all kinds of stunts to either

stay there or get away unobserved. Finally

he gets away in hoopskirts. A chase follows

in which the little train figures, ending in

McKay being swept down a stream through
the rapids and over high falls. He is saved
by a log and later rescues the girl who has
followed them. His enemies, returning home,
find that McKay and the girl have found a
preacher and are being married. Reconcilia-

tion occurs and McKay takes from his cloth-

ing about a dozen guns that he had swiped
from his enemies’ arsenal.

“The Virginian”

Excellent Production of Famous Novel
Offered by B. P. Schulberg Through

Preferred Pictures

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

As entertainment and as a box-office mag-
net, "The Virginian” is a splendid offering.

Preferred Pictures has accomplished some-
thing that will interest a tremendous num-
ber of fans and readers. The novel by
Owen Wister and the play by Owen Wister
and Kirke La Shelle reached a high stan-

dard of popularity which this new screen

version gives ample promise o.f equaling.

There is a need of shortening the film in

its present condition. It seems far too long,

measuring over eight reels and lengthening
out certain situations at the sacrifice of

their beauty and effectiveness.

Kenneth Harlan plays “The Virginian”

with an appeal that few can resist. The
charm of his performance here should give

him a new place among the screen favor-

ites. The romance between him and the

“schoolmarm,” played by Florence Vidor,

has so many little human touches and such
great heart interest that all the fans will

love it. Florence Vidor is strikingly beau-
tiful.

Tom Forman, the director, has given the

production everything that the public ex-

pects in a first rate attraction. In atmos-
pheric flashes of comedy, conflict, friend-

ship and romance he has colored the im-

portant incidents of the story. Above all,

the picture is strong in human feeling. The
emotional note in the friendship between
the Virginian and his best friend, whom he
is forced to send to the noose, is intensely

appealing. This is one of the scenes which
is too protracted, however.
The settings deserve special praise. There

are wide, commanding views of the cattle

ranges, expertly photographed and lending

great picturesqueness to the action. The
entire cast is excellent. It is a picture with

a deep emotional appeal and is a fine box-
office offering.

Cast
Virginian Kenneth Harlan
Molly Woods Florence Vidor
Trampas Russell Simpson
Steve Pat O’Malley
Shorty Raymond Hatton
Judge Henry Milton Ross
Uncle Hughey Sam Allen
Spanish Ed Bertram Hadley
Fat Drummer Fi*ed Gambol

Based upon ncivel by Owen Wister.
Scenario by Hope Luring and Kirke

La Shelle.
Direeted by Tom Forman.

Length, S.filfi feet.

Story
The Virginian and Steve are pals on a

Wyoming ranch. When the stage coach
bearing the new teacher overturns in the
ford, the Virginian rescues her and after
some difficulty breaks down her New Eng-
land conventionality sufficiently to “court”
her. His pal, Steve, proves to be a weak-
ling and in spite of the Virginian’s warning
joins a cattle rustler and, his friend is forced
to hang him along with the others. The
Virginian’s sweetheart scorns him for this

inhumanity, but circumstances prove that
her love for him is greater than any other
feeling.

“The Way of a Man”
Pathe’s New Serial, Released as a Nine-

Reel Feature, Has Fine Action
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Nine reels of fast action is the condensed
and featurized version of the new Pathe
serial, based upon the novel by Emerson
Hough, “The Way of a Man.” Exhibitors
who desire the serial type of entertainment
without presenting it on the “installment
plan” should welcome this. It should do
well where a nine-reel feature is not too
long.

The episodes have been well linked to-

gether so that the form is practically that
of the usual feature. Also, the material is

well suited to a feature production. It is

a story of a young man’s journey across
early western trails and there is enough in-

trigue to make it constantly exciting. Har-
old Miller, Allene Ray and Bud Osborne
play the important roles convincingly. Miss
Ray is a pretty, colorful type and should
please anywhere.
While the entire action is interesting,

there are a few big outstanding thrills such
as usually conclude each of the chapters
when it is shown in two-reel episodes. A
party of pioneers have a lively battle with
the Indians; the hero and his enemy have
a fight that starts in an upstairs room and
proceeds vividly to the porch and through
a fall onto a covered wagon below, ending
with the villain’s dashing escape and near-
death, and the climax shows a dramatic de-
fense of the cabin which the bandits are
attacking.
Some of the touches show more care and

detail than frequently is characteristic of a

serial. The atmosphere and characteriza-
tion is very good. Lillian Gale’s interpreta-
tion of a pioneer woman, for instance, gives
the picture an excellent bit of local color
and a number of laughs. The character of

the villain, fluctuating apparently between
good and evil, affords unusual suspense.

Cast
Ellen Meriwether Allene Ray
John Cowles Harold Miller
Mrs. Cowles Elorenee Lee
Gordon Orme Bud Osborne
Grace Sheraton Kathryn Appleton
Vulierry Whitehorse
llandy McGovern Lillian Gale
Andy Chet Ryan

Rased upon novel by Emerson Hough.
Directed by George B. Seitz.

Length, 9,000 feet.
Story

After the mysterious murder of John
Cowles’ father, the son starts west to bor-
row money of his. father’s business partner,
Col. Meriwether. He meets the Colonel’s
daughter, Ellen, and falls in love with her,

not telling her of his fiancee, Grace Sheraton.
Gordon Orme, an old acquaintance, turns
up. tells Col. Meriwether about Grace, and
the Colonel is so enraged he refuses to lend
the money. John's mother and Grace have
followed John and his mother urges him to

try the gold fields. He discovers gold and
wins Ellen, after both Gordon and Grace,
who is really in love with Gordon, are killed.

“You Can’t Get Away
With It”

Percy Marmont and Betty Bouton Give
Performances of Great Charm in

Fox Special

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Gouverneur Morris’ theme for this story

is one of the oldest, but one which never
seems to lose its power when treated with
sincerity as here. The quality of the act-

ing and the material side of the production
will count greatly in the picture’s favor.

Percy Marmont and Betty Bouton have a

seriousness and charm about their work that

makes the story itself seem unimportant.
They provide entertainment that in the ma-
jority of theatres will be popular.

The society girl, left penniless and' forced
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to work in a department store where the
price of respectability becomes too high, is

the heroine of this story. Circumstances,
such as her broken health and the man’s
inability to get a divorce from his wife, who
wants the social prestige his name affords
her, have considerable weight in directing
the sympathies toward their unconventional
life together. It has throughout a saving
Strain of wistfulness and pathos. It is this

emotional quality and a good taste in ap-
pointments that almost overshadows the fact

that the character of the story is not strong.

This will probably not be generally ob-
served, as the style is entertaining.
Percy Marmont’s performance has that

sympathetic appeal and understanding that
has always distinguished him. His gift for

stirring the emotions is active even when
the immediate situation seems a bit forced.
Betty Bouton is a new actress of great
charm. She is pictorially pleasing and
dresses most attractively without any ex-
cessively showy effects. The picture has
been beautifully staged and photographed.

Cast
Charles Hemingway Percy Marmont
Henry Adams Malcolm McGregor
Jill Maekie Betty Bouton
Jane Maekie Barbara Tennant
May Maekie Grace Morse
Mrs. Hemingway Clarissa Selywn
Charles Hemingway, Jr Charles Cruz

Story by Gouverneur Morris.
Scenario by Robert X. Lee.

Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Cameraman, G. O. Post.

Length, 0,152 feet.

Story
Of the three Maekie girls, who suddenly

lose their social positions, Jill proves the
least able to make a fight for existence. Her
health and spirits break down while clerk-
ing in a department store. Hemingway, the
owner, feels deeply sorry for her, and rec-
ognizes in her the type of woman which he
craves. His wife is not interested in him
except for the material advantage, and when
she refuses to divorce him Jill goes to him
anyway. Hemingway, already weakened by
a great strain, dies. Jill leaves the country,
meets a young man who falls in love with
her because of her seeming purity, but her
happiness is short lived, as she is forced to
tell him the truth and a break is inevitable.

“White Tiger”

Priscilla Dean Starred in Crook Drama of
New Character Made by Universal

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Tod Browning’s latest crook drama for

Universal is somewhat of a departure. For
the greater part, it is minus the expected
action and thrills. It seems to have another
purpose which is not at all times perfectly
clear, but which is principally to afford an
intimate character study of three crook
types.

As the average patron’s taste runs more
in favor of melodrama, especially in this

kind of subject matter, “White Tiger’’ is

not altogether satisfying as an attraction
for the majority. It is vague in purpose
and passive in mood, compared to the Uni-
versal-Jewel standard.

It does succeed in presenting a new angle
of underworld psychology. The private life

of crooks, their attitude toward each other
and the atmosphere in which they live is

pictured in greater detail, and more au-
thentically, no doubt, than in the usual
“thriller.” It does not have the familiar
idealistic trend in this respect. There is no
bond of love or loyalty between them. Here
is the point referred to in the title. “White
Tiger” is the hating, fearful soul of the
crook which has no real friend and is friend
to no one.

In order to be sufficiently clear and im-
pressive, a study of this type needs an abun-
dance of humor and color. Priscilla Dean,
Wallace Beery and Raymond Griffith are
contrasting, vivid types for the main trio.

At times their performances are full of in-

terest. But through no fault of their own
the attention of the spectator lags, at times,

for lack of really human touches. Priscilla

Dean is charming in certain scenes, partic-
ularly in the beginning. Here the mechan-
ical chess man is an interesting novelty,
giving the picture a bit of real color.

Cast
Sylvia Donovan Priscilla Dean

Wallace Beery

Dick Longwortb Matt Moore
Roy Donovan Ray Griffith

“Count” Donelli 1

Hawkes |

Story anil direction by Tod Browning.
Scenario by Tod Browning and Charles

Kenyon.
Photography by William Fildew.

Length, 7,177 feet.
Story

Sylvia Donovan, Roy Donovan and Count
Donelli, three international crooks, come to
America to make a clean-up. Although Syl-
via and Roy are brother and sister they are
unaware of the fact. Donelli knows the re-
lationship, but keeps it quiet for reasons of
his own. It was Donelli, then known as
Hawkes, who had betrayed the pair’s father
to the police twenty years before. In Amer-
ica they rob the home of a wealthy man
through a ruse by which Roy is concealed
in an automatic chess-player and smuggled
in. The trio flee to the north woods with
the loot. Each crook mistrusts the other
and all sit for sleepless nights and days
watching and waiting. Roy and Sylvia re-
turn the gems after Detective Longworth’s
promise to help Roy start anew. Donelli
flees into the night and later is found dead
of exhaustion. Sylvia marries Longworth.

“The Mask of Lopez”

Fred Thomson Featured in Monogram
Western With Good Action and

Suspense
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Enthusiastic admirers of Western drama
will enjoy Fred Thomson’s first feature,

“The Mask of Lopez,” which Monogram is

releasing. It is a fair example of a favored
form of entertainment—the picture with in-

trigue, suspense, riding and fighting. It is

not an exceptional picture of its kind, but it

is interesting and lively and the smaller
theatre which flourishes on Westerns
should find it worth while.

Fred Thomson is a stunt actor of consid-

erable ability and rather pleasing person-
ality. He impersonates an ex-convict to get

a job on a ranch owned by a pretty girl

whom he wants to serve. The foreman is

a cattle rustler and the story relates how
the hero trails him and is trapped. Albert
Rogell has given it good direction, invest-

ing the scenes with a good deal of life and
spectacular value.

One of the thrills for the fan is the fight

between the star and Frank Hagney, who
plays the heavy. This is intensely realistic

and long drawn out. The climax has good
suspense, showing the cattle rustler out-

witted and forced by the hero to adopt his

disguise and meet the doom which he had
planned for the innocent man. Silver King,
a beautiful white horse, is an interesting

figure in the drama. Hazel Keener is at-

tractive as the heroine and the others, too,

are well chosen.
Cast

Jack O’Neil Fred Thomson
Richard O'N'eil Wilfred Lucas
Angel Face Harry David Kirby
Doris Hampton Hazel Keener
Steve Gore Frank Hagney
Lopez George Magrill
The Matron Dot Farley
Shorty Fee Wee Holmes
Dick Bob Reeves
The Mexican Dick Sutherland
Silver King By Himself

Story and scenario by Marion Jackson.
Directed by Albert Rogell.

Produced by Harry J. Brown.
Length, 4.SHM1 feet.

Jack O’Neil learns that Doris Hampton of-

fers special jobs on her ranch to released

convicts, out of sympathy for them. He im-
personates a convict, starts working for

her and discovers that her cattle are being
stolen by Steve Gore, her foreman, whose
mask creates great mystery. He accuses

Jack of being the thief, but Jack discovers
Steve’s hiding place and outwits him when
Steve attempts to destroy him. Doris rides
up at the critical moment, bringing enough
help to save the day for the innocent.

“Pleasure Mad”
Reginald Barker Production for Metro Fea-

tures a Truthful Performance by
Mary Alden

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
With an appeal very much like that of “A

Woman’s Woman,” which had the same star,

this Metro release with Mary Alden can be
well recommended to women patrons. Miss
Alden plays another mother-and-wife role

in her smooth, intelligent manner, and the
character of the picture will insure its suc-
cess almost anywhere.
Aside from the main theme, the jazz angle

will interest another class which might not
be so deeply moved by the familiar idea of
the old-fashioned mother and her ultra-

modern husband and children. The idea is

entertainingly treated by Reginald Barker.
The younger fans will appreciate the gay
parties and the youthfulness of certain
parts of the picture, as personified chiefly

by Norma Shearer, who plays the daughter.
But the greatest appeal is the sympathetic

performance of Mary Alden. The quality
of her work is so good that the triteness

of many of the situations fades from mind.
Because of her the basic idea is made to
seem real—that a woman is unable to keep
pace with her husband’s prosperity and con-
sequently drives him and the children into

dangerous pursuits. Without her acting,
neither the role nor the story would be as
convincing.

It is the type of story which features
pleasing settings and clothes to advantage.
Norma Shearer dresses attractively and
adds a piquant touch which nicely balances
the rather somber appeal which Miss Alden
makes. It is interestingly done and should
be satisfactory program entertainment in a
majority of houses.

Cast
Hugh Benton Huntly Gordon
Marjorie Benton Mary Alden
Elinor Benton Norma Shearer
Howard Benton William Collier, Jr.

Geraldine De Lacey Winifred Bryson
Templeton Druid Ward Crane
John Hammond F'rederick Truesdell
Hulda Joan Standing
Based upon novel, “The Valley of Content,”

by Blanche L'pwright.
Scenario by A. P. Younger.

Directed by Reginald Barker.
Photography by Alvin VWyekoff and Norbert

Brodin.
Length, 7,547 feet.

Story
Marjorie Benton finds that luxury is not

always easy to adjust one's self to, after
her husband makes a fortune and they live
in a city mansion. He turns to another
woman for sympathy and when the break
comes his daughter clings to him because he
understands her, she says, while the son
stands by his mother. His daughter goes on
a party and is locked in a room by her host.
Her father and his sweetheart are among
the guests and her father hears his daugh-
ter calling for help and rushes to her aid.

He shoots the man and is arrested, but word
comes that the man has recovered and the
family is now united on a sure foundation
of better understanding.

“The Barefoot Boy”

Whittier’s Poem Makes C. B. C. Attraction
of Great Sentimental Appeal

Renewed by Mary Kelly

Sentiment of a sort that will bring a tear-

ful response from virtually every woman in

the house gives “The Barefoot Boy” an un-
deniable appeal. It is an attraction that

will register most deeply in heart interest.

But it has good comedy and melodramatic
values as well.

Whittier’s poem suggested the idea of a
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barefoot boy hero, appealing because of his

humbleness and innocence. Fran'<ie Lee
plays this part, and as pathos is an over-

ruling element in it, he is a very good choice.

The melodramatic possibilities of the early

part of the picture have been stretched to

the limit. Dick Alden is beaten by his step-

father, is the rescuer of a runaway, snubbed
by the girl he saves, accused of setting fire

to the schoolhouse, abused by his teacher

—

in all a self-sacrificing victim of almost
every conceivable sort of cruelty.

Considered as a portrait of life, these

events are of course unconvincing. But
they serve to make a stirring drama, enter-

taining to the general public, and culminat-

ing in a farewell scene between mother and
son that will be sure to make them weep.
The last half of the picture brings a new

hero and a new mood. The boy returns to

the town which he practically owns now
and plans his revenge by proceeding to ruin

everyone there except two or three of his

steadfast friends. John Bower plays this

rather stern role with marked feeling. Mar-
jorie Daw is cast as the girl who has al-

ways loved him and who stands between
him and his vengeful purpose which so near-

ly destroys him.
“The Barefoot Boy” has assured box of-

fice value, and has already demonstrated its

emotional power. It has been well directed

by David Kirkland.
Cast

Dick Alden John Bower
Mary Truesdale Marjorie Daw
Millicent Carter Sylvia Dreamer
Rodman Grant George McDaniel
Deacon Halloway Raymond Hatton
Tom Adams Tuily Marshall
SI Parker George Perilot
Mrs. Blake Virginia True Boardman
Josiah Blake Brinsley Shaw
Bill Hawkins Harry Todd
Wilson Otis Harlan
Dick Alden, as a child Frankie Lee
Mary Truesdale, as a child . . Gertie Messinger

Based upon poem by J. G. Whittier.
Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by David Kirkland.

Length, 5,943 feet.

Story
Dick Alden, a barefoot boy, helps his old

friend, the village drunkard, to get out of

the school house cellar and is seen by some
of the children. The school house catches
fire because of carelessness of a smoker and
Dick is blamed. His stepfather beats him and
the whole town scoffs at him. His mother
helps him to escape and years later he comes
back a wealthy man, determined to ruin
every person in town. His enemies blow
up his factory one night and both he and
the girl who is trying to turn his purpose
are injured. He realizes his mistake nad
with the girl’s encouragement decides to

forgive.

“The Steadfast Heart”

Golchvyn Offers an Appealing Human Interest

Drama on Theme of Downtrodden
Boy Who Makes Good

Reviewed by Beatrice Barrett

There is no stronger appeal to the heart
than the appeal of a child made an apathetic

and hopeless creature by abuse. And there

is no greater appeal to the sympathies than
the downtrodden boy who, given a chance in

the world, overcomes his handicaps of birth

and environment and makes good.
“The Steadfast Heart” is a picture with

this child appeal, and it will reach every
heart in the audience. It is a simple, small
town story, well told in a convincing, true-
to-life manner that makes the characters
live on the screen. Almost the entire first

half of th-e picture is devoted to the life

and hardships of the child, but unlike most
pictures in which child actors are featured,
this does not drag. Events move along
quickly and in a manner that will hold the
intense interest of the audience. Joseph
Depew is a most able child actor with a
happy faculty of becoming the boy he is

depicting, and he cannot fail to arouse the
sympathy of any audience.

The latter part of the picture, showing the

boy grown up, fighting against the narrow-
minded prejudice of a small town, contains
many dramatic situations.

A fascinating love story is interwoven
through the picture, starting with the first

love of two children—the one the rich little

girl of the town, the other the son of the

town drunkard—and culminating in a real

love theme when the boy makes good and
returns to seek the sweetheart of his youth.
“The Steadfast Heart” makes no preten-

tions of being a big production, but is the

sort of picture an audience can thoroughly
enjoy. It is ably enacted by players who
have all entered into their roles with a sym-
pathetic understanding which makes the

characters live and have personality. Miriam
Battista does her part to carry along the
juvenile part of the story, and Joseph Striker
as the grown boy fighting alone to make a

place for himself in the world will keep the
interest aroused, while Marguerite Courtot
plays an attractive other half of the love

duo.
Cast

Lydia Canfield
Lydia Canfield (child)
Angus Burke
Angus Burke (child).
Mai Crane
Mai Crane (child)....
Crane
Biswang
Mrs. Burke
Woodhouse
David Wilkins
Jake
Titus Burke
Trueman
Mary
Mrs. Canfield

Marguerite Courtot
....Miriam Battista

Joseph Striker
Joseph Depew
Hugh Huntley
lorry Devine

...William B. Mack
Sherry Tansey

Mary Alden
William Black

....Mario Majeronl
Harlan Knight
Walter Louis
Louis Pierce

Mildred Ardin
...Helen Strieklnnd

From story by Clarence Buddington Kelland.
Adapted by Philip Lonergan.
Directed by Sheridan Hall.

Length, 7 reels.

Story

Angus Burke’s father stole money and ran
away. His mother, half crazed by her life

of abuse and poverty, believes the sheriffs
men to be robbers and tells Angus to shoot.
He kills the sheriff, is tried and released.
Dave Wilkins takes the friendless boy to
live with him. Angus is persecuted by the
people of the town, especially Mai Crane,
son of the prosecutor. His one friend is

Lydia Canfield, the rich little girl of the
town. Wilkins sends Angus away to school.
He rises rapidly in the business world but
is called back to Rainbow by the sickness
of Wilkins. Mai Crane tries to run Angus
out of town. Lydia is engaged to Mai. He
and his father have formed an oil company
and the people become suspicious of their
dealings. Angus learns Crane has left town
with the funds of the people. He goes after
him and catches up to him just as Crane’s
car turns turtle down an embankment, kill-
ing Crane. Angus returns with the money,
becomes the hero of the town, and wins
Lydia’s love.

“Flaming Youth”
First National Film Which Gets Down Be-

neath the Surface of the Jazz Craze;
Provides Exceptional Enter-

tainment

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

In “Flaming Youth” adapted from a highly
successful novel, First National has a pro-
duction which gives every indication of be-
ing a tremendous box-office attraction.
Superbly made and acted, it deals with an
up-to-the-minute subject, social restlessness
and the craving of pleasure in place of real
love, as exemplified in the jazz craze, but
unlike many other pictures dealing with jazz
the manifestation of this craze as shown in
wild and riotous parties has not been made
the outstanding feature. There are such
parties, but they are subordinated to the
author’s idea.

Here is a picture that seeks to get down
under the surface and dig to the bottom of
this ultra-modern problem, to find the causes
and show the effects as exemplified by a

wealthy girl who at a crucial moment is de-
prived of a mother’s guiding hand. It is not
a preachment in any sense but a tremen-
dously interesting and vital human docu-
ment that will provide absorbing entertain-
ment for all types of patrons. It is a pic-
ture that you will watch unfold with con-
tinually mounting interest as you follow the
career of this girl for whom tremendous
sympathy is developed.
Those responsible have achieved an un-

usual degree of success in accomplishing the
task they set out to do. It is not a story
which depends on one big punch situation
but rather a character study of the heart
of a modern girl, as you follow her prob-
lems, you become engrossed in them. Then
too, there is no absence of vital dramatic
situations.

Colleen Moore in the leading role, an un-
usually difficult one, proves a revelation, and
even though some may feel that she should
have been more restrained in her portrayal
of the growing girl, certainly her per-
formance after she has reached womanhood
is one of the finest the screen has seen; she
enters wholeheartedly into the character and
makes it so real that you seem not to be
watching a picture, but real life. This in-
tensely human and realistic note is also evi-
dent in the work of the other principals. Mil-
ton Sills gives a fine performance as the
hero who is not a milk-and-water type but
a man who has his faults. Myrtle Stead-
man was so fine as the mother that you
regretted her death early in the story.
Elliott Dexter did excellent work in the
rather idealistic role of the doctor whose
love for Pat’s mother was one of silence
and service to Pat. Phillip Smalley was good
as Pat’s pleasure-loving, philandering father,
And so on through a large and unusually
well-selected cast.

Grab this picture, Mr. Exhibitor, or you
will be sorry. Boost it for it deserves boost-
ing, and your patrons will go away from your
theatre and advise their friends to see it,

for it is a picture that from every stand-
point is well worth seeing.

Patriea Fentriss
Cary Scott
Doctor Bobs . . .

Dee Fentriss . . .

Mona Fentriss .

Connie Fentriss
Ralph Fentriss .

Jamieson Janies
Monty Standish
Fred Browning .

Warren Graves
Leo Stenak ....
Annie
Sidney Rathbone

Cast
Colleen Moore

Milton Sills
Elliott Dexter

Sylvia Dreamer
Myrtle Steadman
Betty Francisco
Phillips Smalley
Walter McGrnil

Ben Lyon
George Barraud

John Patrick
Gene Carrado

Gertrude Astor
Michael Dark

Based on novel by Warner Fabian.
Scenario by Harry O. Hoyt.

Directed by John Francis Dillon.
Length, S434 feet.

Story
Mrs. Fentriss, because of her husband’s

neglect plunges in for a round of gayety
and jazz and two of her daughters following
suit contract unhappy marriages. She seeks
however to be more of a real old-fashioned
mother to her youngest daughter Patricia.
Being stricken with heart trouble from over-
excitement she dies after telling her friend
Doctor Bobs about Cary Scott the one man
she really loves and making Bobs promise to
write to her regularly about Pat placing the
letters in a wall-safe.
Pat grows up a confirmed devotee of jazz.

Cary Scott returns and becomes the one
stabilizing influence in her life. After a
while, they learn to love each other but
Cary cannot marry her until he gets a divorce
from his wife from whom he is estranged.
Pat disillusioned because of the unhappy
marriages around her hesitates to marry.
She seeks solace in the company of a violinist
who proves to be a cad and after a terrify-
ing experience comes home ill and is near
death. Cary returns and he and the doctor
try to revive her. Finally it seems as if the
influence of her dead mother’s spirit has
helped her and spoken through her, for she
recovers and finds happiness in marriage with
Scott.



In The Independent Field
“Gambling Wives” Is

Now in Production

Red Seal in Deal with
Stanley Co.

Edwin Miles Fadman. president
of the Red Seal Pictures Corp.,

1600 Broadway, announces that he
has just closed a deal with the
Stanley Company of America for

a solid circuit booking on the

Red Seal five reel feature “Bill,”

whereby the picture will be fea-

tured beginning Thanksgiving
week at the Stanley Theatre and
from there will go to the other
Stanley houses through Pennsyl-
vania and New Jersey.

Simultaneously with this clos-

ing, it is announced that the De
Luxe Film Company of Phila-

delphia. will distribute the film for

the Red Seal Pictures in eastern

Pennsylvania and southern New
Jersey.

Hyman Buys Entire

C. B. C. Product
Louis Hyman, head of All Star

Feature Distributors, of Los
Angeles and San Francisco, has
completed arrangements for the

distribution rights to the entire

C. B. C. product for the year.

The arrangement, which was
made personally with Jack Cohn
of C. B. C., who is now at his

company’s West Coast produc-

tion centre, gives All Star the

handling in California, Arizona,

Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands

of the series of big features on

the C. B. C. program this season.

“Innocence” Is Title

The C. B. C. Film Sales Corpor-
ation announces that the story,

“Circumstances Alter Divorce
Cases,” which originally appeared
in the Theatre Magazine, is being
released under the title “Inno-
cence,” featuring Anna Q. Nilsson.

W. E. Shallenberger, president
of the Arrow Film Corporation,
announces that active production
on Arrow’s big special, “Gambling
Wives,” is now under way in

Hollywood, where the picture is

being directed by Dell Hender-
son.

Dr. Shallenberger states that the
contest, which was directed by
Aldrich and Montgomery, through
Mother’s Home Life Magazine,
for this production, was extreme-
ly successful, thousands of con-
testants participating from all

over the United States, with win-
ners coming from practically

every part of the country.

The winners of the guaranteed
parts and the opportunity tryouts
were called last week by the
Arrow Film Corporation, and re-

ported at the office of Mother’s
Home Life Magazine in Chicago,
on Thursday, November 8, where

Andrew J. Callaghan, president
of Monogram Pictures, left on his

initial selling trip for his com-
pany. His first stop was Chicago,
where he picked up the first print

of “The Mask of Lopez,’ 1
’ which

is the first picture of the Western
series starring Fred Thomson
that the Callaghan concern will

handle on the State Right market.

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Indian-
apolis, Buffalo and Philadelphia
will be visited by Mr. Callaghan
before his return to New York
the last of the week. While in

they proceeded in a body to Los
Angeles, and their active work in

the picture began on Tuesday,
November 13.

The winners of the two guar-
anteed parts are William Liska, of
Elizabeth, New Jersey, and John
Del Vecchio, of Schenectady, New
York, while the winners of the
tryouts, who if they make good,
will also receive parts in “Gam-
bling Wives,” are Ross Sedita of
Birmingham, Alabama, Winifred
Gallagher of Seattle, Washington,
Charles Watts of Sioux City,
Iowa, Clara Tschuchke of Lind-
hurst, New Jersey, and Dean Bell
of Bassett, Nebraska.

As will be readily seen, the win-
ners, coming, from such widely
scattered parts of the United
States, will have an added value
from a publicity and advertising
standpoint in the production, says
Dr. Shallenberger.

Chicago Mr. Callaghan will con-
fer with Watterson Rothacker,
whose concern is doing all the
printing for the Monogram Com-
pany.

The second of the Thomson
series, “North of Nevada,” is now
in the cutting room and will be
shipped East in the course of a
few days. A screening of “The
Mask of Lopez” for the reviewers
will be held shortly and following
same a public screening for all in-

terested will be held probably at

the Astor.

Abraham Carlos Back
on Coast

Abraham Carlos, president of
Carlos Production, making the
Richard Talmadge productions for
Truart Film Corporation, and pro-
ducers also of “The Unknown
Purple,” arrived in Los Angeles
after an extended visit to New
York where he was in conference
with M. H. Hoffman, vice presi-
dent of Truart, regarding the
forthcoming year’s product.

Upon his arrival at the Coast
Mr. Carlos engaged Henry Lehr-
man to direct the second Talmadge
production, being made under the
title of the novel from which it is

being adapted, "To Live or Die.”
Carlos Production will only make
two pictures during the year of
the type of “The Unknown
Purple,” upon which over six
months were in the making. The
second story, a well-known stage
play, has been obtained and Mr.
Carlos is proceeding with his pre-
parations for its production.

Coit Albertson in

“Restless Wives”
Coit Albertson appears in a

heavy role in C. C. Burr’s new
production, "Restless Wives,”
with Doris Kenyon, which will be
distributed on the Independent
market. Gregory La Cava is the
director of this Izola Forrester
story from Ainslee’s Magazine.

Buys Burr Product
Mastodon Films, Inc., through

its representative, Lester F. Scott,

Jr., closed contracts for the dis-
tribution of all C. C. Burr pro-
ductions in the Wisconsin terri-

tory to the Mid-west Film Com-
pany (C. W. Trampe. manager),
Toy Building, Milwaukee. Wis-
consin.

Second Monogram
Now Being Edited
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Lesser Obtains “Captain January”
for Baby Peggy’s First Principal

“Captain January,” by Laura E.

Richards, now in its 52nd print-

ing and with .a circulation of more

than 600,000 copies, will be Baby
Peggy’s first screen vehicle as a

start for Principal Pictures Cor-
poration. This announcement has
just been made by Sol Lesser,

president of Principal.

Work on “Captain January”
will be started January 21, three

days after Baby Peggy returns to

the coast from her tour of the

East and Middle West, during
which she met thousands of

i people. The child star left New
York City on Nov. 9, went to Bos-
ton and surrounding cities as the

guest of the Boston Post and then
proceeded to Chicago. In Baby
Peggy Mr. Lesser believes he has
a “find” that will prove equally
as great as Jackie Coogan, whom
he developed, and he considers
“Captain January” the ideal story
with which to introduce her to

the public in a big special pro-
duction.

Irving M. Lesser, vice president
of Principal Pictures, conducted

the negotations by which the

screen rights for “Captain Janu-
ary” were purchased from the pub-
lishers, L. C. Page & Co., of Bos-

ton. Sol Lesser is now actively

engaged on the Coast in arrang-
ing to produce the picture on an
elaborate scale.

Hostettler Circuit

Books C .B. C.
Julius Singer, who has opened

a new exchange in Omaha under
the name of Columbia Pictures
Exchange, announces that he has
booked the entire series of the C.

B. C. Film Sales Corporation out-
put over the Hostettler Circuit

and that these features will

appear in all of the Hostettler
Theatres at an early date.

Title Changed
Harry Langdon, erstwhile vau-

deville favorite now making two
reel comedies for P r i n c ip a 1

Pictures Corporation, has changed
the title of his first picture of the
series from “The Skyscraper” to

“The Greenhorn.” Three of the
series are now completed, “The
Greenhorn,” “A Perfect Nuisance”
and “A Tough Tenderfoot.”

Monogram Pictures

Announces Sale
Andrew' J. Callaghan, president,

Monogram Pictures Corporation,
announces the sale in Greater
New York and Northern New Jer-

sey territories of the Harry J.

Brown series of six western pic-

tures to the Biltmore Pictures
Corporation.
The series include : “The Mask

of Lopez,” “North of Nevada,”
“Shadows of the Sage,” “The
Sheriff of Tombstone,” “Riders of

the Rio Grande” and “The Desert
Ranch.” Fred Thomson is starred.

Exhibitors Praise

C. C. Burr Production
“Three o'Clock in the Morning,”

||C. C. Burr’s current production
starring Constance Binney, is go-
ing over "big” in New England,
according to Samuel Moscow, of
Moscow Films, Inc., of Boston,
Mass., who controls the territorial
franchise on C. C. Burr pictures.
Mr. Moscow has received a batch
of telegrams from exhibitors, all

as enthusiastic as the following:
“
'Three o'Clock in the Morn-

ing’ standing them up to capacity
houses.”—John Dineen, Modern
Theatre, Lawrence, Mass. “As
good an audience picture as we
have had this year.”—J. Lourie,
Modern and Beacon Theatres,
Boston, Mass. “I’ll buy all you can
get like 'Three o'Clock in the
Morning.’”—A. Goodside, Capitol
Theatre, Springfield, Mass,
r ‘Three o’Clock in the Morning’

is my idea of entertainment. My
business on this picture proves
that I am right.”—Al. Newhall
Strand Theatre, Lynn, Mass.

Red Seal Company
Closes Deal

A sale has just been closed by
the Red Seal Pictures Corporation
1600 Broadway, Edwin Miles Fad-
man, president, whereby the Red
Seal five reel feature “Bill” which
recently played the Rialto Thea-
tre, Broadway, wall be distributed
in Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey by the De
Luxe Film Company, and in New
England by the Franklin Film Ex-
change.

Cobb Knows Where
to Find ’Em

After having searched several
months for a group of stories
which might be used by Bryant
Washburn and Elliott Dexter in

their forthcoming productions for
Grand-Asher, F. Heath Cobb, di-

rector of exploitation for Grand-
Asher, announces that he has
found stories which will be suit-
able.

Adaptations will shortly be made
of the first to be produced and
their titles will be announced
later.

“The Unknown Purple”
to Run in Los Angeles

“The Unknown Purple,” Ro-
land West’s adaptation of his
own successful stage play, which
was produced by Carlos Produc-
tions for Truart release, is to
have an indefinite run at the Cali-
fornia Theatre, Los Angeles, be-
ginning November 25.

The picture will be staged with
special prologue and epilogue,
under the personal direction of
Mr. West, who, besides writing
jthe play and directing it for the
stage, also directed the motion
picture version. In the special
prologue Henry B. Walthall, Alice
Lake and Brinsley Shaw will ap-

pear in person. These three ar-
tists all have prominent parts in
the picture.

Dexter, Satisfied,

Returns to Coast
After staying in New York City

to attend the preview of his first

picture for Grand-Asher called
"The Way Men Love.” Elliott

Dexter returned to Hollywood
where he will soon begin produc-
tion on another special feature for
Grand-Asher.
He announced himself well sat-

isfied with his work in his first

production.

Joins Federated
Buddy Stuart has become con-

nected with the Federated Film
Exchange, Inc., of Boston, Mass.,
in the capacity of director of pub-
licity and advertising. Federated
handles the F. B. O. and Grand-
Asher product in New England.
Among Stewart’s duties is the

editing of “Film Digest,” a publi-
cation issued for exhibitors by
Federated.

Has Important Part
in “Restless Wives”
Montagu Love plays a promi-

nent role in support of Doris
Kenyon in C. C. Burr’s “Restless
Wives,” which will be distributed
on the Independent market.
This is Love’s second appear-

ance in a C. C. Burr presentation,
the first being in “Seqrets of
Paris,” made at the Whitman
Bennett studio.

Constance Binney on
Stage and Screen

Constance Binney, who is star-

ring in a series of C. C. Burr
screen productions beginning with
“Three o’Clock in the Morning,”
will be the featured player in “The
Perfect Lady,” the new musical
comedy which Laurence Schwab,
co-producer of “The Gingham
Girl,” is to sponsor. This play is

booked to open in Jersey City on
December 10.

Yesterday's

Wife ”

Featuring

IRENE RICH

EILEEN PERCY
and

A Brilliant Cast

Will Get You the

Monev

‘Forgive

and
Forget

”

With

u /

Wyndam Standing

Estelle Taylor

and

Pauline Garon

A Sure Sensation

C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.

1600 Broadway New York!

JOE BRANDT, Pres.

«
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Boston Enthusiastic

in Lauding “Going Up”

One of the powerful love scenes
in the William Fox Screen Version
of “The Shepherd King,” which
was filmed in Egypt by J. Gordon
Edwards, with Violet Mersereau
in the leading part as the Princess

Michal.

This Modernizes
Barthelmess

Richard Barthelmess returns to

a modern role in his next picture,

“Twenty-one,-” his new First Na-
tional Picture, after almost a year
in which he has played nothing
but character parts.

Dorothy Mackail plays her sec-

ond role opposite Barthelmess in

“Twenty-one.” Ivan Simpson,
Joe King, Dorothy Cumming,
Nellie Parker Spaulding, Bradley
Barker and Elsie Lawson and a

large cast of flappers and society

belles play in support of Mr.
Barthelmess.

The picture reviewers of staid

Boston, as well as the fans, used

many superlatives to express their

enthusiasm over Douglas Mac-
Lean in “Going Up,” when this

Associated Exhibitors attraction
played Gordon’s Olympia last

week.
In the course of his review in

the Herald, “E. G.” said: “‘Going
Up’ is one of the funniest films

that we have seen, and Douglas
MacLean is a delight. On the

stage, ‘Going Up’ was, of course,
a good comedy, but on the screen
it is as ridiculously funny as an
animated cartoon.”
George C. Mackinnon wrote in

the Advertiser: “Simon-pure farce

of the genuine ‘screamingly
funny’ brand is ‘Going Up,’ now
dispensing rounds of hearty
laughter at Gordon’s Olympia. It

makes side-splitting entertain-
ment.”
The Hartford, Conn., papers

also gave warm praise to the
comedy during its run at the Pal-
ace in that city. “MacLean’s ex-
periences in this picture,” says the
Times, “give one enough laughs
to last a week. It’s one of the
peppiest films that has struck a
local film for some time.”
Robert E. Sherwood wrote in

Life, New York: “Douglas Mac-
Lean, a graceful comedian and
accomplished farceur, has had no
opportunities in recent years so
favorable as those that are pre-
sented to him in ‘Going Up.’ That
he makes the most of them is

greatly to his credit, because
usually, when a movie star hears
opportunity knocking, he mistakes
it for the uproar of the destruc-
tive critics.”

Unusual Day and Date
Run for Pickford Film(7*

Unusual is the day and date run

in two big Pittsburgh theatres this

week of Mary Pickford’s “Ro-

sita,” the United Artists Corpora-

tion release.

Beginning Monday, Nov. 5, this

Mary Pickford attraction began
showing to capacity audiences at

Clark’s State and Blackstone the-

atres, both in the downtown sec-

tion of Pittsburgh, their advertis-

ing stating that it was the first

time anything of this kind had

been done in these two houses on
any production. The fact that

the two theatres are directly ad-
jacent to each other makes this

exceptional booking all the more
interesting from a sales point of

view.
The announcement that “Ro-

sita” would play day and date at

the State and the Blackstone not
only caused comment among film

men but aroused a good deal of

interest and gossip with the Pitts-

burgh fan public as well.

u
Record Smashed by

“Scaramouche”
Rex Ingram’s “Scaramouche” is

a popular current Broadway, N.
Y., attraction. On Sunday of last

week “Scaramouche” broke the
44th street house record for the
third successive time.

In Washington it is said that

very few of the high governmen-
tal officials failed to review it.

Blackmail” Completed
Universal Announces

Completed
“Cupid’s Fireman,” the latest

Charles Jones picture completed
at the William Fox West Coast
studios, is founded on the Rich-
ard Harding Davis story, “Andy
McGee’s Chorus Girl.” The girl

is played by pretty, dark-eyed
Marion Nixon. William Wellman
directed.

Universal announces the com-
pletion of camera work on “Black-
mail,” the big Jewel production be-

ing made by King Baggot from
Rita Weiman’s stage play, “The
Co-respondent.” It is a special cast

production.
Heading the list of players are

:

Ruth Clifford, Niles Welch and
Buddy Messinger, Charles Clary,

Herbert Fortier, Arthur Howard.
Joe North, William B. Lawrence,
Mary Mersch, John Merkyl, Emily
Fitzroy, Jane Starr, Hayden
Stevenson and Carl Stockdale.

One of the outstanding features

of the picture is said to be a

graphic illustration of what one
should do when faced with “black-

mail” threats. This lesson was
woven into the picture at the ad-
vice of executives of the Los
Angeles police department.

To Film Scenes in

Three Countries
Motion picture scenes for

Maurice Tourneur’s newest pro-
duction. “Torment,” will be taken
amidst locales in three countries,
according to arrangements per-
fected by M. C. Levee, who is at

present in New York.
The story, an international

crook drama, is laid in Russia,
America and Japan.

William Fox presents Tom Mix in.

“North of Hudson Bay.”

New York Manager
Likes “Tiger Rose”
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, Managing

Director of the Rivoli and Rialto

Theatres, New York, was so thor-

oughly impressed by the Warner
Classic, “Tiger Rose,” starring

Lenore Ulric, that he immediately

set a booking date for the Sidney
Franklin production following the

special screening of the picture.
“Tiger Rose” will open at the
Rivoli Theatre December 2nd.

“I want to congratulate the
Warner Brothers and Sidney
Franklin on ‘Tiger Rose,’ Dr.
Reisenfeld declared following the
screening.

Exploitation in

Omaha
Mail carriers in Omaha, Neb.,

with permission of the United
States Post Office Department,
distributed to every person in that

city card heralds announcing “post
office week” during the engage-
ment of “Loyal Lives” at the

Moon Theatre in that city.

The cards carried the post office

slogan, “Mail early and often for

service and efficiency.”

Preferred Produces
Balmer Story

“The Breath of Scandal,” bv
Edwin Balmer, will be produced
immediately by B. P. Schulberg
as the third of the next series of

Preferred Pictures which will in-

clude “Poisoned Paradise" and
“White Man.”
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-south sea Love" Announcement of Studio and
h Pleased Producing Plans Made by Levee

“South Sea Love” with

Shirley Mason as the star is

the picture that William Fox
released November 11. As
the title indicates the scenes

are laid among the islands of

the Pacific and the pictur-

esque life of the region has

been woven into an interesting

story by Frederick and Fanny
Hatton. Shirley Mason plays

the part of Dolores Mendina.
Her leading man is J. Frank
Clendon. The director was
David Solomon.

“Universities of the World,”
an Educational, was also re-
leased November 11.

A new series of Maurice Tour-

neur productions for First Na-

tional will shortly be under way
at ihe United Studios.

Four carloads of furniture from
the home of Mrs. George J.

Gould will soon arrive at the
United Plant and appear in fu-

ture productions made in Holly-
wood.
Producing and general studio

activities for the next three
months at the United Studios
will continue at a normal pace.

1'hese are some of the news
high-lights given out by M. C.
Levee, president of the United
Studios and producer of Maurice
Tourneur pictures, on returning to

his desk recently after a three

weeks’ business trip to New York.
The new producing contract

signed by Mr. Levee in New York
will become effective upon com-
pletion of “Torment,” now in

production under Mr. Tourneur’s
direction.

"We are not contemplating any
suspension of operations at the

United Studios,” said Mr. Levee.
“While we do not expect to ex-

perience the activities of six

months ago, we do plan a con-
tinuance of normal production
along sane lines.

“Studio improvements are going
ahead at a rapid pace and all orig-

inal plans for the increase of

facilities and efficiency of United
are being carried on. There is

no slump evident on the part of

the producers at this studio and a
survey of production schedule in-

dicates our plant will be one of

the few to continue normal ac-

tivities during the prescribed
period of suspension of operations
at many other plants.”

W to the possible shortage of

pictures resulting from the clos-

ing of studios, Mr. Levee said:

“From my observations in New
York I am confident that no
shoriage will be experienced. The
distributors have enough produc-
tions on hand to keep them going
for sume time to come.
“There are few producers who

will realize a profit on their pic-

tures produced this year. Pro-
duction costs must come down if

the industry is to survive.”

Ten Special Productions for

Preferred’s Latest Program
Plans for ten special produc-

tions, to be filmed as Preferred
Pictures in the immediate future,

are said to be making the Schul-
berg studios in Los Angeles the
busiest spot on the West Coast.
Three pictures are being filmed

almost simultaneously. “Poisoned
Paradise,” from the Robert W.
Service novel of that name has
been begun by Director Gasnier,

with an all-star cast headed by
Clara Bow.
With the completion of con-

tinuities, now being prepared,

work will begin on “The Breath
of Scandal,” from the novel by
Edwin Balmer, and “White Man,”
a screen version of George Agnew
Chamberlain’s novel. Since the

three stories are of widely differ-

ent characters three armies of
carpenters and technical men have
been organized for the preliminary
tasks that must be completed be-
fore cameras begin to grind.
“Poisoned Paradise” will be

filmed amid the luxuries of Monte
Carlo and the slum districts of

Paris. In both cases photographic
reproductions of the actual dis-

tricts to be shown have been used
in order to make as realistic as
possible glimpses of Monte Carlo
and the French metropolis.

“White Man” is a drama of the
jungle. One of the most interest-

ing of the feats that must be
accomplished during its filming is

the moving of one of California’s

famous big trees from its natural
habitat to the Schulberg studios.

Other settings include a genuine
jungle, which has been located not
far below the Mexican border, and
a glimpse of the Metropolitan
Opera House and its stage, in

New York.
“The Breath of Scandal,” based

on Mr. Balmer’s stirring story of
modern society, required several
elaborate American city back-
grounds. The remaining pictures,
seven in number, will be filmed as

rapidly as the physical require-
ments can be met, in order to

make possible the release on sche-
dule time of the fifteen Preferred
Pictures announced as the season’s
output by this organization.

“Pioneer Trails” a
Gold Mine

J. A. Cooper, manager of the
La Crosse Amusement Company,
La Crosse, Wis., telegraphed
Vitagraph the day after the
opening of “Pioneer Trails” at its

theatre: “'Pioneer Trails’ opened
Monday to a standout from one
to eleven, brea ing all house
records.”
W. V. Prentice, Manager of the

Lyric Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, said:

“Your ‘Pioneer Trails’ is a winner.
‘Pioneer Trails’ should be a gold
mine.”

New Hepworth
Editor

Donald Buchanan has been en-
gaged by Hepworth as editor-in-

chief of their product. ons. He is

now at work editing and titling

“Lily of the Alley” and will start

soon on “Strangling Threads.”

Mack Sennett Studio Speeds Up
to Meet Requirements of Pathe

Bob McGowan, director, is cap-
tured for the firtst time by the
speed camera in a deep study on
screen technique with “Farina,”
the ace-of-spades beauty, one of
the chief players in “Our Gang”
Comedies, produced by Hal Roach.

While the trade and public press
are carrying news of the curtail-

ment of production by some of

the industry’s biggest companies
and rumors are rife that studio
work is to be further retarded in

certain quarters, advices from the
Mack Sennett Studios on the
West Coast disclose increased pro-
duction activities on the Sennett
lot to meet Pathe’s program of

two-reel comedy releases for the
current season.

Pathe’s recently announced pro-
gram of more abundant and bet-
ter comedy product during the

new season will suffer no setback
by the slowing up of production
work, declares a statement from
the Pathe home office this week.
The thoroughly sound business
policy governing all production
activities at the Hal Roach and
Mack Sennett lots, whose output
is being distributed by Pathe, the
well-balanced policy of turning
out types of production in popu-
lar demand with a minimum of ex-

penditures and a total elimination

of waste, which has been con-
sistently followed heretofore, will

continue to be enforced in the
case of every producing unit re-

leasing its product through the
Pathe channels, declares the
statement from the home office.

Richard Jones, supervising di-

rector and production manager of

the Sennett Studios, has been

busy during the past few weeks
supervising the installment of
new facilities and the acquisition
of additional players for the sev-
eral units producing under the
Mack Sennett banner. At the
present moment every department
in the big plant is taxed to ca-
pacity and functioning one hun-
dred per cent.

Samuel Goldwyn Buys
“Cylherea” for Screen

Samuel Goldwyn last week pur-
chased the screen rights to Joseph
Hergesheimer’s novel “Cytherea.”
The book was published two sea-

sons ago and because of the adroit
handling of an unusual theme at-

tracted more attention than any
previous work of this author.
Other Hergesheimer novels which
have already been picturized ate
“Tol’able David” and “The Bright

Shawl.” two Barthelmess pictures.

Like “The Eternal City,” this

new independently-produced pic-

ture of Mr. Goldwyn’s is sched-
uled for release through Asso-
ciated First National Pictures.

Georee Fitzmaurice, who took his

company to Rome to make “The
Eternal .City,” will direct “Cyth-
erea” and is now in Havana in

search of suitable locations.
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“Is Sure-Fire,” Say
Warners

“A sure-fire box-office attrac-
tion—one of the most thrilling
and dramatic romances that has
ever been filmed !” That was the
consensus of opinion of the War-
ner officials following a private
showing in the home office pro-
jection room of the Warner
Classic, "Lucretia Lombard,” pro-
duced by Harry Rapf. Ireite Rich
and Monte Blue co-starred in the
production, and other prominent
roles are interpreted by Marc
McDermott, Alec B. Francis,
Norma Shearer, John Roche,
Lucy Beaumont and Otto Hoff-
man. “Lucretia Lombard” is a
screen adaptation of the novel of
the same name by Kathleen
Norris.

Tarkington Stories Are
Ideal Screen Material

“Scaramouche” Debut
in Toronto

Twice winner of the Pulitzer
award for fine American fiction,

Booth Tarkington, creator of
"Gentle Julia” and a host of other
lovable juveniles, is rated high in

modern American letters. His
story of "Gentle Julia” has been
adapted for the screen by William
Fox, who gave Bessie Love the
title role and cast Harold Good-
win as the awkward Noble Dill,

her small town swain.
Booth Tarkington was born in

Indianapolis, on July 29, 1869. He
graduated from Princeton and al-

most immediately became a suc-
cessful author of short stories. He
published ‘‘The Gentleman from
Indiana,” in 1899 and thereafter,
in remarkable succession, ‘‘The
Conquest of Canaan,” “His Own

People,” “The Flirt” and in 1914,
began his Penrod stories with the
first under that name. Then came
"Penrod and Sam,” “Seventeen,”
“Alice Adams,” and between his

novels were scores of masterful
short stories and lesser books.
Among the successful plays

Tarkington has written are “Mon-
sieur Beaucaire,” “The Man From
Home,” “Cameo Kirby,” “Your
Humble Servant,” “Mister An-
tonio,” “The Country Cousin,”
“Up From Nowhere,” “Clarence,”
“The Wren,” “The Intimate
Strangers” and others. He col-

laborated with Harry Leon Wil-
son in the writing of “Cameo
Kirby,” which William Fox has
adapted for the screen among the
1923-24 specials.

“April Showers” Has
Big Runs

“April Showers,” Tom Forman’s
recent production from the Schul-
berg studios, is proving its pop-
ularity with exhibitors by a long
list of first runs reported from
the offices of Preferred Pictures.
This comedy-drama, starring

Kenneth Harlan and Colleen
Moore, is now playing the Keith,
Moss and Proctor circuits in New
\ork City and will have early ex-
hibition dates in the following
places : U. S. Theatre, Paterson,
N. J.; State, Long Beach, Cal.;
Strand, San Francisco, Cal.; Wal-
dorf, Akron, O. ; Strand, Flint,
Mich.; Nemo, Johnstown, Pa.; Ar-
cadia, Reading. Pa.

; New Grand
Central, St. Louis, Mo.; Hippo-
drome, Spokane, Wash.; Strand,
Washington, D. C. ; Strand, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Jefferson, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

; Park, Asheville, N.
C.

;
Lincoln, Troy, N. Y., and the

Leland, Albany, N. Y.

The “Get Together Club” com-
posed of the executives and em-
ployees of the New York Ex-
change for Educational Films, Inc.,

held its first dinner at Keene’s
Chop House. Oct. 26.

The “Get Together Club” is a

social and welfare club, holding
meetings at the exchange at 729
Seventh Avenue every week,
where matters of social interest
and welfare of the exchange are
discussed. Charles A. Green-
blatt is president of the club.

Finishes Job
Mildred Davis has practically

completed her first Ben Wilson
production for Grand-Asher re-

lease, under the direction of

Arthur Rosson.
Carl Miller is also featured.

Rex Ingram’s “Scaramouche”
opened at the Tivoli Theatre (for-

merly the Allen) in Toronto
last week and reports of the
newspaper critics show it was
given the same hearty reception
it has received everywhere else.

“A crowded house saw ‘Scara-
mouche,’ ” wrote the critic of the
Toronto Daily Star, “while a
thousand people were turned
away. Many of those who saw it

pronounced it as the greatest
screen drama they had ever wit-
nessed.”

Carewe’s Force Sails

from N. Y. on S. S. Paris

Griffith Meets the

President
D. W. Griffith recently was pre-

sented to President Coolidge by
Representative Treadway. The
noted motion picture director and
producer showed President
Coolidge several scenes of his

forthcoming film feature, “Amer-
ica,” a picture of the Revolution-
ary War.
American soldiers of today, at-

tired as were those earlier fight-

ers, re-enacted the battle scenes.
Many of the historic relics of

those days were used in Mr. Grif-
fith’s scenes.

The second section of the Edwin
Carewe company sailed Wednes-
day, November 14, on the French
liner S. S. Paris. Those who left

to join the director and to pro-
ceed to Algiers where exteriors
for First National’s “A Son of the
Sahara” will be made included
Claire Windsor, Rosemary Theby,
Bert Lytell, Montagu Love and
Paul Panzer beside the produc-
tion and technical staffs. •

The change in sailing date from
Saturday to Wednesday was made
necessary owing to the inability

of Miss Windsor to finish her
work out west in time to enable
her, to arrive in New York by Sat-
urday.
Mr. Carewe has been abroad

for a month now and has already
looked over the desert locations

in Biskra, Algeria. He reports

everything in readiness for the

arrival of the company and will

meet its members in Paris and ac-
company them south to Marseilles
and then across the water to
Algeria.

Aside from the roster of players
already mentioned Walter Mc-
Grail will be in one of the prin-
cipal roles of the picture. He pre-
ceded the main party, accompany-
ing Director Carewe a month ago.

Louis N. Jerome will have
charge of the business manage-
ment of the company. The com-
plete personnel of the production
and technical staffs is as follows:
John D. Schulze, technical direc-
tor. Robert Kurrle. cameraman,
Wallace Fox, assistant director,

Cleo Fox, secretary, A1 Greene,
second cameraman, Richard Eas-
ton, second assistant director, and
Lawrence Coursier, laboratory
expert.

Smith Ties Up
Traffic

David Smith, who is producing
"Red Roses,” a super-feature for
Vitagraph adapted from the novel
by George Randolph Chester, ef-
fectively tied up all traffic at the
junction of the main thorough-
fares of Los Angeles last week.
Director Smith obtained permis-

sion from the police department
of the southern California metrop-
olis to stage some of the scenes
in the heart of the shopping dis-

trict. Scores of automobiles were
used and when the congestion
was at its height an ambulance
came clanging down the street.

Doris Kenyon Stars
in Blaney Film

Doris Kenyon has the leading
role in Charles E. Blanev’s pro-
duction “The Love Bandit,”
which Vitagraph will release.
\ ictor Sutherland and Cecil
Spooner are also in the cast.

Production on the second of the
Blaney-Vitagraph pictures will be-
gin soon. The selection of the
second super-feature has not yet
been announced.

“Get Together Club”
Holds Dinner Extended Runs

N,ot only is “If Winter Comes”
hanging up a new record for ex-
tended engagements all over the
country but it is teaching a new
set of patrons the path to the pic-

ture theatres. Columbus, Ohio,
and Buffalo are two of the latest

cities to acclaim the film version
of the A. S. M. Hutchinson story
by holding it over for a second
week. Detroit ran the picture for
four weeks, and Los Angeles will

post a long run record with it.

Named Branch
Manager

Claire Windsor and Bert Lytell who play the leads in “A Son of the

Sahara,” an Edwin Carewe Production for First National.

The V . W. Hodkinson Corpor-
ation announces that Sherman S.
Webster is now branch sales
manager of the Cleveland office.
Mr. Webster replaces C L.
Peavey, resigned.
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Vidor Directing

Laurette Taylor
Enthusiastic Reception
Given “The Hunchback”

Work on the Metro picturiza-

tion of “Happiness,” J. Hartley

Manner’s great play, was begun

last week with the arrival in New
York of King Vidor, who was
selected to direct Laurette Tay-
lor, noted stage star, in the same
role which won her such fame on
the stage. It will take several

weeks before Mr. Vidor and his

staff, which arrived here with him
from the coast, have completed
the filming of several very im-
portant exterior scenes, after

which, according to present plans,

Miss Taylor, Mr. Manners, Mr.
Vidor and the staff will return to

the Metro studios in Hollywood
to complete “Happiness.”
“Happiness” marks the second

of Mr. Manner's stage successes
which Metro has picturized with
Miss Taylor in her original stage

role. The first was “Peg ’O My
Heart,” also directed by Mr.
Vidor, which still is accounted
a great screen play. After the

filming of “Happiness” Miss Tay-
lor will make for Metro another
of Mr. Manner’s plays, "One
Night in Rome.”

It will take several months be-
fore “Happiness” is completed.
Miss Taylor will probably remain
in Hollywood until after this and
“One Night in Rome” has been
picturized. A beautiful home in

the Santa Monica hills near Holly-

wood has already been secured for

the noted star and for Mr. Man-
ners, her husband.

House Records Broken
by “The Virginian”

Owen Wister’s novel and play,

“The Virginian,” which has been

filmed by B. P. Schulberg for

Preferred Pictures, broke all house
records at opening engagements in

Denver and Detroit this week.
A. G. Talbot, manager of the

Colorado Theatre, Denver, reports,

in a congratulatory telegram to

Preferred Pictures Corporation, that

the amount grossed the first day of

the picture’s run surpassed all

Sunday records.

According to Phil Gleichman,
president of the Broadway-Strand,
where the picture is now playing an

extended engagement in Detroit,

“The Virginian” is doing tremendous
business, surpassing any picture

booked by that house in three years.

The Detroit critics, who are

among the first newspaper reviewers

to render a verdict on the screen

“Under the

for Early
The Cosmopolitan Corporation

announces that it will shortly pre-

sent at the Cosmopolitan Theatre
the greatest achievement in its

history to date—a sumptuous
screen version of “Under the
Red Robe,” from Stanley Wey-
man’s famous romance bearing
the same title. The leading char-
acters in this drama visualize the
most vivid period in the reign of

Louis XIII of France.
The statement is made that

“Under the Red Robe” represents
the most careful regard for his-

torical accuracy in all of the im-
portant features of settings and
costuming. The picture was nine
months in the making, .and the
total cost is upwards of $1,500,000.

All of the famous examples of

the architecture of the period rep-
resented in the sets used are
faithfully reproduced, it is said.

The Palace Royal at Paris, for-

merly the palace of the great

production, say : Detroit Times

:

“ ‘The Virginian’ is a picture no
Detroiter can afford to miss. It is

what we call a beautiful produc-
tion, pictorially and dramatically.”

Detroit Journal : “The story of

‘The Virginian’ is just that thrilling

type of material made to order for

the movies.” Detroit Free Press

:

“One of the finest westerns the

screen has ever given us.”

A November Drive
During the month of November,

the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion will hold its sixth anniver-
sary drive for sales and collec-

tions. Hodkinson sales managers
are making direct appeals to ex-
hibitors for co-operation in putting
their territory ahead.

Red Robe”
Presentation
Cardinal under Louis XIII, is an
instance, also the interior of the
Louvre.
The cast is headed by Robert

B. Mantell, John Charles Thomas
and Alma Rubens.

Davies’s Film Back
Again

After an absence of only three
weeks, Marion Davies and “Little

Old New York” will be back on
Broadway. It had a run of nearly
three months at the Cosmopolitan
Theatre on Broadway and Colum-
bus Circle and will be shown at

the Capitol Theatre, beginning
Sunday, November 11.

It is announced that its en-
gagement was terminated at the
Cosmopolitan only because of the
fact that it was necessary to

make way for other completed
Cosmopolitan productions.

“The Chicago premier of ‘The

Hunchback of Notre Dame’ at the

Harris Theatre last week eclipsed

even the world premier at the Astor

Theatre, New York City,” Universal
announces. This marks another

step in the phenomenal advance
across the continent of Universal’s

masterful version of the Victor

Hugo classic.

“Carl Laemmle started his career

in the Windy City just seventeen

years ago,” comes the story of the

Chicago opening as told by Uni-
versal representatives present, “and
it appeared as though the entire city

had combined to make the premier
of Universal’s greatest effort a

gala event.” The reception accorded
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame”
was not merely one of sentiment,

however, for newspaper reviews
sang plenty of praise, surpassing in

enthusiasm even the eulogies pub-
lished by the critics of New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

San Francisco, and other cities

where the Victor Hugo classic is

now playing to delighted audiences.

The advance sales are the largest

in the history of pictures in legiti-

mate houses, reports state. By
Saturday at four o'clock every seat

was sold for the Sunday matinee,

and by two o’clock Sunday after-

noon the house was gone for the

night performance. Thousands were
turned away both afternoon and
evening.

Mr. Laemmle and his secretary,

Harry H. Zehner, arrived in Chi-

cago from the coast Sunday morn-
ing, and E. H. Goldstein, treasurer

of Universal, came in from New
York to attend the opening. Both
were in the audience, together with

a host of notables representing

society, the theatrical and political

world.
At the conclusion of the per-

formance the audience stood and
cheered Mr. Laemmle and the pic-

ture. It was impossible to clear

the house for forty minutes as his

many friends insisted on offering

their personal congratulations.

Judging by the advance sale of

the Chicago run Lhiiversal executives

predict the Windy City showing will

equal that of New York, w'here

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame”
is about to enter its fourth month
of continual sell-outs.

Campaign Launched for

Special Pathe Series
Pathe has launched a special

campaign for its current “Chron-
icles of America” releases in con-
nection with the celebration of

National Education Week from
November 18 to 24 inclusive.

This nation-wide movement,
sponsored and conducted by the
United States Bureau of Educa-
tion in co-operation with local

school authorities all over the
country, has already been widely
publicized in the nation’s news-
papers.
“Columbus,” which was re-

leased by Pathe on October 7, de-
picts the high lights of the color-

ful and adventurous career of the
discoverer of America.
The second number of the

series, which is also in four reels,

is titled “Jamestown,” and is con-
cerned with that eventful period
of American history in which the
English and Spanish colonists
struggled for supremacy.
These two subjects are the

forerunners of additional thirty-

one monthly releases being made
by the Yale University Press for
distribution by Pathe and pictur-
izing the dramatic high lights of
over 400 years of America’s ro-
mantic development.

Cast Selected for New
Mary Pickford Picture

The cast for Mary Pickford’s
next forthcoming production for

United Artists Corporation re-

lease, “Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall,” has been completed,
and, according to an announce-
ment from Miss Pickford’s studio,

consists of even a greater assem-
blage of stage and screen stars

than that which supported her in

her current film success, “Rosita.”
Miss PicWord in the role of

Dorothy Vernon is again the

grown young woman. The char-
acter, however, is wholly different

from that of the little Spanish
street singer so exquisitely por-
trayed in the attraction United
Artists is now selling.

In the cast are Allan Forrest,

Anders Randolph, Marc McDer-
mott, Claire Eames, Estelle Tay-

lor, Mme. Carrie Daumery, Eric
Mayne, Lottie Pickford Forrest,
sister of the star, and Malcolm
Waite.

Billy Wehle Lauds
Hodkinson Film

Billv Wehle, managing director
of The Isis Theatre. Grand
Rapids, Michigan, in a communi-
cation to the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation said, relative to his

showing of “The Drivin’ Fool:”
“We wish to take this method

of thanking you for not only a

good picture but a real business
getter. For the first time in this

theatre, since the showing of “The
Birth of a Nation,” a picture was
applauded.
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N. Y. Mailmen Win
F. B. O. Band Test

LEAD AND DIRECTOR OF “MAYTIME”
Ethel Shannon and Louis Gasnier. He is directing specials for

B. P. Schulberg, President Preferred Pictures

‘Maytime” Has an
Ultra Novel Plot

The nation wide radio band
concert, held by F. B. O. in con-
nection with the forthcoming
Emory Johnson release, “The
Mailman,” closed this week with
New York winning by a large
margin. The contest was promoted
among some fourteen letter car-
riers and postal clerks bands
scattered throughout the country
and was held on the evening of
October IS. Prior to the con-
test 1,500,000 ballots were dis-

tributed, carrying the names of
the band and the conditions of
the contest. On the back of these
was an ad for the photo produc-
tion.

These ballots were distributed
to every post office in the United
States and were in turn distributed
to people owning radio sets. In
order to cast a vote the person
voting had to write name and
address on the ballot and mail it

into the F. B. O. home office.

A total of 240,000 votes were
cast, with New York leading the
race with 58,000. Newark came
next with 46,000, with the twelve
other bands following with lesser
numbers. The awards offered were
in cash, the first prize being $300
and the second prize $200 with a
loving cup going to the first one.
The prizes will be awarded at the
opening of the picture in the re-
spective towns. New York’s band
will receive its prize at B. S.
Moss’ Cameo Theatre on the eve-
ning of Monday November 26.

Bands from the following cities

were entered in the contest: New
York, Chicago, Youngstown, New
Orleans, Aaron, Providence, New-
ark, Baltimore, Minneapolis, De-
troit, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, St.

Louis, Cleveland, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, Boston, Milwaukee,
San Francisco, Memphis, Seattle,

Washington, Buffalo and Denver.

A new story in motion pictures

is a difficult thing to get, but Pre-

ferred Pictures has it in “May-
time,” the Gasnier production pre-

sented by B. P. Schulberg, accord-
ing to a statement by J. G. Bach-
mann treasurer of Preferred Pic-

tures. “I don’t think you’ll find

the plot of “Maytime” in any
other picture, novel or play,” says
Mr. Bachmann, “and Gasnier, I be-
lieve, has turned out a production
that will establish him as one of

the five or six big directors in

motion pictures.

“Phil Gleichmann, of the Broad-
way-Strand Theatre in Detroit

was so enthusiastic over ‘May-

time’ that he offered us a big price
for the rights to show ‘Maytime’
in a legitimate New York house at

$2.00 prices. Our contracts with
exhibitors would not permit us to
accept.

“No other Preferred Picture, not
even ‘The Virginian’ has been re-

ceived with such enthusiasm by
our franchise holders. The Skou-
ras Brothers in St. Louis, Ben
Amsterdam in Philadelphia, Harry
Charnas in Cleveland, Samuel
Zierler in New York, Herman
Jans in New Jersey and Harry
Asher in Boston have already seen
the picture and are planning big
exploitation campaigns. Our other
franchise holders will follow suit.

Father Praises Doug Jr’s

Work in First Picture

Davies Picture Debut

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Para-
mount’s thirteen-year-old star,

who recently came East with his

mother, Mrs. James Evans, Jr., for

a few days’ visit in New York, has
received a telegram from his

father, Douglas Fairbanks, con-
gratulating him upon his fine per-
formance in “Stephen Steps Out,”
the youngster’s first picture.

The final editing for the young
star’s initial vehicle was com-
pleted two or three weeks ago
and last week a private showing
was arranged for Doug., Sr., at

Hollywood. The result was the
telegram, in which the father
congratulated his namesake upon
his achievement and added that
lie was proud of him.

Young Fairbanks will be pres-
ent in person at the initial New
York showing of “Stephen Steps
Out” at the Rivoli Theatre next
Sunday. The picture is an adapt-
ation of a story by Richard Hard-
ing Davis, entitled, “The Grand
Cross of the Crescent.” It is a

prep school tale, liberally flavored
with exciting adventure which
takes the young hero to Turkey.
Edfrid Bingham wrote the scenario
and Joseph Henabery directed.

Theodore Roberts is featured at

the head of the cast, along with
Noah Beery, Harry Myers and
Frank Currier. James O. Barrows.
Fannie Midgley, George Field and
Bertram Johns round out the
support.

at Capitol Makes Hit First National Makes
“Little Old New York” had its

first showing on Broadway at pop-

ular prices this week when it

started an engagement at the Cap-

itol Theatre. Greeted by capacity

audiences at every performance on

Sunday, the Marion Davies’ fea-

ture gave early indications of cre-

ating a new record for the run of

a film at that house.

On its opening day at the Cap -

itol, “Little Old New York” played

to 17,452 persons who paid $13,-

450.54 to see the photoplay. It

evoked applause at every per-

formance.
“Little Old New York” is em-

bellished with the same musical
features which marked its run at

the Cosmopolitan. This includes

the overture and “Little Old New
York” waltz song by Victor Her-
bert, and the special musical score

composed by William Frederick
Peters, both rendered by the Cap-
itol Grand Orchestra. Another
feature is a prologue arranged by

S. L. Rothafel, presentation head.
Meantime, “Little Old New

York” is playing to capacity audi-
ences at the Roosevelt Theatre,
Chicago, and the California The-
atre, Los Angeles. In its first

week at the Roosevelt it drew
$28,445. In London, it continues
to be a sensational success as it

begins its twelfth week.

Unusual Film Booking

“The Fool” Off
From the Fox New York

studios comes the word that the
script of Channing Pollock’s
stage success, “The Fool,” is

ready for the camera. The im-
portant task of preparing a
scenario from this drama was en-
trusted to the capable hands of
Edmund Goulding, who has com-
pleted his work not only to the
satisfaction of the producer, Will-
iam Fox, but with the approval
of Mr. Pollock, the author of the

stage play, as well.

Harry Millarde will direct.

Twenty-three simultaneous first

runs have already been accorded

Thomas H. Ince’s production of

“Anna Christie,” announces First

National, claiming one of the

most unusual booking achieve-

ments on record. The Ince pic-

turization of the Eugene O’Neill-

Pulitzer prize play, scheduled for

release on December 3, will open in

twenty-three first-run houses on

December 1, 2, or 3, according to

the policies of the respective thea-

tres, for a minimum run of one

week.
The following are the theatres :

Branford in Newark ;
Strand in

New York; Chicago in Chicago;
Olympia in Boston ;

Liberty in

Portland; Adams in Detroit ; Des
Moines Theatre in Des Moines;
Liberty and Grand Opera House
in .Pittsburgh ;

Warfield in San
Francisco; Melba in Dallas; Mary

Anderson in Louisville
;
Olympia

in Worcester
;
Olympia in New

Haven; Rivoli in Baltimore; Rialto
in Omaha ; Princess in Sioux
City; Broadway in Council Bluffs:
American in Salt Lake City;
Rialto in Columbia, S. C.

“Anna Christie” is interpreted
by a cast headed by Blanche
Sweet, William Russell and George
Marion, under the direction of

John Griffith Wray.

For November
The Film Booking Offices an-

nounce this week the release of

two H. C. Witwer “Fighting
Blood” subjects starring George
O'Hara for November. No. 8, “The
Merchant of Menace,” will be re-

leased November 11. “Midsummer’s
Night Scream” is to be released

November 25.

'i
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“David Copperfield” at Cameo
Given High Praise by Critics

Associated Exhibitors’ "David
Copperfield” made its bow in

New York last week at the Cameo
Theatre and the reviewers of the

daily newspapers united in a

chorus of praise. The attraction

played to crowded and enthusias-
tic gatherings daily and was held

over for a second week.
In the course of a review filling

more than a half column, the New
York Times critic said: “Just walk
into the Cameo Theatre and see

‘David Copperfield.’ This is a

picture wh.ch Dickens lovers will

enjoy, as it is such a beautific

change from some of the stories

that are bought, paid for and pro-

duced by film concerns. Take a

trip to the Cameo and get a men-
tal rest for an hour or so.”

The Evening Mail said : “There
came to the Cameo Theatre yes-
terday a motion picture so simple

and dramatic in its presentation, so

perfect in characterization, and so

beautifully pictorial that we do not
hesitate to recommend it to those

who scofif at the films and to
screen patrons. That picture is

‘David Copperfield.’
”

Said the Sun and Globe : "The
film, to our way of thinxing, cap-
tures the spirit, the atmosphere
and the age of the story quite ex-
cellently. And those three quali-

ties are peculiarly elusive. In our
opinion this is a classic rendition
of one of our favorite stories

—

let those who criticise it say what
they may.”
The Daily News said in part:

“They’ve got a dandy ‘David Cop-
perfield’ up at the Cameo this

week. There’s no need to say that
the story is one to be enjoyed by
youth and age alike, inasmuch as

it follows closely Charles Dick-
ens’s widely loved novel.”
Evening Journal wrote : “Quietly,

with little advance notice, a pic-

ture was exhibited at the Cameo
Theatre yesterday that ought to

make every movie fan caper with
joy. It is ‘David Copperfield.’ It

is a revelation to find a group of

players performing with such a

uniformly high calibre of ability.

Not only is the acting praise-

worthy, but the settings, the
natural views, the photography
and the direction are as nearly
perfect as one could reasonably
expect."
Said the New York American:

"Dickens’ immortal ‘David Copper-
field’ opened yesterday with a

splendidly chosen cast, beautiful
settings, capable actors and un-
derstanding direction.”

Said the World: “The producers
have selected capable players.

Particularly was Micawber like an
old friend suddenly come to life.

It is a simple, tasteful and faith-

ful photograph of the author’s in-

tention.” 1 he Tribune said : “There
is much to enjoy in this presenta-
tion. The characters are Dickens’s
own to the life.” The Morning
Telegraph’s said: “The production
is treated throughout as a master-
piece should be treated—with the

highest respect and honesty.”

Production Finished
on Pathe Feature

Pathe’s feature release sched-
ule will shortly be augmented by
a new six-reel production, "Rex,
King of Wild Horses,” from the
Hal Roach studios. The filming
of this subject has just been com-
pleted and the finished picture is

now being cut and titled prepara-
tory to its shipment east about
the middle of this month.
“Rex, King of Wild Horses,” is

the romance of an untamed stal-

lion, written by Hal Roach.

Report Bookings
The W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

tion reports that many first run
houses throughout the country are
booxing “Puritan Passions,” the
Film Guild picturization of Percy
Mackaye’s “The Scarecrow,” in

which Glenn Hunter is starred.
Among the important booxings
listed are the State, New Bed-
ford, Mass.; Jefferson, Muskegan,
Mich.; Saenger Amusement Com-
pany, Shreveport, La.; Columbia,
Baton Rouge, La.; Bijou, Woon-
socket, R. I.

Portla
”t’.

<^e” Likes November and December Will Be
1 his One . . ,

Big Months for First National
“ ‘Richard the Lion-Hearted’

opened to exceptional business at

the People's Theatre last Wednes-
day and is playing to capacity
houses,” telegraphed Jensen von
Herberg, manager of the People’s

at Portland, Ore., to Hiram
Abrams, president of Allied Pro-
ducers and Distributors Corpora-
tion.

“Every one thinks ‘Richard’ fine

entertainment and the audiences
appreciate the fineness of the

production. Congratulations to

you for supplying us with a real

picture,” he concluded.

A Prediction
B. P. Schulberg’s prediction

that his screen version of Owen
Wister’s famous western romance,
“The Virginian,” would be one of

the box-office sensations of the

new season, is finding justifica-

tion in the business which this

Preferred Picture is doing in

every key city played to date.

November and December will

prove to be the biggest months
of the present year as far as First

National productions go. Before
the end of 1923 ten pictures,

which include several heavily-

campaigned specials from inde-

pendent producers and from First

National’s own forces, will be is-

sued. Nine of these pictures are

completed at the present moment.
One is in production.

First National producers have
passed through a period of inten-

sive work during the past four

months and the pictures now lined

up ten weeks in advance are the

result of the systematic and ef-

ficient policy under which the

forces are functioning on the

West Coast.
Drama predominates in the ten

forthcoming First Nationals.

“Flaming Youth” is a society

drama adapted from one of the

sensational novels of the year.

Colleen Moore is featured under
the direction of John Francis Dil-

lon.

Another novel in screen form
will be Sir Hall Caine’s “The
Eternal City,

1” directed by George
Fitzmaurice in Rome, with Bert
Lytell, Barbara La Marr, Richard
Bennett, Lionel Barrymore and
Montague Love as principals.

Thomas H. Ince’s “Anna Chris-
tie” will be the first of the plays
of Eugene O’Neill, generally con-
ceded one of America’s most
forceful playwrights, to reach the
screen. Its principals are Blanche
Sweet, William Russell and
George Marion, of the original
stage cast.

“The Dangerous Maid” will be
Constance Talmadge’s final con-
tribution to the 1923 output.
Maurice Tourneur will offer

“Jealous Husbands,” a powerful
dramatic story, presented by M.
C. Levee. The leading charac-

ters are portrayed by Earle Will-
iams, Jane Novak, Ben Alexander
and Bull Montana.

In “Twenty One” Richard
Barthelmess appears in a modern
story with Dorothy Mackaill as
his leading lady. John S. Robert-
son, director of “The Bright
Shawl,” is again at the helm.

Society drama with a colorful
background is offered by John M.
Stahl, director, in “The Wanters.’"
The program of dramatic offer-

ings is lightened by “Her Tem-
porary Husband,” Edward Paul-
ton’s stage farce.

Harold Bell Wright’s “When a
Man’s a Man” and Katherine
MacDonald in “Chastity” com-
plete the First National ten. The
former is now in production under
the auspices of Principal Pictures
Corporation and the latter is the’
last of the Katherine MacDonald
society drama series distributed
by First National.

Universal Production Old Time Stage Success
a Big Hit in London to Be Screened by Fox

“Merry Go Round,” Universal’s
sensational production featuring
Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry,
is making screen history in Lon-
don, according to reports just re-

ceived at the Universal home
office. The London opening, in

the Empire Theatre, Leicester
Square, two weeks ago, was one
of the most brilliant ever chron-
icled in the annals of British film-

dom, and the success of the pic-

ture is astounding British film

men.
A striking phase of the Lon-

don opening was the turn-out of

British notables for the premiere.

The Kerry-Philbin Jewel now is

playing to capacity, according to
Manager Edwin 0. Weinberg of
the Empire Theatre.
“Merry Go Round” will shortly

move to another theatre to make
room for “The Hunchback of
Notre Dame,” scheduled to open
at the Empire, November 19. Ad-
vance information from Marc
Lachmann, London manager of
the Victor Hugo classic, indicates
that the Chaney Jewel will prove
the sensation of Europe. An ex-
ploitation campaign of great mag-
nitude is being waged by Lach-
mann to put over the production.

Another William Fox adaptation
of notable stage plays comes in

the production of “Hoodman
Blind,” from the success of 1885
by Sir Henry Arthur Jones and
Wilson Barrett. An actual ship-
wreck scene is one of the most
realistic ever screened.
David Butler has the leading

masculine role, first played by
Wilson Barrett in London and
later by Kyrle Bellew at Wallack’s
Theatre in New York. Annie Robe,
then played the dual role now
handled by Gladys Hulette. As-
sisting the principals with inter-

pretations of the various roles are

Regina Connelly, Frank Cam-
peau, Marc McDermott, Trilby
Clark, Jack Walters and Eddie
Gribbon. The director was John
Ford.

Herbert as Major
Holmes Herbert will play the

part of Major Hillgrove in John
S. Robertson’s production of “The
Enchanted Cottage,” Richard

Barthelmess’ next starring ve-

hicle.
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Warners Hard at It; Augment
Star Roster; Motto Is Speed

During his visit from the West
Coast to the Warner Offices in

New York. Harry M. Warner dis-

closed many things interesting to

exhibitors and promised a series

of fine productions for next sea-

son. While in New York Mr.
Warner looked over literary mate-
rial and seeing successful stage

productions with the idea of

securing the screen rights for

future Warner productions.
“I ant sure that exhibitors are

realizing that the Warner organ-
ization is accomplishing fine things

for such an embryonic company,"
Mr. Warner stated. “For this sea-

son. we have already completed
all of our productions for this

year, including such as the Ernst

Lubitsch production. ‘The Mar-
riage Circle’: the Sidney Franklin
Production. ‘Tiger Rose,’ starring

Lenore Ulric
;
and ‘Beau Brum-

mel,’ starring John Barrymore
under the direction of Harry
Beaumont.
“We intend to carry on our

plans with a series of elaborate
productions in spite of alleged up-
heavals in the industry which
seem to throw a scare into the less

courageous. Our contract with
Ernst Lubitsch calls for a series

of pictures a year that will carry
considerable weight with the ex-
hibitor. At the present time
Lubitsch is carrying on the neces-
sary research work for the filrn-

ization of that stage success
‘Deburau.’ Sidney Franklin is an-
other of our producers who can
be reckoned on as a contributor
of fine screen works under the
Warner standards.

“I can promise that ‘Broadway
After Dark’ and other Harry
Rapf Productions, will come up

to the finest standard of the photo-
play. William Seiter is directing
“How to Educate a Wife,” from
the story by Elinor Glyn. Harry
Beaumont will handle the mega-
phone for ‘Babbitt,’ the screen
adaptation of Sinclair Lewis’
novel. The third picture we are
now producing is ‘Lovers Lane,’
which Dorothy Farnum adapted
from the well-known play by
Clyde Fitch.

“Our long roster of stars will

remain under contract and we ex-
pect to announce the acquisition
of a number of new important
screen personalities in the near
future. We have always had the
exhibitor in mind in making pro-
ductions and we are continuing to

make the best possible produc-
tions to bring a healthy condition
to the industry and to the box-
office.”

“Rosita” Makes Hit in

Pittsburgh
“Notwithstanding the worst two

days of weather Pittsburgh has
had this fall our business on Mary
Pickford in ‘Rosita’ at our State
and Blackstone theatres justifies

our holding the picture over in the
Blackstone for a second week,”
read a message to Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists Cor-
poration, from James B. Clark.
“Rosita” was booked to play day

and date at Clark’s State and
Blackstone theatres, the first time
anything of the kind has ever
been done by these two houses.

Books C. B. C. Film
Tony Luchesse, of the DeLuxe

Film Co., franchise holder of C.

B. C. product for Eastern Penn-
sylvania and Southern New Jersey
announces that the Karlton The-
atre, Philadelphia has set “For-
give and Forget” in for an early

date.

Four Big Productions Are for

Metro Release During December

Exhibitor Praises

Hodkinson Film
Following is a quotation from a

letter received by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation from
George J. Wehner of the Weh-
ner Amusement Company of

Brooklyn, New York.

“No matter what picture I

bring to my theatres, it does not

draw as well as the ‘Hodkinson.’
I have had more praise for your
pictures than for any others I

have run for a long time. I must
say that your pictures have been
giving the best satisfaction. I

cannot call to mind a single com-
plaint against any Hodkinson pic-

ture.”

Metro announces the following
big productions which are to be
released during the month of De-
cember: “Fashion Row,” “In

Search of a Thrill,” “A Wife’s
Romance,” and “The Man Life

Passed By.”
“Fashion Row,” Mae Murray’s

newest Metro picture will be re-

leased December 3. It was recently

completed and is now being edited

for an early Eastern premiere.

Miss Murray is supported by the

following cast: Earle Foxe, Free-

man Wood, Mathilde Brundage.
Elmo Lincoln, Sidney Franklin,

Madame Rosonova, and Craig
Biddle. It was directed by Robert
Z. Leonard and is a Robert Z.

Leonard presentation through
Metro sponsored by Tiffany Pro-
ductions.

“In Search of a Thrill” will be
released the following week on
December 10. It is Viola Dana’s
third Metro starring picture on
the 1923-1924 Metro schedule. Miss
Dana’s first two pictures, “Rouged
Lips” and “The Social Code” were
released earlier in the season, the
first in September and the second
in October.

“A Wife’s Romance” will be re-

leased the third week, on Decem-
ber 17. It is a Harry Garson pres-
entation starring Clark Kimball
Young, and was adapted by Frank
BereS-ford from the novel “La
Rubia” by H. W. Roberts. It was
directed by Thomas Heffron.
“The Man Life Passed By” will

be released December 24. It was
recently completed at the Metro
Hollywood studios under the

direction of Victor Schertzinger
and is from an original story for

the screen written by Mr. Schertz-
inger and Winifred Dunn.

Producing for Warners
Rapf Outlines Plans

During his visit to the Warner
offices in New York, Harry Rapf,

who is producing under the War-
ner banner, outlined his ideas for

all future pictures which will face

the camera under his general su-

pervision. Mr. Rapf’s next War-
ner Classic will be “Broadway
After Dark,” an adaptation of the

play written by Owen Davis. The
screen version will be thoroughly
modernized, will feature an all-

star cast of players and will be
directed by Monta Bell, who as-

sisted Charles Chaplin in his first

serious screen achievement.
“I am trying to get away from

the bizarre type of story because

I think that exhibitors and their

audiences are fed up on them.

They are sick of seeing the im-

possible flashed before their eyes.

What they want is a depiction of

real life as they see it before

them, somewhat on the O. Henry
style,” Mr. Rapf said. “I am also

laying particular stress in pro-

ducing pictures that will lend

themselves to the greatest num-
ber of exploitation angles. That

is. after all, what appeals to an

exhibitor. He wants the kind of

a picture that will appeal to his

audience and he wants a picture

that he can exploit in such a

manner as to bring home the main
points of the picture.

While in New York Mr. Rapf
will make arrangements to pho-

tograph some of the famous dance

palaces and after-theatre clubs

for use in “Broadway After

Dark.”

House Takes Entire

Metro Product
The Star Theatre at Austin,

Minnesota, is added to the grow-
ing list of theatres arrangements

for which have been made to play

the entire Metro 1923-1924 sched-

ule of big productions.

Raymon Brothers, managers of

the big house, open the Metro
season this week with the first

presentation, "The French Doll,

and are to follow this with the

entire series as soon as the vari-

ous productions are released.

Different Periodicals

Praise Hodkinson Film
That Hodkinson’s “Puritan

Passions” the Film Guild picturiza-

tion of Percy Mackaye’s “The

Scarecrow,” in which Glenn
Hunter is starred, is a picture that

is universal in its appeal is proven

by the laudatory reviews in

two periodicals of widely different

nature, yet both well-known in

their respective fields. One is the

national Jewish weekly “The
American Hebrew,” and the other,

one of the foremost women’s
magazines, “The Ladies Home
Journal.”
“The American Hebrew” said

:

“The film has an especial appeal

to Jews who can sympathize with

the portrayal of intolerance in

early New England days, when be-

lief in diabolism and black magic
held even such notables as Cot-

ton Mather. All in all, we know
of no better screen portrayal of

the days of New England witch-

craft.”

The “Home Journal,” in the

department “When the Pictures

are Good” stated : "Its underlying

theme is that love renders all

things human. . . . Glen Hunter,
as Lord Ravensbane The Scare-
crow, shows a depth and a poise
in his acting which is new. with
none of his old graces lacking.”

London’s Dog Film
Well Booked

Pathe’s picturization of Jack

London's dog story, “The Call of

the Wild.” which was produced
by Hal Roach and released by
Pathe on Sept. 23rd, continues to

be booked heavily by leading
first-run theatres and prominent
circuits in different parts of the
country.
Among the important bookings

closed during the past week was
one with the Poli Circuit. This
contract assures a showing of the
Pathe feature in all the important
kev-cities of Connecticut, with
special exploitation and presenta-
tion effects.

*
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Paramount Announces Ready to Start on
Changes in Sales Body “Warrens of Virginia”

The following important
changes in the personnel in the

Paramount sales organization

have been announced by Division-

al Sales Managers H. G. Ballance,

George W. Weeks and John D.

Clark :

John Hammell has been ap-
pointed Branch Manager of the
New York exchange, succeeding
H. H. Buxbaum, resigned.

S. Chestnutt, formerly salesman
at New Orleans, has been appoint-
ed branch manager at the recent-
ly opened Jacksonville, Fla., ex-
change.

C. C. Wallace, formerly Branch
Manager at Chicago, has been ap-
pointed District Manager of Dis-
trict No. 5, with headquarters at

Chicago.

N. F. Agnew, formerly Branch
Manager at Milwaukee, has been
appointed Branch Manager at

Chicago, succeeding Mr. Wallace.
O. J. Wooden, formerly sales-

man at Milwaukee, has been ap-
pointed Branch Manager, succeed-
ing Mr. Agnew.

H. G. Rosenbaum, formerly
Branch Manager at San Francisco,
has been appointed District Man-
ager of the newly created District
No. 12, with headquarters at
Dallas.

O. V. Traggardh, formerly
Branch Manager at Los Angeles,
has been appointed Branch Man-
ager at San Francisco, succeeding
Mr. Rosebaum.

C. N. Peacock, formerly Branch
Manager at Oklahoma City, has
been appointed Branch Manager
at Los Angeles, succeeding Mr.
Traggardh.

R. E. Heffner, formerly sales-
man at Oklahoma City, has been
appointed Branch Manager, suc-
ceeding Mr. Peacock.

A. W. Nicolls, formerly Branch
Manager at Des Moines, has been
appointed District Manager of

District No. 11, with headquarters
at Minneapolis, succeeding Philip
Reisman.

R. F. Crawford, formerly sales-
man at Des Moines, has been ap-
pointed Branch Manager, succeed-
ing Mr. Nicolls.

M. W. Davis, formerly salesman
at New Orleans, has been appoint-
ed Branch Manager at the new
Memphis exchange.

Philip Reisman, formerly Dis-
trict Manager, with headquarters
at Minneapolis, has been appointed
General Manager of Famous-Las-
ky Film Service of Canada, suc-
ceeding G. E. Akers, resigned.

C. F. Rose has been appointed
Branch Manager at Calgary, Alta.,

succeeding Edward Zorn, resigned.
During the past few months the

entire country has been redis-
tricted, the territorial jurisdiction
of the respective divisional sales
managers being as follows:

Division No. 1, H. G. Ballance,
Divisional Sales Manager: District
No. 1—Boston, New Haven, Maine
(Portland). District No. 2—New
York, New Jersey, Albany. Dis-
trict No. 3—Philadelphia, Wash-
ington. Wilkes Barre. District No.
7—Atlanta, New Orleans, Char-
lotte, Jacksonville.

Division No. 2, George W.
Weeks, Divisional Sales Manager:
District No. 4—Detroit, Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland. District
No. 5—Chicago. Milwaukee, Pe-
oria. District No. 10—Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, Columbus. Canadian
Exchanges—Toronto, Montreal, St.

John, Winnipeg, Calgary, Van-
couver.

Division No. 3, John D. Clark,
Divisional Sales Manager: District
No. 6, Kansas City, St. Louis. Dis-
trict No. 8—Salt Lake City, Den-
ver, Butte. • District No. 9—San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle,
Portland, Ore. District No. 11

—

Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha,
Sioux Falls. District No. 12

—

Dallas, Oklahoma City, Memphis.

Hodkinson’s “Down to the Sea
in Ships” was given its Wisconsin
premiere at the Alhambra Thea-
tre, Milwaukee, commencing No-
vember 3. Through an extensive
newspaper campaign in which the
advertising predominated that of

every other picture in the city,

Leo Landau, manager of the Al-
hambra, secured such good busi-

ness that he decided to hold the
picture over for another week.
Newspaper critics were unanimous
in their lavish praise.

An elaborate presentation was
given the film. It was introduced
by a special prologue with unusual
lighting effects. A big window
display was secured on Grand
Avenue, in the heart of the busi-

ness section, and proved to be a
fine business-getter.
This is the beginning of a cam-

paign to be launched throughout
the entire state of Wisconsin, in-

cluding a simultaneous showing in

Milwaukee in some twenty-five or
thirty theatres.

46

Presented by a cast of experi-

enced performers the William Fox
production, “The Net,” from the

Broadway stage success by Mar-
avene Thompson is directed by
J. Gordon Edwards. The screen
production retains the power of
the original.

Barbara Castleton has the lead-

Elmer Clifton and a company
of William Fox screen players
have arrived in San Antonio pre-

pared to make the exterior scenes
for “The Warrens of Virginia,”

which Fox is making from t’he

famous Belasco stage success, and
the Texas town made a big event
of it. The creator of the motion
picture version of “Six Cylinder
Love” and “Down to the Sea in

Ships” was received at the sta-

tion by Mayor Tobin and his en-
tourage of city officials, who wel-
comed the Fox company with the
invitation to remain as long as

they liked.

Mr. Clifton selected San An-
tonio as the locale for exteriors of

this Civil War drama because of

the wonderful natural advantages'
the district affords; its stately,

picturesque old Colonial man-
sions, its beautiful southern at-

mosphere with rare historical

landmarks, its great open spaces
where battle scenes of the Union
and Confederate armies will be
staged, and the generally fine

climatic conditions.
In the cast of “The Warrens of

Virginia, who, with camera men
and a big mechanical force make
up the Clifton .party, are Martha
Mansfield, Wilfred Lytell, J.

Barney Sherry, Robert Andrews,
Harlan Knight, James Turfler,

Helen Ray Kyle, George Backus,
Dorothy Kingdon, Mrs. Frances
Grant, Rosemary Hill and Jimmie
Ward.

Assisting Mr. Clifton in making
the screen scription of William
deMille’s stage triumph are
George Richelavie, his assistant

director; A. G. Penrod, camera-
man, and Arthur DeTitta, Pen-
rods aide de camera.
Martha Mansfield is playing the

role of Agatha, the lead; Wilfred
Lytell is the Lieutenant Burton,
George Backus plays General
Warren, the role created by Frank
Keenan, and J. Barney Sherry is

General Robert E. Lee. Rose-
mary Hill, a protege of Mr.
Clifton, essays the role of Betty,

played on the stage by none other
than Mary Pickford.

In welcoming Mr. Clifton and
the Fox company, Mayor Tobin
assured the director that the key
to the city was his and that he
could count upon all the co-opera-
tion at the command of the city

administration in the use of his-

torical cities, public places or any
other of the city’s resources.
Wiring to William Fox of his

reception in the Southern metrop-
olis, Mr. Clifton says: “Future
looks bright here. Expect to

make a picture you will be proud
of. Mayor Tobin welcomed us
with open arms and assured us
every co-operation within his

power.”
The Fox party will remain in

San Antonio about six weeks,
within which time Mr. Clifton

hopes to complete exterior work
on the picture.

“Down to the Sea”
Hit in Milwaukee

New Fox Special

on Morris Story
"You Can’t Get Away With It”

is the up-to-date title of a Fox
special ready for immediate re-

lease. It is taken from a story by
Gouverneur Morris and should
satisfy the demands of those who
are asking for something different

from the usual run of movie
plots. The author is noted for

the realistic way he treats con-
temporary life.

Rowland V. Lee, the director,

has caught, it is said, the spirit

of the Morris story and told the
experience of its heroine in a

series of screen episodes that re-

flect the character, atmosphere and
uncompromising trend of events
with force and true feeling.

The cast has Percy Marmont,
the Mark Sabre of “If Winter
Comes,” in the leading male role.

Others are Betty Bouton, Mal-
colm McGregor, Barbara Ten-
nant, Grace Morse, Clarissa Sel-

wyn and Charles Cruz.

The Net” Is a Current
William Fox Release

Why Worry,” a Gloom
Chaser at Los Angeles

ing role. Raymond Bloomer and
Albert Roscoe are also featured.
Others in the cast are : Peggy
Davis, former Ziegfeld Follies

star, Arthur Gordoni, Cornelius
F. Keefe, Helen Tracy, Eliah
Nadel, Alexander Gaden, Guy
Combs, Byron Douglas, Claire De
Lores, Eileen Grout and William
H. Tooker.

When Harold Lloyd’s “Why
Worry,” opened in Los Angeles at

Grauman’s Million Dollar Theatre

the week of October 28th, the

critics there lauded this work of

Pathe’s master comedian and his

supporting cast.

“Don’t pass this Lloyd picture

if you want real entertainment,”

writes the Daily News critic.

“Harold, as always, is clever. In

‘Why Worry’ he is a bit unlike

his usual self and it is a relief.

His work is fast and interesting.”

The Examiner: “‘Why Worry’
has thrills to be sure; but the
thrills are incidental to the com-
edy. Harold is at his best. Fred
Newmeyer and Sam Taylor, who
directed, kept the tempo at a sus-

tained pitch that should prove a

good example to their fellow

laugh-film megaphones.”
Evening Express :

“ ‘W h y
Worry’ the foolishment is called.

Nobody does. Evervone laughs

immoderately instead.”
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Fox Releases for

November 25

Says White Way Verdict
Week Spells Success or Doom

The leading picture on the
William Fox list of releases for

the week of November 25 is “The
Shepherd King.” This is the J.
Gordon Edwards feature that was
made in the Holy Land and Egypt
and which utilized the services of
a large cast of principals, an
army of extras and required more
than a year to make. Adapted to

the screen from the stage play by
Wright Lorimer and Arnold
Reeves, it is called a marvelous
reproduction of the land and his-

tory of the shepherd boy David,
who became the ruler of Israel.

The story of “The Shepherd
King” opens with a prologue
showing Moses and the children
of Israel going through Egypt on
their way to Jerusalem. This
vast army of people, with their

camels, donkeys, horses and sheep,
are pictured being led past the
Pyramids and the Sphinx and only
a short distance from the tomb of

Tur-Ankh-Amen. Aside from
Violet Mcrsereau, who plays the

Princess Michal, and Gordon Mc-
Edward, who plays an Egyptian,
the cast consists of the pick of
the Italian film actors.

‘South Sea Love,” the latest
Shirley Mason picture, also will

be ready for release on November
25. The story was written by
Frederick and Fanny Hatton and
was directed by David Solomon.
The scenes took place among the
tropical islands of the Pacific. As
Dolores Medina, the clever star
gives a novel and picturesque
characterization.
“When Odds Are Even,” a Will-

iam Russell picture, will be re-
leased the same week. The story
embraces the race of two rival
mining companies to gain posses-
sion of a precious opal mine in

Australia. The picture was di-

rected by James Flood. Dorothy
Devore is Mr. Russell’s leading
support.
An educational, “A Dutch

Treat,” completes the week’s
leases by Fox.

Are Broadway showings of
motion pictures of any value to
the exhibitor? This question is

presented by the Fox Corpora-
tion and answered by that organ-
ization. Fox pictures of note fol-

low the policy of first appearance
along the Great White Way of

Manhattan and the returns, after
such productions undergo gen-
eral releases show the wisdom of
that plan according to the an-
nouncement. The Fox angle is

this

:

Foremost among the benefits to
be derived by exhibitors from
Broadway showings is the adver-
tising value. To be able to tag
a pictui e with the line : “Direct
from a four weeks run on Broad-
way at $1.50” is a great advantage
to the exhibitor. It means bigger
business too.

Another phase of the benefits
accrued by exhibitors from Broad-
way showings is the criticisms in

New York newspapers. While

newspapers in other cities may
boast critics just as discerning,
just as capable as those in the
great metropolis, their judgment
does not carry as much weight.
These criticisms are syndicated to
hundreds of newspapers through-
out the country besides being
quoted by many others and ex-
hibitors have the advantage of be-
ing able to include in their ad-
vertising excerpts from the
opinions of these writers who are
considered the best in the land.

“Blood and Gold”
Underway

Production of “Blood and Gold”
is under way at the New York stu-
dios of Distinctive Pictures Corpo-
ration. Conrad Nagel has been
engaged and is now on his way
from the Coast to take the male
lead in this picture, in which Jetta
Goudal will have the feminine lead.

Boy Scout Audience
Sees Goldwyn Film

Scholarly Praise for

Pathe’s “Columbus”
“When you see or hear of a

motion picture that is good, clean
entertainment get behind it and
make it worth while for the fel-

lows who produced it and for the
man who exhibits it. We hear all

sorts of condemnation of bad pic-
tures; that’s all right when they
deserve it, but the thing for us to

do is to encourage people who put
out the good stuff—so that they
will feel warranted in giving us
more and more."

Such was the message given b>r

James E. West, chief national
scout executive, at a special rally

of scoutmasters and executives of
the Boy Scout Foundation of
Greater New York at Town Hall,

New York, on November 8. The

rally was arranged at the request
of the officials of the Boy Scout
Foundation in order that the 1,500

scoutmasters in the metropolitan
area might see “The Steadfast

Heart,” a photodrama produced
by Distinctive Pictures Corpora-
tion.

After Mr. West’s talk Clarence
Budington Kelland, author of the

story; Miriam Battista and Joey
Depew, child stars of the piece,

appeared. Assisted by the two
children’s questions, Kelland ex-

plained that he had been twenty
years in the writing of this taie

of how one boy, tortured and tor-

mented by conditions of early en-
vironment, had learned to stand
up for himself.

Barker Starts Production
on “Women Who Wait”

A number of commendatory re-

ports have been received at the
Pathe Home Office, following the
premiere showings of “Columbus”
in various sections of the country.
This gives promise of support to
the entire “Chronicles of Amer-
ica” series, being produced by the
Yale University Press for distri-

bution by Pathe. Following are
excerpts from some of the unso-
licited letters of endorsement re-

ceived :

E. E. Cortright, superintendent
of the Board of Education of

Bridgeport, Conn., writes : “I am
unhesitatingly commending the
film on ‘Columbus’ developed by
the Yale University Press as a

part of their contribution to the
study of American history. Com-
ing through this scrutiny, it defi-

nitely insures, of course, the his-

torical accuracy.” Humbert P.

Pagani, Faithful Navigator, In-

dianapolis Fourth Degree of the

Knights of Columbus, writes

:

“ ‘Columbus’ is entertaining, edu-
cative and instructive, and I

heartily endorse it as presented
through the Pathe Exchange.”
The Sunday Observer of Char-

lotte, N. C., editorially : “The most
notable departure in education on
the screen, however, is that re-

cently launched by the Yale Uni-
versity Press, whose players are
now presenting pages of Ameri-
can history, the plays being
staged in the original localities.”

Ernest L. Crandall, director of
lectures and visual instruction of

the New York Board of Educa-
tion, expresses the following opin-
ion : “This is the type of film

which has long been eagerly
awaited by the educators of the

country. As to this particular

film, the story is vividly told, the
acting is excellent, and the pho-
tography is of the very highest
order.”

66

With the completion of “Pleas-

ure Mad” his second contribution

to the Metro 1923-1924 season,

Reginald Barker has begun active

production on “Women Who
Wait” which has been announced
in preparation these last several
weeks. Like his two former pic-

tures this one will also be pro-
duced under Metro-Louis B.
Mayer auspices. It is a picturiza-

tion of “Cape Cod Folks.”
Heading the cast is Frank

Keenan. Renee Adoree, Robert
Frazer, Barbara Bedford, Joseph
Dowling, Edward Phillips, Billy

Eugene, Victor Potel, and Joan
Standing have also been picked.

“Cape Cod Folks” is the old

New England classic by Sarah P.

McGreen which was published
several years ago and was widely-
read and also successful as a stage
play. The book is in production
under the tentative title of

“Women Who Wait”, but a new
and permanent title is now under
consideration.
“Women Who Wait” will take

several months to complete. It is

not unlikely that Mr. Barker may
transport his entire companv to

Newfoundland and to New Eng-
land later in order to get im-
portant scenes in the exact locale

of the story. J. G. Hawks made
the adaptation of “Women Who
Wait” and it is being photographed
bv Mr. Bilburn.

Flaming Youth” Given
a Pre-Release Showing

This week for the first time in

its history it is reported the

New Yor 1 Strand had a full house

at 10:15 on a Wednesday morn-

ing. The occasion was a special

invitation pre-release presentation

of “Flaming Youth,” Associated

First National Pictures, Inc., the

producer and distributor of the

film, acting as host ’to the entire

trade.
Film executives, exhibitors in

the metropolitan district, news-
papermen and trade journal critics

filled the theatre and when the

Strand orchestra took its place to

render the musical score a most
noteworthy audience was assem-
bled to see the picture made from
the novel bv Warner Fabian.
“Flaming Youth” was purchased

by First National for screen pro-

duction shortly after its publica-

tion. Colleen Moore is in the fea-

tured role. “Flaming Youth” is

a current First National release

and is expected to have its metro-
politan premiere in the near fu-

ture.
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Universal Signs Noted European
Stunt Actor to Star in Serials

Rogers Impersonates
Stars of Screen

Lucian Albertini, sensational
European stunt man and screen
dare-devil, has been signed by
Universal to make serials. He is

reputed to be one of the most
reckless screen actors and noted
for taking desperate chances in

order to produce thrills.

Besides being a dare-devil,
Albertini also is a strong man and
in many of his pictures he has
been billed as Samsonia. It is

under this name that he is best
known in England, where his pic-

tures have been eminently suc-
cessful.

Albertini’s seven years in pic-

ture work have been with German
and Italian film companies, includ-
ing a company of his own. He
directs his own pictures.

Besides his work in films, Al-
bertini is a Professor of Physical
Culture in the Public Health
Service of Lyons, France, and

formerly was Division Gymnastic will be built up around new mate-
instructor for the Italian Navy, rial and stunts which are said to

He was a noted acrobat and transcend any thrills heretofore
trapeze stuntster before entering seen on the screen,

films. He is now on his way to Uni-
His first serial for Universal versal City.

Lupino Lane to Star in New
Fox Two-Reel Comedy Series

Lupino Lane, probably Eng-
land’s best known stage and
screen comedian has signed a long
term contract with Fox Film Cor-
poration and will come to the

United States about the first of

the year to star in a series of two-
reel comedies to be made at the
Fox Hollywood studios.

Lane is well-known in this

country, having appeared in the

stage production “Afgar” as well

as a series of two reel comedies
and a feature for Fox and while
these productions were successes
his continuance with the Fox
organization was prevented by
other contracts made previously.
This time, Mr. Lane will be un-
encumbered by other contracts
and will devote his entire time to

transferring to the screen his in-

imitable pantomime which made
him an international success.

Turpin and Laurel Two-Reelers

on Pathe List for November 25
November 25 brings about the

release on the Pathe program of
an unusually attractive list of short
subjects including a Stan Laurel
two-reel burlesque, a Mack Sen-
nett comedy starring Ben Turpin
and another of the popular Hal
Roach “Dippy-Do-Dads” with their

all-animal casts.

The Stan Laurel burlesque is

“The Soilers” a travesty on Rex
Beach’s famous novel “The
Spoilers.” It is of the same type
as this star’s two preceding offer-

ings, “Roughest Africa” which
burlesques the animal hunt pic-

tures and “Frozen Hearts” bur-
lesquing “Enemies of Women.” In
“The Soilers,” Laurel caricatures
the role of Roy Glenister as Can-
ister and the famous Glenister-
McNamara fight is travestied in

an uproarious way by Cannister
and Smacknamara.
The Ben Turpin two-reeler is

“The Dare-Devil” in which the
star appears as a movie double,
Harry Gribbon as the director,

Jack Richardson as leading man
and Kewpie Morgan as his chief

support. Madeline Hurlock is

leading lady and Irene Lentz the
heroine. Turpin runs the gamut
of thrills and hardships supposed
to fall to the lot of a movie
double.
The Ruth Roland serial “Ruth

of the Range” reaches its seven
episode with the usual amount of

thrills and fast action. “Go West”
is the title of the single reel

“Dippy-Do-Dad” in which the
animal cast enact a travesty on
life in the great open spaces.

Pathe Review 47 contains a

variety of interesting subjects
ranging from “The Four Lakes
of Madison” which is a pictorial

interpretation of Longfellow’s
poem to “Monkey Mountain” pic-

tured in the Milwaukee Zoo. Other
subjects include a travelogue “A

Day in Guatemala” and a color
section “The Cradle-land of the
Neolithic Man.”
An Aesop’s Fable “Happy-Go-

Luckies” a Topics of the Day and
two issues of Pathe News com-
plete the weeks schedule.

Will Rogers’ newest two-
reel comedy for Pathe “Un-
censored Movies” gives him the
opportunity for what is said
to be the first time to pre-
sent a line of entertainment
on the screen for which he is

famous on the stage. In his

own inimitable way he carica-
tures “Bill” Hart, Tom Mix,
and Rudolph Valentino and
makes satirical though in-

offensive allusions to De-
Mi 1 1e ,

Griffith and Fairbanks
in their respective fields.

Rogers’ role is that of a re-
form investigator sent to ob-
serve conditions in Holly-
wood.

Lloyd Single Reel
Reissues Liked

Pathe reports a heavy demand
from theatres including some of
the finest in the country for the
series of single reel Harold Lloyd
reissues. The success of these re-
issues which total seventy-four
in all is attributed to the pres-
ence of such players as Bebe
Daniels and “Snub” Pollard in

the cast and is pointed to by
Pathe officials as indicating that
comedies with fast action and
laughs are in strong demand re-
gardless of the footage or time
of production.

Pathe Finds Big Demand for

Serials of a Higher Type
As a result of touring the Bos-

ton, New Haven and Albany terri-

tories, Edgar O. Brooks Pathe’s

serial sales manager reports that

he found a strong demand for

chapter-productions more logically

constructed, embodying higher
standards of direction and acting
and based on popular novels and
stories.

“I found one opinion uniformly
registered” says Mr. Brooks, “that
the day of the blood-and-thunder
dime-novel type of serial is gone
forever, and was informed that in

their place there must be evolved
a type of chapter-picture that will

approximate in story action and
characterization the newspaper
and magazine serials.

Mr. Brooks calls attention to the
fact that the demand for serials

based on widely read stories will

be met by Pathe’s forthcoming
serials. Awaiting release is “The
Way of a Man” based on Emer-
son Hough’s famous novel of the
early west. It was produced by

George Seitz and features Harold
Miller and Allene Ray.

In production is a serial version
of Cooper’s celebrated “I eather-
stocking Tales,” an example of
the high grade of serial picture
which Pathe plans to produce. It

was also directed by George Seitz
and features Harold Miller and
Edna Murphy.
This serial will be followed by

one based on “The Fortieth Door”
by Mary Hastings Bradley. It is

further announced that steps are
now being taken to secure rights
to other famous novels which will

be portrayed by casts headed by
well-known stars.

Church Books Bruce
One-Reelers

Educational reports that the
great beauty of the series of
Wilderness Tales by Robert C.
Bruce has not only caused them
to be popular in the theatres but
with churches as well. For in-

stance, the Rev. G. Y. Benton of
the First M. E. Church of Oneida,
N. Y. was so impressed with
“From the Windows of My
House” that he wrote a letter to
the exchanges praising it highly
and also booked “By Lantern
Light” and “Moonblind.”

Century Completes
Two Comedies

Two new completed Century
Comedies are ready to take their
places with others turned over to
Universal for distribution. They
are “Boys Will Be Boys” and “Own
a Home.”

Managers Enthuse
Over Doyle Film

Pathe’s expose of fraudulent
mediums “Is Conan Doyle Right”
is reported to have proved a box-
office attraction of the first mag-
nitude at the Keith circuit houses
in the East. “From the box-office
angle it has great possibilities,
which _was proven by the increase
in business each day,” says man-
ager Burns of the Hamilton.
Enthusiastic comment was also
made by the managers of the
Eighty-first Street Theatre, New
York, Flatbush and Prospect in

Brooklyn, and Keith’s Boston
Theatre.
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New “Snapshots”
Issues number four and five of

Screen Snapshots, C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation's popular single
reel “fan magazine of the screen,’’
are ready for release, each con-
taining a number of interesting
scenes of popular stars.

One of the bright spots in issue
number four is a scene of George
Crane. Claude Gillingwater and
Alec Francis, "the grand old men
of the screen,” practicing some
new dance steps with King Vidor.

Issue number five shows bright
scenes of Bryant Washburn, Li-
onel Belmore, Billie Dove, Ed-
ward Everett Horton, Jackie
Coogan, Mary Pickford and
others.

“Save the Ship”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)
Life on a raft is made exciting

for Stan Laurel by the combined
attacks of his mother-in-law and
the swordfish. He catches fish

only to find that they have wings.
As one is flying away he shoots
at it and blows up the ship. It

has a good number of laughs and
should prove satisfactory.—M. K.

“Memories”
(Educational—Songs—One Reel)
Three old favorites, "Darling,

We Are Growing Old,” "Daisy,
Daisy, Give Me Your Answer,
Do,” and “Where Dear Old Shan-
non’s Flowing,” are pleasingly il-

lustrated in this number of the
Sing Them Again series. Senti-
ment, a bit of comedy and pretty
scenery are the attractions.—
M. K.

“The Payroll Thief”
(Universal—Western—Two Reels)
The melodrama and action are

well handled in this snappy num-
ber which features Jack Mower
and Elinor Field. After the hero
has secured the money from the
bank to pay the ranchers, he is

attacked and robbed. The situa-
tions carry good suspense and
Elinor Field adds to the appeal.—

•

M. K.

SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE
Cloister in the Clouds (Fox)
Dare Devil, The (Pathe)
Dance or Die (Fox)
Go West (Pathe)
Happy-Go-Luckies (Pathe)
Hot Sparks (Educational)
Memories (Educational)
No Loafing (Educational)

No Parking Aloud (Universal)

Pathe Review 47 (Pathe)
Payroll Thief, The (Univer-

sal)

Save the Ship (Pathe)
She’s a He (Universal)

Soilers, The (Pathe)

‘The Dare-Devil” “Pathe Review 47”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
This Alack Sennett comedy,

starring Ben Turpin, is a travesty
on the making of serials and pre-
sents the star as a cowboy who
gets a job of doubling for the
hero in the thrill and “unpleasant”
situations. It is treated in a far-

cical way, poking fun at the most
serious situations. The hero gets
into all sorts of scrapes and
messes things up generally. There
is a lot of amusing nonsense, es-
pecially the scene where the
movie company gets the firemen
away from a fire until they can
grab some scenes. While not up
to the best of the Sennett offer-

ings. it contains several humorous
situations and should prove satis-

factory for the average audience.
—C. S. S.

(Pathe—Magazine—One Reel)

Up to the standard of entertain-
ment of the previous issues in this

series is this Pathe Review, which
in an entertaining fashion pre-

sents a pictorial section visualiz-

ing the Longfellow poem, “The
Four Lakes of Madison,” a sec-

tion dealing with the strange cus-

toms of the Indians in Guate-
mala, a novel set of views of a

“mountain” in the Milwaukee zoo
which is the home of hundreds of

monkeys and a color section of a

city in France in which there are
several indications of the presence
of pre-historic man.—C. S. S.

nGo West”

“No Parking Aloud”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)
Parking babies while the moth-

ers shop brings great cares upon
the shoulders of Nervy Ned
(Nealy Edwards) this time. The
mothers decide to stay all night
in the store so as to be on hand
for the sale, and Ned takes the
babies home with him. This has
an original idea to work with and
should be unusually entertaining.—M. K.

(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)
The large number of spectators

who have delighted in the previ-
ous issues of the “Dippy-Do-Dad”
series, enacted by Hal Roach’s
clever all animal casts, will be
pleased with this one. The story-

lias a real plot regarding a shift-

less chap whose father sends him
out west. There is some typical

“western” stuff in which the cast,

composed almost entirely of mon-
keys, does some clever work. A
big dog and some goats also fig-

ure in minor roles.—C. S. S.

“The Soilers”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
Stan Laurel’s newest burlesque

of successful features is “The
Soilers” which is a travesty on
“The Spoilers.” Several of the
high spots in the original have
been caricatured in a broad and
effectively humorous way, such
as the blowing up of the mine and
the celebrated fight. In this lat-

ter scene the hero and the villain

start in the office, then go into a
bedroom and fight with pillows,

making the feathers fly, fall out
of a window and tumble into a
dance hall where the crowd pays
absolutely no attention to them.
It will afford a great deal of

amusement to the majority of pa-
trons, especially those who have
seen “The Spoilers.”—C. S. S.

“Dance or Die”
(Fox—Comedy—Two Reels)
Marathon dancing fails to yield

a fortune to the hero in this Sun-
shine comedy although his part-
ner and he resort to trickery and
use dummies as partners some of
the time. Luck is against him in

other money-making schemes as
well—such as knocking off pedes-
trian’s hats by attempting to
make them walk under a rope and
then collecting a tip for picking
up the hats. Some of the stunts
are hilariously amusing. A good
number on the whole.—M. K.

“Cloisters in the

Clouds”
(Fox—Educational—One Reel)
This spectacular abode of some

of the old Grecian monks offers

some interesting scenes here. The
locale, the shots and the general
atmosphere have a decidedly un-
usual note.—M. K.

“Hot Sparks”
( Educational—Comedy—One

Reel)
Once more the fire department

is a subject for comedy. Cliff

Bowes plays the chief fire-fighter

in a force which is notorious for

not interfering with fires. It is

a Cameo comedy with consider-
able action and two or three good
laughs.—M. K.

“No Loafing”
( Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
Most of the amusement in this

Tuxedo comedy lies in a familiar
stunt—suspending the hero at a
precarious height where thrills

are combined with the laughter.
"Poodles” Hannaford does most
of his performing on a grand pi-

ano which his comrade and he are
attempting to hoist into the top
room in a high building. It is ef-

fectively done, although the idea
will not be new to the average
patron. At times it gets very ex-
citing. The star is a good come-
dian and an expert tumbler.

—

M. K.

Bruce Editing Eight Novel Films

for Release Through Educational
Robert C. Bruce, producer of the

Wilderness Tales distributed by

Educational, has returned to New
York after a summer spent in pro-

duction activities in the Pacific

Northwest, carrying him over
Washington, Oregon and British

Columbia during which he filmed

eight single-reel scenic dramas. Five

have already been titled
—

“Jean of

Hecata Head,” “The Ex-Bartender
Retires,” “The Trader Keeps Mov-
ing,” “Just Waiting” and “Fear.”
He will remain in New York until

he has finished editing and titling

the entire eight.

Mr. Bruce made pictures at New-
port and Hecata Head, Mt. Rainier,

on Williamette River and Vancouver
Island, and at locations said to have

never before been filmed in Sand
Creek Canyon and Crater National

Park. The one filmed in Sand
Creek Canyon, titled “Fear,” has an

unusually novel setting, with natural

spires of solidified sand and clay

that rise sixty to a hundred feet

like pillars of a ruined Roman
temple. They form a weird back-
ground.

In fact, all these pictures are said

to be novel in location and treatment.
Those on the Williamette River
were made on a floating studio built

in the form of a cabin on an eighty-
foot flatboat. The sides could be
dropped for interiors and the cabin
used for exteriors.

David W. Gobbet, who was a

cameraman in the Boer war, and
also in the same capacity with the

Duke of Connaught’s expedition to

Africa, and the Buffalo Jones ex-

pedition to that continent, accom-
panied Air. Bruce as cameraman.
Irene Hall, prominent in theatrical

stock companies on the Coast, ap-

pears as leading woman in several

of the films. The first one “Jean of

Hecata Head,” according to Air.

Bruce’s belief, will surpass the en-

viable reputation made by his “And
Women Must Weep.”
The remainder of the cast that

accompanied Air. Bruce consists of

Anne Lockhart, now appearing in

“The Gold Diggers” (stage produc-

tion) ;
Selmer Jackson jvho plays

leads, Alyrtle Forbes, an ingenue,

Joames Gordon as a juvenile, Gur-
nie Havs as the heavv, and William
Dills.

“She’s a He”
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)
Buddy Alessinger’s latest shows

him adopting a girl’s disguise so
as to please his rich aunt, who
has been told that her sister’s

child is a girl. Fair curls and a
dainty dress fail as a deception,
as the boy’s table manners arouse
suspicion and lead to some rough-
housing that makes the aunt ex-
claim “She’s a He.” It is a fairly

amusing number.—AI. K.

“Happy-Go-Luckies”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)
In this issue of Aesop’s Film

Fables, Cartoonist Paul Terry has
introduced considerable amusing
and clever stuff as usual and it

will delight the average patron

:

those, however, who have followed
this series for a long time will

recognize considerable familiar
material in the handling of the
dog show with its “freak" animals
which forms the greater part of
the comedv.—C. S. S.
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Review Consensus Foot**e

Suzanna .Mabel Normsnd Mar 3 May 5 8,000
Shriek of Araby.— Sennett Prod. -Turpin. Apr. 28 Aug. 18 4,150

Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing. Mae Marsh Oct. 20 6,000
Richard the Lion-Hearted ... Wallace Beery Nov. 3 7,298

ARROW
Little Red Schooihouao E. K. Lincoln May 26 Aug. 25..’ 5,700
Sheriff of Sun Dog ,...Wm. Fairbanks June 2... „ 4.949

None So Blind «...
Sun Dog Trails William Fairbanks
The FigBfcmg Shipper Serial 15 parts
Tbs Santa Fe Trail Historical serial Aug. 11 15 parts
The Devil’s Dooryard William Famum Aug. 25 4,838
Almost Married Eddie Lyon Sept. 22 2,000
Through Yellowstone Park
With Our Late President
Warren G. Harding Instructive Sept. 22 2.000

Seeing Double Eddie Lyons Sept. 29 2,000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Yankee Spirit Ben Alexander Sept. 8 2,000
Companions “Sing Them Again”. Sept. 8 1,000
Secrets of Life Instructive Sept. 8 1,000
His New Papa Cliff Bowes Sept. 8 1,000
Moving Cliff Bowes Sept. 15 1,000
The Optimist Lloyd Hamilton ....Sept. 15 2,000
Running Wild Mermaid comedy ...Sept. 22 2,000
High Life Mermaid comedy ...Sept. 22 2,000
How the Globe Trotter Trots.Howe Hodge-Podge. .Sept. 29 1,000
The Limit Cliff Bowes Sept. 29 1,000

“Old Oaken Bucket,” Etc. .. “Sing Them Again”.. Oct. 6 1,000
Front Tuxedo comedy Oct. 6 2,000
While the Pot Boils ....Wilderness Tales Oct. 6 1,000

Tapanese Earthquake Sinograms' Oct. 13 750
People of Many Climes Hodge-Podge Oct. 13 1,000

Fool Proof Neal Burns Oct. 13 2,000

Simple Sadie Sliff Bowes Oct. 20 1,000

Done in Oil fimmy Adams Oct. 20 2,000

Three Cheers “Juvenile comedy ...Nov. 3 2,000

Discontent “Wilderness Tales”.. Nov. 3 1,000

Heads Up Cliff Bowes Nov. 10 1,000

LTncle Sam Lee Moran Nov. 10 2,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Destroying Angel Leah Baird July 14..
The Man Between Allan Forrest July 21

. Tulv 21

5’?76
^"?v

<'tormv Seas J. P. McGowan Tulv 21 4,803 qy5:iT.f®
Tea—With a KickI 20-star cast Sept. 8 5,950 n,e
Going Up Douglas MacLean ...Oct. 6 5.886 yi., cm.--

The Extra Girl Mabel Normand Oct. 13 5,700 qn,- t„.
Harbor Lights Tom Moore Oct. 20 5,000 (irumov
Courtship of Myles Standish. Charles Ray Oct. 20 9,000

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Self '. Special June 9 1,000

Shooting the Earth Novelty June 9 1,000

Mixed Trails Bruce Scenic June 9 1,000

Back to the Woods Neal Burns June 16 2,000

Sea of Dreams Special June 16 1,000
Backfire Jack White prod Tunc 23 - 2,600
Kinky .Cameo comedy June 30 1,000
Three Strikes Jack White prod Tune 30 2,000
A Lyin’ Hunt Novelty .....July 7 1,000

Tail Light Cliff Bowes July 14 1,000
The Gray Rider Bruce Scenic July 14 1,000
Snooky’s Treasure Island.... Snooky” July 21 2.000
Close Harmony Sing Again serias.. .

.
July 28 1,000

Wrecks Cliff Bowers July 28 1,000
The Cat and the Fiddle Howe Hodge-Podge. .Aug. 4 1,000
West Is West Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000
Dipping in the Deep Hodge-Podge Aug. 11 1,000

Plus and Minus Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000
The Busher Lee Moran ...; Aug. 18 2,000
Dark Timbers Bruce scenic Aug. 18 1,000
Navy Blues Dorothy Devore Sept. 1 2,000
Hold Everything Bobby Vernon Sept. 1 2,000

. . .Mar. 31....

..Mar. 31.... .... 5,69S
... Aug. 25.... .... 7,339

..Apr. 7 ... 6,562

..Apr. 7 .... 5,621

..Apr. 7

...July 21 ....

... July 21 ........ 6,216
.... 5,703

..May 12....

..May 26....

...May 26....

.June 9 5,692

.June 16 5,WS

The Rustle ot Silk Betty Lompson ..

The Snow Bride Alice Brady ....

Sixty Cents an Hour Walter Hiers ....

Fag Bound Dorothy Dalton.
The Heart Raider Agnes Ayres ...

rbe Exciters ,Bebe Daniels June 16 5,039

A Gentleman of Leisure Jack Holt July 28 5.695

The Purple Highway Madge Kennedy Aug. 4 d’,574

Lawful Larceny Four stars Aug. 4 . 5,565

Hollywood Fifty stars Aug. 11 8,100

Only 38 Wm. De Mille prod.. Tune 23 Sept. 8 6,175

Law of the Lawless Dorothy Dalton June 30 Aug. 4 6.387

Woman With Four Faces ..Betty Compson June 30 Aug. 18 5,700

Peter, The Great Emil Jannings July 7 7,000

Children of Jazz Theodore Kosloff July 21 Aug. 18 6.080

Homeward Bound Thomas Meighan ...Aug. 11 7.000
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife Gloria Swanson Aug. 18 5,900

The Silent Partner Leatrict Joy Sept. 1 5,806

To the Last Man Richard Dix Sept. 8 6,965

Salomy Jane Jacqueline Logan Sept. 15 6,270

The (Cheat Pola Negri Sept. 15 7,323

Ruggles of Rep Cap Ernest Torrence Sept. 22 7,500

PERFECT PROJECTION

Uponilre sound foundation of
PERFECT PROJECTION

Rests Picture Success
Re stsTheaterSuccess
Rests"yOUR Success

,
OUKTJT
TIONRICHARDSON'S>££

H^NDBGDKfPROJEC'l'K^N
in mm

PRICE KV92 - CHALMERS PUB. CO. - 616 FIFTH JWE.jM.Y

PRICE $6.00

CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY
516 FIFTH AYE- N. Y.
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The Mirrisge Maker W. De Mille Prod....$cpE 29 6,295

tm Gloria Swanton Sept. 29 7,076

The Spanish Daocer Pola Negri Oct. 20 8.434

Woman Proof Thomas Meighan ....Nov. 10 7,087

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA

(telling Palm* Tom Gallery ....

Judy Punch "Fighting Blood"
The Flying Dutchman Lloyd Catltou pi

The Miracle Baby Harry Carey ..

So This Is Hollywood 2d Fighting Blot

She Supes to Conquer 2d Fighting Blot

Daytime Wives Dorclys Perdue
The Fair Cheat Dorothy MacKail] ...Sept. 29 5,800

Long Live the Ring "Fighting Blood” ....Sept. 29 2.000

Lights Out Ruth Stoneliouse Oct. 13

The Three Orphans “Fighting Blood
'

The Dancer of the Nile Carmel Myers ,

HODKINSON

June 30 18 .... 5,840

June 30 25.... .... 4,850

July 14

July 28

July 28

Aug 4

. Aug. 18

. Aui. 25...,

. Aug. 25...

• Oct. 13

. Oct. 13

27 5.787

. . Nov. 3

.. Nov. 3

. 10

FIRST NATIONAL

FOX FILM CORP.
The Mummy Sunshine Comedy June 2 2,000
Cry*tal Jewels Instructive June 2... , 1,000
Snowdrift Charles Jones June 9 Sept. 8 4.617
Land of Tut-Ankh-Amen... Instructive June 9 1,000
Red Russia Revealed Special July 21 1,600
Soft Boiled Tom Mix July 28 7,054
Hell’s Hole Charles Jones July 28 6,000
Where There’s a Will Sunshine comedy July 28 2,000
Roaring Lions on aSteamship.Harry Sweet July 28 . 2,000
Circus Pal Sunshine comedy 2,000
Apple Sauce Sunshine comedy 2,000
Tropical Romeo Al. St. John 2,000
Skid Proof Charles Jones
St. Elmo John Gilbert Aug. 18 6.000
Alias the Night Wind William Russell Aug. 25 4.145
Mysteries of Yucatan Instructive Aug. 25 1.000

Bag and Baggage Gloria Grey Aug. 25 6.000
The Man Who Won Dustin Farnum Sept. 1 5.500

Jungle Pals Features apes Sept. 1 2.000
Morns Vanna Star cast Sept. 8 9.000
Does It Pay ? Hope Hampton Sept. 8 6,652
If Winter Comes Percy Marmont ....Sept. 15 10,000
The Silent Command Edmund Lowe Sept. 15

Why Pay Rent? Sunshine comedy ...Sept. 15 2,000
The Gun Fighter William Farnum ....Sept. 22 5.000

The Two Johns Harry Sweet Sept. 22 2.999

A Goldfish Story Instructive Sept. 22 1.000

The Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix Sept. 29 5,250

The Grail Dustin Farnum Sept. 29 4.617

The Rain Storm Conklin-Sweet Sept. 29 2,000

Times Have Changed William Russell Oct. 6 5.082

The Tailor Al St. John Oct. 6 2.000
Toilers of the Equator Instructive Oct. 6 1,000
Sunshine and Ice , Instructive Oct. 6 500
Cameo Kirby John Gilbert Oct. 27 6,931

Second Hand Love Charles “Buck” Jones. Oct. 20

The Temple of Venus Allegorical fantasy ..Nov. 10 8.000

Big Dan Charles Jones Nov. 10 5,934

Up In the Air Imperial Comedy Nov. 10 2,000

GOLDWYN
I.ost and Potmd House Peters Mar. 31 Apr. 14

Remembrance Rupert Hughes prod. Sept. 23 Oct. 14 5.644

Sherlock Holmes .....John Barrymore ....May 20 Tune 3 8.233

Look Your Beet Rupert Hughes prod-Apr. 14 Sept. 8 5,314

Vanity Fair Mabel Ballin July 14 7,600

Souls for Sale Rupert Hughes Prod. Apr. 7 July 14

Backbone Fdward Sloman Prod.Apr. 7 July 7 6,541

Enemies of Women Cosmopolitan Apr. 14 May 12 10.901

The Laet Moment Star cast June 2... Aug. 18 6.000

The Raeced Edge Mimi Palmieri June 16 Sept. 8 6,800

Spoilers Jesse D. Hampton
Prod July 7 8,928

Three Wise Fools Claude Gillingwater..July 14 Aug. 25 6.946

The Love Piker Anita Stewart July 21 6.237

Little Oold New York Marion Davies Aug. 18 10.000

The Green Goddess George Arliss Aug. 25 9.100

Red Lights Marie Prevost Sent. 22 6.841

Six Days Corinne Griffith Sept. 29........ 8,010

TV. Eternal Three Marshall Neilan prod. Oct. 13 *•••

Unseeing Eyes Lionel Barrymore ...Nov. 3 8,500

The Rapids
The Ex Kaiser in Exile

Helpful Hogan

Fiddling Fool
Col lleezaliar in the African

The Drivin'

• Issued Weekly
. Kineto—one a week..
Wyndhacn Standing.

.

Apr. 7 21 ... 5,601

.Educational . May 12....

.Pauline Garon .May 19 4

.Glenn Hunter .June 2 4 .... 5,700
Robert Elba . J une 16. ...

.True Boardraan .... . June 23.... 8

. H t '--v T. Morey . .

.

.June 30.... 18....

pacfcl ... 2,000
Bray -tcientihc July 14

Raymond McKee July 14

Beau- Instruct) re .... .July 14

Charles M u» y July 14 .... 2,000
Grant Mitchell • July 28

. Comedy ... ,. Aug. 25...

Raymond McKee . ..Aug. 25...

.. Bray Comedy ... 1.000

..Wally Van

..Glenn Hunter
Peggy Hyland • Oct. 20 ....

. .C. C. Burr comedy ..Oct. 2? ....

METRO
Refuge Katherine MacDonald Apr. 14 Aug. 18 6.000
The Bright Shawl Richard Bartlielmess. Apr. 28 July 7 7.500
Wthin the Law Norma Talmadge ....May 12 Aug. 25 8,034
Slippy McGee Wheeler Oakman ...May 12 Aug. 25 6.299
The Lonely Road ..Katherine MacDonaldMay 26 5,102
Girl of the Golden West Edwin Carewe prod..June 2 Aug. 4 6,800
A Man of Action Douglas M acLcan. . . . J une 9 6,400
The Sunshine Trail Douglas Macl.ean June 9 4,500
Children of Dust ....Frank Borzage prod.. June 23 Aug. 18 6,228
Penrod and Sam Star cast June 23 6,275
Circus Days Jackie Coogan June 30 Aug. 18 6.000
Wandering Daughters James Young Prod... July 7 Aug. 25 5,471
The Scarlet Lily Katherine MacDonald July 21 6,000
The Brass Bottle Tourneur prod Aug. 4 5,290
Trilby R. W. Tully prod. ...Aug. 4 7.321
Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge ...Aug. 18 lO.OUO
Dulcy Constance Talmadge. Sept. 8 6,850
Her Reputation May McAvoy Sept. 15 7.000
Potash and Perlmutter Carr- Bernard Sept. 22 7.700

Meanest Man in the World. Bert Lytell Sept. 29 6,500
The Huntress Colleen Moore Oct. 13 6.236

The Fighting Blade Richard Barthelmess.Oct. 27 8.729
Ponjola Anna Q. Nilsson ....Oct. 20 7.000

The Bad Man Holbrook Blinn Oct. 20 6,404

The French Doll

Desire
The Eagle's Feather ..

The Eternal Struggle

Mae Murray
Fred Niblo prod...

. Viola Dana
Buster Keaton .....

Premier prod . . .Sept. 22

Premier prod ..Sept. 20
Reginald Barker ..., . . Sept. 22

Jackie Coogan .....

Premier prod
Viola Dana

The Human Mill A. Holuhar prod.
Man, Woman & Temptation. Fred Niblo prod.
Pleasure Mad R. Barker prod
Hospitality Buster Keaton
icaramouche Rex Ingram prod. ...Oct. 13 9.600

In Search of a Thrill Viola Dana Nov. 3 5.500

A Wife’s Romance Clara K. Young Nov. 3 6,000

Shooting of Dan McGrew... Barbara LaMarr

PATHE
The Mystery Man Snub Pollard Aug. 18 2.000

Be Honest “Dippy -Doo-Dada” ..Aug. 18 1.000

Warned in Advance Leo Maloney Aug. 18 2,000

Live Wires Paul Parrott Aug. 25 1.000

July Days “Our Gang” Aug. 25 2.000

Man of Position Sid Smith Aug. 18 2,000

Rolling Home Joe Rock Aug. 18 2,000

The Bad Band!* Aesop's Fable Aug. 25 1.000

Pitfalls of a Big City Ben Turpin Sept. 1 2.000

Short Orders Stan Laurel Sept. 1 1.000

Cat That Failed Aesop Fable Sept. 1 1.000

The Great Explorers Aesop Fable Sept. 1 1.000

Call of the Wild Hal Roach prod. .. Sept. 8 7,000

Take the Air Paul Parrott Sept. 8 1.000

The Walrus Hunters Aesop Fable Sept. 8 1,000

Skylarking Harry Gribbons ....Sept. 8 2.000

Why Worry? Harold Lloyd Sept. 15 6.000

Let’s Build “Spat Family” Sept. 15 2.000

The Walkout .' Snub Pollard Sept. 15 2.000

Is- Conan Doyle Right? ....Special Sept. 15 2.000

A Man About Town Stan Laurel Sept. 15 1.000

The Cat’s Revenge Felix, the Cat Sept. 15 1,000

Ruth of the Range Ruth Roland ser. ...Sept. 22

No Noise “Our Gang” . ..

.

s. .. Sept. 22 2.000

Finger Prints Paul Parrott Sept. 22 1.000

Roughest Africa Stan Laurel Sept. 29 2,000

Love in a Cottage Aesop's Fables Sept. 29. 1.000

Stepping Out “Dippy -Doo-Dads” ..Sept. 29 1.000

Derby Day Terry Cartoon Sept. 29 1.000

Columbus Yale Historical Oct. 6 4.000

No Pets Paul Parrott Oct. 6 1.000

The Cat’s Whiskers Terry Cartoon Oct. 6 1.000

Down to the Sea in Shoes ..Mack Sennett Oct. 6 2.000

Jus’ Passin’ Thru Will Rogers Oct. 13 2.000

Heavy Seas “Spat Family” Oct. 13 2.000

Asleep at the Switch Ben Turpin Oct. 13 2.000

It’s a Gift Snub Pollard Oct. 13 1.000

Winner Take All Paul Parrott Oct. 20 1.000

Aged in the Wood Terry cartoon Oct. 20 8.000

High Fivers Terry cartoon Oct. 20 1.000

Stage Fright “Our Gang” Oct. 20 2.000

Frozen Hearts Stan Laurel Oct. 27 2.000

The Circus Terry cartoon Oct. 27 1.000

Jamestown Historical Nov. 3 4.000

A Barn vard Romeo Terry cartoon Nov. 3 1.000

The Whole Truth Stan Laurel Nov. 3 1.000

Roughing It “Spat Family” Nov. 3 2.000

One Cylinder Love Mack Sennett prod... Nov. 3 2.000

Do Women Pay? Terry cartoon Nov. 10 1.000

Dear Ol’ Pal Snub Pollard Nov. 10 1.000

Hustlin’ Hank Will Rogers Nov. 10 2.000

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
A Pauper Millionaire C. M. Hallard Feb. 10 • » *-804

\ Clouded Name Norma Shearer Afar. 3 Apr. 14 4.885

The Man Who Wafted Star cast May 11 -. 5.00T

Pounterfe+» Love Featured east Tune 30 6 "v
Tipped Off Featured cast Nov. 3 4,»4

PREFERRED PICTURES
Are You a Failure? Madge Bellamy ...... Mar. 17 May 5 5.700

Poor Men’s Wives „.. Gasnier Prod Feb. 10 6.96?

Girl Who Came Back Miriam Cooper Mar U 6-W
Daughter* of the Rich Gasnier prod. June 30 Sept. 8 6.075

Mothers in- Law Gasnier Production. .. Aug. 25 6 725

The Broken Wing Miriam Cooper Sept. 1 6216
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9,400

,307

395

SELZNICK
««. °< «““» sassrfc—

£

K^^W.7777:<SSi'7::7*; .J-7V w»

MISCELLANEOUS

GRAND-ASCHER DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Consensu* Foota*.

5,761

UNITED ARTISTS
iobin Hood , u----V---P°

U
„
gla^itr

.
b
f
nk8 .Dec. 2 10,000

Jan. 6 10.000
J

R.646

.Oct. 28..

fess of the Storm Country. Mary Pickford Nov. 25..

railor Made Man
Griffith Prod. OcC 21 Aug. 11

K? whuJ ^,
ed

.:::::::::.Mae
r
M-.

a
h
T

:::. Tune 2 seP t.

Mary Pickford ......Sept. IS
8,000

A°Woman of Paris ™as. Chaplin prod... Oct. 13

Mine to Keep Bryant Washburn ...Aug. 18
2,000

Th
g
e Love Trap Bryant Washburn ...Sept. ]S .......

The Sleepwalker Rock P
2.000

The Covered Schooner Monty Banks i*PC &
2f000

Southbound Limited Monte Banks Nov. 10

Lucky Rube Sid Smith Nov. iu ....
2,000

Mark It Paid Joe Rock Nov. 10

The Tango Cavalier

AYWON FILM CORP.
George Larkin Nov. 3 ..

UNIVERSAL
Aug. 25..

Mar. 17..

A Radio .w-— . . —
Bunting Big Game in Africa. H. -

,

Buddl a^ Bat .

.

! i il^dy Messin^er

A Snow My 21

• July 21

.July 21

Buddy at the -
’ wUd-M arie Walcam p July

Tempest Cody Hides wu
Herbert Raw |mson.. July 28 *•**

fhe Victor Neely Edward* July *
The Host

.Neely
Jack Dougnerty. Aug. 4.

*"
t:7.::::r.::7.:7.77.::::The

Out of • Aug. 4.

Columbia—The Gem and
Pushers”

Comedy

Aug.
Aug.

Spring Fev*r IV” Roy 'Stewart Aug. ’is

The Steel Trail Duncan ....Aug. 25

Shadows of the North
;;;".. f Moriey Aug. 18 . •••••

L°t3
, °LN n7,Hd;V. Buddy. Messinger ...Aug.

Aug. 25

25.
So Long, Bu uy- — •

pPte Morrison Aug.
Strike of the Rattler Bete

^
« Aug.

The Pencil Pusher “^^Gibson Sept
Blinky Drifting

Sept.

Drifting...... Doris Eaton Sept.

High Kickers
Neely Edwards Sept.

Sing Sing Tack Ford Sept.

Fighting Fists*
Gladys Walton Sept.

£
h
„c,e

u
a^Gift-:::::::..... -The s

fi\:
Hunchback of NotVe Dame. . Ix>n Chaney

[ Se?t'. IS
-'

A Chapter in Her Life ^^medy -..Sept.
i;";;";:"

Face to Face
.... Dancing comedy

••••f
ept-~2

Where Is This Westf •••• ;J a
k Cooper Sept. 22

Bound Figures ..Chuck Reisner Bept. 22
^

oily wood — '"...Herbert Rawlinson -Sept,

1

1

1

1

8
8
8 .

Clean Up .neiucn
Q#»nt 29 ...

oLt^„^l?jHdv: : : : : :

:
'.

'. fcdd^M ...sept. »•••

Bringing Up Buddy ^Wri.cm .. Sept

Hard Luck Jack
Neely Edwards Sept,

Cuckoo Njles Welch Oct. 6

The Six- Fifty Jewel Oct. 6

Thundering Dawn
Bffiy Engle Oct. 6

One Exciting Day
Neely Edwards Oct. 6

Own a Home 'Gladys Walton Oct.

29

13

The Wild Party
'njlL

t

Pete Morrison Oct. 13

Gentlemen of the West
k Resiner Oct. 13

'racked .^.'.'international News. -Oct 13 .

Japanese Earthquak - Hoot Gibson Oct. 20

rb. Ramblin Kid ..Edmund Cobb Oct. 20

..“Pal” the dog Oct- 20

..Neely Edwards Oct. 20

..Star cast Oct. 2/

The Ramblin'

The Tenderfoot
Don’t Scream .

Going South
The Acquittal "^Desmond-Serial' Oct. 27.

Beasts of Paradise w-rhert Rawlinson ..Nov. 3Paraaisc Herbert Rawlinson - Nov. i

A Million to Burn...
“Baby Peggy” feature Nov. 3

Darling of New York
Century comedy —Nov. 3

Fashion Follies .--•
Western N°v. 3

Code of the Mounted ' ' ’ ’ ' ’ -

Neely Edwards N°v. 3

Be My Guest
’.'....Jack Hoxie Nov. 10

Men In the Kaw
Billy Engle

Golfmama .'.'.'...Chuck
So Long. Sultan u-.err

o

The T^light Trail

Reisner .

.

..Margaret Morris

Nov. 10

...Nov. 10

...Nov. 10

5,020

1,000

. 10.000

2,000

2,000
4,880

1,000

2,000

2,000

6.819
5.518

6.076

2,000

2,000

4.832
parts
4,943

2,000

2,000

2,000
2.000

1,000

5,740

7.394

2.000
1,000

2,000

4.776

2.000

1,000

11,000
6,330

2,000
2.000

1,000
4.532

2,000

2.000

. 5,051

. 2,000

. 2,000

. 2.000

. 1,000

. 5.100

. 6,000

.
2.000

. 1.000

. 5.034

. 2,000

. 1.000

! 6,305

. 2.000

.
2.000

. 1.000

. 6,523

.' 4.556

. 6 260

. 2,000

. 2,000

. 1,000

.. 4,315

.. 2.000

.. 1.000

.. 2,000

The Last Hour
Luck
You Are Guilty ...

Hallroom Boy*
Yesterday’s Wife —
The Barefoot Boy .

Forgive and Forget

CHARLES C. BURR
...Milton Sills .Jan. 13...

.. Johnny Hinci
J}

ar *

...Edgar Lewis prod... Mar. 31...

C. B. C.

..Twice a Month
..M. De La Motte — -Sept. 22.

..Star cast —
-It'

""
in"

..Estelle Taylor Nov. 10

...May 12.

—June 9—
—June 9—

6,000

6,000

5,000

. 2.000

6.500

5,800

5,800

EQUITY PICTURES

The Daring Year. Mildred Harris Aug. 4

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Emil Jannings Mar. 3 May 12.

PHIL GOLDSTONE

7,000

6,200

Othello

Speed King
Thru the Flame*
His Last Race--

.. Richard Talmadge— Feb. 10-

.. Richard Talmadge- .
June 30.

..“Snowy” Baker Sept. 1.

.. 5.000

. 5,000

. 5,800

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

lee-bradford

5,000

Shattered Reputations Johnnie WalKe

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP*

East Side, West
Kenneth 'Harlan May 5. Aug. 25.

K«„on NO,. 3

PRODUCERS SECURITY

The Wolf’s Fang.
Star

In the Night- All Mar

K«8p^S5S'.::^?.
Madame Sans Gene Special

5,800

5,000

5,000

. 6,000

. 7 nno

6,700

.. 5,000

.. 5,000

- 2,000

.. 5,000

.. 5,000

Bill

RED SEAL PICTURES CORP.

Maurice de Ferandy. Sept. 15 ....

VITAGRAPH
, Earle Williams Apr. 21..

Masters of Men ’ -....Larry Semon Apr. 21..

-May 12.—
...Aug. 25-

The Barnyard ; V’-g "*
1J"** (vban Classic Apr. 21

The Bmer ChambCT.
.Antonio Moreno

Divorce Coupons -• ^nce Calhoun June £
The Mao Next Door

Larry Semon T
U
i

ne
7
9

Snit 8
A •Midnight Cabaret " william Duncan July 7- ep .

SnmAtat Barriers Calhoun Aug.
The Midnight Alarm

Whit. Bennett Prod . Aug.
Loyal Lives Cullen T.andis Oct. 27 "'

Gn^Ban^ of 'the Wabash ..Mary Carr Nov.

WARNER BROTHERS
Heroes of the Street—— -Wesley Barry Dec. 23 Aug. 4

Little Church Around the
Featured rfult

Corner - ' — *'

- 6.80P

... 2,000

.
5,41V

STOLL FILM COMPANY
0 4 - i Son ...Frank Wilson May 19 Aug. 25.

The Prodigal Son A

RICHARD THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
...Carmel Myers June

The Silent Accuser

5.24»

2,000
2.000

5.660

6.000
5.950

6,920

7,156

The Bargain

TRISTONE
W. S. Hart Sept. 29-

TRUART FILM CORP.

8,500

4,948

5,000

_ . rrftdie
Alden-Morey Ma7 19 ’

The Empty Cradle Za-Su Pitts

Feb. 24 June 9...

.
reaturea — ^

777...^-^cr..77^»
The Country Kid ’

6.30T

6.200
6.000

6 4(W

6.500

Riders of .
tbf. Bud Osborne Ju

,

ne
if"

The Pratne Mystery...—
^ E,aine Hammerstem- July 28...

WEBER AND NORTH

6,600

. 6,500

. 5,000
5,00

. 5,000

. 6.800

6.000 Broadway Gold

Marriage Morals ---
Don’t Marry for Money.

Will Nigh prod. -**Aug. U*
House Peters Sept. 1-

6.400

5.56*
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EDITED BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Excellent
A correspondent, who asks that his name

be withheld, writes from Richmond, Virginia,

saying

:

It seems to me that a description of the
projection room of the new National Thea-
tre, Richmond. Va., which is about to open
its doors, would interest both yourself and
your readers, so here goes.
To begin with, there are two Powers 6B

projectors, equipped with 75-ampere G. E.

high intensity lamps. There is one Powers
Type E spotlight and one Powers dissolving
stereopticon. Two Westinghouse 72-ampere
motor generators supply current to the arcs.

The switchboard consists of a black marble,
dead-face 7x8 foot panel, to which the gen-
erators are connected in such way that they
may be operated in parallel. This is, I be-
lieve, a radical departure in the matter of

generator connection. The entire projection
room equipment may be successfully oper-
ated on the output of these two generators,
when connected in parallel.

Shutter Closing Device
Another device which is, I believe, the

only one of its kind in use, is a motor driven
magnetic clutch device for raising and low-
ering all port shutters with one operation.
This is connected to the D. C. side of the
generators in such manner that when a gen-
erator is started and any one projector
switch is closed, the shutters will automat-
ically raise. If for any reason a film fire

should occur and burn a fusable link, a
switch is operated (automatically, I pre-
sume.—Ed.) which releases the magnetic
clutch and allows all port shutters to close
instantly.
At night when the generators are shut

down, the shutters will drop automatically
as soon as the current is turned off.

All projectors are furnished with panels,
supplied by the N. Power Company. Each
panel carries an ammeter, a voltmeter and
a speed-indicating instrument. In addition
there is a speed-indicating instrument both
for the organist and the orchestra director.
The manager’s office is equipped with a hard
rubber panel and a mahogany panel box,
upon which a voltmeter, ammeter and speed
indicator are mounted.
The screening room, which is immediately

at the rear of the projection room switch-
board, is equipped with two Powers 6B pro-
jectors with G. E. incandescent lamp light
source. There is a speed indicator for each
projector and an additional speed indicator
for the musical director's desk.

Other Features
The projection room is 18x33 feet (Won-

der which is the 18 and which the 33.—Ed.)
and it contains, besides what has been
named, an enclosed rewinder, motor driven
and built into the wall so that it is flush
with the surface thereof. Directly beneath
this rewinder is a twelve-reel film cabinet,
also built into the wall. For the conveni-
ence of the projectionists there is a shower
bath, toilet and wash basin, as well as tele-
phone connections with the various parts of
the theatre and with the outside world. The
change-over device will be electro-magnetic,
controlled by a push button at each projec-
tor. Chairs and other necessary furnishings
will be supplied for the comfort and con-
venience of the projectionists.
Jack ReVille, who will be manager of this

really wonderful house, is entirely respon-
sible for the complete projection room equip-
ment. He is so much interested in the pro-
jection equipment that he * personally de-
signed the port shutter device described. He
took the projection room out of the hands of
the architect entirely (SHAKE, friend Re-
Ville. You're my friend for life. Most sen-
sible thing I’ve known of. lately.—Ed.), and
I believe what he has done could not be just-
ly criticized, at any point.

The report of the Nomenclature
Committee of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers was laid

over until the spring meeting. It

is proposed to adopt “PROJEC-
TOR ROOM” as designating the
room from which pictures are
projected, instead of “PROJEC-
TION ROOM,” as proposed by the

Nomenclature Committee.
The reason for this is that

some producers call their screen-

ing room a projection room, and
that is quite sufficient reason why
the projectionist should stand

clear and keep his hands off the
name projection room, or so they
think.

I want a letter from every one
of you who approves “Projection
Room” and disapproves “Projec-
tor Room.” Up to date the fol-

lowing local unions have officially

approved “Projection Room” as

the correct term: Rock Island-

Moline L. U. No. 433; Toronto,
Canada, L. U. No. 173; Birming-
ham, Ala., L. U. No. 236; Louis-

ville, Ky., L. U. No. 163, and Fort
Wayne L. U. No. 1166. I am ex-

pecting to hear from other unions

soon and already have a large

number of letters from individ-

uals. I would like to wake the S.

M. P. E. up by handing them
about ten thousand letters. It’s

your chance to make a real im-

pression. Get busy.

I doubt if you yourself could or would find

any fault in it, but Mr. ReVille is sending
you an invitation to be present at tbe open-
ing which I hope you will be able to accept.

In passing I might say that the gentlemen
who have financial interest in this enterprise
are of accord with Mr. ReVille with regard
to the fact that what they will have to sell

to the public will be a picture perfectly pro-
jected to the screen—which latter, by the
way, is a Raven half-tone screen.

Most l nique Thing
In my opinion, the most unique thing- about

this entire theatre is the fact that STAGE
DECORATIONS, GOLD LEAF BOX OFFICES,
FIFTY-PIECE ORCHESTRAS AND THE
LIKE ARE NOT WHAT THE PUBLIC
REALLY PAYS TO SEE. They fully realize
that these things fill their place, and are
important, but that after all the picture is

the thing.
The decorations and appointments' of the

theatre will be in keeping with strictly up
to date ideas. I believe the decoration is in
what is known as the Georgian period. The
organ is a $25,000 Roberts-Morton.

Please treat this letter as being from one
friend to another, accepting it in the spirit
in which it is written—that of one projec-
tionist to another, describing what is, to
my mind, a really high class projection room
and equipment.

SecilVs to be a mighty fine installation, but

why in hallelujah didn’t you name the pro-
jectionists, or are they not yet known? Have
seen nothing of an invitation yet, and hardly
think I can go anyhow. It’s a long way from
New York to Richmond, you know. There’s
lots of things I’d like to do, but they take
time—also I’m no millionaire, and I can’t
afford to go gallivanting off to the corners
of the earth like Laemmle and that bunch.
Much obliged for the description. When
things get going would like to have a pho-
tograph of the projection room and pro-
jectionists.

The magnetic port shutter control sounds
good, provided the fuses are where they will
"go” within one-half second of the time a
fire reaches the upper loop.
My compliments to Manager ReVille. May

his tribe increase.

Minnesota University
Chauncey L. Greene, College of Engineer-

ing, University of Minnesota, says:
Enclosed please find one dollar for the

new lens chart. It is more than a year since
I last wrote the department. In the interval
I have acquired a copy of the Bluebook.
Richardson, the mere contemplation of the

tremendous amount of work you must have
done to produce a book covering so vast a
field in such minute detail is simply stag-
gering. Too bad it seems impractical to
keep it revised and right up to date all the
time.
There are several things I have wanted

to write about. Am now editing them and
hope to send them along soon.

As to revising the Bluebook, I expect to
keep it fairly well up to date by having only'
five thousand printed at a time, and as often
as seems necessary to eliminate dead mat-
ter and add new things. It seems to be
the only practicable plan. It is now being
followed out. One must, however, be very
careful not to give space to things which
are too new, because they' may or may not
be finally adopted into the industry'. I’ve
been fooled several times that way already.
Glad to examine your writings when ready
and to use such of them as^seem to “fit in.”

Fuses Blow
John Dickenson, Nashville, Tenn., has

trouble with fuses blowing which he de-
scribes with quite sufficient briefness, as
follows

:

Am running a show shop in a small town
not far from here. Take A. C. from service
wires to drive a polyphase motor, which
drives my generator. Have trouble with
fuses blowing. Can you tell me what is the
probable cause? Everything seems to be in
good shape.

The probable causes which would result
in blowing fuses on a polyphase motor cir-
cuit are as follows

:
(A) Fuses making poor

contact, which induces heating and thus low-
ers the fuse capacity. Examine your fuse
contacts and see that they are clean and
tight. (B) Throwing starting switch or
compensators from starting to running posi-
tion too soon. Be sure the motor is up to
speed before you throw the switch to run-
ning position. (C) Throwing switch into
running position without its being placed in
starting position at all. (D) Motor windings
grounded. You may test by attaching one
wire of a magneto bell to the frame of the
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moor and the other to the winding at some

accessible point. (E) Excessive current due

to low voltage, short circuits in the stator

windings or single phase operation. (F)

Starting switch being in running position

when the current comes on after being off

for a time.

I might add that a ground in the windings

may blow one fuse and leave the motor

operating on one phase of the line, under

which condition the motor will heat, and

usually make a growling noise sufficiently

loud to be heard if the load is heavy. Usually,

however, before there is much noise or heat-

ing the fuse carrying the active phase will

blow, and thus stop the motor entirely.

Warning

If your motor heats unduly, test ALL
fuses. Heating of polyphase motors is some-

times caused by the fuses of all phases

blowing and stopping the motor. When it

starts again after the replacement of the

fuse of one phase only, it is assumed that

all is well, whereas in reality the motor is

operating on single phase, or perhaps on

two phases, if a three-phase motor.

Your information is very meagre, hence
I can only give you some of the usual gen-

eral causes for fuse blowing with polyphase
motors.

It Is to Laugh
An assistant projectionist in the Buckeye

State says :

Recently I had an experience with a couple
of New York “operators” who were here
with the “Covered Wagon,” which this thea-
tre had the honor of showing the first time
it was presented in the state of Ohio.
***% % ??!!-!XX”)’???l If I wrote all I

think about them it would require at least

one extra stamp to send this letter; also it

would waste good paper. The senior of the
twain said he had been “operating” in New
York (What hospital?—Ed.) since 1903. I

asked him, in an innocent sort of way, if he
happened to have made the acquaintance of

a man named Richardson. In the midst of

the raving which followed, he made one
lucid remark, viz.: “Why, if he came into
your theatre and you happened to have a
little brown edge on your picture he’d razz
h*** out of you!”
Guess you must have caught him that way.

If so I sincerely hope you did!

Well, brother, I am not in the least wor-
ried about the bellowing of such cattle. I

value the friendship and respect of the really

good men very highly. The others I don’t
bother my head about in any degree. New
York has many high-class men; also she
has some of the worst barnacles the profes-
sion is afflicted with.
That sort of man has no earthly use for

me. He outrages audiences with his “brown
edges’’ and similar punk work and they are
helpless, unless a “Richardson” happens to

be present. Then it is just awful because
he is in position to raise hallellujah with
him, and proceeds to do it.

As to Mazda
C. S. Shaw, one of the owners of the Le

Boeuf Theatre, Waterford, Pa., says;
Am considering- the installation of Mazda

for projection. I get both good and bad re-
ports about them, and do not wish to put
them in unless 1 can be reasonably certain
that they will prove satisfactory.

I have Powers machine (Projector, I pre-
sume you mean. The Powers company make
other “machines” besides projectors.—Ed.), a
screen 9x12 and a projection distance of six-
ty feet. 1 had the current tested recently.
It varied from 107 to 113 volts, alternating-
current, sixty cycle. I believe. Can you give
me any information or advise me in this
matter?

One reason why you received both good
and bad re.ports is because 9&me Mazda in-
stallations are made under conditions where

satisfaction may be expected, if the lamps

be intelligently handled. The lamps are well

managed and the results are excellent and

satisfactory.

Other installations are made under condi-

tions where there was no reason to suppose

that Mazda would give satisfaction; also

the lamp may have been unintelligently han-

dled, which makes a very bad mess indeed.

As I understand you (I suppose your pic-

ture is 9x12, through you did not say so—

a

screen usually is considerably larger than

the picture, you know) your conditions are

such that you may expect very excellent re-

sults from Mazda. Don’t imagine, however,
that yob can instal Mazda equipment hap-
hazard, turn on the light and get even half-

way decent results. It can’t be done. Mazda
is a temperamental son-of-a-gun, and must
be treated as it wants to be treated or it

just won’t perform to your satisfaction, but
if you, under your conditions, instal it, get

a Bluebook of Projection and carefully and
religioulsy follow the directions therein con-
tained for handling Mazda and I am sure

you will get uniformly better results than
you now get with A. C. at the arc—decidedly
better. Remember, though, that accuracy in

adjustment is the thing that counts with
Mazda AND do NOT force your lamps above
their rated capacity by allowing an excess
of current to pass through them. You can
get all kinds of light that way, yes—while
the lamp filament lasts, but that won't be for

long.

Summed up, my advice is that you can
get excellent results with Mazda, provided
you handle it as it should be handled, and
must be handled, to get maximum results.

His Difficulty
An Ohio projectionist writes:
Here is my difficulty and my line-up. Pic-

ture, 16 feet; projection distance, 120 feet;
angle of projection, eight degrees and thirty
minutes; screen tilted so as to be perpendic-

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart
which belongs in every projec-
tion room where carbon arcs
are used. It will enable you to

get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are
using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"

x 20") is printed on heavy Led-
ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-

ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-
did pictures which are coming
this fall.

Price $1.00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City

ular to optical axis; projection lenses are

nominally 6.5 inches E. P. and their work-
ing distance five inches; free diameter of

back factor, 2.25 inches.
These lenses were purchased, eight years

ago, at which time they were supposed to

be the best there was. They give perfectly

sharp definition at either the center or cor-

ners of picture, and are quite free from
flare—lack of contrast between whites and
blacks—but-—a-nd here’s the rub

—

they have
a pronounced curvature of field. If a per-

fectly flat piece of ground mica is inserted

in place of the film at the aperture, it is

found that the lens can be so focused that

a tiny circle a foot or two in diameter in

the center of the screen is all that can be
called perfectly sharp as to definition. If

then, the lens be racked back from 1-16 to

3-32 of an inch, all four corners will be fo-

cused with exquisite sharpness, but the cen-
ter will not be sharp.
Naturally the effect is not so pronounced

when the film is in, but it nevertheless is

there, and operates to injure the picture.

The house is long and narrow. It seats 700

on the main floor, or a total of about 980

including the balcony. It is possible to so
divide the focus that anywhere from fifty to

sixty feet or more from the screen the pic-

ture seems acceptably sharp, but this still

leaves about 200 seats’ at the front from
which the picture lacks sharpness of defini-

tion to the critical eye. Whether for this

reason or because in winter the front of the
house is apt to be a bit cooler than the rear,

most of our patrons avoid it, though some
sit there regularly.

Wants to Know

What I want to know is, what may be ex-
pected in the way of flatness of field from
the present-day projection lens? In other
words, can you give us some standard by
comparison with which the projectionist who
has no access to a variety of lenses may
judge of the performance of his own, always
understanding' that no lens can be expected
to give good results unless it be intelligently
handled?
Do you think that in my case the installa-

tion of new lenses, costing around sixty dol-
lars each, would be a paying proposition? I

am decidedly in favor of it, but mj manager
is not one to readily invest $120 to replace
equipment which has been giving satisfac-
tory service for eight years. By “satisfac-
tory service” I mean that no one has ever
kicked on the lack of definition. I could of
course sharpen the definition by masking-

down the lens diameter, but that would mean
prohibitive increase in current expense and,
since the capacity of my M. G. set is limited,
probably some decrease in screen illumina-
tion. For various reasons I think this letter
had better be anonymous.

Frankly, I don’t like those anonymous let-

ters, though I know it is often, for any one
of several reasons, necessary, or at least

advisable.
Your question resolves itself into this sim-

ple query: Will it pay to work improvement
in the screen result in a house having nearly
a thousand seats to sell each show? Prob-
ably your manager has not considered it in

just that light. For the information of your
manager, the projection lenses (three of them,
or is it four—I forget) in the Capitol The-
atre, New York City, cost some HUNDREDS
of dollars each. I do not at the moment
remember the exact figure. Mr. Rothafel
ordered these lenses to replace other lenses
which also were high priced—each of them
being worth MORE than both your present
lenses or those you would get for sixty dol-
lars, though none of his patrons had even
dreamed of “kicking.” Mr. Rothafel is so
successful a showman that the Capitol made
him a present of a bonus of ten thousand
dollars last year, hence his judgment must
be pretty good in most things.
As to whether or no it would be a paying

proposition to replace those eight-year-old
lenses, all I can say is that if I were man-
ager of that theatre I would order new lenses
BY WIRE, and have them sent special de-
livery.

If You Have Not Yet Bought a Copy of
Richardson’s Latest Edition of His Hand-
book on Projection, Better Do So Now.
The Edition is Running Low.



better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED T. KEYSER

Eastern Zone A. M. P. E. D. A. Holds Convention.
Apple Would Eliminate Store Space.

He Asks the World.

T HE eastern zone of the

Association of Motion Pic-

ture Equipment Dealers of

America held a most enjoyable

convention and two banquets at

the Hotel Astor, November 12

and 13. President Oldnow, whom
it was hoped would be in atten-

dance, was obliged to send his

regrets, but Secretary Barth was
there in full force and explained

in detail the benefits conferred by
membership in the organization,

and spoke hopefully of progress

already made and of achieve-

ments yet to come.

Decision on many important

matters was deferred owing to

the desire of the association that

the decisions made should be final

and several important questions,

which were brought before the

association, were referred to

committees appointed to take

action on same.

Mr. Green, of the Precision

Machine Company, expressed his

views on the undesirability of

charging a rental on loan

mechanisms while projectors

were being repaired, at least for

the present. As a reason for this

opinion on his part, he cited the

fact that projector manufacturers

were several weeks behind in re-

pair work and that he did not

believe exhibitors should be

penalized for the delay.

Mr. Griffin, of the Nicholas

Power Company, addressed the

meeting with a clear and logical

statement of the evils of the

utilization for repair purposes of

parts other than those manufac-

tured by the projection machine

builders.

The one jolt to the perfect

harmony which prevailed at the

meeting was provided by Mr.
Katz, of the Crown Motion Pic-

ture Supply Company, who
spilled the beans by inquiring

“what in a repair man was
going to do when he could not get

a trade discount on parts from
the projector manufacturer and
exhibitors were yelling for quick

repairs.”

This is the second time that

Mr. Katz, who is the official

enfant terrible of the A. M. P. E.

D. A., has asked embarrassing
questions at the wrong time.

O N another page, the owner
of Troy’s American The-
atre adds to the wealth of

experience which exhibitors have

been contributing to this depart-

ment during the past month.

It will be noted that Mr. Apple

would eliminate the store space

which he is now renting out and

devote increased area to house

seating.

While at first sight, this might

appear to constitute an indict-

ment against the practice which

is quite common, of devoting a

portion of the floor space of

moderate sized houses to rental

purposes, with a view of dimin-

ishing the overhead, it actually

proves that Mr. Apple is a good

swimmer and does not need the

life preserver which he wore
when making his plunge into the

industry.

Not every new house could be

increased both in area and seat-

ing capacity to advantage within

three vears of its building and we
still hold that for the average

<mall house provision for reduc-

ing the overhead by rentals for

store purposes is a wise financial

precaution.

T HE following inquiry is

just another illustration of

the fact that when anyone
wants to know where to get any-
thing, they come to the Moving
Picture World for the informa-
tion :

Denver, Colo., Nov. 7, 1923.

Chalmers Publishing Co.,

New York City.

Can you give us the name of the
company who manufactures the
“Fulco Gold Seal 2 in 1 Film Cement?”
We would like to have the address of

this company.
Very truly yours,

FORD OPTICAL COMPANY.
W. R. Yale.

Yes, Mr. Yale, we can tell you.
The article in question is built by
the E. E. Fulton Company, 3208
Carroll avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Incidentally, these people had a

page advertisement in a recent

issue of one of our contem-
poraries, which you must have
overlooked.

F
RED J. BIRD, for some
time past with the Inde-

pendent Movie Supply
Company, of New York. City, has

transferred his allegiance to the

Raven Screen Company, 165

Broadway, New York City.

Mr. Bird, who was connected

with the Nicholas Power Com-
pany for many years and left the

late Motion Picture Equipment
Corporation to go to the Indepen-

dent Movie Supply Company,
knows the equipment business

from top to bottom. We don’t

know whether to extend our con-

gratulations to Bird or to his new
boss, but we are going to play

safe and do both.
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THE HAMILTON’S PROJECTION PROGRAM EXHIBIT
At left, the Amet Magniscope. At right, a modern Simplex.

The Hamilton Palace Illustrates

Program Achieved in Projection

EVIDENCE of what has been accom-
plished in the way of mechanical
achievement in the art of projection,

was furnished recently by the Palace Thea-
tre, Hamilton, Ohio.

During an industrial celebration staged in

that city, in which this theatre figured con-
spicuously, the management displayed in the
lobby one of the early types of motion pic-

ture projectors, mounting it alongside a new
1924 model Simplex similar to one of the
three which this house proposes to shortly
install.

The comparative display, which is shown
in the. illustration, served to vividly exem-
plify to the public in general, and the movie
fans in particular, that the present day pro-
jection-equipment is as much of an improve-
ment over that of bygone years as is the
modern twin six over the old horse-drawn
chaise.

The Ancient Amet Magniscope

The ancient projector used in the exhibit
was the Amet Magniscope, made in 1898 by
a man named Amet, who resided in Mil-
waukee and said to be among the best
devices available for projection at that time.
The film capacity was about two hundred
feet as compared to two thousand feet at

one loading of the latest style Simplex.

The early model projector did not carry
fire-proof containers, magazines for films,

the film being exposed to the sparks of the
electric arc, and when the film came from
the projector it was usually run into a sack
or can, while the Simplex has fire-proof film

magazines as well as a fire-proof housing
around the arc.

The early model projectors carried no cas-
ings whatever, but were exposed to all the
hazardous factors then recognized. They
were supplied with gears constructed from
a very cheap and inferior grade of brass, in-

accurately cut by hand. Most mechanics of
that day were unable to intelligently grasp
the idea of motion picture projection, and
comparatively few possessed the ability to
assemble a projector so that it would be
operative.

The earlier projectors were built minus a
base. They were usually placed on a table
or other improvised bases.

Illumination Methods Compared

The illumination was derived from two
small carbons, each about the size of a lead
pencil, and the energy consumed was ap-
proximately 15 amperes at 50 volts, or,
roughly about 750 watts. The length of the

carbon was somewhere in the neighborhood
of three or four inches. The Simplex shown
has a carbon arc lamp with a capacity of

200 amperes at a pressure of 50 volts, or

approximately 10,000 watts, these figures be-
ing based on hourly consumption.

It is interesting to note that the first Amet
Magniscope was built without an illumina-

tion source, and it was necessary for those
desiring to view the picture to look through
a small aperture, which was a part of the
mechanism. In this manner but one person
could view the picture at a time.

Later, the Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.,

developed a projection lens made up of a
single glass. This gave a very indistinct

picture, which caused much detail and high
lights to be lost entirely. This lens served
for a number of years, until finally a lens

was developed with four factors, each one
being ground to as near a perfect surface
as human possibilities would permit. The
price jumped from somewhere around $10.00
apiece for the single lens to $60.00 and
$100.00 for the four element lens.

Another interesting comparison of the
ancient and modern machines lies in the
fact that the old ones made so much noise
that they could be heard for a considerable
distance, while the new models are prac-
tically noiseless.

This in itself is a vast improvement when
one stops to consider that one could not
fully enjoy a musical program which was
offered in connection with the picture, by
reason of the noise from the projection
room being so plainly audible.

Burgert Reports Good
Business in Florida

W. C. Burgert, of the Tampa Photo & Art
Supply Company, of Tampa, Florida, reports

good business in the picture theatre supply line.

During the past two months he has sold com-
plete equipment, including projectors and Hey-
wood-Wakefield chairs, to the following
Florida theatres:

The Sunset Theatre, Ft. Lauderdale; the
Del Ray Theatre, Del Ray; the Liberty The-
atre, Lake Worth; the Dixie Theatre, Oscala;
the Avalon Theatre, Avon Park; the New
Ware Theatre, Bartow; the New Imperial
Theatre, Tampa; the Hillsboro Amusement
Company, Plant City, and the Maceo Theatre,
Tampa.

New Wisconsin House
Will Open on Feb. 22

What it is claimed will be Milwaukee’s
finest and largest theatre, the Wisconsin,
will open its doors to the public on Washing-
ton’s birthday, if present plans are carried
out. Although there still is a great job
ahead despite the fact that the outside work
is rapidly nearing completion, James A.
Keough, of the Saxe Amusement Enter-
prises, has announced that February 22 has
been chosen as the tentative date for the
opening.

In maWng the announcement, Mr. Keough
gives official confirmation to the reports
that have been prevalent for some time that
the Saxes are to operate the new Milwaukee
house, although this was at first stoutly
denied.

In anticipation of the interior work that
will now be concentrated upon, a conference
has been called for next week at which con-
tracts for an organ, draperies, sign and
other furnishings will be let.

One of the features of the building will
be a roof garden which will provide Mil-
waukee with what is promised to be the
finest and largest dance floor in the city.

Other Houses Building for Saxe

While work is being rushed upon the Wis-
consin, another crew of workmen is en-
gaged in erecting the New Modjeska for the
Saxe interests which will be to the south
side of the city what the Wisconsin will be
to the downtown section. It is hoped to com-
plete the roof of the New Modjeska before
the cold weather sets in and to have the entire
house completed at approximately the same
time as the Wisconsin.

The Saxe interests expect within the next
three months to have completed the Janes-
ville Theatre upon which construction was
temporarily halted more than a month ago
when a wall collapsed. Building operations
there are going on while an investigation
of the accident is being made.

Specialized Sales Promotion

Service

Trade and Mailing Lists

Write for details.

KIRK’S SERVICE
Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
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Apple Would Shift the Lobby Doors

Use Steam Heat and Banish Stores

I

I' Benjamin Apple, owner of the American
Theatre, in Troy. X. \ ever builds another
house it s a safe bet that he will profit from

the experience which he has gained during the
past three years from his present theatre. So
far as location is concerned Mr. Apple is per-
fectly satisfied.

His house is in the business center of the
city, and it might be said right here that Mr.
Apple is a firm believer in the advisability of
downtown houses in cities of from 50.0CU to
75.000 inhabitants. He contends that the people
naturally dock downtown on a night or a holi-
day. and. furthermore, that these houses stand
a far better chance than even a nearby resi-
dential one in catching the transient trade.
But when it comes to interior arrangements

of his theatre that is an entirely ditterent Ques-
tion. Unfortunately, the architect who designed
Mr. Apple’s house made a rather bad mistake
in that the doors opening from the lobby into
the house permit not only light from the'lobby
to strike the screen, but also cause a stiff
draught to strike patrons in the rear of the
house as well as along the aisles, the doors
opening directly opposite the aisles themselves.
Would Change Position of Lobby Doors
“My lobby is about twenty by twenty,” said

Mr. Apple :n discussing his house with aW orld representative. "I do not like too large
a lobb\ because if a picture is not drawing well
it gives a barren appearance. Neither do I
like too small a lobby, for that means that, on
a rainy night, many people, if forced to stand
outdoors in line, will go elsewhere. Unfor-
tunately. my doors open directly opposite the
aisles, and as a result light strikes my screen
at very frequent intervals; and if it's' a cold
night a draught hits the patrons sitting alone
the ais es and some of those in the rear. Ihave placed curtains as windbreakers in the

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

r»ui own ipeclal picket
ant colors, accuratelj mini
bered ; etert roll gu»rinteed
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings; $ 5 . 00 . J6.00
Prompt shipments. Cash
with the order. Get the

=
a^tuP'ee Send diagram far Kwer.,-j

Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated
All tickets must conform to Gatem

DUee of admlS.?.T.nd
gU
t£

1

£] (rd e,t, *,U,h '

’

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand «w>

Ten Thousand ’

Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand .... ton
Fifty Thousand 12.50One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. sh^okm. e.

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the best for

Pcoieatora.

J. H. HALLBERG
•*45 Riverside Drive

New York

rear, but. of course, such would be impossible
across the aisles.

Pt'efers Steam Heat
"My projection throw is about 105 feet, and

appears to be about right for a twelve bv
sixteen screen. If I built another house Iwould use hot-water heat in preference to hoi
air. 1 am well satisfied that ventilation is
absolutely necessary to the success of a theatre
these daj s, and the blower system which I nownave seems to meet with the situation, and Iwould not change it unless I used hot waterand then brought about ventilation bv someone ot the modern appliances.

Would Eliminate Stores

.

< AI1 my Kghts are controlled from the nro-
ject.on room which I think is advisable,
although we have a mam switch in the office
as well. I made the mistake when I built this
houpe ot putting in a store next door to helpmeet the overhead. I would not do this again
but would depend upon the success of my house
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0uld be so well managedthat it will not be obliged to look to this or
H,,SUC\aS small stores, pop-corn stands, and
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The Week ’s Record of
AlbanyIncorporations

U. bile the week ending November 10 brought
the incorporation of one motion picture com-pam, capitalized at more than a million dollars,
t iere w as a decided slump in the number ofcompanies entering the industry in New YorkMate, the records in the state’s corporationhureau showing that but three companies of
this c.iaracter had been chartered

Products
CO

T

nlpanies .'"eluded the’ Bray Screen

the S capital,zed at S1.800.C00. andthe 180th Street Amusement Corporationcapiahzed at $60,000. the amount of the
- apnahzation of the Johnny Arthur Pictures!

\l "n
S St3ted m the papers as filed.

New i'l Ci*
CO,,C'r"S '“«'< »

Theatres Projected

l «pe organ costing $10,000 will be installed.

L'OO. to cost $100,000.
capacity ot

FLORENCE, COLO.—New Rialto Theatre
i M est Main street is nearing completionHouse will have seating capacity of 460.

November 24. 192.5
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LA-M - E - -^oody, Dr. C

1. and Col. J. L Young, will erect theatre,
store and office building at Ever and Rey-nolds streets, to cost $100,000. Theatre willhave seating capacity of 1.000. Lessee. Hills-boro Amusement Company, Inc., Tampa.
Q^CY, ILL.—R. Levine Companv, 822West 70th street, has contract to erect two-

SS°
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K
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-
theatre

- store and office building

pinUi
197

y
ee4’ °n ^ ashmgton square, forPinkelman & Corey, to cost $250,000

jv*' IXD—M. F - Keel has con-

theatre
^ property ,

into moving picturetheatre House is opposite Santa Fe Stationand will be operated with first-class pictures.

HAWARDEN, IA.-E. T. Dunlap, manager
ot Auditorium, has purchased site on wists.de Kansas street for erection of up-to-datemoving picture theatre and office building
- Ir. Dunlap will continue to operate the \u-

ti compTeS
?M""‘ ,he ne "' buildi”k

BATON' ROLGE, LA.—Stewart-McGehee
Construction Company, Little Rock. Ark has :

contract to erect four-story brick and rein- ,forced concrete theatre, store and office

streets
g
fm^ fe’..

19°
T[

eet’ at J hird and Florida

cos! $182 000
S Theatre Companv

- Ltd- to

>759
E
n 0RLEAXS

> LA.—Nuccio & Yancey,

a- re !
contract to erect the- Iatre at Roman and Laiayette streets for TL- Courcier, to cost $12,000.
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REDLNGTON & COMPANY
SCRANTON, PA.

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co,
748 7(k Ire., New Ttrl

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly each with erder

S? ssr coon u «-« «*-

SITUATIONS WANTED

TYPHOON POOLING CYSTEM
i YPHOCN FAN CO. U 345 W. 39th ST. O NEW YORK
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l

Direct from the New York Strand

is a guarantee of the quality of the mov-
ing picture to be displayed in other towns
and cities.

As in pictures, so likewise in equip-

ment, the Strand sets a standard excelled by
none. And of course the New York Strand is

equipped on every floor with

IXIE CUP
FENNY VENDING MACHINES

From opening time to closing these machines bring

in a steady revenue. They do so only because the public

thoroughly appreciates the service.

Jndividval Drinking (vp (ompany Jno
Original makers of the paper cup

EASTON. PENNA.
j NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

WITH BLANCHES AT
( CLEVELAND - BALTIMORE - LOS ANGELES

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
SUPPLIES PLENTY OF LIGHT

10 TO 15 AMPERES WITH D. C. 20 TO 30 AMPERES WITH A. C.

ELIMINATES ALL CONDENSERS

AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL
Guarantees Correct Trimming of Arc at All Times with

Extreme Ease of Operation

Special Stereopticon Attachment

STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT
Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric
Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment
For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

When Comfort
Means PROFIT

I
NSTALLING comfortable, attractve furniture in your
theatre is a profitable investment—it helps to estab-

lish your house as the favorite.

Comfort and structural strength are built into Hey-
wood-Wakefield chairs, which come in a wide variety
of up-to-date models. They are made by master crafts-

men, backed by a company with 97 years of manufac-
turing experience. Most of the largest baseball parks
are equipped with Heywood-Wakefield chairs. Among
the many fine theatres so furnished are:

Blackstone Theatre
Capitol Theatre . .

.

Garden Theatre
Pantages Theatre . .

,

Delmonte Theatre
Castle Theatre
Adams Theatre . . .

Cameo Theatre . .

.

The Playhouse ....

Bedford Theatre . .

.

Chicago, 111.

..Providence, R. I.

..Milwaukee, Wis.
Los Angeles, Calif.

St. Louis, Mo.
Eugene, Ore.

Detroit, Mich.
...Pittsburgh, Pa.

Montpelier, Vt.
....Brooklyn, N. Y.

WOOD CHAIRS
REED AND FIBRE FURNITURE

BABY CARRIAGES
FLOOR MATTING

COCOA BRUSH DOOR MATS
SCHOOL DESKS

Baltimore, Md.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, III.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Boston—Winter Hill

New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.

=

WAREHOUSES

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD COMPANY

|
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T NCREASED profits always
A follow improvement in

quality of pictures. You will

have a brighter screen—more

even distribution of light —
sharp, clean-cut definition —
when you equip your projector

with the

BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Condenser System

—

Cinephor Projection Lens

Cinephor Condenser

PERSONALITY
Hundreds of manufacturers have discovered that

the most successful method of telling prospects

the details of products is with moving pictures.

A moving picture of the processes of manufactur-

ing can be made at a comparatively low cost. We
will be very glad to give full information about

this effective help to your sales.

NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for full particulars

Developing Printing

Tinting Editing

Toning Titling

Ordinary film reduced to
American Standard Safety
Size.

(Absolutely fireproof film
passed by all fire under-
writers.)

We have a film printing
capacity of one million feet
weekly.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Incorporated

Laboratories
6227 Broadway
Chicago, Illinois

and London, England

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON
President

A

American 10 Points:
1

—

QUALITY. Prints known for bril-

liancy and clearness. Expert staff,

trained by years of experience,
assures highest quality prints ob-
tainable.

2—

REPUTATION. Gained in 10

years of experience.
3—RESPONSIBILITY. A concern

of strong financial standing.
4

—

LOCATION. In the proper geo-
graphical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

5—EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modem obtainable.

6—

CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.

7

—

SAFETY. Plant approved by City
of Chicago and Board of Fire
Underwriters.

8

—

PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.

9—PRICES. Reasonable and compe-
titive.

10—GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique guarantee of quality work.

November 24, 1923

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN
is an important part of the equipment of the

Covered Wagon
Hunchback of Notre Dame

Scaramouche

ROAD SHOWS
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

One Sixty-Five Broadway, New York

FIRE!
May result from badly installed electrical equipment er
poorly chosen materials.

Hallberg’s Motion

Picture Electricity
$2.50 Postpaid

is a book that is as good as an insurance policy if you heed
its advice and get the best equipment for your needs, and
know how to have it properly installed.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.



EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Carries through to the screen, tone for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,

every gradation that skillful photography has

secured in the negative.

Look for this positive identification in the

transparent film margin— “Eastman” and

“Kodak” in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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Eliminate Fire Hazard
Ensure Security of Your Films
r * from fire, theft, unauthorized med-

I
^

dling and from drying out and becom-

is built in sections and provides stor-

age for from five reels to as many
as you may handle.

1800 Washington Boulevard Baltimore, Md.

It is never too large for the smallest

theatre or too small for the largest

exchange.
It is always complete

It is economical in first cost and its

dust-proof, humidizing features greatly

prolong the life of the film.

It is the only film storage device which
fulfills ALL requirements of the

Board of Fire Underwriters and
Municipal Authorities.

It is a requisite bit of equipment for every pro-

jection room and its space saving accessibility

renders it essential to every studio, laboratory,

educational institution and industrial concern.

We have a particularly interesting proposition

for reliable and energetic supply houses, which
includes protection and dealer helps.

Capacity may always be

increased

Write today for detailed description and prices.
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Victor Seastrom
has done it!

THE
t PUBLIC UBRAKt

PRICE 25 CENTS

is the most notable motion picture

you’ll get this year— remember that

!

Sir Hall Caine’s

"The Master of Man” has been made into a mar-

velous photoplay that will go down in screen history

with CONRAD NAGEL, MAE BUSCH, PATSY RUTH MILLER,

HOBART BOSWORTH, AILEEN PRINGLE, CREIGHTON HALE

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY “
W
FS SS

Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. $3.00 a year.

A Cjoldwyn Picture

June iMathis

Editorial ‘Director
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Two reels each.
Sold in series of 12.

Released by UNIVERSAL.

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE.
Directed by Norman Taurog.

A Samuel Van Ronkel Production.

Adapted from the famous cartoons
by Sidney Smith.

Advertised in Saturday Eve. Post.
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New adjectives

must be coined

to describe it—

It’s more than Big

!

Victor

Seastrom
has directed a masterpiece from

Sir Hall
Caine’s

Story “The Master of Manif

_ CONRAD NAGEL MAY BUSCH
Featuring: patsyruth miller hobartbosworth

AILEEN PRINGLE CREIGHTON HALE
A Goldwyn Picture* JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Director

O'oIchvuri^Joosmopotitan
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The Wonder
Picture of the

World!

Here are the actual figures!

-J
1 o/ HA/) Persons have seen it in New York, London,

ljlUVJj IT Chicago and Los Angeles since its world premiere

on August 1, 1923 at the Cosmopolitan Theatre, New York.

—then it started at popular prices in the Capitol Theatre.

102,424 persons saw it last week at the Capitol—60,000 persons

had to be turned away last week at the Capitol.

Its success in New York has made the hardest boiled showmen
in the business sit up and gasp.

Its success in other cities is also nothing short of sensational.

TELEGRAM FROM WASHINGTON, D. C.

Little Old New York opened today at Moore’s

Rialto playing to absolute capacity every per

-

formance. Crowds turned away every show.

Picture is the talk of the town. This showing

more than remarkable in face of such opposition

as Hunchback of Notre Dame, Harold Lloyd

Why Worry, Chaplin’s Woman of Paris, and

Ziegfeld’s Follies. Monday night picture will

show to the most distinguished audience in the

country’s history. Ex-President Wilson, mem-
bers of the Cabinet, foremost Senators, foreign

Diplomats have sent acceptances.

— 6th crowded week at Roosevelt

Theatre, Chicago.

— 13th crowded week at Empire Theatre,

London.

—2nd crowded week at Moore s Rialto

Theatre, Washington.

—2nd crowded week at Imperial The-

atre, San Francisco.

Other crowded engagements to follow

next week in Detroit, Seattle, Milwaukee,

Baltimore.
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Here are the actual facts.

It is an unforgettable picture.

It is Marion Davies’ greatest achievement.

When she jumped into “Pat O’Day” clothes she

jumped right into the hearts of every man, woman
and child lucky enough to see the picture.

She has the support of the greatest cast ever assembled

for a motion picture.

An exquisite musical score specially composed by

William Frederick Peters.

The great days of early New York live again before

your eyes.

MARION
% DAVIES
Adapted by Luther Reed from the stage play by

Rida Johnson Young

Directed by Sidney Olcott. Settings by Joseph Urban

A(psmopolitan
Production (DistnibuftetL bt.

A,
^^^yUUvyrt^^osrnopMitari
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Gerson
B BERGER.

ires Corp. presents

in a series of adion and society melodramas supported by

JAY MORLEY and a good cait

Written and directed by)

Tom Gibson

A SPLENDID PRODUCTION FOR ALL THEATRES

PAYING

, society “Raffles" reclaims herself and in

trying to do right is misunderstood by every-

one; even her lover doubted her.

BUYERS
WIRE

GERSON
PHONE WRITE

PICTURES CORP
S F. OFFICE AND STUDIO

1974 PAGE STREET
NEW YORK OFFICE

Rooms 912-13

1476 BROADWAY

PLUM CENTER COMEDIES with DAN MASON
Distributed by F. B. O

CHARLES DICKENS'‘CRICKET ONTHE HEARTH'
Distributed by SELZN1CK



“Has All the Necessary

Elements for Success”

“We claim that Mary Pickford’s

‘Rosita’ is entitled to first honors in

the parade of big pictures across the

screen because of its skilful treat-

ment, its color and background, its

dash and adventure, and the fact

that it is seasoned with all the ne-

cessary elements for success.”

—

Laurence Reid, film reviewer for

Classic and the Motion Picture

News.

MARV
PICKFORD
Hosita
Sfl cDpanish Pomance

with HOLBROOK- BLINN
Odapted by Sduiard Kpobtock.

f'tory by JVorberf falk^,
photography by Charles Posher

cAn ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
IMary Pickford Charles' Chaplin

Douglas fairbanker D. W. Qriffith
c7iiram Obrams, President
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terprise
tributind

tion

1,080,000 SQUARE MILES
Every nook and corner of this huge territory covering 1 ,080,000 square miles

between the Atlantic coast and the Rocky Mountains is served by the Enterprise

Distributing Corporation through its eight branch offices.

The policy of the Enterprise Distributing Cor-

poration is to serve only the best big pictures, all

C. C. Burr Specials, the best Westerns and the

best short subjects. “ Luck,” “ Secrets of Paris,”

“You Are Guilty,” ” The Last Hour,” “
I Am

the Law,” “ The W orld’s a Stage,” and “ Flesh

and Blood ” are examples of the big pictures that

are now having a wonderful success.

Atlanta. Ga.
104 Walton St..

John W. Manghan. Jr.

Branch Manager.
Goo. G. Goodale.
Asst. Branch Manager.

Western subjects by William Desmond, Franklyn Famum,
Roy Stewart, Richard Talmadge, William S. Hart, Neal Hart,

George Larkin, Jack Livingston, Bill Patt»n, Pete Morrison and

others are examples of the best Westerns. There is a new
Western release each week.

The best short subjects include serials, travelogues, scenics,

sacred films, novelty comedies and two-reel comedies featuring

Ben Turpin, Chester Conklin, A1 St. John, Slim Summerville.

Charlie Murray and many other well known stars.

Get in touch with the nearest Knterprise Office for booking on these
splendid subjects.

St- Louis. Mo., Kansas City. Mo.. Omaha. Jfetk,
3320 Lindell Bouleraid, 100-115 West 18th St.. 1222 Harney Street.
J. B. Underwood. Truly’ B. Wildman. John J. Rogers.
Branch Manager, Branch Manager, Branch Manager.
Crescent Passek. S. A. Hamilton. V. X. Detweiler,
Asst. Branch Manager, Asst. Branch Manager. Asst Branch Manager.

Charlotte. N. C. New Orleans. La., Dallas. Texas, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
326 South Church St.. 1000 Perdido St.. 308 South Harwood St . 320 West Reno St
James M. Hicks. R. A. Kelly, M. S. White. Wallace Walthall,
Branch Manager. Branch Manager. Brandi Manager. Branch Manager.
R. Cameron Price. J. R. Lamantia R. H. Robinson, Mark M. Holstein.
Asst. Branch Manager. Asst. Branch Manager. Asst. Branch Manager, Asst Branch Manager.

ENTERPRISE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
WILLIAM K. JENKINS, President

JOHN W. QUILLIAN, Vice Pres.
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The Laughs Come Faster

Than Ever in the New
Christie Comedies

More Action, Thrills and
Laughs, With the High
Story, Star and Production

Value for which Christie

is so Famous

Directed by HAROLD BEAUDIN

Advertise Christie Comedies as Co-Features onAny Program

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc

President

i ivylf
'

|'d

1 f vV- W|
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sure
alwa,

thrill

like/

The Ramblin’ Kid, with Hoot Gibson.—
G^t back of this one. There is real money
waiting for you. Ran four^days to ca-
pacity. Going to shoot the next one tor
.a week.—G. E. Williams. Olympic the-
atre. Buffalo. X V c——
Dead Game, with Hoo» ^son.—

—Pleased big majority. We tinp all of

Hoot’s pictures please, and Universal

does not hoid you up for them.—W. S.

Harris. Grand theatre. Marked Tree,

Ark.—Small town patronage. _
^The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—A dandy. One that will please them

whether they like thrillers orifciot. as this

one has plenty of comedy in it. Vic

Potel does some good work. My pa-

trons liked this one and told me so. L

am finding that Universal has got good
shows and they sure treat you right on

prices. You can show a profit on their

pictures and some of the other producers

Tbe^Loaded Door, w ith ~Vloof

t

—Gibson always a winner for us. This

one especially good. Lots of comedy

and plenty of action. W e use Gibbon and

Mayo on serial nights and hndij^"
a dandy program—Idle

Gibson.'

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.— Pleased
generally. Star always draws more than
average crowd.—Joseph Gray. Tru-Art
theatre, Spangler, Pa.—Small town pat-
ronage.

Trimmed, with Hoot Gibson.—You
will have to travel to equal Hoot in his

Westerns.—Eugene Saunders, Saunders
thes»r?> Harvard. III.—General patronage.

Universal
The Loaded Door, with Hoot Gibson.

—For us Gibson is the best star Univer

sal has. He certainly makes westerns

that are different. Nothing impossible

that only a super man could do.— R. Ross

Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.—
General patronage..

The Galloping Kid, with Hoot Gibson
—We can bank on a crowd when we pu
Hoot Gibson’s picture out in the lobbj
He always makes good.—J. N Phillips

Ideal theatre, Tahle Rock. Nebr.

—

Step On Tt, with Hoot Gibson.—Stand

them, wtvftn Hnrvt Gibson’s pictures. Has
This , is a

Tack

SINGLE HANDED.
Hoot Gibson. One
seems to get the crV
is bad J. N. PhiT
Rock, Nebraska
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,

Gibson. Th,
one liking

/

the kind
in, full o
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Three Knockouts in a Row!

“BLINKY”
“Never heard so much applause
from patrons. An immense attrac-
tion.”

WHITEHOUSE THEATRE,
Milwaukee, Wis.

“The RAMBLIN’ KID”
“Played to a new record. Largest
single day attendance in ten
years.”

STANDARD THEATRE,
Cleveland, O.

The THRILL CHASER”
“Don’t miss it. A real horseback
thriller.”

LOS ANGELES TIMES

COMING

!

Another Sensational Outdoor Action Feature]
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Lots of action with a good story and Iri^
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a drawing card here. Advertising: two
sixes, two threes, five ones, newspaper,
slide. Patronage: small town Attendance:
good. T K Silverman. Columbia Theatre
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( Credit is accorded Exhibitors Herald and Greater
Amusements for the reports reproduced above)



SOMETHING TC1T7ITVT7!
99

is what the people want .

THOMAS H. INCE
has given, it to them in

SOUL of the BEAST

It’s a hundred per cent

audience picture.

It’s a hundred per cent

box-office picture.

The circus angle draws
the kiddies and offers

dozens of good tie-ups

that have proved ef-

fective.

The love story holds

every one, young or

old.

The box-office title sells

the picture even with-

out exploitation.

Every kid from seven

to seventy comes on

the run to see this

picture.

It’s the biggest novelty

of the season and the

greatest human inter-

est story ever screened.

Has the pulling power

of an Elephant

Written hy C.GARDNER SULLIVAN
Directed by JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
Under the wersonal sunerOision of THOS/FT.TNITE

yj-ury Smjaerial Trictures, Jtfd. Cz-clvisiVe,

^/Distributors tViruout Qreat TDritiLin.
t* L*/-r Him -mi Cf-t / A/1st v*



Critics and Exhibitors Unite

in Praise of

“ SOUL OF THE BEAST ”

THE CRITICS THE EXHIBITORS

When Are YOU Going

To Play It?

“A thrilling picture. An interest-

ing afternoon’s or evening’s enter-

tainment.’’—N. Y. Evening H'orld.

“No more entertaining and gener-

ally appealing picture during the

present season.’’

—

N. Y. Globe.

“Thrills? You bet. . . . Suitable

for any type audience.”—M. P.News.

“Here is a feature that will pack

’em in.”—Exhibitor s Trade Review.

“A rare novelty. It’s great.”—Mov-
ing Picture H'orld.

“Novel and interesting.”—Allentown

Traveler.

“Amusing thrilling.” —St.

Louis Post-Dispatch.

“Highly entertaining.” — Indianapolis

News.

“Most interesting
.”— Toledo Times

“One of the best box-office bets of

the year.” — Clifford L. Niles, Grand

Theatre, AnamOsa, Iowa, in Exhibitor s

Herald.

“Capacity business greeted this

splendid film.”—East, M. P. News.

“This picture ought to get you

money, as it did us.” —H’m. H.

Creal, Suburban Theatre, Omaha, Nebr

in Exhibitor's Herald.

“A decided novelty. Drew good

business.”—John H . Hawkins, Capitol

Theatre, New Bedford, Mass., in Exhibi-

tor’s Herald.

“Good entertaining picture, pleas-

ing all.”—Ida B. Rowe, Opera House,

Eddyville, Iowa, in Exhibitor's Herald.

“Pleased 100 per cent. A real nov-

elty.”—U . A. jYIoore, Seymour Theatre,

Seymour, Conn., in Exhibitor’s Herald.
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cAdolph %uhor presents cA

SAM WOOD
Production

“HIS
CHILDRENS
CHILDREN"

With

BEBE DANIELS
DOROTHY MACKAILL
JAMES RENNIE
GEORGE FAWCETT

A LL over the country “His Children’s Children” is

demonstrating at box-offices that it’s one of the

outstanding money-makers of the season.

Princess Theatre, Springfield, 111., telegraphs :

“
‘His Children’s Children’ opened on Saturday to great

business. Sunday better than Saturday. Bigger even
than ‘The Spanish Dancer.’ I consider this picture a

great box-office attraction.”

This review from the St. Louis Times shows one reason
for the fine business at the Missouri Theatre :

“Here is our personal vote of thanks to the director of

‘His Children’s Children.’ It is an epic in its way and
tells a powerful story.”

See the picture now at your Paramount exchange.

Screen play by Monte Katterjohn. From the sensational novel by
Arthur Train.

(X (paramount (picture

HTW
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“THE LEAVENWORTH CASE”
A Whitman Bennett Production

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

:

Almost at the first flash you find

yourself face to face with a seemingly

unsolvable mystery and from then on,

with no waste footage, your interest is

held tensely until the final and thor-

oughly satisfactory solution. Here is

an absorbing and exciting entertainment

for all who like a good detective-crime-

mystery story—and who does not?

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:

No type of story is more popular in

these United States than a good detec-

tive yarn, and Anna Katharine Green’s

mystery tale “The Leavenworth Case”

is said to be her most widely read and

best liked work. Therefore to begin

with this picture it can boast of a real

plot. It is one that bristles with action

—action that begins soon after the in-

troductory reel gets under way and

keeps rolling along at a merry pace

right up to the finish. The scene in “The
Rat Trap,” a sort of third-degree cham-

ber, possesses real thrills. The entire

mounting is of a type that stamps this

as a high class offering.

EXHIBITORS HERALD:

“The Leavenworth Case” loses none
of its entertainment value through
transference to the screen. Its highly

dramatic moments have been well re-

tained. The picture is well staged and
lighted and full of dramatic interest; the

story flows smoothly and works up to a

splendid climax.

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW:

From the time the old man is found

dead in his sound-proof study till the

very end, where both girls are freed of

suspicion and the culprit is run down,
the film runs along with a smoothness

and continuity which will carry its

audiences along with it. The production

is fairly peppered with thrilling inci-

dents, not the least of which is a hair-

raising fist fight on the very edge of the

roof of the four-story house from which
the villain is finally thrown and killed.

The skill with which this situation is

handled cannot help reflect itself on the

reaction of the spectators, who, we feel

sure will be edging forward on their

seats.

“THE LEAVENWORTH CASE”
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WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST
/neluding

SEENA OWEN, MARTHA MANSFIELD.
-WILFRED LYTELLand BRADLEY BARKER
A WHITMAN BENNETT PRODUCTION -

_i t

By ANNA KATHARINE GREEN
Directed By CHARLES GfBLYN

The Mystery Story That

Hypnotized Millions !

“•The Leavenworth Case,” now transferred to the

* screen, will break its long record of success as a best-

seller and a stage success as a film masterpiece.

Mystery ! Thrills! Suspense

!

“The Leavenworth Case” holds spectators breathless with excitement

as the finger of suspicion moves from one character to another and
then swings back to give an unexpected climax and denouement!

Mystery! A wealthy recluse found murdered in the sound-proof study in his home
in the Whirling City!

A handkerchief, dainty, scented, with the initials of one of his nieces on the floor!

A strange caller in the night! A hidden love! A threat!

A charred letter in the grate of a girl’s room!

A story so baffling in details all will want to see it lived on the screen! A story

written by the master of modern mystery fiction and played by a superb all-star

cast including Seena Owen, Martha Mansfield, Wilfred Lytell and Bradley Barker!

A Whitman Bennett Production

Distributed by VITAGRAPH
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LENORE ULRIC
in a human
heart-gripping
portrayal of

"Tiger Rose"

A SIDNET
FRANKLIN
PRODUCTION

‘Directed by

Sidncylmnhlm

Classics/
Endorsed From Coast

to Coast
CjyJBLlC RESPONSE to the new

Warner pictures has been spontaneous

and most gratifying. North, South, East and

West—theatres have been overflowing with

crowds eager to see the newWarner Classics.

And this is the goal Warner Bros, set out

to attain—to produce motion pictures so

true—so human—so outstandingly above the

commonplace—that the great American

public would find in them its ideal of

wholesome and refreshing entertainment.

To produce these greater pictures, Warner
Bros, have engaged actors, screen directors

and photographers of international reputa-

tion. Warner Bros, talent is today the best

the Industry can command.

This gathering together of the foremost

available artists and technicians of America

and Europe under the Warner banner has

done far more than emphasize Warner
leadership. It has created an extraordinary

new series of pictures which set a new

standard of screen values.

Like many of the old, immortal songs which

always inspire applause in any audience be-

cause they touch those emotions which are

permanent in human life, so these greater

Warner pictures today appeal to all people

of all classes because they hat e those qual-

ities which reach the deeper and finer in-

stincts of life.

Above is a black and white reproduction of the third in the Warner series of four-colored,

double-page newspaper “spreads” which appeared in the October 27th issue of The Amer-
ican Weekly, featured Sunday supplement of the leading newspapers of America. The
American Weekly, by far the most far-reaching publication in the world, has an established.
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Three New Classics—
Human—Different—

Entertaining

LENORE ULRIG
in David Belasco ’s

“TIGER ROSE”
A Sidney Franklin Production

Directed by SIDNEY FRANKLIN

Lenore Ulric, famous Belasco star and idol of the

stage in her impersonation of “Tiger Rose,” now
registers the success of her career in Warner Bros,

screen version of this great drama. Coming soon to

the better theatres.

IRENE RICH, MONTE BLUE
and Marc MacDermott in

“LUCRETIA LOMBARD”
By Kathleen Norris

A HARRY RAPF Production

Will True Love eventually triumph? Does Provi-

dence intervene to bring mated souls together?

These mysteries of life are handled masterfully in

Warner Bros, great film drama “Lucretia Lom-
bard.” A notable screen triumph. Coming soon
to the better theatres.

WESLEY BARRY
IN

“George Washington Jr.”

By George M. Cohan

Can you imagine a senator of the U. S. A. getting

peeved at his son for following literally the veracity

of his hero, George Washington? Yotr may find it

difficult to stretch your imagination thus far—but
just see Wesley Barry in Warner Bros, new screen

classic “George Washington Jr.” Coming soon to

the better theatres.

*(

IRENE RICH and
MONTE BLUE

^ in an appealing
emotional

drama

/

"Lucretia

Lombard
1

HARRY
RAPF
PRO-
DUCTION

circulation of more than FOUR MILLIONS. Calculated on the basis of 4Vz persons to

the average American family, The American Weekly is read by approximately SEVEN-
TEEN MILLION persons each Sunday. Advertising of this character and strength is

certain to register its effect at your box-office.
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A Superb Record

Three Months on
Broadway

and Still Running

Now playing Chicago and
Philadelphia.

To open in Boston, San
Francisco, and other large

cities at leading theatres.

INSPIRATION PICTURES K,
Charles H. 1WII. Jr., Presideni

563 Fifth Avenue New York
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MARY PICKFORD scores another hit as

the dancing girl in “Rosita”

PQI .A. NEGRI goes over big as the dancing
girl in “The Spanish Dancer”
CARMEL MYERS is packing ’em in as the

dancing girl in F. B. O.’s-

THERJE'S A CYCLE OF
DANCING GIRL PICTURES
ON RIGHT NOW

THE PUBLIC IS EATING 'EM UP!!/

C ASH in right now on the wave of DANCING GIRL pictures that is

holding the public’s attention. As the dancing girl in “ROSITA” Mary
Pickford is scoring one of her greatest and most deserved successes.

In “THE SPANISH DANCER,” Pola Negri is going over big . . . and
as the dancing girl in “THE DANCER ON THE NILE” Carmel Myers

is simply immense. These dancing girl pictures have come in a cycle. One
advertises the other, giving all three tremendous drawing power.

Our strong arm specially prepared exploitation and advertising material for

“THE DANCER OF THE NILE” will put this picture over for you if you get

behind it. See the press book. See the paper. See the picture. To look means
to book.

Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.

723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office, United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corporation

26-27 D’Arblay Street, Wardour Street, London, W. 1 England

A
Wm.
P. S.

Earle
Production
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f ASSOCIATED
EIR.ST NATIONAL
PI CTUR.ES Inc.

presents

OWEN MOORE
SYLVIA BREAMER
SYDNEY GUAPLI

N

Directed bi|//? J
JOHN P/McDERMOTT

FIRST NATIONAL
offers to this industry
one of the funniest
laugh creating comedy-
farces that has ever
been registered on a strip

of motion picture film

Are we delivering ?
Just watch our release list!

JANUARY 1923
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The same thing' can be
done in any city in the

country

A fine picture plus
1
looR at

What they did in Paterson-

you can do.

Nine days in advance of the showing
they used 1000 snipes, 14x42, with a

teaser title
—“Are You a Wanter?”

Seven days in advance—they made a

tie-up with the leading paper with a
“Wanters” solution problem, the paper
giving a quarter of a page daily to

this. Prizes being given to the best
answers to the question—“What do
you want?”

Seven days in advance—a teaser cam-
paign connected with prominent
people in Paterson. “Mr

,
you

are a famous Wanter by the people of
Paterson for the purpose of obtaining
more schools.”

Regular newspaper advertising started five

days in advance with twelve inches—increas-
ing daily to fifty on Sunday and twenty on
opening day. Ten outside papers, covering
the outlying districts around Paterson—42
inches.

Three days in advance—formed a “Wanters
Club” by enlisting pupils of different schools.
Each member being presented with a button
reading: “R. U. A. Wanter?”
Lobby display—marquee cutouts and local
store tie-ups completed the campaign.

Just because the Garden Theatre management, in

Paterson, N. J., knew they had a fine picture in “The
Wanters”—do you suppose they were content to sit

back and let the picture do the work?

Nothing doing. They knew, as all real hustling show-

men know, that an excellent picture possessing good
public selling possibilities, such as are found in “The
Wanters,” means greater business and larger net

profits provided— one takes advantage of the picture’s

possibilities and exploits them.

They told Paterson about the “The Wanters” and

the results obtained more than justified their judg-

ment as showmen.

LOUIS B.MAYER
presents the

JOHN
u PRODUCT

KttWAN
From the story by LEILA BURTON WELLS
Directed by ^ JOHN M. STAHL
Scenario by J.G.H/W/KS Sc PAUL BERN
Photography by ERNEST G. PALMER



A 3ir/>t national “Picture
„

,
Foreign Rights Controlled by

Associated First National Pictures Inc.

"N .tR.t Madison Avenue New York

The story of “The Wanters” is just what
the title implies. It tells of the wanters

in the world and there are millions of

them. Who they are. What they want.

You see them all in this picture. John
Stahl could not have picked a better public

appeal theme, and like “The Dangerous

Age” he has treated it boldly with that

human touch that makes big pictures.

L, You can do a lot with “The Wanters.”
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two of the
masters of
screen drama

living today. Itjust had
to be - - - - — — —
THE BIGGESTDRAMA
this industry has ever
seen
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A Thing or Two

E
VERY now and then it does us good to get

away from the ponderous discussions and

the impressive statistics and remember that

this is the moving picture business. Not a brand

new business—but, in many respects and in many
sections, just the same old picture business, grow-
ing slowly, improving perceptibly, but still the same
business fundamentally.

For example

:

A Famous Players salesman walked into an
Ohio town the other day. After some general dis-

cussion the exhibitor launched into a tirade against

the prices of the “bigger and better” pictures.

“Why,” he snorted, “I’ll bet when you come back
here to sell me ‘The Covered Wagon’ you’ll ask

fifty dollars or more.

“And you know I never paid more than ten

dollars for any Warren Kerrigan picture in my
life.”

* * *

AN exhibitor in a small town in Illinois had a

half hour or so to spare so he picked up his

trade paper.

He found some interesting reading. An inter-

view with Mr. Whoozis on “Service”—flowing
phrases and heartrending sentiment. It tickled

our friend the exhibitor because his attraction for

the day was a picture from the Whoozis organiza-
tion.

A stirring action drama of the West—the posters

were out front, the lobby decorated with photos.
The exhibitor is already counting his profits—be-

cause his town sure loves “action.”

He will tell you: “When I have a society drama
they stay at home with the radio.”

The “boy-of-all-work” enters lugging the film

can that has just been dropped at the station. A
few minutes examination of the reels and then he
informs the boss:

“They switched on us ! Sent us ‘Lady Chol-
mondeley’s Fan.’

”

The exhibitor looks at the trade paper interview
before him. “Service ! Aw, hell

!”

A HIGH-POWERED salesman from one of

our biggest distributors “put something
over” about this time a year ago in a certain

fair sized city.

He sold “Group XYZ” at three hundred dollars

a picture—so far over quota that even the manager
admitted he was good.
The exhibitor registered a loss on every picture

in the group. When the same salesman returned
this September he was told, “I can’t pay you more
than two hundred dollars a picture. That is my
top.” The opening was there to compromise at

two fifty.

“Nothing doing !” snapped the salesman. “Three
hundred or nothing.”

The distributor’s productions are showing this

year in the Moose Hall down the street—at one
hundred and thirty a picture.

* * *

B UT, speaking of the Moose Hall—here is anr

other thought. And the incident cited is by
no means exceptional.

A certain exhibitor in the Pittsburgh territory
“had his top figure” and wouldn’t budge above it

for “The Birth of a Nation.” He ran the only
theatre in town—which gave him the right to
laugh.

The result was that his patrons were fed some
rather poor—and old—film entertainment.
The cure didn’t come from within the industry.

It was provided by the local druggist who saw an
opportunity—and who was probably pretty tired of
rotten pictures himself.

We met a salesman who was present the night
the cure was first in evidence. Here is his story:
“When I got in the town and saw the Elk’s

clubhouse flaunting posters on a current worth-
while picture you could have knocked me over
with a feather. But as the evening progressed and
I watched the steady stream of patrons who
actually seemed to be HUNGRY for good pictures
—I knew that our old friend the exhibitor had a
fight on his hands.”

* * *
Yes, it is still the moving picture business.
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Middle West Exhibitors Pick
Hays as Admission Tax Leader

R epresentatives of exhibi-

tor organizations in Central
Western States conferred this

week with Will H. Hays. This confer-
ence was the outgrowth of a meeting
of heads and directors of these organ-
izations at French Lick, Ind., on No-
vember 14 and 15, when it was decided
that a concerted effort would have to

be made to bring about the repeal of

the admission tax. It was the opinion

of the exhibitor leaders that the

amusement business is severely handi-

capped by the admission tax, which
they also view as a burden upon the
general public to whom they are de-
pendent. The visiting representatives

chose H. M. Richey of Detroit as their

secretary. Mr. Richey will remain in

New York City for an indefinite period.
The admission tax was discussed from all

angles at the French Lick meeting and it

Allan Holubar Dies

(By wire to Moving Picture World)

Los Angeles, Nov. 20.

Allan Holubar, the well known
film director, died this morning
after an illness of six weeks. He
was filming scenes at Nashville,

Term., getting atmosphere shots

for his first of three pictures to be

released by Metro, when he first

became ill. Upon returning to Los
Angeles he was taken to St. Vin-

cent’s Hospital and showed such a

decided improvement that he went
to his home after having a major
operation performed. He had a

relapse yesterday and began to

weaken.
Holubar was 34 years old and

was born in San Francisco. He
leaves a wife, Dorothy Phillips,

and a young daughter. His chief

film successes included “Heart of

Humanity,” “Man, Woman and
Marriage,” “Hurricane’s Gal” and
many others. It was while ap-
pearing in Henry Savage’s Play,

“Every Woman,” that he met his

wife.

was agreed that every effort must be made
to have it done away with. It was the unin-
imous opinion of all exhibitors present that
Mr. Hays should be asked to take charge
of the situation and begin action for a repeal
of the tax.

The following exhibitors telegraphed Mr.
Hays their request that he act as leader
and pledged their co-operation as a com-
mittee appointed at the French Lick meet-
ing; Joseph R. Denniston, Michigan; Lud-
wig Siegel, Illinois; N. A. Cole, Texas; H.
B. Varner, North Carolina; Jake Wells,
Virginia; Harry Crandall, Washington,
D. C, “per Wells”; R. G. Liggett, Kansas,
“per S. A. Handy”; Gustave Schmidt, In-
diana; W. A. Steffes, Minnesota, chairman.
Mr. Hays telegraphed William A. Steffes,

at French Lick, that he would be glad to

“consult by phone or in person at a very
early date with your committee or with a

committee of, say, three whom you might
elect for that purpose, and in such con-
sultation decide as to the best way to pro-
ceed.”
Among the exhibitors from Indiana who

attended the meeting were Gustave G.
Schmidt, Edward H. Bingham, A. C. Zar-
ing, Frank Rembusch and Charles Olsen, of
Indianapolis; J. N. Wyckoff and S. P. Kat-
zenbach, of Terre Haute; Nat Bernstein, of

Michigan City; J. B. Stine, of Clinton; Frank
Heller, of Kokomo; S. S. Schauer, of Val-
paraiso; W. F. Easley, of Rushville; Billy

Connors, of Marion
;

E. M. Eggleston, of

Seymour; O. I. Demaree, of Franklin, and
Arthur Jackson, of Crawfordsville.
Other states represented at the meeting

were Minnesota, Michigan, Illinois, Kansas,
Texas, Wisconsin and Virginia. The other

exhibitors present included A1 Steffes, of

Minneapolis; H. M. Richey and J. R. Den-
nison, of Michigan; Jake Wells, of Virginia;

Joseph Rhode, of Wisconsin; H. A. Cole,

of Texas; Judge Handy, of Kansas, and
Ludwig Siegal, Glenn Reynolds, J. T. Ditt-

man, Ben L. Bervey, G. E. Johnson and
Julius Lamb, of Illinois.

Buys Canadian House

Calgary Citizens Form Company;
Through Foreclosure Get Palace

for $306,000
As the outcome of the foreclosure of a

mortgage the National Theatres, Limited, is

now the owner of Allen’s Palace Theatre, in

Calgary, Alberta. The house had been in the

hands of a receiver. The purchase price

totaled $306,000, according to a report com-
ing from Calgary.
The first mortgage of $176,000 was held by

the National Trust Company. The remainder,

the report states, seems to have been made
up in a second mortgage of the combined
claims of a group of Calgary creditors, city

taxes and mechanic’s liens.

The Palace will be run as an Independent

house.

Celebrities at Dance

Many Leading Screen Stars to Attend
Goldwyn Club Affair

Many celebrities of the motion picture and
theatrical world will be present at the Gold-
wyn Club dance at the Hotel Pennsylvania
Friday evening, Nov. 23. Cosmopolitan, Dis-
tinctive and Goldwyn, whose pictures are
released by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, are
sponsors. Among those leading players of

stage and screen who will be present are
Marion Davies, Alma Rubens, Anita Stew-
art, Gloria Swanson, Thomas Meighan,
Alice Joyce, Lois Wilson, Conrad Nagel,
Marguerite Courtot, Jobyna Howland, Jetta
Goudal, Mimi Palmeri, Alfred Lunt, Lynn
Fontaine, Ann Pennington, Peggy Hopkins
Joyce, Jeanne Eagles, Edith Day, Naomi
Childers, Queenie Smith, Richard Barthel-
mess, John Steel and Mrs. James Vail Con-
verse (sister-in-law of Mrs. Reginald C. Van-
derbilt).

The program of entertainment, for which
S. L. Rothafel of the Capitol Theatre will be
the announcer, includes Miriam Battista, the
child star, in songs and dances; Nina Byron,
of “The Rendezvous”; De Villa & Ruarks,
Argentine tango; Helen Shipman (appear-
ing with Delysia in “Topics of 1923”), song
and dances; Marga Waldron, of George
White’s “Scandals of 1923”; Margaret Wil-
son and Ray Ramond and chorus, of “Little

Jessie James”; Evelyn Herbert, from “Step-
ping Stones”; Joe Cook, of “Vanities of

1923”; Bard and Pearl (with Delysia in

“Topics of 1923”)
;

Constance Evans, of

“Artists and Models”; George Rosner, lead-

ing player in the same success; Helen Ford,
of “Helen of Troy”; W. C. Fields, of

“Poppy”; Lee Morse, “Artists and Models”;
Brook Johns and Tom Moore.
Music will be furnished by Vincent Loptz

in person and his Pennsylvania Hotel or-

chestra. Lighting and setting effects have
been arranged by Mr. Rothafel, as master
of ceremonies, with the aid of the staff of

the Capitol Theatre. A limited number of

tickets will be on sale at the entrance to

the grand ballroom.

Test Theatre Curtains

District of Columbia Commissioners
Contemplate Changes

Washington, D. C.—Fire resistance of fire

curtains used in theatres is being investi-

gated by the Bureau of Standards of the

Department of Commerce, at the request of

the District Commissioners, who contem-
plate changes in the regulations relative to

theatre proscenium curtains.

Certain tests for strength when subjected

to fire temperatures were made by the bureau
some years ago, following the Iroquois Thea-
tre fire in Chicago, which developed the fact

that neither the plain asbestos cloth nor

that reinforced with brass wires interwoven

with the cloth were entirely satisfactory

when subjected to temperatures of 1700 de-

grees Fahrenheit, it is stated in a prelimin-

ary report from the bureau. These findings

show that cloth using alloy wires afford suf-

ficient strength for the service required.
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Binderup Wins in U. S. Supreme Court;

Movement of Films Is Interstate Trade
W ASHINGTON, D. C. — The

movement of films from a pro-

ducer or distributor to an ex-

hibitor is declared by the United States

Supreme Court to be in interstate

commerce despite the fact that actual

delivery may be made through a

branch office of the former located in

the same state as the latter. This de-

cision was announced by the Supreme
Court on November 19 in the case of

Charles G. Binderup versus Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., of Nebraska, the Exhib-
itors Mutual Distributing Company et

al., and was handed down by Justice

Sutherland. Of equal importance was
the court’s announcement that the

forcing out of business of Binderup
by the film men, as alleged by him, was
a conspiracy in restraint of trade.

Both these points were a reversal of

the decisions of the courts below, and
the case is remanded to the District

Court for further proceedings in con-
formity with the Supreme Court
opinion.

Binderup owned a picture theatre at Min-
den, Neb., and operated as lessee theatres
in other places, to all of which, including
his own, he supplied moving pictures and
advertising matter connected therewith. In
addition, he was in the business of selecting
and distributing to a circuit of picture thea-
tres, films and advertising matter accom-
panying them, under agreements with the
various operators, some twenty or more in

number, in various parts of the city. In
other words, he operated a booking agency.
Some of the distributors entered into con-

tracts with Binderup, by the terms of which
they leased pictures to him, it is alleged,
with the right and license to display them
publicly at the theatre or theatres named.
The individual defendants named were man-
agers of branch offices or agents for the
various distributors in Iowa, Nebraska,
South Dakota and Minnesota. It is stated
that the contracts by their terms were
deemed made in New York, and were to be
construed according to the laws of that
state and provided that deliveries should be
made to the exhibitor from the Omaha
branch offices.

The complaint further alleges that these
distributors controlled the distribution of

all films in the United States, and that the
films cannot be procured from others. The
Omaha Film Board of Trade is a Nebraska
corporation, organized for the purpose of
promoting good will among those engaged
in the picture business and for other pur-
poses, its membership being limited to one
representative from each company or per-
son engaged in the film business.

It is alleged that the exhibitor’s business
was successful and profitable, and that the
cupidity of the distributors being thereby
aroused, some of them requested a share of

his patronage and, upon his refusal, made
threats to put him out of business by under-
bidding and supplying the various theatres
constituting his circuit; that the Omaha
Film Board of Trade was organized for the

purpose of enabling these distributors tc

control prices and dictate terms to their pa-
trons in Nebraska and other States.

It is further alleged that the business of

the exhibitor had grown to large propor-
tions; that he was procuring films from

some of the members of the Omaha Film
Board of Trade, but had refused to buy
from others, and that thereby a spirit of

hostility was aroused against him on the
part of the latter, who thereupon brought
great pressure to induce those with whom
he was dealing to cease doing business with
him; that all the defendants in error there-

upon illegally combined and conspired in

restraint of trade and commerce among the

several states, with the purpose and intent

of preventing him from carrying on his said

business, and with the intent to ruin him;
that they caused false charges to be made
against him before the Film Board of Trade
and without his knowledge or an opportu-
nity to be heard, placed him upon its black-
list, of which notice was given to distribu-

tors, who thereupon refused to transact fur-

ther business with him; that those distribu-

tors who were not members of the Film
Board of Trade co-operated with and ap-
proved the action of the board and con-

spired with others to ruin the business,

credit and reputation of the exhibitor; that

in furtherance of the combination and con-
spiracy the distributors have ever since re-

fused to deal with him or furnish him with
film service and have caused the unexpired
contracts which he held with some of the

distributors to be illegally and unlawfully
cancelled, and that he has ever since been
and still is deprived of such service, all of

which allegations are recited in the opinion
just handed down.
As the result of the foregoing, the court

points out, the exhibitor asked judgment for

three times the amount of damages which
he has suffered as alleged. The jury trial

resulted in a decision in favor of the ex-
changes, and the Circuit Court of Appeals
affirmed the judgment for want of jurisdic-

tion. The Supreme Court of the United
States does not concur in the findings of

the courts below, and accordingly remanded
the case to the latter for further proceed-
ings, which means that the court will have
to decide in favor of Binderup, in con-
formity with the Supreme Court’s findings
on the points in contest.

$750,000 for

Binderup ?

OMAHA, Nov. 21.

Charles G. Binderup hopes to

collect $750,000 from his victory in

the United States Supreme Court,
according to his lawyers, Baxter
and Van Deusen, of this city.

“Our client must now show
damage,” said Irving F. Baxter.
“We can show damage of $250,000
and that, because the law awards
three times the amount of

damage, means we are entitled to

recover $750,000.

“The immediate effect of this

decision of the United States Su-
preme Court is to send our case to

trial on its merits, but it also

affects business in various other
lines. In fact, it is almost revolu-

tionary in its effect on business.”

The Court remarks in its decision that the

distributors acting separately could have
refused to furnish films to Binderup with-

out becoming amenable to the provisions of

the anti-trust act, but in this case it is al-

leged that they combined and conspired to-

gether to prevent him from leasing from
any of them. The illegality consists, not in

the separate action of each, but in the con-

spiracy and combination of all to prevent
any of them from dealing with the exhib-
itor. The Court states that the contracts

with these distributors contemplated and
provided for transactions in interstate com-
merce. The business which was done undei
them—leasing, transportation and delivery

of films—was interstate commerce. The
alleged purposes and direct effect of the
combination and conspiracy, the Court
states, was to put an end to these contracts
and future business of the same character
and “restrict, in that regard, the liberty of

a trader to engage in business,” and, as a

necessary corollary, to restrict interstate

trade and commerce, in violation of the anti-

trust act.

“The film contracts were between the res-

idents of different states and contemplated
the leasing by one to the other of a com-
modity manufactured in one state and to be
transported to and used in another,” the
Court relates. “The business of the dis-

tributors of which the arrangement with
the exhibitor here was an instance, was
clearly interstate. It consisted of manufac-
turing a commodity in one state, finding
customers for it in other states, making con-
tracts with them, and transporting the com-
modity leased from the state of manufac-
ture into the state of the lessees. If the
commodity were consigned directly to the
lessees, the interstate character of the com-
merce throughout would not be disputed.
“Do the circumstances that in the course

of the process the commodity is consigned
to a local agency of the distributor, to be
by that agency held until delivered to the
lessee in the same State, put an end to the
interstate character of the transaction and
transform it into one purely intrastate? We
think not. The immediate delivery to the
agency did not end and was not intended
to end the movement of the commodity. It

was merely halted as a convenient step in

the process of getting it to its final destina-
tion. The general rule is that where trans-
portation has acquired an interstate char-
acter it continues at least until the load
reaches the point where the parties orig-

inally intended that the movement should
finally end.’”

The Court refers to a case of Swift &
Company versus the United States where it

was held that where cattle were consigned
for sale from a place in one state, with the
expectation that the transit would end after
purchase in another state, the only inter-
ruption being that necessary to find a pur-
chaser at the stockyard, and this was a typi-

cal, constantly recurring course, the whole
transaction was one of interstate commerce,
and the purchase a part and incident of it.

It further appeared from that case that
Swift & Company were also engaged in

shipping meat to their respective agents at

the principal markets in other states for sale

by such agents in those markets to dealers
and consumers; and these sales were held
to be part of the interstate transaction upon
the ground “that the same things which are
sent to agents are sold by them and * * *

some at least of the sales are in the original

packages. Moreover the sales are by per-
sons in one state to persons in another.”
This was held to be a parallel case.
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Court Decrees Omaha’s Empress
Must Be Surrendered to Loew

T HE World Realty Co., Omaha,
owner of most of the larger

picture houses in Omaha, which
recently announced it had purchased*

the Empress, another of the large

houses here, must give up that theatre

to Marcus Loew, of New York, presi-

dent of the Metro Pictures Corpora-

tion, and head of Loew, Inc., accord-

ing to an order from Federal Judge
Joseph Woodrough. The decision was
handed down in the Federal Court
here this week.

Mr. Loew bought the Empress, he said,

through an authorized agent, and the court

held his purchase valid, although it was al-

leged a subsequent deal was made in Omaha
by the original owner wherein the house
was sold to the World Realty Company.
The Empress, one of the larger downtown

theatres offering a combination of motion
pictures and vaudeville, has been under the

management of the World Realty Company
of Omaha for some time. Attorneys for the

company say they will appeal the decision

to the Circuit Court of Appeals. The World
Realty Company is the largest motion pic-

ture and theatrical corporation in Omaha
and one of the largest in the West.
Loew, w’ho was in Omaha as a witness in

his suit to gain possession of the Empress,
said that W. N. Ledoux, former owner of

the Empress Theatre, contracted with Sam-
uel A. Shirley, Omaha, district manager for

the Metro Pictures Corporation, on May 24

ATLANTA—Scores of Georgia ex-

hibitors virtually face extinction

if the latest proposed tax on

theatres in this state becomes a law.

Under the provisions of a bill intro-

duced in the Georgia Legislature by
Representative Elders, of Tatnall, free

school books will be furnished to all

pupils in the common schools in the

first seven grades, and the money to

pay for the books will be raised by a

tax of 20 per cent, on the gross receipts

of all theatres in the state. The pro-

posed law would place this 20 per cent,

tax during 1924, and thereafter a 10

per cent, per annum tax would be

levied.

Close on the heels of the introduction of

this bill came the first optimistic tax note the

exhibitors of Georgia have had in some time.

This was an amendment to the present Spe-

cial State Tax through which the Special

Tax on theatres was reduced as regards the

picture houses in suburbs of cities of more
than 50,000. This tax was reduced on these

particular houses from $25.00 to $12.50.

Perry Spence, of Progress Pictures, Inc.,

points out that this amendment is most fair,

inasmuch as it is absurd to make the small

theatre pay the same amount of tax as the

big houses downtown. He also suggests that

it might be wise for some of the city coun-
cils in Southern towns to make similar

amendments to their own special city taxes

on picture theatres.

last in Chicago, to sell the theatre to the
Loew interests for a total of $60,000, of
which $25,000 was to be cash and the re-
maining $35,000 to be made in deferred pay-
ments. Loew said he went to Chicago to
meet his own representative and Ledoux
while the negotiations were in progress, and
that he and Ledoux agreed upon the price.

When Ledoux asked him about security, he
says, he told Ledoux he would have to take
his word as a guarantee of payment, to
which, he says, Ledoux agreed. Loew says
he went back to New York after it was
agreed that the Empress owner and Shirley
should attend to drawing the contract.
Mr. Shirley said the contract was drawn

up by a lawyer in Chicago. He said the
lawyer’s name was Levinson. This contract
was exhibited in court.

Attorney Levinson, of Chicago, testified

that both Ledoux and Shirley signed the
contract in Chicago and that nothing was
said about the guarantee of payment. The
lawyer said the terms of the contract gave
Shirley the right to assign it to other
persons.

Air. Ledoux admitted he had negotiated

with the World Realty Company of Omaha
before refusing to carry out the alleged

contract with Loew and Shirley, represent-

ing the Aletro people.

Counsel for Loew asked that the sale

contract between Ledoux and the World
Realty Company be produced in court, but

counsel for the World Realty Company re-

plied that the terms of this contract were
confidential.

Mr. Loew announced that he will show
only Aletro pictures at the Empress.

“The exhibitors in Georgia are getting to-

gether to fight the 20 per cent, tax intro-

duced by Representative Elders,” says Mr.
Spence, “as they can see the ‘handwriting on

the wall’ right now.
“It’s a shame the way theatres in the South

are taxed. Lawmakers seem to think a the-

atre is a gold mine. It’s a wonder they

don’t take theatre and all. Then the exhib-

itor would at least have off his mind the

worry of paying all the various taxes. Here
we have the Federal tax of 10 per cent., the

State Special tax, the income tax, the Corpo-
ration tax, the City Property tax, the As-
sessment tax—and now comes the proposed
tax for school books.

“If this tax bill is passed I am afraid that

the State of Georgia is going to lose heavily

through it by losing the State Special tax,

as the small-town exhibitors will close up
and go to some other state where they will

be free of this foolishness and uncalled for

assessment.”

Warner Brothers Hosts
News comes from the West Coast that

Alotley H. Flint, past potentate of A1 Alalai-

kah Temple, Shrine at Los Angeles, and the

Warner Brothers gave an elaborate party
at the Warner Studio for the Alinnesota del-

egation of the American Legionnaires who
attended the national convention in San
Francisco.
The entire gathering were taken on a

tour of the huge studio and served with

dinner on one of the big studio stages, where
they were introduced to the different War-
ner stars, directors and important players.

Then they were shown “The Gold Diggers.”

Klan Film a Fizzle

Ohio Order Probably “Out” Cost of
18,000-Foot Picture

The Ohio Ku Klux Klan, which has for
some time been endeavoring to enter the
picture field with its own production, “The
Toll of Justice,” is reported to have encoun-
tered difficulties which spell failure for the
proposition. The picture was started sev-
eral months ago by the C. & S. Pictures
Co., of Columbus, Ohio, but in the final week
of production it w'as found necessary to ef-

fect a reorganization of the company which
resulted in the Klan becoming sole owner
and producer through reducing the company
to the capacity of an employee.
The film, which had a footage of 18,000

feet, was subsequently completed, but when
it reached the laboratory it was found that
something had gone wrong with the lighting
system and the interiors would have to be
retaken.
A number of conferences between the

Klan and the company was held, but the
Klan and the company were held, but the
last report received is to the effect that

Corey G. Cook, who wrote the scenario and
w*as directing the picture, is arranging to

sail for Egypt soon to take up travelogue
wTork. It is likewise stated on good author-
ity that the general manager of the com-
pany will soon leave for California. The
picture w’as scheduled for release early in

September.

Publicity by Pictures

Canada Acquainting the World with It*

Advantages Through Films
Canada is becoming better and more fa-

vorably knowrn throughout the world by
reason of the publicity its advantages are

getting through motion pictures. For the

past four years the Canadian Government
Motion Picture Bureau, which is connected
with the Department of Trade and Com-
merce, has been letting the world know about
Canada’s assets and possibilities. A series of
one-reel informative and educational type
of motion picture called the “Seeing Canada
Series,” has been w’idely circulated both the-
atrically and non-theatrically through recog-
nized film distributing agencies.
The Canadian Alotion Picture Bureau, of

wrhich Raymond S. Peck is director, says that

the woyk of the Bureau has been of great
aid to the Department of Agriculture and
many other departments.

Berman on Trip
The State Capitol at Albany received a

visit last Friday afternoon from Samuel
Berman, of New’ York City, secretary of the

AI. P. T. O. of New’ York State. During
the session Air. Berman was a frequent vis-

itor at the State Capitol. Upon reaching
Albany, Friday, Mr. Berman called on sev-

eral exhibitors and left late in the afternoon
for Schenectady, where he met others.

Gordon in New York
N. H. Gordon, original franchise holder

of Boston, w’ill serve as the First National
rotating committee member at the New
York office during the fortnight beginning
November 19. He succeeds AValter Hays of

Buffalo.

Earl Returns to Desk
Edward Earl, president of Nicholas Power

Company, returned to his desk Wednesday
after four months vacation made necessary

by his strenuous duties. Air. Earl, to whom
the Pow’er Company’s success in its field is

due in a great measure, is among the best

known and most popular men connected with

the industry in his particular line.

Georgia Theatres Threatened
by Further 20 Per Cent. Tax
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National Motion Picture Day
Proves to Be Great Success

T HE industry’s first National Mo-
tion Picture Day, which is to be
an annual event, proved a big suc-

cess last Monday. That much is

known now, but details of its far-

reaching scope will not be forthcom-
ing until next week, when the terri-

torial chairmen will report to National
President Sydney S. Cohen.
Mr. Cohen issued a statement this

week in which he said:

“The results of National Motion Pic-
ture Day are of a most gratifying char-
acter, with respect to public en-
thusiasm in the event and the reports
to the national office from leading
theatre owners and organizations
throughout the country. The benefits
of this celebration to the theatre own-
ers and the industry will be manifested
for some time to come, because of the

Knickerbocker

Exonerated

Washington, D. C.—The Knick-
erbocker Theatre Company is not
responsible for the falling of the
roof of the Knickerbocker The-
atre on January 22, 1922, which
resulted in the death of 98 persons
and the injury of 103 others,
umfer the verdict of a jury in the
District Supreme Court in three
of the many damage suits which
have been brought against the
corporation as a result of the
catastrophe. The three suits

covered by the verdict were for
$10,000 each, two of which were
for indemnity for death and the
third for personal injuries. An
appeal was noted from the verdict
of the court.

In his instructions to the jury,

the presiding justice pointed out
that the theatre was to be held
responsible if the jury believed it

negligently maintained a dan-
gerous situation which resulted in

the damage to the plaintiff. It was
the contention of the theatre com-
pany that it had accepted the thea-
tre building in good faith from the
contractors, following both Fed-
eral and District inspection and
approval of the structure, and that
it had no greater knowledge than
any individual of any condition
which may have existed and which
resulted in the falling of the roof
under the heavy weight of snow
which caused the crash.

good will built up and the increased
measure of popular appreciation of the

community value of the theatre which
resulted from this co-operation of ex-
hibitor and public.”
Throughout the nation crowds attended the

theatres on National Motion Picture Day,
their attention having been forcibly drawn
to the occasion by well-conducted publicity
campaigns including published endorsements
by the governors of states, mayors of big
cities, high officials of the federal govern-
ment and other prominent men and women
who heartily aided the cause. In Hartford,
Conn., twelve of the leading theatre owners
had page advertisements of National Motion
Picture Day printed in the newspapers. In
the Hartford advertisement, the following im-
portant statement, which applies to all parts
of the United States, was made

:

“By impressing upon the public this pow-
erful influence for good, the presentation of
wholesome entertainment and its willingness
to co-operate with civic and social organiza-
tions for enlightenment and uplift, the the-
atre has received the recognition and en-
thusiastic endorsement and patronage of the
thinking people of America.”

It is unnecessary to say that National Mo-
tion Picture Day was a rousing success in

Hartford and other parts of Connecticut.
Joseph W. Walsh, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut

; W.
A. True, Louis Sagal, Poli Circuit; C. M.
Maxfield, Charles Repass and Jacob Alpert
were the committee in charge of the cam-
paign.

In the Western Pennsylvania district,

where the theatre owners had inaugurated
a very extensive campaign for National Mo-
tion Picture Day, there were a number of
added attractions in the theatres, one no-
table supplementation of the program being
the addition of the Musical Club Choral So-
ciety with 80 feminine voices under the
direction of Charles N. Boyd. This is Pitts-
burgh’s most exclusive musical and social
organization. This chorus rendered several
selections at different performances in the
Million Dollar Grand Theatre on National
Motion Picture Day.
A special form of exploitation indicative

of the enterprise of the western theatre own-
ers was presented in Denver, Col., under the
direction of H. E. Huffman, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Colo-
rado. In connection with National Motion
Picture Day there, the “Bluebird Weekly,”
a theatrical paper published by M. F. Lap-
ham, devoted several pages to an endorse-
ment of National Motion Picture Day and
urged the theatre-going public to patronize
the different theatres on November 19.

One element of the appeal made in Denver
which is a worth while contribution to the
literature of motion picture theatre’s public
service is as follows

:

“The motion picture theatre, synonymous
with public service, education and amuse-
ment, always has placed its screen at the
service of national and civic constructive
programs in. war or in peace, and we now
ask recognition of this great combination of
all the arts, the motion picture.”

In the Central West, especially in Ohio and
Kentucky, great impetus was given to the
observance of National Motion Picture Day
through special lines of exploitation in news-
papers, billboards and direct contact by let-
ters from the theatre owner to his patrons.
Several cities in Ohio, notably Toledo, Colum-
bus, Cincinnati and Cleveland, took action

in a combination of all the theatres in the
matter of direct exploitation for National Mo-
tion Picture Day, and in every instance the
response on the part of the public was of
the most gratifying character.
With the endorsement of National Motion

Picture Day by Mayor Magee of Pittsburgh,
followed by similar action by the mayors of
other Pennsylvania cities, Acting Mayor
Murray Hulbert of New York City gave a
most pronounced approval of National Mo-
tion Picture Day in a printed manifesto
which was sent to all of the city departments
and published in different newspapers.

This led to other developments along the
exploitation line in the Greater City and
brought to the front one of the most unique
evidences of official and public approval of
this event in a large parade which was
headed by the New York City Police Band.
This procession moved up Broadway, Sat-
urday afternoon, November 17, from Twenty-
third street and then into Central Park.
The New York drive was under the direction
of a special committee from the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce, under the
chairmanship of J. Arthur Hirsch, Charles
Schwartz, Hy Gainsboro, Joseph Jame, Henry
Suchman, J. Alton Bradbury, Sol Raives and
Clarence Cohen.

In the New York Sunday News of No-
vember 18 a complete page was devoted to
National Motion Picture Day in which Na-
tional Education Commissioner John J.
Tigert and others told of the wonderful ad-
vantages of National Motion Picture Day.
National Motion Picture Day will remain

a definite institution among the theatres of
the United States and will be celebrated
annually.

Claim Added Strength

(By wire to Moving Picture World)

The decision of the United
States Supreme Court that the
combination of motion picture
companies to restrict distribution
of films violates the Sherman
Anti-Trust Law confirms the view
of the Federal Trade Commission
and will operate to strengthen its

investigation of Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, et al, accord-
ing to a report from the commis-
sion at Washington, D. C.
The commission does not figure

in the enforcement of the anti-

trust law, but works under the law
and under provisions of the Clay-
ton Act, which was passed by
Congress to supplement the Sher-
man law.

Last week the commission com-
pleted the taking of testimony in

Los Angeles and the respondent*
now are to present their *ide of
the case. The first hearing for
this purpose will be in Jackson-
ville, Fla., but the date has not
been set.
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Hodkinson Urges Percentage,

Decries Advanced Admissions

I
NCREASED prices of admission
for motion pictures, advocated in

some sections of the industry as a

means of combatting the waste that

has been characteristic of production,

are not warranted under existing con-

ditions, in the opinion of W. W. Hod-
kinson, president of the W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation and a pioneer film

man. Mr. Hodkinson said :

“I believe that any move intended to gen-

erally increase the admission prices of pic-

ture theatres at the present time, to offset

the alleged waste in the industry, will result

in failure. Pictures are having difficulty

enough maintaining attendances at the pres-

ent admission scale and it is my belief that

increased quality in production is necessary

in order to maintain even the present prices.

“As I discussed in a recent Colliers’ ar-

ticle, there are four basic movements that

must be made:
“First, the classification of pictures in

theatres, and the movement to increase

prices in certain houses on big pictures is

in that direction.

“Second, a percentage basis of dealing

between producer and exhibitor, whereby
they are both concerned in what the product

grosses from the public rather than engaged
in the present efforts to ‘sandbag’ each

Andrew j. callaghan,
president of Monogram Pic-

tures Corporation, has tele-

grams from a Minnesota exhibitor and
a North Carolina exhibitor stating that

“the representative of your concern

has failed to return or even to advise

us concerning our contracts made with
him, and we desire definite confirma-

tion at once.”

Mr. Callaghan immediately got in touch
with a leading detective agency and advised
them of the facts, because Monogram sells

to State Rights buyers only and at the

present time has no road representative

other than George H. Wiley. Evidently
several impostors are taking advantage of

the situation and Mr. Callaghan issues this

warning that no one is authorized to take
contracts for Monogram except himself,

THE Film Laboratories Credit

Association, born at a dinner

conference of laboratory execu-
tives and representatives at the Hotel
Astor, Thursday, November 15, is

described as a permanent contribution

to the “safe and sane” drive now under
way in the picture industry. It is the

avowed purpose of the organization to

check waste and put a curb on “wild-

cat” producers, to the resultant benefit

lengths which cause the public to sit through
five reels of padding in which the producer
has an investment of $100,000, to see an idea
expounded that could have been better aone
in fifteen minutes with an investment of

$10 ,
000 .

“Fourth, that some system of refereeing
between the two factions, production and
exhibition of the business, must be set up;
w'hether it is a mere arbitration between
producer and exhibitor; whether it is a big
figure from outside the industry with in-

tegrity enough to equitably serve both fac-

tions and not be dominated by either, or
whether it is a practical business organiza-
tion functioning between the producer and
exhibitor, is immaterial. The referee prin-

ciple must be established.

Relative to percentage booking, it is un-
doubtedly true that only by the producer
and exhibitor agreeing on the principle of

percentage booking can future progress be
made. It is interesting to see nearly all pro-
ducing and distributing factions uniting on
this principle, as well as the editorial

minds.
“We are still a long ways from our goal,

however, while the exhibitor so generally
rebels against the acceptance of the per-
centage principle. However, he is not to

be blamed nowadays. When we get some
formulas worked out that are equitable to

both producer and exhibitor then we can
expect co-operation on the part of the ex-
hibitor and real progress can be made.”

Mr. Wiley or Mr. North of the home office.

“All Monogram pictures, inclusive of the

Fred Thomson series of Westerns, are sold

on the State Rights basis only,” said Mr.
Callaghan, “and each buyer will equip, his

representative with proper credentials,

showing he is authorized to accept contracts

and deposits on Monogram Pictures in his

respective territory. We will go the limit

in ferreting out these imposters and seeing

that they are given the full extent of the

law in the event of their apprehension. For
the safety of all concerned, it is my earnest

desire that every State Right buyer on
whom these representatives call ask to be
shown credentials before commencing any
negotiations whatsoever.
“The buyers of the different State Rights

will be announced as these rights are sold,

and in this manner exhibitors will know
who are the authorized representatives of

the concerns in their respective territory and
be guided accordingly.”

of the legitimate picture makers and
distributors.

At the initial meeting, which was attended
by virtually every important commercial
laboratory interest, the name of the new
body was selected and plans made for com-
pleting its organization by election of officers

and adoption of a code of practice at a sec-

ond gathering in the Astor Thursday, No-
vember 22. The association will begin
functioning December 1.

The Film Laboratories Credit Association
is the result of a spontaneous movement on

Beware of Impostor!
David Bernstein, treasurer of Loew-Metro,

issues the following warning

:

“Someone posing as a representative of
Metro Pictures Corporation has been circu-
lating drafts drawn on the Harriman Na-
tional Bank of New York, bearing the name
of ‘A. Bernstein, Comptroller,’ and has ap-
parently succeeded in obtaining the cash
for these worthless drafts. Metro Pictures
Corporation never issues drafts in payment
of any obligations.”

Grainger on Way East
James R. Grainer, general manager of

sales for Goldwyn Cosmopolitan, is now en
route home from his three weeks’ trip to the
Goldwyn Studios at Culver City, Cal.

New Exchange at Butte
The new Hodkinson Exchange on North

Montana street, Butte, Montana, is now
open for business, under the management of
H. L. Burnham, formerly branch manager
at Spokane.

Joins Hodkinson
Mack D. Weinberger is now associated

with the home office of the W. W. Hodxin-
son Corporation, where he will handle spe-
cial work on the following Producers’ Se-
curity Pictures : “The Mark of the Beast,”
"Dollar Devils,” “Bulldog Drummond,” “The
Kingdom Within” and “The Lion’s Mouse.”

Shipman on Trip
Ernest Shipman has left New York for a

three weeks tour of the southeastern states.

No explanation of the trip was forthcoming
at the Shipman offices but it is assumed that
it pertains to his recent announcement that
he intends to produce in the South.

the part of the laboratory men to protect
themselves against unscrupulous promoters
and distributors who order prints shipped
C. O. D. and then refuse to accept them.
Through these and other practices the lab-
oratories suffer big losses annually, in addi-
tion to having their vaults jammed with many
worthless negatives left as security for prints.

Charles B. Hoy, credit expert and founder
of the F. I. L. M. clubs throughout the
country, with Frederick H. Elliott, formerly
executive secretary of the National Associa-
tion of the Motion Picture Industry, were
requested to make a survey of the laboratory
business and they reported to the meeting
that their investigation revealed the impera-
tive need of a credit rating system. Mr. Hoy
outlined a plan whereby protection could be
accorded the laboratories without interfering
with the business policies of the individual
companies, and a resolution was unanimously
adopted favoring organization along the lines

he suggested.
The association plan has, it is said, the

indorsement of practically every important
laboratory in the country, and at the outset
will have a membership of about thirty con-
cerns. The laboratories participating in the

initial meeting, through official representa-
tion or telegraphic indorsement, were:
H. J. Stryckmans, Claremont

;
L. J. Sans,

Craftsman
;
Harry Goetz, Erbegraph

;
Tom

Evans, Evans Film Manufacturing Co.: J.

Coenen and R. De Roberts. Filmcraft of Los
Angeles

;
William D. V. Kelly and William

T. Crispinell, Kelly Color : Mark M. Dinten-
fass, National; W. K. Hedwig, Rex Hedwig;
William S. Gill, representing W. R. Roth-
acker, Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co. of

Chicago and Rothacker-AIlers, Los Angeles

:

H. J. Yates, Republic
;
John A. Kent and

Abe Heller, Reelab; Edward Horn and Harry
Glickman, Tremont; H. R. A. Tucker, Urban.

other.
“Third, the abolishment of arbitrary

Callaghan of Monogram Warns
Exhibitors Against Impostors

Credit Association Formed to

Curb Irregularities in Industry



Pictures That Have Made Money for Others—
Will Make Money for YOU

!

MONEY-MAKING SECTION
Special Service Supplement to Moving Picture World, December 1, 1923

“Where the promise is performed,” is the slogan of a well-known New York

advertiser.

It is a slogan that might well apply to that department of Moving Picture

World—Straight From the Shoulder Reports.

For here is where the promise gives way to performance, where judgment

gives place to actual results, where “maybe” is replaced by “it did.”

Moving Picture World has prepared the special section herewith in the

opinion that no better service can be rendered the exhibitor than to point out to

him features that HAVE DONE THINGS.

For here there is no guess work, here there is no doubt, here he need only

weigh the words of other exhibitors, judge the applicability of results in their

theatres to his own situation, and act accordingly.

“Every picture is a first-run attraction until it has been shown in your town.”

Someone said that a long time ago. In most cases it is a true remark. And par-

ticularly is it true of comparatively recent productions such as are represented in

this section, but which are at the stage where they may be termed “good buys”

for most theatre owners.

We present our first “Money Making Pictures” section to exhibitors in the

knowledge that the pictures represented herein, as shown by the Straight From
the Shoulder Reports of theatre owners, constitute a list of definite, concrete

profit-producing value.
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
The Reports appearing in this reproduction of Straight from the Shoulder Reports

are actual reports from theat res where the pictures have run,
and are reprinted

from a random selection of earlier issues of Moving Picture World.

Goldwyn
GOLDWYN FEATURES. Have proved

consistently good. Never get a bad print

from Goldwyn and they don’t hold you up

on the price. Pictures satisfy. Draw town

and country class in town of 700. J. B.

Carter, Electric Theatre, Browning, Missouri.

HUNGRY HEARTS. (6,540 feet). Stars,

Bryant Washburn, Rosa Rosanova. A cork-

ing good picture of the struggles of a poor,

indigent family in America. Well liked here.

Played it on a Saturday night and it turned

out' to be an ideal picture for here on that

night. Usual advertising and good Saturday

evening attendance. Health seekers and

tourists attend. Dave Seymour, Pontiac The-

atre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Lon

Chaney and star cast. Excellent in every re-

spect. Plug Chaney’s dual role—scientist and

ape man—and you have a winner. Used a

special built front, pulled excellent attend-

ance. Big city, draw transient trade. Ad-

mission 17-20. J. L. Stallman, Savoy The-

atre, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

LOST AND FOUND. Star, Pauline

Stark. Clad in a sunny smile and a bale of

hay, this picture, a colorful, delightful episode

of life in the languorous South Sea Island,

portrayed Pauline Stark and co-stars to splen-

did advantage. The picture should please

all seeing it. William Noble, Empress The-

atre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Star,

Lon Chaney. A masterful piece of acting;

Chaney, in our opinion, doing the best work

of his brilliant career. A little gruesome,

part of it, but it all had a meaning. Book

it, brother, if your people know good acting

when they see it; this one will please, thrill

and satisfy them. Moral tone, can’t say for

that. Suitable for Sunday, hardly. Big at-

tendance, drawing fashionable class in city

of 10,000. Admission 5-20. Ned Pedigo, Pol-

lard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

BROKEN CHAINS. (6,190 feet). Star

cast. Here is one of the best pictures I

have ever shown. Lots of clean comedy and

a fight at the end that lifted them out of

their seats. If you want summer business,

play it and boost it. Moral tone splendid.

Suitable for Sunday, yes. Town of 3,000.

Excellent attendance. Giles Master, Strand

Theatre, Gallup, New Mexico.

STRANGER’S BANQUET. (8,531 feet).

A very good production that pleased the

majority. Did not have to pay a fortune for

it. Had fair attendance, for hot weather.

L. M. Zug, Rialto Theatre, Jerome, Idaho.

SHERLOCK HOLMES. With John Bar-

rymore. A very good picture and every one

well pleased who saw it. Did a fine busi-

ness. Advertising: regular. Patronage:

general. William Noble, Empress Theatre,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

SIN FLOOD. (6,500 feet). Helene Chad-
wick and star cast. The picture pleased here

a hundred per cent. One of the best pic-

tures heretofore played at this theatre. Wil-

liam Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

Preferred Pictures
DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH. A good

picture, full of entertainment and interest

from start to finish. William Noble, Criterion

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

GIRL WHO CAME BACK. We class this

as something very, very good. Kenneth Har-
lan, Gaston Glass, Miriam Cooper, Joseph
Dowling all doing splendid work. We bought
this reasonable. Certainly a fine picture from
every side. Many producers would have
charged five times the rental that Preferred

is charging. Good stuff; you tell ’em! Nob-
biest advertising you ever saw brought very
good attendance. Ned Pedigo, Pollard The-
atre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

POOR MEN’S WIVES. An absolutely

good picture, well liked by audience. Adver-
tised big, and as “The Rich Picture of the

year.” Nat L. Royster, Alcazar Theatre,

Birmingham, Alabama.

POOR MEN’S WIVES. Excellent picture.

William Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

RICH MEN’S WIVES. Went over very
well in very bad weather. Everybody
thought the picture was great and we think

we could have run it longer. Advertised with
extra newspaper space. R. L. Wood, East-

land Theatre, Portsmouth, Ohio.

RICH MEN’S WIVES. A classy society

picture. Not much new to story but well

produced, with great cast. Has Prizma titles.

R. J. Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

RICH MEN’S WIVES. One of the real

big ones out this year. Don’t cost a lot of

rent, but has drawing power and pleases all

who see it. You can go out for business

with this. Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre,
Harrisburg, Illinois.

RICH MEN’S WIVES.' Splendid cast in

an excellent picture from every standpoint.

Drew well and pleased about every one.

Received dozens of good comments from
patrons. And the price was certainly rea-

onable. Good attendance. C. W. Cupp, Royal
Theatre, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

SHADOWS. Lon, as usual, makes good.
This is splendid entertainment and with some
comedy injected at intervals this would have
been a real special—it is rather sombre as

it is at present. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Theatre, Alexandria, Minnesota.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
Excellent picture with an exceptional cast.

Pleased everybody. While story is not new,
it is put over in an effective way. Jack
Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre, South Fallsburgh,

New York.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
A fine picture. Pleased a hundred per cent.

So far (in this) Preferred has released “the”

picture of the year. Estelle Taylor is ex-

cellent in her part. O. W. Harris, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Oklahoma.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
A pleasing picture. Many favorable com-
ments. Could use more like it. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

Paramount
BACHELOR DADDY. Star, Thomas

Meighan. Corking good picture that pleased
100 per cent. Clean as a hound’s tooth and
rich in entertainment value. Book it, play
it and boost it. Advertising about usual.

Patronage high class. Good attendance. E.

W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Ar-
kansas.

CAPPY RICKS. Star, Thomas Meighan.
A good Meighan picture. My patrons get-
ting to like Meighan better every day and
I am well pleased with him. Louis Pilosi,

Pilosi’s Theatre, Old Forge, Pennsylvania.

CITY OF SILENT MEN. Star, Thomas
Meighan. You need not be afraid to meet
your patrons when they’re coming out
from seeing this. Far more entertaining than
most specials. More favorable comment than
any other picture shown in six months. A
La Valla, Bethel Community House, Bethel,
Connecticut.

CIVILIAN CLOTHES. Star, Thomas
Meighan. Will please all. Heard favorable
comments on this for a week afterward.
Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme, Con-
necticut.

CONQUEST OF CANAAN. A regular
picture. Pleased a Sunday crowd one hun-
dred per cent. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre,
Decorah, Iowa.

EASY ROAD. This picture is all right and
with Meighan as star it satisfied. F. M. Har-
vey, Unique Theatre, El Paso, Texas.

FRONTIER OF THE STARS. They liked
this one. Tom Meighan has a role similar

to that in “The Miracle Man.” R. J. Relf,

Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.

IF YOU BELIEVE IT, IT’S SO. A very
good picture. Meighan does fine. Book it.

Thos. J. Romine, Isis Theatre, Roseville,

Illinois.

MALE AND FEMALE. Star, Thomas
Meighan. A splendid picture and many com-
ments from my patrons. A. Wertenberg,
Woodlawn Theatre, Schenectady, New York.

MIRACLE MAN. One of the biggest and
best pictures we ever played. Those who
saw it said it was good. Kenneth W. Thomp-
son, M. W. A. Hall, Hancock, Wisconsin.

OUR LEADING CITIZEN. Star, Thomas
Meighan. This is the best Meighan has had
since “Bachelor Daddy.” Patrons all pleased.
Meighan always pleases. A picture which
should be a good one in any small town.
Ryan & Kundert, Empress Theatre, Beres-
ford, South Dakota.

WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE? Star,

Thomas Meighan. This one pleased them all.

The print was in excellent condition. Meighan
gains in popularity here with every picture
in which he stars. D. B. Rankin, Co-opera-
tive Theatre, Idana, Kansas.

WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE? Star,
Thomas Meighan. A superb picture in every
respect, with a splendid cast. You can’t go
wrong on this one. If you haven’t played it,

book it. J. F. Schlez, Columbia Theatre,
Columbia, North Carolina.
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A4.oney—money—money-
money—money—
Nab it, grab it, get the dollar habit, book
it, bankbook it, the box-office bonanza

—

It exploits itself

!

Rupert Hughes
gives us the inside story of Divorce in a

seething turmoil of a drama that has one
vivid situation after the other. The lives

of wives revealed. This whirlwind picture

winds its way all over the map of these

states ending in a bubbling perilous episode

—The Battle on the Brink of Yellowstone’s

Boiling Geyser. All aboard for



Pictures that show the way to

BIGGER BOX OFFICE RETURNS
Here are 5 pictures with the breath of the great outdoors, the greatest variety of scenic

grandeur ever shot—and a powerful, picturesque appeal to back up splendid drama.

qfie Rapids
with Mary Astor and

Harry T. Morey

This picture will sweep, them in.

Swift in action, with a strong

current of love.

“Gods
Crucible

There is the realism of the Canadian West added to the heart-

touching stories of Ralph Connor.

Another picture set in the
last West. Adapted from

I he Foreigner,” Ralph Con-
nors supreme literary
achievement. An all star cast.

Distributed by

HODKINSON
PICTURES



you haven't
booked

Clfie

PREFERRED

Daughters of the Rich

Poor Men’s Wives

i. nc ncru

Are You a Failure?

you/ve played a
mean trick- on
your box-office!

ery one is a
jmen maker!money

The GirlWhoCame Back

Thoms and Orange Blossoms

Shadows

Rich Men’s Wives

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP N.
1650BROADWAV NEW YORK CITY

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS— EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. INC.
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Straight from the Shoulder Reports
The Reports appearing in this reproduction of Straight from the Shoulder Reports

are actual reports from theatres where the pictures have run, and are reprinted

from a random selection of earlier issues of Moving Picture World.

Educational
HOKUS POKUS. (Christie). A comedy

that made them laugh. What more is there

to be desired in a comedy? Advertised with

posters, pulled the better class, with fair at-

tendance. C. A. Anglemire, Y Theatre,

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

SPOOKS. (Educational). An extra good

two-reel comedy. It more than pleased.

Patronage: small town. Attendance: good.

W. B. Aspley, Aspley Theatre, Glasgow, Ken-

tucky.

GOOD SCOUT. (Educational—Mermaid).

This comedy produced good hearty laughs

from our audience. If it does that I say

it is all to be desired as a comedy. Usual

advertising. Draw better class in town of

4,500. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Naza-

reth, Pennsylvania.

EXTRA! EXTRA! (Educational). This

had some good gags in it which got the

laughs and must say that Hamilton is making

a reputation for good comedies. Usual ad-

vertising. Draw better class in town of

4,500. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Naza-

reth. Pennsylvania.

’T1S THE BULL. (Educational) Christie

Comedy. A good laugh producer, saved our

show because feature was very poor. Better

class comes. Attendance was poor. C. A.

Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsyl-

vania.

SIMP. (Educational). First time Lloyd

Hamilton shown here. Pleased the crowd
and had them laughing at his clever antics.

Comedies like this always please. Film was
good

:
photography was excellent and it (the

film, I mean) was all there. Used ones. Had
fair attendance. Draw general class in town
of 1,000. Admission 10-20. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

FOR LAND’S SAKE. Educational- Mer-
maid). This is a real comedy, one of the best

seen for some time. If you play it—tell

them all about it! They will eat it up. Used
photos and ones. Very good attendance.

Prices 10-20. City of 15,000. William Thacher,

Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

FREE AND EASY. (Educational-Lige

Conlt’y). A crackerjack, two-reel comedy
with oodles of action. Kept the audience in

a roar from first to last. Played with "Roof
Tree” and kept the program from falling

down. Boys, it will make the regulars laugh

like they've never laughed before. Used one-

sheet only. Fair attendance. Draw general

type, town of 1,000. Admission 10-20 to 25-50.

H. H. Hedberg, A-Muse-U Theatre, Melville,

Louisiana.

THREE STRIKES. (Educational-Mer-
maid). Star, Lige Conley. As usual, one of

the best two-reel comedies released. You
can tell them it is as funny and entertaining

as is to be seen. Tie-up with baseball club

gave fair attendance of general class in town
of 2.500 . Admission, 10-20, 10-25. H. J. Long-
aker. Howard Theatre, Alexandria,. Minne-
sota.

CAPTIVATING CAPTIVE. (Educational-

Christie). Fair comic. Very novel eloping

scenes. Town of 2.800, draw factory people.

Admission. 15-25. D. W. Strayer, Monarch
Theatre, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

Ernest Shipman
RAPIDS.—Star, Harry Morey. Insertion

of pulp industry and views of steel mills

makes an interesting move for different pic-

tures. An outdoor picture. Suspense is held

until the end thereby holding the interest

of the spectator. Not a big picture but

nevertheless good amusement. Seemed to

please. Good print. Used newspapers, pro-

gram. Had typical summer attendance. Draw
better class in city of 35,000.

CRITICAL AGE. (4,500 feet). Star,

Pauline Garon. This is a charming little

picture, just the thing for warm weather.

Five reels and contains many scenes of de-

lightful beauty. Pauline Garon is becoming
exceedingly popular. T. H. Whittemore,
Newcastle, California.

CRITICAL AGE (Hodkinson). Star, Paul-

ine Garon. Another entertaining Connoi
story. Above the average. Pleased young and
old. Photography shaky throughout, although
clear. Excellent comedy situations made the

audience “roar.” Regular newspaper and
programs brought average attendance. Draw
University students and better class in city

of 35,000. P. A. Wills, The Park Theatre,

Champaign, Illinois.

CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
Very good. One of the best Northwest
pictures we have ever played. Good attend-

ance of mixed class. Daniel Buss, Star

Theatre, Tonawanda, New York.

CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
Splendid picture, exceedingly interesting.

Beautiful scenery. Splendidly acted. Fair

neighborhood attendance. W. E. Elkins,

Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.

CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
A very good picture. Had lots of favorable

comments on it. Buy it
;
you won't go

wrong. Fair attendance of high class patron-

age. John A. Schwalin, Rialto Theatre,

Hamilton, Ohio.

CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
Very good of its type. Scenic views make
it worth while. A trifle melodramatic, but

pleased. Fair, high class attendance. E. W.
Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.

CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
People like this Northwestern Mounted Po-
lice story. Well made and played. Good
attendance, mixed class. Redding Theatre,

Redding, California.

CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.
Personally I think this one of the best pic-

tures I have run to date. This type of pic-

ture is almost a sure-fire for any exhibitor.

Advertising, I put a little extra behind this

and results were satisfactory. Good neigh-

borhood attendance. W. L. Landers, Gem
Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.

GOD’S CRUCIBLE. An excellent picture.

Pleased all who saw it. Extra fine scenery.

Rural class. H. G. Frisbee, Community The-
atre, Meredith, New York.

GOD’S CRUCIBLE. Very good picture;

not a knockout, but good entertainment. Fair

attendance of all classes. W. L. Landes,

Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas. .

First National
PENROD AND SAM. (Star cast. All the

fun in a lifetime in one fleeting hour of glee,

will be seen in “Penrod and Sam.” This pic-

ture is one of Ben Alexander’s best. William
Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star
cast. Most pleasing picture we ever ran. Ex-
tended run to increasing business. If we had
known just how popular it was going to be,

we would have started an advertising cam-
paign sooner and advanced prices. Every-
one came out of the house either smiling or

laughing out loud. J. A. Flournoy, Criterion
Theatre, Macon, Georgia.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star,

Ben Alexander. A true to life picture of

small town domestic squabbles. It’s hard to

tell wThich one does the best acting. They
are such natural kids. Leave your grouch
at home when you go to see this one or you
will lose it. Everyone liked it. Said they
laughed, shed a few tears, and had a good
time. Had a fair crowd. A. F. Jenkins, '

Community Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star
cast. Great picture. A roar from start to

finish. Drew well in spite of heat. Adver-
tising slants, freckled face conte.st. Had
good attendance. Draw wealthy and medium
class in city of 75,000. Admission 28-40-55. .

W. H. Lusher, Strand Theatre, Pasadena,
California.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star
cast. The most popular audience picture we
ever ran. Pleased one hundred per cent.

Many came back second time. Usual news-
paper brought good attendance. Draw best
class. J. A. Flournoy, Criterion Theatre,
Macon, Georgia.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star,

Ben Alexander. Here’s a real picture with
a kick in every foot of it. I am not kidding
you when I say it is one of the very best
pictures produced this year by anybody.
Pleased as near all of them as it is possible
for a picture to do. It is a gem among pic-

tures
;
the best of the best. Thanks. Moral

tone best in the world; suitable for Sunday
(or any day)- Had big (pleased) attend-
ance, drawing fashionable class in city of

10,000. Admission 5-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard
Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Excellent entertainment. Pleased
all. Paid a little high, but made one of best
net profit weeks. Had good attendance.
Draw best class in city of 53,000. Admission
10, 15, 30. J. A. Flournoy, Criterion Theatre,
(569 seats), Macon, Georgia.

CIRCUS DAY. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Excellent picture. Very entertain-

ing, and Jackie’s latest and best picture. Large
patronage, all pleased. See it. William
Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

CIRCUS DAYS (First National). Did
not draw the adults as expected but more
than pleased those who came. Made money
at that

;
sec.ond night better than first. It’s

a very good picture and better than “Oliver

Twist.” J. A. Harvey, Strand Theatre. Vaca-
ville, California.
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High Power and Choose Your Weapons
(Educational).—Two reels. “S£ice—of

oroeram" is right. All are good, but some

fre best High Power is Better than

Choose Your Weapons. These are some

of the best two reelers we get.—V. E.

Sager, Southern theatre, Akron, Ohio-
General patronage.

Bedford,

PLAY
SAFE

You can play safe with your busi-

ness if you will save your patrons

from being bored by over-padded

features. You must give your

patrons ENTERTAINMENT or

you are lost. Give them DIVER-
SIFIED ENTERTAINMENT

—

with plenty ofSHORT SUBJECTS.

will help you build up yourENTER-
TAINMENT, as is proved by these

reports from exhibitors in one

issue of Exhibitors Herald (Nov-

ember 17th issue).

Let us write your “insurance pol-

icy” and let this trade-mark guard

you against loss.
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Everybody Makes Money with Meighan

Celebrate

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
WEEK

Dec. 9-16th

Play aWeek of

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
PICTURES
and clean up!

The Man with 100,000,000 Admirers

What Exhibitors Report on Meighan Pictures:
Manslaughter

—

The best picture I ever ran. No
praise too high for it. 100% at box
office. Guy Sawyer, Town Hall,

Chester, Vt. (W. P. World)

The Bachelor Daddy

—

Good honest comedy with sprinkling

of thrills. Pleased everybody. Jean
Dagle, Barth Theatre, Carbondale, 111.

(M. P. World)

Cappy Ricks

—

This is a great one. Get it. C. A.
Anglemire, Y Theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
(M. P. World)

Back Home and Broke

—

Meighan’s best since “Manslaugh-
ter.” Meighan always draws well.

Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre, Irving-
ton, Cal. (M. P. World)

The Ne’er Do Well

—

Good entertainment. Good healthy,
clean picture. J. M. Blanchard, Strand
Theatre, Sunbury, Pa.

City of Silent Men

—

Very good picture and worth run-

ning again. Chas. Hyde, Grand Thea-
tre, Pierre, S. D. (Ex. Herald)

Homeward Bound

—

Every time I play a Meighan I

think it’s the best he ever did. W. E.

Tragsdorf, Trag’s, Neillsville, Wis.
(M. P. World)

Man Who Saw To-morrow

—

Best Meighan so far. Pleased 100%.

J. L. Katz, Lyric, Woodbine, N. J.

Conquest of Canaan

—

Good picture, pleasing all patrons.

L. W. McCuan, Kozy, Dresden, Tenn.
(Ex. Herald)

Our Leading Citizen

—

Excellent. Will please any audience.

Woman-Proof

—

Now cleaning up everywhere.

And then there's—
The Miracle Man
Male and Female

Why Change Your Wife

The Prince Chap

Civilian Clothes

Conrad in Quest of His Youth

Frontier of the Stars

The Easy Road
White and Unmarried

A Prince There Was
If You Believe It, It’s So

Your Paramount exchange has
good prints and a complete line

of advertising material on every

one of these Meighan successes.

Book any one—or any seven—
of the pictures above for Meighan
Week. You can’t possibly go

wrong.

. - — "

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
drj-'—jr ADOLPH ZUKOR Drti.der.

t

'g&gy —— —
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ATrio the Public are flocking to see!

-\N\=

Phila. North American: “Thrills

audiences.”

Cincinnati Times: “One of the

best photoplays shown this

season.”

New York Daily News: “You’ll

enjoy it enough to see it

twice.”

All that you love you’ll find in

RICHARDWALTON TULLY'S
Superb Tictunmtion of (jeorge du JHaurier's immortal novel

•TRILBY*
With the Celebrated French Star

ANDREE LAFAYETTE
and a distinguished all-star cast including Arthur «

Edmund Carew, Creighton Hale, Wilfred Lucas,

Philo McCullogh, Francis McDonald, Gertrude

Olmstead and others.

Directed by Art Director, Wilfred Buckland

JAMES YOUNG Photographed by George Benoit

\

J.K.McDonald presents

PENROD
anbSAM

In the Cast
'

BENNY
ALEXANDER
ROCKLIFFE
FELLOWS
GLADYS

BROCKWELL
BUDDY

MESSINGER
GARETH
HUGHES
JOE

buttefT.
WORTH
WILLIAM
V. MONG

|
Booth

~ ^iTavkingfori:

^ i^M^VPENROD* If Mw

Scenario by Hope Loring

and Lewis Leighton

DIRECTED BY WILLIAM BEAUDINE

New York Evening Journal : “There should be

a law compelling producers to turn out more like

it.”

The Cincinnati Post: “The best film of the

week.”

Denver Times: “Filled with screamingly funny

situations.”

Chicago Evening Journal : “You had better go

see this one.”

SOIIISSER

LXL-

ACKIE coogan
cus

Directed by

EDDIE CLINE

JACKIE AND A
CIRCUS ALL IN

ONE BIG PICTURE

tiw

rv

m
Tf-'tL

'

Jhey re dll 3irAt national Pictured
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Consolidated Co., Indiana,

Goes Into Receiver’s Hands
About the most startling bit of news in

Indiana theatre circles this week was the
announcement of the appointment of a re-

ceiver for the Consolidated Realty and The-
atre Corporation, which owns and operates
a number of picture theatres in some of the
larger cities of the state. Fred A. Sims, of
Indianapolis, formerly chairman of the State
Tax Board, was named receiver for the com-
pany on a petition filed by the Hatfield Elec-
tric Company, which alleged the company is

indebted to it in the sum of $1,000.

R. L. Martin, president of the Consoli-
dated Realty and Theatre Corporation, said

the company has ample assets to clear up
the outstanding indebtedness, said to amount
to about $60,000, but lacked enough money
to meet its obligations at this time. He
announced at the time the suit was filed

that none of the theatres would cease op-
eration.

The corporation owns and operates the
Liberty Theatre in Terre Haute, the Murray
and Murrette theatres in Richmond, the Cap-
itol in Clinton, the Victory and Strand and
the Sonntag hotel in Evansville, the I’an-
theon in Vincennes, the Orpheum in Fort
Wayne, and the Strand in Kokomo. It also
holds a ninety-nine year lease on the Park
Theatre property in Indianapolis, and owns
the Consolidated building in Indianapolis, a
business site in Fort Wayne and a tract of
land in Anderson.

Another suit asking a receiver for the
corporation was filed in the Allen county
superior court at Fort Wayne by Mrs. Car-
olina C. Schmidt, who claimed the company
had failed to make payments for the last
three months on property it had leased from
her. It is understood that since the filing
of the receivership suit in Indianapolis, Mrs.
Schmidt will only ask for a receiver to take
charge of the Fort Wayne property.

Following the filing of the Indianapolis
suit the Strand Theatre in Evansville was
closed by Frank Holland, manager, on order
of Mr. Martin, president of the corporation.
The theatre had been running a combined
program of pictures and vaudeville. The re-
ceivership proceedings has not affected the
operation of the Sonntag hotel or Victory
Theatre in Evansville.

F. H. Gruneberg, Sr., of Chicago, was pres-
ident of the company until a few weeks ago,
when he suffered a nervous breakdown. On
the advice of his physicians he retired from
the company and was ordered to another cli-

mate for his health. He was succeeded by
Mr. Martin, who until that time was secre-
tary-treasurer of the company. A. P. Kes-
ter, of Sheridan, succeeded Martin as secre-
tary-treasurer.

The Consolidated Realty and Theatres Cor-
poration, at the time it was organized, took
over the Hankers and Merchants Theatres
Company, which operated the Liberty in
Terre Haute and the Orpheum in Fort Wayne.
Since then other theatres were acquired and
in the last few years the corporation has
made some large real estate purchases,
which, it is understood, required considerable
ready cash to complete.

Fred Le Comte, manager of the Liberty
at Terre Haute, is acting as general mana-
ger of all the theatres in the Consolidated
chain, and temporarily at least all bookings
of films will be made through him. It is

planned to continue the operation of the
theatres on an economic and business basis
so that the outstanding indebtedness may
soon be cleared up.

Offices in Terre Haute and Evansville,

from which stock in the company was sold,
were closed two weeks ago.

Photoplays and other moving pictures are
to be produced in Indianapolis soon, it was
announced this week following the filing of
incorporation papers by the Cavalier Motion
Picture Company, a newly organized Indian-
apolis concern. The company is capitalized
at $1,000,000. The incorporators are Roscoe
Carpenter, Lyons; William Eickenberry,
Kokomo; Frank J. Hows, Indianapolis; Bert
Hendren, Universal, and James T. Jeffers,
Lyons.
According to C. C. Hendren, of the Hoosier

Distributing Company, which will sell the
securities of the motion picture concern, the
company is to acquire ground somewhere in
Marion county for the location of a studio.
The Cavalier Motion Picture Company is a
reorganization of a company by the same
name now producing pictures in a studio in

Jersey City. It was originally organized for
the production of Bible pictures, but has
branched out into the production of plays,
news reels and educational films.

Ray Frisz, who resigned recently as as-
sistant manager of the Liberty Theatre in

Terre Haute, has been transferred to the In-

A. J. Cooper, president and general man-
ager of the La Crosse Amusement Co., of

La Crosse, Wis., has taken over the Butter-
fly Theatre, downtown Milwaukee house,
under a long term lease. The lease was ob-
tained from John R. Freuler, owner of the

building, who has operated the showhouse
for several years.

With the arrival of Mr. Cooper and with
the announcement that he would devote
considerable time to his latest acquisition,

Stewart Walker has stepped out as mana-
ger, a position which he held for more than
a year for the Freuler interests. Just what
his plans are has not been revealed.

The Butterfly under the new management
will immediately switch from a policy of

second run to first run pictures and as a
result will likewise undergo an advance in

admission price, Mr. Cooper has announced.
The theatre will be renovated and it is like-

ly that an orchestra will be hired. The staff

will remain intact, with Henry Taylor as
house manager.
The house contains 1,250 seats, including

a balcony, and until several years ago was
one of the leading houses in the city, it

reaching its highest point under the man-
agement of Leo A. Landau, now director of

the Alhambra and Garden theatres.
The La Crosse Amusement Co., besides the

Butterfly, now controls the Casino and
Strand theatres in La Crosse, Wis.

L. 1’. Charles of Chetek, Wis., has been
elected president of the newly organized
Northern Wisconsin Theatre Owners’ Asso-
eiation, which includes in its membership
twenty-two evhibitors. Other officers are:
C. H. Edwards, Spooner, vice president, and
Mrs. M. E. Zimmerman, Cumberland, seere-
tary and treasurer. The annual meeting of

the association will he held in May.

dianapolis office of the Consolidated Realty
and Theatres Company, which owns and op-
erates the Liberty.

Henry A. Wallis, assistant treasurer of
the Hippodrome Theatre at Terre Haute, is

suffering from a badly sprained knee. De-
spite the injury he has been continuing his
duties at the theatre.

Ben Van Borssum, proprietor of the Cres-
cent, Majestic and Savoy theatres in Terre
Haute, has added several new employes to
his organization.

The Palace Theatre at South Bend cele-
brated its first anniversary last week. An
enviable record of attendance has been es-
tablished in the theatre's first year. It has
operated continuously every day in the week
since its opening.

The Ohio Theatre in Indianapolis has been
redecorated and repainted. New Turkish
carpets have been laid on the mezzanine
floor and in the women’s restroom. Harry
Koch is manager.

The American Theatre in Terre Haute was
opened last week under the management of

Joseph Oten. It recently was extensively re-

modeled and redecorated.

New curtains and scenery will be installed

soon in the Grand Theatre at Washington,
Ind., according to an announcement this

week by Guy Hammitt, manager.

Milwaukee this week is being treated to

the simultaneous presentation of two widely
different pictures based on the same kind of

story. While Eddie Weisfeldt is drawing
crowds to Saxe’s Strand with Pola Negri’s
“Spanish Dancer’’ as the attraction, Leo A.

Landau, one block away on the same street,

is running to capacity at the Alhambra with
Mary Pickford in “Rosita.” Meanwhile, be-
cause of the unusual situation, both pictures
are drawing a special amount of publicity

in the newspapers, with critics giving them
joint reviews.

With the opening of “Little Old New York”
scheduled for Nov. 23, Roy C. MacMullen,
manager of the Merrill Theatre in Milwau-
kee, is laying elaborate plans for the big
event. Working hand in hand with the
Hearst publication in the city, Mr. MacMul-
len has arranged for a society night on Nov.
23, special invitations being extended to the
best families in Milwaukee who are expected
to attend in their full dress. For Saturday,
Nov. 24. Mr. MacMullen has outlined plans
for a children's party in the morning.
Local Lafs, patterned after the famous

Fun From the Press, but confined to Mil-
waukee wit, is making a big hit with Mil-
waukee theatre patrons. Starting at the

Strand and Miller theatres, two Saxe houses,
several weeks ago, the Lafs now are also
being shown at approximately a dozen the-
atres in the city, among them being the
New Milwaukee, the Parkway, Regent. Co-
lonial, Juneau and Tivoli.
Lafs are submitted through a leading Mil-

waukee newspaper which awards cash prizes

to the winners in addition to putting the
product of their funny bones on the screen.

The Goetz Bros., who control houses in

Janesville and Beloit, Wis., have opened the
Crystal Theatre at Watertown. Wis.. which
has been closed for some time.

Freuler Leases Milwaukee’s

Butterfly to La Crosse Man
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Many Chicago Orphans Await
Levine’s Thanksgiving Treat

Kansas
The Kansas City Motion Picture Exhib-

itors’ Association, at a recent meeting, unan-
imously endorsed Motion Picture Day,
which is being sponsored by the M. P. T. O.

of America. Other matters of interest taken

up at the meeting of the association were :

A plan of financing the organization through
an advertising slide, and the music tax ques-

tion. It was merely stated that S. A. Handy,
who is legal counsel for the M. P. T. O. of

Kansas, has been retained by the Kansas
City Exhibitors’ Association.

Charles H. Barron, who recently purchased
full interest in the Kansas Theatre at Wich-
ita, Kas., has purchased the Elite and Cozy
theatres from John Callahan at Pratt, Kas.
Mr. Barron announces his intention of clos-

ing the Cozy and concentrating on the Elite,

which will be known as the Kansas.

T. C. Block is building a new theatre at

Odessa, Mo., and will be finished about the
first of the year. The house will be known
as the Dixie.

Jay Means and F. A. Gibbons, owners of

the Murray Theatre and Prospect Theatre,
Kansas City, won their light for an injunc-
tion against the picketing of their theatres
by the Operators’ XJnion and the local Mu-
sicians’ Union. The decision was rendered
in the circuit court of Jackson county, and
stated that the owner of the theatre is also
the owner of the sidewalk space in front
and adjacent to the theatre, for the purpose
of ingress and egress for himself and em-
ployes and his patrons, nad for the use of
pedestrians. The method of picketing was
pointed out to be a violation of the rights of
the theatre owner.

W. Dahler of the Cozy Theatre, Grove,
Kas., is the. proud possessor of a new son.

A. E. Lamkin of the Star Theatre at Stock-
ton, Kas., severely injured his left hand re-

cently. He is also the owner of the town
newspaper and his hand was caught between
two wheels on the press.

N. W. Huston is building a new theatre at

Columbus. Kas. The house Will seat 350
and will be opened about March. Mr. Hus-
ton will continue operating the Liberty The-
atre also.

Out-of-town visitors seen this past week
have been: M. W. Hubbell, Hubbell Theatre,
Trenton, Mo.; Gus Kubach of Abilene, Kas.:
Lloyd Ware of the Varsity Theatre, Law-
rence, Kas., and L. D. Metcalf of the Grand
Theatre at Ash Grove, Mo.

Cincinnati
For the third time within a year the Hip-

podrome Theatre, Newport, Ky., just across
the river, was visited by burglars, who
robbed the safe of $1,000, after knocking off

the combination. The money stolen repre-
sented the day’s receipts of the Hippodrome
and Temple theatres, both of which are
owned and operated by I. Frankel, of Cin-
cinnati.

William James of Columbus, who recently
took over the State and Vernon theatres to
operate them in connection with the James,
Broadway and Grand, has promoted Joe Wil-
son from assistant manager of the James to
manager of the State. Harry Doyle, treas-
urer of the Broadway, will pilot the Vernon
henceforth. Harry Egar, exploitation man,
has taken Wilson’s place as assistant to J.

Real Neth, manager of the James, while Earl
Pepper becomes treasurer of the Broadway.
Manager James reports that $50,000 will be
spent in improvements on the State Theatre,
which was never completed in its entirety
by the former owners, the Deusenburys. A
new $35,000 pipe organ will be installed at
the Grand.

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” is being
shown at the Cox Theatre for a five weeks’
run, to be followed by a legitimate attrac-
tion. “The White Sister” is also booked for
a showing in the early future.

Manager Paul Levine of the Adams The-
atre, near State and Adams, is arranging
his annual Thnksgiving treat for several

hundred orphans and this year will show
them Jackie Coogan in “Circus Days.” A
large number of folks will lend their auto-
mobiles to take the little ones to and from
the orphan homes, and with plenty of pop-
corn and peanuts the orphans are in for

“some” holiday.

The Vitagraph Theatre of the Lubliner &
Trinz circuit on Lincoln avenue has been re-
decorated and fixed up with a new electric
sign that can be seen for several blocks.

Manager Guy V. Martin of the Illini The-
atre at Bloomington, 111., has booked “The
Covered Wagon” for three nights and two
matinees the last of this month, and will

get $1.50 for his main floor and down to 50
cents for gallery seats.

Plans for the new Schoenstadt house to
go up at Archer and Robey avenue will soon
be ready for inspection and the boys will
put $500,000 into the new structure.

Manager George Madison of the Kozy The-
atre on Clark street, one of the pioneer
houses of the Loop district, is using a eane
these days, as he slipped on a wet sidewalk
a few weeks ago and twisted his ankle bad-
ly. It takes more than a twisted ankle to
keep George away from business.

B. J. Boyle has added the new Lyric The-
atre at Walcott to his chain of houses and
will improve the program.

Manager Jack Hoeffler of the Orpheum
Theatre invited the orphans from the vari-
ous homes at Quincy to be his guests at the
showing of Jackie Coogan in “Circus Days.”

Ned Holmes, well known here for his man-
agement of "The Four Horsemen’s” record-
breaking run at the La Salle Theatre, is

here again as manager of “The White Sis-
ter” at the Great Northern Theatre, which
opened this week to capacity business. C. S.

Primrose is assistant manager and Joseph
Giaranomni has charge of the orchestra of
fourteen pieces with the production. A
large chorus of singers is also used during
the church scenes of the feature and the
picture is booked here for an extended run.

The Bryn Mawr Theatre at Bryn Mawr
avenue and the Elevated is celebrating its

second anniversary. Manager Lou Weil not
only provided a fine program for' his patrons
but bought himself a new automobile for the
occasion and fixed the house up for the big
week.

Fitzpatrick & McElroy are pushing work
on the remodeling of the Caldwell Theatre
at St. Joseph and the house is expected to
be ready for reopening during the next few
weeks. The improvements'’ will cost $50,000.
Work will also start soon on the new house
to be erected by this firm at 145th and Cen-
ter street that will cost $125,000. This firm
has a large building program for the com-
ing year and is optimistic over the business
outlook in the picture Held.

The report that a new theatre is projected
for the new Palmer House block that is go-
ing to be erected at State and Adams street
to take the place of the old Palmer House,
now on that site, has been denied by the
management of the hotel. The high cost of
land in this part of the city would make
the cost of any theatre prohibitive.

Charles A. Bengart has sold the Illinois
Theatre at Champaign, 111., to the Zenith
Company, who will improve the house.

Several of the boys are interested in the
new National Medical Film Company, organ-
ized last week at 736 South Wabash avenue
with a capital stock of 150 shares of no par
value. The principals are G. E. Moring,
Morey Cohen and Harry A. Kyler.

B. Leo Steif, architect, reports he is not
drawing plans for a movie theatre at 64th
street and Cottage Grove avenue, as was re-
ported.

Fred Hoffman has given up his plans to
erect a movie house on Monterey avenue,
owing to the high cost of construction.

H. T. Reynolds is having plans drawn for
a new movie theatre he proposes to build at
345 Michigan avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Spencer and Miller plan to open their new
movie theatre at Highland Park, 111., next
week, if the marquee and other equipment
are installed in time.

Earl Williams has opened the Playhouse
at Knoxville, 111., and is featuring good mu-
sical programs with his pictures.

Manager Harry Greenmnn of the New
Monroe Theatre is turning out a lively house
organ under the name of The Loop Photo-
play News. The management is laying plans
for a new' organ to be installed soon. Jack
Capone is on the job as assistant manager.
George Smith has been made display man-
ager for the house and the lobby is now a
most attractive spot.

McVickers Theatre management put over
Comedy Week in a big way and Buster Kea-
ton in "The Three Ages” brought plenty of
laughs for the bill. Will Rogers in “Passin’
Thru’ ’’ helped the funny cause along and
the house had good business for the seven
days.

The big feature of the Chicago Theatre
bill last week was the tie-up of the Inter-
national News with the Armistice Day pro-
gram. The crowds gave the old war scenes
plenty of applause.

One of the most deplorable accidents in
recent years was the death of John Prizeske
of the Milda Theatre at 3138 South Halsted
street. He was changing the sign for the
next day’s show when through some un-
known reason he grasped a live wire and
was instantly electrocuted. His many friends
in the trade extend sympathy to his family.

“If Winter Comes” is now playing the
neighborhood houses and Manager Sam At-
kinson of the Calo Theatre reports a fine
business on the three-day booking at his
house.

S. N. Graham has bought the Rex Theatre
at LaGrange from Mrs. L. V. Cottrell and
will improve the house.

Kentucky
Rumors to the effect that J. G. Brown,

owner of the $7,000,000 new Brown Hotel,
Louisville, Ky., would rebuild the unroofed
Ha-Wi-An Gardens building with a theatre
building, or fifteen story office building,
were set at rest today when Brown an-
nounced that the building would be repaired
and continued as heretofore for a period of
two and one-half years at least.

It was reported from Newport, Ky., on
Nov. 12, that safe blowers had wrecked a
safe at the Hippodrome Theatre, early on
that morning, and escaped with $1,000 in

cash.

Harry Switow, son of M. Switow, head of
the Switow Amusement Co., and himself
manager of the Kentucky Theatre, one of
the Switow chain, became father of a daugh-
ter on Nov. 5.

Fine open weather in Louisville is mak-
ing for excellent attendance at the local

theatres, and things are now rolling along
in fine shape as a whole. Exhibitors are
finding very little excuse for complaint.
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J. W. Sayre Defends Screen in

Seattle’s Latest Controversy
Attacks made on picture shows and city

playgrounds by Mrs. Elizabeth Harris,
dance hall matron supervisor, in an address
before the Commonwealth Club last week,
brought swift announcement from J. W.
Sayre of the Greater Theatres Company: “I

defy Mrs. Harris to point out one picture

show that has been shown in this town in

recent years that had such an effect on the
minds of the young folks as she intimated
in her speech. “There is no basis for her
attack on either the movie or the play-
ground. There is no comparison between
these two places. I have no objection to

make to the dance halls, but I certainly do
resent the reflection that has been cast on
the shows and the playgrounds.”

Frank A. Graham of the Grand Theatre,
Centralia, Wash., reports that he not only
broke every house record with Vitagraph’s
"Pioneer Trails” but also broke all records
for any theatre in the town, in the face of

very strong opposition.

The Proctor Street Blue Mouse held its

formal opening Tuesday evening, November
13, in Tacoma, and was unhesitatingly pro-
nounced one of the most beautiful suburban
houses in the entire Pacific Northwest.
Mayor Fawsett of Tacoma made the opening
address before a crowd that tilled the house.
The opening attraction was “The Green God-
dess.” The house is under the direction of
John Hamrick. A speed record was estab-
lished by B. K. Shearer, Inc., of Seattle, who
had the contract for complete furnishings,
equipment, lighting and interior work, com-
pleting the installations in eight days.

Whittington and Smith have taken over the
Liberty and Grand theatres in Bend, Oregon,
formerly owned by J. B. Sparks. Mr. 'Sparks
also owns houses in Redmond and Prime-

ville. He will be in Seattle early next week.

The Heilig Theatre, C. W. McKee, resident
manager, has installed a new organ with the
announcement of its new feature photoplay
policy.

William Morelock, who operates the Ar-
cade Theatre in Cottage Grove. Oregon, will
build a new 800-seat Arcade Theater costing
around $75,000. The new house will be ready
about January 15. He will close the old
house upon completion of the new.

Mr. Miller, owner of the California Thea-
tre in Los Angeles, was a visitor in Seattle
this week.

W. H. Storey, formerly with the D. & R.
Theatres Co. in Centralia, and more recently
cashier with the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Com-
pany in Seattle, returns to the exhibition end
of the game this week as manager of the
Arcade and Liberty theatres at Hoquiam.
Dolan and Ripley have bought these houses
from Newman and Connell. J. R. Robbins,
a newcomer in the film business, replaces
Mr. Storey in Seattle.

Mrs. Sadie Klinger has sold her Klinger
Theatre in Connell, Wash., to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Kemp.

Seattle is to have another new suburban
house. Report states that a $15,000 house
will be erected at 2352 Beacon avenue for
the Prefontaine Theatre Co. It will be a
frame building.

Manager Fey of the Madison Theatre was
host last week to members of the Yale Club
at a special preview of “Columbus,” distrib-
uted by Pathe Exchange. The audience of
literary, professional and educational mem-
bers prominent in the city appreciated the
authority of the version.

ding. Cal., was a recent visitor on San Fran-
cisco’s Film Row. He is known as Mayor
of the Sacramento River and directs aquatic
sports in the summer season. Just now the
chief sport there is the garnering of salmon
steaks, fifty-pound salmon being taken fre-
quently.

Tom O’Day, of Vallejo, Cal., has acquired
the Liberty Theatre at Marysville. Cal., from
Mrs. F. E. Smith, who has conducted this
house for years.

Ed Byard of Byard & Byard. who operate
a circuit of theatres out of Ferndale and
Areata, Cal., was a recent business visitor
at San Francisco. Formerly films were
routed from house to house over the circuit,
but bookings now are being made separately
for each theatre with the idea of securing
films of a certain type for certain days of
the week.

The Lyric Theatre at Stockton, Cal., has
been taken over by Leichter & Abrams, who
also operate the Spot Theatre in that city.

Frank Parker, former owner of the Lyric,
has other theatres at Modesto and Concord.

The Orpheum Circuit, which owns proper-
ty at Broadway and Twentieth street. Oak-
land. Cal., is preparing to erect a theatre
seating 2.400, plans for which have already
been prepared.

A huge organ has been installed in the
new Alexandria Theatre to be opened shortly
at Nineteenth and Geary streets, San Fran-
cisco.

The West Coast Theatres of Northern Cal-
ifornia, Inc., which operates the T. & D. The-
atre at Richmond, Cal., is planning to re-
furnish and reopen the old T. & D. Theatre,
which has been closed ever since the opening
of the new and larger house.

The plan of the management of the New
Fillmore and New Mission theatres, San
Francisco, to alternate the service of the
orchestras between the two houses, is being
frowned upon by the organized musicians.

A Japanese picture concern, the -Star Film
Distributing Corp., has been incorporated at
Sacramento, Cal., with a capital stock of
$250,000. The directors are Sadakichi Oku,
San Francisco; Takaski Matsue, Visalia, and
Kaichi Hirata, Sacramento.Warfield Theatre Has Four

World Premieres in a Row Texas
What is believed to be a record in world

premieres has been established at Loew’s
Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, with four
first showings in four consecutive weeks. If

any house has a better record than this,

Manager Charles M. Pincus would like to

hear about it. The run started with Bus-
ter Keaton’s “Hospitality” and was followed
by Constance Talmadge in “Dangerous
Maid,” Louis B. Mayer’s “Pleasure Mad” and
“Long Live the King,” with Jackie Coogan.
The premiere of “Pleasure Mad” was

made quite an event, owing to the keen local

interest in the production. It is from the

book, “The Valley of Content,” by Blanche
Upright, San Francisco novelist, and Mrs.
Upright attended the opening, as did also

Louis B. Mayer, the producer, and several

members of the cast, including Norma
Shearer, Huntley Gordon, William Collier,

Jr., Mary Alden and Winifred Bryson.

An Oakland exhibitor in connection with
the showing of “The Covered Wagon” in that
city advised patrons over the telephone not
to spend $1 or $1.50 to see this production
at the Lnrie Theatre, where it was shown
for two weeks, but to wait a month and see
it in his house for 25 cents. This advice was
given despite the fact that bookings have
been so arranged that this production will

not be shown again in Oakland during the
season of 1923-24. The matter was brought
to the attention of the Better Business Bu-
reau of the Oakland Advertising Club, but
at the request of the management of the
Lurie Theatre no delinite action was taken
against the misleading offender.

Harry Arthur, general manager of West

Coast Theatres. Inc., and Dave Bershon, gen-
eral booker, were recent visitors at San
Francisco to confer with A. M. Bowles, man-
ager of the Northern California division. An
announcement will be made soon of the
plans to erect a theatre at Fresno, Cal.,

which will be the largest and finest picture
house in the San Joaquin Valley.

B. Getz, Inc., is building a business unit
of eighteen stores and a theatre at West
Portal avenue and Vicente street, San Fran-
cisco. to serve -St. Francis Wood and West-
wood Park, declared to be the finest resi-

dential park in the world. The theatre will
be approached by a court with fountains
and gardens. *

The Granada Theatre, San Francisco, is

celebrating the second anniversary of its

opening with a special program. The main
film feature is “The Virginian” and there are
special concert numbers and other attrac-
tions. The Granada Theatre is built after
the architecture of old Spain and is one of

the most beautiful picture houses in the
world.

Nasser Brothers, Robert McNeil and their
associates in the T. & D. Jr. Enterprises,
San Francisco, have purchased the Strand
and Rialto Theatres in the suburb of Ala-
meda from Louis Kaliski at a price said to

be close to $250,000. The deal was consum-
mated through the offices of J. R. Saul and
increases the holdings of this combination
to thirty-five houses. Coincident with the
transfer of interests Maurice F. Lowery, for-
merly with the Franklin Theatre, Oakland,
was named manager of the Strand Theatre,
Alameda.

J. J. Wood, popular theatre owner of Red-

Joe Singer and Lou G. Bissinger have
taken over the management of the Queen
Theatre, Dallas. Mr. Singer also is inter-

ested in the Fox Theatre and Mr. Bissinger
for a number of years has been manager of

the Washington Theatre.

Paul Scott of Mineral Wells has purchased
the Haskell Avenue Theatre, Dallas.

Thomas Nickelson has been appointed
manager of the Crescent Theatre at Austin,
succeeding J. H. Thompson, resigned.

J. M. Edgar Hart has been appointed man-
ager of the Palace Theatre at El Paso.

G. G. Fry has opened his new Star Thea-
tre at Omaha, Texas. The theatre is mod-
ern and includes Motiograph machines. At-
las booth and Gardiner screen.

The Albany Theatre has been opened at

Albany, Texas, with Fox, Paramount and
First National pictures as the policy.

G. H. Boynton. Jr., has reopened his Royal
Theatre at Hamilton. Texas, with an in-

creased seating capacity and handsome in-

terior decorations.

The Lura Theatre at Augusta, Ark., is be-
ing improved and redecorated.

Givens Bird has been appointed manager
of the Rialto Theatre at San Antonio. Texas.

The New Mission Theatre has opened at

El Dorado, Ark.

Messrs. Callahan and Ray have reopened
their Best Theatre at Palestine, Texas.
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Competing Albany Programs
Little Hurt by Big Special

The success which marked a week’s run
of “The Covered Wagon” at the Capitol

Theatre, Albany, N. Y., at admission prices

ranging from SO cents to $1.50, served to

answer the query which has been going the

rounds of exhibitors and film exchanges in

that territory ever since the first announce-
ment was made of the admission prices

which would be charged. The picture,

which came as the first to be shown at the

new Shubert house here, which has been
given over to the legitimate up to the pres-

ent time, opened Monday night with every
seat filled with the exception of a few of

the less desirable in the front rows. The
picture drew extremely well throughout the

entire week, with the matinees also making
a creditable showing.
That $1.50 pictures will do business in a

city of 115,000, providing that they are of

the right sort, was demonstrated by the box
office receipts. Other theatres in the city,

with prices ranging from 28 to 50 cents, re-

ported that they had felt no inroads because
of the higher priced feature at the other
house.

Paper mills in northern New York, and
especially in the vicinity of Fort Edward
and Corinth, have been forced to close down
through low water conditions. As a result,
Lew Fisher, of Fort Edward, owner of thea-
tres in that village as well as Tieonderoga
and Port Henry, is suffering from lessened
patronage. The low water has thrown hun-
dreds of the employes in the paper mills out
of work for the time being.

An 1843 dollar, bright and shiny, and
which had probably served someone as a
pocket piece, was taken in at the Mark
Strand in Albany the other night, and is

now the property of Herman Vineburg, house
manager.

J. M. Moran, who runs a house in Cox-
sackie, is branching out and has just ac-
quired a theatre in the neighboring village
of New Baltimore.

Myer Schine, head of the well known cir-

cuit bearing his name, with headquarters in
Gloversville, has booked “The Chronicles of
America” for his entire circuit.

“Little Old New York” stood up extremely
well the past week, its second at the Leland,
in Albany. The picture broke all house rec-
ords during the first six days and drew
above the normal amount of business dur-
ing the second week.

The 1!)20 census enumeration credits Hoo-
siek Falls with a population of 4,SSM>. This
population is big enough, according to
Charles McCarthy, veteran showman of that
village, to warrant his latest hookings, in-
cluding “Enemies of Women” and “Little Old
New York.” Mr. McCarthy is a firm advo-
cate of showing big pictures whenever ob-
tainable, and claims that the returns at his
box office back up his contention.

The drawing power of such a picture as
“The Call of the Wild” when combined with
'vaudeville, was aptly shown at Proctor’s
Grand, in Albany last week, when fully 95
per cent, of the audience remained in their
seats at the close of the vaudeville program.
Having demonstrated their strength, better
pictures are being booked in connection with
vaudeville programs in this part of the state.

Sol Manheimer, manager of the Avon The-
atre in Watertown, played the part of host
last week to Prank O’Brien and Lou Golder,
of New York City, on a duck hunting expe-
dition along the St. Lawrence river.

L. J. Cartjey, manager of the Strand The-
atre in Carthage, did a land office business
the past week with a Fashion Show in which
New York models were featured.

Colby Shaw, former director of the Mark

Strand orchestra in Albany, has gone to the
west coast, according to postals which have
reached the Capital City during the last few
days.

The Hippodrome Theatre in Carthage, N.
Y., which has been dark for the past few
months, reopened the past week. The house
has a capacity of 700 persons and will be
open on Friday, Saturday and Sunday of
each week.

Louis Buettner, who owns several houses
in this part of the state and who hails from
Cohoes, shot a deer the past week. More-
over, it was the first animal bagged by any-
one in Mr. Buettner’s party.

“Pioneer Trails” broke the house record
at the Albany Theatre in Schenectady last
week. Manager Shirley did a great deal in
the way of exploitation, including a parade
of real Indians.

The many exhibitor friends in northern
New York who know Vic Bendell, now with
Hodkinson, will be sorry to learn of Mrs.
Bendell’s serious illness, following an opera-
tion of last Monday.

Morris Silverman, owner of two houses in
Schenectady, filled in on the board of arbi-
tration of the Albany Film Board of Trade,
last Monday, in the absence of the regular
appointee.

“Lightning” Bissell will be back among
the exhibitors of northern New York, look-
ing after Goldwyn’s interests. While calling
on the exhibitors in Malone some weeks
ago, Mr. Bissell was stricken with appendi-
citis and almost immediately operated upon.
Later on, pneumonia set in.

According to all reports, James Papayana-
kos is not averse to acquiring a theatre in
northern New York. His brother, Harry,
has one in Gouveneur, and another brother,
Alex, owns one ill Canton. The three broth-
ers were the veterans in the pieture theatre
business in northern New York and cleaned
up big before retiring from Watertown, only
to later on again engage in the business.

“The Green Goddess” did a most satisfac-
tory business the past week at the Lincoln
in Troy. Waiting lines were before the the-
atre each night.

William Shirley, manager of the Farash
Theatre Corporation of Schenectady, did a
good stroke of business on Armistice Day
when he dug up a reel which he himself had
taken five years ago and which featured the
Schenectady boys returning home.

In connection with Union College Night
at the State Theatre in Schenectady, N. Y.,

season passes to the State, the Albany and
the Strand theatres were auctioned off, the
proceeds going to the Union College endow-
ment fund. The same fund also realized
handsomely from hundreds of tickets to the
State Theatre, which had been sold by the
students themselves.

Following another two weeks of splits,

the Mark Strand in Albany will play straight
weeks during a good part of the winter,
showing such pictures in the near future as
“Ashes of Vengeance,” “Circus Days,” Pon-
jola” and “A Woman of Paris.” The man-
agement plans to increase the amount of its

display advertising.

Crowds at the Leland Theatre in Albany
became so great last Thursday night in con-
nection with the second week of “Little Old
New York” that Manager Oscar Perrin or-
dered no more tickets sold at 8:30 o’clock.

The companion theatre, also handled by Mr.
Perrin, did a land office business last week
with “The French Doll.”

R. V. Erk, owner of two houses in Ilion
and the Bareli in Schenectady, buys pictures
like a flash, but nine times out of ten his
judgment from a box office standpoint can’t

be beat. On Wednesday Mr. Erk bought a
total of 61 pictures.

If you happen to drop in at the State The-
atre in Schenectady, N. Y., remember to take
a look at a peculiar lamp which adorns the
lobby. It is imported and is said to have
cost the purchaser about ?1,500. Mr. Shirley
had it at his Strand Theatre for some time
before bringing it to the larger house.

Buffalo
Dipson & Osborn announce the opening of

their new Family Theatre in Batavia, N. Y.,
on Thanksgiving Day. Dusty Rhodes has
been engaged to preside at the console of
the $16,000 pipe organ. The house has been
practically rebuilt with beautiful interior
decorations, electric fixtures and every mod-
ern equipment. Luxurious furniture has
been placed in the rest rooms and beautiful
carpets and hangings enhance the attractive
appearance of the interior. Gold and glass
frames adorn the lobby. The mural work
has been done by Chicago artists.

James Cardina has issued invitations for
the opening of his new Varsity Theatre on
Bailey avenue, Buffalo, on the evening of
November 28. “Pioneer Trails” will be the
feature. Mr. Cardina also operates the Ken-
sington Theatre, Buffalo, and the Glen The-
atre, Williamsville. The new Varsity will
be a fireproof, modernly equipped house and
will serve one of the most rapidly growing
sections of the Queen City of the Lakes.

Exhibitors and exchange men will be glad
to know that Charlie Babcock of the Bab-
cock Theatre, Wellsville, N. Y., is recovering
from an operation in the Buffalo General
Hospital.

Ten thousand cards are being mailed each
week to exhibitors front the Buffalo ex-
changes as part of the campaign to put
over the repeal of the admission tax. These
cards* are being sent out by the M. P. T. O.
of N. Y., Inc., and the first one sets forth
that “Co-operation is the First Important
Step to Accomplish the Repeal of the Admis-
sion Tax.” A new card will be sent out each
week, according to J. H. Michael, chairman
of the executive committee of the state or-
ganization, who urges other states to follow
a similar policy.

Mrs. Jessie Carlson, owner of the Carlson
block in Westfield, N. Y., has awarded to
Bailey & Company of Brocton a contract for
the rebuilding of the Grand Theatre, re-
cently destroyed by fire. When the new
house is completed on April 1, 1924, it will
be leased and operated by the Zicofe Cor-
poration of Buffalo, composed of Fred M.
Zimmerman, M. Cohen and George Ferguson.

A1 Sherry is managing the New Academy
Theatre on Main street at Seneca, which has
been reopened with tabloid musical come-
dies and pictures.

In order to stop spooning in picture houses,
exhibitors of London, Ont., have instructed
their operators to throw the spotlight on of-
fending couples.

Simon Wertheimer has made application
to the city council for permission to build a
picture theatre in the rear of his new busi-
ness block on Hertel avenue, between Sar-
anac and North Park, just one block from
Shea’s North Park Theatre.

Rochester, N. Y.
Manager J. H. Finn is finding his Sunday

programs at the Temple meeting with pop-
ular favor. “The Fog,” the film feature last
Sunday, attracted a capacity audience.

Manager William Fait, Jr., has installed a
new bronze ticket office at the end of the
Eastman lobby. All concert tickets are sold
at this office as well as loge and mezzanine
seats for the picture presentations.

Attractions on Rochester screens the past
week included: Eastman, “The Bad Man”,;
Regent, “The Marriage Maker”; Piccadilly,
“Mothers-in-Law”; Victoria, “Temptation.”
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Philadelphia’s “Movie Week’’
Exceeding All Expectations

Every expectation of even the most zealous
of the advocates of National Motion Pic-
ture Week seems realized in Philadelphia.
Reports trom sectional managers were that

promises were being realized and that the
earlier expectations of but a 60 per cent,
participation by the picture houses had been
considerably exceeded. Among the string
theatres co-operating were the Wimer and
Vincent, Carr and Schad, Chamberlain
Amusement Company, Hunts Theatres, Inc.,

Comerford Amusement Enterprises, Stiefel

interests, Columbus Stamper, Rappaport
chain, Becker Brothers, Smith interests of
Tacony, Dr. Samuel Morris, Michael J.
Lessey, Green and Altman, John Hays, Dr.
A. Stumphig and the string of theatres in

Atlantic City under the management of
Eddie O’Keefe.

In commemoration of the Thirteenth Anni-
versary of the Nixon Theatre and of its 673
conseeutive weeks under his personal direc-
tion. Fred G. N. Nixon-Nirdlinger has
arranged a series of special attractions for
this week. In conjunction with the picture
program, headliners from the leading com-
panies playing in the city appeared during
the course of the week before large audi-
ences. Mr. Nixon-Nirdlinger asserted that
no matter how extensive his interests might
be he would never fail to give personal
attention to the theatre which bore his
father’s name and which thus far has en-
tertained audiences aggregating 3,006,066
people. His own association with popular
entertainment began when he became man-
ager of the People's Theatre, September 7,

1S96.

Postponement of the new $2,000,000 Fox
Theatre, 16th and Market streets, from last

Monday until next Monday was announced

The Pershing Theatre, Delmar boulevard
near Hamilton avenue, St. Louis, which has
recently been remodeled, decorated and fur-

nished by the St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany at a cost of $50,000, will reopen No-
vember 24 with “Scaramouche” as the fea-

ture attraction. The picture will run in-

definitely. A $1.65 top will be charged. The
advance exploitation for the picture included

trailers in eighteen of the leading theatres

of the city. A feature of the Pershing im-
provement is a special parking garage for

patrons of the house, which has been es-

tablished just west of the theatre.

The Shubert-Jefferson Theatre, Twelfth
Boulevard at Locust, will be forced to ob-
tain new quarters after November 1, 1925,

as the Union Electric Light and Power Com-
pany has just concluded a forty years’ lease
on the entire eleven-story building of which
the theatre is a part. George H. Lighton,
manager, said that the Shubert interests
have not yet decided on the location of their
new house, and had several very desirable
sites in view.

Skouras Brothers’ Enterprises has pur-
chased 20,000 special souvenir booklets cost-
ing 10 cents each to exploit the showing of
Douglas McLean in “Going Up” at their
theatres. This is said to be the largest single
order for such expensive souvenirs ever
placed by a theatre.

S. E. Pertle of Jerseyville, 111., was a
caller of the week. Other out-of-town ex-
hibitors seen along picture row were: C. E.

Brady, Cape Girardeau; Tom Reed, Duquoin,
111.; Jim Reilly, Princess, Alton, and I. W.
Rodges, Poplar Bluff and Cairo.

during the week as a result of a confer-
ence on Friday between William Fox, Erno
Rapee, managing director, and William
Fried, supervising contractor. Postpone-
ment was due to incompletion of the store
front adjoining the main entrance on
Market street.

The Orpheum Theatre under the Nixon-
Nirdlinger control during the week put into
effect a change in policy and a reduction of
prices. In response to many requests from
patrons the management decided to show
films in conjunction with five acts of Keith
vaudeville. There will be two changes of
shows each week on Monday and Thursdays.
The opening film was “The Little Red
School House” and the second one “The
Streets of New York.”

Under directions of the Mayor of Phila-
delphia, proprieors of all theatres in the city,
including picture houses, were notified dur-
ing the week that there would be rigid
inforcement of the Act of 1911 regulating
public exhibitions as regards the proprieties.
Including the ban will be undressing scenes,
dope scenes, female impersonations of a cer-
tain kind and violence.

There was welcomed into the family of
Boyd Chamberlain, of the Chamberlain
Amusement Enterprises, a baby boy, the
second member of the family group.

There visited the Philadelphia exchange
houses during the week Alfred J. Davis, head
of the Davis Amusement Company, of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., and whose headquarters are
located at 711 State street, in the Smoky
City, from where he conducts the manage-
ment of the firm’s string of theatres. While
in the city he was the guest of Dave Miller
of the Universal Company.

The building at the southwest corner of
Jefferson and Lucas avenues, St. Louis, is

being remodeled for a picture theatre. The
structure will also contain lodge rooms, of-
fices and stores to be used exclusively by
negro tenants.

Herschal 'S'tuart, manager of the Missouri
Theatre, the Paramount first-run house in

St. Louis, has announced that during the
two weeks beginning Monday, November 19,

the proceeds of the theatre, with the excep-
tion of the Sunday shows, will be divided
for the benefit of Father Dempsey’s Day
Nursery, 1209 North Sixth street, a well
known local charity, which was established
in 1910 as a haven for poor children whose
mothers are obliged to work.

Cleveland
The Stillman Theatre, for seven years a

“continuous performance” theatre in Cleve-
land, changed over to “two-a-day” Sunday
night, November 18, playing “Scaramouche.”
For five days previously the advance sale of

seats was on, and this sale was record-
breaking. Marcus Loew, who was in the

city Wednesday, stated that the first two
days’ advance sale came within $50 of the
entire advance sale in Chicago, and it was
very good there.

The house was entirely sold out the open-
ing night fifteen minutes before the per-

formance began, and every day since there

have been lines at the box-office. The open-
ing night had less than 25 pass seats oc-
cupied.

Pittsburgh
Howard Perrott Dawson, owner of the

Colonial Theatre, Beaver Falls, died on No-
vember 2 from peritonitis following an oper-
ation. He was one of the most popular of
the younger business men in the town, be-
ing a member of the Rotary Club, Chamber
of Commerce, Y. M. C. A., and other local
organizations, was assistant superintendent
of St. Mary’s Episcopal Sabbath School;
member of Beaver Valley Lodge 478, F. &
A. M.

; Harmony Royal Chapter No. 206;
Beaver Valley Commandery No. 84, Knights
Templar, and Syria Temple, Pittsburgh. Also
an active worker in the M. P. T. O. of West-
ern Pennsylvania. He is survived by his
widow, three children, his mother, two
sisters and two brothers.

“Thundering Dawn,” Universal-Jewel pro-
duction, is making a big hit in the local ter-
ritory. In Pittsburgh during the week of
November 12, three theatres were playing the
film, the Cameo, Alhambra and Garden. At
the first-named house the film was in its
second week. It had originally been booked
for one week only, and the management of
the house did no more than usual adver-
tising, yet the business built up each day,
so that at the end of the week, it was de-
cided to hold the production over. Each
house reported big business.

Thomas Meighan spent several days in
Pittsburgh recently, having been called here
to attend the funeral of his father, a life-
long resident of this city. The Rowland and
Clark Theatres sent a huge floral emblem as
a token of their sympathy, and the follow-
ing men from that organization attended
the funeral: Harry Thomas, J. P. Donovan,
Sam De Fazio and Tom Gilbert.

Among the out-of-town visitors seen on
Film Row recently were: C. E. Gable, 'Sharon;
Charlie Feinler, Wheeling; Walter Silver-
berg, Greenville; Jack Marks, Clarksburg.

Charles Richelieu, who for years con-
ducted the Richelieu Theatre at Bedford
with much success, is to open a new
Richelieu Theatre in Blairsville on Thanks-
giving Day, having disposed of the Bedford
house some time ago. He and Mrs. Richelieu
were in town several days ago film shopping,
and stated that the opening attraction would
be Leah Baird’s “Is Divorce a Failure?”

Massachusetts
Postmaster Roland M. Baker and the mem-

bers of his staff were the personal guests of
Manager Robert M. Stenberg of Gordon's
Scollay Square Olympia Theatre, Boston,
one evening last week at a showing of 'he
photoplay, “Loyal Lives,” depicting the
hazards and hardships of the postal service.

Papeis were passed last week and recorded
at the office of the Registery of Deeds at
Salem, conveying the Federal Theatre, the
Empire Theatre and the Salem Theatre, in
Salem, to the Gordon interests, who own and
manage the Olympia chain of theatres, which
dot New England in several states. A
new policy has been inaugurated at the Fed-
eral Theatre under which four vaudeville acts
and feature pictures wili be shown. “Win”
Danielson, for six years organist at the
Olympia Theatre in Lynn, will preside at
the organ in the Federal Theatre and will
lead the orchestra. The sale is said to in-
volve the payment of approximately $340,900,
and the properties were sold by the Keen
brothers.

Among the continuing screen offerings at
the Boston picture houses are “Scaramouche,”
which is just concluding its second week
of what is expected to be a very long and
highly successful run. if all indications are
not at fault; “The Spanish Dancer,” which
this week is ending its second sensational
run at the Paramount unit theatre, the
Fenway, and “The Hunchbach of Notre
Dame,” which for the past ten weeks has
been enjoying a popularity of remarkable
durability at Tremont Temple.

Pershing, St. Louis, Asking
$1.65 Top for “Scaramouche’’
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Associated Exhibitors
HARBOR LIGHTS. (5 reels). Star, Tom

Moore. Tom Moore and an unknown Eng-
lish cast, that with one exception (the chap
who played the genteei heavy) ought to be
“shot at sunrise.” Tom Moore a great actor
and does the best he can with an impossible
part. This picture was taken in England and
they should have kept it there. Usual adver-
tising brought attendance that was better
than the picture. Drew health seekers and
tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

STORMY SEAS. (4,893 feet). Good pic-

ture full of action. You can’t go wrong
when you play Associated Exhibitors pro-
grams as they are all good. Had good at-

tendance. E. H. Haubrook, Ballard Theatre,
Seattle, Washington.

UP IN THE AIR ABOUT MARY. (5

reels). Star cast. One of the best I have
used out of this company for an age. A
very good line of paper on this. Had good
attendance. Draw transient patronage. M.
Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre, New' Or-
leans, Louisiana.

F. B. O.
CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE? (6,100

feet). Star, Ethel Clayton. Good program
picture, but nothing to brag about. Used
usual allotment of posters. Had fair attend-
ance. Draw all classes in town of 400. Ad-
mission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre,
South Fallsburg, New York.

DAYTIME WIVES. (6,651 feet). Star
cast. A picture that will pull and not disap-
point any one. Extra good. Had good at-

tendance. Draw small town class in town
of 3,300. Admission 20-35. P. L. Vann, Opera
House (650 seats), Greenville, Alabama.

MIRACLE BABY. Star, Harry Carey. It

seems that Carey is getting worse in his

features. Got no pep to his stuff. They
should make him work. Suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance, drawing working class

in city of 13,000. Admission 10-20. G. M.
Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.

QUEEN OF THE TURF. (5 reels). Star,

Johnny Walker. Much advertising about
nothing. Pleased probably fifty per cent.
Would have made a good one reeler. Used
two threes, two ones, 11x14s, slide, phone.
Had fair attendance. Drew rural class in

town of 125. Admission 10-25. George J.
Heller, Pastime Theatre (125 seats), Kanona,
Kansas.

WEST BOUND LIMITED. (5,100 feet).

Star cast. Very good picture. Helped pay
for the poor ones. Packed to the doors. Has
very good moral tone and is suitable at any
time. Had good attendance. Draw mixed
class in city of 12,000. Admission 10-25. C.
G. Couch, Grand Theatre (288 seats), Car-
negie, Pennsylvania.

First National
ALIAS JULIUS CAESAR. (6,131 feet).

Star, Charles Ray. A very good program
comedy with all in it of a detective story.
Pleased nearly one hundred per cent, and
did good business in both houses. Has good

“It is my utmost desire to be of

some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib*
itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-
itor will be omitted. Use this de-
partment to help your selection of
pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-
rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month an Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-
dex will be cumulative, giving the
reports for that month and those
previously appearing, for a period
of six months. Use the tips and
send all you can to help other ex-
hibitors.

moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw mixed classes in

town of 1,800. Admission 10-30, 25-50. J. A.
Harvey, Strand & Palace Theatres (500
seats), Vacaville & Dixon, California.

BRAWN OF THE NORTH. (7,500 feet).

Features Strongheart (dog). Rather old but
pleasing picture. Not as good as “Silent
Call” which also features dog. Some beauti-
ful scenes in this picture. Print in good
condition. Moral tone O. K. and is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in city of 700,000. Admission ten
cents at all times. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (218 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.

DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star, Jackie Coo-
gan. A dandy little picture that pleased them
all and sure drew them in. The first Coogan
I have run here and judging from results
will have to get some more. Regular adver-
tising brought very good attendance. Draw
general class in town of 800. Admission 10-

30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats),
Irvington, California.

DOMESTIC RELATIONS. (5,182 feet).
Star, Katherine MacDonald. Fair picture
and well acted. Katherine MacDonald is very
pretty, but is not cared for in our district.

Picture was a little draggy. Usual society
drama stuff. Had good attendance. Draw
middle and lower classes in city of 600,000.
Admission 10-15, 10-25. Joseph F. Enos, New
Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats), San Francisco,
California.

FIGHTING BLADE. (8,729 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. Patrons walked out
on this one. Another very ordinary costume
period picture with no drawing power and
priced to the sky. When will the producers
learn that Americans prefer American
stories? Moral tone O. K. Suitable for
Sunday. Very poor attendance in railroad
town of 7,750. J. E. Alford, Jacob’s Theatre,
McComb, Mississippi.

FOOLS FIRST. (5,773 feet). Star cast.
Very good program picture held the interest
of our audience through the greatest part of
it. Has excellent moral tone and is suitable

for Sunday. Had fine attendance. Draw
factory class in town of 3,500. Admission 10-

25. Henry W. Nauman, Majestic Theatre
(300 seats). Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800

feet. Star cast. As a western, head and
ears above the others. Plenty of thrills and
excitement. Good business both nights.

Used posters, mail, etc. Good attendance of
neighborhood class in town of 4,000. Ad-
mission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre
(500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800

feet). Star cast. An excellent picture and
well worth seeing. All classes will like this

one. William Noble, Folly Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800

feet). Star cast. A good picture but some-
how failed to draw with me. Kerrigan don’t

mean much now until he builds up a follow-
ing. The picture will back up your exploit-

ation however. Has fair moral tone and is

not suitable for Sunday. Had poor attend-
ance. Draw small town class in town of

6.000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Vir-
ginia Theatre (800 seats), Hazard, Kentucky.

HAIL THE WOMAN. (7,222 feet). Star
cast. Unusually good for me, but don’t pay
too much. Has extra good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw small town and rural class in town
of 1,474. Admission 10-20-30. T. W. Cannon.
Majestic Theatre (247 seats), Greenfield,

Tennessee.

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS. (7,425 feet). Star,

Milton Sills. Production well liked from all

angles. Suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw average college student
class in town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35.

Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Car-
bondale, Illinois.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. Next to the “Hottentot”
this is the best picture of this star that
I’ve run. Raymond Hatton, as in the former
picture, brings some hearty laughs. C. F.

Kreighbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,
Indiana.

Fox
BELLS OF SAN JUAN. (4,587 feet). Star,

Charles “Buck” Jones. About as sorry as any
picture could be. Print in very poor condition
and altogether no show at all. Usual adver-
tising brought poorest attendance. Draw
small town class in town of 3,300. Admission
20-35. P. L. Vann, Opera House (650 seats),

Greenville, Alabama.

BOSTON BLACKIE. (4,522 feet). Star,

William Russell. This is one of Bill Rus-
sell’s best and it pleased a majority of the

fans. Pictures of this type are well suited

to Russell. Can be played anywhere as a

first class program picture. Go heavy on
the circumstantial evidence in your adver-
tising, but lay off the prison reform stuff and
you will get them in. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair at-

tendance. Draw general class in town of

1.000. Admission 10-20. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

BRASS COMMANDMENTS. (4,829 feet).

Star, William Farnum. A fine western of

the Farnum type, more than the usual
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amount of action, which keeps the fans in-

terested throughout. Ran it with "Birthday

Cake and Jungle Pests” which made a fine

show. Has good moral tone and is suitable

for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
mostly factory class in town of 2,800. Admis-
sion 15-25, 17-30. David W. Strayer, Smith’s

Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR.
(5.787 feet). Star, Henry B. Walthall. A
good picture, but rather slow. Our patrons

liked it though. Cast was very good. Had
some clever comedy situations. Sweet love

drama, suitable for Sunday. Good attend-

ance of middle and lower class in big city.

Admission 10-15 matinee, 10-28-35 evenings.

Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum Theatre, San
Francisco, California.

FOOTL1GHT RANGER. (4,729 feet).

Star, Charles Jones. Goodbye, Buck. Many
more like this one and you will be up Lost

Creek without a paddle. May have been a

good picture with an emotional actor in

Teading part, but fans were sitting on edges

of seats waiting for Buck’s customary action.

They waited five reels in vain. Fox had

better start calling him “Buck” again and

put him in “hot shot” westerns where he

belongs and where the fans want him.

Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday.

Had fair attendance. Draw general class in

town of 1,000. Admission 10-20, 20-40. H. H.

Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisi-

ana.

FOR BIG STAKES. (4,378 feet). Star,

Tom Mix. Good western, but somehow Mix
don’t pull ’em in like he used to. Regular

advertising brought fair attendance. Draw
small town class in town of 1,474. Admission
5-10-20. T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre

(249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.

LONE STAR RANGER. (5,250 feet). Star,

Tom Mix. The best liked Mix picture since

“Tony.” Went over big. The larger cities

and the reviewers may like Mix in “fancy”

pictures, but I think the small towns like him

best in straight westerns. This picture did

more business than any of the last dozen

big specials. Draw all classes in town of

4,000. M. W. Larmour, National Theatre,

Graham, Texas.

LOVE GAMBLER. (4,682 feet). Star,

John Gilbert. Very good. First time for

star here. Didn’t draw very well but seemed

to please those who saw it. The second one

drew better. Pleased about seventy-five per

cent. Draw all classes in town of 1,000. Ad-
mission 10-15. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre

(250 seats), Dexter, New York.

SECOND HAND LOVE. Star, Charles

“Buck” Jones. Quite good if they like west-

erns. Has good moral tone and is suitable

for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 7,400. Arthur B. Smith,

Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

SHACKLES OF GOLD. (5.957 feet). Star,

William Farnum. A very good picture. Far-

num is a good star for us. The picture is

very interesting from beginning to end.

Print in good shape. Had fair business.

Draw farmers in small town. Jack Schneider,

Casino Theatre, Richmond,. Iowa.

Goldwyn
CHRISTIAN. (8,000 feet). Star cast. I

expected much and was disappointed in “The
Christian,” but probably because I first saw
it on the stage and acted by capable actors.

Most of ’em liked it, but I didn’t. William

Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, Ok-
lahoma.

HUNGRY HEARTS. (6,540 feet). Star

cast. Excellent picture and business. This

picture liked by most of ’em that saw it.

Between Ourselves
A get-together place where

we can tal\ things over

Jack Schneider writes a letter.

It’s on the bum print problem

—

a problem as important to the

small town exhibitor as any he has
to face.

Jack is absolutely right and a

lot of you feel the way he does, so

the letter is put before you on the

next page.

Mr. Schneider thinks exchanges
ought to pay damages for bum
prints; very likely justice in a
court of law would say the same, if

anybody tried it—but suits cost

money.
E. L. Partridge, Pyam Theatre,

Kinsman, Ohio, had the easier way
in the letter he had in Straight

From the Shoulder a while back.

He argued that if the exchange
didn’t come up to par on prints, he
quit dealing with that exchange.

If enough of you did that—the

exchanges would wake up to the
importance of the matter.

VAN.

William Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

LOOK YOUR BEST. (6 reels). Star, Col-

leen Moore. A very ordinary picture that

I played on a Saturday night and put in a

strong line of fillers and in that way escaped
censure. You can play this, but be careful

of your accompanying selections and buy
it right. Usual advertising brought good at-

tendance. Draw health seekers and tourists.

Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful,

Saranac Lake, New York.

LOOK YOUR BEST. (6 reels). Star

cast. Nice little comedy-drama. Very light

in construction. Seemed to please. Had fair

attendance. Draw all classes in town of

1.000. Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli

Theatre (378 seats), South Fallsburg, New
York.

SHERLOCK HOLMES. (8,000 feet). Star,

John Barrymore. Nine great reels’. Our
audience was a bit taken aback when we
announced a nine-reel picture, but when they
saw it they wanted more. Clever plot, well

written and superbly played. Not new but a

good bet in any small town. Story and
actor played big in advertising; fine attend-

ance. Draw factory people in town of 3,500.

Admission 10-25. Henry W. Nauman, Ma-
jestic Theatre (300 seats), Elizabethtown,
Pennsylvania.

Hodkinson
BULL DOG DRUMMOND. (5,000 feet).

Star cast. A very good program picture.

Lots of compliments and no kicks. Had good
attendance. E. H. Haubrook, Ballard Thea-
tre, Seattle, Washington.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS. (7,100

feet). Star cast. Although a trifle longer
than desirable, our patrons forgot the hard
seats in their absorption in the picture. A
distinct noveltv. for which we paid a real

price, but were repaid by excellent attendance
two nights. Has fair moral tone and is

doubtful for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw rural and small town class in town
of 300. Admission 20-30, specials 22-44.
Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre (225
seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

Metro
ENTER MADAME. Star, Clara Kimbali

\oung. A fair comedy
;
nothing extra. Suit-

able for Sunday. Fair attendance of working
class in city of 13,000. Admission 10-20. G.
M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.

ENTER MADAME. (6,500 feet). Star,
Clara Kimball Young. A clean-cut, high-
class picture that seemed to be over the
heads of our audiences. Star has absolutely
no box-office power. Few liked this one
except the manager. Moral tone O. K. and
is suitable for Sunday. Had terrible attend-
ance. Draw all classes in city of 14,000.
Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W. Collins, Grand
and Liberty Theatres (600-750 seats), Jones-
boro, Arkansas.

FRENCH DOLL. (7,028 feet). Star, Mae
Murray. Patrons said Miss Murray was too
affected in this one. Moral tone O. K. and
is suitable for week day better than Sunday.
Had light attendance. Draw family and
railroad town class in town of 7,750. J. E.
Alford, Jacob’s Theatre, McComb, Missis-
sippi.

TRAILING AFRICAN WILD ANIMALS.
(6 reels). A fine picture. A change from
the regular grind, and very educational.
Good photography. Pleased ninety-five per
cent. Had very good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,100. Admission 10-25.

Joe Kinneaster, Mystic Theatre (300 seats),
Clovis, California.

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER. (7,500 feet).
Star cast. Nothing but praise for this pic-
ture. It has good pulling power and sends
them home feeling they have had their
money’s worth. The cast is splendid. A
suitable attraction for any day, anywhere.
Print was in fine shape. Attendance very
good. Would advise any New England ex-
hibitor to play it and watch the cash roll

in. It will make friends for your house.
Draw townspeople and farmers, town of 800.

Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats),

Chester, Vermont.

Paramount
EXCITERS. (5,939 feet). Star, Bebe Dan-

iels. Well liked here and did nicely. A
good picture of its kind. It’s all about the
frolicsome flapper and her athletic tenden-
cies, but it pleased here. Usual advertising
brought good attendance. Draw health
seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pon-
tiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.

EXIT THE VAMP. (5 reels). Star. Ethel
Clayton. A picture that got some healthy
laughs from our audience at spots. Only a
program offering. Will go where they are
not too critical. Usual advertising brought
good attendance. Draw better class in town
of 4,500. Admission 15-10. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Penn-
sylvania.

GLIMPSES OF THE MOON. (6,502 feet).

Star, Nita Naldi. Not much of an excuse for
this one. Lots of money was spent but it

isn’t worth it. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre. Rochester, Indiana.

HEART RAIDER. (5,075 feet). Star, Ag-
nes Ayres. Not bad at all if bought within
reason

; it’s frothy. Agnes wears and don't
wear several striking costumes, and it’s pro-
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Mr. Schneider Writes

“How does it come that a small town theatre has to put up with all the
poor prints that am exchange has on hand?
“Now, the people in a small town pay hard cash to see a good show as well

as the people in the larger places.

“As a rule Vitagraph gives the best service in good prints as long as I have
been in business, which has been two years.

“There should be a law that the exchanges should have to pay an exhibitor
damages for each amd every time they send him a poor print. We pay for
good service and we should have it; our patrons pay for good service amd they
should have it.”—Jack Schneider, Casina Theatre, Richmond, Indiana.

duced with class. Would say this would be
a trifle better than an average program pic-

ture and should be bought at that price.

Usual advertising brought good .attendance.
Draw health seekers and tourists. Dave
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Sar-
anac Lake, New York.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

One thousand laughs, one thousand tears,

one thousand sensations and the colossal
surprise of the time. “Hollywood” is a re-

markable picture in many ways, and cal-

culated to appeal to every lover of motion
pictures everywhere. It is significant of the
importance of the picture that it was made
by James Cruze, creator of “The Old Home-
stead” and “The Covered Wagon.” William
Noble, Criterion Theatre,. Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Something to get behind
and advertise for all of Meighan’s pictures

so far have been excellent. Will please
everyone. Print good. Suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw university

students and better class in city of 35,000.

P. A. Wills, Park Theatre (610 seats), Cham-
paign, Illinois.

IMPOSSIBLE MRS. BELLEW. (7,153

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. Best Gloria
Swanson I’ve played yet. She has never
pulled any business here but did fair in

this one. Hardly suitable for Sunday. Good
attendance, drawing family and student
classes in town of 4,000. Admission 10-22.

R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah,
Iowa.

JAVA HEAD. (7,865 feet). Star, Leatrice

Joy. A very good picture. Should please

most of ’em. William Noble, Rialto Thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

KICK IN. (7,074 feet). Star, Bert Lytell.

Very good picture that pleased immensely.
Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw general
class in town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank
G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irving-

ton, California.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. Good picture with
fine cast. Dorothy does well with De Roche
and Kosloff. Picture was well liked here.

Suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw middle and lower classes in city of

600,000. Admission 10-15, 10-25. Joseph F.

Enos, New Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats),

San Francisco, California.

LEOPARDESS. (5,621 feet). Star, Alice
Brady. Pleased but few. Production is

adequate but Miss Brady disgusts with her
awkward and feeble attempt to do a native
dance. Her work in this picture reveals no
genius. Montague Love is good, but story
is weak and unconvincing. Advertising slants,

South Sea Island scenery, Mr. Love. Had
average attendance for Saturday. Draw all

classes in city of 14,000. Admission 10-25. E.

W. Collins, Grand & Liberty Theatre (750-

500 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

MAKING A MAN. (6 reels). Star, Jack
Holt. This one will sure please them, many
compliments. A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre,
Russellville, Kentucky.

MARRIAGE MAKER. (6,295 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. Advertise this as different and
be sure you are not at the door, when the

crowd gets out for they’ll sure tell you how
different it is. A real waste of time of this

splendid cast. Moral tone good if they can
understand it. Suitable for Sunday. Had
very poor attendance. F. M. Francis, Lincoln
Theatre, Charleston, Illinois.

MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY. (6,460

feet). Star, Dorothy Dalton. I believe it

might have been alright, but the film was in

such bad condition that I couldn’t judge.
The salesman e'rred when he told me they
had a new print on this, but that is nothing
unusual for a salesman. Not suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Drew resi-

dential class in town of 1,500. Admission 10-

25. J. A. McGill, Liberty Theatre (250 seats),

Port Orchard, Washington.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME.
(5,585 feet). Star, Walter Hiers. Where does
Paramount get the idea that Hiers can take

Reid’s place? Half of audience disgusted.

Bull fight only in press book. Used slides,

ones, photos, paper. Small town. W. T.

Waugh, Empress Theatre, Grundy Center,

Iowa.

SHARK MONROE. (5,000 feet). Star,

William S. Hart. As usual, good. Print in

very good shape. Little rainy but not

enough to hurt. Did very fair business.

Five houses open all this week. Too much
and too many places to go. Makes business

light. This is the third time the William
Harts have been run in Salina and they still

go very good. Better than the average pro-

gram pictures. They are not a bad buy if

you can buy them right. One thing sure,

they will please. Put a two-reel comedy
with them. Admission 10-20. William
Th.acher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

SHEIK. (6,579 feet). Star, Rodolph Val-

entino. Book it. You can’t go wrong, pro-

vided you get it at right price. Pleased one
hundred per cent. Used ones, threes, news-
paper. Suitable for Sunday. Had extra

good attendance. Draw mixed class in town
of 3,000. Admission 10--20. J. R. Long,
Opera House (500 seats), Fort Payne,
Alabama.

SILENT PARTNER. (5,866 feet). Star

cast. Extra good, pleased one hundred per-

cent and no kicks. William Noble, Capitol

Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

SINGED WINGS. (7,788 feet). Star cast.

Very poor for this town. Many walked out.

We wanted to also. Regular advertising
brought fair attendance. Draw local patron-
age. Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum Theatre,
Pelican Rapids, Minnesota.

SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR. (5,632 feet).

Star, Walter Hiers. Average picture; con-
tains some laughs however. Jacqueline Logan
in support is very clever but doesn’t do
much. Hiers won’t create much sensation.

Clean comedy suitable for Sunday. Good
attendance of middle and lower class in

big city. Admission 10-15 matinee, 10-35 eve-

ning. Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum Thea-
tre (1,600 seats), San Francisco, California.

SNOW BRIDE. (6,000 feet). Star, Alice

Brady. Fair picture. Rather slow and long

drawn out. Poor Alice, she’s through as a

drawing card. She tries though and that’s

something. It is suitable for Sunday show-
ing. Had good attendance. Draw middle
and lower classes in city of 600,000. Admis-
sion 10-15, 10-25. Joseph F. Enos, New
Lyceum Theatre, (1,600 seats), San Fran-
cisco, California.

SNOW BRIDE. (6,000 feet). Star, Alice

Brady. Can’t say much for this one. Had
good attendance. Draw general class in

town of 3,720. Admission varies. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (294 seats),

Rochester, Indiana.

THIRTY DAYS. (7,788 feet). Star, Wal-
lace Reid. “Say, you want cod fish? We
have only mackerel today.” Has harmless
moral tone. Not suitable for Sunday nor
any other day. Had fair attendance. Draw
family and student class in town of 4,000.
Admission 10-22. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre
(600 seats), Decorah, Iowa.

TIGER’S CLAW. (5,297 feet). Star,
Jac:< Holt. Just one of those pictures that
can hardly be classed as average entertain-
ment. I would not advise playing it as there
are too many others far superior. T. H.
Whittemore, Newcsatle, California.

TIGER’S CLAW. (5,297 feet). Star, Jack
Holt. Star, as usual, does good work, but
this is quite a ways from being his best
picture. Pleased fairly well. Had very
good attendance. Draw general class in

town of 3,720. Admission varies. C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (294 seats),
Rochester, Indiana.

TIGER’S CLAW. (5,297 feet). Star, Jack
Holt. This picture did not please; some-
thing lacking. Picture was weak, with poor
settings, especially the breaking of the dam
was poor. Poorest Jack Holt* picture in

some time. Jack Holt a favorite here, but
if they put him in weak pictures he will
soon lose his popularity. Had good attend-
ance. Adolph Schutz, Liberty Theatre, Sil-
ver City, New Mexico.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. (7,518 feet).
Star, Betty Compson. Excellent picture.
Should please ninety per cent, of the audi-
ences. William Noble, Majestic Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

TO THE LAST MAN. (6,965 feet). Star,
Richard Dix. Another good western that
pleased my patrons one hundred per cent.

My patrons are not any too stuck on west-
erns but this one sure brought them in and
had the largest Saturday night crowd I have
ever had. Regular advertising brought extra
good attendance. Draw general class in

town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal., Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.

TWO WEEKS WITH PAY. (4,136 feet).

Star, Bebe Daniels. Well Miss Daniels had
two weeks full of absorbing interest, and
the picture will interest anyone seeing it.

William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

VALLEY OF SILENT MEN. (6,491 feet).

Star, Alma Rubens. Some liked this one
and some didn’t. Play it up with a good
comedy and you might get by. My patrons
didn’t get very enthusiastic about it. Fair
attendance, drawing general class in town
of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal,

Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, Cali-

fornia.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOW-
ER. (11,618 feet). Star, Marion Davies.
This one was big, no use talking, but too
darned long. No one has time to squat for

two hours and a half to see Miss Marion
cut a few capers that could be cut in twen-
ty minutes. Marion, you stall too much.
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You will have to cut your act down. We
can’t spare the time. We are busy folks.

Had poor attendance. Draw society class

in town of 7,000. Admission 10-20. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guth-
rie, Oklahoma.

YOU CANT FOOL YOUR WIFE. (5,703

feet). Star cast. It is a modern society drama
in which a married man trifles at a southern
resort. The story is elaborately mounted and
costumed and is very well done all the way.
The story is not a pleasing one and hints at

something that is really not done. Would
not call it a big special. However, it got us

big business three days. Draw general class

in city of 15,000. Ben L. Morris, Temple and
Olympic Theatres, Bellaire, Ohio.

Pathe
WHY WORRY? (6,000 feet). Star, Har-

old Lloyd. The phrase, “His latest and best,”

can be used with meaning. Oh ! what a pic-

ture, a positive knockout. Box office rec-

ord held by “Safety Last” and will be
equaled if not broken. Grab it quick. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had fine attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1,800. Admission 10-30, 25-50. J. A.
Harver, Strand and Palace Theatres (500
seats), Vacaville and Dixon, California.

Selznick
MILLION IN JEWELS. Star, Helen

Holmes. A picture made for the cheaper
houses. I played it with real fillers and did
not get censured. Without a very fine pro-
gram to hold this you’ll get in trouble if

your patrons are particular. Usual adver-
tising brought good attendance. Draw
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

United Artists
MAN WHO PLAYED GOD. (5,855 feet).

Star, George Arliss. Not a special produc-
tion but a great deal better than the
ordinary program picture. Invite your min-
isters to see this. It is a clean picture.

Regular advertising brought poor attend-
ance. Draw rural class in town of 955. Ad-
mission 10-30. Fred J. Jones, Rialto Thea-
tre (250 seats), Nelson, Nebraska.

ORPHANS OF THE STORM. (13,400
feet). Star, Lillian Gish. A screen master-
piece. A wonderful film filled with dramatic
suspense and exciting climaxes. It is a
picture of matchless beauty-scenes of lux-
ury beyond compare and a love scene that is

a classic and in a class all by itself. Wil-
liam Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

RULING PASSION. (7,000 feet). Star
cast. Just let us add our bit to the chorus
of praise that has gone up from every
exhibitor for this picture. It is one of the
ones where the story is all there and the
people who act it are real. It is one of
the good ones all the way. Has best moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. Draw general class in city of

15,000. Admission 20-30. Ben L. Morris,
Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY.
(10,000 feet). Star, Mary Pickford. A very
good photoplay. Mary acts her part well.

This picture was liked by those who saw it.

Here is the rub : We paid high for thjs

show for two nights and had to raise our
admission thereby. First night’s attendance
was very poor. Did not take enough in to

pay film rental. Poor attendance second
night also. We did not receive a good print

from the Exchange especially when you
consider the price we paid. Print was full of

rain ana sprocket holes were badly cracked
and parts were missing. We pay a very
high film rental to United Artists, but four

Two Late Ones

ROUGED LIPS (Metro—Viola Dana).
Dana always a good box office bet here,

but this is better than usual. People talk

about it. Can be called a special at reg-

ular prices. Has fair moral tone and I

see no objection to playing it on Sunday.
—J. A. Harvey, Strand Theatre, Vaca-
ville, California.

COMMON LAW (Selznick—star cast).

A fine picture; good entertainment. List

of stars reads like a Blue Book: Corinne
Griffith, Conway Tearle excellent. Play
it. Artist colony love drama, suitable

for Sunday.—Joseph F. Enos, New Ly-
ceum Theatre, San Francisco, California.

Send tips on late ones as well as
on old releases. They all help and
exhibitors are asking for every tip

they can get.

times out of five we receive a poor print.

Draw better class in town of 4,500. Admis-
sion 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre
(400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY.
(10,000 feet). Star, Mary Pickford. A very
good picture in every way. Well acted and
directed but the print I got was rotten.

Made several stops on account of bad
splices breaking apart. Has good moral
and I ran it on Sunday. Attendance regu-
lar Sunday crowd. Draw general class in

town of 800. Admission 10-30. Frank G.
Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats), Irvington,
California.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY.
(10,000 feet). Star, Mary Pickford. There
is 'only one Mary and “Tess” is good but
not as good as the old one. Supporting cast

was not very well known here. Picture
went over though. Suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw middle and
lower classes in city of 600,000. Admission
10-15, 10-25. Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum
Theatre (1,600 seats), San Francisco, 'Cali-

fornia.

Universal
AFRAID TO FIGHT. (4,600 feet). Star,

Frank Mayo. A good little program picture

that received quite a few comments. Will

please all who like Mayo and some of them
who don’t. Average attendance, drawing
general class in town of 800. Admission 10-

30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats),

Irvington, California.

CHAPTER IN HER LIFE. (6,330 feet).

Star cast. A very interesting and entertain-

ing picture. William Noble, Capitol Thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

DEAD GAME. (4,819 feet. Star, Hoot
Gibson. Hoot hooted the usual program pic-

ture but he should hoot as a screech owl or

scream like an eagle and get out of the pro-

gram business. It’s in him, why not hoot

it out? William Noble, Majestic Theatre,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

FLIRT. (8 reels). Star cast. Pleased the

audience. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Mrs.

J. B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville,

California.

THE FOX. (7 reels). Star, Harry Carey.

An old one that draws them in because of

good paper. Only a very ordinary picture,

but the title puts it over, so we played to a

full house. Usual advertising gave extra

good attendance. Draw loggers, farmers,

fishermen in town of 400. Admission 15-35.

L. E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre (300

seats), Skamokawa, Washington.

GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA. (4,658
feet). Star, Hoot Gibson. Just a fair pro-
gram picture. William Noble, Isis Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

HUMAN HEARTS. (6,350 feet). Star cast.
A “special” is right. Played to and pleased
the greatest attendance since “Over The
Hill.” The title gets ’em thinking, and the
picture keeps ’em at it ! Has O. K. moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had ex-
cellent moral tone. Draw rural and small
town class in town of 286. Admission 10-25.
R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre, Cushing,
Iowa.

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA. (8
reels). H. A. Snow production. This pic-
ture is the greatest thing of its kind that
we have ever had the pleasure of show-
ing. It pleased one hundred per cent and
that’s aplenty. Used twenty-four, eight,
sixes, threes, newspaper, heralds. Attend-
ance good. Draw loggers, farmers, fisher-
men in town of 400. Admission 15-35. L.
E. Silverman, Columbia Theatre (300 seats),
Skamokawa, Washington.

LONE HAND. (4,875 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. One of Gibson’s best. You can’t
go wrong if your patrons like westerns on
this one. Used ones, threes, two ones, 11x14,
phone. Had S. R. O. Draw rural class in

town of 125. Admission 10-25. George J.

Heller, Pastime Theatre (125 seats), Kanona,
Kansas.

MAN TO MAN. (5,629 feet). Star, Harry
Carey. A very good western picture; much
better than “The Fox” but we drew another
rotten print. It seems that every day and
every way they’re getting worser and
worser. Usual advertising brought fair at-
tendance. Draw loggers, farmers and fisher-

men in town of 400. Admission 15-25. L. E.
Silverman, Columbia Theatre (300 seats),

Skamokawa, Washington.

MERRY-GO-ROUND. (5.020 feet). Star
cast. You know our friend Carl Laemmle
is somewhat of an optimist when it comes
to his own pictures, he gets all excited and
wants all the readers of the “Saturday Eve-
ning Post” and the “Ladies Home Journal”
to write home after they have seen one of
his productions and tell him where he is

wrong, if he is wrong, but on “The Merry-
Go-Round” he is absolutely right in telling

to the world over his own signature that
he has a picture and the unusual part of it

for a country audience to like, is that ;
t

is an out and out love story without any
comedy relief in it at all, and they like it.

You know they did. We did not break
any house records, but did a very nice busi-

ness against opposition in the way of a big
home-talent. The picture will grip and
hold both the better class and the class that

craves action as few productions of this

type will. Suitable for Sunday. Arthur
Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,

Indiana. •

NOBODY’S BRIDE. (4,861 feet). Star.

Herbert Rawlinson. Very good; in fact, all

of the Universal program pictures are good.
Print O. K. This one did not get me what
was expected. Poor title for this house. Has
fair moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw all classes. Ad-
mission ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner,
Eagle Theatre (218 seats), Baltimore, Mary-
land.

RAMBLIN’ KID. (6,395 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. This is the best that Gibson ever

did and whenever you beat him for Western
stuff you will have to step some. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw working class in

city of 14,000. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bert-

ling, Favorite Theatre, Piqua, Ohio.

TOP O’ THE MORNING. (4.627 feet).

Star, Gladys Walton. Nice little comedy-
drama

;
as good as anything Walton ever

made, in my esti nation. Harry Myers cast.

)
I
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Had poor attendance. Fred J. Jones, Rialto

Theatre, Nelson, Nebraska.

TRIFLING WITH HONOR. (7,785 feet).

Star, Rockcliffe Fellowes. A very good pic-

ture and could have been made a lot better.

Buy it, it’s no “Four Horseman” just a

shade better than program and keep that

in mind when purchasing. Usual advertising

brought good attendance. Draw health

seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac
Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.

Vitagraph
DIVORCE COUPONS. (5,249 feet) Star,

Corinne Griffith. A good entertainment,

pleased one hundred per cent. Good com-
ments. Bought right. Made some money
on it. It’s a Vitagraph. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw country and small town
class in town of 2,200. A. F. Jenkins, Com-
munity Theatre, David City, Nebraska.

MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star

cast. A wonderful picture and a money
getter. Packed them in for three nights.

Ran it second run after my competition ran

it for three days. Had capacity attendance.

E. H. Haubrook, Ballard Theatre, Seattle,

Washington.

MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star
cast. Flopped gloriously for us as we played
it in our best house where the clientele does
not care for action dramas. It is a good
picture, but crammed and jammed with
fights. Has good moral tone and is hardly
suitable for Sunday. Had terrible attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 1,400. Admis-
sion 10-25, 20-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and
Liberty Theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

MIDNIGHT ALARM. (6,000 feet). Star
cast. This one a sure winner. Starts where
others finish. Plenty of action and punch.
Patrons came out praising picture. Book
this one for a box office record. Has good
moral tone and is suitable any day. Had
good attendance. Draw general class. Bob
Montgomery, Lyric Theatre, Perry, Okla-
homa.

MY WILD IRISH ROSE. (7,650 feet).

Star, Pauline Starke. Very good. The Irish

people will come at this one, besides others.

Every one was pleased with it that saw
same. Has good moral tone and is suitable

for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 1,000. Admission 10-25.

Frank Fera, Victory Theatre (300 seats),

Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

Every tip you send helps many
exhibitors. First run, or two years

old—if you run it—tell about it.

USE THE BLANK BELOW

NO DEFENSE. (5,700 feet). Star, William
Duncan. An outdoor picture that will please

the average audience which “leans” to West-
ern themes. Edith Johnson good. Has fair

moral tone and would pass for Sunday
showing. Had good attendance. Draw rural

and small town class in town of 286. Admis-
sion 10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion Theatre
(136 seats), Cushing, Iowa.

TRUMPET ISLAND. (6,000 feet). Star
cast. One of the most pleasing and enter-

taining productions we have used this year.

If properly exploited will mean a clean up
for the small town exhibitor. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw small town and rural

class in town of 1,474. Admission 10-20-30.

T. W. Cannon, Majestic Theatre (249 seats),

Greenfield, Tennessee.

Warner Bros .

HEROES OF THE STREET. (6 reels).

Star, Wesley Barry. A one hundred per-

cent picture. Will satisfy all classes and
ages and send them out smiling and eager
to come again. The best picture I have seen
Wesley in. Boost it. Used slide boards,
window cards. Had fine attendance. Draw
country class and summer visitors in town
of 800. Admission usually 10-25. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats), Chester,
Vermont.

MAIN STREET. (8,000 feet). Star cast.

Played this second run in this city, and
despite the fact that there were many who
did not like it first run, it drew well for us,

but was not a generally likeable picture,

although characters were true to life. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had about capacity attendance. Draw best
and middle classes in city of 200,000. Admis-
sion 10-20. N. L. Royster, Capitol Thea-
tre, (340 seats), Birmingham, Alabama.

Comedies
AN EASTERN WESTERNER. (Pathe).

A great comedy, a continual laugh. Good
on any program. One of Lloyd’s old ones.

Condition of film good. Is suitable for Sun-
day. Had fair attendance. Draw all classes

in town of 2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W.
Strayer, Smith Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania.

COBBLER. (Pathe). Like all the rest of
the “Our Gang” pictures. A laugh from
start to finish, the kids almost get con-
vulsions laughing at them and big people
too for that matter. Ran with “Yankee
Doodle” making a good show. Draw differ-

ent classes for different pictures in town of

2,800. Admission 15-25. David W. Strayer,
Monarch Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania.

ENTERTAINING THE BOSS. (F. B. O.)
Got a giggle or two along toward the finish.

Wonder if the DeHavens can play “Mumble
Peg.” Draw regular small, town class in

town of 2,500. Admission 5-10, 10-20. A. L.
Middleton, Grand Theatre (500 seats), De-
Queen, Arkansas.

HEAR ’EM RAVE. (Pathe). Another re-

issue and they sure “eat em up” here. In
fact Lloyd could run for President here and
win by a “landslide.” Moral tone O. K.
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good at-

tendance. Draw rural and small town class

in town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Rus-
sell, Legion Theatre (136 seats), Cushing,
Iowa.

HELLO PARTNER. “Pee Wee” the bow-
legged cowboy will never miss fire in this

theatre. People seem to appreciate this

brand of farce better than any other ob-
tainable. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Draw factory class in

town of 3.500. Admission 10-25. Henry W.
Nauman, Majestic Theatre (300 seats),

Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

PAY DAY. (First National). A good
Chaplin comedy but prices too high and it

taxes the joy out of running it. Had fair

attendance. Draw better class in town of
800. Admission 10-30. T. Leal, Leal Theatre
(246 seats). Irvington, California.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE. (Educational).
This comedy saved our show from being a
flat failure. There are some good comedy
situations in this one. A good Christie.
Draw better class in town of 4,500. C. A.
Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, (400 seats), Naz-
areth, Pennsylvania.

TRAMPS OF NOTE. (Universal). The
first Neely Edwards comedy that has deliv-
ered the goods. This one brought the
laughs. More action than the general run of
star comedies. Has fair moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw general class in town of 1,000. Admis-
sion 10-20. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Thea-
tre, Melville, Louisiana.

FU1 In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to youi
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone Suitable for Sunday? Attendance

Size of Town Type you draw from

Name Theatre aty State



% Emersoi
Indians, Soldiers, Settlers, Wagon Trains, Battles, Escapes

Love and Adventure in the Stirring Days of ’47 ! ! !

Produced by C. W. Patton

erialand

No finer, more stirring and colorful story was ever

put into a picture than this great work by Emerson

Hough
It takes you from a “before the war” fine old

Southern plantation out to the mountains and

plains of the West that was a howling wilderness.

You see startling attacks by Apaches upon the

wagon trains of the settlers; you see battles between

the Indians and the blue-coat soldiers; you see the

Gold Rush; you see a heroine as brave as she is

beautiful and a hero who has to go through blood

and fire before he can call her his own!



Hough
(Author of "The Covered WajJon" "North of 36 "etc,etc

f )

Pafhepicture
TRADE / \ MARK.

Great cast with Allene Ray, Harold Miller, Bud
Osborne, Whitehorse, Lillian Gale, etc.

A BIG production with many scenes so big that

they are a real spectacle.

NOTE: with “The Way of a Man” Pathe estab-

lishes a noteworthy innovation. Coincident with

the production of the serial there was also produced

a FEATURE, with the same big cast, story and
production. This feature is the kind of attraction

that the best houses need and demand. The feature

will be available about Dec. 1st; the serial on Ian.

20th.

Directed by Geo. B. Seitz



Selling thePicruRE to the Public
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
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Half Tone Cuts Are Not Good Unless

the Newspaper Can Reproduce Clearly

G
ETTING the wrong slant on a series

of recent comments on the advertise-
ments for The Isle of Dead Ships

and The Huntress, Walter F. Eberhardt, of

the First National publicity department, rises

to take exception. He says in part :

In the last issue of the Moving Picture
World, pages 232 and 233, you take quite
a slap at producers who give exhibitors
press sheet advertisements using half
tones. It just happened that the two
illustrations cited are from a First Na-
tional press sheet.

While I admit the fundamental sound-
ness of your arguments in the examples
cited (although some allowance must be
made for the fact that the cuts are more
blurred in your reduced illustration than
they were in the original newspaper ad)
I do want to take exception to the im-
plied charge that the press sheet is at

fault. If you only knew the demands
we get from exhibitors for half tones
j'ou would realize more fully how we are
trying to meet the needs of everyone.
Some merely want line cuts and others
want half tone illustrations. Our press
sheets, if you will look them over, offer
a large variety that should satisfy every-
one. I know that Mr. Einfeld, who pre-
pares a large percentage of our press
sheets, has this constantly in mind and
is trying to get up the advertising mat-
ter so that everyone will find his require-
ments met.
The fault then, as I find it and as I

think it ought to be pointed out in your
section, lies with exhibitors who use half
tones when the newsprint paper used by
their newspaper is all too poor a grade
to carry them. That, as I see it, is the
crux of the whole matter, and I don't
think that the man who gets up the press
sheet should be held responsible. As a
matter of fact, I don’t think he is even
at fault, because there are many places
in which a half tone is far more suitable

than a line cut. It is simply a matter
of letting the exhibitor choose, from a

varied selection, the material that is best

suited to his location and advertising

mediums.

Not Quite That

Comment was made on the fact that the

half tones on these two subjects did not

seem to be up to the First National standard,

but the big idea was that exhibitors per-

sisted in using them merely because they

were half tones.

In other words, we were not shooting

at First National, but at the numerous

class of manager who seems to feel that a

line cut is crude and vulgar and that the

half tone represents the last word in ele-

gance, no matter what the local printers

may do to them.
Mr. Eberhardt puts .his finger on one

of the sore spots of the business when he

writes of the exhibitor demand for half tone

material in the prepared advertisements.

Mostly Bad Medicine

First National, or any other company,

would be remiss did they present an entire

series of advertising mat displays without

half tones. There is a legitimate demand for

these, and the press bureau naturally seeks
to meet this demand. That is as it should be.

The point is that hundreds of exhibitors arc

using half tones who have no business having
my traffic with screen cuts.

Comparatively few newspapers get good
results with half tones, even of the proper
screen. Thje rising costs of print paper
leads to the use of a cheaper quality. This,

in its turn, gives increasingly poor results.

There are newspapers which could not give
decent results with a thirty screen cut. Be-
tween poor paper and worse ink, even the
line cuts are poor and the half tones are

mere blots—in a double sense.

Lay Off, If You Must

This being the case, managers of theatres

in these towns have no business using half

tones. They are trying to sell the idea of

amusement, and to do this they must strive

to create an air of elegance and refinement.
This cannot be done with a smear of ink.

The reverse of the effect aimed at is gained,

and the result hurts instead of helps busi-

ness.

And yet, because they feel that line cuts

are less elegant than half tones, they use the
half tone mats where they have at their

command a good line of finely executed
line cuts.

Sometimes they have only to cut apart
a combination to get just what they want,
and yet they pay extra space bills to spoil

what might otherwise be a good display.

Makes Good Line

No company in the business contributes
better line work than First National. This
has been one of their strongest points ever
since the inception of the idea, and it is

discouraging to have Mr. Eberhardt dwell

upon the fact that the managers cry for

half tones like children for castoria.

It is stupid in the extreme to pay perhaps
half as much again as is needed just to

SPOIL a display with a badly reproduced
half tone, particularly where there is so
much good line material available on the
same subjects.

Of course, we could have told Walter all

this on the telephone and perhaps have
brought a smile to his face again, but this

message is less to him than it is to the man-
agers in towns where press work is not
good, and today that means most towns.

If you live in one of those places, why
not think this over—and save money?

Added an Olio
Because he is a regular First National

franchise holder, Earl M. Fain, of Loew’s
Vendome Theatre, Nashville, gave the or-

phans a chance to see Circus Days, enlisting

the aid of the fashionables to transport the
kiddies.

That doesn’t get his name in the papers,
but he added an olio of circus acts, and that
is why he breaks into print. Made the kid-
dies twice as happy and let the reporters
write a longer story. If you have no vaude-
ville connection, you can at least put in a
clown to work the lobby.

A New C. & D.
Recent Crosset & Dunlap issues include

The Eternal City in a photoplay version at

popular price, which will materially aid the
sale of the play through store hook-ups.
Most of the stills are exteriors of Italian

scenery and emphasis is given to the fact

that the play was filmed in and about Rome.

Don't waste good exploitation on an ordinary
picture. Save it up.

A Warner Brothers Release

AND THE DOGS DIDN’T EVEN GET LITHOGRAPH TICKETS
These three police dogs were used for a ballyhoo during the showing of Where the

North Begins at Loew’s State Theatre, New York. They were a good general

advertisement, but were particularly useful in drawing the attention of lovers of dogs.



Larry Semon

who will star in four

feature length come'
dies to be produced

Truart Film Corp.



Scenes from Buddy Messenger's latest

Century Comedy

"A REGULAR BOY"
which Universal will release

v.

V. .*».• 'mum
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Paramount presents a Zane Grey production, “THE CALL OF THE CANYON.'' Directed by Victor Fleming



'JAM E STOW N"
The second of a series of Chronicles of America pictures. Produced by Y ale

University Press for release by Pathe

if J * l
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Thos. H. Ince presents

"ANNA CHRISTIE'
with

Blanche Sweet, William’Russell

and George Marion
A First National Picture





William Fox presents

'THE TEMPLE
OF VENUS”

with

Mary Philbin, David Butlei

and Phyllis Haver

A Fox Picture



Scenes from

FOOLISH PARENTS
&n Associated Exhibitors Picture
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Appeals to Schools

for History Group
Having contracted for the Chronicles of

America, the Stanley interests, Philadelphia,

inaugurated a campaign to put over these

Pathe releases.

A week before the showing of the first

subject, Columbus, the theatre sent a per-

sonal letter to the principal of each school,

inviting him to bring his faculty to the

Stanley to see the picture at the Aldine.

Practically all responded, expressing their

interest in the series, and most of them
asked for more than the original enclosure

of five tickets, having been told that tickets

would be supplied for all teachers.

Building up on this appeal, the company
also sent letters to the heads of the city de-

partments and to representative clergymen,
lawyers, physicians and welfare workers.

In this way the work on one picture di-

rected attention to the entire series and will

work for some time to come, these pictures

being released about one a month.
This is a scheme which all exhibitors will

probably follow, since the greater value will

come from the interest of teachers and
others who can direct public opinion to their

viewing.

Window Trailer Is

Big Help in London
Horace Judge, who is doing the exploita-

tion direction for First National Pictures in

London and Great Britain in general, stuck
another big feather in his cap when he set

out to tell that Potash & Perliyiutter had
opened for business at the Pavilion.

He hooked in to Selfridge’s, the most
famous department store in the world, with
a window showing of the three-minute trail-

er, mostly given over to the model scenes
and Abe’s cabaret party. This was projected
on a daylight screen every ten minutes until

the police, despairing of handling the crowds,
asked that the stunt be withdrawn. But the
thing had already run four days, and Judge
was satisfied.

For another angle he used sandwich men,
the original form of theatrical publicity in

London, but instead of sending out three or
four, he used—well count them yourself. Wal-
ter Eberhardt says fifty, but we figured it

as 64. First time we ever heard of a press
agent underestimating. Walter is liable to
expulsion from the Ananias Club, if he is

not careful.

The big point is that it put the picture
over as well as it went over here. Ralph
J. Puch, managing director of First National,
George King, Judge’s assistant, and H. Seek,
of Selfridges, were accessories before and
after the fact.

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark- Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

The chorus of women’s voices has caught

on in great style, and for variety these

singers were used to augment the orches-

tra for the overture, “Pomp and Circum-

stance,” the week that “The Common Law”
was the photoplay attraction. Besides this,

the chorus appeared in another number,

Songs of Long Ago. In addition there was

the Symphonized Jazz and a group of dances

by the ballet.

For “Pomp and Circumstance” the or-

chestra was hit by two 150-ampere dome

spots, one rainbow color and the other or-

ange. Two entrance spots, light pink,

crossed on the canopy above the musicians.

Borders of the large stage were full blues

and greens one-half. The silver draw cur-

tains of the small stage were used as a

transparency, behind which was a deep blue

plush cyclorama hit by one light green and

one deep blue box lamps from the side. Two
light amber and two orange spots from the

sides shot across and forward, against the

silver draws. Green borders small stage.

One amber and one orange arch spots on
the silver draws. The chorus was seated
with the orchestra, to the left, garbed in

black robes. The voices came in on the
finale, with full orchestra, and as they stood
for the finish they were hit by an orange
spot from the booth.
Tschaikowsky’s Nutcracker Suite of

dances opened with Waltz of the Flowers by
eight girls in drapes and flower-petaled
dresses. At orchestral prelude two flower
wheels on lamps in the footlight trough
threw falling rose leaves upon a blue neu-
tral back drop and continued through the
dance, the girls at the close also strewing
rose leaves upon the stage. Two set piece
flower stands at either side were the only
props.
The second, the Chinese dance, was done

by four girls in correct costume, before a

plush cyclorama. Two long Chinese-lettered
strips came down from the flies, and a set
Buddha was centered. Two of the girls

had three-foot sticks with a cross piece
upon which was suspended two Chinese lan-
terns. A string of illuminated lanterns ran
across the cyclorama beneath the borders.
Front lighting was two booth Mestrum floods,
medium green, on the orchestra. Two light
green transparent windows, one each side.
Two medium green entrance spots crossing
on canopy fabric. On the set from the
sides were two light green, two magenta
and an orange spot.

The third was the Dance of the Sugar
Doll, a solo by Mile. Francelli, premiere
danseuse, in white Yama Yama costume
trimmed with black pom-poms. The back
drop was blue cyclorama, against which at

either side was a revolving column painted
as stick-candy. No lighting was used ex-
cept two pure white spots from the dome
that followed the dancer.
The fourth and final dance was the Rus-

sian, with eight girls, half costumed as girls

and four as men—typical Trepak dress. The
small-stage lighting on the dance was four
orange and amber spots from the sides,

and same color of foots. Orchestra windows
orange; red coves, large borders reds full

and white one-half. Background was Rus-
sian set wall before neutral blue drop.
The Symphonized Jazz introduced four

banjo players who double on saxophone,
and marimbaphonist featured. Four popular
tunes were specially orchestrated. At open-
ing the proscenium llama cloth curtain was
closed and upon it played a light pink booth
flood and a rose purple, with two light pink
dome floods and blue foots. At the center
of the number the curtains opened and the
lighting named above was left on the draw
curtains of small stage, augmented by one
lemon, one flesh pink, one amber and one
straw arch spots on the pleats, from the
sides. X-rays were light blue, with blue
foots, blue coves and straw transparent win-
dows. The fabric columns at proscenium
were light green.
Songs of Long Ago included five old fa-

vorites. The set was Colonial house exterior
back drop, with set piece piazza. At open-
ing the chorus, in Colonial dress, was seated
across the set, some on the porch and others
on benches to the sides. “Long, Long Ago”
had light green and light blue box lamps
on set from side. X-rays were light blue
and magenta, with blue foots. Side spots
were amber, orange, pink and blue. Second
number, “Come Where My Love Lies
Dreaming,” dimmed off the x-rays, and the
dancers, also in Colonial dress, some as boys
and some as girls, entered from the left in
pairs for various poses during the song.
Third number, “Sweet Genevieve,” dimmed
off the box lamps, and tenor entered from
right to escort soprano up-stage for the
duet. Fourth number, "Drink To Me Only
With Ihine Eyes,” was also duet with chorus.
Fifth, “Bells of St. Mary’s,” had all front
lighting off, which had been as follows dur-
ing the numbers: Two booth spots, violet, on
orchestra sides. Two dome floods, deep
blue and violet, on orchestra. Purple bor-
ders large stage. Top of columns light
green. Stage, strips left half red and other
half blue.

A FLOCK OF SANDWICH MEN EMPLOYED TO PUT OVER POTASH AND PERLMUTTER IN LONDON
The sandwich man is still the favorite of the London managers, but they scorn to use fewer than half a dozen and here there are fiveor six dozen employed by the London Pavilion where this exceedingly funny comedy opened with a rush that duplicated theo the picture on this side of the big wet. There was also a window display that the police had to stop.

, /

success
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.•1 First National Release

AN UNUSUALLY GOOD LOBBY TABLEAU FROM ASHEVILLE
Manager E. D. Turner and Fred Tipton, his art director, contrived this nice display

for Penrod and Sam, building up cutouts with branches of fir to achieve a convincing
background. The idea appealed to the adults and tickled the kiddies.

Gave His Cutouts

Realistic Backing
Achieving a realistic result with a mini-

mum of work was the achievement of Fred
Turner, artist for the Imperial Theatre,
Asheville. X. C., of which E. D. Turner is

the manager.
Using the poster cutouts from Penrod and

Sam. he framed these in a lobby shadow box
and gave a fine effect with a judicious use
of foliage branches, which obviated the ne-
cessity for elaborate paintings. The light-

ing from the back of the drapery gave ex-
ceptional prominence to the display, and
supplied the house with a strong lobby ap-
peal at a minimum of cost and trouble. The
base of the frame was built up with other
cutouts.
Cutouts are always useful, but now and

then they can be dressed into a tableau and
their selling value increased tenfold. Study
the simplicity of this display and then plan

something of your own. If you have to

build a box, build one that can be taken
down quickly and stored for re-use.

Winnipeg CapitoUs

New Trilby Stunt
Out of consideration for our readers we

have signed a pledge not to reproduce any-

more shoe or stocking hook-ups for First

Xational’s Trilby-. They are the same all

over because they are national hook-ups.
and all off the same piece, but the Capitol

Theatre. Winnipeg, offers something new
and so good that it more than makes the

grade, and without changing gears.

Of course they got the free socks and
when they could not find an agency for the

national shoe hook-up, they sold a local

dealer into a donation of $25 worth of mer-
chandise in return for the advertising, but
then Clare Appel, who does the exploitation

for this Canadian string, pulled a whizzer.

Model was Hidden

Borrowing a window from a prominent
store, he put an artist inside to draw pic-

tures of Trilby, apparently working from a

concealed semi-nude model. The sketching
got attention, but after the novelty wore off

the crowd still hung around waiting in the
hope that the model would appear. She did

not, because the artist was working from
the First Xational stills, but hope sprang
eternal.

In the cut are two pictures taken an hour

apart, one at three and the other at four.
In ti e thiee o’cloc picture a bicycle with a

self-standing rack will be noted at the left.

At four o'cloc : the rider is just mounting,
while the same three bicycles are shown at

the right. A note adds that at six o'clock
the photographer could not get close enough
to make a decent shot.

The details do not show clearly in the cut,

but the artist is equipped with a drawing
table and is apparently engaged in turning
out posters shewing the familiar bare legged

seated pose of Andree Lafayette. These
are displayed as drawn, the collection
bringing cumulative advertising. The model
is supposed to be behind a screen. If you
can get a girl and expose her bare feet, so
much the better.

The best exploitation is that zehich not only
puts ozrr the title, but zcliich also persuades
the spectators that the theatre using the stunt
is the home of the big things. Exploit both
house and title, if you eon.

A First National Release

THE CROWD HUNG AROUND ON THIS TRILBY STUNT FROM THE CAPITOL, WINNIPEG
The picture on the left was taken at three o’clock and the other an hour later. In the first you will note a bicycle on the left. An
hour later the owner is iust preparing to mount and ride away. The owners of the three bicycles on the right are still hanging around

in the hope of seeing the model the artist in the window is supposed to be drawing from.
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Loaned a Generator

to Get in a Parade
Generally when picture exploitation gets

mixed up with a parade, the ballyhoo comes
at the end of the line, as the people are
turning away, but the Strand Theatre, San
Francisco, managed to horn into the very
center of the Moose parade which was
given on the evening the American Legion
opened its convention.
The Moose wanted lights and M. L.

Markowitz arranged for the loan of one of

the generator outfits used in the Pickford
and Fairbanks studios for night and other
work. This supplied the current for four

big arcs and a number of smaller lights,

and was placed in the center of the big

parade, where more than 75,000 persons had
to read the huge signs which told that

Rosita would shortly be seen.

Generator wagons are familiar to Los
Angeles, but it was more of a novelty to

San Franciscans, and so it interested in a

double aspect, and all of the interest was
diverted to the coming of the play.

Not many managers can borrow picture

equipment from the studios, but it is always
possible to plan for some sort of an intru-

sion on a local event if the wants of the

promoters are studied.

Cloakey Campaign
on Green Goddess

Appreciating the coloc values of Oriental

designs, Oral D. Cloakey, of the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa, made a drive on oriental

art for the run of The Green Goddess.
Jewelry stores were persuaded to parade

their oriental and pseudo oriental orna-
ments for a window display with a card,

furniture concerns dug out their rugs for

dressed windows and even the drug stores

found a way to follow in with incense burn-
ers and powder. Oriental backings were
painted for department stores willing to use
them, the dresses being as much in har-

mony with the backing as possible, and for

a last kick he borrowed the stage dressing
for his prologue from 'a concern, insured the

goods for the week and got co-operative
windows and newspaper ads from both the

store and the insurance firm.

Fifty Special Cards

Fifty special window cards were painted
and cut out to suggest the outline of an
Indian temple, and in one window he had a

temple setting with a large opening down
front through which the display could be
seen. This was presumably to heighten the
realism, but in fact it served to accentuate
the green lighting on the display. An orien-
tal attendant kept incense burning and
stuck around the window to give motion to

the display.

A candy store was hooked to the Green
Goddess kisses and a drug concern to a
perfume of the same title. Several soda
fountains handled Green Goddess sundaes,
with colorful mirror announcements and the
tea hook-up from the press book was shown
to have real value.

Music stores featured oriental numbers
such as Chanson Indouen and even an au-
tomobile concern told how much the Green
Goddess would have appreciated one of the
cars of their make.
The prologue was a solo by a man in a

costume similar to that worn by Arliss.

Spread the Circle
Jack Rosenthal got The Hottentot for a

belated run. He figured while his Model
Theatre was a neighborhood house and the
picture had played many other Philadelphia

LIGHTED A PARADE TO TELL OF PICKFORD PRODUCTION
This generator from the Pickford studios was set into the Moose parade in San
Francisco the opening night of the Legion convention and told 75,000 persons that

Rosita was coming to the Strand Theatre in a few days. Good work, and inexpensive.

theatres, there must be in each territory

some persons who had heard of the play

after it had left their neighborhood house.

His ballyhoo was a pair of boys in silks

mounted on good looking horses, so he not

only thoroughly covered his own territory

but sent the boys far afield.

Watching the doors demonstrated the fact

that he did draw from new territory. Not
only were there many new faces in the

crowd, but some people told the attendants
that they had come some distance to see the

picture they had heard so much about.
This is a point city exhibitors are apt to

overlook. On a two or three day run, the

verbal advertising on specially good plays

gets in its work, too late to bring all in, and
another house in adjacent territory may be
able to pull them in, and possibly bring them
back for other shows.

If you exploit every picture, you ' are no

better off than though you exploited none.

Six Day Kiss Poses

Help Sell Picture
The six kiss poses used on the large

sheets for Six Days have given inspiration

to a lot of managers. The Capitol Theatre,
Dallas, Texas, built a false dome in the

lobby with six divisions, in each of which
was one of the kissing poses, properly let-

tered, and lighted at night by concealed
bulbs. Taken in connection with the name
of the author, this suggestion helped to sell

the Goldwyn to exceptional business.

But not all of the reliance was placed in

a lobby stunt. Good use was made of the

news service posters, which the stores

seemed glad to get, and a lavish use was
made of the heralds which are a reproduc-
tion of the 24-sheet. The “How to win a

wife or husband in Six Days,’’ copy for

which is supplied in Eddie Bonus’ valuable
yellow sheets, was also effective.

A First National Release

A CASE WHERE TWO HEADS WERE BETTER THAN ONE
H. B. Clarke, of the Casino Theatre, Greenville, S. C., used cutouts from both the

24-sheet and the six for A Man of Action. The use of the double cutout gives a

better balance than where either is used alone, the side frames helping the effect.

A United Artists Release
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New Zealand Used a

Cyclorama for O. T.

A First National Release

ANOTHER EFFECTIVE DISPLAY FROM THE EMPRESS, WELLINGTON
This was designed by Harold Righton for Fui‘y, and the sight effect is supplemented
by a storm wheel and flasher lightning. A ship’s bell on the box office is rung by the

cashier at odd moments.

One of the most effective lobbies on
Oliver Twist comes from New Zealand,
where the Empress Theatre, Wellington,
made an unusually elaborate effort to put
Jackie Coogan over.

The box office is masked in by a picture

of Jackie asking for more, and this is

backed by a clever cyclorama covering the

entire inner wall space of the lobby, cut for

the entrances. The painting shows the
streets of London as they appeared in the
time of Dickens, with the character cutouts
from the lithographs peopling the thorough-
fare. Above is a partly cut out banner, with
two old-fashioned lanterns hanging in

front. Pillars on either side are lettered

with the name of the star and the produc-
tion and there is a second banner above the

one just mentioned.

Of course the color values are lost in a

monochrome reproduction, but some idea of

the effect may be gained in black and white,

and we do not recall anything used during
the first runs here to match this careful and
effective appeal.

Almost as good is a display from the

same house on Fury, designed by Harold
Righton. This suggests a Pinafore set, but
with a cutout of Barthelmess standing by
the box office. On top of this structure is

a ship’s bell which is struck by the cashier
whenever she has a spare moment. Back
of the set is a wind machine on a motor
driven gear, and a flasher system contrib-
utes fairly realistic lightning.

Lightning seems to be the weak point in

lobby work and a flasher is about the best
anyone has yet done in the way of a me-
chanical effect. The employment of a man
to operate the carbon and file is often too

costly.

We should like to see someone try out a

scheme whereby a carbon mounted on a

slow moving wheel strikes a file surface at

some point in its revolution. It would ap-
pear that this should give a better flash,

and the building would not be very elabo-

rate if a brush feed is used.
If anyone tries out this scheme, we will

appreciate a report and if possible a photo-
graph of the device clear enough to show
the details of its construction.

It would be not unlike the sandpaper
“puff” on animated locomotive cutouts.

Governor Endorsed
a Picture Theatre

Getting the Governor to write a warm
letter of congratulation and approval was
one of the ways Harry F. Storin, of the

Leroy Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I., put over
his sixth anniversary—and it was only the
sixth monthly anniversary, at that. He put
it'on the screen and it got a hand at each
showing.

In its essential paragraph, the letter runs :

“The people of Pawtucket should feel justly

proud of their possession of so splendid a

playhouse and I feel sure that they appre-
ciate the efforts of your company to provide
the high type of entertainment which has
been typical of the Leroy Theatre.”
Outside of asking the Governor to make

it a legal holiday, you could not look for

much more than that.

The celebration bill was The Green God-
dess, and the Governor does not have to be

ashamed of endorsing that. The mailing
program also lists the underlines and Mr.
Storin seems to have most of the good ones
and few of the poor offerings. He is com-
mencing his anniversaries early, but the
more the better. Here’s looking forward to
the sixth yearly anniversary

!

Serial Signs
It’s not easy to startle Sandusky citizens,

for anything that is out of the ordinary is

promptly blamed on George J. Schade.
That’s why the citizenry refused to thrill

with alarm when painted signs recently read
"Look out, bootleggers. K. K. K.” The
people just smiled and wondered what was
coming to the Schade Theatre.
They found out a few days later when the

completed sign read : “Look out, bootleg-
gers. Every K. K. K. will see Within the
Law. Schade Theatre, Sun., Mon., Tues.”
They just laughed a little and joined the

K. K. K. to this extent, at least.

According to the First National publicity,
Mr. Schade does not believe in window
work, arguing that the goods display will
detract from the theatre announcement. He
declares that blank walls and similar places
in good locations are much more striking.
Even at that we should be afraid to offer
Schade a window if we didn't want him to
use it. We think Walter Eberhardt is

goleming again.

Black Cyclorama

Lights Up Nicely
At the Rivoli Theatre the other evening

we noted that the metallic cyclorama seems
to be black or a very deep blue, taking
colors from the spots with a new and very
pleasing effect. It does not reflect as much
light as a gold or silver curtain, but it gives
a change from those backings, and if you
have an old curtain too badly tarnished" to
be effective, perhaps your druggist can sug-
gest some wash which will blacken the sur-
face without destroying the luster.
Another good effect can be obtained

through the use of a black scrim drape over
a metallic curtain. As in the other effect
the contrast of the black with the coloring
gives emphasis to the value of the lights.

A First National Release

LONDON STREETS MADE NEW ZEALANDERS HOMESICK
This striking lobby was worked for Oliver Twist by the Empress Theatre, Wellington
N. Z. A litho cutout of Jackie dresses the box office, and the remainder of the lobby

is masked in with a cyclorama depicting other characters in Old London.
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The Small Display

Suffices Small House

Likes Colors
Because they get especial attention, W. H.

Lawrance, of the Lyric Theatre, Duluth, a

Finkelstein and Ruben house, used a two
color and black full page advertisement for

five weeks in succession on Why Worry,
The White Rose, Ashes of Vengeance, The
Common Law and Richard the Lion
Hearted.

The displays were so attractive that when
he came to send them in he could find only
one, the page for The Common Law. This
is in red and yellow, with the red sparingly
used to pick out the yellow. It is well done,
both as to layout and coloring, but it will

not reproduce.

Mr. Lawrance avoids the temptation to

use too much of either color, knowing that

to do so will defeat the display. He writes
that he found the attraction value to be
greater than the additional cost. In other
words it was a good buy.
Color work is seldom used these days,

and we have not yet seen anything to equal

One advantage of a house with a small
lobby is that a small display is amply suffi-

cient. A profile light house for The Isle of
Lost Ships is all the Classic Theatre, Strat-
ford, Ont., required, where a larger lobby
would have lost this single appeal in a maze
of frames. The Classic keeps its frames on
the side walls and the seven foot lighthouse
was a big flash because it had nothing to

fight.

This was not even a practical lighthouse,
for there was no provision for a lantern, the
entire piece being on the flat, but the white
paint caused it to loom large before the
pedestrian and it pulled in as much money
as a larger display would have done in a
wider opening.

A narrow lobby is not always an asset,

but it does help to keep down costs in that
it requires less decoration to achieve an
equal effect. This small lighthouse gives
the same suggestion of a big production to

Stratford that would require a costly con-
struction in a wide lobby. It’s all a matter
of relativity, as old Doc Einstein would tell

you.

Kid Mats

A First National Release

THE WORLD SERIES IS OVER BUT IT WILL COME AGAIN
And next year perhaps you can show your own sign to a mob like this if you act

in time to get in with the newspaper. This is the second year the Branford Theatre,

Newark, has ho**ned in on baseball, and the sign gets larger year after year.

A SIMPLE STRUCTURE MAKES A FLASH ON A SMALL FRONT
The lighthouse might have been lost in a large lobby, but in the Classic Theatre
Stratford, Ont., it loomed large as a beacon even though it was not provided with

illumination. The stunt was useful in selling The Isle of Lost Ships to capacity.

Trailed Baseball

to Scatter Ashes
Last year the Branford Theatre, Newark,

did so well with a small sign below the

player board on which the world’s series

championship games were reproduced by
the Ledger that this year the management
made even more of an effort and the sign

was twice as large. It was just below the

automatic scoreboard and read: “Start the

day right by reading the Newark Ledger
for full accounts of the world’s series, then

go to the Branford and see Norma Talmadge
in Ashes of Vengeance.”

With football following baseball, there is

a chance to get an unusual pitch for about
eight months of the year. It may cost more
than a board in a vacant lot on some side

street, but it costs less, per reading, and is

really cheaper.

If you want to make it still more inter-

esting, make a photograph each afternoon,

ring some of the faces and give free tickets

to those who find their pictures in the paper,

permitting this to appear as an evidence of

the newspaper’s enterprise, so they will con-
tribute the space. It will more than double
the crowd and double that double crowd’s
interest.

The ringed photograph is always a big

winner. Work it in.

the color displays S. Barret McCormick
used to get out for the Circle Theatre, In-

dianapolis. After all these years they still

stand in a class by themselves.

Cleaned with It
Will R. Winch, of the Wigwam Theatre,

El Paso, Texas, got the Fox pictures of the

Japanese earthquake before the other news
reels came in, and he felt so exultant over
the beat that he preceded the film with a

special slide which read :

“In presenting the first pictures of the

Japanese earthquake, the Fox Film Corpo-
ration has beaten all other news reels by
several days. The second lot of the Fox
pictures will be shown here by the time the

other news reels get out their first ones.”

There is a nice, swift kick to that last

line.

Tod Browning is using the kid matinee
at the Olympic Theatre, New Haven, and
finds that it helps to make business better

with his adult patrons.

The kiddies pack the house Saturday
mornings with a ten-cent admission and talk

the rest of the week about the pictures.

Mr. Browning has another and newer
stunt. A nearby garage will park the cars

of the Olympia patrons at half the regular
charge. It is glad to do this since most of

the business is brought in through the even-
ing, when the business rush is over, and it

is more or less found money.

In towns with time limits for parked cars

this idea will make real business.

A First National Release
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The Small Cut Can
Make Large Space

This long drop for Mister Smith’s Theatre
in Indianapolis is 125 by 2 and gives a nice

display with an indifferent one column cut
for a foundation. There is a lot of waste
space, which some managers will very

Tomorrow MR. SMITH’S ]

THE
FLIRT

S
HE was sweet of face and

graceful of figure—so allur-
ing in fact that she captivated
herself. And often she pressed
her lips to her own image in the
mirro- and murmured. “You dar-
ling!" She mowed the swains
down right and left, and awoke
to the shallowness of her soul
only after she had involved her
loved ones in grief and near
tragedy.

IT is such a story as Booth
A Tarkinglon has always loved
to write—full of dramatic situ-
ations, irresistible humor and
just enough pathos now and then
to arouse t^ie softer emotions.
No one knows American life as
Tarkinglon knows it; no one can
depict it more graphically.

ALSO ROUND 11

of

FIGHTING BLOOD
KINOGRAMS

MUSIC

1 Universal Release

FROM MISTER SMITH

probably regard as an extravagant waste,
but that white space is the most profitable
investment represented, since it gives to a

two column display the prominence of a
three without the additional cost. Throw
that panel out to the edge or even to within
a quarter of an inch of the edge and the
effect will be lost. It will be a two column
display in a two column space, but with a
one inch margin you cannot kill that dis-

play with anything else on the page except
more white space, and it is hard to kill even
with that. Coming as it does on a page
largely given to heavy cuts, black type and
splashy hand drawn titles, it stands out like

the moonlit window in a dark barn. You
cannot pass it by, and having stopped, you
remain to read. Mister Smith’s is a little

sister to the Circle, and good work is to

be expected, but we think that in this dis-

play li’l sister beats big sister at a smaller
cost.

Too Much Filling

Hurts This Effect
There is a little too much type in this ob-

long from the Garrick Theatre, Minneapolis,

to give the best artistic effect, but it is diffi-

cult to suggest any copy to drop. For that

matter it would not even be well to cut the

boldface italic to a lighter line. This might the line cuts on this subject better than
make for effect in the art display, but it the half tones, but half tones work better
probably would not give the same emphasis with the reverse strips, though they still

since there is so little talk, so it might be
as well to declare this all around good, even
though it does seem to be a little too well
filled. As a matter of fact there is such
good selling copy that it would be a shame
to waste any, and there is not too much, at

best. It’s the right approach, not extravagant,
but with an appreciation of the excellence of
this production and just enough reference
to the initial version to back up the “new”
in the circular title. More, there is a nice
appreciation of the need for hand work in

the circle that is equalled only by the
avoidance of this form where type was pos-
sible and preferable. It is a well considered
layout 65 lines across six, which gives
ample, though not extravagant display. It’s

not a beautifully artistic advertisement, but
it is far from being inartistic and it is in-

telligent and hardworking. The chief
achievement to be noted is the display value
of the circle and the care taken not to kill

this with a too heavy border or too large a

mass of cuts. That circle is something to
remember and copy, but if you use it, keep
large cuts away. A circle with large scene
cuts on either side—and scene cuts are a
terrible temptation to most artists—would
have been a bust.

IN A METRO PHOTOPLAY THAT TELLS
KOW GEORCINE, THE LITTLE BEAUTY
WHO LUP.F.S THE WEALTHY TO BUY
RARE OLD FAKE ANTIQUES, FINDS HER
TRUE SELF — IN A ROMANCE MOVING
THRU SUMPTUOUS SCENES IN PARIS.
NEW YORK. PALM BEACH.

MISS MURRAY WEARS
SIOO.OOO WORTH OF GOWNS!
$500,000 WORTH OF JEWELRY!
AND DOES THE MOST SENSATIONAL
DANCING OF HEI CAREER,

r OTHER FEATURES r

including Loew's Valentine Orches lra

Prices — Aft., 20c. 30c. Eves., 30c. 50c

A Metro Release

NICELY HANDLED REVERSE

Here’s Another
Pittsburgh seems to be able to deal with

straight type very nicely, as witness this

display from the Cameo Theatre there. If

we had the job we would have put the three
lines under “The talk of Pittsburgh” in a

CAMEO
FIFTH A VC., NEAR SMITHFIELD ST.

an

The Talk of Pittsburgh!
Carl Laemmle's Magnificent Low

Spectacle BREAKING ALL PITTSBURGH

AND NEW YORK RECORDS!!!

99

iLBlN, NORMAN KEF BY and SUPER CAST!

SECOND TREMENDOUS WEEK!

i Universal Release

ANOTHER PITTSBURGH TYPE AD

smaller face, because then it would have
been easier to read, and the star names
would have been plenty large in an 18 point,

which would have given a little more spac-

ing to throw the title into greater prom-
inence, but after all the Pittsburgh busts,

this is a sightly and effective contribution.

A Nice Handling

of the Reverse Strips
Loew’s Valentine Theatre, Toledo, does

a nice job with reverse strips f r the star

and title on The French Doll. We like

are not as good as line drawings. The
problem here seems to have been whether
to use type and line or reverse and half
tones. The latter were decided upon, prob-
ably because it was felt that the strips would
increase the prominence of the space, which
is four tens, by the way. Set together so

that star and title joined, this would give a

black band that would cut off from the
rest of the type, but by splitting it up and
using a cut on the right to drop down, the
entire space is practically framed by the
two cuts and the reverse strips. It is a

workmanlike job throughout, though we do
not like so much all capitals.

More Fancy Letters

Spoil Display Value
Here’s another good argument in favor

of type for displaying a title. This is from
the Stillman Theatre, Cleveland and offers

a good proportion of type talk, with line

cuts for the chief characters instead of half-

tone blotches, but the artist has lettered the

title and with an outline letter he gets about
a tenth the value of a similar sized letter in

honest bold face type. Sometimes hand
lettering will help a title display, but this is

merely a slight departure from a regular

outline letter, and even an outline type of

the same size would have been better and
a bold would have been greatly to be pre-

ferred. It might be suggested that since

Arliss is the star and since his name will

An entirely new and far

perior screen version of

famous

REX BEACH
Story of tho Cold Day

If you got a thrill oat of the Farnam-

Santschi figfit in tf\e old picture—just

get a good hold on your teal when
SILLS and BEERY start to disficure

each other.

Never
Before
Such a

Ca»t

SEVENTH NEAR NICOLLET

A GcHd'ivyn Release _

A NICELY BALANCED DISPLAY, RATHER FULL, BUT WITH NOTHING TO
REMOVE
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sell above the others that his picture should
have been larger than the others. This
could very easily be done without material
interference with the remainder of the lay-
out, and Arliss in this fascinating character
is so well remembered from his stage pres-
entation of the same role that not to make
fullest use of both title and star is to throw
away money. Apart from these defects the
layout is good, and the title is not as badly
displayed here as would have been the case
had the artist or compositor wedged it into

STtOtmAN
A Perfect Contribution to the
Screen’s Finest Achievements

George, Arhss
in w>

E GREEN GODDESS
Tenth

"Alice Joyces
and . V V

David Powell

STILLMAN ORCHESTRA
Nauru, Sfilial*,. Director

Fourth Symphonic Suite

From "Scheherazade"
-II, Rimiky Korialtou

— COMING—
Seventh Anniversary Stillman Theatre

Norma Tahnadgc /// “ fishes of Vengeance

A Goldwyn Release

THE RETIRING TITLE

the space with a mess of type message above
and below. The handling of the type dis-
play is capitally done, though good type dis-
play is too characteristic of the present Still-

man spaces to call for especial mention.
This layout would be noteworthy if it came
from some cities. It is not a poor display
from any angle, but it -is not as good as
most of the recent Stillman appeals and is

capable of material improvement without
much work. The selling talk is mighty nice
writing. The space is ISO by 4; a curtailed
quarter page. This is larger than most cities
use, but Cleveland is getting back to the
large spaces though it has not yet come to
the half pages used a few years ago.

Another Handling
of Small Size Cut

Loew’s Columbia Theatre, Washington, D.
C., offers another good handling of a single
column cut in a three column space. This is

LOEW’S COLUMBIA THEATER
SECOND WEEK BEG NS TODAY-SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

The Screen Sensation of the 1923-24 Sea.onl

0 GLORIA
jyVANSON
BLUEBEARD’S

Sw WIFE'

A Paramount Release

HANDLING A ONE COLUMN CUT
evidently a plan book cut. It has been set
to the left of a panel because the figure

faces that way, and it gives an effect that
could not be bettered were the cut specially
made to fit this particular space. The
credit line in the circle, which has come al-

most to be a Paramount trademark is re-

placed by type where the circle would have
been much better, but apart from this the
result is excellent, though the cut does not
come up very well. A space such as this

is to be preferred to one carrying two to

four single column figures. But one of these
days we shall welcome with shouts of joy
an advertisement in which appeal is made
on Miss Swanson’s acting as well as her
gowns. Her acting may have been a joke
in the earlier days, but lately she has shown
such decided improvement that it would be
well to call attention to her work.

One Cut Too Many
Is Extra Expense

One of the cuts used in the space of the
Colonial Theatre, Indianapolis, is going to

sell Rouged Lips because it is striking and
characteristic. The other looks a little too
involved to be good selling. It may sell.

Viola
Dana

AND

Tom Moore
in a Sparkling Metro Photoplay from
the Cosmopolitan stop7 “UPSTAGF'
that tickled Five Million People.

“Rouged
T ® ”

Lids
Written by

Rita Weiman

The story of a flapped JnL-
with a musical comedy

soul—s little butterfly who will

have none of the gilded youth’s
gilt, but wanted a lot of Ms love.

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

Clyde Cook
The New York Hippodrome

Comedian

“THE
ARTIST”

It's a whiz of effervescing laughs.

FIRST VIEWS JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE

AESOP FABLE—PATHE NEWS

A Metro Release

ONE CUT IN EXCESS

but we think it is too meaningless to do any
ticket peddling. The space might better have
been used to get a larger display for the
lines crowded over to the left. These are
large enough to be legible as they stand
but with space at command, it would have
been better layout to use only the one cut
and swell these lines. This seems to be an
all too common error about cults. Too
many agents lay out their work to get in

all the cuts they can accumulate. They
seem to feel that cuts will sell. They seldom
do, and surely not when they do not get

over a real idea. One good cut helps in

that it gets attention to the space. If it is

characteristic of the story, as in the present
instance, it may help sell the story though
its own appeal in addition to getting atten-

tion for the type, but it is seldom that two
cuts will sell a penny better than one, and
to use a second where the one is as good
as the single figure is simply to throw away
either money or space, or both. Get one
good cut, put it where it will show to the
best advantage, and then ride on that cut.

It’s much the better way.

Open Letter Style to

Open Chicago Rose
The open letter advertisement in a 100 by

2 was employed by the Orpheum Theatre,
Chicago, to start off Griffith’s The White
Rose. This is a “grind” house and a 200 line

display is a pretty big splash, but this

!

Announcement
to the People

\
of Chicago

\ MR. D. W. GRIFFITH’S new-

p est masterfilm, “THE WHITE
ROSE,” will be presented for the

first time in Chicago at the NEW
$ ORPHEUM THEATRE, on

p State Street at Monroe, begin-

ning Next SATURDAY, QCTO-
* BER 6TH.

P The showings will be continuous

P from 9 a. m. to midnight and the New

£
Orpheum’s policy of POPULAR
PRICES WILL PREVAIL.

“THE WHITE ROSE” is the story

of a girl who couldn’t stop loving—the

P
glorification of woman’s eternal love.

!

* Critics who have seen it proclaim it the

best picture Mr. Griffith has produced

since “The Birth of a Nation.”

THE CAST is headed by MAE
£

MARSH, CAROL DEMPSTER, IVOR
NOVELLO and NEIL HAMILTON.

A United Artists Release

THE OPEN LETTER

policy will clean up a lot of money with a
fifteen hour run each day, and even at the
heavy advertising costs in Chicago it prob-
ably paid well. The open letter is no longer
the startling novelty it was a few years ago,
but it can still go into a page of small dis-

plays, in which no house gets much more
than 200 lines and hog the' attention. On a
crowded page, heavy with hand lettering

and solid frames and all of the other devices
for making small spaces seem large, this

stands out like a monument on a prairie, the
first thing you see when you come to the
page and the last thing to be seen as you
leave the division. It will be noted that
there is comparatively little of the space
given the story itself. The premiere, the
director, the grind and the stars are all more
important selling points than the story it-

self and so these are sold over the play
itself because they will sell more through
offering unknown factors. People know tne
director and players and are more apt to
buy them than the story, so the Orpheum
puts its weight on these points, while not
neglecting the plot. It is well planned in

spite of its apparent simplicity. Every
word is weighed, as it should be where
words cost money.

Get busy today on those special Christmas
stunts.



Wh theAdvertising Brains
AWeekly Discussion otThe New: Unusual ,

j"dNovel inpromotionAids
CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

T IE exhibitor has his choice of
presenting \\ arner Brothers’ pic-

turization of Kathleen Norris’ novel
either as “Lucretia Lombard,” the
original title of the book, or as “Flam-
ing Passion.”

AND therein lies a most emphatic
answer to the horde of lay and

newspaper critics who have taken mo-
tion picture producers harshly to task
for changing titles of plays and books
when the latter are made into screen
productions.

WE stress the importance of this

idea of changing titles in this

department largely because we believe

that a well known title is bought
chiefly because of its supposed adver-

tising value. But we are not going
into a lengthy discourse as to the

comparative merits of an “original”

title as opposed to a “box office” title.

All we are interested in is advertising

and advertising values.

We don’t know how many copies of

“Lucretia Lombard” were sold or how
many persons read the book. But we
do know that to the large majority of

fans the title “Lucretia Lombard”
means little or nothing. There is no
denying, however, that Kathleen Nor-

ris’ name means a lot at the box office.

The question is, therefore, how much
more does the title “Flaming Passions”
mean in an advertising sense than the
title “Lucretia Lombard?”

It will be interesting to learn just

what percentage of exhibitors choose
the original title and what percentage
choose to present the picture under its

“box office” title.

This six-sheet on Mae Murray’s forthcom-
ing Metro production adapts itself particu-
larly for use as a marquee cutout. The
single figure may also be used alone as lobby
cutout. Other posters in the line also are

good for cutouts.

r JNDER Warner Brothers’ plan the
choice of title is put up squarely

to the exhibitor, and the degree in

which the plan meets favor with ex-
hibitors may be a gauge to producers
in the future as to what course to pur-
sue regarding titles—and may be a
means of proving to the critics just
whose “fault” it is that titles are
changed.

T HIS is the first time, to our knowl-
edge, that a picture has been re-

leased under a choice of titles, with
the exception of a state right picture
issued some months ago, which did not
get such a national distribution as the
Warner release is assured.

The decision to give exhibitors the
option as to the title under which to

present their picture was a last-minute
proposition with the Warner execu-
tives, we are informed, and for that

reason there is only a limited amount
of advertising matter available under
the title “Flaming Passion.”

Included in this latter is a twenty-
four-sheet, a six-sheet, a three-sheet

and a one-sheet, as well as a special

slide. There is also ready, of course,

a special main title and a special

trailer. These are not illustrated or

mentioned in the press book, due to

Samples of the Posters on Preferred's “May Time

”

~ P'SchuIbeifi
present*

CASN,« 11COUCT ON

PKTVRfs

Preferred has been issuing some good paper on its releases. For “Maytime” Jerry Beatty has designed some novel
t
“idea ’ posters,

of which are reproduced above both three-sheets and both one-sheets. Our only complaint with the posters is the over-abundance of
credit lines. But contracts are contracts—and motion picture genius must be served!
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Famous Stars Tell TVho Is
The Meanest Man They Know

Reproduction of the newspaper feature story
in the “Meanest Man” p^ess sheet. An idea
carried out by First National on every re-
lease. Good newspaper stuff, say we—the

sort that should get lots of free space.

the fact that the press book was com-
pleted before the decision to release
with an option of title was reached.

A ND in passing we might mention
that the press book prepared on

“Lucretia Lombard” is fairly compre-
hensive. It includes the usual high-
class line-up of aids furnished by
Warner Brothers, among which are

one or two clever novelties and ex-

ploitation ideas.

We also have on our desk one of the

de luxe books issued on this subject.

It fully lives up to the reputation set

by its predecessors, and has some
particularly striking dramatic stills.

Speaking of stills reminds us of the
news item this week to the effect that

Eric Von Stroheim has “shot” exactly

648 stills on his forthcoming Goldwyn
production, “Greed.” Of course this

is an extraordinary number of stills to

“shoot” on any picture, but it recalls to

our mind the fact that stills have not
improved much lately.

There are only comparatively few
directors in the business who realize

the value of stills—who realize that a

good set of stills often means consid-

erable added money in the gross of a

picture.

Some of the best stills for advertis-

ing purposes come out of Universal
City, where, we understand, a certain

number of stills, especially on big pro-

ductions, are “shot” solely for the use
of the advertising department—stills

that by virtue of composition and sub-
ject matter particularly lend them-
selves to advertising and poster lay-

outs, as well as to box office angles
that help sell theatre seats.

THE Independents seem to be right

up with the pace-makers when it

comes to press books and advertising

aids on pictures. We have on our desk
a press book issued by Monogram Pic-

tures Corporation on “The Mask of

Lopez.” The work of Tom North, the

book shows a keen sense of showman-
ship on the part of its maker, and we
know of few Westerns that have re-

ceived a better promotional send-off

than is given this initial Monogram
release. Newspaper ads, posters,

slides, oil paintings (of which there

are eight), etc., are of high calibre,

and the exploitation suggestions can
hold their own with the best of them.

A RATHER unique exploitation

bulletin has been issued by First

National on “The Meanest Man in the

World.” It is in the form of a sixteen-

page booket, and is sent out under the

signature of Sol Lesser, of West Coast
Theatres, Inc., who tells “How I Am
Going to Put Over ‘The Meanest Man
in the World’.”

In the pages of the booklet Mr. Les-
ser reviews virtually the entire cam-
paign prepared by First National, with
a few additions of his own. He goes
into extreme detail, explaining the use
of every aid. Reproductions of

posters, ads, etc., are contained in the
pamphlet, and the personal note of

from-exhibitor-to-exhibitor helps make
it sound sincere.

HINKING of First National re-

minds us of two outstanding
items issued as part of their regular
work. One is a feature story which is

a part of every press sheet. This fea-

ture story is unusual in that it is a

real newspaper feature story, and has
not the usual strong taint of press

agentry. The other item is a syndicate

service of paragraphs written by Matt
Taylor, which include items on stars

of other companies as well as on First

National stars.

ffiaturffig'

IRENE Rl(H.MONT£BlUE
Marc McDermott.

Alec Francis*-. Norma Sh^iki-u

aHARRYRAPfI
PRODUCTION * »

# n

WARNER BROC
* Classics 'if itv* v

m/m
THE FAMOUS NOVEL LUCRETIA LOMBARD'

-KATHLEENNORRIS
MONTE BLUE 'IRENE RICH

Dire:!-,, JACK CQNWAY

MARC MCDERMOTT,
ALEC FRANCIS NORMA SHEARER

Warner Brothers’ last-minute decision

to give the exhibitor the option of pre-

senting the picturisation of Kathleen
Norris’ novel either as “Lucretia Lom-
bard” or “Flaming Passion” resulted in

the preparation of optional twenty-four
sheets, which are reproduced herewith.
There are also available a “Flaming Pas-
sion” six-sheet, three-sheet, one-sheet and
trailer. These are not mentioned or
illustrated in the press sheet.

pRNERim
Classics of the Screen. ^ HARRY RAPF

Production .

JACK CONWAY
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Newest ReviewsandCommenTs
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

“The Eternal City

”

Modernized Version of Hall Caine Novel Is

Pictorially Beautiful and Has Strong
Audience Appeal

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

In screening “The Eternal City,” Sir Hall
Caine’s celebrated novel which was written
many years ago, the story, with the consent
and collaboration of the author, has been
brought up to date and we find the hero,

David, as a leader of the Fascisti in their

successful struggle with the “Reds.” There
are shots of Mussolini, the leader, and even
a flash of the King of Italy, as well as

scenes showing the triumph of the Fascisti.

Against this thoroughly modernized back-
ground we follow the tempestuous romance
of David and Roma to its ultimate happy
outcome. While many who have read the

book may probably regret the changes in

the story, for the large number who are

unfamiliar with it, the bringing of the ac-

tion up to the present time and having it

deal with events which have been widely
publicized in the press will add additional

elements of interest.

"The Eternal City” is a big production
and one which should have a strong audi-

ence appeal. There is a strong love story
which reminds one of the old adage that

true love never runs smooth
;

the element
of patriotism is also an outstanding one, and
the point that Rome is “the eternal city” is

strikingly brought out, for against the ruins

of another civilization we see the action of

modern romance and political upheaval.
There is effective drama in the romance

of David and Roma, and in the conflict be-

tween Bonelli, who is behind the Reds, and
David, as a leader of the Fascisti, both lov-

ing Roma. There is excitement and thrills

in the big, swirling mobs as they rush
through the streets of Rome, and suspense
in the scene where they entirely fill the

ruins of the coliseum awaiting David, who
has been trapped by Bonelli.

In filming this production, which First

National is distributing, an American cast

was sent to Italy under the direction of

George Fitzmaurice, with the result that

the backgrounds are absolutely authentic.
Great care was used in their selection and
the scenes have been beautifully photo-
graphed with the result that they form a

beautiful and striking point in the appeal
of the picture.

The action of the picture is concentrated
in the hands of but few characters. Bar-
bara LaMarr as Roma does effective emo-
tional work and was an excellent selection

for the role. Bert Lytell gives a good por-

trayal of the role of David, while Lionel
Barrymore in the unsympathetic heavy role

of Bonelli gives a fine performance. En-
tirely satisfactory is Richard Bennett as the

whimsical scapegrace Bruno and Montagu
Love as a prominent “Red.”

Cast
Donna Roma Barbara LaMarr
Baron Bonelli Lionel Barrymore
David Rossi Bert Lytell
Bruno Richard Bennett

Based on novel by llall Caine.
Scenario by Ouida Ber^ere.

Directed by Georgy Fitzmaurice.
Length, 7,SOO feet.

Story
David, a waif, is taken in tow by Bruno,

a tramp, and is later adopted by Roma’s

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Around the World in the Spee-
jacks (Paramount)

Anna Christie (First National)
Crooked Alley, The (Universal)

Eternal City (First National)
Stephen Steps Out (Paramount)
Thrill Chaser, The (Universal)

Twenty-One (First National)

Vincennes (Pathe)
When Odds Are Even (Fox)
Wild Bill Hickok (Paramount)

father, as the little girl wants a playmate.
Bruno is given a job in the vineyard. When
the great war breaks out. David and Bruno
join the army and David is reported as dead.
Roma, with a talent for sculpture, accepts
help from Baron Bonelli, goes to Rome, and
as Roma Valonna achieves great success.
David returns and is unable to locate her;
joining the Fascisti, he becomes Mussolini’s
right hand man in his campaign against the
Reds, who are causing strikes and terror.

David, believing the Valonna woman is

Bonelli’s mistress, denounces her. She goes
to David, denies the accusation, and they
make up. Bonelli, who is secretly the power
behind the Reds, determines to break up this

affair. He tells Roma it is he who is re-

sponsible for her success and arranges with
the Reds to capture Rossi and cripple the
Fascisti movement. In a fight Rossi kills

Bonelli and, leading the Fascisti, entirely
overpowers the Reds. Roma takes blame
for Bonelli’s murder, thereby convincing
David she has not betrayed him. David
hastens to shoulder the blame himself, but
is pardoned for his service to Italy, and he
and Roma finally find happiness.

“The Thrill Chaser”

Universal Production for Hoot Gibson
Keeps Up Fast Pace of Entertaining

Action
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Between the Hollywood scenes in the

first half and the Sheik atmosphere in the

last, this picture keeps up a highly enter-

taining trend of action. Hoot Gibson is at

his best. This attraction is above the aver-

age program picture and should please be-

yond the star’s usual clientele.

In addition to a good supporting cast, a

number of screen celebrities are seen. A
light touch of comedy, broadening now and
then into burlesque, colors the entire pic-

ture and makes it very agreeable entertain-

ment. Clever subtitles add to the amuse-
ment.
The hero’s experiences in the making of

various moving pictures which he succeeds
in ruining are full of the awkward blunders
that make Hoot Gibson effective. As a

Roman guard, he has one or two really

hilarious scenes. Mary Philbin, Norman
Kerry, Reginald Denny, Hobart Henley and
King Baggot, Edward Sedgwick and Laura
La Plante are seen in studio scenes for brief

moments. They increase the picture’s

appeal and have no obtrusive effect on the

actual trend of the story which is enter-
taining from start to finish. The desert
scenes and the seige of the town furnish a

picturesque and melodramatic close. Billie

Dove, playing opposite the star is charm-
ing and beautiful and the picture has all the
important factors of a popular attraction.

Cast
Omar K. Jenkins Hoot Gibson
Sheik llssan Janies Neill
Olala llssan Billie Dove
Prince Ahmed William E. Lawrence
Lem Biacley Bob Reeves
Rudolph Bigeddo Gino Gerrado
Abdul Bey Lloyd Whitlock

Story by Edward Sedgwick and
Raymond L. Schroek.

Scenario by E. Richard Schayer.
Direction by Edward Sedgwick.
Photography by Virgil Miller.

Length, 51!)«! feet.

Story
Omar K. Jenkins reads Omar Khayyam but

he doesn’t know what it’s all about until
“Thou” appears. Omar helps her and then
goes into the movies. From the stunt of
^doubling" for a timid star, he goes to the
faster adventure of “doubling” for a sheik
*in Arabia. There his “Thou” 's the important
factor in a thick plot. But “Thou” is a very
appreciative Arabian sheik-ess and Omar
isn’t alone in his battle.

“Vincennes”

Intensely Interesting Subject Is Third Num-
ber of Pathe’s Historical Series

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

One of the deeply affecting situations in

history gives this third number of the
“Chronicles of America” series a great
realistic force. It is another credit to the
producers, the Yale University Press. It

shows a splendid appreciation of the drama
in the development of America, which, with-
out the slightest resort to hokum, is tremen-
dously appealing and thrilling.

The gallant campaign of George Rogers
Clark, who faced the opposition of the
British and the Indians in claiming the
Northwest for America, is an intensely in-

teresting subject as treated here. In the
first reel the dangers of the proposed ex-
pedition are suggested in an impressive in-

cident. A man, accompanied by his wife
and two sons, proceed on horseback to make
their home in the West against the advice
of friends. Only one of the party, the elder
son, lives to tell of the Indian massacre
which befalls the family.
From then on, the greater issue of the

nation’s progress claims the interest. Clark’s
expedition to Vincennes, undertaken in the
dead of winter with miles of swamp land to
traverse, hunger, sickness and Indian treach-
ery to contend with, and finally the fight
with the British who were in possession of
\ incennes, is a picture that no one should
miss. Leslie Austin gives a splendid inter-
pretation of this role. Robert Gaillard is a
commanding, interesting figure as the British
Military Governor, Henry Hamilton, and a
brief impressive glimpse of Patrick Henry is

afforded by the performance of William
Walcott.

“\ incennes,” in three reels, is shorter than
the first two of the series, but includes fully
the same amount of dramatic interest and
action.
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“Anna Christie”

First National Version of Big Stage Success
Has Unpleasant Theme But Is

Intensely Dramatic
Relieved by C. S. Sewell

Eugene O’Neill’s play, “Anna Christie,”

which was a big success on the stage in

New York and which created considerable
discussion because of its unusual theme and
treatment, has been transferred to the

screen by Thomas H. Ince and is being pre-

sented by First National.
The theme is not a pleasant one and the

story deals with the lowest elements of man-
kind, the very dregs of society, and of pri-

mal passions of sex, with the locale along
the waterfront of a big city, in a saloon
and aboard a coal barge. The characters are

a sailor, who neglects his family, his daugh-
ter, whom he believes to be innocent but
who has been betrayed by her own cousin

and tasted the dregs of life, a woman of

bad reputation who is the companion of the

girl’s father, .and a big, burly, boasting,

heavy-drinking sailor who falls in love with
the girl.

Such surroundings and characters form
the basis of a tremendously dramatic story.

Conflict of wills and emotions which forms
the groundwork of drama is present, in

every move and situation. There is hardly
a moment during the entire story when there

is not strong drama with continual conflict

between the girl, her father and her lover.

It is a picture that will undoubtedly ap-
peal to those who are willing to subordinate
all other considerations, such as the un-
pleasantness of the story, its degraded at-

mosphere, its bare dealing with the seamy
side of life, for its theme is a broad one
and there is no mistaking the purport of

the story. Many will not like and will even
be shocked by the whole theme and partic-

ularly with the scene where the brow-beaten
girl is followed to her room by her degen-
erate cousin and the clear inference of the
scenes immediately following.

Practically no changes have been made in

transferring the story to the screen and it

would appear that the success of the picture

has been staked on the tremendously dra-
matic story. It is a picture that should be
given unusually careful consideration by an
exhibitor before presenting it to his audi-
ence that he may decide whether it is the
type of production which his patrons desire.

The picture is portrayed by an excellent
cast. Blanche Sweet, who is featured, is an
excellent type for the girl and gives a fine

performance in a role that is not always
sympathetic. William Russell is excellent as

the blustering sailor lover, while Eugenie
Besserer is unusually realistic as the de-
graded woman of the water-front. George
Marion, who played the same role in the
stage version, is cast as the girl’s father and
is exceptionally fine. His work is a delight.

Cast
Anna Christie Blanche Sweet
“Chris” George Marion
Matt Burke William Bussell
Martha Eugenie Besserer

Based on Eugene O’Neill’s play.
Adapted by Bradley King.

Directed by John Griffith Wray.
Supervised by Thomas H. luce.

Length, 7,631 feet.

Story
Chris, a Swedish seaman, remains away

from home for long periods, spending for
drink the money that would take him home.
His wife, wearied of waiting, comes with
her baby Anna to relatives in Minnesota.
Years pass; Chris, who in the meantime has
not seen Anna, is captain of a coal barge.
Anna writes she is coming to see him, and
he expects to find her an innocent, pure girl
On arrival, she gets in conversation with
Martha, a woman with whom Chris is hav-
ing a disreputable affair, and tells her how
she had been betrayed by her own cousin
and then lived with another man until she
had come to hate all men and was sick of
the world. At Martha’s suggestion she
keeps this from her father and goes with him
on a voyage on the barge. Chris, blaming

“the old devil sea” for all his troubles, de-
termines Anna shall not marry a sailor.

A wreck brings four men to seek refuge
on the barge; one is Matt Burke, and de-
spite everything, love ripens between them.
Anna, rather than tell of her past, decides
to go away. Chris and Matt get in a fight,

and, disgusted, she reveals her past. Both
leave her alone and go to drown their sor-
rows in drink. Chris saves her from suicide
and later Burke, still under the influence of
drink, returns and says no matter what she
has been he still loves her and wants to
marry her.

“Twenty-One”

Richard Barthelmess’ Latest for First
National Is a Production of Only

Average Appeal
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Richard Barthelmess’ newest First Na-
tional production, “Twenty-One,” is entirely
different in type from “The Fighting Blade,”
“The Bright Shawl” or any of his recent
pictures. It is by no means a pretentious
production, and much of the action follows
along familiar lines. To some this may
prove a disappointment while others will

welcome the change.
Barthelmess, as in his earlier starring pic-

tures, appears in the role of a boy who is

the victim of circumstances, but this time
he is a rich youth whose mother makes a
mollycoddle of him much to the disgust of

his father. There is a romance with a girl

far beneath him on the social ladder and
the distinctive angle of the picture is the
playing up of this point that he cannot go
ahead and marry the girl anyway until he
is twenty-one as his father would have the
ceremony annulled. This gives rise to a sit-

uation in which the boy becomes a taxi

driver and in a sequence which is out-and-
out melodrama, he saves his father from
thugs who have lured him to a garage.
Though the star has a congenial role and

gets considerable sympathy, the story does
not seem quite worthy of his talents, and
despite the very good work of Dorothy
Mackaill and a well-selectfed cast, and the
direction of John S. Robertson, the produc-
tion as a whole is somewhat disappointing.
Much of the story is interesting but at

times, and particularly toward the end, the

interest drops and the action becomes com-
monplace. Possibly under less capable
auspices the picture would prove more sat-

isfying, but we have gotten to expect more
from Barthelmess and John S. Robertson
than is brought forth in this picture. As it

stands, it is but little better than the aver-

age program picture.
Cast

Julian McCullough . . . Richard Barthelmess
Mr. McCullough Joe King
Mrs. McCullough Dorothy Cummings
Lynnie Willis Dorothy Mackaill
Paula Elsie Lawson
Peter Straski Bradley Barker
Mr. Willis Ivan Simpson
Mrs. Willis Nellie P. Spaulding
Mrs. Jordon Helen Tracy

Scenario by Josephine Lovett.
Directed by John S. Robertson.

Length, 6,560 feet.

Story
When Julian McCullough is seven, his par-

ents come to the parting of the ways, but
his mother agrees to avoid a scandal pro-
vided she can raise Julian without interfer-
ence from his father. She raises him as a
mollycoddle and when at the age of twenty
his manhood begins to awaken he finds a
kindred spirit in a poor girl, Lynnie. Return-
ing from a dance, the car breaks down and
they remain at an inn, registering as brother
and sister.

Much to the disgust of his father, Julian
expresses a desire to marry Lynnie, but his

father threatens to annul the marriage and
also arranges to pay another suitor to marry
her. Julian makes his living by driving a
cab and finally saves his father’s life when
he is attacked by thugs in the other suitor’s

garage. This causes a reconciliation be-
tween father and son and -when Julian recov-
ers from the injury received in the fight, he
finds Lynnie waiting for him, as it is his

twenty-first birthday.

“Stephen Steps Out”

Paramount Introduces Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Who Promises to be a

Success
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Press-agented as “the real American boy
of the screen,” Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. steps
forth and to a charming degree makes good
this tremendous reputation. He is a new
type among juvenile stars. His picture makes
a great appeal to youth and has something
that all the fans will enjoy.
While his famous name will no doubt at-

attract widely upon the occasion of his in-
itial appearance, the young star is possessed
of a personality and ability that, once intro-
duced, needs no “prop” whatever. He is

natural, genuine and altogether winning. His
performance shows a degree of poise and
good taste that will swing public opinion at
once in his favor.
Richard Harding Davis’ story, “The Grand

Cross of the Crescent” furnishes material
that is breezy and entertaining It trans-
ports the boy from a college dilemma to
Turkey, a setting for much intrigue and
action. It is all brightened by bits of good
comedy and characteristic “Americanisms”
that will be popular. Sentiment, too, is an
important factor. The old college professor
who flunks young Stephen in history, there-
by losing his position and the rose-covered
cottage where his sweet wife and he lived
for years, is affectingly played by James O.
Barrows.
The love element is absent but not con-

spicuously so. It is a boy’s story but one
that both sexes will enjoy, because of its

wholesomeness and action. The cast has
valuable personalities such as Theodore
Roberts, Noah Beery, Frank Currier little

Pat Moore and Harry Myers. Much of the
picture’s appeal is due to Joseph Hena-
bery’s excellent direating, and to fine

photography.
Cast

Stephen Harlow. Jr.. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Stephen Harlot Theodore Roberts
Muley Pasha Noah Beery
Harry Stetson Harry Myers
Dr. Lyman Blaek Frank Currier
Prof. Gilman James O. Barrows
Mrs. Gilman
Virgil Smythe. . .

Osman
Rustem
Sultan
Sultan’s son
Secretary
Hotel Proprietor

. . Fannie Midgley
. . . Bertram John:

George Fieli
Maurice Freemai
. . . .Fred Warrei

Pat Moori
. . . .Jack Herber

. . . .Frank Nelsoi
Based upon story, ‘“The Grand Cross of th

Crescent,” by Riehard Harding Davis.
Scenario by Edfrid Bingham.
Direction by Joseph Henabery.
Photography by Faxon Dean.

Length, 5,152 feet.

Story
Stephen Harlow, Jr., fails to graduate at

Stillwater College, due to Prof. Gilman, who
flunks him in history, despite Harlow, Sr.,

who has endowed the school. Harlow, Sr.,

is furious, sends the boy to Turkey to learn
history first hand and then has Gilman fired.

His son learns of this and decides to rein-
state Gilman, who is not to blame. He gets
mixed up with some Turkish revolutionists,
saves the Sultan’s son and wins the Grand
Cross of the Crescent, which he sends to
Gilman, supposedly for the books on Turkish
history which he has written. Gilman is re-
instated, Stephen returns and his father is

proud of him.

“Around the World in the
Speejacks”

Paramount Releases Six-Reel Feature
Showing Adventuresome Cruise

Around the World
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A honeymoon cruise among the South Sea
Islands as undertaken by Commodore and
Mrs. A. Y. Gowen brings the spectator face
to face with some new degrees of savagery
and many interesting sights. Commodore
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Gowen of Cleveland, Ohio, made this sixteen

months’ trip, encircling the globe in a 98-

foot motor boat.

Although the trip included a visit to a

number of points that are centers of civili-

zation, the main emphasis is upon the ex-

treme savage types. Some of these are

weird and terrifying in the extreme. For
the average person these types seem to

have a compelling fascination. Others, prob-

ably comprising a smaller class, will find

more entertainment in the shots of Java
for instance. There are a number of at-

tractive glimpses of this city. A dance by
small native girls is one of the most colorful

scenes in the film and by far the most
charming.
Among the places at which the “Spee-

jacks” stopped are Samoa, Tahiti, the Pau-
motu Islands, Java, Genoa and New Guinea,

and Australia. The Australian Aborigines

show striking evidences of some of the most
undreamed of brutality. The Bird Hunters

of New Guinea are another savage race.

A personal note is more or less evident

and adds a genial touch to the atmosphere.

The spectator is made to feel something of

the adventuresome spirit of the “Speejacks”

cruisers and follows their voyage with an

interest that at times approaches enthusi-

asm. Ira J. Ingraham, former head camera-

man for Burton Holmes, was the photog-

rapher.

“When Odds Are i^ven”

Good Program Feature with William Russell

as Star Presented by Fox
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

One of the best Fox vehicles which has

recently been afforded William Russell is

“When Odds Are Even.” The star has been

well directed by James Flood in an enter-

taining story of adventure and love interest.

His admirers and in fact any average pro-

gram audience should enjoy it.

The conflict is between two mining com-
panies for the possession of an opal mine

on a South Sea isle. The ocean voyage, the

dramatic incidents on the island and the

climax, consisting of the race to the mine,

afford a well-constructed picture with good
suspense. Good types and a fairly con-

vincing atmosphere help to make these

South Sea scenes interesting. There is

enough heavy action to supply necessary

energy to the picture, although William
Russell has fewer fistic encounters than

usual. He has, nevertheless, a strong role,

which is almost sure to please all, and es-

pecially those who like to see him in the

conventional rather than Western parts.

He is supported chiefly by Dorothy De-
vore, who plays with a zest quite in keep-

ing with the rather adventurous character

of the action. The other characters are well

drawn and the picture should please aver-

age tastes anywhere.
Cast

Jack Arnold William Russell
Caroline Peyton Dorothy Devore
A'eal Travis Lloyd Whitlock
Clive Langdon Frank Beal
British Consul Allan Cavan

Story and scenario by Dorothy Tost.

Directed by James Flood.

Length, 4,284 feet.

Story
Jack Arnold, by a last minute leap, makes

the same steamer that is carrying a rival

company to an opal mine on the island of

Pago Tai. His rival, Clive Langdon, is ac-
companied by his niece, Caroline, and her
fiance, Neal Travis. Caroline pays Jack’s
fare and they grow deeply interested in each
other. Her uncle and Neal play upon her
infatuation with Jack and trap him, trying
to prevent him from reaching the mine. He
is too much for them, however, and wins
the friendship of the mine owner, which en-
ables him to obtain the option. Caroline of

course finds that her love for Neal is only
a makeshift and gives him up for Jack.

“Wild Bill Hickok”

William S. Hart Returns in Paramount
Drama of the West of Fifty Years Ago

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Bill Hart, his two guns and a horse, are

once more a powerful combination in giv-
ing this star’s admirers what they have been
awaiting for two years. Despite a large
and capable cast, it is really a one-man pic-

ture. Expert gunplay settles the disputes

—

and there are enough to give the picture
ample suspense and excitement. Men, es-

pecially, will find it entertaining.
“Wild Bill Hickok” is a character who

distinguishes himself to the extent of being
commended by President Lincoln. A few
authentic characters, such as Lincoln, Cus-
ter, “Bat” Masterson, Calamity Jane and
others, are introduced to help give the pic-

ture a background. Wild Bill is *told to

move on from his Western shack by a gang
of bandits—a threat which he accepts of

course as a challenge. Hence the first big
thrill of the picture shows Bill saving him-
self, his horse and his cabin by dynamic gun
play.

His next feat is the cleaning up of a wild
town. The battle is spectacularly staged
with Bill standing alone in the street spot-
light and the gang firing at him from behind
barrels. The suspense is well managed, al-

though his various achievements will im-
press some as being superhuman. His
career is terminated because of blindness
coming on, but when his arch-enemy re-

marks that Bill is losing his nerve, he has
another chance for heroics, and in an amaz-
ingly swift battle of guns, he kills his op-
ponent. There is good love interest, although
the ending brings about a separation. The
poker game introduces some effective com-
edy along with a strain of human interest.

Altogether the picture should bring satis-

faction to the houses where William S.

Hart’s reputation is high.

Cast
Wild Bill Hickok William S. Hart
Calamity Jane Ethel Grey Terry
Elaine Hamilton Kathleen O'Connor
Jack McQueen James Farley
Bat Masterson Jack Gardner
Clayton Hamilton Carl Gerard
Col. Horatio Higginbotham .... William Dyer
Bob Wright Bert Sprotte
Joe McCord Leo Willis
Fancy Kate Naida Carle
Gambler Herchel Mayall

Story by William S. Hart.
Scenario by J. G. Hawks.

Direction by Clifford Smith.
Length, 6,893 feet.

Story
Wild Bill Hickok gets his name after a

courageous fight which he makes against a
gang of bandits who try to hold up the stage
coach. He goes to Dodge City, agrees to put
away his guns, but finds the city so rough
that it needs to be trained. He rides to
Custer to get permission to use his guns and
comes back to fight the gang who are op-
posed to law and order. He comes off vic-
torious. but is heartbroken when he finds

that the girl for whom he has been fighting
is married. He rides off on his horse. Paint,
hoping for happier days.

“Crooked Alley”

Laura La Plante Is Appealing in Featured
Role in Universal Crook Drama

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

The story of a crook’s plot for revenge
against a judge of the criminal court is told

in rather slow-moving style in this Universal
drama. Its motive is not entirely convincing.
Laura La Plante is appealing and where the
plot will not be subjected to too close

scrutiny, the picture may be a fair attrac-

tion.

Its greatest drawback is the slow, ponder-
ous action. It has the atmosphere of tragedy
throughout, with scarcely any relief except
for Laura La Plante’s pleasing personality.

The theme does not seem to warrant five

reels of this. It is not more serious than
countless others that have been treated with
a more human balance of comedy and oc-
casional lightness.
The death of a notorious crook in prison

is the actuating incident. The early scenes
touching upon this are dismal and long
drawn out and form the basis for Boston
Blackie’s revenge against the Judge who
would not waver from the law sufficiently
to allow the man to die in his own home.
Things are complicated when Blackie’s girl

actually falls in love with the Judge’s son
whom she is to trick. There is a lack of
realism throughout that will hinder the pic-

ture’s popularity with a critical audience.

Cast
Boston Blaekie Thomas Carrigap
Xorine Tyrell Laura La Plante
Judge Milnar Tom S. Guise
Rudy Midnar Owen Gorine
Kaintuek Albert Hart

Story by Jack Boyle.
Scenario by Adrian Johnson.
Direction by Robert F. Hill.

Photography by Harry Fowler.
Length, 4960 feet.

Story

Dan Tyrell is dying in San Quentin, and
Boston Blaekie brings to him his daughter.
They promise the old man to try to effect
his release so that he may die with his
friends. Pleas can not move Judge Milnar.
Blaekie swears the judge will live to regret.
Judge Milnar’s son. Rudy and Norine meet.
Blaekie tips the editor of a scandal sheet
that she is a crook’s daughter. The printed
story cuts Judge Milnar. The final sequence
finds Rudy a thief of his father’s money and
in a raid Judge Milnar orders on Crooked
Alley, his own son is arrested.

Fight Against Tax

New York Exhibitors Urge Congress-
men to Act

The first big step taken by exhibitors and
film exchanges in central and northern New
York, in an effort to bring about the re-

moval of the admission tax, occurred dur-
ing the last few days when letters were sent
out from Albany to every exhibitor as far

west as Syracuse, north to the Canadian line,

and south to Poughkeepsie and Binghamton,
calling upon them, individually and col-

lectively, to present the matter squarely ta
their respective congressmen. No effort
will be spared in the fight which central and
northern New York exhibitors will make to
bring about a repeal of the present law.
While the exhibitors in the Albany sec-

tion of New York State are unv-ganized
with the exception of those in the Capital
CijkV it is possible that a meeting may soon
be called at some central point in order to

present a solid front which will include every
exhibitor within the district.

The Albany Film Board of Trade already
has joined hands with the exhibitors in the
campaign.

500 Showings
“The Covered Wagon” celebrated its 500th

performance at the Criterion Theatre
Wednesday evening, November 21. A gala
performance was given and souvenirs were
presented to the members of both afternoon
and evening audiences. This remarkable pic-

ture opened at the Criterion Theatre on
March 16 last and has played to capacity
audiences at practically every showing in

the past eight months. There has not been
the slightest falling off in the attendance
and it is safe to say that the picture will

remain at the Criterion until next spring.

Joins First National
Harry H. Buzbaum. who has been district

supervisor for Paramount for a period of

four years, has joined First National forces

in a similar capacity. Mr. Buxbaum's new
duties become effective immediately.
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Return E g gzment Harlan Will Star in Breaks Records

“Ponjola,” Sam E. Rork’s

picturization of the novel of

Cynthia Stockley, is one of

the few pictures to play a re-

turn engagement in Los An-
geles within a month after its

premiere. After opening at

Loew’s State, the picture was
brought back to the Alham-
bra Theatre for an additional

week’s run to satisfy the pub-

lic’s interest.

Anna Q. Nilsson and James
Kirkwood play the featured

roles.

“Elephant” Special a

Hit Abroad
Pathe reports great interest al-

ready aroused in the two-reel

special “Why Elephants Leave
Home” which is described as a

vaudeville, wild west show and
circus combined. The production

ran for twenty weeks at Moss’
Empire Theatre in London and

was hailed in England as a big

success. It was filmed in Ceylon

under government auspices and

the scenes were secured during

one of the great elephant round-

ups which occur at intervals of

from three to seven years. In

addition to thrills, there are many
interesting sidelights.

U
Poisoned Paradise

99

As a reward for his excellent a secret that seemingly gives him

work in “The Virginian,” Ken- power to break the bank at the

neth Harlan is to have the star ^xhe ' sfory'ifsaid to be the first

part m “Poisoned Paradise,” the authentic description of Monte
story of Monte Carlo and Paris, Carlo ever written. Robert W.
a Preferred Picture that is just Service, the author, has lived in

being started by B. P. Schulberg Monte Carlo for years and his

in his studios in Los Angeles. novel tells the truth about the

Kenneth Harlan has played a lives of the gamblers and no-

wide range of parts in his recent torious women of the famous

Preferred Pictures. He was a resort.

young aviator in “The Broken Clara Bow, who first leaped into

Wing,” a New York East Side fame in “Down to the Sea in

scrapper in “April Showers” and Ships” and who has added to her

a sturdy, strong-willed cowboy in reputation by her work in “May-
“The Virginian.” time” and “Black Oxen,” plays

In “Poisoned Paradise,” a novel the girl from Paris,

by Robert W. Service, he leads a The picture will be directed by
life of adventure at Monte Ca, V, Gasnier, who is thoroughly fa-

finally coming into possession of miliar with Monte Carlo.

Tourneur Sees Return
of Shorter Features

“ ‘Why Worry’ at Grau-
man’s Million Dollar Theatre
broke every record for the
house during the first and
second weeks of its showing
and is now on the way to a
new high-water mark for the
third week,” reads a dispatch
received this week from Los
Angeles.
The telegram adds that the

new Harold feature for Pathe
has proved a sensation and
“has surpassed all of Grau-
man’s expectations.”

Reviewers Praise
Hodkinson Film

The historical romance, “The
Affairs of Lady Hamilton,” built
around the love story of that fa-

mous Englishman, Lord Nelson,
has completed two very success-
ful runs at the Metropolitan The-
atre, Baltimore, Md., and the City
Theatre, New York.
The Baltimore Evening Sun

says : "Here in all probability is

about the loveliest woman the
screen has ever brought us.” The
New York Daily News says:
“The Hodkinson people have

“Flowing Gold” Cast

Completed
Richard Walton Tully has com-

menced production of Rex Beach’s

“Flowing Gold” for First Na-
tional release. Other prominent
players engaged, in addition to

Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nilsson,

who will play the leads, include

Josephine Crowell, who will play

Ma Briskow; Bert Woodruff,
cast for Pa Briskow; John Roche,

who will be Buddy, and Charles

A. Sellon for Tom Parker. There
are several minor roles yet to be
sast. Joseph De Grasse will be

the director, and the picture will

be released by First National.

That shorter feature produc- good sales points to either the ex-

tions will come back into favor hibitor or the public in the dis-

, „ . I.. tribution of pictures. Big setsamong producers as a result of
must have a reason for being in really got hold of something good

the present condition of the pro-
tb e picture aside from the belief 111 'The Affairs of Lady Hamilton.’

ducing industry, is the contention that they offer an excuse for
~ * J

of Maurice Tourneur, leading higher film rentals and higher ad-
director, following a recent sur- mission prices.

vey of producing and exhibiting “Since my affiliation with M. C.
conditions. Levee in the production of First

“The present slump in the National pictures we have en-
producing industry has proved to forced a definite policy of telling

film executives that it is a fallacy our stories in six or seven reels,

to make a so-called big produc- This policy has saved us from
tion for the sake of achieving a making the mistakes that have led Grew” is the Sawyer-Lubin pro-
physically big picture,” says Mr. others into trouble. It is my be- duction which Metro will release
Tourneur. lief that this policy will be gen- in February as part of its exten-

“Splendor, tremendous sets and eral in the producing industry sive new-season schedule. Robert

* * * And in it is the most beauti-
ful English movie actress we have
ever seen.”

Metro Working on
Service’s Poem

“The Shooting of Dan Mc-

long footage will never prove within the next two months.

Many Exhibitors Think
Highly of “Going Up”

W. Service, who wrote “The
Shooting of Dan McGrew,” spent
many years in the Yukon.

Clarence G. Badger has been
selected to direct this production
and Barbara La Marr is to por-
tray “the lady known as Lou.” Mr.
Service is to assist in the produc-
tion of “The Shooting of Dan

tele-
McGrew,” giving Mr. Badger his

first-hand knowledge of the Yukon.

What He Did

to Society

!

C. B. King, manager of the

Crown Theatre, at Mobile, Ala-
put across a publicity stunt dur-

ing the three days that he ran

the Hodkinson picture, “The
“Drivin’ Fool.”
Under “Personals” in his local

paper he inserted the following
teaser ad: “Please, Sweet Daddy,
go just a little faster so they can
call you ‘The Drivin’ Fool’.”

Exploitation Aids for

“Michael O’Halloran”

Douglas MacLean in “Going Theatre, Wichita Falls,

Up” is “the best box office bet in graphed to Associated’s branch
„ . ,, • . r -r manager in Dallas: “Douglas

years, is the opinion of L B. MacL
*
an in <Going Up , pack

°
ing

Gross, manager of the Franklin them in matinee and night.”

Theatre, Oakland, Cal. Just after I. M. Binnard, president and
the beginning of what has proved manager of the Liberty, Lewis-
a highly successful run, Mr. Gross ton, Idaho, wrote to the branch Supplementary exploitation aids
informed J. S. Woody, general sales manager in Spokane: “When are now being prepared for the
manager of Associated Exhibi- we previewed ‘Going Up’ I was, Hodkinson picture, “Michael
tors. as you know, very enthusiastic O’Halloran,” adapted from Gene
Showing at the Fond du Lac, and thoroughly sold on the pic- Stratton-Porter’s novel.

Fond du Lac, Wis., “Going Up” ture. I feel certain that ‘Going The new booklet contains sug-
scored such a hit that its run was Up’ will prove to be one of the gestions for putting across Boys’
extended, said E. C. Prinsen, the very finest entertainment pictures Week, “Be Square” clubs among
manager of that theatre. Man- released this year by any com- boys and tie-ups with merchants
ager H. S. Ford of the Olympic pany.” on the “Be Square” slogan.
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Enrico Guazzoni Arrives with
Print of Big Film “Messalina”

Signor Enrico Guazzoni, promi-

nent Italian director, arrived in

c New York November 9. He
m brought with him a print of his

latest production, “Messalina,”

which is regarded as one of the

most sensational European films

of the year. Signor Guazzoni will

best be remembered for his mag-
nificent production of “Quo
Vadis,” one of the first elaborate

spectacles to be made. It was re-

leased in this country during 1913

and is yet being shown. Signor
Guazzoni has placed himself un-
der the management of Ferdinand
Y. Luporini, who is well known
in the film business, with head-
quarters in the Straus Building.

When questioned regarding
conditions in Europe, Signor
Guazzoni said: “The situation in

the Ruhr has brought about an
unsettled condition and it is the

hope of everyone that the United
States will intervene in order to

help to bring about a settlement.

In Italy there have been no more
strikes since the advent of Mus-
solini to power. Everyone is

working and happy.
"I came to the United States

to attend to the sale of ‘Messa-

lina’ after the re-editing and
titling to answer the requirements

of the American market. I have

many plans regarding future pro-

ductions but do not care to dis-

cuss them at this time. American
pictures in Italy are well liked,

particularh’ from the technical
point of view. Conditions in Italy

as to the production of motion
pictures are on the way to im-
provement. after a period of stag-
nation which has been beneficial

to the industry because it served
to eliminate the spurious ele-

ments.”
The production of “Messalina,”

following such films as “Cleo-
patra” and “Julius Caesar,” .was
regarded with great interest by
the King and Queen and others
of the royal family, as well as the
officials of the Italian government.
They understood the far reaching
advantages of publicity to be de-

rived from the faithful reproduc-
tion of the Roman era. They
were constant visitors during the

construction of the settings and
the filming of the scenes and ex-

tended all possible co-operation,

including the use of the Italian

cavalry.

The story of “Messalina” is laid

in. the year of 12 A. D. at the time

when the Roman Empire was at

its height. Messalina was a

woman of rare beauty but of easy

virtue, wTho lived in the Imperial

Palace with her husband Claude,

who wras nephew to Emperor
Caligula and a consul. Caligula

was a great tyrant and Messalina
took advantage of the hatred of

his people to make her husband
Emperor. Her friend and com-
panion was an Egyptian princess,
until they both fell in love with a
young slave, famous as a chariot
driver. The jealousy between the
two, the plot to outwfit each other
and the hate of the princess for
a young girl, a slave, wfith whom
the driver w’as in love, brought
about intrigue and drama which
reached the climax in the death
of the princess and Messalina.
The settings are tremendous

and perfect as to detail, it is said.

Exact reproductions of the arena,
the forum and the rostrum wrere
constructed of cement. The ex-
actness of the atmosphere created
may be judged by the fact that
the minister of public instruction
had all pupils taken to the forum
so that they could obtain a proper
impression of the grandeur of the
Roman Empire. Historical socie-

t:es and foreign students gave
lessons there. The largest scene
required the services of ten thou-
sand extras. The fights of the
gladiators and the uprising of the
mobs have been pictured real-

istically, it is stated.

The picture has been purchased
by the Pathe Company of Uondon
for England at a big price. It is

not to be released until 1924.

ENRICO GUAZZONI

Picture Is Heavily
Booked

“Pioneer Trail s,” Vitagraph
Film, was booked in sixty houses
for showings in fourteen days in

Cleveland, Ohio, beginning Oc-
tober 29. Similar bookings for
simultaneous showings in groups
of motion picture theatres have
been arranged for Toledo and
Columbus territories. Special ad-
Columbus territories.

Ovation Given Young Fox December Releases

Douglas Fairbanks Include 15 Big Films
The ordeal of having his hand

shaken by hundreds of people

who pressed forward Sunday eve-

ning in the mezzanine of the

Rivoli Theatre to congratulate

him upon his performance in his

first motion picture was almost

too much for Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr. For the truth is, young Doug
is a regular, honest-to-goodness

American boy and had a good

book back at the Algonquin Ho-
tel, which he had left right in the

most exciting part, to be dragged

over to the Rivoli to see just how
New York people were going to

like his first Paramount starring

picture, “Stephen Steps Out.”

Never was a first-night theatre

audience more enthusiastic than

was the throng that w’ent to the

Rivoli to see this young new star

in his first screen appearance.

Applause was frequent and spon-

taneous. The World critic said:

“It is one of the very truest and

best cinema comedies of the year,

and it proves that the boy is a

natural actor of fine pantomimic
ability.”

“He has a Fairbanks way with

him,” said the Tribune. "The im-

pression that he made on the

Rivoli audience yesterday was a

most favorable one,” said Robert

E. Sherwood in the Herald.

Although young Fairbanks will

not be fourteen for another

month, he has much poise.

There are fifteen pictures on
the December release program of
Fox Film Corporation. This list

consists of four special produc-
tions, starring respectively, Tom
Mix, John Gilbert, Dustin Farnum
and Charles Jones; two Imperial
Comedies, three Sunshine and two
Educationals.
"The Net” is the first of the

December specials. It will be re-

leased on the second of the

month. It is a J. Gordon Edwards
production, the story having been
taken from a stage play by Mar-
avene Thompson. The cast in-

cludes : Roscoe, Raymond Bloom-
er. Byron Douglas and Claire De
Uorez. “You Can’t Get Away
With It,” is set down for release

on December 9. Written by
Gouverneur Morris, the picture

is a Rowland V. Uee produc-
tion. The cast is headed by
Percy Marmont and Betty Bou-
ton.

“Hoodman Blind” is posted for

release on December 16. It is

the work of Sir Henry Arthur
Jones and Wilson Barrett. The
lead is played by David Butler.

Gladys Hulette is in a dual role.

Frank Campeau and Marc Mc-
Dermott have character roles.

“Gentle Julia” will be released

December 23. Taken from the

novel by Booth Tarkington. this

story has been transferred to the

screen under the direction of

Rowland V. Uee. The title role

is played by Bessie Love. "Ken-

tucky Days,” starring Dustin
Farnum, is put down for Decem-
ber 2. The story was written by
John Lynch. “Cupid’s Fireman,” a
Charles Jones release, is also

booked for distribution Decem-
ber 2. It is founded on “Andy
McGee’s Chorus Girl” by Rich-
ard Harding Davis.
“The Wolf Man,” starring John

Gilbert, will be released December
9. Frederick and Fanny Hatton
wrote the story.

Norma Shearer heads the sup-
porting cast. On December 16 a

Tom Mix picture with the tem-
porary title “Eyes of the Forest”
will be released. The author is

Shannon Fife. "The Income Tax
Collector,” a Sunshine comedy,
will be released December 2; “The
Riding Master,” December 16, and
"Spring Fever,” December 30. Im-
perial Comedy, "Monks A La
Mode.” is listed for December 23.

and the Educationals are:

“Johnny’s Swordfish,” December
9 and "The Canadian Alps,” De-
cember 23.

Purchases Rights to

“The Bandolero”
Goldwvn Pictures Corporation

has bought the picture rights to

“The Bandolero.” a novel by
Paul Gwvnne.
Tom Terriss has been engaged

to direct it.

Work Progressing Rapidly on

New Pickford Production

More than one-third of “Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,

Mary Pickford’s forthcoming screen production, has been filmed,

according to W. W. Kerrigan, business manager for the Mary

Pickford company. Over 300 scenes have been shot.

The gigantic gates to Rutland Castle have been duplicated on a

stretch of land about forty miles from the Pickford-Fairbanks

studio and this ’location is to be used next, according to present

The cast for this screen version cf Charles Major s novel of the

same name, includes Allan Forrest, Claire Eamse, Marc McDer-

mott, Anders Randolph, Wilfred Lucas, Eric Mayne, Estelle Tay-

lor, Lottie Pickford Forrest and Malcolm Waite.
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Preferred Planning Ten Big

Productions; Studios Active

“The Thrill Girl”

Under Way
After spending several days

filming horseback riding scenes
and airplane stunts, the Robert
Hill company has returned to

Universal City to begin the in-

terior scenes on “The Thrill

Girl,” Laura La Plante’s first fea-

ture under her new contract with
Universal.
Edward Hearn, juvenile char-

acter actor, will play the lead op-
posite Miss La Plante. Others in

the cast are William Welsh,
Frances Raymond, Albert Hart,
Bert Roach, Margaret Cullington,

Rolfe Sedan, Fred De Silva and
Stanley Blystone.

Rex Beach Shearing
Rex Beach has been spending

a good deal of his time lately at

the Paramount Long Island studio

assisting Lloyd Sheldon in editing

and titling the Paramount picture

made from his story, “Big
Brother.”

Plans for ten special produc-

tions, to be filmed as Preferred

Pictures in the immediate future,

are making the Schulberg Studios

in Los Angeles one of the busiest
spots on the West Coast.
Filming of three pictures is be-

ing started almost simultaneously.
'Poisoned Paradise,” from the

novel by Robert W. Service, has
been begun by Director Gasnier
with an all-star cast headed by
Clara Bow.
With the completion of conti-

nuities, now being prepared, work
will begin on “The Breath of

Scandal,” from the novel by Ed-
win Balmer, and "White Man,” a

screen version of George Agnew
Chamberlain’s novel.

Since the three stories are of

widely differing characters, are

laid in widely separated terri-

tories and involve the construc-
tion of settings of an elaborate
nature, three armies of carpen-
ters and technical men have been
organized for the preliminary
tasks that must be completed be-
fore cameras begin to grind.

“Poisoned Paradise” will be
filmed amid the picturesque luxu-
ries of Monte Carlo and the
equally picturesque but not so
luxurious slum districts of Paris.

In both cases photographic re-

productions of the actual districts

to be shown have been used in

order to make possible as realis-

tic glimpses of Monte Carlo and
the French metropolis as if the
companies actually had worked
abroad.
“White Man” is a drama of the

jungle One of the most interest-

ing of the feats that must be ac-
complished during its filming is

the moving of one of California’s
famous big trees from its natural
habitat to the Schulberg Studios.
Other settings include a genuine
jungle, which has been located not
far below the Mexican border,
and a glimpse of the Metropolitan
Opera House and its stage in New
York.
"The Breath of Scandal,” based

on Mr. Balmer’s story of modern
society, required several elab-
orate American city backgrounds.
The remaining pictures, seven

in number, will be filmed as rap-
idly as the physical requirements
can be met, in order to make pos-
sible the release on schedule time
of the fifteen Preferred Pictures
announced as the season’s output
by this organization.

Noted Bostonians at Brilliant

Premiere Given “Scaramouche’
Rex Ingram’s “Scaramouche”

was presented at the Park The-
atre in Boston on November 12

last, marking another milestone in

its meteoric career.

Its premiere there was as bril-

liant as those which greeted the
appearance of “Scaramouche” in

Washington, New York and in

other cities. Boston’s aristocracy

was out in full force. The Park
was filled to overflowing early and
throughout the entire presenta-
tion a big crowd that could not
gain admission was waiting out-

side.

Among those present were

Archie Roosevelt, Rudolph Valen-
tino, Charles Hammond Gibson,
Nathan Haskell Dole, Desmond
Fitzgerald, internationally known
art patron; Mrs. Oakes Ames,
Philip Dana Orcutt, Mrs. Philip

Saltsonstall, Henry R. Warren,
Robert D. Andrews, Miss Sally
Bradford, Mrs. Oliver Crocker
Stevens, Frank H. Beebe, Frank
G. Hale and many others socially

prominent, as well as representa-
tives from the Cabot, the Court-
ney and the Curtis families.

Boston is taking a widespread
interest in “Scaramouche.” Ar-
rangements have been made for

the students of the various schools
and colleges to come in a body on
special nights to study the his-

torical angles of the production.
Among the colleges so represent-
ed are Harvard, Emerson Col-
lege, Wellesley, Boston Uni-
versity, the famous Dana Hall
School and others.
The Boston press accorded

“Scaramouche” enthusiastic
praise. Not only did the dramatic
motion picture critics devote space
to it but the art critics on the va-
rious Boston papers praised it

highly because of its great ar-

tistry.

Vitagraph Film Given
Showing

“The Man From Brodney’s”
was given a pre-release showing
for critics of trade and fan pub-
lications on Thursday afternoon,
November 22. This is the latest

production by David Smith, direc-

tor of “Pioneer Trails,” and is a

screen adaptation of the famous
novel of India Seas.

Records Broken by
“Three Ages”

A telegram from C. M. Mor-
rison, manager of the Imperial
Theatre at Jacksonville, Fla., to

J. J. Burke, Jr., of the Metro Ex-
change at Atlanta, Ga., records
the fact that Buster Keaton’s
"Three Ages” broke the season’s

record.

New York Reviewers Release Date Set for
Laud “Pioneer Trails” “Long Live the King”

New York City critics joined
with those of London, Boston,
Chicago and San Francisco in

praising Vitagraph’s super-fea-
ture, “Pioneer Trails,” which was
shown at the Rivoli Theatre last

week. This is a David Smith
production, in which Alice Cal-
houn, Cullen Landis and * Otis
Harlan have leading roles.

The Evening Sun said: “It is a
Western tale depicting the hard-
ships of the early days and its

remarkably swift action, expertly
directed without a fumble in con-
tinuity, combined with pellucid
photography, make it worth while
inspecting.’'’

New York Evening Journal:
“You will be struck with the
great beauty of composition of

many of the scenes.” New York
Mail: “The film contained good
old ‘Western stuff’ with fast and
furious riding, a runaway stage
coach and gun play.” Evening
World: “It’s an enjoyable film

and one we think you’ll like.”

The News: “It means Alice Cal-
houn and Cullen Landis and

these two members of the huge
film force are by no means in the
background when it comes to

doing thrill stuff.” New York
American: “There are gorgeous
shots of scenery, thrilling fights

and hair raising action.” New
York Times: “David Smith, who
made this film, has selected some
really beautiful locations.” Morn-
ing Telegraph: “This new Vita-
graph picture has all the elements
of popular success.”

War Veterans in

Gloria’s Next One
World War veterans of four

armies, American, French, Eng-
lish and Canadian, will appear on
the screen in the Armistice Day
scene in Gloria Swanson’s latest

Paramount picture, “The Hum-
ming Bird.”

All of the soldiers used in these
scenes were bona fide war vet-

erans, many of them being sent

to the Paramount studio by the
Veterans’ Service Bureau of New
York.

“Long Live the King,” Jackie
Coogan’s Metro production, is to

be released November 25. It is

by far the largest and most elab-
orate picture Jackie has ever ap-
peared in. Massive sets form the
background before which Mary
Roberts Rinehart’s story is enact-
ed.

Among the largest of the sets

built at the Metro studios in

Hollywood for “Long Live the
King” were the enormous castle,

a large opera house and a huge
cathedral. The castle is a replica
of the Castle of Neuschwanstein
and occupied some 240,000 square
feet of ground. The cathedral
duplicates that in Herzegovina
and the opera house that in

Dresden. These sets are among
the largest ever built in Holly-
wood and give some idea of the
stupendous production.

“By far the best thing Jackie
Coogan has ever done. His act-

ing is nothing short of mar-
velous,” is a brief excerpt from
the Motion Picture News review.

“By far the most ambitious pro-
duction yet made for the juvenile
star. Beautiful and lavish set-

tings, splendid direction, a fine

supporting cast and a good hold-
ing story,” said Exhibitor’s Her-
ald.

“A big spectacular picture ex-
tremely rich in pathos and human
interest with delightful comedy
touches. Should pack any the-

atre,” is the opinion of Moving
Picture World.

School Kids See
Dickens Film

Associated Exhibitors’ “David
Copper'field,” on Broadway, New
York, developed into a three
weeks’ engagement.
So strong was the endorsement

of school teachers, and their in-

sistence that pupils should see the
presentation, that the B. S. Moss
offices issued special tickets, ad-
mitting high school students at

half price to all matinees this

week except Friday and Saturday.
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Exhibitors Praise
Viola Dana Films

Butte Manager Signs
for Metro Films

Merle Davis, general manager
of the Ansonia Amusement Com-
pany, Butte, Mont., recently sign-
ed a contract with the Salt Lake
City exchange of Metro Pictures
Corporation that goes on record
as probably the largest ever put
into effect in that territory.

Mr. Davis is one of the best
known and best liked showmen
in the West. For many years he
handled the business of the Pan-
tages Circuit in the State of Mon-
tana, in addition to overseeing
the management of their various
theatres in the territory.

Lewis to Produce
Word has been received from

the Coast that Ralph Lewis, the
F. B. O. star, will make his own
starring vehicles and will enter
the production field in the near
future. The pictures he has been
featured in for the F. B. O. were
“In the Name of the Law,”
“Third Alarm,” “Westbound
Limited” and “The Madman.”

The first two of Viola Dana’s

series of five Metro features have

already been released. These two,

“Rouged Lips” and “The Social

Code,” have again proved, more
forcibly than ever, the great pop-
ularity of this star and the enor-
mous following she has wherever
motion pictures are shown.

“In Search of a Thrill,” the
third of Miss Dana’s pictures for

the current Metro program, has
already been completed. It was
recently reviewed by the critics

and met with the same enthu-
siastic reception as did the other
two. The two remaining pictures
on Miss Dana’s schedule are
“The Good Bad Girl” and “Love
and Lies.” The first named is

now in production and will be fin-

ished shortly after this appears
in print.

Newspaper and trade press
critics realize Miss Dana’s value
as a box office attraction. Ex-
cerpts from recent reviews on her

Metro features include such lines

as these: “Should do well any-
where,” “E x c e 1 1 e n t vehicle,”

“Wide audience appeal,” “Its

novelty pep is delightful,” “Played
role with convincing vim and
allurement,” “Will go over big,”

“It is full of whimsical humor,”
“A clever little comedy,” “Well
directed.”

Metro believes that the three
Viola Dana pictures still to come
on their 1923-24 program will go
over even better than the two al-

ready released.

“In search of a Thrill” is an
adaptation of “The Spirit of the
Road,” by Kate Jordan, and is

being directed by Oscar Apfe).
“The Good Bad Girl,” is from
Fred Kennedy Myton’s story
“Angel Face Molly” and is also

being directed by Oscar Apfel.
“Rouged Lips” and “The Social

Code” are stories by Rita Wei-
man, the former directed by Har-
old Shaw and the latter by Oscar
Apfel.

VIOLA DANA
Excerpts from recent reviews
prove that the newspaper and
trade press critics realize value
of the Metro star as a box-office

attraction.

Exploitation Aids
for “Tiger Rose”

In a message to exhibitors, the be used for either the lobby or

Warner Brothers declare that

they have issued the most distinc-

tive exploitation aids for “Tiger
Rose,” the screen adaptation of

the famous David Belasco play in

which Lenore Ulric is starred,

that have ever been available for

a Warner Classic.

For all outdoor advertising and
exploitation, the Warner organiza-
tion has supplied some striking

and artistic posters. Each one can
be utilized as a cut-out, when
mounted, and is a sure eye-catch-
er. There is a beautiful twenty-
four sheet, a six-sheet, two three-

sheets, two one-sheets and a spe-
cial banner in colors to be spread
across the street or in the lobby.
In addition there is a colorful

window card that can be utilized

throughout the town.
For lobby decoration, first of

importance comes the fifteen

framed oil paintings, depicting the

most striking and tense scenes
from the photoplay. Then there

is a 14x36 pastel card which can

for window displays. An attrac-

tive pennant to hang from the
markee has also been issued.

A special tie-up with the song,
“Tiger Rose,” published by F. B.
Haviland, New York, affords a

splendid opportunity for free ad-
vertising from music dealers.

Two Films Renamed
by Paramount

Two changes of titles of re-

cently completed productions are

announced by Paramount. The
William de Mille production
adapted from Julian Street’s

novel. “Rita Coventry,” formerly
called “Holiday Love,” is now
“Don’t Call It Love.”
The Herbert Brenon produc-

tion, “My Man;” starring Pola
Negri, is now called “Shadows of

Paris.” This is an adaptation of

the French stage play, “Mon
Homme,” by Andre Picard and
Francis Carco.

Chaplin s Next Is a Comedy
for United Artists

Charles Chaplin is working on his first comedy film for United
Artists Corporation. It will be feature length, and Charlie will

take the Iead'ng part himself. Also he will retain the “baggy
breeches, the kinky cane and the diligent derby.”
Contrary to his usual procedure, Mr. Chaplin decided there

would be no long delay this time between pictures. A few days
after he returned to Los Angeles after witnessing the New York
premiere of his serious drama, “A Woman of Paris,” he an-

nounced that he would begin production of his new comedy on
November 12.

Alfred Reeves, Chaplin’s studio general manager, went right to

work assembling the staff. This will include among others, Eddie
Sutherland, “Chuck” Reisner and Edward Biby, formerly with

the Chaplin staff.

Universal Will Give
Prize for Film Title

Universal is appealing to the
exhibitors of the country for title

suggestions for Baby Peggy’s
third LTniversal Jewel production.
This picture was made under the
working title “Custody of the
Child.” In order to spur exhibi-
tors to help them in this quest
the film company will give $100
for the winning title.

The board of judges of the
Baby Peggy Title Contest con-
sists of the editors of the four
leading trade papers, an execu-
tive of the Universal Pictures
Corporation, the president of
Century Comedy Corporation and
the editor of the Universal
Weekly. They are: George
Blaisdell, Exhibitors’ Trade Re-
view; William A. Johnston, Mo-
tion Picture News; Robert E.
Welsh, Moving Picture World;
John S. Spargo, Exhibitors’ Her-
ald; P. D. Cochrane, secretary of

the Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion. Julius Stern, president of

the Century Comedy Corporation,
and Paul Quick, editor of the
Universal Weekly.
The titles submitted will be

judged from a box office angle.

They should be short enough to

appear in electric lights on your
marquee ;

they should have a dis-

tinct appeal to all classes and
ages; they should suggest the

theme of the picture, and they
should apply particularly to Baby
Peggy.

All exhibitors are eligible to

enter the Baby Peggy Title Con-
test, whether or not they are

among the few who have not

booked any of her previous re-

leases.

There are no conditions to the

contest, except that Universal

asks that no exhibitor send more
than ten title suggestions, and
that all suggestions be in the

hands of the Contest Editor, Uni-
versal Weekly, 1600 Broadway,
New York City, before midnight,
December 31, 1923.

In case the judges pick a title

which has been submitted by
more than one exhibitor, each one
submitting the title will receive
the full amount of the award of

$ 100 .

The synopsis of the Baby
Peggy picture in question is pub-
lished in the issue of the Uni-
versal Weekly dated December
1, 1923.

Catholic Parish Sees
“Robin Hood”

The Rev. William F. Galvin,
pastor of the Catholic Church of

St. Eustachius, Portageville, Mo.,
showed his parishioners “Robin
Hood” to raise funds for his

church.
He wrote to William A. Shalit,

St. Louis branch manager: “It

was far ahead of anything we ever

realized on a picture here, but we
worked hard, did a lot of adver-

tising and had nice weather, in

addition to the fame of the great

picture. We enjoyed it im-

mensely, and are quite satisfied

now that your charges for the

film were justified.”

Alma Rubens to

Play Lead
Distinctive Pictures Corporation

announces an important change in

the cast of its forthcoming pro-

duction, “Blood and Gold.” Alma
Rubens, who gave an outstanding
performance in “Enemies of

Women” and in “Under the Red
Robe,” will play the leading fe-

male role instead of Jetta Coudal,

originally announced for the part.
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Lull in Production Will Mean
Better Casts Says Schulberg

Coogan Film Coming
to Rivoli

The Eastern premiere of Jackie

Coogan’s first Metro feature pro-

duction, “Long Live the King,’’

is set for December 9, when it

will be presented at the Rivoli

Theatre, New York.
Metro confidently expects that

this pre-release presentation will

set a new box office record at this

large Broadway house. As is al-

ways the case with the offering of

Metro productions on Broadway,
the home office exploitation de-
partment will carry on a far-

reaching campaign on “Long Live
the King.”

Theatregoers soon are to see

the benefit of the temporary lull

in picture activities on the West
Coast, according to B. P. Schul-

berg. For the few pictures that
are now being made will involve
the use of casts that would have
been impossible because of the
prohibitive salary demands a few
weeks ago.
An example of the bigger casts

now available soon will be seen
in the Gasnier production of
"Poisoned Paradise,” a Preferred
Picture from the novel by Robert

W. Service. B. P. Schulberg, who
had listed the players to take part

in the picture, immediately dis-

carded the early selections with

the announcement of the studio

shut-downs.
“I am delaying the selection of

players because I am sure I can
find a better cast, not only for

the principal roles, but for the
minor parts as well, than ever
before has been possible,” said

Mr. Schulberg.
“The list of genuine favorites

now available for any big picture

makes it possible for the careful
producer to give theatre-goers a
thing they seldom have seen—all-

star productions that are all-star

in fact as well as in name.”
Clara Bow, whose performances

in such pictures as “Maytime,”
“Black Oxen” and “Down to the
Sea in Ships,” have placed her in

the first ranks of much sought
featured players, will enact the
leading feminine role. As the little

Parisian millinery worker, Direc-
tor Gasnier believes she will have
the most promising part of her
brief but meteoric screen career.

Offer Prizes for Best Hudson Goes to Coast
Essays on Five Pictures to Supervise Production
Motion picture fans are given

an opportunity of competing for

$5,000 in prizes to be offered by
the Producers’ Security Corpora-
tion for essays on the Hodkinson
releases, “The Mark of the Beast,”
“Dollar Devils,” “Bulldog Drum-
mond,” “The Kingdom Within”
and “The Lion’s Mouse.”
The money will be awarded in

one hundred and sixty-six prizes.

One thousand dollars will be the
first prize, five hundred dollars
the second and three hundred dol-
lars the third. There will be
three prizes of $150, ten of $50,
fifty of $25 and one hundred of
$10. In the event of a tie the full

amount of the prize will be
awarded to each winner.

Ballots will be furnished to ex-
hibitors subscribing to the plan.
These ballots will contain a col-
umn for a vote on each of the five

pictures and a space for the con-
testant to state, in less than one
hundred and fifty words, the rea-
son for his preference of the five

pictures voted upon. Slides and
trailers will be furnished and ex-
hibitors will be offered a special
contract for the five pictures.
All votes are to be returned by

the contestants to their local the-
atre, which will forward the six
best contributions to the Hodkin-
son office. The branches will for-
ward to the home office the three

best contributions from each the-
atre. Judges, to be announced
from time to time, will choose
the winners.
The contest will last for six

months, from November 20 to
May 20. Because of the generous
prizes, the great number of them
and the length of time allowed,
the contest promises to be very
widely participated in.

Many Bookings for

“The Virginian”
A large number of first run

bookings on Owen Wister’s “The
Virginian” were recorded this
week by Preferred Pictures Cor-
poration. They include the Cont-
erford Amusement Company’s
circuit throughout Pennsylvania
and the following houses : The
Orpheum, Springfield, Mo.; Pres-
ident, Washington, D. C. ;

Knick-
erbocker, Nashville, Tenn.; Mel-
ba, Dallas, Texas; T. & D. Thea-
tres in Stockton and Oakland,
Cal.; Tremont, Nashua, N. H.

;

Poli’s, Meridan, Conn.; Bijou,
New Haven, Conn.

;
Alhambra,

Stamford, Conn.; Suffolk, Hol-
yoke, Mass.; Colonial, Logans-
port, Ind.

;
the Pendrola, Locka-

land, O. ; New Family, Adrian,
Mich.; and the American, Cas-
per, Wyoming.

Earl J. Hudson, production man-
ager of the First National forces

on the West Coast, left New York
on Saturday, November 17, after

a week’s conference with First
National executives concerning
future production activities of
that company. Mr. Hudson was
in New York in time to attend
the special pre-view of “Flaming
Youth” at the Astor Theatre on
November 14. This picture is the
most ambitious effort of Mr. Hud-
son’s organization to date.

First National will attempt to
make “Sundown,” a forthcoming
drama of the West, one of the
screen’s epics, according to Mr.
Hudson. “Sundown” records pres-
ent day history—the passing of
the old West, with its unfenced
ranges and herds of countless
cattle. Already scenes have been
taken in Mexico of a quarter of a
million head of cattle which were
driven across the Rio Grande re-
cently by American cattlemen, re-
treating before the advance of civ-
ilization in the western plains.
Exclusive rights were obtained by
First National for the filming of
these scenes.
Independent producers now

working on the Coast on pictures
for First National distribution are
Frank Lloyd, making Sabatini’s
“The Sea Hawk”; J. K. McDon-
ald, producing “Boy of Mine,”

with Ben Alexander; Thomas H.
Ince, making “The Galloping
Fish”; Richard Walton Tully, at
work on “Flowing Gold”; Norma
Talmadge, appearing in “Secrets”;
Louis B. Mayer, producing “Why
Men Leave Home,” and the M. C.
Levee-Maurice Tourneur organi-
zation, at work on “Torment.”

Gets Screen Rights
to “Bread”

“Bread,” rated as Charles G.
Norris’s greatest novel, has been
acquired by Metro for screen pro-
duction.

This information is contained
in an announcement from Will-
iam E. Atkinson, general manager
of Metro Pictures Corporation,
who recently closed the deal with
Arthur H. Jacobs.

A1 Hart Back with
Hill at Universal

Albert Hart, veteran character
actor and “heavy” of the screen,
is back with the Robert Hill pro-
duction unit at Universal City.
He is now cast for a character

role in “The Thrill Girl,” a com-
edy drama, with Laura La Plante,
which Hill will direct. Produc-
tion will start in a few days.

LUDWIG G.B.ERB
PRESIDENT
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Pathe News Horse Race Views Mav O’Hara Coming East
T TT A

^ George O’Hara, star of the H.

Settle Raging Sport Controversy
lathe News views of the Zev- horses and finish post were indi- the finish line at the time the

In -Memonam race at Churchill cated with mathematical accuracy, horses cross the. line. In otherDowns last Saturday are in a lair I he chart and the computations words, the difference between theway ot becoming the center of involved were drawn up by Dr. vision of the judges and the angle
one ot the greatest controversies Paul Sorel, professor of mathe- of view of the camera lens, when
ever waged by the sport experts mattes at City College, New York reduced through a simple process
ot America. At the same time, r%t -- - • • -

Pathe News, irrespective of the

C. Witwer “Fighting Blood” se-
ries, is nearing the completion of
the pictures of the second series,
with about three weeks seeing the
wind-up. Feeling in need of a
rest, Mr. O’Hara is planning to
take his vacation in New York.

City.

As seen from the
of mathematics, calls for a correct-

camera s tion of about four inches

down by the experts, has won
praise anew for its latest feat of
resourcefulness and enterprise in

screen journalism.
When Zev, conqueror of Papy-

rus, and In Memoriam, winner
over Zev and My Own in the re

was from the rail and how far
Zev was from In Memoriam at
the finish point,” writes G. F. T.
Ryall in the New York World of

in discussing the
,. , , . , ,

-
,

picture, “a calcula-... distance from the judges stand to tion could he made that mitrhteraman was standing eight feet the finish post opposite. prove In Memoriam
in trout of the judges stand and “Were it possible to determine mathematically beyond

accurately how far In Memoriam tion.”

final decision that will be handed angle of vision, the picture shows eighty" feet—e^hty" feet ‘being the November ‘V
In Memoriam nosing out Zev width of the race course, or the Pathe News
across the finish line.

out
The cam-

only six feet beyond the finish
line, facing the horses. In this
position, the camera would slight-

winner
a ques-

cent match race at Latonia. met ly favor In Memoriam—being the
again Saturday, November 17, at horse farther away from the cam-
Churchill Downs, nobody fore- era lens—in registering the posi-
saw how keenly contested would
be the last few feet to the finish

post. Pathe News was taking no
chances, however, and so dis-

patched with its battery of cam-
eras a slow-motion camera—the
only slow-motion camera used at

the now famous turf classic.

The race and its outcome are
now history. So close was the
finish that despite the verdict of

the judges in favor of Zev there
have been many among the thou-
sands who witnessed the final

moments of the great struggle
who disagree with the official de-
cision. In the general wrangle
consequent upon this divergence
of opinion, the Pathe News slow-
motion views are very likely to

be called into service in the set-

tlement of the controversy,

tions of the horses in relation to
the finish post.

Professor Sorel calculates that
this “interval of favorable regis-
tration” by the camera would be
four inches, figuring the angle of

Crowds So Great, Stores

Shut and Cops Perspire
“Little Old New York,” starring the metropolis. According to offi-

Marion Davies, broke records at cials of the theatre, 102,424 per-
vision and the distance of the the Capitol Theatre, New York, sons attended the showings last

cameraman from both horses and in the first week of its return to

N. Y. Letter Carriers

Aid “The Mailman”
Emory Johnson’s latest F. B. O.,

“The Mailman,” opens this week
at the Cameo with an exploitation

campaign outrivaling anything

The first step in this direction ever attempted by the Film Book-
was taken on Tuesday evening, ing Offices. With the full co-

November 20, when racetrack ex- operation of the Post Office De-
perts and writers of prominence partment, uniformed parades, let-

gathered at the Pathe News ter carriers’ and postal clerks’

studio to witness a showing of the bands, postal mail boxes and win-
picture. Prior to the showing, dow tie-ups, the picture is getting
Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe off to a flying start.

News, briefly described the exact In Movie Day parade, staged
conditions under which the pic- last Saturday, over two hundred
tures were taken so that the spec- uniformed carriers, carrying ten-

tators in viewing the picture foot banners and led by the postal

week, paying more than S65.525.15.

Other records in addition to
those of receipts and attendance,
were broken at the Capitol Thea-
tre last week. To accommodate the
crowds, the doors were opened at

noon for the first time in the thea-
tre’s history. Heretofore, they
have not been opened until 12.30

P. M. The other night saw a rep-
silver cup to be presented to the etition of the scenes of a week
New York letter carriers’ band as ago when 5,000 people were turned
winners of the national radio band away. Again traffic was suspended
contest. Hundreds of stores have for a half hour and a cigar store

been placarded, “Do your Christ- in the immediate vicinity was com-
mas shopping early, think of ‘The pelled to close its doors because
Mailman.’ ” Below this is a line of the long line of motion pic-

about the theatre. ture patrons in front of the box
Even the post offices were used office.

might make proper allowances for

differences in the camera’s angle
of vision as distinct from the ac-

tual finish line as viewed by the

judges. Mr. Cohen’s description

w'as illustrated by a chart where-
in the true relations of camera,

clerks’ band, swung down Broad-
way, advertising to the people
lining the curb that the picture

was coming to the Cameo Thea-
tre. In the way of high-class ex-
ploitation Tiffany’s -window on
Fifth avenue has in its window a

for billing purposes with signs ad-

vocating more pay for postal em-
ployes and an additional line ad-
vertising the picture. On Mon-
day, November 26, the New York
Letter Carriers’ Band will parade
from the City Hall up Broadway
to the theatre for the presenta-

tion of the contest prize.

It is now in its sixth week at the
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, and
the business has never dropped
below $22,000 a week, according to

statements in Variety. It is also

running to practically full capacity

in London, at the Empire Theatre,

where it is now in its 13th week.

Premiere Next Week
on “This Freedom

Davies Film Booked in 23 Cities

Cosmopolitan’s Marion Davies picture, “Little Old New York,”
which is in its second big week at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
between the 17 and 29 of November is booked in twenty-three of

the important cities in the country.
The late November bookings are: Nov. 17, Majestic, Tulsa,

Ckla.; Nov. 18, Rialto, Washington, D. C.; Nov. 20, Rialto, Nor-
walk, Conn.; Nov. 24, Grand', Bellingham, Washington; Nov. 24,

Blue Mouse, Seattle, Wash.; Nov. 24, Blue Mouse, Tacoma;
Nov. 24, Blue Mouse, Portland, Oregon; Nov. 24, Pershing, St.

Louis, Missouri; Nov. 25, Circle, Indianapolis, Indiana; Nov. 25,

Luna Lite, Marion, Indiana; Nov. 25, Arcade, Astoria, Oregon;
Nov. 25 Strand, Witchita Falls, Texas; Nov. 25, Colorado, Denver,
Colorado; Nov. 25, Merrill, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Nov. 25,

Royal, Kansas, Missouri; Nov. 25, Lincoln, Troy, New York;
Nov. 25, Palace, Hartford, Conn.; Nov. 25, Bijou, New Haven,
Conn.; Nov. 25, Strand. Waterbury, Conn.; Nov. 25 Broadway
Strand, Detroit, Mich.; Nov. 26, New, Baltimore, Md.; Nov. 26,

Orpheum, Trenton, New Jersey; Nov. 29, Capitol, Dallas, Texas.

Before an invited audience at

the Central Theatre, New York,

next Monday night, the William

Fox screen version of “This

Freedom,” from the novel by A.
S. M. Hutchinson, will have its

New York premiere showing. This
is the second novel by the noted
British author to be adapted by
Mr. Fox, the first having been
“If Winter Comes,” which met
with exceptional success in New
York and throughout the country.

In the filming of both pictures,

Mr. Hutchinson assisted in the

direction, chose locations which
he had described in his books and
also wrote the titles. In some in-

stances in “This Freedom” the

titles were taken from the book,
while in others Mr. Hutchinson
wrote them especially for the

scenes. The picture was directed

by Denison Clift, an American,
who recently joined the Fox or-

ganization.
Fay Compton, noted on the

British stage and screen, and who
has been seen in leading roles in

many pictures in this country,

plays the role of Rosalie Occleve, j

the woman who neglected her

home and family for a career in

the banking world. Clive Brook,

equally well known throughout
Europe, has the part of her neg-

lected husband. A large cast of

talented performers is announced
in the supporting roles. ft
The novel, "This Freedom,”•

aroused international discussion,

particularly among women. The
story is based on the question as

to whether a woman can achieve

success in the business world and

at the same time be a wife and

mother.
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“Three Ages” Breaks “Why Worry” Accorded
Records in Washington an Unusual Tribute
During “Three Ages” engage-

ment at the Palace Theatre,
Washington, D. C., it played to

the biggest business the house
has done in eighteen months. It

is a fact, backed up by box office

statements, that only one other
picture has done better at the

Palace than “Three Ages,” the

production being Rex Ingram’s
Metro feature, “The Four Horse-
men.”

It is a matter of record that

Buster Keaton’s first full length

Metro comedy feature has estab-

lished him as the leading draw-

ing card among the present-day
film comedians, says Metro. Ex-
hibitor reports coming in to the

Metro home offices are most en-

thusiastic in their praise of Buster
and the fact that he is now mak-
ing full length comedies.
Advance reviews on “Our Hos-

pitality,” Buster’s newest feature

length Metro comedy, are to the

effect that it is even better than
“Three Ages.” Critics credit it

with presenting more laughs and
thrills to the foot of film than any
comedy released in many months,
Metro reports.

An unusual tribute to the box

office prowess of Harold Lloyd’s

latest feature comedy for Pathe,

“Why Worry?” was accorded

this week by the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, which has
booked the Pathe comedy for an
indefinite engagement at its new
demonstration theatre in Boston,
the Fenway.
The production opens at this

big first-run house on Novem-
ber 25 with special presentation

features arranged by one of the
country’s most prominent show-
men, S. Barrett McCormick, who
has just been named manager of

the Fenway.
The booking of “Why Worry?”

at the new Paramount house,
Pathe officials declare, possesses
unusual significance in view of

that organization’s recently an-
nounced policy to engage for its

demonstration theatres only the
very biggest and most success-
ful features of the screen.

Strong Warner Cast
for John Barrymore

School Head Endorses
Ray Pilgrim Picture

A fine cast of players appears

with John Barrymore in the

Warner Brothers screen version

of the famous Clyde Fitch play,

“Beau Brummel.” Harry Beau-
mont, who is directing the picture,

obtained the finest screen person-
alities available. The players are :

Mary Astor, Irene Rich, Willard
Louis, Alec B. Francis, Carmel
Myers, Richard Tucker, William
Humphreys, Templar Saxe, Clar-

issa Selwynn, Andre de Beranger,
John J. Richardson, Michael Dark,
Kate Lester, Carol Halloway,
James A. Marcus, Betty Brice,

Roland Rushton, Rose Dione,
Claire de Lorez, L. H. Challde-
cotte and F. F. Guenste. In addi-

t:on a large number of extras ap-
pear as courtiers, soldiers, etc.

The settings are said to be the

most pretentious ever undertaken
for a Warner Classic. An elab-

orate castle set probably is the

most impressive scenic element in

the picture, and the interiors are

also lavish and in keeping with
the time when the action took
place. The many exteriors fur-

nish picturesque backgrounds for

the unfoldment of the fascinating

story.

R. J. Stimmett, of the Capitol

Theatre, Dallas, Texas, in a con-

tract he closed with Associated

Exhibitors this week booked the

super-feature, Charles Ray in

"The Courtship of Miles Stand-
ish,” for the two weeks starting

December 22 and ending Jan-
uary 4.

An official statement issued by
Susan M. Dorsey, superintendent
of public schools of Los An-
geles, encourages pupils to see

the picture, and says:

“The Board of Education has
granted this permission because
in their judgment ‘The Courtship
of Miles Standish’ has educa-
tional merit, especially in view of

the fact that the poem on which
it is based is one studied in all

our schools. The photoplay em-
braces that part of American his-

tory from a time during the voy-
age of the Mayflower to a period
two years after landing in the
new world, portraying graphi-
cally the adventures of the Pil-

grims.”

Harry Rapf Plans

Hodkinson FilmsNamed
Among Best Pictures

Broadway Picture

In an article analyzing the

year’s best pictures, in the current

issue of “The Ladies’ Home Jour-
nal,” John Farrar, editor of “The
Bookman” and noted literary and
dramatic critic, mentions four re-

cent Hodkinson releases as being
of special interest and general
merit.

The four pictures recommended
bjr Mr. Farrar are: Elmer Clif-

ton’s whaling picture, “Down to

the Sea in Ships”; Gene Stratton-

Porter’s picturization of her novel,

“Michael O’Halleran”; the speed
film, “The Drivin’ Fool,” and
“Puritan Passions,” the screen

version of Percy Mackaye’s stage
play, “The Scarecrow.”

In making his analysis Mr. Far-
rar reviewed the pictures of prac-
tically all the large distributing

companies, and chose four Hod-
kinson releases, as compared to

three, two or one of the other
companies.

Minneapolis Critics

Praise “Scaramouche”

Harry Rapf left New York for

the West Coast last week where
he will supervise his next produc-
tion under the Warner Brothers
banner and will also make plans

for his productions that will fol-

low. Mr. Rapf has already made
the final arrangements for filming

"Broadway After Dark,” the play

by Owen Davis, who has contrib-

uted more plays to the American
stage than any other living play-

wright, and whose dramatic suc-

cess, “Icebound,” won the Pulitzer

prize last season.
“Broadway After Dark” is to

face the cameras under the direc-

tion of Monta Bell, who assisted

Chaplin in the direction of his

productions the last two years.

Harry Rapf intends not to make
a scenic of the great metropolis,

nor to spend a fortune on elab-

orate sets, but to dramatize it in

a simple story of human emotions.
It is understood that an all-star

cast of players will be seen, with
Adolphe Menjou playing the lead-

ing masculine role.

Marion Coakley to

Make Film Debut
Marion Coakley will make her

motion picture debut in Richard
Barthelmess” next starring pro-

duction, under the direction of

John S. Robertson, “The En-
chanted Cottage.”
Although Miss Coakley has ap-

peared in numerous successful

Broadway productions, her last

having been “Barnum Was Right,”

she has never yet appeared before

the motion picture camera.

Metro presented Rex Ingram’s

“Scaramouche” at the Garrick

Theatre in Minneapolis three

weeks ago and the press rendered

its tribute as it has done wherever
else this massive production has
been shown. Its opening was
truly brilliant, as it was attended
by the most prominent people of

the city and was given added
flavor by Governor J. A. O. Preus,
who gave the following statement
to the press: “I saw ‘Scaramouche’
at the governors’ conference in

West Baden, Ind. It is the finest

film production I ever witnessed.”
The Minnesota Daily Star said:

“ ‘Scaramouche’ is a great pic-

ture.”
“ ‘Scaramouche’,” wrote the

critic of the St. Paul Daily News,
“is undoubtedly one of the great
pictures. It may be ranked with
‘The Four Horsemen’.”
“Ingram has pictured the

French Revolution as we have
never seen it pictured before on
the screen,” wrote the critic of

the Minnesota Journal.
“
‘Scara-

mouche’ has all elements of a

great photoplay,” wrote the critic

of the Minneapolis Tribune.

Submarine Rescue Shown
in Fox News Weekly

A timely achievement by Fox News is its presentation in the

current release of the rescue of two seamen who were imprisoned

thirty-one hours in the United States submarine 0-5, which was

sunk in Cristobal harbor, Panama, following a collision with a

steamship of the United Fruit Line.

Photographed by R. G. Lewis, the film graphically depicts the

descent of navy divers to the sunken craft, the raising of the

wreck and the actual rescue of the limp and exhausted prisoners.

The pictures were “shot” from so short a distance that every

detail of the rescue is clearly discernible.



In The
Hepworth Has 14

This Season
Following "Boden’s Boy,” to be

released by Hepworth Distribut-
ing Corporation, Henry Edwards
will start work on the screen
adaptation of the E. Temple
Thurston story, “The World of

Wonderful Reality.”

Joseph di Lorenzo, in charge of

distribution for Hepworth, said

that “The World of Wonderful
Reality” would be completed by
March, 1924, and would undoubt-
edly be added to the 1923-1924 re-

leases, making a total of fourteen
pictures to be released by Hep-
worth this season.

Independents Pur-
chase “Trip to Mars”
Export & Import Film Com-

pany’s announcement of its pur-

chase of United States and Can-
adian rights to the big five-reel

spectacle, “A Trip to Mars,” has

met with instant response from
the independent field.

Masterpiece Film Attractions

has bought the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania and Southern New Jersey

rights, and the Aywon Film

Company has bought the Greater

New York rights.

Truart Sales Head
Back From Abroad
Alexander Aronson, general

manager of sales for Truart Film
Corporation, who has been

abroad for over two months, mak-
ing an extensive survey of the

foreign market, has returned.

Aronson made numerous affilia-

tions with foreign distributors

covering the entire next season’s

Truart product.

Title Changed
Hepworth announces that Cecil

M. Hepworth’s production, “Mrs.

Erricker’s Reputation,” from the

novel by Thomas Cobb, will be

released under the title, “Speak
No Evil.”

Chicago Likes

Normand Film
Aaron Jones closed a contract

with Associated Exhibitors this

week for an indefinite run of

Mabel Normand in “The Extra

Girl” at his Orpheum Loop Thea-

tre in Chicago. The run is to

start at the close of the present

engagement of Mary Pickfords

“Rosita.”
“The Extra Girl” has just closed

the eighth week of its world

premiere run at the Mission The-

atre, Los Angeles. Playing to

record houses at the start, this

attraction has proved an extra-

ordinary drawing card and the

newspapers continued to lavish

praise upon it even when the run

was several weeks old.

INDEPENDENT FIELD
Independents, Take Heed

of the Lull, Says Grand

Truart Sells Rights
to Luporini

“Now is the time for the in-

dependents to put their best films

cn the market,” said Samuel V.
Grand, president of the Grand-
Asher Distributing Corporation,
while in New York City a few
days prior to his return to the

Boston office.

Mr. Grand expressed himself as

being well satisfied with the gen-
eral business outlook. He based
this mainly upon his recent mid-
western tour, when he looked
over many exchanges and inter-

viewed prominent exhibitors.

Speaking of the independents,
he commented: “They should
gather organizations which will

form the nucleus for much greater
companies, and they should draw
to them men who are fitted to

handle any situation and deal

with any business problem. For,

when this condition of chaos has
passed, we will find that the in-

dustry, as a whole, has not suf-

fered and that only the firms and
people who richly deserve it have
been eliminated.”

The foreign department of Tru-
art Film Corporation has con-
summated negotiations with Fer-
dinand Luporini, for the sale of
the rights to the first two Elaine
Hammerstein productions, “Broad-
way Gold” by W. Carey Wonder-
ly and “Drums of Jeopardy” by
Harold MacGrath, for Brazil.
With the addition of the rights

to these two productions Luporini
now controlls all Truart product
thus far released for this South
American country.

Big Campaign Sheet
for “Barefoot Boy”

Women Highly Praise

The Barefoot Boy”44 '

Last Saturday Mrs. Thomas
Slack, president of the New York
Federation of Women’s Clubs, paid

the producers and distributors of

“The Barefoot Boy” the compli-
ment of requesting a special per-

formance of the picture.

Accordingly a big pre-release

premiere was arranged at the Pal-

ace Theatre, New York, under
the special patronage of Mrs.
Slack, with the assistance of the

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation

which is distributing the Mission
Film Corporation feature, and the
Commonwealth Film Corporation
of New York which holds the

New York rights. At Mrs. Slack’s

invitation various bodies of New
York clubwomen to whose atten-

tion she wishes the picture

brought, were present. They
praised it highly.

One of the most prominent
audiences which has ever as-

sembled to see a motion picture

was present.

A big twenty-four sheet cam-
paign on “The Barefoot Boy”
covering all of Greater New York,
has been launched by Common-
wealth Film Corporation which
holds the Greater New York
rights to the production which C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation is

distributing for Mission Film Cor-
poration.
Sam Zierler, head of Common-

wealth, has already arranged for
225 twenty-four sheet stands.

Hepworth Films
Before Royalty

“The Acquittal” Lauded
by Chicago Reviewers

“The Acquittal,” Universal’s

;uper film starring Claire Wind-

sor and Norman Kerry, was

lailed as a “perfect picture” and

‘better than any stage mystery
drama” by the Chicago news-

paper reviewers after its world

premiere in the big First Na-
ional first run house, the Chicago

rheatre, last week. Booked by
Balaban & Katz for their palatial

rouse on short notice, the picture

opened with only a limited ad-

vertising and exploitation cam-
paign behind it.

The Chicago Herald and Ex-
aminer wrote: “It is better than

any of the stage mystery dramas.”
The Chicago Evening Ameri-

can; “Story, action, direction

—

they are all extraordinarily good.

And when it comes to baffling

the spectator—well, you will not

know until the very end just who
committed the murder.”

From the London office of Hep-
worth comes word that -three of
Hepworth’s one reel novelty sub-
jects received a “command” for

special screening before royalty
at Balmoral Castle, on September
19th.

The subjects screened were:
“Peeps Into Puzzleland,” “Do You
Remember?” and “A Rubberneck
in London.” Last year Cecil M.
Hepworth’s production of

“Through Three Reigns” received
a “comand” performance from
Balmoral Castle for a screening
before King George, Queen Alex-
andria, the Prince of Wales and
the other members of the royal
household.

They Like It

“ThunderingDawn” Has
Manhattan Premiere

hundering Dawn, the Lni-

il Super-Jewel, starring J.

ren Kerrigan and Anna Q.

son, was given its premiere New

: City presentation last Sunday

ing at the George M. Cohan

itre. A packed house greeted

Tarny Garson production,

hundering Dawn” also opened

un over the U. B. O. Circuit,

ing Thursday. It is playing

ltaneously in fourteen Keith,

Moss and Proctor houses, and will

play in the remaining four of this

chain next week. The picture is

reported to be attracting very satis-

factory business in every house.

The supporting cast: Tom
Santchi, Winter Hall, Charles Clary,

Georgia Woodethorpe, Winifred

Bryson, Anna Mae Wong, Richard

Kean and Edward Burns. The film

is from the story by John Black-

wood, adapted by Raymond L.

Schrock.

Warner officials are highly en-
thusiastic over “George Washing-
ton, Jr.,” the screen version of

George M. Cohan’s famous musi-
cal play, starring Wesley Barry.
The print arrived in New York
from the West Coast and was
given a private showing in the
projection room immediately upon
its arrival. It is their opinion
that the Warner Classic is a sure-

fire box-office attraction and one
of the funniest comedies ever
produced.

Signs for Output
Jensen and Von Herberg's cir-

cuit of western theatres signed
contracts this week for this year's

output of Preferred Pictures, con-

stituting the fifteen novels and
stage plays to be produced by B.

P. Schulberg.

i
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Inspiration in Italy

Working on “Romola’

Exhibitors Eager for

“Mothers-in-Law”
Gasnier’s latest Preferred pic-

ture, “Mothers-in-Law,” present-

ed by B. P. Schulberg, has been
booked by the following houses

:

The Grand, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Lib-

erty, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Bethlehem,
Lehigh, Pa.; the Orpheum, Spring-

field, Mo.; Parkway, Baltimore,

Md ;
Knickerbocker, Nashville,

Tenn.; Queen, Austin, Texas;
Goddard’s Theatre, Sacramento,

Cal.; the T. & D., Stockton, Cal.;

Isis, Kokomo, Ind.
;

Robbins,

Warren, O. ;
Opera House, Piqua,

0., and the Majestic, Wyandotte,
Mich.

“The White Sister,” which is

completing the third month of its

run on Broadway, will open in

San Francisco and Boston on De-
cember 3rd. In the meantime, it

is playing to capacity houses in

Chicago and Philadelphia.
The Inspiration overseas com-

pany has begun filming “Romola,”
adapted from the famous novel
by George Eliot. Lillian Gish is

playing the title role. Her sister

Dorothy also has the important

part of Tessa. In the cast also
are : William H. Powell, Charles
Lane, Herbert Grimwood and sev-
eral thousand others.
“Romola” will be the second

production directed by Henry
King to be made in Italy. The
great marine battle with which
the picture concludes has just

been filmed in Leghorn and in-

teriors are now being produced
in the Inspiration studio in Flor-
ence, Italy.

“Souvenir” Next
Halperin Feature

Halperin Productions has sent

from the Hollywood studios the

complete cast which has been re-

cruited for “Souvenir,” the second
Halperin feature for Associated
Exhibitors distribution. Agnes
Ayres was named to play the lead

and Percy Marmont, Kathlyn
Williams, George Siegmann, Mary
Alden and Robert McKim were
also selected.

“Souvenir” has C. R. Wallace
assisting Victor Hugo Halperin in

the direction. Robert Ellis is now
designing the sets.

“Meanest Man” is

Heavily Booked
“The Meanest Man in the

World,” a current First National

picture produced by Principal

Pictures Corp., has been booked
solidly by the West Coast The-
atres for showing through their

northern and southern circuits in

California.

“The Meanest Man in the

World” is adapted from the stage

success of the same name and its

cast includes Blanche Sweet, Bert

Lytell and Bryant Washburn.

High Praise Given

“Columbus”
“Such a picture does much more

than present history, it raises the

standard of all picture production
and by the success of its well de-

veloped effects advances film art

appreciably.” Thus character-
ized is “Columbus,” the first of

Pathe’s “Chronicles of America”
series, in the November issue of

“The Film Bulletin—a Monthly
Guide to the Best Pictures,” which
is published by the Film Mutual
Benefit Bureau.
“Columbus,” says “The Film

Bulletin,” must be received “as a

herald of perfection.”

On Way East
Bud Barsky, sales manager for

the Sunset Productions, is on his

way East with sample prints of

the second subject of the Kenneth
McDonald comedy - stunt - drama
series, titled “Slow as Lightning,”
and the second release of the J.

B. Warner Western super-fea-

tures, titled “Treasure Canyon.”
Sunset Productions are producing
fourteen pictures this year.

“The Eternal City” Has
Paterson Premiere

“The Eternal City,” independ-
ently produced by Samuel Gold-
wyn for distribution through First
National, had its world’s premiere
on November 19th at the Regent
Theatre in Paterson, N. J. The
advance interest in the picture
filled the house to overflowing
and brought a line more than a

block long in front of the thea-
tre box office waiting for the doors
to open.

Charles Dooley, manager of the
Regent, stated after the last show
of the opening night that the

attendance was the greatest of
any opening in the history of the
theatre and that the gross admis-
sion exceeded anything in Pater-
son’s film history.

George Fitzmaurice, who
directed the picture in Rome,
Italy, and Mr. Goldwyn were
present at the opening to note the
reactions of the audience. “The
Eternal City” is interpreted by a

cast including Bert Lytell, Bar-
bara La Marr, Lionel Barrymore,
Richard Bennett and Montague
Love.

Hart’s Return Rouses
Audience’s Enthusiasm

That the return of Bill Hart to
the screen after an absence of

nearly two years is one of the big
events of the current season, is

being amply demonstrated this

week at the New York Rialto
where “Wild Bill Hickok,” the
first of the famous Western
star’s new series of Paramount
pictures, is being shown. The star,

it is said, seems to be more popular
than ever, and his picture, based
upon the exploits of a famous
character of Western history and
written by himself, is declared on
all sides to be the very type of
photoplay the millions of Hart
fans would have chosen as a
vehicle to bring their favorite
actor back to the screen.

In its review of the picture the
Evening World said : “If you
were numbered among the legion

of Hart admirers before he ‘re-

tired,’ then you’ll like him in

‘Wild Bill Hickok.’ We were, and
we did.” Said the American : “His
admirers—.and the theatre was
packed with them—ate up his

every movement. It was such a

Hart—y audience, and so com-
pletely enthralled!” The World:
“Probably no one could have
brought to the screen a more
fascinating picture of ‘Wild Bill

Hickok,’ that famed old ramantic
frontiersman, than Bill Hart.”

“It is the same Bill,” said the

Evening Telegram, “the man who
plays the rugged Westerner as no-
body else can. Hart has been
missed from the screen,” said the
Telegraph, “and ‘W i 1 d Bill
Hickok’ is a fitting and excellent

vehicle to bring him back. Wel-
come back, William S. Hart!”

Laemmle Stands to See
“Hunchback” at Capital
“The Hunchback of Notre

Dame” made its National Capital

premiere recently before an audi-

ence that packed the Shubert

Belasco Theatre with several hun-
dred standing and more than 1,000

turned away from the box office.

All of the boxes were draped in

the colors of the various em-
bassies. Almost the entire diplo-

matic corps of Washington was
in the audience, which also rep-
resented nearly everyone in Wash-
ington’s blue book.

President Carl Laemmle of the

Universal Pictures Corporation
arrived from New York for the
premiere shortly after the opening
of the picture and had the unique
experience of having to stand
while the picture was screened.
Every available seat was taken.
The box office report shows that

the picture broke every existing
record for film presentations at
the Belasco for the first four per-
formances. Police were required
on both Sunday and Monday to
regulate the long queues that
wended their ways to the ticket
windows.

AND
.
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The Pep of
NEWS AND REVIEWS OF

The Program
Short Subjects and serials

Third of “Chronicles of America”
Heads Pathe List for December 2

Heading the list of Pathe sub-

jects scheduled for release on De-

cember 2 is “Vincennes,” the third

of the Chronicles of America se-

ries being produced by Yale Uni-
versity Press. Instead of being
in four reels, as were the two pre-

vious subjects, this one is three

reels in length. It depicts the

thrilling campaign of George
Rogers Clark and his handful of

followers who wrested the North-
west from the British and Indians
and saved for the United States
the territory now covered by

pphio, Indiana. Illinois, Michigan
(.jjnd Wisconsin. The final dash in

ac
jhe dead of winter is said to be

Sp,
tensely dramatic.

n

In “The Great Outdoors,” the
fourth of the Spat Family series,

this discordant trio meets with
humorous adventures in a lonely
camp in trying to prove to a skep-
tical uncle that they can live with-
out servants.

“Flip Flops” is a two-reel Mack
Sennett comedy marked by fast

action and thrills, in which a circus
elephant runs amuck. Alberta
Vaughan, Lewis Sargent, Jack
Cooper and Andy Clyde are in

the cast.

The Ruth Roland series, “Ruth
ot the Range,” reaches its eighth
episode, in which an attempt is

made to blow up with dynamite
the cavern in which the fuel sub-
stitute is found.

“Join the Circus” presents Snub
Pollard in a novelty single-reeler

of fast action. Paul Parrott,

George Rowe and Katherine
Grant are also in the cast.

The Aesop’s Film Fable for the

week is “The Five Fifteen,”

which involves mystery and sus-

pense, as well as Cartoonist Paul
Terry’s characteristic humor.
Pathe Review 48 shows the cul-

tivation of grapes for the market,
an interesting study of the pea-
cock, a section showing how candy
is made in a big factory, and a

color section of the “Valley of the
Giants” at Crecy, France.
One Topics of the Day and two

issues of Pathe News complete
the diversified program.

Five Two-Reel and Six One-Reel

Films on Educational Schedule
ish,” as Cameo, and “Home Again,” Howe Hodge Podge, “Liquid Lava.”
one of the Sing Them Again will complete the schedule. This
series. makes in all a total of sixteen
Week of December 30 will see reels during the month, in addi-

a Christie, “Call the Wagon,” fea- tion to the regular issues of Kin-
turing Neal Burns. A Lyman H. ograms.

Leading Scientists Praise

Educational’s Insect Films

Educational states that its De-

cember schedule of releases will

be the most comprehensive so far

in the 1923-24 season. Three

Christie comedies dominate the

program with one Mermaid and
one Juvenile comedy, making in

all five two reelers for the month,
in addition to six single reel is-

sues.

"Kidding Kate,” a Christie, with
Dorothy Devore and Babe Lon-
don, released December 2, heads
the schedule, with a Bruce Wil-
derness Tale, “My Boy Bill,” dur-
ing the same week.
For week of December 9 there

will be a Mermaid comedy, “Exit
Caesar.” directed by Robert Kerr,
under supervision of Jack White,
with cast including Otto Fried,

Peg O’Neil, Andrew Arbuckle,
Jacx Lloyd and others. The single

reeler will be a Cameo, “Under
Covers,” with Cliff Bowes and
Virginia Vance.
The second of the Christies,

"Black and Blue,” will be released
the third week in the month, also

“The Bee,” the second of the Se-
crets of Life series. Jimmie
Adams is featured in “Black and
Blue,” directed by Harold Beau-
dine. “The Bee” has been pro-
claimed one of the most interest-

ing single reels ever offered to the

public.

The fourth week in the month
finds “Over the Fence,” a Ju-
venile Comedy, the third of the

series, with same cast as the pre-

vious ones, Ernest Butterworth,
Roger Keene, Tommy Hicks and
Peggy Cartwright with addition

of Joe Butterworth. There will

be two single reelers, “Film Fool-

The first three of the Louis H.

Tolhurst series of microscopic

pictures in the Secrets of Life

series, titled “The Ant,” “The
Bee” and “The Spider,” were re-

cently shown to the scientific staff

of the American Museum of Nat-
ural History in New York, which
includes some of the most noted
men in the world, and it is re-

ported that there were audible
comments of approval and ap-
plause at the conclusion.

“These are marvelous pictures,”

said Dr. F. A. Lucas, director of

the staff. “Not only are they in-

structive, but entertaining. Every
child, every grown person should
see them.” Dr. Mutchler, of the
department of entomology, said:
“The pictures are true to life.

They are intensely interesting,
and are a well worth while contri-
bution to the screen.” A similar
comment was made by Dr.
Shwarz, research associate of the
particular department which deals
with this class of insects.

Favorable comments were also
made by the other prominent sci-

entists, each a leader in his own
particular branch, who attended
the private showing.

***(

CAHEO COMEDY “CRASH”
RICHARD WALTON TULLY’S “TRILBY”

“SHORT” BILLED ABOVE FEATURE
Note how the Apollo Theatre in Hollywood played up Educational's
single reel comedy, “Crash,” above the feature in electric lights.

Sennett to Feature

Harry Langdon

Harry Langdon, formerly a
well-known vaudeville head-
liner and more recently a star
in screen comedies, has been
signed by Mack Sennett un-
der a long-term contract. This
is in line with Sennett’s pol-
icy of expansion to provide
additional comedies for Pathe
distribution. Langdon will be
featured in two-reel comedies.

Educational Working
at Top Speed

Educational reports that pro-
duction activities continue at full

speed at the Fine Arts Studio in

Los Angeles, on the 1923-1924
program. Lloyd Hamilton who re-

turned after his work in a feature
comedy has completed “Lone-
some.” Jack White has finished
the Mermaid “Exit Caesar” with
Lige Conley and started "Flying
Finance” with Neely Edwards and
Lillian Hackett. The third Juve-
nile comedy “Over the Fence” is

nearing completion, the Cameo
"Under Covers” is finished and
“Film Foolish” now in production.

Varied Subjects in

“Snapshots”
The sixth of the new series of

Screen Snapshots contains a wide
variety of material that will ap-
peal to film fans. Included in this

issue are Marion Davies, Hol-
brook Biinn, Johnny Dooley,
Ralph Graves, Robert G. Vignola,
the French General Goureaud,
Blanche Sweet, William Russell.

Louise Glaum, unusual wild animal
scenes, Madge Bellamy, John
Bowers, Sheldon Lewis, Spottis-

woode Aitken and Caesare Gra-
viva.

“Leather Pushers”
with New Star

Universal reports the completion
of the newest of the Leather
Pushers series, titled "That Kid
from Madrid—Michigan." Billy

Sullivan, a former champion, and
related to the famous fighting

Sullivans, is starred in place of

Reginald Denny, who is now ap-

pearing in feature productions.

“Next Please” Al’s

Latest
Having completed “The Poor

Little Rich Pup” A1 Herman has

started work on his next Century

Comedy, which will feature Henry
Murdock and William Irving.

The title of the current produc-

tion, “Next, Please,” is based on

that well-known, ragged phrase so

often heard in barber shops through-

out the world.
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“Kidding Kate”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)

Dorothy Devore has a congenial

and attractive role in this Christie

comedy in which she is forced by
her mother to masquerade as a

little girl in rompers in order that

she will not “steal” her fat sis-

ter’s beau. Of course things

don’t go as mother intended and

Dorothy gets him after all. Babe
London is the fat girl and Jimmie
Harrison the beau. Although
there is nothing new in the idea,

the picture contains considerable

clever business, is bright and
amusing and should please the

average audience.—C. S. S.

“Why Elephants
Leave Home”

(Pathe—Animal—Two Reels)

This fine showmanship title

with its exploitation possibilities

refers to a picture that has no sex

angle. Instead, it is a two reeler

which shows how wild elephants

in Ceylon are driven from the

jungles into a “kraal,” being lured

by their domesticated brethren.

They are then trained to be of

use to man. The picture is novel

and interesting throughout. In

addition to the corraling of the

elephants, forty-odd in all, there

are interesting views of a large

number of elephants being used

for various purposes such as up-

rooting small trees, hauling logs,

etc. It should prove an attractive

offering on any program.—C. S. S.

“Under Covers”
(Educational—Comedy—One Reel)

A sanitarium furnishes the

background for the rough and
tumble comedy in this single reel

Cameo, distributed by Educa-
tional. Cliff Bowes as an orderly

gets into all kinds of scrapes, is

fired and returns in disguise to be

near his sweetheart, the head
nurse, and more mix-ups follow.

George Ovey is cast as a doctor.

There is considerable material of

a familiar trend which will bring

the average number of laughs.

—

C. S. S.

“A Dark Knight”
(Grand-Asher—Comedy—Two

Reels)
A convict’s uniform proves a

rather dangerous costume for a

masked ball in this Joe Rock
comedy. He has to serve a prison

sentence before he gets to the

party, but escapes and finds

safety at the ball where a dozen
others are wearing a “Convict 13”

uniform—safety for a few minutes.

It should prove amusing to most
fans.—M. K.

“Hollywood Bound”
(Grand-Asher—Comedy—Two

Reels)
As the winner of a popularity

contest, the hero played by Sid

Smith goes to Hollywood, where
he has some difficulty getting into

a moving picture studio. A lion,

insufficiently tamed, makes his

life hectic throughout scenes that

are lively and funny.-—M. K.

SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

Bottom of the Sea, The (Ed-
ucational)

Dark Knight, A (Grand-Asher)
Flip Flops (Pathe)
Hollywood Bound (Grand-
Asher)

Kidding Kate (Educational)
Miles of Smiles (Universal)

My Boy Bill (Educational)
Taxi, Please (Grand-Asher)
Under Covers (Educational)
Uncensored Movies (Pathe)
Wet and Weary (Fox)
Why Elephants Leave Home
(Pathe)

Wild and Woolly (Pathe)

“Uncensored Movies”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
This is one of the very best of

the new series of Will Rogers’
two-reelers distributed by Pathe.
Rogers appears as an investigator
sent by a village reform society
to Hollywood and also imper-
sonates Tom Mix, William S.
Hart, Rudolph Valentino and
others. He does this in a kidding
manner, poking fun at and bur-
lesquing the situations, as for in-
stance where in chasing the vil-

lain he captures him- although they
start from the same place and
one rides wildly up hills while the
other rides down the hills. The
titles and action are in Rogers’
best style and there are a num-
ber of laughs and several subtle
touches.—C. S. S.

“My Boy Bill”
(Educational—Wilderness—One

Reel)
A quarrel by the sea, which

ended in “my boy Bill” going out
in his boat and failing to return,
furnishes the motive for this
Bruce picture. The story is told
by Bill’s father, who is shown
waiting through the changes of
seasons in vain for his boy to
come back. It is marked with a
strongly pathetic note and there
are many beautiful and artistic
shots of the sea under different
conditions. It should thoroughly
satisfy the Bruce fans and prove
acceptable anywhere.—C. S. S.

“Taxi, Please”
(Grand-Asher—Comedy—Two

“The Bottom of the
Sea”

(Educational—Novelty—One Reel)
As with the previous offering in

this series of Lyman H. Howe’s
“Hodge Podge,” distributed by
Educational, this issue contains an
assortment of humorous animated
cartoons and subtitles and sec-

tions showing items of interest

such as catching tunny fish in

Sicily. The cartoon work is espe-
cially clever and there are a num-
ber of laughs. It should be wel-
comed as a novelty by the aver-
age audience.—C. S. S.

“The Five-Fifteen”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)
Plotting against the arrival of

a precious visitor on the “five-

fifteen,” a gang of cat-bandits

holds up the tram and scares it

into many parts. The right com-
partment containing a bottle of

“old stuff,” however, is saved.

The action is vivid and every bit

of it entertaining. An Aesop Film
Fable by Paul Terry.—M. K.

“Wet and Weary”
(Fox—Comedy—Two Reels)

Clyde Cook is the victim of va-
rious kinds of wet torment in this

comedy, which starts off with a

terrific rainstorm, providing many
ludicrous sights. The only shel-

ter he can find is under a street

cleaner’s cart and this leads him
to the civic department, where he
is given a lawn-sprinkling job.

The hose appears to be alive and
herein lies much of the comedy.
It is a good comedy for the aver-

age theatre.—M. K.

“Flip Flops”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)

Mack Sennett’s latest is fast

and furious enough to meet with

the ardent favor of all slapstick

fans. It is comedy of the most
obvious type, broad in places but

overbrimming with hilarious fun

for those who like plenty of slam-
bang effects. Lewis Sargent has

a lover role which causes him all

sorts of suffering, including some
exciting scenes with an elephant.

—M. K.

Gibbons of Pathe Reports
One-Reelers in Big Demand

Another indication of the grow-

ing popularity of the short sub-

ject is contained in the report of

Pathe’s short subject sales man-

ager, Miles Gibbons, who has just

returned from a tour of key cities

of the Middle West.
“General conditions are sound

and the outlook decidedly encour-
aging,” says Mr. Gibbons. “There
is an unusually heavy demand for

short length screen entertainment,
and business as far as Pathe is

concerned has never been better.”

A notable point in Mr. Gibbons’
report is the heavy booking of

single reel subjects. He found
that the Pollard, Laurel and
“Dippy-Do-Dads” are enjoying
great vogue and the Aesop’s Film
Fables are in many instances re-

ceiving special mention by critics

because of their originality and
humor.
Mr. Gibbons attributes this

vogue to the uniform quality of

entertainment in these series, their

wide variety of subjects and to

the ease with which a single-reeler

can be fitted into a program. This
latter is of especial importance in

view of the additional length of

many features today.

Reels)
Monte Banks, a taxi driver,

spends his time transforming bald
heads with the aid of a fake hair
grower and dog fur in this com-
edy. He makes a fortune for his
sweetheart’s mother, who owns
the store, and then elopes with the
daughter and the gold. There is

not much variety here, but it will
get laughs and satisfy the average
patron.—M. K.

Plans New Witwer Series for

F. B. O.; Will Not Be Fight Plays

“Miles of Smiles”
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)
As a pair of twins, Baby Peggy

has a double role in this Century
comedy that keeps her very active
and amusing. One of the twins
gets lost and leads a rough life

as assistant to a railroad engineer,
while the other one enjoys luxury
and ease. They get mixed up of
course, but eventually both twins
are restored to their parents. The
star is a delightful little enter-
tainer as usual.—M. K.

u

H. M. Berman, general manager
f exchanges for the F. B. O., left

his week for the studios at the

Vest Coast to complete plans for

he Film Booking Offices’ third

eries of H. C. Witwer’s short

tories to follow the second series

f “Fighting Blood” two reelers

ow being released.

The new series will not be fight

tories but will be based on the

Vitwer Cosmopolitan stories
bout the hotel telephone girl. No
mining title for the series has

been selected as yet. In addition
to this Mr. Berman will make
plans for the Witwer “Alex The
Great” series of sporting type
pictures.

It is the intention of the F. B.
O. to concentrate its entire efforts

on the Witwer short subjects for
the coming season and will not
take on any additional two-reelers
for distribution. To date the Wit-
wer “Fighting Bloods” have
proven unusually popular and
profitable.

ild and Woolly”
(Pathe—Sport—One Reel)

A typical western rodeo or
“stampede,” as it is called in the
film, is the subject of this single
reeler which is the first of a new
series of “Sportlights” by Grant-
land Rice which Pathe will dis-

tribute. It is a decidedly inter-

esting offering that will appeal
particularly to men and to lovers
of red-blooded sports. There is a

lot of action covering the riding
of steers, bronchos and wild, un-
broken horses, and the spills pro-
vide thrills. There are also inter-

esting sidelights in the shots of

the audience.— C. S. S.
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Louisville, Ky.
There will be a reasonablj^ warm time in

Louisville, Ky., next New Year’s^ Eve, for

the Louisville Motion Picture Projectionists,

Local Union No. 163, I. A. T. S. E. & M. P.

M. O., will give a Grand Ball and Carnival,

which it is expected will be the most sizeable

event pulled off in that neck o’ the woods
for quite some while.

And that’s saying considerable, because you
know when those Kentucky men and their

fair ladies start out to do something, that

thing is always well done.

Harry F. Petty is chairman of the enter-

tainment committee. Petty is projectionist

at the Rex Theatre, Louisville.

I wish you every joy on New Year’s Eve,

gentlemen. Only wish I might be with you
and help roll the joy ball until the “wee sma
hours. Can’t be did, though—too far away :

Blade too Narrow
Joe De Reny, projectionist, Grand The-

atre, East Stroudsburg, Pa., wrote us under

date of September 19, saying:

Have been projecting with Simplex pro-

jectors for almost a year and have had no
trouble at all until now. The rotating shut-

ter is set almost as perfectly as possible, but
it certainly does pull up and down on the

screen. Lines show up and down on read-
ing. and even on the picture, epecially when
I speed up a bit. What is your advice in

a case like this? Two-blade shutter; alter-

nating current.

Now see here, Old Timer, without the

slightest intention to “roast” you, I must say

that if you would invest a few dollars in a

Bluebook and STUDY IT, you would have
no need to ask questions such as this. I am,
of course, glad to help you (though some-
how your letter seems to have been mislaid

and overlooked for quite a spell, for which
accept apologies), but I would far rather see

you able to answer such a question yourself.

You will find all such questions answered
and fully explained under “Revolving Shut-
ter,” pages 611 to 624 of the Bluebook. Your
specific question is answered on page 624

and the remedy is given.

If you have travel ghost (white streaks up
or down, or both, from white objects on the

screen) both ways, then your shutter either

has too much lost motion or its master blade
is too narrow; probably the former in your
case. Hold the flywheel stationary and see
how much you can move the rim of the shut-
ter. If the movement is excessive, there
either is some gear loose on its shaft or
some gear or gears badly worn. If the lat-

ter, then I think you had better have a loan
head sent you and ship your mechanism to

the factory (317 East 34th Street, New York
City) for overhauling and repairs. If there
seems to be no excess of lost motion, then
hold a sheet of dark colored paper in the
light beam in front of the projection lens,

and at varying distances therefrom, to be-
termine the point where the light beam has
least diameter. Perhaps you may be able
to move your shutter in or out on its shaft
to a position where the light beam has less

diameter. The aerial image is the best place,
if you can get the shutter to it. If nothing
can be done this way, then you must have a
wider master blade, and you can get one by

either using very small rivets, attaching a bit

of metal to each side of the master blade

—

each side in order to preserve the balance

—

allowing it to extend over the blade edge
sufficiently to add enough width to stop the
travel ghost. For myself, I would cut a

master blade of stiff cardboard, such as

business cards are printed on, making it

the required width, riveting it to the metal
master blade. The thing is to make the
blade a bit wider and to do it without seri-

ously disturbing either the mechanical or the
optical balance of the shutter. I advise
you, strongly, to get a Bluebook and study
up on such things. In the end it will prove
the best value you ever got for six dollars,

and the fact that you ask this question is evi-

dence that you need it.

Condenser Argument
John A. Maurer, projectionist, Massillon,

Ohio, says

:

A matter which has an indirect, but a nev-
ertheless important, bearing upon your re-
cent discussion with John Griffith with re-
gard to the condenser line-up of Bruce S.

Watson, Muscatine, Iowa, is the thing I
shall discuss.
With the piano convex or M. Bi-C. con-

denser systems now in general use, in which
both lenses are of the same diameter, the
screen illumination does not fall off nearly
so rapidly when crater distance is increased
as the ordinary method of calculation would
indicate.

This does not mean that the method of
calculation is wrong, but that other consid-
erations enter into the matter in such a
way as to modify its application. The ac-
companying diagrams are accurate copies of
drawings made by Young’s construction—an
accurate method of laying out light ray ac-
tion which takes care of all factors entering
into the matter. These diagrams are based
upon what I know to be the actual curves
of the imported lenses now on the market,
assumed to be made from glass having a
refractive index of 1.525—which I have found
to be the average of a number of specimens
tested, and, to be strictly accurate, on yellow
light.
Figure I illustrates a combination of two

6.5 piano convex lenses spaced 1-16 inch
apart, with the crater three inches from the
plane face of the collector lens.
Figure II shows the combination of a 6.5

and an 8.5 inch piano convex, with the crater
four inches from the face of the collector
lens.

Figure III shows the line-up of the Mus-
catine projectionist. It is of no especial im-
portance in this discussion, and is included
merely for your comparison.
By the ordinary method of calculation the

light-gathering powers of systems I and II
would be in the ratio of the square of 4 to
the square of 3, which would mean that sys-
tem II would pass 44 per cent, less light
than would system I. However, you will
note that in neither of these systems is the

whole of the diameter of the collector lens
effective. You will also note that in figure
II a larger diameter is working than is ef-
fective in figure I. This is partly due to
the rays being more nearly parallel between
the lenses and partly to the fact that the

thinner converging lens reduces the distance

between the edges of the two lenses. The
angle of rays effective, insofar as concerns
the converging lens, is 59 degrees in system
I and 52 in system II.

Now, in order to accurately calculate the

relative amounts of light in these different

angles, it is necessary to compare the areas
they intercept on the surfaces of spheres
(imaginary) of equal diameters, having their

centers at the source of light. The simplest
way of getting this comparison is to com-
pare tlie values of one minus the cosine of

half the angle, or as a mathematician would
put it, “Vers. A.” Figured by this method
system II PASSES 22 per cent, less light
than does system No. I.

And now here is another factor to con-
sider. No. II has much less spherial aber-
ration than has No. I. The importance of
this factor in condenser systems has. I think,
been greatly underestimated. Its effect here
is that a part of the extra light which does
get through No. I is wasted at the spot, or
if it does appear on the screen it is as dis-
colored light. This effect is so pronounced
that it very nearly evens matters up. as be-
tween the two combinations. The light from
No. I might be a bit the brighter of the two,
but that from No. II certainly would be the
whiter and more pleasing, and this, be it

understood, is entirely aside from any ques-
tion of getting the entire light beam through
the projection lens.
Figures l-a, 11-a and IH-a show, by pairs,

the crossing points of marginal and paraxial
rays from combinations I, II and III re-
spectively. They are drawn to the same
scale as the other diagrams, i.e., full size.
The scale of inches under each d.agram has
its zero at the center of the combination
from which the rays are coming. If you
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extend the lines of these figures the proper
distance to the left you will find they will

join up with the rays of figures I, II and III.

I think these drawings really speak for

themselves better than I can speak for them,
so I will close with the remark that I have
been studying this angle of the condenser
problem for several months past, both theo-
retically and by practical experiment.
By the way, I might remark that diagram

III-a shows that either Muscatine has not
given his exact crater distance, or his con-
densers are inaccurate as to focal length.
He says he uses his aperture 18 inches from
the aperture, whereas the line-up he gives
forms the best spot at 15 inches from the
condenser.
Note: I do not claim that any of these

diagrams represent actual exact working
conditions, but this does not in the least af-
fect their value as studies of the effect of
spherical aberration.

First off, while I think of it, when writers
speak of distance from condenser they should
always designate whether its optical center,
a point midway between the two lenses,

or the face of the collector lens is meant.
As to what you have advanced: Well, for

the most part, I shall have to leave the dis-

cussion of it to those better versed in scien-
tific optics than I am, maintaining, how-
ever, that while it is possible that other ele-

ments, such as those you have named, may
operate to modify the operation of the law
of the open light source, as illustrated on
page 162 of Bluebook, to some extent, as I

now see the matter I would place heavy
emphasis on the “to some extent.” Figure
I-a, Il-a and III-a are interesting and in-
structive—very much so, in showing the
varying effect of spherical aberration in dif-
ferent piano convex and in the M Bi-C
condenser. If your drawing III-a is correct,
as I presume it is, the reduction of spherical
aberration by the addition of the two addi-
tional surfaces is much more pronounced
than I had supposed it to be.
Let us see what some of you optical sharks

can do with what brother Maurer has pre-
sented.

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart
which belongs in every projec-
tion room where carbon arcs
are used. It will enable you to
get maximum screen results
with the equipment you are
using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"
x 20") is printed on heavy Led-
ger Stock paper, suitable for
framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-
ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-
did pictures which are coming
this fall.

Price $1.00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
518 Fifth Avenue New York City

Why the Sputter
An Iowa man, who desires to be unknown,

is up to his eyes in trouble. He says :

I have been projecting motion pictures in

this small town for a year and have had no
trouble at all. Have the Bluebook and had
the Third Edition as well, and have studied
hard. To that and the kindly assistance of
the boss I attribute my ability to get by.
But now I’m up to my eyes in trouble. I am
using the same carbons I always did—Co-
lumbia—but of late the arc continually sput-
ters and I just can’t hold it steady. It has
nearly driven me mad with worry.

I built a film storage cabinet a few weeks
ago and it works just fine. Have a separate
compartment for each reel, with a space be-
low which I keep filled with water. Above
the reels is a cupboard in which I keep my
supplies. It is very neat and convenient.

Really, friend, I had to laugh. You built

a film storage tank with water below and
your supply cupboard above. Keep your
stock of carbons in it too, don’t you? The
trouble (sputtering) began just after you
got that cabinet finished, didn’t it? Sure!
The water reservoir you have kept re-

ligiously supplied with very wet water, which
is good for the films. BUT when those car-

bons sputter they are merely swearing at

you for subjecting them to a vapor bath and
then expecting them to burn well.

Your cabinet is doubtless very nice, and
all right for the film, but you yank those
carbons out pronto, and put them in a thor-
oughly dry place

;
also place half a dozen of

them in the bottom of the lamphouse to dry
out, and every time you use one replace it

from your stock. Do these simple things
and see how quickly the carbons will stop
sputtering, and start purring in satisfied con-
tent. See page 388 of Bluebook.

He Has Trouble
Jacob R. Steinfield, New Orleans, La., has

trouble on his mind, which he describes as

follows

:

I have two Power 6-B projectors, am
using fifty amperes from a motor generator
set and have been getting what I thought
was very good results until right lately.

Two weeks ago a projectionist who had a
card from the Chicago local visited me and
talked very big about “what they did in

Chicago.” He was not at all slow in telling
me what I ought to do, one thing being to
take my projection lenses apart and clean
their inner surfaces.

I had never done such a stunt. The lenses
looked clean and I hesitated, whereupon he
took one of them apart and “showed me
how.” He went out and got a little alcohol,
mixed it with water and washed all the
lenses, and cleaned everything thoroughly.
I’ll say he did a thorough job, BUT when
I started the show that night, and Chicago
had departed, there was a ring of light clear
around the screen when the projector of
which he cleaned the lens was working. The
other was all right—its lens not having been
touched.

I have taken the lens apart and, so far as
I can see it is all right. Can you tell me
what 'it is and how to fix it?

The trouble is that your Chicago friend
did too thorough a job, or scrubbed one
wrong place rather. Evidently he wiped the
interior surface of the barrel, which he
should not have touched, and in so doing
removed the black coating, or some ot it.

The ring you see is light reflected from the
sides of the lens barrel.

Take your lens apart and paint the in-

terior of the barrel with a coating of coach
painter’s lampblack thinned down with tur-
pentine, allowing the paint to dry very thor-
oughly before re-assembling the lens. In
other words, be very certain that all the tur-
pentine has evaporated before re-assembling.
You may hasten this by heating the lens
barrel SLIGHTLY—just so you can still hold

it in your hand without dis :omfort. Or you
may lay the barrel in the blast of a fan for

half an hour.
In re-assembling, be very certain that you

get each lens in the same place you removed
it from, and that the strongest convex sur-

face is next the screen. Set up the holding
ring snugly, but DON’T clamp them down
tight on the lenses.

You should take your lenses apart and
clean their interior surfaces after about five

hundred hours’ use, if you run say ten hours
a day; or after two hunded and fifty hours’
use, if you run evenings only. They may
look perfectly clean as you look through
them, but that is no proof they are not suf-
ficiently fogged to greatly increase the re-

flecting power of the surfaces, hence the
light loss. See page 141 of the Bluebook.
Do not imagine that that chap represented
Chicago. Chicago has some AWFUL dubs,
true; also she has some as good men as you
will find anywhere—distinctly high class.

Most large cities are the same.

His Difficulty
(In last week’s issue an Ohio projec-

tionist complained of his eight-year-old

lenses

—

chief difficulty being curvature of

field. I strongly advised him to get new
lenses. Due to an accident in the print

shop, the additional information which
follows was left out of the paper.—Ed.)

Of course, the installation of new lenses

would effect no startling change. The patrons
might not even notice it, and the manager
might have to look twice to see the differ-

ence, BUT THE DIFFERENCE IS THERE,
and the thing friend manager has to sell HAS
been improved, hence, while the difference

in seat sales may not be at all noticeable, it

nevertheless is there, since the better a thing

is the more inclined the public is to buy it.

As to Lenses

As to the possibility of absolute flatness of

field, there is only one kind of lens will give

that, and that is an anastigmat lens, BUT
with the present day high-grade projection

lenses available, there should be no per-

ceptible curvature of field with a sixteen-

foot picture at 120-foot projection distance;

also you should be able to get an acceptable
sharpness at top and bottom without your
screen titled, with the projection angle you
have, or at least a very slight tilt should
do the trick.

I would suggest that you buy direct from
a lens manufacturer and get a guarantee
that there will be no perceptible curvature
of field.

As to a standard—I know of none which
could be applied, except this : Cut a strip

of mica the width of a film. See to it that
it is perfectly flat. On one surface draw
perfectly straight scratch lines one-eighth of

an inch apart, both ways. Place this in the
projector in place of a film, BEING CER-
TAIN IT LIES PERFECTLY FLAT OVER
THE APERTURE; project the lines to the
screen and test their straightness with a
line stretched over them. If the lines are
not straight the lens is imperfect. You may
be certain the mica is flat over the aper-
ture if the lines are in sharp focus all over
the screen. If any one can suggest a better
method of lens testing, let him do so.

Get Your Christmas Copy
of

Richardson’s

Latest Handbook on Projection

Now
$6.00 Postage Prepaid



Better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED E T - KEYSER

Marty Picture Theatres Are Building

and Opening in the Pacific Northwest

THE theatre building program in the

Pacific Northwest is keeping pace with

building activities in other lines, ac-

cording to recent reports from our Seattle

correspondent of proposed new houses,

those under construction at the present time

and several that have made their bow dur-

ing the past few weeks.
Among those just opening their doors are

the Proctor Street Blue Mouse in Tacoma,
under direction of John Hamrick, which had

its premiere November 13 to a large, en-

thusiastic audience. It is the most beautiful

suburban house in the Pacific Northwest,

and was completely furnished and equipped

by B. F. Shearer, Inc.

Mayor Fawcett of Tacoma made the

opening address. "The Green Goddess”
was the feature picture. An unusual record

was achieved in the finishing of the house to

the final detail before it was thrown open
to the public. There will be no gang of

workmen on the premises, frantically gather-

ing up the loose ends.

Shearer made complete installation of all

furnishings, equipment and interior decora-

tion in eight days, turning the house over

complete to J. William Houck, who will

manage both Tacoma Blue Mouse theatres.

Other New Houses Scheduled

The Arcade, Myers & Ford’s new house

in La Grande, Oregon, which has been fur-

nished by B. F. Shearer, Inc., was sched-

uled to open about November 20.

B. F. Shearer, Inc., has also secured the

complete contract for lighting, decorating,

furnishing and equipping a new 800-seat the-

atre in Cottage Grove, Oregon. It will cost

in the neighborhood of $75,000.

William Morelock will be the owner. He
now operates the Arcade, which he will

close when its new namesake is ready for

occupancy about January 15. The new
house will have a full stage for road attrac-

tions.

Seattle is also due for a new house in the

suburban district. It will be located at 2352
Beacon avenue, and will be a frame build-

ing. 120x40 feet, costing around $15,000.

The Prefontaine Building Company will be
the owner. E. W. Houghton & Son are ar-

chitects. B. F. Shearer, Inc., will seat the

house with 500 upholstered Heywood-
Wakefield opera chairs.

D. Constanti, who owns two houses in

Tacoma and one in Puyallup, has let con-

tracts for his new theatre in Sumner. B. F.

Shearer, Inc., will completely furnish and
equip the house, as well as furnishing all

lighting specifications. Projection will be

Simplex and the 600 seats will be Heywood-
Wakefield opera chairs.

The Heilig Theatre, which has just opened
as a high class feature picture house, giving
special musical programs and prologues,

has installed a Robert Morton organ.

Tilamook’s Coliseum Has Opened

Partridge & Morrison’s attractive new
$75,000 theatre, which recently opened in

Tilantook, Oregon, is a notable addition to

the motion picture theatres in the Pacific

Northwest. The house is of brick and is

finished with a marquee and a big electric

sign in front. The box office is fitted with
an automa-ticket machine.

Inside the color scheme is in soft shades
of gray and rose. Gray theatre carpets

cover foyer and aisles. All lighting effects

are of the flood light type, with a hand-
some fixture in the ceiling, giving an effect

of warmth.
Seven hundred and fifty Heywood-Wake-

field opera chairs were used on ground floor

and balcony. Drapes and velour stage cur-

tains are of soft blues, and an unusual effect

is created by the front exits, which are of
the ramp order, fenced by a low railing.

Exits are draped. Beautiful flower gar-
dens at either side give an opportunity for
colored lighting effects. Above these the
organ grille, which is of fresco effect, ex-
tends to the stage at> either side.

Well Equipped Projection Room
In the foyer, drapes with valances are

elaborated by candle bracket fixtures, while
odd lanterns are hung from the ceiling. Sev-
eral handsome wall mirrors are used ef-

fectively. Stairways lead from either side
to rest rooms and balcony. The fireproof
projection room is above the balcony in the
center of the house and is equipped with
two Simplex projectors, a Transverter,
stereopticon, spotlight and other modern
apparatus. A ventilating system is used.

B. F. Shearer, Inc., of Seattle, was in
complete charge of interior furnishings,
decorating, seating, special lighting effects
and booth equipment.

Loew Will Have New
Theatre in Woodhaven
Plans ha\e been approved for the con-

truction of a theatre and business build-
ing costing $600,000, at the corner of Ninety-
sixth street and Jamaica avenue, Wood-
heaven, L. I., N. Y.
The theatre, which will be operated under

the Loew banner, which will have a seating
capacity of 2,500, will show vaudeville and
first run feature pictures.

A. H. Schwartz, who built and is oper-
ating the Farragut Rialto and Kingsway
theatres of Brooklyn and the .Merrick thea-
tre of Jamaica, and Henry Clay Miner are
building the house.

INTERIOR VIEWS OF COLISEUM THEATRE, TILAMOOK, OREGON
This new house cost $75,000. Its seating is arranged to accommodate a total of 750 patrons on the ground floor ar.d in balconj.
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West Coast Theatres Co. Appropriates

$5, 000,000 forNew Picture Theatre

A N appropriation of $5,000,000 has been
made by the West Coast Theatres
Company, Inc., for its 1924 expansion

and development program in Los Angeles
and vicinity.

This sum does not include the money to

be expended in the production of motion
pictures, but represents the amount of cash

to be spent by the concern in the purchase
and leasing of property on which new the-

atres will be erected.

At the present time the concern has a

total of 110 theatres in California, fifteen of

which are in the northern part and the re-

mainder in Southern California.

Three New Theatres

Part of this appropriation, Vice President

Lesser states, will be used for the purchase

of property on which three large new
“Class A” structures, with a seating ca-

pacity of approximately 2,500 will be built.

In addition to these, numerous other

smaller houses will either be built or pur-

chased and a large “Class A” theatre, store

and office structure, to represent an invest-

ment of $500,000, will be erected at Wash-
ington and Vermont. Tentative plans for

this structure are now being prepared by
local architects.

Ten new theatres, which will be operated

by the West Coast Company, are now under
construction and several of them will be

open to the public before the first of the

year.

The location of these playhouses and the

amount invested in each is given as follows:

Long Beach, $750,000; Avenue Fifty-six

and Pasadena avenue, $200,000; Glendale,

$300,000; Fifty-fourth street and Western
avenue, $400,000; Orange, $150,000; Comp-
ton, $100,000; Pomona, $250,000; Santa
Monica, $400,000, and San Pedro, $750,000.

The money expended in the construction

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Yeur own special Ticket,

anj colors, accurately num-
bered ; e?ery roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prise
Drawings; $5.00, $6.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash
with the oTder. Get the

samples. Send diagram fer Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

All tickets must conform to Govern-
ment regulation and bear established

i>n»e of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand fXM
Ten Thousand 5.00

Fifteen Thousand ISO
Twenty-five Thousand 8.00

Fifty Thousand 12Jt
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamoidn. Pa.

Iip«
WELDED WIRE

REELS
For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Are., New York

of these improvements is being made by
the West Coast Company and their asso-

ciates under their 1923 appropriation.

Plan a Realty Company
In conjunction with the $5,000,000 ex-

pansion program, Lesser also announces
that plans are now being drawn up for the
organization of a West Coast Realty Com-
pany, to be capitalized at more than $1,-

000,000.

This corporation will include the present
board of directors in the West Coast The-
atres Company and is being formed for the
purpose of purchasing and improving prop-
erty in the vicinity of locations selected for

theatre sites.

The directors *of the West Coast Theatres
Company are M. and A. L. Gore, Adolph
Rarnish, Sol Lesser, Davis Bershon and Jo-
seph M. Schenck.

The Week ’s Record of

AlbanyIncorporations
Averaging one a day, six companies in-

corporated and entered the motion picture
industry in New York state during the week
ending November 17, according to the records
in the state’s corporation bureau.
These companies were : the L. S. and R.

Amusement Co., of Buffalo, with A. R.

Sherry, Jacob Levin and Stephen Rebstock,
Buffalo, the amount of capitalization not
appearing in the papers

;
the Protec-A-Film

Corporation, capitalized at $20,000, with
Philip Bernstein, Charles Ginsburg, New
York; Anna Morris, Brooklyn; Fordham
Amusement Corporation, $25,000, H. E. Bog-
dish, E. F. Meisler, M. C. Ryan, New York;
Elite Theatre Co., $10,000, Dr. A. Lopes Car-
dozo, John C. Kemp, W. W. Chambers,
Richmond Hill; Advance Productions, Inc.,

$10,000, Benjamin K. Blake, William H. and
Edward B. Fernschild, New York; The
Triangle Theatrical Enterprises, $5,000,

Delores Rosenbaum, Mary Siegel, Lillian

Inkeles, New York city.

Improving Theatres
SHAWNEETOWN, ILL.—Grand Theatre,

a moving picture house owned by J. W. May,
has been removed from McBane Building on

Main street to the owner’s own building one

block south of the old location. New equip-

ment, including a screen have been installed.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Empress Theatre, a

moving picture house at 11th street and South
Grand avenue, recently purchased by Mrs.

Julia Shipp, 1530 South Fourth street, has

been remodeled, redecorated and reopened.

LOGANSPORT, IND.—Extensive improve-

ments have been made to Ark Theatre, includ-

ing redecorating interior. New seats will be

installed later.

FORT MADISON, IA.—Orpheum Theatre

has been remodeled and reopened under man-
agement of Waldo Ebinger. House has seating

capacity of 1,000.

MORGANFIELD, KY.—Princess Theatre

has been renovated, redecorated and reopened

with first-class picture policy.

ROYAL OAK, MICH.—Nearly $3,500 has

been spent in new equipment for Baldwin The-

atre. House has been reopened with combina-
tion high-class vaudeville and the best in pic-

tures.

CARTHAGE, MO.—Front of Royal The-
atre has been repainted and improvements
made to interior.

CHAFFEE, MO.—Pullman Theatre will be
redecorated.

CLARK, MO.—Mr. Shores has purchased
some new equipment for his theatre.

COLUMBIA, MO.—Hall Theatre has been
repaired and reopened.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Lobby of Strand
Theatre, at 36th street and Troost avenue,
has been remodeled and new lighting system
arranged.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Liberty Theatre has
been redecorated, refurnished and opened
under management of L. D. Balsly with
feature pictures.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Orpheum Theatre
has been renovated, repaired and redecorated.

SALEM, MO.—New addition will be built

to Lyric Theatre, 20 by 38 feet, providing
100 extra seats.

WEWOKA, OKLA.—Rex Theatre has been
remodeled and reopened with pictures. Two
new Simplex machines have been installed.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Samuel Shapiro
will make alterations and erect an addition to

theater at northwest corner Rising Sun avenue
and Louden street, to cost $10,000.

UNIONTOWN, PA.—Hall’s Dixie Theatre
has been repaired, repainted and new equip-
ment installed.

AUSTIN, TEX.—John L. Martin will erect
electric sign at 920 Congress avenue for

Crescent Theatre.

GALVESTON, TEXAS.—New electric

piano, moving picture machine and screen have
been installed in Tremont Theatre and house
reopened.

LAREDO, TEX.—Royal Theatre has been
remodeled and reopened.

PALESTINE, TEX.—Improvements will

be made to Gem and Best theatres.

PictureHousesOpened
NEW CANAAN, CONN.—New Community

Playhouse, town’s first moving picture theatre,

has opened.

ELGIN, ILL.—New Crocker Theatre, with
seating capacity of 1,600, and costing $250,000,

has opened with pictures and vaudeville.

BICKNELL, IND.—Colonial Theatre, a

moving picture house, has opened.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Earl Abbott has

opened Majestic Theatre, a moving picture

house, at 615 Beech Grove street.

DODGE CITY, KANS.—New Crown The-
atre on Walnut street opened on November
1, under management of W. H. Harpole.

UNIONTOWN, KY.—New Allendean The-
atre, costing $10,000, has opened with first-class

picture policy.

ALPENA, MICH.—Lyric Theatre has

opened with first-class picture program.

CHILLICOTHE. MO.—Howard Warner
has opened Electric Theatre, a moving picture

house, located at Jackson and Vine streets.

FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO—Frank
Allen will open new moving picture theatre,

with seating capacity of 550 on first floor, and

accommodate nearly as many in gallery.

TAOS, NEW MEXICO—Alfredo Miramon
expects to open his theatre soon.

BRADSHAW, NEB.—Liberty Theatre has

reopened with F. E. Weetstead as manager.

BURR, NEB.—Mr. Pierson has opened his

moving picture theatre.

DUBOIS, NEB.—R. W. Bobst has opened

moving picture theatre.

ALBANY, TEXAS.—Frank Whitney has

opened New Albany Theatre.



SEATING—
the basis of theatre comfort

The restful comfort provided by

American theatre chairs is an im-

portant factor in securing and main-

taining a steady year ’round flow of

satisfied theatre patrons.

Any theatre that offers comfortable

seating as first among its conven-

iences, naturally stands out first in the

estimation of the comfort and pleas-

ure seeking public.

American craftsmen are skilled in the

art of designing theatre chairs which

are not only durable in construction,

harmonious in color with surround-

ings, but of the highest achievement

from the standpoint of comfort.

Obviously, American theatre chairs

should be given first choice in plan-

ning that new theatre.

Experience has taught us how to util-

ize all the floor space to insure the

utmost seating capacity without

crowding. And, among- other things,

we offer to lay out the floor plan with-

out charge. Each seating problem is

considered individually.

jTturiiranjSkaflng Gontpami
NEW YORK

640-119 West 40th Street

CHICAGO
4 East Jackson Boulevard

BOSTON
77-A Canal Street

PHILADELPHIA
250-H So. Broad St.
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Theatres Projected
COMPTON, CALIF.—Ramsey & Remus

will erect theatre. Lessee, A. J. Davenport,

owner of California Theatre.

GLENDALE, CALIF.—B. F. Robinson and
Oscar A. Katner have acquired lease on new
theatre to be erected, to cost $250,000.

DERBY. CONN.—I. J. Hoffman, Capitol

Theatre. Ansonia, has plans by E. C. Horn
Sons, 1476 Broadway, New York, for up-to-

date theatre.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Sonneman & Juste-

man, Phillips Building, are preparing plans for

one and two-story brick moving picture the-

atre and store building, 360 by 150 feet, to cost

$375,000.

ANNAWAN, ILL.—O. W. Schneider, Ke-
wanee. has contract to erect one-story brick

theatre, 50 by 100 feet, for Phillip Billiet, to

cost $20,000.
'

CHICAGO, ILL.—J. Mangel, 17 East Mon-
roe street, plans to erect brick and terra-cotta

theatre, store and office building at southeast

corner Ridge street and Howard avenue, to cost

$1,000,000.

EVANSTON, ILL.—Syndicate, 3 West
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, plans to erect six-

There Are Mighty Good Reasons
Why the Best Houses Use

TRIMOUNT TICKETS
and have used them for the

past sixteen years.

THE REASONS ARE
QUALITY, SERVICE and a

SQUARE DEAL 0

Send fer samples and prises of the best tickets
built, printed in the larpest exclusive ticket plant
in New England.

And learn what a ticket should be.

TRIMOUNT PRESS
119 Albany Street Boston, Mass.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the best fer

Proteetm.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riverside Drive

New York

story brick and stone theatre and office build-

ing, 80 by 210 feet, on Chicago avenue, to cost

$700,000.

STERLING, ILL.—Schmidt Brothers’ Con-
struction Company, 22 East Huron street,

Chicago, has contract for moving picture the-

atre and store building to be erected at Sterling

avenue, Fourth and Locust streets for Sterling

Theatre Corporation, Grand Theatre Building,

to cost $150,000.

STERLING, ILL.—George Greenough,
owner of Grand Theatre, a moving picture

house, plans to erect new building, with seating

capacity of 900, to cost about $200,000.

FORT WAYNE, IND.—Work is already

under way on new theatre being erected at

Pontiac and Calhoun streets for Heliotes and
Lambrakis, to cost $80,000.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Ostrom Realty

Company, Peoples Bank Building, has contract

to erect one-story brick theatre, 60 by 80 feet,

at 636-48 Fairfield avenue, for G. C. Schmidt,

Crystal Theatre, to cost $30,000.

ENTERPRISE, KANS.—J. M. Ginder will

erect stucco moving picture theatre, 24 by 65

feet.

ERIE, KANS.—G. E. Showalter has pur-
chased old M. E. Church building and will con-

vert it into a moving picture theatre to be

known as the Elm Grove Theatre.

HORTON, KANS.—Building of new the-

atre is almost a necessity. Old High Street

Theatre is soon to go, and the only theatre left

will be the Colonial, with seating capacity of

300. Central Park is suggested as an ideal

location for new community theatre.

ELLSWORTH, ME.—Robert P. King plans

to erect up-to-date moving picture theatre ad-

joining the Union Trust Building, with seating

capacity of 500.

BOSTON, MASS.—Eagle Amusement Com-
pany, 2227 Washington street, has plans by
Blackall, Clapp & Whittemore, 20 Beacon
street, for one-story brick theatre to be erected

on Washington street, near Dudley, in Rox-
bury district.

LANSING, MICH.—Lansing Theatre Com-
pany, 128 West Allegan street, has plans by S.

D. Butterworth, New Prudden Building, for

two-story brick, stone and terra-cotta Black-

stone Theatre and office building to be erected

at Allegan and Capitol streets, to cost $100,000.

MUSKEGON, MICH.—Muskegon Amuse-
ment Corporation, Inc., 634 Clay avenue, will

erect one-story moving picture and vaudeville

theatre, 132 by 56 feet, on Clay avenue, near
Jefferson street, to cost $50,000.

INDEPENDENCE, MO.—John Burke has
purchased site for new theatre.

ODESSA, MO.—Work has started on new
moving picture theatre, to cost $15,000.

DELHI, N. Y.—M. H. Fanning plans to

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with erdet

C#pj must reacti us by Tuesday noon t* Insure do*
LI cation Id that week's Issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
SCREENS painted by expert painter. Estimates

given on request. Oscar Schediwy, care Apollo
Theatre, Winfield, Long Island.

PROJECTIONIST, experienced, can start im-
mediately. Any make of machine. References.
Single. Clarence Holtzclaw, Stamps, Arkansas.
CAMERAMAN doing free lance work, what have

you to photograph? Joseph Yesvets, 687 Carson
Street, Hazleton, Pa.

MANAGER at liberty. Eight years present the-
atre. Capable booker and advertiser. Reliable and
trustworthy. Married. Best of references. Good
education. Reason for change : Present owner
selling ; new owner taking charge management.
Address Manager, care Moving Picture World, New
York City.

erect two-story brick moving picture theatre,

38 by 69 feet, on Main street, to cost $50,000.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Picadilly Holding
Company, 1650 Broadway, has plans by N. L.

Schloss, 105 West 40th street, for one-story

brick and terra-cotta theatre to be erected at

SALISBURY, N. C.—Capitol Theatre will

erect theatre, store and office building, with

seating capacity of 1,100,

PictureHouses Opened
EMPORIA, KANS.—Moving picture the-

atre will be established in Odd Fellows Build-

ing and operated under management of Charles

Burg.

WATERVILLE, KANS.—Isis Theatre has

reopened.

CLAYTON, MO.—Olive Theatre has opened.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.—Electric Theatre has

opened with pictures and vaudeville.

OKMULGEE, OKLA.—Moving picture the-

atre will be opened by John Feeney at 203 West
Sixth street. Will be known as the Cozy.

CORRY, PA.—New Grand Theatre has

opened.

LEBANON, PA.—Colonial Theatre, owned
by Carr and Schand, has opened.

PALESTINE, TEXAS.—Best Theatre has

opened.

SUN-LIGHT ARCS
STUDIO

AND

PROJECTION
LAMPS

“MARTIN”
ROTARY
CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 &. H«yoe Av*., CM exit 1010 Brekxw Bldg., New Y»rk

!

HARMER, INC.,

209 West 48th Street

Bryant 6366

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trade

ff.’SSS’SSS™'?? SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertisements: Tariff on Application

Editorial Office* i TURIN (Italy)—Galleria Nariooal

•
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HELIOS
REFLECTOR LAMP

FOR BETTER PROJECTION
For Direct or Alternating Current

WITH AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

You Save
( 100% on CONDENSERS
< 70-80% in CURRENT
1 70% in CARBONS

AND
OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE,
MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND OUT MORE CLEARLY

May be utilized for slide projection. Cooling Device,
permitting holding films, may be attached.

DEALERS write for our proposition

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

WARREN PRODUCTS CO.
265 CANAL ST. NEW YORK

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Patents Applied For

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
10 to 25 amperes with D. C. or 25 to 35 amperes with A. C. equals present screen
illumination using 80 amperes and over.

ELMINATES ALL CONDENSERS
AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

Guarantees correct maintenance of arc with either direct or alternating current.

Special Stereopticon Attachment
STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT

Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric
Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment
OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN MIDDLE WEST:

Exhibitors Supply Company, Inc.
CHICAGO CLEVELAND INDIANAPOLIS ST. LOUIS
MILWAUKEE MINNEAPOLIS OMAHA DENVER

For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

The Model Seating for the Model Theatre
THE CHAIR THAT’S ON THE SQUARE

The Seating that Your Patrons Want
at the Price You Can Afford to Pay

OUR QUANTITY PRODUCTION
REDUCES THE FIRST COST

OUR QUALITY IN MATERIAL AND WORK-
MANSHIP ELIMINATES COST OF UPKEEP

THE SOLID COMFORT OF OUR MODELS
INCREASES YOUR PATRONAGE

Steel Furniture Seating

Pays for Itself

Send for Handsomely Illustrated Catalog M and Learn What Up-to-Date,

Attractive and Luxurious Seating You Can Install a t Money Saving Figures.

STEEL FURNITURE COMPANY, Grand Rapids, Mich.
DISTRIBUTORS!

Gen.raj Seating Co., 27 West First St, Charlotte, N. C. J. G. Carlson, 24 First St, South, Minneapolis, Minn. ^ .

Steel Furniture Co. of N. Y., 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. O. A. & B. L. McCormick, S. E. Cor. 3rd and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati, Okte
L. E. & E. C. Stone, 301 Fuller Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. Southern Theatre Equipment Co„ 9 Nassau St., Atlanta, Ga.
W. S. Hen dershot, 36 Fourth Ave., Wilson, Pa. Southern Theatre Equipment Co., 1815 Main St., Dallas, Texas

Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc., 825 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—and all the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen on the screen. This

means the kind of photographic reproduc-

tion that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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“GET READY FOR THE CHANGE-OVER
says the

SIMPLEX
AUTOMATIC SIGNAL REEL

“the reel with the voice”

A strong durable substantial reel

that just simply fills that long-felt

want in every up-to-date projec-

tion room.

Ask Your Simplex Distributor fora Demonstration

With Signal device $5.50

Without Signal device $4.50

Send for descriptive literature

THE SIMPLEX MECHANICAL ARC FEED

Simple—Durable—Positive

operates efficiently on

ALTERNATING or DIRECT CURRENT

Actuated by regular machine motor
Requires

No Governors
No Relays
No Springs
No Solenoids

No Magnets
No Clockwork
No Friction Discs

No Extra Motor

That’s why it works BETTER
Built like a Simplex

At all Simplex Distributors $100.00

Send for descriptive literature

ThePrecisionMachine (o.Tnc.

317-29 East 34th: St—NewYork

li

ssjjjf
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Variable Light Control

For dense or light films,

the carbon arc is depended

upon to deliver the proper

amount of light necessary

to project the picture

cThc Carbon Arc 'with

Columbia Projector Carbons

produces the steadiest, most

brilliant, and dependable

light obtainable

*
.

— inquiries cheerfully answered

with ftdl information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, CaL



Regional in News Value; National in Service

Moving" Picture

WORLD
Vol. 65, No. 6 December 8, 1923 PRICE 25 CENTS
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PUBLIC
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“The Best of

the Season
”

So the movie editor of the St.

Louis Times termed “The Light
That Failed.” Judging from the
big business this picture is doing
at the Missouri, St. Louis; the
Columbia, Washington; and the
Rialto, New York —- its first

showings — many movie patrons
agree with him.

Melford’s picturization of the
Kipling masterpiece has a hap-
py ending and is high class

throughout. There’s a print for

you at your Paramount ex-
change.

Adapted by F. McGrew Willis and
Jack Cunningham

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY SSw'SS&SS
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. $3.00 a year.
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aA Sensation

in Seattle!’

’

“‘The Acquittal’ is a positive sensation in Seattle.

Second Sunday business broke all second week house

records except ‘Merry Go Round’ and came within a

few dollars of that picture. Never heard finer audience

comment on any picture.”

COLUMBIA THEATRE, Seattle, Wash.

Premier of Mystery Plays

!

“It is certainly the premier of all mystery plays,

and the audience cannot guess who the guilty one is

until the last few feet. This is a very critical town.

My patrons were very well satisfied.”

A. J. Meininger, Mgr.,

CAPITOL THEATRE, Manitowoc, Wise.

“On a par with ‘Merry Go Round.’

as big a Box Office attraction.”

Leo A. Landau, Manager Director,

ALHAMBRA THEATRE,
Milwaukee, Wise.

,1 ust

‘

'Box-Office Attraction !

’



Busters Dc Luxe Knockout
3eph.M. Sclienck

presents

Buster
on

OurHospitaKty
Story and, titles by

Jean. Havez
Joe MJtclieU
Clyde Bruckman

directed by

BusterKeaton and

Jack Blystone



THREE
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BUSTER.
KEATON
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picture

“There are several things
that make Buster Keaton’s latest

picture, ‘Our Hospitality,’ a
remarkable and at the same
time the mos- ’,enjoyable com-
edy the frozen-faced fun
maker has ever accomplished.

“There is suspense mixed
with the fun and the rescue
scene over a great water fall

makes you catch your sides
with laughter one minute and
gasp in astonishment the
next.”—San Francisco News.

“One scene after another
precipitates hysterics. The
famous old ‘Rocket,’ great-
great - great - great - grandfather
of the modern Mogul engine,
has been faithfully reproduced,
with its ridiculously inade-
quate little engine, fired with
kindling, pulling three wobbly
coaches over a scalloped road-
bed. Then there is an amus-
ing scene in the family home
of the Canfields, whose private
arsenal is called into play
with the arrival of the tra-

ditional enemy. At the end a
really gasping episode is

brought about and there is the
typically funny Keaton finale.

In many respects this is Kea-
ton’s best picture; there is

plenty of humor. It will prob-
ably be swallowed whole by
many a wide-eyed movie fan.”
—San Francisco Journal.

“As a comedy ‘Our Hospi-
tality’ is vastly superior to

‘Three Ages,’ Buster’s first full

length picture. The present
vehicle has enough matter to

keep laughter going at a good
clip throughout its seven reels,

the fun rising in the travelogue
to an uproar.

“To see that wabbly string

of old-fashioned stage bodies
flopping along over the rickety

track is a sure cure for indi-

gestion and bad temper.

“But, though there is so

much of laughter in the pic-

ture, there are thrills aplenty.

“At one point Buster ties a
rope around his waist, the
other end of which is securely
fastened to one of his enemies,
who is above him on the top
of the hill, waiting to kill him—‘Let me have a rope,’ this

gentle creature says. ‘I want
to hang a man over the cliff

so I can get a better aim to

shoot him.’

“There is much more to

this episode, but it pales into

insignificance for danger when
compared with the water fall

sequence. Here Buster is

lashed to a log, which gets

tangled at the very brink of

the fall, and while he drops
over and is suspended in the

air the log holds. He climbs

back. Then when the girl

comes rushing to death over

the fall he swings beneath,

catches her, drops her on a

safe ledge and makes his own
way back to the top of the

rocks.”

—

San Francisco Chron-
icle.



“Buster Keaton may be

proud of ‘Our Hospitality,’ his

latest picture, at the Warfield

Theatre.
“Buster is at least o»* co-

median with a desire to really

act, who had the ability to

convince his producer and
manager into letting him
try it.

“In ‘Our Hospitality’ Buster

Keaton proves that he is a

comedian, dramatic actor and
acrobat par excellence. Nat-

alie Talmadge, Mrs. Buster

Keaton in private life, is the

‘girl’ of the story. Pretty and
with much of the talent of her

two famous sisters Natalie is

more than acceptable in the

part. Baby Buster also ap-

pears as well as Grandfather
Joe Keaton and another young
actor, Ralph Bushman, son of

Francis X. Bushman. — San
Francisco Call.

“ ‘Our Hospitality,’ Kea-
ton’s best comedy, is show-
ing, and the Warfield is as

noisy and full of hubbub and
laughter and back-slapping

and roars as a political

smoker with the punch-bowl
flowing freely.

“His adventures in a river,

down rapids, hanging over
waterfalls, etc., are a series

of breath-taking surprises

that outdo those in ‘Way
Down East.’

“Natalie Talmadge turns

a real heroine and gets

swept over a cliff, but luck

favors their romance, and
when papa and brothers get

on the scene, the parson has

done his little trick.

“Plenty of rich comedy
touches abound. You laugh

as you see the engineer’s

little dog outrun the train.

Papa Keaton is the engi-

neer, and Baby Keaton is

the youngest juvenile.''•—San
Francisco Bulletin.

NATALIE
TALMADGE
( mrs.buster keaton)

“ ‘Our Hospitality,’ which
yesterday came to the War-
field for the first showing any-
where, is in my opinion the

most enjoyable of the Buster

Keaton comedies.
“There are many unex-

pected turns in the plot, with
humor all the way to the sat-

isfactory finish.

“Miss Talmadge plays the

Southern girl in pretty man-
ner. Keaton’s father drives

the engine of the old-time

train, ‘The Rocket,’ so that

three generations of the co-

median’s family are repre-

sented in the film. Another
member of the cast is Ralph
Bushman, son of the distin-

guished actor.” — San Fran-
cisco Examiner.

BUSTER.
JR,.

with his
Grandfather

1 1 1111
i L4 1

l
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NO WONDER
this Man's Pictures
are all Clean* Ups

Cruze’s one gospel—entertainment—shows
big in “To the Ladies.” The hard-boiled

New York audiences and critics are raving
over this picture.

One of the season’s really amusing pictures. Fresh
clean, comic,” says the World. “James Cruze has
scored again,” declares the American.

And the dollars are flocking to the Rivoli.

Adapted by Walter Woods from the play
by Geo. Kaufman and Marc Connelly

>RPORATION SvMfa .

A lames Cruze
\^J PRODUCTION

TO THE
LADIES

-With

EDWARD HORTON, THEODORE ROBERTS,
HELEN JEROME EDDY and LOUISE DRESSER.
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What
Victor
Seastrom
has done-'
He has a surprise

in store for you

!

%

ANOTHER motion picture has been
added to the industry* It is Victor

Seastrom’s “Name the Man!” adapted from
Sir Hall Caine’s novel, “The Master of

Man*” But it is not just another motion
picture* It is something more than that*

It is a bit of reality carved right out of

life itself—as real as the face of your
mother, or your own hand* It con-

vinces you of its humanness, of its

stature through its simplicity*

There is no striving after effect* The
story is just acted and directed simply

and sincerely and the effect is there*

Nobody knows how Seastrom does it.
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But he does it. He has communicated his own sim-

plicity and sincerity to Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch,

Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,

Creighton Hale, and the other members of the cast;

they have never acted better.

No human heart can escape the drama and the

emotion which Seastrom has lifted from life and trans-

ferred to the screen. It speaks the universal language

of the heart, no matter how noble or ignoble that

heart may be.

See it and be convinced how great a miracle the

mechanism known as a motion picture camera is

capable of when there is heart, intelligence, humility

and sincerity in the driving force back of it—the

mind which directed it. Qoldwyn presents

% Hall
Caine

Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern
JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Director

(^k>icliu^r^^<>srnop<ditart
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“Youthful
Cheaters

“Brought out the flap-

pers.” “Gay scenes and
jazz.” “Has class.” Youth-
ful appeal.” “Gets the

99 young ’uns.” “Everybody
happy.” “Pep and pulling

power.”

“Second
Fiddle”

“Another fine Hunter
picture.” “They all liked

it.” “Good business three

days.” “A first fiddle for

me.” “Played a sweet
tune in the box office.” “A
winner everywhere.”

FILM GUILD PRODUCTIONS

Grab his smoke now—get

into his speed—make Hun-
ter’s fame mean money to

you. The whole country
wants to see this youthful

star. Here are three great

action pictures, smashing box-

office successes that will fill your
theatre (a fourth, “Grit,” will

follow soon.)

“Puritan

Passions”

Played to crowded
houses at the B. S. Moss
Cameo Theatre on Broad-
way for two weeks. The
year’s most discussed pic-

ture on the world’s most
famous show street. A

thrilling story with a dual life and midnight duels, projected

against a background of fascinating Puritanical life in the

critical days of American History.

Exhibitors Say:
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EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

President "

'A Riot
At Every Show-

Q^ l/s More
”

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Contract Now For These Twelve
Pictures Beginning With

“THE ANT”
and

um T T?
1 JuL Ju

Produced by Principal Pictures Corporation, Sol Lesser, President

By the New Process Perfected by

LOUIS H. TOLHURST
Are Winning “Vociferous Applause” WhereverThey Are Shown

C>4.re you building up a repu-

tation for your theatre— win-
ning a steadypatronage—orjust
depending week by week on
some over-long, padded feature

for your business ?

Balaban and Katz have built up
their wonderful Chicago busi-

ness by advertising their
SHOWS. They have won the

confidence of the people, who
know they can always find
Diversified Entertainment at

these theatres.

Depend on G&<iuxxitlcrna£ (AcIuaju)

to help you build up a 100 per
cent show and a steady, grow-
ing patronage.
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Scenario bjr Mdfjitrt

“THE NEW SCHOOL TEACHER”
Now ready for release.

With Charles “Chic” Sales

THROUGH
COMMONWEALTH FILM CORPORATION

New York City;
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey

MOSCOW FILMS. INC.
Boston. Mass.; New England States

ALL-STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
San Francisco, Cal.; California

SKIREOLL GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Cleveland and Cincinnati. Ohio; Ohio and Kentucky

H. LIEBER COMPANY
Indianapolis. Ind.; State of Indiana

ROYAL PICTURES. Philadelphia, Pa.;
Philadelphia and Eastern Pennsylvania

Distributed by

MASTODON FILMS, INC.
C. C. BURR, Pres. C. R. ROGERS. Vice-Pres. WM. LACKEY. Treas.

133-135-137 WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Foreign Rights Controlled by Richmount Pictures
-20 WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY, N .Y.

THROUGH
COLUMBIA FILM SERVICE, INC.

Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia

METRO PICTURES, INC.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey

FAVORITE FILM COMPANY. INC.
Detroit. Mich.; State of Michigan

MID-WEST FILM COMPANY
Milwaukee. Wis. : State of Wisconsin

GRIEVER PRODUCTIONS. INC..
S3 1 S. Wabash. Chicago; Northern lllinelt
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£dna purviance
^Written and Directed bij

CHARLES CHAPLIN

“ ‘A Woman of Paris’ grips without using a

lariat, and holds without spectacular sets or

an army of extras. There’s a story that is as

thrilling as the first day it ever was enacted.,

Chaplin has given us something to be cinema-J

tically thankful for. He has told a big,

gripping story in the simple words of a first)

reader.”—Don Allen, N. Y. Evening Worlds

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
SMary

^
Pickford Charleys' Chaplin 1

Dougfau JairbanksS D. W. Qnffifn
CMiram Obramlr,^President'

“Grips Without A Lariat,

Holds Without Extra Mob”
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SHOWMEN! Here Are Six Real Box-Office Attractions.

You can get them at your Selznick Exchange at a price

to insure showman’s profits.

CJ Exhibitor Reports and trade

paper criticisms all point con-

clusively to the exceptional

box office value behind the

six Pyramid Productions
listed on this page.

<1 They are all high grade pro-

ductions offering strong ex-

ploitation possibilities.

d And what is more—you can

buy them thru your Selznick

exchange at a price that will

guarantee you a good profit.

<J Pyramid Productions are

made by showmen for show-

men and sold at prices that

enable you to make a show-

man’s profit.

d In production, cast, title and
story value, these Pyramid
Productions will compare
favorably with pictures for

which you are asked to pay
much higher prices.

d Get in touch with your Selz-

nick Exchange today!

WIFE IN NAME ONLY
By Bertha M. Clay

Directed by George Terwilliger
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Norman Arleigh Edmund Lowa
Madaline Dornham Florence Dixon
Phillipa L' Estrange Mary Thurman
Victor Harwood Arthur Housman
Sam Dornham T^one Power
Margaret Dornham Edna May Spooner
Mrs. Hemingway Ora May Jonea
John Dean William H. Tooker

A story of love turned to a fierce hat ed. An innocent girl victimized to satisfy a craving
for revenge of a fancied wrong. Bertha M. Clay’s remarkable story of love redeemed haj
thrilled millions.

WHEN THE DESERT CALLS
By Donald McGibney

(Length 6.150 feet)

Directed by R. C. Smallwood
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Louise Caldwell Violet Heming
Sheik El Din
Eldred Caldwell Robert Frazer
George Stevenson
Richard Manners Sheldon Lewis
Frank Warren David Wall
Lieut. Col. Potter J. Barney Sherry
The White Angel Julia Swayne Gordon
Nazim Nicholas Thompson
Dr. Thorpe Huntley Gordon
A British Tommy Tammany Young

The drama of husband and wife sent by a sinister hand to seek peace separately on
desert sands and their thrilling adventures before Fate reunites them.

WHAT FOOLS MEN ARE
By Eugene Walter

(Length 6.087 feet)

Directed by George Terwilliger
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Peggy Kendricks Faire Binney
Ralph Demarest Joseph Striker
Bartley Clayboutne Huntley Gordon
Kate Claybourne Florence Billingi
Ola Lucy Fox
Horace Demarest J. Barney Sherry
Bayard Thomas Templar Saxe
Steve O'Malley Harry Clay Blaney

A study of the emotional life of New York’s gayest younger set and of the tumultuous
career of a little love pirate who springs a startling surprise.

HIS WIFE’S HUSBAND
. From the novel, “The Mayor’s Wife”

By Anna Katherine Green
(Length 6.092 feet)

Directed by Kenneth Webb
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Olympia Brewster .Betty Blythe
Henry Packard Huntley Gordoo
John Brainard Arthur Carew
Dominick Duffy George Fawcett
Bess Grace Goodall
Mrs. Althorpe Blanche Davenport
Baby Packard Rita Maurice

An emotional society drama tingling with mysta*y and a likeable spirit of conflict, made
into a living thing, by a wonderful star and good cast splendidly directed.

QUEEN OF THE MOULIN ROUGE
By Paul M. Potter

(Length 6,704 feet)

Directed by R. C. Smallwood
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Rosalie Anjou Martha Mansfield
Tom Richards Joseph Striker

Louis Rousseau Henry Harmon
Jules Riboux Fred T. Jonee
Gigolette Jane Thomas
Moozay Tom Blake
Albert Lenoir Mario Carl lie

A virile, vibrant and vital melodrama of the midnight-to-dawn district of Paris, wherein
a girl’s honor is bartered to awaken genius in her student -sweetheart.

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME
By Anthony Paul Kelly

(Length 7,382 feet)

Directed by R. C. Smallwood
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Richard Goodloe Monte Blue

Mrs. Goodloe ^ Julia Swayne Gordon

Colonel Sanders p®vS
Virginia Sanders Sigrid Holmgulst

“Con” Arnold Arthur Carew

Calamity Jane Lucy F o*

Steven McKenna Matthew Betz

Loney Smith ..Billy

Detective Monahan Patrick Ham ng toe

Nitro Jim : ........Tom Blake

A pulse-quickening racing melodrama of the South; rich in sentiment, heart interest, pathee

offset with comedy. The race sequence is packed with thrill.

PYRAMID PICTURES, Inc., 150 West 34th Street, NEW YORKS
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Mr. Exhibitor:—If you had pictures as
good as this all year round you could con-

gratulate yourself on the permanency of

your theatre and it’s continued success.

Certain audiences like certain pictures

but the big idea in successful production is

to make pictures that ALL audiences want
—such is—
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J-eaturincj

MONTE BLUE
IRENE RICH
Marc Mac Derraott

Alec Francis

Norma Shearer

A vivid drama of conflicting loves, noble sacrifices and great human understanding. A story told

with matchless skill by a writer of world renown, with remarkable character portrayals by one of the

most noteworthy casts ever assembled. A sumptuously produced picture, made gigantically spectacu-

lar by an awe-inspiring forest fire which holds the spectator breathless.

New York Premiere at the Mark Strand Theatre
Week beginning December 9th
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Q/'ow thejwlel by ~

KATHLEEN NORRIS
«Directed by

JACK CONWAY
A HARRY RAPF
PRODUCTION

/
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A
Christmas Suggestion

Someone you know would appreciate a copy of F. H.

Richardson’s new fourth edition HANDBOOK OF
PROJECTION more than anything else you could

give.

The Handbook is absolutely the last

word on projection. Its 974 pages of

information and 842 questions with an-

swers leave nothing to be desired. It

is worth its price times over.

This is a suggestion to act on NOW. Xmas is near and

the mails will soon be crowded. So mail your order

TODAY with $6.00, to:

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

(Also at your dealers, or mailed C. O. D. if you desire.)
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<^?or a
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR.

boo^
FIRST

NATIONAL
FIRST

depend upon “Dick”

Barthelmess hitting

them right with this

one.

As the Exhibitors

Trade Review says:

“A picture that will

please all audiences.”

That means big busi-

(\ ness

Inspiration Pictures Inc. «
Charles H.Duell, president
presents m 1

Rfifiess

A
JohnS.Robeit$on

PRODUCTION
Scenario by Josephine Lovett
Photographed by George Folsey ^

Foreign Rights Controlled by

FIRST NATIONAL MONTH V
A
|
U
£
R
|

A JirAt national Attraction
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-more than 2000
persons sat emotionally gripped

at the Plaza Theatre, New York,
—swinging from laughter to

tears and from tears to laughter

as a wonderful boy actor, Ben
Alexander, recent star of “Pen-

rod and Sam,” moved in and out

of Booth Tarkington’s great

story of mother love.

Every man and woman in that

audience was stirred. The touch-

ing appeal of a simple story,

marvelously directed and its

characters portrayed by a per-

fect cast brought forth a storm

of applause—which more than

justified our opinion that

—

\\

^Jor a
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR,

boo

FIRST
NATIONAL
FIRST

J.K. M.CDONALD presents

BOY OF
MINE

bij

BOOTH TARKINGTON
featuring

3en Alexander, Henry Walthall

Irene Rich and Rochliffe Fellowes
Directed bij WILLIAM BEAUDINE
Scenario bij HOPE LORING

and LOUIS D. LIGHTON
assisted bij REX WEIL

is one of the most wonderfully human
pictures ever created by the brain ofman

another FIRST NATIONAL'BIG lO"

FIRST NATIONAL MONTH JANUARY

i
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Week.
Commencing

DEC.
31
Week

Commencing

JAN.

%e big heart-interest story of the year

BOY ofMINE
BOOTH TARKINGTON

featuring

BEN ALEXANDER - HENRY WALTHALL
IRENE RICK ROCKIIFFE FELLOWS/

A FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION

BLACK OXEN,
by Gertrude Atherton

featuring

CORINNE GRIFFITH - CONWHY TEARLE

Millions are waiting to see this/

TARKINGTON—
ALEXANDER

A great box office

combination. A tri-

umph for J. K. Mc-
Donald, producer of
“Penrod and Sam,” a
sensational triumph
for Ben Alexander.
A great lead off smash
for First National
Month.

With its tremendous
book sales— and the
fact that 231 news-
papers, representing 41
states are telling the
story of “Black Oxen”
to millions, this picture
is one of the greatest
looked for pictures
ever released. A tre-
mendous second for
First National Month.

Never before has a
company presented
so many absolute
winners in one
month

.

and this is just
a sample of what
First National will

.

every month/

Week.
Commencing

JAN.
14

NORMATALMADGE
IN .

SONG ofLOVE

You can jot this one
down in your book
right now and figure
yourself a nice profit
for the week you book
it. One of the biggest
clean ups Norma ever
made and a stupendous
third for First Na-
tional Month.

Week.
Commencing

JAN.

21
Week

Commencing

JAN.

28

Samuel Goldwyn (not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures}
presents the

George Fitzmaurice

THE ETERNAL
CITY"

from the story by SIR HALL CAINE
The Box-Office Sensation of the Season Exhibitor's Herald.

witk
BERT LYTELL
BARBARA LAMARR
LIONEL BARRYMORE
RICHARD BENNETT
MONTAGUE LOVE

Supported by

"7k SWAMP ANGEL’
by RICHARD CONNELL

Directed bit CLARENCE BADGER

XJilt J A JUNE
ELVIDGE

ANNA Q. NIELSON — MARY CARR — RUSSEll SIMPSON - MARY AIDES - CHARLES MURRAY - DUU MONTANA

Danny in “Film Daily’

“What a box office!
If you can’t do busi-
ness with this one
there is something
wrong— with you.”
Them’s our sentiments
exactly. Did you ever
see such releasing
strength ?

And what a fifth!

With such a story
;
the

sensational star of
“Flaming Youth”; the
director of “Potash
and Perlmutter”; and
such a cast is there
any wonder we shout
—“What a fifth for

First National
Month 1”





Eugene O'Neill 1-

Recognized the world over as America’s most
brilliant playwright.

Blanche Sweet
William Russell
George Marionand

Eugenie Besserer

Powerful in fan value, they represent in the

opinion of dramatic critics, “the perfect

cast.”

c
7fios.H.

(

Jnce
Without doubt, the most consistent pro- Daring, a master of dramatics, there was no
ducer of money-making pictures this indus- producer living better fitted to produce the

THE GREAT AMERICAN DRAMA
it was bound to be a sensation/



9°or a
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR,

booh

FIRST
NATIONAL
FIRST

SIDNEY CHAPLIN
as “Judd” the Valet

they’lljust
pass out
completely
This little old
industry ofours
has never seen such
a comedyas the

Associated First National Pictures, inc. presentation of

TEMPORARY
HUSBAN

WithOwenMoore -Sidney Chaplin-SylviaBreamer and a superb cast

Directed hy JohnMcDermott

It’s one continual roar
from the openingstraight
through to the finish !

FIRST NATIONAL’S “BIG-lO’areBIG

PIRST NATIONAL MONTH
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Foundedin 1)0Jby %J, P. Chalmers

Prints
ttrnHIS subject will not down,” says a memo

from the enthusiastic Van Buren Powell,

who conducts Moving Picture World’s

“Straight From the Shoulder” reports.

Then we read another wail from a small-town

exhibitor about the condition of the print on his

most recent feature.

This happens about once a week—sometimes

oftener.

Until we begin to think that the small theatre

owner must run up the flag and call put the village

band whenever he accidentally receives a print in

shape for showing without apologies.

Not a very encouraging situation.

* * *

ET’S try to get this straight.

Either the business of the small town the-

atres is a very vital and necessary part of

this industry, or, it is simply “extra money or,

it is a nuisance. -

What is it?

We have basis for judgment in the amount of

money that is spent to get the small theatre man s

contract. Distribution costs are the thorn in the

side of this business. And isn’t it true that by

far the greatest proportion of the cost is spent on

the legion of salesmen roaming the “sticks”?

Over the average it costs as much in most organ-

izations to keep the salesmen moving as they are

receiving in salary. And those railroad and hotel

expenses are being expended in search of small

accounts.

It is conceded, therefore, that the village theatre

account is worth something.

Worth following through, at any rate.

Are we doing that? In the most obvious and

simple phase of our service—the physical condi-

tion of the goods sold?
* * *

Y OU can buy a package of Uneeda Biscuits

at Acker, Merrill & Condit’s in New York
today, and purchase another box at the

Four Corners General Store next week—and feel

that you have got your money’s worth in both
cases.

Is the public not entitled to the same expecta-
tion in the case of the motion picture?

Granted that all prints cannot be NEW prints
—is there any justification for the print that is

impossible—that distorts the acting, renders the
story unintelligible, and ruins the patience?

The account that is worth selling is worth keep-
ing.

It is our conviction that the reason small town
accounts are not given the service that will KEEP
them on the books is that all the emphasis and
frenzy is placed on SELLING and not a thought
on the keeping.

It is the product of a vicious circle. First, the
exchange manager must keep his operating costs

at the lowest point possible, meaning the tempta-
tion to shave in those parts not immediately con-
cerned with SELLING.

Second, he knows that the ordering of another
print puts his head in a noose—he must produce a
certain quota of business to justify the print.

Rather than take the chance of falling down, he
decides, it is far better not to order the additional

print, then the home office will never know about
the business he MIGHT have secured.

* * *

T HERE is a problem here that must be solved.

We mention it, knowing full well that the

mere mention is not going to solve it—that

there are financial and physical questions involved

that will tax the best brains and most sincere in-

tentions of any organization.

But the thought has come to us that while we
are awaiting opportunities to lay laurel wreaths on
producing and selling heads—let’s give notice that

there is opportunity for a man or an organization

to gain a prize for DELIVERING THE GOODS.
In good condition—as sold, and as bought.
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This week—this month—and this

year—they’ll never get through talk-

ing about the testimonial dinner to

HARRY REICHENBACH at the Ritz

last Wednesday. SOME large eve-

ning; yessir, boy!

As far as the inhabitants of Film
Row are concerned it seems foolish to

spend time and space on the affair.

Everybody was there in person. Every-
body—or at least the majority—knows
what happened. Description from us

is superfluous.

But some one should put down in

black and white a tribute to the com-
mittee that could handle such an
event and carry it through to such

glorious success. So here are the

names: WILLIAM BRANDT, TOE
DANNENBURG, SAM ROTHAFEL,
JACK ALICOATE (ex-officio). Sing

your own praise—and you can’t make
it too strong.

But while you are writing the preuse

for the committee underline each

word with a thought of the evening’s

reason for existence — HARRY
REICHENBACH. Harry can surely

consider his silvery thatch a real

crown after being on the receiving

end of am event that packed the

Crystal Room of the Ritz with the

brains, beauty and wit of the industry.

Just think of having SENATOR
JIMMY WALKER for toastmaster

and then a card of attractions includ-

ing “BUGS” BAER, WILLIE COL-
LIER, HARRY HIRSHFIELD,
GEORGE BEBAN, SAMUEL GOLD-
WYN, NATHAN BURKAN, RICH-
ARD ROWLAND, and a few reels of

really humorous film.

The funniest film of all probably

being the one of the guests taken as

they arrived. Two strangers made and
seconded a motion that another reel

be taken of the guests departing. It

was placed under the table by a

unanimous vote.

“BUGS” BAER put everybody at

ease at the outset with the remark
that he was glad to see the entire in-

dustry present, regreting only the

unavoidable absence of the cherubic
Diamond Brothers.

A World reporter later secured a

statement from the Diamond Twins

Moving" Picture

WORLD
ROBERT E. WELSH — EDITOR

Published Weekly by
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY

516 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Member Audit Bureau Circulation

This
Week

that their absence was due only to

their inability to get sufficient police

protection.

“Jimmy” Walker spoke the truth
when he said he was glad he wasn’t
the speaker following Baer on the
program after which Sam Goldwyn
fooled ’em all by coming through with
the professional aplomb of a Friar.

Sam’s prize thought being: “I hope
Harry doesn’t take all this too serious-

ly. If he does he may show up at the

next dinner with the ninety -five per
cent, and I’ll have the five.”

Willie Collier then told the story of

his twelve-month vacation in Holly-

wood. It’s a nifty. Anyway you take

it.

Incidentally, Willie explained the

origin of the national anthem.
“Yes .” “The song was probably
inspired by the Patented Non-Bearing
Fruit Trees in the rear of my Holly-

wood Bungalow.”

Harry Hirshfield, who draws “Abie
the Agent,” told of his interview with
Henry Ford in which the flivver king
explained his antipathy to Jews by
saying: “Every time we hire one as

a salesman he always uses the demon-
stration car to go looking for a good
job.”

Here’s another: “How many Jews
are there in the United States?” said

Mr. Ford. I told him: “You run for

President, Mr. Ford, and you’ll know
the number exactly.”

All this brought about by the state-

ment that Reichenbach would probably
handle the publicity on Ford’s cam-
paign. If Hirshfield sees Henry again

he can tell him on our authority that

if the Silver King handles the job Ford
will not only be elected President but

will probably also acquire the jobs of

Grand Klaxon of the Ku Klux and
Royal High Mogul of B’nai Brith.

Prominent names strewn all over
the dais like loose chano-e Just a few

Manager of Advertising: James A. Milligan.
Manager of Circulation: Dennis J. Shea.

Subscription price: United States and it*

possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a year;
Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),
$10.00 a year. Copyright, 1923, Chalmers
Publishing Co. Copyright throughout Great
Britain and Colonies under the provisions of
the Copyright Act of 1911. (All rights re-

served.)

Other publications: Cine Mundial (Span-
ish). Technical books.

of those recalled: MARCUS LOEW,
EARL HAMMONS, MOE MARK,
CHARLES O’REILLY, and the va-

rious speakers hereinbefore and other-

wise mentioned.

Shucks, the dais couldn’t hold them
all. Magnuts overflowed to the tables

for common ordinary folks like you
and me. We rubbed shoulders with
DAVID HOWELLS, stumbled over
the chair of IRVING LESSER, got a

hail from AL LICHTMAN, a smile

from CHARLIE BURR, a word from
PAUL LAZARUS and CHARLIE
MOYER, a nod from VIVIAN
MOSES, aid from BOB DEXTER, a

chuckle from PAUL GULICK and
GEORGE BROWN, advice from DOC-
TOR GIANNINNI, a laugh from
JERRY BEATTY and an invitation

from JOHN FLINN, BOB KANE and
charlie McCarthy.

PAUL MOONEY was consorting

with PORTLAND OREGON JEN-
SEN, which must be proof that it

wasn’t exhibitors who turned Paul’s

hair gray.

And JIMMY PHOTOPLAY QUIRK was
around looking as cheery as one of his own
circulation statements.

The Crystal Room was festooned like a
circus tent, with HERB CROOKER in cos-

tume doing the barker act. Herb had con-
siderable trouble keeping his hat on straight.

MAX FLEISCHER contributed a cork-
ing “Out of the Inkwell” cartoon that told

of the Snoop Hound’s investigation of Harry
Reichenbach’s career. The highlight was
Harry’s visit as a handsome black haired

boy of nine to a fortune teller who said:

“You will grow up and enter the picture

business.” The hirsute adornment flashed

gray on the instant.

Ye gods! Here is what the times have
come to. When the evening broke up and
the old-time speech would have been, “Let’s

go to Jack’s!” we heard DANNY organizing

a bridge game. KELCEY ALLEN fainted

on the spot. EARL GULICK hurried home.

VALENTINO at the Garden had an easy
task of selecting one winner out of eighty-

eight beauties compared with our job of

awarding the prize on the guest reel. At
the hour of going to press it is a deadlock
between SAM GRAND and BOBBY
NORTH. With SAM ZIERLER scuffling the

heels of both.

Speaking of appearances, we expected to

find ABE WARNER a “convalescent.” And
he is read)’ to take on Firpo.

Didja ever try to watch EVERYTHING
at a three-ring circus? Yes? Then you’ll

know why we’ve used up our space allot-

ment and havenk told half of the happen-
ings. It can’t be done. R. E. W.
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Padding of Feature Another
Cause of Enormous Waste

AMONG all the almost innumer-
able interviews and suggestions

and criticisms that have followed

the first real move toward retrench-

ment in the film industry, I do not

recall a single instance in which atten-

tion has been called to the enormous
waste, to say nothing of the peril to

the exhibitor’s business, caused by the

padding of feature pictures into un-

warranted lengths.

Salaries paid to stars are held up as

one of the greatest forms of ex-

travagance in the business. Undoubt-
edly the salaries paid the bigger stars

and directors are in most cases

ridiculously high. But when a picture

that can and should be made in six

reels and produced in twelve or

thirteen weeks’ time, is padded into

ten or eleven reels and the production

period stretched from twelve or

thirteen weeks into twenty weeks or

more, it cannot all be blamed on the

stars and their salaries. The salaries

are bad enough, certainly, but if the

stars were on the payroll twelve weeks
instead of twenty or more, think what
the difference in total expense would
be.

There was quite general discussion

of this subject of padded, over-long

feature pictures earlier in the year, at

which time the expressions of ex-

hibitors showed conclusively that the

padding of features was proving a

terrible handicap to the picture the-

atre. But in spite of all that was said

and done at this time, the self-centered

type of director, seeking personal

glory before the general welfare of

the industry, goes merrily on dragging
out his pictures to unwarranted
lengths, not only making it practically

impossible for an exhibitor to build up
a program of varied entertainment,

but actually in most cases killing the

entertainment appeal of - the feature

itself through making it boresome.

For example, only recently a popular
novel was offered for screening. A
well-known director turned it down
because it did not offer enough
material for a six-reel feature. But
another director took this same story

and padded it into eleven reels.

This is not building ENTERTAIN-
MENT—the sort of entertainment
that made the motion picture the most
popular amusement in the country
today. But it is hanging a millstone
about the neck of the exhibitor who
desires to give his patrons ENTER-
TAINMENT. And it is causing more
waste, perhaps, than any other single

evil in the industry.

Was it this sort of thing that built

By E. W. HAMMONS
President, Educational Film

Exchanges, Inc.

up the wonderful success of the

Capitol, Rialto and Rivoli theatres in

New York, or of the Loew theatrical

enterprises, or Gordon’s or Saxe’s or

Blank’s, or the Balaban and Katz
houses or Jensen and Von Herberg’s
or Grauman’s? NO! It was the

building up of a show and the adver-

tising of ENTERTAINMENT. These
great houses could never have come
into existence and prospered by de-

pending each week upon a single

feature picture alone, even had the

E. W. HAMMONS

average of truly great pictures among
them been much higher than it has
been.

Every one of these successful show-
men and every other successful ex-
hibitor in the country has sold EN-
TERTAINMENT to his public. His
shows, like vaudeville, have appealed
to the public through their great
variety and novelty. But how on
earth is an exhibitor going to get
novelty or variety into his program
with a feature eleven or twelve reels

long?
Volume business is the only thing

that will keep the picture industry
going. This is just as true from the
exhibitor’s standpoint as it is from the
producer’s or distributor’s. The very
long novel, if unusually great, may
bring the most glory to the author.
But the good short story is more
widely read and brings the greatest
profit to the publisher. In the
magazine field, the leading publication
devoted to lengthy articles of a

serious character can show less than

two-fifths of the circulation of the
leading magazines devoted to shorter
stories of a purely ENTERTAIN-
MENT character. Vaudeville, whose
great appeal is variety, so far outstrips

in attendance any other form of stage
entertainment that there is absolutely
no comparison. And the human
nature that makes these things true is

not going to change when it comes to
motion pictures. Still ENTERTAIN-
MENT is the thing. Variety is the
great appeal. And the only way pic-

ture attendance can be kept up to a
high point that will keep this industry
prosperous is by giving the public the
ENTERTAINMENT that first won its

approval for the screen.

So while the whole industry is

thinking of economy, it would be well
for directors and producers to give
special thought to the great waste
caused by the padding of feature pic-

tures and to the still more disastrous
result in the form of diminishing pic-

ture patronage that is sure to result

from failure to provide real ENTER-
TAINMENT on the screens of the
nation’s theatres. And it would be
well for exhibitors to see that directors

and producers give thought to this

subject by swamping them with
emphatic protests, and, if this is not
enough, by absolutely refusing to run
the program feature which is made
into a greater length than is called

for by the story.

Anniversary Drive Starts

Hodkinson Salesmen Competing for
Ability Awards

The Hodkinson Sixth Anniversary drive
is now in full swing. Salesmen and Sales-
managers, in the hope of annexing some of
the substantial prizes offered by W. W. Hod-
kinson for the best showings, are using all

their powers of persuasion to get their ex-
hibitor friends to co-operate in bringing
their division to the fore.

In addition to November-Anniversary
month, George Dillon, Branch Sales Man-
ager for New York, has innaugurated Dillon-
December month and is offering special
prizes in a sales drive of his own.

Heyl Leaves for Coast
Martin J. Heyl, vice-president of Ander-

son Pictures Corporation, left New York on
Sunday for Los Angeles. Mr. Heyl, who has
been East for a series of conferences with
Carl Anderson, will be permanently stationed
on the Coast, in charge of all production for
the Anderson organization.

Bennett Recovering’
Friends of Chester Bennett, F. B. O. pro-

ducer of Jane Novak productions and
owner of the Bennett Laboratories in Holly-
wood, will be glad to know that he is slowly
recovering from an illness which has kept
him confined to his room for several weeks.
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Buys Studio Site
Mayer Sees San Francisco as

New Film Production Center

L
OUIS B. MAYER, independent
producer, who went to San
Francisco to attend the world

premiere of “Pleasure Mad” at the

Warfield Theatre, met the leading ex-

hibitors or Northern California at a

delightful luncheon at the St. Francis
Hotel on November 20. While the

affair was arranged on short notice,

about fifty were present, including a

number from a distance. Mr. Mayer
was introduced by Harry Lustig,

western district manager for Metro.

The speaker expressed the opinion that

combinations of exhibitors, circuits and the

like cannot dictate the prices they will pay
for films, nor can producers or distributors

be arbitrary in this respect. Competition is

needed in both producing and exhibiting, he
said, but more centralized distribution could
do much to eliminate waste.
Plans for the removal of a large part of

the Los Angeles picture colony to other
fields during the next two or three years
were revealed by Mr. Mayer. He stated that

producers have not been happy there for

some time, that scenic attractions have be-
come inadequate and that new locations were
being sought.
“San Francisco in the past,” he said, “has

made numerous offers to producers to come

R
EGRET that so much about the

troubles of the industry have
been made public was the key-

note of a talk given by Arthur S.

Friend, president of Distinctive Pic-

tures Corporation, before the Hays’
Committee on Public Relations on the

occasion of the presentation of Dis-

tinctive’s new picture, “The Steadfast

Heart,” to that body on Tuesday of

last week.

Mr. Friend said that he was not in

sympathy with the publication of the views
of the men in the industry as to what was
wrong in the industry.

“It would be foolish and futile,” he said,

“for me to say now that there is nothing
wrong in the industry. There is a good deal

that is wrong, but that is not surprising for,

after all, the industry as an industry is only

a few years old—surely not more than

twenty—and in its present phase only ten.

It is a combination, this motion picture in-

dustry, of art and business, and every other

art that we know anything about, and every

other kind of business that we know any-
thing about, is hundreds of thousands of

years old. In no art and in no business has

perfection been reached, notwithstanding the

traditions and the experiences that the other

arts and industries enjoy.

“Our ills are all remediable but not through

the public. The public is not concerned in

anything except the result that is showm on

the screen. The remedy for every ill in the

motion picture industry is to be found, and

to be effected, within the industry. Our
problems are not insoluble, though many of

them are difficult. I am afraid our cries to

here. They failed because these concerns
had too much invested in Los Angeles, al-

though the scenic and climatic conditions
in San Francisco are acknowledged to be
superior. The valuation of property in Los
Angeles has increased so tremendously that
we can sell our holdings at a good profit, and,
due to several factors, have decided to move
to New York or San Francisco.

“The heads of the companies want the
studios moved to New York because the
financial interests and main offices are there.
The stars, production managers and the like

want to come to San Francisco. There is no
question but that San Francisco can obtain
many of these plants if the proper organiza-
tion effort is put forth. Tell the eastern
heads that this city has no snow, or even
frost, that the days are uniformly cool and
that it has more hours of sunshine per year
than any other city in the United States.
Producers know this, but the finacial heads
do not. I will come to this city if even a
few of the other companies can be induced
to come.”

Among those who attended the luncheon
were Harry Lustig, Fred W. Voigt, Phil
Weinstein, Charles Muehlman, A. W.
Mather, M. S. Vidaver, L. B. Cross, C. M.
Thall, Peter Hanlon, Nat Magner, M. Naify,
C. C. Griffin, R. McNeil, Thomas O’Day,
Louis R. Greenfield, Rex Midley, John
DiStasio, Louis Hyman, H. L. Beach and
Nasser Bros.

the public have resulted in bringing to us
the big finger of shame. One who has
watched us with cynical amusement for some
time told me the other day that if some of
those in the industry, who were weeping and
wailing about what’s wrong in the industry,
wanted the answer, they could get it by
looking into a mirror. I am afraid his quip
is not entirely without justification.

“Most of our difficulties can be overcome
by the individual effort of the men at the
head of the various companies. If we are
paying too much to stars or actors, it is our
own fault, and if directors are uncontrollable,
perhaps we can gain more by the intensive
study of ourselves than by bleating about
them. Surely a motion picture company is

not the only one in the world that has faced
the problem of what to do with men or
women who promise or threaten to become
invaluable.

“Motion picture executives must be some-
thing more than swivel chair salary hounds
and bonus cutters. A recognition of their

duties and a strict attention to them will be
most helpful in the curing of the evils of the

industry, and let it be hoped that out of the

noise made they may hear the call to work.”

No Movies in Amoy
One of the few remaining virgin fields for

moving picture exploitation has been dis-

covered in China, where the city of Amoy,
with a population of 120,000 inhabitants, has
been found to be without a single moving
picture theatre, or, in fact, without any
amusements whatever.
The absence of moving pictures in so pop-

ulous a community has just been reported to

the Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C., by the American consul.

Harold Lloyd, Pathe’s popular
comedian, has purchased forty

acres in Westwood, Cad., as a site

for a mammoth studio which will

be erected by the Harold Lloyd
Corporation.
While plains for the construction

of the Harold Lloyd Studios are
actually being drafted at the pres-
ent time, no definite announce-
ment concerning the details of the
new studio enterprise will be
forthcoming until the Pathe stau*

completes his present contract
with the Hollywood Studios, where
he is now renting studio space for

the production of his first inde-

pendent picture for Pathe, titled

“The Girl Expert”
The site just purchased lies mid-

way between the tracts recently

purchased by Williaim Fox and the

Christie Brothers, who are plan-

ning a tramsfer of their activities

from Hollywood to Westwood in

the near future.

Dance Till Breakfast

Goldwyn Club Affair Is Largely
Attended

The Goldwyn Club dance, given at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, Friday
night of last week, turned out to be one of

the biggest things of the sort in film circles

here. In spite of the heavy downpour of

rain all afternoon and most of the evening,

the attendance reached the 2,500 mark and
mos* of the participants did not go home
till it was approaching the breakfast hour.
Dancing began soon after 9 o'clock to

music furnished by Vincent Lopez, conduct-
ing his Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra, and
from then on till after 3 o’clock alternated

with the amusement features which had
been provided. More than 90 per cent, of

the persons now appearing on the New York
stage who had promised to aid in the enter-

tainment portion of the program kept their

word, which is in itself something unusual
and reflects much credit upon Frank Roeh-
renbeck and the others in charge of the

arrangements.

Johnsons to Sail

Going to Spend Five Years in Africa

Making Pictures of Wild Beasts

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, who made
“Trailing African Wild Animals,” the big

Metro success, will sail on the Leviathan on
Saturday, December 1, to spend five years

in the heart of darkest Africa filming wild

beasts for another of their remarkable pic-

tures, which also will be released by Metro.
On arriving at Lake Paradise, in Africa,

log cabins will be constructed and a per-

manent camp made. From these headquar-
ters various journeys will be made to photo-
graph for the motion picture fans of the

world the wild life of Africa. Mr. Johnson
confidently hopes to obtain even more thrill-

ing motion pictures than those shown in

“Trailing African Wild Animals,” a picture

that has brought to Metro unstinted praise

from press, public and exhibitors.

The Industry Must Cure Own
Ills, Says Arthur S. Friend
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Three European Features Destined

for American Market Are Analyzed
The following article from IV. Stephen Bush,

Moving Picture World correspondent on the

Continent, is the first of a series that will

afford a new service to those American pro-

ducers, importers, distributors and theatre

owners that it at all times earnestly desires to

serve. These articles will review and analyze

big European productions eventually destined

for appearance on American screens. Further,

if any readers of Moving Picture World wish
any specific information regarding the European
film world, this publication will be glad to

obtain this for them through the co-operation

of Mr. Bush.—The Editor.

W ITHIN the week I have seen
three big foreign features, all

of them intended for eventual
American consumption. One of them
is by a director of some note, whose
chef d’oeuvre is, at time of writing,
still on the screen of a Broadway the-
atre after a run of many weeks. Per-
haps it will pay to analyze these pro-
ductions. On the best of authorities

I am able to say that in the very near
future all of them will be bought for

the American market. One of the fea-

tures deals with a strictly modern
theme, revolving around the lives of a
family of newly rich, while the others
are taken from the classics of the
world’s literature.

These last two, “William Tell” and “The
Merchant of Venice,” present interesting

points of similarity. In both cases the direc-

tors have gone to the countries in which the

original stories have been laid. The makers
of “The Merchant of Venice” have traveled
to Venice and have taken every outdoor and
many indoor scenes on the shores of the
Adriatic Sea. Likewise the producers of
“William Tell” have pitched their tents in

the villages and mountains of Switzerland,
always on the very spots that have become
famous through the Tell legend. Both plays
have a cast worthy of their best traditions

;

not a cast of actors taken from the speak-
ing stage of some noted theatre and hur-
riedly rehearsed for this performance, but
artists trained and ripened in the wisdom and
the practice of the screen.

Money on both productions has been spent
ungrudgingly, but not unwisely and surely
not wastefully. Every inch of both films

tells of the honest labor, of the midnight
oil and the hard struggle without which the
gods have never blessed the work of any
mortal man. The scenarios of both .have
taken into account the needs of the screen
above all else, and have shaped the stories

with that end in view, unhampered by any
false reverence of texts and traditions.

Now in spite of all these points of re-

semblance, it is altogether likely that one of
them will find far greater favor with the
public than the other. The difference lies

entirely in the direction. In “William Tell”
the temptation to “play up” the scenery was
as great as in “The Merchant of Venice,”
but the director of “Tell” has splendidly with-
stood the temptation, while he of “The Mer-
chant of Venice” has yielded to it with a
weakness which is almost pathetic. The di-

rector of “Tell” has made the most of his
scenic opportunities, but he has been guided
by this principle : The scenery is here for
the sake of the drama and not the drama for

By W. STEPHEN BUSH

the sake of the scenery. There is not a

scene in which the background is not strictly

subordinated to the action. The snow-capped
mountains and all the rest of it are always

the frame of the picture—a glorious and
beautiful frame to be sure, but never more
than a frame.

The result of this admirable restraint and
discrimination of the director is astonishing

in its effect on the spectator. The setting

blends most harmoniously with the action

and from this excellent combination there

arises a beauty and power which are far

more easily felt than described. Every move
of the actors, from the principals to the

supers, seems most natural and most con-

vincing.

On the other hand, in “The Merchant of

Venice” there is altogether too much Venice
and too little of anything else. Not much,
of course, of the Venice of Shylock and An-
tonio has been left in the course of the cen-

turies. This fact alone should have put the

producer on his guard and should have made
him use infinite discretion in the choice of

his outdoor settings. As it is, not only the

drama but the actors themselves are all lost

in the scenery—gorgeous scenery without a

doubt, but nothing more than scenery in a

case where drama should at all times have
triumphed over mere scenery beyond the

shadow of a doubt. As a result, the whole
film play appears like something blurred and
indistinct, while the actors, thoroughly capa-
ble with hardly one exception, seem unnat-
ural and their passing to and fro instead of

exciting interest, easily becomes tiresome.
“William Tell” might be described as a

feature of the first order if the producers
had not dodged some of the finest spec-
tacular episodes, apparently for no reason
other than that the difficulties seemed too
great. The storm on the lake was shown
in the titles and on the shore; a couple of

rowboats were shown rocking in the wind
and the treetops were swaying in the breeze,
when Tell appeared and jumped into the
boat to save the fugitive from the pursuing
minions of Gessler. Not a bit of the lake
was seen. One could not help thinking how
an American producer would have welcomed
such an opportunity for realism and would
have never rested until it was achieved in

the finest possible fashion.
Likewise, the wreck of Gessler’s ship and

the escape of Tell were very poorly done,
say, somewhat in the early bad manner of

1911. In an American treatment of the sub-
ject this episode would have been one of

the big things in the play and would have
held and thrilled the spectator, while here
everybody was glad when the scene was
over—it was so obviously clumsy and labored.
European production is showing a most un-
expected improvement, but it is still lament-
ably weak on many vital points in the art
of the screen.

The modern feature I have mentioned
above is called “Miss Raffke,” and is perhaps
the most interesting of the three, for it rep-
resents a most ambitious effort on the part
of a foreign director to produce a play
strictly modelled on our comedy-drama, a
form of screen entertainment that has been
popularized in American picture theatres by
a school of very capable directors, who have
excelled in just this kind of screen work.
When well dope, this form of production al-

ways has been welcomed with special favor
by the public on Broadway as well as in the
smaller houses in city and country. This
feature is here and there suggestive of one
of those “Piggie” plays that Sam Bernard
excelled in, with here and there touches of
“Potash and Perlmutter,” though there is

nothing distinctly Jewish in the story.
Though the director’s touch is a bit heavy

now and then and a strain of coarseness
crops to the surface, on the whole he has
produced something quite remarkable. He
has shown more understanding of American
taste and manners than any European di-
rector I have ever met; he possesses a sense
of humor that seems capable of fuller de-
velopment; he knows how to mix the ingredi-
ents of drama and comedy in quite accept-
able proportions. All through the film it is

constantly apparent that the director has
drawn his inspiration from the American
screen and that he had his eye on the Amer-
ican public throughout.
The most remarkable aspect of the situa-

tion is this : Heretofore the European pro-
ductions destined specially for the American
market have dealt with classic and historic
and, in one or two cases, with freakish sub-
jects. Now this director comes forward with
a strictly modern theme and turns out some-
thing that might well come into competition
with the good daily bread of the American
screen. Here is a new and most significant
point of departure in European production.
It is well worth thinking about.

Anna Christie

^ £
A NNA CHRISTIE” is strong, red meat. Boy, oh, boy—it is

L\ DRAMA. They’ll never see this in your theatre and come out
“* saying: “What was it a 11 about?”
And when you come right down to it, isn’t that the trouble with most

of the pictures you play, not that they are merely' “good” or “poor”—

•

but the fact that you know when the audience is leaving they are mutter-
ing: “The title of that should be ‘For No Good Reason.’”

Well, “Anna Christie” had a foundation of concrete in Eugene O’Neil’s

play. It is DRAMA. We say it again. Real, poignant, gripping drama.
Sometimes unpleasant to the taste—as LIFE itself is at times unpleasant.
But at every moment it is the sort of DRAMA that is LIFE.
You will be giving them something when you give them “Anna

Christie.” Something they’ll talk about, and argue about, for weeks. Red
meat—strong, red meat. R. E. W.
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Fox Officials Attend Opening
of New Philadelphia Theatre

Tyf 7 ILL IAM FOX dedicated

\\ another monument to the
motion picture industry when

the magnificent new Fox Theatre, at
Sixteenth and Market streets, Phila-
delphia, was formally opened Sunday
night to one of the most distinguished
audiences ever seen in a Quaker City
playhouse. The invited first night
audience included men and women of
the highest social standing in Phila-
delphia and also city and state political

leaders.

Freeland Kendrick, mayor-elect of Phila-
delphia; John Patterson eminent jurist, and
Admiral Archibald Scales, U. S. N., were the
guests of honor. In his speech of dedication
the mayor-elect thanked Mr. Fox and his
associates for building such a magnificent
temple of amusement in Philadelphia and
said he felt sure the standard of entertain-
ment offered at the Fox Theatre would be
of the highest. He pledged the support of
the Philadelphians to the new theatrical
venture.
Sunday shows are not permitted in Phila-

delphia when admission is charged and it

was necessary for a large squad of police to

check the thousands who surged along
Market street seeking admission, but who
did not have the proper invitations.

The new Fox Theatre, with the sixteen-

story office building adjoining, cost $3,250,000.
The theatre itself has seats for 2,381, of
which 1,250 orchestra chairs are on the first
floor. An unobstructed view of the screen
may be had from any seat in the house.
The beauty and simplicity of the lighting
system is one of the best features of the
theatre.

The opening was attended by Mr. Fox and
many of the officials of Fox Film Corpora-
tion. Among those in the party were : Win-
field R. Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager; Jack G. Lee, vice-president; Saul
E. Rogers, vice-president and general coun-
sel; John C. Eisele, treasurer; Clyde W.
Eckhardt, assistant to general manager;
Sydney Abel, manager of the foreign depart-
ment

;
John Zanft, manager of Fox theatres;

Vivian M. Moses, director of advertising and
publicity; Edwin E. Hill, director of Fox
News.
Erno Rapee, formerly musical director of

the Capitol in New York, who is the manag-
ing director of the new Fox Theatre, ar-
ranged an ambitious program for the open-
ing night. The complete program consisted
of the dedication prologue, “Hail Pennsyl-
vania,” by a male quartette

; overture,
“Orpheus,” by Offenbach

;
“My Country,” a

Bruce Scenic; Bird Song from “Pagliacci,”
by Madame Marie Pos-Carloforti

; Fox
Theatre Magazine; prelude to the “The
Silent Command,” “My Own United States,”

by the male quartette, and the feature pic-

ture, “The Silent Command.”
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F. I. L. M. Dinner

Large Gathering Entertained With
Timely Speeches and Jazz

Two thousand attended the F. I. L. M.
Club dinner at the Commodore Hotel Satur-
day evening, November 24, and voted the
occasion entirely successful.
Beginning at eleven o’clock, the speakers,

introduced by Toastmaster James J. Walker,
touched upon topics of timely interest. In
introducing George H. Cobb, chairman of
the New York Censorship Commission, Mr.
Walker indicated his intention of leading the
fight for the repeal of the censorship
measure in Albany next year.
William Brandt spoke of the wisdom of

bringing the ten thousand film salesmen in
the United States into the fight for the ad-
mission tax repeal, and later stated that he
planned arrangements to accomplish this in
New York State; Sydney S. Cohen,
approached after the dinner in regard to this
idea, said that it was essential that as many
people as possible be enlisted in the battle
to remove the admission tax burden.

Chain buying was the topic of remarks by
Marcus Loew, who intimated that the situa-
tion wherein exhibitor combinations existed
was largely due to the competitive methods
and the hard bargains driven by exchange
managers themselves ; he further ventured
the hope that it might soon be possible for
exhibitors, through organization, to make
their film buying arrangements through
some central purchasing unit.

Light Thrown on Many Problems
at Saenger Company Convention

P
ROBLEMS in management, ex-

ploitation, presentation, public

relations, education, extension
and service were the salient points

discussed at the sixth annual conven-
tion of managers of the Saenger
Amusement Company, which owns
and operates nearly sixty theatres in

eighteen cities in the states of Louisi-

ana, Mississippi, Texas, Arkansas and
Florida.

The convention was held in the execu-
tive offices of the Company at their Admin-
istration building, Tulane and Liberty streets,

New Orleans, La. The managers were in

session for three days.

E. M. Clarke, secretary of the Company,
and in charge of theatre operations, presided
at the sessions. The other officials attend-
ing were Julian H. Saenger, president, E.

V. Richards, vice-president and general man-
ager, and William H. Gueringer, assistant
general manager.

William H. Ennis, consulting electrical

engineer of the company made a splendid
address on the subject of fire prevention and
the exercise of every essential to make an
audience panic proof in a crowded audi-
torium. It was one of the most compre-
hensive arguments on this seldom discussed
subject ever heard in this section, and the
men as a unit, were loud in their praise of
the study Mr. Ennis made of the situation.
Maurice F. Barr, supervising manager of

the New Orleans Theatres, discussed the
scope of a manager’s sphere in the relation
to his public. Gaston Dureau, booking man-
ager, Norman L. Carter, publicity director
and the heads of the supply and mechanical
departments, led the round table discussion
that followed in group conferences. Julian

Saenger was host at a midnight party at the
Little Club, and the Elks were host at a

souper dansant at the Louisiane, to visit-

ing managers together with the St. Charles
Theatre Players who were observing their

first anniversary. This latter is also a

Saenger enterprise.

The Tide Turns?
The annual convention of the New York

State Federation of Women’s Clubs, held in

Albany during the past week, adjourned
without a declaration either for or against
motion picture censorship, eliminating
quietly from the program the proposed
showing of deleted portions of motion pic-

tures scheduled for a luncheon during one
of the afternoons, at which Mrs. Eli T.
Hosmer, of the State Motion Picture Com-
mission, was a speaker. The defeat of the
plan to show “forbidden” cuts from motion
pictures was one of the most decisive vic-

tories for the conservative forces in the
convention.

CONVENTION OF SAENGER AMUSEMENT COMPANY
From Left to Right—Top Row: J. A. Ross; Arthur Hardin, Texarkana, Tex.; J.

A. Grower, Yazoo City, Miss.; W. H. Jones, Alexandria; Henry Seel, Greenville,

Miss.; C. E. O’Donnell, Pine Bluff, Ark.; Charles Underwood, Gulfport, Miss.; A. E.
Chadick, Strand Theatre, New Orleans; H. Wheelahan; J. A. Jones, Pensacola, Fla.;

Frank Sanders, New Orleans.
Second Row—C. J. Briant, New Orleans; M. E. Ferrera, New Orleans; J. H.

Marchand, Helena, Ark.; O. H. Phelps, New Orleans; O. M. Reynolds, Vicksburg,
Miss.; C. C. Platt, Clarksdale, Miss.; J. R. McEachron, Natchez, Miss.; N. L. Carter,
Harry W. Rice, Meridian; W. A. Hendrix, Biloxi, Miss.; C. B. Anderson, Hattiesburg,
Miss.
Bottom Row—Elmo Ryan, Liberty Theatre, New Orleans; G. J. Dureau, Jr.; D. J.

Olister, Globe Theatre, New Orleans; M. F. Barr, New Orleans; C. W. Greenblatt;
E. V. Richards, vice-president and general manager of Saenger Amusement Com-
pany; J. H. Saenger, president of the Saenger Amusement Company; W. H. Guer-
inger, assistant general manager of the Saenger company; B. W. Bickert, Houston,
Tex.; H. H. C. Wedemeyer; H. L. Swain, Shreveport, and G. F. McCormick, Green-
wood, Miss.
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Big Southwest Meetings

Important Conventions to Be Held in

Dallas and Oklahoma City

T WO conventions of importance are

scheduled for the Southwest in the

early part of December. One will be

held in Dallas, Texas, and the other in Okla-

homa City, Oklahoma.

All arrangements have been practically

completed for the semi-annual meeting of

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Texas, to be held December 4 and 5, at the

Jefferson Hotel at Dallas.

The theme of the convention will be a

program seeking repeal of the admission tax.

Col. H. A. Cole of Marshall, Texas, well-

known exhibitor and president of the organ-
ization, has just completed a trip over Texas
visiting exhibitors and congressmen, and
also went to Washington, where he con-

ferred with the Jake Wells group. Col. Cole

was also in conference with exhibitor lead-

ers at New York City and French Lick
Springs, and from these various conferences
will outline a plan for the Texas exhibitors.

“It is a cold business proposition,” said

S. G. Howell, editor and head of the pub-
licity committee. “Nearly all of our pro-

gram will be devoted to that one aim, to re-

peal the admission tax.”

H. B. Robb of Robb & Rowley, West
Texas Exhibitors, is at the head of the Dallas
arrangements committee.
The Theatre Owners and Managers Asso-

ciation of Oklahoma will hold its second
meeting of this year December 3 and 4 at

Oklahoma City.

One of the chief topics to be taken up
will be reciprocal insurance, and another
subject of interest to be discussed will be
the workings of the Film Board of Trade.
Work looking toward the repeal of the ad-
mission tax will be one of the most impor-
tant matters before the convention.

C. H. Macgowan Married
The news leaked out in film circles during

the past week that Claude H. Macgowan, the
other half of the Ernest Shipman organiza-
tion, was married early this month. Though
one of the youngest executives in the motion
picture business, Mr. Macgowan is a veteran
of the film industry. Before he became asso-
ciated with Mr. Shipman he was general man-
ager for Universal.

Martha Mansfield

Dying

Martha Mansfield, stage and
screen beauty, lies near death in a
San Antonio, Texas, hospital as
the result of burns received when
her dress caught fire on November
29 while on location in the South-
ern city. Her chances for recov-
ery are said to be slight.

Miss Mansfield went from the
Ziegfeld Follies into motion pic-

tures and attracted much atten-
tion for her beauty as well as her
acting. She was leading woman
for John Barrymore in “Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde,” and her latest pic-

ture was “Potash and Perlmutter.”

Motion Picture Day Results

Being Compiled; Report Later

RESULTS as indicated in the re-

turns from theatre owners now
being made to national head-

quarters of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America in con-

nection with the observance of

National Motion Picture Day on

November 19 are very pronounced in

every way and take into account every

practical phase of motion picture

service, says Sydney S. Cohen, national

president.

The outstanding circumstances, he

believes, is that the appeal made to the

public brought the most gratifying

results, indicating that theatre owners
may at all times in an honest, frank,

open way impress every person in

their community with any matter they

have under consideration. A report

will be made after the board of direc-

tors pass on the returns.

Because of this great response on the part

of the public, these results in all instances

were satisfactory, and in many cases have
been of a practically overwhelming char-

acter. Through the elements of exploitation

indulged in by many theatre owners, the

business of the theatres on National Motion
Picture Day was much increased. Illustra-

tive of this was a letter from Jay Allen
Glenn, of Hendersonville, N. C., who wrote

:

“I made a three-way connection, the

schools with Educational Week, National
Motion Picture Day, and the appearance of

real actors now making pictures nearby. I

had my house full in spite of a Lyceum num-
ber in the City Hall next door, and a mass
meeting at the Court House.”
This was especially evident in Western

Pennsylvania where, through the organized

theatre owners of that section, many extra

efforts in showmanship and organized
propaganda were put forth. These included

radio talks, a proclamation by the Mayor of

Pittsburgh, special newspaper advertising,

program development, the use of quartettes,

choral unions, and mutual arrangements
with the Elks, Moose and other fraternal

societies.

Some outstanding phases are indicated in

such centers as Aurora, 111., where in the

theatre conducted by Messrs. Burford and
Rubens, the attendance was very much
augmented and the lines of exploitation of a

very advanced nature. Entire pages of

advertising matter appeared in the daily and
Sunday newspapers of that section. Endorse-
ments were received from the Mayor of the

city, the Grand Army Post, Knights of

Columbus, Moose, Kiwanis, Boy Scouts, Red
Cross, Y. M. C. A., Y. M. H. A., Daughters
of Veterans, American War Mothers,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Chamber of

Commerce, American Legion, W. C. T. U.,

Lions and many other societies, clubs and
leading citizens. Special programs were
placed in all of the theatres of the Burford
Rubens Circuit for that day.

In Malden, Mass., the Strand, Mystic and
Orpheum theatres did a splendid business,

augmented largely by the special advertising
placed in the Malden newspapers, which
covered an entire page. This was supple-
mented by special news articles and editorial

mention and also by securing the endorse-
ment of the Mayor, various civic and
fraternal societies, school authorities and
leading citizens generally.

From different parts of the country, ex-
tended reports are coming into national
office indicating the wonderful success of
National Motion Picture Day. As soon as

the returns are all filed and computed, the
matter will be submitted to the board of

directors of the M. P. T. O. A. by National
Chairman William Bender, Jr., and a com-
plete report made.

M. P. T. O. A. Insurance at

Reasonable Rate Announced

O NE of the enterprising moves

associated with the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America

is the establishment of the insurance

department of that organization.

Through the operation of this depart-

ment it is proposed to save theatre

owners from 30 to 40 per cent, in the

premiums paid on insurance. Arrange-

ments have been effected with Theatre

Inter-Insurance Exchange, of 137

South Fifth street, Philadelphia,
through which theatre insurance is

given exhibitors, and where this has
been in force, savings in premiums
aggregating about 40 per cent, have
been made, it is said.

At the Washington convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
General Manager Perrin, of the Inter-Insur-
ance Exchange, explained the process. His
talk so impressed theatre owners that many

availed themselves of the advantages he held
forth. H. J. Schad, president of the M. P.

T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, the owner of
several large theatres in Reading and
Lebanon, Pa., took out this form of insur-

ance over a year ago and now reports a sav-
ing of 40 per cent. Similar reports come
from other places.

To make the work of insurance easier for

the theatre owner, the M. P. T. O. A. has
established the insurance department at

national headquarters, 132 West 43rd street,

New York City. Letters have been for-

warded to all theatre owners calling atten-
tion to the savings effected through this

form of insurance, and it is believed that
considerable money will be saved them in

this way. Theatres are now listed in a
special class by the Underwriters. This risk

is rated higher in most instances than that
applied to commercial lines in the face of
the fact that theatres are among the best
built and safest in the country as a general
proposition. This new form of insurances
gives theatres a favored classification in line

with the material facts and thus cuts down
premiums while affording absolutely the
same form of protection.
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LOUELLA O. PARSONS

Goes to N. Y. American

Louella Parsons Becomes Screen

Editor for Hearst

Louella O. Parsons, for six years motion
picture editor of the Morning Telegraph,
has accepted a position with William Ran-
dolph Hearst to write on motion picture sub-
jects for the New York American. Miss
Parsons will conduct a daily and Sunday
department and in addition review the cur-
rent productions. She comes to her new
position with many years’ experience, having
started her career as a reporter on the
Chicago Tribune. Leaving the Tribune she
became scenario editor of the old Essanay
Film Company in Chicago, where she estab-

lished a reputation as an authority on
scenarios. She is the author of one of the

first books published on how to write for the

movies.
With this background of studio knowledge,

the Chicago Herald engaged Miss Parsons
to create a motion picture department. This
was one of the first of its kind in the country
and was the first to treat motion pictures in

a serious, dignified manner.
Miss Parsons is a pioneer in motion pic-

tures, having had almost twelve years’ ex-

perience in writing about every phase of the

motion picture. She is considered today to

be the best informed woman on matters that

concern motion pictures in this country.

Her opinion is sought by producers, direc-

tors, exhibitors and stars who have learned

to rely upon her judgment and her

knowledge.

F. B. 0. Sales Conference

Optimistic Note Struck at San

Francisco Meeting

Pep and optimism were the twin keynotes
of the San Francisco sales conferences held

last week by Harry M. Berman, general

manager of exchanges of F. B. O.
Among those who attended the confab at

the San Francisco office were, besides Gen-
eral Manager Berman, L. G. Metzger, of

Portland; A. H. Huot, of Seattle; W. B.

Corbv, Salt Lake; Sid Goldman, San Fran-
cisco; Harry Cohen, Los Angeles, and Art
Schmidt, newly appointed West Coast
Supervisor of F. B. O. Mr. Schmidt was
formerly general manager of exchanges for

Universal and is now making his home in

Los Angeles.
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Lichtman With Universal

To Handle Presentations On “The

Hunchback of Notre Dame”
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, has

signed A1 Lichtman in an executive capacity,

and his first job is the management of “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame,” Universal’s

spectacle drama now being presented under
special arrangement in various American
cities.

Concerning the new arrival in the

Universal home office, Laemmle pays the

following tribute

:

“I am highly gratified to announce A1
Lichtman’s affiliation with Universal. I have
always admired his ability and his foresight.

He brings to Universal a far-reaching per-

ception of film conditions and a driving

power almost unequalled in the industry.”

Lichtman is outspoken in his enthusiasm
for Universal.

“I consider my coming to Universal the

greatest opportunity I ever had,” he says.

“It is the biggest thing I ever did. The
Universal organization, with its remarkable
stability, its great good will and its world

wide activities, affords unlimited possibilities

for big achievements in the film industry.”

Berman on West Coast

Will Discuss Production Schedules

for Next Year

Expressing the keenest optimism over the

future of the industry and dismissing the

current uneasiness over production costs as

merely a temporary difficulty, Harry M. Ber-

man, general sales manager for Film Book-
ing Offices of America Inc., arrived at the

Robertson-Cole studios in Hollywood last

week to confer on production schedules for

the coming season. The sales manager was
given a hearty welcome on his arrival.

“F. B. 0. remarked Mr. Berman, “Has no
complaints to offer for business at the pres-

ent time. What we are particularly inter-

ested in is dynamic salesmanship and show-
manship—both of which are absolutely vital

to successful administration of a film organ-

ization in this era of fast-moving competi-

tion.

“F. B. 0. is a little more than one year

old and I think we should be forgiven for

doing a little crowing over the splendid

strides we have made.”
Mr. Berman then characterized the talk

of panic and slumps as exaggerated, assert-

ing that soaring production costs would come
down as a natural reaction to the generous
expenditures at the studios during the last

several months. In his opinion it will not

take the leaders of the industry long to get

it back to normalcy.

W. B. Frank Elected

Becomes Vice-President of H. E.

Roach Studios

W. B. Frank, who recently resigned as

feature sales manager for Pathe to join the

Hal Roach organization, was elected on Mon-
day, November 26, to the vice-presidency of

the Hal E. Roach Studios. News of Mr.
Frank’s election was contained in a dispatch

from Los Angeles, where Mr. Frank is at

present conferring with his associates of the

Hal Roach Company. In his capacity as

vice-president, Mr. Frank will have com-
plete charge of all the Hal Roach business

activities in the East. He will leave for

New York on Saturday, December 1 and
establish headquarters in the Pathe home
office building.
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GEORGE FITZMAURICE

Independent Achievement

Samuel Goldwyn’s “The Eternal City”

Breaks Record of New Jersey

House
That Samuel Goldwyn’s efforts as an inde-

pendent producer are resulting in an intrinsic
reward to the industry, in the form of good
pictures, is further demonstrated by the suc-
cess attained, already, by George Fitz-
maurice’s production, “The Eternal City,”
which had a test engagement at Paterson,
New Jersey, last week and succeeded in
setting a new level for admissions at Fabian’s
Regent Theatre.

Opening to the biggest Monday in the
history of that house, it continued through-
out the week to smash box office records
and concluded the six-day engagement with
a very fine general result.

Last Sunday “The Eternal City” opened at
the beautiful Eastman Theatre, Rochester,
and on Monday Mr. Goldwyn received a
telegram from Managing Director William
Fait stating that “The Eternal City” had
succeeded in attracting the biggest house the
Eastman Theatre has known since its open-
ing, with the exception of two Sundays in

its early days. .

Coming on top of the success .of “Potash
and Perlmutter,” this new accomplishment
of George Fitzmaurice establishes Samuel
Goldwyn’s independent activity as one of the

progressive movements during 1923 for the

screen, and demonstrates his perspicacity in

selection of cast and subject and the vindi-

cation of his faith in George Fitzmaurice as

a great artist and balancer of drama.
“The Eternal City” has been set in for

indefinite runs in many First National ke}r

cities.

Fox Foreign Heads Here
Alberto Rosenvald and E. P. Cetran,

branch managers at Buenos Aires and Rio

de Janeiro for Fox Film Corporation, arrived

in New York this week for a sales confer-

ence at the New York home office. Within
the next few weeks Fox managers from
South America and also from Australia will

report at the New York office. Robert W.
Beckman has been appointed Scandinavian

Manager of Fox Film Corporation and is on

his way to Stockholm to take charge of the

newly opened branch office there.
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Capitol, Charleston, W. Va.,

Destroyed
Fire of undetermined origin, early in the

morning of November 15 in the top of the

building, destroyed the Capitol Theatre, one

of the most beautifully appointed picture

houses in the State, at Charleston, W. Va.

The loss to the theatre itself will reach in

the neighborhood of $150,000, partially cov-

ered by insurance, while adjoining buildings

suffered damage from water and smoke that

will run into several hundred dollars.

As to the origin of the fire that wiped out

the interior of the theatre, with the excep-

tion of the balcony and the booth for the

motion picture machines—which, although

still standing, were heavily damaged by
water and smoke—neither officials connected

with the theatre nor heads of the local fire

department were able to offer a theory.

The Capitol opened on December 26, 1921,

marking the entrance to local business activi-

ties of A. B. Hyman, of Huntington, one of

West Virginia’s best known pioneer theatre

men and capitalists. Associated with Mr.
Hyman were Fred Middleberg, of Hunting-
ton, and Charles Middleberg, of Charleston,

local automobile man and former member of

the city council.

Since its opening the Capitol has been
managed by Harris P. Wolfberg. Mr. Hyman
visited the Pittsburg Film Row the day after

the fire and stated that the ruined theatre

would be rebuilt immediately at an approxi-
mate cost of $200,000.

Although it will be several days before
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Western Pennsylvania will announce the
definite figure in dollars and cents as to what
money will be sent to the national organi-
zation as a result of the extra drive for
business on National Motion Picture Day, it

is unanimously agreed that the day was a
big success financially and that most of the
local film theatres did much better than av-
erage business.
Nothing was left undone here to acquaint

the public with the fact that November 19
was the great day on which everybody
should attend a picture theatre. The public
did its part and attended the picture thea-
tres, many of which listed special added at-

tractions to properly celebrate the big day.
Other houses saw to it that their program
for the day was somewhat better than
average.

Picture theatres took on a holiday attire.

American flags and streamers were in abun-
dance, along with the banners announcing
the event. Pittsburgh’s Fifth avenue was a
mass of decorations, and if any city excelled
the display put on by the “boys” on “the
avenue” we’d like to see a photo of it.

I. H. Fleishman, of the Brighton Theatre,
North Side, is again able to be on duty at
his theatre, after having undergone an op-
eration at a local hospital.

Ralph Myers, well-known local exhibitor,
has been removed to his home from the
South Side Hospital, having been permanent-
ly injured in an automobile accident. Ralph
suffered a broken back.

C. L. Gillis, owner of the theatre which
bears his name at Clarksburg, W. Va., was
a Pittsburgh visitor recently.

in $150,000 Fire
“Ben” Engleberg played “The Gold Dig-

gers” at his Elmore Theatre in Pittsburgh

recently, and did his advertising on two
billion dollars’ worth of German marks.
“Ben” said it was not necessary to have a

police escort to transport the money from
the bank to the theatre.

J. J. Shultz, a newcomer to the picture

business, is erecting a $125,000 picture thea-

tre at Wilson, Pa., which is almost ready for

opening. The house will be operated by
Mike Scarlatti, who made a recent booking
trip to the local Film Row.

Chris Vollmer said he would give us a sea-

son’s pass to his Idle Hour Theatre if we
didn’t give him any publicity, but we are

going to lose that pass, because we want to

say that Chris Vollmer is one of the best-

natured exhibitors we have ever had the

pleasure to meet.

Cincinnati
With the advent of colder weather, busi-

ness at the downtown theatres is showing a

very considerable improvement, although the
larger houses are offering some of the best

pictures of the current season. Among the

holdovers from last week are: “The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame,” at Cox; “Rupert of

Hentzau,” at Gifts, and “If Winter Comes”
at the Walnut.

J. A. Ackerman, manager of the Glenway
Theatre, entertained a number of local
exhibitors and exchange executives at a
banquet at Hotel Claremont, ’Southgate, Ky.,
last week, at which he introduced his new
patented “Kee-No” card game.

A new $500,000 lodge home and picture
theatre is being planned by the Ashtabula
Lodge of Moose, at Ashtabula, Ohio. A cam-
paign for funds will soon be started.

Edward Minoughan, who has been oper-
ating- the Princess Theatre at Marion, Ohio,
for some time past, has sold same to Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Williams, who will continue
the original policy of pictures.

Harry Silver, resident manager of the
Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, who has al-

ready undergone two major operations at a
Detroit hospital, but who was discharged
from that institution several months ago as
cured, has again been stricken and has re-

turned to Detroit for further treatment. It

is now feared that a third operation may
have to be performed.

Mrs. Margie Noe, Harlan, Ky., contem-
plates the erection of a $65,000 movie thea-
tre and store building, while at Winchester,
Ky., Paul H. Krause & Co., will put up a
$40,000 house at 42nd street and College
avenue.

The Southeast
Raleigh, N. C., is to have one of the state’s

finest theatres when the new State Theatre
opens on December 15. The date will be ap-
proximately then, although not yet officially

announced. The house will play a combina-
tion road show, vaudeville and picture bill,

and is the last word in convenience for pa-

trons. A Mr. Hines, a newcomer in the in-

dustry, of Norfolk, Va., built the house and
controls it. He also recently assumed man-
agement of Raleigh’s Superba Theatre, a

straight picture house. It is rumored that

one of the best showmen in the State will

manage the new State when it opens.

DeSalles Harrison, newly appointed public
relations representative in the Southeastern
states by the Hays organization, has gone on
a trip which will take him into all cities

where Better Films Committees are now
functioning or in process of organization.
He will go to New York, after his circuit is

completed, for conferences with Colonel
Jason Joy of the Hays headquarters, under
whom he is functioning in his Southern work.

C. E. Daffin, of Tallahassee, Fla., Is getting
ready for tlie annual hunting party he gives
every year, assembling his fine dogs. Quite
a number of Atlanta’s film men attend this
party every year and enjoy Mr. Baffin's hos-
pitality for several days.

Sig Samuels, of Alamo No. 1, Atlanta, with
members of his family is on a motor tour in
Florida.

J. H. Wheeler, of the Start Theatre, Tar-
rant City, Ala., was a visitor on Atlanta’s
Film Row the past week.

Theatres Have Own Electrical Plant

T HE theatres on Elm and Akard and the block bounded by Elm, Akard and Ervay
streets, Dallas, Texas, are to be furnished electric current by the Theatre Elec-
tric Company, according to plans outlined at the recent organization meeting

at 1413J& Main street. The company is to capitalized at $50,000 and has obtained a
lease on the building at 208 Akard street, it was announced, in which to install their

plant.

An electrical engineer was called into consultation, who submitted figures on the
installation of 200-horsepower generator sets. Plans have been made to go before
the City Commission for the necessary permits.

Among those in attendance and who agreed to take stock, according to L. G. Bissin-

ger, secretary-treasurer elect, were E. B. Thomas, representing the Happyland The-
atre; Raleigh Dent, Laskin Brothers for the Jefferson Theatre; Ray Stennett and Si

Charninsky for the Capitol; W. D. Nevills for the Washington Theatre, and Mr.
Bissinger for the Queen. Officers chosen were E. B. Thomas, president; Raleigh
Dent, vice president, and L. G. Bissinger, secretary and treasurer.

Mr. Bissinger states that by installing this plant they can cut their electric bills

in two at least. They do not intend to enter into opposition to the established com-
pany but merely supply themselves.
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Milwaukee Exhibitors Display

Little Interest in Movie Day
National Motion Picture Day passed in

Milwaukee with little flurry among exhibi-
tors and a great deal less, if that is possible,
as far as the public is concerned. It is

safe to say that with few exceptions the
public' was not even aware a motion picture
day had been set aside. The exceptions re-
sulted from the feeble attempts made by a
bare handful of exhibitors to observe the
day.

True, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Wisconsin went on record several weeks
previously endorsing the move, but the
organization decided at the same time to put
the matter of boosting the day up to each
individual exhibitor. As far as the associa-
tion was concerned, the only other thing it

did in connection with the matter was to be-
gin publication on that day of its motion
picture directory which is to be a daily fea-
ture in the newspapers. Thirty theatres were
represented in the first list from which the
exhibitor organization will share in the re-
ceipts.

The Regent Theatre, operated by Fred
Seegert, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, and the Park-
way, run by E. W. Van Norman, were among
the few houses which tried to impress the
public with the fact that Nov. 19 was Mo-
tion Picture Day. Mr. Seegert drew con-
siderable favorable comment by showing a
film of the pioneer days in the movie game.
On the same program he had a modern film
and through exhibiting both he was able
to demonstrate the progress which has been
made in the last few years.
Mr. Van Norman’s special attraction con-

sisted of a novelty musical program.
George Fischer, manager of the New Mil-

waukee, expressed the sentiment of numer-
ous other theatre men when he declared,
“Every day is Motion Picture Day at my
house. I give my patrons the best that is

possible at all times, so a special obser-
vance is hardly necessary.’’

Although downtown exhibitors likewise
generally ignored the day, as far as special
stunts or other exploitation was concerned,
it was one of the biggest Mondays the busi-
ness has ever known. This apparently was
due to the nature of the attractions and
not to the fact that it was Motion Picture
Day. Saxe’s Strand, playing “Flaming
Youth,” after being forced to run off a spe-
cial showing Sunday night, was jammed again
on Monday, according to E. J. Weisfeldt,
manager. The Alhambra, managed by Leo
A. Landau and showing “Rupert of Hent-
zau,” also played to capacity.

Ground will be broken shortly at Fond du
Lae, Wis., for a three-story $600,000 theatre
building with a seating capacity of 2,000, it

has been announced by Frank W, Fischer,
managing director of the Fiseher chain of
theatres which already controls some of the

leading houses in Wisconsin and Illinois.
Announcement of this venture follows closely
on the heels of the revelation that Mr. Fischer
has closed a deal for the purchase of the
Jones Theatre, a 1.460 seat bouse now under
construction in Janesville, Wis, It is under-
stood that Mr. Fischer paid $250,000 in the
purchase of the uncompleted theatre from
Harry Jones. This house is to be opened on
or about March 1.

The site for the Fond du Lac Theatre em-
braces 26,400 square feet of ground on Main
street. It will be modern in every respect
and will be so equipped that it will be pos-
sible to present pictures or vaudeville.

W. G. Lloyd of Chicago, owner of the Lyric
Theatre at Fort Atkinson, Wis., for eleven
years, has sold the property to Oliver Grant
of Janesville, Wis. The house will now be
operated by Mr. Grant’s son, William. The
Lyric was built in 1880 by a stock company
and used for years as an armory, council
chamber and fire department on the ground
floor, and as an opera house on the upper
floor.

Ushers of the New Milwaukee Theatre have
formed an organization to promote efficiency
it has been announced by Louis Shimon,
assistant manager of the house, who is ad-
visor to the group. The organization is to
be known as the Milwaukee Ushers’ club.
Arnold Kaliebe is president.

In an effort to eliminate the bicycling evil,

the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade has
ordered its members to supply all exchange
salesmen with form postcards upon which
they will record the various offerings at
theatres in towns they visit, thus providing
a checkup system.

A suit reopening the music tax fight in
Milwaukee has been filed against tHe White-
house Theatre, operated by Otto L. Meister.
The action, in which the Skidmore Music
company of New York is the plaintiff, alleges
that the song, “Last Night on the Back
Porch,” was rendered in the show house
without the payment of a tax.

A report on the Indiana conference, which
he attended as a delegate from Wisconsin, is

to be given by Joseph Rhode, widely known
Kenosha theatre man, as a feature of the
next board of directors’ meeting of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin,
which is to be held within a few days.
The meeting also is expected to result in

selection of a successor to Walter F. Bau-
mann, who recently resigned as executive
secretary of the organization. Fred Seegert,
president, declares a new man virtually has
been selected for the position and merely
awaits ratification by the board. He refused
to state, however, who the candidate is.

I. IV. Rodgers Invests in Coal

I
W. RODGERS of Poplar Bluff, Mo., the Daddy of ’Em All among Missouri ex-

s hibitors, is seeking new worlds to conquer. Those who remember reading his

autobiography published some time ago will recall that he had many interesting
callings prior to taking up motion picture exhibition, but none to conjure up the ro-

mantic situations as his latest moves promise. For henceforth he may be known as
Mr. I. W. Rodgers, the Iron Baron.
Dispatches from Poplar Bluff the past week stated that Rodgers and H. E. Springer

of that city had purchased 11,000 acres of land in Wayne County, Mo., from W. I.

Hooper, also of Poplar Bluff. The deal involved approximately $300,000, and was one
of the biggest of its kind ever pulled off in Southeast Missouri.
The land purchased by Rodgers and Springer is adjacent to the famed Iron Moun-

tain, the greatest iron mine in history. That wonder of the Nineteenth Century re-

cently pulled a sensational comeback by producing iron ore of wonderful purity in

large quantities after it had been closed down for almost thirty years. A Chicago
electric railway magnate, who bought the mine and surrounding territory as a stock
ranch, paying about $400,000 for it, has had his holdings jump in value to some $12,-

000,000 as a result of the renewed activity at the mine. Rodgers and Springer plan
to mine for iron on their property.

St. Louis
“Long Live the King,” Jackie Coogan’s

first big picture under his new Metro con-
tract, opened in St. Louis on Saturday, No-
vember 24, playing day and date at four of
the city’s leading first run houses—the Del-
monte, the largest one-floor theatre in the
world, owned by Fred L. Cornwell, and the
Grand Central, West End Lyric and Capitol
theatres, owned by Spyros Skouras and his
organizations. This broke all records' in St.
Louis, as never in the history of the city
had a picture shown first-run at four houses
day and date.

In addition, Metro scored another triumph
when “Scaramouche” got away on an indefi-
nite run at the New Pershing Theatre, Del-
mar boulevard near Hamilton avenue, a St.
Louis Amusement Company house that was
redecorated and remodeled at a cost of $50,-
000 to be ready for the initial showing of
“Scaramouche.” The premier showing of
this picture was an event in St. Louis—the
city, state and prominent educators, physi-
cians, society leaders, etc., being present as
guests of Rex Ingram, director of the pic-
ture.

St. Louis exhibitors are interested in the
fight being waged against Bine Laws in
Frankfort, Ind. Dispatches from that city
told of the arrest of twenty-three business
men who had kept their places of business
open on Sunday, November 18, in defiance of
orders from Mayor Keene to close. The
Mayor’s decision to enforce the blue laws re-
sulted from a controversy between a church
faction and the owner of the local picture
theatre. The first Sunday the blue law was
in effect the other places of business closed,
but the next week they decided to rebel. All
were released on bond.

Pete Rybanic, owner of the Movie Thea-
tre, has purchased the Wilson Theatre, Four-
teenth street and Cass avenue, St. Louis,
from Samuel Steinberg. The Wilson seats
about 200 persons.

Bob Cluster of Johnston City has pur-
chased the Washington Theatre, Belleville,
111. He will assume charge December 1. R.
E. Gump will continue as manager.

Sullivan & Gray, owners of the Rex The-
atre, Pittsburg, 111., plan to open the Roland
Theatre, Marion, 111., shortly. They have
closed the Rex temporarily because of the
shutting down of the coal mine at Pittsburg.

Tongate & Haynes, owners of the picture
house at Carlisle, Ind., are opening a new
house in St. Francisville, 111., on December 1.

Tongate was in St. Louis the past week
booking film.

Visitors of the week included Tom Reed
and his new Cadillac sedan; Charles Stemple,
St. Charles, Mo.; Dr. C. A. Tettley of Flat
River and Farmington, and Charley Barber
of Tilden, 111.

Dallas
The management of the Queen Theatre,

Dallas, Texas, has recently been taken over
by Lou Bissinger and Joe C. Singer. Bis-
singer was the first manager of the Queen
after its completion several years ago, and
since that time he has been with the Wash-
ington Theatre until taking over the lease
on the Queen. He says he is glad to be
back home again.
Contract has been let for the re-decora-

tion and renovation of this theatre. A new
and comfortable smoking loge will be a

feature of the Queen upon the completion
of the re-decoration scheme. Mr. Bissinger
says it is their intention to bring back to the
Queen that atmosphere of comfort and
charm which made it popular in the past,

to secure some of the biggest stars in the
picture business, and to give the theatre-
going public a high-class theatre at popular
prices.
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Woods Theatre, Chicago, Sold

to Jones, Linick & Schaefer
The Woods Theatre Building was pur-

chased by Jones, Linick & Schaefer for $1,-

100,000 from the A. H. Woods Theatre Com-
pany last week. The theatre will hereafter

be exclusively devoted to the highest class

of motion pictures, it was stated. The prop-

erty is under a ninety-nine year lease, with
ninety-two years yet to run.

“Our firm,” said Aaron Jones, “will take

over the operation of the new theatre as an
exclusive high-class motion picture house.”

The Woods Theatre seats 1,200 people,

having an eighty-f.oot frontage on Randolph
street and 180 feet on Dearborn. Mr. Jones
announced that no eastern capital was con-

cerned in the deal, which was consummated
without the bid of brokers or realty opera-

tors.

Lou Houseman, western representative for

A. H. Woods, has sent out a statement again

that the property has not been sold and that

the price quoted is “ridiculous.” Mr. Jones,

as quoted above, says the sale has been
made.

Gerald Scully, Margaret Voss and William
L. Voss, Jr., have organized the Garden The-
atre Corporation at Harvey, 111., with a cap-
ital of $20,000, to own and lease theatres.
The office of the company is at 15411 Center
avenue, Harvey, 111.

T. M. Bliss, Jr., has bought the interest of
Harry Grampp, well known exhibitor of
Rockford, 111., in the Orpheum Pictures Com-
pany, which operates a chain of theatres In
this state with headquarters at Rockford.
Bliss is well known to the trade.

The Garden Theatre at 15411 Center, Har-
vey, has been leased by Gerald Scully and
Mrs. W. Li. Voss to the Garden Theatre Cor-
poration for ten years at a term rental of
$60,000.

An eighteen-story office building and the-
atre to cost $2,000,000 will be built on Ran-
dolph street, between Michigan and Wabash
avenues, after January 1, it is reported. The
theatre will accommodate 1,750.

James Gillett and Elmer Clayton have re-
opened the Avonia Theatre at Avon, 111.,

after being closed since last spring. The
new managers are using high-class picture
programs.

The Midwest Theatres Corporation has
added another house. The latest is the De-
Kalb Theatre at DeKalb, 111. Dale A. Lief-
heit will remain as manager.

Harry Miller, well known manager of the
National Theatre on South Halsted street,
has resigned and accepted the position of
manager of the new Fitzpatrick and McElroy
theatre that has just opened at Traverse
City, Mich. This is the last word in theatre
construction and will play a first run policy.

The Grand Theatre at Alton, 111., has been
taken over by a stock company directed by
John Karzan, John Pano and John Jianokop-
olis. Karzan has three other movie houses
in St. Louis.

George Koehn has sold the New Empress
Theatre at Springfield, 111., to E. R. Ship, who
will make some improvements.

Tony Serara has opened his new movie
theatre at Pawnee, 111., in the coal country,
and has one of the niftiest houses in that
part of the state.

Leland Eastman, Prank Cotey and Cor-
nelius Cooney have organized the American
Theatres Corporation, with offices at 7941
and 7947 South Halsted, to erect and conduct
a picture and vaudeville theatre for that
neighborhood.

Frank Delander of Geneseo, 111., will start

the construction of a movie house in that
city early next year and Jack Green, well
known showman, will have charge of the
house when it is finished.

Will Peaseman, manager of the Colonial
Theatre at Danville, 111., was a Film Row
visitor and reported that business is good in

his part of the state.

The Bijou Theatre at Mt. Clemons, that
has been dark for almost a year, opened
early this month and is doing a good busi-
ness.

The first anniversary of the New Tiffin

Theatre at North and Karlov avenue was
celebrated by the management and the em-
ployes with a get-together dinner held in
the hall over the theatre. With plenty to
eat and drink and a good orchestra, the boys
all voted it a fine evening.

John Dromey opened his cosy little 400-
seat movie house in North Chicago last week
and is playing to capacity business. He is

featuring plenty of good music with his pic-
ture programs and the outlook is for banner
business during the winter months.

The Keystone Theatre at 3912 Sheridan
Road, near Broadway, is being overhauled by
the management and redecorated for the
winter season. Business is good on the
North Shore and the house is playing good
movie bills with plenty of music to go with
them.

Louis St. Pierre, well known to Film Row
here, has been made general manager of the
Midwest Circuit Theatres in Rockford, Beloit
and Decatur, succeeding Harry Grammp, who
resigned recently.

Wiley McConnell, part owner of the Or-
pheum Theatre at Quincy, with Jack Hoef-
fler, has incorporated the Empress Amuse-
ment Company at Decatur, 111., to handle the
management of the Empress Theatre of that
city, which is also under his direction this
season, playing both vaudeville and pictures.

Aaron Jones has signed up ‘‘The Extra
Girl,” with Mabel Normand, to follow the
extended run of “Rosita” at the New Or-
pheum Theatre on State street. This will
be followed by “A Woman of Paris” early in
January.

Adolph Linick of Jones, Linick & Schaefer
has gone to the West Coast on his usual
winter pilgrimage and won’t be back until
the birds come north again in the spring.

•South Chicago has another picture house,
as Richard and Leo Salkin have opened the
Bowen Theatre there.

P. A. Alleman of the Strand and Family
theatres of Clinton was a business visitor
along Film Row last week and says that
business is good out in his part of the
country.

C. L. Foster has been placed in charge of
the poster department of the Rialto Theatre
and Manager Rosenblum now has some nifty
publicity to attract the passing crowds.

The Wabash Theatre at 1838 South Wa-
bash avenue, under the management of Van
Nomikos, is being remodeled and fixed up,
so that when the job is done Van will almost
have a new movie house for his customers
along Wabash avenue.

A. L. Rittenberg, William R. Swissler and
Abraham Greenspahn have organized the
Loop Theatre Building Corporation, with of-
fices at 1003 North Clark street and with a
capital of $300,000, to erect a large movie
house.

A VIVID PERSONALITY

Ex-County Judge J. A. Sommerlatte, thea-

tre owner and political boss of Lavaca
County, Texas, has gained the title of “The
Miracle Man.” According to The Houston
Press, here is what often happens in court

:

“A tall, lean, sunburned farmer walks up
to the judge and whispers a few words. The
judge nods understandingly and says, ‘Give
me a more thorough description of the
animal.’ There is more low-pitched talk.

Then the judge says, ‘All right, your horse
will be well in three days.’ The farmer shakes
hands and goes out. In three days the horse
is well.

“If you ask how he does it, the young
judge—he’s 35 years old, weighs 240 pounds,
is black-haired, blue-eyed and upstanding—
smiles a kindly smile and tells you without
any bluff, boast or bombast that he has a
wit of healing. He heals both human be-
ings and dumb brutes. He travels in the
deaf of night to give relief. Hundreds of
Lacava County citizens are ready to make
affidavit that he has cured them. Merchants,
bankers, contractors and big farmers and
stockmen unite in testifying to this peculiar
power the young judge possesses.”
Tom Hickey, who wrote this newspaper

story, quotes the judge as saying that “We
would all be healers even of our own bodily
ills if we had the faith that Christ had when
he cured the blind, cleansed the leper and
caused the crippled to walk. I am fortunate
in possessing an abounding, joyous faith. In
no other way can I account fo- the success
I have had. I have never studied medicine.
I know but little of physiology or anatomy.
I only know I can cure.”
Judge Sommerlatte’s heme is in Halletts-

ville, Texas.

Robinson in Hospital
Dee Robinson of Peoria, III., who has

been critically ill for some weeks has
been brought to Chicago and placed in
the Presbyterian Hospital where he will
have to undergo a major operation. Mr.
Robinson is one of the prominent ex-
hibitors in the Middle West, and also one
of the most popular theatre men in that
community. As head of the Madison
Theatres Company he has control of all

the picture and vaudeville houses in
Peoria and also operates the Irvin
Theatre at Bloomington, 111.
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Wright Knocked Unconscious
by San Francisco Burglars

One of the most daring theatre robberies
in the history of the Pacific Coast took
place at the New Mission Theatre, San Fran-
cisco, on Monday, November 19, when three
youthful bandits held up Winfield Wright,
house manager, knocked him unconscious
and made away with $5,385, which repre-
sented the Saturday and Sunday receipts.

According to Wright he came down to the
theatre shortly before noon to bank the
money and had just finished counting it

when three men, who had evidently hidden
in the theatre Sunday night, rushed upon
him. Two of them covered him with re-

volvers while the third knocked him uncon-
scious with a blow in the abdomen. They
then threw him into a closet and made their

escape. It was several minutes before he re-

covered sufficiently to give the alarm and a
shotgun squad was dispatched to the scene
in armed cars, but no trace has been found
of the bandits.

Plans for the building- of ttvo new picture
houses and the purchase of a one-half in-
terest in two Elmhurst houses by the T. &
D.. Jr., Circuit are announced by J. R. Saul,
San Francisco theatre broker, who has
handled the transactions. Negotiations have
been completed whereby M. A. Naify, E. H.
Ernmick and Robert A. McNeil have acquired
a lot 88 by 204 feet in size at Monterey, Cal.,
and plans are being made for the erection of
a theatre to cost 8275,000. These exhibitors,
with J. C. Hunter, 3Iortimer Thomas and
Charles Moser, have purchased from John
Peters a half interest in the Elm and Bijou
theatres at Elmhurst, an east-bay suburb
of San Francisco. Plans are being drawn for
a 1,600-seat house to be erected within the
next six months, and upon its completion one
of the present theatres will be closed. The
T. & D., Jr., Circuit now comprises thirty-
seven theatres in Northern California.

Hal D. Neides, formerly manager of the
Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, but who
has been away from this city for several
weeks, has returned to assume charge of the
road show presentation of “Scaramouche"
which has opened at the Capitol Theatre. The
opening week proved such an unqualified
success that it is believed that this produc-

tion can be shown in this house until after
Christmas.

Lew Newcomb, for several years associated
with Ackerman & Harris, San Francisco, but
more recently with the Orpheum Theatre,
Oakland, has returned to San Francisco and
has been placed in charge of the Strand
Theatre, owned by M. L. Markowitz.

A. W. Mather, of the New Princess Thea-
tre, Honolulu, T. H., arrived at San Fran-
cisco recently to confer with business asso-
ciates on the mainland. E. J. Carroll, Aus-
tralian theatre magnate, has also arrived
here to spend several months in the United
States.

After having been closed for five days for
a thorough overhauling, the Lyric Theatre,
Stockton, Cal., has been reopened by Mark
Leichter and associates, the opening attrac-
tion under the new ownership having been
“The Spanish Dancer.”

Extensive improvements have been made
of late in the theatre of C. R. Beilby at
Wheatland, Cal., including the installation
of Mazda equipped Powers machines by G.
A. Metcalfe.

The old T. & D. Theatre at Richmond, Cal.,
which has been closed for months, will be
opened by West Coast Theatres, Inc., shortly
after the first of the year.

Work has been commenced on the con-
struction of a 1,200-seat picture theatre at
San Leandro, Cal., by L. J. Toffelmier. It is

expected to complete it in March.

E. K. Hoffman until recently with the New
Piedmont Theatre, Oakland, Cal., has been
made manager of the Palace Theatre in that
city, recently acquired by the T. & D. Jr.

Circuit.

The Elite Theatre at Placerville, Cal., op-
erated by Mrs. J. B. Travelle, has been re-
modelled and is very attractive in its new
form. It has gone on winter schedule, with
no show on Monday nights.

The A. B. Hill heirs have purchased prop-
erty adjoining the Hill Opera House at Pet-
aluma, Cal., and are now in a position to
enlarge this house.

Philadelphia Exhibitors Use
Own Employment Bureau

A bureau for the purpose of helping secure
for members of the M. P. T. 0. A. of East-
ern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware help in the way of employes has
been established by George P. Aarons, sec-
retary of the association, whose headquar-
ters are located at Thirteenth and Vine
streets. So numerous were the requests
from theatre owners that it was found nec-
essary to file a list of names and addresses.

A lease on the Opera House at Mt. Holly,
N. J., has been secured by Dave Segal, head
of the Royal Pictures Exchange, who took
over the management of the place from Ed
Hulse. No change will be made in the policy
of the picture theatre under the new manage-
ment.

The Hollywood Theatre, formerly the
American Theatre of Pottsville, Pa., which
recently was acquired by the Stanley Com-
pany of America, will reopen the first of the
year as one of the string which the Stanley
Company has acquired in that section of
Pennsylvania. This house, the Lyric at Ham-
burg, Pa., the Hippodrome at Pine Grove, Pa.,
and the Lyric at Minersville were acquired
by the Stanley Co. from William Shugars,
former proprietor.

Purchase of the Fulton Opera House at

Lancaster, Pa., was made by Ralph W. Coho,
a coal operator of that city, who took over
the property from John A. Guerrini and the
estate of the late Harvey S. Butzer, for a
consideration not disclosed. The theatre will
be turned into a picture house.

The Haddon Heights Theatre of Haddon
Heights, N. J., has been opened by C. L. Mc-
Arthur, who operated the Olney Theatre of
Olney, just outside of Philadelphia for a
number of years. Renovations of the interior
and exterior converted it into a first-class
picture house feature with a daily change
of pictures. It formerly was owned by
Hunts Theatres, Inc.

Postponement of the nnnunl entertainment
of the 31. P. T. O. A. of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
which was to have been held on November
11 at Fay's Theatre, was made to an In-
definite date. It is proposed to hold the cele-
bration after the first of the year with a
program of vaudeville, musical numbers and
pictures.

A tour of New York State was enjoyed by
P. Mortimer Lewis, proprietor of the Bijou
Theatre on the Boardwalk, Atlantic City, the
Capital and the Ventor theatres of that re-
sort, who is taking his annual vacation in
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this manner. He will return to the shore the
latter part of the month.

George Kilpatrick, for many years assist-
ant manager of the Strand Theatre at Eas-
ton, Pa., is managing the Plaza Theatre at
Miami, Fla., for C. D. Buss, who operates
this theatre during the winter and who
opened the house last week for the season.

Under the management of Phil Levy there
is being conducted a picture house in the
Lyric Theatre at Allentown, formerly a
legitimate theatre. Modern picture equip-
ment has been installed and daily showing
of Silver Screen productions is made.

Alterations to the Karlton Theatre of
Quakertown are nearing completion. As soon
as building operations will permit there

will be opened a high-class vaudeville and
picture establishment under the management
of George Bennethum, who has acquired the
house.

The building program which Thomas F.
Herrity, manager of the Lotus Theatre of
Allentown, has just put under way, calls for
the enlargement of the house with an in-
crease of 200 in seating capacity. An at-
tractive lobby is being constructed, giving
frontage of 40 feet, and it is hoped to have
the alterations completed in time to cele-
brate the third anniversary of the theatre
during Christmas week.

Opening of the Strand Theatre of
Gloucester, N. J., took place last week under
the management of Jack Jaslow. The house
has been closed for several months for reno-
vations and the installation of new equip-
ment in the projection booth and the hang-
ing of a new screen. The house seating 400,
recently was acquired by Alex Koleman. A
five-piece orchestra has been provided. The
•Strand formerly was known as the Academy
and later as the Broadway under lease to
Lew Pizor, who also owned the Leader and
Palace in that town. Recently the latter
theatre and the Apollo were taken over by
the Stiefel Amusement Co.

Nebraska
Thomas Bush of the Liberty Theatre, Re-

publican City, Neb., was in Omaha last week
calling at the various exchanges and making
arrangements for some new films.

Manager Mullen has returned to the man-
agement of the Electric Theatre at Falls City,
his old job, after having resigned some time
ago.

William Hawley, theatre owner of North
Platte, spent some time in Omaha en route
to Lincoln to witness the Nebraska-Notre
Dame football game.

The Crystal Theatre of Rulo, Neb., was
burned to the ground recently.

The Community Club at Daykin, Neb., has
opened a new picture theatre there. The
town hall is for the present being used as
the theatre building.

R. V. Fletcher of the Lyric Theatre at
Hartington, Neb., was in Omaha last week.
He has only recently taken over that theatre
and was in Omaha consulting with a number
of exchanges regarding films.

The Capital Theatre at Davenport, la., has
just been equipped with a new 100-ampere
motor generator.

William Fraser has taken over the Gale
Theatre and the Metropolitan Theatre at
Mitchell, S. D. He has recently arranged
extensive remodeling and re-equipping of the
theatre.

Oscar Persons, theatre owner at Minden,
Neb., has equipped his place with new chairs
and new lobby equipment.

The Palm Theatre at Omaha was recently
sold by Tom Freeman, owner, to Gilley &
Ribble, owner of the Rex Theatre in Omaha.
The new owners announce they plan to make
the Palm an exclusive picture house, whereas
in the past it has been operated as a com-
bined picture and vaudeville house. They
plan to operate it at a low admission figure.
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CanadaTroy, N. Y., Woman Arrested

as Strand Money Takes Wings
About $150, representing the evening’s re-

ceipts of the Strand Theatre, in Troy, N. Y.,

took flight one night last week about the

same time as Mrs. Daniel Christian, 19 years

of age, cashier of the theatre, which is

managed by “Al” Bothner. No sooner was
the loss of the money discovered than the

police were called, with the result that the

woman and her husband were later on ap-

prehended at the railroad station in Albany,

where they had purchased tickets for New
York. The couple had come to Troy from
Syracuse a few days before, the husband
securing a job as a waiter and the wife be-

coming cashier of the theatre. They are

now awaiting the action of the grand jury

on a charge of grand larceny.

The Empire Theatre in Syracuse, which is

showing plenty of pep these days in lobby
and outside advertising, will observe its An-
niversary Week this month. The house is

managed by Willis B. Whitnall.

The frequent symphony concerts given by
the combined orchestras of the Mark Strand
Theatre In Albany and the Troy in Troy, at

the former house, are really becoming the
leading society events of the year. At the
one given on Saturdny last, the list of

patronesses resembled the “who’s who” of Al-
bany.

Generally speaking, business is good in

Syracuse. The houses are all drawing well

and the owners do not appear to be afraid

of using newspaper space to inform the pub-
lic as to attractions booked. One of the most
pleasant features of the past week was the

return of Edgar Weil to the management of

the Strand, following a vacation of many
weeks at his home in Little Rock, Ark., re-

covering from a nervous breakdown.

Uly Hill, managing director of the Strand
houses in Albany and Troy, has accepted an
invitation to address the State Convention
of Music Clubs in this city next April

Potsdam, N. Y„ certainly will be plentifully

supplied with picture theatres, for two are

to be erected within the next few months.
The Strand Theatre Company of Ogdensburg,
which operates playhouses in Maline, Ogdens-
burg and Plattsburg, will open its sixth

theatre in Potsdam, having acquired a site

on Market street. The house will cost about
$80,000. The house will be about a year in

building. Almost simultaneously with the
announcement comes another from James
Papayanakos, former owner of the Olympic
Theatre in Watertown, that he is preparing
plans for a theatre in Potsdam, on the pres-
ent location of the Clark Furniture Store.
The house will seat 1,000.

Weighing at least four pounds more than
when he left, Louis Buettner of Cohoes, one
of the best known exhibitors in this part of
the state, is back home from a three weeks’
trip to the Adirondacks, which has restored
his health to a considerable extent.

Buffalo, N. Y.
The very latest type of Simplex projection

machines are being installed in Shea’s Hip-
podrome by Al Becker of the Becker The-
atre Supply Company. The equipment is

similar to that used by the Eastman in

Rochester and the Capitol in New York.

The New Family Theatre in Batavia open-
ed to the public Thanksgiving Day. The
house is operated by a corporation composed
of Nikitas Dipson, Judge E. A. Washburn
and John R. Osborne. The house has a
$16,000 organ and is beautifully decorated
and furnished inside and out. “Going Up,”
the Douglas MacLean picture, was the open-
ing- feature.

George Hall, manager of the Capitol The-
atre in South Park, is a member of the com-
pany that has purchased Crystal Beach, a
Canadian shore summer resort, from the Lake
Erie Excursion Company for $1,500,000.

James Cardina opened his new Varsity
Theatre on Kensington Avenue, Buffalo,
Wednesday evening, November 28. There
was a large number of exchange men and
exhibitors present as guests of Jim.
“Pioneer Trails” was the opening attraction.

Rochester, N. Y.
On Rochester screens : Eastman, “The

Eternal City.” Regent, “The Eternal Strug-
gle.” Piccadilly, “Long Live the King.” Vic-
toria, “Daughters of the Rich.” Rialto,

“Drifting.” Strand, “Penrod and Sam.”

That the Eastman Theatre already occu-
pies a position of importance among theatres
of the country is- indicated by the fact that
a drawing of the house and an explanation
of its purpose forms the outstanding feature
in the advertisement of Paramount in the
Saturday Evening Post in the issue of No-
vember 17.

“Little Old New York” will open at the
Piccadilly Theatre the week of December 2.

Rumors that the visit of E. F. Albee to
J. H. Finn, manager of the Temple Theatre,
might result in tentative plans for the build-
ing of a large theatre in Rochester have
been denied by Mr. Finn.

At a general meeting of all exhibitors in

London, Ontario, on November 21, the de-
cision was reached for a flat increase of 3
cents in all admission prices for both mat-
inee and evening performances at the local

playhouses, the increase to go into effect at

once. The cause given for the raising of
admission prices was that the salaries of

stars in California and elsewhere had forced
producers and distributors to charge higher
rentals to theatres. Managers announcing
the price increase included Fred Jackson of

Loew’s Theatre ;
Thomas Logan of the Allen

Theatre; and William Stewart of the Patricia

Theatre, these being the leading houses of

the city.

Announcement has been made that the
Continental Screen Service Corporation has
closed a contract with the Canadian Division
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners where-
by the company is to supply an advertising
slide or an advertising trailer to each of 700
picture theatres in Canada. When the ex-
hibitor complies with the request to screen
the slide or film, the company is to pay a
stated fee into the treasury of the M. P. T. O.,

it is stated.

“The Covered Wagon” followed “Scara-
mouche” into the Tivoli Theatre, “big time
film house” of Toronto, on November 24, after
“Scaramouche" had played three weeks at
$1.50 top. The same scale is continued for
“Covered Wagon.” This is the first Cana-
dian run for “Wagon.” “Scaramouche” com-
pleted a two weeks’ run at the Palace The-
atre, Montreal, on November 24.

The plan of reserving box seats for eve-
ning performances at Loew’s Theatre, Ot-
tawa, has been discontinued by Capt. F. W.
Goodale, manager, after he had given the
special service a test of six weeks.

A thriller taken in 1911, 12 years ago, on
Long Island, is to be featured at Loew’s
Theatre, Ottawa, during the week of De-
cember 3. The important part about this
presentation is that the hero of the picture
is Capt. Frank Goodale, now manager of the
Loew house. He was known at the time
this picture was produced by Imp under the
title of "Through the Air” as “the boy bal-
loonist” and his daily work consisted of fly-

ing in a 16-foot dirigible, having a .motor-
cycle engine, from Palisade Park, New
Jersey.

Harry Brouse, owner of the Imperial The-
atre, Ottawa, has installed a six-piece or-
chestra in his “theatre beautiful.” This is

startling news when it is remembered that
for years and years the musical accompani-
ment for pictures at the Ottawa Imperial
has been provided by a pipe organ, with
Jack Neville presiding. After years of lone-
liness, Mr. Neville is now associated with six
musical confreres.

There is going- to be a party up in Glovers-
ville soon. The other day Louis Schine an-
nounced the birth of a son, and now all

Albany, or at least that portion in the film
business, has been invited by Mr. Schine to

the celebration.

Early showings of feature pictures in the
Capital District include “Ashes of Vengeance”
at the Troy and Mark Strand theatres, dur-
ing the week of January 7-12. “If Winter
Comes” has been booked at the Leland for
the week of January 27, while “Ponjola”
will attract Thanksgiving Day. crowds at the
Troy in Troy.

Although “Common Law” did a whoppin’
big business at the Leland in Albany last

week, second only to “Little Old New York,”
Manager Oscar Perrin finally decided not to

use it for another week against “Rosita” at
the Mark Strand. Mr. Perrin will use “In
the Palace of the King” to buck the Mary
Pickford picture during the six days. In-
cidentally, the Mark Strand is doing some
heavy advertising in putting over “Rosita,”
using hundreds of heralds, window cards as
well as six, eight and twenty-four sheets.

Receiver Releases Pantheon, Vincennes, Ind.

T HE Pantheon Theatre in Vincennes, Ind., which was one of the theatres owned
by the Consolidated Realty and Theatres Corporation, recently thrown into the
hands of a receiver, has been released from the receivership and has reverted

to its original owner, the Wilkerson-Lyons Enterprises, Inc. Fred Sims, receiver for
the Consolidated company, said he consented to the release of the theatre because
it had not been paying much, and it would have been a big obligation on the Con-
solidated to hold the lease.

The Consolidated took over the Pantheon on Ooctober 1st on a two-year lease,

with a plan to issue 8 per cent, bonds to pay for the theatre. Mr. Sims said the Con-
solidated did not have the money to keep up the lease. Immediately following the
theatre’s release, Judge Thomas B. Coulter, acting on petition of L. R. Henley, prin-

cipal stockholder, named Claude E. Gregg and J. B. E. Laplante co-receivers of the
theatre. The Pantheon was erected about three years ago at a cost of about $150,000.

Reports received this week from Terre Haute, Richmond! and Ft. Wayne show
that a large volume of business was done by the Consolidated company’s theatres
there during the last week, Mr. Sims said. At Evansville twelve members of the
orchestra at the Victory Theatre were discharged in order to permit expenses to be
cut down during the receivership proceedings.
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Texas Manager With No Elaborate Aids Seventy-five Cars

Builds a Splendid Exploitation Lobby in a Motor Parade

A CHIEVING one of the best lobby dis-

displays on Circus Days with limited

facilities, Thomas Nickelson, of the

Crescent theatre, Austin, Texas, puts himself

solidly on the exploitation map. With very

little material to work with, he has achieved

a decidedly realistic circus entrance and he

not only broke all the house records, but

he set the new marks so high that it promises

to stand for a long time to come.
The lobby shown on this page would be

entirely creditable were it the work of a

management having unlimited resources at

command. It would be good looking had it

been used at the New York Strand for its

first showing. Coming from a theatre with-

out large resources, it is a remarkable
achievement.

It’s Easy When

—

Had this been planned by a theatre with

a large revenue, where an expenditure of

two or three hundred dollars for a good
selling lobby is a matter of no consequence,
it would have been good. But Mr. Nickel-

son, we take it, had no such appropriation,

and had to work with what he could get. He
used his ingenuity, and he really achieved an
effect better in some ways than he could
have gained through the mere outlay of money.
Take that same lobby in a big house and

probably the tent would have been of mus-
lin or cotton, bought for the occasion and
cut to fit. Buying that much cloth would
have killed the profit of the Crescent. Mr.
Nickelson uses hay covers and gets closer

to the real thing. There is a real circus

flavor to that laced canopy.
Has Real Flavor

Done with new cloth, there would have
been an entrance and an exit and a scalloped

border and a lot of trimmings that would
not have had the same local color. This
looks more like a real circus tent, for it

must be remembered that Jackie was travel-

ing with a wagon show and they did not have
an elaborate equipment.

That den on the right seems to be the
real thing, though the lion is profile. If this

is home-made, too, it is more than creditable,

but it looks as though it might have been
left behind by some road show in difficulties.

The elephants on the left are also profile,

but they are good enough to carry out the
suggestion, and the hay and the roped en-
closure are convincingly good and about the
only thing lacking is a red wagon structure
for the ticket office.

The Will to Work
But the real angle to this display is not

that it is exceptionally good, but that the
manager was willing to work hard to get an
effect that would bring extra money.
He did not sit down and wail that he could

not afford to do anything. He went out
and borrowed the hay covers and did it.

That is the spirit which wins. Hundreds of
managers are watching business slip just
because they have not the willingness to get
out and hustle and do the best they can
with the best they can get.

They talk about bad business instead of
about bad management.
That is why we appreciate so much the

fine achievement of the chap you see in the
picture standing by the box office. He writes
that the only way to get returns is to ex-
ploit, and in doing the best he can he has

in this instance done better than the larger
houses in the matter of display and propor-
tionately well in the matter of receipts.

He could not get that result through sit-

ting in his chair and lamenting his lack of

opportunity.

Red Lights Told of

Red Lights
9 Coming

Before they opened Red Lights at the
California theatre San Francisco, red and
yellow teasers told the public to be careful
as Red Lights was coming. The day before
the opening there was a night parade of
automobiles owned by the house staff and
supplemented by loaned cars. There were
35 of these and they toured the theatre sec-
tion with a man on each front seat holding
a red fusee. Banners told of the play being
advertised. The parade was repeated for

the opening night, Saturday.
Three strings of red lamps were strung

across Market street from the theatre to
a store across the way and an entire block
was illuminated by red lamps, Charles E.
Kurtzman, the publicity head of the Roth-
child chain, personally arranging for this

display and providing lamp dip for those
merchants who did not possess red globes.
Jack Partington, the general manager,
worked the police permit on the across the
street display. It got packed houses Sat-
urday and Sunday and those audiences
spread the word and helped the later busi-
ness.

Getting seventy-five cars in a motor parade
was the chief item in the exploitation work
for Mary Pickford in Rosita at the Black-
stone and State theatres, Pittsburgh. The
two houses were playing the United Artists’

release day and date, and Milton D. Crandall
felt that it was up tc him to do something
in a large way to persuade Rowland & Clarke
that he was on the job .

He sold the sub-agencies of the Chevrole*
cars cn the idea that it vcouid help them tc
help him, and all of the dealers turned out
their stock cars for a parade on Saturday
afternoon, the various sub-agencies vying
with each other to claim the honor of having
the best decorated cars. The main agency
contributed a truck with a huge megaphone
and Crandall hired some musicians, with the
result that the parade was both colorful and
tuneful.

The general tie-up was the line “Two big
stars, Chevrolet and Mary Pickford,” and
the latter name was displayed in large let-

ters, one letter to a car, with plenty of cars
left over.

The police permit gave them a line of
march which took them through the busiest
streets at the busiest hour of a busy Satur-
day afternoon, and the dealers were all so
pleased with the chance to spread out in a
parade that they kicked in w'ith mention of
the play in their Sunday advertisements.
They also used window cards and set the
decorated cars in their show rooms as a
further reminder.

All it cost was the hire of the band=, and
that was very little for a four and a half-
hour ballyhoo.

A First National Release

HERE’S A MANAGER WHO DID NOT LET A CHANCE GO BY
Thomas Nickelson, of the Crescent Theatre, Austin, Texas, had no exploitation

facilities, yet this circus tent on Circus Days is one of the best we have seen, and it

is all home made. It enabled him to set a new record for the house.
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HER TEMPORARY
HUSBAND”

Owen Moore and

Sylvia Breamer

A First National Picture.
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Louis H. Tolhurst in

ventor of the new micro

scopic process.

a series or microscopic

pictures giving the actual

life dramas of insects.

Distributed by

Educational Films Corp.

Head of honey bearing bee Profile of the Spider

Mandibles or jaws of the ant
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LOVE
’ BANDIT

Charles E. Blaney

production

Distributer1 Vitagraph.



Charles Ray

"THE COURTSHIP
MYLES STANDISH
an Associated Exhibitors Picture



Grantland Rice’s Sportlights
One Reel Each—Every Other Week

The Country is Sport Mad

!

You can get the benefit when you play this series

Grantland Rice is undoubtedly the coun-
try’s greatest authority on sports. Seventy big
newspapers publish his “Sportlights.” He is

also editor of the American Golfer. That
means national publicity.

This series of pictures will interest every

person in the country. Each illustrates some

phase of sport. Each is beautiful, each has

thrills, each is informational.

The First Six
1 . “Wild and Wooly”

;
all there is to know about a Western rodeo

2. “Girls and Records”; women of today who are making athletic

history

3. “The National Rash”
;
why golf is becoming the national game

4. “Taking a Chance”; why nerve is required in football, polo, horse-

jumping, etc.

5. “Great Competitors”; the closest rivals in many sports contrasted

6. “The Call of the Game”; contrasts between the solitary sports like

fishing, hunting, etc. and those which are witnessed by vast multitudes.

You get all the thrill of big sporting events without the cost and the bother

Produced by J. L. Hawkinson

Pafhepicture
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Ruth of

A Real Hell-Roaring Western Serial

it’s got the punch, the thrill, the sensations

of a dozen features.

“Hair-raising stunts”
“Ruth Roland performs daringly
hair-raising stunts with such ease
that one marvels at her every move.
There is seemingly no feat, how-
ever dangerous, this lady is incap-
able of performing successfully.’’

M. P. News.

^Any number of

daring tricks”
“Ruth Roland is most courageous
and participates in any number of
daring tracks. ‘Ruth of the Range’
does thrill.”—Morning Telegraph.

“Extremely tense”
“Action extremely tense. The star
exhibits all her usual courage and

daring and some of the stunts will

keep them on the edge of their

seats. Plenty of rough fighting and
quick action.”—Film Daily.

“Breath-taking stunts”

“There are plenty of fights and
breath-taking stunts _ _ _ Will
delight serial fans.”— Trade Re-
view.

“Keeps the spectator in a

heat of excitement”
“A Pathe serial of many thrills.

Enough hazardous stunts and sus-
pense to keep the spectator in a

fever of excitement.”—M.P. World.





Not a Sex Picture—

Why Elephants
Leave Home
Two parts

For the first time the movie camera gets

the capture of wild elephants

Wild elephants are caught only under
the supervision of the Government.
Visitors must get a pass and their pres-

ence is hedged around with restrictions.

Never , until this time , has a picture

camera been present at this extraordi-

nary event.

You see a large herd of huge beasts

decoyed into a huge corral. You see

them strive to break free. You see com-
bats between the intelligent tame ele-

phants and the furious captives. And
you see the final triumph when the great

brutes are dragged away in chains by

their civilized brothers.

You'll agree that it's the greatest animal picture ever made

Pafhepicture
BEWARE OF FILM PIRATE*

Tb* Posicn-t Prats of ill Psth* rdoni sir the prepertf c4 Psdw
d »re NEVER SOLD Tbt n*ht to w ntt prats cu t* t**iEy
«*u>««a only from Pith*'. RxcK»n**» hi the Unirrd Stsas of Ancncs

. P.th* . Horn* Of&c* c

Rcvsrd for informit.se t.
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Had Proper Colors

for Ballyhoo Stunt
Using a jockey ballyhoo for the Papyrus-

Zev race pictures, produced by Pathe, Loew’s

Palace theatre, Memphis, was careful to

dress the rider in the colors worn by the

American jockey. With so much being said

in the papers about the colors of the stables,

this careful touch helped along the display.

The rider was a lightweight and rode with

short stirrups to further the suggestion.

A Pathe Release

THE MEMPHIS BALLYHOO
The rider wore a sash stating that the pic-

ture was then playing at the Palace and car-

ried a flag which was lettered “Zev wins,

see the race foot by foot at Loew’s Palace,

now.”
This was supplemented by a display of

scenes of the actual race and a lettered card

in the lobby, but the riding advertisement

brought in the most coin.

Ribbons for Nags
Last year—or perhaps it was the year be-

fore—the Paramounteer in Portland, Ore.,

blanketed all the prize stock at the State

Fair with the titles of Paramount pro-

ductions.

This year Chester A. Arthur tried a new
tackle. One of the features of the fair is

a horse show with one big award each eve-

ning, to the value of $1,000 each. Arthur
got some purple ribbons, one for each night,

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

After three weeks of heavy harmony the
women’s chorus of eighteen is having a rest

of one week, during which it will help broad-
cast the first Brooklyn Mark Strand Radio
Concert through Station WEAF. In their ab-
sence the ballet, soloists and orchestra are
putting on some varied stuff, with four girls

at four pianos as an added presentation.
The Symphonized Jazz Overture, opening

the show for All-Chaplin Week, which was
made up of “A Woman of Paris” and his

revival, “Pay Day,” was a special arrange-
ment and orchestration of “Love Tales” and
“I Love You,” in which the marimbaphone
and the saxophones were given the chance
to steal a lot of thunder. The lighting har-
monies for this, with the draw curtains of

the small stage closed, centered on green
and amber. There were two booth Mestrum
floods of ISO amperes covering the sides

and stage, with two amber dome spots on
the musicians. The foots of the big stage
were green, as were also those of small

stage, and the coves were yellow. Although
simple, this combination is one of the rich-

est used.
For “Just as Long as You Have Me,”

from “The Gingham Girl,” a back drop of

the front of a general store, with set piece

porch and steps, was used. It opened with
a dance to orchestra accompaniment by six

girls in gingham. At their exit soprano in

gingham entered from left and tenor in

summer suit from the right. They met at

the steps, sat down and the girl sang first

verse and chorus, then a duet by the pair,

and still another arrangement of duet for

another chorus with some business by the

girl dancers. At close all were on the porch
and steps. At opening three amber spots

and one light pink from the side were on
the set, with amber foots and borders. A
magenta open box lamp from one side and

an amber from the other wrere hitting the
front of the store. At the duet all lights

dimmed off except the two amber and one
light pink spots, giving a twilight effect for
the close.

Jerry and Her Piano Quartette of Girls,

using four pianos all facing the side in the
same direction, were backed up by a silver

cyclorama, with props consisting of two sil-

ver floor lamps and a massive chandelier of
silver. Pianists were in evening gowns. At
opening, playing a few bars of “Morning” of
Peer Gynt Suite, two spots of color blend
from the dome hit the pianos, using the scal-

lop of the red plush tormer to mask a de-
sign above the pianos on the silver cyclorama.
X-rays were magenta, and one rose pink and
one light blue spot from the sides picked
out the chandelier. From “Morning” the
pianists went into “Trot Along” and another
color blend from the dome was added to the
first one, and green and magenta floods
crossed on the cyclorama. From “Trot
Along” the pianos went into Rachmaninoff’s
“Prelude,” and two light pink floods replaced
the dome color blends. Girls took one bow
after “Prelude” and then struck up “Nola,”
the stage going blue with an orange flood
on pianos, and two light pink spots on the
chandelier. At the close two amber dome
spots came out on the pianos as the orange
was taken off. Front lighting included light

pink and light blue on canopy drapes from
entrance spots, with blue coves and light

blue floods on the side drapes.
The running of this show, with the Topical

Review, was two hours and eleven minutes,
split up as follows : Duet and dancers, five

minutes; Symphonized Jazz, six minutes;
Piano Quartette, eight minutes

; “Pay Day,”
twenty-two minutes; Review, eight minutes,
and “A Woman of Paris,” one hour and
twenty-two minutes.

and this was announced as a Paramount
Pictures Special Award in a full page in the

program. Each evening the announcer
megaphoned the winner and added that he

(or she) had also won the Paramount Spe-
cial Award. As the crowds ran from 15,000

to 25,000 a night, this seemed to be a fairly

good return on the small investment for

ribbons, particularly as they were then hav-
ing Paramount Month all over the State.

Gets a Prize
Howard Price Kingsmore, of the Howard

Theatre, Atlanta, gets another prize. Each
year there is held a municipal Christmas
party for the poor children in which the

entire town is interested. This year it will

be given at the Howard, with the Mayor
himself acting as Santa Claus.

Ran Cartoon Series

for Twenty-one Days
Extensive use has been made of the Dulcy

cartoon series, but the best report comes
from Frank H. Burns, exploitation man for

the Beacham Theatre, Orlando, Fla. He got
the local paper to use the entire set, run-
ning them three weeks.

This established the Dulcy idea and when
the theatre shot out several thousand cards
urging the reader to use Dulcy as the syno-
nym for Dumb-bell, the entire town adopted
the word and used it even when they did not
really mean to call others stupid. Supple-
mented by window cards and heralds, Dulcy
was made a household word and the busi-

ness was comfortably above the average.

A Fox Release

THE TWO TABLEAUX IN THE PROLOGUE TO IF WINTER COMES USED BY HYMAN AT THE MARK STRAND
The details of this prologue were given in a recent issue. The stage shows a man dreaming before the fire and the winter scene is

disclosed in a frame in the back drop eighteen feet wide, showing through scrim. The lights are dimmed and come back on the

spring setting, in allusion to the quotation: “If Winter comes can Spring be far behind ?” This was one of Hyman s most successful

prologuee.
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Real Circus Days
Helped in Canton

Exploiting Circus Days is like putting

over a western picture with a stage coach.

It’s all right if you can get the outfit. J. D.

Kessler, of the Alhambra Theatre, Canton,
Ohio, could get the outfit and he made all

the money his house would hold with
Jackie Coogan.

One of the smaller circuses has winter
quarters in Canton. They had come in, but
were not laid up for the Winter, so Kessler
was able to hire the outfit for a small sum
since it all represented velvet to the show
people.

He turned out a parade almost half a

mile in length and got a free ride on the

band wagon for himself. The initial parade
did so well that it was repeated on the two
days following, a different route being laid

out each time, but invariably ending in the
downtown section.

Most of the menagerie wagons were
parked in a garage at the rear of the thea-

tre, and after the show you could visit the

menagerie annex. The smaller cages were
placed in the lobby and there was a small
den on the sidewalk to steer them into the

lobby.

He was able to round up a clown band
and all the trimmings, and he repainted all

of the wagons with Kessler-Coogan Com-
bined Shows.
He also stabled a Shetland pony in the

lobby which was given away to some child,

and he tied the stores to circus displays in

their windows.
He gave a special matinee the Saturday

before the Sunday opening, and had to give

another morning performance on the clos-

ing day.
It probably represented the peak of the

exploitation on this picture, for few cir-

cuses can be hired even where there is a

winter quarters in town, for usually the
wagons are put into the paint shop and are

not available for parade. Air. Kessler was
fortunate in getting the picture before re-

furbishing commenced.

Brightened Up
Adapting an old stunt, Mrs. Frank Em-

mett, of the Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg,
Pa., announced that any woman wearing a

bright shawl would be admitted free to any
performance of the Barthelmess play. Alanv
of the shawls were loaned and did repeated
service, but the bright spots they made in

the lobby and the neighborhood talk the

loaning of the shawls caused more than re-

paid the cost of the tickets.

Few shawls failed to have an overcoat
accompaniment and the overcoat paid ad-
mission to see The Bright Shawl.

Christian Endeavor
Exploited Picture

Convincing the Christian Endeavor So-

ciety of Castalia, la., that Mighty Lak a

Rose was a picture they could safely en-

dorse, V. G. Bellman, of the Postville The-

atre made a deal with them to give them
one-third on all sales made by them and
one-third on the gross if they sold more
than two-thirds of the house.

They did not make the grade because so
many persons purchased tickets at the box
office supposing that the society would get
the commission anyhow, but appreciating
this, the manager gave them more than their

cut and they were abundantly satisfied. It

not only sold this First National to unusual
business, but it produced an effect that will

help other pictures. It gives the endorse-
ment of the society to the theatre as well
as this particular title, and the added busi-
ness was sufficient to pay what they re-

ceived.

There is nothing very new in this idea,

but it goes to show that it can still be done,
and always with success.

Any connection with a local organization
will not only bring in more money at the
time but help business through the good will

created. Work it often.

A First National Release

THESE STUNTS ARE EASY IF YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A WINTER QUARTERS IN YOUR TOWN
J. D. Kessler, of the Alhambra Theatre, Canton, Ohio, not only had a civcus hole-up, but he knew them all and was able to hire

the outfit to popularize Circus Days when he ran that attraction for a week. The top row shows some of the kinkers and an

animal cage in front of the house. Below are a pony rig and the downtown wagon working as perambulators.
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A Patlie Release

THIS FORTY-FOOT CUTOUT TIED LLOYD TO A TEASER CAMPAIGN
The Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, broke all records for the past five years on Why
Woi*ry largely through a clever teaser campaign which had to be tied to the star and

attraction. This cutout is the largest ever used on a Kansas City theatre.

Orphan Youngsters

See Penrod and Sam
New Orleans does not do much exploita-

tion, so an orphans’ matinee was a novelty
when the Liberty Theatre worked it for
Penrod and Sam, and the trolley company
provided the transportation in bannered
cars while a motion picture was made of
the group to get the last potential kick out
of the stunt.

But put a magnifying glass on the picture
of a sample copy of the kiddies and note
the little chap who stands fourth from the
left, just at the end of the board. He
would be a wonder in pictures if he could
be trained to act. At any rate he has done
First National a good turn, for he is the
reason we are using the cut.

An unusual angle was the detailing of a

totally deaf reporter to cover the event. A
prefatory note to the story told that he was
unable to hear the laughter and had to

judge their enjoyment wholly through their

facial expression. It made a good novelty.
It might be a good stunt for others to work,
even if the newspaper has no reporter who
is really deaf.

Broke 5 Year Record

with Why Worry Gags

A First National Release

HERE’S AN ORPHAN SOME COMPANY SHOULD ADOPT
Put the glass on the fourth kiddie from the left. The women would rave ovet* him
in the pictures, yet he’s just an orphan and one of the guests of the Saenger company
in New Orleans at a Penrod and Sam showing. Something new for New Orleans.

Breaking the cash records for five years

largely with a teaser campaign is the brag

of the Liberty theatre, Kansas City. The
attraction was Why Worry, which lends

itself particularly well to the teaser idea,

but with the aid of Earle S. Nesbit, the ad-

vertising agent, they went further than most
with the teasers.

The opening gun was painted signs with

five foot letters reading merely “Why
Worry?” There was nothing to connect it

with either play or theatre. This was fol-

lowed by 2,000 14xl4-inch tack cards which
were placed all over town. The text on
these was “Join the Why Worry Club, the

National Joy Movement.” An additional 500

were given lath supports and used as yard
cards.

Then there was a parade of the Priests

of Pallas, a local carnival order. A local

giant was built up to a seven-foot height
and provided with a tin cannon, arranged
to throw out packages of light throwaways
with the “Why Worry?" slogan. The giant

was attended by a short man dressed as

Lloyd, and they perambulated the line of

March. The cannon was built to explode a

blank cartridge when the spring plunger
was pulled back. Every little while the gun
would be shot off and the lines of waiting
spectators deluged with the throwaways. It

got more attention than the $50,000 parade.
Then a full page cooperative was worked

with the merchants with prizes offered for
the best letters regarding purchases made
from any of the advertising merchants. The
replies were to be sent to Harold Lloyd at

the Liberty theatre, the first time the star
or title had been used in connection with
this campaign.
To tie the teasers to the house liberal

newspaper and bill advertising was done
and a cutout 40 feet in height was placed
on the marquise of the theatre.

Under the canopy were two speedometer
faces with movable numbers, which show
as white oblongs in the cut. One was let-

tered : “Harold Lloyd’s Laugh-o-meter.
100,000 shrieks per minute.” This was sup-
posed to ring up the laughs. The other was
lettered: “Why Worry? Join the National
Joy Movement now hysterical mem-
bers.” The blanks represent the figures on
the speedometer indicator, and these num-
bers were changed at each performance.

It was a splendidly planned campaign and
it brought in more money than any other
attraction in the five-year period.

A Patlie Release

THE LIBERTY SPEEDOMETERS

Because the Kansas City team had won
the Association pennant and were scheduled

to play Baltimore for the Little Pennant,

some 50,000 persons welcomed the team
back to town after the last game in its own
league. They were also met by a float which
read: “Why worry? The Blues will win.”

This followed the parade and was parked
at the ball field gate when not in use as a

perambulator.
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J. First National Release

THIS IS NOT ONLY EFFECTIVE BUT ARTISTIC

It is all compo board, painted, but it looked like the real thing in the lobby of the

Rivoli Theatre, Portland, Oregon. It is by far the best display on this title yet to be
exhibited and a real credit to Gus Metzger, who put the production over with it.

Uses Same Coach for

the Street and Stage
When the Scollat Square Olympia, Bos-

ton, put on Pioneer Trails, the management
dug out a stage coach for a prologue show-
ing an attack on the stage. It provided a
vivid introduction to the picture and helped
to create the proper atmosphere.
But it was figured that the coach could

help more on the street, so the actors re-
ported earlier in the morning and with a
banner on top the vehicle ballyhooed the
downtown streets until it was needed for
the first afternoon de luxe performance,
when it was a simple matter to remove the
banner from its sockets and run the coach
onto the stage. After that it was free to

circulate the streets until the night shows
called for its stage appearance.
Xot many towns can command stage

coaches, but it is a comparatively simple
matter to build up some old wagon with
profile, and where the structure can be
made to do double duty, it should be well

worth the cost.

Gave Mae a Whirl
When he played The French Doll, Ed-

ward M. Foley, of the Academy Theatre,
Haverhill, Mass., had a real French- doll,

in swagger dress, on a slowly revolving plat-

form. The children were interested in the
doll, the women in the dress and the men
got the general idea that Mae Murray was
to be seen, even though they were not in-

terested in the dress.

December 8, 1923

Famous Managers
in Big Cup Race

Harold B. Franklin, of the theatres depart-
ment of Famous Players, has offered a silver

cup for the best advertisement from any
theatre in the F. P. string. Due allowance
is made for a theatre’s facilities—or lack of
them—for preparing advertisements, and the
small houses have as good a chance as the
larger ones.

The decision will be made monthly and
a manager will be allowed to hold the cup
until the next award, when it must be passed
along to the next winner. He will retain

a diploma stating that the theatre won the
cup in a certain month.

If any manager wins the cup three times
in the year the contest will run, he will be
permitted to retain it. If there is no one
to qualify for the award, the managers who
have presented the three best entries during
the year will be entered in a play-off. The
contest is to be handled through The Close-
Up.
Judging is made on the advertisement

in the newspaper and not from original
drawings or specially pulled proofs, and the
weight will be given the smaller advertise-
ment. other things being equal.

If the contest does no more than empha-
size to the local men the importance of
learning to make display more important
than mere size, it will be worth many times
the cost of the cup, elaborate as the
trophy is.

The Ushers
> Own

Under the title of McVicker’s Service Man,
the ushers of McYicker’s Theatre, Chicago,
are issuing a four-page weekly intended for

the employees of that theatre. Because of

the limited circulation the text is typewrit-
ten and run off on the ditto machine.
Harold B. Franklin, head of the Famous

Players theatres department, used to get
out a printed sheet along similar lines for

the Shea houses in Buffalo, and it is not
unlikely that he is more or less concerned
in this new venture in a paternal or god-
father sort of way.
The idea is to further teamwork and in-

crease the spirit of fellowship in the organi-
zation, and it promises success in this pur-
pose.

A Titagraph Release

USED THE SAME STAGE COACH FOR A BALLYHOO AND PROLOGUE ON PIONEER DAYS
Gordon’s Scollay Square Olympia Theatre, Boston, put its stage coach to double use for the Vitagraph feature, and set it about the
streets when it was not in use for the stage work, the more or less actors doubling on the set and street, in good old minstrel show

fashion. The left hand cut shows the ballyhoo and also the two plane banner based on the paper.
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Mae Murray Cuts

Helps to Agents
Most press agents are glad to learn that

a Mae Murray picture has been booked, be-

cause it always means a set of cuts that

will almost frame themselves into advertis-

ing displays. The French Doll is no ex-

ception to the general rule and as the first

of the series we offer a display from the

State Theatre, Cleveland. This employs
three of the cuts as a semi-frame to the

fioevCs STATE

A Metro Release

MIGHTY GOOD CUTS
title and selling talk. The star name is

placed above the star figure. It is a simple,
yet effective make up, and only one set of

a press agent’s delight. The character of
the roles played by Miss Murray lend them-
selves well to striking cuts, but even with
this material at hand in the shape of stills

the cuts could be pulled down through poor
work, but the line stuff is invariably good,
which leads to the question as to why other
pictures cannot be as well advertised in line,

at least as regards cut quality. The answer
seems to be that there is no reason other
than a failure to obtain good work.

More Dark Secrets

in This Halftone
The management of the Orpheum Thea-

tre, South Bend, Ind., lost a chance for a
contest when it put in this display for The
Lonely Road and did not make the halftone
cut an identification contest. It’s all a deep
black mystery, and a half tone like that is

about as useful as a bathing suit would
be to a cat. When you order a cut and
find that the halftone will not print up,
amputate it with a file and recast your
space, if necessary, rather than spoil your
layout with a piece of junk. That space
would be far better employed were it used
for type, though whoever picks the copy
for the Orpheum lacks finesse. In the bank
below the signboard is a three paragraph
sentence ending with “To return home then
meant the lonely road. Would any wife?”
That might get interest were it not that in

the bank above the board the conclusion
runs “the life of a wife who walked the
lonely road and the child who kept her
there.” What’s the use in asking a question
already answered? Either bank would have
worked, but one nullifies the other and both
should not have been used. After you go
through the plan book, read your adver-
tisement over and see if you have doubled.
The book carries a mass of material from
which you are supposed to select what most

appeals to you, but it cannot all be written

so as to be interchangeable. Pick out para-

graphs that do not fight, but which supple-

ment each other in an harmonious whole.

Pick out stuff that matches, and if you find

THE IfALI. ROOM ROYS TFTE KINOGRAMS

SPECIAL MUSIC PROGRAM BY ORCHESTRA
HJLTS 33c CHILDREN

Show*—1:15. 2:3.'., 1:33, C:I5, 7:55. 9:30

NOTE—This fcalurc will also be shown Monday and Tuesday with the Mas

First National Release

ANOTHER BURNT CORK CUT
the various sections are swearing at each
other, dig into your book and get something
else. There is ample material at your com-
mand, but it requires an intelligent selec-

tion. Each of these sections nullifies the

other.

Tells Many Titles

in Small Display
Getting four titles in a 75-lines by two is

something that Nelson B. Bell does regu-
larly for a couple of the Crandall Theatres
in Washington, D. C., where others feel that
they cannot use type to advantage. Bell

feels that he cannot afford cuts in the small
space, so he gets plenty of display at line

rate in half inch spaces for all but the first

Wrtshinslon'§ Moil Betmtilal Theater

-CRANDALL'S -

AMBASSADOR
-18th ST. AND COL. RD.~

MATINEES SUNDAY AND SATURDAY, 2

TODAY—MONDAY
First Nationat Presents a Favorite

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
Supported by Jack Mulhall, Claude Cillingicater, Johnny Har-
ron and a. Strong linsemble in a Delightful Film Version of the

Famous Stage Success,

“DULCY”
EXTRA

BOBBY VERNON IN “HOLD EVERYTHING”

Tnes.-Wed.—Andree Lafayette in “Trilby’.’

Thur.-Fri.—Jackie Coogan in “Circus Days”

Saturday—Raster Keaton in “Three Ages”

First National Releases

A FOUR-IN-ONE
title, which is a spread of two and a quarter
inches. This does not count, of course, the

signature. It gets further distinction from
a smaller companion with a similar weekly
program in .a still smaller space. These
houses are not played up except on Sunday.
They are subsidiary to the first run house
and do not draw the same appropriation, but
they are fully sold on the Saturday-Sunday
•announcement, since the neighborhood
patronage stocks up on titles for the week.
Going to the Ambassador is more or less

a family habit, and big displays are not re-

quired, but even at that Mr. Bell does very
nicely in the space at his commend and gets

a real prominence for his titles. It must have
been First National week at the Ambassador,
since Dulcy, Trilby and Circus Days form
the major portion of the bill. It will be noted
that the musical offering is also included in

the three line spaces, the smaller features
being named just below the title with “Con-
cert number” and the selection on a third

line. Evidently it pays to advertise the musi-
cal program, too.

Builds Fine Display

Around a Single Cut
Perhaps you can build a better display

than this from the Globe Theatre, New
Haven, but if you can, please shoot it in.

We want to see it. Apparently this is all

built around one good cut. It is not a fine

piece of drawing, for it is a bit too rough

GLOBE THIS WEEK ONLY
Beginning Today. SUNDAY. 6 p. m.

Continuous 10 a. m. to 11 p. m.

*7he Cosmopolitan Corporation presents

Enemies oF Women
BY VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ

Lionel Banymore
Alma Rubens

and an all star cast

A Mighty Drama of

Europe’s Gilded Social Set—

—staged fn unparalleled luxury and

splendor In Piyria, Nice and Monte

—the sto .

Prince Lubinoff and —
famous bcanty of the entire continent.

—by Vicente Blasco Ibane*. author of

“The Four Horaemen” and "Blood

and Bandl"

one of the most magnificent dramat-

ic spectacles of all time I

A Goldwyn-CosmopoUtan Release

WORTH YOUR ATTENTION
to class high, but it is something more than
that. It is strong and forceful, and that is

to be preferred to delicacy of line in a news-
paper display. Apparently the cut was made
the basis of the entire display, the re-
mainder being built in around this, with the
heavy title and other lines at the top and
a small panel below, where it will not de-
tract from the art work. The cut carries the
glance up the space and into the announce-
ment display, but it gets a chance to do that
because there is nothing at the bottom to
hinder the start. Probably the same result
could be achieved by opening at the top
and putting the heavy lines at the bottom,
but we do not think that this would hold
true in the same degree since the top of the
cut is more interesting than the lower por-
tion and so the interest naturally centres
there. We think that even this matter was
studied out, though it is possible that the
agent did the placement through instinct

rather than study. This layout might not
work as well with all cuts, but we think
that with this particular cut a better dis-

play could not well have been planned. It’s

pretty work.
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Builds Pretty Page

to Open Theatre
Working with press book material, plus

a column of talk about the new house, the
Park Theatre, Champaign, 111., got out a very
pretty appeal, using only a single cut and
so getting to put most of the small talk in

eighteen point instead of eight. With a new
house the temptation to fill up the space

WELCOME ILLINI

All Week Starting Tomorrow
SEPTEMBER 17-18-19-20-21-22

THE PARK THEATRE Presents

A Paramount Release

AN ATTRACTIVE PAGE
with too much talk must have been strong,
but the actual display was just enough
talk to sell and not so much as to unsell
again. P. A. Wills apparently framed the
display and he has every reason to be well
satisfied with his work. He asks for a
criticism, but there is nothing to comment
upon other than with approval; which, by
the way, is just as much a criticism as an
adverse comment. He also sends in a house
program for comment. Here there is some
room for comment. It is apparently a mail-
ing piece rather than a straight house dis-

tribution program, but even at that we think
it would be well to make the inside pages
into two page sections with the formal house
program on the right and trade advertis-
ing on the left hand page. At present the
top two thirds of the entire page is set as
one for a display advertisement with the
added features in one line below. It would
be more impressive to get this out on regu-
lar house program form, even though it is

intended to mail it out. The best program
form we know is that originated in the Loew
houses and now used in all of the Para-
mount theatres as well. A request to
Herschel Stuart, of the Missouri Theatre,
St. Louis, accompanied by a return envelope
will probably bring samples.

Overlaid Portrait

Makes a Background
Getting away from the usual form for the

Lloyd comedies, Crandall’s Metropolitan the-
atre, Washington, makes a full-space half-

tone of the star, the foundation on which
is laid the selling appeal. It is an odd form
and an effective one, always provided that
you can get good results from halftones in

the newspapers ; which does not often nold
good. This is better, as a rule, for program
and other house work, where a better grade
of paper can be used. Here Nelson Bell got
away with it very nicely and has achieved an
unusual and striking result. It puts Lloyd
over at the first glance, and yet it gives a

remarkable prominence to the type inserts.

There is a particularly happy introduction in

the upper space, which starts off with : “Hal
Roach presents Harold Lloyd, supported by
Jobyna Ralston and nine feet of giant, etc.”

The chief value of the display is the emphasis

CflANOALt'S tenTM HAL ROACH PRESESTS

HAROLD
LLOYD

Supported

Hi/po-

Capt. Kleinuhmidl’i Ad-
venture* in the Far North

Novelty

"That Old Gang of Mine"
Joe Griffiths, Barytone

Metropolitan World

"Zsmps," by Herold

Breeskin's Classical Jsu
"South Sea Eyes"

Washington's Finest Orchestra

Daniel Breesldn, Conductor

A Rathe Release

A PATHE RELEASE
given the type, and the result is that usually
obtained with type set against a dark ground,
but here the ground is also made to work

;

perhaps even better than the text, since
Lloyd will sell more tickets on his face than
on his titles, other than that the title assures
a new comedy. This is 100 lines by three,

but it has the display value of a quarter
page at the cost of 300 lines or less than 22
column inches. It is not the size which
counts so much as the appeal, and this looms
like a torchlight parade on a dark night on
a page with no other very pronounced dis-

play. Even there it was run with a lot of
other black borders and similar devices the
type boxes would pull it up. It is one of

the best things that Mr. Bell has given us
of late.

Coming Back
Monthly calendar programs seem to be

coming into style again after a long recess,

and a number have come to this desk of late.

One from the Elite theatre, Somewhereor-
other, is in straight calendar form with boxed
days and shadow letters which do not ob-
scure the titles and which render two color
printing unnecessary. The two-day bookings
and the more important singles show original

designs. The others are merely lettered. The
card is 9 by 11 inches, and is provided with
a ribbon hanger. Another sample is from
the Majestic theatre, Las Vegas, Nevada.
This is a cheap stock S l/2 by 12 inches to

read down the long way, and is in eight point

Roman. The column is rather wide for this

size type, being 26 ems, or double the usual

column width, but the lines are leaded, which
helps the reading. This is a weekly program
hanger instead of a monthly, and we like

it even better. But the best of all is the

vest pocket size program, which is small

enough for the pocket from which it derives

its name or for a woman’s shopping bag.

Time was v'hen these V. P. programs were
almost universally used, even though other
programs supplemented them, but W. C. Ben-
son, of the Laurier theatre, Woonsocket,
R. I., is about the only manager we knowr

who is using them regularly. Mr. Benson
has used them for years, first in Westbrook,
Maine, later in Waterville, in the same state,

and more recently in Woonsocket. He
writes that he has found nothing quite so

useful at the same small cost. Why not

start a V. P. or a wall program and see

how it works?

Flaming Youth Is

an Artist's Delight
House artists who work for First National

franchise holders are going to have a treat
in Flaming Youth, since it lends itself so
well to fanciful drawings. The first example
comes from the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
where the artist has caught the spirit of
the book and gives a sketch typical of the

A First National Release

AN IDEAL FIGURE
story and fairly typical of the play. It is

pretty hard to tell whether this is dress or

undress, but that goes for the story, so it

matches up and there is an abandon to the

pose which very happily reflects the spirit

of the production. Apart from the figure

this is a nice study in shading and the up-
ward sweep of the lines of the background
contributes quite as much to the suggestion

of buoyant youth as the figure. The girl is

being carried upward in the swirl of excite-

ment. Any other disposition of the shading

would have been less successful. This is

one of the best of the Circle's recent ex-

amples, and the Circle art work is almost al-

ways above the average.

Took a Chance
Willing to try anything once. Walter C. 1

Benson, of the Laurier theatre, Woonsocket, §
R. I., got a new stunt for a pitch. He had
the Paramount pictures of the Japanese jj

earthquake and he wanted to tell the town.

He bannered his car and sought the traf- I

fic four corners, deliberately disobeying the !

traffic rules. The crossing cop stopped him
while he gave him a bawling out, and Ben- i

son did not mind it in the least.

He was right where the largest number of

persons could see the sign within a given

time and he was undeniably the centre of

attraction, so he argued politely with the

policeman, and gratefully handed out a pass

while he told the cop—and several hundred
others who had gathered—what great stuff f
the quake pictures were.

That's what you can call enterprise.
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Associated Exhibitors
MAN BETWEEN. Star cast. A good out-

door picture and a real picture. Suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw
working class in city of 13,000. Admission
10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187

seats), Piqua, Ohio.

STORMY SEAS. (4,893 feet). Star cast.

A good sea story and good enough for any-
body. Suitable for Sunday. Had good at-

tendance. Draw working class in city of

13,000. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling,

Favorite Theatre (187 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

TENTS OF ALLAH. (4,800 feet). Star

cast. Fair entertainment of its type. Only
a program picture for us. Would not have
drawn for us but we played it on a Saturday
night. Had good attendance. Draw better

class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.

A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats), Naz-
areth, Pennsylvania.

F. B. O.

BROADWAY MADONNA. (5,602 feet).

Star cast. One of the best mysteries ever
put into motion pictures. Tie up with F.

B. O. for the pictures that you have been
looking for. Moral tone O. K. and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw mixed class in town of 522. W. D.
Brown, Grand Theatre, Kendrick, Idaho.

CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE? (6,100

feet). Star, Ethel Clayton. A good pro-
gram picture which pleased about eighty-
five per cent, of our crowd. Somewhat longer
than necessary. Clayton is still a good draw-
ing card for us. Had good attendance. Draw
better class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-

15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400
seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

DESERT DRIVEN. (5,840 feet). Star,
Harry Carey. This is the best he has ever
done and he is getting better. Suitable for
Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw work-
ing class in city of 14,000. Admission 10-20.

G. M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.

DIVORCE. (5,900 feet). Star, Jane Novak.
Grab this one, boost it. Sold to me as a pro-
gram picture but it is a real special. To me
all F. B. O. pictures are money makers.
Print first class condition. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had very
good attendance. Draw all classes. Admis-
sion ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (218 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.

HUMAN WRECKAGE. (7,215 feet). Star,
Mrs. Wallace Reid. Very good picture. Will
please all who like this type of picture. Mrs.
Reid, James Kirkwood, George Hackathorne
and Bessie Love are all good, so is the en-
tire cast. Had extra good attendance on
two day run. A mighty moral and is suit-
able for Sunday. Town of 3,720. Admission
varies. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount The-
atre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

KICK-BACK. (5 reels). Star, Harry Carey.
Just a fair western. Don’t think much of
Carey’s work. Several attempts at comedy
fail to get over. Makes you want to see a
Mix or Jones western. Towm of 3,720. Ad-
mission varies. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre (300 seats), Rochester, In-
diana.

WESTBOUND LIMITED. (5,100 feet).
Star, Ralph Lewis. Very good production.

“It is my utmost desiro to be of
some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib-
itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-
itor will be omitted. Use this de-
partment to help your selection of
pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-
rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month an Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-

dex will be cumulative, giving the
reports for that month and those
previously appearing, for a period
of six months. Use the tips and
send all you can to help other ex-
hibitors.

Everybody pleased. Emory Johnson has a
way of making pictures with snap and Ralph
Lewis surely is some fine actor. Used ones,
slides, photos. Had good attendance. Draw
all classes in town of 400. Admission 15-25.

Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre, South Falls-
burg, New York.

First National
BRIGHT SHAWL. (7,500 feet). Star,

Richard Barthelmess. A very good produc-
tion with splendid cast. Well made. Bar-
thelmess is well liked here. Splendid drama
of sacrifice, suitable for Sunday. Fine at-
tendance of middle and lower class in big
city. Admission 10-15 matinees, 10-28-35 eve-
nings. Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum- The-
atre (1,600 seats), San Francisco, California.

CHILDREN OF THE DUST. (6,228 feet).
Star, John Walker. Acting good, story fair.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 7,400. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Great. Will pack ’em in. Jackie
goes over big. Rest of cast excellent. You
can’t lose on this buy. Take it at any price.
Has splendid moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Attendance S. R. O. Draw middle
and lower classes in city of 600,000. Admis-
sion fifteen cents matinees, twenty-five cents
evenings. Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum
Theatre ( 1 ,600 seats), San Francisco, Cali-
fornia.

DANGEROUS AGE. (7,204 feet). Star
cast. This is a splendid picture and should
be shown in every theatre in United States.
Used lobby, daily papers. Had poor attend-
ance. Draw society class. A. R. Workman,
Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.

FURY. (8,709 feet). Star, Richard Barthel-
mess. Splendid picture. My patrons enjoy
a good sea picture and this cannot be beat.
Book it. It’s fine. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good at-
tendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,000.
Admission 10-25. Frank Fera, Victory The-
atre (300 seats), Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

LORNA DOONE. (6,083 feet). Star cast,

Maurice Tournier prod. Book this one,
tie up with the schools and clean up. The
picture is there, and the schools will be
glad to co-operate with you. Cleaned up
on this one with the help of the local schools.
A. Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellville,

Kentucky.

LORNA DOONE. (6,083 feet). Star cast.

Good picture that can be put over, as most
everyone has heard or read the famous
novel. Buy it right and you will make
money. Don’t be afraid to go after it. Has
O. K. moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw small town
class in town of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L.

O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (800 seats), Haz-
ard, Kentucky.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. A very good picture with
good acting. A mix-up of characters,
thrills, trap doors, sliding panels, a mystery
comedy with a surprise ending. Everybody
left with a smile. Pleased one hundred per
cent. Had a good crowd two nights. A. F.

Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,

Nebraska.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. A real chuck full of ac-
tion picture. Better than “One Exciting
Night” and on that order. Has very good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
very good attendance. Draw family class

in city of 30,000. Jack Hoeffler, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

MIGHTY LAK’ A ROSE. (8,636 feet).

Star cast, Edwin Carewe prod. A one hun-
dred per cent, picture. No kicks at all and
plenty of boosting. Went over big from a

picture standpoint, but for a box office at-

traction it did not do so well; business just

fair, I think due to the advertising matter
which was not much. Pleased every one, all

classes. Draw small town patronage. A.
Mitchell, Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Ken-
ucky.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH. (5,000 feet).

Stars, Lon Chaney, Betty Blythe. Print in

fine shape
;

forest fire scene wonderful.
Pleased ninety-nine of a hundred. S. R. O.
sign and full house ! Good moral tone

;
suit-

able for Sunday in larger towns. Draw mixed
class in town of 1,100. Bought right. Fine
picture for mill town. Admission 15-30. Dan
Sanick, Victory Theatre, Sulligant, Alabama.

OMAR THE TENTMAKER. (8,090 feet).

Star, Guy Bates Post. If we had no better

plays than “Omar,” we, or any other house,
could not exist a week. Such pictures must
be paid for by other pictures. Moral tone,

if expressed, wouldn’t be moral. Suitable

for Sunday?—milkman’s matinee, 3 a. m.
Attendance—hate to say. Draw mixed class

in city of 12,000. Admission 10-25. C. G.

Couch, Grand Theatre, Carnegie, Pennsyl-
vania.

ONE ARABIAN NIGHT. (7,650 feet). All
I have said about “Omar the Tentmaker,”
plus a little bit more. Must run such pic-

tures or lose F. N. Moral tone for me rot-

ten. Suitable for junk pile. Those that
came were awfully sorry. Draw mixed class

in city of 12,000. Admission 10-25. C. G.
Couch, Grand Theatre (288 seats), Carnegie,
Pennsylvania.

PENROD. (8,037 feet). Star, Wesley Bar-
ry. This has been voted the best kid pic-

ture ever seen in this theatre; situations
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funny and out of the ordinary. Freckles
Barry’s performance may be voted one hun-
dred per cent, with Herman and Vermin, the
negro boys, rating high. Has very good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. At-
tendance, S. R. O. Draw factory class in

town of 3,500. Admission 10-25. Henry W.
Nauman, Majestic Theatre (300 seats), Eliz-
abethtown, Pennsylvania.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star,
Ben Alexander. This is a good one. Has
universal appeal. Both young and old like it.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 7,400. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.

QUESTION OF HONOR. (6,065 feet).

Star, Anita Stewart. All my patrons were
pleased. They like more like this picture.

Anita Stewart can put good pictures over.
Has good moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 10-25.

Frank Fera, Victory Theatre (300 seats),

Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

ROSARY. (7,045 feet). Star cast. As fine

a picture of the down easters as has ever
been shown. Our people said it was much
better than “Way Down East.” Has splen-
did moral tone and is very good for Sun-
day. Had average attendance. Draw fac-
tor}' class in town of 3,500. Admission 10-

25. Henry W. Nauman, Majestic Theatre
(300 seats), Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

ROSE OF THE SEA. (6,037 feet). Star,

Anita Stewart. Only fair program picture
that has no drawing power. It pleased about
fifty per cent, of our patrons. Usual adver-
tising yielded good attendance. Draw log-

gers, farmers, fishermen, in town of 400.

Admission 15-35. L. E. Silverman, Columbia
Theatre (300 seats), Shamokawa, Washing-
ton.

SCARS OF JEALOUSY. (6,246 feet).

Star cast. Very good program picture, but
does not seem to please the women. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 1,000. Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan,
Rivoli Theatre (378 seats), South Fallsburg,

New York.

SLIPPY McGEE. (6,299 feet). Star, Col-
leen Moore. Only average picture. Colleen
is liked here. I considered the picture too
slow and draggy. Wheeler Oakman and rest

of cast fair. Suitable for Sunday showing.
Had good attendance. Draw middle and
lower classes in city of 600,000. Admission
10-15, 10-25. Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum
Theatre (1,600 seats), San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.

SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 feet). Star,

Douglas MacLean. This picture drew well
but was not what customers expected. Not
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw college students in town of 6,000. Ad-
mission 10-25-35. Jean Dagle, Barth Thea-
tre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illinois.

VOICE FROM THE MINARET. (6,685

feet). Star, Norma Talmadge. This one
went over fair to ordinary business. Star
seems to be slipping a little. This will satisfy

her many friends though it lacks much of

being a great picture. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had average at-

tendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,400.

Admission 10-25, 20-35. E. W. Collins, Grand
and Liberty Theatres (750-600 seats), Jones-
boro, Arkansas.

WANDERING DAUGHTERS. (5,471 feet).
Star, Marguerite De La Motte. Picture true
to life and was well liked. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw college students in town
of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illi-

nois.

WITHIN THE LAW. (8,034 feet). Star,

Between Ourselves

A get-together place where

we can talk things over

This week there’s a letter from
one of the most sincere champions
of this department—Carl Angle-
mire.

Seems as though it doesn’t mat-
ter any more that the pictures are
fairly recent—the prints are on
the blink just the same.
The exchanges will come back at

you with the statement that the
exhibitors run hash grinders in-

stead of projection machines.
And yet, if that is the case, how

is it that some companies have
such a remarkably low percentage
of poor print complaints?
For instance, Mr. Laemmle and

Mr. A. E. Smith can be mighty
proud of the standing among our
exhibitor tip senders of, respec-

tively, Universal and Vitagraph.
It’s all in the attitude of the pro-

ducer toward giving the exhibitor

what he pays for—as the press

becks will admit—a good show.

VAN.

Norma Talmadge. This picture not as good
as the old Alice Joyce picture of the same
name. Eileen Percy divided honors with
Norma. Not suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. Draw college students in town
of 6,000. Admission 10, 25, 35. Jean Dagle,

Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Il-

linois.

Fox
BOSTON BLACKIE. (4,522 feet). Star,

William Russell. A good Saturday picture,

interesting all the way. Russell good in

title role. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
Theatre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

CALIFORNIA ROMANCE. (3,892 feet).

Star, John Gilbert. Pleased all the star’s

friends and held up for two days. Moral
tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday. Had
average attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1,400. Admission 10-25, 20-35. E.

W. Collins, Grand and Liberty Theatres
(750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

CALIFORNIA ROMANCE. (3,892 feet).

Star, John Gilbert. John adds to his follow-

ing in this one. That boy surely is deliver-

ing the goods and it is up to Fox to give

him the proper kind of stories. Not a kick,

although period of play during early day;

of California. Plenty of action and a whirl-

wind windup. Type of picture will appeal

to everybody. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.

Draw general class in town of 1,000. Ad-
mission 10-20. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

JUST TONY. (5,233 feet). Star, Tom Mix.
Here is one of the best Mix pictures ever

produced. With Tony, the horse, the actor

can’t be beat. Tony himself is worth the

admission, any time. Good attendance of all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 10-15.

A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre (250 seats),

Dexter, New York.

LOVEBOUND. (4,407 feet). Star, Shirley

Mason. A satisfactory program picture.

Albert Roscoe opposite star. C. F. Kriegh-

baum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester, In-
diana.

LOVE GAMBLER. (4,682 feet). Star,
John Gilbert. Like all Fox program pic-
tures, this is a good one. When Fox makes
specials they generally flivver but his pro-
gram pictures all hold up well for us. Moral,
buy the program. Moral tone O. K. and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Admission
10-25, 20-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and Lib-
erty Theatres (600-750 seats), Jonesboro,
Arkansas.

OATHBOUND. (4,468 feet). Star, Dustin
Farnum. A rather pleasing romance of the
sea. Gave satisfaction here. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
ordinary attendance. Draw all classes in
city of 14,000. Admission 10-25. E. W. Col-
lins, Grand and Liberty Theatres (750-600
seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

ROMANCE LAND. (3,975 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. The picture is good but Mix is slip-
ping with us. Moral tone O. K. and is suit-
able for Sunday. Had poor attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Admis-
sion 10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liber-
ty Theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Ar-
kansas.

SHIRLEY OF THE CIRCUS. (4,668 feet).
Star, Shirley Mason. Fair program picture
that got off to a slow start but wound up
in whirlwind fashion in the last reel. Fox
should have put more circus stuff in this,
as many theatre patrons like to see athletic
exhibitions, more so in the small villages
than in the cities, as no “big tops” ever hit
the little towns. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had poor attend-
ance. Draw general class in town of 1,000.
Admission 10-20. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

SOFT BOILED. (7,054 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. Can you imagine Tom Mix as a molly-
coddle, wearing horned-rimmed glasses and
working as a clerk in a shoe store? But he
does, and with Billie Dove and Tony, the
wonder horse, enacts a most remarkable pic-
ture, well worth seeing. William Noble,
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

SOFT BOILED. (7,054 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. A riot. Chuck full of action. A real
money getter and can play any theatre in
the United States. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had great attendance.
Draw family class in city of 30,000. Jack
Hoeffler, Orpheum Theatre, Quincy, Illinois. I

TRUXTON KING. (5,613 feet). Star,
John Gilbert. A thoroughly pleasing drama
of the romantic type. Star is gaining pres-
tige here. Moral tone O. K. and is suitable
for Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw l
all classes in town of 1,400. Admission 10-25,
20-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty
Theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro. Arkan-
sas.

VIRGIN PARADISE. (9,000 feet). Star,
Pearl White. One of Fox’s old specials which
is better than most of the new ones. One of
the few I made money on. Pleases one hun-
dred per cent. Good for small town. Has

jgood moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
JHad good attendance. Draw all classes in
]town of 1.100. Admission 10-25. Jos. Kin- I

neaster, Mystic Theatre (300 seats), Clovis, I

California.

WHO ARE MY PARENTS? Star cast.
A fine picture, but for some reason or an- I

other the box office fell down. All who saw I

it were well satisfied and not a single patron I

kicked. Due to high price we barely broke I

even on this one. Has excellent moral tone I

and is suitable for Sunday. Had less than I

fair attendance. Draw general class in town I
of 1,000. Admission 10-20. H. H. Hedberg, I
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

YOSEMITE TRAIL (4,735 feet). Star,
Dustin Farnum. Good program picture ; I

should please wherever the outdoor type of I
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Does the Dollar Buy as Much as it Did?

“Van, I would like to shake hands with you for some of those articles

in some of the last issues of Moving Picture World, on poor films.

“If only some of the PRODUCERS would read these articles and see

the logic in them!
“I am in a small town where U. S. money is used to pay admission to

the theatres, and I pay the exchanges U. S. money for their film—but
such film! It seems that the more we pay for prints, the poorer they
are.”—C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

picture is liked. Dustin Farnum pictures

always go well with my patrons. Good at-

tendance, small town and outlying districts.

Town of 2,000. R. H. Freeman, Opera House,

Liverpool, N. S., Canada.

Goldwyn
BLIND BARGAIN. (4,473 feet). Star,

Lon Chaney. For a small town it’s too

gruesome. I’ve had calls for Chaney and I

got him; that’s all. Hardly fair attendance.

Draw small town and rural class in town
of 1,474. Admission 10-20-30. T. W. Can-

non, Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Green-

field, Tennessee.

BROKEN CHAINS. (6,190 feet). Star,

Ernest Torrence. A good picture with lots

of action and far better than many of the

so-called specials. Torrence is best charac-

ter man in movies today. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. Draw small town class in town
of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis, Vir-

ginia Theatre (800 seats), Hazard, Kentucky.

ENEMIES OF WOMEN. (10,501 feet).

Star cast. An extraordinarily good picture,

very pleasing and very interesting. William
Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

ENEMIES OF WOMEN. (10,501 feet).

Star cast. One of the very best, but a little

too long for a small town. Too much Monte
Carlo. Cast excellent. This one should
make money if bought right and if handled
right. Some people doubted the title. Has
good moral tone and is not suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. F. M. Francis,

Lincoln Theatre, Charleston, Illinois.

HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL.
(4,690 feet). Star, Raymond Hatton. A
very good western comedy drama, and
should draw well most anywhere. William
Noble, Isis Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa.

LOST AND FOUND. Star cast. Here is

a nice picture. It’s different really, wonder-
ful scenery. We like this one. Regular ad-
vertising brought good attendance. Draw
local patronage. Ernest M. Cowles, Orpheum
Theatre, Pelican Rapids, Minnesota.

LOST AND FOUND. Star cast. Good,
with lots of action; good story and acting.
Will please and stand advertising. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw small town class in

town of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis,
Virginia Theatre (800 seats), Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

LOVE PIKER. (6,237 feet). Star, Anita
Stewart. A wonderful picture. Anita Stew-
art seems prettier than ever with her bobbed
hair. I packed them in on this one. Dis-
tributed ten thousand heralds. Everybody
well pleased. Business improved from day
to day. Ran it four days and made money.
Bought it right. Admission 15-25. Grand
Theatre, Terre Haute, Indiana.

REMEMBRANCE. (5,650 feet). Star cast.
Did not see it personally but criticisms of
patrons were favorable. Not a big special
though, as distributor intimates. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw rural class in town
of 300. Admission 20-30. Charles W. Lewis,
I- O. O. F. Hall (225 seats), Grand Gorge,
New York.

SHERLOCK HOLMES. (8,000 feet). Star,
John Barrymore. Very good but too long.
Suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw small town and rural class in town of
1,474. Admission 10-20-30. T. W. Cannon,
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield,
Tennessee.

SIX DAYS. (8,010 feet). Star cast. This
picture has been heralded as a “knockout”
in the cities, all of which it was not here.
The public did not like it, told me so em-
phatically. It isn’t really poor, but at the

price quoted it would be well to give this

serious thought before paying a great big
rental. I charged a slight increase, had to,

and that reacted, as I play the best here at

no increase. Used everything you can think
of for advertising. Attendance first day
good, second day frightful. Draw health

seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour, Pon-
tiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New
York.

STRANGER’S BANQUET. (8,531 feet).

Star cast. Personally, I enjoyed this very
much, and most of our patrons did. How-
ever, the picture had no drawing power, and
the posters were not attractive, so we lost

out. Produced in excellent style. Rental
too high. Buy it at top-program price and
it should prove reasonably profitable. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had poor attendance. Draw rural and
small town class in town of 300. Admission
20-30, specials 22-44. Charles W. Lewis, I.

O. O. F. Theatre (225 seats), Grand Gorge,
New York.

THREE WISE FOOLS. (6,946 feet). Star
cast. A fine show. Great cast, story, pro-

duction. First money-maker since “The
Hottentot.” Clean with exception of one
title with profanity in seventh reel. Moral
tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw family and student
class in town of 4,000. Admission 10-25.

R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats), De-
corah, Iowa.

THREE WISE FOOLS. (6,946 feet)- Star
cast. A very good picture, but don’t over-

sell it even if you overbought it. Just study
it and treat it accordingly, and it should sat-

isfy you and your box office. Different

enough to please any type of audience. F.

M. Francis, Lincoln Theatre, Charleston,
Illinois.

Hodkinson
KINGDOM WITHIN. (6,036 feet). Star

cast. Very good picture with a story that

has heart appeal. Gaston Glass certainly de-

serves credit for his work as a crippled boy
in this production. Drew big attendance.

Used ones, threes, sixes, photos, etc. Also
special lobby display and cut-outs from
twenty-four sheet backed up with garden
scene and rustic cabin. H. O. Regan, Lau-
rier Theatre, Hull, P. Q., Canada.

WHILE PARIS SLEEPS. (4,850 feet).

Star cast. The name gets them; people ex-

pect to see something and get nothing—nuf

sed ! Good attendance. E. H. Haubrook,
Ballard Theatre, Seattle, Washington.

WHILE PARIS SLEEPS. (4,850 feet).

Star cast. Short and sweet but all there

what there is of it, and oh, what a money-
getter. Played to a French-Canadian audi-

ence. Everybody pleased. H. O’Regan,
Laurier Theatre, Hull, P. Quebec, Canada.

Metro
AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE.

(5,400 feet). Star cast Well, they made
something out of nothing. An appealing

picture from a suggested plot in Riley’s

famous poem. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw rural and small town class in town of

286. Admission 10-25. R. K. Russell, Legion
Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

DESIRE. (6,500 feet). Star, Marguerite
De La Motte. A little too morbid in spots.

Not a “Saturday” picture, and not a “Sun-
day” picture. If you have a group contract
I’d say run it between times and not boast
too much. Not suitable for Sunday. Draw
all classes. J. E. Madsen, Idaho Theatre,
Twin Falls, Idaho.

EAGLE’S FEATHER. Star, James Kirk-
wood. A flash, a roar, thousands of cattle
in a mad stampede, and many other thrills

in this smashing story of the great outdoors,
superbly produced, fascinating, exciting, ab-
sorbing. William Noble, Capitol Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
FAMOUS MRS. FAIR. (7,000 feet). Star

cast. A wonderful picture. Wonderful act-
ing and after the show you will be proud
you are an exhibitor. Hard to get them in.

High class. Has excellent moral tone and
is fine for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 1,100. Admis-
sion 10-25. Joe Kinneaster, Mystic Theatre
(300 seats), Clovis, California.

FIVE DOLLAR BABY. (6 reels). Star,
Viola Dana. A good program picture; some-
what on the order of Fox’s “Pawn Ticket
210.” The first Dana picture I ever ran.
Think the star made a good impression.
John Herron and Ralph Lewis good in sup-
porting cast. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

HER FATAL MILLIONS. (6 reels). Star,

Viola Dana. Very good picture. Well
acted, photography good, print good. Pleased
one hundred per cent. William Noble, Ri-
alto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

NOISE IN NEWBORO. (5,300 feet). Star,
Viola Dana. A good comedy drama. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw working
class in city of 14,000. Admission 10-20. G.
M. Bertling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats),
Piqua, Ohio.

PEG O’ MY HEART. (7,900 feet). Star,
Laurette Taylor Extra good, nothing but
favorable comments on this one. Usual ad-
vertising brought fair attendance. Draw
small town class in town of 3,300. Admis-
sion 20-35. P. L. Vann, Opera House (650
seats), Greenville, Alabama.

THREE AGES. (5,251 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. Where Buster is popular, as he is

here, this is good. It is a little too choppy
though. Not handled by the director so that
Buster will make new friends. Used every-
thing in the catalogue for this. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw general patronage
in town of 3,000. Admission 10-35, real spe-
cials 25-50. W. B. Renfroe, Dream Theatre
(300 seats), Sedro Wooley, Washington.

Paramount
ADAM AND EVA. (7,153 feet). Star,

Marion Davies. A good comedy drama,
which pleased all seeing it. William Noble,
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Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

ADAM’S RIB. (9,526 feet). Star cast.

Went over good. Made me money. Suit-
able for Sunda3% Had good attendance.
Draw oil field patronage in town of 2,500.

Admission 10-30. C. A. Runyon, Runyon
Theatre, Barnsdall, Oklahoma.

ADAM’S RIB. (9,526 feet). Star cast.

The featured players are good drawing cards,
so had good crowds, but those that didn’t
come saved two bits and didn’t miss much
either. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount The-
atre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

ADAM’S RIB. (9,526 feet). Star cast.

A good picture that could have been made
better by trimming. Cave man part much
too long. Got to hand it to DeMille for
artistic stuff. Suitable for Sunday in most
places. Had fair attendance. Draw family
and student class in town of 4,000. Admis-
sion 10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600
seats), Decorah, Iowa.

ANNA ASCENDS. (6,900 feet). Star, Alice
Brady. A fair program picture that can’t
stand much boosting and could stand a little

knocking. It might get by in some places
but here it is about fifty-fifty. Fair attend-
ance, drawing general class in town of 800.

Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Thea-
tre (246 seats), Irvington, California.

BEYOND THE ROCKS. (6,740 feet).

Star, Gloria Swanson. Picture was a little

too overdrawn from a point of romance.
Not suitable for Sunday. Had fair attend-
ance. Draw average college student class
in town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean
Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbon-
dale, Illinois.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. A good pic-

ture that drew much better than the usual
Swanson picture. Huntley Gordon good op-
posite star. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
Theater, Rochester, Indiana.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. This one should
please all of them; there is enough comedy
in it to overcome a few bad spots in it. Get
behind it and you’ll be surprised at the re-
sult. Be careful in your advertising and
make it plain that it is from the famous
play. Good moral tone; not suitable for

Sunday. F. M. Francis, Lincoln Theatre,
Charleston, Illinois.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Not as big as they say. People like

it and will boost it. Lavish settings and
Swanson can wear fine clothes. Good print.

A good bet. Moral tone, not any too good.
Possibly suitable for Sunday in certain lo-

calities. Had good attendance of university
students and better class. City of 35,000.

P. A. Wills, Park Theatre, Champaign,
Illinois.

BRANDING BROADWAY. (5,000 feet).

Star, William S. Hart. Good. In very good
shape. On going out they told me that they
were well pleased with the show. This is

our second time on Paramount, William S.

Hart, pictures. William Thacher, Royal
Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

BURGLAR PROOF. (5 reels). Star, Bryant
Washburn. Good picture. Patrons liked this

one. William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

BURNING SANDS. (6,909 feet). Star
cast. Male lead too overdrawn to be true to

masculine traits. Two leading characters not
suited to each other, but well directed.

Might be suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. Draw average college student
class in town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35.

Jean Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Car-
bondale, Illinois.

BURNING SANDS. (6,909 feet). Star
cast. For those who like the Arab stuff

this will please but my patrons don’t care
for this kind of picture. Attendance was
fair. Draw better class in town of 800. Ad-

Turkey To Win

“Well, Van, are you all set for
Thanksgiving? I’m playing “Down
to the Sea in Ships” next week

—

and if my luck holds out I’ll invite

you up to a Turkey Dinner.
“But if Father Gloom shows up

I’ll have to set ’em up in the other
alley and buy an old hen some-
where.”—Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall, Chester, Vermont.
Saw “Down to the Sea” when

it was at the N. Y. Cameo—so it’s

a safe bet the old hen will still be
clucking around while the gobbler
goes down to the feast in platters.

mission 10-30. F. G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246
seats), Irvington, California.

FOG BOUND. (5,692 feet). Star, Dorothy
Dalton. Fair picture only; it could have been
better. Some patrons were pleased and
some were not. William Noble, Capitol
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

Great entertainment. Big business at ad-
vance price. Draw family class in city of
17,000. Admission 17-28. J. M. Blanchard,
Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury, Penn-
sylvania.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

Boys, be careful. Worth to me no more
than an ordinary Paramount picture

;
very

ordinary story played by unknown stars

—

the known stars do not work in the story,

just merely appear. Fair moral tone, suitable

for Sunday. Fair attendance. Draw better
class in town of 7,200. Admission 10-22-

28. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre (500 seats),

Greenville, Ohio.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

Very good picture that pleased them all.

Something unusual that will please them.
Regular advertising brought good attend-

ance. Draw general class in town of 800. Ad-
mission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre
(246 seats), Irvington, California.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. De Roche and Kos-
loff are in support in this one, it is different

and the type that will satisfy any audience
more especially the kind that we cater to.

Our people want the picture to keep mov-
ing; a pretty woman in a pensive mood or
the throes of grief, etc., with the footage
in the close-ups stretched out is not what
they want, they want the story to keep on
unfolding and that is what this one did;

our audience liked the picture, the attend-

ance was fair. Suitable for Sunday. Draw
all types in town of 2,965. Admission 10-22.

Arthur Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City, Indiana.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. Majority of patrons
liked it. A very good picture for Saturday
for the kids. Dorothy Dalton is well liked

star. Had good attendance. Draw good
class in Brooklyn. Victor D. Stamatis,

Throop Theatre, Brooklyn, New York.

MARRIAGE MAKER. (6,295 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. The poorest “piece of cheese”
it has been my bad fortune to run. Lay off

of this if you don’t want to get jolted. It

hasn’t anything to recommend it. Settings

poor, acting of Jack Holt and Agnes Ayers
very poor. I paid good money for this but

would have rather had the poorest kind of

any other picture. It simply was rotten.

Really the only thing in this picture was the

acting of Charles de Roche. Half of the house

walked out on me before the picture was
half finished. How they get by, by releas-
ing such stuff is beyond me. Regular ad-
vertising brought fair attendance. Adolph
Schutz, Liberty Theatre (499 seats), Silver
City, New Mexico.

MAN WHO SAW TOMORROW. (6,993
feet). Star, Thomas Meighan. This picture
has a good cast, nice photography and
scenery, good acting, sufficient action. In
fact everything except a good plot. The
story is a little too improbable to please
a critical audience but will get by where
Meighan is popular. Received the usual fine
print available from Paramount exchange.
Had good attendance. Suitable for Sunday.
Admission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.

MOONLIGHT AND HONEYSUCKLE.
(5,000 feet). Star, Mary Miles Minter. The
picture would have been good if another
feminine star had substituted. William
Noble, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME.
(5,585 feet). Star, Walter Hiers. Very
ordinary. Not suitable for Sunday. Had
poor attendance. Draw oil field class in

town of 2,500. Admission 10-30. C. A. Run-
yon, Barnsdall, Oklahoma.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME.
(5,585 feet). Star, Walter Hiers. This one
is very ordinary. Hiers has no drawing
power and did not go across to those that
did see him. He certainly can’t take Wal-
lace Reid’s place for Paramount. Had poor
attendance. Draw better class in town of
4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Penn-
sylvania.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME.
(5,585 feet). Star, Walter Hiers. Fairly
interesting comedy-drama. Town of 3,720.

C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (300
seats), Rochester, Indiana.

NOBODY’S MONEY. (5,584 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. An average program picture that
meant less than average at the box office.

A1 C. Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading,
Pennsylvania.

PRINCE THERE WAS. (5,533 feet).

Star, Thomas Meighan. Fair program pic-

ture but not up to the Meighan standard
of acting, however will get by. Had fair

attendance. Draw better class in town of
800. Admission 10-30. T. Leal, Leal Theatre
(246 seats), Irvington, California.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. (6.216 feet).

Star, Gloria Swanson. The jazziest picture
of a Jazz-Mad age. Gloria was in all her
glory in this one. William Noble, Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

RUGGLES OF RED GAP. (7.500 feet).

Star cast. Exceptionally good picture that
should please any audience. Go to it and
get some business on this one because it

means good advertising for you. Here you
have a theme that is hard to beat. You’ll

be sorry if you don't realize what this is and
be sure and sell it to them. Has fine moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. F. M. Francis, Lincoln Theatre,
Charleston, Illinois.

SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star,

Jacqueline Logan. They have been feeding
us too much western themes lately. Prob-
ably all right for some communities. A good
picture, however. Good moral tone, not suit-

able for Sunday. Fair attendance of better

class in town of 7,200. Admission 10-22-28.

K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre (500 seats),

Greenville, Ohio.

SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star

Jacqueline Logan. A good western that

pleased one hundred per cent. here. Well)
directed and acted and beautiful scenery. $

Used slides, ones. Had good attendance
Draw general class in town of 800. Admis- «
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sion 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre

(246 seats), Irvington, California.

SALOMY JANE. (6,270 feet). Star,

Jacqueline Logan. Ordinary program pic-

ture. Pleased about half of my patrons.

Something wrong with this picture which

I think was due to poor direction. Many
of the scenes faked. Acting of Miss Logan
was excellent. Personally thought the pic-

ture was a shade above the ordinary. Cus-

tomers thought different as I heard a lot

of comments on it. Advertised it as some-

thing out of the ordinary and heard a lot

of kicks. Used regular advertising to good
attendance. Admission 15-55. Adolph
Schutz, Liberty Theatre (499 seats), Silver

City, New Mexico.

Pathe
WHY WORRY? (6 reels). Star, Harold

Lloyd. A knockout that drew far beyond
our expectations on a four-day run and
broke the house record. Patrons almost
universal in saying that it was Lloyd’s great-

est yet. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had big attendance. Draw
general class in town of 9,000. Edwin F.

Allman, Pike Theatre, Dover, Ohio.

Playgoers
COUNTERFEIT LOVE. (4,850 feet). Star

cast. A fair program picture. Photography
not up to standard, too many scenes out of

focus. L. E. Brewer, Folly Theatre, Duncan,
Oklahoma.

Preferred
GIRL WHO CAME BACK. (6,100 feet).

Star, Miriam Cooper. Just a picture. Pre-
ferred makes a fuss over it. It isn’t there.

Well produced and if your public is not too
discriminating it will pass muster. For me
it meant nothing. Used everything for ad-
vertising. Had poor attendance. Draw
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,
New York.

Selznick
RUPERT OF HENTZAU. (9,400 feet).

Star cast. An excellent picture. One of
the best we have had this year. Patrons all

thought they had seen it and didn’t come.
Was too much like “Prisoner of Zenda.”
Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw gen-
eral class in town of 3,000. Admission 10-

Stop right now and consider!

—

“Am I helping my brother exhib-

itor as much as he is helping me

—

by sending in tips on pictures?”
Then

—

USE THE BLANK BELOW

35, real special 25-50. W. B. Renfroe, Dream
Theatre (300 seats), Sedro-Wooley, Wash-
ington.

United Artists
WAY DOWN EAST. (11 reels). Star,

Lillian Gish. This is a wonderful picture,

appeals to old and young. Real human in-

terest story. Everybody pleased. Ran it

three nights. Some patrons came to see it

twice. Everybody told us how good it was
and are still talking about it. Print in fair

condition. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw country class in town of 2,500. A. F.

Jenkins, Community Theatre, David City,

Nebraska.

Universal
LONE HAND. (4,857 feet). Star, Hoot

Gibson. Excellent western with plenty of

comedy and a wonderful flood scene. Pleased
one hundred per cent. Has good moral tone.

Had good attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1,100. Admission 10-25. Joe Kin-
neaster, Mystic Theatre (300 seats), Clovis,

California.

PRISONER. (4,795 feet). Star, Herbert
Rawlinson. The first time for a Universal
feature here, also the star. It didn’t seem
to take; society pictures; they don’t seem
to take here in a small place. Pleased about
sixty per cent. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw all classes in town of 1,000. Admis-
sion 10-15. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre
(250 seats), Dexter, New York.

TOWN SCANDAL. (4,604 feet). Star,

Gladys Walton. As usual, this little star

puts it over; she sure shows up the small
town reformers and pictures them in their

true colors. Everybody well pleased and
they were not slow to tell us. Reels in good
shape. Good moral tone, suitable for Sun-
day. Very good attendance, drawing coun-
try and town class, town of 2,200. Admis-

sion 10-25. A. F. Jenkins, Community The-
atre (490 seats), David City, Nebraska.

TRAP. (5,481 feet). Star, Lon Chaney.
This star a wonderful character actor. This
was a good picture but my patrons don’t like

Chaney, too much sadness and tragedy in

his plays
;
but they could not help but say

it was good. If you like a sob drama, play
it. Good moral tone, suitable for Sunday.
Good attendance, drawing country and small
town class of 2,200. Admission 10-25. A. J.

Jenkins, Community Theatre (490 seats),

David City, Nebraska.

WHAT WIVES WANT. (4,745 feet). Star
cast. Another very good picture with a
wonderful cast. Went over big with the
women folks. Print in good condition. Pho-
tography dark. Moral tone good and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 700,000. Admis-
sion ten cents at all times. Stephen G.
Brenner, Eagle Theatre (218 seats), Balti-
more, Maryland.

WHERE IS THIS WEST? (4,532 feet).
Star, Jack Hoxie. A fair western comedy
drama. Suitable for Sunday. Good attend-
ance of working class in city of 13,000. Ad-
mission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite The-
atre (187 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

Vitagraph
LOYAL LIVES. (5,950 feet). Star, Bran-

don Tynan. I did not get to see this but
was told by my patrons it was good. Did
good business, so why worry? Used slide,

heralds, ones, sixes. Had excellent attend-
ance. Draw residential class in town of
1,000. Admission 20-35. W. B. Dobbs, Vic-
tory Theatre (250 seats), Gordo, Alabama.

Warner Brothers
WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS. (6,200

feet). Star, Rin-Tin-Tin (dog). Great, won-
derful, splendid; these are a few of the en-
couraging remarks passed to us by our au-
diences. Ran it two nights and they sure
were justified in making them, as it certain-
ly is a wonderful picture. This is one of
the very few one hundred per cent, pic-
tures. Not much business the first night,
but after seeing it, on Saturday night we
had the best house of the summer and we
had some good houses this last summer even
though the summer was hot on show nights.
Draw mostly factory class in town of 2,800.

Admission 15-25, 17-30. David W. Strayer,
Smith’s Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Penn-
sylvania.

Fill In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to your
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone Suitable for Sunday? Attendance

Admission Type you draw from

Name Theatre City State



Wh the Advertising Brains
Weekly Discussion ofThe New: Unusual ,

andNovel in promotionaids
CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

D EVOID of colored ink, printed on
ordinary newspaper stock and

minus any superficial “flash” what-
ever, First National press sheets are

filled with red meat for the showman
—useable material into which he can
sink his teeth and go to work selling

seats.

The press sheets do not make the

impression on the eye that those

issued by some other companies make,
but in the pages the exhibitor will find

just about everything he needs to put

the picture over.

I
N the First National press sheets

we have examined—and we have
seen most of those issued for some
time past—little time or space is used

in selling the picture to the exhibitor.

Every inch of available space is filled

either with matter intended for news-
paper use or with explanations or

illustrations of promotional aids.

Economy of space seems to be the

order of each press sheet—so much so

that there are those who might take

the stand that things are omitted

which might helpfully have been in-

cluded in the pages; also some might
take exception to the fact that even

publicity stories are printed on pages

which have material printed on both

sides of the sheet, thus making one

side more or less useless if the other

is clipped. This latter, however, is an

easy matter to remedy, inasmuch as

two of the press sheets could be ob-

tained.

T HE “Anna Christie” press sheet,

which has just reached our desk,

is typical of almost every First

National press sheet. In its six pages

—regular newspaper-page size—we

not so Wise

as those Ixuhjer cjuus

"

But StrictlyBetweenUsTVo’

leShooting/
.; DANMcGREW
r WILL BE

A 100%
BOX OFFICE
WALLOP/

- *0

Cover of the pocket-sized pamphlet is-

sued by Metro on “The Shooting of Dan
McGrew.” In the booklet is printed the
Robert W. Service poem which forms
the foundation on which the picture is

being builded

find plenty of well-written newspaper
stories, including a plentiful variety

both as to subject-matter and size.

There is also an illustrated fictioniza-

tion of the play by Eugene O’Neil,

which runs about five columns, and
which is very readable.

About a dozen newspaper ads. in

varying sizes are reproduced. The art

work in all of these is good—strong
blacks and whites predominating.
Every one of these ads. stresses the

sheer drama of the picture and each
can be considered good.
There is a page devoted to exploita-

tion stunts and suggestions for tie-

ups
;

heralds, direct-mail campaigns
and the like.

Then, too, there are three diagrams

for the sign painter to follow in mak-
ing artistic hand-drawn lobby cards.

We mentioned this idea in these
columns before, and again we say that

this should prove a particularly help-

ful feature, especially to those houses
which go in for a little extra art work
on pictures.

The posters and slides are illustrated

on the back page. Another feature

that appears is a complete list of the

aids available, together with the price

of each. This is not a novel feature,

but it is not common, either. We
think it’s darned good dope to print

the prices of aids right in the press

sheet.

WHILE not reproduced in the

press sheet, there are some par-

ticularly striking lobby cards issued

on “Anna Christie.” Especially is this

true of the two 22x28,
s, which are ex-

cellent, and worthy of a place in the

finest lobby.

LAST week we had occasion to

mention the fact that the inde-

pendents were right up with the pace-

makers when it came to press books.

Our statement is further borne out by

the receipt this week of the press book

on C. B. C.’s “The Marriage Market.”

The book is printed in two colors

and is complete in every detail.

Posters, slides, oil paintings, lobby

cards and the like are reproduced,

while on other of the book’s sixteen

pages can be found publicity stories,

exploitation suggestions, newspaper

ads.—both type and display—repro-

ductions and explanation of heralds,

etc.

All in all, the book lives up to the

best traditions of the independents.

C B. C’s “dealer helps” have always met a high standard. The line-up

on “The Marriage Market” is no exception. Herewith are reproduced

the twenty-four sheet and the two threes. Standard stuff—and the sort

that will help fill theatres.

Where Hearts and Souls Go to the Highest Bidder

SUPCWSIY e^CTec ftv

, Jack Mulhali. Alice lake Pauline Garon.
T Shannon Day. JeanDebnac .

Willard Loui

s

. HARUr COHN
,
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/
T was a darned

good still from
which this drawing

was made—a still

that formed the

keynote of the en-

tire campaign.

W E are in receipt of the follow-

ing letter from an exhibitor in

a town of 10,000:

“Circus heralds are the only kind

that are any good for this small town.

We haVe been getting a lot of little

heralds lately, and they don’t seem to

mean a thing here. People here think,

I guess, that if a herald is small the

picture is small. So I like the big

circus heralds. I dont care how many
colors they have, just so long as they

are good and strong and BIG.”
What do YOU think, Mr. Exhibi-

tor?

I
T seems to us that there is a lot in

what our friend has to say. On
the strength of his letter, we solicited

every company in the business for

samples of the heralds issued on their

recent productions.

We found that the majority of

heralds very small affairs—virtually

any one of which would easily fit into

a small-sized business envelope. And
it struck us that every one of these
small heralds looked crowded. The
type and pictures—where there were
any—were small. The former was
hard to read and the latter quite un-
inviting.

The samples of “circus” heralds that

we received, on the other hand, fairly

screamed their messages. True, the
claims of the circus heralds were
rather extravagant, but that’s a small
matter compared to the unpardonable
sin of poor “readability.”

Then, too, the “circus” heralds
“looked like” something—even if the
smaller heralds did perhaps cost more.

E VERY piece of promo-
tional matter on “Anna

Christie” stresses the dramatic
note sounded by the one “key-
note” still. Indicating that

an entire campaign can be
based on even a very few
good stills. Above are repro-

duced two three and a one-
sheet. The twenty-four also

features the same dramatic
picture of “Anna Christie.”

The larger throwaways are more show
bills than small heralds, and for that
reason perhaps more acceptable to the
exhibitor who wrote us and to

hundreds of others like him.

Here is anothei* example of a credit line

{

that doesn’t mean a thing to the box
office. Notice on this six sheet that
Jack Coogan, Sr’s name is displayed in

type almost half as tall as that of the
'star. Not the ad. man’s fault—merely
his misfortune. Why, oh, why, are

useless credit lines ?

A ND,' speaking of heralds recalls to
us that it is a common practise

now for many producers to furnish
herald cuts so that exhibitors can print
their own heralds instead of having
heralds printed in advance and placed
with the exchanges for sale to the ex-
hibitor. That’s all right for the man
who books far enough in advance, but
how about the little fellow who only
uses a thousand or so?
What do you think of that proposi-

tion, Mr. “Little Fellow?”

NAT ROTHSTEIN has sponsored
some good press books for F. B.

O. in the past, but everything hitherto
is going to be surpassed by the press
book on Emory Johnson’s “The Mail-
man.” We say that because we know
whereof we speak. We have seen the
F. B. O. bunch at work, and have had
the opportunity of seeing, some of the
aids already finished. We’ll probably
have much more to tell you about it in

a few weeks.

M ETRO has just issued an attract
tive little booklet on their forth-

coming attraction, “The Shooting o£>r

Dan McGrew,” Robert W. Service’s 11
"

famous poem of the Yukon. It is^
printed in two colors and will be sent 1

broadcast to exhibitors all over the •

country as advance notice on the pro-
j

duction. The contents of the booklet _

consists only of the poem itself—a e

stanza on each page. At the bottom of ;

each page and set in the middle of a
;

double rule are given the big punches .

of the story as they will be picturized.

Looks like good promotional work.



Newest ReviewsandComments
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

“Boy of Mine”

First National Release Starring Ben Alexan-
der Can Be Recommended Without

Qualifications

Reviewed by Mary KeUy
Here is a picture that deserves a place

among the best of the season. Not because
it is one of the most lavish but because it

has one of the best stories, is an example of

the finest directing and presents acting that

is very near flawless. Furthermore, it fea-

tures Ben Alexander.
It is a gem among pictures because it is

amazingly entertaining without any hokum.
Just where the dramatic tension is the great-

est and one expects one of the time-worn
twists, something supremely natural instead

takes place. This is perhaps the picture’s

most distinguished feature.

Booth Tarkington’s reputation for creating
realistic boy fiction is stoutly upheld. Ben
Alexander is a lovable, misunderstood and
imperfect boy. He is tremendously appeal-
ing because he seems so entirely unconscious
of the camera.
The picture is life from a boy’s viewpoint.

You are made to feel, just as in reading
Tarkington, that youth is a detached king-
dom with experiences and emotions of its

own that very few adults take the trouble
to understand. Its tragedies are either in-

significant or ludicrous to outsiders. This
gives the picture that wonderful blending of

comedy and sympathetic interest that reach-
es any type of spectator.

William Beaudinejs directing in this pro-
duction will be remembered by anyone who
is interested in better pictures. He seems
to have disciplined a cast of already accom-
plished players into an interpretation of hu-
man character so complete and interesting

that nothing is left to be desired. Henry
Walthall as the repressed father, without
any understanding of his son but possessed
of a great love for him, is a new screen
study. Irene Rich gives a beautiful per-

formance as the mother and Rockliff Fel-

lowes as the boy’s pal is delightful.

The comedy deserves special mention. The
scenes in the church are extremely funny
and the incidents connected with the boy
and the rag picker’s son getting hold of the

“revolaver” are worth making a second trip

to see the pieture. “Boy of Mine” is one
of those few pictures no one should miss.

Cast
Bill Latimer Ben Alexander
Dr. Robert Mason Rockliff Fellowes
William Latimer Henry B. Walthall
Mrs. Latimer Irene Rich
Mrs. Pettis Dot Farley
Junior Pettis Lawrence Licalzi

Story by Booth Tarkington.
Scenario not credited.

Direction by William Beaudine.
Length, seven reels.

Story
Bill Latimer is the only son of William and

Ruth Latimer. His father was a bachelor
for many years before marrying and has no
understanding of hoys. When Bill disobeys
him, unintentionally he tells him he is un-
worthy of the name of Latimer and sends
him away to his room to be punished. Bill

leaves home but is brought back by Robert
Mason, a friendly doctor, who beats off a
gang of kidnappers. Bill’s mother, with the

boy, leaves her husband, but the separation
-ouses Latimer's great love and is short-

rrved.

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Boy of Mine (First National)

Day of Faith (Goldwyn)

Fashion Row (Metro)

Mailman, The (F. B. O.)

Man from Brodney’s (Vitagraph)

Maytime (Preferred)

Satin Girl, The (Grand-Ascher)

This Freedom (Fox)

To the Ladies (Paramount)

Unknown Purple (Truart)

Wanters (First National)

Whipping Boss, The (Monogram)

“The Satin Girl”

Grand-Asher Production is Wierd Crook
Melodrama Featuring Mabel Forrest and

Norman Kerry
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Grand-Asher’s newest feature production
“The Satin Girl” produced by Ben Wilson,
is a wierd crook melodrama which deals
with the exploits of a girl who under strange
hypnotic influence of an eccentric master-
criminal is forced against her own judgment
to commit robberies that baffle the police.

The wierd and uncanny note is strongly
stressed and much emphasis is placed on
the doings of this arch-criminal, his strange
surroundings, mysterious trap-doors, etc.

This character is purposely overdrawn and
played up for melodramatic effect and the
story is naturally unconvincing and belongs
to the type that cannot be taken too seri-

ously. Themes of this kind, however, have a

strange fascination for a large number of

spectators, who will be fascinated in watch-
ing the development of the action.

The spectator Ml along knows which
character is “The Satin Girl” and can easily

deduct that she is the girl who was kid-
napped. The main interest lies in following
the manner in which she succeeds in elud-

ing the police, and in the development of the
romantic element, as the matter is eventually
straightened out by a young doctor who
falls in love with her and solves the mystery
of her identity.

The story is told in the form of a varia-

tion of the dream idea, as you find at the

climax that the heroine has been reading a

novel and has personified her fiance and
herself as the main personages in the story.

This solution of the difficulty in which the

heroine is placed will doubtless prove dis-

appointing to many patrons, although it

affords an easy way out of an embarrassing
situation.

Norman Kerry is well cast as the young
physician and Marc McDermott is effective

as the master-criminal. Mabel Forrest does
good work as the girl. The remainder of

the cast is satisfactory.

On the whole it is not an especially strong

picture from a box-office standpoint and is

apt to arouse only mild interest on the part
of the average spectator.

C'Jist

Lenore Vance Mabel Forrest
Dr. Richard Taunton Norman Kerry
Fargo Mare Mac Dermott
Moran Clarence Burton
Sylvia Florence Lawrence
Mrs. Brown-Rotter Kate Lester
Norton Rless Reed House
Silas Greeg Wm. T. Turner
Harg Walter Stevens

Story by Adam Hull Shirk
Directed by Arthur Rosson.

Length 5,5!) 1 feet.

Story

Soon after receiving a letter of warning,
Silas Gregg, a miserly old man is mur-
dered by a mysterious character and his
daughter disappears. Not long after this
there occurs a series of mysterious robberies
which the police blame on an elusive char-
acter known as “The Satin Girl.” Dr. Taun-
ton, at a party, meets Lenore Vance and be-
comes interested in her, not knowing that
she is really “The Satin Girl,” who, against
her will, performs the robberies under the
strange influence of a man named Fargo.
When Lenore takes a ruby from Dr. Taunton
she leaves a clue which causes him to un-
ravel the mystery. He discovers that Fargo
is the man who murdered Gregg. The police
arrive at Fargo’s place but find he has killed
himself. It develops that the whole story
is a novel that Lenore has been reading in

which she visualizes herself and Dr. Taunton
as the leading characters.

“The Day of Faith”

Eleanor Boardman Is Charming in Goldwyn
Picture Which Has Moments of

Great Power
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Although the theme in this Goldwyn pic-

ture is the important thing, the dramatic
treatment is such that its box-office value
should be dependable in a majority of houses.
The story is one of power, and Tod Brown-
in has given it skillful directing.

As the original story by Arthur Somers
Roche has been conceived without sectarian

prejudice, the religious trend should be ob-
jectionable to no one. In places where the

“faith” angle might easily have been over-

done, restraint has been used. The result

is a more human production with just

enough idealism to arouse a certain degree
of wonderment in the average person with-

out becoming at any point ludicrous.

An example of this and an incident which
suggests the spirit of the entire picture is

the healing of the lame reporter and his sub-
sequent lapse into his former state. First

his restoration is brought about by a shock
—a desperate effort to save a lame girl from
falling. Later when the inspiration is gone
and he faces the taunts of an unbeliever, he
finds that the old limp has returned. This
might be interpreted in a number of ways.
It leaves considerable margin for conjecture
and in this lies much of the picture’s power.

It has been cut in a number of places,

sometimes to a disadvantage. It is not en-
tirely clear until almost the end why the

chief enemy to the cause suddenly decides

to endorse it. Also the revenge which the

public metes out against him is conceived
rather too suddenly.
The picture should be a strong aid in pop-
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ularizing Eleanor Boardman. She is per-

sonally beautiful and acts with great charm
and ability. Raymond Griffith gives an in-

tensely interesting performance and a num-
ber of others excel, also.

“The Day of Faith” will have a momentous
appeal for some, a fair interest for others,

but is on the whole a worth while box-office

attraction for almost any theatre.

Cast
Jane Maynard Eleanor Boardman
Michael Anstell Tyrone Power
Tom Barnett Raymond Griffith

John Anstell Wallace MacDonald
Montreal Sammy Ford Sterling

Yegg Darby Charles Conklin
Granny Maynard Ruby Lafayette
Red Johnston’s Child Jane Mercer
Uncle Mortimer Edward Martindel
Bland Hendricks Winter Hall
Simmons Emmett King
Red Johnson Jack Curtis

Marley Maynard Frederick A’room
Based upon story by Arthur Somers Roche.

Scenario by' June Mathis and Katherine
Kavanaugh.

Direction by Tod Browning.
Photography by William E. Fildew.

Length, 6,557 feet.

Story
Jane Maynard devotes her life to the Bland

Hendricks Foundation, an institution for

helping the needy, called “Thy Neighbor as
Thyself.’’ John Anstell, son of a mf&hty
financial power, falls in love with her but
her father disapproves. He fails to affect

the girl’s work through the press, and then
determines to pretend to back the institu-

tion to gain public favor. The many who
have suffered through his selfishness demand
revenge and kill his son. Anstell is awakened
to the real purpose of the girl’s work and
reforms. She finds happiness with another
one who has helped her.

“To the Ladies”

Paramount Adaptation of Successful Stage
Play Is an Exceptionally Entertaining

Comedy
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

After proving to be a big success as a

stage play, “To the Ladies” has been trans-

ferred to the screen by Paramount and bids

fair to duplicate if not eclipse its stage pop-
ularity. It is a bright, snappy comedy, deal-

ing with everyday people, and is entertain-

ing from start to finish. There is hardly a

moment when the average spectator will not

be enjoying the really fine work of Helen
Jerome Eddy, Edward Horton, Theodore
Roberts and the other players, the bright,

witty subtitles and the clean-cut, delightful

comedy.
Here is a picture with a theme that is out

of the ordinary. It will appeal especially “to

the ladies,” for it plays up their influence

over, their husbands and shows how much
assistance a clever wife can be in helping
her husband to success

;
but the men will

like it too, although it is a little hard on
them. It is tremendously strong in little

human interest touches, the characters are

familiar types and seem very real, the action

is entirely plausible and you seem to be
watching the unfolding of an actual and
intimate story of people of the kind you
come in contact with every day.

James Cruze, who directed “The Covered
Wagon” and other successes, and Walter
Woods, scenario writer, have done excellent

work in transferring this story to the screen.

You watch the tremendously sincere efforts

of the hero and his clever wife to secure for

him the coveted position of factory manager
and you feel yourself sharing with them
their alternate joys and disappointments.
There are a number of delightful scenes in

the picture and the situation where after

arduous rehearsing of a set speech, the hero
finds his rival delivering the same speech at

a banquet, is a gem.
Helen Jerome Eddy is unusually fine as

the wife of the hero and has never done bet-

ter work. Hers is the outstanding charac-
terization of the picture; she acts with tre-
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mendous sincerity and realism. Edward
Horton also gives a very fine and very real

portrayal as the hero, and it is on the ex-

ceptional work of these two that much of

the appeal of the picture depends. Theodore
Roberts, Louise Dresser, Arthur Hoyt, and
in fact all of the other members of the cast

seem to have entered wholeheartedly into

the spirit of the picture and there is not a

false note in their work.
Here is a picture that you can offer to

your audience with the assurance that a

great majority will be highly amused and
entirely satisfied.

Cast
Leonard Beebe Edward Horton
John Kincaid Theodore Roberts
Elsie Beebe Helen Jerome Eddy
Mrs. Kincaid Louise Dresser
Chester Mullin Z. Wall Covington
Torn Baker Arthur Hoyt
Bob Cutter Jack Gardner
Based on play by G. S. Kaufman and Marc

Connelly.
Scenario by Walter Woods.
Directed by James Cruze.

Length, 6,268 feet.

Story
Beebe, Baker and Mullin are clerks in the

office of the Kincaid Piano Co. They are all

excited because a factory manager is to be
selected and each one is after the job. Kin-
caid, the president, depends largely on his

wife’s judgment and she looks over the as-

pirants and favors Baker, who is obsequious
and seemingly very efficient. Beebe plays up
the fact that he put out a small fire in the
factory. Kincaid and his wife call on the

Beebes at their home and find that they are
in financial straits, as he has even mortgaged
his piano to buy a farm in Florida. Mrs.
Kincaid is much impressed with Beebe’s wife.

Baker and Beebe are invited to a banquet.
Beebe rehearses a speech he gets out of a

book and Baker delivers the same speech.

Thoroughly nonplussed, Beebe is silent, but
his wife makes a speech that is a hit, stating
Beebe is sick and that was what he wanted
to say. Beebe gets the job. Baker exposes
the deception about the speech, and Beebe is

demoted. Mrs. Beebe pleads for him and with
Mrs. Kincaid’s assistance he is reinstated,

due entirely to the cleverness of Mrs. Beebe
and the help she can be to him.
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Lake has a most unsympathetic part but
plays it with dramatic skill. Helen Ferguson
is sincere in a lovable role and Stuart Holmes
handles the part of a scoundrel with his

usual capability.
Cast

Peter Marchmont Henry B. Walthall
Jewel Marclimont Alice Lake
James Dawson Stuart Holmes
Ruth Marsh Helen Ferguson
Bobbie Frankie Lee
Mrs. Freddie Goodlittle .... Ethel Grey Terry
Leslie Bradbury James Morrison
Freddie Goodlittle Johnnie Arthur
George Allison Richard Wayne
Hawkins Brinsley Shaw
Burton Mike Donlin
Based upon stage play by Roland West and

Carlyle Moore.
Scenario by Roland West and Paul Schofield.

Direction by Roland West.
Photography by Oliver T. Marsh.

Length, 6,950 feet.

Story
Peter Marchmont serves a prison sentence

because he takes the blame for stealing what
his wife’s lover really stole. He thinks he
is saving his wife but learns of her infidelity

while in prison. When he is released he as-
sumes a new name and is disguised so that
his wife fails to know him. With the use of

a purple light which he has invented he ap-
pears at her home and creates great trouble
and mystery, baffling the detectives and
finally getting his revenge by winning back
his wife’s love and then forcing her to live

with the other man. He finds true love in
the girl who has cared for his boy during
the years.

“Maytime” e

.n

“The Unknown Purple”

Strong Box-Office Appeal in Sensational

Melodrama Offered by Truart,

Featuring Henry Walthall

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A sensational melodrama, which features

Henry Walthall to the best advantage, this

Truart picture should have a strong box-
office appeal. The use of a purple light pro-

duces many novel and striking effects. The
story is entertaining and mysterious but is

without the superabundance of tricks that

make some such attractions too baffling for

general enjoyment.
Its chief character is an inventor who is

able to surround himself with a purple ray

that renders him invisible. He uses this

power to get his revenge upon his wife and
the man who has forced him to serve a

prison sentence.
One of the authors of the original stage

play, Roland West has directed and adapted
the screen production with the aid of Paul
Schofield. It is crowded with interesting in-

cidents. There is practically no padding
and although the film measures about seven
reels, the suspense is so well carried from
one scene to another that there is no im-
pression of excessive length.

The only missing element is comedy.
There is a frail attempt at this in the char-
acter of Freddie Goodlittle, a hen-pecked
husband, but it seems lacking in real humor.
The picture is intensely serious with the

grave performance of Henry Walthall and
a theme of quiet, piercing vengeance. Little

Frankie Lee introduces a human note now
and then but his part is small.

In settings and material appointments, the
production is elaborate and impressive.

Gorgeous evening gowns are plentiful. Alice

Preferred Pictures Offers Fine Version d

Rida Johnson Young’s Romantic
Stage Success

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Rida Johnson Young’s stage play, “May-
time,” which enjoyed great success, has been
transferred to the screen by Gasnier and is

being distributed by Preferred Pictures. It

belongs to the class of extremely sentimental
romances and tells of a love affair of years
ago which was frustrated but finally finds

fulfillment in the romance of the grandchil-
dren of the original lovers.

It is a well-made picture and a faithful
adaptation of the play. In keeping with the
nature of the story, it has been given a pic-
turesque and pictorially beautiful production
which admirably maintains the atmosphere
of the story. To those who are sentimental-
ly inclined and intrigued by the idea of un-
dying love, of romance that endures through
generations, it will prove a delight, and it

should be especially welcomed by female
patrons.
There is novelty in the idea of the original

romance finding fulfillment in the grandchil-
dren, and while there are naturally breaks
in the story and changes in the characteri-
zations through the lapse of years, the ulti-

mate happy ending is brought about and it

is a production that should entertain the
majority of both sexes, and prove a welcome
attraction in the average house.
Running all through the story is a really

beautiful song, “Sweetheart,” which has
proved a distinct hit and can be effectively
used by the exhibitor in connection with
the picture.

The theme offers unusual opportunities for
the leading players, three of whom appear
throughout the entire picture. Especially
fine is the work of Ethel Shannon, who ap-
pears as the young heroine, then as an old
lady, again as her young'grandchild in romp-
ers and as this girl after she grows up. She
carries the largest share of the story and
her work is tremendously effective and con-
vincing in each, while her make-up as the
old lady is so fine that it is hard to believe
it is the same woman. In a double exposure
scene which will keep patrons wondering as
to how it is done she is shown as both the
girl in rompers and the old lady. This
an unusually good bit. Harrison Ford
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the hero also does good work in portraying
the two types of young manhood and also

appears as an elderly man.
There is an excellent comedy element in

the person of “Uncle Matthew,” portrayed
by William Norris, who has about four dif-

ferent types of wives during the course of

the story. His work is excellent, although
in the early scenes he hardly looks as young
as the character he portrays. Clara Bow,
Wallace MacDonald, Robert McKim and in

fact the entire cast gives thoroughly satis-

factory performances.

Cast

Ottilie Van Zimilt Ethel Shannon
Richard Wayne Harrison Ford
Matthew William Norris
Aliee Tremaine Clara Bow
Claude Van Zandt Wallace MacDonald
Col. Van Zandt Josef Swiekard
Mathilda Martha Mattox
Ermintrude Hetty Francisco
Monte Mitchell Robert McKim

Based on play by Rida Johnson Voting.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau.

Directed by Gasnier.
Length, 7,500 feet.

Story

One Maytime long ago Ottilie Van Zandt,
a wealthy girl, and her playmate, Richard
Wayne, a gardener, declare their love and
bury trinkets and a pledge of undying love
under a tree. Ottilie’s father forbids the
match and Richard goes west where he makes
a fortune. Returning later, he finds that
that very day Ottilie, unable to hold out
.onger, has married the man of her father’s
loice, her cousin Claude. Many years pass,
richard has married, but he and Ottilie con-
\iue to love each other. Ottilie has lost her

jn ;tune and Richard buys the old home for

jr
". Still more years pass. Ottilie’s grand-
ughter is a sweet, old-fashioned type while

itichard’s grandson, though he admires young
Ottilie, likes jazz and chorus girls. Ottilie is

lured to the home of a scoundrel, Richard
saves her. Returning home in a severe storm,
the old tree blows down and imprisons her.
Richard again rescues her. They find the old
pledge of love buried by their grandparents.
Richard realizes that he really loves Ottilie
and they pledge their undying love, thus
bringing in the third generation the culmi-
nation of the thwarted love of their grand-
parents.

“This Freedom”

Fox Production Is Unusually Faithful
Version of A. S. M. Hutchinson’s

Widely Read Novel
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Another widely read modern novel, “This
Freedom,” has reached the screen. It is by
the author of “If Winter Comes” and is also
being distributed by the Fox Film Corpora-
tion, but unlike that production, it was made
in England and is acted by a cast composed
entirely of English players who are unknown
to American audiences.
“This Freedom” as a novel has met with

great popularit3’ and is one of the most
widely discussed of recent books. It tells

the story of a woman who continued her
business career after she married and be-
came the mother of three children and
shows how two of them, deprived of real
mother love and home influences, finally met
with disaster, blaming her; and points out
at what great cost she secured “this free-
dom.” The author, however, calls attention
to the fact that this story is not typical of
all mothers in business, as many work for
their children while the heroine worked for
herself alone.

The theme is undoubtedly a powerful one
and is presented forcefully in the screen
version which follows the novel closely, no
attempt being made to bring about a happy
ending or to make a heroine out of the
woman or make excuses for her action.
There is consequently no strong sympathy
developed for her.
While the picture will not satisfy those
rfl demand a happy ending or a strongly

sympathetic leading role, it is undeniably a
powerful character study. It is well made
and well acted. It is out of the ordinary
and gets away from the beaten path of the
majority of screen productions. It is cer-
tainly a theme which will arouse discussions
and it should have its greatest appeal for

the women, though they may not all agree
with the conclusions reached. The thou-
sands who have liked the book will cer-
tainly like the picture, for it is an excep-
tionally faithful version even to the atmos-
phere and incidents surrounding the char-
acters.

While there are touches of comedy here
and there, all of which are well done, the
general tone of the picture is extremely se-

rious and its denouement tragic. It is more
of a narrative than a drama and there is

little action, the author’s idea being regis-

tered in forceful subtitles of which there is

a great number, the scenes serving mainly
to personify the characters and make them
vivid human beings.

It is a picture which because of its nature
it is hard to judge by the usual standards or
to formulate any definite opinion as to the
way it will be received by the average audi-
ence

;
it should, however, prove a strong at-

traction for discriminating patrons and read-
ers of the book.
Dennison Clift deserves credit for the man-

ner in which he has preserved the idea of
the novel. So large is the cast that it is

impossible to point out the excellent indi-

vidual work. Fay Compton in the leading
role, Clive Brook as her husband, Athene
Seyler as Miss Keggs and Bunty Fosse, who
portrays the heroine as a child, are deserv-
ing of special mention.

Cast

The Rev. Harold Anbyn . . . Fewlass Llewellyn
Mrs. Aubyn Adeline Hayden-Coffin
Rosalie, their daughter, at 6.. ..Bunty Fosse
Rosalie, 17 to 40 Fay Compton
« ilda

) Rosalie’s sisters ’Joan Maude
Flora I Faith Garden
Harold l Her brothers Perey Field
Robert ) Mickey Brantford
Aunt Belle Gladys Hamilton
Uncle Pyke Charles Vane
Laetitia, their daughter

Julie Hartley-Milburn
Miss Keggs (“Keggo”) Athene Seyler
Rosalie’s husband Clive Brook
Mr. Sturgiss Myddleton Evans
Mr. Field Robert English
Huggo, at S "j Maurice Hopkins
Huggo, at 22

|

John Stuart
Doila, at (J

(
Rosalie's Betty Gardner

Doda, at 20 f
children Nancye Kenyon

Benji, at 3 Tony Laing
Ilenji, at 17 J

Albert Brantford
“Darkie” Blake Richard Atwood
Prescott, the Governess Silvia Young

Based on novel by A. S. M . Hutchinson.
Directed by Dennison Clift.

Length, about 7,000 feet.

Story

Rosalie, one of the many children in the
home of the Rev. Harold Aubyn, is adopted
by her aunt Belle because her parents are
so poor. Even at the early age of six she
has strange ideas of life and of the other
sex. Growing to womanhood, she decides on
a business career for herself. Opposed to

men and disdaining marriage, preferring “her
freedom,” she nevertheless succumbs to cupid
and marries Harry Occleve. Within a few
years three children are born to them, but
Rosalie continues her business career, leav-
ing the care of the children and the home
to others. Discovering that the children are
getting strange ideas and are drifting away
from her, she gives up business, .but as she
is unable to win back her rightful place in

their hearts, she again resumes her career.
Years pass, she has achieved great success.
The war comes and goes, the older children
have grown up. Huggo is caught in a shady
business venture and sentenced to prison
and Doda is betrayed by a blackguard. Both
blame their downfall on her and the fact
that she has never been a real mother to

them and they have never had a real home.
Then Rosalie realizes at what a great price
she has purchased “this freedom.”

“Fashion Row”
Metro Production with Mae Murray Hat

Sympathetic Note as Well as
Pictorial Splendor

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Mae Murray’s latest Metro production is

sufficiently different from the others to
startle most of the fans. It gives her a
chance for a new characterization. The dual
role should mean a definite box-office ad-
vantage because “Fashion Row,” contrary to
the title, has an appeal that goes a shade
deeper than lavish material production and
exquisite physical beauty.

If this impression could be created earlier
in the picture, it -would mean improvement.
As it is, the production starts out in familiar
style, with too much artificiality to indicate
the real motive. Mae Murray in the new
role, that of the Russian peasant, which is

by far the most effective with the average
spectator, might easily be introduced earlier.

The idea of the star playing a sympathetic
—in fact a human interest role—is novelty
well worth capturing for publicity. In one
role she is the idol of New York, a dazzling
theatrical star, with bewitching poses and
clothes. In the other she plays a sister of
the *tar, a forlorn little immigrant of wood-
en movements, crude but charming. The
double exposures are well managed with
fine contrasts in the two characterizations.
Extravagant staging, good suspense at the

close, the peasant dance and the Russian
masked ball are entertaining features. Rob-
ert Z. Leonard has given the picture the
atmosphere and style that is expected of a
Tiffany production, and the photography and
lighting accentuate the extreme effects.

Elmo Lincoln gives a colorful performance
in a heavy role.

Cast
Olga Farinova }

Zita, her young sister j

James Morton, a man about town

Mae Murray

Earle Foxe
Erie Van Cortlandt, son of an old New

York family Freeman Wood
Mrs. Van C'ortlandt, his mother

Mathilde Brundage
Kami mill Elmo Lincoln
Rapa Levitzky Sidney Franklin
Mama Levitzky Madame Rosanova
A Press Agent Craig Biddle
Story by Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin.

Direction by Robert Z. Leonard.
Length, 7,300 feet.

Story
Olga Farinova is a New York star, who

pretends for the sake of an advantageous
marriage to be descended from the Russian
nobility. While with her mother-in-law she
meets her little sister, Zita, who has come
from Russia and has searched in vain for
her sister until now. Olga is forced to snub
Zita but is summoned to her house on the
East Side later by a message that Zita is

ill. It proves to be false and only a scheme
for an old suitor to get his revenge upon
Olga, who had scarred his face in a terrific

struggle. Olga dies in her husband’s arms
but her little sister finds friends at last.

“The Man from Brodney’s”

David M. Smith Special for Vitagraph
Features J. Warren Kerrigan and

Alice Calhoun
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

All of the usual romance and pomp typi-

cal of George Barr McCutcheon fiction is

found in the Vitagraph picturization of his

recent novel, “The Alan from Brodney’s.” It

should appeal strongly to his readers—and
in fact to the majority of fans. It has color

and action without stint in addition to a cast

of favorites.

The spectacular angle has been greatly

stressed. The are some tremendous scenes

showing the storming of a castle, which serve

as a big, melodramatic climax. Palatial sets

and stunningly gowned women have been
provided. Altogether the picture is done in

a lavish, ceremonious style deeply impressive
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to those who are not too much concerned
about the plausibility of the story.

A dauntless American establishing order in

some imaginary kingdom and falling in love

with a princess is a familiar McCutcheon
hero. J. Warren Kerrigan has just such a

role here. He makes many thrilling rescues

and is a romantic figure in numberless ad-

ventures.
The kingdom is called Japat, and the strug-

gle is between the heirs to the throne and a

vast army of natives who fancy themselves

being cheated. They are shown meeting en

masse on the hills, climbing the chateau gates

and the walls of the building, tumbling into

the rooms and being pressed back by a hand-
ful comprising the royal party—and the

American. Finally as a last touch consistent

with the rest of the melodrama, a United
States destroyer sends a crew to conquer the

natives. This brings the turmoil effectively

to a close.

Alice Calhoun is lovely in a formal, gracious

role. Other attractive women are Wanda
Hawley, Miss Du Pont and Kathleen Key.
Pat O’Malley is also in the cast.

Cast
Hollingsworth Chase. . . . J. Warren Kerrigan
Princess Genevra Alice Calhoun
Lady Deppinghain Wanda Hawley
Mrs. Browne Miss DuPont
Robert Browne Pat O’Malley
JVeenah Kathleen Key
Rasnea Bertram Grassby
Based upon novel by George Barr McCutcheon.

Scenario not credited.
Direction by David M. Smith.

Length, 7,100 feet.

Story
Hollingsworth Chase, an American, repre-

sents Brodney’s, a British law firm, attempt-
ing to defend the natives’ interests in a rev-
olution in Japat. Chase meets the two heirs
to the throne who must marry or else sac-
rifice the kingdom to the natives. He also
meets again a charming princess whom he
met in the Duchy of Rapp Thorberg. He
and the Princess get deeply involved in the
various uprisings and Chase has the greatest
difficulty in trying to adjust national affairs
and is compelled to swing to the side of the
royal party when the natives make a terrific

attack. The Princess gives up her title and
throne because of the great love and courage
of the American.

“The Wanters”

Excellent Entertainment in John M. Stahl
Picture Which Looks Like a Big

Box-Office Winner
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Characteristic of John M. Stahl’s recent
pictures, such as “The Dangerous Age,”
which is proving a big success, “The Want-
ers,” his newest production for First Na-
tional, is based on a live-wire theme of every-
day life. This time he deals with the uni-
versal craving for things we do not possess
and seeks to show that happiness does not
necessarily result in attaining these things.
The theme i. concentrated in the experi-

ences of a maid in a wealthy household who
marries a member of the family and is sur-
rounded by luxury only to be snubbed by
the family, made to feel unwelcome and
finally discover that hypocrisy and sham are
rampant in that class and that she has not
found the happiness she dreamed of.

It will be seen that the story proper fol-
lows somewhat familiar lines, but the ad-
mirable manner in which it has been han-
dled and the fine work of a well-selected
cast makes you overlook little inconsisten-
cies. You find yourself interested to an un-
usual degree in the girl’s experiences; there
is a lot of strong human interest, dramatic
situations that strike home and excellent
comedy touches. The story is set in attractive
surroundings among the homes of the
wealthy and is finely photographed. It is

a picture that is strong in the elments that
appeal to the masses, even to the melodra-
matic and thrilling rescue at the climax
which brings about the happy ending.
The result is a thoroughly pleasing and
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satisfying picture that holds your attention
throughout and has every indication of pro-
viding a big box-office success. In fact, in

Paterson, N. J., at the Garden Theatre, when
the writer saw this picture at the supper
show on the last day of a week’s run, the
house was filled, and the lobby was jammed
the crowd extending out into the street at

the beginning of the night show.
Here is a showman’s picture. The title is

in itself interest arousing and unusually
adaptable to exploitation such as teasers and
tie-ups. If you get behind it, you can get
them in, and once they are in your theatre,

you don’t have to worry, for the picture will

take care of itself.

Marie Prevost proved to be an ideal selec-

tion for the leading role and makes the

character seem intensely real. Robert Ellis

does excellent work opposite her, acting with
fine feeling a role that is more true to life

than heroic. Hank Mann contributes a par-
ticularly well-handled and convincing com-
edy bit in a situation that has clever and
well-sustained suspense.

Cast
Myra Hastings Marie Prevost
Elliott Worthington Robert Ellis

Marjorie Norma Shearer
Mrs. Van Pelt Gertrude Astor
Theodore Van Pelt Huntly Gordon
Sonny Richard Headrick
Mrs. Worthington Lillian Langdon
Mary Louise Fazenda
The Star Boarder Hank Mann
Landlady Lydia Veamans Titus
Chauffeur Harold Goodwin

Based on story by Leila Burton Wells.
Scenario by J. G. Hawks and Paul Bern.

Directed by John M. Stahl.
Length, 6,871 feet.

Story
Myra Hastings, one of the maids in the

wealthy Van Pelt household, dons her mis-
tress’ new gown while the family is at the
opera. She is seen by Elliot Worthington, a
brother of her mistress, who is struck by
her beauty and charm. Mrs. Van Pelt finds

her wearing the gown and discharges her.

Elliot visits Myra at her home and proposes
to her. She accepts because she wants beau-
tiful things. Mrs. Van Pelt and her mother
receive her coldly and set out to break up
the match. After an embarrassing scene
where she falls downstairs at a big recep-
tion, Van Pelt makes an insulting proposal
to her and his wife blames her. Later Myra
finds Mrs. Van Pelt planning to run away
with another man. Disillusioned by her ill-

treatment and by the hypocrisy she finds

among the wealthy, Myra leaves. Elliot,

realizing he really loves her, follows and
saves her life as her foot gets caught in a
switch while a train is approaching.

“The Mailman”

Emory Johnson’s Latest for F. B. O. Has
Thrilling Climax and Many Heart

Touches
Reviewed by Mary' Kelly

Generous in heart interest and thrills,

Emory Johnson’s latest production for F.

B. 0. will bring entertainment to the many
who enjoyed “The Third Alarm” and “West-
bound Limited.” It is dedicated to the United
States mail service in much tlfe same
spirit as the others were, to fire departments
and railroad employees. It has the same
sincerity and simplicity of theme with an
undercurrent of drama, terminating in .an ex-
citing climax.
Like its predecessors, “The Mailman”

makes its great appeal to the masses. It tells

a rather plain story with homelike details

and without many of the subtleties that an
intellectual audience demands. Probably
the only exceptional scenes are those show-
ing the capture of the yacht, by the Gov-
ernment fleet. But these combined with a

sympathetic story sincerely set forth make
an excellent box-office attraction for the

average theatre.
Ralph Lewis gives another of his appeal-

ing performances. In the character of the

mail carrier, faithful to his work in all kinds
of weather and taking a heart-felt interest

in all that he meets on his daily rounds he
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emphasizes again those qualities that have
endeared him to the public. The scenes in

his home have the sentiment and kindly
humor that appeals generally. The little

cripple girl next door as played by Josephine
Adair is a pathetic bit. This and similar
touches are not new but they play upon age
old emotions in a way that is affecting to a
majority.
The robbery of the mail ship furnishes

an excellent climax. A fight on board ship
between the mail clerk and the robber fol-

lowed by the clerk being thrown over board
where he is saved by clinging to the suit-

case containing the registered mail and
the searchlight which signals to captain of
the rum-running vessel has good suspense
and spectacular value. Johnnie Walker
plays with an abundance of spirit. These are
the best scenes in the picture and would
have made a better final impression than the
familiar, melodramatic twist which has been
given at the end.

Cast
Bob Morley Ralph Lewis
Johnnie Johnnie Walker
Betty Martha Sleeper
Mrs. Morley Virginia True Boardman
Jaek Morgan Dave Kirby
Virginia Josephine Adair
Harry Taylor Graves
Captain Kranz Hardie Kirkland
Admiral Fleming Riehard Morris
Mrs. Thompson Rosemary Cooper
Story and Scenario by Mrs. Emile Johnson.

Direction by Emory Johnson.
Photography by Rose Fisher.

Length, 7160 feet.

Story
Bob Morley and his son Jack both receive

commendations for their faithful service in
the United States Mail and Jack is assigned
to “The Enterprise,’’ a ship containing regis-
tered mail. He is attacked, the mail is

stolen but on another ship he sends a wire-
less for help so that the mail is recovered
but he is accused of theft. He is sentenced
to hang but the real criminal confesses in
time to save him.

“The Whipping Boss”

Monogram Offers Picture Based on Inhuman
Use of the Lash in Convict Camps Where

Leasing System Prevails
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

It is very evident that the theme of “The
Whipping Boss” the second Monogram pic-

ture is based on the case of a lad who was
the victim of the lash in a lumber camp in a
state where the convict leasing system pre-
vailed; a case which obtained a large amount
of space in the newspapers and resulted in

arousing public opinion and bringing about
a reform in this system.

In the main, the picture story follows the
actual case, particularly in so far .as the
treatment of the boy is concerned, although
certain changes have been made, a romance
introduced for dramatic effect, and a happy
ending given the picture.

The outstanding point in the picture and
the apparent reason for its production is the
inhuman treatment of the convicts. There
are scenes where the hero, sick from work-
ing in the muck of the cypress swamp is

cruelly beaten with a heavy lash, also where
the hero just saves an old man from such
treatment. A climax has also been intro-
duced in which the whipping boss .at the in-

stigation of the villainous superintendent sets

fire to a stockade in which the convicts
are chained in their bunks. Although the
convicts are saved by the timely arrival of
members of the American Legion, the effect

of these scenes is distinctly depressing and
will cause the spectator to become indignant
at the thought of such inhuman treatment,
which is evidently the intention of the pro-
ducers.
Introduced into the story are several

familiar melodramatic situations, and great
stress has been placed on the power of the
American Legion for good in a community.
The seal of the legion appears on the film.

( Continued on page 576)
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Breaks Record
“ ‘Why Worry’ at Grauman’s

Million Dollar Theatre broke
every record for the house
during the first and second
weeks of its showing and is

now on the way to a new
high-water mark for the third

week,” reads a dispatch re-

ceived this week from Los
Angeles.
The telegram adds that the

new Lloyd feature comedy
for Pathe has proved a sensa-

tion and “has surpassed all of

Grauman’s expectations.”

Over 300 Exhibitors

Want “Rosita”
More than three hundred exhi-

bitors have placed their orders
through United Artists Corpora-
tion with Mary Pickford for her
latest picture release, “Rosita,”
according to a statement just ar-

rived at the Pickford-Fairbanks
studios.

Having played, it is said, to ex-
cellent business at this season of

the year at the Capitol theatre,

New York, and set new record
figures at the Orpheum in Chi-

cago, “Rosita” also showed simul-

taneously with these two cities in

Los Angeles and San Francisco,

as well as being held over for a

second week in Milwaukee.

Fox Sales Manager on
Tour

Richard A. White, sales mana-
ger of Fox Film Corporation, is

making a visit to all the Fox Can-
adian branch offices. Conferences
will be held at all the exchanges
regarding new features of next

year’s sales campaign. Mr. White
will also visit the West Coast
branches and return to New York
by way of Salt Lake City and
Chicago.
During his absence the general

sales manager’s office is in charge
of Clayton P. Sheehan, the Fox
Eastern District manager.

New Metro Film for

Release Dec. 10
Viola Dana’s latest Metro star-

ring vehicle, “In Search of a

Thrill,” adapted from Kate Jor-

dan’s story “The Spirit of the

Road,” will be released December
i°.

Supporting Miss Dana in the

principal roles in “In Search of

a Thrill” are such well known
players as Warner Baxter, Mabel
Van Buren, Templar Saxe, Robert
Schable, Walter Lewis, Rosemary
Theby, Billy Elmer and Leo
White.

Boston Press Praises mg circuits Book

Metro’s “Scaramouche” “America” series

The press of Boston was enthu-
siastic over Rex Ingram’s “Scara-
mouche,” which was presented at

the Park Theatre there on No-
vember 12 last. The premiere was
a brilliant affair with many of

Boston’s prominent people pres-
ent as well as good sized repre-
sentations from Lowell and Wor-
cester and the surrounding towns.

“ ‘Scaramouche,’ wrote the critic

of the Boston Times, “reminded
us of a great painting. It is a
great story written by a great
writer, filmed under the great
hand of Rex Ingram, aided by his

great cast.” The Boston Record

:

“It has a sweep and power.” “In-

gram has given the screen as fine

a picture as his other triumph,
‘The Four Horsemen,’ ” wrote the

critic of the Boston Post. “‘Scara-
mouche’ is as complete and pol-

ished as experience and genuine
art can make it,” wrote the critic

of the Boston Globe.
The Boston Daily Advertiser

wrote :

“ ‘Scaramouche’ is a great
picture, greatly acted.” “Rex In-

gram has done it again !” enthused
the critic of the Boston Traveler.
The Boston American : “Elo-
quence, revolutionary gatherings,
bloodshed, dragoons, luxury, pov-
erty, the cruel aristocracy, and the
fiendish rabble, beauty, ugliness,

chivalry and honor, love and co-

quetry, the bullet and the sword

—

all lend their bit to the picture.”

The Boston Herald :

“
‘Scara-

mouche’ is an excellent picture, in-

telligently produced and acted.”

Another important booking
contract on the “Chronicles of
America” series was closed
this week when the Ascher
Brothers Circuit of Chicago
signed with Pathe for the en-
tire thirty-three subjects em-
braced in this group of thrill-

ing historical dramas. The
closing of this deal assures a
wide showing for this impor-
tant series in all of the Ascher
Bros, theatres located in Chi-
cago and its suburbs.
The Loew Circuit in New

York has also contracted for
the showing of the entire thir-

ty-three subjects embodied in

this group of thrilling histor-

ical dramas.

Lloyd’s “Why Worry’’
Is Given High Praise

“Why Worry?”, Pathe’s fea-

ture comedy starring Harold

Lloyd, continues to score heavily

in prominent key city runs

throughout the country. News-
paper critics have been enthusi-
astic in their reception in every
instance.
During the recent engagement

of “Why Worry?” at the Liberty
Theatre, Kansas City, the Post of

that city commented in part as

follows: “Why Worry?—when
movie fans, and who isn’t one, can
depend upon Harold Lloyd’s com-
ing out about once every so often
with a can of celluloid, every
flicker of which drags their minds
farther and farther away from
the drab reality of things—Why
Worry, indeed?”

The Kansas City Star reviewer
wrote: ‘Why Worry?’ is a ‘whiz
when it comes to entertainment
and completely "satisfying.”

In Detroit during the engage-
ment of “Why Worry?” at the
Adams Theatre, the Free Press
calls attention to the extended
run of the picture : “So many De-
troiters have laughed over the

antics of Harold Lloyd in his

latest comedy, ‘Why Worry?’ that

this popular comedian and his

clever company of funmakers will

remain at the Adams Theatre for

a third week.”
The Public Ledger of Philadel-

phia, commenting on the presenta-

tion of “Why Worry?” at the

A.ldine, expresses the opinion that

this production is “Harold Lloyd’s

greatest comedy.”

Pre-Review of

“Black Oxen”
“Black Oxen,” Frank Lloyd’s

first independently produced pic-

ture for release as a First National
picture, was given a test preview
at the Strand Theatre, Pasadena,
Calif., recently and despite the
fact that the picture was given
only a one sheet in front of the
theatre an overflow crowd re-

sulted.

The showing, arranged at four-
thirty in the afternoon, was an-
nounced in the lobby only and the
screening began at seven-thirty
sharp. The news of the preview
spread rapidly and when the in-

itial title was flashed on the silver

sheet the theatre was filled.

Sennett Comedy Subjects

for Release by Pathe
At the Mack Sennett Studios

Earl Kenton has just completed a

two-reel comedy, titled “Inbadthe
Sailor,” in which are cast Harry
Gribbon, Billy Bevan and Made-
leine Hurlock. Roy Del Ruth,

who recently completed “Look
Pleasant,” in which Harry Lang-
don plays the featured role, sup-

ported by Jack Cooper and Albert

Vaughn, has started work on a

new two-reel comedy with the

same cast that appeared in “In-

bad the Sailor.” Kenton, on the

other hand, is directing the same

company that appeared in “Look
Pleasant” in his latest production
just started.

Del Lord, after recovering from
a recent illness, is back on the

job. The Sennett scenario staff

is hard at work rounding out the
details for the new comedy scripts

for forthcoming pictures to fol-

low those now in process.
Daily rehearsals of new players

and directors are progressing un-
der the supervision of Richard
Jones, production manager of the

Mack Sennett Studios.

New Ince Film for

First National
Thos. H. Ince’s next production

for First National will be a drama
with the temporary title of

“Against the Rules.” Based on a

story by Frank R. Adams, it is

declared to be a worthy successor
to “Anna Christie” in point of

theme and emotional strength.

An elaborate production is

planned, with Leatrice Joy, Percy
Marmont and Adolphe Menjou in

the principal roles and John Grif-

fith Wray directing.

Vitagraph Film to Be
at Rialto

“The Man from Brodney’s” will

be given its Broadway premiere
at the Rialto Theatre. New' York,
on December 16. This super-fea-
ture is a picturization of the fa-

mous novel by George Barr Mc-
Cutcheon and v'as produced by
David Smith for release by Vita-
graph.
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Immediate Release on “Broadway Broke;”
Mary Carr and Percy Marmont the Leads

Coming closely upon the success

which marked "Rupert of Hent-

zau” and “The Common Law,” the

screen version of “Broadway

Broke,” from the Saturday Eve-
ning Post story by Earl Derr
Biggers, will be released to ex-

hibitors immediately by Selznick

Pictures Corporation. It is a

Murray Garsson production with
Mary Carr in the leading role and
was directed by J. Searle Dawley.
Playing opposite Mary Carr,

who will always be remembered
for her initnitable work in “Over
the Hill” as well as for her talent

on the legitimate stage, is Percy
Marmont, star of “If Winter
Comes.” The balance of the cast

is of the calibre to harmonize with
the principals. Among the well-

known names are those of Gladys
Leslie, Dore Davidson, Maclyn
Arbuckle, Macey Harlan, Edward
Earle.

Pierre Gendron, Billy Quirk,

Henrietta Crosman, Sally Crute,

Leslie King, Albert Phillips, Fred-
erick Burton and last, but playing

an effective role, “Lassie” Bronte,
the dog, known in the picture as

“Chum.”

The story concerns a once
popular Broadway star who finds,

as the lines of her face deepen
and the color of her hair lightens,

that she is no longer able to in-

terest the booking agents. Re-
membering a manuscript left by
her husband, she succeeds in con-
vincing a motion picture producer
that it would make a wonderful
film. So successful is she in the

part she has to play to convince
him, that the producer not only
buys the manuscript but casts her

in a prominent role as the screen
“mother.”

The millions who remember
Mary Carr from her interpreta-

tions of “mother” roles, will be
quick to grasp the fact that
“Broadway Broke” affords her
another remarkable opportunity.
And remembering how capably
she handled other roles, it follows
that they will expect no less in

this instance. The producers ex-
press complete satisfaction with
the picture which has been given
unqualified praise by all who have
seen it at private exhibitions.

Percy Marmont, the lovable
Mark Sabre of “If Winter Comes”
from the novel by A. S. M.
Hutchinson, has a sympathetic
part in “Broadway Broke.” He
portrays Tom Kerrigan, one time
leading man for Nellie Wayne, the
down and out actress, played by
Mary Carr.

A picture of the throbbing life

of Broadway in the days when the
“roaring forties” roared, “Broad-
way Broke” introduces charac-
terizations of P. T. Barnum,

greatest showman of them all,

played by Maclyn Arbuckle

;

Mark Twain, of the shaggy hair
and big heart, presented by Leslie

King; General U. S. Grant, with
the inevitable cigar, played by
Albert Phillips; Augustin Daly,
brought to screen life by Fred-
erick Burton.

J. Searle Dawley, who directed,

is known as a pioneer director,

having forsaken the legitimate
stage almost with the inception of

motion pictures. Accompanying
the release of “Broadway Broke”
is one of the most complete lists

of accessories ever compiled.
Elaborate posters and window
cards tell the story in most effec-

tive art work. The lobby displays

are more lavish than usual. The
press book ,-

s serviceable and com-
plete. A Broadway picture puzzle

is one of the novelties among the

accessories. There also are a

music cue and a trailer gratis.

Merry Go Round” Will
Excel, Says Laemmle

“ ‘Merry Go Round’ will break
every record for popularity ever
established in the film industry,”

states Carl Laemmle, president of

the Universal Pictures
_

Corpora-
tion. He bases his opinion on the
unusual booking of the big fea-

ture and on the fact it is being re-

booked by many exhibitors, al-

though it is still in the first twelve
weeks of its run.

Mr. Laemmle compared “Merry
Go Round” with “The Storm,” an-
other Universal picture, which is

boosted as the most widely shown
ever released. Today more than
8,000 exhibitors have shown “The
Storm” and Universal exchanges
report it still is being booked to

an appreciable extent. “The
Storm” is less than two years old.

“Merry Go Round,” in its twelfth
week after release date, is far

ahead of “The Storm” in its

bookings, and promises to go far

beyond the former picture in the
number and extent of its screen-
ings.

“I am satisfied that more exhib-
itors in the United States and
Canada booked and played ‘The
Storm’ than ever played any other
picture,” said the Universal chief.

“But I am dead sure from pres-

ent indications that even the

record set up by ‘The Storm’
will be shattered by ‘Merry Go
Round.’”

“Ponjola” Had Good
Run in Manhattan

Two Warner Films Soon
Coming to Broadway

“Ponjola,” Sam Rork’s picturi-

zation of Cynthia Stockley’s
novel, which is a current First
National release, finished its run
at the New York Strand on No-
vember 24 after a week of big
business. The picture duplicated
the success it achieved when it

played in San Francisco, Detroit,

Chicago and Los Angeles.
The New York Mail called the

picture “a drama that reaches the
heights of emotional intensity in

a logical manner.” New York
Times : “The story is equipped
with good suspense and is com-
pelling. Anna Q. Nilsson is espe-
cially effective when she covers
her masquerading clothes with a

cape taken from another woman
in order to make Druro think that

Gay Lypiatt still loves him.”
The Evening Telegram: “Di-

rector Donald Crisp has drawn
every ounce of entertainment out

of the original story, and has even
supplemented it with some valu-
able touches of his own. With
Miss Nilsson is presented a fine

cast.” The Sun and Globe :

“
‘Ponjola’ packed the house at

the Strand yesterday with one of

the largest crowds we have seen

there.”

World Premiere of

“The Wanters”
The Garden Theatre in Pater-

son, N. J., was the scene of the

world’s premiere of “The Want-
ers,” John M. Stahl’s latest pro-

duction for First National distri-

bution, recently. Like its prede-
cessor, “The Dangerous Age,” this

picture brought unprecedented
crowds to the Garden. It features

Marie Prevost and Robert Ellis.

Warner Brothers have two
Broadway premieres early in De-
cember. “Tiger Rose” will open
at the Rivoli Theatre on Decem-
ber 2 and “Lucretia Lombard”
will open at the Strand on De-
cember 9. It is said to be quite

likely that both of these pictures

will be held over, in which case

Warner Brothers will have two of
their Screen Classics playing first

runs on Broadway at the same
time.

Director Hugo Riesenfeld of the
Rivoli, following a private screen-
ing of “Tiger Rose,” was lavish in

his praise of this production. He
was particularly pleased by the
brilliant performance given by
Lenore Ulric. Mr. Riesenfeld also

spoke in highest terms of the di-

rection of Sidney Franklin in this

picture.

At the Strand, Joseph Plunkett
is very enthusiastic about “Lucre-
tia Lombard,” a story of flaming
passion, produced by Harry Rapf,

Priscilla Moran Productions

were incorporated this week to

star Priscilla Moran, the five-

year-old child actress, who be-

came nationally known over a

year ago when Jackie Coogan's

parents took her to live with them

upon the death of her mother and

illness of her father. She was not
legally adopted and is now with
her father.

A year’s lease for stage and of-

fice space has been signed with
the Hollywood Studios and a com-

in which Kathleen Norris’ famous
novel of the same title has been
adapted to the screen. He be-
lieves that this picture will make
a tremendous hit with Broadway
audiences, and is planning special
presentation.
Warner Brothers have adopted

a unique method in releasing “Lu-
cretia Lombard.” The innovation
consists in releasing the picture
under two titles and giving ex-
hibitors a choice of either. The
original title reads “Lucretia Lom-
bard, a story of flaming passion.”
The extra title reads, “Flaming
Passion, from the novel, ‘Lucretia
Lombard.’ ” Exhibitors can thus
decide which title will make the
greater appeal in their respective
towns and use that' one.

“Lucretia Lombard” was di-

rected by Jack Conway and fea-

tures Irene Rich and Monte Blue.

The supporting cast includes

Marc McDermott, Norma Shear-
er, Alec B. Francis, John Roche
and others.

plete new unit building is being
erected for the offices.

Millarde Webb, for the past five

years associated with Sidney
Franklin as co-director and pro-

duction manager, is president of

the new company and will direct

the productions. Leo Moran, the
child’s father, is vice-president.

Ollie May Baker, with Charles
Chaplin and Jackie Coogan for

past four years as financial sec-

retary, is secretary and business
manager.
Feature length pictures are

planned to star the little girl.

New Company to Star

Baby Priscilla Moran
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As Accuracy Measure, Carroll

Enlists Denver’s Historians
Frank J. Carroll, who is now in preparation in connection with Well, when you get into hundreds

Denver, Colorado, making prepara- the picture Mr. Carroll said: of thousand of dollars isn’t it only
tions for the production of “The “It is one thing to make what good sense to see that the job is

Birth of the West” has enlisted the industry calls a ‘Western’ pro- done right? It is hard work
the aid and support of numerous duction on a studio lot and with digging into history, hunting up
prominent Denver citizens and reckless disregard of accuracy, and individuals who have a first hand
authorities on pioneer days in the another thing to stage a picture memory of the early days, search-
West. that you will not be ashamed to ing for properties that have

Officials of the Colorado library show to men who really know the actually played a part in such
and the state historical societies birth days of their great country, action as your story depicts—but
are working closely with the pic- “And it is the latter kind that it is all worth it.

ture producer to insure the utmost the present day demands. The “I will say it is quite a bit
accuracy in depiction of details in time is past when an author or different from the old days
connection with the story. “The director can take any liberties he though. Then, as soon as we had
Birth of the West” -is the initial desires with history. The class a story we could start to work,
production of the Colorado Motion of patrons and critics attending But what a difference now. Here
Picture Corporation and the spon- the picture theatre of today make I have spent weeks in research
sors declare it their intention to exacting demands—and they must and travel solely on the task of
see that the picture is a true be met. preparation. But the real differ-
record of pioneer history aside “That is the public’s side. For ence is that when we are ready to
from its value as picture enter- another, think of the money we start under this method we will do
tainment.
Discussing

Starts on Tour
of Inspection

the details

First

Henry Ginsberg, general
sales manager for Preferred
Pictures Corporation, has left
New York on a tour that will
take him to each of the twen-
ty-eight Preferred exchanges
in the United States.
The object of Mr. Gins-

berg’s trip is to aid the ex-
changes and salesmen in the
sales and exploitation drive
that Preferred is putting back
of “The Virginian” and “May-
time,” both of which are just
being released. While in Los
Angeles, Mr. Ginsberg will
confer with B. P. Schulberg,
producer of Preferred Pic-
tures, regarding the new
schedule for the coming year.

Music and “Maytime”

.

spend nowadays compared with it right And that is the chief h as "armnge(Pa ProfSbu'song
oi only four and five years ago. reqmsite.” tie-up for exhibitors who will

book Gasnier’s production, “May-
time.” G. Schirmer, Inc., publish-
ers of the music score that ac-
companied the stage presentation
of Rida Johnson Young’s play,
have gotten out a special photo-
play edition of the “Sweetheart”
song.
This new edition, carrying illus-

trations from the film production,
is designed for special music store

National Annual Sales

Drive Set for All January
Under the guilding hand of E. slogan which will prevail through- production from the story by

A. Eschmann, general manager of out the industry during the month Booth Tarkington
;
“Black Oxen,”

distribution, Associated First Na- of January. Preparations for the Frank Lloyd’s production of Ger- , .

tional Pictures, Inc., will start its campaign have been in progress trude Atherton’s novel, featuring ^.vl c
S I?a

.

de ln
,

co-°Pe ratl°n

annual sales drive on the first day over a period of many weeks, spe- Corinne Griffith and Conway
1 •5cllirmer s twenty-two branch

of the New Year. The entire cial accessories including slides, Tearle
; “The Song of Love,” the

ottlces ‘

month of January will be devoted banners and one-sheets are ready, newest Norma Talmadge picture; 7”
.

to the campaign and it is planned and a publicity drive has been “The Eternal City,” Samuel Gold- 1 O Direct Again
to make “First National Month” waged through the photoplay col- wyn’s independently produced pic- A1 Ray cousin of Charles Ray
of 1924 the biggest and most ef- umns of the leading newspapers. turization of the Sir Hall Caine who has’ been in the scenario
fective sales effort ever con- “First National Month” will pre- novel, directed by George Fitz- department of the Jack White-
ducted by the company. sent to the industry five new First maurice with a featured cast; and Mermaid forces will do his first
"For a prosperous New Year National pictures. They are: “The Swamp Angel,” presenting directing in four years when he

book First National first is the Boy of Mine, A. K. McDonald Colleen Moore. starts production on Cameo Com-
Although only the opening guns edies, for release through Educa-

of the drive have sounded over tional Film Exchanges, Inc.
the industry’s horizon, First Na-
tional franchise -holders are re- 1\/|„ J
sponding. Play dates on all these W lldman Made Mead
five pictures are pouring in and Truly B. Wildman, Kansas City
it is probable that each of the five branch manager of Enterprise
will set unusual records in the Distributing Corporation, was re-

Emory Johnson’s production, gest exploitation tie-ups in the number of simultaneous play cently ejected president of the

Mailman” Given Gala
Los Angeles Premiere

“The Mailman,” dramatizing the annals of the film industry, had dates throughout the country.

lives of United States postal work- its world’s premiere Saturday,
ers and projecting one of the big- November 17, at Loew’s State

Theatre, Los Angeles.
The opening was a gala occa-

sion, the mail workers’ band of

sixty pieces serenading the post-
master of the city, P. P. O’Brien,
and other notables, including
Mayor Cryer and Harry M. Ber-
man, general sales manager of F.

Kansas City Flm Board of Trade.

Renews Contract

Olga Printzlau has renewed
her contract with B. P. Schul-
berg to write screen adapta-
tions exclusively for Preferred
Pictures. She is now work-
ing on Edwin Balmer’s story,

“The Breath of Scandal,” and
will later do the script for
several of the biggest stories

on Preferred’s program. Miss
Printzlau has held a place of
prominence among the best
known screen writers since
her first affiliation with Wil-
liam de Mille whose produc-
tions she adapted for several
years. Her latest task for the
Schulberg organization has
been the screen version of
Rida Johnson Young’s play,

“Maytime.”

Long Live the King”
Has Unique Showing

In the little town of Ojai, nest- gan, Senior. The latter took this

B. O., who was among the inter-
]jng ;n t jie w00ded hills of Ven- opportunity to show his respect

ested spectators. , . • c n ,.r _ and esteem for Father Moclair, a

In connection with the premiere,
ura oua ^ 'n ou

j

a 1 0 man of exceptional abilities and
a monster radio jollification was n 'a

>
Jackie Coogan s first Metro opportunities, who nevertheless

held by Los Angeles mail workers picture, “Long Live the King,” chooses to stick to the little par-

at the powerful broadcasting plant h ac} a unique presentation last ish of Ojai. The proceeds of the

of the Los Angeles Times. Two ^ sale of seats went without de-

million listeners scattered through- ’ duction of any expenses whatso-
out the country heard the speech- '' About the blare of the press ever the needs of the Ojai par-

es of many ” prominent postal agents’ trumpets and with only ish. With Thanksgiving and
workers, as well as songs sung by gratitude, good will and prayers Christmas rapidly approaching, it

postal employes and brief talks by flowing into the Coogan coffers, js hard to think of any greater gift

Ralph Lewis, Johnnie Walker, the little Metro star appeared in that could be rendered in behalf

Dave Kirby and others of the person at the little village theatre of Jackie than the presentation

“Mailman” cast.
_

and greeted the favored audience, of “Long Live the King” and his

The postal workers of Los An- while his picture w^as thrown on personal appearance which at once
geles joined with F. B. O. and the screen. delighted and rendered practical

the West Coast theatres in mak- It happens that Father John aid.

ing the opening of “The Mailman” Moclair, who is stationed at Ojai, “Long Live the King” will be

a civic event of high importance, is a life long friend of Jack Coo- released November 26.
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Three New Goldwyns “Innocence” Has Been
Due for Production Completed by C. B. C.

With the announcement that

Rupert Hughes, author-director,

had completed the continuity on
his next picture-story, and would
begin work upon it as soon as his

cast is selected, Abraham Lehr,
vice-president of the Goldwyn
Company, spiked rumors that his

studio would join the general shut-

down. Hughes will film an orig-

inal screen story, written and
adapted by himself, to be called

“True Steel.” He now is consid-
ering players. Hughes recently
completed editing of his last pic-

ture, to be released in the near
future under the title, “Reno.” It

is a study of the divorce problems
in America, produced on an elab-

orate scale with an all-star cast.

Victor Seastrom, Swedish di-

rector, who recently made his

first picture in America for Gold-
wyn, also is preparing a story for

the screen and will begin work as

soon as the continuity is finished.

Two companies now are work-
ing for Goldwyn, one headed by
Alan Crosland, filming Elinor
Glyn’s “Three Weeks,” the others
under the direction of Emmett
Flynn, making “Nellie, the Beau-
tiful Cloak Model.”

Still a third Goldwyn unit is to
begin production in the near fu-
ture, when June Mathis and
Charles Brabin start “Ben-Hur,”
the immortal Lew Wallace story,

which he will make in Italy. The
director is now in Italy with his

technical staff, .and Miss Mathis
will leave soon.

Erich von Stroheim’s “Greed,”
from Frank Norris’ novel, “Mc-
Teague,” is being titled, while
Victor Seastrom’s “Name the
Man!” from Sir Hall Caine’s novel,

“The Master of Man,” King Vi-
dor’s “Wild Oranges,” from Jo-
seph Hergesheimer’s novel, and
Rupert Hughes’ “Reno” are com-
pleted and awaiting release.

Production has been completed
by Harry Cohn, producer for C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation, of
that company’s newest feature,
“Innocence,” in which Anna Q.
Nilsson heads an all-star cast, it

is announced this week.
The production is a picturiza-

tion of Lewis Allen Browne’s fa-

mous magazine story, “Circum-
stances Alter Divorce Cases.” Ed-
ward J. LeSaint, who directed
many other C. B. C. successes, di-

rected “Innocence” also.

The story is said to be espe-
cially timely in that it embodies
in the working out of its theme a

strong plea against conviction on
circumstantial evidence—a woman’s
honor and future happiness being
involved. It is said to have
aroused much enthusiasm ait a
special showing on the Coast to
which were invited many well
known lawyers and several prom-
inent judges.
Harry Cohn expresses his opin-

ion that it is the biggest C. B. C.
production yet made. Earl Foxe,
Wilfred Lucas, Marion Harlan,
Freeman Wood, Kate Lester,
William Scott, Jessie Arnold and
\ era Lewis are in the cast which
supports Anna Q. Nilsson.

Davies Film Grosses
$123,110 at Capitol

“The Virginian” Scores *

Triumph on West Coast
B. P. Schulberg’s Preferred pic-

ture, “The Virginian,” has just

closed two more successful first

run engagements, at the Granada
in San Francisco and at the Colo-
rado in Denver. The West
Coast premiere at the Granada
brought tremendous business to

that house, according to tele-

graphic word received from the

manager. In Denver, “The Vir-
ginian” set a new box-office rec-

ord for the Colorado Theatre.
Moreover, the local press pro-
claimed it as one of the thorough-
ly worth while pictures of the
season.
The Denver Post said : “It has

plenty of blood and thunder to

keep the most blase theatregoer
breathing hard, yet the story is

told without unnecessary postur-
ing and gives the effect of being
a true picture of the old hair-rais-
ing days. Has abundant humor
and a love story which gives re-

lief whenever the excitement
threatens to come in too big
doses.”
The Denver Times commented :

“The plot is along the lines of the
typical western picture but the
directing and acting are both on
a high level. Excitement prevails
but there is an entertaining love
story in which Kenneth Harlan
and Florence Vidor are the prin-
cipals.”

The engagement of Marion Da-
vies in “Little Old New York” was
brought to a close last Saturday

night at the Capitol Theatre, New
York, after two weeks of the most
sensational success that has been
recorded in the history of that
theatre. During its first two
weeks at popular prices, it has at-
tracted 202,682 persons, who paid
$123,110 to see it.

When it is considered that
“Little Old New York” earlier in

the season had a run of twelve ca-
pacity weeks at the Cosmopolitan
Theatre, the tremendous appeal
that the picture has for New
Yorkers is a fact of which the

Cosmopolitan Corporation may
well be proud.

“Little Old New York” is now
in its thirteenth week at the Em-
pire Theatre, London. It is in its

seventh crowded week at the
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago. Re-
ports from the Imperial Theatre,
San Francisco, where it opened
last Saturday, state that house
records were broken there Satur-
day and Sunday. In its first week
at the Rialto Theatre, Washing-
ton, it established records in re-

ceipts and attendance.
Indefinite engagements started

this week in Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Milwaukee, Detroit, St.

Louis and Seattle.

Big Exploitation Force
Behind “Big Brother”

Chicago Critics Laud
Big Universal Picture

Chicago film critics, recently

reviewing the Chicago opening of

“The Hunchback of Notre
Dame” in the Harris Theatre,
waxed as enthusiastic over the big
Universal spectacle drama as their

New York brethren. They unite

in characterizing the picture as a

“screen masterpiece” and Chaney’s
work as the “greatest screen char-
acterization ever done.”
The following excerpts from

Chicago reviews indicate the high
praise meted out to the big Victor
Hugo adaptation. The Chicago
Evening American said : “Chaney
has given a truly marvelous char-
acterization, which, if not imper-
ishable, is astonishingly durable.

Director Wallace Worsley has
done a rare piece of work. ‘The
Hunchback’ is a photo-drama
masterpiece.”
The Chicago Daily Journal,

wrote as follows : “The claims for

greatness lie in the hands of Lon
Chaney, whose mind must surely
have borne a spectre for his work
as the hunchback. With Rab-
elaisian power, he makes a study
of the grotesque, which is the
greatest the screen has given.”
The Journal of Commerce said:

“Here is a picture that is worthy
of minute attention, for it has
been screened so carefully, it

measures up so fully to one’s ex-
pectations, that it comes near
occupying a place apart.”
The Chicago Evening Post, also

hailed the picture as remarkable,
in the following terms : “One more
has been added to the truly great
gigantic spectacular productions
with the completing of ‘The
Hunchback of Notre Dame.’ Victor
Hugo’s pulsating story has been
vividly transplanted to the screen
in a lavish manner which will call

forth your whole hearted admira-
tion even while you shudder.”

When Allan Dwan’s Paramount
production, “Big Brother,” which

was adapted from Rex Beach’s

story and features Tom Moore,

Edith Roberts and Raymond Hat-
ton, reaches the screens of the
country the latter part of Decem-
ber, it will have behind it as a

mighty exploitation force the
combined power of all the organi-
zations, both national and local,

allied with the Big Brother
Movement.
This work involves the co-oper-

ation of local organizations of the
Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions and Civi-

tan Clubs
;

Elks, Knights of Co-
lumbus, Y. M. C. A., B’nai Brith,

etc., to the number of more than
four thousand, and the promotion
of Big Brother Nights in every
community where the picture is

shown.
This is made possible by the

active and enthusiastic co-opera-
tion of the Big Brother Move-
ment, Inc., through its secretary,

Rowland C. Sheldon, who is now
at work lining up the 143 local

Big Brother committees in the

United States and Canada which
are directly allied with the cen-

tral organization.

Universal Xmas Special

Includes Six Good Ones
Universal is putting out six pic-

tures during December, two of

which are Universal Jewel produc-
tions.

In the order of their release they
are : “The Darling of New York,”
a Universal Jewel action drama in

which Baby Peggy is starred;
“The Near Lady,” a comedy star-

ring Gladys Walton
;
“White Ti-

ger,” Priscilla Dean’s latest Jewel

production; “The Red Warning,”
a Jack Hoxie picture; “His Mys-
tery Girl,” starring Herbert Raw-
linson, and “Pure Grit,” featuring
Roy Stewart.
“The Darling of New York” is

Baby Peggy’s first feature length
picture. It is said to be one of
her best bets and shows her in a
role entirely new to that to which
she has been accustomed.
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Hunchback” Makes Warners Reunited as

Big Hit in London Jack Arrives in East
Reports to the Universal home

office from London indicate that
‘'The Hunchback of Notre Dame”
has taken London by storm, and
is hailed by critics and public in

the British metropolis as a great
picture and worthy of hearty sup-
port. It opened last week.
The London presentation was in

the Empire Theatre, which Uni-
versal obtained for a run of con-
siderable duration. The opening,
according to cablegrams, was one
of the most outstanding premieres
ever held in Great Britain. The
first night audience was composed

mostly of distinguished Britishers,
including an unusual representa-
tion from royal circles, and many
from the nobility.

The theatre was packed for the
opening. The presentation fol-

lowed along the lines set by the
world’s premiere in the Astor The-
atre, New York City. Marc
Lachmann, Universal exploiteer,
went from New York to London
especially to present “The Hunch-
back.”
Following the initial screening,

the London first-nighters gave the
picture a remarkable ovation.

Metro Will Release
Fashion Row” Dec. 3

Jack L. Warner reached New
York this week from the West
Coast studios, bringing with him
Ernst Lubitsch, the famous pro-
ducer; his wife, Eric Locke; Hans'
Kraely, special writer, and Frank
Cassidy, exploitation expert. Mr.
Warner brought with him several
important prints to be released
on Broadway in the near future.
His arrival here constitutes the

first reunion of the four Warner
Brothers in several years, as one
or two members of the firm have
generally remained on the West
Coast, in charge of production,
while the others stayed in the
East. His visit is expected to be

of short duration and several
pressing production problems once
disposed of, and a conference held
on new material which the War-
ners are considering, he will re-
turn to his post as production
manager

.
of the West Coast

studios.

Mr. Cassidy is remembered for
his feat in piloting the Warner
truck, advertising the Seven
Classics for 1922-23, on its trans-
continental trip from New York
to Hollywood, when he visited ex-
hibitors and effected excellent
publicity. He will join the War-
ners’ eastern publicity depart-
ment.

U'

Mae Mnrray’s newest Metro
starring picture, “Fashion Row,”
will be released December 3. Ar-
rangements are now under way
to give it an elaborate Broadway
presentation after which it will

have a general release through-
out the county.
“Fashion Row” reveals a wealth

of striking gowns, some of which,
it is said, were imported especially

for this production from the shops
of Paris and others were made
after designs and sketches made
by Miss Murray. The picture will

also reveal a series of dances.
“Fashion Row” was written for

Miss Murray by Sada Cowan and
Howard Higgin. It was photo-
graphed by Oliver Marsh. It is a

Robert Z. Leonard presentation

through Metro and is sponsored
by Tiffany Productions, of which
Mr. Leonard is director-general
and M. H. Hoffman, general man-
ager.

Mrs. Crawford Opens
Casting Studios

Mrs. O. T. Crawford, wife of

the late O. T. Crawford, St. Louis
theatrical magnate, has opened
the United Casting Studios at 262

West 99th street, New York City,

which is only a temporary ad-

dress. She will handle publicity,

plays and scenarios, and the cast-

ing of pictures and legitimate pro-

ductions.

Warner Brothers Finish

Belasco Play “Daddies”
Warner Brothers announce the

completion of “Daddies,” the

screen version of the David
Belasco stage success of the same
name. This is the third Belasco

play produced by Warner Broth-

ers this year.

“Daddies” boasts a fine cast.

Mae Marsh, Harry Myers and

Claude Gillingwater are starred.

Others are: Willard Lewis, Claire

Adams, Crauford Kent, Otto Hoff-

man, Boyce Combe, Georgia

Woodthorpe, Milly Davenport,

Priscilla Dean Moran, King Evers

and the De Briac twins.

The picture was made under

the direction of William Seiter,

with Tenny Wright and Lewis
Milestone assisting. John Stumar
was behind the camera.

“Shadows of Paris” Is

Completed
“Shadows of Paris,” Pola Negri’s

fourth American picture, has been
completed at the Paramount stu-

dio in Hollywood. Herbert
Brenon, who produced the pic-

ture, began work September 20

and finished in eight weeks, which
was the exact scheduled time.

_

The story of “Shadows of Paris”

was taken "from the French play,

“Mon Homme.” It had a remark-
able run in Paris and the French
provinces.

Keith Books “The
Virginian”

The United Booking Offices

have contracted for B. P. Schul-

berg’s picturization of “The Vir-

ginian,” by Owen Wister, to be
shown in eighty-one Keith, Moss
and Proctor houses throughout
Greater New York. This circuit

will have immediate play dates on
the production, the first of which
will be a week’s engagement at

Moss’s Broadway Theatre, begin-

ning November 26th.

The days of the Pony Express,
early Indian uprisings and the

building of the first railroad across
the United States to the Pacific

Coast form the colorful historical

background for Lincoln J. Carter’s

famous melodrama, “The Arizonr
Express,” which has just been
started at the William Fox West
Coast Studios. Carter himself

who has been called the “father

of the melodrama” in America, is

assisting in transferring his stage

success to the screen.

Tom Buckingham is directing

the screen version of “The Ari-

zona Express.” The following

cast has been selected to portray
the characters who always used
to bring the gallery gods to their

Timely News Story
Boosts Picture

The Ashland Theatre at Ash-
land, Oregon, took advantage of

a news story and booked “Loyal
Lives,” the Whitman Bennett
production based on the life of

United States post office em-
ployes. A mail train was held up
in the Siskiyou Mountains south
of Ashland.
The newspaper reports showed

the local robbery to be almost
identical in method with that em-
ployed in the picture, which was
shown while the news of the hold-

up was still fresh in the public

mind. The post office authorities

and mail carriers co-operated in

exploiting the picture.

feet in the days of the play’s stage
career : Pauline Starke, Evelyn
Brent, Anne Cornwall, Harold
Goodwyn. David Butler, Francis
MacDonald, Frank Beal and
William Humphrey.

Burton King Starts

Production
With a production now being

released by the Film Booking
Offices under the title of “The Fair
Cheat,” starring Dorothy Mac-
Kaill, Edmund Breese and Wil-
fred Lytell, Burton King an-
nounces this week that work will

be started on his next series of

eight pictures of feature length

December 1.

The title of the first produc-
tion has not been announced but

the theme deals with blood trans-

fusion- and has a country doctor

as its principal character.. The
technical scenes dealing with the

actual transfusion will be made
under the supervision of the

Rockefeller Institute.

Niblo Finishes New
Metro Picture

Fred Niblo has completed his

newest production, “Thy Name Is

Woman,” It is now- being as-

sembled and edited and should be
in the East for pre-viewing some
time during the next several

weeks. Ramon Novarro played
one of the big roles in this pic-

ture.

Block Resigns from
Famous Players

Ralph Block, former New York
dramatic critic, has resigned his

position as editor and supervisor
of productions for Famous Play-
ers-Lasky. Block is at present
negotiating with a prominent pro-

ducer to direct a number of fea-

ture productions.
Prior to his association with

Famous Players, Block was in

turn director of publicity and ed-

itorial director for Goldwyn Pic-

tures Corporation.

Barthelmess Picture

Progressing
The construction of the big cot-

tage set in John S. Robertson’s
production of “The Enchanted
Cottage,” starring Richard Bar-
thelmess, was completed at In-

spiration Studio in Fort Lee, last

week.
Work on the picture, which is

a First National release, is pro-

gressing rapidly and it is expected

that the film will be completed by
the first of the year.

Considering Two
Witwer Series

Two Witwer series are under
consideration for early filming by
Alai St. Clair, director, who re-

cently rejoined the F. B. O. pro-

duction forces after a brief ex-

cursion into features with Wesley
Barry.
One series is “Alex the Great.”

The other is “The Telephone Girl.”

The Arizona Express”
Started on the Coast
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Begins Tenth Year as

Art Department Head
Vincent Trotta, pioneer art

manager of the motion picture in-

dustry, has just entered upon his

tenth year as head of the art de-

partment of Paramount. One of

the real veterans of the Famous
Players-Lasky organization, Mr.
Trotta began his term of contin-

uous service even before the for-

mation of that company, for it

was with the old Paramount Pic-

tures Corporation that he first as-

sumed the duties of his present
position, when the Paramount
headquarters were in the World
Tower building in West 40th

street.

A year previous to his associa-

tion with Paramount Mr. Trotta
had organized for the Gaumont
Company the first art department
in the industry. His work with
Gaumont was largely confined to

posters. His connection with
Paramount, where he assumed
charge of all the art work on the

trade and newspaper advertising,
heralds, booklets and other ad-
vertising accessories, marked the
beginning of the use of the mod-
ern art lay-outs in motion picture
advertising and he was also one
of the pioneers in the creation of
colored inserts in trade paper ad-
vertising.

Mr. Trotta’s department is not
only said to be the largest in the
motion picture industry but it is

one of the largest in any line of

commercial business outside the
art specialty houses and some of
the leading advertising agencies
and engraving concerns. An ag-
gregate of between seventy-five
and one hundred men have
worked under his direct super-
vision since the department was
organized and the personnel av-
erages between ten and fifteen

artists, including apprentices. All
of the work is supervised by Mr.
Trotta himself and many gradu-
ates of the so-called Trotta school
are now in charge of art depart-
ments of motion picture com-
panies and in other branches of

the business.
The Paramount advertising de-

partment’s colored inserts on the
special seasonal announcements in

the trade papers have long been
looked upon as models of adver-
tising art and never fail to draw
favorable editorial comment, not
only in the picture trade publica-
tions themselves but in the adver-
tising and printing trade journals.
The same is true of the direct-by-
mail booklets, one of which issued
in connection with the Paramount
“First Forty-one” and entitled

“Your Contract for Paramount
Pictures,” won second prize

against hundreds of entries in a

contest at the International Ad-
vertising Exposition at Spring-
field, Mass., for the best piece of

direct-by-mail advertising sub-
mitted.

Goldwyn Spectacle

Goes Into Capitol
Goldwyn’s Emmett Flynn pro-

duction, “In the Palace of the
King,” a dramatic motion picture

spectacle directed by Emmett
Flynn and based upon F. Marion
Crawford’s popular novel, will be
screened at the Capitol Theatre,
New York, next week. This pic-

ture is Goldwyn’s biggest contri-

bution to the costume-spectacle
films. In the beauty of settings

and photography and excellence
of acting and directing it ranks
among the year’s best offerings.

June Mathis made the adapta-
tion and has kept the spectacular
subservient to the very human
and highly emotional drama in

which the King of Spain, his

brother, one of his generals and
the latter’s two daughters are the
principal actors. Filming this

story was a tremendous and cost-

ly undertaking, it is stated, in-

volving the construction of a pal-

ace 280 feet high and 300 feet long
and one of the greatest sets yet
constructed for motion pictures.

Blanche Sweet heads the cast as
Dolores and others are Edmund
Lowe, Pauline Starke, Sam de
Grasse, Hobart Bosworth, Aileen
Pringle, William V. Mong and
Lucient Littlefield.

“Call of theWild” Cut
to Six Reels

In line with his recent pro-
nouncement in favor of a maxi-
mum of six reels for feature pro-
ductions, Hal Roach has cut
“The Call of the Wild” from seven
to six reels.

This production was adapted
from Jack London’s famous dog
story of the same title and made
under the direction of Fred Jack-
man. The picture was released by
Pathe on September 23 and has
since been played by leading first-

run houses throughout the
country.

Will Film “TheYoke”
Continues Run

The Preferred picture, “The Vir-
ginian,” continues its successful
run. Max Allen, manager of the
Allen Theatre, Windsor, Ontario,
wired B. P. Schulberg: “Abso-
lutely broke all records.”

Announcement comes from the
Warner Brothers home office that
screen rights have been procured
to “The Yoke,” Hubert Wales’
novel.

This story is to be adapted to
the screen by Warner scenarists
for production by Harry Rapf.

Fox Releases for the

Week of
“The Net,” the latest William

Fox special production, two star
series pictures and one Sunshine
Comedy are announced for re-
lease the week of December 2 by
Fox Film Corporation. “Johnny’s
Swordfish,” an Educational Enter-
tainment, will be released Decem-
ber 9.

“The Net” is an emotional
drama of mystery and thrills

adapted from the book and play
by Maravene Thompson. J. Gor-
don Edwards directed. Barbara
Castleton, Raymond Bloomer and
Albert Roscoe are the three prin-
cipals in the notable cast.

“Cupid’s Fireman” is the Charles
Jones feature on this week’s re-

December 2
lease. It is adapted from the
Richard Harding Davis story,
“Andy McGee’s Chorus Girl,” and
presents Jones in a series of dra-
matic situations behind the foot-
lights. William Wellman directed
the picture.

Life in the interesting and dra-
matic days of 1849 in the South
and West is pictured in Dustin
Farnum’s latest starring picture,
“Kentucky Days.” Margaret Field-

ing, who plays Mabel in “If Win-
ter Comes,” Bruce Gordon and
William DeVaull are the princi-

pals in the cast.

The Sunshine Comedy on this

week’s release is "The Income
Tax Collector.”

Pickford—Fairbanks
Studios Hum with Work
Great activity is going on at the

Pickford-Fairbanks and Chaplin

studios.

Mary Pickford in “Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall,” is re-

ported as being nearly one-half
under way, while Marshal Neilan,
the director, is making great
progress on the exterior scenes
surrounding Haddon Hall.

Douglas Fairbanks’ “The Thief
of Bagdad” is more than three-
fourth completed. The biggest

mob scenes are scheduled for
shooting this week. “The Thief
of Bagdad,” Mr. Fairbanks as-
serts, will show some of his great-
est screen work, both dramatical-
ly as well as from the athletic
standpoint. -q

Charles Chaplin, the creator \ S

“A Woman of Paris,” has gon-
into seclusion and is preparing
the story for his next picture
which, his associates say, will be
a rip-snorting comedy of possibly
not more than three reels.

Kiwanis Club Endorses
“Michael O’Halloran’’

That the Kiwanis Club endorse-

ment of “Michael O’Halloran,” the

screen version of Gene Stratton-

Porter’s popular novel, is proving

a boon to exhibitors, is evidenced
by the marked increase in book-
ings on this picture reported by
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Mr. G. A. Falkner, branch man-

ager for Hodkinson at Washing-
ton, D. C., reports private advance
reviews of “Michael O’Halloran”
by the Kiwanis Club of Richmond,
Va., the Kiwanis Club of Norfolk,
Va., and the Baltimore, Md., Ki-
wanis Club. The Columbus, Ohio,
Kiwanis Club has also asked per-
mission to review “Michael O’Hal-
loran” with the view of co-oper-
ating with the exhibitor in his

showing at Columbus. From the
Lufkin Chamber of Commerce,
Lufkin, Texas, comes a request to

Hodkinson that “Michael O’Hal-
loran” be given a special showing
at the first-run house there. Re-
ports from the Orpheum Theatre,
Quincy, 111., state that the Quincy
Kiwanis Club will co-operate with
the Orpheum in its showing of the
picture.

Many new exploitation aids are
now in course of preparation by
Hodkinson on “Michael O’Hal-
loran,” among them a special
broadside showing the various Ki-
wanis tie-ups now in operation,
and containing many novel and
attractive exploitation stunts.

These will be available for the
exhibitor at an early date.

“Grit” Has Premiere
at Greenwich, Conn.

Crowds which taxed the capac-
ity of the Greenwich, Conn., the-
atre at three performances on
Wednesday, witnessed the world
premiere presentation of the Film
Guild feature production, “Grit,”
starring Glen Hunter, scheduled
for early January release through
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

“Grit” is from an original screen
story by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Clara Bow, Osgood Perkins, Dore
Davidson are also members of the
cast.

“Grit” is the fourth of the Film
Guild productions with Glenn
Hunter to be distributed through
Hodkinson.
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Hodkinson to Distribute Four
Kirkwood—Lila Lee Features

What is regarded in film cir-

cles as one of the most important

feature distribution contracts en-

tered into in many months, is the

announcement from the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation that it has

just closed with a producing unit

operating at the Thomas H. Ince

studios, for four super-features,

co-starring James Kirkwood and

Lila Lee, two of screendom’s most

popular favorites.

The first of these features, bear-
ing the title of “The Painted
Woman,” has been virtually com-
pleted, and will be read}' for pre-
showing shortly after the first of

the year.

James Kirkwood and Lila Lee
each has won individual fame in

the field of the silent drama.
The popularity of James Kirk-

wood. one of the outstanding lead-

ing men of the screen, has been
growing with leaps and bounds,
and has been made more secure
by his two latest pictures, “Hu-
man Wreckage” and “Ponjola,”
his current feature now playing
the leading first run theatres. Mr.
Wrkwood has recently played in

Inductions of the following com-
^nies : Goldwyn, Fox, Famous
Players and Associated First Na-
tional. Some of his best known
productions include “The Strug-
gle Everlasting,” “In the Heart of

a Fool,” “The Scoffer,” “Man-
Woman

—

Marriage,” and “Bob
Hampton of Placer.”

In addition to his prestige as a

screen luminary, James Kirkwood
was one of the foremost actors of

the legitimate stage, with which
he was identified for upwards of

eighteen years. His most recent
triumph was with Channing Pol-
lock’s much-talked-of play, “The
Fool.”

Lila Lee, until recently a Para-
mount star, first came into the
public eye at the age of ten, when
as “Cuddles” she made her stage
debut in a Gus Edwards Revue.
Joining Famous Players, her in-

itial vehicle was “A Daughter of

Franklin Seeking Big

Film Plots
Producer-Director Sidney Frank-

lin is making the rounds of New
York for literary material for his
forthcoming productions under
the Warner Brothers banner.
Scenarist Paul Bern accompanies
Mr. Franklin and both are look-
ing over all of the available dra-
matic material along Broadway.

It is understood that a number
of popular plays and stories have
been purchased, but no definite

announcements can be made yet
in this regard until matters per-
taining to copyrights can be set-

tled.

SIGNED TO APPEAR IN HODKINSON RELEASES
James Kirkwood and Lila Lee, who will star in a series of four

pictures for distribution by W. W. Hodkinson, Inc.

the Wolf.” Her reputation grew
rapidly and her work drew much
favorable comment in such pro-
ductions as “Male and Female,”
“The Prince Chap,” “Heart of
Youth,” “Midsummer Madness,”
“The Charm School,” “The Easy
Road” and “Dollar-a-Year Man.”
For some time she was leading
woman for Thomas Meighan, their

last productions being “The
Ne’er-Do-Well,” “Homeward
Bound” and “Woman-Proof,” the
latter just recently released. She
played the leading female part op-
posite Rodolph Valentino in

Blasco Ibanez’s production of

“Blood and Sand.”
“The Kirkwood-Lee co-star pro-

ductions will be made at the Thos.
H. Ince studios in Culver City,

California, and will be super-fea-
tures in the fullest sense of the
word,” W. W. Hodkinson states.

“These features, following our re-

cent announcement of the Harry
Carey series, now in production,
is an earnest indication to the
trade of our intention to furnish
the exhibitors with worth-while

pictures from the best independent
sources during the coming year.”

New Picture Titled

“Boy of Mine”
The new Booth Tarkirigton

story, produced by J. K. Mc-
Donald for First National dis-
tribution, will be issued under the
title of “Boy of Mine.” The pic-
ture has had two working titles,

“Old Fathers and Young Sons”
and “Misunderstood.’’
McDonald is the producer of

“Penrod and Sam,” the First Na-
tional Picture which created a
sensation when released several
months ago.

Callaghan-Amster-
dam Transaction

Andrew J. Callaghan, president
of Monogram Pictures Corpora-
tion, closed a deal with Ben
Amsterdam of the Masterpiece
Film Attractions, Philadelphia, for
the Fred Thomson series of six

Western pictures for Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jer-
sey and Delaware.
The deal includes that part of

Pennsylvania east of and not in-

cluding counties of Potter, Clin-
ton, Center, Mifflin, Huntington
and Fulton; that part of New
Jersey south of and including
Burlington and Ocean counties and
city of Trenton in Mercer County;
entire State of Delaware.

Jones in New Film
“Not a Drum Was Heard,” a

story by Ben Ames Williams, has
been selected as the next Fox ve-
hicle for Charles Jones. William
Wellman is directing.

Jackie Coogan Fills

Holiday Need
That First National’s Jackie

Coogan pictures are perennial
holiday favorites among exhibi-
tors and public is again proved by
the requests for such productions
as “Oliver Twist,” “My Boy,”
“Trouble,” “Daddy” and his lat-

est release, “Circus Days,” for
bookings during the forthcoming
Christmas season.
According to First National

exchanges, exhibitors find that
the holiday period, primarily be-
longing to the children, just as
surely belongs to the children’s

favorite screen player.

SCENES FROM INSPIRATION PICTURES’ “THE WHITE SISTER,” STARRING LILLIAN GISH



The Pep of The Program
News and reviews of Short subjects and serials

“Secrets of Life” Given Extensive

Article in Scientific Magazine
Popular Science Monthly, a

magazine which publishes news

regarding the latest scientific in-

ventions and other items of scien-

tific nature written in non-scien-

tific language, and which is read

by over a million people, has de-

voted two pages of reading mat-

ter and photographs to a write-

up on the Louis Tolhurst micro-
scopic camera and cool light proc-
ess of photography and to the

“Secrets of Life” series of micro-
scopic subjects released by Edu-
cational Film Exchanges, Inc.

This closely follows a three-

page article on these interesting

subjects published in the Decem-
ber issue of the Motion Picture
Magazine, one of the largest and
most popular of the “fan” publi-

cations and which has a tremen-
dous national circulation.

Editors of large newspapers and
magazines are giving exceptional
publicity to this series of pictures,

hailing them as something new to

the screen, and as the pioneers in

a new land of promise for the mo-
tion picture theatre-goer.
Previous attempts to market

subjects of a scientific nature have
failed, mainly because the sub-
jects lacked that human interest

quality which is so necessary to

carry the appeal to picture au-
diences. It is because the “Se-
crets of Life” series is built pri-

marily to entertain and to instruct

in the form of entertainment, that

these pictures have met with suc-
cess both in theatres and in the
public prints.

The series has not only gained
the hearty endorsement of scien-

tists at the American Museum of

Natural History as well as prom-
inent educators throughout the
country, but also has won the ap-
proval and recommendation of the

owners of large representative
theatres playing the series.

“You’re Next” Is

Latest Century
A1 Herman’s latest opus for

Century Film Corporation, has
been turned over to Universal for

a release date. Instead of “Next
Please,” which was the original

title of the story by David Bader,
publicity representative of Stern
Brothers, the comedy has been
called “You’re Next.”
The action of the story is un-

usual. In a fight to win the same
girl, one of the rivals opens an
outdoor barber shop.
The story is carried to a fast

and furious finish by Mr. Herman.
Henry Murdock, William Irving
and Helen Stocking, as well as

Joe Bonner and Bernard Hyman,
make up a cast of popular Cen-
tury comedians.

Will Rogers in “Uncensored Movies”
Prominent on Pathe ’s Dec. 9 List

Prominent in the list of short
subjects arranged for release by
Pathe, the week of December 9,

is “Uncensored Movies,” the third

of a series of two-reel comedies
starring Will Rogers, produced by
Hal Roach.
Once again Will Rogers offers

to the screen audiences a delight-

ful treat of original humor and
wit. In this subject, Rogers en-
gages in a line of entertainment
for which he has already become
famous on the stage. In his own
inimitable way the comedian cari-

catures such well-known players

as “Bill” Hart, Tom Mix and Ru-
dolph Valentino. There are satir-

ical allusions, charming and un-
offensive in force, to the prowess

of DeMille, Griffith and Fairbanks
in their respective fields; and also
some amusing sidelights on that
necessary ingredient to every
screen success—the human touch.
In “Uncensored Movies,” Pathe
promises an attraction of a de-
cidedly novel and distinctive char-
acter.

“Why Elephants Leave Home”
is a two-reel actionful adventure
picture, depicting for the first time
on the screen the perils and thrills

experienced in the hunting, cap-
turing and training of wild ele-

phants.
“The Lava Crusher” is the title

of Episode No. 5 of “Ruth of the
Range,” Ruth Roland’s serial for
Pathe.
Speed-up action, peppered with

humor, makes “Scorching Sands,”

featuring Stan Laurel, one of the
funniest of this Hal Roach series
of one-reel laugh-provokers.
The current issue of Aesop’s

Film Fables series illustrates in a
decidedly funny way how “The
Best Man Wins.”

“Go West” at Strand
Following the showing of “The

Knockout” two weeks ago at the
Mark Strand Theatre, New York,
another of the Hal Roach series

of “Dippy Doo Dad” single-reel

comedies for Pathe release was
presented this week at the big
Broadway house. The latest of

this series of clever comedies with
all-animal casts to be shown at the
Strand is “Go West.”

Mark of Approval
Pointing to it as a distinctive

mark of approval, Pathe an-
nounces that four series of “Our
Gang” comedies, beginning with
“Derby Day,” have been booked
by the Fenway Theatre in Bos-
ton. The Fenway is a first-run
house and has been designated as
a Paramount demonstration thea-
tre in Boston. It is managed by
S. Barrett McCormick, one of the
country’s leading showmen.

McCoy to Co-Star
Harry McCoy, whose work in

Century Comedies has created
considerable interest, has been
elevated to co-stardom and with
the youthful giant star, Jack
Earle, will be featured as a team
in six Century comedies. McCoy
is a veteran of the screen, having
appeared with Mack Sennett even
before Chaplin.

Review Board Praises . it
“Secrets of Life” Universal to Release Four
The highest mark of ap-

proval has been placed' upon
Educational’s new “Secrets
of Life” series by the National
Board of Review of Motion
Pictures in the selection of

one of these single reel pic-

tures for showing at the Town
Hall, New York City, as an
Exceptional Picture.
“The Spider,” the third

release in this series of micro-
scopic subjects, produced by
Principal Pictures Corporation
with the new process perfected
by Louis H. Tolhurst, was
selected1 by the National
Board to run in conjunction
with “Anna Christie” at the

showing given by the National
Board Wednesday, November
28, before a selected audience.

Century Comedies in December
With four Century Comedies set

for December release by Univer-
sal, a most successful year for
Stern Brothers’ organization will

come to a close.

For December Sth Jack Earle’s
latest subject, “A Corn Fed
Sleuth,” will be released to thea-
tres all over the country.
December 12th has been desig-

nated as the date of release for

“My Pal,” a comedy starring Pal
the dog.
“Buckin’ the Line,” with Buddy

Messinger, will be released nation-
ally on the 19th of December. This
is an ideal subject for this month,
since it deals generally with foot-

ball as played by the back-yard
kids. A juvenile Army and Navy
game is one of the outstanding
features of this film.

“Hansel and Gretel,” starring
Baby Peggy, will conclude the
year. In this delightful fairy tale
Peggy portrays the part of win-
some Gretel of age-old fame.

Unique Distinction
At the request of the director

of the National Father and Son
movement, the National Commit-
tee for Better Films has drawn
up a list of pictures that may be
used in connection with National
Father and Son Week. The Edu-
cational-Christie comedy, “Be
Yourself,” is said to be the only
two-reel subject included in the
list.

Big Circuit Books
Rogers Series

West Coast Theatres Circuit
has. contracted for the entire
series of two-reel Pathe come-
dies starring Will Rogers, for
showing in over twenty cities in
Southern California including Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara and San
Diego. The series includes thir-
teen subjects to be released one
every four weeks, beginning with
“Just Passin’ Through,” released
October 14.

Two Titles Changed
Two title changes are announced

by Century Comedies, the Buddy
Messinger comedy, “Boys Will
Be Boys,” has been changed to

“The Caddy” and “Own a Home,”
featuring Harry Sweet and the
Follies Girls, will be known as

“The Tourists.”

Earle Film Finished
Century announces completion

of “Keep Moving,” starring Jack
Earle, assisted by Harry McCoy
and a cast of well-known players.
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SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE
Books Another

Following the announcement that

the new Paramount demonstration
theatre in Boston has booked
Pathe’s ‘‘Our Gang” comedy series,

comes word that the Fenway adds
further to its program of Pathe
bookings by signing up the Will

Rogers comedy attraction, titled

“Uncensored Movies.”

Lewis Buys His Own
Own Stories

Ralph Lewis, the F. B. O. star,

has secured two stories for the

first of his new series of Ralph
Lewis productions.

Charles Kenyon made the

adaptation, the title of which has

not been decided upon.

“The Ghost City”

Universal Serial Features Pete
Morrison and Margaret Morris
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Two episodes of Universal’s
newest serial, “The Ghost City,”

shown for review indicate that it

has a story of average serial

strength with unusually thrilling

and well-handled climaxes. It is

a “western” with Pete Morrison
and Margaret Morris in the fea-
tured roles and th^^nening chap-
ters indicate thaP^B^^ory deals

with a plot of a ce^SRfcaknown
clique to obtain moni^vjmder
threat of draining a reservoir on
which the village depends.
Chapter one, “The Thundering

Herd,” gets away from what ap-
pears to be the main theme and
deals with the attempt of the
heroine to reach the scene of ac-
tion in time to prevent foreclosure
of a mortgage on her father’s

ranch. This introduces some good
aeroplane scenes and ends with
an exceptional thrill where a herd
of cattle stampedes and the infu-
riated animals seem to pass di-

rectly over the hero and heroine
and also the camera.

In the second chapter, “The
Bulldogger,” the reservoir theme
again comes to the fore and the
action introduces a final thrill

where the villain, seizing impor-
tant records, escapes on a motor-
cycle, followed by the hero on
horseback. The hero jumps onto
the machine which plunges over a
cliff onto a ledge and thence into
the reservoir below. This is an
exceptionally well handled scene.

In addition to the featured

Black and Blue (Educational)
Corn-Fed Sleuth (Universal)
Dark Horse, A (Pathe)
Exit Caesar (Educational)
Great Outdoors, The (Pathe)
Ghost City (Universal,
Join the Circus (Pathe)

players, there is a competent cast
including A1 Wilson, a stunt avia-
tor of note.

Judging by the opening epi-

sodes, this serial should furnish
entirely satisfactory entertainment
for the average serial fan.—C. S. S.

“Universities of the

World”
(Fox—Educational—One Reel)
Famous universities and col-

leges from different parts of the
world are pictured in this excep-
tionally interesting group. Oxford,
the University of Paris, Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Dartmouth, Vas-
sar and some of the most cele-

brated state universities are in-

cluded. Glimpses of their build-
ings, campuses and presidents af-

ford entertaining subject matter.
—M. K.

“Scorching Sands”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)
Stan Laurel’s adventures on the

desert where he is held by a hos-
tile tribe provide a fair measure
of fun in this Hal Roach comedy.
He saves his head by agreeing to

wed a foreign princess without
beauty as an asset. But after va-
rious escapes he flees with a beau-
tiful tourist, aided by a rather
temperamental camel. It should
be entertaining to most fans.

—

M. K.

‘The Corn-Fed Sleuth’
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)
Jack Earle, the young Century

giant, is featured in this comedy
which is built of the familiar idea
of a boob detective. The hero, a
farm boy, learns by corre-
spondence how to be a detective.
Going to the city, he becomes the
prey of a gang of crooks who use
him to obtain his own brother-in-
law’s furniture. He succeeds,
however, is getting it back. There
are some amusing situations and
it is a comedy of average audi-
ence appeal.—C. S. S.

Matter of Policy, A (Univer-
sal)

Pathe Review 48 (Pathe)
Pathe Review 49 (Pathe)
Scorching Sands (Pathe)
Universities of the World
(Fox)

“A Dark Horse”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)
Farmer Alfalfa’s cider combined

with the mule has such a terrific

punch that the famous turf cham-
pions, dubbed Zev and Papyrus,
have no chance after the mule
joins the race. It turns out to be
a dream but is highly amusing
while it lasts. A good representa-
tive of Paul Terry’s Fable series.

—M. K.

‘The Great Outdoors’
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
This is the snappiest number

of the “Spat Family” series yet
released. The personalities of the
three combatants, the woman, her
husband and her brother, are ex-
ceptionally well pointed, and the
situation, showing them trying to

win a wager in the pine woods,
where they are tp live one week
without servants, provides any
number of amusing and some
hilarious incidents. An excellent
choice for any theatre.—M. K.

‘Pathe Review No. 48’
(One Reel)

Modern methods of candy-
making is a rather tempting study
in this review. Other attractions
are pictures of the peacock and
his family; the grape gardens in

Michigan, and tinted views of

“The Valley of the Giants,” in

Crecy, France.—M. K.

“Join the Circus”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)
There is plenty of action here,

but nothing sufficiently new or
clever to distinguish it. Snub
Pollard and Paul Parrott are cir-

cus performers of the “ham” va-
riety and their acrobatics, riding

and chariot racing are a medium
for most of the comic effects.

The circus scenes have some ap-
peal, but most of the number is

ordinary.—M. K.

“Black and Blue”
( Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)

A plot which is closely adhered
to, good work on the part of the
principals, headed by Jimmie
Adams, rapid-fire action, much of
which is of the knockabout type,
keeps the spectator amused and
makes this Christie comedy one
which will thoroughly entertain
the average patrons. The story is

a farce, dealing with the attempts
of a rival suitor to prevent the
hero’s marriage. He resorts to all

sorts of devices, even to shaving
the other fellow’s head and stain-
ing him black.—C. S. S.

“A Matter of Policy”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)
This comedy is based on the oft-

used idea of a man who tries to
get hurt in order that he may col-
lect accident insurance. It ends
by his succeeding and finding out
his policy is only a sample. Neely
Edwards is the star and the man-
ner in which he handles the situ-
ations will provide quite a number
of laughs.—C. S. S.

“Exit Caesar”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
An amauteur theatrical perform-

ance in a rube town is broadly
burlesqued in this Mermaid com-
edy, giving opportunities for a lot

of slap-stick which will cause con-
siderable amusement for the ma-
jority of spectators. As is often
the case with comedies of this

kind, the action gets away from
the main idea, there is a fake dia-
mond hunt and the familiar chase
in which the villain gets covered
with tar and feathers. While
there are quite a number of amus-
ing situations, it is not up to Jack
White’s best and lacks the orig-
inality which is so evident in many
of his comedies.—C. S. S.

‘Pathe Review No. 49’
(One Reel)

The picturesque is a strong ele-

ment in this review -which shows
fantastic glimpses of sea gulls in

flight; charming wax reproduc-
tions of life in the Arctic zone;
difficult feats of mountain climb-
ing in the Cumberland Mountains,
England

;
and some particularly

beautiful color scenes showing the
ceremony of a Japanese girl tak-
ing religious vows.—M. K.

The Whipping Boss
(.Continued from page 567)

the hero is the head of the local post, and
it is the legion that is shown as being re-
sponsible for the rescue of the boy and the
bringing to justice of the guilty parties.
The playing up of the American Legion

offering opportunities for tie-ups with that
organization, and the wide publicity secured
by the case on which the story is based, gives
opportunities for attracting patronage and
should be of great assistance to the exhibitor
showing this picture.

The cast is composed largely of well-
known players who acquit themselves credit-
ably, including Lloyd Hughes, Barbara Bed-
ford, J. P. McGowan, Clarence Geldert and
Wade Boteler.

Cast

Eddie Phillips

The Whipping; Boss Wade Boteler
Livingston J. P. McGowan
Dick Forrest Lloyd Hushes
Grace Woodward Barbara Bedford
Spike Billy Elmer
Timkins Andrew WTaldron
Brady George Cummings
Jim’s mother Lydia Knott
Jacknife Woodward Clarence H. Geldert

Story by Jack Boyle and A. W. Caldevvay.

Scenario by P. J. Hum.
Directed by J. P. McGowan.

Photographed by Walter GriiTen.
Length, about 5.SOO feet.

Story

Jim, while riding a freight trying to get
back home, passes through a town, is ar-
rested, sentenced to imprisonment, and un-
der the convict leasing system is turned over
with others to a lumber company and made
to work in unsanitary surroundings in a cy-
press swamp where he becomes ill and not-

withstanding his sickness is cruelly whipped
by the company's whipping boss. His mother
has sent money to pay his fine, but not get-
ting a reply she comes from a distant state
to the lumber camp. Forrest, head of the
local American Legion post, seeking to
abolish the use of the lash on convicts, helps
her and they secure an order for Jim's re-
lease. Livingston, head of the company,
seeking to destroy evidence that he has had
Jim whipped, has the whipping boss set fire

to the stockade in which the prisoners are
chained. Forrest and the Legion boys save
the prisoners. Jim, who has been spirited
away by friends, is brought on the scene.
Livingston and the whipping boss are sent
to prison. Woodward, president of the com-
pany, wipes out the inhuman conditions in
the camp. Forrest, who has saved Wood-
ward's daughter from a convict, patches up
the difficulty he had with the girl when he
fought her father’s treatment of convicts,
and they become engaged. Jim finally re-
gains his health.Jim



PKOJ ECTION
Making Good Bad

When, after an enormous expenditure of

effort and money, a really high grade photo-
play is finished, the director swells out his

chest and hides not his admiration for his

work under a bushel, or under anything else

for that matter. The Cameraman ditto : the

“Stars” ditto—several times and then some,
while the producer—oh well, he blushingly

(?) admits that the thing is not at all bad.

The production is projected before studio

folks and friends in the screening room at

the studio, or at office of the producer, and
is pronounced good. It is next projected in

a large theatre filled with invited guests.

The applause is generous, since the produc-
tion seems to be nearly all its boosters have
claimed for it— I say “nearly all,” because
nothing human could possibly quite equal
the claims of the dyed-in-the-wool booster.

To all who have seen it up to this time, how-
ever, including the somewhat critical audi-

ence assembled in the theatre, it has seemed
worthy of enthusiastic praise.

It is now “released,” and shortly is shown
in a theatre near the home of friends with
whom the director is stopping for a week
end, whereupon the director, with vest but-
tons popping with the strain and hat band
as taut as a fiddle string, herds the afore-
said friends into the theatre to view the
wonderful “child of his brain.”

It Is Wonderful
And he finds it to be indeed wonderful.

For an hour and a half he squints at the
screen wrathfully, while his friends look at

him curiously, wondering why he was so
insistent upon them visiting the theatre. For
what they saw was at times a bit hard to

see at all; also, as a whole it did a bit of a

shimmy, with an occasional time when a
whole row of stone and brick buildings
would jump bodily into the air a few inches,
settling down with an inaudible slam

;
also

there were two breaks in the film, with com-
plete stoppage of the show each

.
time.

At regular intervals the screen was decor-
ated with “End Part One,” “End Part Two,”
etc. The actors did not move as they had
moved at the studio, but with unnaturally
quick, jerky steps. They all appeared to be
in a terrific hurry about something. A
horse, which the director had caused to trot
through a scene at carefully calculated speed,
went through as though it had swallowed a
stick of dynamite and expected it to go off
real soon. At regularly recurring intervals
flashing spots of white were seen, where
some enterprising genius punched from one
to a dozen holes in the end of each reel of
film to save him the burden of having to
watch the action for a change-over cue

;

also recurring marks where the owner of
the film had rammed a punch, composed of
well up to a hundred small holes, through
from two to three frames, in order that the
said owner (and the audience) might know
who the film belonged to.

There are whole scenes which have a
crazy-quilt, mottled appearance, due to oil
thrown on the film from the moving parts
of an over-oiled projector. As to focus, the
picture is real sharp in the center only, and
the blacks in the lower portion of the screen
are light, gray, because enterprising tooters
of wind instruments and wielders of rosined
bows just MUST have sixteen-candle-power
lights in order to see black notes on white
paper not more than eighteen inches from
their liquid-brown soul windows.

EDITED BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Can good be bad? There seems to be
but one reply, Viz : in the case of a photo-
play it certainly can, and very often is.

The possible faults in the projection of a
photoplay before an audience is not in the
least overdrawn in the foregoing, except that
only in the worst cases do we find all the
faults spoken of present in any one show.
To see a goodly number of them is, how-
ever, a very common occurrence.

When I attend a motion picture theatre it

is usually my custom to jot down a record
of the projection faults observed. September
10th, according to my note book, I attended
a certain theatre in Mt. Vernon, New York,
concerning which I find the following record:
Discoloration of light at bottom, gradually
getting worse until corrected in one and a
half minutes; “End Part One” showed for

few frames; constant movement of picture
as a whole—worse on one projector than on
other—probably due to badly worn inter-

mittent sprocket or movement, or both
;
dis-

coloration of light at bottom—very bad, one
minute; “End Part Four” showed; dirt in

aperture shows badly; picture out of frame
two feet until corrected after whistling, hand
clapping and stamping by audience; projec-
tion speed entirely too fast for most scenes,

not altered at all; slight flicker tendency
and a trifle of travel ghost; slides advertis-
ing future shows very dirty and badly
handled.

That, mind you, is the record of one show,
projected by a man getting the union mini-
mum scale.

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart
which belongs in every projec-

tion room where carbon arcs

are used. It will enable you to

get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are

using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"

x 20") is printed on heavy Led-
ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-

ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-

did pictures which are coming
this fall.

Price $1.00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City

Let us now examine into the matter of
what is necessary to really high class pro-

jection, imagining no vain imaginings,, but
setting forth only those things imperatively
necessary to high class projection—those
things which must be provided if the audi-
ence is to get 100 per cent, value for its

money, and the box office therefore to have
the maximum possible drawing power for

the class of show given.

First, there MUST be a skillful, CARE-
FUL projectionist. I say “skillful,” because
to high,prade projection real skill, or knowl-
edge, if you prefer the term, is imperatively-

essential, particularly if the projection is

to be done efficiently from the viewpoint of

cost. I say “careful” because no matter how
wide is the range of knowledge possessed
by the projectionist, if he be careless or

slovenly in his work—if he be one of those
well known “Aw-that’s-good-enough” chaps,,

his knowledge will count for very little; his

work will be mediocre.
Second, there must be first class, high

grade projectors, without which it is ex-
tremely unlikely, not to say impossible, that

a photoplay will be projected at its full pos-

sibility of value. Also, while it may be pos-
sible that full value be got to the screer

with an old, out-of-date projector in the
hands of a very skillful projectionist, still

it is unlikely, even though the projector
mechanism may have been kept in excellent
repair. The reason for this is partly psy-
chological, the average projectionist feel-

ing that if his employer does not place suffi-

cient value on high grade projection to

supply him with up-to-date projectors, why
should he, the projectionist, expend mental
and physical energy in an attempt to com-
pel back-number equipment to equal the

performance of up-to-date projectors. And,,
except possibly in small village theatres, the
man is in a measure right, too.

Back-number Projectors

“What would I call back-number projec-
tors,” you ask?
A fair question! I would call any projec-

tor more than three years old a back num-
ber, for tw'o reasons.

First, in that time there will have been
more than sufficient, improvements to fully

justify installing projectors:
Second, the improvement in screen re-

sults due to up-to-date, new projectors will

only have to be sufficient to sell an average
of two or three additional seats a day to not
only pay for new projectors every three
years, but also to pay six per cent, on the
money invested, and surely no sane man
would seriously question the proposition that
sufficiently improved results will be had to-

increase seat sales by that amount, consid-
ering the thousands of seats you have for

sale every day many of which often are NOT
sold :

Third, there must be ample direct current
available. Granted that a very bright screen
may be had with A. C., still the light quality

is not there, and the result is never equal
to D. C. projection.
Fourth, there must be a projection room

of sufficient size to allow the men to work
comfortably, and the room must be well-

located from the point of view of projec-
tion results. It must be well-ventilated and
well-equipped with all essential things, in-

cluding toilet and wash basin. The obser-
vation ports must be large enough to allow
the projectionist to have a full view of the
screen when standing or sitting in work-
ing position beside the projector.
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Fifth, the auditorium must be intelligently

lighted. A photoplay just simply cannot be
made to appear at its full value to an audi-

ence if the screen be light-struck. In the

language of the immortal poet, there ain’t

no such animal ! If light from any other
source than the lens reaches the screen, then
it will smear itself over the blacks as well as

the whites, and will make the blacks gray,

exactly in proportion to the amount and
quality of the stray light. It may or may
not turn the whites yellow, but it injures

the contrast of black and white, and in many
instances entirely ruins the more delicate

shadings of photography.
Sixth. I have left one most important

factor till the last, viz. : The equipment in-

cident to projection must be kept in the

very best possible repair, and the repairs

for projectors should be bought ONLY from
the projector manufacturer or a responsible

agent.
Given these various things I have named,

there is no good reason why the high grade
photoplay cannot be put on the screen as a

brilliant, beautiful thing which will bring
good prices and enjoy liberal patronage, or

the photoplay of mediocre merit be at least

placed before audiences at its full value.

Lacking any of the things I have named
there will be an inevitable reaction on the

screen and in the box office. The high grade
production will have its value to the audi-

ences lowered in exact proportion to the

aforesaid lack, while the photoplay of less

merit will have little or no merit at all.

Carbon Flaming
Some while ago I asked the engineers of

the National Carbon Company to give the

reason for flaming at the carbons, saying
that I believed it to be caused chiefly by im-
purities in the carbon.

I have just found on my desk the follow-

ing, which I believe is the reply from the

National, though there seems to be no letter

with it, nor any notation on the sheet itself.

It reads

:

Flaming or chasing of the projection car-
bon arc is a phenomenon which caused con-
siderable annoyance to projectionists and to
audiences during the earlier stages of the
motion picture industry. Intensive scientific
research has isolated the cause of flaming,
and careful manufacturing control of mate-
rials and products has practically eliminated
this cause of annoyance from the better class
carbons.
Today the occasional case of “chasing”

may be found only when the so-called “neu-
tral” carbons are used with alternating cur-
rent, but this combination is gradually be-

ing superseded by two combinations non-
conductive to flaming. These are the usual
direct projection arc trim and the White
Flame alternating current trim.
The phenomenon was caused by impurities

in the carbon shell, such as iron, calcium and
sodium, which were oxidized to an ash in
the intense heat near the arc. The ash
formed near the crater and had a tendency
to halve the anode voltage, thus pulling the
arc to the side of the carbon. The arc would
flicker and chase around the side of the car-
bon for about two seconds, until all the ash
had been volatilized. When the current
passing through the carbon was increased to
an overload, the rate of formation of ash
was accelerated, with consequent increase in
flaming.
Flaming was noticeable to audiences only

as an unsteadiness, or flickering of the light
on the screen. To the projectionist, how-
ever, a chase was characterized by a long,
yellow, unsteady arc, moving about the side
of the carbon.

There is some misunderstanding here, if

this is the National engineer’s reply. The
information is valuable; also I think that to
projectionists it will be new. The flaming I

had reference to, however, is not of this na-
ture, but a long, constant, steady blaze com-
ing from the crater and, with the ordinary
projection arc, shooting up and forward. It

makes for unevenness of heating of the con-
denser, dirties the collector lens very fast
and sets up excessive lens breakage. What
we want to know is the why and wherefore
of this “flame,” which often is present in
highly objectionable degree in one case, and
not in another where the same amperage is

used and the same make of carbon. We
thank whoever it may have been that sent
in the above, but want further light.

slide carrier) of light, or with a compass,
the circle if not using a slide carrier. Be
sure to have point B as the center of rec-
tangle or circle;

Sixth—Draw two straight lines from point
representing center of shutter shaft, desig-
nated as “A,” to extreme edges of circle or
rectangle of light at B. With a protractor
measure the degrees between these two
lines, which we will assume to be ten de-
grees;
Seventh—All projectionists know the ratio

of the various standard professional projec-
tors (Huh! Do they?—Ed). Well, if we were
using a projector having a 60 degree time
for movement of the film, we would just add
the width of the light beam (10 degrees in
our case) to the 60 and would have, as a
result, a 70 degree master blade width.
This of course allows nothing for lost mo-

tion due to worn gears, etc., but I have used
this method and found it very successful. As
to my observation regarding the intercepting
blades, if you have a heavy amperage and a
rather slow projection speed, it is necessary
that all blades be the same width if flicker-
tendency is to be reduced to its lowest limit.
However, up to and including 60 amperes,
projecting 75 feet and up, per minute, it is
permissible to make the intercepting blades
a full ten per cent, less in width than the
master blade, with all light spaces equal.

Friend Higgins sends a diagram, but I

think it hardly necessary to reproduce it. I

see nothing wrong with his procedure, ex-
cept that if the intercepting blades of a three-
winger be made narrower than the master
blade, then it is impossible to make all light
openings the same. The better practice
under this condition is to make the two
openings next the master blade equal, and
the center one of less width.

To Make a Shutter
R. C. Higgins, Projectionist, York Theatre,

Toronto, Ont., says:
In the issue of September 15 an unnamed

pafty requests the correct procedure for
making a rotating shutter. This may be
done, without trouble, in the following
manner:
First—Measure distance center of shutter

shaft to center of projection lens, and mark
these two points in position on paper;
Second—Strike an arc and, with correct

size of spot in correct working position,
project light to the screen;

Third—Place a piece of tin, preferably
black in color, in the light beam at the plane
at which the shutter is to operate—at the
aerial image if practicable;
Fourth—Measure diameter of light beam;
Fifth—At the point on the paper repre-

senting the lens center, designated as “B,”
draw in, carefully, the rectangle (if usin

Possible
It is entirely within the range of possi-

bility that within the year you may be called
upon to handle a proposition radically dif-
ferent from anything you have ever dreamed
of. How would you like to project films
something like two and one-half inches wide,
huh? Well, maybe you won’t—also maybe
you will, and if it really does come through
it’ll be a stem-winder. It’s a Chicago stereo-
scopic proposition. I’ve seen samples of the
film and would “poo-poo” the whole thing,
but I’m not prepared to cast an altogether
frozen eye at anything sponsored by so
able a man as George K. Spoor, of the old
Essanay, particularly when I happen to
know he has been working on this particu-
lar proposition for more moons than you
would care to spare time to count ! Well,
we'll see what we’ll see byemby. Mean-
while don’t get all het up and excited. If it

comes through at all it’ll be quite a spell yet.

This represents exactly what the editor saw in a theatre recently. What do YOU think of it? The person with the hat on is supposed
to be me. Did not this man DISGRACE the union he belonged to? Ought not the union slide to be TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM and

he be fined in a good, substantial sum for such a disgraceful performance? WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT IT?



Better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED T. KEYSER

Thirty-five New Houses Building and
Twenty-one Old Ones Being Improved

I
N the following list of thirty-five

picture theatres projected, but

nineteen furnish definite informa-

tion regarding the contemplated cost

of the houses.

The highest figure given is $750,-

000, at which figure the house planned

for erection on Belle Plain Avenue and
Lincoln Robey Streets, Chicago, ties

the new Saenger house, at Shreve-

port, La.

From this figure, the anticipated

expenditures run down to as low as

$10,000, at which latter cost a two-
story house will be erected in Dick-

son City, Pa.

Between the maximum and mini-

mum figures given above, there is

a wide variety of costs. One house

will be erected at an expenditure of

$500,000, one house at $400,000, one at

$350,000 and one at $300,000.

Another will cost $150,000, while

two prospective builders figure theirs

at $100,000 each.

Getting below $100,000, there are

one at $80,000, one at $70,000, one at

$60,000, one at $50,000, one at $45,000,

one at $40,000 and one at $32,000.

Where They Will Be Built

In regard to location, the score for

the various states is as follows

:

California 3, Illinois 2, Indiana 1,

Kansas 2, Louisiana 1, Massachusetts

1, Michigan 2, Missouri 1, Nebraska 1,

New York 5, Ohio 3, Oregon 1, Penn-
sylvania 7, Rhode Island 1, Tennessee

1, Texas 1 and Wisconsin 2.

By which it will be noted that in

this particular list, the Keystone beats

the Empire State by two houses.

But all the building activities shown
in this issue are not confined to the

erection of new houses. In twenty-

one already existing theatres im-

provements will be made, on which the

expenditures involved range from $88,-

000, on the Pittsburgh Camerphone,
down to $1,000 on Harry Schwartz's

Gerard Avenue house, Philadelphia.

Theatres Projected

OAKLAND, CALIF.—New brick and con-

crete theatre and store building will be

erected on Grove street, near 54th, by Mur-
phy Hamilton.

SAN LEANDRO, CALIF.—New theatre is

under construction, to cost approximately

$100 ,
000 .

SANTA ROSA, CALIF.—Proctor & Cleg-

horn have contract to erect up-to-date thea-

tre at Fifth and Davis streets for Tocchini
Brothers.

$750,000 House for Chicago

CHICAGO, ILL.—J. Horwitz, 10 South La
Salle street, has plans by Oman & Lillienthal,

64 West Randolph street, for six-story brick

North Center Theatre, store and office build-

ing to be erected at Belle Plaine avenue, Lin-

coln, Robey streets, to cost $750,000.

ELMHURST, ILL.—John Deis, 225 Cary
avenue, Wheaton, has plans by E. N. Dryd-
ges, 64 East Van Buren street, Chicago, for

two-story brick and terra-cotta moving pic-

ture theatre and store building, 50 by 160

feet, to be erected at 120 East York street,

to cost $80,000.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Market City

Realty Company has plans by A. W. John-
son, 247 Park avenue, New York, for brick

theatre and store building to be erected at

Market and Monmouth Circle, to cost

$1,500,000.

COLUMBUS, KAN.—N. W
;

Huston has
let contract for new moving picture theatre,

to cost $6,000.

TOPEKA, KAN.—Ralph J. Gabriel, con-
nected with Cozy Theatre, plans to erect

suburban theatre at 1251 Seward avenue.

$750,000 Saenger House

SHREVEPORT, LA.—Saenger Amusement
Company, care Simon Ehrlich, Grand Opera
House, will erect brick, stone and reinforced

concrete fireproof theatre, with seating ca-

pacity of 2,000, to cost about $750,000.

BOSTON, MASS.—William R. Ross, 305

West 42nd street, New York, and Dr. I. P.

Ross, 7 Chambers street, Boston, will erect

one-story brick fireproof theatre, 70 by 150

feet, at Washington and Prospect streets, to

cost $200,000.

FLINT, MICH.—Lester E. Matt, 415 East
First street, has plans by G. J. Bachman, 512

E. P. Smith Building, for six-story brick

theatre and office building to be erected at

509 South Saginaw street, to cost $150,000.

NORTH BRANCH, MICH.—W. A. Sinclair

and F. Deal have plans by Cowles & Nut-
scheller, 114 North Washington avenue,
Saginaw, for one story brick moving picture

theatre, 27 by 115 feet, to cost $12,000.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Ground has been
broken for new Waldo Theatre at northwest
corner 75th and Washington streets. Build-
ing will occupy site 90 x 110 feet, with en-

trance on 75th street, with seating capacity

of 750, to cost about $50,000.

GIBBONY, NEB.—Rockfellow Theatre is

nearing completion.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—H. H. Oddie, Inc.,

130 East 44th street, has contract for three-
story brick theatre, 137 by 100 feet, to be
erected at 302-12 West 45th street, for M.
Beck, 13 East 67th street, to cost $400,000.

NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y.—Business
block bounded by Webster, Main, Tremont and
Goundry streets, has been purchased for $125,-
000 as site for theatre, store and office building.

ONEIDA, N. Y.—Oneida Development
Company, Inc., proposes to erect five-story con-
crete fireproof theatre and hotel building on
site of present Madison Hotel. New theatre
will be one of the finest and most up-to-date in

country, with seating capacity on first floor of
900 and 600 in balcony. Construction work is

scheduled for January 1, 1924, to cost $350,000.
Pipe organ costing about $35,000 will be a
feature.

SENECA FALLS 1

,
N. Y.—James Maize, of

Waterloo, will erect up-to-date fireproof mov-
ing picture theatre on East Main street, with
seating capacity of 600.

TOMPKINSVILLE, N. Y.—Staten Island
Construction Company, 206 Bay street, has
contract to erect two-story brick and terra-
cotta moving picture theatre, 30 by 134 feet,

on Richmond Turnpike for Tompkinsville
Amusement Company, to cost $60,000.

HUNTINGTON, O.—New moving picture

theatre is being erected on south side Fourth
avenue, between Tenth and Eleventh streets.

It will be known as the Strand and operated
by Strand Amusement Company.

KENTON, O.—Kenton Amusement Com-
pany plans to erect theatre, with seating
capacity of 1,200.

STEUBENVILLE, O.—Tri-State Amuse-
ment Company has plans by C. Howard
Crane, Detroit, Mich., for two-story brick
theatre to be erected at Fourth and Adams
streets, to cost $500,000.

NORTH BEND, ORE.—Contract has been
awarded for new theatre for Albert Banks,
to cost about $200,000.

BETHLEHEM, PA.—City has plans by
Riter & Shay, North American Building,
Philadelphia, for one-story brick Garden
Theatre, 25 by 118 feet, to be erected on
Linden street, between Laurel street and
Elizabeth avenue.

The $10,000 Theatre

DICKSON CITY, PA.—Frank Razoyeski
has plans by Theodore Preitz, 313 Lacka-
wanna avenue, Scranton, for two-story brick
moving picture theatre to be erected on Main
street, to cost $10,000.

ERIE, PA.—George Eichenlaub, Com-
merce Building, is preparing plans for two-
story brick moving picture and vaudeville
theatre, 50 by 150 feet.

LIBRARY, PA.—P. J. Burke will erect
three-story brick moving picture theatre, 45
by 92 feet, to cost $32,000.

NEW CASTLE, PA.—Abraham Baltimore
has purchased site on East Long avenue for
moving picture and vaudeville theatre.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—R. R. Beeley and
E. W. Martin, 2301 Spruce street, are pre-
paring plans for one-story brick and concrete
moving picture theatre, 60 by 133 feet, to be
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erected at 18th and Jackson streets, to cost

$70,000.

TAMAQUA, PA.—P. J. Higgins & Son,

43 West independence street, Shamokin, will

erect five-story brick theatre and hotel build-

ing at Broad and Pine streets, to cost

$300,000.

AUBURN, R. I.—William R. Walker &
Son, 49 Weybosset street, Providence, are

preparing plans for two-stock brick theatre

and store building to be erected on Park
avenue, to cost about $100,000.

LAFOLLETTE. TENN.—Palace Theatre
Company, now located on Tennessee ave-

nue, will erect new moving picture theatre

on Central avenue. House will have seating

capacity of 500. There will be 400 uphol-
stered opera chairs on first floor and 100 in

balcony. Balcony floor will include project-
ing room, ladies’ rest room, men’s smoking
room, etc. Modern heating, lighting and ven-
tilating systems will be installed. Also large

pipe organ. Investment will represent ap-
proximately $40,000.

LUFKIN, TEXAS.—Lufkin Amusement
Company has purchased site on South First

street for an up-to-date theatre, with seating

capacity of 1,000.

CHILTON, WIS.—Pfeffer & Pichler, 548
Wentworth avenue, Milwaukee, has plans by
W. F. Neumann, 432 Caswell Block, Mil-
waukee, for one-story concrete moving picture

and vaudeville theatre, 45 by 124 feet, to cost

$45,000.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Vernon Realty
Company, 1359 Forty-first street, will erect

two-story brick moving picture theatre, store

and office building, 60 by 120 feet, at 47th
and Center streets.

Improving Theatres

WALNUT RIDGE, ARK.—New Swan The-
atre has been redecorated.

CARLINVILLE, ILL.—Owners of Grand
Theatre plan to expend about $25,000 to re-

model building.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Interior alterations will

be made to Auditorium Theatre at 56 East
Congress street.

GIBSON CITY, ILL.—Lyric Theatre has
been remodeled and reopened under management
of Speer and Whallon.

NEW ALBANY, IND.—Grand Theatre has
been renovated, newly equipped and reopened
with first-class picture policy. Photoplayer
organ has been installed.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS. — Richmond
Theatre has been redecorated and new equip-
ment installed.

WORCESTER, MASS.—Rialto Theatre
has been redecorated and new ventilating
system installed. Reopened with daily change
of pictures.

BIG RAPIDS, MICH.—Fitzpatrick-McEl-
roy Company has renewed lease on Colonial
Theatre, and plans to make many improve-
ments to house.

PONTIAC, MICH.—Renovating process
has given practically new interior to Rialto
Theatre, formerly the Howland, on West
Pike street. Improvements which cost about
$10,000 include new furnishings, carpets, re-
decorated ceiling and side walls; new pipe
organ features

;
new stage setting built

around screen, with appropriate draperies and
curtain finished in gold and black and col-
ored artificial flowers

;
new ventilating sys-

tem
;
two new Simplex machines ; operator’s

booth enlarged and improved; marquee and
electric sign erected. Will show only first-

run pictures.

OMAHA, NEB.—Improvements have been
made to New Empress Theatre at 1516 Doug-
las street and house reopened.

SIDNEY, NEB.—Paul L. Guthrie will make
improvements to U. S. A. Theatre.

DOVER, N. J.—Buckley Stone, 15 East
McFarlan street, has contract to make alter-
ations and erect one-story brick addition,
15 by 88 feet, to moving picture theatre on
South Morris street for Playhouse Theatre,
to cost $25,000.

SPRINGFIELD, O.—Ornamental marquee
will be erected in front of Fairbanks Theatre.

URBANA, O.—Chakeras Amusement Com-
pany of Springfield, operating Majestic and
Princess Theatres, has leased Dial Building
adjoining the Majestic on South Limestone
street and plans for an enlargement into 2,500-

seat house, including balcony. Company hopes
to put on Keith vaudeville in connection with
first-run pictures.

*ENID, OKLA.—O. N. Mayberry has leased

Criterion Theatre. House was burned about a

year ago, but since has been repaired, remod-
eled. refurnished, and will reopen about De-
cember 1.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—G. J. Reich has
contract for alterations to moving picture
theatre at 2940 Frankford avenue for S.

Hyman, to cost $2000.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—George W. Wag-
ner has contract to make alterations to mov-
ing picture theatre at 1200 Girard avenue
for Harry Schwartz to cost $1000.

& name of

^keitn
is synonymous
'Witfi the best
in Vaudeville
Similarly, In the
equipment of Keith
Hou ses nothing is

omitted that will

contribute to the
comfort and con-
venience of Keith
patrons.

And, as a matter

of course, all of the Keith Houses are liberally equipped with

DIXIE CUP
~Penny ypndinyMacfiines

Silently, throughout performance and intermission alike, these

machines provide patrons with white, round, unwaxed Dixie

Cups, delightful to drink from—and SAFE.

The service maintains itself without cost, and yields a well

worth-while revenue to the House.

Write for sample Dixies and details of Dixie Cup Penny Vendor Service.

Jndividval Prinking (yp (ompany. [no
Original takers ytfiePaperCup

EASTON, PA. NEW YORK, N. Y.

With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleveland, Baltimore, Let Angeles, Patented

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
10 to 25 amperes with D. C. or 25 to 35 amperes with A. C. equals present screen
illumination using 80 amperes and over.

ELMINATES ALL CONDENSERS
AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

Guarantees correct maintenance of arc with either direct or alternating current.

Special Stereopticon Attachment
STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT

Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric

Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment
OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN MIDDLE WEST:

Exhibitors Supply Company, Inc.
CHICAGO CLEVELAND INDIANAPOLIS ST. LOUIS
MILWAUKEE MINNEAPOLIS OMAHA DENVER

For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Patents Applied For
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Opera and Folding Chairs
At prices that save you half. Don’t pay
“Trust” prices until you get our quotations.

Veneer backs and seats made to order for all

makes of chairs.

REDINGTON & COMPANY
SCRANTON, PA.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WHITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the beet for

Proleoton.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riverside Drive

New York

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with •rdei

C#py must reach u» by Tuesday noon f Insure put
11cation In that week's issue.

SITUATIONS WANTED
SCREENS painted by expert painter. Estimates

given on request. Oscar Schediwy, care Apollo
Theatre, Winfield, Long Island.

PROJECTIONIST, experienced, can start im-
mediately. Any make of machine. References.
Single. Clarence Holtzclaw, Stamps, Arkansas.

ORGANIST of large city theatre at liberty after
December 8. First-class musician. Expert, ex-
perienced picture player. Reliable and gentleman.
Union. Splendid library all classes music. Good
position essential. State make and size of organ,
working hours, top salary. Wire or write Arthur
Edward Jones, 343 West Eighth Street, Erie, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Girard Realty
Company has contract for alterations to mov-
ing picture theatre for L. Kofner, to cost

$6,
000 .

PITTSBURG, PA.—Cameraphone Theatre,

6202 Penn avenue, has plans by Peter M. Huls-
ker, Domestic Building, Lima, O., for remodel-
ing and erecting an addition to moving picture

theatre at 6202 Penn avenue, to cost $88,000.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Orpheum Theatre
will rebuild burned theatre. Address V. Tay-
lor, manager.

KAUFMAN, TEXAS.—J. N. Stewart has
purchased Wonderland Theatre. He will re-

model the front and redecorate the interior.

NORWALK, O.—John Stall, a well-known
exhibitor of Lorain, has purchased Linwood
Square Theatre. New owner will conduct
house with high-class picture program.

AUSTIN, TEXAS—Thomas Nidelson suc-

ceeds J. H. Thompson as manager of Crescent
Theatre.

The Week ’s Record of

AlbanyIncorporations
Albany, Nov. 26.—Each day during the

week ending November 24 brought the in-

corporation of a motion picture company in

New York state, resulting in a total of

seven charters being issued by the sec-
retary of state to companies incorporating
in the business.
The largest company incorporating was

the Logan Motion Picture Productions, prin-

cipal office located in Syracuse, and show-
ing a capitalizing of $200,000. The incorpora-
tors were E. W. Logan, E. H. Walrath and
Roland Fitch, of Syracuse.
Other companies formed during the past

few days were: Reputable Pictures Corpora-
tion, $20,000, Sydelle Newman, Maxwell
Plotkin, Max Cohen, New York city; Jimmy
Aubrey Productions, Inc., $5,000, Joseph
Rock, Los Angeles, Cal.; Jacques Kopfstein,
Henrietta Schiffman, New York; Favorite
Song Films, Inc., $5,000, C. K. Harris, J. J.

Geller, Ben Karger, New York; Lee Produc-
tions, Inc., $10,000, Max Moses, Irving
Frankel, R. A. Wicksel, Brooklyn; Cent
Amusement Corporation, $10,000, David Blum,
B. E. Weil, Matie Hammerstein, New York;
Repeatoscope Corporation, capitalization not
stated, Robert Aird, H. N. Taylor, New
York; W. E. Kiefer, Brooklyn.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Ysur own (pedal Ticket,
any colors, accurately num-
bered ; erery roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prise
Drawings; $5.09. $6.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash
with tbe order. Get tbe

samples. Send diagram far Beserred
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform t# Garem-
inent regulation and bear established

prlte of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand 0.00
Ten Thousand 5.00
Fifteen Thousand 0.50

Twenty-five Thousand I.W
Fifty Thousand lUt
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shmmokin, pa .National Ticket Co. shmmokin, pa .

220 WEST 42- STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKERING ALLAN A. L0WNES
2937 PRES.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Official Organ ef tbe Italian Clnematagrapb Ualan

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
. Foreign Subscription : $7.00 er 85 francs per Annin

Editorial and Business Offices I

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Ave., New York

Ask Ycur Distributor for

Complete Information Regarding

Raven “Haftone” S^ee*
It Affords Even Distribution of Light, and Has

No Fade-Out Regardless of Angles. Have You
a Wide Theatre? If So, Write Us.

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
165 Broadway New York City

FIRE!
May result from badly installed electrical equipment er

poorly chosen mater iaL.

Hallberg’s Motion

Picture Electricity
$2.50 Postpaid

is a book that is as good as an insurance policy if you heed
its advice and get the best equipment for your needs, and
know how to have it properly installed.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Combined Heater and Ventilator—

for Moving Picture Theaters
Many moving-picture theater owners who have thor-
oughly investigated heating and ventilating systems
have unqualifiedly chosen Skinner Bros. Heaters.
These heaters are so unusual in design and opera-
tion that their performance really astonishes every-
one—they combine effective heating and ventilating
in one unit.

,

From a box-office standpoint this means everything
to you—when you install the Skinner Bros. Heater
you keep your theater at a comfortable temperature
and rid it once and for all of the stuffy, foul atmos-
phere that keeps so many patrons away.

No outside pipes or ducts are used in the Skinner
Bros. System—no coils hanging on your walls—no
fittings block your aisles—no smudge or dirt on your
decorations—no fire hazard.

Performance of these heaters is guaranteed when in-

stalled as directed by our Engineers. Investigate

—

right now—send for Catalog B-8 and the names of

moving-picture theater owners who have installed

this heating system.

Skinner Bros. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Main Office and Factory:

1474 South Vandeventer Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Eastern Office and Factory: 140 Bayway, Elizabeth, N. J.

Boston. 445 Little Bldg. Chicago, 1703 Fisher Bldg.

Buffalo, 702 Morgan Bldg. Cleveland, 612 Marshall Bldg.

Cincinnati, 1050 Hulbert St. Wash., D. C., 714 Evans Bldg.
Oliver Schlemmer Co. U. D. Seltzer

This marvelous combination
heater and ventilator heats
and gently distributes fresh,
pure air in winter—supplies an
abundance of cool, clean air in

summer. Keeps your theater
comfortable and healthful the
year round.

Phila., Pa., 1711 Sansom St., Haynes Celling Co.

New York, 17 02 Flatiron Bldg. Pittsburgh. 8 Wood St.
Pittsburgh Heating i

Spokane, 409 First Ave. H. B. DeLong Co. Detroit, 308 Scherer Bldg.

SRtnuerBros.
ST HEATING SYSTEM

SAY what you will, it’s the

quality of your pictures

—

not your decorations or your

music— that your audiences

come to enjoy. There is a com-

plete optical projection system

which gives pictures that touch

of clearness that helps turn

casuals into regular patrons.

It’s known as the

BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Condenser System

—

Cinephor Projection Lens

Cinephor Condenser

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company
635 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

New York Washington Chicago
San Francisco London

DOLLAR for DOLLAR

CARBONS
M. G. FELDER SALES CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Insist on prints on—

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—and all the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen on the screen. This

means the kind of photographic reproduc-

tion that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION -PERFECTION

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS

INSULATED FROM ADJA-
CENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO

OUTER AIR.

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN SEPARATE COMPART-

MENT.

THERMONON
GREATEST HEAT RETARD-

ANT OF THE AGE.

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION

of THERMONON
COMPLETELY SURROUNDS

EACH REEL.

UNIT BASE

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

UNIT HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
of THERMONON con-
DITIONS, PRESERVES AND
GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE

OF FILM.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY

AROUND DOORS.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
EXPANDED IN HEIGHT AND

WIDTH.

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSI-
TIVELY HOLDS DOORS

CLOSED.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMAT-
ICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

FILM.

BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE. EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

FINISHED.

THE FILM-SAFE IS THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION. EACH REEL IS IN

A SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,

VENTED TO- THE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film-Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, U. S. A.

mmim liXuixmnj.rYjY mm y t v jj ;I L'jj j.T.l.v 3; j.xr vvjjj.n. u. -V



Regional in News Value; National in Service

Moving" Picture

WORLD
Vol. 65, No. 7 December 15, 1923 PRICE 25 CENTS

We Nominate for The
Hall of Fame—

Sir Hall Caine
Because he is the most popular author
writing today. Because his latest and most
popular novel, “The Master of Man,”
has been made into the most thrilling

motion picture of many years. It is en-
titled “Name the Man!”

Victor Seastrom
Because this great Scandinavian director
is the supreme master of human sym-
pathy in the motion picture drama.
Because he has just produced “Name

the Man!”, a picture that the years will

not forget.

NAME THE. MAN/
A Goldwyn Picture— Distributed by ^-^A>icUv^r^-^osmopolitari

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY 516 FIF™ AVE
NEW YORK CITY

Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly, $3.00 a year.
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toBillySullivan
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'1*1 Laemmle win soon present*

FOURTH SERIES
Directed by EDVARD LAEMMLE Stories by U .C.WITXLER
This greatest series of two reel pictures ever made was Reg- •

inald Denny’s pride—he lived and loved “The Leather i

Pushers.” It was only after an exhaustive search and care- I

ful consideration that a successor to Denny was chosen— 1

Billy Sullivan. The above wire from Denny himself is con- •

vincing proof that Sullivan has scored a decisive hit in Den-
|

ny’s famous role and that exhibitors are assured of a tre- I

mendously powerful continuation of those famous pictures.
|

SET YOUR DATE NOW
Nationally Advertised in The Saturday Evening Post

UNIVERSALJEWEL SERIE
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ictor eastrom
has directed a giant attraction that will go down in

box-office history. We state here unconditionally that

Victor Seastrom’s achievement is the most important

screen work to be given exhibitors this year

!



All over the world this attraction will draw the money
of the masses, because it speaks the language of the

millions. It is the most significant picture creation

from the pen of the world famous author

i



ead his

!

\ NOTHER motion picture has been added to the industry.

^ It is Victor Seastrom’s "Name the Man!” adapted from Sir

Hall Caine’s novel, "The Master of Man.” But it is not just

another motion picture. It is something more than that.

It is a bit of Reality carved right out of life itself— as real as

the face of your mother, or your own hand. It convinces you ot

its Humanness, of its stature through its Simplicity.

There is no striving after effect. The story is just acted and

directed Simply and Sincerely and the effect is there. Nobody

knows how Seastrom does it.

But he does it. He has communicated his own Simplicity

and Sincerity to Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Patsy Ruth Miller,

Hobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle, Creighton Hale, and the other

members of the cast; they have never acted better.

No human heart can escape the Drama and the Emotion

which Seastrom has lifted from life and transferred to the screen.

It speaks the universal language of the heart, no matter how

noble or ignoble that heart may be.

See it and be convinced how great a miracle the mechanism

known as a motion picture camera is capable of, when there is

Heart, Intelligence, Humility and Sincerity in the driving force

back of it —the mind which directed it.

featuring

Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Patsy

Ruth Miller, Hobart Bosworth,

Aileen Pringle, Creighton Hale

Screen adaptation by Paul Bern

June Mathis, Editorial Director

A Goldwyn Picture

distributed by

GoLdtvi/nrfios/nopo litan



WARNER BROS. CLASSICS



WARNERBROS.mm
RMDBELASCO

PRESENT

denote
Ulricm

Warnerbros
Classics of the ScreenX

By Millard Mackand David Be/asco

ASIDNEVmWAW
Direcl:ed by Sidne.yA .Franklin

Lenore Ulric in 1 iger Rose' —a star w hose popularity is nationwide, in a

picture full of surprises and suspense, breathless action and thrilling romance.

Playing New York s Rivoli Theatre

PRESS OF THOS. B. BROOKS. INC.. N. Y.
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THOMAS
MEIGHAN

IN

Pied Piper
Malone"

GLORIA

SWANSON
u "The.
Humming

Bird" a
POLA
NEGRI

IN

Shadows
of Paris"

~and an announcement of the great pictures
following these Will be made in a few weeks
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—in the whole history of entertainment

no record like this!

“'THE COVERED WAGON”
closed last week its absolutely phenomenal run at Grau-

man’s Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.

The closing week’s business broke the house record by $1,624

—a record established also by “The Covered Wagon.”

“The Covered Wagon” ran 34 weeks at Grauman’s Egyptian

and is being taken off to allow for the presentation of “The Ten
Commandments.”

The total house capacity in money for the Egyptian Theatre

is $25,068. “The Covered Wagon,” in its 34th week at the Egyp-

tian Theatre, grossed $25,133.

In the 34 weeks in which “The Covered Wagon” played at

the Egyptian Theatre the gross business was $712,045, and

697,717 persons saw the picture there.

The average weekly business for 34 weeks of “The Covered

Wagon” run at the Egyptian Theatre was $20,942.20.

The run of “The Covered Wagon” at the Egyptian Theatre is

without equal in the entire history of the entertainment business.

And throughout the entire world
,
no picture ever produced has

consisteyitly gotten the patronage that has been accorded James

Cruze's “ The Covered Wagon."

It has established a record that is absolutely and unqualifiedly

without any precedent whatsoever.

—and yet

—

the tremendous business done by “The Covered Wagon” will be

topped by the business done by Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten

Commandments,” another Paramount Picture, which now goes

into the Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.

Paramount has the pictures!

j
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COmedia
genuinely Tunny>a_“k*
in their comedy as Ljoyd
Hamilton."

j j
}

Hamilton caugjg^t/you
grinning at the first scene

and keep yOu^ alternately

chuckling and roaring up to

the very last minute. He
has a genius for extracting

th£ last ounce of fun out of

! any situation. |

I #vL a \ I

|
There is atj excellent

storj^ in each of the new
Hamilton Comedies. Don’t

I fail to see “The Optimist”.

The theatre in your neigh-your neigh-

borhood that is striying to

per c<

not oniy will pro-

give you 100 per cent enter-

iyi:

it t

best in the longer

features, but will also include

in its programs such fine

iects as'the Ham-
il'ton Comedies and these

other Educational Pictures:

Christie Cornedies, Mermaid
Comedies (Jack White Pro-

ductions), Juvenile Come-
dies, Tuxedo Comedies, Jack
White Comedy Specials,

Cameo Comedies, Secrets

of Life, Lyman H. Howe’s
Hodge - Podge, Wilderness
Tales by Robert C. Bruce,

and the “Sing Them Again”
Series.

Watch for the

Educational Pictures

Trade-mark in the lobby.'

It's your guarantee of

100 percent entertainment.

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Lloyd
HAMILTON

the greatest comedy artist

now making Short Sub'

jects, backed by
National Advertising
is a greater box-office at-

traction than most fea-

ture-length productions.

^ This ad appears in

THE SATURDAY
EVENING POST

Yo UR theatre has made
money largely through your
ability to entertain two
crowds in an evening. But
you can’t play to two com-
pletely different audiences in

an evening when your fea-

ture runs ten reels or more
in length. There aren’t
enough hours in the evening
to get in two whole shows
based on such a feature.

And it is NOT entertain-

ment. Butyou can giveyour
patrons ENTERTAINMENT
—and two shows in an eve-

ning—ifyou pick features of
proper length and surround
them with Short Subjects
such as Educational offers.

December 8th issue

u

The Optimist
Is Winning New Laurels for Hamilton Everywhere

yy

The Los Angeles Record says:

“The comedy is worth more serious

consideration than the feature at Loew’s
this week, not because Griffith has

stamped Lloyd Hamilton with approval

by starring him in a full-length picture,

but because ‘The Optimist’ is a price-

less snatch of whimsical burlesque.

Hamilton is due to be ‘discovered’,

even as Chaplin, as a comedy genius

of laughable ability.”

The Los Angeles Times says:

“Praise be! There is also a cracking

jazz comedy starring Lloyd Hamilton,

called ‘The Optimist,’ good for a laugh

a minute . .

.”

The Cleveland Plain-Dealer says:

“Lloyd Hamilton registers several

laughs a minute with his new comedy,
‘The Optimist,’ now in the Allen. His
‘gag-man’ seems to have been working
overtime thinking up good ones for this

picture. It shows a lot of hard work,

and the results are worth it . . . Unlim-
ited possibilities.

“
‘The Optimist’ is honest and hon-

orable slapstick. It certainly cinches

Hamilton to his often quoted place in

the trio of Chaplin, Keaton and Hamil-
ton.”

“My Friend”
Is Coming Soon* Watch for it

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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Hi$hAboveAll Competition/

HENRY MURDOCK

MARJORIE
MARCELiJACK

EARI-E

“The name ‘Century’, means
additional business

”

WILLIAM IRVING

HARRY MCCOY

Grand Theatre, Faribault, Minn.

“Book Century—and your comedy worries

are over.”

Jefferson Theatre, Huntsville, Ala.

“Best on the market !”

Palace Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

“Have run about every other kind and

consider Century the best of the bunch.”

Victory Theatre, Union City, Mich.

“For clean entertainment they cannot be

beat.”

Brooklyn Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

“Consistently good all the way through.”

Opera House, Lenora, Kans.

“Exceptionally consistent in quality.

Highly profitable. My patrons enjoy and

look for them.”

Midway Theatre, Montreal, One.

“Best two-reel comedies I have ever

shown.”

U. S. Theatre, Cleveland, O.

“Consistent attractions. Please the major-

ity of audiences.”

Grand Theatre, Rochester, X. Y.

“Any exhibitor who is not using these is

cheating himself.”

Radio Theatre, Ozark, Mo.

BUDDY

SADIE



PICKFORD

S% tPpanis'h flomance
r

with HOLBROOK. BLINN
Qdapted by Cdtvard Khoblock.

Dtory by JSorbert 'Jail

<J^hotodraphy by Charles Posher

cAn ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
(Maty Pickford Charles' Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks/' D. W. Qriffifh

Ctfiram (Abrams', President

“Pep and Flavor,

No False Touch

”

“
‘Rosita’ is a most affable enter-

tainment all the way through and
is wholesome without being tapio-

ca, or rice pudding, ormere milk.”
—Alan Dale, N. Y. American.

“
‘Rosita’ has pep and flavor and

bouquet. It is not treacle. It is

not swooningly saccharine.

“Our Mary makes no false touch.

She is tremendously accurate, and

artistic. There is no single jarring

note. It is all perfectly admirable.

“The cast is simply uncriticisable.

It had no weak spot. Holbrook
Blinn is perfection.
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The first of the Palmer photoplays
“JUDGMENT OF THE STORM," hacked by

the biggest advertising campaign in the entire history of the industry.

Fonder over these factors—
Twenty-five nationally circulating magazines reaching more than 40,000,000 people

per month with the campaign running nearly three full months.

50,000 Palmer students and over 300,000 interested people banded together into one

mighty force to advertise the picture.

$48,000 worth of special newspaper advertising for exhibitors to back them up and
insure the huge success of their showings.

These are a few of the colossal forces behind this first Palmer photoplay—

Besides this, being one of the really big time productions of the year with a cast as fine as any that ever

appeared before the American public, this picture as a box office “draw” will set new standards, for millions

will flock to see this great story written by a plain Pittsburg housewife.

You’ll hear a lot more about “JUDGMENT OF THE STORM” in the coming 1weeks . Watch the

tradepapers. Keep open time for this one.

You’re going to experience something entirely new in film business, something every exhibitor has asked

for and wanted for years. To be distributed by—

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.

723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corp, 26-27 D’Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W. 1, England
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PAULINE FREDERICK

PAULINE FREDERICK and LOU
TELLEGEN, famous stars of screen and

stage, play leading roles in “Let No Man Put

Asunder,” the J. Stuart Blackton Production

which will be released by Vitagraph. This

super-feature is an adaptation of Basil

King’s famous novel on divorce. Leaders of

social thought of today stand aghast at the

spread of domestic discontent throughout the

world. Basil King’s story of three couples,

gifted with riches and social position, who
find life tasteless and who seek in vain for

happiness over luxurious roads of idleness is

one of the strongest arraignments of social

folly that has ever been written. The screen

drama, a highly emotional and gripping
translation of the author’s indictment of

frivolities which lead to unhappy marriages,
by its frank presentation, points the way to

a cure for marital discord.

The picture provides for Pauline Frederick
the greatest emotional role she has ever
essayed. Miss Frederick is noted for her
dramatic interpretations of women torn by
conflicts of love. In Mr. Blackton’s new
picture all of her artistic prowess is given
full flight in the gamut of emotions she is

called upon to translate in moving film.

Petrina Faneuil, the character she plays, will

undoubtedly take its place at the head of all

of the screen portraits this remarkable ac-

tress has contributed to motion pictures.

The part of Dick Lechmere, awarded to

Mr. Tellegen, famous as “the great lover”

of the screen, is one for which this actor

is exceptionally fitted. Lechmere’s marriage,
divorce and the tragedy that ensues, lifts the
role out of the conventional “third-in-the-
triangle” class into one of appealing sym-
pathy. He is married to an opera singer and
after their separation weds Petrina, whose
union also has been smashed through mod-
ern follies, and in the end makes the supreme
sacrifice and Petrina is restored to happiness
with Harry Vassall, the man she first married.

Vassall is played by Leslie Austen, one of

the most popular young leading men of the
day. Like Mr. Tellegen he is an actor
schooled on the legitimate stage and makes
a splendid foil for “the great lover.”

The opera singer is played by Helena
D’Algy, a beautiful young Spanish actress.

Miss D’Algy is a striking brunette and a
dancer of marvelous ability. One of the
most sensational episodes in the picture is

that in which she dances as a lure to Dick
Lechmere.

Others in the all-star cast selected by Mr.

Blackton are Pauline Neff, whose dis-

tinguished personality fits perfectly the role

of Lady Emmy de Bohun, Violet de Barros,

who plays Polly, Martha Petelle, Gladys
Frazin, Clifton Webb and Homer Lind.

Vitagraph has provided gorgeous scenic

investure for “Let No Man Put Asunder.”
Especially designed sets have given full play
to Mr. Blackton’s famous artistic photo-
graphic compositions and he has evolved

a score of new effects in lighting which
promise to add to his fame as an originator

of revolutionary methods.

Every scene in this gripping drama of the
marriage problem is one of luxury. The
plav deals with men and women of wealth
and leisure. It shows life as it is lived in

society; the sordid by-ways have no place
in this drama of human emotions.

Every element of fan appeal and box-
office value has been drafted by Vitagraph
for this great special. In cast, in direction,

in mounting, and in drama the qualities are
sure fire winners. There is no subject so
much discussed today as the divorce problem—“Let No Man Put Asunder” presents it

with frank finality.
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A Greed picture

Beautifully Directed

^ Perfectly Acted I
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The First to Book Picked at
Random

Cash In—Be First “Mae Murray will get the

business and fill the cash
box.”
— Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City.

“Mae Murray great money-
maker.”
—Grand Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.

It Will Be First to

“Fashion Row” is the greatest hit Mae Mur-

ray ever put over— a box-office attraction

that has everything to insure record-break-

ing business.

TVe star has a universal draw—this picture

will build her vast following and will build

business for you. In a terrific melodro-

mance, pulsating with peril and passion,

Miss Murray radiates genius, discloses amaz-

ing versatility, dominates every scene.

Robert Z. Leonard has given “Fashion

Row” a production more elaborate even

than his preceding Tiffany triumphs. Scenes

like the society frolic at a Russian masked

ball on a Long Island estate, like the packed

theatre audience frantically cheering great

Farinova, and scenes like the sumptuous so-

ciety haunts on “Fashion Row, will dazzle

audiences.

And the Murray gowns!—scores of gorge-

ous creations worth a king’s ransom—that

the women would walk miles just to see!

The cast supporting the star has such well

known names as Earle Fox, Elmo Lincoln

and Freeman Wood. Every factor combines

to make “Fashion Row” a sizzling success

that will sky-rocket the exhibitor into record

receints. R<> tfip first tn finnk it!



You’ll Smash
Into “Dough” With

“Fashion Row ”

Here is the landslide you’ve been wait-

ing for—a whale of a box-office picture

with a different Mae Murray than

you’ve ever seen before. YouUl see her

do the most amazing work of her career,

in the dual role of two sisters, one a

Russian peasant girl and the other a

famous actress.

The fans will marvel at her as a whirl-

wind dancer in a Russian dive—they’ll

love her as Zita, the innocent immigrant

girl who is made the pawn in a man’s

revenge—they’ll rave over her as Olga

Farinova, great tragedienne and idolized

mystery woman of Broadway—until a

man with a scar and an errand of ven-

geance came out of her past to solve the

mystery!

"Fashion Rovtf” is the story of Beauty

and the Beast in a setting of

New York’s smart set—of a

beautiful woman who built

around her a world of fame

and luxury and castles that

touched the skies, and of the

beast that made them all

come tumbling down

!

"Fashion Row” is a sure-

fire box-office wallop. It

will make money for every

exhibitor who plays it. See

that it makes money for

you!



n Exhibitor'
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Picture It’s Different!

An actress worshipped by the world, mar-

ried to the scion of am aristocratic family,

but tricked by her avenging pursuer into

a trap from which there was no escape

—

that’s Mae Murray as Farinova, whose life

was a lie that hounded her, but whose love

was honest.

A peasant girl seeking her sister in a

strange land, made the tool of a hate-

scarred villain— that’s Mae Murray as

Zita, the drab blossom who bloomed into

a lovely flower.

The picture public will go wild over

“Fashion Row.” It’s jammed with fight-

ing action— thrills-a-plenty— and Mae
Murray at her ravishing best

!

You can put over “Fashion Row” to a barrel

of profits by using the Metro press sheet, ex-

ploitation ideas and the great array of high
class accessories. Eight pages devoted exclu-

sively to exploitation. Double the number usu-

ally supplied. That’s what Metro thinks of this

production.

All ready for you. The finest and most ex-

tensive line of advertising material ever made
available on any picture.

You don’t have to ask for newspaper space
on Mae Murray—all you have to do is to fill it.

You can grab columns on this star and this

picture.

The title means merchant tieups galore.

Every angle of exploitation can be played to

the limit on “Fashion Row”—and Metro shows
you how.

Robert Z.Leonard presents

Murray

itrxj imperial Picturedfid.
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Marvelous
Exploitation

.

Rotary Clubs—Kiwanis—Lions—Chambers of Commerce—Civic Bodies

—

Cities and Towns—all in one Grand Booster Event

I

;

See the Big
Press Sheet

packed with ideas
Get a copy of F. B. O.’s gold mine
press sheet that shows you how to get

everybody in town behind this picture,

merchants, and everybody. Just a
little push and over goes this F. B. O.

picture for a big net profit to you.

Every exhibitor in America knows
what theatres have done with F. B. O.

exploitation pictures and F. B. 0.

exploitation.

We top the industry with our high
pressure showmanship. It is making
money for exhibitors. And the stuff

behind “BLOW YOUR OWN HORN”
is no exception. See it. Book it.

Boost it.

Distributed IT* 1 *5

by r • O* U*
723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

# A PICTURE
Ralph Lewis

Derelys Perdue
and

Warner Baxter

THAT

ITSELF/

Sales Office United Kingdom, R-G Pictures Corp.,.

26-27 D’Arblay St., Wardour §t., London, W. 1.
England
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Directed byYictorHeerman

ContinuityhyCGardner Sullivan.

From theNovel kyEIizabetli Ellis

Photo§raphjljyGlemMacWilliams

Foreign Rights Controlled
Associated First National Pictures

38A Madison Avenue. New 'fork
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She Charms Los Angeles
Los Angeles Express: “Constance dominates

the picture. She brings to the medieval period

the dash and verve that makes the twentieth

century miss so captivating.”

Los Angeles Examiner

:

“Casts charm over all.

Crowded audiences laughed gayly at Connie’s

comedy, and sat amazed at the fine display of

dramatic power afforded in some of the more

serious moments. The picture sparkles with

adventure.”

Los Angeles Record: “Is real story. It moves
briskly, is convincingly dramatic and doesn’t

forget to chuckle now and then.”

Illustrated News: “. . .

undoubtedly the best
thing Connie has done in

some time.”

<V?or a
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR.

boo^
FIRST

NATIONAL
FIRST

FIRST NATIONAL MONTH JANUARY19 * 4'
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27,000 meti
toiled 79 years

building one of

the sets for

A JirAt national Picture
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you've got something

Do you realize

is no
LOYD PRODUCTION
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“Get the Habit”

ABOUT this time a year ago there was con-
siderable agitation regarding the excessive
length of feature productions.

Letters from exhibitors were numerous; pro-
ducers and distributors came to the front with
frank opinions.

Then the hub-bub died. And it cannot be said

that this season’s productions gave any encourage-
ment to the exhibitor seeking to BUILD a pro-
gramme of varied entertainment.
Here is a thought: Production plans for Film-

land’s “second half of the season” are now under
way. Book and play scouts are scouring Broad-
way; studio gates are swinging wide.
Now is the time to set it down flat and plain as

a dictate : No more padded eight—and nine-reel

specials.

A good picture in six and seven reels is still a
good picture—if it IS good. While many a corking
piece of entertainment in seven reels has been made
a colorless flivver by the tricks that extend it to

nine reels.

* * *
:§

.

E
ARL HAMMONS, of Educational Films,
pointed out one very interesting angle on
this question of excessive feature length in

his last week’s Moving Picture World interview.
While on the subject of curtailing production

costs, declares Mr. Hammons, why not give some
thought to the waste footage that serves no good
purpose and very often proves harmful?

After viewing most of the pictures of the
season the writer is strongly inclined to the belief
that there comes a point in the life of every con-
tinuity when the production board says:
“Here is where we will have to put in a ball

scene, a. midnight bathing party, a. mob or a wreck.
Something to carry the action over two more reels—and it must be big or the audience will get wise
to us.”

Being “big”—it must be costly.

The result is that a story which probably had a
real reason for existence at the outset, by the intro-

duction of the time-tried devices becomes what the

daily critics term, “Another one of those things.”

* * *

T HE matter of initial production cost, serious

as it may be, is but a minor evil in comparison
with the real crux of the waste footage

problem.

Excessively long features are dulling and killing

the exhibitor’s opportunity to provide entertain-

ment.
The appeal, the pull, the one vital factor in the

growth of the motion picture theatre is the thought
in the mind of the average patron: “There is sure

to be SOMETHING on the bill that I’ll like.”

That thought built the motion picture.

That thought created the picture-going HABIT
—and the habit is no more when would-be patrons
look up the title of the feature and reach their

“yes” or “no” decision solely on that basis.

Let’s “get the habit” working for us again.

Let’s get the public thinking: “There is sure to

be SOMETHING on the bill that I’ll like.”

It’s money in the box office.

* * *

LL of which brings us back to our starting

point.

Last year saw much more discussion of the

excessive length question than there is at this mo-
ment. And nothing was done.

Production schedules of roseate hue were under
way; all you had to do was to make “bigger and
better” pictures and you would get “Covered
Wagon” money.

In the twelve months that have intervened a
number of us have learned sad lessons. Quite a

few of our most untrammeled imaginations are will-

ing to admit that “it is still the picture business."

We are down to earth. This is stock-taking

time. Don’t let it pass without serious thought
and ACTION on the subject of proper feature

length.
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Oklahoma Men Condemn Tax;
Talbot Re-elected President

O klahoma city, Dec. 4.—The
Oklahoma Managers and Ex-
hibitors Association convened

in annual session at Oklahoma City

yesterday and today, with the largest

attendance in its history. Morris

Lowenstein, vice-president, presided

in the absence of President Ralph Tal-

bot. who was unable to attend. A new
constitution, set of by-laws and code

of ethics were adopted, and slides rec-

Music Tax Truce

Is Ended

Exhibitors in general through-

out the country have been mis-

informed regarding the merits of

copyrights on music belonging to

the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers,

according to that organization’s

special advisor, E. C. Mills. Con-
ferences with the executive board

of the M. P. T. O. A. are termi-

nated, says Mr. Mills, who declares

that it is obvious that no adjust-

ment, amicable to both sides, could

be reached through them.
The old condition now exists

and will exist, states Mr. Mills.

Under it the exhibitor cannot use

the society’s music unless he ob-

tains a license from the society’s

headquarters in New York.
Using such music without the

license he faces prosecution which,
according to Mills, has a minimum
fine of $250 for those adjudged
violators.

Fines totaling over $125,000

have been imposed upon 500 ex-

hibitor violators, according to Mr.
Mills. About 1,000 other defend-
ants in this category effected an
adjustment of their cases before
tried, he states, adding that at the
present time charges are being
preferred against from 400 to 500
exhibitors in the United States for

this alleged copyright infringe-

ment.

ommended for both national and
service associations Resolutions re-

quested United States Senators and
Congressmen to vote for the admis-
sion tax repeal and work for the abo-
lition of the music tax. The selling

of films to non-theatrical institutions

charging an admission was con-
demned. The employment of an at-

torney by the executive committee
was authorized. The Far East move-
ment was endorsed.

S. A. Handy, attorney, of Kansas City,

spoke on the music tax and L. J. Lally of
the same city on reciprocal insurance as a
savings proposition. It was voted to in-

vestigate the insurance proposition. Tom
Ryan, representing the F. I. L. M. Board
Adjusting Bureau, and L. W. Brophy of

Muskogee were other speakers. A grand
ball was given Monday night and the con-
vention adjourned Tuesday night with a

banquet. The next annual meeting will be
at Oklahoma City on the first Monday in

December, 1924.

The following officers were elected;
President, Ralph Talbot, Tulsa; vice-

president, Morris Lowenstein, Oklahoma
City; secretary, L. W. Brophy, Muskogee;
treasurer, Harry Brutton, Norman. Execu-
tive committee: John Feeney, Henryetta;
Fred Pickerel, Ponca City: A. B. Momand,
Shawnee; J. H. Moulder, Sapulpa

;
William

Smith, Tulsa.

Robertson Visiting

South American Movie Official in New
York Conferring with Manufacturers
Juan Robertson, official of the Sociedad

General Cinematografica, one of the leading
film distributing and exhibiting companies of
Buenos Aires, Argentina, arrived in New
York a few days ago. He is here to close
several deals with the moving picture manu-
facturers of this country in co-operation
with Mr. Juan Kunzler, the local representa-
tive of the South American corporation.
Mr. Robertson is an authority in matters

of film booking and distributing, and is well
known all over the southern hemisphere. He
intends to stay in New York for a few weeks
and then will visit coast studios before re-

turning to Argentina.
Sociedad General is, at present, the sole

distributor in South America of the Metro,
Pathe, Warner Brothers and A1 Lichtman
pictures.

Lesser on Way West
Irving M. Lesser, vice president of and

Eastern representative for Principal Pic-
tures Corporation, has left for the Pacific
Coast to hold a conference on production,
distribution and general activities of Prin-
cipal.

Manager of Advertising: James A. Milligan.

Manager of Circulation: Dennis J. Shea.

Subscription price: United States and its

possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a year;
Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),

$10.00 a year. Copyright, 1923, Chalmers
Publishing Co. Copyright throughout Great
Britain and Colonies under the provisions of

the Copyright Act of 1911. (All rights re-

served.)

Other publications: Cine Mundial (Span-
ish). Technical books.

To Paint Town Blue

Klan in Youngstown, Ohio, Against a

Liberal Sunday
It looks as though the recent Ku Klux

Klan political victory in Youngstown, Ohio,
whereby the man they supported for mayor
was elected, will mean the blues for the
movie show's after January 1. Charles
Scheible is the mayor-elect. He publicly

received the support of the Ku Klux, whose
head, Col. E. A. Watkins, led the fight for

his election. Watkins was supported by a

number of ministers who sought enforce-
ment of the blue law's.

Since the election Scheible has been on the

fence as regards enforcement of these laws,

and as a result Watkins got the ministers

together and forced his way into a position

of power, also putting himself in line for

the office of chief of police. The first of

December the ministers called Scheible into

a conference at w'hich a recall was threatened
unless Scheible reaffirmed his pledges to en-
force all the law's, and gave evidence of his

sincerity in considering Watkins for police

chief.

A number of business men interested in

Sunday amusements and the sale of gaso-
line have arranged a meeting to prepare a

legal defense in the event the blue laws are
enforced.

Made “Big U” Sales Head
A1 Lichtman Succeeds E. J. Smith as

General Sales Manager
E. J. Smith, general manager of sales for

the Universal Pictures Corporation, has re-

signed, and A1 Lichtman, who recently joined
the Universal home office staff, has been ap-
pointed by Carl Laemmle as the new gen-
eral manager of sales.

Mr. Smith has two propositions under ad-
visement but is anxious to take a short rest

before plunging again into the business in

which he has spent the last ten years of his

life. Lichtman takes over the Universal
sales organization at a time when it is con-
templating its most active period.

Manhattan Exceeds $7,000
Just 261 of the 287 theatres in Greater

New York have deposited a total of slightly

over $7,000 as their share of National Mo-
tion Picture Day proceeds. National Presi-
dent Sydney S. Cohen expressed his enthu-
siasm over these returns, saying they are
but representative of the co-operation he re-

ceived throughout the country. The final

report will probably not be made until with-
in the next few weeks, as Mr. Cohen now
is daily receiving checks from different sec-

tions of the States,

Rogers Leaves Mastodon
Charles R. Rogers announces his resigna-

tion as an officer of the Mastodon Films,
Inc., and Burr-Rogers Producing Corpora-
tion. “I find that I cannot give these two
companies as much of my time and atten-

tion as thej' require, owing to the fact that

I am so entirely engaged in the Corinne
Griffith and Hunt Stromberg, Harry Carey
units,” he writes.
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President Coolidge Recommends
Repeal of Admission Tax

W ASHINGTON, D. G. — Repeal
of the admission tax on theatre

tickets is recommended to

Congress by the President in his

message transmitting the budget esti-

mates for the fiscal year beginning

July 1, next. With the President’s

recommendation behind it, the success

of the move for the abolition of these

and certain other of the war taxes

seems assured.

“We have now reached a point in

our financial program where we can
lighten the tax burden of the people,”

it is declared, “which is an added
reason for taking a firm stand against
any and all programs of spending that

would tend to absorb the expected
margin between receipts and expendi-
tures.

“Having in mind that the Budget
and Accounting Act, 1921, contem-
plates that the Chief Executive, under
the fortunate situation in which we
now find ourselves, shall make such
recommendations as in his opinion the
public interests require, I recommend
a revision of tax laws along lines

which will effect a reduction of in-

come taxes by taxing earned income
more lightly than income from busi-

ness or from investments
;
by reduc-

ing the percentages of the normal tax,

and by reducing the surtax rates, with
commencement of their application at

$10,000 instead of $6,000. I also
recommend repeal of the tax on tele-

grams, telephones and leased wires,
and of the tax on admissions, and re-

vision of the miscellaneous taxes

which are a source of inconvenience
to taxpayers and difficult to collect.

On the other hand, amendments which
would cause some increase of revenue
should also be made to existing in-

come tax laws relative to deductions

of capital losses; deductions from
gross income for interest paid and
non-business losses sustained, where
income from tax-exempt securities is

involved
;
and the manner of taxing

community incomes. These changes
would reduce taxes by more than

$300,000,000, which is safely within

the probable surplus.

“I know of nothing,” continues the

President, “which will give the people

of this nation greater assurance that

we are unalterably committed to a

campaign of economy in public ex-

penditure than a reduction of our

present taxation. It will take from
the realm of debate plans which con-

template extravagant expenditures or

expansions of the business of Govern-
ment beyond those necessary to keep
pace with a growing nation, and fix

as the measure of our requirements
an amount which will represent what
is actually necessary to carry on
efficiently the proper business and
functions of Government and meet our
fixed debt charges payable out of cur-

rent revenue.”
Ordinary expenses of running the

Government during the coming fiscal

year will total $1,615,791,971, it is in-

dicated in the estimates, while an
additional $1,985,371,158 will be re-

quired for interest payments and re-

duction in principal of the public debt,

making the total appropriations re-

quired $3,631,163,129. This is a re-

duction of slightly less than $200,000,-

000 in the departmental expenses, as

compared with appropriations for the

current fiscal year, and of approx-
imately 230,000,000 as compared with
the present appropriations for all pur-

poses.

While no specific appropriations are

asked for moving picture activities by
the War or Navy Departments, the

funds for recreation carried in the

estimates contemplate continuation of

the moving picture entertainments

furnished the men in those services,

while the Department of Agriculture

and the Interior Department expect

to continue their moving picture

activities. The Department of Com-
merce, which experimented with mov-
ing pictures last year, has discontinued

production.

Grainger Returns

Gcldwyn Cosmopolitan Sales Manager
Back from Tour Predicts

Favorably
James R. Grainger, general manager of

sales for Goldwyn Cosmopolitan, returned
recently from his trip to the Goldwyn stu-

dios in Culver City, Cal., and to many of

the Goldwyn Cosmopolitan exchanges. He
reports that the exhibitors throughout the

country are enthusiastic about the quality

of the big pictures which they have had
from the distributing corporation, and that

many of the films are breaking records in

various of the big cities.

Many Bills in Congress Affect Industry

W ASHINGTON, D. C.—Repeal of the admission tax was one of the first matters to come before the 68th
Congress at the opening of the session on December 3, House Bill No. 2, introduced by Representative
McGregor, of New York, and referred to the House committee on ways and means, providing for the

repeal of this tax. It is expected that similar measures will be introduced within the next few days by members
of Congress who have been urged by their constituents to give their assistance to the removal of this tax.

Representative Johnson, of Washington, introduced in the House of Representatives a bill to free places of amuse-
ment from the payment of the so-called music tax. This is to be accomplished by an amendment to the copyright
law striking out the words “except in case of public performance for profit” from the sentence reading, in full, as
follows: “The payment of the royalty provided for by this section shall free the articles or devices for which such
royalty has been paid from further contribution to the copyright except in case of public performance for profit.”

Several other measures dealing with moving pictures were also introduced at the opening of the session, even
before the House was able to organize so as to transact any business. Representative Sanders of Indiana rein-
troduced his bill, which failed of passage in the last Con gress, prohibiting the interstate transportation of in-

flammable moving picture films, which was referred to the committee on interstate and foreign commerce.
Representative Knutson, of Minnesota, has introduced a bill repealing the admission tax on entertainments,

including moving picture exhibitions, when all of the proceeds inure exclusively to the benefit of religious, educa-
tional or charitable institutions or organizations or the American Legion.
There are also several bills providing for the repeal of the tax on telegrams and long-distance telephone mes-

sages, and measures dealing with the copyright law, but in the rush of bills introduced in the first days of the
session it was impossible for the Government Printing Office to keep current the work of printing them, and their
details are not yet available.
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Production Possibilities in

South Stir Ernest Shipman
The purpose of Ernest Shipmans present

tour of the Southeastern states, which zoos

zeilcd zoith mystery at the time he left Nczv
York about a zoeek ago. has been definitely ex-

plained bv this letter received from him. It

follozos :

'

Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 3.

L
AST week was one of kaleido-

scopic action for my moving
picture camera eye. At Wash-

ington, D. C, Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.,

cut through the official red tape so *

effectively that, within a few hours,

the acceptance of our request for Gov-
ernmental co-operation in connection

with the making of our first Long
Island picture, “The Romance of the

Coast Guard Patrol,” was on the

records over the signature of Rear
Admiral W. E. Reynolds, Commander
of the United States Coast Guard.
This action insures a moving picture

which should be a credit to the indus-

try and a lasting monument to the

Decision Affects All

Interstate Trade

Omaha, Neb.—The United States

Supreme Court decision which up-

held the contention of Attorney
Dana Van Dusen of Omaha in the

case of Charles G. Binderup,
against the Pathe Exchange, the

Omaha Film Board of Trade, and
other exchanges, will affect every
big industry in the nation doing
an interstate business according
to Attorney Van Dusen.
The Supreme Court held that

dealing with a branch house with-

in a state is interstate traffic, if

the home company of which that

branch is a part is outside the

state. This was the bone of con-

tention.

Binderup, owner of a string of

more than thirty theatres in Ne-
braska, sued the various ex-

changes and the Omaha Film
Board of Trade for $700,000 dam-
ages charging that they had
violated the Sherman Anti-trust

law in re-fusing to ship him films as

per his order.

The exchanges charged that he
had violated his contract in show-
ing films in more than one theatre,

and further held that they were
not subject to the Sherman Anti-

trust law in that Binderup who
lived in Nebraska, had dealt with
a Nebraska branch, after the films

had come to rest in the state.

splendid traditions of the U. S. Coast
Guard.
At Richmond, Va., I had the honor

of meeting Governor E. Lee Trinkle,

Mayor George Ainslee, W. T. Dabney,
manager and Charles INI. Montgomery,
secretary of the Chamber of Com-
merce. Words cannot express the

solidity of purpose, the clearness of

vision and the exalted ambition which
animates the leaders of state and com-
munity interests in this part of the

country. I found here considerable dis-

cussion of the Drinkwater stage ver-

sion of the life of Robert E. Lee, and a

growing sentiment for a moving pic-

ture which would do greater justice to

events of his period. This may result

in a picture creation for Virginia which
will include Lee and the other fore-

most figures of his day.

Charleston, S. C., teeming with material for

no end of motion picture possibilities, has

a wealth of messages for the public of the

world. Here I found actual preparations for

my coming, fully scheduled and arranged for

by Dr. R. S. McElwee, in charge of the

Bureau of Foreign Trade and Port Develop-
ment. and Meigs B. Russell, energetic man-
ager of the Chamber of Commerce.

Mayor-elect Tom Stoney, whose ancestry

dates’ back for 300 years in Carolina patriot-

ism, was most enthusiastic in tendering the

co-operation of the city in the making of

one or more big feature pictures. Locations

for a studio have been offered with a view
to establishing definitely our fourth industry

in this cradle of Southern civilization-. Here,
in Charleston, as in Richmond, a superficial

survey of the untouched and untold film

possibilities overwhelms me, and to hurry
through seems nothing short of a sacrilege.

The business-like air and generally pro-

gressive attitude I have found in Jackson-
ville was just as I had expected from the

splendid letters I had received from the

Chamber of Commerce. On my arrival I

found nearly 1,000 photographs of almost

every kind of scenery and background, to-

gether with types of people, location ad-

dresses and other invaluable information.

This file ma’ es it possible for a producer in

his headquarters at Jacksonville to select his

locations without leaving his office. This is

my first experience with such practical effi-

ciency outside of the regular film producing
organizations, and it has “sold” me on
Florida.

The two days of research work here have
already proven that I am making no mistake
in committing my associates to Florida for

future film activities. After a trip south, I will

return here to complete such arrangements
as are necessary for the establishment of

this fourth industry in this part of the

country.

The Paramount exchange here is one of the

most efficient I have ever had the pleasure

of visiting. Because of the excellent results

it is obtaining with the co-operation of the

energetic mayor of Jacksonville, I am going
to distribute all my new features in Florida

from Jacksonville.

Pathe Denies Rumor
A statement this week from the Pathe

home office emphatically refutes the rumor
that its branch-office in Spokane is about to

be closed.

Martha Mansfield

Dies of Burns

Martha Mansfield, popular ac-

tress of the Fox Corporation died
in San Antonio, Texas, November
30, as the result of bums received
while she was playing the leading
part in the Fox production, “The
Warrens of Virginia.”

Miss Mansfield had just finished

her acting for the day, and had
stepped into an automobile, when
the costume of the time of the
Civil War she was wearing, sud-
denly burst into flames. It is

thought the flames originated

from the match of a careless cig-

arette smoker.
Several actors rushed to Miss

Mansfield’s assistance. She was
hurried to a hospital where she
died 24 hours later.

Miss Mansfield was bom 23
years ago in Mansfield, Ohio, but
was reared in New York where
her mother now lives. Miss Mans-
field gained prominence in “Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” in which
John Barrymore starred. She
appeared with Eugene O’Brien in

“The Perfect Lover,” and recently

was seen in “Potash and Perl-

mutter.”

Bob Dexter Resigns

Versatile First National Official Will

Write Fiction
Bob Dexter, advertising and publicity

director for Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc. has resigned, effective December
29th, in order to devote all his time to fiction

writing.
Dexter enjoys the distinction of being one

of thfe youngest and at the same time one
of the most successful advertising men in

the motion picture business. His career

started in Australia, where after several

years’ experience as a reporter and car-

toonist he became assistant to C. L. Yearsley,

in charge of the advertising and exploita-

tion for J. D. Williams’ enterprises.

When Yearsley' came to America, Dexter
was appointed his successor, although he had
just passed his twenty-first birthday. A few
years later Bob followed his former chief

to New York and joined the advertising de-

partment of First National. His exceptional

aptitude for the work resulted in rapid ad-

vancement and last June, when \earsley left

for a three months’ vacation, Dexter took

over the entire direction of the department.

In September he was formally’ appointed

director of advertising and publicity.

But along with motion picture work, par-

ticularly’ during the first year of his stay' in

America. Dexter found time to write con-

siderable fiction, which was so well received

that he was offered a contract by one of the

largest publishing combines in the coun-

try. Recently this offer was renewed and

accepted at an even more attractive figure.

Dexter will leave First National with a

fine record of accomplishment behind him

and with the best wishes of all his asso-

ciates. No man in the organization has more

friends.
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M.P.T.O.A. Devises Definite Plan
for Repeal of the Admission Tax
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A definite

plan of action looking to the

repeal by Congress of the ad-

mission and seating capacity taxes, and

for the amendment of the copyright

law in such manner as to free those

furnishing entertainment involving the

use of music controlled by the Com-
posers Authors and Publishers Asso-
ciation from royalty liability to the

members of that organization, was
promulgated at the two days’ session

of the national board of directors of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America. The meeting was held at the

New Willard Hotel and was well

attended. The sessions were presided

over by Sydney Cohen.

The activities of the directors were
not confined to the discussions of the

sessions, for they took advantage of

the opportunity afforded them by their

presence in the National Capital to

visit the congressmen from back
home. It is understood that they
found a great deal of sympathy among
the men they visited for the repeal of

the burdensome and aggravating
taxes placed upon th^m by the exist-

ing revenue law.

Assurances have come, for instance, from
Senator James A. Watson, of Indiana, a

member of the Senate Finance Committee
and a power in Congress, that he is heartily

in favor of eliminating from the tax law the
provisions complained of. However, the
Senator has declared, he is not favorable to

any plan to bring repeal legislation before
Congress—and that would be a part of the
program promulgated by Secretary of the

Treasury Mellon—unless there was consider-
able assurance of its adoption. He is against
giving an opportunity for such a measure to

become the football of politics during the
session, and here, it is pointed out, is the
opportunity for exhibitors and other busi-
ness men throughout the country to be-
come active in their own behalf.

It was the sentiment of the meeting that
there is much hard work to be done in the
immediate future. The exhibitors of the
country must present a solid front if they
are to gain their point, and they must cen-
tralize their efforts in the Washington cam-
paign. With this in mind, a resolution was
adopted extending a hearty and cordial in-

vitation to any and all organizations which
may desire to help present a united front to

the end that the repeal of the admission
taxes may be effected.

On the House of Representatives side of
the Capitol, Representative John Garner, of
Texas, ranking minority member of the
Ways and Means Committee, who has made
a long study of general conditions, has ex-
pressed himself as of the belief that in order
to secure the repeal of the so-called nuisance
tax provisions of the present law, in which
are included the admission and seating ca-
pacity taxes, it will be desirable for the thea-
tre owners to secure from and give to other
lines of business co-operation leading to a
united front with respect to all industries
thus discriminated against.
Friends of the picture industry in Con-

gress have indicated that it will be only by

the “pack” method that repeal action will

be secured. It must not be overlooked that
there is considerable opposition to the re-
peal of the theatre taxes, and there are men
prominent on the Ways and Means Com-
mittee who are frowning on that portion of

the Mellon recommendations. Some of the
Congressmen have been very frank in ex-
pressing themselves to their interviewers,
others have hedged and some have openly
come out in favor of tax repeal. Much of

this information was presented by the in-

dividual members of the conference in the
shape of reports from the various States.
At the conclusion of the meetings the fol-

lowing prepared statement was issued:
A meeting of the National Board of Di-

rectors of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America was held at the Hotel Wil-
lard, Washington, D. C., on Friday and Sat-
urday, November 30 and December 1. The
meeting was attended by representatives
from all parts of the country, and among
those were Harry Davis, Pittsburgh

; J. S.

Phillips, Forth Worth, Texas; E. J. White,
Montana; William Bender, Jr., South Bend,
Indiana; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J. ;

Fred
Seegert, Milwaukee; W. A. True, Hartford;
G. C. Schmidt, Indianapolis; Joseph Mogler,
St. Louis; H. J. Schad, Reading, Pa.; Julian
Brylawski, Washington, D. C. ;

George
Aarons, Philadelphia; Martin G. Smith, To-
ledo, O.

;
Jules Greenstone, Rochester, N. Y.,

Charles Rappaport, Philadelphia; Tom
Moore, Washington, D. C.

; John McGuirk,
Philadelphia, and Sydney S. Cohen,
New York.
The first day’s session was devoted to a

report of the activities of the men in their

various states with their members of Con-
gress, and there was general discussions of

By TOM WALLER

S
LOWLY and quietly, in accord
with its usual policy for ac-

curacy rather than speed, Japan
is absorbing the fundamental detail

and basic principle of the successful

American producer. Unheralded, S.

Kubata. a college professor, arrived
from the Far East several months ago.

It was not until the other day when he
visited James O’Neill at Will Hays’
office that a letter of introduction from
the Consulate General of Japan re-

vealed his mission.
Methodically, Kubata is surveying the

American field. Deliberately he is tracing
the whys and wherefores as to how the
American filmed love scene is so realistic

and how the American director goes about
to void it of that stiffness which is the
primary cause of the Japanese film being
so low rated in its home territory, O’Neill

was told. Then there are a myriad of other
things he wants to take back to Japanese
megahone wielders.

Japan foresees a craze for the cinema
which within a comparatively short time will

nearly equal, within its own jurisdi :tion, that

of the Yankee country, Kubata gave O’Neill

to understand. Home production whenever
within the power of achievement has always

both local and national importance on ques-
tions touching the film industry in general
and more particularly with the repeal of the
various taxes, viz : the admission tax, seat
tax, music tax, and other national legisla-

tive affairs. Many of the members present
had the opportunity of meeting their rep-
resentatives at Washington.
The second day’s session was devoted to a

discussion of the report of the activities of

the National Legislative Committee, which
had been appointed some time ago for the
purpose of securing legislative relief and the
repeal of the above taxes. All work of the
Legislative Committee was approved and
they were instructed to proceed with their

endeavors and to do such things as would
bring about the success of their efforts along
these lines and the following resolution was
unanimously adopted :

Whereas the officers and directors of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
in meeting assembled at the Hotel Willard,
Washington, D. C., November 30 and De-
cember 1, 1923, having received the report
of the activities, worx and accomplishments
of the National Legislative Committee of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
since the last meeting, looking toward the
repeal of the burdensome admission taxes,

and invitations having previously been ex-
tended to any and all interested in this prob-
lem to co-operate with the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America; Now, then,
be it

:

Resolved that the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at this time again extend
a hearty and cordial invitation to any and
all organizations which may desire to help
present a united front to the end that the
repeal of the admission taxes be effected.

been the world’s understanding of the silent

people on the island continent. And Japan
today imports two thirds of the film shown
in its theatres from America. Japan never
expects to see the elimination of American
film within its boundary but it is hopeful of

reducing the import percentage and becom-
ing less of a recluse in the movie world. In

other words Japan is hopeful of home made
films being the favorite in the homeland

—

and later on to have a comfortable exodus
for a place in the rest of the world.

Prior to the earthquake the Setting Sun
land had seven home studios. These were
located in and about Tokio. Kubata has not

received word as to the number that stand

today.
tut Kubata would seem to regard the

earthqua e, as concerns the Japanese indus-

try.- not wholly as a catastrophe. Instead of

salvaging the antique, Kubata would favor

a brand new reconstruction—a reconstruc-

tion inspired by American ideas and Ameri-
can practicality.

Pelzer with Powers, Inc.
The Powers Film Products, Inc., has signed

John Pelzer to promote the sale of its new
raw stock. For many years Mr. Pelzer was
sales manager of the motion picture division

of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and of Pathe
Freres.

Japanese Educator Here as

Student of the Cinema Art
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Decadence ofEuropeanFilmsDue
to Faulty Exhibitor Cooperation

By STEPHEN BUSHT HE decadence of the European
film is evidenced in most illumi-

nating fashion by the statistics

of import and export. According to

the best figures available the export
of film to Europe has been steadily on
the increase while the import of for-

eign film into the United States has
been going back not only steadily but
rapidly. The full significance of this

fact can only be appreciated when one
knows with what difficulties the im-
port of foreign films into the various
countries of Europe is really attended.
In looking at the causes of the decline of

films made by European manufacturers not
the last nor least is the apathetic attitude
of the average European theatre owner. The
exhibitors here offer the film to their public
in a sort of careless, indifferent fashion

;
they

do not even attempt to sell their films to the
patrons. Friend Sargent’s celebrated de-
partment, “How to Sell the Film to the Pub-
lic,” would be like a treatise on higher alge-
bra to a primary class in a public school.
The owner or manager of the humblest

show house in some obscure country town
in the States knows and practices more
showmanship and selling art than the aver-
age exhibitor in the big towns here. Here
all films are treated pretty much alike. News-
paper advertising here is hardly any, a cou-
ple of indifferent posters are stuck up around
the theatre, advance notices are rare. Of
course there are exceptions in the big cen-
ters like London, Paris, Rome, Berlin and
Vienna, but the rule is quite as I have de-
scribed it.

Now the reaction of this lazy and incom-
petent attitude of the exhibitor on the pro-
ducers is most injurious. Their initiative is

deadened at the outset. The producer be-
comes a pessimist, figuring constantly on
minimums, as there are no maximums. He
begins to realize that the returns on his
cheap stuff are very nearly as large as the
returns on his best efforts.

It cannot be said that the public is alto-
gether indifferent and unresponsive. Indeed
as the public is often what the exhibitor
himself makes it, its lack of discrimination
and appreciation must in most instances be
attributed to the negligent theatre owner
himself. Whenever the least effort is made
to arouse the public the success is plain.

Advertise a film as an “American sensation”
or a “real American comedy” and even this

simple appeal will invariably bring results.
I am thoroughly convinced that American
methods of exhibition will double and treble
the receipts of the theatres in Europe in a
very short time. Europeans no less than
Americans appreciate quality. Scores of
cities in every part of Europe could be
named where a house conducted on Ameri-
can ideas and methods would be the most
profitable kind of an investment.
The proper appeal will bring the best of

clientele, but the years are passing by and
no effort seems to be made to extend the
sphere and increase the attendance at the
motion picture theatre. The continual tri-

umphs of the American film in every part of
Europe and the world is the greatest imag-
inable compliment not only to the American
producer and exhibitor but equally to the
American public, which, insisting on the best
of film fare, has made the European audi-
ence more exacting. Our public has been
spoiled perhaps, here every bit of quality is

still thoroughly appreciated and enjoyed.

A group of German film men have after
years of experiments—so it is said—pro-
duced a curious contrivance which is sup-
posed to supply “effects” and especially im-
itations of music to correspond with the
action on the screen, like the marching and
playing of a band, military and other signals,

etc., etc. It was to be a sort of glorified
trap-drummer. Having attended a trial of
the aforesaid contrivance, for which the
most extravagant claims had been made, I

must confess that it failed to register in

any of the important details.

“Artistic effects,” it will be remembered
by all the old-timers, were freely advertised
in the columns of The Moving Picture
World something like ten or more years ago
and comparing these “effects” with the Ger-
man invention I would say that I would
much rather have the old “effects,” crude
and disappointing though they may have
been. The musical effects were particularly
unsatisfactory, the only thing pleasing was
the imitation of the violin. It had been
promised to do away with the grating sounds
which no method of mechanical synchroni-
zation has heretofore ever wholly eliminated.

The promise was not kept
;
on the contrary

the grating sound was accentuated. An ef-

S
WEDEN’S long winter nights are

equalized regarding the most
popular of indoor sports. One

night is spent reading a timely 'book

and the next is devoted to selecting the

movie. house where the cinema version

of that novel, or one as popular, is be-

ing- shown. Even more so than here,

movie advertising, for the most part,

regulates or especially “popularizes

the books which undergo screen inter-

pretation.
As American producers now seem to be

catering to the reading public, American
films are the films of the day for Sweden,
there furnishing seventy per cent, of silver

screen amusement. Regardless of books how-
ever. although in his mind they furnish the

most apt of screen material for such a

nation, Knut Husberg, whose opinion is thus

recorded, declares American movies will al-

ways dominate Swedish houses.

The Independent houses over there suffer

far more than the Independents here, says

Husberg, head of the purchasing depart-

ment of the A. B. Svensk Filmindustri.

Sweden’s leading movie concern, the interests

for which he was here for a short period,

returning home this week. His company
controls about 100 Swedish theatres and

handles film for 400 exhibitors. Much Ameri-

can product is distributed by his company,

even though several of the bigger produc-

ing units have exchanges dotting the Swedish

iitap.
.

The house that is not tied up with popular

American product is the nearest thing to be-

ing “outta’ luck." The Swedish theatre goer

is essentially discriminating. Unlike many of

fort was also made to reproduce the human
voice but that failed utterly. Most of the
reproduction was scarcely intelligible.

One of the Jackie Coogan productions had
had a phenomenally successful run in Berlin
and even the highbrow editors of the press
pay the little artist high tribute. The va-
rious reviews and criticisms in the papers
have started a discussion in professional
and artistic circles as to just what consti-
tuted the merits of the feature.
The German critics have a cherished set

of traditions and rules which they apply like

chemical tests to every film or theatrical
production and judged by these rules and
theories the Jackie Coogan play must of
necessity have failed. Hence these pon-
derous pundits are now at war with them-
selves and with each other.

Of course it would be too much to expect
them to abandon their pet rules and prin-
ciples but somehow the success of the “ir-

regular film play” had to be explained. As
a result they have evolved a new set of
rules applicable specially to juvenile plays
hailing from New York or Los Angeles.
Well, they might as well get out of their

dilemma that way. What a tremendous value
this editorial discussion would have had for

the publicity end if it had happened in a

regular country like the U. S. A.

his American brothers, this discrimination,
borne up by inherent stubbornness, bears
hard upon the independent who has not the
desired picture. When the seats are sold out
in the theatre that has, this gentleman, in-

stead of taking second best, turns around,
goes home and continues reading until the
eventful night when a seat in the specified

house is procurable.
Such a condition—the small exhibitor who

specializes in cheap pictures—with such a

discriminating public, is one of the reasons
to which Husberg attributes the present
slump in the Swedish industry; a slump, he
says, which has cut the number of ex-

changes into nearly one half during the past
year. The primary factor for this temporary
decadence, Husberg says, is that Sweden is

now experiencing in full the war’s after-

math. This aftermath is not only tightening
the purse strings but is callousing the dis-

criminatory side of the public. However,
Husberg burnishes the prospects of the en-
suing year; hailing it as an emissary of nor-
malcy. The home product now does not ex-

ceed twelve films yearly, but these are good
pictures, says Husberg who advances the

belief that Sweden will never go in very
strong for production when America is so

close by.

Husberg is “sold” on Associated First Na-
tional's product and policy. His latest visit

was primarily to view this company's mate-
rial which he booked when in the making
last spring.

Wright Leaves Yitagraph
William Wright has left Yitagraph and

has gone to the Chronicles of America. Mr.
Wright was with Kalem from the day of its

organization until the day its affairs were
wound up when he joined Yitagraph.

Swedish Exchanges Slashed by
Slump; Public Discriminating
By TOM WALLER
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Balaban and Katz Purchase
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago

Balaban and Katz have purchased the

Roosevelt Theatre from Frank J. Godsol of

Goldwyn Pictures, who took over the house
from the Ascher Circuit several months ago.

The house is under lease to Balaban and
Katz for five years at a reported rental of

$5,000 a week and the change of ownership
takes place on January 1. The price paid

for the 1,600-seat theatre on the valuable

State street location opposite Marshall
Field & Company’s main store is reported

at $1,926,000.

The Roosevelt Theatre was built by the

Ascher Circuit as their leading picture thea-

tre about three years ago, and after operat-

ing the house for a little over a year leased

the building to Balaban and Katz at the rec-

ord rental of $5,000 a week for a term of

five years. The house has been used for

extended runs of feature pictures at popu-
lar prices.

The many friends of Dee Robinson, well-
known manager of Peoria, ill., will be glad
to hear that the major operation he under-
went at the Presbyterian Hospital here last

week was successful, and they hope to see
him back on the Job at an early date.

The new movie theatre that Manager
Greenough is putting up at Streator, 111., is

expected to be ready for opening early in

February.

The Avenue Theatre at 3106 Indiana ave-
nue has been taken over by Foleck and Gold-
smith. who also operate the Empress and the
State Congress theatres.

Edward Schiebel of the Plum Theatre,
Streator, 111., was a visitor along Film Row
last week.

The Hyde Park Theatre at 5314 Lake Park
avenue has been taken over by James Plodna.
E. J. Walsh has been made manager. The
house seats 650. Some improvements will
be made.

It is reported along Film Row that Aaron
Jones has resigned as managing director of
the new McVickers Theatre, which recently
passed under Paramount control from Jones,
Linick & Schaefer. Mr. Jones will devote
most of his time to the interests of his firm
and supervise the new building projects that
Jones, Linick & Schafer are interested in,

as they may build a couple of movie houses
next year.

The well known theatrical firm of Marks,
Goodman, Marks and Harrison, with offices

at 1641 Roosevelt Road, has dissolved part-
nership and Louis Marks, with Meyer S.

Marks, will be known as Marks Brothers in

the future. They have taken over the man-
agement of the Broadway Strand at 1630
Roosevelt Road, the Orpheum Theatre at
1208 -South Ashland avenue and the Marsh-
field Theatre at 1650 West Roosevelt Road,
all west side houses. Julius Goodman and
Louis H. Harrison will continue in business
under the firm name of Goodman and Har-
rison, and the Marshall Square Theatre at
2201 Marshall boulevard and the Illington
Theatre, 2114 West Twenty-second, will be
under their management. These houses are
also located on the west side. At one time
the firm was interested in building a new
movie house on the north side of the city
but as yet nothing has materialized in that
direction.

Philip Billiet will build a $20,000 movie
theatre at Annawah, 111.

A. W. Stoolman now is in charge of the
Rialto Theatre, Champaign, 111., and Charley
Pyle has given up his connection with the
house to devote his time to the Park The-
atre in that city and other houses that he
controls at Danville, 111.

Frank Fisher, well known manager of

movie houses at Kewanee and LaSalle, 111.,

in the heart of the coal country, will finish

the movie house at Janesville and may ex-

tend his circuit in Wisconsin.

Joe Goldsmith. Morris Froelich and Louis
Mansback have formed the Follies Amuse-
ment Company, with offices at 1210 South
Michigan avenue, and will operate and main-
tain theatres and other places of amusement
showing pictures and other programs.

Ascher Brothers, who have been quietly
getting rid of unprofitable theatres of the
circuit for the past few years, are branching
out again. Last week they leased the North
Center Theatre which is to be built at Lin-
coln avenue, Belle Plaine and Robey street,

from Jacob Horwitse for a period of twenty
years from January 1, 1S)1!.», when the new
house is expected to be ready for the movies.
J. E. O. Pridmore will be associated with
Architects Oman and Lilientlial in designing
and supervising the erection of the house,
which will seat 3,000 and be the last word
in theatre construction. The house will have
a lobby 140 feet in length running through
from Lincoln avenue to Robey street, making
it one of the largest in the city. It is re-

ported that the Ascher Circuit will pay $55,-

000 a year rental. Work will start about the
middle of December on the new house.

Polka Brothers, who own the movie thea-
tre at Glen Ellyn, 111., plan to build a 1,000-

FRANK LEVIN
Here is the Adams Theatre, Chicago, manager
who each year treats the children in his

neighborhood to a Thanksgiving show, with
all the fixin’s. Remember reading about it

a couple of weeks ago?

seat house there. While the village bars
Sunday movies, Polka Brothers will go ahead
with their plans as soon as they can arrange
terms with Sam Bowden, lessee of the movie
house now being operated in the village.

When the new Washington Square Theatre
is finished at Quincy, 111., for Pinkleman and
Cory, chain theatre owners, it is proposed to
close the Gem and Savoy theatres on Hamp-
shire street now operated by them and con-
centrate the business in the new house.
Work on the Washington Square Theatre is

going ahead rapidly and it is hoped to have
the opening early in the spring.

Again the distributors of prize-fight pic-
tures win out, as the management of the
Rose Theatre on West Madison street will
show the Dempsey-Firpo pictures to the pub-
lic after securing an injunction from Judge
Charles M. Foell restraining the police and
city authorities from stopping the exhibition.

Manager Harry Greenman reports a big
business at the New Monroe Theatre all last
week, as the premiere of the Tom Mix pic-
ture, "North of Hudson Bay,” was here.

Indiana
At least one and probably two new thea-

tres are planned for South Bend, Ind., in

the near future. Representatives of a group
of theatrical men who operate a chain of
amusement houses in the Middle West were
in the city a few days ago looking for a
suitable location. The proposed theatre
would seat 1,600 to 1,800 and be devoted to
feature productions and vaudeville. Another
new theatre proposed for South Bend will

be devoted exclusively to vaudeville.

Herman J. Arnold, who for several months
has been managing the Lyric in Vincennes,
completed a deal a few days ago by which
he becomes owner and proprietor. The pur-
chase was made from the corporation which
took over the Wilkerson-Lyons enterprises.
Mr. Arnold for several years managed the
Red Mill, one of the first picture theatres in
Vincennes, and was manager of the Lyric
when it was first opened. Later he and Her-
man Becker purchased the theatre and then
sold it to the Wilkerson-Lyons concern. Pic-
tures will be shown at the Lyric every night
in the week, with vaudeville added on Fri-
day, Saturday and Sunday nights.

The Paramount Theatre on West Mulberry
street, Kokomo, has been sold by the Grand
Theatre Corporation, headed by W. H. Ar-
nold, to Henry Quigley, clerk of Howard
county, and F. H. Summer, of Hartford City.

The Arc Theatre, for many years one of
the popular picture theatres at Crawfords-
ville, has been sold by William Heasman to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jackson, owners of the
Strand. Heasman bought the theatre in Oc-
tober from Clarence Stroh, who had owned
and operated the place for several years. Mr.
and Mrs. Jackson bought the Strand in May.

The new Broadway Theatre, 2400 Broad-
way, Fort Wayne, which has been under con-
struction since April, made its official debut
to the “movie” fans of the city with Thomas
Meighan in “Back Home and Broke” as the
feature. One of the features of the new the-
atre is a baby carriage “garage,” a room
just off the lobby arranged for the express
purpose of “parking” baby carriages. A
women’s rest room is connected with the
“garage.” The theatre is owned by the
B'roadway Theatre Company, which was or-
ganized about a year ago by the men oper-
ating the Grand and Transfer theatres. II. L.
Mollet is president, J. P. Mollet, manager,
and R. H. Mollet, secretary-treasurer.
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Ban Lifted CincinnatiTen-year Kansas
on 6

‘The Birth
Indications are that “The Birth of a

Nation,’’ after ten years of disbarment, will

at last be shown in Kansas. The film was
submitted for approval to the State Board
of Motion Picture Review in Kansas City,

Kas., by C. \Y. Stater, exhibitor, who claims
the exclusive Kansas rights to show the film.

The film was passed with certain elimina-
tions, although the censors have not yet
affixed their signatures to the official card
of approval.
The picture was submitted to the present

board immediately after it took office last

June, but was withdrawn by Stater after it

was viewed and before action was taken. The
film has had a checkered career in the state.

It was barred by two administrations, those

of Governors Capper and Allen.

Members of the review board admitted that

many eliminations would be made. The show-
ing of the picture in Kansas has been ob-
jected to by R. G. Liggett, president of the

M. P. T. O. of Kansas, representing a ma-
jority of the exhibitors of the state. These
objections are based on the nature of the

film, which, in Mr. Liggett’s opinion, might
inspire racial prejudice.

R. W. Cassity, owner and manager of the
Opera Hall at Purdin, Mo., has sold the con-
tents of the hall to Willard Ross, who has
removed them to a one-story building, which
will be remodeled into an up-to-date picture
house.

The Gem Theatre, a house for the colored

Triple Day and
in St. Louis

Floyd Lewis, district representative for

Associated Exhibitors, has concluded a deal

with Spyros Skouras, head of Skouras
Brothers Enterprises and the St. Louis

Amusement Company, whereby “The Court-
ship of Miles Stan dish” will play day and
date at the Grand Central, West End Lyric

and Capitol, following a week’s run at the

Pershing Theatre, Delmar Boulevard near

Hamilton Avenue, at a $1.65 top.

Such Is Fame
An amusing incident, but one having a

pathetic side as well, came to light as a

result of the Universal picture, “Drift-

ing,” starring Priscilla Dean, being
shown at the Rialto Theatre, Hamilton,
Ohio, recently. John A. Schwalm, who
guides the destiny of the Rialto, received

a letter from a local woman who, after

setting forth her qualifications and ref-

erences, applied for the job of caring for

the theatre, explaining that she would do
so much cheaper than Priscilla Dean, as

she was out of work, etc.

Schwalm, although unable to deter-

mine whether the writer of the letter

was a practical joker or a practical char-
woman, decided to investigate and ar-

ranged for a personal interview at his

office. It was then that the true facts

•were learned. The application had been
Based on a statement which Schwalm
was overheard to make that Priscilla

Dean was “mopping up” for him at big
money. The woman, who was well along
in years, took the remark literally, not
knowing that the subject of the remark
was a movie star. She got the job.

of a Nation”
in suburban Kansas City, and owned by Guy
Shriner, has been completely and extensively
remodeled and redecorated.

C. E. ("Doc.”) Cook, business manager of
the M. P. T. O. of Kansas, is making trips
through the territory getting new members.

" . I). Kite recently sold his interest in the
Novelty Theatre at Wichita, Kas., to Charles
Bull, his business partner. They are still
mutually interested in the Iris Theatre at
Eldorado. Mr. Fite is looking for a new
house in a town of about 10,000.

Perry Rhine of the Liberty Theatre, Ft.
Scott, Kas., reports a very large business on
“Merry Go Round,” and patrons asked for a
return engagement.

Sam Harding of the Capitol Enterprise Cor-
poration, is in New York in company with
Joe Cooper.

The Liberty Theatre, owned by Sam Hard-
ing, Kansas City, scored a success by the
presentation of a Broadcasting Revue last
week. It is a new stunt in this section and
all credit goes to Lee D. Balsly, house man-
ager. The musical program at the de luxe
performances was broadcast from the theatre.

J. W. Watson of the Benton Theatre, Kan-
sas City suburban house, has installed re-
cently a new pipe organ.

Frank L. Newman, owner of the Newman
Theatre of this city and Milwaukee, is in
New York.-

Date Booking
on Ray Picture
Out-of-town exhibitors seen along Picture

Row during the past week included: Dr.
Tettley of Flat River and Farmington, Mo.;
Tom Evans of Glen Cardon, 111.; Iscar Wes-
ley, Gillespie, 111.; W. L. Norman, Benld, 111.;

Tom Reed of Duquoin; George Larmer, at-
torney for the Reed. Yenn & Hayes Circuit;
S. E. Pertle, Jerseyville, 111.; Bob Cluster,
Johnston City, and Jim Reilly, Alton, 111.

Because of adverse conditions in the coal
iields of Illinois and Kentucky and parts of
Missouri a number of theatres have closed.
\mong them are: Auditorium, Dawson
Springs. Ky.; Advance, Advance, Mo.; Star,
Horse Cave, Ky.; Crystal, C'real Springs, III.;

Electric, Conway, Mo., and Bijou, Seottsville,
111. The fact there has been no real demand
for soft coal in recent weeks due to the mild
weather has played havoc with financial con-
ditions in the coal fields.

The booking arrangement between the
Marquette, Palace and Majestic theatres, all
located on Franklin Avenue, St. Louis, has
been called off. Dr. Harry Hamburg is now
looking after the bookings for the Palace
and Majestic, while Frank Speros is look-
ing after the Marquette.

W. D. Gladish has purchased the Midway
Theatre at Fornfelt, Mo.

The Lyric Theatre, East St. Louis, has
changed its policy and is now showing- a fea-
ture picture with four acts of vaudeville.

The Gem Theatre, Overland Park, Mo., has
been opened by Ben Woody. It accommodates
350 persons.

Charley Goodnight of De Soto, Mo., was a
visitor at the Fox exchange last Wednesday.

Jimmy Grainger, Goldwyn official with Mrs.
Grainger, was the guest of William Gold-
man, owner of the Kings Theatre, at a
Thanksgiving- . Dinner at Goldman’s beautiful
new home at the corner of Union and Wash-
ington Boulevards. Grainger spent a few
days in St. Louis.

“The Hunchback af Notre Dame,” which
is making attendance history at Cox Thea-
tre, is in its third week and still going strong.
An added feature during the current week
is the singing of the choir from St. George’s
Church at the beginning of the second part
of the picture. Three special showings are
being given on Dec. 1, 8 and 15, for which
the Times-Star, a local daily, is offering
tickets at 30 cents to every boy and girl
between the ages of 6 and 16 who is a pupil
of a public, private or parochial school in
the city. Other holdovers for the week are
“Rupert of Hentzau” at Gifts, while “Pon-
jola ’ is repeating at the Family, having pre-
viously been shown at the Strand. Both
houses are a part of the Libson chain.

Roy H. Beattie, manager of the Palace
Theatre, who has been ill for several months,
has again been discharged from the Jewish
Hospital and is back in his apartment.
Beattie expects to resume his duties at the
Palace at an early date.

The C'hakeres Amusement to., Springfield,
Ohio, operating the Majestic, one of the
largest picture houses in the city, will soon
begin work on a -jiOO-Krat house to play
Keith vaudeville and pictures, in opposition
to Gus Sun's Regent Theatre. This looks
like a real war, as only recently the Regent
took Paramount pictures away from the Ma-
jestic, thus giving the Regent Paramount and
First National. The Majestic has lost its
Fox films to the Liberty, which now has
I n i versa!. Fox and Goldwyn. The Majestic
has the new Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan program,
while the Fairbanks, legitimate house, is
grabbing up the specials between read show
dates. —

A. T. Loggie, as a taxpayer, has filed suit
in the Common Pleas Court at Steubenville,
Ohio, to restrain the city of Steubenville
from leasing to the La Belle Amusement Co.,
headed by George Schaffer, certain city prop-
erty upon which to erect a theatre. Loggie
alleges that the lease was made without se-
curing competitive bids, and that it would
be imprudent to rent the city’s property for
the small sum of $12,500 for the first year
and $15,000 annually thereafter.

Harris P. Wolfberg, manager and part
owner of the Capitol Theatre, Charleston, W.
Va., which was completely destroyed by fire

a few weeks ago, announces that the house
will be rebuilt, with a seating capacity of
2,500.

The Washington Theatre, Toronto, Ohio, a
new house, will be formally opened on Christ-
mas Day with “Merry Go Round.” Peter
Callageous, formerly an exhibitor of Salem,
Ohio, will manage the Washington.

Rudolph Friedrich, one of the most prom-
inent exhibitors of Lorain, Ohio, died sud-
denly of heart trouble. The deceased owned
and operated the Elvira, Standard and Paris
theatres in Lorain, and the Park at Amherst.
The houses will continue under the manage-
ment of his widow.

Washington, D. C.
Sunday morning belongs to the churches,

in the opinion of the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia. This was inferred
from a decision rendered on a request of
the Washington Chamber of Commerce for
the opening of the picture theatres of this

city Sunday morning, December 2, for the
entertainment of the soldiers, sailors and
marines who came here for the big football

game the previous day.

Stock in the Crandall Ambassador and
Tivoli theatres is being offered to the public
at $100 par, with a 20 per cent, bonus in

common stock. The first named has a cap-
ital stock issue of $350,000, of which $200,000
is preferred, while the Tivoli is capitalized
at $650,000, of which $400,000 is preferred.
The stock offered is S per cent, cumulative
preferred and it is pointed out in the pros-
pectus that no Crandall theatre has ever
passed a dividend.
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First Egyptian-style Theatre

in San Francisco Seats 2,000
The Alexandria, a $350,000 Egyptian thea-

tre, was formally opened at San Francisco

on the evening of November 26 and this city

now has the first theatre of this type in

Northern California. The house is located

at Eighteenth avenue and Geary street, in

the Park-Presidio district, and forms the nu-

cleus of a new business section of which
much is expected.

The opening was made a community af-

fair, with Mayor James Rolph, Jr., deliver-

ing the address of the evening. Officers of

the four improvement clubs of this district

also participated in the dedication. The new
theatre has a seating capacity of slightly

less than 2,000 and has been built without a

balcony, the rear section being curved in

stadium fashion to provide an unobstructed
view.
The Egyptian idea is carefully carried out

in every detail of the house. Sphinxes guard
the outer lobby and Egyptian designs are to

be found everywhere. One of the interest-

ing personalities of the house stafif is the

hostess, Evelyn Powers, who presides over
the grand foyer, wearing an Egyptian gown
and headdress. Music is furnished by Ben
BlacVs Band and an organ presided over
by Frederick Rowley.
The Alexandria is owned by A1 Levin, who

has been connected with the theatre busi-

ness in this city for years, and George A.
Oppenheimer, of George A. Oppenheimer,
Inc., distributor in California, Arizona, Ne-
vada and the Hawaiian Islands for Warner
Brothers’ productions. The opening bill in-

cluded “Going Up,” with Douglas McLean,
and an “Our Gang” comedy.

The death of Thomas O'llay, which oc-
curred at San Francisco on November 25,

came as a shock to members of the picture
fraternity, as there was no inkling' that he
was in any immediate danger from his illness.

Although but 42 years old, he had been con-
nected with the picture business for almost
twenty years and at the time of his death
owned picture theatres at Vallejo and Marys-
ville and was interested in the Hippodrome
Theatre in this city. He was associated with
G. M. (“Bronco Billy”) Anderson in the early
days and directed one of the first Wild West
pictures ever produced, this being filmed in

Niles Canyon, near San Francisco. He is

survived by si widow.

Morris Gallas, who has been operating- the
Isis Theatre at Twenty-first and Mission
streets, San Francisco, has secured a ten-
year lease on the Majestic Theatre. The
house will be remodeled and new equipment
will be installed by Walter A. Preddey. This
theatre was originally built for the Acker-
man & Harris Circuit and immediately fol-
lowing the great San Francisco fire was one
of the best known theatres in the city.

E. C. Cunningham, who is remodeling his
theatre at Pacific Grove, Cal., was a recent
visitor on San Francisco’s Film Row, making
selections of new equipment and arranging
bookings.

Ralph Grunauer, assistant to Harry Ar-
thur, general manager of West Coast Thea-
tres, paid the San Francisco division a visit
recently.

Charles Thall, assistant to A. M. Bowles,
general manager of West Coast Theatres of
Northern California, recently went to Stock-
ton to confer with Nick Turner, manager of
the T. & D. Theatre, and Fred Miller of the
State Theatre.

A picture theatre equipped throughout by
Walter A. Preddey, of 'S'an Francisco, has
been opened at Yuba City, Cal., by Mrs. E.
Thorndyke. This is the first theatre opened
in that place.

The Star Theatre at San Juan, Cal., which
has been burned twice, is being rebuilt.

William Englehardt, an exhibitor of
Truckee, Cal., recently paid San Francisco
one of his infrequent visits, accompanied by
Mrs. Englehardt.

George Rust, of Georgetown, Cal., was a
recent visitor at San Francisco and an-
nounced that he had closed his picture thea-
tre for the winter.

The Star Theatre at Colusa, Cal., has been
purchased by L. B. Smith, of Marysville, Cal.

The presentation simultaneously of “A
Woman of Paris” at the Granada and Cali-
fornia theatres, San Francisco, proved a
great success and records for attendance
were smashed at the former house. Mid-
night shows were necessary the opening-
night to accommodate the crowds anti seven
shows a day were on the regular schedule.
The stage presentation was identical for the
week at both houses, the California show-
starting a half hour earlier than the one at

the Granada to enable musicians and prin-
cipals to make the switch.

The new theatre of J>r. C. H. Lindner be-
ing erected at Colma, Cal., will be opened
early in January.

Oakland Theatres, Inc., has been incor-
porated at Oakland, Cal., with a capital stock
of $500,000, by Ernest L. Brune, of Berkeley,
A. M. Duncan, E. B. Smith, F. M. Moore and
M. Giguiere, of San Francisco.

Better Pictures, Inc., has been incorporated
at San Francisco with a capital stock of

$200,000 by C. D. Dethiefsen, M. P. Kitchen
and E. A. Fitzpatrick.

Seattle
One of the most brilliant affairs of the

season was the Northwest premiere of the

"Hunchback of Notre Dame” at the Heilig

Theatre, November 23. For representative
brilliance the audience was as great a suc-

cess as the picture. Governor Louis F. Hart
and a party of eight state officials occupied
boxes, as did all prominent city and county
executives. Business and professional men,
society, and high officials of the navy were
present. An audience of 2,000 packed the
house and went forth “sold" on the picture,

which is doing an absolute capacity business
at advance prices, with all seats reserved. A
lavish exploitation campaign helped to put
it over. The run will be indefinite.

In spite of this heavy competition, and
the fact that “first night” was a blustery,

rainy one, excellent business was done by
"The Spanish Dancer,” "The Virginian,”

"The Midnight Alarm” and “Little Old New
York.” It is truly a banner week for Seattle

film fans.

A rumor is current that Mr. Connell, of
Newman & Connell, who recently sold their
two houses in Hoquiam, Wash., to Dolan «£:

Ripley, is planning a 500-seat, 10-cent house
in downtown Seattle. The site, at Third
avenue, near Pike street, was formerly oc-
cupied by a cafeteria and is in the same
block with the Princess Theatre, which for
a time housed 10-cent first-runs last Spring.

Howard S. Clemmer has dolled up his Clem-
mer Theatre, Spokane, with a brand new
electric sign. That’s “tellin’ the world,”
Doc!

Art Brown is new house manager at the
Rex Theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.

Manager Frank Edwards, of the Winter
Garden, hooked up with the entire postal de-
partment for his showings of “Loyal Lives.”
The city’s 300 postal employes delivered 50,-

000 heralds for him. Eighty mail wagons
bore mounted one-sheets advertising the pic-

A HIGH KICKER

See the exhibitor. The exhibitor is kick-
ing. Fie is kicking at the high price of
films. Will the exhibitor's kick reach its

mark? Yea, for it packs a mighty wallop!
Joe St. Peter, of the Rose Theatre, Everett,
Wash., is the kicker in the picture. “Little
Joe” is but six feet four. We have no less
authority than that of Seth Perkins, man-
ager of Seattle Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, who
pals around with Joe, that the little chap
is continually kicking about the price of
Goldwyn films. Hence Perkins requested a
photograph, registering the aforesaid emo-
tion, so that he would not get lonesome when
Joe was absent.
Mr. St. Peter is 73 years old. Isn’t he an

active chap? Perhaps ’tis kicking keeps
him so. He is an old timer in the picture
business, having started about fifteen years
ago with a Nickelodeon in Portland. He has
owned houses in Olympia, Centralia, Everett,
Bellingham and Port Angeles. He is a life

member of the Elks and is president of the
State Lodge. He also is a prominent
Shriner. If we were Mr. Perkins we should
keep a respectful distance from St. Peter’s
1

ick, unless we wanted to go visit St. Peter.
This chap don't seem to have any golden
key.

ture for a week in advance. To accommo-
date the crowds the house opens daily at
9:00 and closes at midnight, during the run
of the picture. On opening day, Sunday, in

spite of tremendous competition, long- line-
ups waited, extending for nearly a block.

A. F. Cormier planned a coup for Thanks-
giving. The annual football game between
Centralia and Chehalis teams is the big game
of the year. Everybody turns out from the
sister cities and feeling runs high. Mr.
Cormier, therefore, took Alex Singelow, cam-
eraman, down from Seattle to photograph
the game, securing- a good live special of
about 400 feet. This he planned to spring
after the close of his Thanksgiving feature,
"Why Worry?”, and while the game was
still fresh in the minds of his patrons, who
will welcome a chance to see it over again.

John Hamrich Is back from New York,
where lie spent three weeks conferring with
Golilwyu-Cosniopolitan officials regarding the
recently reported deal which involved his
Blue Mouse theatres. Final arrangements
are believed to have been made.

Manager Robert W. Bender, of the Colum-
bia Theatre, distributes slips within his
house organization for a monthly prize sug-
gestion contest, which brings as its reward
at least one cash prize every month.
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Two Impressive Ceremonies
Mark Philadelphia Opening

Two impressive ceremonies marked the

opening of the new §2,000,000 Fox Theatre

in Philadelphia during the week. The first

of these took place on Sunday evening when
an audience of invited guests witnessed in

private showing the first film, “The Silent

Command,’’ to be shown in the handsome
new structure at Sixteenth and Market
streets and a program of elaborate scope.

The house was filled to capacity and the en-

thusiastic demonstrations that greeted speak-

ers and film gave ample proof of the warm
welcome extended by the Quaker City public

to this Fox amusement enterprise, with its

beauty and luxurious comfort. Dedication

of the building was made by Mayor-elect
Freeland Kendrick following a short intro-

duction by former Judge John M. Patterson.

The mayor-elect complimented William Fox
and the management on the introduction to

the city of this highest type of picture es-

tablishment.
On Monday, when the theatre was opened

to the public, another special program was
arranged. The dedication program consisted

of a prologue dedicated to William Penn and
employed a male ensemble of 20 voices. Then
followed a special edition of the Fox News
Weekly of luminaries in Philadelphia public

life, a soprano soloist, a prologue to the
main play and “The Silent Command,” pro-

duced with the co-operation of a number of

naval officers stationed at League Island,

who were present at the opening.
The theatre seats 2,500 comfortably, with

spacious aisles giving easy access to the

seats, luxuriously upholstered. The building
also includes a sixteen-story office structure
above the auditorium, and is constructed
throughout of reinforced steel, concrete,
marble and terra cotta. All of the interior

doors and trimmings are of furniture steel

with baked enamel finish.

A spacious foyer and lobby on the Market
street side is finished in Italian marble with
solid marble floors to match. The auditorium
has a balcony and orchestra with three rows

Paul Flollen, for the past several years
manager of the Oakford Theatre at Rich-

wood, W. Va., has been transferred to the

Lyric Theatre, Beckley. This theatre is the

newest and seventh addition to the chain of

houses owned in West Virginia by the Alle-

gheny Theatre Company.
C. E. Cooper, of Hinton, will take charge

of the Oakford house. For the past year
he has been managing the Temple and Ma-
sonic theatres at Hinton, and has been with
the Allegheny Theatre Company since its

organization.
The company has moved its offices from

Hinton to Beckley. P. L. Dysard, general
manager, will be located in the last named
city.

F. X. McCullough, of the Cameo Theatre,
Oil City, Pa., has a method of preparing
slides that any exhibitor will find useful.
Paint the space to he lettered with white
show-card ink. After it is dry, scratch what
you have to say on it with a nail. This will
show white letters against a black back-
ground on the screen.

Eugene Quigley, for the past year man-
ager of the Kearse Theatre, Charleston, W.
Va., has resigned his position owing to ill-

ness, and has gone to his home in Chicago
to undergo further treatment.

Harry C. Gordon, manager of the Fairmont
Theatre, Fairmont, W. Va., resigned his po-
sition. Mr. Gordon has been manager of the
new $400,000 house since its opening on June

of loge seats and two rows of proscenium
boxes, seventy in all, fitted with stuffed floss

divans. An artistic decorative scheme pre-
dominates throughout the entire house, old
rose brocade being used as background
against Convent Sienna marble, with blue
Beige marble basing. The latest projection
machines are used and for the first time in
Philadelphia a rubber screen on the stage.
The organ is the largest in the city and has
the console mounted on a hydraulic pressure
elevator which raises the organist six feet
above the level of the orchestra platform.

In addition to a diversified show program
it is the purpose of Manager Ernesto Rapee
to include pretentious prologues to the main
features and to be distinctive in themselves.

Over-exertion, caused by chasing a gang of
colored boys from the front of his theatre,
the Lloyd, in Chester, Pa., caused the death
last week of D. D. Neild, who resided at
3339 North Seventeenth street, Philadelphia.
Mr. Neild, who was lessee and manager of
the Lloyd, caught one of the gang and
brought him back to the theatre, where he
called the police to place him under arrest.
As the policeman entered the office, Neild
said: “This is the cause of all my trouble.
Lock him up and I’ll appear against—” The
sentence was never finished, for he fell into
the arms of the policeman. With the assist-
ance of the projectionist, John McElwee, the
body was removed to the hospital where he
was pronounced dead, and later the remains
brought to his Philadelphia home, from
where burial services were held.

When an automobile delivery truck be-
longing to Oscar Ginns, owner of the Ginn
chain of picture theatres in Wilmington, Del-
aware, took fire last week, twenty-six reels
of films as well as the truck were destroyed.
The truck, driven by H. H. Grubb, was trans-
porting the films from Philadelphia exchange
houses to Wilmington and took fire near
Holyoke, Delaware. The loss is estimated at
$2,000 for the film and $2,500 for the auto.
There was no insurance.

3. He has not made known his future plans,
but stated that he would assist during De-
cember in “breaking in” the new manager
to succeed him, whose name at this writing
has not been given out by the West Virginia
Amusement Company, owners of the theatre.

Leopold Miller will build a new picture the-
atre at Elm Grove, W. Va. The present thea-
tre building will be incorporated in the new
structure.

Charlie Couch, -who for years has conducted
the Grand Theatre at Carnegie, Pa., is look-
ing for a buyer, as he intends to take his
family to California next spring.

Canada
William Cranston of Toronto, pioneer

showman and prominent for years in Cana-
dian picture circles, is critically ill with
Bright’s disease. He is looked upon as the
dean of exchange men in the Dominion, his

achievements including the taking of “The
Birth of a Nation” and “Intolerance” as road
shows throughout the length and breadth of
Canada and Alaska on a number of trans-
continental tours. After these tours, he was
with the Allens at Toronto for a time and
then became Canadian general manager for

United Artists Corporation, after which he
joined up with Ernest Shipman for the dis-

tribution of Shipman’s Canadian-made pro-
ductions.

Texas
Robberies of picture theatres in Dallas,

Texas, have occurred so frequently that few
exhibitors are leaving large sums in the the-
atre safes. Perhaps the fifth or sixth at-
tempt of its kind was made at the Rialto
Theatre, in the loop district of Oak Cliff,
suburb of Dallas, recently. As Manager
Jack Hadra was preparing to leave the the-
atre late at night, three suspicious charac-
ters parked their auto a few feet from the
theatre. Hadra determined to stand his
ground and at this moment a city detective
came on the scene. Hadra and the detective
ran for the men to do battle, but the would-
be yeggmen entered their car and sped away.
The Rialto, incidentally, lost several hun-
dred dollars when yeggmen blew open the
safe recently.

The Happyland Theatre, Dallas, running
tab and pictures, has been leased by R. A.
Carter, who has renamed it the Lyric.

The Dye, Ford and Rogers panhandle cir-
cuit has reopened the Mission Theatre at
Wichita Falls, Texas.

A change of interest has occurred at El
Paso, Texas. J. SI. Edgar Hart has taken
over the management of the Unique Theatre,
T. M. Hervey relinquishing that job after
more than ten years at the helm. For the
first time in years, the Unique will offer first-
run pictures only.

Work has been started on the new $750,000
picture theatre in Shreveport, La., for the
Saenger- Ehrlich interests. It will be rushed
to completion. The Saengers’ new theatre
at Pine Bluff, Ark., is progressing rapidly.

A. R. Powell, who for some years managed
the Sugg- and Kozy theatres in Chickasha,
Okla., has purchased the Highland Theatre
at Guthrie, Okla., and now is managing it.

John N. Stewart, who with his brother, M.
D. Stewart, operates a theatre in DeLeon,
Texas, has bought the building housing the
Wonderland Theatre, Kaufman, Texas.

A. L Middleton, one of the best known
small-town exhibitors in the United States,
has sold his theatre at DeQueen, Ark., and
is looking for a location either in Arkansas,
Texas or Oklahoma.

Omaha
The Marcus Loew interests of New York

are given control of the Empress Theatre of
Omaha within fifteen days, according to the
terms of the decree filed by Federal Judge
Woodrough at Omaha more than a week
ago. As previously reported in this paper,
Loew sued for possession of the Empress in
the federal court at Omaha, claiming that he
had a purchase contract with W. N. LeDoux,
former owner, before the latter sold the the-
atre to the World Realty Company of
Omaha. The decree directs LeDoux now to
deliver the assignment to Samuel A. Shirley,
Loew’s Omaha representative.

E. F. Blazer, attorney for LeDoux, said
an appeal bond had been filed with the cir-
cuit court of appeals at St. Louis. If this
is not approved, he said, the Loew interests
would get possession at once. Otherwise
they would have to wait until the appeal is

decided. The appeal cannot be heard until
next June. S. A. McIntyre, local manager
for Metro, said Metro is prepared to put in
its pictures at once if given control.
Judge Woodrough’s decree further directs

B. H. Dunham of the federal court to de-
termine what if any damages have been sus-
tained by the Loew interests in the alleged
failure of LeDoux to carry out his original
sale contract with Loew.

The Palm Theatre, Omaha, was damaged
by fire about $2,000. Fortunately the blaze
started at 1:15 A. M. and so the house was
vacant. The cause is unknown, but it is

thought someone may have thrown a lighted
cigar or cigaret on the floor at the last per-
formance in the evening.

Allegheny Theatre Company
Transfers Hollen and Cooper
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Children Banned from Dancing
in Watertown, N. Y., Theatres
Some of the Watertown, N. Y., exhibitors

found themselves in hot water the past week
when twelve children of that city, all under

16 years of age, were summoned before Judge
H. F. Porter and charged with a violation of

the law by dancing at amateur productions

in several of the local theatres. Some months
ago, considerable attention was aroused when
a young girl who had been dancing in the

theatres of that city, was brought before

the court, and as a result the child was
ordered to discontinue the practice. It appears

that the theatres have been offering prizes

and drawing good crowds. But this prac-

tice will now have to cease, according to the

courts.

Many exhibitors in northern New York will

regret to learn that Edgar B. Haines, who
has been covering this section of the state

since last May for Universal, has quit his

position and gone to Newark, N. J., where
he will enter the real estate business. Mr.
Haines drove his territory and was always
ready to help an exhibitor out whether it be
in the projection room, or ushering. Many
exhibitors will recall his excellent photo-
graphs of northern New York scenery.

With a prize of $25 to the person who
guessed the identity of the greatest number
of business men of the city, who appeared
in celluloid, with backs turned, the Avon in
Watertown, N. Y., did a whoppin’ business the
past week. The idea was entirely new locally
and caught on in wonderful shape. This week
the picture is being shown with the faces of

the men, so that everyone, whether prize
winner or not will know how good a guess
he or she made.

Co-operating with the Mark Strand in

Albany, the trolley company of that city
assisted materially in the first of the Junior
Movies last Saturday, when over 800 children
were splendidly entertained under the
auspices of the Albany Mothers’ Club. With-
out cost, the trolley company brought all of
the children from the orphanages to the the-
atre. Girl Scouts served as ushers. The
next Junior Movie will be held on the morn-
ing of December 29 at the same theatre and
“Circus Days” will be shown.

Many exhibitors in this section have
booked ‘‘The Chronicles of America.” The
list includes the American of Troy, Park of

Hudson, Orpheum of Amsterdam, Royal of
Albany, Lincoln, Pearl and Happy Hour of

Schenectady, Robbins-Eckel of Syracuse,
Olympic of Watertown, Avon of Utica, 'Strand
of Pittsfield, as well as Lou Buettner’s en-
tire circuit.

Every child in Watertown who brought a
bundle of used clothing to the Avon of that
city last Wednesday afternoon was admitted
free of charge to a showing of “Circus Hays.”
The bundles were later on handed over to

the Salvation Army and distributed among
the poor people. There was a similar plan
at the same theatre last year which netted
something more than 1,000 bundles. The
mayor of the city heartily endorsed the
scheme.

Some Idea of the success which has at-

tended the management of the Leland The-
atre in Albany by Oscar Perrin can be gained
from the fact that Mr. Perrin has now de-
cided to open the gallery of the house and
charge the same admission as on the first

floor and balcony. And what is more, Mr.
Perrin is getting it not only from the men
but from the women. The gallery used to
resemble a dungeon, but fresh paint and
lights have made it attractive, to the extent
that patrons prefer to sit there to standing.

“Little Old New York” made a record at

the Lincoln in Troy last week and is being
held over for this week. In Schenectady the
same picture last week established a new
box office record at the State. In Rome it

opened on Thanksgiving Day for 50 cents,

the highest price ever paid for a picture in

that city, and played to capacity audiences.

It's a safe bet that Oscar Perrin, who man-
ages the Leland and Clinton Square theatres
in Albany, will not be obliged to do much
in the way of Christmas shopping for his
children this year. Every souvenir that
comes Mr. Perrin’s way goes home to gladden
the hearts of the children.

William Shirley, of the Farash Theatre
Corporation in Schenectady, announces that
he has bought the entire year’s output of

F. B. O. Mr. Shirley is entertaining A1 Boas-
berg of New York this week.

A singer, with slides, was tried out at the
Albany Theatre here last week, and judging

Under a decision handed down by the
Court of Appeals, the Golde Clothes Shop,
Inc., is given the right of possession of the
Main street lobby of Loew’s State Theatre.
Simon Fleischmann, attorney for the Golde
interests, asserts he has the right to ask that

a writ be issued to the sheriff to force the

Loew interests out of the lobby in Main
street and put the Golde Clothes Shop there.

The heads of the Golde interests in New
York will be consulted, however, before
such a move is made. The legal battle be-
tween the Loew’s Buffalo Theatres, Inc., and
the Golde Clothes Shop, Inc., has been
waged for over two years and has been in

every court in the state. Maurice C. Spratt,

who died last Monday, was counsel for the
Loew interests.

Sydney Samson, president of the Film
Board of Trade, has appointed the following
committee to arrange for a Get-Together
Dinner-Dance late this month: Henry W.
Kahn, Metro; Bob Wagner, Hodkinson; Clay-
ton P. Sheehan, Fox; Howard F. Brink, Ed-
ucational, and Mr. -Samson, Bond. James
Speer of Dependable exchange has been ap-
pointed a member of the Film Board of
Trade.

Harry Abbott has closed the Criterion The-
atre, refusing longer to sink money into a
losing venture. Mr. Abbott is about the
tenth to try and put this theatre over.

Thanksgiving week found Milwaukee
houses playing some of the biggest attrac-
tions of the season, with record attendance
marks being generally set as a result.

Ascher Merrill, managed by Roy C. Mac-
Mullen, selected the holiday season for the
opening of “Little Old New York,” and
true to expectations and its run in other
cities, the picture shattered all records and
gave indications that it would enjoy a healthy
run of three or four weeks.

Starting Friday, Nov. 23, the film drew
4,200 patrons on the opening day, most of

them social and business leaders of the city

who responded to special invitations from
Mr. MacMullen. Saturday and Sunday even
eclipsed this mark, approximately 4,500 be-
ing on hand on each day.
Running neck and neck with the Merrill

were Saxe’s Strand, the Alhambra, Garden
and Butterfly, other downtown houses, each
featuring unusual programs.
At the Strand, Eddie Weisfeldt held over

for a second week “Flaming Youth” after
that picture had set a mark for attendance

from the hearty reception given, the idea will
be further employed by Samuel Suckno, own-
er of the house.

Morris Silverman, who has made a small
fortune out of two theatres in Schenectady,
now is dickering for the Bareli in that city,

a house which was recently purchased by R.
V. Erk of Ilion. It is said that the house
is being held for $25,000.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vineberg observed
their wedding anniversary last Wednesday
night by attending the Elks’ ball in Albany.
Incidentally, it was the first night that Mr.
Vineberg had taken off from his duties as
manager of the Mark Strand in many a week.

Among the visitors in Albany last week
was M. E. Troy, who runs houses in Chatham
and Hudson. And another who greeted the
representative of the Moving Picture World
was L. L. Connors of Cambridge.

In order that Ben Berinstein would get his

show on the screen in time for the evening
show at the Majestic, Elmira, L. Mullen,
booker at the Renown exchange, drove his

new Chevrolet all the way from Buffalo to
Elmira with the film, arriving a few minutes
before the evening performance started.
Then he started home with the thanks of
the management.

Charlie Hayman had a terrible time in
Niagara Falls on Thanksgiving Day. His
show failed to arrive and he became so wor-
ried over it that he could not eat a thing
from the table packed high with Thanksgiv-
ing delicacies.

The old Academy Theatre in lower Main
street, recently opened by A1 Sherry, is at-
tracting S. R. O. business. This house was
put down as another impossibility but A1 is

putting it over like a house afire.

James Cardina received many congratula-
tions on his beautiful neighborhood house,
the New Varsity, which was opened to the
public Tuesday evening, November 27. The
house was literally buried in flowers on
opening night.

Record Attendance Marks in

Milwaukee Thanksgiving Week
during its first week. The film equalled the
attendance figure established by “Safety
Last,” Harold Lloyd’s picture which figured
in a sensational run at the Strand several
months ago. As a result of the decision to
hold “Flaming Youth” for a second week,
Mr. Weisfeldt postponed "Three Ages.”
At the Alhambra, the offering was “If

Winter Comes” and attendance during the
first few days indicated that the public
would demand a second week of this picture
from Leo A. Landau, manager. The Garden,
Mr. Landau’s other downtown house, mean-
while showed “The Acquittal” and packed
them in likewise.
The Butterfly, with an extensive advertis-

ing campaign to help it regain its former
position as a first run house, featured Mae
Murray in “Fashion Row,” and according to
A. J. Cooper, new owner, drew capacity.
The admission tax war in Wisconsin has

taken on a new meaning with the seizure
of the Strand Theatre at Kenosha by the
Government for the alleged non-payment of
tax. According to A. H. Wilkinson, internal
revenue collector at Milwaukee, the thea-
tre will be sold shortly to satisfy the claim
of the government for $2,212.

Court Decides Against Loew
in Buffalo Theatre Dispute

Eddie Weinberg, former manager of the
local Strand, is alive and well in London,
according to a post card which arrived in
town this week. Ed is manager of one of
the Universal houses in the British metrop-
olis. He is stopping at the Hotel Cecil.
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Selling thePiduRE to the Public
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

After a WordRick Ricketson Wins Paramount Prize

With Huge Two-State Touring Pageant

O FFERING prizes aggregating $700 for

the best stunts worked by a Para-
mounteer on Paramount Month

brought out hundreds of good ideas and
landed thousands ot dollars worth of pub-
licity. The first prize could have been
awarded immediately following the close of

the contest, but the decision as to the other
three winners held up the judges. These were
Claud Saunders, director of exploitation • A.
M. Bottsford, advertising manager; Charles
E. McCarthy, publicity manager; L. J. Bam-
berger, assistant to Saunders, -and Sam D.
Palmer.
They have announced that the awards have

been made to Rick Ricketson, Denver; Rus-
sell B. Moon, New Haven

;
Kenneth O.

Renaud, Salt Lake City, and Joseph T. Em-
erling, Omaha, in that order. The prize

money was split $250, $200, $150 and $100.

Rick Never Headed
Ricketson took his cue from the constant

appeal of his chief to promote the small
towns as well as the cities. It has been Mr.
Saunders’ constant thought to persuade his

exploitation staff to help the little houses,
which most sorely need such help, and
Rick’s stunt was planned to provide each
town within reach with the nucleus of a

local celebration of some sort that would
put over the idea of Paramount Month.
Early in the summer he arranged with

the Willys-Knight factory to loan him a

chassis on which he could build a tableau
float. This was provided with advertising
material for Paramount and carried a gas
tank for the inflation of balloons, a gen-
erator and searchlight and a bombing
machine.

Planned Ahead
Through correspondence and personal so-

licitation Rick sold the idea to his entire
territory. The Mountain States Theatres
Corporation agreed to provide two addi-
tional floats and supply thirty framed ban-
ners and cutouts provided that Ricketson
would tour their territory first. After that
he could have the floats and banners for
the other towns.
Other theatres were tied to some local

scheme, a baby show here, a popularity con-

test there, and a beauty contest somewhere
else. Each local manager planned what he
could, and where possible hooked the idea
to some civic enterprise, such as the open-
ing of a new paved highway at Golden, fairs

of Weld and Adams counties and the Pike’s
Peak Festival. At Grand Junction an escort
of cowboys and girls met the tourists and
guided them into town, the Mayor of Delta
turned over the keys of the city, and in de-
fault of anything definite, the- Mayor of one
town would send a message to his brother in

the next stopping place and the delivery of
the message would be the feature of that
event.

A Continuous Performance
On September 1, Ricketson started out to

cover the territory, working first for the
Mountain States, as agreed. Four, six and
even eight towns were made in a single day,
the events being timed so that the touring
floats could come into a town, head the
parade, stir things up and rush on to the
next booking.
On arrival in each town the salute was

fired, the special stunts were observed, the
parade toured the business streets, and then
two six foot gas balloons would be sent up,
with passes or fan fotos attached. These
balloons were purchased in bulk and by this

means the cost was cut to $1.25 for the
pair.

As soon as the balloons were released, the
trio of floats would rush off to the next
town, and hold a similar celebration there.
In the early evening the searchlight would
be put to good use.

The Willys-Knight Company had broad-
casted instructions to all agents to line up
the W-K owners, and at no point did the
line drop below twenty cars in support of

the floats and often rose to seventy or eigh-
ty. The cut shows the head end of a 75-car
parade in Canon City, with the Mayor rid-

ing with Rick.

Over in Wyoming
It was not possible to cover all of Wy-

oming as well as Colorado, so Rick arranged
with the Rialto Theatre, Casper, to handle
a popularity contest with a trip to Holly-
wood as the prize. The usual subscription

Close-Up, the house organ for

Paramount theatres department,
is after “pretentious,” and Mort.
Blcomstock is on the trail of those
who misuse this habitually mis-
used word.

It does not mean “elaborate,”

hut rather connotes trickery and
the effort to impress through
misrepresentation. Pa ramount
managers are being urged to drop
it from their vocabularies, and it

would be well if others not under
Harold B. Franklin’s observation
followed suit. Put it into the

same pen with “replica”—and
lock the door on the outside.

vote was used, and at a cost of about $500
the Rialto not only did a huge current busi-
ness, but sold off about $6,000 worth of

tickets, many if not most of which will be
used during the dull pre-Christmas days.
The winner was sent to Hollywood and

a pictorial record was made of the trip,

which included a trip to Portland by water
and a return from there. Under the title

of “Miss Wyoming in Hollywood,” the win-
ner was featured in a personal scenic, which
was run with a trailer made up of scenes
from the current product to the end of the

year.

As the contest was statewide and the pa-
pers taking news service from the Casper
paper used the story daily, thousands of

lines of publicity were given all of the ex-
hibitors in the state at no cost to the thea-
tres or Paramount. For that matter the
entire cost to Paramount did not require a

fourth figure for its expression, and brought
in publicity worth a hundred times the cost.

Rick earned his $250 and more.

Remember that 1924 is c/oing to need a Mid-
night Matinee. Don’t overlook this real

money.

RICK RICKETSON’S PAGEANT CAR AT THE HEAD OF THE PARADE IN CANON CITY COLORADO
You will note the Mayor riding in the car, silk hat and all. Most of the mayors along the route were glad to cooperate because in

every town the pageant was hooked to some local event. In Canon City the Daily Record offered cash prizes for the best floats and
seventy-five cars were lined up in the parade. This stunt was worked forty times in Colorado and Wyoming.

t
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Planted Skeleton

of Capt. Applejack
Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman

Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

Thirty-three different angles were worked
by Oral D. Cloakey for Strangers of the
Night when that picture came to the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa. Some of the numbers are
two or more parts of a related stunt, but
they are all separate items.

His most sensational stunt was to plant

the skeleton of Capt. Applejack in an ex-
cavation along with a heavy iron box. This
was fixed with the police, but apparently
not with the workmen on the job, and the
result was a sensation when the steam shovel
dug up the skeleton, which was carted off to

the police station. The following day the
box was forced open and found to contain
four passes to the Regent for Strangers of

the Night. The first dajr newspaper stories

were guardedly worded, because the report-
ers evidently had their suspicions, but about
a third of a column was pretty good, even
at that, and the papers were able to save
space when the box was opened the follow-
ing day and the contents reported.
Mr. Cloakey also worked the treasure hunt

as outlined in the Bonns-Ferguson yellow
kids, but he added his own touch by re-

quiring that the finder of the treasure be in

possession of a copy of the co-operating
newspaper in which the location of the treas-

ure was hinted at. The treasure was repre-
sented by certificates good for a pair of
seats or cash sums ranging from one to ten

dollars. All had to be presented to Capt.
Applejack himself at the newspaper office,

which was the excuse for a picturesque
pirate in the newspaper’s counting room.
A special screening was made for the

press, and two hundred well known persons
were invited to swell the audience. Both
newspapers were given co-operative pages,
and a safe company gave both its windows
to a double display. One side showed an
old-fashioned safe with the door wrenched
off and a burglar departing with his loot.

The other side showed one of the safes

manufactured by the exhibiting company,
with the burglar’s tools all broken, the safe

proof against strangers of the night.

A different angle was found for a sport-

ing goods store. Here a tent was set up in

a woodland dressing. Inside the ten was a

figure with a gun, sharply silhouetted

against the canvas wall by a strong light.

A FTER a week’s rest, during which time
they aided in the broadcasting through
Station WEAF of the Brooklyn Mark

Strand first radio concert, the members of
the singing chorus are back again, appear-
ing in three numbers on the program with
Mary Pickford’s “Rosita.” Jerry and Her
Piano Quartette were held over for this pro-
gram, making a line-up of four musical
presentations in addition to the Topical Re-
view and a special comedy on the supper
show. Out of the two-hour show the mu-
sical part took up twenty-three minutes, the
Review eight minutes and the feature one
hour and twenty-nine minutes.

The Piano Girls, with pianos set at differ-

ent angles from the week previous, opened
without lights excepting individual baby
spots which were placed in the instruments
to pick out only the face of the player. Deep
blue plush cyclorama was used as back-
ground to contrast the drop of last week.
After a minute two light amber and two
light pink spots overhead dimmed up, fol-

lowed by red borders and blue footlights.
This lighting remained to the close, as only
two numbers, “Bit by Bit” and “Canadian
Capers,” were played. Seven minutes, with
no lighting from the front.

The Symphonized Jazz, five minutes, was
special arrangement of “Moonlight Kisses”
and “No, No. Nora.” Two 150-ampere Mus-
trum floods from the booth, magenta color,

flooded the entire stage, with one dome flood

of same amperage hitting the right half of

orchestra with orange and another dome
flood on left half with light blue. Purple
borders large stage. Six color blend spots
and three box lamps of same color hitting
silver draw curtains throngh the glass traps
across the stage behind the foots, shooting
from beneath. Two arch spots, color blend,
hitting silver draws from the sides. Trans-
parent fabrics columns at proscenium arch
color blend top and bottom.

As Thanksgiving Day falls in this week,

This stranger of the night was a stuffed
bear.

A burglar alarm system supplied its red
emergency cars for perambulators and

Krenser’s “Prayer of Thanksgiving,” sung
by the chorus, lends the proper atmosphere.
The back drop was neutral blue, with set
piece landscape winter scene five feet high
across stage one foot in front of the drop.
Church with transparent window's, lighted
from behind, at the left. The chorus of
eighteen girls costumed as Pilgrims entered
from th eleft in twos, threes and fours,
grouping center stage for the song. X-rays
of small stage light blue. Two light blue
box lamps on the set, w'ith two color blend
arch spots shooting across from side to side.
Large borders green-blue. Two dome Men-
strum spots, one deep blue and one purple,
on musicians alone. Light blue transparent
windows. At finish the number was closed
in by silver draws.
After the chorus, seated in with the or-

chestra, had sung Elgar’s “Pomp and Cir-
cumstance” for Armistice Memorial scenes
in the Review, the “Rosita” atmospheric pro-
logue was presented. Backed up by deep
blue plush cyclorama was a huge set-piece
fan of Spanish design, upon which were hung
several bright shawls. A raised platform
copied from the photoplay was in front of
the fan, and grouped around this at open-
ing were the eighteen singers in Spanish
costume. They sang “Spanish Serenade,”
and at finish Mile. Francelli, made up as
Mary Pickford in the picture, came on from
left and onto the platform, as a basso, made
up as male support in the film, entered from
right. Dancer went through “La Rosita”
dance, with interpolated business, and then
followed specially written song, “Rosita,” by
the bass, with a close by the ensemble. A
150-ampere light blue flood from the dome
covered the stage, with magenta x-rays, and
rose and amber spots from the sides on the
shawls. Overhead spots on the set were
amber, orange, light blue and light pink.
Front lights included two booth Mestrum
floods, orange, on sides and orchestra. Two
light amber transparent windows, and red
borders large stage.

placarded every client’s home or place of

business with the statement that “These
premises are protected against Strangers of

the Night by the Dominion Messenger and
Signal Co.” The same company also oc-
cupied a vacant store window with a dis-

play of the apparatus used in its system.
The emergency cars also invaded Hull, just

across the river, where you go to get a

drink.

Has Sorority Party

for Spanish Dancer
John E. Kenebeck, who has been doing

unusually good work for Paramount in the
Des Moines territory, has been promoted.
When the exploitation staff was shot to

pieces John was sent out to Australia to see
what he could do out there.

Just before he left he used a novel stunt
for The Spanish Dancer, about to play at

the Des Moines Theatre. He wanted some-
thing out of the way so he persuaded one
of the societies of Drake University to give

a Spanish Surprise Party at the home of

one of the local graduates the Friday before

the opening. Members of the sorority and
society people were present in numbers and
the surprise was a preview of the picture

and the display of the wedding dress worn
by the star in the picture, and which had
been loaned by the Lasky organization. This
was worn by one of the members of the

society. After this use it was put on a

dummy and set into a dry goods store win-

dow as shown in the cut.

A Paramount Relase

NOW IT’S PARAMOUNT WITH THE ORIGINAL COSTUME
John E. Kenebeck borrowed a costume from Pola Negri to put over The Spanish
Dancer in Des Moines and used it for window display after letting it be worked at

a Spanish Surprise Party given by one of the college societies
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A First National Release

WHAT CAR DO YOU SUPPOSE TRILBY HAS? A LAFAYETTE
One of the girl ushers at Loew’s Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, looked almost as

much like Andree Lafayette as she thought she did, so they dressed her up, put her

in a Lafayette car and sent her around town to tell of the coming of the play.

Poster Competition

Helps in Three Ways
Making a poster competition the chief pub-

licity stunt on Jackie Coogan in Circus Days
put the picture over for the Rialto Theatre,

Champaign, 111.

The town has the State college and Charles

Pyle, with some help from A1 Sobler, hooked
the art class to a practical competition. The
university paper got back of the idea and
put it over to the students, and the local

sheets came in with comment when the best

examples were displayed in store windows.
That stunt alone might have put the picture

over, but Mr. Pyle got hold of a woman
clown and sent her around the streets with

a team of goats and a trained duck, all

three with clown ruffs around their necks.

The tobacco hoo.c-up was used and the

Potash and Perlmutter Firpo stunt was
adapted to a local' football stunt. The ex-

planation as to why the U. of I. would win
the coming football game was that they had
the best line-up, just as the Rialto had the

best show. It was not very cleverly adapted,

but it was an appeal to college pride and
so it helped.

Trailed
Because Potash and Perlmutter in stage

form had pleased Great Falls, Mont., among
other places, William Steele, of the Liberty
Theatre, spent most of his advertising
money to tell his world that the screen ver-

sion was better than the original with “Much
as you enjoyed the play, you will admit that

the picture is much better.”

They came to find out and most of them
voted in the affirmative.

Trilby Model's Car

Match for Her Name
Things came pretty soft for one of the girl

ushers at Loew’s Warfield Theatre, San
Francisco, the time they played Trilby. She
looked something like Andree Lafayette and
the resemblance was heightened by the cos-

tume they gave her. The Lafayette Motors
Co. made it a family affair by donating a car

and a banner told that Andree rode in a
Lafayette, “of course.”

When she was not driving around she was
used in the lobby to preside over the shoe
and stocking displays, the usual window
hookups being used in the stores tied to this

scheme.
Special work consisted of a painted sign

on the side of the theatre and a 24-sheet
board in one of the very few spots available

for posting in Market street. There was a
lavish display of paper elsewhere and the
co-operating concerns took extra newspaper
space to ride on the general campaign.
Ray Coffin, for Richard Watson Tully, and

Charmes M. Thall, publicity manager for

the West Coast Theatres, collaborated on
the stunts and put over the production with
a big bang.

Rented a Store
An entirely new twist was given the win-

dow stunt when The Green Goddess played
the Rialto Theatre, Newark, N. J.

The Goldwyn exploitation man suggested
a reproduction of the scene of the airplane
crash in a window in a vacant store, and
the Distinctive studio made the set and the
figures of George Arliss and the others who
figure in that scene.

It attracted so much attention that the
store was hired by a man who figured that

if half as many looked into his window it

was a good location.

When the Capitol Theatre, the T. & D.
house in Sacramento, played Dulcy, M. B.

Hustler tied an automobile accessories store

to the picture with the urge not to be a
Dulcy, but to buy a specified brand of tire

chains and avoid skidding. It did not cost

much for the card and it helped popularize
the play with motorists, who urged others
not to be Dulcys when they were caught
without chains.

A First National Release

CLOWN AND CARTOONS HELP JACKIE COOGAN IN CIRCUS DAYS IN ILLINOIS

A Poster Competition, open to the students of the University of Illinois, got publicity in the local ad. college papers as well as in

store windows, for the Rialto Theatre. This was built up with a ballyhoo as shown in the companion cut, a woman dressed as a clown
steering a goat team and a clown duck through the streets. The tobacco hook-up was employed to good advantage.

t
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Baby Peggy Is Now
Subscription Agent

Didn’t Worry
With Irene “herself” as competition, L. A.

Towns, of the Strand Theatre, Birmingham,
Ala., almost broke his record on Dr. Jack
with Why Worry? and at almost no cost,

since he got the bulk of his space free. It

took two days of hard rains to keep him
below the top figures on the other Lloyd
picture.

Part of his space he won with a hook-up
page with the merchants and he got a total

of three-fourths of a page with the old narnes-
in-the-classified-ads stunt.

Using the Baby Peggy Doll to get sub-
scriptions is a new form of co-operation
which appeals to the newspapers and brings

the theatres using these comedies a lot of

exploitation not charged against the house.

The Evening Sentinel, Milwaukee, gave a

doll for five six months’ subscriptions, pro-

vided the names were new, and the Atlantic

City Press Union used a gross of the dolls

on a similar scheme. Both used page dis-

plays to put the appeal over. Papers in

Lancaster, Pa., and Rochester, N. Y., have
used the stunt with similarly good results,

and the idea is spreading through the efforts

of Century Comedies publicity.

The newspapers naturally have to play up
Peggy’s screen appearances at the local

houses, and in some instances they have
handled the Baby Peggy Club idea as a

further exploitation.

All the manager has to do is to book in

the comedies.
Having worked out the Peggy resemblance

contests, the publicity department is plant-

ing the subscription scheme with a Baby
Peggy Sundae in a formative stage to fol-

low this. A picture on this page shows how
the sundae worked in the window of one
of the most popular candy stores in the

theatrical section of Broadway. The photog-
rapher did not bring out the advertising

matter very clearly, but in addition to the

seven photographs there are two dolls and
three window cards, a good score for a sin-

gle window.

Uses Full Pages in

Neighborhood Towns
Most managers think that they are hustling

along at top speed when they take a full

page in the home town paper now and then.

J. C. Wodetsky, of the Murray Theatre,
Richmond, Ind., fades them with four full-

page displays for The Bright Shawl in as

many feeder towns, Centreville, New Paris,

Fountain City and Boston. Each page also

carried a large cut of Harold Lloyd on the
facing page as a compliment.
Mr. Wodetsky writes that this out-of-

town drive builds business every day and is

A Pathe Release

AN EFFECTIVE FRONT BANNER BASED ON THREE SHEETS
This was arranged by Stanley Brown, of the Strand Theatre, Minneapolis, from the
paper on Why Worry and after that all that worried him was getting the money

safely over to the bank, and he does not mind cares of that description.

Working Again
The laughing Okeh record was dug out

to knock them for a goal at the Strand The-
atre. Two of the laughing heads of Harold
Lloyd were placed on either side of the in-

strument, and the record was run with a

repeater.

H. C. Farley remembered that this had
worked well in other places with Dr. Jack,
and he was pleased to find that it did just

as much for Why Worry?

A Universal Release

WHAT THE BABY PEGGY SUNDAE GOT IN ONE STORE
This window is in the heart of theatrical Broadway, New York, and scores seven
photographs, two dolls and three cards. The cards are supplied by Century comedies.

The concoction costs a quarter and is said to be worth the price and more.

especially good for the supper shows on
Saturday and Sunday. It gives him a

standout on the swing shows on those two
days, and runs up his box office record most
pleasingly.

He adds that this is not an experiment,
but that he has made it work in Bridgeport
and New Haven, when he was with Poli,

and in Kalamazoo, with the Butterfield cir-

cuit. Having given it a full try, he is pass-
ing it along for the rest.

Small-town full pages do not cost a great
deal of money, and all they pick up is pure
velvet. The manager who overlooks full

drives on his surrounding territory is losing
money, unless he happens to be packing his

house every day, every show, with local

patronage.
Mr. Wodetsky sends in a personal letter

head that is as shrinkingly quiet as a calliope

at a baby’s funeral. It’s terribly loud, but
it tells the world that 21 years of experience
in promotion has converted him to publicity
ideas even on a personal letter head. It

is not that he is swell headed. He is merely

taking some of his own medicine, and the

Murray owners will tell you that his medi-
cine is a pretty good tonic.

A Waiting List
Tod Browning, the First National fran-

chise holder in New Haven, has something
new. You’ve read until you were tired about
the tremendous crowds around a show win-
dow. Tod tells of a waiting list.

When he had Ashes of Vengeance at the

Olympia he decided to fell about it, so he
hooked a store to a resemblance contest,

with Norma (alias Omar), pearls and a wrist

watch and box parties as the prizes. Then
he got an “original” costume for the win-
dow and was sitting pretty, but the store

people had to call a cop. The cop saw to

it that each person got a good look and
then made way for the next.

And he further adds that the policeman
on duty at the theatre estimated that at

times the line in front of the box office was
a thousand persons long. To prove it he
submits a photograph of a crowd of 1,023

persons, the odd 23 being onlookers on the
other side of the lobby.
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This Auto Dealer

Advertised Penrod
It is to be taken for granted that there

is always a free matinee on Penrod and
Sam. But you can make this special work
better if you give it a new form. Pass the

cigars to Sid Lawrence, of the Regent The-
atre, Grand Rapids.

E. C. Sackett is an automobile dealer.

Sackett was given the passes and advertised

that he wanted every child in the Furniture
City to see this wonderful story of child-

hood days.
He was so anxious that all the kiddies

should get a chance that he offered free

tickets. All any child had to do was to

come to the store with the name of some
person who was in the market for an auto-
mobile, the details as to the type of car

he desired and the make of his present
boat.

Of course, there was a lot of duplication

and some deception, but Sackett got a lot

more information than the big display ad-
vertisement he used cost him, and Lawrence
contributed the tickets, which cost him less

than the newspaper space would have done.
And then you can take an encore on the

next picture with the piano dealer, who is

always willing to pay for prospect names,
and perhaps the sewing machine man can
be interested for a third try, if you do not
space them too closely together.
The beauty of the scheme is that it gives

the salesman a chance for ail approach.
Instead of a cold start he opens with “Little

Willie Brown tells us you are looking for

a sedan.” The prospect may say that Willie
is a gifted little liar, but he has started
talking. That’s the hardest part, and that’s

over with. Tell that to the dealer when you
take him the idea.

Redder ’n Red
Edward Lewis, of Keith’s 81st Street The-

atre, New York, used 800 red bulbs under
the marquise when he played Goldwyn’s
Red Lights and used two red floods on the
roof to catch attention before you got to
the house. Cutout letters from the posters
proclaimed the title on three sides of the
marquise.
He also used a novel introduction to the

film. A tiny point of red was thrown on
the screen and irides out until the entire
auditorium was flooded, then the picture was
thrown on the screen and the red light
dimmed down. It was atmosphere and color
combined.

Atlanta Theatre

in Yellow Sheet
Although most of the tried out stunts in

the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan “yellow sheets”
are those worked during the run of the
attraction at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, makes
the grade with an exceptionally good house
front on The Green Goddess. This has been
reproduced and attached to the book. The
Metropolitan has every reason to be all

swelled up. The cut on this page gives a
better idea of the stunt. Smoke can be used
if incense pots can be put where the painted
braziers now stand. Since this is atop
the marquise the use of incense is not nec-
essary. Any material that will make a heavy,
visible smoke can be used, or a steam pipe
can be. run up from the boiler room if the
latter is conveniently located. Attachment
can also be made to a radiator.

A Goldwyn Release

THE BEST FRONT WORKED ON THE GREEN GODDESS
This is from the Metropolitan theatre, Atlanta, and was selected for use in the
‘yellow sheet” on the Arliss play as being the best yet shown on this feature. It

suggests a lot of work, but the receipts paid for the labor cost and material
with a profit.

Educational Releases

GETTING AN ENTIRE WINDOW FOR COMEDIES ALONE
The Newman theatres in Kansas City got a full window for Lloyd Hamilton and
Mermaid Comedies shown at their theatres, and put a permanent kick in the

announcements of their small features through the coming season. They make
money on comedies.

Took Entire Window
for Comedy Program
Realizing that comedies sell many more

tickets than most managers realize, the New-
man theatres in Kansas City framed a win-
dow in a kodak-pen shop for the Mermaid
Comedies, which they feature on their pro-

grams.
There were pictures of the stars, a few

scenes, mention of the most imminent com-
edies and* dates for the next booking, and
the passersby got the idea that comedies
must be worth while if a theatre went to

so much trouble.

With the Newman, Royal and Star all using
Mermaids, this comparatively slight effort

gave all three houses a stinger for the small
features that will last well into the season.
Sure they are only two reels long, but if

a two-reeler can sell tickets, why not talk
about them even if you do happen to re-
gard them as bobtails? Help them to make
all the money for you that you can get.

Most managers would be surprised could
they get actual figures on the direct draw-
ing value of the comedies, which often sell

over a non-appealing feature title. The New-
man knows.

The yellow book on The Green Goddess
is a clash of color schemes, but it is worth
a lot of money to the man who is going to

play the Arliss production, for it lists stunts
suitable for any type of theatre and at costs

ranging from almost nothing to about half

what the idea is worth. Each of these yel-

low books seem to be a little better than
the last one, and they reflect great credit

upon the editors, Eddie Bonus and W. R.
Ferguson.

Fed the Stars
Booking Potash & Perlmutter into his

Mary Anderson Theatre, Louisville, the
same week Carr and Bernard were at the
drama house in the next volume, Col. Fred
Levy gave a luncheon to the stellar lights
and invited others of prominence to com-
plete the party.
And, in spite of his efforts, the story of

the luncheon got into the papers rather ex-
tensively, and somehow it did not hurt busi-
ness in the least. For that matter it helped
both screen and stage play.
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HERE’S A GOOD STAGE SETTING FOR A FASHION SHOW
The stage setting and runway used in a fashion show at the Strand Theatre, Cumber-
land, Md. This was planned by Robert Slote, who made the event the background for

a beauty contest, as well as to strengthen business on The Brass Bottle.

Looked Far Ahead
to Get a Feature

Foresight being better than hindsight, a

medal should be pinned on Robert Slote,

manager of Crandall's Strand. Theatre, Cum-
berland, Md. He looked so far ahead that

he could see around the turn of the road.

Managers have reported their utilization

of the local representative in the annual
Atlantic City beauty contest. Slote made
his candidate and then used her.

Long before the date of the contest he
persuaded the local merchants that it would
be a big thing if Cumberland were repre-

sented in the gathering of bathing beauties.

He was willing to do all the work and
stand his share of the expense, but he wanted
the moral support of all the merchants and
some slight financial backing. They would
show the huge crowds at Atlantic City’

- that

Cumberland was there with the best of

them.
The idea took hold. The merchants told

Slote to go the limit, and they came in with
window and newspaper advertising. Slote

generously offered to loan the Strand for

the selection of the town’s representative

from among the competing beauties. That
seemed to be a good idea, so he was told

to go to it.

Then it struck Slote that it might be a

good idea to add a fashion show, and help
advertise the merchants who were sharing
the cost of the campaign. They applauded
the idea and promised the models and the

gowns and other details. They also co-

operated in a double truck advertising the
dual event and their connection with it.

Slote built a black and white setting which
is reproduced on this page, and provided
the essential runway. The models showed
their dresses and the beauty contestants
looked their prettiest and most all of Cum-
berland was there to see. The winner was
selected and sent off to Atlantic City, and
the town quieted down while the merchants
counted their respective profits from extra
business. They figured that “Miss Cumber-
land’’ had really brought them money and
they were correspondingly grateful to Slote

;

a goodwill he can capitalize in window cards
and co-operative pages for a long time to

come.

And just note that Slote did not use all

this big stuff to pull through a weak sister.

He set it for the night he had what he fig-

ured would be an especially pleasing bill.

He knew he would pull many persons who
do not usually turn out for pictures, and
he wanted them to go away with the best

possible impression of pictures as a whole,
so instead of wmrking for a barely good
enough picture, he held the idea for The
Brass Bottle, and he made regulars out of

many of the infrequents. It was the last

touch of showmanship, and he was still there
with the goods.

Teaser Displays

Sold U. S. Grill
Selling Ruggles of Red Gap by teaser is

something new that was worked by Jack
Heilman, a Paramounteer.
He dropped into Jamestown, N. D., where

the Wilson story was booked at the Opera
House, and started a series of advertised
displays announcing the impending opening
of the U. S. Grill, later adding that Marma-
duke Ruggles would be its manager. Even
then they did not tumble, but looked around
to see where the grill was being made ready.
The day before the picture opened, the

teasers joined the straight advertising for

Ruggles by announcing that they would all

enjoy the scenes in the U. S. Grill in Red
Gap in the Cruze production.

Here s a New Angle
for Book Hook-ups

Pass the butter to the State Theatre, Erie,

Pa. It bought $293.50 worth of space with
an investment of $40. Then Mike Vogel
picked up the idea and put it over in Al-
toona and McKeesport before the tidal wave
caught him. You can do it in your own
home town if any newspaper has a contest
on—or you can inaugurate one.

In Erie the paper was gunning for sub-
scriptions. The State purchased 100 copies
of the Grosset & Dunlap version of The
Cheat and donated them for bonus prizes,

and the newspaper gave all that space to the

announcement of these bonuses with a few
kind words for Pola Negri and The Cheat.
Of course you do not have to give out as

many books in a small town, but you can

get as much in proportion to your invest-

ment, and it has worked big in the three

instances reported on.

Changed Chaplin
At last they have been having The Pil-

grim in Laredo, Texas, and when Manager
Epstein found that the ministers were run-

ning true to form and getting ready to pro-

test against the ministerial garb, he asked
them to come and see the picture, offering

to make such eliminations as they might
suggest.
Somewhat taken aback at this offer, the

ministers made some minor changes and
then endorsed what was left. The con-

demnation made for interest which was
added to by the subsequent approval, and
business at the Royal was royally good.

Army Helped
Now it’s the Santa Fe Trail that is getting

the recruiters. Richard Weil, publicity man
for Progress pictures, sends in a photograph
of an army covered wagon with the ex-

planation that he was able to interest the

commandant of an army post across the

river from Cincinnati. The nub of the idea

was that if you joined the army you could

see The Santa Fe Trail. If you wanted a

sample, you looked it up at the local theatre.

He not only got the wagon, but an am-
bulance as well and a cavalry escort.

MADE GREEN GODDESS CAPITAL OF AIRPLANE ACCIDENT
When a local plane crashed in the mountains, Manager Beckman, of the Rialto

Theatre, Wenatchee, Wash., brought it in on a truck. The engine and propellor were
shown in the lobby and the remainder carried around town on a truck for a ballyhoo.
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Lloyd Hughes
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Pete Smith ’s Capital

Newspaper Campaign
Pete Smith, working to put over The

Meanest Man in the World for Sol Lesser

at Loew’s State Theatre, Los Angeles, built

up a fine campaign in which the theatre or

the fact that the title was related to a picture

were carefully eliminated.

On the face of it, the Los Angeles Express

was willing to pay $200 to locate the meanest

man in the world. It offered $150 to the per-

son who developed the meanest man with $50

and $20 as consolations. Meanwhile, it paid

one dollar each day for the five best letters

on the meanest man, these letters being re-

assembled for the final judging.

It streamed the question across the front

page each day, repeated on 100 painted 28-

sheets, bannered 500 newsstands with signs

and tack cards and apparently took slide

space in 100 theatres of the West Coast cor-

poration.

As the contest drew to a close it put out

the meanest man and his mother, father and
son. The hero was immaculately dressed, but
being the meanest man, his family was un-
cared for. The four of them paraded the

streets in masks and helped to interest in the

contest.

As a final there was a ball at the Cinder-
ella dance hall, where motion pictures were
made of the arriving guests and those who

later competed for the prizes for shaking the

meanest hoof.

And when all this publicity had been care-
fully accumulated, it was shifted in bulk
over to the show at the State. It had done
all it could for the Express and was ready
to hand to perform a similar service for the
State, and it put over Bert Lytell like the
Barnum & Bailey with Duse in the center
ring.

Doubled Contest
About 200 youngsters appeared at the

Stacey Theatre, Trenton, N. J., for a Jackie

Coogan contest on Circus Days, so Lee

Haussman had to hold an elimination in the

fire alley, retaining a dozen of the best for

the stage appearance, the audience deciding
the winners. There were three prizes, a suit

or overcoat, a cap and an autographed copy
of Toby Tyler.

In addition, the theatre offered a silver

cup for the best impersonator at a Hallowe’en
street ball conducted by a committee of citi-

zens. This was not limited to children, and
a number of men competed for the prize,

adding to the general hilarity—and effective-
ness—of the stunt. The cup was, of course,
included in all the newspaper stories for
several days in advance.

Uses Davies Film

for Store Display
Because the Wanamaker store is celebrat-

ing the hundredth anniversary of the found-
ing of the A. T. Stewart store, which was
purchased by the Philadelphia merchant, a
considerable portion of the store advertising
dealt with the New York of a century ago,
with pictures of old New York and similar
material.

In this connection portions of the Cos-
mopolitan production of Little Old New York
were shown at the performances in the store
auditorium for two days. This was not the
complete film, but scenes showing the very
remarkable reproductions of old streets, and
was more in the nature of a glorified trailer

advertisement for the picture, then showing
at the Capitol, while at the same time it ful-

filled its purpose of showing the ancient
town. It was a particularly valuable adver-
tisement because it was apparently anything
but that.

Thrifty
The last word in economy comes from the

exhibitor who is saving the ashes of The
Eternal Flame to advertise Ashes of Ven-
geance.

A First National Release

FOUR OF THE STUNTS WHICH HELPED PUT OVER THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD IN LOS ANGELES
This was all directed to a newspaper contest which piled up the publicity for the newspaper and which, at the proper time, was
transferred to the film. There were 100 boards like that above and any quantity of bannered taxis. Below are shown the four

perambulators used and the traveling night apparatus which was used at a motion picture ball at a dance hall
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Scandinavian Stunts

Follow Live Practice
Exploitation abroad has come to equal the

best work done in this country, where ex-

ploitation was brought to the status of an
independent profession. Australia has done
splendid work, England is not far behind,

and we have recently shown a number of

good examples from the Continent, but
among the best are these stunts worked by
Raoul le Mat, of Stockholm, who is not only
distributor of the Metro product for Nor-
way, Sweden and Denmark, but the owner-
manager of an important chain of theatres,

the “home'’ house being the Roda Kvarn,
or Red Mill, in Stockholm.
One of the best stunts, though it does not

show up so well in the photograph, is a

mechanical novelty for Tva Arbland Vilda
Djuri Afrika, which is the alias for the
Martin Johnson’s Trailing Wild Animals in

Africa.

This is the kiosk which appears in the
centre of the lobby in the upper right hand
of the cut. It shows Mrs. Johnson in the
act of shooting and a lighting device is

used to give the flash of the gun. At each
flash an animal leaps from behind a screen
at her right, to fall dead at her feet.

The four-in-hand drag shown at the left

was used for Hearts Aflame. Anna Q. Nils-
son is naturally a particular favorite with
her countrymen and especial effort was made
to put this release over. This was played

at the Rialto Theatre, instead of the Red
Mill, and brought a large business.
The lower pictures show the special drive

on a comedy week, the bill being composed
of Mud and Sand, the burlesque on Blood
and Sand, and Rob ’em Good. An automo-
bile parade was formed, with impersonators
of Valentino and Fairbanks each in his own
car, and numerous stops were made for
ballyhoo purposes.
The result of the drive was to give an

exceptionally big week without a dramatic
feature. Evidently the demand for comedy
is as world-wide as its appeal.

All of the stunts are passed along to other
users of the Metro service, and Mr. Le Mat
goes beyond American exchange practice
in his service to clients. This includes the
supplying of cloth backed stills instead of
the usual light paper prints. The cost of
the process is more than offset by the saving
of the stills, which are in good condition
long after the straight paper prints would
be cracked and torn. Sometimes we get so
proud of ourselves that we fail to realize
that there are comers in other countries and
we are glad to pay our respects to this

Metro hustler.

Bad men are usually supposed to be life

takers rather than savers, but the Olympic
Theatre, New Haven, got hold of some mint
candies and put them out with a special label
reading “Two kinds of life savers, pep-o-
mints and The Bad Man at the Olympic.”
Tod Browning says it helped business. But
why not “Pep-o-mints will take your breath
away. So will The Bad Man?"

Plenty of Jazz in

Good Metro Puzzle
An advertising novelty is just something

you get from an exchange. You can make I

it worth the cost or you can make it get I

a lot more than that. It’s all a matter of ;

putting in something more than the surface I

use.

Plenty of exhibitors have put out the I

Metro “E” puzzle on The Eternal Struggle, I

and have found it a useful novelty. W. G. I

Bishop, a Metro exploitation man, made it I

a newspaper stunt in two cities.

In Houston, Texas, some 300 members of I

the Rotary Club spent most of their time I

at the weekly luncheon trying to make the I

blamed thing come out straight. The Pi-

1

rates, an advertising club in Oklahoma City, I

let the soup get cold in a similar endeavor.
In each instance the manager of the local

theatre offered to pay the luncheon check
of any member who could solve the puzzle. >.

In neither case was the award claimed. But v

the newspaper made the mention of their
efforts in the stories of the luncheons, and >

had to mention the house and attraction.
If you don’t want to risk having to buy

lunches, offer passes, but see if you cannot
get some local organization interested. This
can be worked, of course, on any similar
stunt and does not merely apply ' to The
Eternal Struggle, though the latter title

worked well into the story.

THREE EXAMPLES OF THE BALLYHOO METHODS USED BY RAOUL LE MAT IN SCANDINAVIA
Mr. Le Mat, who is the representative of Metro in Norway, Sweden and Denmark, as well as the owner of a chain of theatres in
these countries, is very much awake to the value of exploitation. The upper left hand cut shows a perambulator for Hearts Aflame,
with a lobby for the Martin Johnsons’ wild animal picture on the right. Below are two of the pictures of his drive on a comedy

week with Mud and Sand and Rob ’Em Good

*

i
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Open Display Is

Always the Best
These two display spaces on Cameo Kirby

are about the same size and general form,

but one has a far greater attraction and
selling value than the other. Both are about

three tens, though that of the Century is

about three lines over the measure. In this

Booth Tarkington, Harry Leon Wilson and
Cameo Kirby are fighting each other for

nimHumiimmiauimnimimwni

cimflM
BOOTH TARKINGTON
AHAItBV LEON WILSON

RACE of HEARTS between the
MONA]haHS*pr the MISSISSIPPI.

Most Famous Stage Success

With

JOHN GILBERT
GERTRUDE OLMSTED

JEAN ARTHUR
The ‘•story of "Ciunoo Kirby”—Us

romaneo, ila oolof eud He inUrciUfig
plot—

»

tho meat of which screen eDicn

. in an oroilmg tain, UvinniR with u

Farewell week for the
MILTON"ABORN comic opera compa^

Presents 'Vie famous Musical Comedo
''THE SPRING MAID^

A Fox Release

THE CENTURY, BALTIMORE
the limelight with no very pronounced re-

sult. The three names are too nearly of
equal value to get any prominence. Prob-
ably both Tarkington and Wilson will sell

some tickets, but they will sell just as many
for the Temple theatre, Toledo, though here
the names are less than half the width and
about half the height. Not only do the
three names crowd each other, but they lie

against the cut in such a fashion that what-
ever chance they ever had is killed off,

while at the same time they also murder the
cut. The cut would not be a bad one, were
it set in properly, but it needs white space to

show it off, and here almost every hole is

chinked with talk. The picture is offered as

“Nat Goodwin’s most famous stage success,’’

which serves only to emphasize the fact that
this is a rather old subject, since the come-
dian, favorite of his generation, is a strange
name to most of the present-day patrons.
There is more appeal to the “See the great-
est race between three river steamboats ever
staged,” in the panel on the left, but there
is more vigor to the race suggestion of the
cut in the Horator advertisement than to

the type, plus the obscured race in the Balti-

more appeal. Moreover, there is a sweep to
the drawing from the Toledo advertisement

' that catches the attention more quickly and
holds it better. The boats are right at the
top of the space and the flow of the stream
takes you down to the title, which is not

j

obscured by any disturbing lettering above
or below. You are sold Cameo Kirby, a
Mississippi story, right at the jump, with
the suggestion of love interest in the clutch
just below, and with the authors and star
over to the right. There is not as much
talk in the Toledo handling, but there is

greater selling force because the entire dis-

play has a breadth that the other lacks.

There is the suggestion of strength and

vigor which the cut with more detail can
never attain. Both cuts are apparently press

book material. It is merely a matter of

choice, and we hold that the choice should
invariably lie with the stronger cut where
there is an option. The title has double the
display. The Century is not a poor advertise-
ment, but working from the same available
material, we think that the Temple has
framed a much better selling advertisement.
This is by no means an isolated example.

A Fox Release

THE TOLEDO EXAMPLE
It almost invariably holds true that the

open drawings, not confused with too much
text, will sell more tickets than the elaborate
cut, especially when it is confused with too
much talk. An advertisement must work
quickly, if it is to work at all, and there is

no place for elaborate argument.

White and Reverse

Not in Confliction
For the second week of If Winter Comes

the Ohio theatre, Indianapolis, uses a three
twelves, of which about half is a reverse
ground and the rest normal. Whether or
not this will work out well depends upon
the handling. Here the black is an abrupt
transition, but there is a similar transition

from sketch to talk, and the result is de-
cidedly good. It is better than if the white
had been at the bottom, which would have
made the space topheavy. The big fact

here is the holding of the picture for a
second week, and this is put at the top
where there is nothing to fight, the sketch
not being heavy enough to detract from the
type. That brings you down to the title

with the message of success. If a picture
is held over for a second week, it must be
a good picture. What picture is it? The
eye runs down the space to where the title

is the easiest thing to find in the distinctive

circle. In case you do not already . know
about the picture, there is a well written sales

talk on the left, but we think that in most
instances this is not read. The selling has
been already accomplished. It is just the
final clincher, put in for the very difficult

few. Almost everywhere this picture is go-
ing to double the usual run, or longer, but
we think that in no instance has the ex-

tension of the run been better handled and
seldom has it been put over as emphatically.

Usually the emphasis is given the play and
not the extension, and the second week it is

the extension and not the play which is the
more important argument. For that mat-
ter, if you still have the picture to play, we
believe that you can make real capital out

Second weekfor this
supreme pictorial achiev-

ement

NEXT WEEK
by anvngemnt wilt

DAVID BELASCO
SHEJ (SOLD DlfiCSiSRS
wUh HOPE HAMPTON

A Fox Release

ODD AND EFFECTIVE
of these extended runs. Call attention to
the very remarkable success of the picture
elsewhere and then advance the suggestion
that this favor is due to the fact that the
film so closely follows the book. Frankly
offer it as the one picture in which the
flavor of the novel has not been destroyed
to make a continuity writer’s holiday. Very
often the failure of a screen version is due
to the impertinent changes made by the
studio writers. Play up the fact that this is

still the Hutchinson novel and not the story
as some studio employee thought it should
have been written in the first place. Most
readers will welcome the novelty.

Castellated
Making the entire marquise a castle was

the way Ashes of Vengeance was put over
by Manager Steffy at the Coliseum theatre,
Seattle. Instead of building his castle on
top of the marquise, Mr. Steffy built around
the supporting columns with painted stone-
work and masked in the lobby front, running
the turrets above the line of the canopy.
Of course, there were windows in the

castle, and these were peopled by cutouts
from the ones and three sheets. It all served
to create the desired impression that Ashes of
Vengeance was. a bigger and better picture.

Helps Hook-Ups
Looking for something for the cooperat-

ing advertisers, the Odeon theatre, Savannah,
gave passes to all readers who worked on
their hook-up page for Why Worry. There
were twelve advertisers and to get a single

pass the readers had to write twelve sen-
tences each commencing with the title and
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d.al'ng with the twelve advertising concerns.
There was a prize of $10 for the best set of

sentences; none of which could exceed 25

words, but a single admission was given each
contestant. The same idea can be applied

to other titles, though it works particularly

well with Why Worry, and helped to get the
picture over by drawing a big opening house
to go out and tell the rest of the town. It

also brought in many paid admissions.

Atmosphere Sketch

Is Made Attractor
Most of the advertisements for Viola Dana

in The Social Code use the picture of the
little star with her feet up on the table. This
works well in the smaller dimensions, but
the Colonial theatre, Indianapolis, wanted a

larger cut and used this polo scene to sug-
gest the general atmosphere of the picture

as set forth in the catalogue at the top of

the space. It works nicely, though the lay-

out man has done well to hold all the talk

about the play above the cut since this

extends across the space. Putting part of

the talk below the cut would have lost it.

That space is reserved to the smaller fea-

THE YOUNGER SET, PETTING PARTIES, WILD

EXTRAVAGANCE, JAZZMANIA—and MYSTERY

VIOLA DANA
in

A Metro Release

SELLING ATMOSPHERE
tures, which makes for a more intelligent
handling of the announcement. The picture
is chiefly sold on atmosphere, and this gives
a large sample of the chief ingredient. The
star’s name sells the rest.

Sells Ponjola on
Nilsson Haircut

Most of the kick in this Boston advertise-
ment for Ponjola is on the haircut which
enabled Miss Nilsson to look like a real boy
and not a male impersonator. It is by no
means new stuff, for back in 1909 the same
gag was worked with Elbe Caines, of the
old Lubin company, in a one reeler. We sent
the cameraman down to a barber shop and
made the haircut a part of the picture, but
in those one-reel days there was less ex-
ploitation and Miss Nilsson is getting much
more advertising out of her stunt. This is

a very nicely set advertisement for Boston.
There was a slump back into the old hand
lettered stuff, but the agents are coming
over to real type again and getting better
displays. Probably the Boston papers al-

ways will look like the printing office towel
after the Sunday edition has been run off,

but the use of type helps somewhat and
since Boston does not seem to know any-

As the Society
Beauty of Paris

"As She Appeared
First Boston Showing in Africa

oy rirsr Wational c^Hraciion
FEATURING

James Kirkwood— Anna Q. Nilsson— Tully Marshall
From CYNTHIA STOCKLE/’S Fascinating Novel

VAUDEVILLE
SUNDAY CONCERT

CONTINUOUS 3 to !0l30

“PONJOLA” abounds in thrills and excitement, ranks exceptionally
high —Los Angeles Examiner.

It is a thrilling- love and adventure story, involving a titled British
beauty who masqueraded in male attire to save the man she loved.

—

Los
Ahpetes Herald.

In Background, romantic quality and type of heroine. “PONJOLA" la a
real novelty.—Los Angeles Times

A First National Release

THE BOSTON PONJOLA

thing better it does well enough. Apart
from the appeal of the haircut most of the
talk is clipped from the Los Angeles reviews,
since this showing was too early for the New
York criticisms, but the haircut is the best
bet for Boston. The boy-girl stuff appeals
to the men and to most of the Women.
Probably they know the book, too, but they
will want to see the picture for the sake of
the masquerade, and the Gordon houses will

clean up with it. There is a lot in knowing
what will appeal to your patrons, and here
the agent has apparently picked the best bet.

It will probably work in other sections as

well.

All Lit Up
Planning a change from a second to a

first run policy, the Blue Mouse Theatre.
Portland, Ore., hired an aviator to fly low
over the town at night with the under side

of the planes lettered in electric lights.

It helped to establish the policy and give
Elinor Glyn’s Six Days a two weeks’ run
instead of the six she was talking about.

Of course they used other stunts, too, but
this was the star idea.

Splitting a Title

Is Cleveland Idea
Loew’s Park and Mall theatres, Cleveland,

which play the same attraction day and
date, combine their space. For Ponjola this

space is a 140 x 3, which is ample for the

text and sketch appeal. A somewhat curious
device is used for the title, Ponjola being
made into two words to gain height. This
may have been done to increase curiosity,

but it is more likely that the object was to

get a big display for the word. The text is

ta’ en from the press book and hammers on
the duality of sex of the heroine. It does-
not carry quite the idea of the story, hut
it does make for selling curiosity, and this

A First National Release

THE SPLIT TITLE

is the chief object aimed at. To this end
the bottom of the space shows the male and
female figures while the palm tree is typical
of the locale and the star herself is shown in

the foliage. It is complete without being
redundant, and it makes a very presentable
form. In some aspects we think that the
split title will attract more attention than
the single word, though it is seldom advisable
to tamper with titles. The point here is that

those who will be sold through the book will

be attracted because the title is apparently
wrong, while others will wonder what a

Pon Jola is, so it will appeal to both sides.

Sure They’re Crazy
Working over an old idea, A1 Sobler, First

National exploitation man in and around
Chicago, interested the authorities of the

State School for the Feeble Minded at Lin-

coln to show the inmates Circus Days. The
idea was that the degree of insanity in the

patient could be tested by his reaction to

the comedy.
In other words, if you could not enjoy

Jackie Coogan in this play you must be
crazy. Of course, this was dressed up in

scientific language for the newspapers, but
that was the big idea.

Being a thrifty sort of person, the test

was made while Circus Days was playing
at the Lincoln Theatre, and the whole town
hustled in to laugh an alibi. If you have a

little insane asylum in vour town, think

this over.

Still Goes
When A. A. Spitz opened his new Palace

Theatre, Norwich, Conn., he made the open-
ing blast a series of congratulatory tele-

grams from the stars, and his centerpiece

was one from Norma Talmadge. who had
the honor of opening the house with Ashes
of Vengeance.

It’s old stuff, but it seems still to pack a
.

wallop where it has not been done more ^
than a dozen times, and the first time out

—

man

!
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Associated Exhibitors
GOING UP. (5,886 feet). Star, Douglas

MacLean. A whizzing whopper of a screen

comedy, and a picture that will make you
laugh until you cry. William Noble, Capi-

tol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

F. B. O.
BLOW YOUR OWN HORN. (6,315 feet).

Star cast. Exceptionally well cast. War-
ner Baxter as the hero played his part one
hundred per cent. If your patrons like

Claire Windsor, they will be w^ell pleased
with Derelys Perdue. They are the same
type. Ralph Lewis is well known and takes
well with the average audience. You will

hear as little adverse comment on this one
as any moderate priced picture. Lots of

truth in it. Suitable for Sunday. Had ca-
pacity attendance. Draw rural class in town
of 1,000. H. Aldinger, Opera House, Prim-
ghar, Iowa.

FOURTH MUSKETEER. (5,000 feet).

Star, Johnnie Walker. The producers made
a fuss about this one, but I don’t see any-
thing to fuss about outside of the fact that
the title is a good drawing card, but the
picture is only a very ordinary comedy-
drama. Usual allotment of posters brought
good attendance. Draw all classes in town
of 400. Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan,
Rivoli Theatre (378 seats), South Fallsburg,
New York.

MIRACLE BABY. (6 reels). Star, Harry
Carey. This is the best western picture I

have shown for some time; if you want a
good western picture get Harry Carey.
Moral tone good. Draw mixed class in town
of 5,000. Admission 10-30. N. Russell, Rus-
sell Theatre, Barnesboro, Pennsylvania.

MY DAD. (5,600 feet). Star, Johnnie
Walker. Fairly good northern picture. C.
F. Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre (300
seats), Rochester, Indiana.

THIRD ALARM. (6,700 feet). Star, Ralph
Lewis. This is an awful good picture but
the film I got was broken up so that it

spoiled the picture and that’s what kills bus-
iness. Used two ones, slide, photos, bills.

Had good attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. A. E.
Rogers, Temple Theatre (250 seats), Dexter,
New York.

First National
BELL BOY 13. (3,940 feet). Star, Douglas

McLean. How does First National get their
high valuation on “Bell Boy 13’’? We can’t
understand unless it’s on Thomas luce’s
name. Very poor picture. Very short, long
enough for the kind, though. C. G. Couch,
Grand Theatre (288 seats), Carnegie, Penn-
sylvania.

CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. Best Coogan has done for some
time. Almost made us as much money as
“Oliver Twist” lost. Temple Theatre, Ilion,
New York.

CHILDREN OF DUST. (6,228 feet). Star
cast. A sob story that did not go well on
account of being very similar to several pred-

L
ecessors that were very much better. Has

j
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday,

i
Had poor attendance. Draw small town class

“It is my utmost desire to be of

some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib-

itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-

itor will be omitted. Use this de-

partment to help your selection of

pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-
rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month am Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-

dex will be cumulative, giving the

reports for that month and those
previously appearing, for a period

of six months. Use the tips and
send all you cam to help other ex-

hibitors.

in town of 3,500. Admission 10-22. Henry
Tucker, Tucker Theatre (960 seats), Lib-
eral, Kansas.

DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star, Jackie Coogan.
This is a first class picture, well executed
and very interesting, and should please all

seeing it, both old and young. William No-
ble, Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa.

DOMESTIC RELATIONS. (5,192 feet).

Star, Katherine McDonald. A program pic-

ture; but this star has absolutely no friends
here. Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for

Sunday. Had bad attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,400. Admission 10-25,

20-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty
theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Arkan-
sas.

DULCY. (6,859 feet). Star, Constance Tal-
madge. Too silly, didn’t satisfy Constance’s
admirers. Moral tone O. K. and is suitable
for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
railroad town and family class in town of

7,750. J. E. Alford, Jacob’s Theatre, Mc-
Comb, Mississippi.

DULCY. (6,859 feet). Star, Constance Tal-
madge. Fair picture, but not up to what
she has been doing. Constance is liked here.

Jack Mulhall, Johnny Harron do well in

support. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw middle and lower classes in city of
600,000. Admission fifteen cents matinees,
twenty-five cents evenings. Joseph F. Enos,
New Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats), San
Francisco, California.

EAST IS WEST. (7,737 feet). Star, Con-
stance Talmadge. All previous reports hold
good. About as good as ever made. Used
mailing list and usual advertising. Had ex-
tra good attendance. Draw small town class
in town of 3,300. Admission 20-35. P. L.
Vann, Opera House (650 seats), Greenville,
Alabama.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,
Douglas McLean. Good comedy drama,
pleased about sixty per cent, of my cus-
tomers. Admission 15-55. Adolph Schutz,
Liberty Theatre (499 seats), Silver City, New
Mexico.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,
Douglas McLean. Good picture. Well
lixed. McLean is a clean cut American type.

This picture went over great with our audi-

ence. Advertising slants, underworld com-
edy drama. Had fair attendance. Draw
middle and lower classes in city of 600,000.

Admission 10-15, 10-25. Joseph F. Enos,
New Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats), San
Francisco, California.

MAN OF ACTION. (6,400 feet). Star,

Douglas McLean. Terrible. Thomas H.
Ince should never have released this and
don't forget First National asks real money
for it. Not suitable for Sunday or any
other day. Draw best class. Al. Hamilton,
Rialto Theatre, South Norwalk, Connecticut.

MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD.
(6,500 feet). Star cast. A very good pic-

ture, very pleasing and entertaining. William
Noble, Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

MIGHTY LAK’ A ROSE. (8,036 feet).

Star cast. Once in many moons will you
have a chance to book a picture as good as
this one. It’s a hundred percent audience
picture and ninety-five per cent, better than
the so called super-productions. Capacity
business for three days; should have held
over for balance of week. Book it and
boost it. H. O'Regan, Laurier Theatre, Hull,
P. Q., Canada.

OLIVER TWIST. (5 reels). Star, Jackie
Coogan. The little star gives a superb per-
formance but direction is rather poor as
the strength of the feature is nearly all in

the first four reels. Cast, photography and
costuming excellent. Has O. K. moral tone
and is quite gruesome for Sunday. Had
average attendance. Draw all classes in city

of 14,000. Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W. Col-
lins, Grand and Liberty Theatres (600-750)
seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

OLIVER TWIST. (7,000 feet). Star, Jackie
Coogan. An excellent picture that will do
good business with intelligent audience.
Jackie is good in this one. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw small town and best class

in town of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O.
Davis, Virginia Theatre (800 seats), Hazard,
Kentucky.

PENROD. (8,037 feet). Star, Wesley
Barry. For me it was O. K. Everybody well
pleased. Paid a little too much for it. Should
be bought cheaper as it’s getting a little

old. Has good moral tone and is suitable
tor Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
small town and rural class in town of 1,474.

Admission 10-20-30. T. W. Cannon, Majestic
Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield, Tennessee.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star
cast. One of the best kid pictures ever
made, and pleased one hundred per cent.
Get behind this one and it will back you up.
Suitable for special. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good at-
tendance. Draw small town and best class in

town of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L. O. Davis,
Virginia Theatre (800 seats), Hazard, Ken-
tucky.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star
cast. Very good picture. Many good com-
ments. If they liked Marshal Neilan’s
“Penrod” they will surely like this. Ben
Alexander is fine. Entire cast good. At-
tendance good. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.
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PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star

cast. Great picture but they charge too much
money. Ran for three day's to very' good
business. Book this one Sunday' and Mon-
day. Advertise this one to the limit and be
sure you make money if you pay a fair price

for the picture. Draw good class in Brook-
lyn. New York, Victor D. Stamatis, Throop
Theatre, Brooklyn, New York.

PENROD AND SAM. (6,275 feet). Star

cast. A real picture that will surprise how
it will please, although it is "kid” stuff; this

was the objection I heard before they had
seen the picture; they' appear here to be
fed up on the mischievous "Kid” comedies
(that goes for me too) and were afraid that

this is what it was, but every act is natural;

splendid direction; but they' did not come
and I could not get them, although in the

advertising I endeavored to combat the idea

that it was a "Gang” or a Baby Peggy com-
edy. Arthur Hancock, Columbia Theatre,
Columbia City, Indiana.

POTASH AND PERLMUTTER. (7,700

feet). Star cast. A splendid picture with all

the humor, drama and thrill of the greatest
characters, fiction, stage or screen has ever
known. With the original stars

; a follies

show; a style show; dazzling beauties; all

the stuff that makes a splendid {ficture, truly

wonderful. If y
rou liked it on the stage don’t

miss it on the screen. It’s better, bigger,

greater, funnier than ever shown before.

Don't fail to book it. William Noble, Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City', Oklahoma.

SCRAP IRON. (5 reels). Star, Charles
Ray. This is a good picture where they
like to see a good fight but it did not go
good here. Just a fair picture. Moral tone
not good and is not suitable for Sunday.
Had punk attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1.400. J. Douglas, Strand Theatre,
Pierce, Nebraska.

SILENT CALL. (6,784 feet). Strongheart
(dog). What I would say about this one
would only be a repetition of the good things
the boys in this department have already
said. This picture, although old, was in

good condition and was liked by one hun-
dred per cent, of the audience. Any class

will like this one. Go after it big if you
can get a good film, and boost prices. First

National gave us good price but we failed

to make money owing to weather. Moral
tone, nothing objectionable. It is suitable for

Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw general
class in town of 1,000. Admission 10-20, 20-40.

H. H. Hedburg, Amuse-U Theatre, Melville,

Louisiana.

SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet).

Star, Dorothy Phillips. A very good north
woods story and star draws well here. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw family class in

city of 30,000. Jack Hoeffler, Orpheum
Theatre, Quincy, Illinois.

SLANDER THE WOMAN. (6,400 feet).

Star, Dorothy Phillips. A Northern along
the same old form, but there’s comedy in it

that will put it over. C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

SMILIN’ THROUGH. (8 reels). Star,

Norma Talmadge. I can only echo all the
fine things the other exhibitors have said

about this beautifully artistic offering of

Miss Talmadge. I held off in play'ing this

until now because of the price First Na-
tional had on it when it was newer. Al-
though old, the print on this was perfect.

Even the occasional roughneck told me it

was good and after doing a fine business,
making a little change and making new
patrons for my house, I sent the picture
back to the exchange wishing I could only
buy a hundred more just as good for next
year. I used slide, window cards, mailing
list and boards. Attendance way above
ordinary. Draw farmers and towns people
in town of 800. Admission 10-25. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre (250 seats),

Chester, Vermont.
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Between Ourselves

A get-together place where

we can talk things over

Still the letters come in on the

subject of rotten prints.

It looks as though the exhibi-

tors are getting wise. They are

beginning to get hep to the way
to cure the exchanges of sending
punk prints.

On the next page you will see

the remedies they are going to

put in use.

Next season looks bad for the
exchanges whose salesmen promise
“You’ll sure get a good print on
this,” and whose managers don’t

care enough for good will and
confidence to back up the promise.

It takes a lot of water dropping
on a rock to make a dent in it, but
when the producers wake up to the

dent in their business there will

be some tall doings around cer-

tain exchanges.
May the day come soon!

VAN.

Fox
ARABIAN LOVE. (4.440 feet). Star, John

Gilbert, will get it by. Print “bummy." Draw
farming and oil class in small town. J. A.
Herring, Play House Theatre (249 seats).

Strong, Arkansas.

CAMEO KIRBY. (6,931 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. This is a real one, book it now.
Pleased one hundred per cent. William Noble,
Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

IF WINTER COMES. (10,000 feet). Star,

Percy Marmont. Should please any audi-
ence. Will stand up for whole week. Wil-
liam Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

LOVE GAMBLER. (4,682 feet). Star, John
Gilbert. A dandy five reel program. Draw
farming and oil class in small town. J. A.
Herring, Play House Theatre (249 seats),

Strong, Arkansas.

MONTE CRISTO. (8 reels). Star, John
Gilbert. This picture is not right for a small
place because it gets draggy. Ten reels.

Did not draw very well but pleased ninety
per cent. Used bills, ones, sheets, cards,
paper. Had poor attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,000. Admission 15-25.

A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre (250 seats),

Dexter, New York.

ROMANCE LAND. (3,975 feet). Star, Tom
Mix. A fine Mix picture. More comedy than
anything else, which made it fine for here
as our audience like to laugh at as well as
applaud Mix. Condition of film fine. Moral
tone good and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fine attendance. S. R. O. Draw' all classes
in town of 2,800. Admission 15-25. D. W.
Strayer, Smith Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania.

SALOME. (6 reels). Star cast. This
picture failed to draw for me. I should have
cleaned up with it as an opposition house
had the United Artist Nazimova Salome.
Suitable for Sunday. Had poor attendance.
Draw all classes in big city. Admission 10

cents at all times. Stephen G. Brenner,
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Eagle Theatre (218 seats), Baltimore, Mary-
land.

SECOND HAND LOVE. Star, Charles
Jones. Not the star’s best, but a good pro-
gram picture. This finishes the Jones series
of last season; the best ones are: “Skid
Proof,” “West of Chicago” and “Boss of
Camp Four.” F. F. Kriegbaum, Paramount
Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

STRENGTH OF THE PINES. (4,382 feet).
Star, William Russell. Punchy little five

reeler. Draw farming and oil class in small
towm. J. A. Herring, Play House Theatre
(249 seats), Strong, Arkansas.

TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD. (10,461
feet). Star cast. Very good. Pleased all

classes ninety per cent. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw neighborhood and for-

eign classes in town of 1,100. Admission 10-

25. Joe Kinneaster, Mystic Theatre (320
seats), Clovis, California.

VERY TRULY YOURS. (5,000 feet). Star,
Shirley Mason. Very good light entertain-
ment put over in Mason style. Draw farm-
ing and oil class in small town. J. A. Herring,
Play House Theatre (249 seats), Strong,
Arkansas.

VILLAGE BLACKSMITH. Star cast. A
fine picture. Good title and w'ill please.

Good cast and well acted. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw neighborhood and foreign
classes in town of 1,100. Admission 10-25.

Joe Kinneaster, Mj'stic Theatre (320 seats),

Clovis, California.

Goldwyn
BROKEN CHAINS. (6,190 feet). Star cast.

Drew better than we expected and pleased
fairly good, but one thing marred a perfect
showing. Oh my! what a print. The ends of
reels two, three, and seven were awrful to
behold. Had good attendance. Draw' better
class in towm of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.

A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (403 seats),

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

GREEN GODDESS. (9,100 feet). Star cast.

“Green Goddess” is high class, lavishly pro-
duced and staged, splendidly acted. Arliss
cannot be beaten from point of artistic

achievement. “Green Goddess” is one hun-
dred per cent, screen entertainment. Has
excellent moral tone and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw high class
in city of 200,000. S. Charninsky, Capitol
Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

ENEMIES OF WOMEN. (10,501 feet).

Star, Alma Reubens. An extraordinary good
picture, very pleasing and very interesting.
William Noble, Empress Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

MADE IN HEAVEN. (4,684 feet). Star
cast. An old picture, but very pleasing.
Used ones, threes. Had fair attendance. M.
J. Bradley. Airdome Theatre. Thornton,
Arkansas.

RED LIGHTS. (6,841 feet). Star cast. Ex-
cellent picture. A mystery picture which
pleased our audiences. We also played on
same bill, Kleinschmidt’s “Adventures In
Far North” a marvellously beautiful scenic.

Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw best class

in city of 200,000. Capitol Theatre, Dallas,
Texas.

REMEMBRANCE. (5,650 feet). Star.

Claude Gillingwater. Somehow there’s some-
thing about this one that got them talking
and ninety per cent, said it was fine. Book
it and boost it. Has good moral tone and
is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw’ small town and rural class in town of
1,474. Admission 10-20-30. T. W. Cannon.
Majestic Theatre (249 seats), Greenfield.
Tennessee.
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Exchanges!—The Clouds Are Gathering

“E. L. L. Partridge is right in his idea (about handling the bum print problem): if we
would all do that, I am sure we would get better service; but then there is some fellow

who would not have nerve enough to cancel out the exchange that gives him rotten
service.

“BUT HERE IS ONE WHO WILL!
“Yes, and there’s one more exchange I must give credit to for giving us good prints

—

and that’s UNIVERSAL.” Jack Schneider, Casino Auditorium, Richmond, Iowa.

“I notice that the kicks on poor prints are many. My advice to the exhibitor suffer-

ing this goat-getting service is to cut out entirely the exchange that gives the exhibitor
worn-out prints in exchange for good, hard cash. There are many producing companies
on the hustle all the time, turning out good pictures, to confine one’s-self to any
particular company. Patronize the exchange that gives service, and do no business
with the exchange that either can not or will not give or send good prints to the ex-
hibitor, REGARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT OF THE FILM RENTAL.” Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre, Chester, Vermont.

Speak out, fellows! Let the exchange know how you feel—that is, in language that
can be printed, if you can keep your feelings down to that. Now that the industry is

slowed up on production for a while, it is a good time for a house-cleaning.

Hodkinson
CRITICAL AGE. (4,500 feet). Star, Pauline

Garon. Not wonderful but we had no kicks

which is more than we can say for some of

the so-called specials. A good program offer-

ing. Print fair. Attendance good. Draw bet-

ter class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15.

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (403 seats),

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

DOLLAR DEVILS. (5,600 feet). Star cast.

Very good program picture and one that will

get over and please your patrons. The name
will get you nothing but you can get them
in by getting out good advertising and let

them know that the picture is better than
the posters. Had good attendance. E. H.
Haubrook, Ballard Theatre, Seattle, Wash-
ington.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS. (7,100

feet). Star cast. Good feature. Pleased the

audience. Has good moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Draw ranchers and towns-
people in town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle,

Elite Theatre, Placerville, California.

HEADLESS HORSEMAN. (6,000 feet).

Star, Will Rogers. A good picture, well

played. Sub-titles are good, some of them
written by Rogers. Good attendance. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,
Indiana.

RAPIDS. (4,900 feet). Star, Mary Astor.

Failed to attract much attention. Less than
average business. Temple Theatre, Ilion,

New York.

YOUTHFUL CHEATERS. (5,700 feet).

Star, Glenn Hunter. Not much to recom-
mend in this one. Temple Theatre, Ilion

Theatre, New York.

Metro
FAMOUS MRS. FAIR. (7,000 feet). Star

cast. One fine picture that will satisfy any
audience. This is a picture that has some-
thing to it. Moral tone fine and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw mixed class in town of 4,000. Admis-
sion 10-20-25. J. L. Barnett, Finn’s Thea-
tre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.

HEARTS AFLAME. (8,110 feet). Star,

Frank Keenan. Frank Keenan and Anna
Q. Nilsson are splendid in this. There is

also one of the most realistic forest fires

that I’ve seen. Then there is the comedy
supplied by Russell Simpson and Martha
Mattox as the couple who haven’t spoken
to each other for twenty-years. “Hearts
Aflame” is a real good picture, as are two
other Metro features that I know of. Clar-
ence G. Badger’s “Quincy Adams Sawve~”
and Rex Ingram’s “Prisoner of Zenda.” C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,
Indiana.

METRO PRODUCTIONS. All Clara Kim-
ball Young’s on list are “slow” go easy on
’em. Rest of list fair. Good and better, fifty-

fifty. Viola Dana’s all good. Draw farming
and oil class in small town. J. A. Herring
Playhouse Theatre (249 seats) Strong,
Arkansas.

PRISONER OF ZENDA. (10,467 feet).
Star, Ramon Novarro. This is certainly one
tine picture. You can’t go wrong with it

and you can raise your prices without tak-
ing any chances of causing a complaint.
Moral tone fine and is suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw mixed class in

town of 4,000. Admission 10-20-25. T. L.
Barnett, Finn’s Theatre (600 seats), Jewett
City, Connecticut.

SOCIAL CODE. (5 reels). Star, Viola
Dana. Fine picture, dramatic work of star
and support. Best I have ever shown, but
why is it the director instructs a jury in a

[
murder trial to turn and converse with one
another and show amazement over the tes-

timony adduced. No such scenes are ever
witnessed in criminal courts. A jury would
be disqualified and a new jury selected if

even one member tried to influence another,
before the case is finally given them. Moral
tone excellent and is suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw mixed class in

town of 4,000. Thomas M. Thatcher, Gem
Theatre, Somerset, Kentucky.

Paramount
BACHELOR DADDY. (6.229 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. A splendid picture, well
worth seeing. William Noble, Majestic
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

BLOOD AND SAND. (7,235 feet). Star.
Rodolph Valentino. A little old but the best
Paramount picture I have run in a long
time. Ran this with Universal two reel com-
edy. also good. Had good attendance.
Draw mixed class in town of 4,000. W. H.
Moore, Nusho Theatre, Anadarko, Oklahoma.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. A money get-
ter where they like the glittering, brilliant
nroduction. Drew and pleased extra well
for us. This star is very popular here.
Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw all

classes in town of 1,400. Admission 10-25,

20-35. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty
Theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Ar-
kansas.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. Miss Swan-
son at her best. Beautiful wardrobe; novel
story, excellently directed and produced.
Used rotos, billboards, etc., to get good (city)

patronage. J. I. Sims, Reliance Theatre,
Orangeburg, South Carolina.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960
feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. An exception-
ally good entertainment. Swanson was never
better. But they want too much rental, as
usual. Good moral tone, suitable for Sun-
day. Good attendance of better class in

town o f 7,200. Admission 10-22-28. K. H.
Sink, Wayne Theatre (500 seats), Green-
ville, Ohio.

CALL OF THE NORTH. (4,823 feet).

Star, Jack Holt. This picture with Holt
went over good for us. It was a little old

for us, but if the picture is good that is

all that our audience wants. Usual adver-
tising brought average attendance. Draw
better class in town of 4,500. Admission 15-

10. C. A. Anglemire “Y” Theatre (400
seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

THE CHEAT. (6,323 feet). Star, Pola
Negri. Excellent production. Pleased every-

body, especially as it has a happy ending.
A gripping story holding tense interest

throughout. Used rotos, newspaper. Draw-
best class. Good attendance. J. I. Sims, Re-
liance Theatre, Orangeburg, South Carolina.

COWBOY AND THE LADY. (4,918 feet).

Star, Mary Miles Minter. I would consider
this just an ordinary program picture that

needs a good comedy to put it over. Don’t
promise too much on this one. Draw gen-
eral class in town of 800. Admission 10-30.

Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre (246 seats),

Irvington, California.

DARK SECRETS. (4,337 feet). Star,

Dorothy Dalton. A poor, tedious show that

won’t help to bring ’em back. A1 C. Wer-
ner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

DARK SECRETS. (4,337 feet). Star,

Dorothy Dalton. Fair program picture. Will
please a majority. Moral tone O. K. and is

suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.
Draw general class in town of 800. Admis-
sion 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre-

(246 seats), Irvington, California.

FACE IN THE FOG. (5,569 feet). Star,

Lionel Barrymore. A good program picture.

William Noble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

FOOTLIGHTS. (7,978 feet), Star, Elsie

Ferguson. A good program picture that will

olease a fair majority. Moral tone O. K. and
is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.

Draw general class in town of 800. Admis-
sion 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre
(246 seats), Irvington, California.

GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE. (5,695

t'eet). Star, Jack Holt. Pleased majority.

Good business. Draw family class in city

of 17.000. Admission 17-28. J. M. Blanch-
ard, Strand Theatre (800 seats), Sunbury,
Pennsylvania.

GHOST BREAKER. (5,130 feet). Star,

Wallace Reid. A good picture, but he has
appeared to better advantage before. Wil-
liam Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

GLIMPSES OF THE MOON. (6,502 feet).

Star cast. An elaborately produced and cos-

tumed English society drama, a fashion plate

review that pleases a few of the women
patrons. Story, though based on a popular
book, lacks any interest to the spectator.

Characters walk through their parts. No
punch or humor in the picture. You are

better off without it. Moral tone—none.

Suitable for Sunday (only day it is). Draw
general class in city of 15,000. Admission
10-40. Ben L. Morris, Temple Theatre, Bell-

aire, Ohio.

GO-GETTER. (7,740 feet).. Star, T. Roy
Barnes. A comedy drama. Light and fluffy,
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but entertaining. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

GRUMPY. (5.621 feet). Star. Theodore
Roberts. Excellent. Many compliments.
Suitable for any day. Had fair attendance.
Draw oil field patronage in town of 2,500.

Admission 10-30. C. A. Runyon, Runyon
Theatre, Barnsdall, Oklahoma.

United Artists
ROBIN HOOD. (10,000 feet). Star. Douglas

Fairbanks. Brother exhibitors, look out !

If you don't want to mortgage your thea-
tre to pay for films stay away from them.
They have no hearts to ask you all you
have for a picture. That's my experience.
Look out. I played ‘‘Robin Hood" and had
a loss that it will take me the whole month
of November earnings to cover same, and
the exchange will laugh at you when you
explain your trouble to them and it was all

due to the high rental price of the films.

United Artists is absolutely through with
me even if they had the only and best pic-

ture in the world. They couldn’t show me
where they mean good to the poor exhibitor

again. I went the limit to advertise it and
got a special orchestra for “Robin Hood”
and that’s the result. Frank Fera, Victory
Theatre (300 seats), Rossiter, Pennsylvania.

Universal
ABYSMAL BRUTE. (7,373 feet). Star,

Reginald Denny. The title, in my opinion,

is not a one hundred per cent, box office

magnet, but the picture is a corker. I really

believe it accomplished the impossible
;
that

is, pleased everybody. Nowadays it takes a

good one to do this, and I consider this

feature such a picture. If any fault can
be found, it is in the too frequent close-ups
of the principal's. One reel less of footage
ould be desirable. Play up to the name of

the author and star, and if you can get

them in. everything will be all to the good.

Used slide and boards. Attendance was fair.

Not exactly' the type of feature for Sunday
showing, but there is absolutely nothing ob-

jectionable to the most refined audience.

Draw farmers and townspeople in town of

800. Admission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

ABYSMAL BRUTE. (7,313 feet). Star.

Reginald Denny. Excellent production. Full

of action. Moral tone good. Draw ranchers

and townspeople in town of 1,650. Mrs. J.

B. Travelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, Cali-

fornia.

DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL. (6,000 feet).

Star, Mae Murray'. A reissue that is best

left alone if you value the good opinion of

your patrons. This was a substitute for

“Kentucky Derby'.’’ The print was good but

after seeing up-to-date features with either

of the twTo stars this is a joke. Had fair

attendance. Guy' C. Sawyer, Town Hall Thea-
tre, Chester, Vermont.

LEGALLY DEAD. (6,076 feet). Star, Mil-

ton Sills. A well produced and directed pic-

ture. The only' trouble was its improbability,

that is bringing the convict back to life after

he had been hanged. However, the star does

fine work, as does Claire Adams, and inter-

est is held throughout. If they aren’t too

critical, it will please nearly everyone. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,

Indiana.

OUT OF LUCK. (5,518 .feet). Star. Hoot
Gibson. A fine Saturday picture. Gibson’s

best so far. Laura LaPlante attractive oppo-
site him. I see where she is going to be
starred. Not a bad idea. C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

SINGLE HANDED. (4,225 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. Not much of a picture first

time for star. Supposed to be a western but

a mighty poor one. Lay off it, too silly. Used
photos, slide and paper. Had fair attendance.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Big Picture!

THE COVERED WAGON (Para-
mount). A splendid picture; in fact, the
last word in pictures and the best seen
since the initial showing of the “Birth of

a Nation.” Perfect realism, a strong love
theme, tremendous dramatic action,

thrills that are utterly unlike the ordi-

nary sort, coupled with the splendid cast
(virtually 3,000 men and women), indi-

cate a picture worthy of the enthusi-
astic reports sweeping the country. Wil-
liam Noble, Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK (Gold-
wyn - Cosmopolitan). (FIRST SHOW-
ING IN CONNECTICUT). Capacity at

every* performance. Positively the best
production Marion Davies has ever
starred in. Hundreds came back to see
it a second time. Received more praise
than “Robin Hood” or any of the other
so-called “Big Productions.” Mr. Exhi-
bitor, get this one at any price; if your
opposition gets it, close up when he
plays it because everyone will want to

see “Little Old New York.” Al. Hamil-
ton, Rialto Theatre, South Norwalk, Con-
necticut.

LATE REPORTS ARE MIGHTY
BADLY NEEDED BY THE BIGGER
HOUSES AND RELISHED BY THE
SMALLER THEATRES. SEND IN

YOUR TIPS!

Draw all classes in town of 1,000. Admission
10-15. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre (250
seats), Dexter, New York.

TRIMMED IN SCARLET. (4,765 feet).

Star cast. Here is what I call a fair picture
ninety per cent., but not many turned out,

new movie show started up and this place
isn’t large enough for two. Draw all classes
in tow'n of 1,000. Admission 10-15. A. E.

Rogers, Temple Theatre (250 seats), Dexter,
New York.

Vitagraph
MIDNIGHT ALARM. (6,000 feet). Star

cast. Is very good, of the type of the “Third
Alarm.” Arthur Hancock, Columbia City
Theatre Co., Columbia City, Indiana.

SMASHING BARRIERS. (6 reels). Star.

William Duncan. A serial cut to six reels

Don’t let this stop you from buying it. It’s

great. More action and thrills in this than
Fox’s “Eleventh Hour.” Print O. K. Has
good moral tone and is not suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw all classes.

Admission ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner,
Eagle Theatre (218 seats), Baltimore, Mary-
land.

Warner Brothers
BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED. (7 reels).

Star, Marie Prevost. Very little beautiful and
a whole lot of the other thing. Selling for

three times its valuation. Had poor attend-
ance. Draw mixed class in city of 12,000. Ad-
mission 10-25. C. G. Couch, Grand Theatre
(288 seats), Carnegie, Pennsylvania.

BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED. (7 reels).

Star, Marie Prevost. Work of the star and
supporting cast very good, but this is not a

good feature for small towns. Too much
booze is disgusting to my patrons. Fair

print. Title does not draw. Used slide,

hoards, window cards. Had fair attendance.

Draw country class and summer visitors in

town of 800. Admission usually 10-25. Guy
C. Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats), Chester,

Vermont.
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LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE
CORNER. (6,300 feet). Star cast. A well made
picture with best mine disaster yet seen.
Open with a “kid prologue.” Not enough
religion’’ to hurt it with mixed crowd. Moral
tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw family and student
class in town of 4.000. Admission 10-25. R. J.
Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats), Decorah,
Iowa.

PARTED CURTAINS. (6 reels). Star,
Henry B. Walthall. A very good picture.
Pleased practically everyone, although no
one raved over it. William Noble, Folly
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

PRINTER’S DEVIL. Star, Wesley Barry.
Personally I thought the picture very gooi.
Had a good opening but flopped last two
days. Cannot explain why. Wesley Barry
usually a good drawing card here. Picture
very good of its kind and well made and
directed. J. Jones, Cozy Theatre, Shawnee
Oklahoma.

RAGS TO RICHES. (6 reels). Star. Wes-
ley Barry. Fine audience picture. Will please
and draw all classes. Has good moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw all classes in town of 1,100
Admission 10-25. Joe Kinneaster, Mystic
Theatre (300 seats), Clovis, California.

WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS. (6.200
feet). Star, Rin Tin Tin (dog). If you want
something just a little bit better 'than the
best, grab this one. We are sure that this
picture received more comment from this
city than anything we have ever plaved
Some people back second dav. that means
something here. It is simply a wonderful pic-
ture. Has very good moral tone and is suit-
able for Sunday. Had very good attendance
Draw best class in town of 7,000. Admission
10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800
seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

Comedies
HOWLING SUCCESS. (Universal). A

very fine comedy; the dog. Brownie, sure
does some fine acting in this one. It will
please the old folks as well as the children.
My patrons ate it up. Has fine moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attend-
ance. Draw farmers class in town of 150.
Admission 10-20, specials, 10-25. Jack Snyder,
Casino Theatre (285 seats), Richmond. Iowa

JESSIE JAMES. Man travels in truck.
Broke all house records. Packed theatre I

could not handle crowds. Same old picture
out for ten years. Draw general class in town
of 5,692. Admission 10-25. W. C. Mclntire,
Rose Theatre (300 seats), Burlington, North
Carolina.

LOVE IS BLOND. (Chester Comedy). A
side splitting comedy from first to last. Con-
dition of film fine. Draw all classes in town
of 2.800. Admission 15-25. D. W. Strayer,
Smith Theatre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Penn-
sylvania.

ONLY A HUSBAND. (C. B. C.) These boys
are putting out some good comedies. Every
exhibitor should play them as the prices on
them are reasonable and not up in the air I
as with other comedy companies. Draw all 1
classes in town of 400. Admission 15-25. Jack
Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats). South
Fallsburg, New York.

OUR GANG COMEDIES. (Pathe). These
"kid" comedies are certainly great. Everyone
is a corner. Moral tone O. K. and is suitable
for Sunday. Draw mixed class in town of
4.00. Admission 10-20-25. J. L. Barnett. Finn's
Theatre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecti-
cut.

PEACEFUL ALLEY. (Warner Brothers).
Here is one of Monty Bank’s best comedies. «

It is an old one but the films are good and
it can stand up without a blush alongside 2

of any of his new ones. Draw all classes I
in town of 400. Admission 15-25. Jack Kap- M
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lan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats), South Falls-

burg, New York.

PLUMB CRAZY. (Educational). This one
was better than the average Christie. Some
operator must have gotten awful tired be-

cause he made two splices without scraping

the emulsion off. Draw better class in town
of 4,500. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre,

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

ROLL ALONG. (Educational). Roll us

some more like this one. This sure is a

peach. One of the best Christies we ever ran.

Sure makes ’em laugh. Draw better class in

town of 4,500. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Thea-
tre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

THREE STRIKES. (Educational). This
one had a laugh in it for every minute it

was on the screen. It certainly pleased the

kids. Want some more like this. Draw better

class in town of 4,500. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
Theatre, Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

WANTED A STORY. Star, Johnny Jones.
Wrong title. Should be “Need a Story” and
players, no good. This makes the third punk
picture of his. Used photos. Had good at-

tendance. Town of 4,600. W. H. Moore, Nusho
Theatre, Anadarko, Oklahoma.

Serials
HER DANGEROUS PATH. (Pathe). Poor

imitation of a serial run. My business off

with it. Good trash-can material Had bum
attendance. Draw general class in town of

5,692. Admission 10-25. W. C. Mclntire, Rose
Theatre (300 seats), Burlington, North Caro-
lina.

HER DANGEROUS PATH. (Pathe). We
run this with our all short subject pro-
gram and it is getting better and is a good
drawing card. Cannot be beat. Used slide,

two newspapers, lobby. Had large attend-

ance. Draw mixed class in town of 4,000. W.
H. Moore, Nusho Theatre. Anadarko, Okla-
homa.

OREGON TRAIL. (Universal). Star, Art
Accord. Doing good business on this but
don’t know what is doing it, “Pathe News”
or “Our Gang” comedies. Lay off this serial.

Had good attendance. Town of 4,000. W. H.
Moore, Nusho Theatre, Anadarko, Okla-
homa.

STEEL TRAIL. (Universal). Alright if you
buy it for seventy-five per cent, less than you
are asked. Nuf Sed. Has fair moral tone.

Had fair attendance. Draw general class in

town of 5,692. Admission 10-25. W. C. Mc-

Thanks the Boys

“Straight from the Shoulder
sure helps me out. I do all our
bookings from it!” Jack Schneider,

Casino Auditorium, Richmond^
Iowa.
Don’t fall down on Mr. Schnei-

der and the thousands who do as

he does.

USE THE BLANK BELOW.

Intire, Rose Theatre (300 seats), Burlington,
North Carolina.

Short Subjects
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. EDUCA-

TIONALS. Exhibitors write to General
Electric Co., Schenectady, New York, and
you will get good educational reels free of

charge only for express charges. Draw all

classes in town of 400. Admission 15-25. Jack
Kaplan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats), South
Fallsburg, New York.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS. NO. 85. (Uni-
versal). International News is a pretty
good news reel but we never get a current
issue. Each issue that we receive is over
a month old. Funny thing about news reels.

Never did yet get a news reel without slow
motion in it somewheres. Would say that it

is too monotonous and should not be put in

all reels. Draw all classes in town of 400.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Thea-
tre (378 seats), South Fallsburg, New York.

JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE. A good sub-
ject to run if used while the disaster is still

fresh in the minds of the people. Paramount
is to be congratulated in securing these
scenes. The picture lacked the horrible grue-
some scenes many were expecting to see.

Very good. Draw farmers and townspeople
in town of 800. Admission 10-25. Guy C.

Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre (250 seats),

Chester, Vermont.

LEATHER PUSHERS. (Universal). These
are the very best serial pictures I have ever
run. They are certainly crammed with ac-

tion. Run these every Friday and they al-

ways go over big. Moral tone O. K. and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.

Draw mixed class in town of 4,000. Admis-
sion 10-20-25. J. L. Barnett, Finn’s Thea-
tre (600 seats), Jewett City, Connecticut.

State Rights
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE. (Principal

Pictures). Star, Kenneth Harlan. (6 reels).

A good program picture, that pleases. Enter-
taining and that’s all. Good print. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw University students
and better class in city of 35,000. P. A. Wills,
The Park Theatre, Champaign, Illinois.

ENVIRONMENT. (Principal Pictures),
Star cast. (6 reels). A very good pic-
ture. William Noble, Capitol Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

ENVIRONMENT. (6 reels). Star cast.
Everybody pleased with this one. Sills is

liked here in this town. This was a well-

cast production and had some good comedy"
injected into it at places. Had good attend-
ance. Draw better class in town of 4,500.
Admission 15-10. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Thea-
tre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

LURE OF GOLD. (Independent Films).
Cheap western that can only satisfy low
class houses. Usual posters brought fair

attendance. Draw all classes in town of 400.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Thea-
tre, South Fallsburg, New York.

SHADOW OF LIGHTNING RIDGE.
(Aywon). Star, Snowy Baker. Fair. Will
please if they crave westerns. Baker is all

right but the supporting cast is punk. Lead-
ing lady short on pep. C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

SPIDER AND THE ROSE. (Principal
Pictures). Star, Gaston Glass. Terrible. Stay
off of it. They don’t like it. More kicks on
this picture than on any ever shown here.
Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw Uni-
versity students and better class in city of
35,000. P. A. Wills, Park Theatre, Cham-
paign, Illinois.

STILL GOING STRONG. (C. B. C.) Nice
comedy that pleased. Draw all classes in

town of 1,000. Admission 15-25. Jack Kap-
lan, Rivoli Theatre (378 seats), South Falls-

burg, New York.

TEMPORARY MARRIAGE. (Principal
Pictures). Star cast. (7,000 feet). A fine pic-

ture and teaches a good moral. Do not
pass this one up. Used lobby and daily papers.
Had poor attendance. A. R. Workman, Coli-

seum Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.

Fill In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to your
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone Suitable for Sunday? Attendance

Admission Type you draw from

Name Theatre City State



Whthe Advertising BrainsAWeekly Discussion ofThe New: Unusual ,

v~dNovel inpromotionaids
CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

T HE release of Pathe’s “The Way
of a Man” as both a ten-episode

serial and as a regular-length feature

required some ingenious manipulation
of promotion aids by Pathe’s advertis-

ing, publicity and exploitation depart-
ments, P. A. Parsons and Vic Shapiro
chiefly officiating.

Results, as the press book and
supplements show, have been thor-

oughly satisfactory to meet the needs
of both the feature and the serial ver-

sions, without either having been
sacrificed to the other. This is shown
in the twenty-four page press book, a
two-page newspaper-page size supple-

ment on the feature only, and a one-
page supplement showing newspaper
ads on the serial.

While there naturally is a duplica-
tion of aids in some cases—particularly

posters

—

both the feature and the
serial have aids individual to them-
selves so that the exhibitor who books
either can rest assured that he will

get a full line of helps on the version
he shows.

A ND while it is true that each
version has aids distinct to itself,

the exhibitor easily and legitimately

can use any of the aids for either of

the releases.

FOR instance, on the feature there

are available one one-sheet, two
threes, one six and a twenty-four.
These contain the word “Pathepic-
ture.” The same posters (pictorially)

are issued on the serial, but it would
be a simple matter for an exhibitor

booking the feature to get even a

wider variety of paper than the

regular line, if he chose, merely by
sniping out the word “Patheserial” on
the serial posters and substituting the

word “Pathepicture.” We understand
that snipes for this purpose are

available.

THERE are special lobby displays

for the feature, consisting of eight

colored cards and of five black-and-

whites. There is also a special circus

herald, printed in flaming red.

and in the trade mark. These can
easily be changed by the exhibitor to
suit his own needs.

A IDS that lend themselves partic-
ularly to use in plugging either

version are the map game novelty and
the photoplay edition of the novel by
Emerson Hough.

O N the serial there is available the
usual amount of exploitation

material. There are a stock twenty-
four (the same as the twenty-four on
the feature), stock window card, stock
rotogravure herald (distinct from the
circus herald on the feature) and a
cloth banner. Then there are, on each
episode, a one-sheet, a three-sheet and
a six-sheet.

For novelties there are the map
game, mentioned before, and a very
small booklet containing sixteen
miniature black-and-white photo-
graphs. These latter sell for five cents
each, and therefore are for use mainly
in selling the serial.

t hc xov#i.

RAFAEL SABATINI

On each episode of the serial eight
sepia 11x14s are issued. Sixteen black
and white press photos are published
for the entire ten episodes.
T here is also a colored broadside

issued, as well as the usual teaser and
announcement slides, trailer, and selec-
tion of newspaper ads., scene cuts, etc.

AMETRO
PICTURE

I
N pictorial matter the newspaper
ad. cuts are the same on both the

feature and serial. The only differ-

ence in the ads. is in the type matter

T HE press book and its supple-
ments, as a whole, give the ex-

hibitor who books the picturized novel
either as a serial or as a feature, a
complete line of helps. The exploita-

tion suggestions, of course, are such
that they can be used on either. All
in all, the campaign outlined is such
as to help any exhibitor get full value
for money expended in promotion.L#

Metro is planning some big

things in the way of promo-
tion of “Scaramouche,” as

shown by advance proofs of

the press sheet. Herewith are

a few samples of posters, a

full line of which have been
prepared, including two twen-
ty-fours. Indications are that

the campaign will rival in

comprehensiveness anything
the industry has known

REX
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Novel twenty-four sheet issued by Universal on “The Hunchback.” The same idea
is also being carried out in smaller size for lobby display. This should be good
advertising in any town in the country, and is especially suited for posting on

street-level locations

A DVANCE proofs on the press

sheet of “Scaramouche” show
that Metro is leaving no stone un-

turned in its efforts to supply the

theatre man with a campaign sure to

put the picture over in a manner de-

serving of its class. We have not seen

the complete campaign as yet, but

from the looks of what we have
already seen it is to be deduced that

the exhibitor will have plenty of aids

to help him fill his theatre.

For instance, Metro has prepared at

least thirty newspaper ads. on the

picture. And this is but an indication

of what has been done in every other

line—posters, newspaper ads., lobby
displays and the like.

One thing that struck us particularly

was a half-page cartoon, which is so

good in subject matter and execution
that it can be used profitably either in

advertising or to illustrate a special

story. Incidentally, the stories pre-

pared on “Scaramouche” are the kind
that should be easy to place with
editors.

husband which might be the cause of

A few of the many posters executed by Harry Lewis for Pathe’s “The Way of a
Man,” which is being released both as a feature and as a ten-episode serial. The fea-
ture posters are duplicated for the serial, with the exception of the word “Patheserial,”

which, for the feature, becomes “Pathepicture”

to see the picture ? Is it positive or is

it negative? We are certain that its

effect is negative—that it keeps more
folks away from the theatre than it

attracts. Think it over for yourselves,
advertising men. Put yourself in the

place of an unsuspecting person who
has been on the receiving end of one
of these “clever” ideas. Hoav would
YOU feel? Guide yourselves by your
own answer.
Thanks.

W HILE we think of it we want to

register a most emphatic kick

against that type of advertising which
actually offends good taste—and there

is considerable of it in this business.

And by that we mean we object to

those so very “clever” ideas which act

as a boomerang and make the recipient

“sore” instead of selling him.

True, there is a legitimate form of

teaser advertising which gets positive

results. But we see neither humor
nor selling force in* any advertising

which is liable to react unfavorably—
and in that classification we include

such things as the letter to the

suspicion on the wife’s part, the

“phoney” automobile summons, fac-

simile printing which makes the

recipient believe he has been given
something of value until he reads be-

tween the lines and other “clever”

ideas along the same general lines.

Quite so, this form of advertising

attracts attention to the picture. But
does it create a desire to spend money
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Newest ReviewsandComments
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

“Tiger Rose”

Exceptionally Fine Entertainment Provided
in Warner Brothers’ Version of

Belasco Stage Success
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

David Belasco’s play, “Tiger Rose,” one of

the biggest stage successes of recent years,
has been transferred to the screen by War-
ner Brothers, and in its film form should
duplicate the success of the stage version
and rank among the big box-office winners
of the season.
Here is a picture that is strong in the ele-

ments that appeal to every type of patron.
Foremost among these is the story in which
there is tremendous suspense, which is com-
bined with vivid and continuous drama, ex-
cellent acting and strikingly beautiful and
effective surroundings.
There is action galore, and once the story

gets well under way your interest is held
with tremendous tenseness as you follow the
ever-changing and fast-moving sequences
wherein the heroine seeks to prevent the
arrest of her lover by the Mounted Police
who have surrounded the house. Although
these sequences comprise by far the greater
part of the picture, and the action all takes
place during one night, there is not a su-
perfluous foot of film used.

It is doubtful if there has ever been a

production with stronger, longer sustained
•or better handled suspense. This is the sec-

ond of the Warner-Belasco productions
filmed with the active co-operation of Belas-
co, and the superb development of the in-

terest and action is striking evidence of the
ability of this master of stagecraft.

The picture version also has the advan-
tage of the presence in the stellar role of
Lenore Ulric, whose performance in the

stage version had much to do with its suc-
cess. She gives a colorful performance and
an excellent one. The only thing missing is

her very effective voice, but offsetting this

is the fact that it is a drama of the great
Northwest and advantage has been taken

•of the tremendously greater opportunities
offered by the screen along this line. In

fact the atmosphere of the production, and
the beautiful and effective exterior scenes
are unusually fine and are one of the strik-

ing points of the production.
“Tiger Rose” has been admirably directed

by Sidney Franklin, and fine performances
are given by every member of the support-
ing cast, which includes such well-known
players as Forrest Stanley, Joseph Dowling,
Andre DeBeranger, Sam DeGrasse, Claude
Gillingwater and Theodore Von Eltz.

While this is a story of the Northwestern
Mounted Police, and your patrons may be
surfeited with pictures dealing with the

“Mounted” or say they do not like them,
don’t let this fact sway you, for here is one
that they will like.

Cast
^Tiger Rose” Lenore Ulric
Michael Devlin Forrest Stanley
Father Thibault Joseph Dowling
Pierre Vndre DeBeranger
Dr. Cusick Sam DeGrasse
Bruce Norton Theodore Von Eltz
Hector McColllns Claude Gillingwater
Based on stage play by Willard Mack and

David Belasco.
\c!apt d by Millard Webb and Edmond

Goulding.
Directed by Sidney Franklin.

Length, 8,000 feet.

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Fashionable Fakers (F. B. O.)
Half-A-Dollar Bill (Metro)
In the Palace of the King (Gold-
wyn)

Light That Failed (Paramount)
Near-Lady, The (Universal)
Red Warning, The (Universal)
Slave of Desire (Goldwyn)
South Sea Love (Fox)
Thundergate (First National)
Tiger Rose (Warner)

Story
On the death of her father in the north

woods, Rose leaves home. As her raft drifts
toward the rapids she is saved by Devlin of
the Mounted. Old Hector McCollins at the
trading- post adopts her. Devlin falls in love
with her but she gives her love to Bruce
Norton, a young engineer surveying the
route of a railroad. Suddenly Dr. Glenden-
ning, who had lured Bruce's sister away
from her husband and abandoned her, comes
on the scene. In a fight Bruce kills him.
Seeking refuge in the trading post, he hides
in the basement, where he is found by Rose
and a mysterious character, Dr. Cusick. Sur-
rounded by guards under Devlin, Rose and
the doctor finally, after many hours of
scheming, get Bruce away. Devlin catches
them, Rose holds him at bay until Bruce
can get away. Bruce, however, returns next
day, as he knows Rose would have to go to
jail for aiding him. He serves his sentence
and then he and Rose find happiness with
each other.

“Half-a-Dollar-Bill”

Max Graf Production for Metro is Good
Box Office Attraction for Any Theatre

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Good audience material is afforded here
in the idea of a doorstep baby being adopted
by the captain of an old trading vessel. It

has an appealing human note in the person of
little Frank Darro. This angle will make it

a decided success with women, while from
almost every other standpoint it is a man’s
picture.

It is amusing, sympathetic and dramatic.
The scenes showing the baby making his

acquaintance with the captain and the chef
are a good-humored exposition of bachelor
inefficiency in handling infants. This part is

favorable to getting many laughs. Later the
comradeship between the youngster and the

Captain is none the less appealing. There
are a number of original twists as when the
Captain tests the mettle of his young charge
by calling him a “sissy boy.”
William T. Carlton gives a fine perfor-

mance as the Captain. He has the combina-
tion of sternness and tender feeling that is

necessary for this part. The fight over the

child in which, with the aid of the dog, he
beats up the two villians, played by Mitchell

Lewis and George MacQuarrie is one of the

thrills. Suspense is well carried through
a number of good incidents. Frank Darro

shows considerable talent and splendid direc-
tion.

Anna Q. Nilsson gives a realistic perfor-
mance and Raymond Hatton is excellent.
While the sea angle is not all-important the
atmosphere and types are very good, fur-
nishing a vivid background for an appeal-
ing story.

Cast

The Stranger Anna Q. Nilsson
Captain MeTeague William T. C'arleton
“Noodles” Raymond Hatton
Papeete Joe Mitchell Lewis
Judge Norton Alec B. Francis
Martin Webber George MacQuarrie
Half-A-Dollar-BIII Frank Darro
Irish and Cameo By Themselves

Story by Cnrtis Benton.
Adapted and Supervised by Max Graf.

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke.
Photography by Andre Barlatier.

Length, 5700 feet.

Captain MeTeague and his one-legged chef.
Noodles, find a baby with a half of a dol-
lar bill pinned to its dress. An attached note
explains that the mother will claim it later
with the other half of the bill. The baby,
“Bill" becomes the fondest possession of the
Captain who discharges one of his mates,
Martin Webber because he taunts the boy.
Martin determines to get even, learns that
he is the father of the boy, kidnaps him and
with the law on his side claims “Bill.” The
Captain fights him and Martin is killed by
some one else, whereupon the Captain and
the boy’s mother join forces in taking care
of “Bill.”

“In the Palace of the King”

Goldwyn Offers Gorgeous, Spectacular and
Interesting Version of F. Marion

Crawford’s Novel
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Once again has F. Marion Crawford's pop-
ular novel, “In the Palace of the King,”
reached the screen. This time as a Gold-
wyn production which from the standpoint
of beauty and magnificence, spectacular
splendor and elaborateness of appointments
makes it stand out even in this season of big

costume productions.
All of this serves as the background for a

charming romance of the brother of King
Philip II. of Spain for a lady of the court

who is not of royal birth, which contains a

number of dramatic situations, strikes a

strongly sympathetic note and which should
thoroughly satisfy the majority of patrons.

With the exception of the spectacular in-

troductory scenes showing the hero fighting

the Moors, practically the entire action takes

place “in the palace of the king” and Di-
rector Emmett Flynn has certainly succeed-
ed in producing an atmosphere of regal

splendor, for the sets, costumes and every
detail are in keeping with the splendor ex-

pected to surround such a monarch.
There is not merely one but many unusu-

ally elaborate sets, some of which are of

huge size, notably one of a side of the royal

palace, with balconies and stairways that

reach to the top and seem several hundred
feet long. These are shown filled with peo-
ple, there are also hundreds of men in the

spectacular battle scenes and in the scenes

shown the tumultuous welcome given the
hero and his victorious troops.

Another enormous and elaborate set rep-

resents the royal ballroom, and there are

many scenes which take place in the various
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rooms of the palace, all of which are large

and beautiful with their gorgeous furnish-

ings. The photography of the picture is su-

perb and “In the Palace of the King” is cer-

tainly a delight to the eye.

This is enacted by a well-selected

cast containing an unusually large number
of well-known players. Blanche Sweet and
Edmund Lowe have the leading roles and
give excellent performances; Miss Sweet is

particularly effective in the emotional scenes.

Hobart Bosworth is splendid as the rugged
old general, Pauline Starke appealing in the

role of the blind girl, Sam DeGrasse effective

in the unsympathetic role of the king, Will-
iam V. Mong gives a good interpretation of

the king’s confidant and Lucian Littlefield

as the jester and Aileen Pringle as the
king’s favorite give good performances.

"In the Palace of the King” is a picture
well worth seeing, should please the thou-
sands who have read the book, and offers

good opportunities for exploitation.

Cast
Dolores Mendoza Blanche Sweet
Don John Edmund Lowe
Mendoza Hobart Bosworth
Inez Mendoza Pauline Starke
Philip II Sam DeGrasse
Perez William V. Mong
Princess Eboli Aileen Pringle
Adonis Lucian Littlefield
Gomez Charles Clary
Alphonse Harvey Clarke
Eudaldo Tom Bates
Chamberlain D. IV. Clugston
Guard Charles Gorham

Based on novel by F. Marion Crantord.
Scenario by June Mathis.

Directed by Emmett Flynn.
Photographed by Lucian Androit.

Length, about 0,000 feet.

Story
King Philip of Spain, jealous of the grow-

ing power of his brother, Don John, who has
been successful in many wars, sends him to
fight the Moors, hoping he will be defeated.
Don John is in love with Dolorez Mendoza,
whose father, General Mendoza, fears for her
honor and forbids the affair, as Dolorez is

not of royal blood. Don John returns vic-
torious and resumes his suit for Dolorez. In
the meantime Princess Eboli, the king’s fa-
vorite, is leading a plot to capitalize on
Don John’s popularity and place him on the
throne in place of the dissolute Phillip. The
king goes to see Don John and in a dispute
wounds him and leaves him for dead. Gen-
eral Mendoza takes the palace. Dolorez, who
fled from her father’s wrath to Don John
for protection, learns the truth and to save
her father tells the court she has been dis-
honored. Dolorez goes to the king and
threatens to tell the real truth unless her
father is pardoned. Don John recovers and
the king not only pardons Dolorez’s father
but agrees to her marriage with Don John.

“The Near Lady”
Gladys Walton Starred in Universal Adapta-

tion of Frank R. Adams Story
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Universal is offering a light comedy-drama
with an appeal chiefly for the Gladys Wal-
ton clientele. It is a story of the newly rich
and gives the star a fine chance to cavort
in finery, keeping the comedy note para-
mount. It is suitable for the program thea-
tre—and more especially for the double bill.

Most of the picture is frothy but rather
pleasing entertainment for some of the fans.
The comedy is obvious and familiar, but the
action is peppy and the general atmosphere
tends to keep one fairly interested. It starts
out in a barber shop where there are a few
laughs and proceeds to the home of the
Schultzes where an invention of a sausage
machine has brought sudden wealth. Nora,
manicurist, becomes a society flower. She
is a decorative figure in the drawing room
and on the bathing beach—particularly the
latter.

The story has very little drama. It has a
number of bright incidents and gains a sem-
blance of suspense at the close when the
lovers elope in an automobile, are arrested
for speeding, but are given a marriage license

by the judge instead of a jail sentence. It

is not really exciting or deeply moving at

any time. But where there is a demand for
light features such as this and where Gladys
Walton is popular, “The Near Lady” should
have a good chance.

Cast
Nora Schultz Gladys Walton
Basil Van Bibber Jerry Gendron
Lodger Hank Mann
Bridget Schultz Kate Price
Herman Schultz Otis Harlan
Aunt Maggie Mahafley Florence Drew
Stuyvesant Van Bibber Emmett King
Mrs. S. Van Bibber Henrietta Floyd

Story by Frank R. Adams.
Scenario by Hugh Hoffman.
Direction by Herbert Blache.

Length, 4,812 feet.

Story
Nora Schultz was a manicurist and Basil

Van Bibber the son of a prominent family.
Nora’s dad, a butcher, invented a sausage
machine that made the Schultz family rich.

The Schultz aggregation met the Van Bib-
bers. The two dads discussed the matter
and a marriage pact was formed. The young
folks agreed to pretend an engagement for
the sake of their parents. Fate took a hand
and dealt out love cards to Nora and young
Van. Both tried to hide their love. Van
faked a drunk scene to get Nora to break
the engagement. But she stuck by him when
the police threatened whereupon they ac-
knowledged their love and were married.

“Fashionable Fakers”

Johnnie Walker Is Starred in F. B. O.
Release That Is Pleasingly Original

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

An antique shop furnishes the rather orig-
inal setting for most of the action in this

up-to-date and youthful subject which has
a pleasant freedom from hokum. It has a
number of new angles and a story full of
interest.

Johnnie Walker plays the character of
“The Worm” which was the original title

of the story and in some respects more sig-

nificant than the present title. His per-
formance is exceptionally good. As Thad-
deus Plummer, he is an appealing chap
whose business it is to bore worm holes
and other signs of age into new furnishings.
The story is humanly told without trite-

ness. It has entertaining incidents rather
than big scenes or melodramatic thrills. Yet
there are moments of light suspense, many
natural and amusing touches and one im-
aginative flash in particular, as when the
magic rug, which the “worm” has been
fooled into buying, takes him on a gay ex-
pedition to the Orient.
Mildred June is youthful and charming

and the entire cast shows good taste in the
directing. The settings are consistent and
pleasing without being especially elaborate.
“Fashionable Fakers” is not a big attraction
in any sense but as light entertainment is

suitable for high class theatres as well as
the smaller houses.

Cast
Thaddeus Plummer Johnnie Walker
Clara Ridder Mildred June
Creel George Cowl
Pat O’Donnell, alias Abdul Ishmid

.1. Farrell MaeDonald
Mrs. Ridder Lillian Lawrence
Mr. Carter Robert Balder
A Turk George Rigas

Story by Frederick Stowers.
Scenario by Melville Brown.

Direction by William Worthington.
Length, 5,0<tO feet.

Story
Thaddeus Plummer works in an “antique”

shop, transforming- the new into the old.

An Oriental sells him a wishing rug for one
hundred dollars and Thaddeus nearly loses
his position because his employer says the
rug is worthless. Thaddeus tries wishing on
it. First he wishes to see his girl, which
he does, and an old misunderstanding is

cleared up. Then he wishes for one thou-
sand dollars, which he gets. His employer
has left the shop to Thaddeus and another
assistant in order to escape the law, so Thad-
deus gets the establishment and the girl.

“The Light That Failed”

Paramount Offers Fine Version of Kipling’s
Strongly Dramatic and Pathetic Story

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Rudyard Kipling’s well-known and in-

tensely pathetic story of an artist who
gradually went blind as the result of a sabre
wound has again reached the screen. This
version was made by George Melford for

Paramount. It is an exceedingly well-made
production, and although certain changes
have been made in the story, the power and
force of the original has been maintained.
“The Light That Failed” is a story in

which the pathetic note is always domin-
ant and overshadows every other angle. It

contains situations that are touching and in-

tensely dramatic and tremendous sympathy
is aroused for the hero in his misfortune. It

is an unusually well-made and well-acted
picture but naturally the atmosphere is

depressing and its appeal to the patron will

depend on his reaction to the intensely

sympathetic and dramatic values. The spec-
tator who seeks solely to be amused will be
disappointed.
This picture has some of the best acting

recently seen on the screen. Percy Mar-
mont gives an unusually fine interpretation

How One Wide-Awake Showman
Uses Our Reviews

Long before there was any other tradb paper in the field, Moving Pic-

ture World was regarded as “the exhibitor’s Bible” and its reviews have
always been acccepted by exhibitors as a dependable guide in booking

pictures. Many live-wire showmen have found it distinctly advantageous
to use quotations from its reviews on programs and advertising matter.

Going these progressive exhibitors one better, Manager C. C. Howell of

the Monarch Theatre, Portersville, Cal., devotes an entire page in his

house program to reprinting IN FULL Moving Picture Worlds review

of the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan production, “Enemies of Women.” Thanks,
Mr. Howell, for the compliment. You know from experience that our
reviews are dependable and give what the exhibitor AND HIS AUDI-
ENCE want to know.

This is just one more instance of the power of Moving Picture World
and the confidence it inspires.
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of the leading role, while Jacqueline Logan
is excellent as his model, a girl of the streets.

David Torrence shows that he is just as

good an actor in a “straight” role as he is

in character. Sigrid Holmquist does good
work opposite Marmont.

Cast

Bessie Broke Jacqueline Logan
Dick Helilar Percy Marmont
Torpenhow David Torrence
Maisie Wells Sigrid Holmquist
Madame Rinat Mabel Van Buren
Binat Luke Cosgrave
Donna Lime Peggy SeUalTer
Young Dick Winston Miller
Young Maisie Mary Jane Irving

Adapted from novel by Rndyard Kipling.
Scenario by F\ M. YVillis and

Jack Cunningham.
Directed by George Melford.

Photographed by Charles Clark.
Length 7013 feet.

Story

Dick Heldar and Maisie Wells as children
pledge their undying love. Years pass and
Dick's ambition to become a great artist

causes him to wander to faraway places seek-
ing inspiration. At Port Said he meets Tor-
penhow a war correspondent, agrees to

illustrate his articles and in a campaign
in the Soudan is badly wounded with a sabre.
Returning to London he finds himself popu-
lar. Accidentally meeting Maisie whom he
has not seen for years, the old love returns.
She urges him to paint a masterpiece. Seeing
Bessfe, a girl of the streets he is inspired
and using her as a model stars to work.
Torpenhow becomes fascinated with Bessie
and Dick persuades him to go away. Bessie
is infuriated at him for destroying her hap-
piness. Dick’s eyesight begins to fail and
the doctor tells him he will be blind in a
week. Bolstering his courage with drink he
paints furiously and just finishes the pic-
ture when he goes blind. Bessie gets her
revenge by slashing the picture and making
it appear to Maisie that she is Dick’s mis-
tress. Dick, sits grieving all day. Bessie
learns he is really blind and confesses the
truth to Maisie, who comes back to Dick and
tells him she loves him and is going to take
him to her home to care for him always.

“The Red Warning”

Good Western Stars Jack Hoxie in Spectac-
ular Scenes—Produced by Universal

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Jack Hoxie’s admirers will like him in his

latest Universal Western. He is once more
a spectacular hero in scenes that demand
hard riding and fighting. The production is

up to the standard of the best that the star

has done and has the qualities that appeal
in the theatres specializing in Westerns.
This is largely because of the fine back-

grounds that have been provided. The desert
and cattle scenes are picturesque and ex-
pansive, giving an impression of bigness that
is always effective in Westerns. A large
cast strengthens this effect in the climax
where the hero heads a band of riders who
destroy the cattle rustlers in answer to a
signal fire which is “the red warning.”
The star does some splendid riding and

acts naturally and pleasingly. His pursuit
of the villain along the canyon rocks and
the fight in the water furnishes a thrilling

conclusion. Elinor Field is his pretty lead-
ing woman. The picture has been well di-

rected and belongs among the good program
Westerns of the year.

Cast
Phillip Haver Jack Hoxie
Louise Ainslee Elinor Field
Tom Jefferies Fred Kohler
Toby Jones Frank Kiee
David Ainslee Jim Welsh
George Ainslee William Welsh
Bud Osman Ren Corbett
Harry Williams Ralph Fee McCullough

Story and scenario by Isadore Bernstein.
Direction by Robert North Bradbury.

Photography by YVilliam Nobles.
Length, 4,71)3 feet.

Story
David Ainslee, cleaned out by rustlers, his

home mortgaged, journeyed into the desert
in search of a lost mine. He was found dy-

ing by Phil Haver, a young prospector, and
Toby Jones, a grizzled old prospector. Ains-
lee gave them a poke of gold dust, asked
Phil to pay off the mortgage and take care
of his daughter. Haver met the girl and fell

in love. Later, Old Toby located the claim.
Cattle rustling activities in the territory
aroused the ranchers. Led by Haver, the
outlaws were captured in a great night
chase.

“Slave of Desire”

Excellent Cast in Goldwyn Version of
Balzac’s Highly Imaginative Story

“The Magic Skin”
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Under the title “Slave of Desire” Gold-
wyn is presenting on the screen “The
Magic Skin” one of the best known stories

by the celebrated French author Honore de
Balzac. Highly imaginative and fantastic in

the extreme it makes no pretense to prob-
ability, for the author sets forth his message
by the device of a magic skin the possession
of which brings the fulfillment of every wish,
each wish causing the skin to shrink until an
unselfish wish breaks its magic power.
Although the basic idea is in line with

the fairy stories of childhood the surround-
ings and the manner in which the story is

constructed shows that it was intended for
the adult intellect. With George D. Baker
as the director, it has been given an ex-
cellent production and is portrayed by a
cast of well-known players. The sets are ex-
cellent and there are a number of scenes
of great pictorial beauty. The story deals
with the power of unselfishness as opposed
to the destructive power of selfishness.

The theme is well handled, there are some
effective melodramatic touches near the end
especially where the Countess Fedora, a
vamp, is buried under an avalanche of rock.
The action is under way for some time be-
fore there is any indication of the imagina-
tive and supernatural angle. Despite the ex-
cellent handling of the subject and good
work of the players, the production only
succeeds in arousing mild interest. This is

probably due to the nature of the theme
which is quite different from the trend of

the average modern story. The moral effect

of the picture is good. Its greatest appeal
will be for those with an imaginative- turn

of mind and readers of the works of Balzac.

George Walsh was a good selection for the

role of the hero. Carmel Myers is unusually
alluring as the vamp, Bessie Love is win-
some as the heroine, and George Connelly
is effective in the weird and somewhat alle-

gorical role of the keeper of the magic
skin.

Cast

Raphael Valentin
Pauline Gaudin..
Countess Fedora.
Rastignac
Antiquarian
Mrs. Gaudin
Mr. Gaudin
Champrose
Tallifer
The General
Emile
The Duke
Finot
Major Doino

George YValsh
..Bessie Love
Carmel Myers

YVally Van
Edward Connelly

Enlnlie Jensen
Herbert Prior

....William Orlamond
Nicholas de Ruiz

Wm. von Hardenburg
. . .Harmon McGregor

George Periolat
Harry Lorraine
Calvert Carter

Based on story, “The Magic Skin,” by
Honore de Balzae.

Scenario by Charles Whittaker.
Directed by George D. Baker.
Photographed by John Boyle.

Length, GJJ73 feet.

Story

Raphael Valentin, a poor poet, is discour-
aged because he cannot sell his poems and
his rich uncle will not help him. Pauline,
his landlady's daughter loves him. Rastig-
nac his friend takes Raphael to the salon
of the popular Countess Fedora who becomes
interested in him and soon he is a great suc-
cess. He falls in love with her but finds she
is false and losing his money at gambling
is about to commit suicide. An old man tells

him to start anew. He goes to pawn a

scarab and finds it entitled him to the pos-
session of a magic skin with which his
every wish is gratified but each time the
skin will shrink and death will result with
the last wish. He gets fame, wishing for
wealth his uncle dies and he gets his money,
he wishes the Countess may lose her sway
over men and she does. Finally, as the skin
shrinks, he is racked with fear and is afraid
to even wish his friends good cheer. Pauline,
grown wealthy, comes to him, but the Coun-
tess is present and makes her think she and
Raphael are engaged. Finally in a dream,
Raphael sees himself using his last wish to
save Pauline who is in danger and that this—his first unselfish wish—has broken the
spell. Awakening, he goes to Pauline and
they plight their troth, unafraid of the men-
ace of the magic skin or that it can any
longer harm them.

“South Sea Love”

Shirley Mason Pretty and Appealing in Fox
Program Picture of Fair Interest

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

A light program picture with some good
sea scenes and a peppy role for Shirley
Mason is offered by Fox in “South Sea Love.”
It has no highly involved plot but has a
popular amount of action and romance and
the star’s admirers should find it pleasing.
The half-Spanish, half-French daughter of

a sea captain falls in love with a South Sea
trader but scorns and deserts him when she
hears that he has a wife. There is not much
suspense during the interim until they meet
again, but the main appeal is pictorial. The
star plays a dancer in a tropical cafe where
she has a fairly thrilling escape from the
owner, and rushes to save her sweetheart
whom the sailors are about to torture. The
climax is not intensely thrilling because it

seems rather stagy and J. Frank Glendon’s
acting is unconvincing. Shirley Mason’s per-
formance helps to make it interesting.

There is an effective storm-at-sea scene
and there are many beautiful shots. The
fact that the entire picture is lacking in

realism will not hinder its success in most
program houses as it is light, pleasing and
has a pretty star.

Cast

Dolores Medina Shirley Mason
Gerald YVilton J. Frank Glendon
Manuel Salarno Francis McDonald
Maria Lillian Nicholson
Captain Charles A. Sellon
Inn Keeper Fred Lancaster
Stubbs Robert Conville

Story by Frederiek and Fanny Hatton.

Direetion by David Solomon.

Length, 4.16S feet.

Story

Dolores Medina and an English trader meet
on the ship of which her father is captain.
Dolores’ father dies, exacting Wilton’s
promise to take care of the girl. She learns
that he already has a wife so she leaves
him to become a dancer in a tropical cafe.

Wilton learns that his wife is dead and comes
to Dolores. She refuses him at first but her
sympathy and love are aroused when her
father’s friends attempt to hang him. She
arrives in time to save him.

“Thundergate”

First National Film with Chinese Background
Features Owen Moore in Three

Characterizations

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

China furnishes the background for “Thun-
dergate,” a First National production, in

which Owen Moore, the featured player, ap-

pears in three distinct characterizations, as
,

an American who becomes down and out f

through dope, as a Chinese nobleman and ^
as the American masquerading as the Chinaj a
man who is his illegitimate half-brother. ( \

It is a story of intrigue in which the(
,

(Continued on page 643)
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Sporting Youth” Is **

Being Edited

1

i|

r

I

Byron Morgan, author of many
famous racing stories, such as,-

“The Roaring Road,’’ “What’s
Your Hurry?” and others, is now
assisting in the final editing of
“Sporting Youth,” which ’)

ne wrote
as an original story fo r Reginald
Denny, Universal stqju.

The story was fiffned for Uni-
versal under the dir ect ion of Har-
ry A. Pollard. It be released
as a Universal-Jewel production
in seven or eight

c
’.ree l length.

Denny’s next picture, which will

be made somet
jme after the first

of the year, w% be a film version
of “Love Insurance,” a novel by
Earl Derr Big,gers>

—

i

“Ladies® to Board”
New I'dix Feature
Tom Mix ^ bas started work at

the William. 1

-

F

ox West Coast Stu-
dios in his latest starring feature,
“Ladies to rBoard.” The story is

by Wdliaml Dudley Pelley. Jack -|-|
Blystone ids directing the screen f I .Cl I
version. D^ on w. Lee prepared the V^JLJLLXV/O
scenario. u

Gertrude^’ Olmsted is the leading
lady. The*/ supporting cast also in-

eludes P a
bi] McCullough, Pewee

Holmes ?-and Gertrude Claire.

Rosita” Given High
Praise in Los Angeles

The popularity of Mary Pick-

ford and her pictures never was
more clearly demonstrated than at

the recent Los Angeles premier

showing of this cinema artiste’s

new production, “Rosita,” at Grau-
man’s Million Dollar Theatre.

Streets near the theatre were
jammed hours before the hour set

for opening the theatre doors.

Bowing and smiling, Miss Pickford
was escorted through a narrow
lane forced through the throng of

her many admirers.
Inside the theatre the audience,

which filled every bit of seating

and standing room, the spectators

all rose and cheered and applaud-

ed the guest of honor as she was
ushered to her box.

“
‘Rosita’ is outstanding in two

particulars,” said the reviewer for

the Examiner, “the skill with
which the star keeps her youthful
quality and naivete throughout a

role of more adventurous charac-
ter, and the fact that it is the first

Ernst Lubitsch production made
in America.”
“The picture demonstrates anew

Mary Pickford,” said the Ex-
press, “a Mary Pickford losing

none of the charm of her youthful

roguishness and impishness, but

sobered into mellowness.”
“
‘Rosita’ has an exceptional

background as a production,” said

the critic for the Times. “Its

quality is indeed notable. There
is a fine dignity and taste about
the sets. The cast has been as-

sembled with splendid discretion.

Miss Pickford herself really has

outdone anything she has pre-

viously achieved.”

Gejts Raise and
diamond Ring

V'lytagraph announces that Rob-
€rt idS. Horsley, assistant sales

Fian4ager of the New York branch,
“as

n( been promoted to the mana-
£ersi4‘hip of the Philadelphia office,
as ineffective of November 27.

U‘i5he staff of the New York
° r!nanch gave him a farewell party
at

. which he was presented with a

^'“samond ring as a token of the
a“N>"ection and esteem in which the

Ice force holds him.

T

/Big Exploitation for

“Mailman”
Big preparations are being made

iby postal workers in San Fran-
cisco to put over the engagement
of Emory Johnson’s production of

“The Mailman” when it opens at

Loew’s Warfield on December 1.

Street parades, band concerts,

and other practical methods of

showmanship will be employed by
the San Francisco people to put

the picture over.

New Gilbert Film
John Gilbert’s next feature pic-

ture produced by William Fox
will be an original story by Fred-
erick and Fanny Hatton, titled

“Just Off Broadway.” Edmund
Mortimer is directing.

Film His
Under the heading, “Ray at

Best in Pilgrim Film, Pre-eminent

History Drama,” the Washington
Post of last Monday said :

“Since Griffith’s ‘The Birth of

a Nation,’ there had been no mo-
tion picture dealing strictly and
authentically with American his-

tory on an elaborate scale until

‘The Covered Wagon’ appeared,
to prove anew the tremendous ap-
peal of actual human experience
when it is used for screen ma-
terial.

“Now, however, has come a third

pre-eminent American historical

drama in Charles Ray’s ‘The
Courtship of Myles Standish,’

New Ray
Best Picture
which not only vivifies the immor-
tal characters of Longfellow’s
epic, but also spans the great ad-
venture of the Pilgrim Fathers.
“The picture is not mere formal

history. It is, first of all, a story
and entertainment. Mr. Ray gives
what is unquestionably the most
serious and earnest portrayal in

his long and distinguished career.”
The Times said: “One leaves

the President Theatre this week
with a feeling of having witnessed
an actual page from American his-

tory, and that Charles Ray has in

‘The Courtship of Myles Standish’
placed both his own name and
that of his production in the very
first rank of the cinema brigade.”

Trimble to Direct

“Sundown”

“Sundown,” First National’s
drama of the West, will come
into being under the directorial

hand of Larry Trimble. “Sun-
down” is an original story
written by Earl Hudson, pro-
duction manager of First Na-
tional. To date no cast Has
been selected for “Sundown.”
The story has been scenarized.

“The Extra Girl” in

Great Demand
“The Extra Girl,” Mabel Nor-

mand’s latest starring vehicle, is in

great demand for early showings
by exhibitors throughout the coun-
try, according to reports coming
from Associated Exhibitors. It

has just completed an eight-week
run at the Mission Theatre in Los
Angeles, opened at the California
and Portola theatres in San Fran-
cisco, and will soon open in numer-
ous key cities for extended runs.

Jack Root, manager of the Mis-
sion Theatre, Los Angeles, said:

“I consider it Miss Normand’s best
work. It has pathos, art interest,

comedy and thrills. One of the
best pictures of the year.”

Carl Anderson Obtains the

Screen Rights to Big Stories

“Flaming Passion,” an original story by Hal Evertz, popular

fiction writer, has been obtained by Anderson Pictures Corpora-

tion, according to an announcement made this week by Carl

Anderson, president of the organization. It will be put into pro-

duction immediately. California has been selected as the locale

and a unit is leaving shortly to begin work.
Anderson has also closed for the screen rights of several of the

famous old stage dramas, one of which is “The Danites,” which

will be filmed in New York.
Foster Gilroy, of the Anderson company, has just returned from

Chicago after securing two outstanding stories which are to ap-

pear in a widely read fiction magazine in February. These are

“Lady Betty,” bv Lela Cordova, and “The Return of David Brown”
by Arnold Walker. It is understood that these two productions

will be made in California early in the spring.

Fine Tie-up for

Warner Classic
Exhibitors will have a splendid

exploitation tie-up with the War-
ner Classic, “Lucretia Lombard,”
the story of flaming passion
adapted from the novel of the
same name by Kathleen Norris,
as the AfcClure Syndicate has
made arrangements to publish
this amazing love story in news-
papers throughout the United
States and Canada.
Such a tie-up should greatly

help exhibitors, who can also take
advantage of the tremendous sale

that has already taken place on
the book.

“The Barefoot Boy”
Sold for Wisconsin
That great interest is manifest

throughout the country in the
special attraction, “The Barefoot
Boy,” the all-star production
which C. B. C. Film Sales Corpora-
tion is distributing for Mission
Film Corporation is seen by the
rapidity with which territories are
being signed on it, says C. B. C.

A big sale of this production
was recently made to the Cele-
brated Players’ Film Corporation,
of Milwaukee, which has con-
tracted to distribute the produc-
tion in the Wisconsin territory.
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“Captain Blood’’ Screen T. O. D. C. Campaigns to

Rights Bought by Smith Give Owners Good Lists
Albert E. Smith, president of

Yitagraph, has returned from

London where he met Rafael

Sabatini, author of "Captain

Blood.” world picture rights to

which Mr. Smith purchased. He
spent a day with the author and
tramping over the scenes near
Bridgewater, where the Duke of

Monmouth entered England in his

rebellion against James II. in 1685.

"I recognized the superior screen
material in the book when I first

read it. It was to help gain the

real spirit of Sabatini that we
made the pilgrimage by motor
from London to the landing place

of Monmouth,” said Mr. Smith at

the Brooklyn studio.

"The sea fights will be the

greatest effort at filming water
battles ever attempted and I am
safeguarding their accuracy in de-

tail. In London I engaged a ship-

wright who is an expert on
ancient shipbuilding. With him I

visited the British and London
museums and examined the models
of craft of England, France and

Spain of the latter part of the

seventeenth cenutry. He is now
searching Europe for any such
craft that may be available

;
and

is also preparing plans which will

enable us to build such ships as

may be needed. When his plans

are finished he will come to the

United States and join the Vita-

graph forces at Hollywood, where
production will begin sometime
early in the spring.”

Mr. Smith announced that J.

Stuart Blackton will go to

California for his next Vitagraph
super-feature, the subject of which
has not yet been decided.

Mr. Smith returns to Hollywood
in two weeks, accompanied by
Mrs. Smith, who made the trip

abroad with him. He will take

active charge of production at the

company’s studios there, and his

leisure will be spent on his three

thousand acre ranch in Southern
California, where he indulges in

his one hobby—the raising of

Hereford cattle. He said that he
contemplated no let up at all in

Vitagraph production.

C. C. Burr Producing
“The Average Woman”

Having finished the first in the

series of the big four specials,

“Restless Wives,” which he has

been engaged to produce for the

Burr-Rogers Producing Corpora-
tion, C. C. Burr announces that he
is ready to go into production at

his Glendale Studios with the sec-
ond picture of the 1923-1924 se-

ries, “The Average Woman.” The
story is by Dorothy De Jagers.
“The Average Woman” is an

up-to-date story. A cast of screen
stars, headed by Harrison Ford,
David Powell, Pauline Garon, De

Sacia Mooers, Burr McIntosh,
William Tucker and Little Russell
Griffin, has been selected for the
leading parts. William Christy
Cabanne is directing. The remain-
ing pictures in the big four series,

"Lend Me Your Husband” and
“Youth to Sell,” will be filmed as

rapidly as possible.

C. C. Burr will personally pro-
duce three pictures for individual

theatre owners who are venturing
into the producing business. The
first picture of the new series is

entitled “The Unloved Wife,”
from the play of the same name.

Film from Noted Story
Is Among Fox Releases
“You Can’t Get Away with It,”

a special production made from
the famous Gouverneur Morris
story, and an Educational Enter-
tainment, “Johnny’s Swordfish,”
are on the Fox Film Corporation
release schedule for the week of

December 9.

In cast, story and exploitation

value “You Can’t Get Away with
It” is one of the best of the sea-

son’s releases, Fox says. Gouver-
neur Morris, taking the story of

a girl who defied the conventions
and was then condemned by the

world, has developed a powerful
emotional drama.
Percy Marmont, whose greatest

characterization was that of Mark
Sabre in “If Winter Comes,” has

the leading male role in this pic-

ture.

“Johnny’s Swordfish” presents

interesting adventures in fishing

for swordfish. “The Canadian
Alps," another Educational En-
tertainment, will be released De-
cember 23 and will be the last of
these short subjects for this year.

Reports Bookings
W. F. Seymour, Eastern and

Central Division sales manager for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion, has returned from a several
weeks' trip through his territory.
Mr. Seymour reports the closing,
during his stay in the Middle
West, of all the remaining unsold
key towns out of the Chicago
branch office where “Down to the
Sea in Ships,” the Elmer Clifton
whaling feature, has not been
shown. These include Indianapo-
lis, Racine, Wis., South Bend, Ind.,
and the entire Saxe Circuit in
Wisconsin.

Coincident with the announce-

ment from thb. Theatre Owners’

Distributing Corporation that the

organization’s first release through

Anderson Pictures Corporation

would be ready in time for early

January play dates, comes the re-

port that President William A.
True, of the T. O. D. C., has be^
gun a campaign to insure to his
organization the full measure of
co-operation from exhibitors an-
ticipated at the time of the forma-
tion of this independent corpora-
tion.

The first step in Mr. Trae’s
plans calls for the covering of the
entire theatre owners’ field with
an inquiry, designed to ascertain
not only how many play dates
have been set aside for T. O. D. C.

product, but just when these dates
fall.

“With this data in hand.” said
Mr. True this week on his return
from Washington, “no theatre
owner need face the problem of
keeping his program up to a high
standard of entertainment value.
If the country-wide discussion of
the curtailment of production has
had the effect of implanting a
doubt in the exhibitor’s mind as

'to the supply and quality of pic-

tures this season, I can state in

behalt of our organization that he
can dismiss these fears.

“We haye studied these needs
carefully, b'aS^d upon existing con-
ditions among exhibitors in every

section of the ^country, and that

we shall be able to offer them the

grade of product- urgently desired

and at an equitable rental goes

without saying. Jt was for this

purpose that our distributing cor-

poration was formeci-”

Metro Film Endorsed
by Well Known Society
Rex Ingram’s “Scaramouche”

now playing a record breaking
New York engagement at the
Forty-Fourth Street Theatre has
been endorsed by the Film Mutual
Benefit Bureau. This followed the
presence recently of more than
three hundred members of the
Bureau at one of the “Scara-
mouche” performances—an event
that was staged by Metro for the
purpose of giving the Bureau
members a chance to broadcast
the merits of the production to the

several thousand of of-her mem-
bers in various parts of the coun-

try. *

The Film Mutual Be-ne ht Bu-
reau is an organization v’ery much
like, in its functions, to ti le Drama
League which concerns ifcself with

supporting the best things of the

stage. Following the vii-wing of

“Scaramouche” its members, highly

enthusiastic, promised to do

everything in their po\\rer to

bring it to the attention -to the

greatest number of people.

Wide Publicity for

“The Drivin’ Fool’!’
Milton R. Crandall, director of

publicity and advertising for the
Rowland and Clark theatre cir-

cuit, in Pittsburgh, waged a whale
of an exploitation and publicity
campaign for the showing at the
Regent and Blackstone theatres
during the week of Nov. 26, of the
Hodkinson speed feature, “The
Drivin’ Fool.” One of the big fea-
tures of the campaign was a tieup
with the Automobile Club of

Pittsburgh.

The Syria Automobile club di s ‘

tributed hundreds of sticker s

among members, which urge d

upon all that they refrain fronff

being “a driving fool.” Members
j

of the Co-Operative Club of Pitts-,

burgh were informed at a meet-t
ir.g held at the William Penn\
Hotel of the engagement of the

picture at the two theatres. Other
tieups, and voluminous newspaper
advertising helped materially in

the success of the campaign.

The Old Fool” Is

Film of Family Life
When a picture is of universal

interest, it is sure to mean “big

money” at the box office and sat-

isfaction for every exhibitor who
books it. It was with this truth
in mind that the Outlook Photo-
play Corporation produced “The
Old Fool” which Hodkinson has
announced as its forthcoming re-

lease.

“The Old Fool” deals with the

home life of a family of four gen-
erations and presents the prob-
lems which such a family has to
confront, as well as the vibrant
human interest, the laughter, and
the pathos that is found in every
home, no matter how common-
place. Those who have witnessed
a pre-view of the picture agree
that it will awaken a sympathetic
response in an audience made up
of patrons of any age.
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Makes “First National Month” Mean
Big Things to Motion Picture Public

The task of “selling” the public

on First National Month has been

undertaken so thoroughly by that

company that by the time the

campaign is officially opened by

E. A. Eschmann on January 1,

the entire picture patronage of

the nation will be fully acquainted

with the five First National pic-

tures to be offered during the

drive, and the stars who appear

in them.

Corinne Griffith and Conway
Tearle in a picturization of Ger-
trude Atherton’s novel of the same
name. This novel, according to

authentic reports, is still foremost
in demand in the leading libraries

of the country.
Following these will bo offered

Norma Talmadge in “The Song of

Love,” in which the star is seen
as an Arabian dancing girl, with
Joseph Schildkraut in the leading
masculine role.

Samuel Goldwyn’s independent-
ly produced “The Eternal City”

was made in Rome by George
Fitzmaurice, and is headed by a

cast including Bert Lytell, Bar-
bara La Marr, Lionel Barrymore,
Richard Bennett and Montague
Love.
The last of the five productions,

released late in January, is “The
Swamp Angel,” a heart interest
drama, in which Colleen Moore
has the featured role.

Firemen Lead Parade
of Mailmen

Not only did the postal depart-

ment of Pasadena, Cal., support
Emory Johnson’s mail drama,
“The Mailman,” during its re-

Gent engagement at the Florence
Theatre in the Southern Cali-

fornia community but the fire de-

partment as well took a hand in

the campaign which broke all rec-

ords in the amusement annals of

the town.
The firemen's band led the big

mail workers’ parade which fea-

tured the opening night of the

week’s successful run. More than

one hundred mail workers, led by
Postmaster Knight, also took part.

Laemmle Offers “The Hunchback”
to Exhibitors for Early Booking

Through practically every me-

dium of advertising picturegoers

will learn that the screen stars

have invited them to a great New
Year’s party at their local theatre

for the entire month of January.

Colored slides, banners in two

colors and special two-colored one-

sheets will carry the message of

the “New Year’s party” to the

public. In addition to this the

pictures released will have behind

them a big national advertising

campaign which, coupled with the
First National Month advertising,
will assist in bringing a big mean-
ing to the month of January.

“If the public is sold, the ex-
hibitor must be,” is the claim of

E. A. Eschmann, general manager
of distribution of First National,
under whose guidance the drive is

gaining strength and power, “and
in this case we may drop the hy-
pothesis.

First National’s big five will

start with “Boy of Mine,” created
by J. K. McDonald, William Beau-
dine, Booth Tarkington and Ben
Alexander, producer, director, au-
thor and featured player respect-
ively. It was this same quartet
which was responsible for the un-
usual success of “Penrod and
Sam.” “Boy of Mine” is not a
“kid” picture, although it is the
acting of Ben Alexander which
brings a majority of the laughs
and tears.

Another early January release is

“Black Oxen,” also of the First

National Month five. It is a
Frank Lloyd production featuring

“The Hunchback of Notre
Dame” Universal’s big spectacle
drama, will immediately be made
available to regular motion pic-

ture theatres, Carl Laemmle an-
nounces. The production is now
enjoying special presentations in

legitimate theatres throughout the
country. It is in its thirteenth
week at the Astor Theatre, New
York City.

The Universal chief stipulates

two conditions to be fullfilled by
exhibitors playing “The Hunch-
back.” One is that a reasonable
number of seats must be held at

$1.65 top, and the other is that
the picture shall be presented on
a two-a-day basis. These condi-
tions are necessary for the time
being, he asserts, to maintain the
prestige of the production and
assure it a real run.

In a statement addressed to-day
to all exhibitors, Mr. Laemmle
deplored the necessity of show-
ing “The Hunchback” in legitimate
theatres, but explained the reasons
therefore and outlined his plan
for a special arrangement release
of the picture to regular cinema
houses. The statement which is

headed “Are You Ready?” fol-

lows :

“Much against my own desire, I

am showing “The Hunchback of
Notre Dame” in various legitimate
theatres throughout the United
States. I am making a profit on

these showings and at the same
time I am preparing the way for
the exhibitor who will show it

later on at popular prices.
"The only reason I have chosen

legitimate theatres is because the
picture simply must have a real
run and most exhibitors up to now
have been fearful of changing their
policy to two-a-day and charging
$1.65 top.

“Now that I am in the midst
of “road-showing” the big pro-
duction, I find that exhibitors of
importance are changing their at-
titude and are showing a disposi-
tion to change their policy, thus
cutting legitimate theatres out of
the picture business.

“I approve of this with all my
heart and soul. I have always
claimed that pictures belong- in
picture houses, but with a picture
as great and as unparalleled as
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
I positively cannot sacrifice it or
treat it like an ordinary picture.
“Wherever I have found a first

class picture house that is willing
to change its poliey by showing
‘The Hunchback of Notre Dame’
twice a day at $1.65 top, I have
given it the preference over any
legitimate theatre.

“I stand ready to do this where-
ever it is feasible.

“I am not pretending that I ex-
pect to sacrifice this production. X
am satisfied that it is the out-
standing picture of the past ten
years, one that will last for years
to come, one on which I could
afford to take my time about book-

ing. I consider it so exceptional,
such a demonstrated success wher-
ever it has shown, that I am more
than doing my part when I offer

to run it in picture houses in-

stead of legitimate houses.
“If I get a proper run in every

community and at the same time
strike the first blow to kill the
evil of running pictures in legiti-

mate theatres, I will feel more
than satisfied.

“Of course, I don’t mean that
every ticket must be $1.65, I mean
that a reasonable number must be
sold at that price. Afterward you
will want to repeat the picture at
popular prices and reap a double
profit from it.

“That’s my story. How does it

strike you? If it appeals to you,
wire or write me.”
“The Hunchback” had its

world’s premiere in the Astor
Theatre, New York City. It is

still playing in that house to re-

markable crowds—in its four-
teenth week. Its runs in Boston,
Chicago and other big American
cities have been similarly success-
ful. Everywhere the big spec-
tacle drama has met with 100 per
cent, criticisims, being praised
more consistently than any motion
picture ever put out.

It recently opened in the Empire
Theatre, London, and created as
great a sensation in the British
metropolis as it did in this coun-
try. British film critics predict a
long run for it in the Empire.
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Enthusiastic Praise 400 Washington Nuns
Given “Pleasure Mad” See “The Hunchback”

Enthusiastic reviews were given

by the San Francisco press to

“Pleasure Mad,” Reginald Barker’s

new production under Metro-

Louis B. Mayer auspices. The pic-

ture, which is an adaptation of
Blanche Upright’s novel, “The
Valley of Content,” and was re-

cently presented at the Warfield.
“
'Pleasure Mad’ is a great pic-

ture,” said the critic of the San
Francisco Call and Post.
“‘Pleasure Mad’ drew crowds for

its opening and kept up the pace
all along,” stated the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle. “In the hands of

Critics of the motion picture

trade papers and also of the New
York daily newspapers enthusias-
tically praised the William Fox
picturization of A. S. M. Hutchin-
son’s novel, “This Freedom,”
which had its premiere last week
at the Central Theatre. Several
of the critics called this produc-
tion the best picture on this year’s

list of Fox releases.

The New York Morning Tele-
graph said: “From a point of in-

telligence and good sense in all

departments, including the pho-
tography, it is to our knowledge

The C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration editing staff has com-
pleted final editing of the newest
feature, “Innocence,” starring
Anna Q. Nilsson. Slight changes
were made in New York under
the personal supervision of Joe
Brandt and Jack Cohn.
A new type of art titling has

been used on “Innocence,” which
places the titles of this produc-
tion among the artistic. They are
said to be more elaborate than
any that have been used on any
of the pictures on the C. B. C.

series. J. M. DeAragon, portrait
painter and illustrator, was en-

Stays Second Week
On Saturday, December 8,

“Flaming Youth.” First Na-
tional’s picturization of the
sensational best seller of the
same name by Warner Fabian,
closed its metropolitan pre-
miere run at the Strand Thea-
tre, having been held over for

a second week because of the
big patronage. “Flaming
Youth” is one of the few pic-

tures which has been able to

earn an extended run at the

Mark Strand. It was origi-

nally assigned one week at

that theatre.

Reginald Barker,” said the San
Francisco Bulletin, “‘Pleasure
Mad’ has been made a screen
achievement.”
"The World Premiere of Blanche

Upright’s picture ‘Pleasure Mad'
is a much applauded success,”
wrote the San Francisco Exam-
iner. “It is a good picture for
everybody to see.” “In ‘Pleasure
Mad,’” said the San Francisco
News, “Norma Shearer, who plays
the part of the debutante, shows
talents of the first magnitude. And
when it comes to playing a mother
lole we know of none better than
Mary Alden in this picture.”

the best picture offered by the
Fox organization.”

“It is well made and well acted,”
said Moving Picture World. “It

is out of the ordinary and gets
away from the beaten path of the
majority of screen productions.
The thousands who have liked the
book will certainly like the pic-

ture.” Alotion Picture News said:

“Once the early scenes are over,

with the attendant planting of

this figure and her impulses, there
is released a straightforward and
logical sequence of dramatic
scenes.”

gaged to supervise the special art

work.
All the advertising accessories

are also ready for release to fran-
chise holders and exhibitors at

the same time, so that there will

be no delay involved for the sev-

eral exhibitors who are reported
already asking for dates on the

picture.

Miss Bradbury in

“The Turmoil”
Kitty Bradbury, character ac-

tress of aristocratic type, known
especially for her work in Charlie

Chaplin’s “The Pilgrim” and in

“The Midnight Alarm” with Per-
cy Marmont, has been engaged by
the Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion to play the important role of

Mrs. Vertrees in Hobart Henley’s
elaborate filming of “The Tur-
moil.”

Foreign Sales

Starts
The Richmount Pictures sold

Fred Thomson series of six West-
ern Pictures for Monogram Pic-

tures Corporation to Sociedad
General Cinematografica, for the

following countries: Argentine,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia,

Peru and Equador.

One of the most unusual audi-
ences in the history of an Ameri-
can theatre recently assembled in

the Shubert Belasco Theatre,
Washington, D. C., to witness a
private and special performance
of “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame.”
Through the courtesy of Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures, and with the sanction
and approval of Archbishop
Michael J. Curley of Baltimore,
more than 400 nuns, members of

the various Catholic sisterhoods,

in and around Washington, visited

the Shubert-Belasco Theatre for

the special showing of the picture.

Not one of the religious .sisters

had seen a performance or a mo-
tion picture in a theatre since tak-

ing the first vows which pledged
them to a life of prayer and com-
parative solitude. The perform-
ance was arranged through the

National Catholic Welfare Coun-

“The Unknown Purple,” Carlos
Production, directed by Roland
West for Truart from his stage
success of the same name, is play-

ing an extended engagement at the

California Theatre, Los Angeles.
The Los Angeles Examiner

says: “Roland West’s remarkable
drama, “The Unknown Purple,” is

replete with thrills, action and
mystery.” The Los Angeles Eve-
ning Express has this to say:

“The Unknown Purple” is a sure-

fire mystery drama, packed to the

limit with ingenious complements
of thrills, romance and cleverly

devised suspense.” The Illustrated

Dailv News critic writes : “This

production, it can truthfully be

said, is one of the most unusual
mystery melodramas that have
come to the screen in a long

time.”

New York newspaper critics

have taken more than usual pains

to praise Emorv Tohnson’s latest

F. B. O. photo-thriller, “The Mail-

man,” now plaving at the B. S.

Moss Cameo Theatre in its sec-

ond week. The New York Daily

News said : “The newest servitude

picture is great. Director Emory
Johnson has worked wonders with

a thrilling, human, sometimes
spellbinding story.”

Morning Telegraph : “‘The Mail-

man,’ F. B. O.’s feature at the

Cameo this week, is very good
melodrama.”
Sun and Globe : “People who

enjoy motion pictures bristling

with melodramatic thrills inter-

mingled with pathos will get a lot

of ‘kicks’ out of ‘The Mailman.’”
Post :

“ ‘The Mailman’ is full of

thrills.”

cil and Washington Council,
Knights of Columbus, who issued
the invitations after receiving the
permission of Archbishop Curley,
spiritual head of the Catholics of
this arch-diocese.

Closes for Fall Output
C. C. Burr, president of the

Mastodon Films, Inc., reports that
his company has closed with sev-
eral of the leading state right ex-
changes in the country for the
franchise on the entire series of

independent pictures which his

company will produce for the
season 1923-1924.

This week negotiations were
completed with the F. & R. Film
Company of Minneapolis, Minn.;
for the state rights in Minnesota,
North Dakota and South Dakota.
This exchange purchased seven
pictures.

The Times says : “The outstand-

ing personality in the acting is

Henry B. Walthall, who offers

one of the best and most cryptic

of his portrayals.”

New Herald for Fox
Picture

One of the exploitation aids pre-

pared by the publicity department
of Fox Film Corporation to sup-

plement its press book on “\ou
Can’t Get Away with It,” which
was released this week, is a four

page miniature newspaper which
can be used as a herald. This

sheet presents the story and

theme of the photoplay in vivid

newspaper style and is illustrated

with scene photos from the pro-

duction.

Telegram: “‘The Mailman’ is

one of the few films that succeed

in touching the hearts of the ev-

eryday man and woman.”

New Bedford Sees

Film 3 Times
“Down to the Sea in Ships." the

Elmer Clifton whaling feature was
shown for the third time in New
Bedford, last week. New Bedford

is not only the locale of the story,

and the place where the picture

was made, but the town actually

sponsored the film. Many of its

residents draw dividends from the

picture.

The house at which the revival

showing was presented was
crowded during the whole of last

week.

“This Freedom’’ Called
Fox’s Best of Season

“Innocence” Edited and
Exploitation Is Ready

Extend Los Angeles Run
of ‘TheUnknown Purple’

New York Critics Laud
F. B. O’s “The Mailman”
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Goldwyn Picture Makes Warner Studios to Keep
Big Hit at the Capitol Busy Making Big Films

“In the Palace of the King,”
Goldwyn’s first Emmett Flynn
production, a picturization by
June Mathis of F. Marion Craw-
ford’s popular novel of Spain in

the reign of King Philip II., was
presented at the Capitol Theatre,

New York, last Sunday and
scored a big hit. It is spectacular

and dramatic, with some of the

biggest and finest sets ever con-
structed for a motion picture. The
cast is one of unusual importance,
embracing Blanche Sweet, Ed-
mund Lowe, Pauline Stark, Aileen
Pringle, Hobart Bosworth, Sam
de Grasse, William V. Mong,
Lucien Littlefield and many
others.

The New York newspaper re-

viewers were most cordial to “In
the Palace of the King” in their

criticisms. New York American
said: “Thrills, intrigues, striking

sets in ‘Palace of King’ at Capitol.

The production, pictorially, is an
artistic creation.”

Evening Telegram: “Takes a
well merited place among the
worth-while screen offerings of

the year.'” Evening Journal: “A
gorgeous production. Settings
that make one gasp.” Morning
Telegraph: “A picture of real

worth.” Journal of Commerce:
“Takes well-merited rank among
the worth-while screen offerings

of the year.”

The World: “Blanche Sweet,
Edmund Lowe, Hobart Bosworth
and Pauline Stark were thorough-
ly convincing.” The Sun and the

Globe: “At times you are so en-

chanted watching its gleaming
scenes you lose sight of the fact

that your hearts are being broken
right under your nose.” Evening
World: “Seldom have we seen a

picture that was easier to gaze
upon.”

Jack Warner, who is helping

make movie history via Warner
Screen Classics, came to New
York for a short visit, broke rec-

ords for the largest number of

conferences held in the minimum
of time, and departed to resume
his duties as production manager
of the West Coast studios. While
here, he announced important
production plans which will make
the Warner studios one of the

busiest organizations in the in-

dustry.
Two productions, “How to Edu-

cate a Wife” and “Broadway After
Dark,” will start on the week of

December 10. The first is from
the pen of Elinor Glyn. The three
principals in the cast are Marie
Prevost, Monte Blue and Claude
Gillingwater. The direction will

be by William Seiter.

“Broadway After Dark” will be
produced by Harry Rapf and di-

rected by Monta Bell. Adolphe
Menjou will head a noteworthy
cast.

Next on the Warner program
will be the famous Sinclair Lewis
novel, “Babbitt.” Direction has
been assigned to Harry Beaumont.
Dorothy Farnum will adapt Clyde
Fitch’s play, “Lovers’ Lane,” which
William Beaudine will direct, fol-

lowing “Babbitt” in order of pro-
duction. Following it will be
“Cornered,” under the directorial

guidance of William Seiter.

Monta Bell will have another
script ready for him in “The
Yoke,” a novel which has attained
sensational success on the Con-
tinent, arid which is gaining wide-
spread popularity here. Its au-
thor is Hubert Wales.
Harry Beaumont is lined up for

“Being Respectable” and Julien
Josephson will do the script of

“The Tenth Woman.”

“Little Old New York”
Is Breaking Records

Manager Woody’s Tour
Fruitful for Ray Film

With regularity “Little Old

New York,” starring Marion Da-

vies, continues on its record-

breaking career in all parts of the

country. Following in the wake
of its sensational two weeks’ run

at the Capilol Theatre, New York,
the Davies feature struck new
high marks in Baltimore, Wash-
ington, New Haven and other

cities.

All attendance records at the

New Theatre, Baltimore, were
shattered at the first showing of

“Little Old New York.” Accord-

ing to Eugene M. Daly, manager
of the New Theatre, 10,000 per-

sons saw the film on the opening
day.
A. Interrante, manager of the

Bijou Theatre, New Haven, Conn.,

wired that the film opened to the

biggest business in the history of

that house.
Walter J. Price of Moore’s

Rialto Theatre, Washington,
sends word to the effect that

“Little Old New York” did $22,-

385.20 on its opening week and
that the picture in its two weeks
would probably do about $40,000.

Returning a few days ago from
a trip through the Central West,
J. S. Woody, general manager of

Associated Exhibitors, literally

told with contracts the story of
his travels. Primarily the trip was
made to confer with branch sales

managers of Associated and re-

new acquaintance with exhibitor
friends, but when the executive
reached the home offices his bags
were fairly bulging with records
of first run bookings he had
closed.

In Detroit Mr. Woody closed
the deal for the indefinite run of

“The Courtship of Myles Stand-
ish” at John H. Kunsky’s Madi-
son Theatre. This engagement
got off to a splendid start last

Sunday, according to reports to

the home offices. Mr. Ray him-
self was host of the evening of

the opening, having hurried on to

Detroit at the close of the first

week of his run in Washington.
In Omaha Mr. Woody closed

arrangements for a test run,
starting early in January, in

Blank’s Rialto Theatre. The re-

sults of this run will be watched
closely, for on the outcome will de-
pend the conditions under which
“The Courtship” will be sold
through the Blank circuit in Iowa
and Nebraska territory. The
same arrangement was made with
John Hostetler for the Plaza,

Sioux City, where the opening
will be in the holiday period, runs
in the many other Hostetler
houses in Iowa coming later.HollywoodMailmenHelp

Publicize “TheMailman” Keaton Film Premiere
F. B. O. report that the

mail workers of the West Coast
are completely “sold” on Emory
Johnson’s drama, “The Mailman.”
It was amply proven by the ener-
getic co-operation given the West
Coast theatres by the mail men
of Hollywood when “The Mail-
man” opened its engagement at

the new Hollywood Theatre last

week.
Letter carriers distributed from

house to house cards which ad-
vertised the production and at the
same time carried a line asking
the citizens to do what they could
to advance the cause of the mail

workers.
The mail worker’s co-operation

also embraced other practical

stunts which served to arouse in-

terest in the picture in the fast-

moving little community by the

Pacific. Banners were placed

across public thoroughfares and
undreds of cards were used, on
ollywood boulevard admonish-

ing pedestrians to “do their Xmas
shopping early.” on Coast Successful
First National Film

Is Started
December 1 saw the “shooting”

of the first scene of “Lillies of

the Field,” a Corinne Griffith pro-

duction, which John Francis Dil-

lon is directing for First Na-
tional release.

“Lillies of the Field” is an
adaptation of the play of the same
name by William Hurlburt, which
ran for a year on Broadway. It

has a rich society background.

Schmidt Joins F. B. O.
The Film Booking Offices an-

nounce this week that Artie

Schmidt, formerly general sales

manager of the LTniversal, has

joined its forces and will be in

charge of West Coast division.

Buster Keaton’s second feature

comedy for Metro, “Our Hos-
pitality,” was given its premiere
at the Warfield Theatre in San
Francisco recently and some of
the comments of the San Fran-
cisco press were:

“ ‘Our Hospitality’ is in my
opinion the most enjoyable of the
Buster Keaton comedies,” wrote
the San Francisco Examiner
critic. The critic of the San
Francisco Call said: “Here is a
comedian with a desire to really
act. Keaton is a comedian, dra-
matic actor and acrobat par ex-
cellence.”

“
‘Our Hospitality’ is

Keaton’s best comedy,” said the
reviewer of the San Francisco
Bulletin.

“ ‘Our Hospitalitv’ is

even vastly superior to ‘Three
Ages,’ Buster’s first feature Metro
comedy,” said the critic of the

Chronicle. “Keaton’s new com-
edy is enormously funny.” wrote
the reviewer of the San Francisco
Journal. “One scene after an-
other precipitates hysterics. This
is Keaton’s best picture.”

Hoffman to Go West
With the return of General Man-

ager of Sales Alexander Aronson
of Truart Film Corporation, it is

expected that M. H. Hoffman, vice

president, will shortly make his

contemplated extended trip to the

West Coast to supervise produc-
tion activities which are getting

under way full force. It is antic-

ipated that soon Truart will have
four or five units continually en-

gaged in production, inasmuch as

two more units are expected to

start work by December 1.
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Cruze Film 34 Weeks at CjOld Dl^^CrS Mflkc
Hollywood Record in Baltimore

“The Covered Wagon” closed its run of thirty-four weeks at

Grauman's Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood Saturday night,

breaking the week’s record for the house by $1,624. According

to the figures received by wire from the Coast and given out by

the Paramount office in New York, the gross receipts for the

final week were $25,133, as against the house’s weekly dollar ca-

pacity of $25,068.

The picture opened at the Egyptian last March and its thirty-

four weeks of continuous showing broke all long-run records for

the Pacific Coast. The total receipts for the engagement were

$712,045, or an average of $30,942 per week. The total attendance

was 695,717, nearly 100,000 more than the total population of all

of Greater Los Angeles.
The Egyptian will be closed for a short time for renovation

preparatory to the opening of Cecil B. DeMille s Paramount
production, “The Ten Commandments.”

A brand new record for the city

of Baltimore, Md., has just been
established by “The Gold Dig-
gers,” the Warner Brothers’
screen version of David Belasco’s
famous stage play of the same
title. This picture is being held
over for the second week at the
Wizard Theatre in Baltimore.
When it is considered that this

is the second run and that the
picture was held over for a second
week also on first run at the Bal-

timore Metropolitan Theatre, some
conception of the production’s
wonderful drawing power can be
gained.
The holding over of a picture on

second run establishes a new rec-
ord for the city of Baltimore, it

is stated. The picture did a stand-
up business all week at the
Wizard.
“The Gold Diggers” is creating

new box-office records all over
the country, according to reports.

Pathe Films Lead List

in Sherwood Selection

Pathe’s “Columbus”
Breaks Plaza Records

In his recently published vol-

ume. "The Best Moving Pictures

of 1922-23.” Robert E. Sherwood
leads off his list of the sixteen

best with two Pathe feature re-

leases

—

“Nanook of the North”
and “Grandma’s Boy.” Pathe
scores again in Mr. Sherwood’s
list of “Honorable Mentions” in

the same volume by the inclusion

of “Safety Last” and “Dr. Jack.”

In his chapter on “Short Sub-
jects,” Air. Shenvood has singled

out for special mention such Pathe
releases as “Where Is My Wan-
dering Boy This Evening?”, star-

ring Ben Turpin
;

Hal Roach’s
“Our Gang” comedies ; and the

Will Rogers vehicles, “The Ropin’

Fool" and “Fruits of Faith.” Paul
Terry’s “Aesop’s Film Fables,”
which are also released wreekly by
Pathe, Mr. Sherwood classes as

“foremost among the animated
cartoons.”
Writing of “Nanook of the

North,” Mr. Sherwood says

:

“There have been many fine travel

pictures, many gorgeous ‘scenics,’

but there has been only one that

deserves to be called great. That
one is ‘Nanook of the North.’ It

stands alone, literally in a class

by itself. Indeed no list of the

best pictures of this year or of all

the years in the brief history of

the movies, could be considered
complete without it.”

“Columbus,” the first of Pathe’s

thrilling series of historical

dramas, being produced by the

Yale University Press under the

general title “Chronicles of Amer-
ica,” was given its New York
premiere at the Plaza Theatre re-
cently and proved a big success,
the theatre management reporting
that the picture played to increas-
ing business each succeeding day
of the run and on the final day
smashed all records for Saturday
business in the history of the the-
atre.

The screen critics of the New
York dailies accorded the produc-
tion an enthusiastic reception, em-
phasizing in most instances the
dramatic qualities as well as the

authenticity of historical detail
embodied in the picture.
The New York Times in its ac-

count of the Plaza showing said
that the pictures “show those
phases of our past which explain
the significance of our present,
and render these truthfully, in-

spiringly, and beautifully.”
The Evening Mail commented

:

“
‘Columbus’ held the interest of

the spectators from start to finish.

. . . The picture is beautifully
mounted and moves along in an
authoritative manner.”
The Evening Post said: “The

production does no violence to
tradition and presents in a graphic
and effective manner the essen-
tial points of the historical nar-
rative.”

Premieres onTwo Coasts
of “The Virginian,” Good

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Films Widely Booked

B. P. Schulberg’s Preferred pic-

ture, “The Virginian,” had its first

New York showing last week at

B. S. Moss’ Broadway Theatre.

C. B. MacDonald, manager of the

theatre, reports that “The Vir-

ginian” gave that house the big-

gest opening since the Dempsey-
Firpo fight pictures.

The Evening Mail wrote: “The
motion picture version of Owen
Wister’s novel, ‘The Virginian,’ is

a true representation of the orig-

inal story, beautifully mounted and
well directed.” The New York
American said: “‘The Virginian’

is a well acted, well presented and
well aimed bit of entertainment.”

The New York Tribune comment-
ed :

“ ‘The Virginian’ is about the

best thing we ever saw Mr. Har-
lan do.”

The New York Herald said:
“ ‘The Virginian’ is a melodrama
of the old school but a fresh point

of view has been brought to bear

on it and it is leadened with very

antique hokum.” The Evening
Tournal said: “The photoplay is

something about which the pro-

ducers c^n well boast.”

“The Virginian” also did a rec-

ord business at its western prem-

iere, according to the management
of the Granada Theatre, in San
Francisco, where it has just closed
a week’s run. The critics there
were unanimous in their praise.

“The Swamp Angel”
Is Finished

Production has been finished on
“The Swamp Angel,” a First Na-
tional picture featuring Colleen
Moore and giving prominence to

a supporting cast of “big names.”
Written by Richard Connell and

read by thousands as a magazine
serial the story was directed by
Clarence Badger and is scheduled
for January release.

Has Closed Deal for

Thompson Films
W. G. Underwood, president of

the Specialty Film Company, Dal-

las, Texas, closed a deal with
Monogram Pictures recently for

the Fred Thomson series of six

Westerns for Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas.

The Robbins Circuit, which
embraces Utica, Syracuse and
New York, has booked all of the
available seventh year Goldwyn-
Cosmopolitan releases, including
Marion Davies’ picture, “Little
Old New York.” Mr. Robbins
came to New York to close the
deal.

The Rice chain of suburban the-
atres in Milwaukee has bought
“Little Old New York” and all

the seventh year Goldwyn-Cos-
mopolitan releases for the Fern,
Riviera and State theatres. Tony
Sudekum, who operates the Fifth

Avenue and Knickerbocker the-

atres in Nashville and houses in

four other towns, has closed with
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan for the en-
tire first group of releases.

Distinctive’s George Arliss pic-

ture, “The Green Goddess,” Cos-
mopolitan’s “Little Old New
York” and Goldwyn’s “The Slave
of Desire” have been booked by
the West Coast Theatres. “The
Green Goddess” will also be
shown at the Ascher Circuit in

Chicago.
Goldwyn’s spectacular romance

of medieval Spain, “In the Palace
of the King,’" was played at the

Century Theatre in Baltimore and

the Rialto Theatre in Newark
last week. It is the attraction at

the Capital Theatre, New York,
this week.

Mollie Ring in New
Meighan Film

Mollie Ring has been added to

the cast of Thomas Meighan’s
new Paramount picture, “Pied
Piper Malone,” as have also the
following children: Dorothy Mc-
Cann, Billy Baker and Marshall
Green. The last named is the
young son of Alfred E. Green,
Meighan’s director.

Crosland Finishes

“Three Weeks”
“Three Weeks,” the Goldwyn

studios’ picturization of Elinor

Glyn’s novel, has been completed.
Alan Crosland, who directed

“Three Weeks,” and his wife and
son and Lynn Shores, Crosland's

assistant, have left the studios for

New York, where the director will

continue his work under his Cos-

mopolitan contract.
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A
Christmas Suggestion

Someone you know would appreciate a copy of F. H.

Richardson’s new fourth edition HANDBOOK OF
PROJECTION more than anything else you could

give.

The Handbook is absolutely the last

word on projection. Its 974 pages of

information and 842 questions with an-

swers leave nothing to be desired. It

is worth its price times over.

This is a suggestion to act on NOW. Xmas is near and

the mails will soon be crowded. So mail your order

TODAY with $6.00, to:

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

(Also at your dealers, or mailed C. O. D. if you desire.)
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Chaplin Making “The Gold Rush ”

Announcement is made from the Charles Chaplin studio that
“The Gold Rush” will be the title of the forthcoming Chaplin
comedy, work on which has been begun and for which the pro-
ducer-star is now preparing his story.

The story will be a Chaplin story of the days of the “Forty-
niners,” Chaplin himself will again don the baggy breeches, the old
shoes and the faithful derby, and from all reports from those “in
the know” the story as being outlined will present the comedy
genius in the funniest role he has ever attempted.

This will be Chaplin’s first comedy release for United Artists
Corporation.

Unknown Purple”
Praised in Boston

44Going Up” Smashes
Records Everywhere

When “The Unknown Purple,”
Truart’s thrilling mystery produc-
tion, played extended day and date
first-run engagements at the
Modern and Beacon theatres,

Boston, it was greeted with un-
usual praise by the newspaper
critics of that city. In the Boston
Advertiser, George C. Mackinon
wrote

:

“Henry Walthall, once-more
happily active upon the screen,

assumed at the Modern and
Beacon this week the pivotal role

in a filming of ‘The Unknown
Purple,’ that notable example of

melodramatic originality. As a

stage play ‘The Unknown Purple'

went its creepy way here in

Boston for several weeks, to the

delight and horror of the populace.

“As treated in the films, it has

probably gained interest. For the

weird phenomenon of the invisible

man is handled by the camera in

an eerie way which even the most
consummate stagecraft could not

hope to duplicate. When a piece

like ‘The Unknown Purple’ comes
along, with its myste-ious purple

light and its invisible avenger,
people like it because it’s

different.”

Ray Film a Hit in

Washington
Charles Ray’s pretentious pro-

duction, “The Courtship of Myles
Standish,” opened at the Presi-
dent Theatre, Washington, D. C.,

to a large and enthusiastic crowd,
Sunday, November 25, for an in-

definite run. It was the eastern
premiere of the picture and some
of the nation’s greatest political

and social leaders attended. So
great was the crowd seeking ad-
mission that the box office had to

be closed long before the night
performance started, and many
hundreds were turned away.
Mr. Ray was enthusiastically

cheered at the close of his ad-
dress. The newspapers were
unanimous in their praise, saying

that productions of this type at-

tracted a class of patrons who had
never before been prevailed on to

attend a picture theatre.

Douglas MacLean’s comedy,
“Going Up,” continues to smash
records, according to reports to
Associated Exhibitors. Exhibitors
are calling this feature one of the
outstanding box office winners of
recent years, and some, as further
evidence of the picture’s success
and in response to public demand,
are prolonging the runs originally

scheduled.
L. B. Gross, manager of the

Franklin Theatre, Oakland, Cal.,

wired to J. S. Woody, general
manager of Associated: “Douglas
MacLean in ‘Going Up’ smashed
house record Sunday and bids fair

to establish new record for week.
Congratulations. In ‘Going Up’
you have best box-office bet in

years. Same fans come back
again and again. Last reel con-

tains more real laughs than any
six-reel comedy. Audience rocked
building with dynamic laughter.”

E. C. Prinsen, of the Fond du

Lac Theatre Company, Fond du
Lac, Wis., wired to Ralph
Wettstein, Associated Exhibitors
branch manager in Milwaukee:
“
‘Going Up,’ with Douglas Mac-

Lean, finest comedy we have
played in months. Booked for

three days and played five. Con-
gratulations.”

Mary Carr Signed by
Johnson

Before leaving Hollywood for
San Francisco in quest of location

last week, Emery Johnson, the
producer, announced that he had
signed Mary Carr for a series of

big attractions to be released
through F. B. O.
His first production with Airs.

Carr will also present Johnnie
Walker, the team appearing as

mother and son for the first time
since their memorable triumph in

“Over the Hill.”

Kunsky Likes Ray;
Woody Tells Plans

Talmadge Starts

Second for Truart
Under the direction of Henry

Lehrman, Richard Talmadge, stunt

artist extraordinary, has begun
work on his second production of

a series of thrill dramas for

Truart Film Corporation. The
picture which is entitled “On
Time” is being produced by
Carlos Productions. The same
type of high-grade, all-star cast

is being assembled by Director

Lehrman to support Talmadge in

this picture that was presented m
the star’s support in “Let’s Go!”

Phil Rosen, well known for the

many virile productions he has

directed, has been engaged to

direct the third Richard Talmadge
picture and will spend two months
on the preparation of the con-

tinuity and assembling of cast

during the time Talmadge is en-

gaged in making picture number
two of the series.

Both the second and third pro-

ductions have melodramatic

stories in which 1 almadge is

afforded an opportunity for stunts.

but stories which also are swift-

moving, realistic vehicles.

J. S. Woody, general manager
of Associated Exhibitors, who is

making a tour of the exchanges in

the Middle West, stopped off in

Detroit for a few days and closed

a deal with John H. Kunsky for

“The Courtship of Myles Stand-
ish,” Charles Ray’s super picture.

The deal also involves the per-

sonal appearance of Air. Ray with
the showing of the picture, which
is to open at the Madison Theatre,
week of December 2, for an in-

definite run. Mr. Woody says :

“We are going to release big

pictures only. We have turned
down over 100 pictures this year
that were submitted to us for dis-

tribution. Some of them were
mighty good program pictures,

others were mediocre, but we are

after only pictures that have big

box-office value because we have
learned it is the only kind ex-

hibitors wdll pay regular money
for—and it does not pay to handle
the other kind. Exhibitors can
look for some big announcements
from Associated Exhibitors dur-

ing the next few months.”

Blackton Finishes

King Picture
J. Stuart Blackton finished “Let

Not Alan Put Asunder,” the pic-

turization of Basil King’s story at

the Vitagraph Studios in Brook-
lyn last week. Pauline Frederick,
Lou Tellegen and Helena D’Algy
played the last important scenes
in a drenching rainstorm.
Others in the cast are : Leslie

Austen, Pauline Neff, Violet De
Barros, Alartha Petelle, Gladys
Franzin, Clifton Webb and Homer
Lynn.

Ramon Novarro
Going to Egypt

Having completed his big role

before the camera in Fred Niblo’s

new production, “Thy Name Is

Woman,” Ramon Novarro arrived
in New York last Thursday on
the first lap of his journey to

Egypt, where he will join Rex
Ingram, who is conducting exten-
sive researches there. Air. Novar-
ro’s trip across follows cable in-

structions received from Air. In-

gram at the Aletro offices here
last week.
Mr. Ingram’s party in Egypt al-

ready consists of the following:
Alice Terry, his wife; Curt Reh-
feld, his production manager;
John Daumery, well-known tech-
nician, and John F. Seitz, who
headed the corps of cameramen
that so successfully photographed
“Scaramouche.”

1Anna Christie” in 35 Theatres

December 2 to 8 will be “Anna Christie” week, as far as thirty

five leading first run theatres are concerned. During that week the
Thomas H. Ince production will appear simultaneously in thirty-

five cities of the United States, according to First National. These
theatres include the Strand in New York; Chicago in Chicago;
Warfield in San Francisco and the Circle in Indianapolis. This
array of simultaneous first runs is among the largest the industry

has ever seen.

“Anna Christie” has already won unstinted praise from trade

and fan magazine critics. It was selected by the National Board
of Review for a special screening at the Town Hall, New York,
on November 28 in order that the entire membership and its

friends might witness a picture that bore testimony to “the prog-
ress and power of the screen.”

The booking of “Anna Christie” in thirty-five cities was ac-

complished by First National at a time when exhibitors are seek-

ing the best pictures for pre-holiday presentation. Approximately
a million people will see “Anna Christie” during the one week of

December 2 to 8.
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One Feature Company and Five
Comedy Units Working for Pathe

“Maytime” Debut at

Newark
The screen version of Rida

Johnson Young’s play, “Maytime,”

which B. P. Schulberg has pro-

duced as a Preferred Picture, had

its first public exhibition last week
at the Newark Theatre, Newark,

N. J. This picture, claimed to be
the biggest production Gasnier
has ever made, opened to big bus-
iness the first day which was
maintained throughout the whole
week.
The film will be released gen-

erally within the next month. Its

cast includes Ethel Shannon, Har-
rison Ford, William Norris and
Clara Bow.

With one feature company and

five comedy units engaged on new
subjects at the Hal Roach Stu-

dios in Culver City, production

activities at this important pro-

ducing center are moving along

at a fast pace, it is learned in a

statement issued this week from
the Pathe home office.

Camera work on Hal Roach’s
new feature, “Somewhere in Mis-
souri,” is now well under way.
Hal Roach is directing this sub-
ject. The cast includes Glenn

Tryon, Blanche Mehaffey, Emma
Tanzey, John Gavin, Leo Willis,

Bob Kortman and Richard Dan-
iels. The story is a human-inter-
est drama built around politics in

a small town of the Middle West.
Having made a brief essay into

the circle of white shirt fronts
and tuxedos in “Uncensored Mo-
vies,” Will Rogers is back to the
he-man togs of the plains in his

two latest comedies for Pathe.
The second of these, which was
started this week, introduces
Rogers as a delegate to a cattle-

men’s convention.

Bob McGowan and the Our
Gang” players are busy on a new
two-reel comedy. The new two-
reel comedy just started by Stan
Laurel promises, it is said, to be
one of the funniest of his series

for Pathe. James Finlayson and
Ena Gregory appear in support of

Laurel.
The new “Spat Family” comedy,

on which work has started, pre-
sents the discordant trio on a mo-
toring trip.

Charles Chase is in a new single-

reel comedy, made under the di-

rection of James Parrott.

Finds Metro Films Are Warners’ Production
Favorites of Patrons Draws Crowded Houses

Metro heads the list of top-
notch pictures through a greater
percentage of popular hits accord-
ing to Mark M. Hansen, man-
ager of the Victory Theatre at

Oxnard, California. Mr. Hansen
canvassed his patrons regularly
for a period of many months with
the result that out of a total of
nine pictures that Victory patrons
liked the best three of them are
Metro productions. These are
“Broadway Rose,” one of Mae
Murray’s recent Metro starring
pictures; “Strangers of the Night,”
the Fred Niblo production of

Walter Hackett’s great inter-

national stage success, “Captain
Applejack”; and “The Eternal

Rapid progress is being made
on the extensive production
schedule of Yale University Press
in its screen series of historical
dramas for distribution by Pathe.
The unusual success which has
attended the presentation of the
first two numbers of this group
in prominent first-run theatres
has added fresh impetus to the
production activities, and several
additional subjects will shortly be
ready for distribution.
The next subject to be released

is “Vincennes,” which has been set

for December 2nd. This deals
with the historic campaign of
George Rogers Clark against the

Two of Goldwyn’s big produc-
tions scheduled for early releases

will have their premieres in San
Francisco. They are Victor Sea-

strom’s first picture made in this
country, “Name the Man!” from
Sir Hall Caine’s novel, “The
Master of Man,” and Rupert
Hughes’ own original screen
story, “Reno,” formerly called

[

“Law Against Law.”
“Reno” has a cast headed by

Struggle” the new Reginald Bark-
er production taken from G. B.
Lancaster’s widely-read novel,
“The Law-Bringers.”
“Broadway Rose” belongs to the

season just closed but both
“Strangers of the Night” and

“The Eternal Struggle” are prod-
ucts of the 1923-1924 Metro sea-
son. The two latter pictures were
produced under Metro-Louis B.
Mayer auspices.

Incidentally Miss Murray has al-

ready completed her newest Metro
starring picture, “Fashion Row,”
while “The French Doll,” the first

of Miss Murray’s pictures of the
new season is now an assured suc-
cess all over the country.

British stronghold of Vincennes
during the Revolutionary War.
Following “Vincennes” on the re-

lease schedule will be “Daniel
Boone,” which has been set for
December 30th.

Already completed are : “The
Frontier Woman,” directed by
Webster Campbell, which is said
to throw into high relief the he-
roic part played by women in the
oioneer life of America; and
“Peter Stuyvesant,” directed by
Frank Tuttle and dealing with the
Dutch settlement on the Hudson.
In preparation are “Wolf and
Montcalm” and “The Gateway of
fU e West.”

Helene Chadwick, Lew Cody,
George Walsh, Carmel Myers,
Hedda Hopper, Kathleen Key,
Dale Fuller, Rush Hughes, Mar-
jorie Bonner, William Orlamond,
Howard Truesdale, Lucien Little-

field, Hughie Mack, Pery Heraus.
Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch,

Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart Bos-
worth, Creighton Hale, DeWitt
Jennings and Evelyn Selbie have
the leading roles in “Name the
Man!”

Rin-tin-tin, the trained police

dog, continues to receive lavish

commendation both here and in

England, by reason of his work
in “Where the North Begins,” the

Harry Rapf production for War-
ner Brothers, which Chester M.
Franklin directed. In British trade
papers, reviews praise Rin-tin-tin

and the production to the skies;

in this country the picture, fol-

lowing its Broadway premiere at

the Capitol Theatre, is playing to

capacity houses.
At the Warner home offices tel-

egrams received from exhibitors

testify to the manner in which
box offices are reaping profits

from the picture. George J.

Schade, of the Schade Theatre,
Sandusky, Ohio, writes : “Am
showing ‘Where the North’ for

three days. First two days al-

ready shattered all previous three
days’ runs by almost one hundred
per cent.”

J. Louis Rome, manager of the
Apollo Theatre, Baltimore, Md.,
created a furore in that city when
he plaved “The Midnight Alarm,”
the Vitagraph super-feature with
Percy Marmont in the lead.

Manager Rome obtained from
the City Fire Department the
oldest steam fire engine it pos-
sessed and two of the old fire

horses which had long since been
retired. He used this as a street
ballyhoo for “The Midnight
Alarm.”
The newspapers of Baltimore

immediately started a controversy
over the city government lending
its equipment for such an adver-
tising purpose. When it was real-
ized that “The Midnight Alarm”
is one of the greatest lessons
against carelessness and for fire

prevention, public sentiment
favored the Fire Department’s
action.

Officials. of Syracuse, N. Y., ac-
cepted this view at a pre-release
showing of the film. The Syracuse
Safety Council publicly endorsed

From W. M. Smith, proprietor

of the Rialto, Tulsa, Oklahoma,
comes word that

“ ‘Where the

North Begins,’ with Rin-tin-tin,

broke our Sunday record today in

a period when business is very
slack.”

Playing in Duluth during the

week of November 11, at the

Lyric, the picture received high
praise. The Duluth Herald said:

“The Lyric was crowded yester-

day and seldom have we seen such
an enthusiastic audience.”
Commenting on the same pic-

ture, the London Cinema has the
following to say : “The dog, Rin-
tin-tin, is beyond praise.” The
Bioscope remarks that “this film

admirably fulfills its purpose in

providing many opportunities for

a magnificent Alsatian wolf-hound
who plays the leading part with
extraordinary intelligence and ef-

fect.” The Kinematograph Week-
ly declares : “Rin-tin-tin is him-
self and an endearing personage.”

the showing of “The Midnight
Alarm” in a letter addressed to
Mitchell Fitzer, manager of the
Rivoli Theatre.

“Rosita” Goes Well in

Milwaukee
To exceptional business Mary

Pickford’s “Rosita” opened an en-
gagement at the Alhambra Thea-
tre, Milwaukee, November 10.

The booking was on short notice,
but Managing Director Leo A.
Landau, conducted an aggressive
advance campaign which included
big newspaper copy in forceful
style, a selected advance trailer,

street car displays and window
showings.
As a result of the success of

“Rosita” at the Alhambra the run
was extended for a second week
with a shift to the Garden theatre,
the companion house of the Al-
hambra, which is one block away
and which plays at exactly the
same prices as the Alhambra.

Yale Press Progresses
on Historical Series

San Francisco Premieres
for Two Goldwyn Films

Good Publicity for

Vitagraph Production



The Pep of The Program
News and reviews of Short subjects and serials

New Grantland Rice “Sportlights”
Head Pathe December 16 Program

Week of December 16 marks
the release on Pathe program of

the first of the new single-reel

series of sport pictures based on
stories written by Grantland Rice,
the well known sporting authority
whose articles are syndicated in

seventy newspapers. The series

is known as "Sportlights'’ and the
first one, “Wild and Wooly,”
visualizes a Western rodeo with
a full quota of thrills and spills.

This week also sees the release
of “Sunday Calm,” another of Hal
Roach’s “Our Gang” comedies,
in which the kids go on a picnic

with results that can easily be
imagined. About the only calm
thing about this fast-moving and
humorous comedy is the title, for
it is filled with rip-roaring fun.
The single reel comedy “Fully

Insured,” presents Snub Pollard as
a man who takes out an insurance
policy which assures an un-
interrupted salary while he is out
of a job. He gets fired continually
and the agent keeps getting him
a new job.
The Ruth Roland serial, “Ruth

of the Range,” reaches its tenth
episode, “Circumstantial Evi-
dence,” while the current Aesop's

Fable is “The Cat Came Back,”
in which the cat steals a teddy
bear, dreams he goes to the Arctic
and is chased back by a bear.
There are a variety of interest-

ing subjects in Pathe Review No.
50, including a pictorial section
showing “Three Lakes” in the
Adirondacks, the manufacture of
wrought iron lamps, the catching
of tuna fish and a color section
containing picturesque views of

the Hopi Indians on their reser-

vation in Arizona.
Two issues of Pathe News and

one of Topics of the Day com-
plete the releases for the week.

Tie-up for Rogers
Two-Reelers

Pathe announces the com-
pletion of arrangements by
which the two-reel comedies
which Will Rogers is making
for Pathe release will be tied
up with Rogers’ newspaper
column, “Slipping the Lariat
Over.” This column appears
weekly in over fifty prominent
newspapers and contains hu-
morous quips and illusions to

persons and events in the
limelight. This should be of
benefit to exhibitors in pub-
licizing the Will Rogers series,

three of which have already
been released by Pathe.

New Christies Carry Out Slogan
“More Action and More Laughs”

The promise of more and faster

laughs in the new series of 1923-

24 comedies is said to be strik-
ingly carried out in the three most
recently completed pictures which
will be released during this month
and early January on program of
Educational Film Exchanges. The
action has been speeded up to a
faster gait and the situations
broadened somewhat, but the
comedies still contain definite and
coherent plots and the high qual-
ity of sets, lighting and photog-
raphy as the former Christies.

“Black and Blue,” released in

mid-December, presents Jimmie
Adams in a unique role and re-

volves around a situation where
he is given a coat of iodine so he
cannot attend his own wedding.
This shows him in blackface as

he was in “Roll Along,” but for

the greater part of the film he is

a white man. The action reaches
a fast pace.

“Call the Wagon,” released De-
cember 30, presents Neal Burns in

the type of picture that admits of
as fast action as “Black and
Blue.” It is played amid beauti-
ful sets and the rapid pace starts
almost from the opening scene.
The first one in January will be

something out of the ordinary for
Christie. The action takes place
out west where, as the subtitle

says, “Where men are men and
the women are even better than
that.” Bobby Vernon is the fea-
tured player, appearing as a Ford
salesman. In a country where the
horse is king, the flivver leads in

a bandit chase and capture, ac-
companied by real acrobatic
stunts.

Thus does Christie get off to a

flying start with comedies con-
taining “more action and more
laughs” as promised.

The forthcoming release by
Pathe of the two-reel Mack Sen-
nett comedy, “Trifling,” marks the

return to the screen of the famous
Sennett bathing beauties after an
extended absence. The producer
has selected for this event fifteen

of Southern California’s most
beautiful women, several of whom
have won prizes in contests run
by newspapers and magazines.
Harry Langdon will have the

starring role in this comedy with
Alberta Vaughan as his leading

woman, and Jack Cooper, Dot
Farley, Irene Lentz and \ ernon

Century Starts Two
Two new Century Comedies are

now in production. Noel Smith
has started on Pal the dog’s latest,

“Putting It Over,” and A1 Her-
man is working on “Captain Apple
Sauce,” starring Buddy Messin-
ger. Two other directors are due
to start work in a few days.

Dent in the cast. Eric Kenton is

directing under Sennett’s super-
vision.

It is stated that the bathing girls

will be required to do more than
stand around and furnish atmo-
sphere. No girls were accepted
who were not proficient in swim-
ming, riding, driving a car and
general athletic sports. Among
the beauties are Eugenie Gilbert,

Cecile Evans, a five times winner,
and Elsie Tarron, who was ad-

judged to have the most perfect

figure at Santa Monica last sum-
mer.Educational Cites Poll

Sennett’s Bathing Beauties

Return in Pathe Two-Reelers

Showing Old-Time Songs

Better Liked Than Jazz
Educational quotes the result

of a questionnaire submitted by
three radio broadcasting stations

as unmistakably indicating a

-preference for songs of other

Mays over modern jazz.

This questionnaire was sent out

in connection with the annual
radio show in that city and out

of more than 100,000 responses

over 70 per cent were in favor of

the songs we used to sing. The
responses came from every state

in the Union, every province in

•Canada and even from the Mc-
Millan Arctic expedition now
-within eleven degrees of the

North Pole.

This, says Educational, is in

perfect harmony with the recep-
tion that is being bestowed on the
“Sing Them Again” series • of

song-novelty pictures which that

company is distributing and which
gives the audience a chance to

join in the singing of their fa-

vorite songs as the words are

flashed on the screen.

It is said that audiences in cities

ranging from New York to jhe
cross roads hamlet in the West
are receiving these old songs in

a manner that indicates their pref-

erence for the old melodies and
appreciation of the chance to sing

them again.

Universal Finishes Filming

Serial “Beasts of Paradise”

Work has been completed at

Universal City on “Beasts of

Paradise,” the current Universal

chapter picture, starring William

Desmond and Eileen Sedgwick. It

was directed by \\ illiam Craft,

veteran maker of many film

thrillers.

In addition to the two popular

serial stars, the continued feature

also, it is said, boasts a strong

supporting cast.

Laid aboard ship and on a

mysterious island in the
_

South

Seas, the picture plot admitted of

romantic and suspenseful handling.

The action included much jungle

stuff and adventures on the part

of the leading characters in which
wild animals figure.

The supporting cast includes

William H. Gould, well-known
vaudeville player, as the chief

villain. Others are Ruth Royce,
Margaret Morris, Jim Welsh,
Clarke Comstock. Joe Bonomo,
Slim Cole and many more. As the

result of her work in this serial.

Margaret Morris won a place as

chief supporting player in “The
Ghost City,” a new serial now in

production on the “U” lot.
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Mai St. Clair Signs
with F. B. O.

SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

Harry M. Berman, general sales

manager of F. B. 0., arrived at

the Robertson-Cole Hollywood
studios recently and the first

thing he did was to sign Mai St.

Clair to direct a new series of H.
C. Witwer two reelers.

The title of the Witwer series

fie will next film will be announced
at an early date and production

will start at once.

White Signs Burns
“Bobby” Burns, popular writer

of comedies, has been added to

the Jack White forces and will

prepare stories and gags for Mer-
maid comedies. Mr. Burns has

successfully written, directed and
played in comedies. He made a-

series for Reelcraft and owns a

studio near Orlando, Florida.

New Bray Picture
“The Man at the Throttle,” the

latest Bray production on the

Hodkinson releasing schedule, is

described as a technical romance
with a real thrill. The picture

depicts the work of a locomotive
engineer and the risks and haz-

ards he experiences.

New Semon Comedy
“Horseshoes,” the third of the

Larry Semon releases by Vita-

graph for this season, has been
finally edited and prints are be-

ing shipped to Vitagraph branch-
es. The two previous Semon
comedies were “The Gown Shop”
and “Lightning Love.”

“Pinto” with Century
“Pinto,” whose cartoon work is

syndicated in a large number of

newspapers, has been engaged by
Century to pass on the scripts for

all completed comedies in the ca-

pacity of gagman.

Pathe Review No. 50
(One Reel)

Beautiful photography dis-

tinguishes a group called “The
Three Lakes” in this number: in-

teresting and amusing pictures

showing the making of new
wrought-iron lamps after old-

fashioned methods : “Getting in

the Tuna Fish” and color views
of the Hopi Indians at their

basket weaving in Arizona are in-

cluded.—M. K.

Cat Came Back, The (Pathe)
Film Foolish (Educational)
Fully Insured (Pathe)
Home Again (Educational)
Income Tax Collector (Fox)
Merchant of Menace, The

(F. B. O.)

“Sunday Calm”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)

Hal Roach’s inimitable “Gang"
manages to get as much fun out
of Sunday as any other day in

this comedy. Their adventures
while on a picnic are amusing but
to a less hilarious extent than
sometimes. It is more like a chain
of bright little incidents than a

comedy of one special idea and
a big punch. Moments such as the

wagon breaking down, Farina
making off with the lunch and
incidentally getting a ride on the

pig, the children chasing hop
toads and trying the old swim-
ming hole and finally the rain-

storm are outstanding “chuckles.”

—M. K.

“A Midsummer
Night’s Scream”

(F. B. O.—Series—Two Reels)

Round Nine of the Fighting
Blood series has a flurry in China-
town and a thrilling fight between
Gale and Red Mack. Gale is

mysteriously summoned to China-
town where he fights his way to

Patricia in distress as he believes,

but it proves to be only a big sur-

prise birthday party in his honor.
The fight which makes Gale light

heavyweight champion of the
world is one of the most exciting

of the series. The whole number
is excellent.—M. K.

“Film Foolish”
(Educational—Comedy—One Reel)

The intimate side of a true to

life dumbell man - of - all-trades

about the average studio is skil-

fully revealed, with untouched
naturalness, in “Film Foolish,”

directed by Norman Taurog. Slap-
stick stuff galore, all kinds of

plausible mistakes, and lots of the
lowdown on how and why some
pictures are made, steep this one
to the superlative in plenty of

the biff and bang.—T. W.

Midsummer Night’s Scream,
A (F. B. O.)

Over the Fence (Educational)
Pathe Review 50 (Pathe)
Snooky's Covered Wagon

(Educational)
Sunday Calm (Pathe)

“The Merchant of

Menace”
(F. B. O.—Series—Two Reels)

Better and better seems to be
the slogan of the Fighting Blood
Series based upon H. C. Witwer’s
stories. Round Eight is one of the
best yet released. As a novelty,
it includes a pirate tea on Patri-
cia’s yacht which has many bright
incidents and a bit of suspense
ending in a barge fight between
Gale and the heavyweight, Red
Mack, which is broken up by the
police. It is all sparkling entertain-
ment.—M. K.

“The Income Tax
Collector”

(Fox—Comedy—Two Reels)

Lew Brice is cast as the most
unpopular man in the world in this
Sunshine comedy. The idea will
appeal to a great majority and
the action in which the income
tax collector is thrown out of a
train window, into explosions,
through the mouth of a cannon,
fed to the lions and still survives
so as to make his collection is most
amusing. It should be a good
choice for almost any house.

—

M. K.

“Over the Fence”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)
Educational’s latest Juvenile

Comedy, “Over the Fence,” is the
kind that should cause more than
the usual number of good hearty
laughs. It is just an account of
the daily antics of real kids. It

can be easily seen that Earl Mont-
gomery got his bunch of kids up
to the pitch of fun and fight where
they were oblivious to everything
else; and those kids go to it,

throwing mud at one another as
hard as they can in the old swim-
inin’ hole and also succeed with
wholesome avidity in mashing the
birthday cake of the socially as-
piring aunt.—T. W.

“Snooky’s Covered
Wagon”

(Educational— Animal Comedy-—
Two Reels)

Without any doubt Educational
in this comedy scores one of the
greatest exhibitions of a large
number of trained animals ever
gathered before the camera. The
uncannily realistic acting of these
animals from the tiniest pig to the
biggest lion, and especially that of
Snooky the chimpanzee, should
make a big hit with everyone.
Here is a picture that will make
you forget everything else as you
sit back and enjoy it. Unique
fails to describe the genuine clev-
erness of this film. Even those
to whom animal films do not ap-
peal will like this one, and those
who enjoy animal antics will be
so pleased that they will thank
you for running this picture. The
story is by Frank Beebe and it is

a John Rounan production.—T. W.

“Fully Insured”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)

Because of the idea in this

comedy being new, it should go
fairly well although most of the
action is familiar slapstick. Snub
Pollard, egg shipping clerk takes
out insurance which protects him
while jobless, by assuring an un-
interrupted salary. It proves easy
to get fired—more than once.
There are a good number of
laughs for those who like rough-
and-ready comedy.—M. K.

“The Cat Came Back”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)

As a punishment for stealing a
little girl’s teddy bear, the Paul
Terry cat has an exciting night-
mare in which he goes on a bear
hunt in the Arctic but is chased
and terrified by the Mama and
Papa bears of his victim. It is a
thrilling and amusing number.
—M. K.

“Home Again”
(Educational—Song Series—One

Reel)
Educational’s latest “Sing Them

Again Series” under the title of
“Home Again” includes “Old
Black Joe,” “Annie Rooney” and
“Home Sweet Home.” What led
to the composing of each of these
songs is enacted by film characters
prior to the flashing of the words
of each of the respective songs on
the screen.—T. W.

“Thundergate”
(Continued from page 632)

American succeeds in uncovering and frus-

trating the schemes of reactionaries in that

country to prevent the completion of public

improvement fostered by the progressive ele-

ment, and at the same time rescues a white
girl whom he makes his wife.

Owen Moore does good work, especially

in the scenes where he appears as an Amer-
ican and also as a Chinaman

;
his work in

the masquerading sequences is not so con-
vincing. His work and the general atmos-
phere of the production which emphasizes
the strange customs of these people as

judged from American standards are the
principal points of appeal. The story inter-

est lags at times and lacks conviction, but
for those who are fascinated by stories of

this type, it takes rank well up in its class.

Owen Moore is assisted by a competent
cast including Tully Marshall, who does
good work as an old Chinese nobleman,
Robert McKim as the villain, Sylvia Breamer
as his accomplice and Virginia Brown Faire
in the role opposite the star.

Cast
Robert Wells (Kong- Sue) Owen Moore
Ellen Ainsmith (Jen Jue)

Virginia Brown Faire
Janies Sanderson, Bob’s uncle

Edwin Booth Tilton
Alberta Hayward Sylvia Breamer
Ray Williams Robert McKim
Jim Davis Richard Cummings
Mike W. E. Dyer
Suen Tung (Lord of Thundergate)

Tully Marshall
Yuen Kai Tote Du Crow
Mey Wang Ynez Seabury

Based on story by Sidney H. Small.
Scenario by Perry Vekroff.

Directed by Joseph DeGrasse.
Length, 6,565 feet.

Story
Robert Wells, an American born in China,

is sent by his uncle to assist Ray Williams
in building bridges in China. Williams is
secretly in the pay of Chinese reactionaries
to impede this work. To discredit Wells, he
has him given insidious drugs which cause
him to lose his grip and sink until he be-
comes an outcast. The son of the Lord of
Thundergate, a Chinese reactionary, steals
money and disappears. Meeting Wells, who
is in a stupor, he changes clothes with him.
The deception is not discovered because of
the resemblance between the two, as they are
really half-brothers. Wells recovers, discov-
ers William’s perfidy, and falls in love with
a white girl and saves her from a forced
wedding with the Lord of Thundergate.



PROJ ECTION
Electrical Action

Ernest Hauson, Salem, Massachusetts,
says

:

As a student of electrical engineering I

have frequently been referred to your excel-
lent work, “Motion Picture Handbook,” for
information. I write now with regard to

one point which is puzzling me, as follows:
Paragraph 2 on page 6 of the Third Edi-

tion, begins: “The general idea is that cur-
rent seeks to escape from the wires into the
ground. This is not true, except insofar as
the ground may offer a path from positive
to negative.”
That statement certainly is sound logic..

There is no doubt about that, yet from dis-

cussions I have had with men whom I know
have had years of experience in practical
electrical work, and from my own experience
(which is small) I am unable to convince
myself that the statement is entirely correct,

though I would not have you think I claim
you to be in the wrong, for I don’t claim
anything, being unable to prove anything.
The next sentence of the paragraph reads:

“If you could have a generator and wire sys-
tem working at 5,000 volts pressure, or any
other voltage, thoroughly and completely in-

sulated (a condition never found in actual
practice) you could stand with your bare
feet on wet ground and handle either wire
of the circuit without any danger whatso-
ever, etc.”

That is to say, if you had a 5,000-volt al-

ternator or D. C. generator, running at rated
speed, connected to supply line which is

either open or loaded—no difference as re-

gards the argument?—and the machine and
lines have say 100,000 megohms insulation
resistance between them and the ground at

all points, you claim a man could safely
stand on wet earth and handle either wire

with bare hands,
Does this claim apply to D. C. systems

alone, to A. C. systems alone, or to both? I

ask because I think I can see that it would
be true of D. C., but I believe conditions are

different with A. C. Many electrical men,
yourself included, have told me that elec-

tricity does not seek to escape into the

ground under any conditions. I cannot prove

them to be in error, BUT * * *

The good friend then continues for three

pages, citing reasons why he feels doubt as

to the correctness of the proposition that

electricity does not seek the ground except

as the ground offers a path from positive to

negative. I select the following example,

which he cites as illustrative:

Take an automobile ignition system, for

example, using a battery of dry cells or

storage battery for current source, and a
vibrator coil to step the current up for the

plugs; or take a Ford, which is a typical

example. Here is the experiment:
Selecting a dry day, place the machine on

dry ground and pump the tires up to usual

pressure. Unscrew all spark plugs. Recon-
nect the wires to them and lay them all on

top of engine. Close ignition switch and
when the engine is cranked over by hand,

sparks appear at plug points in their re-

spective order, say 1, 2, 4, 3, or whatever the

firing sequence may be. Now pick up one

of the plugs (if you dare) and, holding it in

your bare hand, place the other hand on

some part of the engine or metal of the car.

When some one then cranks the engine you
of course get a jolt. Certainly! for that is

the nature of things under those circum-
stances.

Here Is the Queer Part

Now remove your hand from the car, still

holding the plug, but not touching any part

of the car except the part of the plug which
one side of the high tension circuit.

Let some one again crank the engine by
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hand and YOU WILL STILL GET A
WICKED JOLT.
Remember, the car stands on rubber and

you on dry ground and you are NOT touch-
ing anything except ground and one side of
the plug. The man cannot feel a shock ex-
cept current flows through him, hence he
must form part of the circuit, if reasoning is

of any value. WHERE AND HOW?
An electrician told me the spark plug

shock was due to frequency, but with that
I cannot agree. Common sense tells me
better. A vibrator could hardly give more
than the equivalent of 100 cycles per sec-
ond, and the shock is felt when a vibrator
is used. Hope I have not caused you in-
convenience in helping me out.

Nope, you certainly have not, because I

can’t help you out. Frequency is “out” I

think, but there is something here that is too
much for me.
After reading friend Hauson’s letter I

went out and attached a raw (uninsulated)
wire to one of the spark plugs of Nancy
Hanks, the Go Devil, started the engine at

normal speed, and stood on solid granite
(which is pretty good insulation) EIGHT
FEET FROM THE PLUG and touched the
end of the wire with one finger. I was able
to touch it without serious discomfort, but
there was an effect very much like one gets
from a medical battery when the plunger is

pulled, say, half way out.

After writing the above and scratching my
head a while I went out and tried it over.

I found the effect was the same from any
part of the length of the wire, or from the

plug itself, but was stronger when I touched

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart

which belongs in every projec-

tion room where carbon arcs

are used. It will enable you to

get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are

using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"

x 20") is printed on heavy Led-

ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-

ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-

did pictures which are coming
this fall.

Price $1 .00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City

the other plug. The plugs were still screwed
in place in the engine, of course.

I’m stumped. The effect was the same
when standing on wet ground and on a solid
ledge of granite, which seems to dispose cf
the idea that current was passing through
my body into the ground, and anyhow why
would it when the wire itself lay on the
rock I stood on?
On the whole I still stand on my original

statement, as quoted by friend Hauson, BUT
will some of you high tension bugs be good
enough to tell Me, Us and Company where
in hallelujah that shock comes from. I don’t
know.
LATER : This thing puzzles me. I’m

wondering! My body is being charged at

probably many thousands of volts (I don’t

know the voltage of a spark plug) and dis-

charged to zero many times a second. Could
or could not that create sensation unless
there be current flow??? I think not! Oh,
Shoel ! Every time I think I’ve answered
every gosh danged question any mortal man
can possibly think of, some nut comes in

with a bran new one that has perhaps been
right there before my eyes for years, but I’d

never thought of it. Get busy, you wise
ones. My goat has galloped off into the

tall brush and is lost! So I'll give a number
of weisheimers who couldn’t answer anything
more complicated than how much is three
and four, and wouldn’t answer that if they
thought it would help anyone, another
chance to yelp : “Richardson’s learnin’

something from US again”!!!

Simple
John C. Billings, Minneapolis, Minn., says:

I am studying hard to fit myself to be a

motion picture projectionist. When I say
that I don't mean a mere machine operator,

but a motion picture projectionist in all I

understand that term to mean. Have not

progressed so very far yet and am puzzled

by some things which may seem simple to

you. For instance, the reason I am writing
you is that recently a man in one of our
theatres, who calls himself an “operator,”

and really seems, so far as I can judge, to

be just that, asked me how I would find the

ohmic resistance in a 110-volt fifty-ampere

rheostat.
I told him I would divide HO by 50, which

would give me the number of ohms resist-

ance in the rheostat. He said I was wrong.
Is he correct?

That depends. If he merely asked you

how to find the resistance in a 110-volt fifty-

ampere rheostat, he is technically wrong
and you are right. However, it may be pre-

sumed that you were both talking about a

rheostat such as is built to be used in series

with a projection arc, in which case he is

right and you are wrong, because such rheo-

stats are calculated to deliver their rated ca-

pacity when working in series with a projec-

tion arc, and since the projection arc itself

has considerable resistance, that resistance

must first be subtracted. This may be done

in either of two ways, the simplest being to

subtract the arc voltage from the line volt-

age and then divide the remainder by the

amperage, thus: _A 50-ampere arc should

operate at about 56 volts. In other words,

56 volts will be consumed in forcing the cur-

rent across the arc gap.

We therefore subtract 56 from 110 and

have 54. We then divide 54 by 50 (voltage

by amperage) and find that the rheostat

must have 1.08 ohms resistance, OR we may
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divide 110 by SO, which gives us 2.2 ohms as

the total necessary resistance. Then we di-

vide 56 by 50, which gives us 1.12 ohms as

the resistance of the arc, and 2.2— 1.12 equals

1.08 as the resistance the rheostat must
provide.

It is very simple, friend Billings, but is

approximate only, since resistance increases

with age and the rheostat rated to deliver

50 amperes will, after some use, really de-

liver considerably less.

Adjustable Shutter
I would like again to call the attention of

projector manufacturers to the desirability

of an adjustable shutter, or a shutter which
may be readily adjusted to different blade

and opening widths by projectionists.

The stock (and valid) objection of the past

has been that such a large percentage of the

men could not adjust such a shutter intelli-

gently, hence would produce a very bad con-

dition, for which the projector itself would
be blamed by the exhibitor.

This objection still holds true, insofar as

placing such a shutter out as standard
equipment. It does not, however, now hold

good as to putting it out in the form of

special equipment, for there are now a large

and increasing number of projectionists who
not only would welcome such a shutter, but
also would be able to apply it intelligently.

I’m for the adjustable rotating shutter as

special equipment.

OffAg ’in, On Ag’in
Richard Yancey, Projectionist Criterion

Theatre, Poplar Buff, Mo., relates the fol-

lowing happening:
“A very peculiar thing happened here last

night. It was drizzling very wet moisture,
while lightning was playing hide and seek
with itself real frequent when I began the
evening show of six reels.

I was projecting the fourth reel when

—

bing! all the lights, including the projector
arc, took a vacation—just went out, as it

were. I did not pull my switches, as I should
have done. When the lights came on again
the projector arc—Powers Projector

—

lighted up, the projector started and every-
thing was “as was.” We use a mercury arc
rectifier. The line voltage is 110.

The reason I relate this circumstance is

that in the Bluebook you say—page 375

—

the carbon tips may be within one sixty-
fourth of an inch of each other and the arc
will not start—that is will not start until
the carbons are in actual contact. Mine
were more than one-eighth of an inch apart.
Please explain what was the cause of the
arc lighting.

Could not say positively, but in all human
probability a bit of the carbon core fell out,

or a bit of carbon dropped off and lodged
between the positive and negative carbon
tips, or else your current came on again al-

most immediately. The gas stream will still

exist for a second or two after the arc is

extinguished, and so long as it does exist

the arc will re-strike itself. Just what volt-
age it would require to cause current to
jump an air gap of 1/8 of an inch between
cold carbons I don’t know, but certainly it

would be in excess of 1,000.

On the whole I think something between
the carbon tips is the answer, because by
the time your rectifier-tube would be
started again after it went dead, the arc
stream woud have disappeared entirely and
no ordinary voltage would then restart the
arc.

A. P. S. in Pittsburgh
Recently the American Projection Society

inaugurated a policy long since conceived,
but held in abeyance awaiting the psycho-
logical moment, by establishing a local
branch of the society in Pittsburgh, Pa. This

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
branch will be known as Chapter No. Two
of the American Projection Society.
This department and its editor congratu-

late the members of the new branch, and
wish for it a long and useful existence, be-
cause the objects of the A. P. S. are 100
per cent. good.
Pittsburgh members will, however, do well

to not lose sight of these objects, because
they form the very keystone of the arch of
the whole structure. Without them the A.
P. S. falls to the ground, becomes a dead
issue and a has-been.

It will also be well to remember that the
parent organization has successfully weath-
ered the years by very carefully guarding
its membership. So extreme was the A. P. S.

in this particular that for at least two or
three years no member was allowed to ask
a man to join, and one black ball served to

reject an applicant. This latter was, how-
ever, found to be too severe and was some-
what modified, though to just what extent I

do not remember.
You will thus see that getting into the

A. P. S. was no easy task, with result that
the Society has had the best men in the pro-
fession in New York City seeking admis-
sion, instead of having to seek for members.

The accompanying photograph shows a
portion of the A. P. S. New York City head-
quarters. To be eligible to membership one
must be a competent, capable motion pic-
ture projectionist; also he MUST be a man
of good character and decent reputation—

a

man all members will feel it a privilege to
associate with.
The objects of the society are: (A)—To

supply social contact between the members by
furnishing club rooms where they may meet,
under right conditions, and enjoy social in-

tercourse, have access to instructive read-
ing matter and enjoy clean, healthful recrea-
tion

;
(B)—To improve the knowledge of the

members in the technique of the profession
by holding educational meetings at which
experts are secured to lecture to the mem-
bers on various phases of the work of pro-
jection.

The editor has for two years been an hon-
orary member of the Society. Prior to that
I was an active member, practically ever since
the inception of the Society. I am proud of
my membership, because it is a recognized
fact that only good men are admitted. I

therefore am, through my membership, di-
rectly allied with that sort of men.

I would respectfully caution the society
that, while the establishment of chapters in
other cities will broaden the work of the
society, still SUCH ESTABLISHMENT
SHOULD ONLY TAKE PLACE WITH
THE GREATEST CAUTION—-after a very
thorough investigation to determine whether
or no (a) there are sufficient men of the
grade required in the territory, and (b)
whether or not those men are sufficiently in

earnest to give reasonable assurance of per-
manency for the organization.

I would respectfully suggest that it might
be well to require the deposit of a substan-
tial sum of money with the parent organi-
zation as a forfeit, to be returned after a
certain time—say two years—if the branch
has by then demonstrated itself as a going
organization. This may seem harsh, but we
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certainly want no half-hearted, wishy-washy
branches of the A. P. S., and if the appli-
cants be in real earnest they will be quite
willing to make some practical demonstra-
tion of that fact.

In my judgment it will be a tremendous
error in any degree to let down the bars by
making it easy to obtain membership. If

men do not think enough of the A. P. S
to make a real effort to get in, let them
stay out. WE WANT NONE BUT HIGH
GRADE PROJECTIONISTS AND MEN
OF STERLING WORTH IN THE AMER-
ICAN PROJECTION SOCIETY. That has
been the slogan of the organization, and the
organization has succeeded under it. Let the
banner remain, and LIVE UP TO IT.

Groetzinger Moves
Brother Groetzinger, formerly of Ft.

Dodge, Iowa, has moved to Cambridge, Md.
He orders a lens chart and invites me to

drop in on him when in that section of the
country. Says he will have a modern pro-
jection room when he gets things fixed up.

Without a Shutter
John Massiolan and P. L. Brochar, New

York City, come in with the following:
There is a bet on and you have been se-

lected as the one to settle it. A says that
under certain circumstances it is possible to
project a perfect picture, using- an intermit-
tent movement projector, without using any
rotating shutter or intercepting the light
beam at any time, or in any manner. B says
it cannot be done. Which is right?

Call your bet off. Both are right, I think.
I say this because of the wording of your
proposition. There is no such thing in all

the world as a perfect picture, or a perfect
anything else so far as I know.
Had you said A claims that under certain

conditions an acceptable picture may be pro-
jected without a shutter, then I would have
said A is right.

Given a very weak illuminant, such as gas,
with an ordinary cloth screen, it is quite
possible to project without a shutter. I
have pulled that stunt myself. There is

travel ghost, of course, but it is so faint that
it can scarcely be seen, and the resultant
increased illumination of the screen im-
proves the picture, which the good Lord
knows needs improving.

Butler Approves
O. H. Butler, Centerville, Iowa, approves of

the term “Projection Room” as against
“Projector Room.” He says:

I am in line with the others on the subject
now being discussed, viz.: the proper term
for the enclosure housing working projection
equipment—the room from which motion pic-
tures are projected.

I believe the term “Projector Room,” pro-
posed for adoption into the official nomen-
clature of the industry by the S. M. P. E.
would better fit a room where idle projectors
are stored. I would certainly say that the
enclosure variously dubbed the “booth,”
“box,” “cabinet,” “coop,” etc., in the past
should be termed the projection room, be-
cause it is the room in which the actual act
of projection takes place.

Also, after all your years of work to es-
tablish the term “Projection Room,” which
same was selected after consulting many
projectionists and projectionist organiza-
tions, it would most emphatically not be the
right or proper thing for the S. M. P. E. to
try to force you to overturn all that and
accept a new and highly IMPROPER name.
I am for “Projection Room” because it is
the right and logical term to use.
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Review Consensus Footage

Suzanna Mabel Normand Mar. 3 May 5 8,000
The Shriek of Araby Sennett Prod-Turpin . Apr. 28 18 4,150
Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing. Mae Marsh Oct.
Richard the Lion-Hearted. .. Wallace Beery Nov.

6.000

7.298

6 2,000
6 1,000

ARROW
13.

13.

13.

20.

20.

750
1,000

2,000
1,000

2,000

Little Red Schoolhouse E. K. Lincoln May 26 Aug. 25 5,700
Sheriff of Sun Dog William Fairbanks ..June 2 4.949
None So Blind
Sun Dog Trails William Fairbanks
The Fighting Skipper Serial 15 parts
The Santa Fe Trail Historical serial Aug. 11 15 parts
The Devil’s Dooryard William Farnum Aug. 25 4.838
Almost Married Eddie Lyons Sept. 22 2.000
Through Yellowstone Park
With Our Late President
Warren G. Harding instructive Sept. 22 2,000

Seeing Double Eddie Lyons Sept. 29 2,000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Footage

How the Globe Trotter Trots. .Howe Hodge-Podge.. Sept. 29 1,000
The Limit Cliff Bowes Sept. 29 1,000
“Old Oaken Bucket,” etc “Sing Them Again”. Oct. 6 1,000
Front Tuxedo comedy Oct.
While the Pot Boils Wilderness Tales Oct.
Japanese Earthquake Kinograms Oct.
People of Many Climes Hodge-Podge Oct.
Fool Proof Neal Bums Oct.
Simple Sadie Cliff Bowes Oct.
Done in Oil Jimmy Adams Oct.
Three Cheers “Juvenile” comedy . ..Nov. 3 2,000
Discontent “Wilderness Tales”.. Nov. 3 1,000

Heads Up Cliff Bowes Nov. 10 1.000

Uncle Sam Lee Moran Nov. 10 2,000

Hang On Cameo comedy Nov. 17 2,000

A Perfect 36 Christie comedy Nov. 17 2,000

Memories “Sing Them Again”. .Nov. 24 1.000

Hot Sparks Cliff Bowes Nov. 24 1.000

No Loafing “Poodles” Hanaford..Nov. 24 2,000

Kidding Kids Christie comedy Dec. 1 2,000

L7nder Covers Cliff Bowes Dec. 1 - 1.000

The Bottom of the Sea Novelty Dec. 1 1,000

My Boy Bill “Wilderness Tales”. Dec. 1 - 1,000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Man Between . Allan Forrest ..July 21

Stormv Seas . T. P. McGowan . . .

.

..July 21

Tea-With a Kick! .20-star cast 8 5.950
Going Up . Douglas MacLean . . . Oct. 6
The Extra Girl . Mabel Normand . .

.

. . Oct. 13 5,700
Harbor Lights . Tom Moore . . Oct. 20
Courtship of Mvles Standish. . diaries Ray ..Oct. 20
David Copperfield . Star cast , ..Nov. 17

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Tail Light Cliff Bowes July 14 1,000

The Gray Rider Bruce Scenic July 14 1,000
Snookv’s Treasure Island. ... “Snooky” July 21 2,000
Close Harmony Sing Again series July 28 1,000

Wrecks Cliff Bowers July 28 1,000

The Cat and the Fiddle Howe Hodge-Podge. . Aug. 4 1,000

West Is West Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000

Dipping in the Deep Hodge-Podge Aug. 11 1,000

Plus and Minus Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000

The Busher Lee Moran Aug. 18 2,000

Dark Timbers Bruce scenic Aug. 18 1,000

Navy Blues Dorothy Devore Sept. 1 2,000

Hold Everything Bobby Vernon Sept. 1 2,000

Yankee Spirit Ben Alexander... Sept. 8 2,000
Companions “Sing Them Again”. Sept. 8 1,000

Secrets of Life Instructive Sept. 8 1,000

His New Papa Cliff Bowes Sept. 8 1,000

Moving Cliff Bowes Sept. 15 1,000

The Optimist Lloyd Hamilton Sept. 15 2,000
Running Wild Mermaid comedy Sept. 22 2,000

High Life Mermaid comedy Sept. 22 2,000

The Covered Wagon James Cruze Prod Mar.
Grumpy Theo. Roberts Apr.
The Go-Getter T. Roy Barnes Apr.
The N’th Commandment Cosmopolitan Apr.
Prodigal Daughters Gloria Swanson Apr.
You Can’t Fool Your Wife.. Star cast May
The Ne’er Do Well Thomas Meighan May
The Rustle of Silk Betty Compson May
The Snow Bride Alice Brady May
Sixty Cents an Hour Walter Heirs May
Fog Bound Dorothy Dalton June
The Heart Raider Agnes Ayres June
The Exciters Bebe Daniels Tune
Only 38 Wm. De Mille prod.. June
Law of the Lawless Dorothy Dalton June
Woman With Four Faces ... Betty Compson June
Peter. The Great Emil Jenning's -July
Children of Jazz Theodore Kosloff July
A Gentleman of Leisure Jack Holt July

The Purple Highway Madge Kennedy Aug.
Lawful Larceny Four stars Aug.
Hollywood Fifty stars.. Aug.
Homeward Bound Thomas Meighan .... Aug.
Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife. .. Gloria Swanson Aug.
The Silent Partner Leatrice Joy Sept.

To the Last Man Richard Dix sept.

Salomy Jane Jacqueline Logan. ... sept.

The Cheat Pola Negri 5ept.

Ruggles of Red Gap Ernest Torrence sept.

The Marriage Maker IV. De Mille Prod Sept.

Zaza t Gloria Swanson Sept

The Spanish Dancer Pola Negri Oct.

31 May 5 10,000

7 Mav 5 5.621

21 July 21 7.740
21 Aug. 25 7.339

28 July 21 6.216

5 July 14 5,703

12 Aug. 4., 7,414

19 July 21 6.947

26 Aug. 4 6.000
26 July 14 5.632

9 .. 5.692

16 5.075

16 5.039

23 Sept. 8 6.175

30 Aug. 4 6.387

30 Aug. 18 5.700

7 7.000

21 Aug. 18 6.080

28 5.695

4 6,574

4 5,565

11 8.100

11 7.000

18 5.900
1 5.806

8 6.965

15 6.270

15 7.323

22 7.500

. 29 6.295

. 29 7.076

20 8.434

PERFECT PROJECTION

Upon
PER

tLe sound foundation of"

RfECT PROJECTION
Rosts Picture Success
Re sts TheaterSuccess
RcstsyOUR Success

RICHARDSON'S
H^DBGDKfPRO]ECTICjN

Got maken/ou mmwtf
PRICE 1692 - CHALMERS PUB. CO.-516 Firm VT.>I.Y.

PRICE $6.00

CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY
516 FIFTH AVEL, N. Y.
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Woman Proof Thomas Meighan Nov. 10 7,687

His Children’s Children Bebe Daniels Nov. 17 8,300

Stephen Steps Out Doug Fairbanks, Jr.. Dec. 1 - 5,153

Around World in Speejacks. Instructive special ...Dec. 1 6,000

Wild Bill Hickok William S. Hart Dec. 1 6,893

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
..Mrs. Wallace Reid . July 14 7,215
..Tom Gallery ..July 28 6,000
. . “Fighting Blood” .

.

..July 28 2.000
. . Lloyd Carlton prod. ..Aug. 4 5,800
..Harry Carey ..Aug. 18

..2d Fighting Bloods. . .Aug. 25 2.000

..2d Fighting Bloods. . - Aug. 25
. .Dorelys Perdue ..Sept. 8 6,651
..Dorothy MacKaill . . . Sept. 29 5,800
..“Fighting Blood” .....Sept. 29 2,000
...Ruth Stonehouse .. ..Oct. 13

...“Fighting Blood” .. ..Oct. 13

..Carmel Myers ..Oct. 27 5,787

..“Fighting Blood” .. ..Nov. 3

..“Fighting Blood” .. ..Nov. 3 2.000
...Warner Baxter .... . . Nov. 10

. . Carmel Myers ..Nov. 17

..“Fighting Blood” .. ..Nov. 17

FIRST NATIONAL
The Lonely Road Katherine MacDonald.
Girl of the Golden West Edwin Carewe prod...
A Man of Action Douglas MacLean
The Sunshine Trail Douglas MacLean
Children of Dust Frank Borzage prod..
Penrod and Sam Star cast
Circus Days Jackie Coogan
Wandering Daughters James Young prod...
The Scarlet Lily Katherine MacDonald.
The Brass Bottle Tourneur prod. .

,

Trilby R. W. Tully prod
Ashes of Vengeance Norma Talmadge
Dulcy .Constance Talmadge.
Her Reputation May McAvoy
Potash and Perlmutter Carr-Bernard
Meanest Man in the World .Bert Lytell
The Huntress Colleen Moore
Ponjola Anna Q. Nilsson
The Bad Man Holbrook Blinn
The Fighting Blade Richard Barthelmess.
Flaming Youth Colleen Moore
The Eternal City Star cast
Anna Christie Blanche Sweet
Twenty-one Richard Barthelmess.

May 26 5,102
June 2 Aug. 4 6,800
June 9 6,400
June 9 4.500
June 23 Aug. 18 6,228
June 23 6,275
June 30 Aug. 18 6 000
July 7 Aug. 25 5,471

July 21 6,000
Aug. 4 5,290
Aug. 4 7,321
Aug. 18 10,000
Sept. 8 6,850
Sept. 15 7.000
Sept. 22 7 700
Sept. 29 6,500
Oct. 13 6,236
Oct. 20 7.000
Oct. 20 6,404
Oct. 27 8 729
Nov. 24 8.434
Dec. 1 7,800
Dec. 1 7,031
Dec. 1 6,560

FOX FILM CORP.
Soft Boiled Tom Mix July
Hell’s Hole Charles Jones July
Where There’s a Will Sunshine comedy ....July
Roaring Lions on a Steam ship. Harry Sweet July
Circus Pal Sunshine comedy
Apple Sauce Sunshine comedy
Tropical Romeo A1 St. John
Skid Proof Charles Jones
St. Elmo John Gilbert Aug.
Alias the Night Wind William Russell ... .Aug.
Mysteries of Yucatan Instructive Aug.
Bag and Baggage Gloria Grey Aug.
The Man Who Won Dustin Farnum Sept.
Jungle Pals Features apes Sept.
Monna Vanna Star cast Sept.
Does It Pay? Hope Hampton Sept.
If Winter Comes Percy Marmont Sept.
The Silent Command Edmund Lowe Sept.
Why Pay Rent? Sunshine comedy Sept.
The Gun Fighter William Farnum Sept.
The Two Johns Harry Sweet Sept.
A Goldfish Story Instructive Sept.
The Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix Sept.
The Grail Dustin Farnum Sept.
The Rain Storm Conklin-Sweet Sept.
Times Have Changed William Russell Oct.
The Tailor A1 St. John Oct.
Toilers of the Equator Instructive Oct.
Sunshine and Ice Instructive Oct.
Second Hand Love Charles “Buck” Jones. Oct.
Cameo Kirby John Gilbert Oct.
The Temple of Venus Allegorical fantasy . Nov.
Big Dan Charles Jones Nov.
Up in the Air Imperial comedy Nov.
You Can’t Get Away With It. Percy Marmont Nov.
Cloisters in the Clouds Instructive Nov.
Dance or Die Sunshine comedy ....Nov.
When Odds Are Even William Russell Dec.
Wet and Weary Clyde Cook Dec.

28 7,054
28 6.000
28 2.000
28 2,000

2,000
2,000
2,ooq

18 6,000
25 4.145
25 1,000
25 6.000
1 5.500

1 2.000
8 9.000

8 6,652
15 10,000
15

2,000
5.000
2.999

1.000

5.250

4617
29 2.000
6 5.082
6 2,000
6 1,000
6 500

20
27 6.931
10 8,000
10 5.934
10 2.000
24 6,152
24 ; 1,000
24 2.000
1 4,284
1 2,000

GOLDWYN
Sherlock Holmes John Barrymore ....
Look Your Best Rupert Hughes prod.
Vanity Fair Mabel Ballin
Souls for Sale Rupert Hughes prod.
Backbone Edward Sloman prod.
Enemies of Women Cosmopolitan
The Last Moment Star cast
The Ragged Edge Mimi Palmieri
The Spoilers Jesse D. Hampton prod.
Three Wise Fools Claude Gillingwater.

.

The Love Piker Anita Stewart
Little Old New York Marion Davies
The Green Goddess George Arliss
Red Lights Marie Prevost
Six Days Corinne Griffith
The Eternal Three Marshall Neilan prod.
JTnseeing Eves Lionel Barrymore . .

.

Linder the Red Robe Cosmopolitan prod.
The Steadfast Heart Star cast

May 20 Tune 3 8,233
Apr. 14 Sept. 8 5.314

July 14 7,600
Apr. 7 July 14
Apr. 7 July 7 6,541
Apr. 14 May 12 10,901
June 2 Aug. 18 6.000
June 16 Sept. 8 6,800
July 7 8.928
July 14 Aug. 25 6.946
Tuly 21 6,237
Lug. 18 10.000
Vug. 25 9.100
Sept. 22 6,841
Sept. 29 8,010
let. 13

lov. 3 8,500
•Nov. 24 12,000
.Nov. 24 7,000

HODKINSON
Review Consensus

Fun From the Press ...

Movie Chats
The Lion’s Mouse
Romance of Life
The Critical Age
Youthful Cheaters
The Mark of the Beast
Michael O'Halloran
The Rapids
The Ex-Kaiser in Exile
The Immortal Voice
Wild and Wicked
The Cuckoo’s Secret ...

Radio-Mania
Helpful Hogan
Pat’s Patents
Fiddling Fool
Col. Heezaliar in the African
Jungle

The Drivin’ Fool
Puritan Passions
Shifting Sands
The Life of Reilly ....

Footage
Issued Weekly 1,000
Kineto—one a week LOOO
Wyndham Standing. . Apr. 7 Apr. 21 5,600
Educational May 12 1,000
Pauline Garon May 19 Aug. 4 .... 4,500
Glenn Hunter June 2 Aug. 4 5,700
Robert Ellis June 16 5,988
True Boardman June 23 Sept. 8 7,000
Harry T. Morey June 30 Aug. 18 4,900
Special 2,000
Bray-scientific July 14 1,000
Raymond McKee July 14 2,000
Bray-instructive July 14 1,000
Charles Murray July 14 2,000
Grant Mitchell July 28 5,400
Comedy Aug. 25 2,000
Raymond McKee Aug. 25 2,000

I I i

Bray comedy Sept. 1 1,000
Wally Van Sept. 8 5,800
Glenn Hunter Sept. 15 6,000
Peggy Hyland Oct. 20 5,308
C. C. Burr comedy.. Oct. 27 2,000

METRO
The French Doll Mae Murray Sept. 15 7,028
Strangers of the Night Fred Niblo prod Sept. 15 s’o59
Rouged Lips Viola Dana Sept. 8 5,150
Three Ages Buster Keaton Sept. 8 5,251
Desire Premier prod Sept. 22 6.500
The Eagle’s Feather Premier prod Sept. 20 6,500
The Eternal Struggle Reginald Barker Sept. 22 7,374
Long Live the King Jackie Coogan Nov. 10 9,364
Held to Answer Premier prod Nov. 3 5,601
The Social Code Viola Dana Dct. 6 5,000
The Human Mill A. Holubar prod
Man, Woman & Temptation. Fred Niblo prod
Pleasure Mad L. Barker prod Nov. 24 7,547
Scaramouche Tex Ingram prod Dct. 13 9,600
In Search of a Thrill Viola Dana Nov. 3 5.590
A Wife’s Romance Jlara K. Young Nov. 3 6,000
Shooting of Dan McGrew . . Barbara LaMarr
Our Hospitality Buster Keaton Nov. 24 6,220

PATHE
The Walrus Hunters . .Aesop’s Fables .Sept. 8

Skylarking ..Harry Gribbons .... . Sept. 8
Why Worry? ..Harold Lloyd . Sept. 15

Let's Build ..“Spat Family” . Sept. 15

The Walkout . . Snub Pollard . Sept.. 15
Is Conan Doyle Right? ... ..Special . Sept. 15

A Man About Town . . Stan Laurel . Sept. 15. . .

.

The Cat’s Revenge .; ..Felix, the Cat . Sept. 15

Ruth of the Range . . Ruth Roland ser
No Noise .."Our Gang” .Sept. 22....
Finger Prints , . Paul Parrott . Sept. 22....
Roughest Africa . . Stan Laurel
Love in a Cottage . .Aesop’s Fables . Sept. 29 .. 1,000
Stepping Out , . “Dippy -Doo-Dads” . . Sept. 29 .. 1,000
Derby Day . . Terry cartoon . Sept. 29 .. 1,000
Columbus ..Yale Historical .Oct. 6
No Pets . . Paul Parrott Oct. 6

The Cat’s Whiskers . . Terry cartoon Oct. 6
Down to the Sea in Shoes ..Mack Sennett .Oct. 6

Jus’ Passin’ Thru ..Will Rogers .Oct. 13....

Heavy Seas ..“Spat Family” .Oct. 13....

Asleep at the Switch . . Ben Turpin .Oct. 13....

It’s a Gift . . Snub Pollard .Oct. 13....

Winner Take All ..Paul Parrott .Oct. 20....

Aged in the Wood ..Terry cartoon .Oct. 20....

High Fivers . . Terry cartoon .Oct. 20....

Stage Fright ..“Our Gang” .Oct. 20....

Frozen Hearts . . Stan Laurel .Oct. 27....

The Circus' ..Terry cartoon .Oct. 27.... .. 1,000

Tamestown ..Historical .Nov. 3

A Barnyard Romeo ..Terry cartoon .Nov. 3

The Whole Truth ..Stan Laurel .Nov. 3....

Roughing It ..“Spat Family” .Nov. 3....

One Cylinder Love ..Mack Sennett prod.. . Nov. 3. . .

.

.. 2,000
Do Women Pay? ..Terry cartoon .Nov. 10 .. 1,000

Dear Or Pal . . Snub Pollard .Nov. 10....

Hustlin’ Hank ..Will Rogers .Nov. 10

Derby Day . . “Our Gang” ..Nov. 17 .. 2,000

Farmer Alfalfa’s Pet Cat.. ..Terry cartoon ..Nov. 17 . . ... . 1,000

The Way of a Man . . Featurized serial ... ..Nov. 24

Save the Ship . . Stan Laurel ..Nov. 24 . 1,000

The Dare Devil ..Mack Sennett prod. ..Nov. 24
. . 2,000

Go West . . '‘Dippv-Doo-Dads”. ..Nov. 24 . 1,000

The Soilers ..Nov. 24 .. 2,000

Happy Go Luckies ..Terry cartoon ..Nov. 24 . 1.000

Vincennes ..Historical series .. ..Dec. 1 . . . * . 3,000

Why Elephants Leave Home. Animal subject ..Dec. 1 . . .

.

. . 2.000

The Five-Fifteen . .Terrv cartoon . .Dec. 1 . . .

.

. 1.000

Flip Flops ..Sennett comedy .... • Dec. 1.... . 2,000

Cncensored Movies ..Will Rogers .Dec. 1 . 2,000

Wild and Wooly . . “Sportlight” ..Dec. 1.... . 1,000-

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
A Pauper Millionaire .

A Clouded Name
The Man Who Waited Star cast
Counterfeit Love Featured

C. M. Hallard ....Feb. 10....
Norma Shearer .. Mar. 3.... . ... 4,885
Star cast 12.... . ... 5,000
Featured cast 30.... . ... 6,900
Featured cast 3.... ... 4,284

PREFERRED PICTURES
Girl Who Came Back Miriam Cooper May 12 6,100

Daughters of the Rich Gasnier prod. June 30 Sept. 8 6,075

Vothers -in-Law Gasnier prod (Vug. 25 6.725

The Broken Wing Miriam Cooper Sept. 1 6,21d

Anril Showers Colleen Moore '..Nov. 17 6,350

The Virginian Kenneth Harlan Nov. 24 8,010
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SELZNICK

Vengeance of the Deep Ralph Lewis
The Truth About Wives ...Betty Blythe ...

Modern Matrimony Owen Moore
The Common Law Corinne Griffith

July 21.... .... 9,400
Apr. 7.... . . 1 uly 21 . ... 6.307
Apr. 7 . ... 5.395
Apr. 14.... Aug. 11 .... 6 331

Apr. 28.... ...Aug. 4 .... 4.753
9.... . ... 5,973

Nov. 3.... .... 4,960

Nov. 10.. .

TRUART FILM CORP.
The Empty Cradle Alden-Morey May 19 6,600
Patsy Za-Su Pitts 6,500

Are the Children to Blame ? .Corrigan-Shannon 5,000

Riders of the Range Star cast May 12 5,000

The Prairie Mystery Bud Osborne ....June 16 5,000

Broadway Gold Elaine Hammerstein.
.
July 28 6,800

Let’s Go Richard Talmadge ...Nov. 17 5,198

UNITED ARTISTS
Robin Hood . Oct. 28.... Dec. 2.... ....10.000

Tess of the Storm Country .. Marv Bickford , Nov. 25.... 6.... ....10,000

Tailor Made Man ... . Dec. 9... .... 8.649

One Exciting Night . D. W. Griffith prod. . Oct. 21.... • Aug. 11.... ....11,000

The Girl I Loved . Mar. 31 .

.

May 5.... .... 7,100

The White Rose June 2.... . . Sept. 8 .... ... .11,000

Rosita . Sept. 15 . ... 8,800

A Woman of Paris .. prod.. Oct. 13.... .... 8,000

UNIVERSAL
The Merry- Go- Round Featured cast July 14 Aug. 25 5.020

Hunting Big Game in Africa. . H. A. Snow July 21 10,000

Tempest Cody Rides Wild... Marie Walcamp July 28 4,880

The Eleventh Hour Charles lanes — . Aug. 4 6,819

Legally Dead Milton Sills Aug. 4 6,076

Spring Fever icmedy Aug. 4 2,000

The Love Brand Roy Stewart Aug. 11 4,852

The Steel Trail Duncan serial Aug. 11 15 parts
Shadows of the North William Duncan Aug. 25 4,943

Rustlin’ Jay Morley Aug. 18 2,000

Lots of Nerve Century comedy Aug. 18 2,000

So Long, Buddy Buddy Messinger ...Aug. 25 2,000

Strike of the Rattler l’ete Morrison Aug. 25 2.000

The Pencil Pusher Chuck Reisner Aug. 25 1.000

Blinky Hoot Gibson Sept. 1 5,740

Drifting Drifting Sept. 1 7,394

High Kickers Doris Eaton Sept. 1 2,000

Sing Sing Neely Edwards Sept. 1 l.OOu

Fighting Fists Jack Ford Sept. 1 2.000

The Untamable Gladys Walton Sept. 8 4.776

Uncle Bim’s Gift “The Gumps” Sept. 8 2,000

His School Daze Bert Roach Sept. 8 1.000

Hunchback of Notre Dame.. Lon Chaney Sept. 15 11,000

A Chapter in Her Life ... .Jane Mercer Sept. 15 6,330

Back to Earth Century comedy Sept. 15 2,000

Face to F'ace Western Sept. 15 2,000

Dancing Love Dancing comedy Sept. 15 1.000

Where Is This West? Jack Hoxie Sept. 22 4.532

Round Figures Jack Cooper Sept. 22 2 000

Jollywood Chuck Reisner Sept. 22 2,000

The CleanUp Herbert Rawlinson— Sept. 29 5 051

Trail of the Wolf Jay Morley Sept. 29 2,000

Bringing Up Buddy Buddy Messinger . . . Sept. 29 2.000

Hard Luck Jack Pete Morrison Sept. 29 2,000

Cuckoo Neely Edwards Sept. 29 1,000

The Six-Fifty Niles Welch Oct. 6 5,100

Thundering Dawn ... Super Jewel Oct. 6 6.000

One Exciting Day Billy Engle Oct. 6 2,000

Own a Home Neely Edwards Oct. 6 1.00C

The Wild Tarty Gladys Walton Oct. 13 5.034

Gentlemen of tne West Pete Morrison Oct. 13 2.000

Cracked Wedding Bells Chuck Reisner Oct. 13 1.0CO

Japanese Earthquake International News’ ..Oct. 13

The Ramblin’ Kid Hoot Gibson Oct. 20 6,305

The Tenderfoot Edmund Cobb .Oct. 20 2.000

Don’t Scream “Pal” the dog Oct. 20 2.000

Going South Neely Edwards Oct. 20 1,000

The Acquittal Star cast Oct. 27 6,523

Beasts of Paradise Desmond-Serial Oct. 27

A Million to Burn Herbert Rawlinson ..Nov. 3 4,556

Darling of New York “Baby Peggy” feature Nov. 3 6.260

Fashion Follies Century comedy Nov. 3 2.000

Code of the. Mounted Western Nov. 3... 2.000

Be My Guest Neely Edwards Nov. 3 1,000

Men in the Raw Jack Hoxie Nov. 10 4,315

Golfmania Billy Engle Nov. 10 2.000

So Long Sultan Chuck Reisner Nov. 10 1.000

The Twilight Trail Margaret Morris Nov. 10 2,000

Down in the Ships to See... “Pal” the dog Nov. 17 2,000

The Idea Man Bert Roach Nov. 17 2

AVhite Tiger Priscilla Dean Nov. 24 7.177

The Payroll Thief Jack Mower Nov. 24 4,wu

No Parking Aloud Neely Edwards Nov. 24 LOOO

She’s a He Buddy Messinger ....Nov. 24 2.000

The Thrill Chaser Hoot Gibson Dec. 1 5.196

Crooked Alley Laura LaPlante Dec. 1 4,500

Miles of Smiles Baby Peggy Dec. 1 2,000

VITAGRAPH
Masters of Men Special cast Apr. 21 May 12 6.800

The Man Next Door David Smith prod June 9 2,000

The Midnight Alarm Special cast Aug. 11 6.000

Pioneer Trails Special cast Oct. 27 6 920

On Banks of the Wabash ...Blackton prod Nov. 3 7.13b

Lightning Love Larry Semon Nov. 17 2,0tW

The Gown Shop Larrv Semon Nov. 17 2.uou

The Leavenworth Case W. Bennett prod Nov. 24 3,4uu

The Man From Brodney’s. . Special cast

The Ninetv and Nine David Smith prod.. ..Dec. 23 6.sw

WARNER BROTHERS
Heroes of the Street Wesley Barry Dec. 23 Aug. 4 6,000
Little Church Around the
C°™er Featured cast Feb. 24 June 9 6,300

Where the North Begins ...Rin Tin Tin (dog) . . . .Aug. 25 6.200
Little Johnny Jones Johnny Hines Aug. 25 6.000
The Gold Diggers Hope Hampton Sept. 22 6.500
The Country Kid Wesley Barry Nov. 10 6,500

MISCELLANEOUS

CRAND-ASCHER DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Review Consensus Footage

Minet° Keep Bryant Washburn. . .Aug. 18 5761
I he Love Trap Bryant Washburn ...Sept. 15 5.710
Lucky Rube Sid Smith Nov. 10 2.000
Mark It Paid Joe Rock Nov. 10 2 000
The W’ay Men Love Elliot Dexter Nov. 17 _ 7 541A Dark Knight Joe Rock Dec. 1 2 000
Hollywood Bound Sid Smith Dec. 1 2,000
Taxi, Please! Monty Banks Dec. 1 .. 2,000

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Tango Cavalier George Larkin Nov. 3

CHARLES C. BURR
The Las* Hour Milton Sills Jan. 13 May 12 6,000
Luck Tohnny Hines Mar. 31 June 9 6 000
\ on Are Guilty Edgar Lewis prod Mar. 31 June 9 5,000

C. B. C.

Hallroom Boys Twice a Month 2.000
Yesterday’s Wife M. De La Motte Sept. 22 6 500
The Barefoot Boy Star cast Nov. 24 5,800
Forgive and Forget Estelle Taylor Nov. 10 5,800

EQUITY PICTURES
The Daring Years Mildred Harris Aug. 4 7,000

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Othello Emil Jannings Mar. 3 May 12 6,200

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Speed King Richard Talmadge ...Feb. 10 5.000
Thru the Flames Richard Talmadge ...June 30 5.000

His Last Race “Snowy” Baker Sept. 1 5,000

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
Way of the Transgressor ...George Larkin Sept. 22 5,000

In the Spider’s Web Alice Dean Sept. 29

LEE-BRADFORD
Is Money Everything? Miriam Cooper Apr. 7 5.S00

Call of the Hills Maud Malcolm May 5 5,000

Capt. Kleinschmidt’s Adven-
tures in the Far North. .. .Yukon Expedition ...July 28

Shattered Reputations Johnnie Walker Oct. 27 5.000

MONOGRAM PICTURES
The Mask of Lopez Fred Thompson Nov. 24 4,900

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP.
East Side, West Side Eileen Percy Apr. 28 Aug. 18 6.000

Temporary Marriage Kenneth Harlan May 5 Aug. 25 7.000

Bright Lights of Broadway .. Doris Kenyon Nov. 3. 6,700

PRODUCERS SECURITY
The Wolf’s Fangs Wilfred Ly tell 5.000

In the Night All-Star 5.000

Irving Cummings Series . . . .Two-Reelers 2.0081

Just a Song at Twilight . . . . Barthelmess 5.000

Madame Sans Gene Special 5,000

STOLL FILM COMPANY
The Prodigal Son Frank Wilson May 19 Aug. 25 8,500

RICHARD THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Accuser Carmel Myers June 30

TRISTONE
The Bargain W. S. Hart Sept. 29..

WEBER AND NORTH
Marriage Morals .....Will Nigh prod Aug.
Don’t Marry for Money House Peters Sept. 1..

4.940

5.000

4.400

5.563
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SEATING—
the basis of theatre comfort

The restful comfort provided by

American theatre chairs is an im-

portant factor in securing and main-

taining a steady year ’round flow of

satisfied theatre patrons.

Any theatre that offers comfortable

seating as first among its conven-

iences, naturally stands out first in the

estimation of the comfort and pleas-

ure seeking public.

American craftsmen are skilled in the

art of designing theatre chairs which

are not only durable in construction,

harmonious in color with surround-

ings, but of the highest achievement

from the standpoint of comfort.

Obviously, American theatre chairs

should be given first choice in plan-

ning that new theatre.

Experience has taught us how to util-

ize all the floor space to insure the

utmost seating capacity without

crowding. And, among other things,

we offer to lay out the floor plan with-

out charge. Each seating problem is

considered individually.

iTiuraraugrating CXomjrani!
NEW YORK

640-119 West 40th Street

CHICAGO
4 East Jackson Boulevard

BOSTON
77-A Canal Street

PHILADELPHIA
250-H So. Broad St.
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When the C. O. D. Comes Back
As to Premature Publicity: The East Awakens

R
ECENTLY we received a com-
munication from a manufacturer
of picture theatre equipment,

which reveals a rather interesting

state of affairs.

His product, which is excellent, is

bulky and its cost runs up into real

money. He prefers to deal through
supply houses and has always met
them more than half way in turning
over to them orders received direct

and in allowing commission wherever
a supply dealer had really done any
constructive sales work, even though
he had not actually nailed the order.

For a long while past he has dealt

through a number of reliable supply
houses and so far as that portion of

his business is concerned, both he and
these supply houses are perfectly

happy and contented.

C. O. D. Shipments

But, he has discovered that every
supply house is not as reliable as those

with whom the bulk of his business in

the past has been conducted and quite

frequently it has been necessary for

him to make shipments C. O. D. and,

in a number of such cases, the goods
have been refused and he has been
obliged to take them back, paying
transportation both ways.
What bothers the manufacturer is

the fact that he feels sure that the

concern, to whom he made C. O. D.

shipments, did not order his equipment
on the bare chance of being able to

market it, but somewhere back of the

supply house’s order was an exhibitor

who wanted the equipment and he is

wondering just what happened when
the local dealer failed to produce it.

He wonders if the exhibitor was
told that the manufacturer was away
behind on deliveries and advised to

accept a substitute, and he wonders
what the exhibitor would say if he
knew that the delay in receiving the

equipment was not due to the manu-
facturer.

If we were the manufacturer, we
would make it a point in our advertis-

ing to impress upon prospective cus-

tomers that, if any delay were expe-
rienced in obtaining our products, we
would supply them direct.

If we were an exhibitor and wanted
any particular bit of equipment that

was unduly long in materializing, we
would write to the manufacturer direct

and give him a chance to square him-
self.

O NLY one whose desk is at the

exhaust end of the publicity

chute can appreciate how many
record-beating devices are constantly

being hatched. It is a poor week that

we do not receive a detailed descrip-

tion of something in which the in-

ventor or proprietor feels certain that

our readers will be deeply interested.

The inventor or proprietor aforesaid

has not yet perfected his plans, ar-

ranged his distribution, made his tools,

dies or manufacturing contracts, so he
is not in a position to do any adver-
tising, as yet.

But, meanwhile, he would greatly

appreciate our devoting anywhere
from a few inches to a page or so to a

detailed description of his device and
explain how it will knock cold every-

thing else in the same line.

The Time to Talk

Experience has taught us that when
a device that possesses real merit is

ready for the market, and not before,

is the time to talk about it, and that

the owner’s confidence in such a de-

vice is, to a large extent, to be gauged
by his willingness to spend his money
on the cost of advertising.

Which is a very different proposi-
tion from getting some philanthropic

publication to sound, at its own ex-
pense, the possible market for the

product and to utilize such publicity

in floating a company and interesting

investors.

It is a safe way for the inventor

to play the game, if the publisher will

fall for it, because, if the device falls

down, or is never marketed, it is the

publisher who has lost the confidence

of his readers.

And it is not only the publisher who
loses out either. It is the legitimate

manufacturer of existing devices with

which the unmarketed and often the

unmanufactured device endeavors to
compete who loses orders while pros-
pective trade is waiting for the pub-
licity boosted but unobtainable article

to evolve, which, in many cases, it

fails to do.

DURING the past week, the Equip-
ment Department has been in

receipt of several requests, from
export forwarders, for information
regarding picture theatre equipment.
The calls from most of these come

from the Far East, which would seem
to indicate that either Oriental fans
are increasing in numbers or that a

lot of pre-war equipment, which has
been running along on one leg and two
crutches for some time past, has finally

given up the ghost with an unexpected
suddenness, leaving a big void to be
filled by American manufacturers.

Advertisers Alert

We want to congratulate the Mov-
ing Picture World advertisers on
being right on the spot when the de-

mand occurred, because, in every case

we slipped the inquirer some current
and back issues of the World and told

him to take his pick.

I
N no other country of the world
may be found anything in its line

to parallel the laboratory of the

Famous Players-Lasky organization,

illustrated and described on the fol-

lowing pages.
In size, equipment and efficiency,

the West Coast laboratory constitutes

concrete evidence to the; extent to

which the achievements of the trades

and sciences have been drafted to en-

sure perfection in the mechanical end

of motion picture production.

And, in no country but America
could producers find the public sup-

port that would justify the outlay >

which such a plant represents. So,
j

let’s be glad that we are Americans
g

and able to enjoy at first hand the J

films that go from such plants to the T
screen.
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POWER’$
PRO*ECTORS
INSTALLED IN THE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

g^sAnother ofi/O
America’s Representative

Motion Picture Houses

Equipped with

POWER’S
BetterProjection Pays

eowA«o
Ninety Cold St. New York. N.Y.
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ASSEMBLY ROOMS OF THE FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY WEST COAST LABORATORY
No, this is not the employees’ gathering place, but where Paramount pictures are assembled for distribution all over the world

New Famous Players-Lasky Laboratory

Is Efficient, Speedy and Comfortable

H ANDLING a million feet of motion pic-

ture film a week and said to be the

largest and most complete film plant

in the world, the new laboratory of the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Corporation at the

West Coast studio has just been put into

operation.

The new plant is the result of years of

planning and experimenting by Frank E.

Garbutt, who designed, supervised construc-

tion and is now in full charge of this model
laboratory. Harry N. Ensign, formerly head
of the Realart laboratory, is his assistant.

The rapid growth of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, which now exhibits Par-
amount pictures in every civilized country,

necessitated the construction of the new film

plant. To care for increased production in

the future, provision has been made for an

additional story to the building. Edwin
Bergstrom was the architect and Robert E.

Millsap was general contractor.

Facilities for Efficiency, Speed and Comfort

Every possible facility has been provided
for the speedy and efficient handling of film

and the comfort of employes. Air is changed
throughout the plant every four minutes by
means of a special air conditioning assem-
bly located in the basement of the concrete

structure. The system employed is capable

of washing one hundred thousand cubic feet

of air in filtered water every minute.

Thomas Ingram, the chief engineer in

charge, controls the mechanism which sup-
plies the various departments of the labora-
tory with air of just the required tempera-
ture and degree of humidity. This is of vital

importance. In the film drying room the

air must be maintained at an exact tempera-
ture. day and night. It must also remain
at the same degree of humidity. In depart-

ments where the film is touched by hands
the air is kept very dry to prevent moisture
from the fingers marking it.

Subdued daylight is utilized wherever the

nature of the work being done permits. This
is obtained through the medium of pleasant-

ly tinted walls and wired prism glass win-
dows, a combination that adds much to the

comfort of the workers. Artificial lighting is

provided throughout the building by means
of indirect fixtures. In the switchboard
which controls the power used in the build-

ing the latest type of safety switches, are

incorporated.

Conservation of Time and Labor

Many steps are saved and the too frequent

handling of film eliminated by the installa-

tion of an endless conveyor which carries

the reels of film through the varying and
progressive stages throughout the plant. The
film passes through the developing rooms
first, then to the washing and drying rooms.

In the latter it is wound on huge drums.

Eight of these drums are installed in the
sample copy room and six in the negative
room. They were designed by Frank E.
Garbutt and constructed in the studio. They
are five feet in diameter and eleven feet
long. Each drum holds one thousand feet
of film. Mr. Garbutt also designed the cinema
polishing machines and inspection projection
machines, seven in number. These were
built in the studio.

Eastman Waxing Machines

After the negative has been polished it

goes to the printing room where space has
been provided for ten Bell and Howell print-
ing machines, said to be the largest num-
ber to be found in any film laboratory. Bell
and Howell also provided the device which
measures the film, automatically checking off

the number of feet, and the machine which
splices the film.

No perforators are used in the laboratory.
The waxing machines were made by the
Eastman Kodak Company.

Cutting and assembling of the printed film

is carried out in large, airy, well-lighted
rooms, after which it goes to the shipping
department. The greatest care is exercised
in the shipping department to see that the

film will be well protected on its journey to

all parts of the world.
Cutting tables, shelves, film racks, cutting

TWO OF THE MANY PROCESSES CONTRIBUTING TO THE PERFECTION OF PARAMOUNT PRINTS
At left, inspecting tints in the dyeing room of the laboratory. At right, an expert busily engaged in polishing the film
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FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY WEST COAST LABORATORY, HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
The concrete result of years of planning and experiment. More than one million feet

of film passes weekly through this building

racks and other paraphernalia were designed
by Mr. Garbutt.

A Complete Machine Shop

The machine shop is said to be the most
complete thing of its kind to be found in

any laboratory. All the apparatus is the
latest made by the manufacturers. Pre-
cision lathes and millers, drill presses, a Pre-
cision bench lathe, and a universal grinder
are included in the equipment.

Cleanliness is strikingly apparent through-
out the plant. In addition to the air wash-
ing and filtering operations, which keep the
atmosphere pure, a vacuum cleaning system
is installed.

There are four projection rooms with a

seating capacity of seventy-five persons
each. These miniature theatres have artis-

tically decorated walls, folding chairs and a

small desk equipped with a ruby shaded
lamp and electric signals whereby the speed,
focus and framing of the picture can be
controlled during technical showings.

Indirect lighting is used for the theatres.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Your own special Ticket,
any colors, accurately num-
bered; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings; $5.00, $6.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform to Govern-
ment regulation and bear established

price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00
Ten Thousand 5.00
Fifteen Thousand 6.50
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin, pa .

The screens used were designed by Mr. Gar-
butt and were built on the lot. Each meas-
ures seven feet eleven inches by ten feet

seven inches. Five of the very latest type of
Power 6-B projection machines are in-

stalled.

Fire prevention has been the keynote of
the construction of the new laboratory. No

THE FILM VAULTS
It will be noted that the entrance to these

vaults, in which thousands of dollars worth
of negatives are stored, is from the exterior

of the laboratory building

wood has been used in the whole plant. The
small rooms built for the cutting and titling

of film, fourteen in number, are absolutely

fireproof. The old laboratory, which was
built in 1915, is being used for storage.

“Not only is the new laboratory complete

in every detail,” said Jesse L. Lasky, first

vice-president in charge of production of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, “but its

superior equipment will permit remarkable
results in all the various processes of labora-

tory work.”

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON FAN CO. ^ 345 W.39'-ST. NEW YORKNEW YORK

Woodstock Exhibitor

Makes His Own Juice
A new five hundred seat picture theatre

has just been opened at Woodstock, N. B.,

by F. G. Spencer, with E. A. Neill as man-
ager, C. LaFrance as projectionist, Miss M.
Blake, pianist, Mrs. William Sullivan in

charge of the box office and John Evans
and Frank Baker to do the rest of the work.
The house is steam heated and Mr.

LaFrance presides over two projection ma-
chines. Mr. Spencer’s experience with other
theatres is responsible for his making an in-

stallation of a General Electric generator,
driven by a twenty horse power crude oil

engine, which provides electricity for the
house independent of the public service sup-
ply station.

The fact that a five hundred seat theatre
can install such a plant to advantage is well
worthy of consideration by those of our
readers who have shown so much interest
of late in this particular type of equipment.

Theatres Projected
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—James Delusia,

153 Franklin street, has plans by Joseph D.
Valle, 341 State street, to rebuild one story
brick and concrete theatre, 105 by 65 feet.

ELMHURST, ILL.—Elmhurst Theatre
Corporation has plans by Elmer F. Behrens,
3429 North Troy street, Chicago, for two-
story brick moving picture theatre and
office building, 77 by 180 feet, to cost $165,000.

GENESEO, ILL.—Business men are be-
hind movement to provide regular entertain-

ment for the people in the country districts

and surrounding towns. City at present has
but one moving picture theatre, the Wigwam,
and has at different times shown pictures at

the Armory Theatre and Weimer Opera
House, now known as Ford Opera House.

LAWRENCEVILLE, ILL.—Contract has
been awarded for erection of Gould Theatre.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Company form-
ing, care Harry G. Templeton, 4176 College
avenue, contemplates erecting moving pic-

ture theatre and store building at 42nd street

and College avenue, to cost $40,000.

SOUTH BEND, IND.—St. Florian’s Young
Men’s Society plans to erect building, to in-

clude moving picture theatre, with seating

capacity of 1200, at 1105-7 West Division
street, to cost $100,000.

HARLAN, KY.—Mrs. Margie Noe has
plans by R. F. Graf, Arnstein Building,

Knoxville, Tenn., for two-story brick and
stone moving picture theatre and store build-

ing, 40 by 106 feet, to cost $65,000.

HIGHLAND PARK, MICH.—K. and
Thomas Haselden, 16267 Hamilton avenue,
contemplate erecting one-story brick theatre.

ASBURY PARK. N. J.—Reade Theatre
Enterprises, Savoy Theatre, 34th street and
Broadway, New York, has plans by Thomas
W. Lamb, 644 Eighth avenue, New York, for

theatre to be erected at St. James place and
Lake avenue.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—J. Parascordela. 693

Carroll street, has plans by McCarthy &
Kelly, 159 Remsen street, for one-story brick

moving picture theatre, 50 by 108 feet, to be

erected at 292-94 Court street, to cost $25,000.

DAYTON. O. — W. H. Aue, 17 South
Findlay street, contemplates erecting two-
story brick theatre at Main and Ridge
streets, to be known as Old Glory.

STEUBENVILLE, O.—G. Shafer has plans

by T. F. Faris, 1117 Chapline street.

Wheeling, W. Va., for six-story brick theatre
and office building, 75 by 100 fee*. to cost

$300,000.
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There Are Mighty Good Reasons
Why the Best Houses Use

TRIMOUNT TICKETS
and have used them for the

past sixteen years.

THE REASONS ARE
QUALITY, SERVICE and a

SQUARE DEAL
Send for samples and prices of the best tickets
built, printed in the largest exclusive ticket plant
in New England.

And learn what a ticket should be.

TRIMOUNT PRESS
119 Albany Street Boston, Mass.

LA CINEMATOGRAF1A
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

OITKlal Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Colon

Published on the

I5th and 30th of Each Month
Ferolm Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs por Aiwa

Editorial and Buainaaa Office, i

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Organ, Wurlitzer Concert
Cost $9,000 new; will sell for $3,500 cash. Ex-
cellent for a picture house. Instrument slight-

ly used. For full particulars address

THE HAYES MUSIC COMPANY
422 Superior Street Toledo, Ohio

INSIST ON
THIS LABEL

DISTRIBUTORS

M. G. FELDER SALES CO
1540 BROADWAY NEW YORK

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the beet fer

Pralcalera.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riveratdc Drive

New York

November Albany Incorporations Show
Increased Amount of Capitalization

A N increase in the amount of capitaliza-

tion was revealed in the companies en-
tering the motion picture industry, or

some one of its branches, in New York state

during the month of December.
A report just issued by the state’s corpo-

ration bureau shows that the total capitali-

zation of the month’s motion picture con-
cerns reached $2,425,000, and that twenty-
five charters had been issued to companies
entering the business during November.
There is but little change in the number

of companies incorporating in the industry
from month to month, a comparison with
October showing that during that month
twenty-nine companies had incorporated but
that these represented a total capitalization

of only $338,000.

Incorporations of Week Ending December 1

Five companies were chartered by the sec-

retary of state during the week ending De-
cember 1 and entered the motion picture

business in New York state.

These companies included the following

;

Park West Theatre Company, capitalized at

$15,000, and having as directors F. E. Ritsos,

G. J. Chryssikos, Morris Schwamm, New
York City; Jerford Amusement Corporation,

$10,000, J. J. Hayden, J. A. Carroll, J. C.

Spallone, New York City; Collins & Fein-
berg, $10,000, Johnny Collins, A. I. Feinberg,

Julius Kendler, New York City; Kilbourn
Corporation, with E. C. Carpenter, Charles

E. Clapp, New York; Noel Armstrong,
Brooklyn; Martin Johnson African Expedi-
tion Corporation, with F. Trubee Davison,
A. Perry Osborn, Carl E. Ackley, of New
York, the amount of capitalization not be-

ing stated in the papers filed by the last two
companies.

Baghdad Exhibitors

Ask Sales Literature
D. Shameer & Sons, proprietors of the

Station and Circle Cinemas Hinaidi, Can-
tonment, are desirous of obtaining descrip-

tive catalogs and export prices of motion
picture theatre equipment.
Communications should be addressed to D.

Shameer & Sons, General Contractors, 12/37

Ras El Graya, Baghdad, Iraq.

Max Felder Offers a

Pre-Christmas Present
Max Felder, who sells Bio Carbons, says

that considerable of the profanity addressed
to projectors, screens and film is really due
to the failure on the part of the projection-

ist to follow the advice of the carbon manu-
facturers in regard to the sizes and types of
carbons to be used in his projector lamp.
Max makes the rash offer, to any projec-

tionist who will write to the M. G. Felder
Sales Company, 1540 Broadway, New York
City, and state whether he is using A. C. or
D. C. ;

also the voltage and amperage at his

arc, of a pre-Christmas present in the shape
of a sample set of carbons adapted to the
conditions stated.

He Wants to Buy
a Weaver Douser

Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

November 24, 1923.
Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Kindly inform me as to where I can obtain

a pair of the Weaver Electric Bousers de-
scribed in the fourth edition Handbook of
Projection, page 870, figure 363-A.

G. H. ROBINSON.
Write to the Auto Douser Sales Company,

444 Market street, San Francisco, California.

This is the latest address we have of the
manufacturer.

New Auditoriums
EAST CHICAGO, IND.—Board of Educa-

tion, 530 Chicago avenue, contemplates erect-

ing two-story brick auditorium at Todd Park.
FORT WAYNE, IND.—Mizpah Temple,

1012 Calhoun street, has plans by Guy Mahurin,
501 Lincoln Life Building, for one-story brick
and terra-cotta auditorium, 165 by 145 feet,

to be erected on West Berry street, to cost

$500,000.

SAWYER, KANS.—Board of Education
will erect one and two-story brick and stone
community building, 55 by 75 feet, to cost

$10,
000 .

LOUISVILLE, KY.—St. George’s Episcopal
Congregation, 2512 West Oak street, will erect

one-story brick community building, 35 by
102 feet, at 26th and Oak streets, to cost about
$15,000.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Portland Ave-
nue Church of Christ, care Rev. Robert N.
Newt, 3736 First avenue, contemplates erect-

ing two-story brick community house.

TRENTON, N. J.—Trenton Forest No. R,
Tall Cedars of Lebanon, has plans by J. O.
Hunt, 219 East Hanover street, for one-story
brick auditorium, 25 by 60 feet, to be erected
on Greenwood avenue, to cost $200,000.

QUEENS VILLAGE, N. Y.—Community
House Association will erect two-story rein-

forced concrete community house on Jericho
Turnpike, to cost $250,000.

MR. N. L. SCOTT
Having 20 years’ experience in the Equip-

ment of Factories for and of the practical

manufacture of CINEMATOGRAPH FILM
STOCK is now free and open to START
AND INSTRUCT firms desirous of manu-
facturing their own Film Stock.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY CARE OF

MR. A. SCOTT
81 CANNON STREET LONDON, E. C. 4

“MADTIM” rotary
1 111 rnuvifn1CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATIOH

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hwm An., Ohl«M« 1010 Brekaw Bldg., Nn York

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The LiwHbi Independent Orfan of Italian Film Trada

FOREi^
lp
muNTmes SIX DOLLARS A YEAR

Advertisement*: Te/rilf on AppHcalien

Editorial Officeei TURIN (Italy)—Galleria Nasiaaate
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THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

80-82 Wardour St.

W. I. London, England
Ha* the largest certified circulation ot tba
trade In Great Britain and the Dominion*. All

Official Notices and Newt from the ASSO-
CIATION to its members ara published ex-
clusively In this Journal.

YEARLY RATE

i

POSTPAID, WEEKLY, PJS
SAMPLE COPY AND

ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN aad IRELAND. LTD.

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

HoweDs Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Are., New Tsrk

ASHTABULA, O.—Board of Education has

let contract for two-story brick auditorium, 100

by 100 feet, to be erected at 102 South Union
street, to cost $175,000.

PITTSBURGH, PA—P. C. Dowler, Magee
Building, is preparing plans for two-story brick,

stone and terra cotta auditorium, with mezza-
nine and balcony, 170 by 175 feet, to cost

$750,000.

BERLIN, WIS.—City and business men con-

template erecting community building at Green
Lake. Address C. W. Hitchcock, 401 Huron
street.

Management Changes
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—V. M. “Scoop”

Culver, well known newspaper man, has been
appointed manager of Capitol Theatre at

Sixth and Main streets.

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.—A. N. Gonsior suc-
ceeds Charles Pyle as manager of Virginia
and Rialto theatres.

ZIONSVILLE, IND.—G. S. Brinley has
sold Zionsville Theatre to Russell Shelburne
and Samuel Neal.

TOLEDO, IA.—Mrs. H. G. Mork, of Ma-
son City, has taken over management of Cozy
Theatre.

ARGYLE, MINN.—Gray and Bjorness
have purchased Star Theatre.

CLOQUET, MINN.

—

W. M. Miller, who
formerly operated Apollo Theatre in Mil-
waukee, Wis., has taken over Leb Theatre.

FALLS CITY, NEB.—Albert Hoy has sold
his interest in Electric Theatre to Beatrice
Amusement Company.

MAYARD, NEB.—Clyde Leach has taken
over management of Rialto Theatre.
MERNA, NEB.—Charles V. Foster has

sold his moving picture business to Carl and
Franklin Thomas.

TILDEN, NEB.—Paul Fullner has sold his
moving picture business to W. A. Cornett
and Frank Young.

BRAGG CITY, MO.—Holt and Gilliland
have taken over management of Bragg City
Theatre.

CHAFFEE, MO.—Ted Strain has been ap-
pointed assistant manager of Pullman The-
atre.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

—

R. W. Rice has

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with erdet

C*py must reaeb u* by Tuesday hood t* Inaura puk
llcatlon tn that week'i Issue.

ORGANIST ot large city theatre at liberty after
December 8. First-class musician. Expert, ex-
perienced picture player. Reliable and gentleman.
Union. Splendid library, all classes music. Good
position essential. State make and size of organ,
working hours, top salary. Wire or write Arthur
Edward Jones, 343 West Eighth Street, Erie, Pa.

ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR (baton and violin),
thoroughly experienced in pictures, highly educated
and possessing very fine library, will accept posi-
tion in first-class picture house having adequate
orchestra. A. F. of M. Musical Director, Apt. 308,
1111 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.

purchased Yale Theatre and changed name
to Royal. R. B. Rice is new manager.

MARCELINE, MO.—Barker Brothers, of

Carrollton, have purchased Snappy Theatre
from W. N. Wheeler.

FOSTORIA, O.—D. E. Harris and Leo
Jones have purchased Star Theatre from
Moore and Debbs.

FRANKLIN, O.—S. Spicer, of Cincinnati,

has leased New Franklin Theatre. He has
been identified with moving picture business
for nearly eight years. Contemplates erect-

ing stage to provide vaudeville acts in con-
junction with pictures.

tneirge/jey cfl\cle<f

^nwoimcetne/iis

/3/aisde//
Slide Pencils

(No. 168 Blue
No. 169 Red
No. 171 Black
Made in

6 other colors.

/?/aisde//

An inexpensive

method ofmaking

slides,

neat pencil layouts

and

decorative effects,

in colors.

3. Pull

the strip

straight

away.

PENCIL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA — USA.

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Patents Applied For

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
10 to 25 amperes with D. C. or 25 to 35 amperes with A. C. equals present tereen

illumination using 80 amperes and over.

ELMINATES ALL CONDENSERS
AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

_ Guarantees correct maintenance of arc with either direct or alternating current. _

Special Stereopticon Attachment

STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT
Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric

Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment
OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN MIDDLE WEST:

CHICAGO
Exhibitors Supply Company, Inc.

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS

For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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More Light for LessMoneyWith the

G-E Incandescent Lamp Projector
Pictures equalling the best in the largest theatres can now be obtained
in smaller theatres without costly apparatus.

The same steady illumination, possible with a direct current arc can
now be obtained with the G-E Incandescent Lamp Projector on
either alternating or direct current at a great saving in first cost and
at one-fourth the current consumed by the arc, taking into account
all inevitable losses by either method.

Maintenance cost is also low because there is no carbon dust to
injure the mechanism of the projection machine; and the cost oflamp
renewals does not exceed the cost of arc lamp carbons.

The G-E Incandescent Lamp Projector produces better screen results

than any a.c. arc equipment and is the equal of the d.c. arc outfit

up to 50 amperes.

The simplicity of the Incandescent Lamp Projector (no adjustments
during operation) and its healthfulness (no fumes or dust) recommend
it to projectionists everywhere.

Send for literature and price including all necessary fittings for

attachment to any American made projection machine.

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

35C-84
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Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

—and all the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen on the screen. This

means the kind of photographic reproduc-

tion that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



In the Boroughs of

Manhattan and Bronx

NEW YORK CITY

Theatres Use

Theatres Use another make

Theatres Use another make

Theatre Uses another make

Can Simplex Leadership Be More Apparent?
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produce a silent, steady,

brilliant, dependable light

Whether you are operating

on DC or AC
—at high amperage or low

amperage

— at high intensity or low

intensity

there’s a Columbia Trim for

your operating conditions
' V 'v

\\ ^

— inquiries cheerfully ansivered

uith full information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio San Francisco, Cal.
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American Boy
made good with
! The shrewdest
call “Stephen
Out” the finest

comedy of the sea-

Clean, funny, hu-
o wonder all the

are crazy about
oung Doug and his pic-

e. The great support-

ast helps.

(paramount(picture

WILLIAM ELLIOTT €> JESSE L.LASKY
PRESENT

THEY’LL come to see
Doug, Jr. They’ll

leave perfectly satisfied.

It’s a PICTURE! Adapt-
ed by Edfrid Bingham
from Richard Harding
Davis’s “The Grand
Cross of the Crescent.”

Directed by Joseph
Henabery. Boys, better

cop this big comedy win-
ner!

Douglas fairbanksjr

SUPPORTED BY

Stephen Steps Out
I w.TH THEODORE ROBERTS
NOAH BEERY, HARRY MYERS, FRANK CURRIER

1C
•*/V */A 1

; ?/ •

hwhem

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. $3.00 a year.
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learner
Pushers

Presented byCARLLABMMLE
Starring

BILLY SULLIVAN
Fromthe inimitable Colliers Weekly stories by

H.C.WITWER,
Directedby Edward Laemxnle

Advertisedin THE SATURDAY EVENING POST JEWEL SERIES

Y OU know what the

first series of the

Leat her Pushers

did for you; you know
what the second and

third series did. And

now—we are telling you

that this Fourth Series is

the greatest of all these

two-reel record-breakers

to reach the screen.
Handsome, dashing Billy

Sullivan, nephew of the

great John L. Sullivan,

and one of the fastest

lightweights ever in the

ring, is playing the lead

in these lightning-ac-

tioned romances of the

squared circle. Get your

dates set now to cash

in on the greatest of all

the L e a t h e r Pushers

Series

!



Will PacK,
any theatre~

Motiinj Picture World

.
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JByfar the best thing (Jackie has erfer done

JACKIE
_ . .

in

LONG LIVE TE
His Biggest Money-Maker

Everything that means a box-office riot

—

heart interest, thrills, spectacle, massive
sets, monster mobs, a sterling cast with

such names as Rosemary Theby, Alan
Hale, and Alan Forrest, a real story, read

by millions, by America’s most popular

authoress— and such a Jackie Coogan as

you’ve never seen! It’s your opportunity of

a lifetime to get in on the biggest “bet” of

the year.

Here’s Jackie Coogan’s greatest triumph

—

ten terrific reels crammed with punchy audi-

ence appeal—and the littlest biggest box-

office card of the industry in a mighty photo-

play that will send you crashing into smash-

ing profits! Jackie is sure-fire anywhere.

This mammoth production, that walks away

from all he has ever done, will stand them

up in every theatre in the land.

t A'VW



re Jfews

REG.U.S
PAT OFF

ByMARY
Roberts
RINEHART
Produced under the,

Personal SuperOisw:

JA.CEB?

JJirected hu

Adapted byCGARD
Continuity and Scenario
Gditeoi hu IRENE :

—

Hll tax the capacity ofany theatze
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11 SHRIEK a

pbove

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

A POPULAR book recently

JTjl offered as a screen story

was turned down by one dir-

ector because it did not have

enough material for six reels.

Another director later took this

same book and made the pic-

ture into eleven reels.

Such paddedfeatures willnever

build up sound business for

your theatre. You MUST give

your patrons ENTERTAINMENT
—the kind that brought pictures

to their present popularity.

Educational's nationally adver-

tised Short Subjects always

assure a Whole Evening’
Entertainmen t.

SIX TWO-REEMWN FEATURES

(J'a

\

ctuA.

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

I,



Driven from Home
She Went to Him for Shelter-

ASITUATION to make the

soul thrill—drama carved

out of life itself! Was she to

blame thather tyrannical father

drove her into the night? Was
she to blame that forces of Fate

sent her through the storm to

the arms of one who could give

her love! Only the vivid film

itself flashing this drama of hu-

manity from the screen can give

you a true idea of the magnifi-

cent surprise in store for exhi-

bitors and public.

Here is a Big theme! Here

is a motion picture that

years will not forget!



JOLDWYN presents

Victor Seastrom’s
production of

Sir Hall Caine’s

*

}7\jGsu^ I

Vlth Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch,
lobart Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,

*atsy Ruth Miller, Creighton Hale

We Nominate
for the
Hall of Fame

Sir Hall Caine
Because he is (he most popular
author writing today* Because his
latest and most popular novel.
“The Master of Man,” has been
made into the most thrilling mo-
tion picture of many years. It is

entitled “Name the Man !"

Victor Seastrom
Because this great Scandinavian
director is the supreme master
of human sympathy in the mo-
tion picture drama.
Because he has just produced

“Name the man!", a picture that
the years will not forget.

A Goldwyn Picture

Soon from

The screen that con -

cealed Bessie accU

dentally fell over

and there she sat,

naive and embar*
rassed, looking up
into Victor’s eyes .

Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern

JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Director

Idt(u//ifpos/?iopoiitart
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Maytime was
when mother was a

Maytime means a
in todays mad
Maytime's S. R.O.
the critics all allow,

Maytime's get-the-dou£h
if you

book the
picture now

!

AYTIME
he plaq bq ILda Johnson Young 5cenario bijOlga Printilau

B. P. 6chulberg" presents a

CASNIER PRODUCTION
HARRISON FOR-D
ETHEL SHANNON
CLARA BOV - VM. NORRIS/.
AND HOLLYWOOD'S TWELVE MOST BEAUTIFUL GIR.LS ./

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP'N
1650BROADWAY

mn crr.M nr^TTlinilTOAS-

NEW YORK CITY
- EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. INC.



c
'4WOMAN of PARIS

A DRAMA OF FATE

J~eaturin^

GdnaJ^urviance
^Written and Directed bij

II

IllM

CHARLES CHAPLIN

. j.

m

A

The business was absolutely phenom-
enal, and midnight performances were
necessary in both theatres. Newspaper
critics and audiences were extremely
complimentary in their expressions of

opinion.”

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
JAcrq P/ckfcrd Charles Chaplin
Dcuqloj \'Joirbankxr D W QriffitJh

Chfirorr, Qbrcms, President

“Phenomenal Business

,

San Francisco Report

San Francisco on Saturday and Sunday
more than confirmed our judgment that

prompted us to take the unprecedented
step of playing Charles Chaplin’s

Woman of Paris

simultaneously in two San Francisco
leading theatres, the California and the
Granada, with combined capacity of 5,500
seats,” telegraphed J. A. Partington, gen-
eral manager, ttf Hiram Abrams, presi-

dent of United Artists Corporation.

\ HA



(,'j Pictorial Symphony in Human Notes

$ ‘llhideijiil Slory oflove fo> the Old
6
ToIhs ot%me

WITH UNPRECEDENTED

Superbly Acted by a Splendid Cast
including

LLOYD HUGHES
BETTY FRANCISCO
LOUISE FAZENDA

AND

the New Screen Sensation

JAMES BARROWS
Directed by

E. D. VENTURINI
Presented by

OUTLOOK PHOTOPLAYS Corp.

A Picture that
can be “Tied-Up ,:

in a Thousand
Different Ways
To Reach Every Living Human Being

—

HODKINSON
PICTURES



e4 Drama of Powerful Personal Appeal

forfkrybody everywhere,tyegordless ofAge.
l

i}motCmi

XPLOITATION ANGLES
Laughs and Thrills— Beauty— Youth—Romance

and a

New Startling Climax
SCREEN It and You’ll BOOK It

Get a Copy of

The Giant Press Book
—it s a G«' ,A Mine of Sure-Fire Exploitation Material and Tie-Up Suggestions.

HODKINSQN
PICTURE S

“LOCATED”
in the Greatest of all Dramatic

Locations “ The Home,”
where more Humor, more
Pathos, more real Thrills are

found than anywhere else in

Life.

The History of Stage and
Screen shows that plays of

“Home Life” stand Head and

Shoulders over all other Sue-

cesses combined.
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e doors
at the opening at Loeiv'sTheatre, LosAngeles

to see

EMORY JOHNSON’S
GIANT EPIC OF THE SCREEN

With Ralph Lewis, Johnnie Walker and Rig Cast

MAILMAN STORMED LOS ANGELES IN MONSTER OPENING AT
LOEW’S STATE. CROWDS BLOCKED TRAFFIC. HUGE DEMON-

STRATION IN FRONT OF THEATRE. BOOKED TO OPEN HOLLYWOOD
THEATRE NEW POLICY NEXT WEEK. INDEFINITE RUN.

723 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office. United Kingdom. R-C Pictures Corporation.

26-27 D'Arblay St., Wardour St., London, W. t, England

Read This

Telegram

Then Do Your

Xmas Shopping

EARLY
Distributed

by
F. B. O.
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&

Romancel

% The MAN FROM BRODNEYS
Adapted from the Famous Novel h

GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON

A Superb Cast

J. WARREN KERRIGAN
ALICE CALHOUN
WANDA HAWLEY
MISS DuPONT
PAT O’MALLEY
KATHLEEN KEY

Scenes of Splendor
"pHE most thrilling hand to hand battle

against overwhelming odds ever

screened

!

A RICH, warm romance of India Seas—

breathing the pungent fragrance of

the Chient—mysterious, inexplicable

!

A VOUNG American tangled in court

intrigue, put to the supreme test to

save the girl he loves—a princess of

royal blood

!

A STRANGE will bequeathing millions,

sinister menace to the happiness of
,J

cc\

a

those who would benefit.

iPiPTrrn^i^7Pi',iiiiniii
L

i

M||||||)MiiMnwiififififpii|Niii)|iiiiiinii)iiiii>ii'Tiii

A David Smith Production
ALBERT E. SMITH pbcsident
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MAN
A DAVID SMITH

ADAPTED FROM THE FAMOUS NOVEL BY

GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON

“TheMAN FROM BRODNEY’S”

From

Exhibitors Trade Review

Romance, breath-taking situations and

an amazingly realistic battle between a

horde of frenzied natives and a handful of

whites on a South Sea island mark “The

Man From Brodney’s” as a film well calcu-

lated to entertain an audience until the last

inch of film has passed the shutter.

It will probably do more than that if the

reviewer may be taken as a judge of

audience response. There isn’t a moment

of dilly-dallying. Things start with a rush.

T. Warren Kerrigan in the role of Hollings-

worth Chase, irrepressible adventurer and

thrill hunter, takes action by the scruff of

the neck and makes it yell “Uncle” before

five minutes of footage have passed.

This is where the gentle innocents bend

forward in their seats and breathe hard.

The fight is replete in realism. It will make
the blood of the average audience leap

—

the senses tingle.

“The Man From Brodney’s” is clean,

wholesome entertainment. Full of heart

interest values and spectacular adventure.

“The MAN FROM BRODNEY’S”

From

The Film Daily

Rich in excitement and romance.

Exceptionally strong cast. J. Warren

Kerrigan has a fighting time of it in the

title role; does some very good work. Alice

Calhoun, Wanda Hawley and Miss Du
Pont, a first rate feminine trio, and others

include Pat O’Malley, Bertram Grassby,

Kathleen Key.

Includes all the situations and elements

of appeal that make for a good audience

picture. “The Man From Brodney’s”

should satisfy the box office. Director

Smith has supplied the McCutcheon novel

with a thoroughly painstaking and excit-

ing picturization. He hasn’t been sparing

in injecting realism and thrills. The pic-

ture offers a genuinely good entertainment.

The climax is thrilling.

Plenty for you to talk about here. Play

up the title and the author’s name.
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PRODUCTION
SUPERB CAST INCLUDING

J. WARREN KERRIGAN, Alice Calhoun, Wanda Hawley,

Miss Du Pont, Pat O’Malley, Kathleen Key and Bertram Grassby

“TheMAN FROM BRODNEY’S"
From

Moving Picture World

All of the usual romance and pomp typical of

George Barr McCutcheon fiction is found in the

Vitagraph picturization of his recent novel, “The

Man From Brodney’s.”

It has color and action without stint in addition

to a cast of favorites.

The spectacular angle has been greatly stressed.

There are some tremendous scenes showing the

storming of a castle, which serve as a big melo-

dramatic climax. Palatial sets and stunningly

gowned women have been provided.

Altogether the picture is done in a lavish, cere-

monious style.

“TheMAN FROM BRODNEY’S”
From

Exhibitors Herald

“The Man From Brodney’s,” a Vitagraph production directed by David Smith from George Barr
McCutcheon’s novel, is a romantic story, and in sets and costumes is elaborately produced, with J. Warren
Kerrigan, Alice Calhoun, Pat O’Malley and Wanda Hawley featured.

McCutcheon’s novel ran into many editions. Therefore there is a ready-made public for this romance,
its princesses, ladies in waiting, and the pomp and trimmings of castles and folk who inhabit them. There
are plots and counter-plots and thrilling adventures in “The Man From Brodney’s.”

No expense was spared apparently on sets and costumes and the story moves along smoothly and
rapidly to a climax where the princess foreswears her principality and marries the stalwart American,
after he had called upon the American marines to save them from enraged natives.

ALBERT E. SMITH president

“TheMAN FROM BRODNEY’S”
From

Harrison ’s Reports

Like most of George Barr McCutcheon’s stories,

“The Man From Brodney’s” is replete with stirring

adventure, fast action and thrills.

The Oriental atmosphere is convincing, and the

many scenes showing' the uprising of the natives

and their storming of the Chateau, in which are

housed “whites” whose lives they seek, are

exciting.

Warren Kerrigan makes a good hero, and Miss
Calhoun a beautiful princess. Wanda Hawley,
Miss Du Pont, Pat O’Malley, Charles Wellesley,

Henry Barrows, and Bertram Grassby are in the

cast. Mr. Grassby is particularly good as the all-

powerful native chief.

“The Man From Brodney’s” is a good entertain-

ment.
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<A Remarkable
'Achievement
Isays'

David
c
Bela<$co

DAVID BEL*500

„ ,t«ECT. NEAR WO‘D*‘11

rOtT-E FOllTB ST1EEI-

NEW you cm

Deo<
1923.

Warner Er ° B !’

1600 Broadway*

sS York City.

Gentlemen:-
ble achievement*

_ in a TemarKaDio
"Tiger Rose
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BLOCKING BROAD^ffif

UNION
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Mi hoy

ny'V*

16 p„
«616CS R 53

71 NEW YORK 314 P

SIDNEY FRANKLIN WARNER EROS. WEST COAgP ST

5842 SUNSET BLVD LOS ANOELES CAIIE

I SAW THE picture last nicht at a private SHOWING IN WARNER BROTHERS

PROJECTION ROOM AND AM DELIGHTED YOU HAVE MADE A WONDERFULLY ARTISTIC

AND DRAMATIC PRODUCTION THE WAY YOU HAVE PRESERVED TEE DRAMA IS

SUPERB IN MY OPINION YOU HAVE SURPASSED AIL YOUR FREVIOUS SUCCESSES

I CONGRATULATE AND THANK YOU

DAVID EELASOO
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WARNER BROS. with DAVID BELASCO
PRESENTS

SCO

LENORE ULRIcI
IN

“TIGER ROSE”
from the .play by Willard Mack and David Belasco

Adapted by Edmund Qoulding fl|jlj$

A SIDNEY FRANKLIN PRODUCTION |S
Cast includes Forrest Stanley, Claude Gillingwater, Joseph
Dowling, Sam DeGrasse, Theodore Von Eltz and others.
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Holiday Issue

Moving Picture World

M

Out Next Friday, December 2

1

Dated December 29

An Issue of No
Unique Increase in Rates

Historical Interest —Early

—and Copy Is Assured

Assured Permanent the Best

Value Position
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CPA1T1d 11 S?HSMotion PictureJims about
iTi/JlLIl. theJ.K.McDonald presentation of

PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR.

booh^

FIR.ST

NATIONAL

wBOY!OF MINE
One mosthuman picture etfer made

“BOY of MINE”

BOOTH TARKINGTON
featuring

BenAlexander Henry Walthall

Irene Rich and RochliPfe Fellowes
Directed by WILLIAM BEAUDINE
Scenario bif HOPE LORING

and LOUIS D. LIGHTON
assisted by REX WEIL

(First National—Seven Reels)
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

A NOTHER of Booth Tarkington’s very human boy stories is on view
here, and the encomiums offered in favor of “Penrod and Sam” will

have to be shared with “Boy of Mine,” which incidentally has been
adapted and directed by the same parties, with two of the previous company
enlisted in the present cast. The author has no rival in the depiction of

youth. He understands the youngsters perfectly. He catches accurately and
surely the psychology of the childish mind—its whims and caprices, its

misunderstandings and conceits. And so he draws another captivating

sketch of a real boy, who is understood by his mother, but who is a problem
to his father.

And how thoroughly adaptable is Ben Alexander as the youngster!
Indeed, he is Penrod again—Penrod to the life. No suggestion of coaching
in his work, he portrays the lad with genuine sympathy and feeling. We
watch him and extend him pity in his misery because of his father’s re-

proaches. And when he runs away and whistles to keep up his spirits we
appreciate that Tarkington has a firm grasp upon his subject. And that
Beaudine hasn’t forgotten his own youth.

There is plenty of humorous incident to balance the picture, particularly
when the children become mischievous in church. Another true touch.
Indeed, this story has a full quota of true touches. It extracts sympathy
for its figures because it is rich in humanities. The detached kingdom of
youth is on display here. And it is worth seeing—make no mistake. Should
please everywhere.

,

Another “hit” in the Big 10

picture worth seeing f
is a picture worth booking/

FIRST NATIONAL MONTH i
A$T%
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Ads that will
get them—
And they are right

from the press sheet

Advertising is a fascinating study

—

and a very deep study as well.

It’s no cinch by any means to put in

black and white the stuff that will go

out and grab readers and start their

feet moving in the direction of the

product you have to sell.

On this page we believe we have such

ticket sellers. When you play Con-

stance’s latest use them well—they

bring- home the bacon.

A 3ir/>t
national
Picture
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Inspiration Pictures Inc.

Charles H. Duell, president:S n. uueu, presiaem m
nts

hard
^ihelin

eSS

Bar^With all the money he

wanted at his command, he

had run away because he

wanted to be a man and not

a lounge lizard.

But one day he picked up

a fare and it turned out to be

—his father!
A

PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR.

booh

FIRST
NATIONAL
FIRST

JohnS.Robertson
It’s a story just made for

Barthelmess.

PRODUCTION
Scenario by Josephine Lovett
Photographed by George Folsey

FIRST NATIONAL MONTH i 9 a 4
Foreign Rights Connoiled by V

[Associated Firsi National Pictures Inc-J

discovered/



Jhe Critics predicte

45.000 agreed
Htti/I reach 2,500, 000
readers before

release date

After completing a record week’s

run at the beautiful EASTMAN
THEATRE, Rochester, N. Y., man-

ager William Tait, Jr., wrote the

following:

“
. . . The picture was w ell

received by our audiences.

We played to more than 45,-

000 people on the week.

onny himself^

said, editorially, in

—and it’s “Hit” No. 8

of the “BIG 10” “hits.

Nothing can stop us!

'Jilm Daily

A Real Picture

“The Eternal City.” The first Fitz-
maurice to be produced by Sam
Goldwyn. What a box-office! A
great love story splendidly told: a

splendid cast, and the settings of

Italy. With Mussolini, the Premier,
appearing in the picture. True, it

isn’t the wonderful story that Hall
Caine wrote—it has been modernized
with the Fascisti in it and the world
war and other things. But the appeal

is still there—the conflict between
David and Bonelli for Roma with
love triumphant, and some mob
effects with the Coliseum of Rome as

the setting—magnificient stuff. If

you can’t do business with this one
there’s something wrong—with you.

• “You can certainly feel grat-

ified with your two releases

this year. Such pictures are a

credit to the industry as a

whole.”

It’s big! It’s tremendous!

With such a story, such set-

tings, such a director, and

such a cast, “THE ETERNAL
CITY” was sure to have been

a knock-out!



SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH GOLDWYN PICTURES)

presents

PRODUCTION OF HALL CAINE'S
EPISTLE OF PASSIONS

Adapted to the screen by OUIDA BERGERE

STAGED AT ROME,ITALYand NEWYORK
WITH A STELLAR CAST INCLUDING

BARBARA LAMARR
LIONELBARRYMORE
RICHARD BENNETT
BERT LYTELL
MONTAGU LOVE
AND 0,0,000 OTHERS

-

m
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$50,000 a day
7 days a 'Weekly

—staggering sum— isn’t it ?

That is what it would cost if you

contracted for as many lines of ad-

vertising as is being devoted by the

231 or more newspapers that are

spreading the story of “BLACK

OXEN” to their 5,000,000 readers,

seven days a week—FREE!

“BLACK OXEN” is the greatest

“Publicly Sold” picture ever re-

leased in this industry.

Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc.
presents

BLACKOXEN
by Gertrude Atherton

fiakirMCORINNE GRIFFITH
and CONWAY TEARLE

Directed by

FRANK LLOYD
<~ybr a

PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR.

book

FIRST
NATIONAL
FIRST

FIRST NATIONAL
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the “Big 10” are all hits

!

We give you a great picture

— We increase the public

demand— Book it and get

the big profits that are

bound to follow.

WBB̂ . s.tvv.a's:

MONTH (W1 _ Foreign Rights Controlled by
Associated First National Pictures Inc.

383 Madison Avenue, Newark
ncTj
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a month of

entertainment
for the

public—

-

big pictures
big business
— big profits

for YOU/
For FIRST NATIONAL

MONTH

“BOY of MINE”
Great Booth Tarkington story with
Ben Alexander. Directed by William
Beaudine.

Says the Moving Picture World: “A
gem among pictures. One of the
best of the year.”

The most human picture ever pro-
duced.

Special

One
Sheet
For You
At All

FIRST
NATIONAL
Exchanges

“BLACK OXEN”
From novel by Gertrude Atherton

The greatest advertised picture ever
made. 231 newspapers telling 5.000,-
000 readers a day about it. A Frank
Lloyd production featuring Corinne
Griffith and Conway Tearle.

or
hoo\L~Eir$l h

NORMA TALMADGE
in “The Song of Love”
Always a big money getter, Norma
in best picture yet.

wMUMm
GEORGE FITZMAURICE’S

Masterpiece

“The ETERNAL CITY”

FIRST NATIONAL
MONTH

JANUARY10 2 4

The picture the world is waiting to
see. Says Danny: “What box of-
fice.” Says Herald: “The sensation
of the year.” With tremendous cast.

Presented by
SAMUEL GOLDWVX

(NOT NOW COXXECTED WITH
GOLDWVX PICTURES!

“PAINTED PEOPLE”
with

COLLEEN MOORE
The sensational star of “Flaming
Youth,” and big cast in tremendous
audience picture.

Hits—Every One!
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The Editor’s Views

W E are asking- the civil authorities and lay-

population of Los Angeles to be more fair

in their attitude towards the motion picture

industry. Perhcps there is room for the industry
itself to be a mite more restrained in placing the

blame for all evils on the studio doorstep.

We had a letter from a film salesman friend of

ours the other day. “Just finished a swing through
nineteen towns,” he writes, “and found my com-
pany’s product sold solid in fourteen of the towns.
Can you figure the amount of traveling expenses,
time, and energy tossed to the bow-wows when the

manager routed me on a trip like that?”
Some of these days a few of our leading Los

Angeles lights will get tired of being blamed for all

the excessive spending' in this industry and set out
on an investigation of distribution efficiency.

Which will be rather hard on our tender feelings

back here in New York. The chorus of criticism

has been headed West for so long that it is rather
fearful to face the prospect of having Wid Gunning,
or some other apostle of the creators, turn it back
our way.

* * *

N OT the least delightful feature of a “Flaming-
Youth” luncheon given by First National the
other day was the spontaneous tribute to

Earl Hudson paid by John McCormick and echoed
by R. A. Rowland.
There are many reasons for gratification in

watching the climb of Earl Hudson—and cherishing
the earned praise that is coming to him. Those of
us who know the “reg’lar feller” Earl Hudson feel

first the personal appreciation of his progress.

But the broader reason is expressed in R. A. Row-
land’s remarks at the luncheon. “Mr. Hudson was
sent to Los Angeles to supervise First National
production,” he declared, “because he fully met my
belief that a trained newspaper man, possessing
sound common sense and an innate appreciation of
what the public will respond to, is the type of man
qualified to build screen entertainment.”

That tells a big story. It records concrete action

carrying out a new attitude in the selection of those
upon whom rests the responsibility for future pic-

ture entertainment.

And the results, particularly in the case of Earl

Hudson, are justifying the trend.

H5 ^ ^

I
N the course of the year we exchange consider-

able correspondence with exhibitors who are

having local troubles over Sunday shows.

Often, we find that the exhibitor with the most

ticklish Sunday problem gives the least attention

to the obvious means of easing it.

Especially is this true in the sort of pictures

selected for Sunday programs.

The thought comes to us at this moment because

we have just surveyed, through newspaper clip-

pings, some remarkable evidences of the co-opera-

tion church and school authorities throughout the

country are according the “Chronicles of America”

series.

At the risk of donating some valuable space to

the purpose of advertising we wish to record our

belief here that the theatre manager seeking to

enlist the support of the best elements in his com-
munity can do no better than consider the possibil-

ities in this Yale University undertaking.

^ ^

4 4 T S there any good organ that can be purchased
I by the small exhibitor at a price that will not

require mortgaging his house? If so, please

let me know the name, as I have never seen one
advertised.”

E. T. Keyser, who conducts The World’s effi-

cient Equipment Department, received that query

lately and was forced to answer, “You have nothing

on me. Neither have I ever seen a moderate-priced

organ advertised.”

Which would seem to indicate that the organ

manufacturers are inoculated by the common
motion picture germ, “milliondollaritis.” No organ,

judging by the publicity and the advertising, ever

cost less than fifty thousand dollars.

While the truth is, we are reliably informed, that

there ARE organs which fit the purse of the small

town theatre.
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A DETERMINED fight is to be
waged in Congress by Repre-
sentative Albert C. Johnson, of

Washington, at this session against

the tax imposed by the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers upon the users of music
controlled by them in places of public

amusement operated for profit. In dis-

cussing the matter with the Washing-
ton correspondent of Moving Picture
World, Representative Johnson stated

that he had received complaints from
constituents of his, engaged in the
motion picture business, who had been
prosecuted for non-payment of the

“tax.”

“Section one of the Copyright Act,” ex-
plained Mr. Johnson, “provides for the
payment by the manufacturer or publisher
to the composer or owner of the copyright
of 2 cents on each copy printed or manu-
factured for use on a mechanical device
designed to reproduce copyrighted music.
The section then provides ‘The payment of
the royalty provided for by this section shall

free the article or device for which such
royalty has been paid from further con-
tribution to the copyright except in cases of
public performance for profit.’

“By striking out of this provision the
words ‘except in case of public performance
for profit’ the publication or mechanical
device will be free from further contribution
and can be used by the public generally.

“I have looked into the matter with some
care and I have been informed that generally
the publishers or manufacturers require
authors or copyright owners to assign to

them, as one of the considerations for pub-
lication or manufacture, all of their rights ex-
cept the 2 cents royalty. The publishers and
manufacturers have secured these assign-
ments and have since organized the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers and through this organization have de-
manded from every user of a copyrighted
musical composition in any place of public
performance for profit the payment to the
society of a tax or license fee.

“The right to impose such a tax or license
has been sustained by the courts. My in-
formation is that only incidental benefits
at best are received by the authors and
composers and that the revenues being
derived pass into the coffers of the publish-
ers and manufacturers. The copyright law
was designed and int lded to protect the
authors and composed and not to afford
a source of profit to publishers and manu-
facturers.

“The situation as I find it is this : Any
person can purchase a musical sheet or a
record. If used in other than the home or
place where there is no charge for admission
they are not subject to any further demand.
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If, however, the musical sheet or record so
purchased and paid for, is used in any place
where there is a charge made directly or in-

directly for admission, including hotels, the
owner of the place must pay this society a
tax or license fee or subject himself to
prosecution and heavy penalties.

“I understand that this society is now
demanding the tax or license fee from every
person, company or corporation using copy-
right music in any kind of a public place for
profit, and that they have at least made de-
mands upon the dancing teachers who use
a record on a mechanical instrument while
giving a dancing lesson.

“The motion picture theatre men contend
that the purchase of music sheets conveys
or should convey the right to use them in

the only manner in which music can be used,
namely, by performing it on some instru-
ment or instruments or through, vocal
efforts. To republish the music and sell it

might naturally be considered an infringe-
ment, but when the music becomes the prop-
erty of the person by right of purchase, its

use and its right thereto in the proper and
logical way follows, or should follow, as a
matter of course. If any incidental obliga-
tion was in any way associated with the right
to perform it, surely as a matter of busi-
ness policy, the demonstration and advertis-
ing value of theatre presentation would more
than fully compensate for this, because of
the pronounced stimulation afforded the sale

of this music through its being rendered
popular in the theatre.”
Mr. Johnson will push the matter and en-

deavor to secure early action by the House
of Representatives.

Established Offices

Canadian Exhibitors Locate Offices in

Montreal
The executive offices of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of Canada, which is

affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A., have been
established on the ninth floor of the Albee
Building. 12 Mayor Street, Montreal, Quebec,
where the recently appointed secretary,
Maurice West, looks after the business of the
institution. The appointment of A. D. Denis,
a Montreal exhibitor, as Canadian president
in succession to G. B. Sparrow of Montreal
has been confirmed. A. Sperdakos of Mont-
real is treasurer.

The Ontario Division of the M. P. T. O.
arranged two meetings for Ontario exhibitors
for December, the first of which Was held
as a general meeting on December 11 at

the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, and the
second is a club luncheon in the same hotel

on Tuesday, December 18 at 12.30 with J. C.

Brady, Ontario president and the Canadian
vice-president, in the chair.

The Toronto office of the M. P. T. O. has
been opened at 259 Spadina Avenue which is

the headquarters of Ray Lewis, secretary
of the Ontario Division.

Manager of Advertising: James A. Milligan.
Manager of Circulation: Dennis J. Shea.

Subscription price: United States and its

possessions, Mexico and Cuba. $3.00 a year;
Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),
$10.00 a year. Copyright, 1923, Chalmers
Publishing Co. Copyright throughout Great
Britain and Colonies under the provisions of

the Copyright Act of 1911. (All rights re-

served.)

Other publications: Cine Mundial (Span-
ish). Technical books.

Fox Official in Wreck

John Zanft Sustains Broken Arm and
Cuts in Railway Collision

John Zanft, vice president of Fox Film
Corporation, general manager of the William
Fox Circuit of Theatres, was seriously hurt

in the rear-end collision of two sections of

the Twentieth Century Limited near For-
sythe, X. Y. early last Sunday morning. Mr.
Zanft is at his home in New York City under
the care of a physician and trained nurse.

Mr. Zanft, who w-as in the rear Pullman,
which received the full force of the im-
pact, sustained a broken arm and several ribs

and lacerations of the head and back. He
was taken to a hospital in Erie, Pa. in a

delirious condition. Representatives of the
Fox Film Corporation exchanges in Chicago
and Buffalo hurried to Erie, as soon as they
received word of the accident.

Mr. Zanft was taken to New York Mon-
day afternoon.

Acquires New Theatre

West Coast Corporation Makes San
Diego Deal

Immediately following the announcement
of their important realty and theatrical deal

in Long Beach, Cal., executives of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., through their general
manager, Harry C. Arthur, Jr., made known
closing negotiations with Robert Hicks of

San Diego, whereby the most southerly ex-
pansion of the large theatre circuit is s^ven
a solid foothold with the acquisition of the
magnificent new Balboa Theatre in San Di-
ego, ready- for opening sometime during
January. The Balboa Theatre has a seat-

ing capacity in excess of 2,000.

The deal includes the addition of the
Cabrillo Theatre in San Diego to the West
Coast chain.

Adams Joins F. B. 0.
D. C. H. (Cleve) Adams, assistant general

sales manager for Universal, has resigned
from that position to join the Film Booking
Offices in a similar capacity.
Mr. Adams has been with Universal for

seven years, starting as a salesman in the
Indianapolis exchange. His good sales rec-

ord soon won for him the position of branch
manager. Later he was made district man-
ager and then assistant general sales man-
ager with headquarters, at Kansas City'.

Carroll in New York
Frank J. Carroll, of the Colorado Motion

Picture Company, Inc., is in New York on
a visit from Denver. Mr. Carroll is here
conferring with the literary workers who are
laboring on “The Birth of the West,” the
initial production of the Denver organization.

Joins First National
Associated First National Pictures. Ltd.,

of London, England, has added Leonard
Denham to its sales representatives. Mr.
Denham will represent First National in the
Yorkshire and surrounding territory, with
offices at Leeds. Mr. Denham is a leading
English exhibitor.

Washington Congressman to

Campaign Against Music Tax
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Texan Exhibitors at Conventions

Urged to Join M. P. T. O. of A.

T HREE matters of outstanding
importance developed at the

semi-annual convention of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Texas at the Jefferson Hotel in Dallas

on December 4 and 5. They are :

Tenfold increase in membership; starting

seven months ago from a handful of sixteen

members to a membership today of one hun-
dred and sixty.

Laying plans for the raising of a fund of

$15,000 with which to open an office in Dallas

with a secretary-manager at the head to

attend to all problems of the trade.

Repeal of the tax on motion picture ad-
missions was the main theme of the conven-
tion.

It developed that ten of the twenty legis-

lators of Texas had been interviewed and
all ten were more or less favorable towards
either a modification or absolute repeal of

the tax on admissions. It also came to light

that the Texas exhibitors believed that the

progressive Republicans and, to a large ex-

tent, the Democrats, were favorable towards
the amusement men.

With the raising of $15,000 and the selec-

tion of a secretary-manager, the Texas
organization will fight for ethical standards
in the trade to advance the idealism of the

screen and inaugurate a public service de-

partment. This department will be dedicated

to any form of public service in behalf of

national, state or municipal government. It

will enter any non-sectarian, non-political

movement for the good of the public.

In connection with the tax repeal, the con-
sensus of opinion was that letters to Con-
gressmen and Senators had but little effect,

consequently every member of the organiza-

tion was urged to interview these officials

in their respective districts.

Two propositions calling for group insur-

ance at a saving of from 20 per cent, to 25

per cent, were referred to the board of

directors. The same action was taken with
reference to a proposition presented by a

New York slide company which offered

compensation for the running of slides and
short business reels.

A new constitution and by-laws was
adopted. This will widen the scope of the

organization.

One of the features of the convention was
an address by E. W. Collins, president of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas
and vice-president of the M. P. T. O. of A.

The latter organization sent Mr. Collins to

Dallas to attend the present session and
endeavor to induce Texans to throw in their

lot with the national organization. "Mr.

Collins was offered every courtesy and his

address on Wednesday evening at the close

of the convention brought applause from
the delegates. Mr Collins said in part :

“The M. P. T. O. of A. offers an outlet

for the zeal of all state bodies. I am not

here to create discord but instead to create

respect for the national organization. I have
no apologies and no praise for Sydney S.

Cohen, but I appeal to you to join this or-

ganization because it is the national body,
the only national organization that we have.

“At Chicago some time ago we witnessed
a replica of the Battle of Waterloo, a political

session if ever there was one. Sydney
Cohen picked up the remnants of a broken
down organization and he built up a splendid

foundation. He lost some good states, it is

true, but my point is let us maintain the

national body and not break it up so that it

could never be solidified. I am asking Mr.
Cole and the rest of you gentlemen to join

this body no matter who is at the head.

“If his friends stay in the organization and
his enemies stay out, there will be no chance
to defeat Sydney S. Cohen until 1999. Texas
is a great big state. Michigan and Minnesota
are two great states. The three I have men-
tioned can continue to function but only as

states. Let us not tear down the foundation
because the roof leaks

;
let's repair the leaks.

We cannot throw the fear of God into our
natural enemies, taxation proponents, et al,

if we stay outside of the national organiza-
tion.”

Mr. Collins argued against producers being
let into exhibitor organizations. He predicted
that in the years to come the M. P. T. O. of

A. will be the dominant factor despite any
other exhibitor organization. Reverting to

the producer he said that they have disrupted

exhibitor bodies. This brought prolonged
applause.
Responding to the charge that the national

association was “not doing anything,” he re-

plied that Texas stands charged with the

same allegation. But he said that twenty
years from now if motion pictures survive

various assaults, it will, like Tennyson’s
Brook, be going “on and on.” He pleaded

for the support of Texas and Oklahoma.
Since he knew the attitude he was up against

in Texas, he asked that the Texans at least

not go on record against the national asso-

ciation but to give it a chance. “Maybe,” he
said, although he paid tribute to Mr. Cohen,
“we’ll get another officer next May who will

please all malcontents. At least let us not

tear down the fruits of three and a half

years of hard labor.” Mr. Collins said 90

per cent, of the theatres in the countrv

staggering under the burden of taxation were
neighborhood houses, small exhibitors. For
that reason he did not agree with the action

selecting Will Hays as the outstanding figure

in the taxation fight for the reason that Mr.
Hays might run a chance of offending the

Democrats due to his political alignment.

Further, because the impression exists that

Mr. Hays represents the big fellow in this

game.
Mr. Collins then closed with a ringing

appeal for the Texans not to condemn the

M. P. T. O. of A.
At the conclusion of Mr. Collins’ address

a motion was made to neither approve nor

disapprove the national body. After much
discussion it was agreed to withdraw this

motion insofar as a move suggesting inaction

was entirely unnecessary.

The exhibitors gave Mr. Collins a rising

vote of thanks and Homer Mulkey, of Clar-

endon, Texas, shouted out, “If they elect

you, Mr. Collins, to head the M. P. T. O. of

A. we’ll all fight to get in.”

Commenting on Mr. Collins’ remarks, Mr.

Cole, from the chair, said that Texas and

other associations on the outside would con-

tinue to observe developments in the na-

tional association and predicted that within

a few years a national organization satis-

factory to all elements would be functioning.

Another prominent speaker at the conven-

tion was Judge S. A. Handy, counsel for the

Kansas exhibitors. Following Judge Handy s

address, an appropriation, of $500 to aid

motion picture theatremen in Kansas in their

fight seeking to invalidate the copyrighted
music tax now levied on the theatres was
voted by a special committee headed by H.
H. Hoke, of Taylor, Texas.
Judge Handy was retained to handle litiga-

tion in this connection in Texas.

J. S. Phillips, E. L. Byar and A. W. Lilly

were named members of an arbitration board
to function in connection with the Dallas
film board of trade. In this connection it was
noted that at the present convention all old
lines were swept aside and the greatest of

good feeling existed between the exchange
men and exhibitors. Fighting for a common
cause in taxation and other pressing prob-
lems, the antipathy that existed in months
gone by was thrown aside for a newer and
better understanding.
The exchange men were hosts to the ex-

hibitors at a luncheon Tuesday and in return
the exhibitors responded with a banquet on
Wednesday night at the Jefferson Hotel,
which was the closing feature of the biggest
motion picture theatre gathering ever held
in this state. Approximately two hundred
persons attended the banquet.

Included in resolutions adopted were the
following

:

That the Dallas Film Board of Trade,
functioning under a plan that is described
as being fair to the exhibitors, and three
exhibitors were named to serve as exhibitor

representatives on the board of arbitration.

These are Messrs. Phillips, Byar and Lilly.

Vigorous disapproval of bad prints from
the exchanges.
Vigorous opposition of the uniform con-

tract whereby all film buys become pay or

play dates, removing opportunity to enjoy
flexible booking. Opposition also in this

same resolution was expressed towards the

system of block selling of an exchange’s
entire production.
Another resolution urged that inasmuch as

the requiring of play dates before contracts

are approved prevents the exhibitor from
protecting his play time as stated play dates

frequently mature before contracts are re-

jected or confirmed, it was urged upon the

exchanges that a clause be inserted to pro-

tect the exhibitor in this respect.

Padding of films into so-called super-

specials of seven or more reels was con-

demned.
Another resolution had to do with film

contracts and it was urged that the deposit

clause be eliminated from the contracts by
the film distributors and exhibitors.

Another resolution expressed approval of

the new trade relations between the ex-

change men and the exhibitors.

Schnitzer Goes to Coast

Will Enlarge F. B. O.’s Production
Program

J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president of the Film
Booking Offices, left last week for the R-C
studios in Hollywood on distributing matters.

As soon as Mr. Schnitzer reaches the

Coast he will speed up the productions now
under way and lay plans to greatly enlarge

F. B. O.’s production program for next year.

Mr. Schnitzer will confer with A. A.

Schmidt, former general sales manager of

Universal, who has recently joined F. B..O.

as western division manager on distributing

problems. i
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First National Co-operates
in Attack on Admission Tax

T HE Associated First National

Pictures, Inc., has announced
its willingness to co-operate in

the plan suggested by William Brandt,

of the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce, New York City, to assist in

the effort to remove the troublesome
admission tax from the shoulders of

the industry.

E. A. Eschmann, general manager of dis-

tribution of First National, has instructed

his sales force to drive home to exhibitors

the importance of taking an active part in

the fight. The use of salesmen as a propa-
ganda medium to exhibitors was suggested
recently by Mr. Brandt and was endorsed
by H. M. Richey, special contact man be-

tween the Hays organization and the exhi-

bitors of the country on tax matters.

First National is blazing the trail which
titer distributing organizations are likely to

follow for the benefit of the entire industry.
Editorial writers of the trade press have
long been decrj'ing the lack of interest on
the part of exhibitors in general in the ad-
mission tax repeal and urging that every

exhibitor in the country place himself in

touch with his Congressional representative,
either by letter or personally, and emphasize
the importance of the repeal to the industry.
First National salesmen, according to Mr.
Eschmann’s plan, will re-echo this editorial

plea to exhibitors on every possible occasion.
“Inasmuch as salesmen are meeting exhibi-

tors every day,” said Mr. Eschmann, “it

seems logical that they should supplement
the campaign of the trade press to stir each
and every theatre owner to action. They
are the medium through which such pro-
aganda, emanating from the heart of the in-

dustry, may reach the farthermost members.
“First National salesmen are fully ac-

quainted with the importance of the tax
repeal question. They understand clearly the
odius feature of the ‘ten per cent, on every
dollar or fraction thereof’ which threatens
to retard the growth of the motion picture.
This knowledge, together with the informa-
tion as to how the problem may best be
solved, when passed along by salesmen in

personal contact with exhibitors will assist

in crystalizing into action the good inten-
tions of many. And action, immediate and
insistent, is necessary for the repeal of the
theatre admission tax.”

An
Important Message

To
Theatre Owners

Many of you have heard the

expression “Lens Chart.”

But how many of you really

know just what it means and
just what its importance is

to you ?

Briefly, the new Lens Chart
is a chart which will enable

your projectionist to give

you the very best screen re-

sult possible with the lens

and carbon arc equipment
you are using.

You know, it isn’t always
the equipment that’s the

fault. Very often it’s just

improper adjustment of the

lens, carbon crater, working
distance and other important
factors involved.

This new Lens Chart is the

product of John Griffiths,

projection optical expert. In

it he has concentrated the re-

sults of years of experiment,
the “know how” which is so

important—yet which so few
men can supply.

If you are using carbon arc

equipment, by all means
spend one dollar and get this

invaluable chart. For with
it YOU CAN CHECK UP
AND SATISFY YOUR-
SELF THAT YOU ARE
GETTING MAXIMUM
SCREEN RESULTS
WITH THE EOUIPMENT
YOU ARE USfNG.
ISN’T THAT WORTH A
DOLLAR?
If your dealer doesn’t have
Griffiths' new Lens Chart,

we will supply you direct.

Chalmers Publishing Co.

516 Fifth Ave. New York

Iowa Theatre Owners Organize
at an Enthusiastic Meeting

F
ORTY theatre owners of Iowa
attended the initial organization
meeting at Des Moines recently

and there organized the Iowa Theatre
Owners Association.
Two important committees were appointed,

one on legislation to watch the revision of

the code at the next session of the Legisla-

ture, noting especially closely what revisions

are made, if any, in the matter of censor-

ship, and state tax; the other a committee to

carry out an active fight for the repeal of

the seat, music and admittance tax pro-

visions.

To Head Sales Force

Mullin Accepts Position With Grand-

Asher Distributing Corporation

.T. M. Mullin, recently arrived from Lon-

don, where he was the manager of the R. C.

Pictures Corporation, has been chosen by

Samuel V. Grand, president of the Grand-

Asher Distributing Corporation, to head his

sales force.

Mr. Mullin has for twenty years been in-

timately connected with practically every

branch of the motion picture industry.

Starting twenty years ago with the owner-

ship of a small motion picture theatre, his

business increased until he was the owner
and operator of thirty houses throughout
the states of New York, Pennsylvania, some
in Kansas and one in Minneapolis. He
finally deserted the exhibiting end of the
business to enter distribution, but, at the
time, the field was so monopolized that he
was forced to leave it. From this, Mr. Mul-
lin associated himself with R. C. Pictures
and went to England to manage the London
office. And now, at Mr. Grand’s often re-

peated request, Mr. Mullin has been per-
suaded to join Grand-Asher.

J. C. Collins, of Perry, la., was elected

president; E. P. Smith, of Chariton, la., was
made secretary-treasurer, and the following

were elected a board of directors : Will

Mart, Grinnell
;

E. Metzgar, Creston ; Leo
Moore, Centerville; J. Smith, Fort Dodge,
and Harry Herstainer, Des Moines.

Besides the forty present, about as many
more owners from all parts of the state sent
enthusiastic letters and telegrams. A sum
of $1,000 was subscribed at the initial meeting
to finance the work of organizing the state

solidly. A banquet was held in the evening
at which 100 were present.

Join Copyright Union

Introduce Bill Providing for Our
Entry Into International Body

A bill providing for the entry of the
United States into the International Copy-
right Union has been introduced in the
House of Representatives by Representative
Sol Bloom, of New York. In discussing his

proposal, Mr. Bloom declared that the
United States is the only first class power
that does not belong to the union, although
for years prominent motion picture pro-
ducers and authors have been working for

its passage.
“It is of utmost importance to the manu-

facturers of copyright material that the
United States become members of the Berne
Copyright Convention,” he said.

“Millions of dollars are lost annually by
the pirating of plays, books, motion pic-

tures and popular American songs because
we arc not members of this union. Not only
can we benefit by this protection but we
will also get an opportunity of negotiating
for the purchase of material in foreign lands
to be used as plays and motion picture
scenarios in this country.”
A similar bill has also been presented to

the Senate by Senator Lodge, of Massachu-
setts, chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee.
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J. D. Williams Says Whole World
Wants Only Better Class Films
R

ETURNING from Europe after

a seven weeks’ stay, J. D. Will-

iams, president of Ritz Pictures,

issued the following statement

:

“Motion pictures and the business of mo-
tion pictures are in the process of evolution
in Europe in much the same way that they
are in the United States.

“The European public is just as tired of

inferior or even ordinary pictures as is the
American public. The demand as demon-
strated in the cinema theatres is for really

worth while entertainment, big theme plays,

diverting and well acted subjects so that

the public really gets something when it

goes to motion pictures.

“These conditions convince me more and
more that the pictures of the immediate fu-

ture must be created by our greater artists

and that inspiration must precede the pro-
duction. The trouble has been that we have
had too much perspiration and not enough
inspiration. I should call Mr. Griffith’s

‘Birth of a Nation,’ Mr. Chaplin’s ‘The Kid,’

Miss Pickford’s ‘Daddy-Long-Legs’ and Mr.

Lubitsch’s ‘DuBarry,’ presented here under
the title ‘Passion,’ examples of what I con-

ceive to be pictures of inspiration. In each
instance there was care, thought and com-
petent effort in preparation and in produc-
tion.

“The recent weeks in Europe have con-
vinced me that we must and will interna-
tionalize the motion picture. We will actu-
ally draw on all the world for our back-
grounds, we will do away entirely with the
great costs of the elaborate outdoor sets.

“Instead of building a Vatican or a Buck-
ingham Palace or a Niagara Falls set at

enormous waste in the back lots of Holly-
wood, we will use the actual thing, greatly
to the advantage of the picture and the
poc'etbook.
“Regarding the high costs of which so

much is being said, I am satisfied that in-

ternationalizing picture production will cut
costs to a normal point. The old law of

supply and demand has everything to do
with this question. In production, if all of
it is done in one place with a limited supply

of artists and artisans to draw from, the
costs naturally rise. This is so in any line
of work. We propose to save money where
money should be saved and spend it where
it should be spent to insure our best pos-
sible approach to perfection.
“Rudolph Valentino joined me in London

the day after my arrival and we spent a
week together before his departure for the
United States, during which time I succeed-
ed in signing him up for five pictures in-
stead of the two originally contracted for.

There is absolutely no doubt in my mind
that Valentino is as popular in England as
in America. I was besieged by Continental
film buyers all anxious to assure themselves
of obtaining Valentino pictures for their
respective countries.

“It is my opinion that the star is a worth
while addition to any picture, no matter
how good the picture may be without him,
and that the expense of his salary is neg-
ligible to what he draws extra at the box
office.

“I found exhibiting conditions very simi-
lar in England to those in America. Ex-
hibitors are not breaking even on ordinary
pictures, but when they have a big picture
they do capacity business. I think the pub-
lic are bargain hunting for pictures nowa-
days. They are spending it to see fewer
and better pictures. It is going to be a dif-
ficult problem for the exhibitor to get
enough of the big worth while pictures in
future and I think it is necessary to create
big, independent stars, directors and pro-
ducers who can deliver the goods, otherwise
our business will suffer.
“There are many excellent opportunities

in Europe for producing big pictures with
the proper atmosphere, and it is my opinion
that the American public would rather see
pictures produced in the right settings, pro-
vided the leading people are well known to
them, and the pictures produced by Ameri-
can organizations who know the taste of
the American public.
“Regarding the status of Mr. Valentino’s

contract and Famous Players, I can say
positively that absolutely nothing in the way
of an agreement has been signed. If such
an agreement is reached it will be an-
nounced doubtless by Famous Players and
Ritz Pictures. I shall have more to say on
this subject at an early date.”

Elaborate Ball Plans

Veterans’ Benefit to Be Among Big
Screen Events

What is expected to be one of the biggest
theatrical and motion picture events of the
year is the Cosmopolitan Ball and “Mid-
night Frolic” that will be held in the grand
ballroom of the Hotel Plaza Friday eve-
ning, December 14. The affair, which is for
the benefit of the Marion Davies Christmas
Fund for disabled veterans of the World
War, is being planned on a lavish and ex-
tensive scale and has attracted the attention
of those outside the motion picture and the-
atrical worlds.
Foremost figures in production activities

on Broadway, as well as all leading players,
are behind the affair and giving it their
whole-hearted support.

In addition to Miss Davies, star of “Little
Old New York” and numerous other Cos-
mopolitan features, scores of other stars will

attend. An elaborate entertainment has
been arranged, called the “Midnight Frolic.”

Post-Office “Don’ts” for Exhibitors

A S a result of agitation by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners and the Milwaukee
Film Board of Trade for more efficient handling of film shipments, Peter F.
Piasecki, Milwaukee postmaster, has promised to do his utmost to eliminate exist-

ing evils and at the same time has appealed to exhibitors and exchange men to aid

him by observing certain rules. These rules he has listed in a series of “don’ts,”
one set being for exhibitors and the other for exchange men. They follow:

FOR EXHIBITORS
Don’t hold your film any longer than necessary. Mail as soon as your post-office

is open in the morning after your show, so as to catch the first possible train.

Don’t forget to insure the parcel and see to it that your postmaster affixes a clear
and dated 1 postmark. This will absolve you from any suspicion or blame in case the
film is delayed on the return trip.

Don’t mail films until all old address labels have been removed from the can. Often
films are delayed for days by seesawing back and forth due to two or more labels
on the can. Usually such a delay means a dark house for the next exhibitor.

Don’t use the old label under which the exchange mailed the film to you and merely
add the words “to” and “from.” Remove all old labels and paste on the new label
which the exchange enclosed for the return of the shipment.

Don’t forget to place a card with the proper address inside of the can, so that the
parcel may be identified in case the outside label drops off.

Don’t neglect to accept C. O. D. parcels when offered to you for delivery. Inform
your box office clerk or cashier of any expected C. O. D.’s so that parcels will not be
taken back to the post-office probably without your knowledge.
Don’t forget to ascertain on what train (date and number) delayed parcels of film

or posters actually arrive. Then notify the exchange at oncei, giving full details,
so an investigation may be made while the facts are still fresh.
Don’t forget to boost early Christmas mailing. Congestion in the mails during the

holiday rush means delayed films to exhibitors.

FOR THE FILM EXCHANGES
Don’t forget that parcel post shipments travel without waybills and that a clear,

prominent and correct address is therefore necessary. Never use labels in which the
name of the sender is more prominent than the name of the addressee, or occupies
the position of the space usually accorded the addressee. Postal employes are ac-
customed to looking for a certain thing in a certain place and any deviation from
this means risking delay.
Don’t write the address so that it is hard to read. Print names, if possible.
Don’t use the term “Advertising Matter” on poster packages. Use, instead, “Motion

Picture Film Display,” or words of a similar character. Advertising matter to a postal
employe means circular matter, something in no particular hurry.
Don’t forget to enclose a properly addressed—printed if possible—return label with

your can, so the exhibitor has no excuse for not addressing the return shipment
correctly.

Don t forget to provide proper credentials for messengers calling at the post-office
for film.

Don’t forget to boost early Christmas mailing.
Don’t forget that you are welcome to bring your troubles to the post-office.
Exhibitors and exchange men are being urged by their respective organizations

to observe these rules in order to expedite handling of their mail and also to curb
bicycling of film.
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“Flaming Youth”
Luncheon

Tendered to Colleen Moore, Star of

“Flaming Youth,” at the Ritz

Seventy-five representatives of the press

and members of the industry gathered around

a festive luncheon hoard at the Ritz Carl-

ton on Tuesday, December 11, to meet and

do honor to Colleen Moore, the star of

"Flaming Youth.” It was a “Flaming Youth

Luncheon” from the start, when two bobbed-

haired beauties, pajama clad a la Pat Fen-

triss in the picture, served monogramed cig-

arettes, to the end of Miss Moore’s little

speech to the gathering.

Harrv Reichenbach acted as toastmaster

and Richard A. Rowland, general manager of

First National toasted the toastmaster. H. O.

Schwalbe gave the theatre men’s opinion of

Colleen Moore and stated that the screen

would always be waiting for such pictures

as “Flaming Youth.”

John McCormick, the husband of the star,

and Western Representative of First Na-

tional, told how. as a publicity man, he was

told to deliver the goods and he delivered—

Miss Moore, Reichenbach then called upon

a dozen guests to read their favorite line

from the book—autographed copies of “Flam-

ing Youth” were placed at each plate—and it

was discovered that the novel had many
exceedinglv interesting passages.

When Warner Fabian, the mysterious

anonymous author was called upon, there

was a thrill of expectancy. But Mr. (or Mrs.)

disappointed the gathering without as much
as sending regrets. Joseph Dannenberg told

how “Flaming Youth” was far beyond many
more expensive pictures in box office values,

and Miss Moore ended the luncheon by a

short speech and a Merry Christmas.

Mr. and Mrs. McCormick left New York
later in the week and will arrive in their

new home in California in time for Christmas.

Later Miss Moore will star in a new pic-

ture. She has already completed one since

“Flaming Youth”—“Painted People,” from
the story “The Swamp Angel” by Richard
Connell. Clarence Badger directed.

Declines Nomination
Ralph J. Pugh, Associated First National’s

general manager in the United Kingdom, re-

cently rejected a nomination by the Lloyd
George wing of the Liberal Party to stand

for election to Parliament as a representa-

tive of one of the Home Counties, at the

present election.

Mr. Pugh is a prominent figure in British

social circles and has spent much of his time

working in the interest of English charitable

institutions. At the close of the world war
Mr. Pugh entered into the film industry as

manager of the David P. Howells exchange
in London, which position he left to accept

the general management of the First Na-
tional main office in the English capital.

Repeal Tax Measure
A number of bills of importance to the

exhibitors and film producers of the country
have been introduced in Congress during the

past few days. Another measure to repeal

the admission tax has been introduced by
Representative Dallinger, of Massachusetts,
whose bill also provides for the repeal of

the tax on telegraph and long distance tele-

phone messages.

Dividend Declared
At a recent meeting the board of directors

of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation de-

clared the regular quarterly dividend of $2.00

per share on the preferred stock, payable
February 1, 1924, to stockholders of record

at the close of business on January 15, 1924.

The books will not close.

Wants Censors Out To Hold Meeting

Governor Smith to Urge Freedom for

Movies
An effort will be made in the coming ses-

sion of the New York Legislature to free
that state from the present shackles of mo-
tion picture censorship. On January 1 Gov-
ernor Alfred E. Smith, in his annual mes-
sage, will again come out in a strong state-
ment opposing censorship on the grounds
that it is un-American. James J. Walker,
of New York City, majority leader of the
Senate, will again carry the fight against
censorship in the upper house. In case the
campaign cannot be carried along non-
partisan lines in the Assembly, Maurice Bloch
of New York, probable minority leader, will

introduce a bill for the repeal of the law.

Big Stock Issue

New Block to Pay Original Franchise
Holders on Exchange Investments
Acting upon a course adopted at a meeting

held recently in Atlantic City, Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., has amended
its original certificate of incorporation, on
file in Dover, Del. This amendment pro-
vides for the issuance of additional stock. A
statement just released by the company is

explanatory, and reads:
“The amendment to the certificate of in-

corporation of Associated First National Pic-
tures, Inc., was made so that it might be pos-
sible to issue Second Preferred Stock to our
Original Franchise Holders in order to fund
their advances to First National into a stock
account. Sixteen thousand shares of Sec-
ond Preferred (par value $100) Class A
Stock and ten thousand shares Second Pre-
ferred (par value $100) Class B Stock have
been authorized. A total issue of about two
million five hundred thousand dollars of
Second Preferred A and Second Preferred B
Stock will be issued at an early date direct
to our Original Franchise Holders.

“This Second Preferred Stock is being is-

sued for the purpose of funding the advances
made by the Original Franchise Holders
through the exchange corporations to Asso-
ciated First National Pictures, Inc., which
advances have been, up to date, carried on
our books in the form of a current liability
owed by this company to its exchange cor-
porations and Original Franchise Holders.
Thus this two million five hundred thousand
dollars will be transferred from a quick lia-

bility into a Second Preferred Stock account.
“The willingness of our Original Fran-

chise Holders so to fund in the form of Sec-
ond Preferred Stock the advances they made
to First National, is an indication of their
confidence in the future of First National
and places this company in a still sounder
financial position.

“This matter was decided upon by the Di-
rectors of First National some months ago
but the legal details involved have just been
completed. The stock was divided into Sec-
ond Preferred A and Second Preferred B
Stock merely to take care of certain in-
equalities in the amount of the assessments
paid to First National by our various fran-
chise holders.
“An issue of three million dollars of First

National Stock has been authorized at this
time because in view of the issuance of the
Second Preferred Stock to fund the advances
made by the Original Franchise Holders, pro-
vision legally had to be made at the same
time for the authorization of a prior First
Preferred Stock. In other words, the ar-
rangement for this issuance of First Pre-
ferred Stock has been made because of the
willingness of the Original Franchise Hold-
ers to take second Preferred Stock, thereby
strengthening the financial structure of this
company by having available three million
dollars of First Preferred Stock ready to

be issued in the future if the expansion of
the company should create a need for addi-
tional capital. However, there is no inten-
tion whatsoever of issuing such First Pre-
ferred Stock for the present or for the im-
mediate future; and this authorization has
been made soleiy with the desire to use full

financial caution in setting up the new finan-
cial structure of the company.”

Various Film Boards of Trade to Be
Represented

The Indianapolis Film Board of Trade
has arranged for a get-together meeting
and banquet to be held at the Severin Hotel,
Indianapolis, Friday evening, December 14.

C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Film
Board of Trade, will be speaker of the eve-
ning. Among the guests will be L. Ert Slack
and George Rinier, attorneys for the local
board.
Delegations from the various Film Boards

of Trade, headed by W. A. Kaiser, presi-

dent of the Cincinnati Film Board of Trade;
E. Silverman, president of the Chicago Film
Board of Trade; Frank Harris, president of

the St. Louis Film Board of Trade, and Lee
Goldberg of Louisville, Ky., will attend the
meeting. The entire sales staff, assistant

managers, and bookers of the local ex-
changes will also attend.

Adds to Sales Force
A1 Lichtman, - newdy appointed general

manager of sales for the Universal Pictures
Corporation, and supervisor of the dis-

tribution and presentation of “The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame” has announced a num-
ber of additions to his staff.

Ned Marin, formerly sales manager of

Distinctive Pictures, has been engaged as

assistant to the Universal sales head. The
following have been appointed special rep-

resentatives for “The Hunchback”; William
L. Sherry, formerly wfith Distinctive Pic-

tures and before that manager of the first

Famous Players Exchange in New York
City; Charles U. Martin, formerly manager
of the United Artists exchange in Phila-

delphia
;
Gerald Acres, formerly district rep-

resentative for Famous Players; William J.

Drummond, formerly district manager for

Selznick
;

Charles Schwerin, formerly of

Associated Producers and First National
in Pittsburgh and Richard C. Fox, formerly
manager of Famous Players Lasky exchange
in Buffalo.

It also is announced by Universal that

Cleve Adams, assistant general sales man-
ager, stationed in Indianapolis, has resigned.

Joe Friedman, now^ in the New York office,

has gone to Indianapolis to assume charge
temporarily.

To Take Up New Work
S. Barret McCormick, w'ho was sent to

Boston by H. B. Franklin to open the Fen-
wTay Theatre writh a policy of playing the
better grade of pictures for an indefinite

period, has accomplished his work and will

leave the Boston theatre to undertake new
w'ork for the theatre department of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. Charles Ray-
mond, formerly connected with McVickers
Theatre, Chicago, has been assigned as per-

manent manager.

Booming T. O. C. C. Ball
The Theatre Owners’ Chamber of Com-

merce of Greater New' York will give its an-
nual dinner-dance at the Hotel Astor on
January 24th, as it was impossible to pro-

cure the big ballroom of the White Way
hostelry for a satisfactory date in December.
Sam Moross, chamber secretary, and his

able assistant, Miss I. Marshon, are hard at

w'ork, even at this early time, perfecting

plans for the event, w'hich they promise will

exceed in brilliance and entertainment any
ever given in the history of the organization.

Cotton Made Manager
Robert Cotton has been appointed man-

ager of the Educational Film Exchange of

Texas, the Dallas office of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., succeeding Mr. A. H.
Tomes, resigned.
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2,500,000 Fans

Read PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
every month.

They are the concentrated essence

of the word of mouth advertising that

make or break your picture— that

make or break stars.

They are the real motion picture

enthusiasts. They make the business

what it is today.

They influence many times their

own number.

You cannot do without them.

Photoplay
Magazine
The National Guide

To Motion Pictures
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Here s aRealMoney-MakingIdea for You

pantheon theatre

Christinas Gift Plan
Realizing ‘haythe Christmas g^ift pi oblem

j and ’which we
conceived a plan which is absolut

>
f friends who

IS aUenXg Thl pantheon Theatre aid who are looking forward

wittfinterest to some of the year’s great screencass.es.

This Novel Plan
This Christmas Gift Card makes

an ideal present for Mother, Dad,

Sister, Brother, Wife, Sweetheart

or the boys and girls at the office.

They all like the movies and they

enjoy going to the Pantheon. The

card docs not have to be exchanged

for tickets. It is simply presented

at the door, where one admission

will be punched for each peison

entering. It can he used up on one

film or spread throughout the

year It is an amusement Christ-

mas Gift, one that will give your

friends genuine pleasure—one that

they will appreciate.

10 Admissions
Includes 5 matinee and 5 evening or

Sunday admissions. The reBu'?,1
,

*?°x

office price would be S3.00. Oui Chust-

mas Gift Card price is only

$ 0.50

W HILE it may be too late for

you to use this year, here is

an idea worth pasting in

your hat. The ad. reproduced,
which was sent us by IWanager
Langdon W. Kumler, of the Pan-
theon, Cleveland, is self-explana-
tory. We might mention that this

idea has been advocated for
some years by our own Epes
Winthrop Sargent. Its efficien-

cy is attested to strongly by
Manager Kumler’s success.

File this page where you can
find it— it’s great stuff for the
gift-giving season.

To
ActoW'O'
wiH, bast

>isliWe remembrance-—y /
bail Chr.ltnWS

Pantheon G>{1 Card endued

20 Admissions
Includes 10 matinee and 10 evening or

Sunday admissions. The regular box

office price would be $6.00. Out C hi lst-

masGift Card price is only

$z.oo

Buy Your Christmas Gift Cards at the Special Booth in the TWre Lobby!

PANTHEON~
. * — mm ,u mini 1

1

m nan

B
ELOW on the right is

reproduced the back of

the Christmas gift tick-

et. Let us hope that by next

year the necessity for even

mentioning admission taxes

will have ceased.

Below to the left is a

cut showing the inside of

Manager Kumler’s gift

ticket. The under portion

of the illustration in the

newspaper ad. gives an

idea of what the outside

of the card looks like.

Captioned with an ap-

propriate Christmas

message and design,

it has room for the

names of the donor
and recipient.

5"%n *•*%
.

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS p cestablished

price
Admit,]-..

Ta* Paic

Flve Adi
T“* Paid

lon* « 18c each
1 2c each

Iona at 27c
*t 3c each

each

* .90

• 10

1.35

Total $2.

.15

•50a, „
* oc>J 92.50

V® Statc®et,t Made to Co
Intern.]

Revenue United State,
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SeattleSan Francisco on Qui Vive

for New Year’s Movie Ball
The annual Movies’ Ball, given by the

Moving Picture Operators’ Union of San
Francisco, will be held this year on New
Year’s eve at the Exposition Auditorium.

A feature of the event will be the crown-
ing of a queen and employes of local thea-

tres have entered the contest for the honor
of ruling the ball. The committee having
arrangements for the ball in charge in-

cludes Anthony L. Noriega, of the Golden
Gate Theatre, general chairman; James M.
Triplett, of the Royal Theatre; J. A. Bain-
bridge, Capitol Theatre; G. W. Ullrich,

Pantages Theatre; J. M. Barnett and H. F.

Ericsson. Proceeds of the affair go to the

sick and death fund of the organization.

Charles M. Pincus, manager of the War-
field Theatre, San Francisco, has been kept
busy since assuming charge of this house
in arranging world premieres. Four were
held recently on successive weeks, which is

believed to have established a record, and
others are being arranged. Much interest
is being shown in the forthcoming presen-
tation of “Black Oxen.’’ It will follow
“Flaming Youth” at the Warfield, a produc-
tion that has hung up new attendance
records for the house.

The sight of si blind mini being led into
one of San Francisco’s leading downtown
picture theatres recently led to an investiga-
tion which developed the fact the blind are
frequent

,
patrons of theatres. They are

usually accompanied by some one who ex-
plains the picture to them, and they take
great enjoyment in following the plot. They
appreciate the musical features more fully

than most people in possession of their sight
and frequently compliment the management
on the offerings of this kind.

Adam C. Baker, owner of the Gaiety Thea-
tre, Hillo, T. H., who has been in California
for six months, accompanied by Mrs. Baker
and their son Kamakele, has arranged to sail

for the Islahds in time to be home for the
Christmas holidays.

R. B. Boomer, formerly in charge of the
Spokane, Wash., office of the Universal Ex-
change, has been made manager of the Cameo
Theatre, San Francisco, succeeding Jack
Howard, who has resigned. The Cameo is

steadily gaining in popularity, with its sing-
ing orchestra a feature that finds special
favor.

Ed Baron, who recently joined the execu-
tive staff of the Herbert L. Rothchild Enter-
tainment, San Francisco, has returned from
a business trip to New York.

The deal for the purchase of the theatre
of Mrs. F. E. Smith at Marysville, Cal., has
lapsed, owing to the death of Thomas O’Day,
but it is anticipated that another buyer will
be found shortly.

Frank Parker, who recently disposed of
the Lyric Theatre at Stockton, Cal., plans the
erection of a 2,000-seat house in that city.

Frank Atkins, of Marysville, Cal., has been
investigating the proposition of erecting a
picture house at Berkeley, Cal., for some time
and this step has practically been decided
upon.

Rube Goldwater of Stockton, Cal., has
arranged to remodel the Lyric Theatre at
Sacramento at an estimated cost of $30,000.

George Mann, who conducts theatres at

Ureka and Ukiah, Cal., recently had a narrow
escape from death when the automobile in

which he was riding went off the grade near
Requa and turned over three times before it

came to a stop. While he sustained painful
injuries he escaped broken bones.

The G. & S. Theatre at Santa Rosa, Cal.,

a beautiful new house seating 2,400, was for-

mally opened.- on December 3. This theatre
will be managed by the King-Reavis Amuse-
ment Co., which has operated the Cline Thea-
tre for the past seven years. High-class pic-

tures, with occasional stage attractions, will

be featured.

St. Louis
The Amuse Theatre, Neelyville, Mo.,

owned by Alex Eastwood, was destroyed by
fire on December 6. The fire resulted from
an explosion of gasoline in the rear of a

store conducted by Eastwood. The loss is

$16,000.

The Grand Theatre, Keokuk, la., was de-
stroyed by fire on the night of December 6.

The Grand, the oldest movie house in Keo-
kuk, was owned by the Baker-Dodge organ-
ization.

Don Davis, local manager for Associated
Exhibitors, has closed a contract with the
Belasco Theatre, Quincy, 111., whereby that
house will play “The Courtship of Myles
Standish” for one week, to be followed by
another week’s run on “The Extra Girl.”

“Going Up” is the current attraction, while
Harold Lloyd in “Why Worry” was on the
Belasco’s screen all of last week.

Business in Louisiana, Mo., is improving
but as yet the town and its amusement
palaces have not been placed on the regu-
lar calling list of the “red hots” who spe-
cialize in carrying off fat bankrolls and movie
receipts. A few nights ago a St. Louis movie
salesman dropped around to W. A. Boyd’s
movie palace in Louisiana and found the pro-
prietor out in front looking up and down the
street. The clock read 8:15 p. in. “What’s
wrong, Boyd?” the salesman asked. “Oh, I

am just looking for another quarter for my
him rental,” he answered. A few minutes
later the quarter came.

The King Bee, 1710 North Jefferson avenue,
St. Louis, owned by Mike Nash, is under-
going extensive improvement. The plans in-

clude a one-story concrete addition 18 by
52. Harry W. Wagner is the contractor do-
ing the work.

Robbers held up Fred Hatfield, messenger
for the Majestic Theatre, Peoria, 111., al-

most in front of the Peoria Police Head-
quarters on Thanksgiving Night and took
the day’s receipts from him, totaling about
$3,000.

Five hundred patients of the St. Louis
Sanitorium’s occupational therapy depart-
ment were guests of J. B. Lueken, owner-
manager of the Macklind Theatre, 5413 Ar-
senal street, St. Louis, at a movie party the
afternoon of December 5.

Associated Exhibitors has closed a fat con-
tract with the Reed, Yenn & Hayes Circuit
whereby they take all the Lloyd features,
“Counterfeit Love,” “Tea With a Kick,”
“Going Up,” “Call of the Wild,” etc. The
deal is said to have involved $6,000.

The long continued labor difficulties of
John Danz, exhibitor, and the union musi-
cians and operators is like a serial or “chap-
ter play.” The latest chapter occurred dur-
ing the past week, in police court, when a
charge of disorderly conduct against George
Dillman, manager of the Colonial Theatre,,
owned by Danz, was continued until Decem-
ber 20. A request from the chief of police

that the case be dismissed was protested by
the attorney for the unions, and the date
set for trial. When the unions’ attorney
went into Chief Severyn’s office to protest
against the chief’s action in requesting dis-

missal, he insinuated that the chief was not
doing his duty and was “being influenced.”
Chief Severyns responded by giving his vis-
itor a wholesome and thorough shaking.
The chief’s requested dismissal of the case
against Dillman, charged with having torn
an “unfair banner” off a union picket in

front of the Class A Theatre, was based on
the grounds that a warrant should have
issued, charging disorderly conduct, and also
because he did not desire patrolmen to con-
stitute themselves as special guards for the
theatres. Dillman was released after his ar-
rest in $20 bail.

“Little Old New York,” now in Its second
week at Hamrick’s Blue Mouse Theatre in
Seattle, broke every standing record of the
house during its first week’s run. The pres-
entation given the pieture was extremely at-
tractive and atmospheric. Charming living
miniatures, lighted by soft lights, formed a
setting for the prologue solo. Ushers were
costumed in period gowns, so attractive as
to warrant a press notice.

F. E. Wesp, formerly with the Seattle Blue
Mouse, is now assistant to Dr. Howard S.

Clemmer at the Spokane Clemmer Theatre.

Mrs. J. J. Parker, wife of the manager of
Portland’s Majestic Theatre, died last Mon-
day. Interment was in San Francisco.

Manager Robert W. Bender of the Colum-
bia treated his patrons to some fast work
when he tacked out a sign three hours after
the Saturday football game that pictures of
the game were about to be shown inside.

Many appreciative comments were overheard.

Manager Charles McKee of the Heilig The-
atre “spotted” Irene Castle and her new hus-
band as the couple entered the lobby to at-
tend the evening performance of “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame” while in Seattle.
The famous dancer admitted that Mr. McKee
was correct when he recognized her. The
picture is doing big business in its second
week.

E. K. Taylor of the Spokane Hippodrome
puts out a nifty little four-page house organ
called the Hippodrome Evening Post, in fac-
simile of the famous Saturday Evening Post,
containing chatty bits of gossip and news
under lettered paragraphs similar to Or-
pheum vaudeville announcement headlines.
The comparisons are not intended to show
that Mr. Taylor gets results through imita-
tion, but merely to illustrate the makeup of
the sheet. The captions are eye-catchers for

the paragraphs that follow. Mr. Taylor an-
nounces the installation of a big- “thousand
throated” pipe organ as his latest achieve-
ment for the pleasure and comfort of patrons.

The “Four Horsemen of Virginia” created
a lot of attention in Seattle for the Strand’s
presentation of “The Virginian,” which did

excellent business
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“Sabbath Blues” No Longer
the Rage in Frankfort, Ind.

The “Sabbath Blues” are now a thing of
the past in Frankfort, Ind. While they were
in force. Mayor Keene motored to Kokomo
and took in every “movie” that was in op-
eration. The opponents of the Sunday
shows soon found out what had happened
and told the mayor what they thought about
it. The merchants and the theatre men,
realizing the opportunity, opened up for
business as usual on the following Sunday
and were pinched. John Miller, garage man,
was chosen to be tried, the decision to gov-
ern the fate of the others.
After listening to the evidence, a jury of

three women and nine men voted him inno-
cent of the crime of selling gasoline on
Sunday, whereupon the prosecuting attor-
ney announced that the rest of the cases
would be dismissed. So ended the “Sabbath
Blues” in Frankfort.

Contracts for the erection of a new $500,-
000 theatre building at Elkhart will be
awarded sometime this month and construc-
tion work will start not later than April 1.

Harry Lerner, formerly of South llend, is at
the head of the project. Mr. Lerner is the
present lessee and manager of the Hueklen
Theatre in Elkhart. The new theatre will
be devoted to pictures and stage productions.

acts of vaudeville, “Little Old New York”
was shown. Earl Loomis is manager.

William Heasman, formerly proprietor of
the Arc Theatre at Crawfordsville, is now
Operating a theatre in Danville, 111. Heas-
man recently sold the Arc to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Jackson, of Crawfordsville.

Fred E. LeComte, manager of the Liberty
at Terre Haute, had as his guests last Fri-
day night the members of the Wiley and
Garfield high school football teams.

Petitions asking the repeal of a city or-
dinance prohibiting the operation of picture
theatres on Sunday are in circulation at Au-
burn and are expected to be presented to
the city council at its next regular meeting.

The Cadiek Theatre structure at Evans-
ville has been sold for $175,000 and will be
used as the site for a new $650,000 Medical
Arts building. Work was started on the
Cadiek about three years ago but was not
completed because the company was unable
to sell sufficient stock to finance the building.

Ernistino Foley, concert pianist, is the new
pianist at the Strand Theatre in Frankfort,
it was announced this week by Sam Carlton,
manager.

Capacity crowds attended the second an-
niversary celebration of the Liberty Theatre
at Peru on November 29. In addition to a
special twenty-piece orchestra and several

Gustav G. Schmidt, owner of the Crystal
Theatre in Indianapolis, is being considered
by Mayor Shank for appointment as a mem-
ber of the city planning commission.

To Try Out Reserved Seats

at Philadelphia Film House
The Stanley Company of America is try-

ing out a policy of reserved seats at the
Aldine Theatre, located in the heart of the
socially exclusive residential section. It is

one of the most attractive houses in the
Stanley Circuit and it will be the first pic-
ture theatre in this city ever to be conducted
along this plan. Tickets will be sold at SO
cents, 75 cents and $1, including the tax, for
matinees, and 75 cents, $1 and $1.65, includ-
ing tax, for the evening performance. In
preparation for this new policy the Aldine
is closed for a few days, to be reopened on
Christmas Day, in order to make the changes
necessary for the new plan. The first at-

traction under the new plan will be two per-
formances daily of “Scaramouche.”

William J. Laportes has acquired an in-
terest in the new Lansdale Theatre of Lans-
dale, Pa., and will make improvements to the
theatre, which in the future will be under
the direction of the Main Line Amusement
Co., the controlling organization of the Ard-
more Theatre of which Mr. Laportes is pro-
prietor. The executive office of the Lansdale
Theatre Co. will be removed to the Ardmore
Theatre Building at Ardmore, just outside of
Philadelphia.

After undergoing extensive alterations and
renovations, the Strand Theatre of Glouces-
ter, X. J., has been reopened under the pro-
prietorship of Alex Koleman and with Jack
Jaslow as manager. A new screen, projec-
tion equipment and seats were added. The
music is furnished by a five-piece orchestra.
The Strand formerly was conducted as the
Academy and as the Broadway, while its

owner was I,. Piz.or. It is the only house in
Gloucester not connected with the Stiefel
Amusement Co., which controls the Leader,
Palace and Apollo.

Change of title has been made in the Mor-
ris Theatre at Richmond and Summer streets,
under the new ownership of Sam Hyman,
who took over the theatre at a purchase

price of $75,000. Under Mr. Hyman’s man-
agement the Morris will be changed back to
its original title, the Arcadia, following a
building program which will include im-
provements in the seating, projection room
and building.

An adjoining property to the Victoria The-
atre at 219 Market street, Harrisburg,
Pa., has been acquired by the Wilmer
& Vincent circuit, proprietors of the Vic-
toria, at a price estimated to be $40,000. It

adjoins also the building at 221 Market
street upon which part of the Victoria The-
atre is built. It is proposed to enlarge the
Victoria at a later date.

The plan of midnight shows has just been
put into effect at the Broad Street Theatre
for the entertainment of the farmers who
carry their produce to market in Harrisburg
on Wednesday and Saturday mornings. Man-
ager O. B. Feldser is trying this scheme.

Harmer’s Theatre has been leased by
George G. Greiner and will be operated as
a picture house in New Holland, Pa. The
Harmer Theatre is one of the most attractive
theatres in the Lancaster Valley and will be
conducted by Mr. Greiner, a former legiti-

mate stage man, who has moved his family
from New York to the Pennsylvania town.

Possession of the Fulton Opera House of
Lancaster was taken by Ralph W. Koho at

a purchase price of $51,000.

Award of a contract for the erection of a
hotel and theatre at Tamaqua has been made
to the Shamokin Construction and Lumber
Co. by the Higgins Amusement Co. of Shamo-
kin and will involve an expenditure of over
$500,000.

Renovation and redecoration of the interior
of the Victoria Theatre, Tamaqua., Pa., has
been completed by the Chamberlain Amuse-
ment Co. of Shamokin. The entire interior
walls have been decorated, new carpets laid

and new curtains hung on the screen stage.

Baltimore
Through a co-operative arrangement be-

tween the Baltimore News and the Exhibi-
tor’s League of Maryland, 40 picture thea-
tres, all members of the M. P. T. O. A., each
get a ten-line ad. daily in that newspaper
for which each pays a nominal sum each
week. Every few weeks the money paid the
News for the ads. is refunded to the League
to go into the treasury of the Maryland
body. In return, each theatre runs a slide
after each performance during each day,
telling the public to read their advertise-
ment daily in the News. The committee rep-
resenting the league includes Frank H.
Durkee, president; Frank A. Hornig, Louis
Schlichter, Louis Garman, J. Garman, J.
Louis Rome and Charles E. Whitehurst.

A picture theatre measuring 30 by 135 feet,
to cost $50,000, is planned for construction
at Gastonia, N. C., population 12,871, by Simp-
son and Eskridge. It will be of two stories.

The Dunbar Theatre (colored) 619-23 North
Central Avenue, owned by Josiah Siggs, 2040
Druid Hill Avenue, which seats 300, is being
enlarged to seat over 700. The improvement
will cost $12,000.

To help the sale of red cross seals for use
on Christmas packages, Arthur B. Price,
manager of the Wizard Theatre, showed a
film for several days of the work done for
children at the preventorium, Claiborne, Md.,
with the money that is gained through the
sale of the stamps.

Benjamin Cluster, proprietor of the Cluster
Theatre, 303 South Broadway, who was re-
cently beaten and robbed at night when he
was taking the day’s receipts from the box
office to his garage with his wife and two
daughters, has recovered and is going about
his work again. The bandits succeeded in

getting $355.45. One man has been arrested
and is held under suspicion. Mr. Cluster
was cut on the head and after the robbery
had to be taken to St. Joseph’s hospital and
was later taken to his home. He showed
remarkable fortitude and was able to go
about' his work in a few days.

Howard S. Jefferson, manager of the Park-
way Theatre, is directing the organ recitals

given during this season at the XIaryland
Casualty Club House by the Maryland Cas-
ualty Company.

A cameo version of Gounod’s “Faust” was
presented at the Century with the regular
picture performances by Thomas D. Soriero,

general manager. Five singers of the Ritt

Opera Company, New York, rendered the five

roles, during the week beginning December
10 .

Charles Boyer, Hagerstown, Md., has leased

the McCrory Stores Corporation Theatre. Win-
chester, Va. It will probably be reopened to

the public during the holidays.

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh has had no real winter yet. In

fact, during the first week of December an

excess in normal temperature of 53 degrees

was recorded. The weather being mild and

reasonably dry, business at the picture the-

atres has" been above average. The two

biggest successes of the month so far have

been Buster Keaton's "Our Hospitality” and

Universal’s “The Acquittal.” The Keaton

comedy at Loew’s Aldine and Cameraphone,
week of December 3, scored heavily with the

S. R. O. audiences, and received much flat-

tering praise from the newspapers. “The

Acquittal” is in its third week at the Cameo
in downtown Pittsburgh, week of December
111 and still going big.

On December 1, A. J. Beuler took over the

Keystone Theatre in Turtle Creek, the Lit-

tlestone Brothers having purchased his Co-

lonial Theatre in the same town. Tex Ar-

thur, house manager for Mr. Beuler at the

Colonial, officiates in a similar capacity now
at the Keystone.
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Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago,
Plans for Summer Showings

Lubliner & Trinz has signed a contract
with the Orchestra Association of Chicago,
who control the Orchestra Theatre building

on Michigan Boulevard, by which the cir-

cuit will have the house for pictures during
the summer season when the orchestra asso-

ciation is not using the house. The contract
is for a period of years and the success of

Mrs. Henoch with the long run of Harold
Lloyd in “Safety Last” shows that a Michi-
gan avenue movie house can be made a suc-

cess if the right kind of films are shown.
Lubliner & Trinz will put on first runs with
suitable presentations and plenty of music.

Word was received here a few days ago
that the Grand Theatre at Keokuk, Iowa,
under the management of Dodge and Baker,
was destroyed by fire. The loss will exceed
$150,0(10 and marks the end of one of the
oldest theatres in that part of the country.
No doubt a fine new structure will be built
on the site, as Dodge and Baker have had
plans for a new movie house for some time
past.

The Roosevelt Amusement Company has
been formed with a capital of a half million
dollars by P. Podols, C. Sommer and G. Fried,
to operate picture theatres, and it is pre-
dicted that this will be the operating com-
pany of the Roosevelt Theatre, taken over
by Balaban and Katz last week.

George Greenough, owner of the Grand
Theatre at Sterling, 111., plans a new picture
theatre to seat about 1,000 and cost $200,000.
A site has been selected and the work will
start at an early date.

Bob Cluster, well known exhibitor of John-
son City, 111., will add the Washington The-
atre of Belleville, 111., to his chain of houses.
R. E. Gump is expected to continue as
manager.

“Why Worry,” with Harold Lloyd, opened
at the Roosevelt Theatre for an extended
run, succeeding “Little Old New York.”

George Dorman has sold his interest in the
Colonial Theatre at LaSalle, 111., to J. W.
Gress and E. E. Bronneman.

Sullivan and Gray, owners of the Rex
Theatre at Pittsburg, 111., have closed their
house temporarily because of the shutting
down of the coal mines in that vicinity and
will open the Roland Theatre at Marion, 111.

Milward Adams, formerly manager of the
Auditorium Theatre here, who died recently,
left an estate of $100,000, one-third of which
was willed to charities in this city.

John C. Sturzel, Arthur P. Feigen ami
George B. Frelison have organized the Wash-
ington Amusement Company with a capital
of $1,0110,00© to operate theatres. The offices
are at 10 North Clark Street.

- Harry Spanuth, owner of the Peerless The-
atre at 3955 Grand Boulevard, has added the
Rosewood Theatre to his circuit.

More than 160,000 people have seen “Rosita”
at the New Orpheum Theatre during the 200
performances, according to Ralph Kettering
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

Powell, Gerard and Company here are sell-
ing $250,000 worth of bonds secured by a
mortgage on the new Washington Square
Theatre at Quincy, 111.

Elmer Clayton and James Gillett have
leased the Avon Theatre at Avon, 111.

The Castle Theatre at Rushville was opened
recently to capacity business and Manager
G. C. Stong says that the house will feature
pictures with good musical programs by a
competent orchestra. The house is owned fey
the Castle Theatre Company.

Ted Bryant, well known to Film Row here,
has remodeled the Gem Theatre at Oelwein

and put in new seats, new stage and other
equipment. He spent $8,000 in fixing the
house up.

The Movie Theatre at 47th and Calumet
Avenue has been sold by Martin Roche to
Robert R. Levey for $100,500. Improvements
will be made.

Frank Delander of Geneseo, 111., will build
a new movie house for the town. Work will
start next month.

J. L. McCurdy, manager of the Randolph
Theatre, is also looking after the manage-
ment of “The Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
now running at the Harris Theatre. Dan
Roche is handling the publicity of the attrac-
tion and business has been good for this
super picture.

Howard L. Snyder of Fulton, 111., manager
of the Lincoln Theatre there, plans to build
a 1,000-seat theatre there and work will be-
gin at an early date.

H. B. Frank has bought the Liberty Thea-
tre at Atlanta, 111., from E. L. Bennett.

The Star Theatre at Quincy, 111., has been
fixed up for the winter and Manager Herman
Nelson has added an orchestra.

J. W. Monaghan, who lost his job as man-
ager for the Palm Theatre at Omaha when
it changed hands recently, was found dead
in an automobile north of Omaha early in

the morning, with a bullet hole back of his

right ear and a revolver clutched in his

right hand. His wife said he had been look-
ing for a job and had been worrying over
financial difficulties. His friends said he
was of such a cheerful and sunny disposi-

tion that they could not imagine him wor-
rying. He leaves his wife and three children.

The Victoria Theatre in Omaha has been
purchased by Henry Hower.

The new Victor Theatre at Sheffield, la.,

was opened recently.

William Fraser of Mitchell, S. D., has
bought some new equipment for the Gale
and Metropolitan theatres there.

A new sedan car is being driven by C. E.
Byers, who operates the Opera House at
Valley, Neb.

J. L. Bonney of Des Moines has again
opened the Lincoln Theatre at Des Moines.

The fine new theatre at Red Oak, The
Iowan, has just been opened by Calahan &
Samuelson.

Cliff Larson of the Lyric Theatre at Creigh-
ton, Neb., was in Omaha ordering some films

and equipment recently.

C. H. Smith of the Rainbow Theatre at

Wilsonville has sold that theatre.

Fred R. Baker of Homer, Neb., who oper-
ates the Star there, intends soon to build a
fine new theatre to replace the Star.

Blaine Cook has reopened the Rialto The-
atre at Beatrice, Neb. The place has been
inactive since damaged by fire some weeks
ago.

At Auburn, Neb., the Court Square Theatre
closed last week.

The Crystal Theatre at Arapahoe, Neb., has
been sold to R. A. Kdrkman by Mr, De All-
mand, former owner,

The many friends of Harry Trinz, well
known exhibitor, are extending congratula-
tions to him on the marriage of his daugh-
ter, Miss Lucy Trinz. to Joseph Roderick,
well known film man, formerly with Para-
mount.

Dave Frisino, chain movie theatre owner
of southern Illinois, is planning to build a
new movie house at Taylorville, 111., which
is in the heart of the coal fields.

Harold Anderson and Lindsey McPail, for-
merly with the Roseland State Theatre, are
now associated with the Woodlawn Theatre.

The rumor that the new Temple office
building and theatre would not be built on
Randolph street has been denied and Will
Hollander, publicity manager for Ralaban
and Katz, says that the company will go
ahead with its plans.

The Randolph Theatre is to have a new
organ soon. During the intermission Manager
McCurdy is having a five-piece orchestra
provide the patrons with music.

Dekay Vose has sold the Pershing Theatre
at London Mills, 111., to Ellis Jackson, man-
ager of the Cozy Theatre at Bushnell, 111.

Tongate and Haynes, owners of the Carlisle
Theatre at Carlisle. 111., have opened another
movie house at Francisville, 111., and will
book houses from their Carlisle office. They
may add other houses to the circuit in the
near future.

Among the exhibitors in Omaha the past
week were Oscar Peterson, Minden, Neb.; J.

Q. Grotenhuis, Cottage Theatre, Orange City,
Iowa; H. Simons. Empress, Shenandoah, Iowa;
Morris Smith, Hippodrome Theatre, Sioux
City, Iowa; Cliff Larson, Lyric Theatre,
Creighton, Neb.; C. E. Byers, Opera House,
Valley, Neb.; C. W. Shafer, Opera House, Pe-
tersburg, Neb.

Canada
Oral Cloakey, peppy manager of the Re-

gent Theatre, Ottawa, has been admitted to

the active roll of the Rotary Club in the
Capital City of Canada and has become an
enthusiastic member. He conducted a spe-
cial morning matinee at the theatre on Sat-
urday, December IS, under the auspices of

the Rotary Club, for the children of all or-

phanages in Ottawa and Hull, Quebec, the
house being thrown open to the many
inmates.

For some few weeks, Manager Ben Staple-
ton of the Centre Theatre, Ottawa, tried the
Saturday opening arrangement, following up
the plan which was adopted last summer for
the Ottawa Regent, but after a Short trial

the engagements were once more drawn to

open on Mondays. Programs continue to

open at the Regent on Saturdays.

But fox- the substantial brick construction
of the building-, the Palace Theatre at Corn-
wall, Ontario, would undoubtedly have been
destroyed by fire which swept a business
block of the St. Laurence River town on De-
cember 4. The flames came to a dead stop
when they reached the side wall of the Pal-
ace and the theatre was practically un-
touched.

Joe Franklin of the Franklin Theatre, Ot-
tawa, conducted a Puzzle and Rhyme Con-
test for his successful house during the week
of December 10 by publishing a jumbled as-

sortment of sections of the art name of the

theatre which were to be cut out and pasted
together. Prizes of $10, $5, $2 and 22 passes
were offered to contestants who pasted the

bits together neatly and who also offered a

poem or short essay on the theatre.

Omaha Showman Found Shot;

Had Brooded Over Troubles
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Local Conditions an Aid to

Amsterdam, N. Y., Exhibitors
Although the carpet mills of Amsterdam,

X. Y., are running but three days a week,
the picture theatres of the city are really be-
ing benefited rather than otherwise. This
is rather strange for there are about 10,000

men and women employed in the mills. But
in Amsterdam, there is. a vaudeville house
which charges a 60 cent admission. With the
mills running on half time, the mill hands
are seeking their amusement at the picture
theatres, which charge anywhere from 10

cents to 25 cents, figuring that they can
secure from three to six times the amuse-
ment for their money than if they had
attended the vaudeville. Exhibitors from
Amsterdam along Albany’s Film Row during
the past week, especially those who run the
10-cent houses, assert that their business has
picked up since the mills partially closed
down.

Alee Papayanakos, owner of the American
in Canton, was in New York the past week,
where he met Mrs. Papayanakos who arrived
on the Aquitania from a visit of several
months in Greece.

Here’s the recipe which Oscar Perrin is

following these days in bringing success to
the Leland in Albany. Feature, “Where the
Pavement Ends,” Fox News Reel, Fox Edu-
cational Reel, Mermaid Comedy, “This Way
Out.” Along with this, for 28 cents, goes
some excellent organ music. And the best
part of it all is that the same good program
is followed week in and out, and the house
is packed afternoon and night.

Harry Berinstein, manager of the Majestic
in Elmira, and George Roberts, of Albany,
general manager of the Berinstein circuit,

motored to Buffalo last Monday in Mr. Berin-
stein’s car, which later on disappeared after
it had been parked in front of the Hotel
Statler.

A canvass of five picture theatres in Albany,
Troy and Schenectady, reveals that there has
been absolutely no let-up in business thus
far even though the Christmas holidays are
hut a few days away. Some of the managers
admitted that they were looking for a slump
which thus far, however, has failed to show
up.

James J. Kelly, associate manager of the
State Theatre in Corning, has been named
as manager of the Elwood and Sampson
theatres in Penn Yan, which are controlled
by Associate Theatres, Inc., owners of the
State. Mr. Kelly has already assumed his
new duties. E. G. Dodds, formerly of Syra-
cuse, will act as local manager for the State
Theatre.

The Arlington in Troy, operated by “Cal”
Miller, a former booker in the F. B. O. ex-
change here, has closed but may reopen after
the holidays.

Samuel Wood, former owner of the Strand
in Amsterdam, has acquired the Strand in

Canajoharie and will open the house on
Christmas Day.

Bill Smalley, of Coopertown, made one of
his periodical visits to Film Row during the
past week, and is reported to have done con-
siderable booking. He reported business as
excellent in all of his houses.

Things are breaking a bit better these
days for George King, of the Rialto in Bing-
hampton, than on Election Day, W'hen Mr.
King, running for alderman, went down to de-
feat.

"Speejacks” has been added to next week’s
bill at the Leland, in Albany, the picture
splitting over two weeks.

If censorship is abolished in New York
State, exhibitors and others favoring the re-
peal of the present measure will find them-
selves Indebted to Fred Elliott, of Albany,

owner of the Clinton Square Theatre now
under lease. Mr. Elliott is devoting three
or four days each week in traveling over
this part of the state, calling upon the own-
ers and managers and asking them to come
out and strongly oppose censorship, both
in slides, by word of mouth, but especially
in seeking out their respective assembly-
men and lay the foundation of the campaign
which will later on be carried into the legis-
lative corridors of the State Capitol. During
the past week, Mr. Elliott was in Utica,
Amsterdam, Old Forge, Norfolk, Poland and
other places in northern New York.

There is nothing like getting one’s ad-
vertising where it will do the most good.
Bill Smalley, of Cooperstown, showed good
judgment in placing each week’s program of
his house in Sidney in the lobby of the hotel
there. There is no question but that the ad-
vertisement brings anywhere from a dozen
to twenty traveling men, stopping- over night
in Sidney, to Smalley’s attractive theatre a
few doors down the street.

The ivay winter is holding olf in northern
New York means hundreds of dollars to the
exhibitors of that section who lose trade
when the country roads become more or less
impassable. Up to the present time there is

no snow to speak of in any of the northern
counties. Exhibitors from this section of
the state, in town for Him, declare that farm-
ers are still flocking to town for the movies
each night, and that business is nearly as
good now as during the summer months.

Stock will open on Christmas Day at the
Avon in Watertown, according to Nathan
Robbins, owner of this and other theatres
in central and northern New York. Motion
pictures will not be shown at the Avon dur-
ing the indefinite run of the stock company,
but the program at the Olympic, also in
Watertown, and owned by Mr. Robbins, is to
be augmented by the latest pictures in con-
junction with vaudeville.

Edward Windbiel, who with Thomas
Shelley runs the Orpheum in Amsterdam, was
in town booking pictures last Friday.

Buffalo
Nothing doing on midnight movies in Buf-

falo. The council, on recommendation of

the mayor, has amended the ordinances pro-
hibiting the exhibition of motion pictures

after midnight. The council has also put
the ban on immoral and indecent films. A
fine of $250 is provided for a violation.

John J. Maxwell, Jr., formerly manager of

the Star and Loco theatres, has been ap-
pointed assistant general manager of the
Border Amusement Company. Mr. Maxwell
was formerly assistant manager at the New
Olympic before going with Border, who con-
trol the Star, Loco, Ellen Terry and Mar-
lowe.

James Kelly, who has been managing the
State Theatre in Corning, N. Y., has arrived
in Penn Yan to relieve Harry Morse at the
Elmwood and Sampson theatres while the
latter is enjoying a much needed vacation.

Charlie Bird, who has resigned as general
manager of the Fox western studios, has re-

turned to Hornell, where he intends to make
his home. Mr. Bird was formerly manager
of a Hornell theatre.

R. C. Fox, former manager of the Para-
mount exchange, is returning to Buffalo to

handle “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” for

Universal. “Dick” has been absent from
Buffalo for several years. Harry Scott, fea-

ture sales manager for Pathe, was in town
last week end. So was Harry Buxbaum,
First National district manager.

M. Shea is in Chicago conferring with
architects on the mammoth new picture the-

atre which he will soon build In Buffalo.

Rochester, N. Y.
The week on Rochester screens: Eastman,

“Anna Christie.” Victoria, “Soft Boiled.”
Piccadilly, “Little Old New York.” Regent,
“Our Hospitality.” Fay’s, “The Empty
Cradle.”

Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl” will
be shown in Rochester at the Regent Theatre
soon.

Without going into the question of wheth-
er or not the Eastman Theatre is properly
excluded from taxation, Justice John B. M.
Stephens has dismissed the order granted
previously on the application of Julius
Hoesterey, Jr., for a review of the action of
the city assessors in including the property
in the list of untaxed holdings.

Enid Knapp Botsford, director of the East-
man Theatre ballet, made her first public
Rochester appearance this week in connec-
tion with the ballet number, “The Fountain,”
which was on the program with the pres-
entation of “Anna Christie.”

So successful was the first week’s showing
of “Little Old New York” at the Piccadilly
that the Marion Davies production was held
over for the second week, something very
unusual in this town.

Kansas
A storm of protest has broken over the

action of the State Motion Picture Censor
Board in authorizing the showing of “The
Birth of a Nation” in Kansas. Governor
Davis, when he returns from the trip to
Great Bend, where he went to cast his hat
into the Presidential ring, will find an
assortment of protests that will occupy his

attention for several days if he attempts
to answer them.
The protests are pouring not only into

the Governor’s office, but also into the office

of the attorney general, Charles B. Griffith.

Petitions are coming into Griffith’s office

begging him to take legal steps to stop
the showing of the film.

It is probable Griffith will go to Kansas
City, Kas., to urge the censor board to

repeal its action in admitting the picture.

The supreme court has decided the action
of the board was final. Only Governor Davis
could stop the picture, and the Governor
has said that he saw nothing wrong with
it.

A petition of 500 citizens of Salina, busi-
ness men, city and county officials and
school teachers was presented the Governor
begging him to stop exhibition of the film.

A p’etition of 103 Fort Scott negroes was sent
to Griffith, who transmitted it to Governor
Davis. The ministers at Wichita, Fort Scott,

Saina and Kansas City, Kas.. have filed pro-
tests and many personal letters are coming
in. Delegations of negroes from Topeka and
Coffeyville called on Griffith and protested.

The Beyer Theatre at Excelsior Springs.
Mo., was opened last week under the man-,
agement of H. M. Loop. The theatre is beau-
tifully decorated and the estimated cost is

S12.5.000. The seating capacity is 1.200.

C. R. Acuff & Co. have purchased the Isis

Theatre at Bruswich, Mo.

J. D. Wineland. who owns theatres in

Picher, Okla.. and Webb City, Mo., was a

visitor at the Kansas City exchanges recently.

Clarence (“Bones”) Smith, an exhibitor of

Kansas City, Kas., and secretary of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas, is

the proud father of a baby girl, who has

been named Harriet Ann.

H. L. (“Doc.”) Gees, exhibitor of Mulberry,

Kas,. was a visitor in Kansas City recently.

Mr. Ware of the Varsity Theatre at

Lawrence, Kas., was another visitor last

week.
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Milwaukee Theatre Company
Describes Ambitious Plans

Organization of a company to operate a
chain of theatres in and near Milwaukee,
with George Fischer of the New Milwaukee
Theatre at the helm, has been completed. As
its first step in its expansion program, the
company has virtually completed a deal
whereby it will acquire the Greenfield Thea-
tre, an 800-seat house nearing completion in

West Allis, suburb adjoining Milwaukee.
The deal for the Greenfield involves a ten-

year lease, according to Mr. Fischer. Just as
soon as all the papers are signed, steps will

be taken by the new company to contruct
at least two more houses on sites already
purchased, Mr. Fischer declared. Just where
these sites are located, he refused to make
known, but asserted other houses would fol-

low those already contemplated.
With the announcement of the formation

of the new company, which according to Mr.
Fischer consists of business men of the
north side, some of whom are behind his

New Milwaukee Theatre, it is expected that
Mr. Fischer will virtually turn the direct
management of the New Milwaukee over
to Louis Shimon, his assistant, while he will

devote his time to executive duties con-
nected with all the houses. Who will be
named to manage the Greenfield he has not
revealed.

As a climax to the spirit of harmony which
has marked the dealings between exhibi-
tors and exchange men in Milwaukee during
the last year, a joint ball is being planned by
the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade and the
M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin, according to Ben
Koenig, secretary of the exchange outfit. This
is intended to replace the annual event held
by the exhibitor organization. According to
Mr. Koenig, Fred Seegert, president of the
exhibitors, has expressed approval of the
plan. The ball will be held in the municipal
auditorium, it is believed.

At the end of twelve days, “Little Old
New York” has shown to approximately 53,-

000 patrons of Ascher’s Merrill Theatre in
Milwaukee, a new record for the house,
according- to Roy C. MacMullen, manager.
Not only is that figure a new high mark for
the theatre since its opening, but with the
exception of one picture it is a record for
Milwaukee, Mr. MacMullen claims.
With 53,000 movie fans already accom-

modated, interest in the film apparently is

still at a high pitch and as a result, Mr. Mac-
Mullen is laying plans which are expected to
result in the picture being kept in Milwaukee
for a third week. Ever since it opened,
extra shows have been necessary to accom-
modate the .

crowds, the house being kept
open throughout this period from 9:30 a. m.
to midnight.

Baby Peggy’s “Darling of New York” is to
be the Merrill’s Christmas picture and
“Reno” the New Year attraction.

Girl ushers are going to be taboo at the
Wisconsin Theatre, 3,500-seat movie house
being erected in the heart of Milwaukee’s
down town district, according to Eddie J.

Weisfeldt who, with the title of manager
of production, will be in charge of the
theatre for the Saxe Amusement Enterprises.
Instead of girls, Mr. Weisfeldt declares he
will have a staff of twenty-five boy ushers
who will work under an officer and merit
system. The head usher will be stationed
at the entrance of the inner lobby. Several
of the twenty-five assistants will carry the
rank of lieutenant and will be in charge of
the boys in their section.

Through the courtesy of I. Frankel, man-
ager of Gifts Theatre, at least 1,200 child-
ren from the various Cincinnati orphanages
will have their Christmas made happier by
attending a performance at Libson’s house
during Christmas week. Mrs. Leah Weiss,
Cincinnati novelist, whose new book,
“Object!” is just off the press, will arrange
transportation for the youngsters.

Isaac Libson who controls practically all

of the first-run houses here, has volunteered
his support to the Theatre Owners’ Chamber
of Commerce of New York in the campaign
which they are waging against the govern-
ment admission tax.

The Play-Reviewing committee of the Cin-
cinnati Motion Picture Council has publicly
endorsed “Anna Christie,” “Stephen Steps
Out,” “The Printer’s Devil” and “The Wnnt-
ers,” all of which pictures were shown here
recently.

The Grand Theatre, Marion, Ohio, which
has been closed for several months while
in the hands of a receiver, has been re-
opened under management of the Marion
Photoplay Co. and will continue pictures.

John Murray, prominently known through-
out the central west, has disposed of his
theatres at Warren, Ohio, and gone south
on account of his health. Smith controls two
houses in Warren, as well as two in Alliance,
Ohio.

Eugene Quigley, manager of the Kearse
Theatre, Charleston, W. Va., and formerly in

Mr. Weisfeldt, as manager of the Strand,
in Milwaukee, employs girls as ushers, but
he declares that he is convinced that boys
are more suited to work in a house of such
large size as the Wisconsin.

Roy C. MacMullen, manager of Ascher’s
Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee, observed
Thanksgiving day by acting as host at a
banquet for his thirty-five employes in the
basement of his showhouse.

George W. Dilley who for some time has
combined the show business with the news-
paper business, has decided to quit the former
and as a result Highland, Wis., is without
an exhibitor. Dr. Dilley ran his shows at the
Municipal building.

According to word from Platteville, Wis.,
negotiations are under way to convert a por-
tion of the city hall into a picture thea-
tre. The Gem is the only showhouse this
city boasts at present.

Claus

Orphans
charge of the Capitol, Cincinnati, has gone
to Chicago to undergo medical treatment.
Quigley has been ill for several weeks, dur-
ing which time he has twice been a patient
in a Charleston hospital, but failed to re-
spond to the treatment.

The Jewel Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, one of
the houses in the Jewel Photoplay chain,
which has been open only on Saturday and
Sunday of each week, has been taken over
by Wm. Shoemaker, who will operate the
house daily, showing second-run pictures at
popular prices.

In order to feel the pulse of the movie-go-
ing public, John Schwalm, manager of the
Rialto Theatre, Hamilton, is giving each of
his patrons a questionnaire asking them to
designate their choice as to pictures, stars,
music, etc., and soliciting comments and sug-
gestion on the manner of conducting the
house, and improving the service.

Phil Chakers has assumed management of
the Grand Theatre at Middletown, Ohio.

If anyone entertains doubt as to fate play-
ing funny pranks, he has but to refer to
Gordon Hake, Piqua, Ohio, for verification.
Hake has been assistant manager of the
Piqua Amusement Co. for five years, and re-
cently accepted the position of manager for
the Capitol Theatre, Charleston, W. Va. He
was on his way to the depot to take a train
for Charleston to assume his new duties a
few weeks ago, but when reaching- the sta-
tion was handed a telegram that the theatre
had been destroyed by fire. Hake says that’s
what he calls “rubbing it in.”

Frankel to Play Santa

to 1,200 Cincinnati

Using odor bombs as their weapons, enemies
of Charles Wasiclieck, JTilwaukee theatre
owner, routed patrons simultaneously at two
of his live houses, the New Crystal, down-
town theatre, and the Pearl, on the South
side, he reported to the police several nights
ago. Information Wasiclieck gave the au-
thorities leads them to believe that the
“bombs” were placed as a result of trouble
he has had with the labor unions over his
hiring of non-union musicians at the New
Crystal almost a year ago. Since then his
theatre has constantly been picketed.

Indications are that unusually good busi-
ness will continue with the Merrill for at
least several weeks following the close of
“Little Old New York." For the week of Dec.
15, that week so usually dreaded by exhi-
bitors, Mr. MacMullen has hooked up with
the Knights of Columbus for the showing of
Yale’s “Landing of Columbus.” Twenty
thousand tickets have been turned over to
the Knights for sale. The picture is to be
shown on a program also featuring “The
Drivin’ Fool,” for which the Merrill has tied
up with the safety division of the Milwaukee
Association of Commerce in an advertising
scheme.

Henry A. Staab Is Wisconsin’s Secretary

H ENRY A. STAAB, newspaper publisher and a member of the Milwaukee Motion
Picture Commission, the censoring organization of the city, has been named
executive secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin. He will take office Janu-

ary 1, according to Fred Seegert, president of the exhibitor unit, who announced
the appointment. Mr. Staab succeeds Walter F. Baumann, who resigned several

months ago after holding the position for three years.

Although never directly connected with theatrical management, Mr. Staab for years
has been in a position to study exhibitor problems and therefore comes to the organ-
ization highly qualified for the position. As a member of the Motion Picture Com-
mission, he has met various Milwaukee showmen and has considered with them the

problems arising from censorship. In addition, he has been in charge of numerous
theatricals staged by the Knights of Pythias lodge, of which he is a former grand
chancellor for. the state of Wisconsin.
Mr. Seegert announced that hereafter the executive secretary would make fre-

quent trips throughout the state, thus getting into closer touch with exhibitor mem-
bers, getting first-hand information of their needs and problems, and spreading the
doctrine of the movies before various organizations not connected with the business,

such as the Rotary clubs and Chambers of Commerce.
Mr. Staab, who is 45 years old, at one time was connected with the Milwaukee

Herald and more recently with the North Avenue Progress, a community newspaper.
Mr. Baumann, whom he succeeds, has entered the film and slide advertising business
in Milwaukee.
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THE FERRIS STYLE AD.

Rowland and Clark management, but so long

as Milt gets what he wants, he is perfectly

willing to share with others. Before he is

through, he will probably land all of the

papers with photoplay pages, for the papers

will soon discover that these departments
fill a subscriber want.

About Newspaper Work

But more interesting is his effort to get

real display without half tones in newspapers
where poor press work makes it practically

impossible to get even halfway decent

results.

Very wisely he has not sought to reform
the press rooms. He is not trying to get

better printing, but has directed his efforts

toward getting a style of drawing that will

give good results with poor printing. His
experiments should interest not only theatre

A (ioldicyn Release

A DESIGN WHICH PRINTS WELL EVEN IN PITTSBURGH
Milt Crandall’s artist has taken the technique of the old woodcut engravers to get

results with presswork a hundred years behind the times. This style of cut with its

black mass and open line work will be attractive where a 50 screen halftone would be

sickening.

Milt Crandall Experiments in Drawing
to Get Results in Pittsburgh Papers

ing especially worthy of comment, but it

should be understood that four houses are
advertised as a unit in a forty-inch space.
Two of these ads—and they are the most
successful—follow the style used by Ben
Ferris, of the Finkelstein and Ruben houses
in St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Ferris Style Best

In this the four spaces are set inside of

a border and white space is used to hold
them apart and give each a distinction of its

own. This style seems to have been per-
fected bv Ferris from the four-in-a-row used

A First National tteieu.se

THE PONJOLA DISPLAY

on the West Coast, and we think it is a
decided improvement. It does not use the
space to the full, but it gives a better dis-
play value than whore the entire space is

completely filled. The white space pulls up
the individual announcements and gives a
greater value than if each house had been
given its full ten inches.
Contrast the distinctness of these

M ilton d. crandall, now of the
publicity staff of the Rowland and
Clark theatres, Pittsburgh, makes in-

teresting comment germane to the use of

half tones in poorly printed papers, though
his letter was written before he saw the

article of two weeks ago in this department.
As old readers know, the R. & C. adver-

tising has come in for a deal of comment in

this department in the past six or eight

years, starting with the efforts of Samuel
Sivitz to persuade the local compositors to

give him type display in the small sizes. Just

before he retired from the field, Mr. Sivitz

had achieved a good combination effect,

though he was still having trouble with his

artist.

Ill health compelled his retirement and
the battle began all over again. Following

his transcontinental trip for Down to the

Sea in Ships, Mr. Crandall came onto the

R. & C. lot this fall, and his efforts have
'been directed to a general campaign, which
has resulted in the establishment of a photo-

plya department in the Tuesday issue of the

Chronicle-Telegraph, with the other papers

taking more interest than they previously

displayed. This helps the other houses as

well as the numerous theatres under the

THE FULL-TO-THE-EDGES

here from the results of practical experiment.
From a number of samples submitted, we

have selected some individual results as be-

managers who cannot use half tones and
can command the service of illustrators, but
the publicity departments of the various pro-

duction companies should find suggestion
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four announcements with the three title space

space in which the entire space is utilized

for type. The spaces are exactly the same
size, yet the individual announcements have
more than triple the display value of the

other, though the solid display gives the

titles in letters four times the size. More-
over, the display has a more characteristic

form and the R. & C. display can be picked
off the page at first glance.

Replacing Half Tones

In the matter of text it will be noted that

Mr. Crandall uses type wherever possible

and he gets it into spaces where five years
ago a Pittsburgh printer would have de-

clared that type could not be placed. Take
the Ponjola advertisement, for example.

MELD OVER
1
2nd Week
Mary Picksord

“Rosita”
See It—It’s Great!

Blackstonc
A UnutiU A.

i

'

l

m La ixtsitsase

HOLDING MARY OVER

The actual size of this display is 3 3-16
deep by 4 inches wide. Only the title and
the signature are lettered. The names are
set in 8 point bold, the heading of the panel
in 8 point light bold italic and the matter in

6 point italic. There are the portraits of
star and lead, a sketch of the Eiffel tower,
for Paris, and the diamond mines of Africa.
Not much drawing; merely enough to give
character to the space without detracting
from the type.
On the other hand the second week of

Mary Pickford in Rosita suggests a hand
letter, though it seems to be a “rugged”

Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

M USICAL presentation with “Ponjola,”
the First National Picture, and Will
Rogers in “Uncensored Movies,” the

Pathe pre-release, was built around the
chorus of fourteen voices, the ballet of six

and a girls’ harp quintette. This ensemble
filled the stage and filled the eye, and was
one of the most warmly received stage pic-

tures in some time. Running time of this in-

cident was nine minutes, divided into three
parts. Other musical incidents took eleven
minutes, the Topical Review eight minutes,
the Rogers comedy twenty and the feature
one hour and fourteen minutes, making a

show of two hours and two minutes.
“My Sweetie Went Away” and “The

World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,” espe-
cially orchestrated, served as symphonized
jazz overture, six minutes, giving various
instruments a chance to step out. Two ISO

ampere Mestrum booth floods of deep blue
covered the entire stage. Two dome Mes-
trums of same amperage flooded the or-
chestra with orange. Six color blend spots
and three box lamps of color blend shot up
from beneath the small stage through the
glass traps onto the silver draw curtains.
Two arch spots of color blend hit the cur-
tains from the side. Transparent columns
at proscenium with two color blends in each.
The Pilgrims Chorus from “Tannhauser”

was sung by the feminine chorus before a
white patent leather back-drop. Singers were
in evening gowns, and were arrayed in for-

mal concert style across the stage. The
back drop was lighted from the sides by
four vari-colored spots to the side, colors

running to blue, green and magenta. Two
dome spots throwing color blends flooded
the singers, bringing out in unique hue the
various color of the gowns. Two booth
spots of deep blue focused on side drapes
and orchestra. The large stage foots were
green. Five minutes.
Divertissements Distinctive, the big num-

ber, opened with a stage picture. The four-
teen women singers were pyramided against
the deep blue plush back cyclorama by
means of two stairways on opposite sides

of a platform, six girls being on each stair-

way and two on the platform. They were
in white robes and wigs, with gold cross
bands across the bust, Grecian style, and
held garlands of flowers. To the right, up-
stage, were the five harpists in semi-circle
formation, and to the left upstage were the
six ballet dancers in various poses. Ensemble
in Grecian costume throughout. After the
tableau the singers took up Handel’s “Largo”
accompanied by the harps. Then came
“Humoresque” by the harps while the danc-
ers did their stuff. The third and final

number of this incident was “Chansonette,”
with singers, harps and dancers working up
to a strong finish. Lighting for this centered
mainly on overhead spots of orange cover-
ing the whole number, augmented by x-rays.
Arch spots from the sides were rainbow
colored, and the box lamps and spots
through the glass traps were color blends.

Two booth Mestrums flooded the side drapes
and orchestra deep violet, while the trans-
parent columns were color blends top and
bottom. The cove lights were yellow.

type letter. This was a holdover, so merely
the announcement was needed. This is

2 11-16 wide and 3Y\ deep. It tells all that

is necessary, and tells it plainly.

But the star effort is the opening for En-
emies of Women, which is reproduced in

large size that it may be seen that even in

Pittsburgh you can use line cuts if you make
them properly. This seems to have been
planned along the lines of the old-fashioned
wood cuts, made when printing was in its

infancy and general results were no better
than Pittsburgh can get today.

In all of the cuts used by the theatres the
open line and the solid mass replace the in-

tricate, delicately shaded efforts that are so

popular in the press book, where they are
printed on nice white paper, with good ink.

This is worked on cheap paper and with
poor ink, and to guard against a blotch
every precaution is taken. Even the lines

in the background are carefully held apart.
A hairline closer and they would puddle up.
This space is by 5*4, about one-half

larger than the reproduction. It stands up
-li<e a 24-sheet. We believe that if the press
books carried one or two designs along sim-
ilar lines, with open drawing for line and
black mass instead of shading, many news-
papers would find them far more useful than
the present line cuts and infinitely to be
preferred to the half tones.

;

A First National icele^se

THE LOBBY AND A FOYER DISPLAY ON THE ASHES OF VENGEANCE FROM THE PEOPLE’S, PORTLAND
The castle front is not along the usual lines and the shields for still displays add a further touch to the effect. The work is a little

more trouble than the solid front, but is infinitely well worth while. The second cut shows another shield in front of a miniature

stage built in a recess under one of the ramps leading to the upper floor. It’s a pretty idea.
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THIS AND A SIMILAR BANNER CAUGHT 100,000 PERSONS
They were carried around the field at three big football games in Boston to tell of the

coming of Ponjola to the Gordon Theatre. Three crowds saw these thirty-footers, and
at least half of them lived in Boston. Maps were given the visitors.

Two Banners Were
Shown to 100,000

Two banners 30 feet long were painted

for Ponjola at Gordon’s Washington Street

Olympia, Boston. These were shown to more
than 100,000 persons.
One of the banners was carried around

the Braves Field between the halves of the

Brown-Dartmouth football game. A simi-

lar banner was used at the same time at

the other ball park at another game, and
one of them was brought into play at the

Weymouth-Marquette game the following
day. As football draws huge crowds, this

was the most concentrated form of adver-
tising, and the moving sign was not only
made visible to all of the crowd, but it had
a greater display value because of this

motion.
Realizing that probably half of the crowd

came from out of town, traffic maps showing
the most direct route to the theatre from
the field were handed out overprinted with
“All roads lead to Ponjola,” and the name
of the house. With a heavy order of paper
and some extensive newspaper work, Pon-
jola got a running start.

San Francisco Mayor
Starred in Ballyhoo

Kingsmore has no corner on mayors for

ballyhoos Louis B. Mayer and his staff of

trained press agents invaded San Francisco
and not only landed the Mayor but the Chief
of Police and the Chamber of Commerce.
The reason was that a San Francisco woman
had written The Valley of Content from
which Pleasure Mad was taken, and so the

city on the bay was selected for the pre-

miere.
Mr. Mayer, with his family and some of

the cast, went up to San Francisco where
the party was met by the city officials and
taken to City Hall where Mayor Rolph
turned over the key of the city. They were
also met by an Army Band (with a recruit-

ing angle), and the jazz orchestra and
chorus girls, in costume, from one of the

cabarets. ,

It made a big spectacle and the chorus girls

were hugely enjoyed by the large crowd.
Then they started the picture at the War-

field.

An effective ballyhoo was a wrecked car
paraded through the streets with a sign to
the effect that the Pleasure Mad owner had
taken a six cylinder joy ride. An ambulance
with a bandaged victim on the tailboard
preceded the car. There was a special night
at the cabaret supplying the chorus girls and
an extensive set of teaser posters used be-
fore the title was established.

It was a pretty campaign and pulled them
to the Warfield.

Mark This Well

George E. Brown, now conduct-
ing the Imperial Theatre, Char-
lotte, N. C., but best known
through his connection with
Memphis theatres, has developed
one of the best stunts yet on
comedy selling.

Mr. Brown had Harold Lloyd in

Why Worry and he felt that if he
could demonstrate the audience
approval, he could get even more
business, so he went to see a con-
cern handling radio sets. They
were glad to work the stunt for
him in return for the advertise-
ment, and they ran an installation

from the theatre to the heart of
the business district a short dis-

tance away.
A loud speaker transmitted the

laughter and a sign below told that
they were laughing at Why Worry
and that the work had been done
by the cooperating company.

It’s a wonderful stunt, but play
it on the level and do not try to

ring in the phonograph record. It

will not be convincing. You want
the laughter and the intervals.

THIS IS NOT A TICKET AND WILL NOT EVEN

-ADMIT ONE TO-
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FOOTBALL GAME
Polo Grounds, New York City

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1923

THE ARMY and NAVY FOOTBALL GAME is the greatest

outdoor attraction in New York CJty today; but the biggest

indoor entertainment in the entire world is “THE HUNCH-
BACK OF NOTRE DAME” now in its fourth record-breaking
month at the Astor Theatre, 45th St. & Broadway,
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STAND
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| Row .... 1
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1 Seat 44 |
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h But with one dollar 1
g ($1) will buy one g
g matinee seat for g
g “The Hunchback I
§j

of -Notre Dame” at g
g the Astor Theatre, g
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ARMY NAVY NOTRE DAME

G. W. SMYTHE is S. G. BARCHET is

but

LON CHANEY is

the QUARTERBACK of and the FULLBACK of the HUNCHBACK of

WEST POINT ANNAPOLIS NOTRE DAME

A Universal Release

THE FRONT AND BACK OF THE UNIVERSAL FOOTBALL CARD
This ticket was used on the Army-Navy game in New York, but you can work over

the idea of the “back” and the fake ticket can always be used for some local happen-
ing. It was a big enough stunt to prove interesting to New York and made business.
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for Merry Go Round
Cloakey ’s New Gags

Showed the Ages
Using the press booh material on Three

Ages. Mr. and Mrs. George M. Kraupa, of
the Hamilton Theatre, Lancaster, Pa., got a
very effective front on Buster Keaton.
A compo board fame was divided into three

panels, each bached by darh cloth and in

each section was a scene from one of the
ages, the cave man and his woman, Buster
as a Roman manicuring the lion’s nails and
the modern Buster amid the ruins of his
Ford.

It gave the prospects some idea of what
the title meant, and materially helped the
sale of tickets.

Getting a street stunt that required the

services of twelve policemen to preserve

some semblance of order was a stunt and
encore worked by Oral D. Cloakey,, of the

Regent Theatre, Ottawa, on The Merry Go
Round. He had this Universal rather late, but

it was new in Ottawa and he stood them on

their heads.
The stunt was staged with the coopera-

tion of a department store. They wanted
to introduce their Santa Claus impersonator
with more impressiveness than merely letting

him hitch on his whiskers and take his place

in the store, so they arranged with the

Regent to let him start from there.

Friday evening, Nov. 23, the impersonator
climbed out of a special chimney built on
the roof of the Regent so as to be in plain

view on two streets. He climbed up inside

the chimney and came down the outside. The
chimney was plastered with a huge sign for

The Merry Go Round, which was to open
the following Monday. Twelve policemen
were on the job to try and keep traffic open,

but they succeeded only in preventing the

children from hurting themselves or each
other. Traffic was tied up for more than a

quarter of an hour and it was much longer
than that before the street became normal
again. The cops almost fell down on the

job when Santa came out of the chimney
for he let 200 air balloons float down .into the

sea of juvenile humanity and—you can guess
the rest.

Saturday he was host to the children at a
special performance at the Regent. He was
escorted to the theatre from the store by
a military band. Each child able to gain ad-
mission was given a balloon and a bag of

candy. Santa gave the children a talk and
after the show the band took him back to

the store, where he held a reception. Pro-
vision was made for 1,600 children, but there
were so many more that a repeat entertain-

ment had to be given the following week.
That was the second traffic stoppage.
The store not only supplied the balloons

and candy, paid for the band and the

chimney and the services of the Santa, but
two of the windows were given to the stunt
and the feature, and liberal space in the
daily advertising was given the event. More
than this, the Rotary Club was enlisted to

A Hodkinson Release

ONE OF MILT CRANDALL’S CLEVER BALLYHOO STUNTS
This was worked for The Drivin’ Fool at the Blackstone Theatre, Pittsburgh, the car
being dug out of a local garage where it was waiting until the repair men got the

courage to tackle the job of fixing it up. The chauffeur carried the idea.

A Universal Release

THIS WINDOW DISPLAY PLAYS FOUR ENGAGEMENTS
It was booked for three-day showings in four stores, making a two weeks’ advance for
The Merry-Go-Round, and it got two hook-up windows from the toy store and the

electricians who provided the bulk of material and wiring.

bring children to the showing, and the ban-
nered automobiles ballyhooed the entire city

while the Fire Department put eight men
on duty inside the house and staged a small

parade with children riding on the appa-
ratus. And above all this, the newspapers,
which give no special theatre notices, simply
had to cover the events as news.
Mr. Cloakey built the elaborate Merry

Go Round shown in the cut on this page, the

dolls and other trimmings being supplied by
a toy concern, which supplied a number of

mechanical figures as well as the doll

patrons of the carousel and the ferris wheel
in return for a credit card and then gave
their own window display to a hook-in. The
same thing was done by the electrical con-
cern which did the elaborate wiring.

The display was shown for two weeks in

advance of the showing at four stores, play-

ing three days in each.

Direction signs were used on the roads
leading into town and in the business sec-

tion there were cloth signs used to edge
awnings also carrying direction arrows. This
is something new, and Cloakey used enough
of them to make comment.

There was also a mirrored merry-go-round
on the marquise with spots playing on the
mirror surfaces which reflected the light to
the street. You have to see this to appre-
ciate the effect.

There were other stunts, but these were
the high lights of a campaign that was good
even for Mr. Cloakey.

Got Pure Reading
at Twenty Cents

Maybe you know about it, but anyhow,
recently we had “apple week” and you were
supposed to eat an apple a dav and have
aDple pie for lunch and all that sort of
th'ng.

They had it in St. Louis, along with the
rest of the country, and Herschel Stuart
sold the Fruit and Produce Association on
the idea that a free distribution through the
Missouri Theatre would mean more than
merely handing out samples.
He paid $10 for some doorknobs and tel-

ephone hangers and not only got several
hundred cases of apples but he won fifty-
four inches of pure reading matter in con-
nection with a live story. It was not just
one story but a lot of small mentions
through the week in the course of the gen-
eral news story. That is better yet.
Hersch has a big house in the Missouri,

and he has a large advertising allowance,
but he doesn’t see any use in buying what
he can get for nothing. That’s one of the
reasons he has charge of a big house in-

stead of a dinky 300 seater. He knows, too.
that what he gets for nothing is often bet-
ter than the best he can buy. You can’t
buy a tie in on a b :

g local movement. You
have to horn in, and Hersch and Bill Saai
are a fine pair of horns.
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A Successful Fight

Against Competition
Frank H. Burns, exploitation man for the

Beacham Theatre, Orlando. Fla., had a real

fight on his hands when they came to play

lackie Coogan in Circus Days. There was
a real circus booked in, for the tent shows

are still able to play away down south, and
the Shriners were going to hold a Ceremo-
nial Session and a Shrine session is a two
or three day circus, as a rule, in that section.

Between the two it looked as though it

would take a lot of fighting to get them in.

It did, but they came, and held the business

up. Without competition the chances are

that all records would have been left so far

behind they never could catch up.

Manager of Theatres H. B. Vincent start-

ed in for press stories several weeks in ad-

vance and the week before the opening the

two of them took off their vests and started

in to fight.

Three clowns were hired and cruised

around town for ten days on a bannered
truck. The banner was so loud that the

horn could be dispensed with. One thou-

sand small bags were printed up with circus

talk, and these were thrown out around the

schools and on the business streets. The
bags were too small to hold many peanuts,

but at that they were not much smaller than

the circus variety.

A candy store was landed on the idea that

candy was needed to make circus days. com-
plete, and a toy store gave up a window
large enough to contain a 24-sheet as a

background for toys. They took extra large

newspaper spaces to announce that all toy

purchases of fifty cents or more would carry

a ticket to the attraction. Christmas shop-
ping was never before done so early in Or-
lando. The tickets were singles and most
of them brought in one or more paid ad-
missions.

For ten days the toy department was
crowded all day while others gaped at the

window, the largest display ever gained in

Orlando.
The clowns of course worked the streets

during the Shrine parade and a couple of

days later they went up and down along the

line of the circus parade, tossing out pea-
nuts to the waiting crowds and then tailed

the actual circus parade.
Business was close to the top, but did not

hit the highest mark. Mr. Burns says that
if any exhibitor will use the same energy
without too great a competition he can hang
up a mark that will show the capacity of the

house to its limit.

This is the cheapest big stunt that has
been recorded on this picture.

Now It's Gang Club
Utilizing the novelty hats supplied by

Pathe on Our Gang comedies, the James
Theatre, Columbus, Ohio, staged a parade
of length and explosiveness to put over the
showing of their first release of this series.

Children attending the theatre the week
before were given the hats and a card stat-

ing that if they would meet at a. certain

corner the following Saturday morning they

would be conducted to the theatre to wit-
ness the first showing. The de Molay Boys’

Band was hired to supply the music, and

you could hear them some of the time,

though for the greater part the whoops of

the excited youngsters drowned out the

band. The wearing of the hat was essen-

tial, but a man was stationed at the ren-

dezvous to supply those who had come un-

prepared.

"va

.1 Warner Brothers Release

A REGULAR DOG SHOW IN AN ALTOONA LOBBY
An effective design planned by the Strand Theatre, Altoona. Pa., for Where the North
Begins, in which Rin-tin-tin, the police dog is featured. The combination of cutouts

with real foliage for a banner is the chief point of interest in this display.

•i hirst National tiele..se

THREE OF THE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE CAMPAIGN ON CIRCUS DAYS IN ORLANDO, FLA.

H. B. Vncent, manager, and Frank H. Burns, publicity, fought a real circus and a Shrine Ceremonial with exploitation that held up

business in the face of strong counter attractions. The three clowns were hired by the week and d:d more than any one feature to

put it over. The window backed by a 24-sheet was in a toy store which gave a ticket to the show with each toy purchase.



William Fox presents Charles Jones in "'CUPID'S FIREMAN" A Fox Picture,
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'FLYING FINANCE”
Featuring Neely Edwards

An Educational'Mermaid Comedy
Supervised by Jack White
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"IN THE PALACE
OF THE KING"

An Emmett J. Flynn Production

distributed by
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
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"UNCENSORED
MOVIES"

the two- reel Hal Roach
comedy starring

WILL ROGERS
Released by Pathe
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Poor Half Tones Are

Not Entirely Fatal
The halftones in this 90 x 3 on Scara-

mouche in Chicago are not very well re-

produced. You can make out the features,

but that is about all. However, these half

tones merely illustrate the cut. Type ar-

gument and good reproduction is not es-

sential, though better work would have made
a better appeal. The selling is done almost

wholly on the talk, and this is cleverly writ-

h V YOUTH LOVES'

frf
Age Wants
Her eyes glance to the
right and to the left.

Which one should she
choose? The old man,
serious and forcible,

who WANTS her, who
offers wealth, position,

titlfe? But the youth
ajso desires her, and
his hopes are high.

And all life is like this

— yours and minel

REX INGRAMS
METRO

MASTERPIECE
fORTHE LOVffJEA VJOMAH AND
» TO AVEHOe A ERIEHO

FROM RAFAEL 5A BATIN I S FAMOUS NOVEL

THEATRE SAIL MATINEESJmtI $1 °S
TWICE DAILY "«

T1* w ,u B„ <b...
S.JO'frJOC

A Metro Release

IN SPITE OF HALFTONES
ten to get and hold the interest. The top
lines get attention and as you read down
the impression is formed that the play must
be worth while. This is not the initial dis-

play which was much .larger and made a

wasteful use of cut material. It is merely
to help extend the run, but we think that

this is a much better display than the open-
ing gun. Use of the star names would have
helped considerably, but it is a good adver-
tisement just as it stands.

Sells The Hunchback
Through Unusual Cut
This crayon of Notre Dame used as the

attractor for a Chicago display on The
Hunchback of Notre Dame looks like an or-

phan on the theatrical page, and because it

does, it gets the attention of every person
who passes that page. It would have been
possible to have used a scene cut, and this

would have wasted about seven eights of

the cost of the display, a 75 x 2, but this

simple sketch sells the reader on reading
and then sells him on seeing the production.
The copy is enthusiastic but temperate, and
it will convince many more ticket buyers
than would a slaver of superlatives. The
Hunchback will draw its best trade from the
better class of persons, and these would not
be appealed to through a splash of est

words. They would regard an attraction so
advertised with reasonable suspicion where
they will be drawn up to the box office with
this appreciative but sober announcement.
But the best idea is the use of the cut for

attention getting. It is so different from the
average that it gets first call on the reader
and sells him before he can look over the
rest of the page. Where space must be
economized because of its large cost, skill-

ful appeal must replace a space spread, and
this cut is worth a couple of columns of the
usual stuff. To be seen at its best it should
be reproduced in a portion of the page, but
this is not possible here, so you will have
to visualize its surroundings to appreciate
just how much personality it displays in

its company.

Merry Go Round Is

Tied to Two Pages
Although we have used little advertising

on The Merry Go Round lately, this big
Universal still seems to be cleaning up,

though mostly it has dropped to the second
and later run houses, but they show it up
now and then. This double truck comes in

rather belatedly from St. Louis, where it

played the Missouri Theatre last Septem-
ber. Generally Herschel Stuart is more
prompt in sending his results out. There is

not a very close tie-up to the title in the
various advertising displays, but they man-
age to get enough to make up a page and
they get a better effort than can be had
with the usual trade style because of the
drawn design. Just how much the theatre
had to pay toward this special space is not
developed, but we think that very little was
charged to the house. That drawn design
works for all of the cooperating advertisers
and it is probable that the extra space was
pro rated to them. They profit from the

drawn design as much as does the house
and there is no reason why they should
not help the cost by paying more than for
the space they actually7 occupy. We think
that the best hook-up chance was over-
looked. The dancing school says nothing
about the merry7 go rounds they teach.

Full Page Value

with Less Space
Ralph Ruffner, of the Capitol Theatre,

Vancouver, B. C., does not believe in wast-
ing his money on full page spaces if he can
make less do, and he gets all the value of

the full, plus next-to-pure-reading by tak-
ing 205 lines across the page for If Winter
Comes. Ruff puts it all in a brief slogan in

the upper right hand corner and he does not
spell hell with dashes, either. He comes
right out with it. and it does not look half

as bald. He plays up the fact that it was
filmed in England because he is appealing
to a clientele largely British, and he mod-
estly announces that “there is not another

A Fox Release

JUST AS GOOD AS A FULL
show like this on the North American con-
tinent at the price.” and follows with his

price schedule, which is a 50 cent top in the
evening. This is a rather belated display,

for Ruff had the picture in September and
used it to open his third season, though
this was purely a technicality, since the

house was open all summer. It was the
biggest picture in September, so he made
that the official opening. In his left hand
ear he announces the times of starting and

A Majestic Picturization

of Victor Hugo’s
Immortal Classic

To those who aeek tho

finer things—be It in

art or literature—this

tremendously absorbing
epic of an earlier day-is

dedicated.

A Universal Super-Jewel
Produced by
Carl Laemmle

These players:

Lon Chaney
Err\est Torrence
Patsy Ruth Miller

Norman Kerry
Tully- Marshall
and hundreds of others

Tills production will not be shown in any motion picture

theatre for a year.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CATHEDRAL CHOIR

DEARBORN at LAKE SUNDAY MATINEE 8 P. M.

^HARRIS
VJwicG i:50PW
Daily 8:50 EM.,

A Universal Release

OUT IN CHICAGO

dw Mildnj; C#U » Forme
AH1) WORTH IT

Our Postei

Display Aderrlisirg Pooling

; Card Tooting

Talker-white posting co.

‘MERRY

ROUND”

“Merry-Go-Round’

MACHINES
Lighting Equipment * Signs

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.

A.J:DUNBAR ELECTRIC CO.

CONTRACTORS AND DEALERS
UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP

A Universal Release

A DOUBLE MIDDLE FROM ST. LOUIS
\

'
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asks: “Please do not attempt to see it at

any other time than from the beginning.”
He gets just as good a display as though
he had paid for the 40 additional inches on
the page, and by keeping short he gets onto
the page with the book notes, where the

display will most surely be seen by all who
are interested in books and therefore to be
presumed to be most interested in the play.

He gains two objectives with one gesture,

and saves money at the same time, which is

characteristic of Ruff.

Sells Ponjola on

Record of the Book
Most of the selling of Ponjola at the

Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, is done on the
book. The first paragraph tells that this is

taken from the Stockley story of the girl

who became a man on the African veldt
and then goes on to say: “If you’ve read
the book—no need to tell you the story. If

you haven’t, it would spoil your enjoyment
to tell you more. That seems to cover the

|

ANNA Q.

NILSSON
and

JAM£,S KIRKWOOD

PONJOLA’

A First National Pictui

CIRCLE ORCHESTRA

RIENZI’

MODEST ALTSCHl'LER
1luslcnl I),rector

A Unique Presentation

“SONIA’S SONG”
The Beautiful Heart Song in Motion Pictures

DAVID PESETZKY
Russian Concert Pianist

Another Novelty Surprise

“THE SINGING CONTEST”

“A VILLAGE WEDDING"

GBMST of all INSTEUM0ITSgTlMGHTY VUWTZ£Xl
played by the

Sr •“'".’A WORLD'S GREATEST MOOON
- 4

,

PICTURE ORGANIST

VlMC. SHARBG-vttlNOI^
|% lllj. II I OR SI. I. OS II

WEEK III IIEMA.XU

A First National Release

MOSTLY ORGAN
ground very thoroughly. If you’ve read the

book, you know, and if you haven’t, there is

the suggestion that you should at least not
miss the picture. And all this is carried by
a single cut of Miss Nilsson, most of the cut

going to a touring organist, which explains
the left hand cut, with the organ pipes work-
ing very nicely into the drapery design.

Keeping the figure to the other side of the

space and using a black shadow gives it

equal distinction and still holds it from the

general design. This is not as showy as

some of the recent Circle sketches, but we
think that it is better craftmanship. There
is more dignity to the design than the fluffy

style of drawing, and at the same time it

gives greater strength to the figure to iso-

late it from the more ornamental section.

Flaming Youth Girl

Is Generally Useful
Here is another good display on Flaming

Youth based on the same figure the Circle,

Indianapolis, used on the same title. This
seems to be the full plan book cut, which
was fixed over by the Circle to get an ef-

fect more along its usual lines. By and
large this form is more generally useful,

since working with dark grounds is a more
or less ticklish experiment. This line work

A First National Release
THE F. Y. GIRL AGAIN

is less apt to mud up and looks as though
it would go through cheap work in good
shape while still looking well on better paper
better printed. If you will turn back to
the issue for December 8 you will be able to
compare this with the Circle display 'and
note how the Circle artist built up around
the press book suggestion. The artist fig-

ured that he could do no better, perhaps not
as well, and he wisely took the press book
figure. This display is from the Rivoli The-
atre, Baltimore. It entails no art work and
yet it gives a fine effect. We fancy that
figure will be more generally used on this

title than all of the other cuts combined.

Encouraging Crime
in Evansvillef Ind.

Just think of offering $10 in prizes for the

best singing of Yes, We Have no Bananas!
It would be better to offer ten dollars not to

sing it, but the Victory Theatre, Evansville,

Ind., in a P. S. to its display for The Age
of Desire offers $4, $3, $2 and $1 prizes

to the birds who give the best rendition of

this overdone selection. Perhaps the idea

is to lure the unsuspecting victims onto
the stage where the enraged audience can
shoot at them, or perhaps the banana song
was still new in Evansville when the adver-
tisement was printed. Perhaps, but we don’t

think that the darned thing stayed new for

as long as a week anywhere. Anyhow the

idea of a song contest in which all contestants

sing the same song is a variant to the usual

amateur night and is passed along for the

benefit of others who have to use special

nights. The advertisement itself packs a

terrific lot of talk for its space. It is three

nines, and it carries four or five conversa-
tions without seeming to be crowded. Most

of it is six point, unleaded. Someone must
have dropped the slugs on the floor because
the lines do not match up well. The main
bank, for instance runs

:

“Whatever my son is I

him as a babe for the
made him. I deserted
luxury and riches. I

Of course the second and third lines are
transposed. There is a similar drop in the
paragraph for the vaudeville act. The trouble
may have come from setting in corrected
machine lines, but an advertiser is justified
in not paying for the space, and if he holds
up the bill a couple of times, this sort of thing
will stop. Of course mistakes will happen
now and then, and should be passed over,

V I C T O R V
•THE SHOW FX.ACB Of HTAJflTin.*-

Sunday—Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday

SOHO COKTEST HEXT THtDAT Mm! OFBJf TO STUT
BODY TE5 DOLLARS p1*«n Vo th. Ini BlEffer of Tn. W. *»•.

A First National Release
PRIZES FOR BANANAS

but no advertiser should be asked to pay
for such hash, and if it is a chronic condition
a hold-up will effect a cure. The chief point
of interest in the display is the manner
in which the cut dominates the space with-
out detracting from the type. This is because
the type lines are held to small sizes and
are not permitted to fight with the attractor.
A space like that with light type is worth
four times the space with large letters kill-

ing off the display value of the cut. It

probably will look a bit too light in the re-

duction, but it is a well handled display.

Got a Bonus
Four mounted men to advertise Rupert of

Hentzau at the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, cost
Oral D. Cloakey nothing. He worked a local

riding school into the Papvrus-Zev race pic-

tures and the proprietor was so well pleased
with his share of the advertisement that he
gave the horses and riders free for Rupert.
That is the real secret of good exploita-

tion. Leave them pleased and you can come
back.

Coal Gold
Painting a couple of sacks of coal with

gilt paint and adding a small ad for The
Gold Diggers was the idea of J. P. Harrison,
of the Hippodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas.
These fa e nuggets were planted in door-

ways and other good places, and pretty soon
each lump of coal was going around in the
pocket of its personal press agent, who told

the rest of the town. It was a tedious job.

but well worth the investment of time and
gold paint.



Newest ReviewsandCommenTs
EDITED BY CHARLES S. SEWELL

“Six Cylinder Love”

Delightful Entertainment in Fox Production
of Successful Stage Comedy Dealing

with Newlyweds
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

When “Six-Cylinder Love” proved such a

big success on the stage there were many
who saw in it great possibilities as a screen
production. Among these was the Fox Film
Corporation, and as a result this picture

bids fair to fully live up to expectations, for

it has all the ear-marks of a winner.
In the first place it is a delightful little

comedy, with witty lines, the best of which
have been preserved in the subtitles, a
charming story rich in human interest, an
excellent cast including the star, Ernest
Truex, and several others who contributed
to the stage success, all in a well-rounded,
well-made production.
The play has been transferred bodily to

the screen with only slight elaboration in

the use of the greater possibilities of the
screen for atmospheric effect, and with the
necessary curtailment of some of the lines.

However, all of the clever touches which
kept the play on the New York stage for

two years and made it a success on the road
have been retained.
“Six-Cylinder Love” is a straight comedy

through which there is an undercurrent of
seriousness. It has a story which gets away
from the beaten track for the most part.

Never does it introduce farce or burlesque
but depends on comedy situations naturally
developed by the story. You will find your-
self laughing aloud many times in watching
this picture and smiling almost continually.
Notwithstanding the preponderance of the

comedy element there is no dearth of drama,
which is brought out in effective relief

against the comedy background, making it

more intense. The theme of the picture,
which deals with newlyweds, is intensely
human and will strike a responsive chord in

a majority of spectators, not only in the
way good-natured fun is poked at them but
in the sympathy aroused for the diminutive
husband who, after buying a car for his

wife, finds himself getting deeper and deeper
into extravagance and finally misappropriat-
ing money which belongs to another. You
feel nothing but pity for the poor chap and
will be delighted at the way he gets back
on his feet despite obstacles.
Altogether, it is an unusually satisfying

picture, tremendously true to life, that gets
under the skin, for the action is extremely
plausible and might happen to any of us.

At the same time while it is amusing you it

is putting over a good lesson, especially for
the “newlyweds,” of the folly of extrava-
gance and trying to live beyond your means
to make a show. It is a picture that will
appeal strongly to the men and just as
strongly to the women and should prove a
box-office success in neighborhood as well
as first-run houses. In addition to other
factors, it offers excellent angles for ex-
ploitation.

Ernest Truex is ideal in the role of the
young husband. His excellent work and his
diminutive stature add greatly to the com-
edy and the arousing of sympathy and it is

doubtful if anyone else could have made
this part so effective. Florence Eldridge is

well cast as his wife; Ralph Sipperly as the
auto salesman, Berton Churchill as the hus-

FEATURES REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Dangerous Maid, The (First Na-

tional)

Her Temporary Husband (First

National)

Lady of Quality, A (Universal)

Lucretia Lombard (Warner)

Miracle Makers (Associated Exhi-

bitors)

Reno (Goldwyn)

Shepherd King, The (Fox)

Six-Cylinder Love (Fox)

band’s employer and Donald Meek as an
older husband who has gone through the
same experiences give the same kind of

excellent performances as they did on the

stage, and the remainder of the cast is en-

tirely adequate.
Your patrons will like “Six-Cylinder

Love.”
Cast

Gilbert Sterling Ernest Truex
Marilyn Sterling Florence Eldridge
Richard Burton Donald Meek
Geraldine Burton Maude Hill
Phyllis Burton Anne McKittrick
Marguerite Rogers Marjorie Milton
Bertram Rogers Thomas Jlitcliell

AVilliam Donroy Ralph Sipperly
George Stapleton Berton Churchill
Harold Winston Harold Mann
Tom Johnson Frank Tweed
Mary Grace Gordon
Based on stage play by AVilliam Anthony

MeGuire.
Adapted by Carl S. Clancy.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.

Photographed by A. G. Penrod.
Length, 7,COO 1 feet.

Story

Richard Burton, fairly well-to-do, finds that
after he has bought an auto he has acquired
such expensive and sponging- friends and his
wife and daughter have become so socially
ambitious, that he finally has to sell his home
and the car. He calls in a clever auto sales-
man who by means of a ruse sells the car
to the Sterlings, newlyweds, living next door.
Gilbert Sterling inherits Burton's sponging
friends, and his wife starts on a career of
extravagance that ends in Gilbert “borrow-
ing” money from his employer. Gilbert sees
the light then, kicks out his worthless friends
and with his wife moves into a small flat

after selling his home. Finally the janitor
buys the car and Gilbert is able to pay back
the last of the money. His employer then
gives him back his job. Gilbert’s wife says
that lie can then buy a car for her—but not
an auto, something more old-fashioned—in

anticipation of a coming event.

“A Lady of Quality”

Universal Picturization of Burnett Novel
With Virginia Valli Is a Beautiful

Production
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Hobart Henley’s screen version of Frances
Hodgson Burnett’s story and play is a pro-

duction of great beauty. As it is one of

Universal’s Super-Jewels, one naturally ex-
pects a superior attraction. It assuredly is

this. Pictorially it is very nearly perfect
and dramatically it has the elements that

appeal widely.
Virginia Valli has never had a more flat-

tering opportunity to exploit her beauty,
charm and ability. Her role is one of many
moods. The early scenes show her the

daughter of an English nobleman, banished
by her father and raised in a stable where
she learns to “outswear and outride” all the

men. When her father takes her back again
and she has her first love affair, a new
character unfolds itself. “A Lady of Qual-
ity” emerges. The star has many effective

and affecting scenes. She is beautifully

gowned and always exceptionally pleasing to

the eye—one of the production’s strong
points of appeal.
The production has a fine, commendable

quality of being beautiful and rich without
suggesting anything excessively show}'. The
castle grounds and interiors are beautiful in

the extreme. But there is a marked dignity
and good taste about it all.

Some may find the transformation in the
heroine rather too sudden and complete to

be convincing. There is such a decided
break in the spirit of the picture that it is

almost like two different stories. The girl’s

real sweetheart is introduced late in the pic-

ture and then is only lightly described. The
love interest would have been stronger if

more admiration and sympathy had been
urged for Milton Sills, who proves to be the
worth-while suitor.

But this does not mar the picture’s at-

tractiveness for average tastes. It should
bring exceptionally good box-office returns
because it is an exceptional picture. Hobart
Henley’s directing, the material beauty of
the production, Virginia Valli and a fine sup-
porting cast should mean great satisfaction
anywhere.

Cast
Clorimla AVildaiis A’irgini:i Aulli
Sir Geoffrey AVildairs Lionel Belmore
Lady Daphne Margaret Seddon
Clorinda, age (i Peggy Cartwright
Gerald Mertonn Milton Sills

Dame Passett Florence Gibson
Mistress AA'impole Dorothea AVolbert
Sir Christopher Crowell Bert Roach
Sir John Ozen Earl Foxe
Sir Humphrey AVare Leo AVhite
Lord Porklish G. 11. AVilliams
Tavern Keeper Willard Louis
Annie AVildairs Patterson Dial
Annie, age S Yvonne Armstrong
Groom Boh Mack
Based on novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett.

Scenario by Marion Fairfax and others.
Directed by Hobart Henley.

Length, S,G4(!' feet.
Photographed by John Stumar.

Story

A girl, raised as a boy because her father
had no son, absolutely unconventional, sud-
denly determines to become a lady of quality.
In her new character, Clorinda AVildairs falls
impulsively in love with Sir John Ozen, a
brilliant Beau Brummel, lady-killer of the
most unscrupulous type. In an inadvised
moment she permits him to clip a lock of her
hair. He gives her the cold shoulder. Later,
she falls desperately in love with the Earl’s
kinsman, the Duke of Osmonde. Sir John
Ozen, inspired by pique, holds over her head
the telltale lock of hair. In a tempest of
passion on both sides, an act is committed
which changes the whole course of the Coun-
tess’ plan of life for a happy one.
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“Her Temporary Husband”

First National Farce Comedy with Sidney
Chaplin Is a Regular Riot of Laughs

and Fast Action
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

First Xational has a regular whale of a

comedy in "Her Temporary Husband.” Here
is a picture that looks as if it were built

around the slogan : “Get the laughs,” and it

certainly does. No matter how hard-boiled
you are. even if you belong to the class

who sit back and mentally dare a picture to

make you laugh, this one will get you, pretty

soon you will be smiling and before you
know it you will laughing aloud.

An out-and-out farce, making no pretense

to being taken seriously, it starts in with
the first subtitle to let you know it is all

in good fun. This attitude is maintained
throughout; while the action is getting un-
der way there are snappy subtitles and hu-
morous incidents and by-play on the part

of Sidney Chaplin which keeps you in good
humor. Then once the main idea begins to

unfold, the action gets faster and faster,

the humor more and more boisterous up to

the climax which is a regular whirlwind,
both from the standpoint of action and
laughs.
Belonging to the type of farces based on

complications due to one person being mis-
taken for another, this picture introduces
a girl who to live up to the provisions of a

will must be married within a certain time.

Nothing new in this, but she goes to a home
for incurables and gets an old bearded man
for the job. A chap who has fallen in love
with her at sight contrives to take his place
after donning a beard, and in the general
mix-up his valet has also to disguise as

the old man. Then the fun gets fast and
furious until all three of these bearded gents
are darting through the house, each pursued
by a chap who from motives of his own
wants the genuine old man out of the way.

Finally a whole gang of thugs is brought
into place and this is countered when the
valet broadcasts a radio call for help from
the army, navy, police, firemen, boy scouts,
messenger boys, Elks, Eagles, Moose, etc.,

etc. Here is a situation possible of portrayal
only on the screen with hundreds of sol-

diers, sailors, and the other groups and
apparently thousands of civilians are shown
converging on the house. This climax is a

riot from every angle. Then on top of
that, with no let-down in interest, the man-
ner in which the conspirators are spirited
away by the valet and given what’s coming
to them, brings another round of laughs.
The majority of the responsibility for

laughs falls on Sidney Chaplin as a booze-
loving valet who is the goat all through the
picture, and he is excellent, and especially
fine is a scene in which he tries to tell the
hero in pantomime what the gang is going
to do to him. Owen Moore is well cast as
the hero and Tully Marshall as the real old
man, with Sylvia Breamer as the girl and
Chuck Reisner as a tough.
Everybody enjoys a good laugh. “Her

Temporary Husband” is crammed full of
them and should prove a great big box-
office winner, so don’t overlook it.

Cast
Thomas llurton Owen Moore
Judd Sidney Chaplin
Blanche Ingrain Sylvia Breamer
John Ingram Tully Marshall
Clarenee Topping Charles Gerard
Conrad Jasper George Cooper
Hector Chuck Reisner
Barry John Patrick

Scenario by F. McGrew Willis.
Directed by John F. McDermott.
Photographed by Sam Banders.

Bengtli, (1,7113 feet.

Story
Blanche, according to her aunt’s will, must

get married in twenty-four hours to a weal-
thy man in order to inherit the property.
She arranges with a home for incurables to
furnish an old man with whiskers who should
not live very long. Thomas Burton, a

wealthy chap, sees Blanche and it is love at
first sight. Learning of the plan, he dis-

guises himself with whiskers and takes the
old man's place and marries Blanche. Then
a general mixup begins in Blanche’s home
in which a chap who wishes to marry her,
and the old man’s secretary, who wants to
get his money, plan to kill the old gent and
enlist the aid of a tough guy. During the
action Burton’s valet, Judd, disguises as the
old man, while Burton appears as his nephew.
The real old man appears and finally great
confusion is caused by there being three old
men on the scene. Finally when the tough
calls for his gang, Judd sends a radio to
the army, navy, police, firemen, Elks and
many others, and the whole mob descends on
the scene. The gang is captured, Burton ex-
plains his deception and Blanche agrees to

accept her temporary husband as a perma-
nent one.

“The Dangerous Maid”

New Constance Talmadge Feature for First

National Has Unusual Amount of
Drama

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Seventeenth century intrigue in England

furnishes a thrilling and picturesque back-
ground in Constance Talmadge’s new pic-

ture. It is excellent audience entertainment.
In book form, the story was entitled “Bar-
bara Winslow, Rebel,” and concerns the po-
litical adventures of a fiery and romantic
maid which will appeal strongly to the av-
erage fan.

While light comedy touches are gener-
ously scattered, the general style is more
serious than the usual Constance Talmadge
feature. The dramatic character of the pe-
riod means considerable suspense. To the
conflict between the rebels and King James’
forces, the heroine’s defiant attitude adds
great zest.

The personal note is always paramount.
Entertainment is the first consideration, as

the historical quality is negligible and the
box-office angle is never forgotten.
At the same time the customs and cos-

tumes of the day give the drama a colorful
background. Curled wigs and gay doublets
suggest the luxurious fashions. The star is

charmingly gowned and her scenes in the

disguise of a boy are among the most in-

teresting and exciting of all. The photog-
raphy is excellent and the settings, particu-

larly the village exteriors, are notable.

Director Victor Heerman has succeeded
in keeping the action bright and absorbing.
Conway Tearle is attractively cast as Cap-
tain of the King’s forces and Marjorie Daw
is pretty in a minor role. A number of

other characterization bits help to make the

picture interesting.
Cast

Barbara Winslow Constance Talmadge
Capt. Prothero Conway Tearle
Col. Kirk Morgan Wallace
Sir Peter Dare Charles Gerrard
Cecelie Winslow Marjorie Daw
Jane Kate Price
Simon Tully Marshall
Corporal Crutch I,on Morrison
Private Stieh Phillip Dunham
Judge Jeffreys Otto Matiesen
Jewars Wilson Hummel
John Bane Thomas Ricketts
Prudence Bane Ann May
Ituprrt Winslow Ray llallor
Farmer Rineoln Plummer
Based on novel, “Barbara Winslow— Rebel,''

by Elizabeth Ellis.

Continuity by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Directed by Victor Heerman.

Photographed by Glenn MncWilliams.
Length, 7,337 feet.

Story
Barbara Winslow aids her brother, a rebel,

in escaping from the King’s forces. Captain
Prothero, attracted to Barbara, lets her go
when she is captured disguised as her broth-
er, and both are arrested and thrown in

prison. A secret door is discovered and all

the prisoners escape. Barbara gets pardons
for herself and the Captain by bartering
some valuable papers which expose a plot

against the King. The Captain is^forced to

leave the country but Barbara goes with
him.

“Reno”

Goldwyn Comedy Drama Pokes Fun at the
Variety of Divorce Laws and Has

Splendid Melodramatic Climax
Reviewed by Beatrice Barrett.

They have lots of fun laughing at the wide
variety between the divorce laws of the
various states in the Goldwyn picture “Reno.”
It ridicules the ease with which a divorce
may be obtained in some states and the im-
possibility of getting one in others. It de-
picts the comedy complications which follow
the man and woman divorced in one state,

not divorced in another, and how a man by
crossing a state line may suddenly find him-
self a bigamist.

It also pokes fun at the way in which
some of the present generation of husbands
acquire and shed wives, and how wives
change their husbands at the slightest whim.
But all the while you are laughing at the
complications caused by the divorces issued
in Reno and considered differently in other
states, you fdel that underneath there is a
strain of real purpose to show how the
laws which have been made to correct an
evil are really adding to the immorality of
the nation, and a suggestion for a law which
will apply equally to every state.

Starting out as a lively comedy drama, the
picture has an unusually melodramatic end-
ing, which answers the call for something
decidedly new in pictures. Amid picturesque
shots of the natural wonders of Yellowstone
Park are introduced dramatically thrilling

scenes of a fight between the two husbands
of the same woman, ending in the one being
thrown into the boiling pool of a geyser,
and then the body tossed high into the air

by the force of the spouting geyser and
crushed upon the rocks below.
Most of the action is just good fun but

in an effort for contrast there has been in-

troduced scenes with a dash of the risque
which may shock some patrons, as for in-

stance the passionate love scene between
Emily Tappan and Walter Heath; also the
idea of the no-divorce law in South Carolina
could have been more pleasantly shown than
by having the husband crush his wife’s
fingers in the clothes wringer and otherwise
abuse her.

It is an exceptionally good box office at-
traction. The title will attract in the first

place, there are plenty of opportunities for
laughter, a strong and unusual climax and
the whole enacted by a cast which contains
any number of names which are good for
publicity purposes.

Cast
Mrs. Emily Tappan. . .

Roy Tappan
Walter Heath
Mrs. Dora Tappan. . .

Aunt Alicia Kane. . . .

Mrs. Kate Tappan . . . .

Yvette, the Governess
Jerry Dysart .

Marjory Tonne

The Tappen Children.

Mrs. Tonne

. . . . Helene Chadwick
Bew Cody

George Walsh
Carmel Myers

Dale Fuller
Hedda Hopper
Kathleen Key
Rush Hughes

. . . .Marjorie Bonner
( Robert De Gilbiss

1 Virginia Boomis
. . . .Evelyn Sherman

Story by Rupert Hughes.
Directed by Rupert Hughes.

Photographed by John Mescall.

Seven reels.

Story
Roy Tappan in Reno gets a divorce from

his wife Emily in the morning and marries
Dora in the afternoon. Dora has just that
day received a divorce from her husband.
Emily Tappan finds herself left with two
children and no money. Walter Health, who
formerly loved Emily, asks her to marry
him and she does, only to discover that the
divorce is not good in that state and she
cannot live with him. Tappan and his new
wife find that each thought the other wealthy
but they are penniless. He seeks money
from his aunt, who promises him all the

money he wants if he will secure his two
children and give them to her. He kidnaps
the children and hides them in his aunt's
home. After a frantic search Emily finds
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the children and with them and Walter she

goes to Yellowstone Park, where they are

considered legally married. Tappan follows

her and in a fight between Tappan and Wal-
ter, Tappan is thrown into the boiling pool

of a geyser and then his body thrown high

into the' air by the force of the geyser and
crushed on the rocks.

“The Miracle Makers”

Leah Baird’s Latest Production for Associ-

ated Exhibitors Has Novelty and
Suspense

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

In her latest production, “The Miracle

Makers,” Leah Baird offers another depend-

able box-office attraction. It is a well

planned picture, calculated to give the public

a popular blending of melodrama, romance
and serious drama. The star’s performance

in a womanly role is sincere and moving.

A new situation is pictured—the smug-
gling of Chinese boys who have been turned

down by the immigration department. This

successfully introduces a moment of sus-

pense when the girl saves the human cargo

from being thrown overboard because a sea-

plane is patroling overhead.

A forced marriage to a loathsome seaman

is the tragic note. While Miss Baird’s dra-

matic work and Richard Headrick, one of

the screen’s most adorable children, will

bring a sympathetic response, this will not

hinder some from criticizing the situation as

unrealistic. It is hard to believe that any

girl would prefer to face the humiliation of

bringing up her son without a name rather

than to tell the truth—that her husband is

a convict. But few could handle this situa-

tion more effectively than the star. She is

well acquainted with screen values and gives

the public enough that is worth while in

this picture to atone for some implausibility.

Mitchell Lewis as the heavy, George Walsh
as the lead and George Nichols as the girl’s

father are finely cast. The big fight be-

tween Lewis and Nichols arouses unusual

human interest because of the difference m
the ages of the characters. The villain’s

death might have been managed in a less

melodramatic way. The disposal of him by
having him fall down the well approaches

burlesque.
Cast

Doris Mansfield Leah Baird

Fred Norton George Walsh
Mrs. Emma Norton Edith torke
Capt. Joe Mansfield George Nichols

Mrs. Martha Mansfield Edythe Chapman
The Boy Master “Dickie” Headrick
Bill Brnce Mitchell Lewis

Story not credited.

Direction by W. S. Van Dyke.
Photography by Andrew Barlatier.

Length, 5,S34 feet.

Story
Doris Mansfield and Fred Norton of the

government air service are engaged. Bill

Bruce, smuggler In human cargo, takes Doris

to Chinatown and forces her to marry him.

Fred misunderstands her attitude and she

keeps the truth from him. Bruce goes to

prison, their child is born, and a few years

later Bruce returns, repents when he sees

the child, but meets a tragic death, leaving
Doris free to marry Fred.

“Lucretia Lombard”

Excellent Box-Office Appeal in Warner
Brothers’ Production Offered with

Choice of Two Titles
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Here is a picture that comes to the ex-

hibitor with a choice of titles as Warner
Brothers are releasing it under the title of

the book on which it is based, “Lucretia

Lombard,” and also under the alternate box-
office title of “Flaming Passion."’ A full line

of paper and accessories have been prepared
for each title.

Adapted from a widely-read up-to-date
novel by the popular author, Kathleen
Norris, this picture should prove a big box-
office attraction and a money maker in the

majority of theatres. It has a story that is

interesting throughout with many dramatic
situations and a lot of human interest. The
production is well-made, capably acted and
finely photographed, and in addition to all

this there is an unusually thrilling and
effective climax, combining drama and
melodrama, with a big forest fire, and a
flood which sweeps the heroine and her
rival from a high trestle into a raging tor-

rent.

The story is based on the intense love of

a woman who is married to a dissolute old
roue and a man who against his will finds

himself engaged to a woman he does not
love. It is a pure love, however, and while
the depth of their love is brought out there
is nothing risque, or of questionable pro-
priety in the film. The story is finely de-
veloped and right at the start arouses your
interest and sympathy, and is dramatic
enough to make it a worth-while attraction
even without the thrilling climax.
The leading roles of Lucretia Lombard

and Stephen Winship are finely portrayed
by two favorites who have been seen in

several other Warner Brothers’ sucesses,
Irene Rich and Monte Blue. Irene Rich is

particularly well cast in a type of role that
she has shown she can handle expertly, one
in which the dramatic appeal is enhanced
by restrained emotion, a woman who sees
no chance for the fulfillment of an almost
overpowering love. Monte Blue is also well
suited to his role which calls for restrained
emotion. In fact it is this element of intense
love facing a situation with apparently no
happy solution that gives the picture its

great strength and appeal.
The excellent acting in this picture is not

confined to the feature players, for Alec B.
Francis comes in for his share as Stephen’s
father, a minister, while Marc McDermott
gives a fine portrayal of Lucretia’s husband,
and Norma Shearer is well cast as the other
woman. She is vivacious and peppy in the
lighter moments and effective and realistic

in the more serious ones.
Cast

Lucretia Lombard Irene Rich
Stephen Winship Monte Blue
•Sir Allen Lombard Mare McDermott
Mimi Norma Shearer
Judge Winship Alee B. Fh-ancis
Fred Winship John Roche
Mrs. Winship Lucy Beaumont
Sandy Otto Holtman

Based on novel by Kathleen Norris.
Directed by Jack Conway.
Supervised by Harry Rnpf.

Length, 7,300 feet.

Story
Blinded by the glamour of his wealth and

title, Lucretia marries Sir Allen Lombard,
but her love is killed as she finds he is dis-
solute and dissipated. Sir Allen soon pays
the price for his riotous living and, con-
fined to a wheel chair, craves drugs. Through
a ruse he gets Lucretia to give him an opi-
ate that causes death. Lucretia is accused
but Stephen Winship, the district attorney,
absolves her of blame. It is a case of love
at first sight between Stephen and Lucretia
and despite the fact that against his will
Stephen is engaged to his father’s ward,
Mimi, they are attracted to each other. Ste-
phen’s father, the Reverend Winship. is shot
and at his request Stephen marries Mimi,
believing Lucretia does not love him. Lu-
cretia, however, has gone away with his
brother Fred to help him out of a difficulty.

A forest fire occurs and Lucretia in trying
to save Mimi takes refuge on a bridge which
is washed away by a bursting dam. Stephen
saves the two but Mimi is so injured she
dies, leaving Stephen to Lucretia.

“The Shepherd King”

Fox Screen Version of the Biblical Story of
David Is a Dramatic and Spectacular

Production
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Fox Film Corporation is offering “The
Shepherd King,” an adaptation of the stage
play of the same title, by Wright Lorimer
and Arnold Reeves, based on the well known

Biblical story of David. It has been handled
in a reverent manner throughout and while
furnishing entertainment for the masses
should appeal particularly to the vast ma-
jority of patrons who are familiar with the
story.

It is a big production and one that is more
forceful from an entertainment standpoint
than the majority of pictures of this type.

In filming it, Director J. Gordon Edwards
and his staff spent more than a year in Pal-

estine, Egypt and Jerusalem. As a result

not only were interesting scenic effects se-

cured, such as those showing the Jews leav-

ing Egypt, with the pyramids and sphinx in

the background, but striking shots silhou-

etted against beautiful cloud effects. Due
to the atmospheric conditions, some of the
photography is remarkably beautiful. But
overshadowing this is the fact that the ac-
tion all takes place in what is said to be the
identical surroundings called for in the Bible.

The picture also takes rank as one of the
big spectacles of the screen, for in addition
to the effective use of the natural surround-
ings there are tremendous and exceptionally
realistic sets representing the palace and
court-yard of the Hebrew King, through
which surge hundreds of men in the big
scenes. There are also many big battle

scenes in which large bodies of men, hun-
dreds of them on horseback and all effective-

ly costumed, are employed to advantage.
In such surroundings is enacted the stir-

ring story of David’s rise from shepherd boy
to king, which has been handled in an ef-

fective manner, the strongly dramatic char-
acter of the story has been brought out
forcefully and it holds your attention. We
follow David through his career, including
the slaying of the giant Goliath and his bat-
tles with the Philistines until he becomes the
king, while all through the story is -woven
his romance with the Princess Michal.

It is a well made production that com-
mands attention. With the exception of
Violet Mersereau, in the role of the young
princess, the entire cast is comnosed of for-
eign players. Edy Darclae in the vamping
role of the other princess has been seen in

foreign productions; the others are unfa-
miliar to American audiences and are prac-
tically all Italians. Especially good is the
work of the actor portraying David, who
has a strong note of sincerity in his work

;

the actor portraying the king also gives a
commendable performance and the others in

the cast are adequate.
Cast

Miclial Violet Mersereau
Herab Edy Darclea
Adora Virginia Cucchetti
David Nerio Bernardi
Saul Guido Trento
Jonathan Ferrucio Biancini
Doeg Alessandro Salvini
Adriel Mariano Bottino
Goliath Samuel Balestra
Samuel Adriano Boeanera
Ozem Enzo Di Felici
Abimelecli Eduardo Balsamo
Omah Amerigo di Giorgia
Egyptian Prisoner Gordon McEdnard
Based on stage play by Wright Lorimer and

Arnold Reeves.
Scenario by Virginia Tracey.

Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Length, 8,300 feet.

Story
Saul, first king- of Judea, does not wait as

commanded by the Lord for the arrival of
the Prophet Samuel before preparing to
battle the Philistines. Samuel tells him he
is accursed of the Lord and will lose his
throne. Samuel selects David to become
King. Saul’s son Jonathan’ meets David and
brings him to the court. David goes out
and with his sling slays Goliath. Saul, be-
lieving him to be the man of the prophecy,
sends him into a trap against the Philistines,
but he returns victorious and Saul tries to
kill him. David leaves the court and goes
into a cave. Hundreds of his men follow him
and when the Philistines attack Saul, David
comes to the rescue and conquers the Philis-
tines. Saul and Jonathan are killed in the
battle. David is acclaimed King and he
takes as his wife Saul’s daughter Michal,
w,th whom he has fallen in love.
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EATURED in the press book is

the “Baby Peggy Resemblance
Contest,” a stunt which already has

proved itself a big business-getter.

The press book explains in detail the

manner in which you can put this over,

either working alone or cooperating

with your newspaper. This is one of

those sure-fire ideas that can be

worked equally successfully by a small

liouse as well as a large one, inas-

much as it entails little expense and
only the degree of effort you care to

give it.

THE keynote of the campaign is the

personal touch of Baby Peggy
“talking” to prospective patrons—that

is, almost every aid has a message from
Baby Peggy. Dealing with such a cute

and attractive kiddie as Baby Peggy,
that’s a darned effective promotional
angle.

WiTh theAdvertisingBrains
AWeekly Discussion otThe New; unusualndnovel inpromotionaids

CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

B ABY PEGGY’S choice of Universal
as the sponsors of her first fea-

ture production was fortunate. For
Universal has put behind “The Dar-
ling of New York” a campaign of

showmanship that should help mightily

in carving a new niche in the motion
picture hall of fame for the diminutive
star.

The campaign book on Baby Peggy’s
first big picture, which has just been
issued, outlines a seat-selling effort TftUAftTr

A CARLOS PRODUCTION
fiamv bwauHaTl .& LuaSftiOTBeuas.huih nasrsoN

TDWY.eMtsrvsMYt

is available a set of ten black and white

portraits, which can be used in con-

junction with captions written in a

babyish hand, copy for which can be

found in the pages of the press book.

Carl X a ezttznje prefnia

One of the Baby Peggy heralds—a 3^x6 two-

color folder with room for imprint on back

just as comprehensive and effective as

that published on any other Universal-

Jewel—which is saying considerable,

as you men who have come in contact

with Universal showmanship probably

know.

MONG the aids available are two
1heralds, which are reproduced in

these columns.
The regular line of aids includes post-o ~

. . .
r

ers, advertising cuts, publicity cuts,

two slides, hand-colored 11x14 lobby

cards, two 22x28’s, a four-panel, 20x20
oil-painted screen, which can be used
as two two-panel screens, and a trailer.

Two songs can be used in connection

with the showing of the picture, or-

chestrations of both of which are fur-

nished without charge.

A sample of the posters drawn for Truart

by Hal Phyfe. This six-sheet is indicative

of the full line

A GOOD stunt is the circulation tie-

up with newspapers, in which the

Baby Peggy doll figures as the prize,

and in which the Baby Peggy buttons

can be used for club members.

ALL in all, it looks to us that the

exhibitor who can’t find some-
thing to suit his needs in the “Darling

of New York” campaign—he just can’t

ever find anything.

Besides the usual lobby cards, there
The herald illustrated above is printed in two colors on paper 11x16. It folds in the

center, giving four pages of type and picture matter, with ample space for imprint on back
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Advance sketch of a striking poster on Von Stroheim’s “Greed,” a forthcoming Goldwyn
release. If all of the posters live up to the mark set by this twenty-four they will leave

nothing to be desired

cities they use different cuts in their

ads. than they put in the press sheets.

Why is this? It seems to me that if

a press-book cut is good enough for

the average exhibitor it ought to be

good enough for the producer; vice

versa, if the producer thinks his big-

city advertising is good, he ought to

put it in his press books for the ex-

hibitor.

“What do you think about this?”

WE think the exhibitor in this case

is right, but we qualify our opin-

ion with the statement that most pro-

ducers do put their New York ads. in

the press books whenever practicable.

Very often the press books are entirely

producer to use on the cover of his

press sheet it certainly should be good PRISCILLA
enough to make into a newspaper ad. a >

cut. I wouldn’t kick if it were always ^ ~
.c

possible to reproduce the cover, but H S ST*! . \
these colored covers, as you know, ^

^

usually are either too difficult or too
expensive to reproduce to make it I 1

practical. WV'

One cause of complaint among the

exhibitors who write to us is that

often they cannot obtain the ideas for

their own use that producers use for

the covers of their press books. One
typical letter states :

“Why is it that producers always
seem to use the best illustrations and
cuts in advertising their picture to the

exhibitor, and he is unable to get that

cut at his exchange ? It seems to me
that if an idea is good enough for a

“Another thing I noticed is that

when producers are running their big
pictures in legitimate theatres in big

PUBLICITY
CLIP

SECTION
UNIVERSAL
JEWEL

Cover of the “White Tiger” publicity clip

sheet. An unusually striking display, which
is also available as a newspaper advertise-
ment. It gives an idea of the quality of

the newspaper ads. throughout

in work before the big-city run, and it

is too late to make any changes. Our
only explanation of the fact that pro-
ducers do not as a rule use press book
ads. for big-city showings is that the
ads. are too large to be used where
newspaper space is so expensive.

Outlook
Ccrrpotaitrm WHICH opens the way for some

advertising man to incorporate

some smaller ads. in the press sheet

—

and by that we are not forgetting the

“slugs” that appear in most every press

sheet.

lsual effect is achieved by the use of
colors in the posters for ‘The Old

says the Hodkinson publicity depart-
Orchid, faint pinks and yellows make
a really artistic display.”

A S to why the press-sheet cover il-

lustrations are not available, even
in smaller sizes than the cover itself,

we leave the answer to the advertis-

ing men themselves.
|E* VW’%81

WHITE TIGER
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Associated Exhibitors
CRASHING THRU. (6 reels). Star

Harry Carey. Ordinary program picture

that went over very well. A1 C. Werner,
Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

DESTROYING ANGEL. (6.000 feet). Star,

Leah Baird. One of the best Leah Baird pic-

tures I ever played, and that is saying some,

as it is almost impossible to improve on any
of her pictures. Exhibitors cannot go
wrong no matter which picture they pick.

I have played them all, and cleaned up on
every one

;
and the pictures will please them

all. Good any time. Capacity attendance.

E. H. Haubrook, Ballard Theatre, Seattle,

Washington.

GOING UP. (5,886 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. Very funny comedy with plenty

of thrills. Another “Hottentot,” only air-

planes were used instead of horses. Similar

stories. Good business for a week. Fine

moral tone. Suitable for Sunday. Draw all

types in city of 68,000. Admission 15-20-30.

R. V. Erk, Bareli Theatre (1,200 seats),

Schenectady, New York.

F. B. O
CAN A WOMAN LOVE TWICE? (6,000

feet). Star, Ethel Clayton. Good program
picture, but nothing to brag about. Used
usual allotment of posters. Had fair attend-

ance. Draw all classes in town of 400.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli The-
atre, South Fallsburg, New York.

DIVORCE. (5,900 feet). Star, Jane
Novak. Every one enjoyed this one, re-

marking on the big story and the splendid

acting. We had no kicks
;
many comments.

Fully as good as many of the so-called

specials. F. B. O. sell it right. Pretty nice

folks, these people. Some of the best bets

I have ever played were their pictures. Very,

very good moral tone. Suitable for Sunday.

Oh, yes ! Good attendance. Town of 7.000.

Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard The-

atre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

HUMAN WRECKAGE. (7,215 feet). Star,

Mrs. Wallace Reid. Whatever you may
think of the picture it brought them in and
kept them interested from the start to the

finish. Where the box office is happy the

exhibitor generally is also. A1 C. Werner,
Roj'al Theatre, Reading, Pennsylvania.

First National
BRASS BOTTLE. (5.290 feet). Star cast.

Paid a good price for this one. Advertising

matter looked good. Advanced my admis-

sions and disappeared when the crowd came
out. Had good attendance. Not suitable

for any day. Draw college students in town
of 2.100 R. Williams, Lyric Theatre,

Oxford, Mississippi.

CHILDREN OF DUST. (6,228 feet). Star

cast. Good picture. First part a trifle long.

Pauline Garon, Johnnie Walker, Lloyd
Hughes and Bert Woodruff are good. Has
good moral tone, and is suitable for Sunday.
Attendance was fair. Town of 3,720. Admis-
sion varies. C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount
Theatre (300 seats), Rochester, Indiana.

“It is my utmost desire to be of

some use to my fellow men.” This
spirit prompts the sincere exhib-

itors who contribute dependable
tips on pictures. The reports are
printed without fear or favor, and
no report from a bona fide exhib-

itor will be omitted. Use this de-

partment to help your selection of

pictures; choose exhibitors whose
opinions agree with your expe-

rience on pictures you both have
played and follow them. Each
month an Index To Reports will

appear in the final issue; this In-

dex will be cumulative, giving the

reports for that month and those

previously appearing, for a period

of six months. Use the tips and
send all you can to help other ex-

hibitors.

CIRCUS DAYS. (6,000 feet). Star, Jackie

Coogan. Very good attendance. Some
thought it Jackie’s best picture. C. F.

Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,

Indiana.

DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star, Jackie

Coogan. Splendid picture. Our patrons will

not patronize a child star. Moral tone fine,

and is perfect for Sunday. Had fair attend-

ance. J. E. Alford, Jacob’s Theatre (1,100

seats), McComb, Mississippi.

DADDY. (5,738 feet). Star, Jackie

Coogan. Jackie Coogan keeps his big audi-

ences roaring with laughter or on the verge

of tears throughout the seven reels, and the

bigger per cent, of the patrons wished that

there were at least three reels more of this

truly wonderful picture. “Daddy” will rival

in popularity any film now being screened,

and Jackie Coogan’s popularity in Oklahoma
City has been increased greatly by reason

of his latest and best picture being shown
here. A picture unrivaled, and sure to please

both old and young. William Noble. Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

DULCY. (6,859 feet). Star, Constance
Talmadge. It looks to us as if friend Connie

was growing old and getting fat. Did not

give as good satisfaction as most of her

pictures here. Temple Theatre, Ilion, New
York.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800

feet). Star cast. Good picture, and was a

pleasant surprise to me, as some of the

critics knocked this. Direction good ;
cast

very good. Pleased about ninety per cent.

Bought this right, and made some money
on it; regular advertising to good attend-

ance. Admission 15-55. Adolph Schutz.

Liberty Theatre (499 seats), Silver City, New
Mexico.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6.800

feet). Star cast. Bought this for a special,

and got asked top price as usual. Nothing

more than a fair western program picture.

Had fair attendance. Not suitable for Sun-

day. Draw rural and town class in town of

I,700. Charles Wolfe, Isis Theatre, Winamac,
Indiana.

HOTTENTOT. (5,953 feet). Star, Douglas
MacLean. Very good. Fair business. Has
good moral tone, and is suitable for Sunday.
Had good attendance. Draw mixed class in

city of 12,000. Admission 10-25. C. G.
Couch, Grand Theatre (288 seats), Carnegie,
Pennsylvania.

PECK’S BAD BOY. (6,000 feet). Star,
Jackie Coogan. Broke house record. Played
it two nights. Good house both nights. If

you have not played it get it, and go after
it strong. Draw all classes in town of 1,400.

J. Douglas, Strand Theatre, Pierce, Nebraska.

SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 feet). Star,
Douglas MacLean. Good comedy-drama.
Douglas is liked here. Picture is clean, and
drew many laughs. Edith Roberts and rest

of cast were good. Has good moral tone,
and is suitable for Sunday. Had fair attend-
ance. Draw middle and lower classes in

city of 600,000. Admission fifteen cents
matinees, twenty-five cents evenings. Joseph
F. Enos, New Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats),

San Francisco, California.

TOL’ABLE DAVID. (7,118 feet). Star,
Richard Barthelmess. Best audience picture
this year. Acting one hundred per cent.

Wonderful story, and plenty of action and
thrills. Has good moral tone, and is suitable
for Sunday. Had fine attendance. Draw
neighborhood and foreign classes in town
of 1,100. Admission 10-25. Joe Kenneaster,
Mystic Theatre (320 seats), Clovis. Cali-

fornia.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,228 feet).

Star cast. Fair attendance. Poor picture.

Moral tone O. K. and is suitable far Sunday.
Draw family and railroad class in town of

7,750. Admission 10-25, specials 10-35, supers
10-50. J. E. Alford. Jacob’s Theatre (1.100

seats), McComb, Mississippi.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,228 feet).

Star cast. This picture will please. Good for

all classes. The title is good for hook-ups.
advertising and exploitation. The paper is

extra good. M. W. Larmour, National Thea-
tre. Graham. Texas.

Fox
ARABIA. (4.448 feet). Star. Tom Mix.

A very good program picture. Pleased here
about eighty-five per cent. Mix is a good
drawing card with us. Fair moral tone ; suit-

ablt for Sunday. Good attendance of farmer
class, town of 150. Admission 10-20 and 10-

25. Jack Schneider. Casino Theatre (285

seats), Richmond, Iowa.

FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR.
(5,787 feet). Star, Henry B. Walthall. Wal-
thall's acting very good and picture pleased

all who like that type. Good moral tone,

suitable for Sunday. Attendance. 72 at 35,

11 at 15 cents. Draw town and country

class, town of 700 (supposed to be live!. J.

B. Carter. Electric Theatre (250 seats!.

Browning. Missouri.

MAN’S SIZE. (4,316 feet!. Star. William
Russell. A little better than the average
Russell picture. It •seemed to please, but

failed to draw. Russell not much of a draw-
ing card here. Fair moral tone. Not con-
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sidered suitable for Sunday. Fair attendance,

drawing neighborhood class in town of 4,000.

Admission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple
Theatre (500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.

SILENT COMMAND. Star, Edmund
Lowe. A hip, hip, hooray! flag-waving pic-

ture that is all right and just about a shade

better than program stuff. It won’t stand

dissection by any critical audience, and you

want to go light on your promises, for it

won’t make good on too strong exploitation.

First day, fine; second day, sad. The local

critics claimed it “didn’t ring true” and the

fight on the ship at sea got more laughs than

any other part of the film, and it was not

intended to be a comedy scrap. You have

great material here to work with from an

advertising angle; hence my caution to go

slow and see it for yourself ere booking, that

may have a lot to do with your purchase

price if you’re not handicapped by local

conditions. Heralds and mailing list gave,

for the two days, poor attendance. Draw
health seekers and tourists. Dave Seymour,
Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Saranac Lake,

New York.

STRENGTH OF PINES. (4,382 feet).

Star, William Russell. Any exchange should

be ashamed to take good money for such

a print
;
and we are paying almost double

for Fox stuff. This was a very good picture

when it was a five-reler, but now (from this

print) it’s not a four-reeler. Some of my
people went out asking me, “What’s the

matter with that picture?” Well—this one is

sure “cut” and dried. If you can’t get a

good print lay off of this one; don’t use it, it

will do you harm. We wired for another

picture for the second day showing. William

Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.

Goldwyn
CHRISTIAN. (8,000 feet). Featured

cast. Did not go over very good for us.

For the price we paid should have received

a better print. Cracked sprocket holes, six

misframes and parts cut out. Nuff said!

Attendance fair. Draw better class in town
of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Anglemire,

“Y” Theatre (403 seats), Nazareth, Penn-
sylvania.

REMEMBRANCE. (5,650 feet). Star,

Claude Gillingwater. A good home life pic-

ture but the patrons have been fed up on
this stuff so long that they are growing
weary of it and as a result the S. R. O. sign

was not taken down and dusted off. It is

still in the attic where it was placed several

months ago. Nothing wrong with the pic-

ture as no one kicked. Pa gets the credit

in this one. Has fine moral tone and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had poor attendance. Draw
general class in town of 1,000. Admission
10-20. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U Theatre,

Melville, Louisiana.

SIX DAYS. (8,010 feet). Featured
cast. A very fine picture. Pleased one hun-
dred per cent. Be sure and book this one.

Had good attendance. Admission 10-35.

Town of 5,000. N. Russell, Russell Theatre,
Barnesboro, Pennsylvania.

SPOILERS. (8,028 feet). Star, Milton Sills.

One of the best pictures I ever ran. Any
exhibitor that wants a real honest to good-
ness “he man” picture should book it now.
Attendance, house record. Draw country class

in town of 8,000. C. L. Hackworth, Grand
Theatre, Huntsville, Alabama.

SOULS FOR SALE. (7,864 feet). Star
cast. Patrons liked it better than “Holly-
wood.”, Moral tone O. K. and is suitable for

Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw family
and railroad town class in town of 7,750.

J. E. Alford, Jacob’s Theatre, McComb,
Mississippi.

Between Ourselves

A get-together place where

we can talk things over

The bad print evil has been dis-

cussed from about every angle.

The cure rests with the exhib-

itor—solely.

It’s natural with an exchange
manager to “get away with it” as

long as all he gets is kicks.

But when his salesmen trail the

bad prints and come in with the

story of exhibitors who state that

they’re not taking any, thank you
—such and such prints were on
the bum and there are other ex-

changes in their territory that are

delivering what the exhibitor pays
for—then things may begin to

change for the better.

Every exhibitor ought to sit

down and write courteously to the

producer after running a bad print,

explaining exactly how and why
it was unfit to run. This would
help. The producer doesn’t want
to spend thousands advertising

his pictures and let some poor
print ruin his future sales and de-

stroy the effects of his advertis-

ing.

Tell him and tell the salesman.

VAN.

Metro
PEG O’ MY HEART. (7,900 feet). Star,

Laurette Taylor. This play, book, author
and story are so well known your feature is

sold to the public as soon as you post your
first advertising. Saw many new faces, and,
judging by the laughter and interest in the
screen, I know they were pleased. It is a

light Irish comedy drama, but a distinct

and refreshing change from the eternal tri-

angle situations that are so common in pic-

tures today. The price was right and I

showed this at regular admission to full

houses in spite of unfavorable weather. A
fine attraction for Sunday. Used slide,

boards, window cards and mailing list. Draw
farmers and townspeople in town of 800.

Admission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall
Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

SOUL OF THE BEAST. (5,300 feet). Star
cast. A good outdoor picture. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw working class in

city of 14,000. Admission 10-20. G. M. Bert-
ling, Favorite Theatre (187 seats), Piqua,
Ohio.

THREE AGES. (5,251 feet). Star, Buster
Keaton. Little less than a knockout. Con-
tinual flashbacks weakened continuity, but
has everything to please and did please
ninety-five pe;r cent. Second night better
attended than first at raised admissions. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Draw mixed classes in town of 1,800. Admis-
sion 10-30, 25-50. J. A. Harvey, Strand and
Palace Theatres (500 seats), Vacaville and
Dixon, California.

WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS. (7,706

feet). Star cast. Sure wish we had not
played this one, Sunday. It is too rough.

We can’t understand how this picture ever
received a good comment, but it has in sev-
eral places. It was not liked here. Not any
some at all. Moral tone not good and not
suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance
first day. Draw best class in town of 7,000.

Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard The-
atre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

Paramount
HEART RAIDER. (5,705 feet). Star, Agnes

Ayres. Dandy picture. Different, cute, fast

and entertaining. The folks will come out
saying,

“ ’Twas a fine picture.” “Mr. Man-
ager we are well pleased. Made us all feel

young again. Full of pep, ambition, and
sauer kraut.” Draw society class in town of

7,000. Admission 10-20. Ned Pedigo, Pollard
Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Not his best, but a very
good Meighan vehicle and if this star means
anything to you, get behind it. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. F. M. Francis, Lincoln
Theatre, Charleston, Illinois.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Cash in on it, boys. Par-
amount is fair about rental, too. I wish we
had more Meighans in the business. The
picture has plenty of action and is human.
Moral tone good. Suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance of better class in town of

7,200. Admission 10-22-28. K. H. Sink,
Wayne Theatre (500 seats), Greenville,
Ohio.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). A
picture that should satisfy any audience.
Plenty of action and some very good com-
edy. Ran it two days and did a fine busi-

ness. Don’t fail to book this one. Moral
tone fine and is suitable for Sunday. Had
large attendance. Draw general class in

town of 4,000. T. L. Barnett, Finn’s Theatre,
Jewett City, Connecticut.

HOMEWARD BOUND. (7,000 feet). Star,
Thomas Meighan. Of all the Peter B. Kyne
stories that have been transferred to the
screen I’ve never seen a poor one. The star

is surrounded by a good cast. C. F. Kriegh-
baum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester, In-
diana.

IMPOSSIBLE MRS. BELLEW. (7,155

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. The best
Swanson feature I have used. It pleased
them all. Owing to fairs and unfavorable
weather the attendance was poor, but it

was no fault of the picture. A good picture
for any day. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall
Theatre, Chester, Vermont.

JAVA HEAD. (7,865 feet). Star, Leatrice

Joy. This was a fifty-fifty picture as far

as being entertainment for our audience. It

was well acted and cast but they don’t like

this kind here. Had fair attendance. Draw
better class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-

15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats),

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

JAVA HEAD. (7,865 feet). Star, Leatrice
Joy. A story of old Salem, a Chinese maiden
and an American sailor. Have read some
adverse reports on this but considered it a

fine picture. Albert Roscoe, Jacqueline Lo-
gan, Leatrice Joy and Raymond Hatton are
splendid. Had good attendance. C. F.
Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre, Rochester,
Indiana.

LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star
cast. Fine attraction in every respect but
box office picture in our town. Has good
moral tone and is not suitable for Sunday.
F. M. Francis, Lincoln Theatre, Charleston,
Illinois.

LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star
cast. A fair picture which did not please
but about sixty per cent. Some will prob-
ably like it and others will not care for it

at all. Regular advertising brought fair at-
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Giving Credit Where It Is Due

“We have been reading the Straight From the Shoulder reports for some
time and find they are very helpful.

“We never yet have had a poor print from Metro and have never had a

better one from any other company.
“The cleaning and inspection service of Metro is great.”—Benson &

Landman, Town Hall, South Londonderry, Vermont.

tendance. Draw general class in town of

SOI). Admission 10-30. Frank G. Leal, Leal

Theatre (246 seats), Irvington, California.

LAWFUL LARCENY. (6,237 feet). Star

cast. A sterling drama of tangled lives, of

a husband who falls into the merciless net

of another woman, of a wife who adopts the

other woman's weapons in her winning fight

for happiness. The picture is well worth
seeing. William Noble, Criterion Theatre,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. Pleasing production

for usual patrons who attended. Not suit-

able for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
average college student class in town of

6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean Dagle,

Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Il-

linois.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star. Dorothy Dalton. Will please, especial-

ly if they care for pictures of this type.

C. F. Krieghbaum, Paramount Theatre,

Rochester, Indiana.

LOVES OF PHARAOH. (7,352 feet). Star

cast. A good picture, but following on the

order of “The Sheik”; too many Egyptian

and desert pictures having been shown,

spoils this one as a box office money-getter.

William Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

MR. BILLINGS SPENDS HIS DIME.
(5,585 feet). Star, Walter Hiers. A pleasing

little program picture along the lines of “The
Dictator.” Pleased practically everyone on

a Saturday. Moral tone O. K. and is suit-

able for Sunday. Had average attendance.

Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Admission

10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty

Theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Ar-

kansas.

MY AMERICAN WIFE. (6,061 feet).

Star, Gloria Swanson. Good. William No-

ble, Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla-

homa.

NE’ER DO WELL. (7,414 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Everybody liked this

one. This one is one of the good ones of

the “Super 39.” Meighan is a steady draw-

ing card for us. Had good attendance.

f)raw better class in town of 4,500. Admis-

sion 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre

(400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

NE’ER DO WELL. (7,414 feet). Star,

Thomas Meighan. Everybody satisfied. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.

Had good attendance. Draw oil field patron-

age in town of 2,500. Admission 10-20. C.

A. Runyon, Runyon Theatre, Barnsdall,

Oklahoma.

NOBODY’S MONEY. (5,584 feet). Star,

Jack Holt. Fairly good entertainment for

our audience. Would class it as a good pro-

gram picture. Holt has fairly good draw-

ing power for us. Had fair attendance.

Draw better class in town of 4,500. Admis-

sion 10-15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre

(400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

N’TH COMMANDMENT. (7,339 feet).

Star cast. Picture very good and pleased

all seeing it. William Noble, Rialto Thea-
tre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

N’TH COMMANDMENT. (7,339 feet).

Star, Colleen Moore. A very fine produc-

tion that received lots of praise here. Wish
we had more as good. This one should have

been the special, for in reality it is far bet-

ter than any of the Paramount specials with

possibly the exception of “Manslaughter.”

Has good moral tone and is suitable for Sun-

day. Had good; attendance. Draw best

class in town of 7,000. Admission 10-20. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre (800 seats), Guth-

rie, Oklahoma.

PRIDE OF PALOMAR. (7,494 feet). Star

cast. A rather above the average picture

that seemed to give good satisfaction. Noth-
ing big or startling but thoroughly satisfac-

tory. Moral tone O. K., but is a little rough
for Sunday showing. Had good attendance.
Draw all classes in city of 14,000. Admission
10-25. E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty
Theatres (750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Ar-
kansas.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS. (6,216 feet).

Star, Gloria Swanson. An excellent picture.

Has good moral tone and is suitable for Sun-
day. Had good attendance. Draw oil field

patronage in town of 2,500. Admission 10-

30. C. A. Runyon, Runyon Theatre, Barns-
dall, Oklahoma.

SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR. (5,632 feet).

Star, Walter Hiers. Good, lively comedy
that caused no kicks. Better than “Mr. Bill-

ings Spends His Dime,” but Hiers lacks a

great deal of being a star. He is just a

good comedian with a fat, pudgy face. Has
O. K. moral tone and will do for Sunday.
Had average attendance. Draw all classes

in city of 14,000. Admission 10-24, 15-35.

E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty Theatres
(600-750 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

SNOW BRIDE. (6,000 feet). Star, Alice
Brady. Our second Brady. Drew better

than her first. It proved fair entertain-

ment for our audience. We are having
fairly good success with Paramount pictures.

Had good attendance. Drew better class in

town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A. Angle-
mire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth,
Pennsylvania.

TO THE LAST MAN. (6,965 feet). Star

cast. Zane Grey story. One of the best

stories of its kind ever shown here. A bit

slow in the last three reels. Scenery simply

wonderful. Get behind it and boost it. Has
good moral tone, but is not suitable for Sun-
day. F. M. Francis, Lincoln Theatre,
Charlestown, Illinois.

TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE. (5,-

695 feet). Star, Mary Miles Minter. This
picture went over on Sunday in good shape,

it is exceptionally well done; a mountain
story which means a certain amount of ac-

tion. Moreno and Ernest Torrence are to be

depended upon any place they are cast.

Minter has slipped, believe she cooked her-

self when she “slopped” over in the Taylor
case and her row with her mother. Anyway
the audience comments panned her per-

sonally, but not the picture. Draw all types,

in town of 2,965, Admission 10-22. Arthur
Hancock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,

Indiana.

‘TRAVELING ON. (6,267 feet). Star, Wil-

liam S. Hart. A very good picture. William
Noble, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN
FLOWER. (11,618 feet). Star, Marion
Davies. This is a good picture, but just a

little too long, but the picture pleased all

seeing it. William Noble, Rialto Theatre,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN
FLOWER. (11,618 feet). Star, Marion Davies.

Good. Business good. Patrons satisfied. A
real picture. Suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw oil field patronage in town

of 2,500. Admission 10-30. C. A. Runyon,

Runyon Theatre, Barnsdall, Oklahoma.

WHITE FLOWER. (5,131 feet). Star,
|

Betty Compson. Fair program picture that
pleased the majority. Draw mixed class in

city of 110,000. Admission 10-20. A1 C. Wer-
ner, Royal Theatre (500 seats), Reading,
Pennsylvania.

WISE FOOL. (6,768 feet). Star, James
Kirkwood. A very good picture, which should
please all seeing it. William Noble, Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (5,700
feet). Star, Betty Compson. Good program
picture. William Noble, Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES. (5,700

feet). Star, Betty Compson. A picture that

will hold the attention of the audience
throughout. Poor title. Fair moral tone.

Suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance
of better class in town of 7,200. Admission
10-22-28. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre (500

seats), Greenville, Ohio.

Pathe
SAFETY LAST. (6,400 feet). Star, Harold

Lloyd. The last word in superb moving pic-

tures. Harold Lloyd in “Safety Last” un-
excelled and unrivalled by any character ever
appearing on the screen, or ever will appear
on the screen. With both fear and mirth
mixed at the same time and gripping the

observer with rapture as well as dread, is

entertained as never before, throughout the

seven long reels of the best picture ever

produced, and will equal any picture yet to

come. It is one of the funniest and most
entertaining pictures shown on the screen, i

The picture is a hair raiser and side splitting
:]

comedy well worth seeing, in which Harold
|

Lloyd will be seen at his best, and any one I

failing to see this wonderful picture, will i

certainly miss an excellent treat, so by all

means use it and your talk will do the rest,
j

William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

Preferred
VIRGINIAN. (5,000 feet). Star, Ken-

j

neth Harlan. A very good picture, a most >

capable cast and well directed. Possibly not

quite as good as the exchanges think; be

careful. Exploitation, talking up the Owen
Wister novel, and with a mailing list you

will play this to a box office advantage. <

Usual advertising brought good attendance.

Draw health seekers and tourists. Dave

Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Sara-

nac Lake, New York.

Selznick
RUPERT OF HENTZAU. (9.400 feet), i

Star cast. Our patrons have “struck” on us

with costume pictures. We are avoiding all

costume or period dramas for a month, too

many are being made. Eighty-five per cent. 1

of the American picture patrons want

American stories. Moral tone fine and is

suitable for Sunday. Had very, very poor

attendance. Draw family and railroad class

in town of 7,750. Admission 10-25, specials

10-35, supers 10-50. J. E. Alford, Jacobs

Theatre (1.100 seats). McContb, Mississippi-
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QUICKSANDS. (6,541 feet). Star cast.

A picture that will please everybody who is

human. It keeps the audience thrilled from
beginning to end. Draw all classes. Ad-
mission 15-25. Grand Theatre, Terre Haute,

Indiana.

United Artists
MOLLYCODDLE. Star, Douglas Fair-

banks. This one is old, but pleased better

than “The Three Musketeers.” We re-

ceived an excellent print on this one, in fact,

the best we have received from United Art-

ists. Had good attendance. Draw better

class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C.

A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400 seats),

Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT. (11,000 feet).

Star, Carol Dempster. Just what the title

implies. This picture sure gets them going.

They scream their heads off. Advertising

slants, ghosts, storm scene stuff. Had fair

attendance. Draw middle and lower classes

in city of 600,000. Admission 10-15, 10-25.

Joseph F. Enos, New Lyceum Theatre (1,600

seats), San Francisco, California.

ONE EXCITING NIGHT. (11,000 feet).

Star, Carol Dempster. Very good picture

that satisfied; what more can you. ask for?

Has good moral tone and is suitable for

Sunday. Had big attendance. Draw best

class. Al. Hamilton, Rialto Theatre, South

Norwalk, Connecticut.

Universal
DRIVEN. (5,400 feet). Star cast. A

dramatic offering well acted. The story is

not particularly appealing, but it is well

done. Print was in fine shape. Had fair

attendance. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall

Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

KENTUCKY DERBY. (5,398 feet). Star,

Reginald Denny. This is a fair program
picture, but by no means a special. Patrons

considered it satisfactory entertainment. Fair

attendance. Al C. Werner, Royal Theatre,

Reading, Pennsylvania.

MEN IN THE RAW. (4,313 feet). Star,

Jack Hoxie. A real western feature and

something different. Moral tone fair, but

not suitable for Sunday. Had good attend-

ance. Draw working class in city of 14,000.

Admission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite

Theatre (187 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

MERRY-GO-ROUND. (9,178 feet). Star

cast. Boost this and boost hard. A splendid

picture, but must be worked on. Don’t pay
too much for it as it won’t get the money
unless you have every known way to ex-

ploit it. Moral tone alright and is suitable

for Sunday. Had fair attendance. Draw
general class in town of 3,000. Admission

10-35, real specials 25-50. W. B. Renfroe,

Dream Theatre (600 seats), Sedro Wooley,
Washington.

MERRY-GO-ROUND. (9,178 feet).' Star

cast. Fine picture. Moral tone O. K. and is

suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.

Draw family and railroad town class in town
of 7,750. J. E. Alford, Jacob’s Theatre, Mc-
Comb, Mississippi.

NOBODY’S BRIDE. (4,861 feet).
_

Star,

Herbert Rawlinson. A very good picture.

Pleased ninety per cent. Rawlinson is a

good star for us, also Miss Lake. You can

buy it right. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had fair attendance.

Draw farmers and from town of 150. Ad-
mission 10-20, specials 10-25. Jack Synder,

Casino Theatre (285 seats), Richmond, Iowa.

OUT OF LUCK. (5,518 feet). Star, Hoot
Gibson. Tie up this one; not much of a

story, but it is a great Gibson success. You
will laugh from start to finish. Good as

Suitable for Sunday

Watch it, boys. The exhibitor
who runs on Sunday depends on
you to tell him whether a picture

is suitable for Sunday.
Weigh this carefully. It would

be a shame to let a brother book
in a film for the Sabbath that
would hurt his house prestige

—

but it would be just as big a
shame as well as unfair to a pic-

ture, to vote “no” hastily.

some of the big specials. Good' moral tone.
Attendance good. Draw all classes, town of

900. Admission 10-20. C. E. Robinson, Town
Hall (300 seats), Carmel, Maine.

TRIFLING WITH HONOR. (7,785 feet).

Star, Rockliffe Fellows. Pleased them all.

Good comedy mixed in this picture. You
can’t go wrong with this one. Used photos,
paper, program. Had good attendance. Draw
working class in town of 3,850. Admission
10, 10-15, 10-25. Walter E. Greenwood, Star
Theatre (238 seats), Union City, Pennsyl-
vania.

THRILL CHASER. Star, Hoot Gibson. A
fair picture; nothing to brag about. If Uni-
versal wants to make anything out of Gibson
they will have to put him in the things that
he belongs in. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw working class in city of 14,000. Ad-
mission 10-20. G. M. Bertling, Favorite The-
atre (187 seats), Piqua, Ohio.

Vitagraph
MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star

cast. Another one that made me money.
Good. Runyon Theatre, Barnsdall, Okla-
homa.
MASTERS OF MEN. (6,800 feet). Star,

Earl Williams. A very good picture and a

good buy. William Noble, Rialto Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT. (4,900 feet). Star,

Alice Calhoun. A fair program picture

;

should please mostly all of Miss Calhoun’s
followers. Print in good shape. Has fair

moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw all classes. Admis-
sion ten cents. Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle
Theatre (218 seats), Baltimore, Maryland.

ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH.
(7,156 feet). Star cast. Wish to let brother
exhibitors know to keep off this one. Vita-
graph has no right to put out stuff of this

kind and charge high rentals for it. The
actors’ acting and story, just fierce. No in-

telligent audience could be likely to sit

through it. S. L. Taylor, Kozy Theatre,

Pass Christian, Mississippi.

Warner Bros.
BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED. (7 reels).

Star cast. Not fit to be shown iir any first

class theatre. Showed one performance and
pulled it off. A disgrace to the industry.

Moral tone poor. Not suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw family and
student class in town of 4,000. Admission
10-25. R. J. Relf, Star Theatre (600 seats),

Decorah, Iowa.

LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE COR-
NER. (6,300 feet). Star cast. Great for

us, fine business and satisfied patrons for

three days with vaudeville. Temple Thea-
tre, Uion, New York.

LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE COR-
NER. (6,300 feet). Star cast. A picture
that holds heart interest, teaching a good
moral. Has good moral tone and is suitable
for Sunday. Draw ranchers and townspeople
in town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite
Theatre, Placerville, California.

MAIN STREET. (8 reels). Star cast.

Picture gave complete satisfaction, both to
the public and at the ticket office. One of
the best money-getters we have run this

fall. Temple Theatre, Uion, New York.

MAIN STREET. (8,000 feet). Star cast.

I think it the duty of every exhibitor, espe-
cially small town men, to show their patrons
this one as it is so true to life. It’s a shame
to miss it. Pleased one hundred per cent,

and made friends for my houses. Drew
extra well. Clean, but a better middle week
picture than for Sunday. Just think, boys,
comedy, drama, tragedy and everything. The
heart’s desires all in one. Play it by all

means. Draw mixed classes in town of 1,800.

Admission 10-30, 25-50. J. A. Harvey, Strand
and Palace Theatres (500 seats), Vacaville
and Dixon, California.

MAIN STREET. (8 reels). Star cast. A
picture that will be sure to please any audi-
ence. Moral tone good and is suitable for
Sunday. Draw ranchers and townspeople in

town of 1,650. Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite

Theatre, Placerville, California.

Comedies
BIRTHDAY CAKE AND JUNGLE PETS.

(Chester Comedy). This picture is one con-
tinuous scream in the second reel. A real

knockout
;

if you have a chance to get it

don’t fail to do so. Suitable for Sunday.
Had fair attendance. Draw mostly factory
class in town of 2,800. Admission 15-25, 17-

30. David W. Strayer, Smith’s Theatre (250

seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

BROKE. (Educational). Nothing to it

but a good print and good photography.
Would make a fairly good comedy for a

“blind” man. Suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. B. K. Russell, Legion The-
ater, Cushing, Iowa.

CHAMPION. (Pathe). Another screamy
picture of “His Rascals.” They are all good
for the grown-ups, as well as the youngsters.
If you have never run any of these comedies
buy one and be convinced. Draw mostly
factory class in town of 2,800. Admission
15-25, 17-30. David W. Strayer, Smith Thea-
tre (250 seats), Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.

CRASH. (Educational). This single reel

was undoubtedly good when the print was
all there, but the print I received was badly
cut. What there was of it called out some
hearty laughs. Draw townspeople and farm-
ers in town of 800. Admission 10-25. Guy
C. Sawyer, Town Hall Theatre (250 seats),

Chester, Vermont.

DETECTIVE. (Vitagraph). This is bet-

ter than most of his comedies. This one is

something on the order of Larry Semon
comedies. Suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. William Thacher, Royal Thea-
tre, Salina, Kansas.

EASTER BONNETS. (Educational).
Here’s a clever comedy of the refined type.

There’s nothing objectionable in it as one
finds in so many comedies and everybody
seems to thoroughly enjoy it. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. T. E.

Madsen, Idaho Theatre, Twin Falls, Idaho.

FRIEND HUSBAND. (Paramount). This
comedy had never before played here and
the print was brand new and had more than
the usual amount of laugh's of the comedies
today. The price was the most reasonable

film rental I have ever paid. You couldn’t

really ask for anything more, could you?
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Draw townspeople and farmers in town of

800. Admission 10-25. Guy C. Sawyer, Town
Hall Theatre (250 seats), Chester, Vermont.

GET OUT AND GET UNDER. (Pathe).
Harold reveals a “full house” again. You
could charge fifty cents and if Lloyd was
“Hitting” alright you’d be safe to meet your
patrons afterwards. Has O. K. moral tone
and is suitable for Sunday. Had excellent
attendance. Draw rural and small town
class in town of 286. Admission 10-25. R. K.
Russell, Legion Theatre, Cushing, Iowa.

MY MISTAKE. (Crescent). Only fair

comedy. Have seen better, but at that, it’s

very good. Suitable for Sunday. Had fair

attendance. William Thacher, Royal Thea-
tre, Salina, Kansas.

OUR GANG COMEDIES. (Pathe). Very
pleasing type of comedy. Attracts all the
children. Draw average small town class.

Use one sheets. Good attendance. M. J.
Bradley, Airdome Theatre, Thornton, Arkan-
sas.

ROARING LIONS ON A STEAMSHIP.
(Fox). This Sunshine Comedy has the pre-
vious “Lion” comedies beat by a mile.

Played with “Penrod” and had our audience
in a splendid mood for the long eight reeler

that followed. Has good moral tone
; it

depends on the locality whether it is suitable

for Sunday. Attendance S. R. O. Draw
factory class in town of 3,500. Admission
10-25. Henry W. Nauman, Majestic Theatre
(300 seats), Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

SMALL TOWN IDOL. (First National).
Good comedy with Turpin at his best.

Pleased a good sized audience. Made the
high-brows laugh and drew all classes. Had
excellent attendance. Draw all classes in

town of 1.100. Admission 10-25. Joe Kin-
neaster, Mystic Theatre (300 seats), Clovis,

California.

SPEEDER. (Educational). Very good
comedy. Lots of laughs, many of them sup-
plied by Hamilton’s facial expressions and
his manner of walking. C. F. Kreighbaum,
Paramount Theatre (300 seats), Rochester,
Indiana.

STAGE HAND. (Vitagraph). One of

Larry Semon’s good comedies that pleased
a good patronage. The monkey is some
actor and he sure knows his “stuff.” Moral
tone O. K. and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw rural and small town
class in town of 286'. Admission 10-25. R.

K. Russell, Legion Theatre (136 seats),

Cushing, Iowa.

Every report you send keeps
some exhibitors from booking a
poor picture or helps them to grab
the good ones.

USE THE BLANK BELOW

WEAK END PARTY. (Pathe-Stan Lau-
rel). Good. Lots of laughs. Draw farmers
and townspeople in town of 800. Guy C.
Sawyer, Town Hall (250 seats), Chester,
Vermont.

Serials
HAUNTED VALLEY. (Pathe). Started

off the best of any serial I ever ran and
wound up with the smallest attendance.
Runyon Theatre, Barnsdall, Oklahoma.

OREGON TRAIL. (Universal). This
serial is holding up wonderful. Seems to
please all. Good attendance whenever I run
it. Admission 15-55. Adolph Schutz, Liberty
Theatre (499 seats), Silver City, New Mexico.

RUTH OF THE RANGE. (Pathe). Star,
Ruth Roland. This is a very good serial, but
not as good as “Haunted Valley,” her former
serial. For a western serial you won’t go
wrong by booking it. But don’t depend on
it too much. Moral tone ordinary. Not
suitable for Sunday. Had ordinary attend-
ance. Draw all classes in town of 1,200. Ad-
mission 20-30. C. P. Alford, Princess Thea-
tre (250 seats), Spring Hope, North Caro-
lina.

Short Subjects
DEVIL’S FOOT. (Educational). This is

first of Sherlock Holmfes series. Patrons
liked it well. Think they will help my
Saturday business. Had good attendance.
M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette Theatre, New
Orleans, Louisiana.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS. This is the
best news reel by test for us. Our patrons
like this news reel and we have been using
it for two years. Draw better class in town
of 4,500. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” TheS’tre,
Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE DISASTER.
(Paramount). Just a repetition of news reel

scenes. Wouldn’t play it if you run a news
reel. C. F. Kreighbaum, Paramount Thea-
tre, Rochester, Indiana.

SECOND SERIES LEATHER PUSHERS.
(Universal). Just as good as first series ar.d
drawing power better. Used extra advertis-
ing. Had good attendance. Draw transient
patronage. M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette The-
atre, New Orleans, Louisiana.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS. (Pathe). Have
used the Federated, Universal and now the
Pathe series of Snapshots. Never yet played
a bad one. In my opinion best single reel
on market. M. Oppenheimer, Lafayette
Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.

State Rights
ACROSS THE BORDER. (Aywon). Star,

Big Boy Williams. (5 reels). Satisfactory, if

they like westerns. C. F. Krieghbaum, Para-
mount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

BIG STAKES. (East Coast Productions).
Star, J. B. Warner. (4,700 feet). Good pic-
ture which took very well with our audi-
ence. Supporting cast was good. Mexican
jumping bean scene well done and novel.
Advertising slants, Mexican border and
Mexican bean angle. Had fair attendance.
Draw middle and lower classes in city of
600,000. Admission 10-15, 10-25. Joseph F.
Enos, New Lyceum Theatre (1,600 seats),
San Francisco, California.

HOMEWARD TIDE. (Sanford Produc-
tions). Star, Pete Morrison. A fair program
picture. William Noble, Isis Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma.

TEMPORARY MARRIAGE. (Principal).

(7,050 feet). Star, Mildred Davis (Mrs.
Harold Lloyd). Consider this a splendid
picture. Critics all praised picture, saying,
however, that Maude George and Tully Mar-
shall steal the picture, especially in the court
room scene, which is the best one since
“Madame X.” Had an interested few
guests, lawyers, judges, sheriff; all declared
the picture excellent, one which all mothers
and daughters should see. (Note : Mr.
Charninsky sent a mighty strong review and
some press interviews with the men he men-
tions, but we can’t get room to print these.

—Ed.) S. Charninsky, Capitol Theatre, Dal-
las, Texas.

VALLEY OF LOST SOULS. (5 reels).

Star cast. Mediocre picture with unknown
players. Films in good condition, however,
but picture failed to satisfy. Had good at-

tendance. Draw all classes in town of 400.

Admission 15-25. Jack Kaplan, Rivoli Thea-
tre, South Fallsburg, New York.

Fill In Tear Out Send Along

Every report you send helps some exhibitor in his booking of pictures. Be fair to the picture and fair to your
fellow exhibitor. Make your report a dependable booking tip and send it now to MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Title Star Producer

Your own report

Moral tone Suitable for Sunday? Attendance

Admission .. Type you draw from

Name Theatre City State
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News From The Producers
EDITED BY T. S. DA PONTE

Novel Number for

Brooklyn House
The Brooklyn Mark Strand

Theatre is creating much new
musical interest through the novel
methods employed by Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman in

staging the instrumental and vocal
end of his programs.
No small amount of this aroused

interest is due to the feminine
chorus of eighteen, and the “or-
chestra within an orchestra”
which has materialized as a result

of the popularity of symphonized
jazz numbers. The Mark Strand
Little Symphonized Jazz Orches-
tra is made up of ten pieces, all

playing in the regular orchestra
in addition to being featured upon
the presentation stage and in

radio concerts.

Hard-Boiled Cincinnati
Succumbsto‘Hunchback
“The Hunchback of Notre

Dame” opened its Cincinnati en-
gagement at the Cox Theatre No-
vember 18. Long before the per-
formance began long lines stood
in front of the box office. It was

we liked this show, and all we
could do was to strive in vain to
find words to describe just how
fine we found this spectacle to

be.”

The Commercial Tribune said:

Griffith Film Gets
Recruits for Army

9 Still in the process of filming,

D. W. Griffith’s forthcoming screen
spectacle, “America,” which he is

making at the request of the
Daughters of the American Revo-
lution, is already winning recruits
for the U. S. Army.
“America,” is said to be the

first dramatic photoplay ever
used for army recruiting purposes,
and according to the figuring of
army officials will have aided in

necessary to hang out the “sold “In the past two years the screen
out” sign, standing room not be- has not offered as fine an example
ing permitted in Cincinnati. Cin- of its art as we find in ‘The •

• „ . , TT e
cinnati audiences are known the Hunchback of Notre Dame.’ Dur- 7.

country over as being hard-
boiled.

The Enquirer said : “Fifty-seven
adjectives were used by the New
York critics in describing this

ing that time it has been our priv-
ilege to see all the so-called su-
per specials and while several of
them, ‘The Covered Wagon,’ ‘Or-
phans of the Storm’ and Fair-

fighting forces long before it

placed on public exhibition.
Photographs taken by army

cameramen during the filming of

scenes are being used in an in-

tensive campaign now being con-
ducted by the army recruiting

Laurette Taylor Film
Progressing

Robert W. Sherwood, motion
picture critic of the New York
Herald, in his recently published
book, “The Best Moving Pictures
of 1923-1924,” is said to assign the
Metro picture version of “Peg o’

My Heart” with Laurette Taylor
in her original role among the ten
best

,

pictures of that season.
Miss Taylor left New York for

Hollywood recently to appear in

the Metro picturization of two of

her other great stage successes,
“Happiness” and “One Night in

Rome.” Of these “Happiness"’
is already well into production
under the direction of King Vidor.

production. After seeing it one banks in ‘Robin Hood’ compare
is inclined to wonder how they favorably with this latest Univer-
could have restricted themselves sal offering they do not touch the

service -

to that number. However, one same high note of artistry. To _ .. .

adjective might suffice if neces- us it stands as one of the great- Lordial Go-ODeratlOIl
sary and that is ‘stupendous.’ ” The est achievements of the screen.”
Post remarked: “As we left the The Times-Star summed up with
theatre the manager asked how these words : “A big hit.”

Doubleday, Page & Co., publish-
ers of “Sea-Tracks of the Spee-
jacks ’Round the World,” by Dale
Collins, one of the co-voyagers of
Commodore A. Y. Gowen on his

round-the-world motor boat cruise,

has written all its dealers advis-
ing them to co-operate with all

exhibitors showing the Paramount
picture, “Around the World in the

. _ Speejacks,” in joint exploitation
I he following telegram, received ligious liberty from England to 0 f the book and film.

Detroit Exhibitor and
Critics Laud Ray Film

by J. S. Woody, general manager the bleak and wintry coast of

of Associated Exhibitors, from Massachusetts rightfully earns

T « T t ~X7" i
most or the attention because it

John H. Kunsky, Detroit exhib-
j s without doubt one of the

Critics Flatter

Hunting in New York
for Material

Within the next fortnight Ralph
Block, former New York dra-
matic critic and more recently
supervisor of productions for Fa-
mous Players-Lasky, will leave
for New York to negotiate with
theatrical producers for the
screen rights to a number of cur-
rent stage successes, which he
plans to picturize and direct for

next season.
Block has spent more than a

year with Famous, during which
period he adapted twenty popular
stories, books and plays.

, t , , ,, ,

-
. 7
— -- ---- Goldwyn’s Tod Browning pro-

ltor,
_

on the day following the screens greatest achievements in duction of “The Day of Faith”
opening of the Detroit run of set construction.” from Arthur Somers Roche’s novel
Charles Ray in The Courtship of The Detroit Free Press com- 0 f that name, was shown at the
Myles Standish, states : The mented : “Charles Ray’s latest Capitol Theatre this week and
Courtship of Myles Standish screen play, The Courtship of proved very popular with the big
opened to the largest Sunday Myles Standish, is the most lav- audiences which saw it on Sun-
busmess ever done at the -Madi- ish and costly he has ever made, day. The film reviewers on the
son Theatre during the seven and shows the star in an entirely New York newspapers had many
years it has been in operation, new role.’

.
flattering things to say of the pro-

Jrublic and press delighted. I look The Times observed! This his- duction, of Eleanor Boardman, the
for a wonderful week. You are torical drama is the only picture leading player, and other members
to be congratulated. Mr. Ray ever made which really of the cast.
The Detroit News said : “The takes him entirely out of the

movie replica of the vessel that rustic character he has made
carried the earliest pioneers of re- famous.” Warners 5 Xmas Gift

“The Country Kid” is being
used extensively all over the coun-
try as a Christmas week attrac-
tion, say the Warner Brothers.
This picture opens at the Mod-

ern and Beacon theatres in Bos-
ton, Mass., for the entire week of
December 23, and for the same

A Boost
Mae Tinee, motion picture critic

of the Chicago Tribune, has
named two of the Warner Classics

on her list of the twelve best pic-

tures shown during the month of

October. The photoplays are

:

“Where the North Begins,” star-

ring Rin-tin-tin, the famous po-
lice dog hero, and the screen
adaptation of the successful Da-
vid Belasco play. “The Gold Dig-
gers,” featuring Hope Hampton.

High Class Patronage
Won by Pathe Picture

Letters addressed to the Yale or seldom patronized the screen week ‘^tlhe" RiaTto Theatre^ Prov-University Press offices in New as a medium of entertainment. idence R T Thp Ctar
York show that the “Chronicles Elmer Pearson, vice-president at Manchester has “The County
of America senes, now, being and general manager of Pathe Kid” also for the week beginning
distributed by Pathe, is doing re- Exchange, Inc., in referring this December 24
markably effective missionary week to this great body of letters
work for the screen in general, being received from admirers of
These letters, coming from per- the “Chronicles of America” se-
sons outside the industry and ries, points out particularly that
bearing, in many instances, signa- this new class of patrons being
tures of persons prominent in pro- won for the screen are evidently
fessional walks of life, indicate people of discriminating tastes
that this Pathe series of historical and of the type that it would be
dramas is drawing to motion pic- well for motion picture exhibitors
ture theatres in all sections of to make permanent members of
the country people who have never their audiences.

=)<= =5£=

Let Not Man
Put Asunder!
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The Ten Commandments” Has
Brilliant Premiere in Hollywood

Cecil B. DeMille’s production, startling in its effectiveness and massiveness, the apparent difficul

Song Exploitation for
“Big Brother”

The well-known music publish-
ing firm of YVatterson, Berlin &
Snyder has just published a new

_rr.
ballad entitled “Big Brother,”

“The Ten Commandments,” had appropriateness to the theme and ties confronting the director and which will be used extensively in

its world premiere at Grauman’s T°ds °.f M16 Picture
L

It is said the broadness of the canvas com- the exploitation of the Allan Dwan
T , TT 11 A

that Probab]y never before has a pel respect and utmost admira- Paramount production of the sameEgyptian Theatre in Hollywood mo tion picture production been tion.” Guy Price in the Herald: title, to be released this month,
luesday night. For the producer, praised by newspaper critics in “A mighty picture dramatically, The song was written by Fred
for Jeanie Macpherson, who wrote such superlative terms. Edwin photographically, scenically and Rath, Joseph Garren and Mel
the story of the picture, and for Schallert in the Times said: “It morally. It is a triumph for the Shauer and was sold to Watter-
S:d Grauman. who had the honor is a picture thkt you cannot by camera beyond all expectation and son

>
Berlin & Snyder strictly upon

of first presenting the production any stretch of the imagination af- proves that real good can be dis- ’ ts merits. The entire profes-
to the public, the occasion was an lord to miss. It offers new splen- seminated through the theatre as sional department of the corn-
unprecedented triumph. dors in photography and theatri- well as the church.” pany, which has nineteen branch
The audience, which packed the cal wonders hitherto unrevealed. Ted Taylor in the Record : “The offices, will be utilized and

theatre to its doors and which in- It is the greatest masterpiece thus public is going to be a mighty wherever possible singers will be
eluded one of the most brilliant far of pictorial artistry.” plaything under the spell of ‘The furnished to theatres for the ex-
and representative gatherings of Florence Lawrence in the Ex- Ten Commandments.’” Albert ploitation of the song in connec-
motion picture and society nota- aminer: “The screen has never Dorris in the Hollywood News: tion with the showing of the pic-
bles Los Angeles had ever known, borne a greater tale or told it with “When a writer possesses words ture. Phonograph and piano rec-
had paid $5.50 per seat for the more conviction. It unquestion- to properly describe the glory of or ds of both vocal and instrumen-
privilege of being present. It left ably is Cecil B. DeMille’s magnus the sunrise, the majesty of Niag- ta * versions will be prepared at
the theatre praising the produc- opus.” ara, the love of good women, then the earliest possible moment.
tion to the skies. The applause L. B. Fowler in the News: “It may be expected an adequate de-
mounted to deafening proportions is to be hoped that every one of scription of the message of ‘The
at the Biblical and modern cli- the one hundred and ten million Ten Commandments.’ It is far
maxes of the picture. The lighter people of these United States will more than a mere motion picture.”
touches of the first part of the have an opportunity to see this H. C. Evans in the Hollywood
modern story brought forth many production. It conveys one of Citizen: “The picture will live Irving Cummings and a coterie
laughs, but throughout the last the greatest messages ever brought through centuries to come. Mere of scenario and title writers and
reel the dropping of a pin . could before the American people. Mere words can but give a hazy de- film editors are now busily en-
have been heard anywhere in the description of the action could not scription of this film of films.” gaged with the final editing and
house. tell you its tremendous power and Mr. DeMille will leave Los An- titling of “My Mamie Rose,”

Sid Grauman’s presentation was influence. The director and au- geles in a few days for New York Mary Philbin’s new starring fea-
tremendously effective throughout thor have incorporated everything to be present at the metropolitan ture,' recently completed at Uni-
and especially the prologue, which you can think of to make it in- premiere at the George M. Cohan Versal City under Cummings'

‘My Mamie Rose
Being Titled

included living pictures of “Moses teresting,

on the Mount” and “The Last structive.”

Supper.” The musical score by Pearl Rail in the Express: “It

Hugo Riesenfeld also proved is the voice of inspiration. Its very

fascinating and in- Theatre December 21. direction.

Dickens Film Endorsed
Four New Warner Films by Philadelphia Women

Progressing at Coast
Immediately upon his return to

the Warner Brothers West Coast

Studios, Jack L. Warner pitched

into production work on four pic-

tures. He had made a trip to New
York and conferred on production
plans for the approaching year.
“How to Educate a Wife” and

“Broadway After Dark” were the
first to go into work. Grand Car-
penter has completed the continu-
ity

- of the first, which is from the
pen of Elinor Glyn. The direc-
tion is by William Seiter, and the
cast is headed by Marie Prevost,
Monte Blue. Alec B. Francis and
Claude Gillingwater.
The second picture is “Broad-

way After Dark,” from the story
by Owen Davis. Monta Bell, who
was recently associated with
Charles Chaplin, is directing this

Harry Rapf production, with a
brilliant cast headed by Adolphe
Menjou. The third production
will be the Sinclair Lewis story,

“Babbitt.” The continuity has
been put into shape by Julien Jo-
sephson, and the direction is in

the hands of Harry Beaumont, as-

sisted by Frank Strayer. The cast
will be announced in the near fu-
ture. “Lover’s Lane,” from the
Clyde Fitch, is fourth on the
program. Dorothy Farnum is at

work on the adaptation. William
Beaudine will direct it.

“David Copperfield,” a picturi-
zation of Charles Dickens’ novel,
released by Associated Exhibitors,
was not only praised by the crit-

ics of the Philadelphia, Pa., news-
papers when it opened at the AI-
dine Theatre, last week, but was
also endorsed by the board of di-

rectors of the Civic Club, Phila-
delphia’s leading women’s club.

The reviewer on the North
American said : “No stars appear
to distract one’s attention from
the unfolding of this lovely tale.

There is no jarring note and one
sits as if in a dream. The picture
is a work of art in every respect.”

The Public Ledger said: “The
flavor and atmosphere and senti-

ment of Dickens have been cap-
tured by the clever director.” The
Inquirer: “The London scenes are
particular!}' good and give a real-

ly convincing picture of the nar-
row cobbled streets of that period.
The characters have been espe-
cially well taken.”
The Record said :

“ ‘David Cop-
perfield’ has been brought to the
screen in a fashion to please the
most ardent Dickens admirers,
and there were many Dickens en-
thusiasts among the audience who
found the picture to be in the true
spirit of the author.” The Eve-
ning Bulletin : “David, played by
Buddy Martin, is the image of

what one has always dreamed he
would be like. He has the same
lovable charm and pathetic wist-

fulness always associated with
‘David Copperfield.’”
The Evening Public Ledger:

“ ‘David Copperfield’ has been
brought to life by a refreshingly
talented company.”

Swain Star Featured in

12 New Rural Comedies “Anna Christie” Starts
Announcement of the comple-

tion of distribution arrangements
with Hollywood Pictures Corpo-
ration is made by General Man-
ager Samuel Bischoff of the Grand
Studio, whereby twelve two-reel
rural comedies featuring the com-
edian, Dan Mason, will be re-

leased through Grand-Asher and
produced at the Grand Studio un-
der the direction of Jack Nelson
and supervision of Paul Gerson.
Dan Mason is nationally known

for his W'ork in Fontaine Fox’s
cartoons of the Toonerville Trol-

ley series; also in the role of Pop
Tuttle in the Plum Center come-
dies. The new series in which he
will be presented by Hollywood
Features Corporation will show
him in a series of adventures in

his now' famous makeup, accom-
panied by his partner, Wilna Her-
vey, known as “the biggest girl

in pictures.”

Jack Nelson will direct. A1
Martin is to function as “gag”
man and Paul Gerson, who super-
vised the Plum Center stories, will

supervise the new series. Work
starts in the near future.

First Run Career

With special honors shown it by the National Board of Review,
and bearing the personal endorsement of the author Eugene
O’Neill,, and the trade writers, “Anna Christie” was introduced to

the public during the past week on first run screens in big cities

throughout the country. Before the end of this week the picture

will have been presented in practically every key city.

The New York censor board recently added its voice to the

chorus in praise of Ince’s art of adapting virile drama to the screen

in delicate fashion, by passing the production practically uncut.

“Anna Christie” as it will be presented to New York audiences
will be the same in development and treatment as Ince made it.
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Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan New Season’s

Product Includes 18 Big Features
Eighteen big special features

are announced for release within
the next few months by the Gold-
wyn Cosmopolitan Distributing
Corporation. Most of these pro-

ductions are completed; on others

the photography has recently

been finished, and work is now
under way on the rest. This is

the biggest announcement which
has emanated from Goldwyn Cos-
mopolitan since the amalgamation
of the distribution of Goldwyn,
Cosmopolitan and Distinctive pic-

tures, made last year.

“Little Old New York,” Cosmo-
politan’s latest Marion Davies
production, heads the list. It is

now being released to exhibitors

of the country after its record-
breaking run of three months at

the Cosmopolitan Theatre in New
York, followed by two additional

weeks at the Capitol Theatre,
where every record for attend-
ance was smashed, and following
long runs in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Wash-
ington and other towns. In sev-
eral of these cities it is still play-
ing, as it is in London, where it

has been packing the Empire for

weeks.
“Little Old New York” was di-

rected by Sidney Olcott and
adapted from Rida Johnson
Young’s stage play by Luther
Reed. In the cast supporting
Miss Davies are Harrison Ford,
Mahlon Hamilton, Louis Wolheim,
J. M. Kerrigan, Courtenay Foote,
Riley Hatch, Charles Kennedy
and others. *

On the schedule is Cosmopoli-
tan’s production starring Lionel
Barrymore and Seena Owen, “Un-
seeing Eyes,” from Arthur String-
er’s novel of the Canadian wilder-
ness, “Snowblind.” Bayard Veill-

er, noted playwright and scenar-
ist, prepared the continuity, and
E. H. Griffith directed. This is a

forthright tale of adventure and
romance amid the snows of the
north woods, with thrills in abun-
dance. A conspicuous bit of vil-

lainy is contributed through the
skillful acting of Louis Wolheim.
Rupert Hughes’ new picture,

“Reno,” which he wrote and di-

rected, is one of the early re-

leases. This is a dramatic story
of the matrimonial entanglements
which result from our varying di-

vorce laws in different states. The
cast is a brilliant one, including
Helene Chadwick, Lew Cody,
George Walsh, Carmel Myers,
Hedda Hopper, Dale Fuller, Kath-
leen Key, Marjorie Bonner, Will-
iam Orlamond, Howard Truesdale
and a dozen others.
Marshall Neilan’s dramatic ver-

sion of Madeleine Ruthven’s Si-
berian story, “The Rendezvous,”
is one of “Mickey’s” finest pro-
ductions. The story is altogether
foreign in its atmosphere, its ac-
tion and in nearly all of its char-
acters, yet it was made entirely
in America. The cast is a notable
one with Conrad Nagel and Lu-
cille Ricksen in the leads. Syd-
ney Chaplin, Emmett Corrigan,

Elmo Lincoln, Richard Travers,
Kathleen Key, Kate Lester, Cecil

Holland, Lucien Littlefield, Eu-
genie Besserer and R. O. Pennell
complete the cast.

“Second Youth” is a Distinctive
Pictures production of an Allan
Updegraff story in which Alfred
Lunt, Herbert Corthell, Walter
Catlett, Jobvna Howland, Lynn
Fontanne, Mimi Palmeri, Mar-
garet Dale, Faire Binney, Hugh
Huntley, Lumsden Hare and Win-
ifred Allen have the leading roles.

John Lynch prepared the continu-
ity and Albert Parker directed.

Victor Seastrom’s first Ameri-
can production, “Name the Man !”

a Goldwyn picture from Sir Hall
Caine’s novel, “The Master of

Man,” is a December release. This
is declared to be one of the most
human and natural stories which
have ever been filmed, and a pro-
duction that marks a milestone in

motion picture development. In

the cast are : Conrad Nagel, Mae
Busch, Patsy Ruth Miller, Creigh-
ton Hale, DeWitt Jennings, Ho-
bart Bosworth, Evelyn Selbie,

Winter Hall, Aileen Pringle, Anna
Hernandez and Mark Fenton.
For early release is Cosmopoli-

tan’s mammoth picturization of

Stanley Weyman’s colorful story
of adventure and action in ancient
France, “Under the Red Robe,”
directed by Alan Crosland, with
settings by Joseph Urban. Robert
B. Mantell, noted actor of Shake-
speare roles, appears as Cardinal
Richelieu in this production. John
Charles Thomas and Alma Rubens
have leading roles. Bayard Veiller

made the adaptation.
Goldwyn’s King Vidor produc-

tion, “Wild Oranges,” from Jo-
seph Hergesheimer’s novel, is one
of the outstanding pictures in the
list. There are but five charac-
ters in this production but they
are involved in a story which for

drama and human appeal is be-
lieved to be unexcelled. Vidor
has made of it a picture in every
way as great and as human as

his “Three Wise Fools.” In the
cast are Frank Mayo, Virginia
Valli, Ford Sterling, Nigel de
Brullier and Charles A. Post.
Another Cosmopolitan produc-

tion is “Out of the Dark,” from
Jack Boyle’s story, “The Daugh-
ter of Mother McGinn.” Frances
Marion made the scenario and she
aided George Hill in directing it.

In the cast are Collen Moore,
Forrest Stanley, Margaret Seddon
and George Cooper.

Distinctive’s new George Arliss

production, “The Adopted Fath-
er,” adapted from a story of Ed-
gar Franklin’s by Forrest Halsey
and directed by Harmon Weight,
is a comedy in which the star has
a role different from anything else

he has done for the screen. Sup-
porting Mr. Arliss are such play-
ers as Edith Roberts, Taylor
Holmes, Ronald Colman, Ivan
Simpson, Redfield Clarke and Jo-
seph Donahue. “The Adopted
Father” is a comedy with an un-
usual twist. It affords Mr. Arliss

one of those roles that he inter-
prets with consummate ease and
artistry. It is a story with a big
popular appeal.
The production of “Greed,”

adapted and directed by Erich
von Stroheim from Frank Norrjs’
novel of San Francisco, it is an-
nounced, will hand the industry a
surprise. This picture is declared
by those who have seen it to be
most realistic. Norris’ story has
not been departed from at all; its

stark realism, its tense drama, its

crude and acrid comedy have been
kept in the film by Director von
Stroheim. In the cast are: Gib-
son Gowland, ZaSu Pitts, Cesare
Gravina, Jean Hersholt, Chester
Conklin, Sylvia Ashton, Dale Ful-
ler, Frank Hayes, Fanny Midgley
and a score more.

Elinor Glyn’s “Three Weeks,”
directed by Alan Crosland, with a
cast embracing Aileen Pringle,
Conrad Nagel, Stuart Holmes, H.
Reeves-Smith, Mitchell Lewis,
John Sainpolis, Dale Fuller, Joan
Standing and others, will be
screened early in the new year.
The novel has been widely read.
Goldwyn’s second Emmet Flynn

production, “Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model,” adapted by Carey
Wilson from Owen Davis’ old
melodrama, is one of the classics
of a type of stage melodrama
which flourished in the late nine-
ties and early in the present cen-
tury. The cast is headed by
Claire Windsor, as the cloak
model, Mae Busch, Edmund Lowe,
Lew Cody, Raymond Griffith, Ho-
bart Bosworth, Will Walling, Dor-
othy Cumming and Arthur Haus-

Then there will be Cosmopoli-
tan’s James Oliver Curwood story

of the Canadian wilds, “The Flam-
ing Forest.” It contains all of the

action which could possibly be
put into one picture. John Lynch
prepared the scenario.

There is another big Distinctive

product, a picturization of Sir
Gilbert Parker’s great novel of
Egypt, “The Weavers,” directed
by Harmon Weight, with Alfred
Lunt and Mimi Palmeri in the
leads. John Lynch made the
adaptation. “The Weavers” was
one of the most popular of Sir
Gilbert’s novels and it has been
made into a photodrama of splen-
dor and magnificent climaxes.
Another Marion Davies picture

produced by Cosompolitan is “Yo-
landa,” from the novel by Charles
Major, author of “When Knight-
hood Was in Flower.” Luther
Reed made the adaptation, Robert
Vignola directed and Joseph Ur-
ban is responsible for the settings.
Lyn Harding, famous English ac-
tor, appears as Duke Charles' the
Bold of Burgund, playing oppo-
site Miss Davies.
Two other Cosmopolitan pro-

ductions will follow—an American
historical romance, “Janice Mere-
dith,” from the popular novel by
Paul Leicester Ford, which will
furnish Marion Davies one of her
best vehicles, and “The Great
White Way” from H. C. Witwer’s
story, “Cain and Mabel,” directed
by E. Mason Hopper, in which
Anita Stewart has one of her best
roles. In the supporting cast are
T. Roy Barnes and Oscar Shaw.

Going to True Locale
B. P. Schulberg announced this

week that Gasnier will leave for
Monte Carlo in the near future
to take exteriors for "Poisoned
Paradise,” Robert W. Service’s
story which is now in production
as a Preferred Picture.
The original plan was to recon-

struct on the Schulberg lot the
principal buildings of the famous
resort but it has now been decided
to take these street scenes in the
true locale described by Service.
The party to make the trip will

consist of Director Gasnier, Karl
Struss, cameraman

; Clara Bow
and Kenneth Harlan.

Special Herald for

“The Old Fool”
An unusual variety of scenic

action is contained in the herald
for “The Old Fool,” the latest

Hodkinson picture, to be released
December 31. Besides the busi-
ness-pulling stills, there are some
interest arousing pen and ink
sketches.

Mailman Popularity
Contest

Twenty-five thousand votes were
cast in the “Loyal Lives'” pop-
ularity contest for mail carriers
at Warren, Ohio. This contest
was arranged by the Tribune o r

that city and the Duchess The-
atre, which played the Whitmar
Bennett special based on the lift

of postoffice employes.
The twenty-three carriers of the

city were entered in the contesl
and the prize, a gold watch, was
won by Noah Simoson, who had
a total vote of 7,061.

New Corporation
The DeLuxe Film Corporation,

Detroit, is now in operation.
Lloyd Hammond, well known in

this territory, is at the head of
the new undertaking. All of his
first purchases were from Lee-
Bradford and include : “Determina-
tion,” “Is Money Everything?”
“The Image Maker,” “The Inside
of the House of David,” and a
series of single reels entitled,

"Tense Moments from Operas.”

LET NOT
MAN PUT

ASUNDER
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First National Booming Films
in Its Biggest Sales Contest

Sales meetings in every ex-

change throughout the United

States and Canada on the morning
of December 15th gave the final

impetus to the First National
Month drive in January and
launched the biggest contest, with
corresponding prize awards, ever
to be held by First National. E.
A. Eschmann took his sales or-
ganization completely by surprise
by unexpectedly calling forty
meetings in as many exchanges and
explaining the details of a sales
competition which will result in

the most powerful concentrated ef-

fort in the history of the big
distributing organization.
As spontaneous as the meetings

was the enthusiasm of the sales

force. Air. Eschmann's surprise
crowned the determination already
generated by the productions.

The five pictures to be issued

during First National Month
represent the attainment of the

First National ideal of consis-

tent, big-time entertainment, and
their quality coupled with the
stimulant created by the contest,

makes it highly probable that the
exchange winning the first prize

will set up a new record in played
and paid business in its territory.

“Never was there such a demand
for high-class box office pictures,”

stated Mr. Eschmann, “than at the
present moment; and never had
any company such an opportunity
to give five such pictures wider
distribution. This is Firsf Na-
tional’s intention and aim and the

bookings already written on our
productions point surely to its ac-

complishment. They are pictures

which of themselves create en-
thusiasm and the prizes which have
been offered will not be so much
in the nature of an incentive as

they will be reward for sales effi-

ciency.

“First National quality produc-
tions in the field of drama, comedy
drama, human interest pictures and
costume drama will provide the
exhibitor with a wide variety of

screen entertainment, all designed
for and meriting presentation in

the biggest and finest theatres of

the country. To mention only
our First National Month offerings
there is “Black Oxen,” a powerful
society drama adapted from Ger-
trude Atherton’s best seller. It is

a Frank Lloyd Production and fea-
tures Corinne Griffith and Conway
Tearle. “The Song of Love,” star-
ring Norma Talmadge, is a cos-
tume drama, although the story is

laid in the present day. The ac-
tion takes place in Algeria. “The

Eternal City,” the Samuel Gold-
wyn-George Fitzmaurice produc-
tion, is drama moving against one
of the most fascinating back-
grounds ever brought to the screen.
“Painted People,” with Colleen
Moore, is delightful comedy-drama
and “Boy of Mine,” J. K. McDon-
ald's picturization of Booth Tar-
kington’s story, is heart interest
drama, even above the producer’s
last effort, “Penrod and Sam.”

Grand-Asher Talks
Distribution Plans

General Manager Bischoff of
Grand-Asher is on his way to New
York to attend a conference of
the executives called to perfect
details of the new distribution plan
which has been worked out in con-
junction with the system that has
been developed by Mr. Bischoff for
handling independent productions
for the screen.
He will be away approximately

twelve days and on his return to
the Grand studio will have further
announcements to make concern-
ing new productions. Meanwhile,
all arrangements to start the R.

William Neill production, “Rose of
the Ghetto,” and the series of Dan
Mason comedies, around Christ-
mas, will be made. Both of these
units recently signed contracts to
produce for Grand-Asher release.
“We are not satisfied,” said

Bischoff, “with anything less than
100 per cent, distribution for our
producers and that is what*we are
now arranging for. Our facilities
to place the Grand-Asher produc-
ing companies in line to take full

advantage of the present great op-
portunity for independents, are un-
rivalled.”

The Acquittal” Makes
Record at the Cameo

“The Acquittal,” Universal’s
Jewel production of Rita Weiman’s
celebrated stage play, made with
Claire Windsor and Norman Kerry
in the leading roles, had its New
York premiere this week in the
Cameo Theatre, Forty-second
street and Broadway. In the face
of heavy opposition in the other
Broadway houses, it went over big
and made a record for itself in

the Cameo.
The success of the New York

opening bears out the unusual ac-
claim with which the production
has been received in several other

film centers where it has been
shown pre-release.

“The Acquittal” is a mystery
melodrama laid in society settings.

Great praise has'been accorded to

Claire Windsor and Norman Kerry
for their excellent portrayals in

the picture.

Others in the strong cast which
helped to make “The Acquittal”
notable for its good acting, are
Richard Travers, Barbara Bedford,
Charles Wellesley, Frederick
Vroom, Emmett King, Ben Deely,
Dot Farley, Harry Mestayer and
Hayden Stevenson. It was directed

by Clarence L. Brown.

Premiere Dec. 8

By special arrangement with
Associated First National Pic-
tures, Inc., Loew’s Warfield
Theatre in San Francisco pre-
sented Frank Lloyd’s produc-
tion of “Black Oxen,” a First
National picture, with Corinne
Griffith and Conway Tearle,
in its world’s premiere on De-
cember 8.

The staging of fhe world’s
premiere at San Francisco
was a tribute to Gertrude
Atherton, celebrated author of
the story of rejuvenation
which was among the best
selling novels of 1923. Mrs.
Atherton attended the opening
with a party of friends.

Hoffman Leaves for

Coast
M. H. Hoffman vice-president

and general manager of Truart
Film Corporation, left this week
for an extended trip to the West
Coast. While there he will go
actively into the Truart produc-
tion schedule for the year. It is

anticipated that by the end of this

month, under Mr. Hoffman’s
supervision, all of the five units
of Truart will be under wray on
new productions.
Richard Talmadge has almost

completed his second production,
the first, “Let’s Go !”, having been
released. Elaine Hammerstein is

preparing to start number three
of her series which will be an
adaptation of another well-known
novel. Roland West is preparing
the script for an adaptation of

"The Monster,” the stage-play of

the same name by Wilbur Crane.
Larry Semon is ready to film

“The Girl in the Limousine,” from
the A. H. Woods stage success by
Wilson Collison and Avery Hop-
wood.

Joins Morgan
Oscar J. Lynch is again repre-

senting the Morgan Lithograph
Company, with offices at 501 Fifth

avenue, and will be glad to receive

communications from his motion
picture friends.

Barbara La Marr to Be a Star

Confirmation was made this week of the report that Barbara La
Marr is to be a First National star. A contract was signed this

week, stated R. A. Rowland, general manager of First National,
whereby Miss La Marr will be presented in a series of pictures
by Sawyer-Lubin, to be produced by Associated Pictures Corpora-
tion under the supervision of Arthur H. Sawyer.

Barbara La Marr has earned her right to stardom after a meteoric
career during which she has risen to be one of the foremost lead-

ing women now on the screen. She has appeared recently in

“The Eternal City,” “Quincy Adams Sawyer,” “Strangers of the

Night” and “Trifling Women.” At present she is appearing in

“The Shooting of Dan McGrew.”
It has been definitely decided, according to Associated Pictures

Corporation, that Clarence Badger will direct Miss La Marr in

her first production for First National release. The La Marr pic-

tures will be produced at the new West Coast studios of S.-L.

productions and early in 1924 Miss La Marr will make her debut
as a First National star in her first picture.

“Barefoot Boy for

Release December 17
This week marks the simul-

taneous release in all territories

of “The Barefoot Boy,” the all

star feature based upon Whittier’s

poem, which C. B. C. Film Sales

Corporation is distributing for

Mission Film Corporation.
December 17, the poet’s birthda.y,

has been set aside by all fran-

chise holders, as the day on which
this production will be released to

exhibitors, and plans have been in

readiness for months by C. B. C.

whereby special arrangements
have been completed to accompany

the release and make this year s

celebration of John Greenleaf
Whittier's birthday most notable.

This is the first time a picture

released on the state right basis

has been held back in all terri-

tories for simultaneous release, it

is said, and this, together with the

reports that have come through on
the production from pre-release

showings, have aroused much in-

terest among exhibitors.

All manner of special exhibits to

tie up the poet’s birthday and the

motion picture have been per-

fected.
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Smith Special Has
Exploitation Aids

Chicago Fire Will Be
Reproduced on Screen

‘fThe Man From Brodney’s,”
the David Smith special which
will be shown at the Rialto The-
atre, New York City, on Decem-
ber 16, was enthusiastically re-

ceived by critics of fan and trade

papers at a pre-release showing
by Vitagraph.
Vitagraph has provided ar-

tistic paper and a helpful cam-
paign book for this picture. A
full page advertisement is shown
in full size and the advertising

illustration is arranged as
_

a

“break-away” so that mats of in-

dividual scenes of which the

whole is comprised may be used

singly in smaller advertisements.
The cast is headed by T. AVar-

ren Kerrigan. Alice Calhoun,
Wanda Hawley, Miss DuPont,
Pat O’Malley and Kathleen Key
are also among the all-star

players.

Warner Officials

Confer

“Flaming Youth
Big Success

yy

Loew’s Warfield Theatre, in

San Francisco, staged the western
premiere of “Flaming Youth,” a

First National picture featuring
Colleen Moore and directed by
John Francis Dillon. The produc-
tion opened on December 1, du-
plicating its success in Chicago
and New York, where it was held
over for a second week at the
Strand Theatre.

This week Warner Brothers
home office took on the aspect of
a convention, exchange heads from
different sections of the country
having come to discuss methods
of co-operation between exchanges
and exhibitors, as well as to ex-
amine prints of pictures recently
completed and soon to be re-
leased.

Among the exchange men to
visit the home offices are Arthur
Cohan, and Phil Kaufman, of
Regal Films, Canada

; W. D.
Shapiro, of Franklin Film Co., Bos-
ton, Mass.; W. G. Underwood, of
Specialty Film Co., Dallas, Texas;
Oscar Oldknow, of Southern
States Film Co., Atlanta, Ga. ; L.

Berman, of Independent Film Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Recent announcement of Arthur
Beck’s decision to produce a pic-
tured version of the great Chi-
cago fire of 1871 as the first of his

1924 Specials for Associated Ex-
hibitors created a considerable
sensation, which is likely to be
heightened now that more has be-
come known of the gigantic pro-
portions which the production will

assume.

J. S. Woody, general manager
of Associated Exhibitors, return-
ing from the West a few days ago,
brought information respecting
the preliminary work incident to

the completion of the scenario. In
Chicago he was in conference
with Arthur F. Beck, who, for sev-
eral weeks past, has been super-
vising the necessary research work
in that city.

Mr. Beck is .determined to pic-

ture this conflagration with scru-

pulous fidelity to fact and make
of the production an important

historical document. The picture
promises also to be one of the
most thrilling spectacles ever seen
on the screen, it is stated.

Picture Sells “Old”
Song

“Three O’Clock in the Morning,”
featuring Constance Binney, is

meeting with a full measure of suc-
cess wherever it is being shown.
At a recent first run showing in

Lynn, Mass., the manager of the
theatre arranged for a special
window display of the song with
the local music dealer, and in spite

of the fact that the song broke
all sale records months ago, so
great was the demand for the song
during the week the picture was
being shown, that a rush order
had to be sent to the publishers

of the song to keep pace with the

demand.

“Going Up” Given Big

Newspaper Publicity

Schulberg Wants Some
Good Juvenile Actors

“In spite of the belief that Hol-
lywood is overcrowded with screen
players; that there are not enough
parts for the hundreds seeking
work, there is an alarming dearth
of good juvenile actors,” says B.
P. Schulberg, producer of Pre-
ferred Pictures.
Mr. Schulberg is feeling around

for the proper talent to play in

Frank Craven’s comedy drama,
“The First Year,” which is the
most valuable property on his list

of stories to be produced this

season.

“There are plenty of actresses
who meet the requirements but I

cannot find the actor who quite
fits the part. It is astounding that

there are so few juveniles in pic-
tures today. There are practical-
ly none that have attained any
degree of popularity. I can re-

member a few years ago when
there would have been a score of
young actors suitable for ‘The
First Year’ but without exception
they have now graduated from
the juvenile type into straight
leads and no new faces have come
to take the places they have left.”

Roamax Film Co.
Finishes Film

Miss Dorothy Chappell, presi-
dent of the Roamax Film Co., Inc.

“Going Up,” Douglas MacLean’s

latest comedy released by Asso-

ciated Exhibitors, came in for its

full share of newspaper publicity

when it played the Liberty Thea-
tre, Long Beach, Cal., during
Thanksgiving Week. It occupied
a prominent position on the front

page of one of Long Beach’s lead-

ing papers, The Press, every day
for four weeks in advance of its

opening, and when it opened it

was impossible for all to get close

to the lobby, for the crowd wait-

ing to get in.

It has been the custom of Man-
ager Browne to stage a Thanks-
giving party in co-operation with
The Press, for the poor children

and orphans of Long Beach, each
year, booking a special attraction

to be shown to the kids on
Thanksgiving morning. This year
he had “Going Up” booked for

Thanksgiving Week, and, feeling

that this comedy would appeal to

the youngsters as well as to the
“grownups,” he decided to use it

for his special show.

Burr Reports Many
First-Run Dates

C. C. Burr reports many first

run bookings on his latest release,

“Restless Wives.” Several of the
finest moving picture theatres in

the country have booked this pho-
toplay based on a story by Izola

Forrester, which will appear in

the Christmas issue of Ainslee’s

Magazine.
According to William N. Skir-

boll of the Skirboll Gold Seal
Productions, Inc., distributors of

the Mastodon Films, Inc. product
for the states of Ohio and Ken-
tucky, a large number of first run
theatres in both those states have
arranged for early play dates of

"Restless Wives,” in which Doris
Kenyon is being featured.

Common Sense

L. Ernest Ouimet, president
of Laval Productions, Ltd., is

now in New York with a print
of his first production which
has as a working title “The
Vital Question.”

“I didn’t want to make a
picture that looked cheap,”
says Mr. Ouimet, “but I did
want to make one where it

would be possible for every-
one—producer, distributor and
exhibitor—to make a reason-
able profit. 1 am proud to say
that my first feature repre-
sents a cost that everyone
said’ was impossible before 1

started production. As for the
quality of the picture—well,

111 let it speak for itself.”

has just completed, at the Tilford
Studios, the first of a series of
four pictures which are to be re-
leased by the Lee-Bradford Cor-
poration.
This picture is entitled “Who’s

Cheating?” and the cast is com-
prised of Miss Chappell, Zena
Keefe, Montagu Love, Ralph Kel-
lard, William Tooker, Mary Brice,
Marcia Harris, and other promi-
nent screen folks.

The picture was directed by
Joseph Levering and will be
offered for distribution on the
State Rights market right after
the first of the year.

Important Bookings for

Warners’ “Tiger Rose”
“Tiger Rose,” the Warner

Brothers’ screen version of the

famous David Belasco stage play

of the same name, goes into the

Randolph Theatre, Chicago, on

December 23 for an indefinite run.

The management of ,he
.

Ra
^

0’Ph-i-i-H-*-*.*^*^*^*^***^^
is extremely well pleased with this.ji _

the Stanley in Philadelphia and the

Tom Moore in Washington, D. C.

It will be shown in practically

every leading theatre in America,

and reports show it is already cre-

ating new box-office records.

For Dec. 10 Release
“Twenty-One,” Richard Barthel-

mess’ next production under the
direction of John S. Robertson,
has released by Associated First

National Pictures December 10.

production and believe that it will^J LET NOT!
MAN PUT
ASUNDER

enjoy a run of several weeks.
^jj

A great reception was given-jt

“Tiger Rose” when it opened at^|

the Alhambra Theatre in Milwau--§»
kee on December 3. *§'

*
*
*
*
*
*

“Tiger Rose” will open soon at

' \
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Exploitation Is Aided Fox Releases for the

by Photoplay Editions Week of December 16
Photoplay editions of the popu-

lar novels adapted for Paramount
pictures have come to be one of

the biggest features of the ex-

ploitation of the Paramount prod-
uct. During the past year, includ-

ing those at present in work,
nearly twenty of these special

publications have been made by
the firms of Grosset & Dunlap and
A. L. Burt & Co.
The works of Zane Grey, now

being produced as Paramount pic-

tures, have a big popular follow-
ing and the sales of the photo-
play editions reflect this popular-
ity to a marked degree. A spe-
cial photoplay edition of “The
Heritage of the Desert” will be
issued simultaneously with the re-

lease of the picture in January.
Rudyard Kipling’s “The Light

That Failed” has just been issued
in photoplay edition. It will be
pushed as a Christmas book. A
special photoplay edition of Julian
Street’s novel, “Rita Coventry,” is

now being prepared and will be

published under the photoplay
title, “Don’t Call It Love,” at the
same time that the William de
Mille production is released.

In January Grosset & Dunlap
will publish “The Covered Wagon.”
Present plans call for the issuing
of a new edition each week for
an indefinite period. Other illus-

trated photoplay editions planned
by Grosset & Dunlap for the first

of the year are Homer Croy’s
“West of the Water Tower” and
“His Children’s Children.”
Among the new photoplay edi-

tions planned by A. L. Burt & Co.
is Kate Jordan’s “The Next Cor-
ner,” which is being produced for

Paramount by Sam Wood, with
Conway Tearle, Lon Chaney, Dor-
othy Mackaill, Ricardo Cortez
and Louise Dresser featured.
While the publication of these

special editions is proving of im-
mense value in the exploitation of

the pictures, both these publishing
houses give unreserved credit to

the pictures for stimulating pop-
ular demand for their product.

Crowds at Capitol to

See “Slave of Desire”

“Hoodman Blind,” a William
Fox special production, adapted
from the stage play of the same
name by Henry Arthur Jones and
Wilson Barrett; “Cupid’s Fire-
man,” featuring Charles Jones,
and a Sunshine Comedy, “The
Riding Master,” are announced
for release by Fox Film Corpora-
tion for the week of December
16. The Charles Jones vehicle was
previously announced for release
on December 2, but it now is in-

cluded among this week’s releases.

“Hoodman Blind” is a melo-
drama which is said to be ideally

suited to presentation on the

screen. The story presents the

tragedy of a man with the wan-
derlust and an irresponsible char-
acter which permits him to desert

one woman for another and then
the second for a third. David
Butler, who had the leading mas-
culine role in “The Temple of

Venus,” has the chief part in this

picture. Gladys Hulette plays a

dual role. The supporting cast

includes such well known players

as: Regina Connelly, Frank Cam-
peau, Marc McDermott, Trilby

Clark, Jack Walters and Eddie
Gribbon. John Ford directed the

production.
“Cupid’s Fireman,” the latest

Charles Jones feature, was adapt-
ed from the story, “Andy McGee’s
Chorus Girl,” written by Richard
Harding Davis. William Wellman
was the director. Marion Nixon
has the leading feminine role.

“The Riding Master,” the Sun-
shine Comedy release, presents
the difficulties that surround a so-

ciety riding instructor when he
falls in love with one of his pupils.

Obtains Three Year
Canadian Rights

The W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-
tion Ltd., (Canada), through
Harry Kaufman of Premier Films
has obtained three years’ distri-

bution rights in the Dominion of

Canada for the following produc-
tions : “Bright Lights of Broad-
way,” “Marriage Morals,” “Pas-
sionate Friends,” from the novel

of the same name by H. G. Wells,

“The Spider and the Rose,” star-

ring Gaston Glass and Alice Lake,
“Don’t Marry for Money,” star-

ring House Peters, “East Side,

West Side,” “Temporary Mar-
riage,” starring Mrs. Harold
Lloyd, “The World’s a Stage,” an

Eleanor Glyn story, and "Flesh

and Blood,” starring Lon Chaney.

Goldwyn’s Gilbert E. Gable pro-
duction, “Slave of Desire,” based
upon Honore de Balzac’s novel,

“The Magic Skin,” and directed
by George D. Baker, proved itself

a photoplay of unusual attractive-
ness to audiences in its showings
at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
this week. The cast is headed by
George Walsh, Bessie Love and
Carmel Myers. Big audiences at-

tended.
The reviewers on the New York

daily papers found many good
things to say about the produc-
tion. The Evening Journal said:
“Balzac’s glittering romance is so
strikingly adaptable to motion pic-

tures that one wonders why it has
been overlooked until now.”
The Sun and Globe: “The pic-

ture had a famous and gripping
story to build upon, and carries its

eerie, bizarre quality over upon
the screen.” The Telegraph:
“
‘Slave of Desire’ a lavish dis-

play.” New York American:
"Balzac would open his eyes wide
at the lavish production given his

tale.”

The Telegram: “Produced on a
sumptuous scale worthy of the in-

trinsic merits of the story.” The
World: “A highly entertaining
member of the cinema commu-
nity.”

New Yorkers Welcome
Coogan Film Opening

Marion Davies Film
Held for Third Week

“Little Old New York,” Cos-

mopolitan’s Marion Davies fea-

ture, has been held over for a

third week at the Blue Mouse
Theatre, Portland, Ore., due to

the enthusiasm with which it was
received by the press and the

public. The showing of this film

at Ascher’s Merril Theatre in

’
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Milwaukee has likewise been con-
tinued for a third week. This is

the first time in the history of

that theatre that a photoplay has
been held for a third week.
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan has

booked the new Rupert Hughes
picture at the State Theatre in

Cleveland.
Cosmopolitan’s “Unseeing Eyes”

has been booked at the Randolph
Theatre in Chicago and over the
southern circuit of the West
Coast Theatres.

District Supervisor L. B. Remy
has booked the entire Goldwyn
Cosmopolitan releases in the Cap-
itol Theatre, Dallas, Texas.
The Acamedy Theatre in Haver-

hill, Mass., has booked the first

eleven productions of the season.

Jackie Coogan's first Metro pic-

ture, “Long Live the King,”

opened at the Rialto Theatre on

Broadway, New York, last week.
The story of Jackie’s new picture

is taken from Mary Roberts Rine-

hart’s novel.

“At last Jackie Coogan, after

several mediocre photoplays, has

a story suited to him,” wrote the

critic of the New York Post.

“Jackie is adorable,” said the

critic of the New York Journal.

“He displays all his cleverness. He
is sparkling and amusing.” The
New York Daily News said: “The
spectacle of a little boy in prince-

ly robes falling asleep on a too-

high throne is one to challenge

fan imaginations. So Jackie Coo-
gan fades out in ‘Long Live the

King,’ Jackie being the sovereign

ruler.” The New York American
stated: “All in all Jackie proves

himself a rather remarkable fel-

low.”
The New York World said:

“Among the more masterfully

conducted pieces of business in

the history of the films is the good
sense which has been back of the

selection of the story for Jackie

Coogan.” “They have made a

beautiful, stirring picture out of

it—a picture that every one will

love,” wrote the New York Her-
ald critic. “Jackie is to us the

most appealing actor on the

screen,” wrote the New York Eve-
ning World reviewer.

The critic of the Mail wrote:
“Jackie Coogan, resplendent in

royal robes, gives the screen the

finest and most enjoyable exhibi-

tion of his genius in ‘Long Live

the King.’” The New York Times
critic wrote :

“ ‘Long Live the

King’ is one of the best pictures

in which Jackie Coogan has ap-

peared. It is one of the interest-

ing and jolly productions that

bring a tear or two between smiles

and hearty laughter.”

“Scaramouche” in

St. Louis House
Rex Ingram’s “Scaramouche”

was selected to open the New
Pershing Theatre in St. Louis sev-

eral days ago. The theatre is one
of the most beautiful in the city

of St. Louis. Its opening alone

was an interesting affair and at-

tracted additional interest.

Invitations for the opening had
been sent out to many prominent
people in St. Louis and other

parts of the state. Governor Hyde
was sent one and referred to the

fact that he had seen “Scara-

mouche” on the occasion of the

recent Conference of Governors

at West Baden, Indiana, when
Metro presented “Scaramouche”
before it and elicited praise.

Announces Purchase
Vitagraph announces that it has

purchased world rights to “Bor-

rowed Husbands,” by Mildred K.

Barbour, for the third J. Stuart

Blackton production to be re-

leased bv this firm.

ii
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Jackie’s Greatest Film, Carewe Picks Paris to

Say Detroit Critics Complete Sahara Film
Detroit has just seen Jackie

Coogan in his first Metro picture,

"Long Live the King.” Detroit

newspaper critics declare that in

it Jackie has attained the greatest

role of his career. It emphasizes
to the nth degree those qualities

which have made him the greatest

screen favorite in the history of

the industry.

"To see Jackie Coogan in ‘Long
Live the King’ is to see this most
talented child of the mimic world
in the greatest role of his career,”

said Roy E. Marcotte in the De-
troit Free Press. “The picture

was produced on a lavish scale,

there being settings and scenes
which will rival the most spectac-
ular pictures ever produced. The
cast is large and in many of the

scenes literally thousands of per-

sons appear.”
George W. Stark of the Detroit

News said : “All the king’s horses

and all the king’s men combined
with all the pomp and circum-
stance that attended the courts of

Europe in their most flourishing

days cannot diminish the glory
that is Jackie Coogan’s. Which is

another way of saying that young
Mr. Coogan in his new picture,

'Long Live the King,’ a radical

departure in production from any-
thing the boy has ever done,
shines more brilliantly than ever.”

Production Starts on
Hoxie Film

The Jack Hoxie company has
just left Universal City for Sono-
ra, where exterior scenes for

Hoxie’s new feature, “The Drift-

er,” will be filmed. The picture

is a western melodrama based on
the magazine story, “Hard Rock,”
by Jacques Jaccard. Robert
North Bradbury is directing.

Edwin Carewe will film the in-

teriors of First National’s “A Son
of the Sahara” in the Eclair stu-
dio in Paris. This plan, which
was only tentative when the di-

rector left the States, became
definite when Mr. Carewe with his

chief cameraman, Robert Kurrle,
and his laboratory expert, Law-
rence Courcier, inspected the fa-

cilities of the Eclair studio and
laboratory in Paris. They found
the equipment unusually complete
and decided to complete the pic-

ture there before returning to the
United States.

This will mean that the Carewe
company will be located in Paris

for at least a month after its re-

turn from Biskra, Algeria, where
the exteriors are now being taken.

The company will probably take

up its work there sometime dur-

ing the first two weeks of the

new year.
Mr. Carewe’s cast includes

Claire Windsor, Rosemary Theby,
Bert Lytell, Montague Love and
Paul Panzer. They sailed from
New York early in November.

Singer Is “Find” in His
Latest, Says Blackton

The Humming Bird”
to Be Paramount Film

Sidney Olcott, who is directing
Gloria Swanson in her current
Paramount picture, “The Hum-
ming Bird,” at the Long Island
studio, declares that the screen
version of Maude Fulton’s play is

altogether the most interesting
production he ever made and that
he firmly believes it will be his

best. Rushes of the pictures have
been seen by Paramount home of-

fice executives and are said to

bear out the producer’s predic-

tion.

The outstanding feature of “The
Humming Bird” is said to be its

intense realism of action and set-

ting. It is a story of the apache

underworld of Paris.

There is a touch of war in the
picture, too, and in order that the
war scenes might be absolutely
authentic, prints of official Eng-
lish and French films were ob-
tained from the war departments
of those countries for incorpora-
tion in the production.

Pauline Frederick and Lou Tel-
legen have the leading roles and
are supported by Leslie Austen,
Helena D’Algy and an all star cast
in “Let Not Man Put Asunder,”
under the direction of J. Stuart
Blackton.
Mr. Blackton has evolved a

score of new lighting effects. The
sets are expressive of technical
art and ingenuity. Mr. Blackton
is supervising the cutting of the
film and it will be ready for the
Broadway showing in January.

“I have never directed a pic-

ture in which the players worked
so easily and contributed so much
to assist me,” he said at Vita-

graph studios. “I have in the cast
a young woman whom I consider
one of the finds of the year,
Helena D’Algy. She is a Spanish
girl who played in opera through
South America. I saw her at the
'Follies’ and after considering
many candidates for the part I se-

lected her.”

Brilliant Davies’ Film
Premiere at Washington

“Happiness” Shows
Distinguished Cast

Metro has selected a group of
distinguished players to support
Laurette Taylor in her screen ver-
sion of her great stage play,
“Happiness,” which is now in pro-
duction at the Metro Hollywood
studios under the direction of
King Vidor. The complete cast
to support Miss Taylor now con-
sists of Pat O’Malley, Hedda
Hopper, Edith York, Cyril Chad-
wick, Laurence Grant, Mario
Carillo, Charlotta Minneau, Pat-
terson Dial and Charles Mailes.

Pat O’Malley has already scored
•a great success this season by his
playing in Reginald Barker’s “The
Eternal Struggle,” which is part
of this season’s Metro schedule.
Hedda Hopper is the beautiful
wife of DeWolf Hopper, favorite
of the American stage. The other
members of the cast are all noted
for their past work on the screen
and have been selected for “Hap-
piness” because of their exact
suitability for the roles.

Miss Taylor is already on the
coast with her husband, J. Hart-
ley Manners, who wrote “Happi-
ness,” and has been immersed in

active production for several
weeks. Before production was
taken up on the coast, Mr. Vidor
came east with several members
of his staff and photographed im-
portant exterior scenes in New
York, using its great cosmopolitan
atmosphere for background.

“The Love Bandit”
Campaign Book

Vitagraph’s campaign book for
“The Love Bandit,” Charles E.
Blaney’s production of his stage
play, is quite novel and unique.

It is made up like the illustrated
daily newspapers and presents
catchy publicity ideas.

The brilliancy of the New York
opening of “Little Old New York’
at the Cosmopolitan Theatre, ac-
cording to reports, was surpassed
by the opening of that Marion
Davies picture at Tom Moore’s
Rialto Theatre in Washington, D.
C. Incidentally it broke all rec-
ords of that house for attendance
and for receipts. Its criticisms

were just as laudatory as were
those it received in New York,
London, Chicago, San Francisco,
Los Angeles and the many other
towns where it has been shown.
Several Cabinet members and

their wives and many members of

Congress and persons otherwise
eminent in Washington society
were in attendance at the opening
performance. The entire mezza-
nine floor was reserved for guests
of the management and of Cos-
mopolitan Pictures Corporation.

Secretary of States Charles E.
Hughes and Mrs. Hughes, Secre-
tary of the Navy and Mrs. Denby,
Secretary of the Interior and
Mrs. Work, Secretary of Agricul-
ture and Mrs. Wallace and Mrs.
New, wife of the Postmaster Gen-
eral, were among those present.

Big Exploitation for

Hodkinson Reel
An advertising campaign that

will be of great benefit to every
exhibitor booking “Fun from the
Press,” says Hodkinson, will be
conducted by the Literary Digest
during the next month.
Eleven million letters, one to

every telephone subscriber, will be
sent out, calling attention, in a

conspicuous paragraph, to this

humor reel.

“Grit,” Hodkinson Film
for January Release

Hurley Free Lancing
Ed Hurley, general press repre-

sentative for the Film Booking
Offices, leaves that organization
this week to go into business for
himself. He will handle the pro-
duction of several special features.
Hurley is succeeded by Louis
Kramer, exploitation man for F.
B. O. in the Chicago territory.

“Grit,” the fourth of the Film
Guild productions, to be released
by Hodkinson some time next
month, is said to be a perfect com-
bination of youth. In their own
fields, both the author, F. Scott
Fitzgerald, and the star, Glenn
Hunter, signify “youth” to thou-
sands of admirers.
This is Mr. Fitzgerald’s first at-

tempt at a movie story, and he

wrote it especially for Glenn Hun-
ter. It is a melodrama of the
underworld and the East Side of

New York, dealing with the strug-
gle of “Kid Hart to find his better
self and break away from the
gang of crooks who have brought
him up. In this he is aided by
Orchid McGonigle, a little East
Side hoyden.
Frank Tuttle directed.
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“Anna Christie” Receives High
Praise from Critical Reviewers

“Anna Christie,’’ opening at the

Strand Theatre to a critical New
York public, which had seen Eu-
gene O’Neill's drama on the

spoken stage for more than a year
and which was prepared to con-

demn any failing in the screen

version, carried the verdict with
flying colors.

The consensus of opinion on
this Thomas H. Ince production,

presented through First National,

was that it was one of the few
instances in the industry where a

popular stage drama had been
brought to the screen intact in

theme, characterization and inci-

dent and that it gained, rather

than lost, in ist transference to

the screen. Public opinion backed
the written statements of all

newspaper reviewers.

The Strand did exceptional busi-

ness throughout the entire week,
tending to show that “Anna
Christie” lives up to the claims

advanced for it—that it draws a

portion of the public to the box
office which is usually considered

beyond the reach of the motion
picture’s appeal.
More than one of the reviewers

frankly stated that he had come
to scoff, believing that the virile

story would be devitalized in the
process of filming. “It was to be
expected,” wrote Robert Sher-
wood in The Herald, “that ‘Anna
Christie’ would emerge from the
hopper of Hollywood, a ‘good girl'

—that the strength, the reality of

O’Neill’s play would be mangled
beyond all recognition. But this

is not what happened. ‘Anna
Christie’ appears on the Strand
screen almost exactly as O’Neill

wrote it and as Arthur Hopkins
staged it. As a result ‘Anna
Christie’ is a singularly fine pic-

ture—a credit to Thomas Ince, a

credit to the movies. * * *”

“Those who saw ‘Anna Christie’

on the stage need not be afraid to

go and see the screen version,”
wrote Harriett Underhill in The
Tribune.

“I approached ‘Anna Christie,’
”

wrote Louella Parsons in her in-

itial review as photoplay editor of

the New York American, “with
some trepidation and considerable
uncertainty. ‘Anna Christie’ as a
play had flourished successfully
through an entire season and later

carried off a prize. ‘Anna Chris-
tie’ as a picture, I feared, might
not fare so well. * * * But I was
wrong. ‘Anna Christie’ as a pic-

ture takes with it to the screen
many of those qualities that made
it such acceptable entertainment
as a drama.”

It is noteworthy that “Anna
Christie” is drawing the attention
of the more literary magazines of

criticism, some of which express
surprise that the movie has ad-
vanced to such a point where
“Anna Christie” is possible. The
praise has been showered not
only on Mr. Ince, but on his di-

rector, John Griffith Wray, Brad-
ley King, scenarist; Blanche Sweet
in the title role

;
George Marion

as Chris; William Russell as

Matt, and Eugenie Besserer as

Martha.

Another Excellent

Cast Picked
Again has Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation given Author-Direc-
tor Rupert Hughes a cast of noted
screen players for his new mo-
tion picture. It is called “True as

Steel” and went into production
on Monday last.

The cast, so far selected, in-

cludes Aileen Pringle, who has

just completed the leading role in

Goldwyn’s screen version of El-

inor Glyn’s “Three Weeks,” El-

eanor Boardman, who has recent-

ly acted the leading role in Gold-

wyn’s Arthur Somers Roche pic-

ture. “The Day of Faith,” Huntley
Gordon, William Haines, Kath-
leen Key, who appeared in Mar-
shall Neilan’s “The Rendezvous”
and in Rupert Hughes’ previous

picture, “Reno,” Jean Haskell,

Lucien Littlefield and William

Orlamond.

Different Cafe Scenes

for “Racing Luck”
Two widely different cafe scenes

were made by Herman Raymaker
for “Racing Luck,” Monty Banks’

new Grand-Asher feature comedy,

recently at the Grand Studio.

The first was a jollification in a

little Italian dining place sup-

posedly in “Little Italy,” New
York. The other setting was a

fashionable cafe in the white light

district of the Metropolis.

LET NOT MAN

PUT ASUNDER

“Under Red Robe”
Nearing Release

“Under the Red Robe,” which
on next Monday starts on the

sixth week of its first run en-

gagement at the Cosmopolitan
Theatre, New York, is now being
prepared for national release

through Goldwyn Cosmopolitan.
The picture will be presented in

all the leading cities of the coun-
try and gives indications of du-
plicating in the key city first runs

its phenomenal success in New
York.
Meantime, at the Cosmopolitan

Theatre, “Under the Red Robe”
shows no diminishing of the in-

terest that it has aroused since

its premiere on Broadway. The
continued and increasing demand
for tickets in advance indicates

strongly that the film will run far

into the new year. Since its open-

ing before the most distinguished

audience that ever saw a premiere

in New York, the photoplay has

played to big audiences at every

performance.

Robert B. Mantell, John Charles
Thomas and Alma Rubens are
featured, supported by a brilliant

cast of prominent players and
3,000 extras. A special feature of

the Cosmopolitan engagement is

the appearance twice daily of

Victor Herbert and his orchestra.

Finishing Touches to

“Souvenir”
Associated Exhibitors received

word recently from Halperin

Productions that the “shooting” of

scenes for “Souvenir,” the second

Halperin feature for Associated

distribution, has been completed,

and the staff at Hollywood stu-

dios is now engaged in the work
of cutting, editing and titling.

Agnes Ayres and Percy Mar-

mont play the leads.

F. B. O’s. “Lights Out”
Still Breaking Records

Al Santell’s novel comedy,

“Lights Out,” continues to smash

.records, according to reports to

he Film Booking Offices. Exhib-

itors are calling this feature one

of the freak films of the indus-

try. Released unheralded, it looks

as though it will be one of F. B.

O.’s outstanding box-office win-

ners, as is evidenced by the ex-

hibitors prolonging the runs orig-

inally scheduled.

Nat. G. Rothstein, director of

publicity and advertising for F.

B. O., said: “We knew that ‘Lights

Out’ was more than an ordinary

feature the minute we saw it, but

I will candidly admit, even we did

not realize it was a knockout box
office cleanup. But we do now.

We woke up to this fact when
we read the trade paper reviews

and when exhibitors who had
booked it for two days held it

over for a week.”

Thomas H. I nee, Producer of
“Anna Christie”

New Picture Star
Arrived from Coast
Clara Horton, native California

girl who has been doing important
work in moving pictures on the
Pacific Coast, has arrived in New
York for her first visit to this city
for a vacation and shopping tour,
preparatory to going back to her
native California to resume her
picture work.
Miss Horton has been in a Rex

Beach production, “A Girl from
the Outside,” leading lad\- with
Charles Ray and several other
productions. She has also been
leading lady with Jack Pickford
and many others.

Great Cast to Be
Distinctive Film

Distinctive Pictures Corpora-
tion is marshalling a great cast
for its forthcoming production,
“Blood and Gold,” which is now
under way at its studios in New
York under the direction of Al
Parker.
As already announced, Alma

Rubens and Conrad Nagel will

take the leading parts in this film.

Recent additions to the cast in-

clude George MacQuarrie, Mme.
LaViolet, Fred Burton and Bela
Lugosi. It will be distributed*by
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan.

Five Dollar Topper!
The Mission Theatre has con-

tracted for the Los Angeles first

run of B. P. Schulberg’s “The
Virginian,” the latest Preferred
release. The feature will open in

the picture city on December 10th

and the management of the Mis-
sion is planning to make it one
of the most important premieres
given this season in Los Angeles.
Elaborate preparations are being

made, the price set for the open-
ing night being five dollars top.

In New Position
Frederick E. Stanley, who has

been a member of the West Coast
publicity staff of First National

since last January, has been trans-

ferred to the scenario department.



The Pep of The Program
NEWS AND REVIEWS OF SHORT SUBJECTS AND SERIALS

Universal Offers Strong List of

Short Subjects for the Holidays
To meet the heavy demand for

short subjects during the holiday
season, Universal announces it has
an exceptional selection available,

including several Westerns, a num-
ber of one-reel comedies and spe-
cial releases besides Century com-
edies and two serials.

The westerns include three
made by Nat Ross, a feature di-

rector. They are “Stolen Gold,”
“Western Skies” and “Rustlin'

Buster,” featuring Jack Mower.
Other westerns are “The Perilous
Leap,” featuring Hoot Gibson,
“The Last Outlaw,” featuring
King Fisher Jones, said to be a

picture with exceptional dramatic
force that will appeal to any type
ot audience.
The one-reelers include two

with comedy team ‘Neely Edwards
and Bert Roach, and two by Hy
Mayer, the celebrated cartoonist.

The Mayer comedies are “A
Movie Fantasy” and “A Son of
Ananias.” The Edwards-Roach
offerings are “Under the White
Robe” and “Chasing Wealth.”
There is also a special for the
holidays, “The Rivals,” featuring
Slim Summerville.
The specials include “That Kid

from Madrid, Michigan,” first of

the new “Leather Pushers,” star-

ring Billy Sullivan as successor to

Reginald Denny. There is also

the fourth issue of “The Gumps,”
“Aggravatin’ Mama,” featuring

Joe Murphy and Fay Tincher.
Serials available include “The

Ghost City,” just released, featur-

ing Pete Morrison and Margaret
Morris, and including in the cast

the stunt aviator, A1 Wilson. It is

a serial with a western atmos-
phere and plenty of punch and
thrills. Also available is “Beasts
of Paradise,” featuring William
Desmond and Eileen Sedgwick,
which is now in its mid-season.

Educational Lists First of New
Bruce Films for January Release

Early in January Educational

will release “Jean of Hecata

Head” the first of the third series

of Robert C. Bruce Wilderness

Tales. The series will consist of
eight single reel subjects, which,
in the order of their release are
“Jean of Hecata Head,” “The
Home-Maker,” “Haunted Hills,”

“The Trader Keeps Moving,”
“Flowers of Hate,” “Just Wait-
ing,” “The Ex-Bartender Re-
tires” and “The Farewell.”
The editing and titling of these

pictures has been completed, and
Mr. Bruce announces more drama
has been incorporated in them
than in the previous series, but
that this has been done without
sacrificing any of the beauty the
Northwest country affords. Each
story was chosen to fit the loca-

tion and it is stated that many of

the locations have never before

been used in pictures.

“More entertainment value is

added by the use of these unique
locations,” says Mr. Bruce, “which
in many instances are a part of
the dramatic atmosphere of the
picture, as for instance in

‘Haunted Hills’ the sand spires

at the junction of Sand Creek
Canyon and Wheeler Canyon in

southern Oregon are the only
natural formations of their kind
outside of the inaccessible region
in the Ural mountains. Their
wierdness gives a ghostly atmos-
phere to the background which
enhances the dramatic value to a
remarkable degree.”

Practically the same cast was
used in this series as in the 1923

pictures, including Irene Hall, Sel-

mer Jackson, Gurnie Hays, Eddie
O’Brien, William Dills, James
Gordon, Anne Lockhart and
Myrtel Forbes. Daniel Gobbett,
with wide experience in all parts
of the world, was the camera-
man.

“I believe this series will provide
the variety of entertainment so
evidently needed in many motion
picture programs of the day, says
President E. W. Hammons of Edu-
cational. “These subjects will be
idea for use with the feature
comedy, or comedy drama of

lighter vein. There is a shortage
of short dramatic subjects and I

believe the new Bruce Wilderness
Tales will provide enough dramatic
element to balance a program top
heavy with a feature-comedy sub-
ject.”

New Stan Laurel Two Reel Comedy
Tops Pathe December 23 Program

Eight diversified subjects com-
prise the Pathe program for week
of December 23. Prominent among
these is a two-reel comedy, “Moth-
er’s Joy,” starring Stan Laurel,
and another “Dippy Doo Dad” en-
titled “Lovey Dovey.”

In “Mother’s Joy” Laurel plays
the role of a young heir suddenly
raised from the penury of a cab
driver to the luxury of a rich
home. The youth’s first adven-
ture into society leads to many
laugh provoking developments.
“Lovey Dovey” is said by Pathe

officials to be one of the cleverest
animal comedies ever presented on
the screen and is expected to set

a new pace for this type of laugh
provoker. The animals operate
autos and aeroplanes. There is

rapid-fire action and impersona-
tion of human beings, added to

laughable subtitles.

“The Five Orphans of the
Storm,” the current Aesop’s Film
Fable, is a burlesque of “Orphans
of the Storm” and is said to be
particularly well suited for Christ-
mas, as it features Santa Claus
and his reindeers, hanging of the
stocking and other Christmas as-
sociations.

“The Desert of Death” is the
eleventh chapter of the Ruth

Roland serial, “Ruth of the
Range” in which the heroine is

confronted with new perils.

Pathe Review 51 includes a bit

of the country in “In the Shade of
the Old Apple Tree,” a bird study
captioned “Little Mothers,” a
touch of commerce in “The Locks
of Sault Ste Marie,” a color sec-
tion, “Oxen Power,” as employed
in France and Spain.

New Pathe Series Stars Charles Chase
Another step in the expansion of Hal Roach’s activities is dis-

closed in the Pathe announcement that Charles Chase will be fea-
tured in a series of single reel comedies. Chase, who is known as
the “Fashion Plate of Fun” will make his debut on the Pathe pro-
gram on January 6 in “At First Sight” to be followed by “One
of the Family” released on January 27. It is planned to issue three
Charles Chase single-reelers each month with a “Dippy-Do-Dad”
the fourth week.

Showmen Praise New
Fox Comedies

The newest Fox series of short
subjects “Imperial Comedies” is

meeting with unusual success ac-
cording to statement from Fox
Film Corporation. This series

started in August and seven have
been released. December 23 will

see the final number of the first

series “Monks A La Mode.”
Exhibitor reports indicate that

these comedies have been con-
sistent laugh getters. Many first

run houses including Shea’s Hip-
podrome in Buffalo have booked
these comedies and have given
them prominence in their news-
paper advertising. Among the

theatres whose reports to trade
papers have praised comedies of

this brand are Capitol Theatre,
New Bedford; Palm Theatre,
Mound City, 111. ;

Court Theatre,
Huntington, Tenn.

New Rogers Comedy
Highly Praised

As a result of a pre-release

showing at Ocean Park, Cal., Will
Roger’s new two reel comedy
“Two Wagons, Both Covered” re-

ceived unusually high praise from
a Los Angeles photoplay critic

who declared it looks like this

production will land Rogers in the

class with Chaplin, Lloyd and Fair-
banks.

It is stated Rogers is working
under J. A. Howe on a comedy
“Great Moments from Little Pic-

tures” in which he impersonates
Ford Sterling and the Keystone
cops, and also proposes to make
a series of comedies involving

good humored political satire

which Bob Wagner will direct.

New Hamilton
Comedy

Lloyd Hamilton has completed
“My Friend” his rfext comedy,
for Educational. It was directed

by Fred Hibbard under the super-
vision of Jack White, and Ruth
Hiatt again appears as the com-
edian’s leading lady. Advance re-

ports indicate that this comedy
will surpass anything Hamilton
has done for Educational in the
past year.

“Bee” Recommended
National Motion Picture League

has placed “The Bee,” third of

Educational's “Secrets of Life”
series, produced by Principal
Pictures Corporation, in the class

of films recommended for supple-
mentary class room instruction
on account of its educational value.

Broadway Booking
An Educational-Cameo single

reeler “Film Foolish” is the comedy
attraction at the Rivoli Theatre,
New York during the current
week.
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SHORT SUBJECTS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE“Modern Banking”
(Vitagraph

—

Urban—One Reel)

Those who have wondered about

what takes place back of the

cages in a bank will watch this

Urban Classic Xo. 52 with interest.

The various duties of the banking
employees, in making change,

opening checking accounts, can-

celling paid checks, counting re-

ceipts are shown and there are

various other bits of information.

—M. K.

“Call the Wagon”
(Educational—Comedy—Two

Reels)

Christie Comedies are favorably

represented in this one. It has a

clever idea and is done with

plenty of speed and pep. Neal

Burn’s is a pretty girl’s suitor who
gets rid of his rivals by making
them believe that she 'has false

hair and teeth. She gets even with

him and he barely escapes the

lunatic asylum. Charlotte Mer-
riam is the girl and Babe London
also has a part. It is two reels of

interesting entertainment.

—

M. K.

“A Movie Fantasy”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)

Hv Mayer’s cartoon characters

come to life in a clever comedy on

the movie star craze. A young
bride arranges to take lessons in

screen acting and her husband

cures her by impersonating the

professor, putting her through
vigorous exercises, and subjecting

her to the gossip of neighbors un-

til she is glad to give up her

career for her husband. A popular

subject interestingly handled.

—

M. K.

“Newsprint Paper”
(Vitagraph—Urban—One Reel)

Some new and interesting facts

about manufacturing paper are

revealed in this Urban Classic No.

47, “From Forest to Newsboy.” The
felling and chopping of the giant

trees and the treatment of the

pulp is pictured in detail.—M. K.

“The Morning After”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)

Paul terry's fable hero this

time is a dog motor cop. He has

other interests besides catching

speeders, as the concluding prov-

erb, “Old Stuff is Hard to Get”
proves. It should be fairly amus-
ing to anti-drys.—M. K.

Sid Smith Signed for

Cameo Comedies

Educational announces that

the well-known comedian Sid

Smith has been added to the

company making Cameo Com-
edies under the direction of

Gil Pratt. Sid Smith came
into prominence with his work
in “Hallroom Boys” comedies
and has also been starred in

a series of two-reelers dis-

tributed by Grand-Asher. Cliff

Bowes and Virginia Vance
are also working in “Oh
Girls,” a Cameo comedy now
in production.

Bucking the Line (Universal)

Horseshoes (Vitagraph)

Call the Wagon (Educational)

Liquid Lava (Educational)

Lovey Dovey (Pathe)
Modern Banking (Vitagraph)

(Vitagraph—Comedy—Two Reels)

A good many original touches
are seen in Larry Semon’s latest

which has plenty of laughs. Larry
wins the disfavor of a giant
pugilist and most of the scenes
show various amusing tricks in

evading him. The action is lively
and has a spontaneity that will go
very well. He elopes with the
prize-fighter’s girl and the climax
is an exciting motorcycle-auto-
mobile race. The comedy is with-
out the elaborateness in settings
and costumes of some of the star’s

recent pictures but makes up for

this in speed and fun.—M. K.

“Mother’s Joy”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)

Stan Laurel’s type of comedy
is well featured in this two-reeler,
which has a more consistent and
effective line of fun than some of
his other recent efforts. As the
long-lost and banished heir to a
wealthy household, he returns, a
vast disappointment to his grand-
father whom he disgraces by
social peculiarities as well as by
his musical efforts. There are
some highly amusing incidents and
altogether it should please the
average audience.—M. K.

“Lovey Dovey”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)

Another of the “Dippy-Doo-
Dads” series, and one which is

fully as bright and original as the
others is now being offered by
Pathe. With a maiden duckling
and her two monkey-sweethearts
as the famous triangle, a quaint
and entertaining travesty on the
popular thriller with motor and
aeroplane races has been made. It

is cleverly done and will add to
any program.—M. K.

The new Witwer series which is

being filmed by F. B. O. will be
known as “The Telephone Girl”

and will be based on stories of

the same title now appearing in

Cosmopolitan Magazine. “Julius

Sees Her” has been selected by
the author as the title of the first

episode.

The series will consist of twelve

two-reel episodes and, unlike the

“Fighting Blood” series, will be

built around a feminine instead of

a masculine character. The title

role, that of a telephone operator

in a Broadway hotel, will he por-

trayed by Alberta Vaughan, who
has been prominent in a large

Morning After, The (Pathe)
Mother’s Joy (Pathe)
Movie Fantasy, A (Universal)
Newsprint Paper (Vitagraph)
Under the White Robe (Uni-

versal)
Way of a Man, The (Pathe)

“Under the White
Robe”

(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)
Neely Edwards’ hobo make-up

gains him an entree to a masked
ball, thus enabling him to elude the
police. A skeleton and other
mysterious figures float about in

mid-air, scattering the guests to

the winds. Nervy Ned stands up
as best man in a family wedding
but a rival of the groom puts out
the light, removes the groom and
Ned finds himself clasping the
hand of the bride in matrimony.
Next scene, Reno. This affords

fairly good but not new amuse-
ment.—M. K.

“Bucking the Line”
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)
There are some very good bits

in this Century comedy with
Buddy Messenger. Buddy works or
rather amuses himself in his dad’s

store where there is a laughable
scene in the toy department be-
tween a baby and a pet monkey.
Buddy forgets to be a messenger
when sent to deliver goods and
distinguishes himself in a football

game by substituting a watermelon
for a football when kicking and
making a touchdown with the real

ball. It gains in entertainment
value and leaves an impression of

satisfaction.—M. K.

“Liquid Lava”
(Educational-Hodge Podge—One

Reel)

A great variety of places and
incidents are included in this

number of Lyman H. Howe’s
“Hodge Podge.” Pictorial beauty
is supplied by the views of Roman
architecture, the old West, what
the searchlights reveals on the

water, and the famous New York
skyline. A volcano eruption is an-

other feature.-—M. K.

number of Mack Sennett comedies.
Mai St. Clair, who directed the

first “Fighting Bloods,” is direct-

ing this series, and most of the

incidents have a humorous twist,

but drama develops and the hero-
ine straightens matters out. Prom-
inent in the cast are A1 Cooke and
Kit Guard, who won great pop-
ularity by their work in “Fight-

ing Blood.” The cast also includes

Gertrude Short and others.

It is believed this series will

have a greater appeal for women.
However, there is as much ring

action which should hold the fol-

lowing built up by “Fighting

Blood.”

“The Way of a Man”

Excellent Thrills in Pathe Serial

Based on Emerson Hough Story

Reviewed l»j Mary Kelly

Emerson Hough’s story of pio-

neer days has been fashioned into

thrilling serial by George B. Seitz

for Pathe. Serial audiences should
respond to this in much the same
way as the feature houses do to

the author’s other great story,

"The Covered Wagon.” While the
action is obvious and entertains
without a mental strain, there is a
sturdiness and vitality about the
theme that makes it an unusually
strong attraction.

In the first three episodes, a
young Southern gentleman takes a
Western trail in search of his dead
father’s business partner. In com-
pany with a caravan of pioneers he
is attacked by the Indians. His
mission is further endangered by
an old acquaintance who has fol-

lowed, presumably as a friend but
really to get possession of his
father’s property. These compli-
cations keep up the suspense so
that there is continual excitement.
The Indian attacks have been

realistically staged. The make-ups
are convincing and general stand-
ard of the characterization and at-

mosphere is high. Harold Miller
and Allene Ray are youthful at-
tractive types for the leading parts.
Lillian Gale and Whitehorse are
fine character studies and Bud Os-
borne is excellent as the villain.

“Into the Unknown,” the first

chapter, is in three reels and shows
the young Southerner arriving at a
Western trading post, attending a
masked ball, where he meets El-
len Meriwether, unintentionally
piques her but attempts to atone
in a thrilling rescue of her, with
the Indians close in pursuit.
The second, in two reels, is “Red

Skin and White.” Further intrigue
on the part of the hero’s white
enemy and a big attack by the In-
dians, unfinished at the close, fur-
nish excitement in this one.

“In the Toils of the Torrent”
shows the hero badly wounded
after the Indian skirmish, but re-
stored by the villain, who is forced
to use his medical skill. The hero
and Ellen Meriwether are trapped
in a roaring canyon at the close
of this epsiode.

Pathe Signs for New
Sennett Series

As a result of the success
attending the first series of
Mack Sennett two-reel com-
edies distributed by Pathe, it

is announced that this famous
comedy producer will make a

second group for the same dis-

tributing organization. The
first of the series will be avail-

able in January. The first

series started with “Nip and
Tuck” on August 12 and “In-

bad the Sailor” scheduled for

December 30 will be the last

of the series.

“Horseshoes”

New Witwer-F. B. O. Series

Titled “The Telephone Girl”
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Big Banquet
On Friday, December 24, all the projec-

tionists of the forty or more Loew Theatres

in the New York City district will foregather

at the “Aristocrat,” 69 St. Mark’s Place, New
York City, where they will partake of the

annual midnight banquet in honor of “Mike”
Campbell, chief projectionist of the Loew
Theatres.
These banquets have been held for a num-

ber of years. They have been very suc-

cessful and have served a good purpose in

bringing the Campbell projectionist force

together socially once each year. It is ex-

pected that the coming affair will be bigger

and better than ever. I will tell you all about

it later.

Duluth Comes Across
From Duluth Local Union 509, Motion Pic-

ture Projectionists, I. A. T. S. E. & M. P.

M. O., comes the following, under seal

:

Brother Richardson: Your article in recent
issue relative to the adoption of the word, or
term “Projector Room’’ into the nomenclature
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
was brought up at regular meeting last

week. Upon being put to a vote it was
unanimously decided that the term “Projector
Room” is absolutely undesirable, and that
the same would be, at best, a misnomer.

The secretary was therefore instructed

to advise you that this local places itself on
record as unanimously endorsing the term
“Projection Room” as the name to be applied
to the inclosure housing working projection
equipment—the room from which motion pic-

tures are projected.
Signed, I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. O. Local 509.

By E. A. Currey, Secretary.

Good! That is the second local to act in

this matter within two weeks, giving notice

that they have some interest in things con-

nected with the profession outside the usual

routine. Also that they don’t propose to allow

the producer to instruct them even as to

what they shall call the room they work in.

There are many other live-wire locals, I

am sure, from which we should and shall

hear in due time. Wake up, men! Takeaittle
interest in something else besides merely
your wage and actual working conditions.

Those certainly are of first importance to

you, but that is no reason why they ought
to absorb ALL the energy of your organiza-

tion, especially now that they are pretty well

taken care of and out of the way with most
of you for some time to come. I should
have at least fifty indorsements of “Projec-
tion Room” by locals, and at least 10,000 from
individual projectionists to present at the

next meeting of the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers. Get busy!

From North Wales
Frank H. Kenyon, Projectionist, Princess

Picture and Variety Theatre, Colwyn Bay,
North Wales, England, says :

Attacked find six dollars In exchange for
one copy of the "BLUEBOOK of Projection”
(Caps are his.-—Ed.). If it is not asking too
much, I would esteem it highly if you would
affix your autograph to same. May say I

have the second and third editions, both of

which have been very helpful.

Up to now I have been unable to obtain
condensers of proper focal length for my
optical line-up, so am going to try Cinephor,

which I have ordered and expect to arrive
shortly.

In closing I thank you for the good work
which you are doing and have been doing
during the past eleven years I have been
reading your writings and learning from
you. What about that long promised visit
to this little island? Don't let the “stars”
leave you behind.

Many thanks for your commendation. It

is gratifying to know that one has been able
to help even men of other and far removed
countries. Makes one feel as though he
really has not lived quite in vain. As to the
autograph, why, the office has, I think, a

few autographed books on hand. No doubt
one was sent to you.

I’d like to visit my many English friends

alrighty right, but it’s a long way and I’m

no bloated plutocrat. .Some day when “my
ship comes in,” perhaps I’ll be able to visit

old England, and if I do I promise you will

“have company” in Colwyn Bay.

Defends Pittsburgh
James M. Hillman. Wilmerding, Pa., says:
I see in a recent issue of the department

that some chap who calls himself a projec-
tionist has taken a poke at the Pittsburgh
men. This man calls himself a Projectionist,
but is he? We have to take his word for
that, as we cannot examine his work.

I wonder how many of those fellows who
sign themselves projectionists really are that,

or how many of them are only machine “op-
erators.” Doubtless some of them really are

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
By

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart

which belongs in every projec-

tion room where carbon arcs

are used. It will enable you to

get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are

using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"

x 20") is printed on heavy Led-
ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-

ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-

did pictures which are coming.

Price $1.00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City

what they claim to be, and good ones, too,

but also perhaps some make claims they
would have trouble in substantiating.

Well, anyhow, I’m one of the Pittsburgh
men, member of Pittsburgh Local Union No.
171, so called DUBS, employed at the Capi-
tol Theatre, Braddock, Pa., which has the
best projection room in the state. Have a
100—100 Hertner transverter, using 100 am-
peres at a 65 volt arc. Use one-inch Colum-
bia positives and 7-16 Silvertip negatives
and a 614—914 piano convex condenser; type

j

S lamps and Peerless arc controls; 514 Cine-
phor lens and projecting a d—n good pic-

ture—steady and sharp, though the speed is

13 to 14 reels in two hours, though some-
times we only have ten. Shows are 1 to 3,

3 to 5, 5 to 7, 7 to 9 and 9 to 11.

The “queer ones” in that distinguished
city (Pittsburgh) have to keep ’em going or
get out, which is one reason for the oil pans '.!

you saw beneath the projector mechanisms.
;

I use blotters under the intermittent casing.
I think more of the chap who will try to

dig- things out for himself, and when he does
j

get it, remembers it, than of the one who
j

has some one else do it for him and then
promptly forgets it. That is one reason the
Pittsburgh men seldom write. Watch them
and shortly you will find what they are pre-
paring to do.

I have the third edition of your handbook, ,

also the Bluebook (fourth edition) and am
j

inclosing check for a dollar for lens chart. h

Besides my two projectors I have a switch- !

board with 28 switches and dimmers and
j

two remote control switches to work, be-
j;

sides keeping my eye on friend picture, and li

do it all by my lonesome too.
For the love of Mike, give the Pittsburgh -

j

men a good word once in a while!
P. S. By the way, with regard to the

Pittsburgh Film Board of Trade, if the ex-
changes would get a few new boxes their
films would not get torn on the sides nearly j,

so much. I get some that it requires a ham- i

mer, two screwdrivers, a pair of plyers and
much language to get the reels out. The

j

metal of some of the boxes is torn around
the top, and when you pull out the reel from i

a single-reel can, unless you are very care-
ful, damage to the film results.

As to the Pittsburgh men, I have not taken
them to task nearly as much as the facts in k
the past would seem to justify. I am en-

[

couraged to believe that conditions have im- I

proved very much in the Steel City, because
the American Projection Society has estab-

]

fished its first branch there, and unless the
bars of admission have been lowered, which |,

I think they have not, one must be a real
j

projectionist to get into the A. P. S. Heaven
]

knows I’ve nothing against Pittsburgh itself, ij
;

I applaud high class work wherever found.
I will say, however, that projection speed is I
NO excuse for the oil cans I spoke of.

If things are better in Pittsburgh I shall

be hugely delighted to know it, and will 11

tender my most sincere congratulations to
j

the men on that fact.

As to using the title “Projectionist,” why,
j ;

it probably is true that some use it who have
|j;

small right to, but the very fact that they
[ j

do use the term is an incentive to them to [

make good, and that is one of the main ideas
I had in fighting for the adoption of the title

:

Projectionist. Glad to hear from you any
;

;

time, friend . Oh piffle, I just found
||

the note at the end of your letter asking
|

that I suppress your name. Alright, ’tis
j

I

done ! Maybe I'll visit Pittsburgh next Sum-
j

mer—maybe. .i|

New Organization
Robert Runyon, Projectionist, Pickwick

|
Theatre, San Diego, Cal., arises to remark

: |
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I read the article by James B. Enoch and
it has fired me to the point of writing'.

In so doing I wish to call your attention
to an organization you may never have heard
of—the Association of Independent Cinema
Projectionists, which was born here in San
Diego three years or more ago. It has grown
from a charter membership of ten or fifteen

to more than 250 members. I am distinctly
proud to say that the entire membership is

composed of projectionists, spelled with a
capital “P,” too.

We insist that every man live up to his
title of PROJECTIONIST, hence we have but
few grouches in our ranks. As nearly as I

know, every man has both a lens chart and
a Bluebook of Projection.

Well, doubtless you are by now weary of
reading about the A. I. C. P., so I will switch
to other topics.
Recently you showed a coffee can film scrap

can. I'm not throwing any rocks when I

say that such a container has been known
to me for years. As to brother Growden
and his in-and-out-of-focus effect, I believe
if he would get some 32-gauge sheet alumi-
num and make himself a shutter blade of
lighter weight it would greatly reduce the
wear and tear on the shutter shaft and
bearings, hence reduce lost motion and vibra-
tion. and at least tend to reduce the trouble.
For myself I made a pair of your 85-degree

shutters and found that I got fully ten per
cent, more light on the screen than with
ordinary stock shutter. Projecting at 80

feet per minute all flicker tendency disap-
pears. I got the formula from the depart-
ment some while ago. Believe it would be
well to publish it again.

I project in a first run house and get film

In very good condition. Try to return it in

approximately the same shape in which it

was received. Have Powers 6B projectors—
two of them, of course. Distance of projec-
tion, 70 feet, spreading the light from 50 am-
peres D. C. over a picture 12 feet 1 inch by
9 feet 1 inch; glass bead screen; use Snap-
lite projection lenses, 5.2 E. F. with a 6%-

condenser

—

piano convex. Am not sure
my conditions are right but will know as
soon as chart comes. You will probably
hear from the A. I. C. P., Local No. 2, in

future.

I am glad to hear from San Diego—glad
indeed, because the men there impressed me
as progressive when I visited that beautiful
city some years ago. I don’t quite under-
stand the 1. A. C. P., though. If it is an
educational organization, auxiliary to the
San Diego I. A. local, I’m for it. If it is

displacing the local—well, that is very
muchly something else again. Let us have
further particulars.

From Duluth
Ray L. Brainerd, Duluth, Minn., orders a

lens chart and says :

-I Jrave no doubt but that local union 509
’will, in due time, officially approve of the
term “Projection Room’’ as against “Pro-
jector Room,” and so notify you.
The Bluebook is a masterpiece. Every

member of Local 509 owns one and consults
it, too. The one who is trying to earn his
living at the profession of motion picture
projection, and do it creditably, cannot be
without one.
Would you be good enough to send a de-

cent photograph of yourself? It will be ac-
counted a valuable addition to the decora-
tions of our new lodge room. Never mind
saying "no” to this request, as that isn’t the

,

answer at all.

Huh, man dear, you don’t suppose I’d send
an indecent photograph, do you? It hap-
pens that I have not, at this time, a good
photograph, but as I am offered the honor
of a place on the walls of your lodge room,
by gum, I’ll have some taken real soon, and
Local 509 shall have one.

Non-Professional
James L. Jameson, Philadelphia, Pa.,

writes

:

Perhaps you do not answer questions con-
cerning the motion picture field outside of
theatres, but I very much want to know
what makes of motion picture projectors are
approved for use in the home.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
I do not pay very much attention to pro-

jectors outside the professional field, but
here is the list that is approved by the Penn-
sylvania Industrial Board, or that was ap-
proved by that body last Summer. It may
or may not have been added to or sub-
tracted from since then. I would suggest
that you write the Secretary of the Indus-
trial Board, Harrisburg, Pa., for up-to-the-
minute information :

DeVry, with safety cutout and spring gate;
Graphoscope, with safety cutout

;
Acme, 12-F

and SVE; Projectoscope
;

Aladdin; Victor
Safety Cinema; Pathescope; Zenith and the
Burwood.
That is the full list supplied me by the

Board last Summer. I might add that in

order to work with these projectors you
must apply to the State Industrial Board
for a license, naming the make of projector
you propose to handle.

What Do You Think ?
There have been those, in the past, who

have censured me for what they term my
“harsh criticism.” To cite an illustrative in-

stance: A man high up in I. A. Councils,
recently asked me : “Richardson, w’hat in the
name of Heaven ever possessed you to write
so harshly about Chicago the last time you
were there?”
“In Chicago, as elsewhere,” I replied, “I

described EXACTLY what I saw, giving
praise where praise was deserved, and cen-
sure where censure was deserved, just as I

have done everywhere and always.”
I am not to blame if I find punk work

or bad conditions! Is it wrong to give them
publicity? Could I get better results by not
doing so? Would the profession of projec-
tion and the industry be better served were
I to smooth over faults and deal only in

praise?
I am in earnest about this. If my methods

are wrong 1 want to know it. RESULTS are

what I am after. If milder methods will get

them better than the methods I have been
using, I will be delighted to use milder
methods. My whole argument has been that

the man who did not NEED censure did not
and would not get it

;
that the man who

lacked interest or knowledge, or who was too

lazy to give the best possible results, RICH-
LY DESERVED TO BE EXPOSED, and
that his exposure could only be of benefit

to the profession of projection and to the

motion picture industry.

I would much appreciate the setting forth

of YOUR views. If Chicago felt hurt or

unjustly dealt with, I would highly appre-
ciate an expression of opinion as to just

WHY she felt unjustly dealt with by a frank

statement of exactly what I saw with my
own eyes. I will make this offer : when next

I am in Chicago I will be glad to take the

President or Business Agent of the Chicago
local with me on a tour of Chicago thea-

tres, and will not say one solitary thing

concerning what we see, except what he him-
self approves of, PROVIDED that he lets

me purchase admission tickets, and that we
enter without either of us being known.

I have tried hard to be just and fair. I

want to be that, but have always felt that

IT IS NO MORE FAIR TO REFRAIN
FROM SETTING FORTH OBJECTION-
ABLE FACTS THAN IT WOULD BE TO
DETRACT FROM THOSE THINGS
WHICH DESERVE PRAISE. I would
highly appreciate your views on this point.

Well, Rather!
From Oklahoma comes this:
Thought I’d just let you know that Okla-

homa is still lying around out here in the

“great open spaces.” While I'm about it I’ll

ask a bit of information regarding some-
thing which is not in the Bluebook. Started
projecting- at the Theatre last Septem-
ber. Found things in a very unclean con-
dition. Lenses were covered with oil and
had been in this condition for six or seven

months. Would or would not this collecting
of oil deaden the working power of the
lenses?

Holy smoke, friend, if you mean that the
lenses themselves—the glass surfaces—were
covered with oil—but surely you cannot
mean that, since if it were true you would
get nothing but a blur on the screen. If
you mean there was oil on the lens jackets

—

the barrel in which the lenses are mounted

—

then I would say that, while such a condi-
tion is something no projectionist should or
would tolerate, still it would not affect the
actual working of the lens.

Two-Blade Shutter
Joe De Renzy, East Stroudsburg, Pa.,

wants to know why the blades on an extra-
lite shutter, used for A. C., are the same
width. Says he stopped travel ghost by fol-
lowing my instructions and increasing width
of master blade by about J4 inch on each
side, but that it increased flicker tendency.
The two-blade shutter is used for A. C.

because with a three-blader the shutter
blades are apt to get into synchronism with
the alternations of the current. You know
that with single-phase 60-cycle current there
is no current or voltage at the arc 120 times
each second, hence the light is much dimin-
ished at those periods. Should the blades
of the shutter cover the lens just at the in-

stant the current is at full value, and un-
cover it at the instant the current is at neg-
ative value, the result would be diminution
of light on the screen and since the shutter
could not possibly remain in perfect syn-
chronism for but a very short period of time,
the net result is a waving effect in screen
illumination. This does not occur when a
two-blader is used.

The two-blader is made with equal blade
and opening widths because thus the flicker

tendency is kept at minimum value. See
pages 622-623 of the Bluebook for more com-
plete explanation.

A Christmas

Suggestion

Someone you know would ap-

preciate a copy of F. H. Rich-

ardson’s new fourth edition

HANDBOOK OF PROJECTION
more than anything else you

could give.

The Handbook is absolutely the

last word on projection. Its

974 pages of information and
842 questions with answers
leave nothing to be desired.

It is worth its price times over.

This is a suggestion to act on

NOW. Xmas is near and the

mails will soon be crowded. So

mail your order TODAY with

$6.00, to:

|

Chalmers Publishing Co.

516 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

(Also at your dealers, or mailed C. O. D.

if you desire.)
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CURRENTand ADVANCEFILM RELEASES
Together with Index to Reviews and Consensus of Trade Paper Criticisms.

ALLIED PRODUCERS AND DISTRIB. Review Consensus Footage

Review Consensus Footage

Suzanna Mabel Normand Mar. 3 May 5 8,000
The Shriek of Araby Sennett Prod-Turpin . Apr. 28 \ug, 18 4,150
Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing. Mae Marsh Oct. 20 6,000

Richard the Lion-Hearted. .. Wallace Beery Nov. 3 7,298

ARROW
Little Red Schoolhouse E. K. Lincoln May 26 Aug. 25 5,700
Sheriff of Sun Dog William Fairbanks ..June 2 4.949

None So Blind
Sun Dog Trails William Fairbanks
The Fighting Skipper Serial 15 parts
The Santa Fe Trail Historical serial Aug. 11 15 parts
The Devil’s Dooryard William Farnum Aug. 25 4,838
Almost Married Eddie Lyons Sept. 22 2,000
Through Yellowstone Park
With Our Late President
Warren G. Harding Instructive Sept. 22 2,000

Seeing Double Eddie Lyons Sept. 29 2,000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Fool Proof Neal Burns Oct. 13 2,000
Simple Sadie Cliff Bowes Oct. 20 1,000

Done in Oil Jimmy Adams Oct. 20 2,000

Three Cheers ‘Juvenile” comedy ... Nov. 3 2,000
Discontent “Wilderness Tales”.. Nov. 3 1,000

Heads Up Cliff Bowes Nov. 10 1,000

Uncle Sam Lee Moran Nov. 10 2,000

Hang On Cameo comedy Nov. 17 2,000

A Perfect 36 Christie comedy Nov. 17 2,000

Memories “Sing Them Again”. .Nov. 24 1,000

Hot Sparks Cliff Bowes Nov. 24 1,000

No Loafing “Poodles” Hanaford..Nov. 24 2,000

Kidding Kids Christie comedy Dec. 1 2,000

Under Covers ... Cliff Bowes Dec. 1 1,000

The Bottom of the Sea Novelty Dec. 1 1,000

My Boy Bill “Wilderness Tales”. .Dec. 1 1,000

Black and Blue Christie Comedy Dec. 8 2,000

Exit Caesar Mermaid Comedy Dec. 8 2.000

Film Foolish Cliff Bowes Dec. 15 1,000

Over the Fence “Juvenile” Comedy.. Dec. 15 2,000

Snooky’s Covered Wagon. . .Animal Comedy ...... Dec.
Home Again “Sing Them Again”. Dec.

2,000

1.000

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Man Between Allan Forrest • July 21 5,176
Stormy Seas . T. P. McGowan . . .

.

..July 21

Tea- With a Kick! 20-star cast ..Sept. 8 5.950
Going Up . Douglas MacLean . ..Oct. 6
The Extra Girl .Mabel Normand ... ..Oct. 13

Harbor Lights' . Tom Moore ..Oct. 20
Gourtship of Myles Standish. . Charles Kay ..Oct. 20
David Copperfield . Star cast ..Nov. 17

Grumpy

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
West Is West Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000 Only 38
Dipping in the Deep Hodge-Podge Aug. 11 1,000 Law of the Lawless...
Plus and Minus Cliff Bowes Aug. 11 1,000 Woman With Four F:

The Busher Lee Moran Aug. 18 2,000 Peter, The Great
Dark Timbers Bruce scenic Aug. 18 1,000 Children of Jazz
Navy Blues Dorothy Devore Sept. 1 2,000 A Gentleman of Leisu
Hold Everything Bobby Vernon Sept. 1 2,000 The Purple Highway.
Yankee Spirit Ben Alexander Sept. 8 2,000 Lawful Larceny
Companions “Sing Them Again”. Sept. 8 1,000 Hollywood
Secrets of Life Instructive Sept. 8 1,000 Homeward Bound
His New Papa Cliff Bowes Sept. 8 1,000 Bluebeard’s Eighth \
Moving Cliff Bowes Sept. 15 1,000 The Silent Partner...
The Optimist Lloyd Hamilton Sept. 15 2,000 To the Last Man
Running Wild Mermaid comedy Sept. 22 2,000 Salomy Jane
High Life Mermaid comedy Sept. 22 2,000 The Cheat
How the Globe Trotter Trots. .Howe Hodge-Podge. .Sept. 29 1,000 Ruggles of Red Gap ..

The Limit Cliff Bowes Sept. 29 1,000 The Marriage Maker
“Old Oaken Bucket,” etc.. ..“Sing Them Again”. Oct. 6 1,000 Zaza
Front Tuxedo comedy Oct. 6 2,000 The Spanish Dancer
While the Pot Boils Wilderness Tales Oct. 6 1,000 Woman Proof
Japanese Earthquake Kinograms Oct. 13 750 His Children’s Childre
People of Many Climes Hodge-Podge Oct. 13 1,000 Stephen Steps Out ...

James Cruze Prod

—

. Mar. 31 5.... ....10.000

.Theo. Roberts .Apr. 7.... . . . May 5.... . ... 5,621

Gloria Swanson .Apr. 28.... ...July 21 ...

.

. ... 6.216

Star cast . May 5. . .

.

July 14.... .... 5,703

.Thomas Meighan.... .May 12 . . . Aug. 4.... . . . . 7,414

Betty Cotnpson . May 19. . .

.

. .
. July 21 ...

.

. ... 6.947

.Alice Brady .May 26.... . . . Aug. 4.... .... 6,000

Walter Heirs .May 26.... . .
.
July 14.. .. . ... 5.632

Dorothy Dalton June 9

Agnes Ayres June 16

, Bebe Daniels .Tune 16

Wm. De Mille prod. June 23 8.... .... 6,175
Dorothy Dalton .June 30

—

... Aug. 4.... . ... 6,387

Betty Compson . Tune 30 . . . Aug. 18.... . ... 5,700

Emil Jennings .July 7....

Theodore Kosloff .July 21.... . .. Aug. 18.... . ... 6.080

Tack Holt .July 28....

Madge Kennedy Aug. 4....

Four stars .Aug. 4....

Fifty stars Aug. 11—
Thomas Meighan... .Aug. 11—
Gloria Swanson .Aug. 18—
Leatrice Joy .Sept. 1

. Sept. 8. . .

.

Jacqueline Logan . .

.

Pola Negri . Sept. 15. . .

.

Ernest Torrence . Sept. 22

. W. De Mille Prod.. . . .Sept. 29

.Gloria Swanson .Sept. 29
.Oct. 20....

Thomas Meighan ...

. Bebe Daniels
.Nov. 10. . .

.

• Nov. 17

Doug Fairbanks, Jr. Dec. 1

PERFECT PROJECTION

Uponike souncl foundation^of
PERFECT PROJECTION

Rests Picture Success
Re stsTheaterSuccess
Rests'yOURSuccess

, OUKTH
tioDnRICHARDSON'S .....

H^NDBCJDK/PRCNECTICjN
Can mdL

PRICE 1603 - CHALMERS PUB. CO.-516 FIFTH AVE.>I.y.

PRICE $6.00

CHALMERS PUB. COMPANY
516 FIFTH AV1L, N. Y.

j
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( Continued from preceding page )

Around World in Speejacks. Instructive special ...Dec. 1..

Wild Bill Hickok William S. Hart — Dec. 1..

To the Ladies Helen Jerome Eddy.. Dec. 8...

The Light That Tailed Percy Marmont Dec. 15...

6,000

6,893

6,268

7,013

HODKINSON

FILM BOOKING OFFICE OF AMERICA
The Flying Dutchman

So This Is Hollywood

The Love Pirate

A Midsummer Night’s

. Lloyd Carlton prod.

.

• Aug. 4 5,800

. Harrv Carey Aug. 18 6,000

.2d Fighting Bloods.. Aug. 25 2,000

.2d Fighting Bloods.. • Aug. 25

. Dorelys Perdue .Sept. 8 6,651

. Dorothv MacKaill .. . Sept. 29 5,800

. 'Fighting Blood” ... .Sept. 29

.Ruth Stonehouse ... • Oct. 13 6.938

. ‘Fighting Blood” ... • Oct. 13 2.000

.Carmel Mvers Oct. 27

.“Fighting Blood” ... .Nov. 3 2,000

.“Fighting Blood” ... .Nov. 3

. Warner Baxter .Nov. 10

. Carmel Myers ..Nov. 17

.“Fighting Blood” .....Nov. 17

Johnnie Walker • Dec. 15

“Fighting Blood”.... • Dec. 15

“Fighting Blood”.... • Dec. 15 2,000

FIRST NATIONAL
The Sunshine Trail .Douglas MacLean... .June 9 .... 4,500

Children of Dust Frank Borzage prod. . June 23. . .

.

18.... .... 6,228

Penrod and Sam . Star cast . June 23. ..

.

Circus Days .Jackie Coogan . June 30 18.... .... 6.000

Wandering Daughters .James Young prod.. • July 7.... 25.... .... 5,471

The Scarlet Lily . Katherine MacDonald. July 21

The Brass Bottle . Tourneur prod Aug. 4....

Trilby .R. W. Tully prod.... .Aug. 4 .... 7,321

Ashes of Vengeance . Norma Talmadge . .

.

.Aug. 18....

Dulcy .Constance Talmadge. Sept. 8

Her Reputation .May McAvoy . Sept. 15

Potash and Perlmutter Carr- Bernard . Sept. 22

Meanest Man in the World . Bert Lytell . Sept, 29. . .

.

.... 6,500

The Huntress . Colleen Moore .Oct. 13....

Ponjola .Anna Q. Nilsson .Oct. 20....

The Bad Man . Holbrook Blinn .Oct. 20....

The Fighting Blade .Richard Barthelmess. Oct. 27

Flaming Youth . Colleen Moore .Nov. 24.... ... 8,434

The Eternal City . Star cast .Dec. 1

Anna Christie . Blanche Sweet .Dec. 1

Twenty -one .Richard Barthelmess.Dec. 1

Boy of Mine .Ben Alexander .Dec. 8 ... 7,00:i

The Wanters .Marie Prevost .Dec. 8 ... 6,871

Thundergate • Owen Moore • Dec. 15

FOX FILM CORP.
Soft Boiled Tom Mix July
Hell’s Hole Charles Jones July
Where There’s a Will Sunshine comedy July
RoaringLions on aSteamship. Harry Sweet July
St. Elmo John Gilbert Aug.
Alias the Night Wind William Russell Aug.
Mysteries of Yucatan Instructive Aug.
Bag and Baggage Gloria Grey Aug.
The Man Who Won Dustin Farnum Sept.

Jungle Pals Features apes Sept.

Monna Vanna Star cast Sept.

Does It Pay? Hope Hampton Sept.

If Winter Comes Percy Marmont Sept.

The Silent Command Edmund Lowe Sept.

Why Pay Rent? Sunshine comedy Sept.

The Gun Fighter William Farnum Sept.

The Two Johns Harry Sweet Sept.

A Goldfish Story Instructive Sept.

The Lone Star Ranger Tom Mix Sept.

The Grail Dustin Farnum Sept.

The Rain Storm Conklin -Sweei. *=ept.

Times Have Changed ...... .William Russell Oct.

The Tailor A1 St. John Oct.

Toilers of the Equator Instructive Oct.

Sunshine and Ice Instructive Oct.

Second Hand Love Charles “Buck” Jones. Oct.

Cameo Kirby John Gilbert Oct.

The Temple of Venus Allegorical fantasy .Nov.
Big Dan . Charles Jones Nov.

Up in the Air Imperial comedy ....Nov.

You Can’t Get Away With It. Percy Marmont Nov.

Cloisters in the Clouds Instructive Nov.

Dance or Die Sunshine comedy Nov.

When Odds Are Even William Russell Dec.

Wet and Weary Clyde Cook Dec.

This Freedom Star Cast Dec.

Income Tax Collector Lew Brice Dec.

T'niversities of the World. .. Instructive Dec.

,054

,000

,000

,000

,000

.145

,000

,000

.500

,000

.000

,653
i,U0Q

:,000

.000

,999

.000

.250

.61/

.000

,082

000
,000

500

,931

.000

934
000
152
000
000
284

,000

,000

,000

000

GOLDWYN
Souls for Sale Rupert Hughes prod. Apr. 7 July 14

Backbone Edward Sloman prod. Apr. 7 July 7 6.541

Enemies of Women Cosmopolitan Apr. 14 May 12 10.901

The Last Moment Star cast June 2 Aug 18 6.000

The Ragged Edge Mimi Palmien June 16 Sept. 8 6.800

The Spoilers Jesse D. Hampton prod. July 7 8,928

Three Wise Fools Claude Gillingwater. . July 14 Aug. 25 6.946

The Love Piker ^nita Stewart luly 21 6.Z37

Little Old New York Marion Davies \ug. 18 10,000

The Green Goddess George Arhss \ug. 25 9,100

R^d Lights Marie Prevost iept. 22

Six Days Corinne Griffith ?ept. 29 8,010

The Eternal Three Marshall Neilan prod. Oct. 13

The Day of Faith Eleanor Boardman. . . Dec. 8

In the Palace of the King. .. Blanche Sweet Dec. 15

Slave of Desire Star Cast Dec. 15

6 557

9.000

6.675

Review
Unseeing Eyes Lionel Barrymore ... lov.
Under the Red Robe Cosmopolitan prod. ..Nov.
The Steadfast Heart Star cast Nov.
Fun From the Press Issued Weekly
Movie Chats Kineto—one a week
The Lion’s Mouse Wyndham Standing. .Apr.
Romance of Life Educational May
The Critical Age Pauline Garon May
Youthful Cheaters Glenn Hunter June
The Mark of the Beast ....Robert Ellis June
Michael O’Halloran True Boardman June
The Rapids Harry T. Morey June
The Ex- Kaiser in Exile Special
The Immortal Voice Bray-scientific July
Wild and Wicked Raymond McKee July
The Cuckoo’s Secret Bray-instructive July
Radio- Mania Charles Murray July
Helpful Hogan Grant Mitchell July
Pat's Patents Comedy Aug.
Fiddling Fool Raymond McKee Aug.
Col. Heezaliar in the African
Jungle Bray comedy Sept.

The Drivin’ Fool Wally Van Sept.
Puritan Passions Glenn Hunter Sept.
Shifting Sands Peggy Hyland Dct.
The Life of Reilly C. C. Burr comedy.. Oct.

Consensus Footage

3 8,500
24 12,000
24 7,000

1,000
1.000

5,600

1,000

4.500

5.700

S,988
Sept. 8 7,000

.Apr. 21.

• Aug.
. Aug.

30. . Aug. 18 4,900

2,000

1,000

2,000
1.000

. 2,000

5,400
2,000

2,000

1,000

5,800

6,000

5,308

2,000

METRO
Rouged Lips Viola Dana Sept. 8 5,150
Three Ages Buster Keaton Sept. 8 5,251
Desire Premier prod Sept. 22 6.500
The Eagle’s Feather Premier prod Sept. 20 6.500
The Eternal Struggle Reginald Barker Sept. 22 7,374
Long Live the King Tackie Coogan Nov. 10 9.364
Held to Answer Premier prod Nov. 3 5,601
The Social Code Viola Dana Dct. 6 5,000
The Human Mill A. Holubar prod .

Man, Woman & Temptation. Fred Niblo prod
Pleasure Mad R. Barker prod Nov. 24 7.547

icaramouche lex Ingram prod Dct. 13 9.600

in Search of a Thrill Viola Dana Nov. 3 5,500

\ Wife’s Romance 'lara K. Young Nov. 3 6,000

Shooting of Dan McGrew . . Barbara LaMarr
Our Hospitality Buster Keaton Nov. 24 6,220
Fashion Row Mae Murray Dec. 8 7.300

Half-a-Dollar-Bill .Anna Q. Nilsson Dec. 15 5,700

PATHE
The Cat’s Revenge Felix, the Cat Sept. 15 1

Ruth of the Range Ruth Roland ser Sept. 22
No Noise “Our Gang” Sept. 22 2
Finger Prints Paul Parrott Sept. 22 1

Roughest Africa Stan Laurel Sept. 29 2
Love in a Cottage Aesop’s Fables Sept. 29 1

Stepping Out “Dippy -Doo-Dads” ..Sept. 29 1

Derby Day Terry cartoon Sept. 29 1

Columbus Yale Historical Oct. 6.

No Pets Paul Parrott Oct. 6.

The Cat’s Whiskers Terry cartoon Oct. 6.

Down to the Sea in Shoes ..Mack Sennett Oct. 6.

Jus’ Passin’ Thru Will Rogers Oct. 13.

Heavy Seas “Spat Family” Oct. 13.

Asleep at the Switch Ben Turpin Oct. 13.

It’s a Gift Snub Pollard Oct. 13.

Winner Take All Paul Parrott Oct. 20.

Aged in the Wood Terry cartoon Oct. 20.

High Flyers
Stage Fright
Frozen Hearts

4.

1

1

2
,

2
,

2,

2
1

1

8 .

..Terry cartoon Oct. 20 1

20 2
27 2

27 1

Historical Nov. 3 4

Terry cartoon Nov. 3 1

Stan Laurel Nov. 3 1

“Spat Family” Nov. 3 2,

Mack Sennett prod... Nov. 3 r. 2,

Terry cartoon Nov. 10 1

Snub Pollard Nov. 10 1

“Our Gang” Oct.
Stan Laurel Oct.

The Circus Ferry cartoon Oct.

Jamestown
A Barnyard Romeo
The Whole Truth .

Roughing It

One Cylinder Love .

Do Women Pay? ..

r>~*r Ol’ PM ...

Hustlin’ Hank Will „
“ L .Nov. 17 2,

t Cat Terry cartoon
The Way of a Man
Save the Ship
The Dare Devil

“Dippry-Doo-Dads”...Nov. 24

The Soilers Stan Laurel Nov. 24 2.

Luckies Terrv cartoon Nov. 24
3

2

The Five- Fifteen Terry cartoon Dec. 1 1

~ 2
2,

1

Sunday Calm - „
Fully Insured Snub Pollard Dec. 15 1

e Back Terrv Cartoon Dec. 15

Scorching Sands Stan Laurel Dec. 8 1

\ D^^P TT/it-ce Terrv Cartoon Dec. 8 1

The
Join

.Will iUgc.; . . Nov. 10.

. “Our Gang;” 17.

. Terry cartoon 17.

. Featurized serial ... ’4.

. Stan Laurel 24.

. Mack Sennett prod. ..Nov. 24.

. “Dipprv-Doo-Dads”. . .Nov. 24.

. Stan Laurel 24.

. Terry cartoon ..Nov. 24.

. Historical series .

.

. .Dec. 1.

.Animal subject 1.

.Terrv cartoon 1.

. Sennett comedy . .

.

1.

. Will Rogers 1.

. “Sportlight” . .Dec. 1

, “Our Gang” . Dec. 15

15.

.

,
Terrv Cartoon . Dec. 15.

8.

Terrv Cartoon . Dec. 8.

“Spat Family” . Dec. 8..

Pollard -Parrott . Dec. S..

,000

,000

.000

,000

,000

,000

,000

.000

000
.000

,010

000
,000

,000

.000

.000

.000

000
,000

,000

.000

.000

000
.000

,000

,000

.000

.000

,000

.000

.000

.000

.000

,000

.000

.000

.000

,000

.000

,000

000
,000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000
ono

.000

PLAYGOERS PICTURES
A Pauper Millionaire C. M. Hallar-d Feb. 10.

A Clouded Name Norma Shearer Mar. 3.

The Man Who Waited Star cast May 12.

Counterfeit Love Featured cast Tune 30.

Tipped Off Featured cast Nov. 3.

. Apr. 14.

4.304

4 885
5.000
6. '.100

4.2S4

PREFERRED PICTURES
Daughters of the Rich Gasnier prod June 30 hept. 8 *>.075

Mothers-in-Law Gasnier prod ^ug. 25 6.7.5

The Broken Wing Miriam Cooper Sept. 1 6.A6

April Showers Colleen Moore Nov. 17 6.j50

The Virginian Kenneth Harlan Nov. 24 - 8.010

Mavtime Ethel Shannon Dec. 8 ; '
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SELZNICK
Quicksands

The Truth About Wives
Modern Matrimony

Hammerstein- Lytell. •July 21.... ...Aug. 18 .... 9,400
Chadwick Dix 7........July 21 .... 6,307
Marguerite Courtot.. • Apr. 7..., .... 5,395
Bushman-Bayne 14.... . . .Aug. 11 . ... 6 331

Ralph Lewis 28.... ...Aug. 4.... . ... 4,753

Betty Blythe 9.... .... 5,973

Owen Moore . Nov. 3.... . ... 4,960

Corinne Griffith . Nov. 10.... .... 7,500

WARNER BROTHERS
Little Church Around the i

Corner Featured cast Feb. 24 June 9 6,300
Where the North Begins ...Rin Tin Tin (dog) Aug. 25 6,200
Little Johnny Jones Johnny Hines Aug. 25 6,000
The Gold Diggers Hope Hampton Sept. 22 6,500
The Country Kid Wesley Barry Nov. 10 6,500
Tiger Rose Lenore Unric Dec. 15 8,000

TRUART FILM CORP.
Patsy

The Prairie Mystery

.Alden-Morey 19 6,600

,
Za-Su Pitts 6,500

Corrigan-Shannon ...

.Star cast 12

,Bud Osborne 16 5,000

• Elaine Hammerstein. • 1 ulv 28

Richard Talmadge .

.

•Nov. 17 5,198

Henry B. Walthall.. . Dec. 8 6,950

UNITED ARTISTS

The White Rose

Douglas Fairbanks ..Oct. 28.... 2.... 10.000

Mary Pickford 25.... 6 .... 10,000
Charles Ray . 9..., .... 8,649

D. W. Griffith prod. . Oct. 21 ....— Aug. 11 .... .. ..11,000

Charles Ray . 31 .. . .May 5.... .... 7,100
Mae Marsh .

.

2.... 8.... ....11.000

Mary Pickford ....... Sept. 15

—

.... 8,800

Chas. Chaplin prod. . Oct. 13.... .... 8,000

UNIVERSAL
Spring Fever Scmedy
The Love Brand Roy Stewart

Rustlin’

The Pencil Pusher Chuck Reisner Aug. 25

Blinky Hoot Gibson ..

Drifting Drifting
High Kickers Doris Eaton ...

Fighting Fists

Uncle Bim’s Gift “The Gumps’’
His School Daze Bert Roach —
Back to Earth Century comedy
Face to Face Western

Round Figures
Jollywood

Bringing Up Buddy Buddy Messinger
Hard Luck Jack Pete Morrison —
The Six- Fifty

One Exciting Day Billy Engle ...

Own a Home ....Neely Edwards
The Wild Party Gladys Walton

Cracked Wedding Bells Chuck Reisner Oct. 13

The Ramblin’ Kid Hoot Gibson ..

The Tenderfoot Edmund Cobb
Don’t Scream “Pal” the dog

The Acquittal Star cast
Beasts of Paradise Desmond-

Fashion Follies Century comedy
Code of the Mounted Western
Be My Guest Neely Edwards .

Men in the Raw Jack Hoxie
Golfmania Billy Engle
So Long Sultan Chuck Reisner ..

The Twilight Trail Margaret Morris
Down in the Ships to See... “Pal” the dog ..

The Idea Man Bert Roach
White Tiger Priscilla Dean ..

No Parking Aloud Neely Edwards
She’s a He Buddy Messinger .

.

The Thrill Chaser Hoot Gibson

Miles of Smiles

The Corn-Fed Sleuth.
A Matter of Policy . .

.

The Near Lady
The Red Warning

• Neely Edwards.
• Gladys Walton..

. . Aug. 25. .

.

2,000

2,000
..Aug. 25...

. . Sept. 1 . .

.

1 000

. . Sept. 15 6,330

. . Sept. 15 2,000
. Sept. 15
. Sept. 15
. Sept. 22 4.532

Sept. 22 2,000
. Sept. 22 2,000

. . Sept. 29 5,051
. Sept. 29 2,000
. Sept. 29
. Sept. 29
. Sept. 29. . .

.

. Oct. 6
. Oct. 6. . .

.

-Oct. 6—
.Oct. 6

.Oct. 13....

.Oct. 13....

.Oct. 13....

.Oct. 13....

.Oct. 20....

. Oct. 20. . .

.

. Oct. 20. . .

.

.Oct. 20.... . 1,000

.Oct. 27.... 6,523

.Oct. 27....

.Nov. 3 4,556
eNov. 3 6,260
.Nov. 3

.Nov. 3

.Nov. 3

.Nov. 10. .. 4,315

.Nov. 10 2,000

.Nov. 10

. Nov. K). . .

.

2,000
.Nov. 17

.Nov. 17. . .

.

.Nov. 24 7.177

.Nov. 24

.Nov. 24 1,000

.Nov. 24 2,000

Dec. 1 5,196
Dec. 1 4,500

.Dec. 1

Dec. 8

Dec. 8

Dec. 8 . .

.

Dec. 15

Dec. 15

VITAGRAPH
Masters of Men ...Special cast Apr. 21.

The Man Next Door David Smith prod June 9.

.May 12. . 6.800

. . 2.000

The Midnight Alarm Special cast Aug. 11 6,000

Pioneer Trails Special cast ,....Oct. 27 6,920

On Banks of the Wabash ...Blackton prod Nov. 3 7,155

Lightning Love Larry Semon Nov. 17 2,000

The Gown Shop Larrv Semon Nov. 17 2,000

The Leavenworth Case W. Bennett prod Nov. 24 5,400

The Man From Brodney’s. . Special cast Dec. 8 7.100

The Man from Brodney’s ... T. Warren Kerrigan .. Dec. 8 7.100

The Ninety and Nine David Smith prod— Dec. 23 6,800

MISCELLANEOUS

GRAND-ASCHER DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Review Consensus Footage

Tne Love Trap Bryant Washburn ...Sept. 15 5 710Lucky Rube Sid Smith Nov. 10 '.'3. 2 000Mark It Paid Joe Rock Nov. 10 ? 000The Way Men Love Elliot Dexter Nov 17A Dark Knight Joe Rock Dec. 1

Hollywood Bound Sid Smith Dec 1
Taxi, Please! Monty Banks Dec 1

7,541

2,000

2,000
2,000The Satin Girl Mabel Forrest Dec. 8 5,591

AYWON FILM CORP.
The Tango Cavalier George Larkin Nov. 3

CHARLES C. BURR
The Last Hour Milton Sills Jan. 13 May 12 . 6 000Luck ........ Johnny Hines Mar. 31 June 9 6^000You Are Guilty Edgar Lewis prod Mar. 31 June 9 5,000

C. B. C.

Hallroom Boys Twice a Month 2 000
Yesterday’s Wife M. De La Motte ....Sept. 22 6’500
Tne Barefoot Boy Star cast Nov. 24 ' 5'grv)
Forgive and Forget Estelle Taylor Nov. 10 s’gqg

The Daring Years

EQUITY PICTURES
...Mildred Harris Aug. 4. 7,000

Othello

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Emil Jannings Mar. 3 May 12 6,200

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Speed King Richard Talmadge ...Feb. 10 5 000
Thru the Flames Richard Talmadge ...June 30 5*000
His Last Race “Snowy” Baker Sept. 1 5^000

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
Way of the Transgressor ...George Larkin Sept. 22 5 000
In the Spider’s Web Alice Dean Sept. 29 '

LEE-BRADFORD
Is Money Everything? Miriam Cooper Apr. 7 5 $00
Call of the Hills Maud Malcolm May 5 5 000
Capt. Kleinschmidt’s Adven-
tures in the Far North. .. .Yukon Expedition ...July 28

Shattered Reputations Johnnie Walker Oct. 27 5.000

MONOGRAM PICTURES
The Mask of Lopez Fred Thompson Nov. 24 4 900

1

The Whipping Boss Star Cast Dec. 8 . . . . .
5*800

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP.
East Side, West Side Eileen Percy Apr. 28 Aug. 18 6 000
Temporary Marriage Kenneth Harlan May 5 Aug. 25 7’000
Bright Lights of Broadway .. Doris Kenyon Nov. 3 6,700

PRODUCERS SECURITY
The Wolf’s Fangs Wilfred Lytell 5,000
In the Night All-Star

] s’oOO
Irving Cummings Series Two-Reelers 2JXX)
Just a Song at Twilight Barthelmess '

. 5^000
Madame Sans Gene Special s’ooo

STOLL FILM COMPANY
The Prodigal Son Frank Wilson May 19 Aug. 25 8,500
The Silent Accuser Carmel Myers' June 30 4^940

The Bargain

TRISTONE
• W. S. Hart Sept. 29. 5,000

WEBER AND NORTH
Marriage Morals Will Nigh prod Aug. 11 4,400
Don’t Marry for Money House Peters Sept. 1 5.563



Better^ Equipment
CONDUCTED T. KEYSER

More Dope on the Operation of

Independent Generating Plants
I

N' our issue of November 3, we published
an article on the independent generating
plant and its application to the motion

picture theatre.

Before our November 3 issue was many
days old, we were in receipt of inquiries from
readers which showed that they were in

the market for approximately $10,000 worth
of independent generating plants.

In addition to these inquiries, as to where
plants, such as we described, could be ob-
tained, we also received requests for fur-

ther information on the subject.

Having started to do the manufacturer’s
work for him, we figure we might just as

well finish it, and are, accordingly, answer-
ing some of the typical questions asked us,

as we have reason to believe that they touch
on points which are of vital interest to many
readers of the Moving Picture World.

War In the Dark
One inquirier, who frankly states that he

knows nothing about independent generating
plants or whether they are practical and de-
pendable. wants to know just what the cost

per hour for operation would be on a 7 1/2
KW plant, and if be could save money in

the long run by installing such a plant.

Our correspondent is losing sight of the

fact that the outstanding advantage of an
independent generating plant lies not in its

possessor’s ability to compete in price with
the local public service station furnishing
current, but in the assurance it gives that

he will have the juice on tap when he wants
it, in spite of poor service from or a break-
down of his local power station.

The main consideration in the matter is

not a few cents one way or the other in

current cost, but in obviating cash losses

of admissions when the house is dark, to

say nothing of the bad effect produced on
one’s patrons by an interrupted show.

Approximate Estimate of Cost

The case of one of our inquiries whose cur-
rent bill amounts to $630.88 per annum and
who figures out that he has an annual loss

of $300.00, due to a dark house, caused by
current failure, is a typical one from which
it is fair to estimate initial and operating
cost of a 71/2 K.W. plant and which we
dope out approximately as follows

:

Depreciation at 15 per cent. (Cost
of plant $1,200) $180.00

Cost of operation (Generating cur-
rent 41/2 hours per night at

33c. per hour, gasoline at 22c.)

figuring 312 shows per annum.. 619.32

$799.32

Present electric light bills $630.88
Actual loss by dark house 300.00

$930.88

Saving at end of first year $130.56

We have placed a heavy depreciation
charge against the outfit, 50% more in fact

than manufacturers tell us that we should
and, moreover, it is to be remembered that

the owner of the house is not figuring on
what its second-hand value will be; also

that the outfit will give him many years
of service.

Where Mirror or Mazda Would Help

Another exhibitor shows from his inquiry
that his requirements are just over the
border line of the capabilities of a 71/2
K.W. plant. This is caused solely by the

They Ask the World

In this department for Novem-
ber 3 we printed a story on inde-

pendent generating plant.

Properly this was the province
of the manufacturers of such
plant, but none of them seemed to

realize that the public wanted to

know, so we did their work for

them.
Within a week we had received

inquiries indicating that these

correspondents alone were in the

market for such plants totaling in

excess of $10,000. Just these few
who were sufficiently interested

to write in for more detailed in-

formation—and addresses.

What’s the matter with the

manufacturers? Are they trying

to keep their existence a trade

secret? We’ll help tell an in-

terested world, but we can’t keep
on taking space we need for other
matters to advertise generating
sets. In this issue we carry the

matter further for the benefit of

our readers. The rest is going to

be up to the makers of such equip-

ment.
And to show the general spirit

of our readers, who have come to

look to this department for real

dollars and sense aid in the pur-

chase of equipment, we reproduce
one—just one—of a number of

recent letters. It runs:

“We are asking you for this in-

formation as the Moving Picture
World seems to be more interested in

subscribers than just merely mailing

the magazine each week.”

C. C. JOHNSON, Manager,

A-Mus-U Theatre,
Melville, La.

fact that, although he has a small house,
he is utilizing a regular arc projection lamp.
If he were utilizing either Mirror reflecting
or Mazda lamp projection, his wattage re-
quirements would be sufficiently reduced to
come within the facilities provided by a
7 1/2 K.W. plant.

In equipping a new or re-equipping an
old house, this fact could be carried in mind
to advantage and also the fact that one’s
own independent generating plant permits
the use of direct current motors for fur-
nishing power to the electric fans, ven-
tilating apparatus and organ.
Many exhibitors, who would now like to

install an independent lighting plant, are up
against the fact that they are utilizing

alternating current for projection and power
purposes, whereas if they had installed A.
C. to D. C. motor generators and operated
their apparatus on D. C., no changes would
be required when installing an independent
plant.

Where the Storage Battery Comes In

Another difficulty encountered when one’s

requirements are close up to the facilities of

a certain sized plant is the fact that one
can get along all right up to the time when
one changes over from one projector to

the other, and these few seconds require
a higher wattage than an otherwise satis-

factory small plant can provide. This is

where an auxiliary set of storage batteries

could be installed to advantage to take care
of this occasional peak of current require-
ment.
One of our readers states that he is now

using alternating current—110 volts—and
that all his equipment is wired for this. He
wants a generating set that he can throw
in when necessary and utilize his present
equipment. He is utilizing Mazda pro-

jection and he uses but one motor—of 2 1/2

horse power—for operating his organ.
In this case, the best course for him to

pursue would be to install an A. C. to D.
C. motor generator, to use with his usual
current supply and dispose of the organ
motor and obtain one wired for direct cur-

rent. His Mazda projection lamps will re-

quire no change beyond the installation of a

direct current rheostat. Independent gen-
erating plants, to generate A. C. are only

built in the larger sizes and the difference in

cost between the smaller size D. C. generat-

ing plant which he could obtain and one
generating alternating current would be far

greater than would cover his expenditure
for a new motor—less what he could obtain

for bis present outfit.

Another Method

Should the exhibitor object to the plan of

installing an A. C. to D. C. converter which
would remain idle while an independent
lighting set is operating, the following outfit

could be substituted.

A 15 H.P. alternating current motor wired

according to voltage and frequency of the

public service supply and equipped with
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THE REJUVENATED OPERA HOUSE OF LORAIN, OHIO, N OW THE STATE THEATRE
At left, the front with a new marquee. Centre, the newly decorated foyer. At right, combined lobby and waiting room, furnished in

wicker.

starting box and fused main switch may be
belted to a 7]/2 K.W. compound D.C. gen-
erator. This for service in connection with
the A.C. public service supply.

Connected by belt and fast and loose
pulley to the generator, a 15 H.P. gasolene
engine would produce the juice when the
public service supply failed.

Such an outfit would require a special

switchboard equipped with volt meter,
ammeter, field rheostat, fuses, and a two pole
100 ampere main switch—it being taken for

granted that distributing switches are
already installed in the house.

This outfit would be less compact than a

direct connected generating plant while its

strong point would be the economy in pur-
chase of equipment effected by the utiliza-

tion of the generator for both public service
and emergency current supply.

Economy of A. C. to D. C. Generator

The instances quoted above indicate that,

aside from the improvement in projection,
every house should be provided with means
for converting alternating current to direct

current
; so that, at any time, it may install

an independent generating plant without
other change in the equipment.
One correspondent pathetically asks

whether he should receive power or light

rates for the current utilized on his projec-
tion machine.
He should receive the power rate, but he

has just about as much of a chance of getting
it as a Ford run-about has of holding its

right-of-way against a ten ton truck. The
chances are, however, that if he installed
an independent generating plant, his pub-
lic service corporation would offer him a
lower rate and that he would continue to

enjoy that lower rate just as long as he
kept that independent plant in commission.

Cases have been known in which lighting
companies have made particularly moderate
rates to houses equipped to produce their
own current, but jumped these rates im-
mediately the exhibitor discarded his in-

dependent lighting equipment.

New Film Exchange
DALLAS, TEXAS — Famous Players

Lasky Corporation has plans by Lang &
Witchell for erection of two-story film ex-
change building at Market and Jackson
street, 50 by 100 feet, to cost $35,000.

BELVIDERE, ILL.—Midwest Theatres,
Inc., operating a chain of moving picture
and vaudeville theatres in Aurora, Rockford,
Joliet, Decatur, Blooming, Galesburg, Elgin,
Beloit and La Crosse, has taken over re-

tly completed DeKalb Theatre.

Greenbaum Didn’t Forget Projection

Room When His House Was Renovated

T HE “Great Transformation Act” as put
on by Mark Greenbaum practically
gave the town of Lorain a new thea-

tre. It certainly looks like new and the
public is flocking to it.

The theatre which was renovated was the
old opera house, but is now known as the
State Theatre. It was taken over last sum-
mer by Mark Greenbaum and his son Jack
and by remodeling the lobby and front, to-

gether with a thorough renovating of the
interior, a fine, home-like, comfortable and
up-to-date theatre now appears.
The interior, which is of the double-bal-

cony style, was redecorated and furnished,
but beyond this it was quite impossible for

Greenbaum to make any great improvements
without entirely reconstructing it.

But the lobby received plenty of atten-
tion. Greenbaum pulled out a partition and
made that portion of the house twice as
large. Then he fitted it tastefully with
wicker furniture, ferns and flowers for use
as a lounging place. This was something
new in Lorain and made a hit. The lighting

fixtures were all changed so as to give more
illumination, and a bubbler fountain was in-

stalled.

Two New Simplexes
The projection room was enlarged and two

new Simplex projectors installed by the
Argus Company, of Cleveland. It is now
roomy and one of the best ventilated in the

state.

The street front of the old house was com-
pletely transformed. A step leading to the
sidewalk was eliminated and a new marquee
and golden finished wood frames were fitted

on the sides. A new electric sign, with
changeable letters on both sides of the
marquee was set up, the stage rewired and
a system of indirect lighting installed in the

theatre proper.

220 WEST 42- STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
CHICKEPING ALLAN A.LOWNES
2937 PRES.

The State plays a combination program of
five acts of vaudeville and a feature picture,

changing twice a week, on Sundays and
Thursdays. John Gallagher, formerly man-
ager of the Miles Theatre, Cleveland, is the
house manager.

The Week ’s Record of

AlbanyIncorporations
The week ended December 8 witnessed a

decided slump in the number of motion pic-

ture companies incorporating and entering
business in New York State.

There were but two companies incor-

porated instead of the six or eight which are

generally formed in the Empire State each
week.
These two companies are the Hanlon Sil-

houette Film Company, capitalized for

$20,000, and with George W. Hanlon, of New
York, together with M. G. and Pauline
Blan'-enburg, of Newark, N. J., and the H.
E. R. Studios, with a capitalization of $10,000,

and with Grace Sheehan, John Thow and
Isaac Schmal, of New York, as directors for

the first year.

Recent Incorporations
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—Priscilla Moran

Production Company. Capital $150,000.

DOVER, DEL.—Regent Finance Corpora-
tion. Capital $100,000. Moving picture busi-

ness.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—Christian Amuse-
ment Corporation. Capital $100,000.

WILMINGTON, DEL. — Guaranty Sales

Corporation. Capital $300,000. Moving pic-

ture business.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—Producers & Con-
sumers Foundation, Inc. Capital $2,750,000.

Moving picture business.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—Service Photo-
plays, Inc. Capital $200,000.

WILMINGTON, DEL.—President Theatre
Company. Capital $50,000.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Alton Grant The-
atre Companv. of Alton. Capital $5,100.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — East Chicago
Amusement Company. Capital $40,000. In-

corporators : William Kleihge, George B.

Sheerer, S. J. Gregory.
PERRYVILLE, MO.— Bey Auditorium,

Inc. Capital $3,000. Incorporators : Marie A.
and Mary M. Bey. Operate theatres, moving
picture houses, etc.
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Your own special Ticket,
any colors, accurately num-
bered; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings; $5.00. $6.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash
with the order. Get the

^
samples. Send diagram for Reserved

Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform to Govern-
ment regulation and bear established

pnce of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00
Ten Thousand 5.00
Fifteen Thousand 6.50
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. Shamokin, Pa.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

80-82 Wardour St.

W. I. London, England
Hai the largest certified circulation of the
trade in Greet Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSO-
CIATION to its members are published ex-
clusively in this Journal.

YEARLY RATE 1

POSTPAID, WEEKLY, *7.3
SAMPLE COPY AND

ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS’ AS80CIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN aid IRELAND, LTD.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA

Offlelal Organ •( the Italian Cinematograph Ualen

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Faralgn Sukaerlption: $7.00 ar 85 franes gar Ansem

Editorial and Business Offices

l

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FORMATA LOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the best for

Pruleetora.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riverside Drive

New York

MU WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Are.. New York

PictureHouses Opened
CAMDEN, ARK.—New Rialto Theatre,

owned by F. G. Robertson, will open soon.

CONWAY, ARK. — Conway has been
chosen as name for the theatre opened under
management of Saul S. Harris.

*EL DORADO, ARK.—New Mission Thea-
tre has opened.

NORTH CHICAGO, ILL.—New moving
picture theatre has opened on Sheridan
road with high-class program. House has
seating capacity of 600. New $8,500 Barton
organ has been installed. Management con-
sists of A. L. Childers and J. P. Drome.

HUNTINGTON, IND.—Earl Scott has
leased building formerly occupied as post
office, and will open moving picture theatre

as soon as necessary alterations are com-
pleted.

ROCHESTER, IND.—Char-Bell has been
chosen as name of new moving picture the-

atre. Title is taken from first names of Mr.
and Mrs. Kreighbaum, owners of enterprise.

ABILENE, KANS.—Seelye Theatre has
opened with first-class pictures under man-
agement of T. S. Wilson.

SEDGWICK, KAN.—American Legion will

operate De Luxe Theatre, a moving picture

house.

FORT FAIRFIELD, ME.—Park’s Theatre
has been condemned and equipment moved
to A. P. Libby Building.

STEPHEN, MINN.—Clifford J. Nyland
has reopened Idle Hour Theatre.

LIBERTY, MO.—Mr. and Mrs. C. R.

Wilson expect to have their moving picture

theatre completed and opened about Decem-
ber 1.

FAIRBURY, NEB.—Rex Theatre will open
soon.

ELMIRA, N. Y.—Strand Theatre on East
Market street has opened.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Suzore Theatre, a

new moving picture house, has opened at 869

Jackson avenue. Fred Suzore, operating the

Idle Hour Theatre on North Main street, is

owner of the new enterprise.

MARTINSBURG, W. VA.—New moving
picture theatre to be opened on East Burke
street, will be known as the Burke Street

Theatre.

Management Changes
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—D. H. Keene has

sold Mission Theatre, located on Broadway,
between Eighth and Ninth streets, to Robert
H. Parker.

AUBURN, ILL.—John Cunningham and
Grover Barnard, of Springfield, have purchased

the interest of Anton Bianchi in American
theatre.

CARLINVILLE, ILL.—Mrs. Pert, of Gil-

lespie, succeeds Tony Serra as manager of

Grand Theatre.

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.—Zenith Company, re-

cently organized, is negotiating for purchase
of Illinois Theatre.

YORKVILLE, ILL.—H. G. Putnam is new
manager of Yorkville Theatre, a moving pic-

ture house.

CRAWFORDSVILLE, IND.—Arc The-

atre is now being operated by W. W. Haesman
with first-class picture program.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Louis Oleinick
has purchased moving picture theatre at 2174
North Illinois street.

*NOBLESVILLE, IND.—J. D. Meloy suc-
ceeds L. R. Edson as manager of Wild Opera
House and Olympic Theatre.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—J. J. Jacobson has
taken over Olympic Theatre.

EUREKA, KANS.—M. J. Aley, of Cedar
Vale, has purchased Regent Theatre. Will
operate wjth first-class picture policy.

FREDONIA, KAN.—William Cunningham
has sold his moving picture business, includ-
ing White Way Theatre and lease on Or-
pheum Theatre, to Thomas Steele and J. R.
Fronkier.

GRENOLA, KANS.—A. R. Miller has
leased Rainbow Theatre and changed name
to Pastime.

OSAWATOMIE, KAN.—W. D. Frazier has
purchased Empress Theatre.

*PORTIS, KANS.—Ellis Winkle and T. J.
Buist have purchased Best Theatre.

HOULTON, ME.—Black & Churchill have
leased Dream Theatre.

CARTHAGE, MO.—O. P. Harvey, of Kan-
sas City, has been appointed manager of

Royal Theatre.

LA GRANGE, MO.—Mrs. L. V. Gottrel!

has disposed of her interest in Rex Theatre
to S. N. Graham.

NORBORNE, MO.—Royal Theatre has
been taken over by Dr. C. D. Weaklev and
K. Walden.

SARCOXIE, MO.—Jacob Hoshaw has pur-

chased interest of James Newman in Star

Theatre.

STANBERRY, MO.—H. K. Grauel has

leased Princess Theatre.

HILLSBORO, O.—Ronald Stratton has

purchased Forum and Palace theatres, both

moving picture houses.

HOLLANSBURG, O.—Ezra Petry has

purchased K. P. Theatre and reopened it as

the Star.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help end Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c

Terms, strl-tly cash with order

Capj must reach us bj Tueeoaj noon U tnsur, pah
UcatlOD Is that week's Issue.

m

SITUATION WANTED
PICTURE ORGANIST at liberty December 15.

Spot-light performer, with fifteen years' experience
in vaudeville and moving pictures. Will demon-
strate ability by four weeks' trial at Union seal"

Nothing but first-class, modern organs consider
in cities two hundred thousand or over. Box
Moving Picture World. New York City.
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Mr. OPERATOR,
Mr. THEATRE MANAGER,
Mr. JOBBER,

Write NOW to P. V. Hurd, Distributor,

19-25 West 44th Street, New York City,

for prices, etc.

Yours for better and less costly light,

“Ship” Projection Carbons

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN
is an important part of the equipment of the

Covered Wagon
Hunchback of Notre Dame

Scaramouche

ROAD SHOWS
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

One Sixty-Five Broadway, New York

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Patents Applied For

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
10 to 25 amperes with D. C. or 25 to 35 amperes with A. C. equals present screen
illumination using 80 amperes and over.

ELMINATES ALL CONDENSERS
AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

Guarantees correct maintenance of arc with either direct or alternating current.

Special Stereopticon Attachment
STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT

Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric
Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment
OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN MIDDLE WEST:

Exhibitors Supply Company, Inc.
CHICAGO CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS

MILWAUKEE OMAHA DENVER
For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

tie name of

titiaitfi
is synonymous
'with the best
in Vaudeville
Simi larly. in the
equipment of Keith
Houses nothing is

omitted that will

contribute to the
comfort and con-
venience of Keith

DIXIE CUP
"Penny IfcPndinyPlacfines

Silently, throughout performance and intermission alike, these
machines provide patrons with white, round, unwaxed Dixie
Cups, delightful to drink from—and SAFE.
The service maintains itself without cost, and yields a well
worth-while revenue to the House.

Write for sample Dixies and details of Dixie Cup Penny Vendor Service.

Jndividval Drinking (vp (ompany. [no
Original Aakers ytfiePaperGup

EASTON, PA. NEW YORK, N. Y.

patrons.

And, as a matte
of course, all of the Keith Houses are liberally equipped witl

With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleveland, Baltimore, Lea Angeles Patented

I
N the face of the keenest sort

of competition, can you
afford to be without the optical

projection system which will

give your pictures that touch

of clearness and superiority

that means full seats at every

performance? Your first step

toward increased profits is to

write for the illustrated folder

which describes the

BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Optical System

—

Cinephor Projection Lens

Cinephor Condenser

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company
635 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

New York San Francisco Washington
Chicago London
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'

The Premier ofPortable Projectors
Ready for immediate delivery^

A projector that is portable, practical, convenient and gives pro-

jection to compare with a permanent installation—these are some
of the reasons for the tremendous popularity of the new American
Ace.

(

No need to put up with poor projection—unhandy cases—unsat-

isfactory lighting—or flimsy construction.

Why
The Ace Wins!

Absolutely Safe.

The Ace is not only easily portable, but is practical in the strictest

sense of the word.

It gives a steadier, more brilliant picture at all distances from ten

to one hundred twenty feet than is possible with any other portable

projector.

For churches, schools, industrial sales, advertising, production,

welfare and all educational and entertainment purposes, it is ideal

—for use in a small room or a large auditorium.

Write at cnce for full information about this really remarkable machine.

Our facilities are ample, but not unlimited and orders are coming in fast.

Get acquainted Now with the Ace. Don’t wait for literature. Send in your

order, the American Ace is guaranteed.

Practically Fire-proof.

Requires no experience to oper-

ate.

Extremely simple and sturdy.

No permanent case to obstruct

operation.

Straight through film feed—like

professional installations.

Operates from any electric light

connection.

Weighs only 35 pounds.

Throws a beautiful picture up to

120 feet.

AMERICAN PROJECTING COMPANY
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pres.

6231 Broadway Chicago, Illinois

Makers of the American Projectoscope

—

“The Projecting Machine Without an Apology”

Equally suitable for use in offices,

living room or large theatres.

The price is wonderfully attrac-

tive.
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Vol. 65, No. 9 DECEMBER 29, 1923_ PRICE 25 CENTS

With a great cast including

Conrad Nagel,MaeBusch,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart
Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,
Creighton Hale.

Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern
JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Director

A Goldwyn Picture

'Distributed bi

^^oldu^r^J^osrnopolitaft

Published by CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY ££
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y„ under the act of March 3, 1879. Printed weekly. $3.0U a year.

Victor Seastrom
The Director

Sir Hall Caine
The Author
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feu’ll SayIt’sanAudience
Picture

And a box office picture, too!

That’s what we set out to make—a picture that

would get the public into your theatre, any time,

any place! And we have certainly hit the nail on

the head this time; it’s a knockout!

How your audiences are going to thunder their

applause—they’ll raise the roof as Hoot leaves

them thrilled and breathless time and time again.

You know what Hoot can do with a bucking

bronco—but just wait until you see him with a

roaring fire-truck! And speaking of box office

receipts—why, that’s just what we mean when we
say it’s his greatest picture!

HOOK-ilADKR
UNIVERSAL GIBSON PRODUCTIONDirected by EDWARD SEDGWICI



4nature m

ONCE in a season comes a 100% box-office

knock-out, that is superbly written, supremely
acted and directed—a landslide for the exhibitor.

“PLEASURE MAD” is a box-office avalanche
that’s sweeping everything before it. It’s Reginald
Barker’s newest and biggest, presented by Louis

B. Mayer through Metro. It’s a smash-hit that

has everything!

Tremendous heart interest, spectacular scenes

that are eye-openers, a sure-fire cast headed by
Mary Alden and Huntly Gordon, and a mighty
love story of Divorce and the Jazz Age and a
woman who fought against odds to save her home.

“PLEASURE MAD” took Frisco by storm when
it struck Loew’s Warfield like a thunderbolt.

Audiences laughed, wept, and cheered! And the

business it did for the Warfield in Frisco it will

do for you, for every exhibitor anywhere. It

will hold your audiences breathless to a stagger-

ing climax—but will send them away happier,

and send them away talking!

They will smash your gate to see “PLEASURE
MAD.” It’s the biggest buy the exhibitor ever

had! Get behind it with everything you’ve got,

and watch the dollars roll in.



JLoVe that makes the world ao round— -

Pleasu

DAUGHTER,

'With this J/otablt Cast

Hirntly Gordon as the man
MaryAlden as his iDifk

• ^Norma Shearer as their ctauchier

William Collier Jr. as their son

Winifred. Bryson os the other iDoman

Weird Crane as the man’s friend.

Frederick Truesddl as (hmDaster

mb Joan Standing as 1{uLda

LOVE THAT
IS IMPULSIVE

LOVE OF MAN
FOR WIFE



MOTHER LOVE
FOR HER SON

'urij Srwperuil JJictures,^td-

clusiHe JJvsbribu-tors thru

ni Great 'Sritain,Sir.Wm

'uAty MjZYiaqvnq jDirector. I

>
i

lakes this stirring loVe Drama

^Adapted from the

ELANCliE UPRIGHT not>el

IheVMIMfCONTENT
Scenario hy
AP.YOUNGER.
J^otojraphj by NQRBERT BRODIN

LOVE THAT
IS LAWLESS

Mw-amwntiir hi'

ItHitsHome in Every Home!
Millions of movie-goers are waiting for

this picture, for a million American homes
have been touched by the Jazz Age and the
problems of modern life and modern love
and divorce. The greatest universal emo-
tion of the human heart is exalted in this

story of an old-fashioned wife and her new-
fashioned husband and children who drift

away from her to a playground of passion.

“PLEASURE MAD” is a symphony of

life, in crashing cymbals and muted strings,

and it plays a box-office tune all its own!



TOOK FRISCO BY
- World’s Premier at Loews Warfield

PLEASURE
The greatest publicity campaign ever put

over in ’Frisco was opened by a reception at

the station on the arrival of Louis B. Mayer’s
party by these notables:

Mayor Rolph of San Francisco.

Chief of Police Dan O’Brien.

Mrs. Blanche Upright, writer of

“Pleasure Mad’’ and prominent
club woman.

President and officials of the Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Motorcycle police escort.

30th Infantry Band.

Jazz orchestra and chorus girls from
the “Palais Royal.”

Mai/or Rolph presents
Louis B. Mayer with
Keyj to City.

A parade led by the 45-piece band, with

25 autos in the line, through the business sec-

tion to the city hall, was followed by Mayor
Rolph’s presentation of the keys of the city

to Louis B. Mayer in recognition of the

world premiere of “Pleasure Mad” at

Loew’s Warfield.

.

The Driw
°ok A Six-

*

jg^PLE/1

Mayor Greets M^er in.Wbirlw
Campaign that rocked Frisco



1

fhe Devi is Vow

Daughter's Dam:

i^Barlncr al tlw

A brawl seared

Icr alt lime on

the trill dancing

aides ol ttie Another ot the

Louis B. Mayer and
party welcomed by
City Ofticials.

MAD
Sensational

Stunts

"Pleasure Mad” night was

celebrated at the Palais Royal

cabaret.

A siren-shrieking ambulance

preceded a wrecked car towed

through the streets, proving the

driver was "Pleasure Mad.”

Every yellow taxicab had

pasted on the front and rear

windows the slogan "Our Dri-

vers Are Not ‘Pleasure Mad’

—

They Drive With Care,” and the

name of the Warfield.

Special billboard teaser

campaign got results.

You’ll Get the

Same Results

"Pleasure Mad” is a
money-making title

with endless possibili-

ties for exploitation.
The stunts that the

Warfield did can be du-

plicated anywhere, and
there are scores of

others contained in the

Metro press sheet that

will help you put over

"Pleasure Mad” to wal-

loping receipts.

Street ballyhoo with

teaser billboards
in background.

niscar
stJoyHide

MAD

lit LIFE'S

A Momentary Bril-

Brtncf.-Tlien a Spur

Icr-A Flicker -And

the I nd Is Spcfcd
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KEG US
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SxZlusiVe dOistributors thruout Qreat
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<The scene bet
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h is trying to alien-
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ate the husband s affec
the entire clan of

itor’s Trade
Review.
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METRO
Production

HUNTLY CORDON
NORMA SHEARER
WINIFRED BRYSON
FREDERICK TRUJESDELL

the Valley of Coniept to the Whirlpool of Wealth
. _ r_

Louis B.Mayer
PRESENTS

—
D

ju r-v \

From the Blanche Upright Novel

The Valley of Content"

WITH A CAST INCLUDING
MARY ALDEN
WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr.
WARD CRANE
JOAN STANDING

Scenario by
A.P.Younger

0Ul$

*e

Paper With
a Punch!

m\MSStP*-frCAST
^ Pjou>% - ^ 'y

„„ A CA
frl

The ur,.. .Vc
’i/eu nrV,9*f \’ey or'r

4as,<»ig

^^^^Productioi [|jY~
'

"

0 profit.fadrWivJr

Billboard display means
something when you have
posters like these. One-
sheets, three-sheets, a

striking six-sheet, and a

smashing twenty-four—
every one of them has the

punch that pulls!

There is a superb window
card, four lavish lobby paint-

ings, hanger, and a set of

lobby cards that no passer-

by could pass.

These Metro advertising

aids make a 100% exploita-

tion campaign possible, and

Mad ' means

wrrw a cast incf<

HUNTLY GORDON MA
NORMA SHEARER Wl
WINIFRED BRVSON W,
FREDERICK TRUFSDtli J<

“ Pleasure

100^
Colorful and artistic,

“Pleasure Mad” posters will

make them stop and look—
and buy your tickets

!

Write for the Metro press

sheet on “Pleasure Mad”
and see what a wealth of

publicity and exploitation

aids you can use on one of

the year’s biggest pictures.

Jury imperial Pictures (td. CzclusiVe
cOxHributors thruout Oretzi Jbntain.
5ir.krr>z^u^,Manjx^in^ X>ir.

A*

REG U S
PAT OFF



*** Clap

pressJ11*

-Cont’d

heet
Everything the Exhibitor Needs

JED MEADOR Director o[ fidoartismg

'Publicity and exploitation

CRASH IN ON BIG CASH

WITHTLEASURE MAD”
caJIy e'ery phonograph dealer i, ka.

j

THIS PAGE CONTAINS— A Srf*FFy
‘‘OW ^ell Stories

phonociuph dealer ntup — — __ _ ,

p
,

hono?,aph dea,'f '> ke.
|
this page contains— 4 sr^j .

How to Sell
’
’ Stories

tHev ha
llrn' advertising stunt* tu f

1—An Array of Window Tie-upa.
, MADV A I rtru mmr

Mad’ ,h

yT rne‘*'"''r" °> "Piea,u 2=c°"’ptI

'”f
Lobby DUpUy. ^ punch -- MARY ALDEN FINDS~n

Zu campaign t^eC
Cnn,"V

D,y c'“”'
' GOWNS GIVE POISE

TEASER CAMPAIGN
5

—

Home Builder Cooperation. ^ J PLANT THIS
tfu, will .y your

,..
I cartoon

Ce*~.- / . .

PUT OVER THIS
*»’• Moral* Depend*
Bring Fittingly

DtokJ

PAGE CONTAINS—
Music Dealer Tieaip.

2

—

Po*ter Cut-outs.

3

—

New Telephone

— con YOUR tirnoi oar. i LET THE NEEDY CHILDREN HAVE ONE
,, , ,tI

REGINALD barker
>C ** "PLEASURE MAD DAY“** HAS NEW trump TIE Up WiTH YOUR SONG SHOP

They.^
.

FOR YOUR SCREEN ,r trasarr M*rf Beatrllulh colored MW* I.Vf
' " "

JA’£

'
"TOY S^d'
^ HAS

’ GENERAL EXPLOITATION

^

Her, U a publicity *tunt that wiD put your engagement of

ron ,, front running Elnliat the co-operation
vv% *’“ iher prominent fraternal *ooetr

Feature
Plan Your Campaign!
"Pleasure Mad” u a amaahing bo* ofecr title that w lrom '*’* *'1

iTssisUtsssiisi^^
, n

Mary Alden Discusses

Ti rt \A\crVi Fxoense or jinniPgR
-
Â “V* „f.aler tie.up

1 he Mien E^rCv r Mail Campaign . .
— .

|
|
PLEASURE MAD DANCING NIGHT

|

I l 11 * * v—r Mail campaign ™etimetouu
PLEASURE MAD DANCING NIGHT

|

— . D-lllitan* • o i r a <t u R E~~
, „J,1 r-~- K Kruiia^ FOR YOUR NEWSPAPERS

' " '** eri
, J2f. ^n^poWIrmonth,p demandt that you pat .

populsrtty of Rl.—k, M_ • . . .
^ OANCE CONTFST * ' *v

Publicity Stories For Your Newsoapers
HUNTLY GORDON

QUITS AS BROKER
News Briefs Editors Want

NOVEL LOBBY"
DISPLAY

Keep the Newspaper. Supplied with a 5 THIS PAGE CONTAINS
And Use The

I -Spec,,! Cartoon.
2—Book Store Tie-up.

TO BE AN ACTOR

Teaser Paragraphs

Jfl

DOOM JAZZ FADr^r^^
’"T Thu idea car

Reginald Barker See* Powerful .
Tated according to lire“d conrtructK* cJ rZ

r program, heralds and hoop*

IS

(jury imperial Pictures JCtcL. &tclusix)e

^Distributors thrtcout Qreat J^ritd.iri'

Sir. William
.

'Director
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POLA NEGRI IN “THE SPANISH DANCER” A HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION WITH
ANTONIO MORENO WALLACE BEERY ADOLPHE MENJOU KATHLYN WILLIAMS “HIS

CHILDREN’S CHILDREN” A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION WITH BEBE DANIELS GEORGE
FAWCETT DOROTHY MACKAILL JAMES RENNIE MARY EATON NOVEL BY ARTHUR
TRAIN A PARAMOUNT PICTURE “THE LIGHT THAT FAILED” WITH JACQUELINE LO-

GAN PERCY MARMONT A GEORGE MELFORD PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. IN “STEPHEN STEPS OUT” WITH THEODORE ROBERTS
HARRY MYERS NOAH BEERY DIRECTED BY JOSEPH HENABERY A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE WILLIAM S. HART IN “WILD FELL HICKOK” A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUC-
TION A PARAMOUNT PICTO
CRUZE PRODUCTION WITH Z*

*
EDWARD HORTON T
GREY’S “THE CALL
WILSON RICHARD DIX
DAW RICARDO CORTEL^
FLEMING A PARAMOTT^DWAN’S PRODUCTION
BROTHER” WITH TOx^
RAYMOND HATTON

*GLENN HUNTER IN x

TOWER” WITH ERNEST
AVOY GEORGE FAWCETT
PICTURE “DON’T CALL

THE LADIES” A JAMES
JHEODORE ROBERTS
ARAMOUNT PICTURE ZANE
UTHE CANYON” WITH LOIS
* NOAH BEERY MARJORIE
^DIRECTED BY VICTOR
yL'” PICTURE ALLAN
^ OF REX BEACH’S “BIG

Vt)ORE EDITH ROBERTS
^ARAMOUNT PICTURE
Mr “WEST OF THE WATERrTORRENCE MAY MC
^ASU PITTS A PARAMOUNT

T LOVE” A WILLIAM
TH AGNES AYRES JACKDEMILLE PRODUCTION _ _

HOLT NITA NALDI r6'u^l^OQuj^ THEuAJOiTtK ROBERT EDESON A
PARAMOUNT PICTURE GLORIA SWANSON IN “THE HUMMING BIRD” A SIDNEY
OLCOTT PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ZANE GREY’S “HERITAGE OF THE
DESERT” WITH BEBE DANIELS ERNEST TORRENCE LLOYD HUGHES NOAH BEERY

Ruction a paramount
Jor a

Merry Christmas

!

BARRIERS” A GEORGE
With Jacqueline

jl/dORENO WALTER HIERS

AN IRVIN WILLAT
PICTURE “FLAMING
MELFORD PRODUCTION
LOGAN ANTONIO
A GREAT PARAMOUNT PICTURE THOMAS ME1GHAN TN “PIED PIPER MALONE”
BY BOOTH TARKINGTON SUPPORTED BY LOIS WILSON GEORGE FAWCETT
DIRECTED BY ALFRED E. GREEN A PARAxVIOUNT PICTURE POLA NEGRI IN

“SHADOWS OF PARIS” SUPPORTED BY CHARLES DEROCHE ADOLPHE MENJOU
HUNTLY GORDON A HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
“THE NEXT CORNER” A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION WITH DOROTHY MACKAILL
LON CHANEY CONWAY TEARLE RICARDO CORTEZ LOUISE DRESSER A PARA-
MOUNT PICTURE “THE STRANGER” A JOSEPH HENABERY PRODUCTION WITH
BETTY COMPSON RICHARD DIX LEWIS STONE BY JOHN GALSWORTHY A PARA-
MOUNT PICTURE WILLIAM S. HART IN “SINGER JIM MCKEE” SUPPORTED
BY PHYLLIS HAVER A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE.
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1

One/ G10RIA SWANSON
IN

w

Two/

The Humming Bird"
.SIDNEYOLCOTT PRODUCTION

THOMAS MEIGHAN
1 N

Three/
//

vv

Pied Piper Malone"
by BOOTH TARKINCTON

ALLAN DWAN'S
PROD UCTION OF

REX BEACH'S
BIG BROTHER'

AndOut470allBoxOfficeRecords!

Cveri for paramount
they’re StealJtarVels!

FAMOUS PLAYERS *LASKY CORPORATION /

ADOLPH 7UKOR. P—s.d,* 1
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NEW YEAR IS ABOUT TO START
that is sure to mean much, for good or ill, to

the motion picture industry.

d,What will the year bring? Will it find the industry

still permitting the Ego of some selfish directors to go

on padding features into unwarranted, tiresome lengths,

or will it see a return to the feature of normal length,

that will permit an exhibitor to build up a REAL
SHOW, a program of diversified entertainment such as

built up the tremendous popularity of motion pictures?

Ck is largely up to you, Mr. Exhibitor, to bring about

this needed reform. Ifyou raise your voice loud enough,

it will be heard and heeded. And unless features come
to a saner length, all the best wishes for a prosperous

New Year for you will be in vain, for, as Danny says

in Film Daily, “the public is willing and anxious to pay
for real entertainment—diversified entertainment—and
sooner or later will refuse to pay for ‘Ego’.”

d.Let’s all work earnestly for this reform, so that the

whole industry may have a prosperous year, which is

Educational’s sincere wish.

Ja
EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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IS
an

All Star

AT7E see many pictures on
* * the market advertised

as presentingan “all-star cast.”

Most often on close exami-

nation this “all-star cast”

reveals one featured player

supported by agroup ofpracti-
cally unknown personalities.

The phrase “an all-star cast”

is used loosely in advertising

pictures today, vet the public
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is not slow to recognize a real

all-star cast from a false one.

Releases of Goldwyn-Cosmo-
politan possess castswhich are

‘‘electric light names.” Look
over our list and note the

combined drawing power of

each one of these players.

These are truly all-star casts.

Qoldwyn-Cosmopolitan re-

leases have the finest Casts of all

Name the Man
Conrad Nagel
Mae Busch

Patsy Ruth Miller
Hobart Bosworth
Aileen Pringle
Creighton Hale

In the Palace of
the King

Blanche Sweet
Hobart Bosworth
Pauline Starke
Edmund Lowe

. Sam de Grasse
Aileen Pringle

Six Days

Corinne Griffith

Frank Mayo
Myrtle Stedman
Maude George
Claude King
Charles Clary

The Day of Faith

|

Eleanor Boardman
Ford Sterling

Raymond Griffith

Tyrone Power
Wallace MacDonald

Reno
Helene Chadwick

Lew Cody
Carmel Myers
George Walsh
Dale Fuller

Hedda Hopper

The Rendezvous
Conrad Nagel
Lucille Ricksen
Elmo Lincoln
Sydney Chaplin

Kate Lester
Emmett Corrigan
Lucien Littlefield

Every One Can Be Featured!

(Toldwijnifyosmopotitan
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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
To the Authors Whose Stories Have Made My Film

Dramas Successful:

Edgar Rice Burroughs
Ralph Connor
F. Marion Crawford

James Oliver Curwood
Capt. Joseph D. Meade
Capt. Frederick Wm. Wallace

To the Directors Who Have Put Them Over:
David M. Hartford
Henry Kolker

Henry MacRae
King Vidor

To the Artists Who Have Appeared in Them:
Mary Astor Ruth Renick
Betty Blythe Baby Peggy Rice
Gladys Coburn Norma Shearer
Frances Eldredge Edna Shipman
Pauline Garon Nell Shipman
Cleo Madison Ann Southerland
Colleen Moore Marion Swayne
Vivienne Osborne Jane Thomas

Frank Andrews Jimmy Harrison
Charlie Arling Harlan Knight
Frank Badgley Wilton Lackaye
Wallace Berry Donald MacDonald
John Bowers Francis MacDonald
David Butler Melbourne MacDowell
William Calhoun Walter Miller

Lon Chaney Harry T. Morey
William Colvin Jack Newton
Irving Cummings Wheeler Oakman
Louis D’Arclay Wellington Playter

John Dillon Anders Randolph
E. L. Fernandez Wallace Ray
Edwin Forsberg Warner Richmond
Leon Gendron Charles Slattery

Gaston Glass Lewis Stone
Robert Haines Charles Wellesley

To the Organizations Who Are
Distributing Them:

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Australasian Films, Ltd.

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

David P. Howells

William Vogel

And to My Thousands of Exhibitor Friends.

565 Fifth Avenue, New York City



MARY1

PICKFORD
'

"Rosita
Stf Ppaniyh Romance

with HOLBROOK. BLINN
Qdapted by Edward Kpobfoclc

Ptory by JPorbert

Photography by Charley Poyher

cAn ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
OAary Pickford Charley Chaplin
Douqlay 'Jairbank.o' D. W. Cjriffith

CWrarh Qbramy, Preyident

“
‘Rosita’ IsA GoodFilm,
Mary Pickford Excellent”

“Mary Pickford has grown up.

This is news of international

importance. The transition is

effected by means of the charm*

ing comedy ‘Rosita.’ She is

excellent.

“Miss Pickford has burned all

her bridges behind her. She is

so good that she ought never to

let down her hair again.

“
‘ Rosita’ is a good film. It has

a dash of ‘grand operaism’, a

dash of unusually good comedy
and a dash or so of real melo-

drama.”—N. Y. Sun.
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PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Sol Lesser, President

TO MAKE 1924 A PROSPEROUS YEAR!
We take pleasure to announce

the following product

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
STORIES

l

The most widely read author in the world. 1.268,000

copies the average circulation of each of 9 stories con-

trolled by this organization. “WHEN A MAN’S A
MAN” (2,300,000 circulation) now completed. Released

February 4th by Associated First National Pictures. Inc.

BABY PEGGY
{ The most widely publicized and popular baby girl in

!
motion pictures. Will be starred in five super-produc-

tions. First picture now in production, “Captain Janu-

ary,” by .Laura E. Richards. Book in its 53rd edition

|

with over 600,000 circulation.

“SECRETS OF LIFE”

Louis H. Tolhurst’s marvelous microscopic pictures

dealing with the lives of insects. A series of twelve to

be made, with 6 completed. Regarded as educational

and entertainment classics. Distributed by Educational

Film Exchanges.

“THE MEANEST MAN
IN THE WORLD”

George M. Cohan’s famous stage production starring

Bert Lyt'ell, Blanche Sweet, Bryant Washburn and a

host of others. Now being distributed by Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Boasting all-star casts and well-known directors among
which are John Cort’s famous stage success, “Listen

Lester;” Owen Davis’ stage success, “Fools of Fortune,”

and others, with players of note including Bebe Daniels,

Norman Kerry, Walter Hiers, Lee Moran, Joe Butter-

worth, Mary Jane Irving, Forrest Robinson, and direc-

tors which include Edward F. Cline, William Beaudine

and William Seiter.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
SOL LESSER IRVING M. LESSER M. ROSENBERG

President Vice-President Secretary

WELL KNOWN STAGE
AND

BOOK SUCCESSES

Studios

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
7200 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

Offices of Distribution

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

1540 BROADWAY
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Complimenl^ of Ike oeas’oiv — and
full ^lockmtf for Ike ^ea^oiYS* lo come.
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WITH:
GASTON GLASS

By arrangement with
B. P. ShuU>ero

MIRIAM COOPER
EDNA MURPHY
ROBERT FRAZER

Produced by
RENCO FILM CO.

Scenario by
JAMES COLWELL

Directed by
DALLAS

FITZ GERALD

Foreign Distributors—ANDERSON PICTURES. Ltd.,

Anderson Pictures

A Drama of Intense Human
Emotions

By Charles K. Harris

Inspired by the Author’s Immortal Song

Announces the Presentation

by the

THEATRE OWNERS
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

Ready in January

all F. B. O.
MANCHESTER: 2S Dean’s Gate—LEEDS: Greek St. Chambers—GLASGOW: Dunlop St.—
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8,000,000 Copies of this

great song-story have

implanted its pathos in

the hearts of the world

EXCHANGES

723 Seventh Ave., New York City

89 Wardour St., London, England

NEWCASTLE: West Gate Road—CARDIFF: 16 Charles St.—BIRMINGHAM: Halloway Head—TORQUAY: Fleet St.
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MACK SENNETT’S
LATEST and GREATEST

COMEDY FIND
%

HARRY LANGDON
and the

1924

BATHING BEAUTIES

in

“PICKING PEACHES”
Distributed by

PATHE EXCHANGES
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SoWPlayingNeVYorKsMarkStrandTheatre

Classics of the Screen

Frank Elliott in M. P. News:
“One of the best pictures produced
this season. A story that grips the
interest at all times, boasting sev-

eral fine punches and. a climax that

will pull the most hard-boiled fan
right up to the edge of the seat.

For thrill, the big forest fire climax
has not been surpassed this year.”

Louella O. Parsons in N. 1'.

American: “The direction is particu-

larly good in this picture. There is

a flood, a forest fire and a number
of other thrilling events. The forest
fire is well done.”

Dorothy Day in N. Y. Morning
Telegraph: “ ‘Lucretia Lombard’ is

primarily a money-maker, and the
Warner Bros, should be quite pleased
to add it to their list. A fine screen
presentation.”

Quinn Martin in New York
World: “ ‘Lucretia Lombard’ is a
highly sentimental, very well acted
melodrama. It is cast and mounted
nicely, and extremely effective.”

N. Y. Evening Telegram: “Spec-
tacular thrills follow each other un-
interruptedly in this production.
Amid the horrors of forest fires and
turbulent flood, the drama of con-
flict steadily develops to a crescendo
of emotions, thence rising to a whirl-
wind climax.”

A SENSATIONALDRAMA OF

FLAMING
PASSION
FROM KATHLEEN NORRIS'FAMOUSNOVEL

LUCRETIA
LOMBARD

A HARRY RAPf PRODUCTION
FEATURING

Irene Rich and Monte Blue
DIRECTED BY

Jack Conway

.V. V. Sun & Globe: “Irene Rich,

Marc MacDermott, Norma Shearer
and Monte Blue give performances
that are sincere and fine. as any-
thing seen in the films this year.”

N. Y. Evening Mail: “ ‘Lucretia

Lombard’ at the Strand this week
is a ‘sell out.’ Exhibitors need have
no feat for the box-office when this

picture comes to their theatres.”

N. V. Evening Journal: “The
narrative, as filmed, bristles with
situations. Good effects hi the
flaming woods and raging rivers.”

N. Y. Times Square Daily: “A
real box-office hit. ‘Lucretia Lom-
bard’ is a strong storv and Jack
Conway, who directed, handled the
r-to s'kilf-iHv. p-ettb’g in several

touches of the sexy variety rhat are
sure to prove of assistance at the
box-office.”

N. Y. Evening Post: “Queer to

relate, and unusual in this. day of
the obvious, the production is bound
to rouse many questions. Excellent -

lv nlaved. well staged, intelligently

cast, an interesting and enjovable
story which is never soporific.”

Harriette Underhill in N. Y. Tri-

bune: “The cast is excellent. There
is an ingenue who is the last word
in ingenues.”

AWARNER BROS.CLASSIC oftheSCREEN
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THE NEW FILM STORAGE PLANT
JUST ERECTED BY

LLOYDS FILM STORAGE
CORPORATION

IS DECLARED BY EXPERTS TO BE
THE MOST THOROUGHY FIRE-PROOF
WAREHOUSE IN THE WORLD

ARCHITECTS, PARKER AND SHAFFER, NEW YORK

THE OPENING OF THIS MAGNIFICENT PLANT SIGNALIZES
THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA FOR THE FILM INDUSTRY

INSURANCE, INDISPENSABLE IN CONNECTION WITH VALU-
ABLE NEGATIVES, WAS OBTAINABLE HERETOFORE ONLY

AT PROHIBITIVE RATES

GREAT NEGATIVE VALUES
CAN NOW BE FULLY COVERED AT AN

INSURANCE RATE
OF

30 CENTS
PER HUNDRED

SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS ON PREMIUMS
EVERY YEAR BY STORING WITHLLOYDS

OFFICE
126-132 W. 46th ST., N. Y. C.

JOSEPH R. MILES, PRESIDENT
TELEPHONE WAREHOUSE
Bryant 5600 161-179 Harris Ave., L. I. City



THEATRE

bUPLEX MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES

HEW YORK
FACTORY

516-318 75 th STREET
BROOKLYN, NY.

OFFICES 6- SHOWROOIj

1819 BROADWAY -ROOM id

NEW YORK CITY I
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Sweeping The Nation!

MARION DAVIES

“LITTLE OLD NEW YORK”

Capitol . .

Roosevelt-

Rialto . . .

New
California

BROKE ALL RECORDS
at the following theatres

. New York Imperial San Francisco

. . . Chicago Broadwav-Strand Detroit

Washington Merrill Milwaukee

. . Baltimore Blue Mouse Seattle

Los Angeles Regent-Piccadillv Rochester

Will Break Hundreds of More

!
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Talkaboutacrowdgetting
box office title-

Toni! go farandhuntwide
beforeyou findone to equal

WITH CARMEL MYERS, KATHERINE McGUIRE
AND OUTSTANDING CAST—A RICHARD THOMAS PRODUCTION

A TITLE supported by an exploitation campaign that will “mop up" For

you when you play this picture.

A positive box office title which will over-ride all opposition. A.

cast that will stand the strongest search of x-ray publicity. Every man,
woman and child is personally acquainted with some LOVE PIRATE and
there is a keen desire on the part of the public to compare the one of their

experience with the one at your theatre.

Tie-up with this ’clean up ’NOW. Don’t wait—get in touch with your
nearest F. B. O. exchange and arrange a play date.

DISTRIBUTED BY

F.B.O.
723 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom, R.-C. Pictures Corporation,

26-27 D’Arblay St., Wardour St^ London, W. 1, England
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For Use - For Those Who Produde"

\ NTICIPATING by several months the neces-

sity for lower production costs, the $800,000

improvement program of the United Studios in

Hollywood has been completed.

With these improvements finished, this plant

offers the independent producer economy in pro-

duction through new facilities and efficiency

methods designed with this end in view.

Keeping pace with the progress of the industry

the United Studios has not only retained its

leadership as the largest and most efficient leas-

ing plant in the world, but has increased its own
facilities a hundred per cent.

The Home
of Independent

Producers
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Progress & Achievement

“Anna Christie’’ reaches the theatres for Christmas.
It should contribute materially toward exhibitor pros-
perity in 1924.

The newspaper and magazine critics call “Anna
Christie” the greatest picture I have ever produced, and
declare it to be an outstanding production of a season
in which many fine pictures have been released.

The test engagements have established “Anna Christie”

as a highly successful box-office attraction.

For a great many years I have been producing pictures

that have made money in the theatres, and I intend to

continue to do so for a great many years to come. I

refuse to be stampeded by the hysterics of the industry

into policies which violate good business judgment.

Ours is an industry of progress. We have gone for-

ward more than even we realize during the twelve
months of 1923, and I pledge myself, my resources and
my organization toward greater progress in 1924, to-

ward finer pictures and higher standards.
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Heart? Cfjmtmas (greetings:

anti Cberp <goob Wizty

for tfj e Coming Pear

Robert <§. Vignola

;
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Finis fox
Producer— Director—Author

Current Releases

“THE MAN BETWEEN”
(Associated Exhibitors)

“BAG AND BAGGAGE”
(Selznick)

Now Producing

“A WOMAN WHO SINNED” with

Mae Busch, Morgan Wallace, Rex Lease,

Irene Rich and All-Star Cast.
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PHOTOGRAPH OF A TALMADGE STUDIO “PROP” CHAIR

The Man in the Chair is the Exhibitor’s Photodramatist :

WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY
Better known to the trade as plain “Bill” Pelley

Who Writes Screen Plots Juicy with Showmans’ Exploitation Possibilities!

Meet “Bill” Pelley! He iS the man who wrote “The Light in the Dark,” “The Shock,” “Her Fatal Millions,” “The
Fog” and eight other photoplays this year, FIVE OF WHICH ARE NOW IN PRODUCTION. What other
Dramatist can point to five of his screen plays all being “shot” at the same time? Tom Mix is making a Pelley story

right now; so is Maurice Tourneur; so is Hoot Gibson; so is the U. S. Department of Justice. Richard Thomas has
just acquired the rights to a new Pelley story: “What Women Love.”

$100,000 OF PHOTOPLAY PLOTS
is the figure Pelley’s sales force and exploitation staff have before them for a goal in the year ahead. He operates a
printing plant, art department and group of professional exploitation men to wring his plays dry of exploitation
possibilities for both producer and exhibitor. He also will start the publication of a house organ, “THE SCREEN
SHOWMAN,” on January 1st. This is to be sent free to every showman running Pelley’s screen plays.

A STORY WITH A WALLOP EVERY TWO WEEKS' FOR 1924. ASK YOUR PRODUCER TO SEND YOU
HIS PELLEY PLAYS—Fox, Universal, Metro, First National, Film Booking Offices have them and you

can buy them right because Pelley sold tnem right—they will please your patrons!
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The Greatest ofAll!
A

• I

MASSIVE DRAMA of the beginning of the America that you know. The struggles of a
few that became the romance of one hundred million people. It is the story of Her whom

you love more than any other ... of Her for whom you would shed your blood .

of Her for whom you would sacrifice all the first great story of America.
The Daughters of the American Revolution wanted a complete, accurate and ,

dramatic version of America’s greatest of all stories, the Revolutionary War, told
with a true mastery upon the screen. They informed Will H. Hays of their wishes.
And Mr. Hays discussed the idea with

D. W. GRIFFITH
He agreed to make it. To do so he and his staff of players visited
practically every shrine of American Liberty taking scenes of the
drama upon the actual ground where they occurred in the
Revolution.

Helping Griffith to make this story more accurate than any story
of this period has ever been, are The Daughters of the American
Revolution, The Sons of the Revolution, President Edwin Worthen
of the Lexington Historical Society, the Boston Historical Society,

the Mount Vernon Historical Society, the Smithsonian Institution,

the New York Public Library.

Robert W. Chambers, accepted as one of the best informed his-

torians on Revolutionary matters, has written the story in the
filming. John L. E. Pell is making the historical arrangements.

Carol Dempster The name selected for this tremendous production is

“AMERICA”
The cast being chosen is recommended by appearance and ability alone. It is not intended

that a famous character shall be altered to fit a famous actor. Literally hundreds of

persons have been tested out that these characters shall be real in appearance.
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TO MAKE

JANUARY
1924

FIRST NATIONAL
MONTH

The greatest money-

making month in the

history of your theatre
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Nothing like it has ever
been seen before!

Since moving pictures were first made, no
company has ever, in such a short period,

released so many powerful, dynamic box-
office attractions as are offered in FIRST
NATIONAL’S—

PONJOLA”

FLAMING YOUTH
ANNA CHRISTIE”

HER TEMPORARY
HUSBAND”

BOY OF MINE”

BLACK OXEN”

THE SONG OF
LOVE”

THE ETERNAL
CITY”

PAINTED PEOPLE

It's amazing, almost unbelievable—but, neverthe-

less, true. It is an accomplishment that has startled

the film industry—a feat that proves conclusively

the vast superiority of the FIRST NATIONAL
service.

When the backbone of your program is a FIRST
NATIONAL picture the foundation of success is in

vour hands.

Book FIRST NATIONAL Solid

all the year



Seveivteeiv of
Picture History

Ms Seen Jhrough the Pages ofMovingPicture World

THE pages of Moving Picture World present

history in the making— history alive, history

in the week-to-week deeds and words of men
whom you and I know. However, we harbor no desire

to play the solemn dour-faced historian. Rather, in

the pages that follow, we have sought to present a

chatty, surface-skimming romp through the files of

Moving Picture World. The “young-old-timers” still

among us will revive fond memories, renew warm
acquaintances, and echo many a chuckle of yester-

year. The generation that will create Tomorrow’s
history will gather the atmosphere of intense struggle,

supreme daring, and indomitable courage that have
built this most wonderful of industries.

Nineteen Seven and Nineteen Eight were years

that saw attention pretty evenly divided between lan-

tern slides and motion pictures. If we are any
judge the slides were more interesting than the mo-
tion pictures. Charles K. Harris has an article

on “The Increasing Cost of Producing Slides”

As many as seven people are taken to Bronx Park to

make a scene, he says. Independents staged

their pictures with bodyguards to protect the camera
from Patents Company detectives. Hectic
days for the Independent but still harder for an inde-

pendent editor. —James P. Chalmers was square-

jawed and Scotch, though, and he fought his own bat-

tles and those of the Independent to equal success.



44^ I ^ 01)A ^ his weekly receipts are
$10,000 and the end is not in
sight,” we quote from an article

in the first January, 1909, issue of Moving
Picture World concerning Carl Laemmle,
a rising young film renter. Then, in
fear that his imagination might be running
wild, the writer added: “if there had been
any danger of the end being in sight the
recent discovery of talking motion pictures
by a Berlin inventor dispels all fears.”

Think of how far the talking motion
picture has brought us since 1909! And
how much it contributed to increase Carl
Laemmle’s weekly receipts! This was
the year of the great “anti-Trust” fight,

brought about by the insistence of the
Motion Picture Patents Company on col-

lecting a two-dollar-a-reel royalty fee from
every theatre. The Licensed pro-
ducers were Biograph, Edison, Essanay,
Lubin, Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph and Kleine.
Of these, only Pathe and Vitagraph still

retain their position. And you can
judge how strong the Independent looked
when the New York Motion Picture Com-
pany advertised in an issue of the World:
“Don't .judge us by the company we are
in!” Those were hectic days. Every
other page in the file is a ringing call to

arms from Carl Laemmle, Bill Swanson,
the Miles Brothers, and other Independents,
while the Licensed attitude may be judged
from an ad. of the Pittsburgh Calcium
Light & Film Co. (R. A. Rowland) who
said, “The comparison between Licensed
Films and Independent Junk is the same
as that between Four Aces and a Four
Flusher!” G-r-r-r! Bite ’em! Another
important film battle of the vear developed
when Mayor McClellan, of New York City,

declared that he would issue NO MORE
LICENSES to motion picture theatres. For
one thing, the theatres were getting too

numerous; for another, films were degrad-

ing the youth of the land, and finally, a fire

in Johnstown, Pa., had just shown that

picture theatres were unsafe. Gustavus

Rogers had to go to court for the picture

theatres to change the Mayor's attitude.

I? H. COCHRANE has been the
’ very live, flesh.-and-blood shad-

ow in the Universal background
through the years. Our opinion of
his urbane, silken smile is tempered
by the feeling that he has been re-

sponsible in no small part for Uni-
versal’s two-fisted method of meet-
ing the problems of each succeed-
ing year.

/JLANCE at the youthful Carl
Laemmle in the “Declaration of

War” above and the mature Carl
Laemmle to the right. The same
fighting jaw! And the same ring-

ing note in his advertising copy and
his doings through the years since

1909 — that’s our outstanding re-

collection of a ramble through the

files of Moving Picture World.
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V ITAGRAPH was established in 1897,

but we drop them in the 1910 posi-

tion on our calendar because the

advertisement shows a typical weekly pro-

gram of the time and the sort of advertis-

ing done. Note particularly that there

was no star evil, for the players went in-

cognito. Florence Turner, as the ad.

shows, was merely “The Vitagraph Girl.”

A page article in a January num-
ber of The World tells of a “startling new
method of advertising” consisting of plac-

ing players’ photographs in the lobby.

—

lvalem devised it and the story goes on to

say “The people who play the parts in the

pictures do not welcome the innovation.
While pictures have attained a distinct

place in the theatrical field actors and
actresses playing in them are very sensi-

tive about having their identity known.”
So lobby frames and photos were

supplied but the individuals were un-
named.-- — S. L. Rothapfel, of Forest
City, Pa., wrote a series of articles for The
World this year which was introduced with
this statement : “Readers of The World
know that our ideal motion picture theater
is yet to materialize and that it will he lo-

cated on New York's Great White Way.
We ventured this suggestion to the gentle-
man from Pennsylvania and pointed out
that his abilities deserved a wider scope.
It is not improbable that he will undertake
it, provided a suitable location can he
found.” There’s a prophet for you

!

—Pictures are getting “bigger and bet-
ter" for there are many advertised as nine
hundred and ninety feet in length.
Rut when Vitagraph made the “Life of
Moses” in three parts it released one reel
a week for three weeks and exhibitors
presented it the same wav. Song
slide advertising is receding in importance
in 1910 hut not a little space is given to
aonlianees for producing “sound effects”
hack of the screen. The cordial re-
lations existing between rival groups is

well evidenced hv an editorial in The
World headed “Liar! Liar! Liar!” the gen-
tle words being aimed at a eontemporarv
editor.

^LBERT E. SMITH is now the
real daddy of this motion pic-

ture field— not in years nor in
energies but in point of continuous
service. Since 1897— and without
interruption— he has been at the
helm of a single motion picture or-
ganization—a company at all times
a prominent factor in both produc-
tion and distribution activities.

JfiIRST it was Smith, and Black-
ton, and Rock— then it teas

Smith and Blackton— then it was
Smith alone. But now it is good to
once more think of J. Stuart Black-
ton in the same second that Vita-
graph comes to. mind. Remember
“The Battle Cry of Peace?” Well,
watch Stuart Blackton for another
in 192k that, will make ’em sit up.



H ERE’S a revolutionary announce-
ment, the first news weekly! Films
of topical events, such as “Roose-

velt’s Return,” had proved popular, so
Rathe took a hig gambling chance and de-
cided to attempt a regular weekly release.

These are the days of the first “hid-
den advertising,” for all parades in the
News Weekly were certain to end with the
sandwich man carrying the “English Curved
Cut” banner. Competing with Pathe
was a “News-Slide Service” supplied by
the American Press Association. —
Ivinemacolor, “motion pictures in nature’s
own colors” were given their first public
presentation in New York at the Eden
Musee in January. — Carl Laemmle pre-
sents a new star just coaxed from Riograph
and announced as “Little Mary.”
From the photograph in the ad. we strong-
ly suspect it was Mary Pickford, but ap-
parently the name was an unimportant
item to exhibitors. An editorial along
about March hails as epoch-making the es-

tablishment of a scenario school in New
York. Yitagraph is advertising that

it will pay as much as $25 a reel for good
stores. An important state rights re-

lease of the year is “The Truth About the

Pole” by Dr. Frederick A. Cook and a not-

able supporting cast, direct from its record-
breaking engagement at Hammerstein’s
Manhattan Opera House.- G. M. An-
derson, writing from Huron, S. D., puts

forth a very valuable suggestion for wor-
ried theater managers. “A local manager."
he writes, “having lots of trouble keeping
the chairs the right distance apart, had a

strip of wood nailed on the floor for each
row of chairs.” It is to be hoped that

The World readers took full advantage of

the suggestion. Powers Picture Plays,

P. A. himself, takes a two page ad. to say

this “The fact that our plant was burned
completely to the ground on Monday. June
5th, didn’t interfere with Power’s enter-

prise. We even made a picture of the plant

burning down. Inside of two hours the di-

rector had performers out in the part mak-
ing a new picture.”

rTRACING its parentage back to
J

the original Pathe Freres of

France— the Pathe of today is

wholly American, in fact and in

spirit, as one glance at the go
getter countenance of Elmer Pear-
son ivill attest. Mr. Pearson cam-.-

through the ranks from the selling

end to gain the equipment fitting

him so well to head Pathe’s activi-

ties in this year and generation.

His personality makes him one of
the most popular of film men.

IT''HEN the infant industry was
'

' howling in its cradle in 1 890

E. S. Porter entered the door. He
belongs in Row A. Aisle Seat, in

any historical record. In later

years he was associated with
Thomas A. Edison; then supplied

the motion picture knowledge to

the first Famous Players partner-

ship; and after disposing of his

large holdings there founded Pre-

cision Machine Co., which changed

the S. in his name to Simplex.



H OW many readers of this advertise-

ment in Moving Picture World in

1912 even thought that the unknown
individual whose name appears in the left

hand corner would later become the single

outstanding Napoleonic figure of the in-

dustry? So little known was he to

the editors that two later ads. spelled the

name “A. Zuker” and it got by all the

proofreading. The “Delhi Durbar,”
length one thousand feet, and with one
thousand real elephants, is advertised by
Pathe Freres as “the most spectacular film

of the year.” Remember it? One of

those typically lying press agents is an-
nouncing Selig’s production of “The Com-
ing of Columbus, THE FIFTY THOUSAND
DOLLAR PICTURE.” This flambo-
yant advertising and excessive waste on
picture production must stop! Robert
Lieber, manager of the Indianapolis office

of the General Film Company, boasts that

he is supplying thirty-three houses in that

city with Licensed service. That rec-

ord got him his job as President of First

National. G. M. Anderson, inter-

viewed as “the acting member of Essanav,”
makes so bold as to state, “The film of the

future will cost $25,000 to produce. It will

comprehend an entire evening’s entertain-

ment and will tell the whole story where
we now give only an occasional scene.”

Interesting, if true.— Carl Laemmle
and “Imp” conducted a sensational scen-

ario contest with a Grand First Prize of

$100. Kalem has a company of play-

ers under Sidney Olcott on a trip around
the world. Many subjects were made
in Ireland; in Egypt, where “From the

Manger to the Cross” was staged, head-
quarters were at Luxor. Rut King
Tut wasn’t ready to make his appearance.

P. A. Powers has a new photograph
taken for his ad. copy each week. The one
before us at the minute shows a Doc Mun-
yon pose. Epes Winthrop Sargent
giving advice under the heading “Ruying
a Picture Theater” lists, one of the most
important questions to be answered, “Is the

piano owned by the house or rented?”

TU'HEN Adolph Zukor saw the
stream of pennies in the ar-

cade slot machines he decided that
this ivas a pretty good business. So
we have the company announced
above with the insignificant signa-
ture “A. Zukor.” Incidentally, it is

not generally known that the state
rights on “Queen Elizabeth” were
nearly all velvet. After contracts
ivere signed to make the picture in

Paris, E. S. Porter turned around
and sold the foreign rights for
enough to cover the cost.

JESSE LASKY was the first manu
to introduce the cabaret style of

entertainment to America— and
dropped a fortune trying it at the
Folies Bergere. Later such acts as
“Lasky’s Redheads” in vaudeville
got quite a bit of it back. The next
thing we heard of was the Lasky
Feature Film Company— Jesse and
Samuel Goldwyyi— and a proposed
production of “The Squaiv Man.”
Then came Paramount, followed by
Famous Players-Lasky— and look
at him today!
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“THE SPICE Of3 THE PROGRAM" w
YOU are buying motion pic-

ture entertainment today just

as you buy groceries or dry goods.

Wherever— you think you run
least risk of making an unsatis-

factory purchase.

Theatres showing Educational

Pictures do not depend on just

one picture to please an entire

audience. They offer you so many
different kinds of good pictures

that their programs are bound
to please you.

You may see a two-reel feat-

ure photo-play like The Tsjorth-

em Trail, SELiG RORK.'S great

production of James Oliver Cur-

wood’s story. Or—
A two-reel comedybyChristie

—or a Torchy Comedy from a

Sewell Ford story.

You can see the great screen

comedian Lloyd ‘‘Ham” Hamilton
in a Mermaid Comedy ably di-

rected by Jack White. Or

—

One of Wm. S. Campbell's

Animal Comedies with almost

human animal actors.

You can take Jolly Journeys
around the world in Motion
Picture Scenics for which the

standard has been set by Rob
ert C. Bruces Scenics

B

iAimruL.

You may laugh at Julian Ollen-

dorff’s animated cartoons,
SXBTCHOCRAFHS, Or

—

See in Kinograms the visual

news of all the world.

When you shop jor your money's worth in motion picture
entertainment, look ,n theatre entrances for posters and cards

showing the Educational Pictures sign. When you see it—go ini

It’s the Sign of a welPhalanced Program

!

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC-, £. W. Hammons. President

EVEN so casual a skimming of history

as these pages would be incomplete
without a post for General Film, so

we have used the ‘Daddy of them all as a

background for Earl Hammons. The
man who took the short subject and made
it a feature. The ad. reproduced is

ters was no accident.

Educational’s first national magazine copy,

in 1921. In 1913 Earl Hammons was
sitting in a Madison Avenue office ponder-

ing the possibilities of this “movie craze.

Daily newspapers this year began to

admit that motion pictures might last be-

cause Edison’s Talking Pictures were the

sensation of the hour. —The Zukor
slogan tli is year was “Thirty Famous
Features a Year. ’ Benny Schulberg

please write. From thirty it climbed

to one hundred and four and in 1924 it

will be “fewer and better.” —Going
forward. The Keystone cops, in split-

reel releases, were showing new comedy
possibilities. If this chap Mack Sen-

nett takes his jot) seriously lie'll soon he

as famous as Ford Sterling. “Paul

Rainev’s African Hunt” is proving that the

success of “Quo Vadis” in legitimate thea-

Mavor Gavnor

vetoes the first censorship hill and gives us

an opinion that is still quoted .

—

1—

7

The
Jesse E. Laskv Feature Motion Picture

Company is formed and will sell on a state

rights basis. :— Soon afterwards Harry

Reichenbach makes his initial appearance

as a toastmaster trying to convince us that

“The Squaw Man” could be worse.

“Mutual Movies Make Time Fly*' is appear-

ing as the first national advertiser.

.Rut aviation was in its infancy and Mutual

couldn't keep up with the times.

Moving Picture World published the first

Convention Daily. Still remains the

biggest. The Government is holding

a series of hearings on the Motion Picture

Patents Company that can with ease be re-

written to cover todays Famous Players

hearing. The most important ^edito-

rial subject of the dav is “The Single Reeler

versus the Two Reeler What is the Future

of the Single Reel ?" If anv.

JfiROM the soles of our shoes up
—we have always admired Earl

Hammons, the man ivho stuck to

his guns. When the feature came
in— it came with a hang— and the

short subject went' the tvay of Gen-
eral Film, into the discard. It was
a long hard struggle for the man
who said that “Short FEATURES

”

had a place— but Earl Hammons
stuck and today “the spice of the

program” is a reality, not alone a
slogan.

) TT^AF back in a 1911 issue of
’’ Moving Picture World our

eyes ivere stopped by the photo-

graph of “an enterprising young
theater manager” who turned out

to be none other than our well

known S. L. Rothafel. “Roxy” de-

serves a place in any pictorial gal-

lery of film celebrities— his con-

tribution to the advancement of
picture presentation and conse-
quently to the screen art itself can-

not be measured.

F1
1



NINETEEN FOURTEEN saw an epi-

demic of new distributing organiza-

tions, but of them all William Fox
and Paramount alone survive. Aleo,

formed from the initials of A1 Lichtman’s

name, was one of the most ambitious.-

Pathe attempted a Daily News release hut

it died abornin’. Carl Laemmle, in-

terviewed by Moving Picture World de-

clares, “I believe that long features are

doomed. If I were running a theater I

would rather show single reels any time

than some of the poor features that are

on the market.” Billy Brown, of the

“palatial Nordland Plaza Theater, Cincin-

nati,” boasts in a letter to The World,
“Mine is the only house in Cincinnati get-

ting ten cents.” William Fox, organ-
ized in January, 1914, started releasing in

February, but by November had decided
that he had to make his own pictures if

he wanted them right. Which may
explain why Bill lasted as a distributor

where so many died. — December sees

the completion of “A Fool There Was,”
with Theda Bara. The Strand Thea-
ter, New York, opens in April with Selig’s

“The Spoilers.” Those “in the know”
will whisper to you that the stage has been
built big enough to handle show's of the
Hippodrome type if pictures flop in a three-

thousand-seat house. Which they
certainly will. “The Perils of Pau-
line” is standing them up all over the coun-
try. Oh, hoys, wasn’t that a thriller?— The Criterion is know as the Vita-

graph Theater and “A Million Bid” is bring-
ing the house down at every show. —
“Cabiria” is pronounced the last word in

picture production. -If you could steal

Francis X. Bushman from Fssanay your
fortune would be made. If Jesse
Laskv had even seen J. Warren Kerrigan
as he appears before us in an ad. for Uni-
versal’s “Samson” there might never have
been a “Covered Wagon”.-—— In April
we get our first look at “Tess of the Storm
Country” and Mary Pickford’s fame is as-

sured. E. S. Porter produced it.

lTTHEN the Greater New York
Film Exchange fought the Film

Trust and collected— in cash—
William Fox decided that

_
he was

ready to throw his coat in the ring
alongside his hat and go the limit

of 'producing pictures as well as
selling and showing them. Since
then each year has shoivn Bill Fox
displaying the uncanny sense of
showmanship that had originally
made him a successful theater
owner.

“TV-INFIELD R. SHEEHAN,
’

’ formerly secretary to Police

Commissioner Waldo, and previous-

ly of The New York Evening World
has entered the picture business"

we read back in 1910. What a far
cry it seems to those days— for
Winnie Sheehan is now Film Man
from start to finish, until the cap-

ital “F” and capital “M" appropri-
ate. He has been at the right hand
of Bill Fox through his entire film
career.
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M ETRO seems rather proud of that
statement, “Capital $300,000.”
It's a good thing they didn’t tackle

“The Four Horsemen” with the initial bank-
roll. David W. Griffith presents “The
Birth of a Nation.” It is rumored, hut few
of us believe it, that the picture cost almost
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
-But it is unanimously pronounced the

last word in picture production.
Metro captures Francis X. Bushman, which
assures its success. The Motion Pic-
ture Board of Trade is formed. If

the announcement before us had been car-
ried out Will Hays would still he the coun-
try’s best Postmaster General. Frank
Bacon plays character roles in Metro pic-

tures. After “Lightning” all the mon-
ey in the world didn’t tempt him to the
screen. Triangle Film looks like the
best bet in the business. They have
cornered the market with Griffith, Ince,

Sennett.—towards the end of the year
Paramount starts a News Weekly. It

wasn't mentioned in the following year’s
Christmas Edition. Essanay has
signed Charles Chaplin. The young
man is going up in the world.— W.
Edgar Shallenberger has so much money
invested in Thanhouser and Mutual that he
is coming into the picture business com-
pletely to look after it. As a result

of good work in “The Lamb,” his initial

picture venture, Douglas Fairbanks has
been offered a three year contract by Fine
Arts, D. W. Griffith directing. Every
time you turn to another volume of The
World files some enterprising company has
made a new version of “East Lynne.”
Some day that subject will be a big money-
maker. If America in 1915 had heeded
the message of J. Stuart Blackton in “The
Battle Cry of Peace” it might have been a

different story in 1917. President Fred
Herrington, of the Exhibitors League, lists

the evils confronting exhibitors: “First, the

showing of pictures in saloons and cafes;

Second, the showing of pictures in depart-

ment stores; Third, censorship.” —Two
down, one to go!

TTTHEN Metro started, Marcus
' ’ Loew was merely a good cus-
tomer— maybe a kicking one—
and little dreaming that some day
he would be signing the title “Pres-
ident ” himself and mailing the
checks to the studio. But 1920 saw
Marcus Loew determined to guar-
antee his own source of picture sup-
ply and the gigantic Loew-Metro
combination was the result.

ONE of the quiet figures in the
1 background of picture activity

is William Atkinson, general man-
ager of the Metro film activities.

Mr. Atkinson is one executive in

this business who is a real “organ-
ization product” for he has come
up the ladder of importance with
Metro and is of, for, and by Metro
all the time. Cool, calm, and ef-

ficient— those are the words.



WHAT a lot of water has gone over
the dam since the days when Fred
Warren was writing the Goldwyn

copy as shown at the right! History
places Goldwyn in the 1916 niche but we
think they really deserve an honor post in

1923 as marking the beginning of work on
“Ben Hur.” That’s something picture

men have been casting gloating eyes at in

the seventeen years of this history and it

remained for F. J. Godsol to turn the trick.

We have covered ten years of Mov-
ing Picture World history and J. H. Hall-

berg is still advertising in every issue.

As he is this week. Arthur Brisbane,
speaking at a Board of Trade dinner tells

us, “The success of the motion picture is

based upon the stupidity of the human
race.”- Bemember how sore that made
us feel? J. A. Berst, as president of

Pathe, writes every exhibitor in the coun-
try urging help to pass a bill for Federal
censorship. Ouch! Famous is

boasting of its hundred and four a year
and Adolph Zukor gets peeved about this

“open booking” fallacy. In a World
interview he declares, among other things,
“Open booking will prevent the building of

new theaters as the investors will seek to

determine whether they can keep open the
entire year and the programme alone as-

sures that.” That settles it.

Hearst establishes his own exchanges.
The act opens and closes in one.

Charles Chaplin signs his million-dollar
contract with Mutual and since then no
star has ever been secured for less.

Famous Players and Lasky merge in the
Summer and like the idea so well they take
over Paramount in December. Adolph
Zukor casts an anchor to windward by start-

ing Artcraft to handle Mary Pickford.
Rothafel opens the Rialto.

Wonder if the Times Square district isn’t

getting crowded, with the Strand and the
Rialto in direct competition? Al.

Christie is on his own, releasing state rights,
and everybody knows he’ll be sorry he left

that good job at Universal.

JIMMIE GRAINGER started
“going after the money” back

in the circus days when you often
used both fists but could never fall
doivn on shmvmanship. Today he
“goes after the money” for Gold-
wyn which can’t be such a hard
job with the product he has had to

talk about this season and the fact
that there is no man in the field

who boasts of more friends than
that same Jimmie.

W have dropped George East-
man’s picture in here without

regard to the calendar— just at
random. Because it would be rather
presumptuous to place the man
whose develop?nent of celluloid film
made the industry possible at any
single spot in its history. Mr. East-
man has in many other ivays shoivn
a lively interest in the industry’s
development culminating in his
magnificent Eastman Theater.



Richard a. Rowland, at this time
of Metro, let Petrova slip his corral to
he grabbed by First National.

Luckily First National staged a game re-
covery. The United States enters the
war in April and it’s a good man who can
tell where this picture business will he in

a few months. Everybody is buying
Liberty Bonds. How many of yours
are still in the safe? The Admission
Tax is slapped on theaters but it will prob-
ably he repealed before 1918. Gold-
wyn, which started advertising in 1916,
finally makes its first release “Polly of the
Circus” in September, 1917. Most of
us are pretty sorry for Mark Dintenfass and
the Warner boys who are going to try and
make a picture out of Ambassador Gerard’s
“My Four Years in Germany.” Even
after its opening at the Knickerbocker the
film folk say it's nothing but a news reel,

but hoy what it did for First National on
release! — J. Stuart Blackton has left

Yitagraph and announces that he will pro-
duce for Paramount. What a lot of

“Important Announcements” in these sev-

enteen years never got any further than
the press story! A young lady named
Marion Davies has left the cast of “Oh Boy”
to try the pictures. Somehow or other
she survives that first, “Runaway Romany.”

— Edward McManus joins Paramount
and “Who is Number One?” is announced.

Just watch Paramount show them
how to handle serials! Later: “Num-
ber One” is both first and last.

Chaplin so busy filing suits against imi-

tators, reissues, and what nots that his

initial First National is still on the way.
Bill Brady gets a letter from Presi-

dent Wilson and the industry feels a lot

better about this war. If you are not
on some sort of war committee it's because
the letter carrier couldn’t find you.
The exhibitor convention in Chicago breaks
up in a riot and Charlie Pettijohn says he
will soon have the only real exhibitor or-

ganization.- “No politics!” is the slo-

gan. Still trying.

<< T? A. ROWLAND, of the Pitts-
‘ burgh Calcium Light and Film

Company is the way we first en-
counter Dick Rowland’s name in the

files of Moving Picture World. Then
we follow the growth of Rowland
and Clark; find the smiling Pitts-

burghian at the Metro helm when
that forerunner of feature distrib-

utors was launched— and now we
see him bring First National to the
close of its greatest year.

WHOMAS H. INCE isn’t on this

page because he releases many
of his productions through First
National, but because since the Kay
Bee days of 1913 he has been an
outstanding figure in picture mak-
ing— holding consistently to a poli-

cy, seeing distributors come and go,

but through it all maintaining the
Ince individuality and the mam-
moth Ince organization. “An Ince
Production

”

— that says a lot.



H ODKINSON published the ad. on the

right late in 1917 but it was 1918 be-
fore his new organization got under

way. The less said about Nineteen
Eighteen the better. Heatless Mon-
days, lightless nights, a drive for this and
a drive for that, and finally “The Flu.”

In October the producers decide to

shut up shop completely. Among the

major fatalities is General Film, which
breathes a silent prayer in memory of the

Patents Company and fades away.

—

The Rivoli Theater opens and now we
know Times Square is overseated. —
Every company is announcing in spread
heads that the jobs of men who go to war
will be there when they get back.
Principal difficulty on return was that

many of the companies had succumbed be-

fore the soldiers. Hearst finally set-

tles his news weekly worries. Starting with
Selig, then shifting to Vitagraph, followed
by Pathe, he at last merges with Universal.

“And they lived happily ever after.”

Hiram Abrams and Benjamin Schul-
berg resign from Paramount to start in

business for themselves. They have
a bright future. Enrico Caruso be-
comes a screen star. We are getting
more important every year. A head-
ing says, “Five-eent Houses Passing in
Portland.” A lingering death.
Frank Hall is going to show us how to dis-

tribute efficiently. Later: “Jake”
Ruppert decides to stick to baseball.
A press agent story says, “Marguerite Clark
is fortunate in having in her support
Thomas Meighan, who has been so success-
ful playing opposite feminine stars.”—
If you haven’t got a “Kaiser” title in your
list you are put of luck. United Pic-
ture Theaters is going to solve the exhib-
itor’s troubles. —— At so much per solu-
tion. —-——Cosh', how many cures of all

evils we have
,
encountered in this search

through the files. : Sam Rothafel re-

signs as President of First National.-——

—

Got tired writing indorsements of Petrova
pictures.

<JAMUEL GOLDWYN — not now
connected with Goldivyn Pic-

tures Corporation, the lawyers tell

us to add—dreamed a dream while
selling gloves, brought Jesse Lasky
around to his idea in 1915, and see
what he has done since. Prominent
in the developments that changed
Paramount to Famous Players-
Lasky, he later organized his own
company, and now is found an in-

dependent producer of vision and
courage.

W W. HODKINSON— lone-
* handed fighter for a princi-

ple all his film life. First, ivay back
in 1912 he told exhibitors in San
Francisco that they could charge a
dime and proved it; then he told

Adolph Zukor that no distributor
should be producer-controlled and
left the Paramount organization
which he had founded to prove it

by starting one entirely his own.
“Down to the Sea in Ships” ivas a
bit of concrete evidence.
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44 rlPHE lunatics have taken charge of

the asylum,” declared a very
prominent film man when the first

news story appeared concerning the “Big
Four.” And, gosh, how we laughed!— But that’s a long, long time ago; and
a lot of contracts have passed over Niagara
since those words were spoken. In-

cidentally, isn’t that a neat piece of copy
Paul Lazarus has on our left? Won-
der what’s become of that well known film

man William Gibbs McAdoo? Nine-

teen Nineteen gave us United Artists hut
aside from that there are a number of

things we would like to forget. Real-

art.— F’rexample. And we would
not dare mention to Sam Rothafel the fa-

mous “Rothafel Unit Program.”
Standing head in every issue for seventeen

y ars: “Albany Reports Many New Incor-

porations.” Where do they all go to ?

E. A. Eschmann, Minneapolis World
Film Manager, gets a watch-fob on retiring

from the Film Board presidency. In

December, 1923, he receives a wrist watch
from the Pathe salesmen. How’s he

going to use them both? Good at col-

lecting everything but golf cups. The
Capitol Theater opens on Broadway.
They’ll starve to death; there isn’t room
enough for one thing, and it’s too far up-

town^ for another. A startling exam-
ple of production waste is “The Miracle

Man,” on which months have been spent

and over a hundred thousand dollars ex-

pended. This production extrava-

gance MUST stop. Zukor acquires

Mary Miles Minter and W. W. Irwin.

Judging from The World advertising pages

it’s pretty hard to decide whether to buy

Triangle or World Film stock. And
in case of a tie there’s National Theaters.

Sales managers will never forget the

rental boosts that this year brought.

And a lot of exhibitors are wishing they had

sold out while sitting on top of the world.

ZJIRAM ABRAMS sold newspa-
1

1

pers in Portland, Maine; sold

films in Boston; sold service as
President of Paramount and then
capped it all by selling master-
pieces for unheard of grosses as

head of United Artists. Hi Abrams
is the epitome of selling genius, as

Doug and Mary will attest, and an
executive ivhose organization swears
by him through thick and thin.

IfiROM almost the first issue of
” Moving Picture World we find

feorge Kleine a consistent adver-

iser and equally consistently a

actor of importance. In the early

lays George Kleine stood supreme
is an importer and it may tvell be

aid that his “Quo Vadis” inspired

American creators to feature work.

Recently he has returned from, semi-

etirement to Ritz-Carlton Pictures.



P
ERHAPS, as an historian, we should
make no comments as to the copy on
our right, but to tell the truth this is

the 986th time that we have encountered

a “new era” in the industry since Volume
One, Number One. Associated Ex-

hibitors started out to sell franchises and
sub-franchises but First National had
beaten them to it early in the year with

the slogan: “There’ll Be a Franchise Every-
where.” Nothing lost, though, for

when Arthur Kane took hold later he found
dividends in straight picture selling.

Ought to be “extra dividends” this year
with Jack Woody also on the job.

Nineteen Twenty saw the taking over of

Metro by Marcus Loew. Before “The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” came
along Marcus had almost reached the opin-

ion that picture production had “taken”
him. A two page ad. from Carl
Laemmle is headed “Notice to Crooked
Producers.” Carl then goes on to pan
the crooks whp are trying to steal Erich
Von Stroheim, who has just made “Blind
Husbands.” Christie Comedies quit

the state rights field to link up with Educa-
tional. -First chapter in a happy story.

Producer-owned theaters is the topic

of the year. Goldwyn has a hum-
dinger ad. saying, “We won’t buy theaters
unless we have to, but if we HAVE to, look
out.” Soon afterwards Godsol buys
into The Capitol. Cecil DeMille’s
“Why Change Your Wife?” starts a new
title cycle. It has been interesting to

watch how the titles run in cycles over these
seventeen years. And it’s a rash man
who would bet money that any particular
title has not been used before.- The
Holiday Number in Nineteen Twenty finds
the distributors trying to out-boast each
other regarding the NUMBER of features
they will release next year. Times do
change.

i

J^RTHUR KANE, quiet and un-
assuming, just sits in the back-

ground and makes certain that the
dividends are earned and paid.
From Eclectic — a Rathe off-shoot
for features in the early days—
Arthur Kane later held the reins
on the Selznick organization when
that company enjoyed its most suc-
cessful years — and they WERE
successful. After Realart Mr. Kane
took up personal work that led to

his post as Associated Exhibitors
chief.

OOMEONE once called J. D. Wil-
Hams a “practical dreamer” and

ice guess that sums it up. We re-

member his dreams of bigger and
better theaters that could control

their own sources of product and
saw the fruition in the organization
of First National. After carrying
that company through the storms
and past the rocks he has in this

year of 1923 embarked on his oivn

with Ritz-Carlton and further
“practical dreams” in the offing.
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W E’D have to drop the Warner Broth-
ers in on every page of this “page-
a-vear” record if we tried to do jus-

tice to their multitudinous picture activi-

ties, hut we have compromised with history.

In the background on the left is a

Warner ad. of the Nineteen Thirteen vint-

age, when the hoys were two-fisted fighting

Independents. Every other issue of

The World in those days found the Warn-
ers announcing the opening of a new ex-

change. Finally they had to repro-

duce a map to list them all. Over-
lapping the earlier advertisement is the

one that started the latter day Warner
climh. Remember the surprise “Why
Girls Leave Home?” handed all the wise
folk? Nineteen Twenty-One saw the

worst of the post-war decline. Wasn’t
that a tough year on the fellows trying to

get Nineteen Twenty quotas? The
Arbuckle ease didn’t help, either. W.
W. Hodkinson finally decides that the way
to get a thing done is to do it yourself so

he opens his own exchange system.

R. A. Rowland resigns from Metro.

-

The interview says, “The only reason I have

for leaving Metro is because of a desire to

get into business for myself.” Whad-
ayoumean? In July, 1921, Jesse Laskv

declares, “Abnormal salaries, needless

waste, ‘banker’s hours’ must come to an

abrupt end.” The Long Island studios

are closed down indefinitely as a means to

the end. Write your own ticket.

If it hadn’t been for William Fox and “Over

the Hill” the vear could just as well have

been lifted off the calendar. How did

they ever make up a list of “Ten Rest Pic-

tures” that year?— Exhibitors Conven-

tion in Cleveland Results in Another Split.

— Keep that head in type.

TTTE have two of the Warner
’ Brothers here— if we tried to

run them all we'd need the page.
But in Cleveland once we met one

of the siveetest mothers that the

Creator ever blessed—and we know
the reason why it has always been
“The Warner Brothers— One for
All and All for .

One." Harry
Warner is the brother who is pre-

sented on the left.

TJfTARNER Brothers have done
’

' many big things in the picture

industry— but it remained for 1923

to find them accomplishing a feat

that had been attempted without
success by practically all of our
leading lights. Enlisting David
Belasco in picture production was
a fitting climax to a career that is

unbreakably entwined with screen

history. A. Warner on our right.



F B. O., which made its first appear-
ance with the advertisement on our

* right, is descended from one of our
motion picture Mayflower families. —
From Mutual to Exhibitors Mutual, then
Robertson-Cole and finally F. B. O.

Growing younger every year. Nine-

teen TWenty-Two sees the entry of Will
Hays into the business and the discovery

of those words “Confidence and Co-opera-
tion.” Preferred Pictures is estab-

lished, with Ben Schulberg, Jack Bach-
mann and A1 Lichtiman holding the reins.

And in all the years we have covered
there hasn’t been an infant organization

that started out with such a high level of

quality in its product. That has been
an interesting phase of this seventeen-year
survey, to notice how practically every or-

ganization got off on the left foot as far as

product went. Preferred is the ex-

ception. R. A. Rowland joins First

National. Many months and dozens
of pencils used up trying to merge Gold-
wyn and First National. It’s all off.

Godsol buys “Ben Hur” rights for

a reported million. Back in 1911

Kalem made it in three reels, with the

assistance of Paine’s Fireworks display.

—Didn’t bother to ask anybody’s per-

mission so the picture never saw release.

First National enters production.
That’s another lesson of this history

:

In the end you have to do it yourself,
whether it be exchanges or pictures.
Zukor is unloading the theaters that were
causing all the talk in 1921. What a
lot of trade paper space could have been
saved through the years if we could always
see twelve months ahead. Think we’ll

edit in the future With the files at our right
hand, for Moving Picture World is: “Yester-
day, Today, Forever.”

JJACK of the remarkable strides
taken by F. B. 0. in the past

year is a go-getter sales, advertis-
ing and exploitation policy that
stands alone. It is in no small part
due to the fact that Jos. Schniizer
climbed from the firing line — film
selling. Joe was sales manager
of Universal before embarking on
Equity Pictures, later to take the
helm at F. B. 0.

rPURN the pages of Moving Pic-
ture World for seventeen years

and you find the name of Nicholas
Power alivays present. So it would
not be fair to complete even a sur-
face-scratching of film history with-
out presenting Edward Earl, who,
for close on to ten years now, has
sat in the post of authority for this

company. Mr. Earl came from the
banking field to enter our midst.
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Foundedin F)OJby %J, P. Chalmers

Pride
Out of every great industry there has grown an organ that is flesh of that industry’s

flesh, soul of its soul.

Suffering as that industry suffers; prospering as its individuals prosper. Sharing the

joys and tribulations, the progress and the set-backs, the conquests and the defeats

of its industry. But, always, SHARING.

Living with its industry, but never on it; sometimes leading to the hazardous paths of

ambition; never following along the highway of expediency; meeting Today’s prob-

lems squarely, never compromising with Tomorrow for Today’s unmerited gain.

An organ whose Memory encompasses the first yesterday, whose Vision is directed

to the far horizon.
* * *

These thoughts come to mind as we complete the preparation of this year’s holiday

feature: “Seventeen Years of Picture History as Seen Through the Pages of Moving

Picture World.”

Pardon us the gesture of pride.

We are making it as an individual, speaking of a third party. For our own humble

person shrinks to insignificance in the structure that is Moving Picture World.

H'

Its beginnings deep-rooted in the industry’s struggle for independence, Moving Picture

World can face its seventeen-year story without an apology.

Mistakes have been made, it is true. Because Moving Picture World is as fallible as it

is human. And it will ever be written that sincere courage errs while expediency tem-

porizes.

Realizing always that the ultimate good of ANY branch of this industry is irrevocably

bound up in the continuous well-being of ALL branches—Moving Picture World has

at times disagreed with individuals, but never with conscience.

And if there be a page to list the honest mistakes—what glorious chapters record the

achievements. To exhibitors, producers, distributors, may be left the testimony of aid

rendered individuals, of contributions made to an industry’s forward' strides.

* * *

I am proud to be a part of Moving Picture World; to be a part of that which is part

and parcel of the motion picture industry.

I am proud to be the mouthpiece chosen by the moment to renew Moving Picture

World’s pledge of unswerving service to its industry.

Drinking the wine of Golden Memories we pledge that Nineteen Twenty-Four will

not dim a record that bears no touch of tarnish.
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John Flinn and Paul Mooney share

the Personality news of the week.
Both have acquired the “first of the

year’’ urge and have decided to turn

over new pages.

It's something of a shock to hear

that John Flinn is resigning from
Famous Players-Lasky. It seemed an

inseparable combination. John holds

an almost unique record of continu-

ous service in important capacity with
one organization. It must have been
back in 1915 or so that the New York
Herald lost him to Lasky; John later

figuring as one of the assets in the

Lasky-Famous-Paramount mergers.

John Flinn is taking up important
executive work after the first of the

year with—but, hold on, it isn’t ready
for announcement yet. But just as

John’s post is important you may
count on it that the organization he
joins is also, and will be more so,

through his acquisition.

The ever-smiling Paul Mooney, who
has been getting the money for Louis
B. Mayer and making both exhibitors

and distributor sales managers like it,

is also “taking up important executive
work with a prominent picture com-
pany.” More anon.

If we were addicted to rumors we
might mention Hodkinson prominently
in this week’s gossip, but .

One of Bill Johnston’s exhibitor

readers has at last written a letter to

his Congressman. That will help, Bill.

Among the Christmas wishes that

have come to our attention:

Jerome Beatty says if his youngsters
don’t get snow for Christmas he may
get sore enough to pack up and go
back to California. This summer-like
weather is no way to treat a loyal

native son who has returned to the

Eastern fold.

Harry Schwalbe says that about six

“Ponjolas” and “Flaming Youths” next
year will make the dollars and cents
department of First National believe

fully in Santa Claus.

Harry used to be able to smile even
in the days when it was all going out
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to Chaplin and Joe Schenck and a little

less coming in. You can imagine his

jovial appearance as 1924 nears.

A1 Lichtman is thinking of petition-

ing Santa or Uncle Sam to make a

$1.65 coin. Great help to the exhib-

itors who are going to play “The
Hunchback.”

That stuff about cutting production

cost is all off. The Southern California

Jockey Club is going to hold a meeting

near Los Angeles early in the year.

Applications for bookmaking posts will

be filled in the order of receipt—up
to the first hundred thousand.

Mark Kellogg has been appointed to

the advertising and publicity post at

Associated First National, succeeding

Bob Dexter.

Brother Kellogg comes from the

general advertising field, having di-

rected the advertising work of the

Burroughs Adding Machine. Let us

say here that if the house organ, dealer

helps, and Satevepost copy of Bur-

roughs are any criterion, the picture

field has made an acquisition.

That goes double. We have it that

Mr. Kellogg is also a “reg’lar feller.”

On the authority of Bob Dexter. There

isn’t any better.

Howard Dietz has a Christmas wish.

“Hurry along that ‘Ben Hur’,” he says.

“I want to show ’em something.”

C. A. “Doc” Willat was a recent vis-

itor to the office to tell us about the

Manager of Advertising: James A. Milligan.

Manager of Circulation: Dennis J. Shea.

Subscription price i United States and its

possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $3.00 a year;
Canada, $3.50; foreign countries (postpaid),

$10.00 a year. Copyright, 1923, Chalmers
Publishing Co. Copyright throughout Great
Britain and Colonies under the provisions of

the Copyright Act of 1911. (All rights re-

served.)

Other publications: Cine Mundial (Span-
ish). Technical books.

glories of Technicolor. The color se-

quence in “The Ten Commandments”
tells it all in emphatic fashion.

Famous must feel the same way.
Going to make a Zane Grey special

entirely in Technicolor.

Rumors also that Famous is looking

closely into the DeForrest talking pic-

tures.

Everybody is seeking something be-

sides million dollar sets to make ’em

sit up next year. A good sign.

March 29th has been set as the date

for the next “Naked Truth” dinner.

A. M. Botsford will once more be

chairman, a reward for efficient ser-

vice.

Nat Rothstein has the habit of speed

and zip so pronouncedly that he came
across last week with his beautiful

Holiday Greeting card. “The Mail

Man” brought it.

A poor trade paper person can hardly

get time to work these days with all

the rumors that are afloat. Resigna-

tions here, acquisitions there—the pot

a-boiling merrily. Watch for a lot of

short and crisp items after the first of

the year.

The boys are not running true to

form, however. Going over The World
files the other day, we found that

ninety-nine out of every hundred men
who resigned in the picture business

did so because : “I have long contem-

plated going into business for myself,

and now feel that the time is ripe for

this departure,” etc., etc.

Quite a number of our best known
picture people are hanging their

Christmas stockings in the lobby of

Doc Gianinni’s bank.

Our own Christmas wish

:

May all your pictures be “Covered

Wagons.” Whether you make ’em,

show ’em, talk about ’em, or sell ’em.

R. E. W.
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“On with the Music Fight”

Ohio Exhibitors Tell Mills
- - - —

S
AM BULLOCK, field representative of

the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, addresses the

following open letter to E. C. Mills,

chairman, Advisory Board, American Society

of Authors, Composers and Publishers :

You are quoted in trade papers of this

date as saying that the conferences in-

augurated at Atlantic City between your

society and the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America are now at an end. This

is the first public intimation Ohio exhibitors

have received that the “armistice” you

officially asked for at Atlantic City is now
declared off. As one who questioned you at

some length at Atlantic City, after hearing

your statement that you had full authority

to act, it does not surprise me to learn of

your decision as quoted in the trade papers.

Your agent at Cleveland has absolutely

ignored your officially requested armistice

of August 9, and from the moment I in-

formed him of our “gentlemen’s agreement,”

immediately upon my arrival from Atlantic

City, he loaded the mails with even more

insistent demands for so-called “liquidated

damages” and returned many license fee

checks to our members whom I had advised

to pay the license and escape court action

under the conditions you suggested when
pleading for the armistice before the men
who hesitated to give you an audience, but

were afterwards impressed by your apparent

sincerity.

We know we have a few members, though

the number is negligible, who did not under-

stand the joint notice sent out by your

society and the M. P. T. O. of America, but

we soon had each properly informed in

Ohio. —

On the contrary your Cleveland agent,

while ignoring your armistice entirely at all

times to my face, was writing your general

manager, Mr. Rosenthal, beseeching him to

“abrogate that Atlantic City agreement at

once!” I now have the evidence. He played

this game from August 13 to October 17,

Film Is Started

Emory Johnson and his com-
pany, featuring Mary Carr and
Johnnie Walker, have been busy
for several days at Santa Barbara,

California, shooting exterior

scenes for the next Johnson pro-

duction for F. B. O.

Members of the company
motored to Santa Barbara last

Sunday and made arrangements
to stay a week. Mr. Johnson was
accompanied by his talented

mother, Emilie Johnson, who will

assist her son in filming the pro-

duction.

The title and theme of the

Johnson picture are being tem-
porarily withheld.

while gathering-in so-called “liquidated

damages” despite his New York employers’
orders, issued by you. His “damages,” plus

license fee, are seldom less than $100, a “fine”

imposed by him! He persistently denied
knowing anything of you or your authority

while pleading by mail, “Please abrogate
that agreement !” In spite of a partial

knowledge of this on our part we kept the

faith with your society in Ohio.

Your trade-paper statement is misleading,

for while we did correct and control our few
uninformed members in Ohio you failed

miserably to control your one employe in

Cleveland and, incidentally, the same in Cin-

cinnati, though he has acted a little decently

in comparison.

Your announced intention to pursue a

more vigorous campaign than ever is wel-

comed by Buckeye exhibitors. Your quoted
statement that “$125,000 in fines has been
collected from 500 exhibitors” is all we
needed to stiffen the backbones of Buckeye
fighters. You will need every dollar of that

for Ohio will never compromise.
Off with armistice! On with the fight!

Opens New Exchange
Edward Grossman, former special repre-

sentative for Preferred Pictures, has opened
an Exchange in Chicago at 808 S. Wabash
Ave. called the Epic Film Attractions.

His first release is the Weiss Bros.’ Super
production “After Six Days” and will also

distribute their series of one-reel classics.

C AN much of the high cost of produc-
ing pictures be eliminated by “shoot-

ing the piece” on paper and selling

exhibitors on a given story plot before the

first set is built or the camera turned for

the first “take?”

William Dudley Pelley believes that it

can and is backing his belief with American
dollars. During the past two years Pelley

has been selling his screen dramas at the

rate of one every three weeks by a novel

sales system. With the original intention

of bidding for quick decisions from read-

ing staffs, he not only placed the whole
synopsis of a play he was offering for sale

in a small, handy circular, but went some-
what into cost of production, theme, cast

and audience appeal. As a result, his sys-

tem not only brought handsome returns, it

is said, but warrants him in going a step

further in 1924.

Installing a complete printing plant in

New York City with linotypes and two-

color presses, on January 1 he is starting

an art and exploitation department.

William A. Pause, the film artist, former-

ly of the Paramount and Goldwyn organiza-

tions, will give all his time to Pelley pro-

ductions after the first of the year. Charles

E. Wagner, formerly of Pathe, will edit

Hodkinson Seeks

Exhibitor Advice

Since exhibitors are probably in

a position to know better than
anyone else what kind of pictures

the public wants, the W. W. Hod-
kinson Corporation is seeking
their advice as to the type of

“western” they desire to see

Harry Carey appear in. The
popular star has been signed up to

make a series of six pictures for

Hodkinson release and a question-
naire is being sent to ten thousand
exhibitors throughout the country
in order that they may give their

impression of the public taste.

They are asked to signify their

choice of the character of the star,

the location of the setting and the
chief interest of the story.

“The Night Hawk,” the first

picture in the Harry Carey series,

has been completed. Hunt Strom-
berg produced it.

Pictures Made Hits
Associated Exhibitors scored heavily in

Cincinnati during the week of December 10

with first runs in two of the leading theatres

of the city. Douglas MacLean in “Going
Up” was the feature at the Strand, while

“The Destroying Angel,” one of Leah Baird’s

1923 Specials, was the offering at the

Palace.

press books to be issued as each play is

offered producers, and also take charge of a

weekly newspaper, “The Screen Showman,”
which will be a house organ sent to exhib-

itors who play Pelley’s dramas giving them
the smartest dope obtainable on how to

make Pelley dramas box-office successes.

Several other professional exploitation men
from other organizations are also going

with Pelley after January 1.

Pelley says he intends to “play the pro-

ducers and exhibitors game” to the utmost

of his ability and demonstrate in his elaborae

press-books and circularizations how Pelley

stories hold exploitation values they can-

not afford to ignore.

At the present time Bill Pelley has five

screen dramas in course of production to

be released shortly in addition to “The Fog,”

“Her Fatal Millions” and “The Shock,” all

of which are now going big. The five in-

clude: Tom Mix in “Ladies to Board” by
Fox; “Courtin’ Calamity” with Hoot Gib-

son by Universal; “Torment” with Owen
Moore directed by Maurice Tourneur for

First National; “Crimes Against Criminals”

for the U. S. Department of Justice, and

“What Women Love” to be made by Rich-

ard Thomas Productions in the Po%vers

Studio on the Coast.

Avoid Post Mortems, Says Pelley
by Having Exhibitor Viewpoint
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Latin-Americans Wideawake;
Know and Want Best Pictures

C. B. C. Picture Debut

“Forgive and Forget” Well Received

at Premiere in Philadelphia

“Forgive and Forget,” the C. B. C. Film

Sales Corporation production, had its

premiere at the Stanley Company’s Karlton

Theatre in Philadelphia, last week.

The Public Ledger said : “It has many
gripping scenes which appeal to lovers of

pictures.” The Evening Ledger said: “For
those who crave excitement there is plenty

in ‘Forgive and Forget’ to keep them in

suspense.” The Inquirer stated: “A story

that could be told about many present-day

homes. It is a picture that is replete with

action.”

The Record said: “Pauline Garon and
Estelle Taylor are pleasant to look at and
act as though humor and tragedy cause some
animation.” The North American said

:

‘“Forgive and Forget’ should please. It is

well acted.”

M ARCUS LOEW, in announcing that

Metro Pictures Corporation will re-

lease “The White Sister,” the Inspira-

tion picture produced by Henry King, states

that the film will be given to exhibitors at

once, in order that they may benefit from
the national publicity gained for “The
White Sister.”

“In immediately releasing ‘The White
Sister’ to exhibitors everywhere, Metro feels

that it has accomplished a coup that will

be eagerly welcomed by the trade,” said Mr.
Loew. “I consider this the most beautiful
production ever made. Miss Lillian Gish
gives one of the most remarkable perfor-
mances I have seen—undoubtedly the
finest of her career—and I have the deepest
admiration for Henry King’s directorial

genius and for Mr. Charles H. Duell, Jr.,

whose vision made ‘The White Sister’ pos-
sible. I know that the picture will be a big
money-maker for exhibitors. It has proven

T HAT the public in the Latin-American
countries appreciates and demands
good motion pictures is the report

brought to New York by Max Ehrenreich,

who has just returned from Buenos Aires,

where he acted as general sales representa-

tive in South American for United Artists.

Mr. Ehrenreich said he found South
Americans thoroughly acquainted with Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fair-

banks and D. W. Griffith. These stars are

just as well known in the small, interior

towns of the Latin-American countries as

they are in every village and hamlet in the

United States, he said.

“The South American public know who

that by its great success at advanced ad-

mission prices.”

Charles H. Duell, Jr., president of Inspira-

tion Pictures, Inc., in commenting on Metro’s
distribution of “The White Sister,” declared

that the contract signed with Metro “comes
as the culmination of two years of continued
labor on the photoplay.”

“We recall,” Mr. Duell said, “how a little

group of forward looking men and women
began planning the creation of a photoplay
which would not only entertain but would
elevate. Almost two years ago they instituted

a search for a story, a star and a director,

to be combined in a film that would embody
perfection in acting, beautiful settings, and
powerful drama.
“They chose ‘The White Sister,’ F. Marion

Crawford’s immortal story of eternal love,

and they selected as the star Miss Lillian

Gish, the screen’s greatest artiste because of

her ability to portray a role demanding abso-
lute mastery of the art of photoplay acting.”

these picture stars are,” said Mr. Ehrenreich,
“just as well as our own public here. Their
pictures are known and appreciated for just
what they—the biggest pictures made. ‘Tess
of the Storm Country,’ ‘Douglas Fairbanks
in Robin Hood’ and ‘One Exciting Night’ are
the pictures that are all the rage now
throughout the South American states. And
these releases are all popular, whether they
be shown in the larger coast cities or the
smaller interior towns.

“I found the Latin-American generally an
exceptionally well educated people. They
know good pictures and demand the best and
are not satisfied unless they have the best.

They are quick to note defects in the ordi-
nary picture and equally quick to see and
appreciate the better qualties in such pic-

tures as United Artists productions.
“Exhibitors I came in contact with, and

there were many in all sorts of cities and
towns, are almost without exception men of
high calibre. They are shrewd, intelligent

buyers of film, study the wants and the needs
of their patrons and make every reasonable
effort to cater to those demands. They have
good theatres and keep them clean and
well ventilated, and seem all the time to have
the comfort of their public well in mind.
“When a salesman sells a picture to the

Latin-American exhibitor and the contract is

signed, the salesman can rest assured that
the contract is going to be lived up to in

every particular, and that he will be given a
play-date without trouble.

“Another thing I found in connection with
the theatres is that many of the larger and
better class houses have a removable roof
arrangement, so that on pleasant evenings
they become airdomes, and the public sits

comfortably out-of-doors and sees the pic-

ture. The musical program is another thing
that gets a good deal of attention. Latin-
Americans all love good music, and exhib-
itors go the limit in catering to this taste

and satisfying this demand. In all the larger
houses there are big and well-trained, well-

conducted orchestras—orchestras that would
be perfectly at home in almost any Broad-
way theatre.”

Shipman in Florida
Ernest Shipman, head of Ernest Shipman,

Inc., is having a good time down in Florida.

Incidentally, according to a note reaching
the office, Mr. Shipman apparently has very
little more to view in the land of the foun-
tain of youth. In a single day he drove 475
miles, during the course of which he made
quite a few speeches and was tendered royal
receptions.

HetJlotjUan

$ut gfeunber
Guests of honor and others at a dinner given at Buenos Aires in honor of Max
Ehrenreich, South American Sales Representative for United Artists Corporation, when
Mr. Ehrenreich left the Argentine Capital recently to spend Christmas at his New

York home. Mr. Ehrenreich is seen at the head of the table

“The White Sister” Soon to be

Released Nationally by Metro
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The Public’s Voice Demands
Diversified Entertainment

By E. W. HAMMONS
President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

T HE end of the year is, and should

naturally be, a time for predictions

on the coming year, and for a review

of the year just drawing to a close. Prob-

ably no year in the history of the business

has been so significant as 1923. In it pro-

duction reached a peak never before gained;

the reaction from this over-production

came with the subsequent curtailment of

activities, and finally the settling down to a

safe and saner basis. The new year will

profit by the mistake of the old. There-
fore, it is safe to predict saner production

schedules, saner marketing methods and
greater prosperity for all.

The short subject, on which the industry

was founded, and which for a time has been
slighted because of the deluge of over-long

features, will undoubtedly again assert itself

as an indispensable part of the program.
Features of eight, nine and ten thousand
feet and upward crowded the short subject

from the screens in many theatres; the re-

action will be as-certain and as emphatic

as that which fallowed over-production.

The public has voiced its objections to

the lengthy “padded” pictures which pre-

vent the presentation of a diversified pro-

gram of high entertainment value. The
public has spoken and its voice has been
heard. How it will be heeded, the coming
year will bring forth.

But it will be heeded if the exhibitor adds
his voice and weight to the demand that

features be curtailed to a length that will

allow him to build a program of real enter-

tainment—a program composed of a feature

and surrounded with a variety of short sub-

jects, a program that lends individuality to

T HE November Sales Drive conducted

by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

through its branch exchanges for No-

vember, came to a close in a blaze of glory.

The drive is being continued throughout De-

cember, with every branch sales manager

and individual salesman keyed to the high-

est pitch, in the race to compete for the

substantial cash prizes that are being

warded.
Ben Weisenbach, who covers southern

HetJ^otjUan
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the theatre and gives the owner or manager
an opportunity to show his program build-

ing and showmanship abilities, the qualities

which made the largest theatres in the coun-
try possible and enabled them to hold their

patronage because of the diversity of their

programs.
The diversified program is the con-

structive way to build a picture theatre into

an institution that will enjoy constant at-

tendance and constant prosperity. The pic-

ture house cannot be compared with the

legitimate theatre, where the house is rented
on a guaranteed so-much-per-week basis,

the owners taking their profit from the

rental from the property rather than from
the profits of the show; the picture theatre
must make its profits from its steady, con-
tinuous patronage, built up and held by the

presentation of well balanced, diversified,

entertaining programs which make the the-

atre an institution rather than the tempor-
ary abode of some over-length feature

which constitutes an entire program. When
the picture house reaches this ideal state,

when it has become an institution, recog-
nized in the community as the home of

diversified entertainment, the business of

exhibiting pictures will be stabilized; the

gamble will be removed and steady prosper-

ity will be the reward of the exhibitor.

But this ideal state will not come without
pressure from the exhibitor. Emphatic pro-

test to the makers of the over-long, padded
features alone will bring it about. And I

predict that the coming year will not close

without the exhibitor realizing and employ-
ing this method of bringing about the solu-

tion of a condition that now menaces his

future existence and his prosperity.

Wisconsin out of the Chicago branch office,

and S. W. Whitehead, of the Los Angeles
branch, were the largest individual prize

winners, each running first in total volume
of business and in the number of features

sold. Each has received a check for his

efforts. Mrs. Anna Sessions, branch sales

manager for New Orleans and Atlanta, car-

ried away the honors in her division, both
in volume of business and in branch ex-

change collections, while Irving Hanover, of

the New York exchange, stood first in the

total amount of business for the eastern di-

vision.

Philadelphia won first honors for the

branch exchange with greatest collections

in the eastern division ; Chicago won the

record for the central division, Los Angeles
for the western division and New Orleans
the southern division.

Cash prizes totaling $3,000 were distributed

for the month, and there will be a similar

distribution for the best business collections

for December.

JANE STARR
in King Baggot’s new picture for Univer-
sal, “The Whispered Name,” has a part
well adapted for her auburn type of

beauty

Cobb After “Cribbers”

N. Y. Chieftain Corralling Unauthor-
ized Films with “Lifted” Numbers
According to George H. Cobb, chairman of

the New York State Motion Picture Com-
mission, the exhibitors of that state are liv-

ing up to the censorship law, and with but
few exceptions no attempts are being made
these days to evade its provisions. Chair-
man Cobb had a conference during the past
week with Governor Alfred E. Smith. Ac-
cording to Mr. Cobb, a drive is now being
made in New \ork city against some foreign
motion picture film producers.
“We have already obtained several con-

victions in cases of this character,” said Mr.
Cobb. “The pictures exhibited have never
been authorized and in many cases the num-
bers of other licensed film have been stolen
from pictures not being used at the present
time. The state not only loses money
through such transactions, but many pic-
tures are being shown which would never
have been permitted had they been inspected
by the Commission.

New Distribution Deal

Grand-Ascher’s “By Divine Right” to
Go Through F. B. O.

The Film Booking Offices announce that
it will handle the distribution of “By Divine
Right,” the first production made by the
Grand-Ascher organization starring Elliott
Dexter and Marion Harris.
The production was made at the Grand-

Ascher studios in Hollywood under the di-
rection of \\ illiam Neal and carries an all-
star supporting cast including De Witt C.
Jennings, Anders Randolf, Grace Carlisle,
Sidney Bracey, Hazel Deane and baby
Jeanne Carpenter. The story has been
adapted to the screen by Florence#Hein from
Adam Hull Shirk’s novel, “The Way Men
Love.”

“By Divine Right” offers, it is said, manv
unusual exploitation possibilities which Nat
G. Rothstein and his staff are now work-

Hodkinson November Drive Set

High Record in Total Sales
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Completion of Big New Plant

Technicolor’s 1924 Gift

RAPIDLY expanding because of its

achievement of practical motion pic-

tures in natural color, the Technicolor

Motion Picture Corporation has just opened

a new, large laboratory in Boston. The new

building is a solid monument to the success

of those men who for years have concen-

trated intensely on the perfection of the

process. The structure is the last word in

laboratory efficiency, embodying all of the

good points of the best equipped “black-

and white” laboratories together with those

technical features peculiar to Technicolor

.alone.

Proof that motion pictures in natural

color are practical for general release was
forthcoming late last year, when Metro re-

leased the Technicolor production, “The Toll

of the Sea.” This feature already has

played more than 4,000 theatres, and at a

convention of Metro managers this Summer
the general report was that not one of the

4,000-odd exhibitors who had played it had
an adverse criticism of the Technicolor

process as embodied in “The Toll of the

Sea.”

Further indications of the practicability

of Technicolor are the facts that Famous
Players-Lasky have contracted for an entire

production in color—a picturization of Zane
Grey’s story, “The Wanderer of the Waste-
lands”; Rex Ingram also has expressed a

desire to do pictures in Technicolor, accord-

ing to their announcement, and Cecil De
Mille thinks so much of it that an impor-

tant sequence in “The Ten Commandments”
is in Technicolor.

The Technicolor development was origi-

nally financed by a syndicate of Boston men
headed by William H. Coolidge, well known
for his financial leadership of various large

and successful enterprises.

In 1920, William Travers Jerome, former
District Attorney of New York, began to

take an increasingly active interest in the

development. Soon thereafter Marcus
Loew, Nicholas Schenck and Joseph Schenck
became associated with the enterprise.

Today the company is controlled by Mr.
Jerome and his associates, through a hold-

ing company—Technicolor, Inc., the Board
of Directors of which consists of Eversley

Childs, President Bon Ami Company, Pres-

ident; William Hamlin Childs, Loew’s, Inc.;

James C. Colgate, of James B. Colgate &
Co., Trustee of N. Y. Trust Co.; William H.

Coolidge, of Coolidge & Hight, lawyers

;

Job E. Hedges, Receiver of N. Y. Railways

Co.; Alfred Erickson, President, the Erick-

son Co.; Alfred Fritzsche, Gen. Sales Man-
ager, the Grinnell Co., Inc.; William Trav-
ers Jerome; Herbert T. Kalmus, President

Kalmus, Comstock & Westcott, Inc.; Mar-
cus Loew; T. Pulsifer, Valentine & Co.;

Nicholas Schenck and Thomas W. Slocum,

Trustee, Equitable Life Assurance Society.

The early history of Technicolor ran par-

allel to that of other great developments.

The difficulties were enormous and were
not only along scientific but also engineer-

ing lines—practical and financial.

The Boston firm of engineers, Kalmus,
Comstock & Westcott, Inc., already well

known for their other developments in

chemical and physical industry, have from
the start been employed as engineers by the

Technicolor Company, and its process has

been entirely developed by them.
The senior members of this firm have

been the two principal leaders of the Tech-
nicolor development, namely, Herbert T.

Kalmus, Ph. D., and Daniel F. Comstock,
Ph. D., both formerly professors at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Through
Mr. Kalmus’ executive leadership the enter-

prise has avoided the many pitfalls into

which so many new developments have
fallen. Mr. Kalmus is now president of the

Technicolor Company. Mr. Comstock has

been the principal inventor and has directed

the scientific work from the start.

A. C. (“Doc”) Willat, well known in the

motion picture industry for many years, was
the first motion picture man to realize the

importance of the Technicolor development.
Mr. Willat had always made it a business

to keep in close touch with the various at-

tempts at color in motion picture photog-
raphy. He had studied all of the various

embryonic processes and as early as 1914

made the announcement that the Techni-
color system was the only one which
had commercial promise. He became asso-

ciated with the development about that time

and has been intimately involved with it

ever since. He is now the company’s Cali-

fornia manager.
In carrying out this long and difficult de-

velopment the following members of the

firm of Kalmus, Comstock and Wescott,
Inc., have rendered invaluable service:

Leonard T. Troland, Ph., D., graduate of

Institute of Technology and Harvard, and
President of the Optical Society of Amer-
ica; Eastman A. Weaver, graduate of the

Institute of Technology, and one of the

foremost color experts in the country; Jo-
seph A. Ball, graduate of the Institute of

Technology and now Director of Photog-
raphy; J. M. Andrews, “black-and-white”
cinematograph expert, now Technicolor

Positive Plant Manager, and W. B. West-
cott, mechanical engineer.

The present Technicolor process may be
briefly outlined as consisting of the follow-

ing steps :

(1) Preparation of a new, uniquely high-

speed color negative for use in the camera;
(2) Taking of two component pictures in

the camera, one through a red-orange-yel-

low screen and the other through a green-
blue screen. These pictures are taken at

exactly the same time from exactly the

same point of view.

(3) The preparation of a positive film hav-
ing one of these pictures on one side and
the other picture on the other side in ac-

curate automatic register.

(4) The coloring of this positive film with
a red-orange-yellow dye on one side and a„

green-blue dye on the other side in such a;

way that the dyes are taken up by the filr^

in proportion to density of the two images.

It will be noticed that the colors, red-

orange-yellow, include one whole half of

the spectrum, and the colors green-blue in-

clude practically all of the remainder.

To Finish Film Soon
Harold Lloyd plans to complete camera

work on his first independent production,

“The Girl Expert,” before the Christmas
holidays. “The Girl Expert” is being di-

rected by Fred Newmeyer and Sam Taylor
from an original story by Taylor, Ted Wilde
and Tim Whelan, with Tommy Gray now
assisting in the “gag” department.
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Elimination of Waste Must

i

Mark 1924 Producing Programs

\
\ T ITH the producing activities of 1924

f\/ must come the elimination of
* waste in the making of films if we

are to cut down the high production costs

which curtailed producing the past fall,” says

M. C. Levee, president of the United Studios

in Hollywood.

"Just what is and what is not waste in

motion picture producing is something that

can be argued until the end of all things. If

time and money are wasted in the literal

sense of the word, and through this apparent

waste a situation or an idea is made possible

that greatly helps to put over the picture,

then that is not a waste after all. What to

the hardened business man may at times

seem waste, may in reality be the source of

a great creation on the part of the artist.

"In a business where intangible factors

that go to make up the product are

necessary, such as in the making of motion

pictures, it is impossible to entirely eliminate

waste. In an enterprise where weather con-

ditions must be gambled with, where per-

sonalities play such an important part in the

quality of the product, and where artistic

creations become part of the selling values,

there will continue a certain amount of

waste.

"However, there are various physical fac-

tors that contribute to the success and pro-

duction costs of pictures. Any waste result-

Holiday Greetings

There has been and is an in-

creasing recognition, on the part

of those who make pictures and

those who show them, of the im-

portance of the film and the

screen in the everyday life of the

American people.

There has been and is an in-

creasing appreciation, on the peo-

ple’s part, of the finer type of

pictures which we are trying

whole-heartedly to produce and

display for them. Such genuine

efforts for service, with such en-

couragement, cannot fail of suc-

cess, with the accompanying re-

wards of success.

This is the record of 1923. 1924

must and shall bring still further

endeavor and still greater success.

To all those men and women of

the industry who are giving their

best in this great service, I extend

the fullest gratitude, with the

wish that their Christmas may be

a happy one, and the hope that

the New Year may bring to them
the amplest measure of attain-

ment and satisfaction.

WILL H. HAYS.

ing through the misjudgment or mishandling
of these physical properties is inexcusable.

"There is no reason why a company should

start shooting and then lay off for days while

the director plans other scenes. There is no
reason why a player should be placed on a

salary and then kept idle for weeks before

he starts actual work. Nor is there any
excuse for the building of sets at the

eleventh hour necessitating overtime work
on the part of hundreds of men—and then

having that set lay unused for days.

“In the production of Maurice Tourneur
pictures, for instance, the entire working
schedule is laid out before a single scene is

shot. Players start work When they go on

salary and stop with the conclusion of their

actual engagement. We can tell a week in

advance on what day certain sets will be

photographed and on what day location trips

will be made. This and other information

we have on hand before we start shooting a

scene just as a builder has his complete plans

figured out before he starts laying a founda-

tion.

“Producers adopting these methods are

eliminating waste as much as it can be

eliminated in this business. This, however,

requires facilities and organization which, as

far as the average independent producer is

concerned, are not always at his command.
A great many independent producers start

shooting before they know what the shoot-

ing is all about.

“The institution that has at its disposal the

services of an organization and the facilities

to handle the business end of producing for

the independent producer will save money
not only for the producer but for the dis-

tributor and the exhibitor as well, for they

all must share in the costs made at the

source.”

Famous Song Filmed

Carl Anderson’s First Release Is “After

The Ball”

Carl Anderson has announced his first

release for the Theatre Owners Distributing

Corporation, “After the Ball,” written by

Charles K. Harris and founded on his world-

famous ballad of a generation ago. James

Colwell prepared the scenario from the

Harris song hit, and Dallas Fitzgerald di-

rected the production.

“After the Ball” is the last picture pro-

duced by the late H. J. Reynolds, president

of the Renco Film Company. His other pic-

tures include a number of successes cur-

rent during the past two years. The lead-

ing parts in “After the Ball” are taken by

Gaston Glass, Miriam Cooper, Edna Murphy
and Robert Frazier.

It is doubtful if any popular song ever en-

joyed the long popularity accorded “After

the Ball.” It has been nearly thirty years

since J. Aldrich Libbey first sung it on the

concert stage, and although in that time

more than 8,000,000 copies have been sold,

the Harris office reports a steady demand
for it today.

M. C. LEVEE
President, United Studios

Films Aid Business

Government Finds They Enhance
America’s Reputation Abroad

Considerable work of value to the moving

picture industry was performed during the

fiscal year ended June 30, last, by the Spe-

cialties Division of the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, according to the

annual report of Director Klein, just made
public. One of the most important activities

of the division during the year was the send-

ing out of a questionnaire to a number of

the bureau’s foreign representatives, regard-

ing the character of American films shown
in various districts. This questionnaire, it is

stated in the report, was sent out because of

various rumors that some of the films exhib-

ited in foreign countries were injuring the

reputation of American business. To the

contrary, it was found, the great majority
of moving pictures have been important fac-

tors in stimulating American goods abroad.
During the year a statistical table was

compiled showing the number of picture the-

atres in various foreign countries, with fig-

ures as to seating capacity, population of

the towns and other details. This table was
of considerable value to producers and dis-

tributors, and during the coming year it is

planned to amplify much of the information
contained therein, as well as to obtain new
information which was not available at the
time the table was compiled.

Keaton Picks New Lead
Kathryn McGuire, who has been playing

leading roles in big productions, has been
selected by Buster Keaton to be his leading
lady in his next feature length Metro com-
edy for Metro. Miss McGuire has had a

thorough training in comedy values and also

in straight dramatic roles, both of which
she has been playing right along.

Retitle Carey Film
The title of the first Hunt Stromberg

stellar production, starring Harry Carey, ha<

been changed from “High Dawn" to “The

Night Hawk.” It will be released by Hod-
kinson in February.
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WATTERSON R. ROTHACKER
President, Rothacker Film Manufacturing

Company

District Heads Meet

F. B. O.’s Western District Sales Man-
agers “Talk Things Over”

District Sales Managers of the Film Book-
ing Offices, from the territories east of the

Rocky Mountains, held their first get-to-

gether meeting at the home office, last Sun-

day, at which plans were outlined for a

mammoth sales and advertising campaign
on F. B. O.’s forthcoming “Big Four” re-

leases, which include : “The Mailman,” “By
Divine Right,” “The Lullaby” and “Judg-

ment of the Storm.”

The meeting was presided over by H. M.
Berman, general manager. Those who at-

tended were: Nat G. Rothstein, advertising

and publicity director; Lee Marcus and A1

Boasberg, of the home office; “Cleve”

Adams, Middle West division manager;
Max Weisfeldt, Minneapolis and district

manager in the Northwest; J. Safron, Phil-

adelphia; A. R. Cherry, Pittsburgh; C. E.

Penrod, Indianapolis.

At the same time another get-acquainted

convention was being held in San Francisco,

attended by all the branch managers in the

inter-mountain territory, at which the new
Western Division manager, A. A. Schmidt,

was introduced to the managers by J. I.

Schnitzer, vice-president, who is visiting the

West Coast in the interest of production

and distributing matters.

Charles Chaplin Lauded

San Francisco Critics Hail Chaplin’s

Directing as Truthful and New
“A satisfying picture; a different picture;

a new picture built along entirely new lines,

a picture for which we should be thankful,”

said the reviewer for the San Francisco

Chronicle when Charles Chaplin’s “A
Woman of Paris,” a United Artists release,

opened at the California and Granada the-

atres in a day and date engagement.
“Absorbingly interesting,” said the Exam-

iner. “A grim narrative along truthful lines

with fascination in the telling.” “A picture

that warrants being seen more than once,”

wrote the critic for the Bulletin.
“ ‘A Woman of Paris’ will be seen time

and time again by the more discriminating

of picture lovers,” said the reviewer for the

News.

Slump Period Is Bonanza to

Rothacker; Big Foreign Plan

By TOM WALLER

THESE last few months, which out-

wardly have marked the crisis of

slumps so far experienced by the in-

dustry, have established, peculiar though it

may seem, just an opposite precedent for

the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Com-
pany. A twenty-four hour day for seven

days a week, and even at that not sufficient

working time, has boomed this company,
during the cloudiest period of moviedom, to

today and the greatest business it ever con-

ceived. The prospects for the ensuing year

are not illusionary affairs, but contracts

piled high; so high that Watterson R.

Rothacker, according to William S. Gill,

sales manager in New York, is hurrying

plans for the erection of subsidiary plants

in Manhattan and London.
Originating in 1910, the Rothacker con-

cern, the pioneer of the business, promises
next year this time to be the biggest insti-

tution of its kind on the globe. The main
unit at Hollywood and the general offices in

Chicago have found it imperative from time

to time in the past year to increase their

payroll. Now, this company employs about
700 experts to carry on its work of develop-

ing films and making prints. Modern to

the minute is the equipment used in the

Hollywood plant. In fact, Mr. Gill says,

many of these employes have contributed

much in a scientific way, making possible

the skilled methods in vogue.

Plans for the laboratory unit in London
are already completed, while those for the

one in New York are at present under seri-

ous contemplation.

Work on the London branch will prob-

ably commence in the spring or at a time

when the English tax problem is less bur-

densome. Bit by bit the tax is being light-

ened and the prospects for heavy revenue
on the incoming of American films are de-
creasing.

Mr. Rothacker, who effected negotiations
while in London last August, foresees, Mr.
Gill remarks, a wonderful future for his po-
tential plant across the water. This unit
will commence operation primarily to ac-

commodate American companies on foreign
locale. As is generally known, Mr. Gill

adds, developing concerns in Europe are far
inferior to those of this country; so much
so that they are believed to have disheart-
ened many a producer who would otherwise
have packed his camera and troupe to the
true scene of the scenario. With develop-
ing facilities over there as adequate and
efficient as they are here, Mr. Gill, who is

intimately acquainted with the old world,
particularly because of his service as a war
correspondent for a big news organization,
can prophesy with authority what Europe
holds' for the American producer as a field

for locale.

Just as much as in the respect that it will

be a real and profitable accommodation for

Americans, Mr. Gill believes this unit, novel
to England for its completeness, will be an
inspiration to European film men. The
Rothacker plant in London will be of a pro-

portionate size to accept business from the
entire overseas country, said Mr. Gill, who
stated that Mr. Rothacker at present, at

least, has under contemplation no plans for

other European units.

With the opening of the foreign plant,

men trained at Hollywood in the technique
of film development and prints will be sen*'

to London. Every device used in the Roth'
acker augmentary there will be AmericaTf
made.

New Year Fosters Great Things
for Independents, Says Cohen

O NLY through the encouragement of

the independent producer does Syd-
ney S. Cohen see further develop-

ment and prosperity of the industry. Slumps

like the present will be the same in the

new year, he prophesies, unless the picture-

going public is augmented by a few of the

millions of stay-aways ;
and such augmenta-

tion will be instituted by shorter and more

vital reels, thus making opportune the in-

troduction of snappier and more diversified

programs. As to the elimination of that

obnoxious drag of the moment—the Admis-

sion Tax—Mr. Cohen is silently confident,

with unanimous exhibitor co-operation, of

its repeal.

The committee which will arrange for the

fullest co-ordination and co-operation of all

the forces in the industry to fight for the

repeal, includes: R. F. Woodhull, Dover,

N. J. ;
Joseph Mogler, St. Louis, Mo.; C. E.

Whitehurst, Baltimore, Md.
;

E. W. Collins,

Jonesboro, Ark.; Martin G. Smith, Toledo,

O. ;
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles, Cal.; Harry

Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.; M. E. Comerford,

Scranton, Pa.; Joseph W. Walsh, Hartford,

Conn., and Sydney S. Cohen, ex-officio.

Reduction of footage and elimination of

padding will rehabilitate and energize many
features of today which are tedious and
boring, Cohen observes. As to short sub-

jects, lots of them; and then watch for the

surprising increase in the box office line-up,

says Cohen.
“The exhibitors and the public cannot ab-

sorb the cost of some of these lavish super-

features. Big round numbers mean noth-

ing in the advertisement to the populace

and if, instead of drawn out social stuff and
too realistically expensive sets, there was a

good, strong plot, simply and truthfully and
briefly portrayed, the public would be satis-

fied, the exhibitor would make money and
the distributor and producer would profit

in their turn by wider distribution.”

During the new year Mr. Cohen looks

forward to closer contact between the in-

dustry and the government, thus the screen

will aid in developing many noble public

service activities until the point is reached

where filmdom will have the sympathetic

support of officialdom.
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1924 to Be Biggest Year in

Principal Pictures’ History

T HAT 1924 is going to be the biggest

productive year since the beginning

of Principal Pictures Corporation, is

the firm conviction of Sol Lesser, president

of that organization.

“Fling wide the gates !” This seems to be

the slogan of the Principal Pictures plant

and studios on the West Coast. With the

recent slump in production drawing to- a

close, the Principal Pictures studios were

among the first to reopen activities with

vim. Every available square foot of ground

and studio space within the seventeen acres

of our Hollywood plant will be utilized

throughout the forthcoming season, says

Lesser.

Baby Peggy has already commenced the

first of her super-features, “Captain Janu-

ary.” It will be in full feature length and

will be but one of a series of four for the

first year. Edward F. Cline is in charge of

the direction of this series. The second

Harold Bell Wright production, “The Win-
ning of Barbara Worth,” is another big pro-

duction to be given the screen during the

coming year. This and two more Wright
pictures will be made. “Secrets of Life,”

the Louis Tolhurst series of microscopic

pictures, will also be in full operation.

Twelve of these educational and amusement
pictures are scheduled.

In addition, there will be made a series

F
ROM every standpoint, the Cosmo-
politan Ball held at the Hotel Plaza,

New York, Friday evening, December
14, made good the promises of its sponsors

and takes rank as one of the most suc-

cessful amusement affairs since the birth of

the motion picture industry.

The purpose of this entertainment and.

ball was to raise money for the Marion
Davies Christmas Fund for Disabled Sol-

diers, and the whole-hearted response of

the industry and its friends resulted in an

attendance that taxed to the utmost the ca-

pacity of the Plaza’s large ballroom and
which included distinguished people of the

amusement world, army, navy and society.

$15,108.99 was raised for this most worthy
cause and every dollar received from the

sale of tickets was free and clear for the

fund, as Aliss Davies paid the entire ex-

penses. This sum will be used under the

direction of Gen. F. T. Hines, head of U. S.

Veterans’ Bureau for disabled veterans in

hospitals in New York and Saranac.

Following a couple of hours of dancing
an entertainment known as the “Midnight
Frolic” was provided, which was unique in

many respects and alone was worth many
times the admission fee. An aggregation
of stage talent of the very highest quality,

consisting of stars from current theatrical

attractions, provided entertainment for

of films adapted from well known books
and stage plays. Chief among these are

John Cort’s famous musical success, “Listen

Lester,” and Owen Davis’ footlight hit,

“Fools of Fortune.” The best known play-

ers will be engaged to participate in these

offerings and the services of the best avail-

able directors will be utilized? Two di-

rectors are now under the Principal ban-
ner. They are William Beaudine and
William Seiter. Edward F. Cline is already

well under way on the Baby Peggy series.

“For 1924,” says Sol Lesser, “I can see

an epoch of Westerns. By this I naturally

mean Westerns of the highest class in every
sense of the word. They will take the place

of the costume plays that have been on the

screen for the past two years or more.
“The amusement seeking public does not

care for deep plot in picture presentation

any longer. The time is ripe and the fans

are awaiting pictures that contain intimate

drama, action, detail, light and shade in

touch. The $2 attraction is fast giving way
and I predict that during the forthcoming
season only an occasional $2 picture will be

a profitable investment. The public have
been educated to attend a picture in a pic-

ture theatre and that education has been
indelibly stamped in their minds. They
want to witness picture presentation in pic-

ture theatres.”

about two hours, after which dancing began
again and lasted for several hours. The
music was provided by the celebrated or-

chestra from the Palais Royale led by Paul
Whiteman himself and by Wheeler Wad-
worth’s Band. And in addition to all this

the hearts of the fans were gladdened by
the presence of a number of stars including

Thomas Meighan, Hope Hampton, Marion
Davies and others.

As an example of the kind of entertain-

ment provided in the “Midnight Frolic,”

three of New York’s leading orchestra lead-

ers rendered Victor Herbert’s “A Kiss in

the Dark.” Vincent Lopez was at the

piano, Victor Herbert played the cello and
Paul Whiteman played a violin.

Among the other artists who entertained
the guests were Donald Brian, Maurice and
Hughes, Hal Forde and Lieut. Gitz-Rice,
Helen Shipman from “Topics of 1923,” Fan-
ny Brice from “Ziegfeld Follies,” Frank Fay
from “Artists and Models,” Ann Pennington
and Brooke Johns from “Ziegfeld Follies,”

Oscar Shaw and Louise Groody from “One
Kiss,” Little Old New York Girl from “Zieg-
feld Follies,” John Steele from “Music Box
Revue,” Jessie James Boys Band and Chorus
from “Little Jessie James,” Florence Moore
from “Music Box Revue,” and Jazzarimba
Band with colored cake walkers from the
Flotilla Restaurant.

SOL LESSER
President, Principal Pictures Corporation

First Natl. Month Opens

Salesmen Highly Enthused Over Val-
uable Prizes Offered

First National month was formally opened
on December 15th when sales meetings
convened by E. A. Eschmann, general man-
ager of distribution, were held in forty First

National exchanges throughout the United
States and Canada, at which the details of

the drive were explained and the biggest

sales contest in the history of First Na-
tional announced.
With a full knowledge of the box office

power of the five pictures to be offered dur-

ing First National month in January the

drive has aroused unprecedented enthusiasm
on the part of the sales force even before
the fact that a huge prize contest was to

be held was known. Following the sales

meetings and the announcement of the

chance of winning big cash prizes, the field

force was inspired to see the drive through
to a more than successful conclusion and
place it in the class of history making sales

efforts of the film industry.

According to wires received at the home
office from First National branch managers
the determination to cash in on the prize

awards extends to all First National ex-
changes. Under the plan arranged by Mr.
Eschmann each exchange has a fair and
even chance to head the list when the final

check-up is made.
First National Month, beginning January

1st, has been heavily advertised to the
public and will officially start with the re-

lease of “Boy of Mine,” to be followed at

weekly intervals by “Black Oxen,” “The
Song of Love,” the “Eternal City” and
“Painted People.”

Fisher Joins Warners
Warner Brothers Pictures Inc. has added

to its sale staff, H. W. (King) Fisher, who
left the Warner home offices this week for

his territory. He will have headquarters in

the branch office at Atlanta, Georgia.

Will Edit Big Film
John Emerson and Anita Loos have been

engaged by Samuel Goldwyn to put George
Fitzmaurice’s production, “The Eternal City,”

into its final shape. “The Eternal City”
is a current First National release.

Cosmopolitan Ball Tremendous
Success from Every Viewpoint

By C. S. SEWELL
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On Individual Contracts

Steffes Opposes Them in Letter to
Minneapolis Exchanges

Individual contracts on playing time for

exhibitors in the Northwest are opposed in

a letter by W. A. Steffes, president of the

M. P. T. O. of the Northwest, to A. H.
Fischer, president of the Minneapolis Film
Board of Trade. The film men planned to

check bicycling by insisting that exhibitors

specify the number of days a picture is to

be played, the exact location of the theatre

and similar information. Mr. Steffes urges

that insistence on the individual contract

plan would only raise rentals and force

small-town exhibtors to close. He points

out that his organization has effectively co-

operated with the exchange men in check-
ing the bicycling evil.

Distributors must not expect to effect a

profit on all pictures released, Mr. Steffes

argues. The fixed minimum price plan has,

he finds, negligible effect on pictures of ex-

ceptional merit. “It is on the program and
mediocre pictures that the fixed minimum
will prove disastrous,” he declares. He wants
the matter decided so that he can present

a decision to the South Dakota exhibitor

gatherings in Sioux Falls.

Metro Releases Two
Viola Dana and Jane Novak Star in

Latest Output
“In Search of a Thrill” and “The Man

Life Passed By” are two of the productions
which are released this month by Metro.
The first stars Viola Dana in the third in

the series of five pictures which she is sched-
uled to make for the Metro 1923-1924 sea-

son. In the cast also are: Warner Baxter,

Mabel Van Buren, Templar Saxe, Robert
Schable, Walter Wills, Rosemary Theby,
Billy Elmer and Leo White. It was adapted
by Basil Dickey from Kate Jordan’s story,

“The Spirit of the Road,” and directed by
Oscar Apfel.

“The Man Life Passed By” was written

directly for the screen by Victor Schertzin-

ger and Winifred Dunn.
“Fashion Row,” Mae Murray’s new Metro

starring picture, was released the first week
in December.

Exhibitors Responding

Receive “Fashion Row” with Hearty
Enthusiasm

Mae Murray’s new Metro picture, “Fash-
ion Row,” which was released early this

month, has received an immediate and hearty

response from the exhibitors all over the

country, it is reported.

It is said to be probable that the number
of prints that have already been gotten out

on “Fashion Row” will have to be very
much increased to meet the demand from
exhibitors for early play dates. A sweeping
campaign has already been mapped out for

the Metro sales force to set up a new rec-

ord for the greatest number of bookings
in the shortest possible time.

Likewise the Metro exploitation force

throughout the country, backed by the great

advertising, publicity and exploitation cam-
paign prepared by Metro experts at the

home offices in New York have been in-

structed to put forth great efforts in aiding

exhibitors with the picture.

Friend Proposes Novel Studio

to Center Production in East

Announcement was made last

week from the offices of Arthur S.

Friend, president of Distinctive Pic-

tures Corporation, that he and a group of

associates are planning to build in the

Borough of Queens a multiple-unit studio

which would be the largest picture produc-

tion plant in the world. The enterprise, in

which Henry M. Hobart, formerly vice-

president of International Pictures Corpo-

ration, and Charles S. Hervey, formerly a

New York Public Service Commissioner, are

interested, calls for the erection of a nine-

stage studio on a tract of approximately

forty acres situated within twenty minutes

of the Times Square district. No further

clue as to the location is given, nor is it

said that one has been definitely obtained.

Actual organization work on the project

was preceded by months of study. This pre-

liminary survey, conducted by William O.

Hurst, convinced those interested in the en-

terprise of the following: That studio rent-

als in the New York area must be brought

below prevailing rates in order to meet the

industry’s demand for economic production;

that such rental reductions are impossible

in most existing plants because of high land

values and high cost of maintenance; that

many studios beyond the high-rent zone

are actually too far removed; that the Bor-

ough of Queens has adequate land facilities

within a few minutes of the heart of the

city on which can be constructed a multiple-

unit studio of sufficient dimensions to per-

mit of large productions at a minimum of

expenses.

These conclusions are predicated on an

absolute belief of Mr. Friend, Mr. Hobart,

Mr. Hervey and Mr. Hurst that Eastern

production of photoplays is logical, because

Coogan Picture

Breaks Records

For the first time in the history
of St. Louis, four theatres, the
Delmonte, New Grand Central,

West End Lyric and Capitol

theatres, four first-run houses,
ran a production simultaneously
day and date—and all broke
records. This happened recently
with Jackie Coogan’s first Metro
picture, “Long Live the King.”

Patronage at the four houses
mentioned took a decided leap
while “Long Live the King” was
on the screen. Telegraphic ad-
vices from St. Louis to the Metro
offices have reported that each
house had broken its attendance
records.

in New York is centered the control ®f the

industry.

Mr. Hurst, who is known as a specialist

in studios, issued the following statement:
“The contemplated multiple-unit studio in

the Borough of Queens will not only permit
of the building of stages of huge size with-
out excessive rentals, but through efficient

arrangement of carpenter shops in relation

to stages, will permit of tremendous savings
in the matter of lost time and lost motion

—

vital factors in production costs.

“The multiple-unit idea will permit of the

occupancy of one stage by one director at a

time; there will not be the confusion engen-
dered by two companies attempting to shoot
at once. We are determined to eliminate

this. Also, we are determined to eliminate

the custom of building sets on a stage while

a director is shooting.”

Titled “Fools’ Highway”

Universal Picture Adapted from “My
Mamie Rose”

“Fools’ Highway” is to be the title of the

first Universal Jewel starring vehicle of

Mary Philbin, the little Chicago school girl

who sprang to film fame overnight by her

work in “Merry Go Round.” “Fools’ High-
way” is a screen adaptation of Owen Kil-

dare’s celebrated romance of the Bowery,
“My Mamie Rose,” also recognized as an
actual biographical novel, with many real

facts and faces, and with the hero, Mike /
Kildare, a prototype of Owen Kildare him-
self.

Made under the successive working title*

“My Mamie Rose” and “Morality,” “Foe—„ ^
Highway” has been completed and re-

ceived in New York. Universal executives
'

who have pre-viewed it say it will be one
of the greatest hits of the season. Carl

Laemmle’s wisdom in selecting Mary Philbin

as a Universal Jewel star is said to be
amply justified by her work in this new
picture. Her characterization as the little

Bowery orphan, intensely in love with the

hardest hitting slugger of the famous Bow-
ery of a generation ago, is heralded as one
of the truest ever enacted for the camera.

Frisco Holds “Reno”
“Reno,” the latest picture written and di-

rected by Rupert Hughes for Goldwyn, has
been retained for a second week at the Cal-

ifornia Theatre in San Francisco. This
photoplay on divorce proved its drawing
power at its first week’s showing at the

California Theatre. It was most thoroughly
exploited through a newspaper campaign.

Caine Film Previewed
Goldwyn’s first Victor Seastrom picture, i

'•

“Name the Man 1” from Sir Hall Caine’s 1,

“The Master of Man,” was given a preview
showing at the Karlton Theatre, Philadel- I

!

phia, last Sunday night. The audience con-
sisted of invited guests from Philadelphia
and exhibitors from Eastern Pennsylvania
and contiguous territory.
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A Christmas Warning Against

Pessimism and Extravagance

By ALBERT E. SMITH
President of Vitagraph

P
ESSIMISTIC conservatives and ex-

travagant radicals are bringing the

motion picture industry tumbling about

their own ears. Fortunately there is a level

road traveled by steady minded men during

the quarter of century since I began as a

pioneer producer and distributor and which

remains the open way to legitimate growth
and development.

Since my last stay in Hollywood, the cen-

ter of motion picture production, I have

had opportunity to study and analyze con-

ditions in Great Britain and on the Conti-

nent as well as opportunity to review busi-

ness in the United States and Canada and
the prospects for the coming year.

I have seen twenty-six years of progress

in motion pictures. Every year of those

has been one of advancement in produc-

tion; only during the stern years of the

war did business show any decrease. That
decrease was in the foreign market. It was
in a large measure, although not altogether,

offset by the spread of motion pictures

throughout the United States. Never have
the level-headed men in this industry had
cause to complain about the growth of the

industry as a whole. Each year sees new
markets for films.

The business of Great Britain and the

Continent is being restored to normal in a

manner most satisfactory to film distribu-

tors and to producers. The Vitagraph ex-

changes in Great Britain, where we have
^ranches in every large city in the provinces

's well as in Scotland, Ireland and Wales,

«_^_e reporting increased rentals every

month. Our French distribution is coming
back to what it was before 1914. So en-

couraging has been Vitagraph’s business on
the Continent that I reopened last summer
a producing studio in Paris which is mak-
ing pictures direct for Continental consump-
tion. Vitagraph’s studios in Hollywood and
Brooklyn have not been idle.

This suggests comment on the question of

production in the East or in the West. In

my opinion this concerns the producer’s pri-

vate plans. There are some pictures, such
as “Let Not Alan Put Asunder,” which J.

Stuart Blackton has just finished, which can

be made with equal facility in either local-

ity. There are other pictures, such as “Pio-

neer Trails,” which demand the backgrounds
that are to be found only in the waste lands

and mountains of the far West. I do not

see any reason why the industry should be

limited to any locality. On the contrary,

production under modern conditions permits

the making of pictures anywhere on the

face of the earth.

Censorious critics have flung much mud
at the industry. They have attacked the

morals of pictures and the morals of the

men and women who have strived to give

to the public good entertainment. They
sometimes forget that this mode of enter-

tainment has been the most satisfactory to

the pocketbook of the American citizen and
that in educational values it has surpassed

the printed word.

Alen and women who write about motion
pictures are sometimes misguided through
ignorance. It seems to be the one industry
which every outsider believes he could im-
prove. “Efficiency experts” who may have
been able to obtain remarkable results in
directing a factory fabricating cook stoves
seek to force their rules in the studios. Un-
fortunately pictures are not a factory prod-
uct. No industry reflects so completely the
human elements in men and women as ours.
It is the wise and level-headed producer
who can reconcile the foibles of director
and his people with business needs, who
advances steadily towards success.
In February I enter upon my twenty-

seventh year as a motion picture producer
and distributor. The name of Vitagraph is

known in every civilized community. It has
come to stand for good entertainment and
service in distribution. I have applied
straight, sound business ethics to its de-
velopment. Therefore, when I predict in

all seriousness that 1924 will show a con-
tinued steady growth of markets for film, I

speak with more than a quarter of a century
of experience. Our own country is soon to

be relieved of some of the burdens the war
laid upon it. Our industry will share di-

rectly in this relief, but the public at large
will be the chief beneficiary. This means
increased attendance and the building of
new theatres.

Vitagraph wishes to all the industry all

prosperity for 1924.

Repeats Broadway Hit

Baltimore and National Capital
Crowds See “Tiger Rose”

Following its success at the Rivoli, “Tiger
Rose,” the Warner Brothers Screen Classic
adapted from Belasco’s stage success, with
Lenore Ulric starring, is achieving a series

of triumphs throughout the country. This
picture is being held over at the Aletropolitan
Theatre, Baltimore, for an extended run. The
picture opened to record business, great
crowds were turned away the opening night
and capacity houses were the rule the entire
week. The Aletropolitan management then
advertised that this picture had proven
such an exceptional drawing card that it was
to be held over for an extended period.

In Washington, D. C., “Tiger Rose” also is

pulling big crowds, in spite of the fact that
it has opposition in the personal appearance
of the star in the picture at another theatre.
The film is playing at Aloore’s Rialto Theatre.

DeMille in New York
Cecil B. DeAlille and party, consisting of

Airs. DeAlille, the three DeAlille children,

Cecilia, Katherine and John; Jeanie Alac-
pherson and her mother, Airs. E. Claire

O'Neill, and Barrett C. Keesling, Air. De-
Alille’s personal representative, arrived in

New York from Los Angeles Alonday and
are stopping at the Ambassador. They will

be present at the New York opening of Air.

DeAlille’s Paramount production, “The Ten
Commandments.”

CARMEL MYERS
who will play one of the principal roles

in B. P. Schulberg’s Preferred Picture,

“Poisoned Paradise”

Fox’s Newest Makes Hit

“The Shepherd King” Hats Triumphant
Manhattan Premiere

The premiere presentation of the William

Fox special, “The Shepherd King,” was at

the Central Theatre on Broadway, New York,

December 10. The American said : “It has

been done with a fineness and sincerity that

indicates that Air. Gordon Edwards, the

director, knew what he was doing. ‘The

Shepherd King’ is an investment that Mr.

Fox can point to with pride.”

The Evening World called the production

“one of great beauty and a production that

need bow its head to none of them.” The
Times said : “It is undoubtedly one of the

most striking and beautiful spectacles, with

huge throngs and great scenic structures.”

The Evening Journal praised it as J. Gor-
don Edwards’ finest picture. The Alorning

Telegraph said: “It has dignity, sincerity

and fidelity welded to strong dramatic in-

terest.”

The Evening Post said : “The scenic ef-

fects are beautiful. The scenes are stirring

and on a whole, ‘The Shepherd King’ is an
entertaining motion picture.”

Resigns as Studio Head
After five years as general manager of the

Thos. H. Ince Studios in Culver City, Clark

W. Thomas has resigned to assume full

charge of the Cinema Alercantile Company.
Prior to entering the motion picture field

Thomas was an executive of the Packard
Alotor Car Company in Detroit. The new
general manager of the Ince plant has not
yet been named.

Move Dance to Frisco
Los Angeles officials refusing to permit

dancing past the midnight hour has resulted
in the Western Association of Alotion Pic-
ture Advertisers deciding to hold their an-
nual ball at San Francisco. Harry D. Wil-
son, Pete Smith and Harry Brand were sent
to San Francisco to make arrangements.
The Exposition Auditorium has been secured
for the event, which will be held on Jan-
uary 19.
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“Little Old New York ” Held

for Four Weeks in Seattle

Blackton Editing Film

“Let Not Man Put Asunder” Has Great
Moral, He Says

Vitagraph is issuing invitations to the

clergy, the officials of domestic relations

courts, social service bureaus, professors of

sociology of Columbia University and New
York University for a pre-release showing

of “Let Not Man Put Asunder.”

This picture is an adaptation of Basil King’s

bold arraignment of divorce and expose of

the causes of domestic unhappiness. J.

Stuart Blackton, who produced this feature

in which Lou Tellegen and Pauline Frederick

have the leading roles, says : “This picture

is no preachment. As the producer I will

welcome the comment of students of this

all important problem in our national life.”

Mr. Blackton is now engaged in the final

cutting.

Barrymore With Griffith
Lionel Barrymore, in addition to his suc-

cessful starring venture with David Belasco,

has been engaged to play the part of Walter
Butler in the forthcoming D. W. Griffith

film production, “America.” The cast also

includes Carol Dempster, Neil Hamilton, Er-
ville Alderson, Marie Burke.

“Cytherea” Script Ready
George Fitzmaurice, Samuel Goldwyn and

Ouida Bergere spent four days at the Ritz-

Carlton Hotel in Atlantic City where they
heard Miss Bergere’s recital of the scenario

she has constructed in adapting Joseph Her-
gesheimer’s novel, “Cytherea,” to the screen.

This is to be the next Samuel Goldwyn-
George Fitzmaurice production for First

National.

F
OR the first time in the history of

motion pictures in Seattle, Wash., a

film has been held for four weeks.
This honor was reserved for Cosmopolitan’s
Marion Davies picture, “Little Old New
York,” which was originally booked at the

Blue Mouse Theatre for two weeks’ show-
ing. The business done in those two weeks
was so big that it was decided to hold the

picture for three weeks. When the atten-

dance continued as big as ever the third

week, arrangements were then made to re-

tain it for a fourth week.
Because of the big success of “Little Old

New York” in Seattle, arrangements have
been effected whereby it will play as a

second-run at Hamrick’s Theatre.

Rochester, N. Y., held this production for

two weeks at the Piccadilly Theatre and in

its first week there, it broke the box office

record by several hundred dollars.

Manager Kloakie, of the Regent Theatre
in Ottawa, Canada, was arrested following

the opening of “Little Old New York” in his

theatre, on the charge of overcrowding the

theatre and blocking traffic. The film broke

all house records for its first day at the

Regent Theatre. This theatre has played all

of the big pictures of this year and Manager
Kloakie states that “Little Old New York"
outdrew all of them.

“Little Old New York” was a sensation in

Baltimore, said to have done more business

799

in its two weeks at the New Theatre than
any other picture ever shown there.

It is doing an abnormally large business at

the Blue Mouse Theatres in Portland and
Tacoma.

Miller's Theatre in Los Angeles has signed

to play “Little Old New York” for a min-
imum of four weeks’ engagement. This is

something very unusual in view of the fact

that “Little Old New York” has already

played a six weeks’ run at the California

Theatre in Los Angeles.

This Marion Davies feature broke all

house records at Moore’s Rialto Theatre in

Washington, D. C. Harry Crandall has

bought the picture for his entire circuit

following its showing at the Moore’s Rialto.

Ruben & Finkelstein will show “Little Old

New York” in their entire circuit. The
Stanley Company has bought it for 100 per

cent, representation on its circuit.

A Fox Xmas Release
For the holiday week, beginning Decem-

ber 22, the Fox Film Corporation will head

their release schedule with “Gentle Julia,”

the screen version of one of Booth Tarking-

ton's novels. Among the short subjects a

new Imperial Comedy release is scheduled.

It will be the third of a series of monkey
comedies and is entitled, “Monks a La Mode.”

PICTURES THAT

"Isle or B>st Ships”

“Jeaipus Husbands"

“ToRlMlEIStT”
“The Christian”
Tprna ZDodne”

PLEASE EXHIBITORS"
/T

Maurice Tbumeui

(Cutrent pictures releasing thru Til'sf National.)
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Sennett Plans for Big Activity

Theoretically building bridges,

that no yawning gap will present itself

to interfere with the progress of pro-

duction schedule for the coming year, is

claiming the attention of Mack Sennett and
his staff of production executives. That the

famous comedy lot in Los Angeles will be a

mighty hive of industry during the twelve

months beginning after the holiday season,

is the obvious intention of the Comedy
King. Several new faces have been added
to the staff of writers, and in fact all depart-

ments have been strengthened that they

might function without extra strain.

Harry Langdon, new comedy star recently

signed, is already under way, having com-
pleted his second picture, “Picking Peaches,”

with Alberta Vaughn as his leading woman.
Langdon is proving all the claims made for

Lis versatility by his excellent performances.

'“That he is one of the greatest finds for the

screen in many a month, promises to be the

universal opinion when his pictures are un-

folded for review,” says Sennett.

The bathing girls, more beautiful and more
charmingly alluring than ever in their dainty

little costumes of advanced beach style,

should fascinate with irresistible force those

-who will witness their screen endeavors.

Madeleine Hurlock, who forced herself

into popular favor almost overnight through

>her portrayals of vampire roles in the

satirical sketches prepared by Sennett for his

cross-eyed star, will continue to lure the

opposite sex in forthcoming stories of bur-

lesque and satire.

All the Sennett favorites who have been

identified in featured and leading parts, in-

Postal Workers
Praise Picture

Postal workers of Los Angeles

and nearby communities in

Southern California, after assist-

ing in several big exploitation

campaigns for the Emory John-

son production of “The Mailman”
liave sent Mr. Johnson a blanket

letter of appreciation for what he
hats done for them in filming the

picture and having it presented to

the public through the Film Book-
ing Offices of America.
The letter, signed by more than

300 postal workers, read: “You
have done much to help all mail

workers. You have placed us

Lefore the great American public

in exactly the light in which we
desire to be revealed.

“Not only is your production

worthy of the appreciation of all

American lovers of entertainment,

but, moreover, it merits the

deepest gratitude of every mam
and woman in the service of the

postad department of the United

States.”

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

eluding Billy Bevan, Harry Gribbon, Dot
Farley, Jack Cooper, Billy Armstrong, Kew-
pie Morgan and Andy Clyde, will continue
to be prominently cast in future comedies.
Roy Del Ruth, Del Lord and Erie Kenton

are the directors operating at present under
the supervision of F. Richard Jones, super-
vising director, although negotiations are
under way by which it is expected two other
prominent directors may become connected
with the organization.

Filming “The Gold Fish”
After a three weeks’ visit in New York,

Constance Talmadge has returned to Holly-
wood and has started work on “The Gold-
fish,” an adaptation from a French play by
Gladys Unger, in which Marjorie Rambeau
starred on the speaking stage. The screen
adaptation of “The Goldfish” has been made
by G. Gardner Sullivan.

S
EVERAL new additions to Metro’s 1923-

1924 schedule of major productions
have made necessary important changes

in its releasing schedule, according to an
announcement from W. E. Atkinson, general

manager of Metro Pictures Corporation. The
following new schedule is effective between
January and April of 1924:

There will be three releases in January.
The first will be “Half-a-Dollar Bill,” which
Max Graf recently completed on the coast.

Anna Q. Nilsson heads the cast of this pic-

ture. It is one of the group of Directors’

Specials which are an important unit in the

Metro list.

Then will follow Viola Dana’s newest

Metro starring picture, “The Good Bad Girl,”

from the story by Fred Kennedy Myton,
which is now being rapidly completed at

the Metro studios in Hollywood under the

direction of Oscar Apfel. Miss Dana is

supported by Milton Sills, Wallace MacDon-
ald, Gertrude Claire, Bertram Grassby, De
Witt Jennings, Nelson McDowell, Matthew
Betts and Edward Wade.
January will also see one other release,

either the new Fred Niblo production, “Thy
Name Is Woman,” a Metro-Louis B. Mayer
attraction, or “The Fool’s Awakening,” the

Metro picturization of William J. Locke’s

novel, “The Tale of Triona,” which Harold

Shaw is now completing on the coast with

the following cast: Harrison Ford, Enid

Bennett, Mary Alden, Alec Francis, Lionel

Belmore, Harry Northrup, Evelyn Sherman,

John Sainpolis, Pauline French, Edward
Connelly, D. R. O. Hatswell, Mark Fenton,

Arline Pretty and Lorimer Johnston. It

was adapted to the screen by Thomas J.

Hopkins.
“Thy Name Is Woman,” which may be re-

leased either late in January or early in

February, has the following cast : Ramon
Novarro, Barbara La Marr, Wallace Mac-
Donald, Robert Edeson, William V. Mong,
Claire MacDowell and Edith Roberts. It

was adapted for Mr. Niblo by Bess Mere-
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DOROTHY DEVORE
Christie Comedy star, makes a charming
M iss Santa Claus with the newest thing

in Santa uniform

dyth from the famous stage success of Eu-
rope and America. It was photographed by
Victor Milner.

The other releases in February will be
“The Uninvited Guest” and “Happiness,”
Laurette Taylor’s picturization for Metro of

her great stage success. “The Uninvited
Guest” is a Ralph Ince-J. E. Williamson pro-

duction which is now being filmed at Nassau,
Bahama Islands. Part of it, about 25 per

cent., is being made under the famous tech-

nicolor process while the rest will be in

black and white.

There will be three releases in March. One
of these will be a new Buster Keaton fea-

ture length comedy, as yet untitled, and
another will be a new Reginald Barker pro-

duction, while a third will be a new Jackie

Coogan picture to follow “Long Live the

King,” which was recently released. There
will be further announcements forthcoming
on the March productions.

Metro will release four pictures in April.

Mae Murray will have a new starring pic-

ture under the title of “Mademoiselle Mid-
night.” There will be a new picture star-

ring Viola Dana, the last of her series of

five on the 1924-1925 schedule, and a new
Rex Ingram production for which the noted
director is now in Europe gathering impor-

tant data.

Several other productions will be released

after April but these will be announced at

a later date. Notable among them will be
a new Jackie Coogan picture and Laurette

Taylor in another of her great stage suc-

cesses, “One Night in Rome.”

Seena Owen Back Home
Seena Owen, screen actress, arrived home

on the S. S. Berengaria recently after an
European trip of several months which took
her through England, France and Italy.

Miss Owen combined business with pleasure

on the trip. While in London she made a

picture in which she A featured.

Metro Announces New Schedule
Effective Early Part of 1924
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Shorter Films and Less Production

Costs Are Predicted for Next Year

By MAURICE TOURNEUR

T HE picture business will see striking

improvements the next season. The
improvements will be evident in every

phase of picture making, from the time a

story is purchased for production, through

the production process on to the final stage

of publicity and exploitation.

It is my opinion, therefore, that . next

season will bring about—First : Shorter,

more dramatic features. Second : The two-a-

day policy will gain greater vogue in the

larger cities. Third: Waste in production

will be eliminated, and more efficiency will

be utilized in the present method of making
pictures.

There is no doubt in my mind that the

shorter length feature of the five or six-reel

type will be made by all far-sighted pro-

ducers. It has often been contended that a

producer could not do justice to most stories

within this limit. A contradiction to this

belief and its proof can be found in the fact

that during the earliest days of picture mak-
ing the most powerful and dramatic of

stories were made in three or four reels.

They resorted to no padding in those days,

and there is no reason why the early state

of affairs cannot be put in force today with
all our modern contrivances and lighting

technique.

But a mere glance at the trade journals,

and a conference with leading exhibitors

throughout the country, has convinced me
that the shorter feature is in great demand.
And quite naturally so. For it gives an
exhibitor an opportunity to vary his pro-

gram, to make it more interesting and worth
while for his patrons. This fact borne in

mind by producers will be a big factor in

swinging the public pendulum toward a

greater appreciation of the motion picture.

Heretofore, very little, if any attention has

been paid to the two-a-day policy. A hand-
ful of theatres have tried and are still trying

the experiment, and in many of these cases

it is proving very valuable indeed. Only
productions, of course, of a very high calibre

can help to increase the idea of the two-a-

day plan. Next season will see these pro-

ductions, and next season will also see a

large number of theatres in the bigger cities

putting over this effective and profitable

policy.

New Association Expected to

Become Strong National Body

T HE independent distributors and State

right operators took definite steps in

New York last week toward the for-

mation of a new association, which may
eventually develop into a strong national

body, to include all individuals, co-partner-

ships and corporations engaged in the inde-

pendent motion picture field.

This action was taken at a meeting held at

the Hotel Astor on Thursday, December 13,

preceded by a luncheon tendered by Charles

B. Hoy, of the Hoy Reporting Service, which
was presided over by Frederick H. Elliott,

now associated with Mr. Hoy and formerly

executive secretary of the National Associa-

tion of the Motion Picture Industry.

The meeting was most enthusiastic and
representative of the independent market, a

large majority of the important distributors

being in attendance.

It was the consensus of opinion of those

present that the independent market was in

urgent need of a strong organization to

function actively in its interests and ad-

dresses in support of this contention were

“The Love Master”

Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., soon will present its

third Strongheart picture, “The
Love Master,” produced by Lau-
rence Trimble and Jane Murfin,

and featuring the famous dog star

in a story of the Northwest. It

has been scheduled by First

National for February release.

made by J. E. Chadwick, of Chadwick Pic-

tures Corporation
; Joe Brandt, of the C. B.

C. Film Sales Corporation
;

Dr. W. E.

Shallenberger, of Arrow Pictures Corpora-

tion, as well as several others.

An organization committee was appointed

to formulate plans to carry out the sugges-

tions incorporated in the discussion. The
committee consists of I. E. Chadwick, chair-

man: W. E. Shallenberger, Joe Brandt and
Bobby North, of Weber & North, treasurer.

This committee will meet on Monday to

decide upon the functions of the new organ-

ization, as to whether it will revive the old

independent producers and distributors

association or create an entirely new body,

concerned only with credit control and

service through an arrangement to be

effected with the Hoy Reporting Service,

with headquarters at 1650 Broadway, New
York.

Bill to Repeal Tax
A bill amending the admission tax provi-

sions of the revenue law so as to repeal the

tax on all admissions of 50 cents or less,

was introduced in the House of Representa-

tives, Washington, D. C., on December 15

by Congressman Peavey, of Wisconsin.
Under the terms of a bill introduced on

December 17 by Representative Barkley of

Kentucky, the admission tax would be en-

tirely repealed. Mr. Barkley has also in-

troduced bills repealing the tax on telephone
and telegraph messages and prohibiting the
collection of surcharges for Pullman accom-
modations.

A KNOCKOUT

FRANKLYN

FARNUM
IN

“BAFFLED”
Directed by

J. P. McGOWAN
The first of a series of

EIGHT
somewhat “different”

WESTERNS
Now being produced by

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES CORP.

for the independent market.

“BAFFLED”
IS NOW READY FOR

RELEASE
The following exchanges were
wise in securing this series:

Greiver Productions for Northern Illinois and
Indiana.

Kerman Films, Inc., for Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey.

Eltabran Film Co. for Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Tennessee, North and South Caro-
lina.

R. D. Lewis Film Co., for Texas, Arkansas and
Oklahoma.

Progress Pictures, Inc., for Delaware, Mary-
land, District of Columbia and Virginia,

Columbia Film Service, Inc., for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Liberty Films, Inc., for Iowa and Nebraska.

Capital Film Exchange for Eastern Pennsyl-
vania and Southern New Jersey*

Progress Pictures Co. for Ohio and Kentucky.

Write—Wire—Call

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES CORP.

JESSE J. GOLDBURG, President

1540 Broadway New York City

Phone: Bryant 6884
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Ince Forecast Optimistic

T HOMAS H. INCE’S survey of present

conditions in the motion picture in-

dustry is the basis of an optimistic

forecast of what the New Year will bring

-forth.

A message from his Culver City studios

follows

:

“The coming year will, in my opinion, see

a forward stride toward the stabilization of

the industry.

“The fair returns that any producer of-

fering a passably entertaining picture once

could collect are no longer to be had for

the asking.

“Audiences are not satisfied today with

average pictures. The past year has wit-

nessed the birth of a score of pictures which
deserve to be called great and they have
whetted the appetite of the public for more.

“If the productions which have been the
vanguard of the new era have not all

brought the financial returns they seemed to

deserve, they have at least accomplished a
definite mission. They have met with suffi-

cient response to arouse the ambition of

producers to offer pictures that shall exceed
them in honesty, beauty, taste, and, when
the subject warrants, magnitude.
“This impetus will necessarily benefit the

public as it will the industry at large.”

“Courtship of Myles Standish”

to Have BroadwayRun at Central

C
HARLES RAY in “The Courtship of

Myles Standish” will start its New
York preview Sunday, December 30,

at the Central Theatre, Broadway and For-

ty-seventh street. J. S. Woody, general

manager of Associated Exhibitors, closed a

contract this week with Sam S. & Lee Shu-
bert. Inc., for the taking over of the house
by Associated for eight weeks. Plans for a

gala opening are being made and arrange-

ments for an extensive exploitation campaign
are under way.
Other important bookings made in the last

few days call for an indefinite run in M. L.

Markowitz’s Strand, San Francisco, starting

December 29th, and a run of three weeks in

the Woods Theatre, Chicago, beginning Jan-

uary 20. The opening of the indefinite run

>n Tremont Temple, Boston, has been fixed

for January 28.

Setting it Straight

Bruce Johnson, manager of the
foreign department of Associated
First National, takes occasion to

comment on the general lack of

knowledge regarding foreign con-
ditions among Americans, in the

course of a letter correcting a

recent misunderstanding in Mov-
ing Picture World.
A story concerning Metro’s

activities in Sweden, supplied by
that organization, erroneously
stated that Raoul LeMatt was one
of the owners of the Roda Kvarn
Theatre, of Stockholm.
The truth of the matter is, of

course, that the Roda Kvarn is

controlled by the Svenska Film-
industri, which is owned by Knut
Husberg. The latter gentleman,
by far the most important film

figure in Sweden, was the subject

of an article appearing elsewhere
in the same issue of Moving Pic-

ture World.

December 30, when the Broadway run has
its start, is the exact date set for the official

release of “The Courtship of Myles
Standish,” which is easily the most ambitious
production Mr. Ray has ever made. Mean-
while, in pre-lease showings outside of New
York, this long run feature has played to

capacity houses and been hailed as one of

the outstanding attractions of the year. Fol-

lowing its memorable engagements at the

President Theatre, Washington, and in De-
troit, where it smashed the attendance rec-

ord of John H. Kunsky’s Madison, it has

just had highly successful runs at the Ma-
jestic Gardens, Grand Rapids, Mich., and
the Plaza, Sioux City, Iowa.

In the course of his review, C. M. S., the

critic of the Grand Rapids Herald, said:

“The combination of ‘The Courtship of

Myles Standish,’ a screen masterpiece' in

every respect, and the likeable star, Charles

Ray, in person, gives the Majestic Gardens

for this week a program of unbeatable ap-

peal and merit. Mr. Ray and Frederic Sul-

livan, the director, have produced a truly

magnificent document.”
Previous to the opening of the Sioux City

run, R. D. Rehfield, manager of the Plaza,

arranged a special showing which was al •

tended by newspaper critics, the head of the

Better Film Society, Superintendent M. G.

Clark, and the principals of the public

schools. The Sioux City Journal said the

persons attending the preview “were unani-

mous in declaring the picture of great his-

torical benefit and deserving of a place

alongside the big productions of the past.”

F. K. O’Kelly, manager of the Strand The-
atre, Pittsburgh, who has booked “The
Courtship” for a run opening Christmas

week, has written to the home offices of As-

sociated Exhibitors that he is assured of the

co-operation of the Chamber of Commerce
and other civic organizations, and expects

“the picture to go over with a bang.”

Finishing “Red Roses”
David Smith is completing his production,

“Red Roses,” at the Hollywood studios of

Vitagraph, and will begin casting “Borrowed
Husbands,” the Mildred K. Barbour story,

soon.

Decembei 2^, 1923

GLORIA SWANSON
in “The Humming Bird,” a Sidney Olcott

production for Paramount.

Broadway’s Big Funster

Buster Keaton’s “Our Hospitality”

Praised by Manhattan “Fussies”
Buster Keaton’s second Metro feature

length comedy, “Our Hospitality,” was pre-

sented for its New York premiere at the

Rialto Theatre on Broadway last week. “
‘Our

Hospitality’ will cause the Rialto to echo and
re-echo with roars of laughter. A splendid

bit of satire,” said the critic of the New
York times. “Keaton appears at his best

in ‘Our Hospitality,’ ” said the critic of the

New York Telegram. “A thoroughly fine

picture,” remarked the critic of the Journal.

“Full of good comedy,” said the reviewer
of the New York Post. “It’s pretty safe to

say that Keaton should be the star of ‘Our
Hospitality,’ ” said the critic of the New
York Evening World.
“There has seldom been a funnier conceit

than Buster’s train,” began the critic of

the New York Sun. “The picture is a

burlesque of the well known feud melo-
drama,” began the critic of the New York
Tribune. “Keaton has chosen regular people

to assist him. The two Canfield boys are

handsome enough to be leading men in a

society drama.”
“A vast deal of fun is derived from the

vicissitudes of travel in a specimen of the

earliest railroad train. There are a number
of hair-raising episodes,” said the World re-

viewer. “Our Hospitality” was directed by
Keaton and Jack Blystone.

Makes Big Contract

Pathe Picture Presented Through A.
H. Blank Enterprises

Among the important bookings closed dur-
ing the week on the feature version of Em-
erson Hough’s famous novel of the early

West, “The Way of a Man,” which is being
distributed by Pathe, was one closed by the

A. H. Blank Enterprises. This contract as-

sures the presentation of this picture, the

story of which was written by the author
of “The Covered Wagon,” in all the impor-
tant key cities of the state of Iowa. The
A. H. Blank houses will stage the produc-
tion in a series of one week engagements.
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Inspired Film, Internationalized

Will Fill Wants
, Says Williams

Stahl Is Keeping Busy

Finishes “Why Men Leave Home” and
Looking for New Material

John M. Stahl has completed the picturiza-

tion of Avery Hopwood’s stage success,

“Why Men Leave Home,” and in conjunc-

tion with A. P. Younger, who wrote the sce-

nario, he is now dividing his time between
editing the film and searching for a story

for his next production.

Approximately three months were spent in

filming “Why Men Leave Home.” Lewis S.

Stone has the leading role.

Among the other stars in the cast are

:

Helene Chadwick, Alma Bennett, Mary
Carry, William V. Mong, Hedda Hopper, E.

H. Calvert, Lila Leslie and Sidney Bracy.

Sol Polito was chief of photography and
Sidney Algier served as assistant to the

director.

For January Release

Elaine Hammerstein Production
Adapted from “Drums of

Jeopardy”
Early in January, Elaine Hammerstein’s

second production for Truart Film Corpora-
tion will be released. It is an adaptation of

“Drums of Jeopardy,” the famous Harold
MacGrath story, which first appeared

serially in a widely read magazine and later

was published in book form.

In the cast supporting the star are Wallace

Beery, Jack Mulhall, the lead opposite Miss

Hammerstein; David Torrence and Maude
George.

Pritchard on Coast
R. E. Pritchard has reached Los Angeles,

where he has taken up his duties as repre-

sentative of the sales division of Associated

First National Pictures, Inc., at the producing

center. Pritchard was formerly associated

with Goldwyn Pictures and previous to that

was advertising manager of Educational Pic-

tures. He is well known throughout the

film trade in New York and on the Coast.

I
N a further talk on the question of the

inspired motion picture, J. D. Williams,

president of Ritz Pictures, who is just

back from an extended European trip, dur-

ing which he made a careful survey of con-

ditions, adds an amplified chapter to the

subject of inspiration as real solution note

in picture production. Mr. Williams has

reached the important conviction that the

demands of the public for great entertain-

ment will be fully and completely met at

approximately half the present cost of big

pictures and that the inspired picture, in-

ternationalized, will do it.

Discussing especially the subject of the

inspired picture, a topic which has had prac-

tically no attention in motion picture con-

ferences and councils, Mr. Williams said :

•

“Inspiration comes to the creative artist

as a result of contact with the extraordinary,

the unusual and the essentially dramatic.

We can in these countries, centuries older

than our own, draw from the vast treasure

houses of the world securing situations,

ideas, plots, incidents, things of beauty, of

humor, of romance, of dramatic intensity,

of charm, of love, mystery, motive and de-

sire, and utilize the best in the great and

the small things of human history and

achievement. Inspiration is almost certain

with a creative mind.

“If thus inspired, it will be possible for

the creator of pictures to contrive mosaics

for the screen that will be composed of

varied elements, some great and compelling,

others small and exquisite, fitted and joined

into a sum total of human accomplishment

and providing for the motion picture the

final and tremendous entertainment.

“With so vast an amount of material to

draw from, I believe that fifty directors, un-

der this inspiration, could well be working

at one and the same time in varied places,

instead of a mere handful, to provide the

adequate amounts of exalted and compell-

ing entertainment now demanded by the

public and essential to the future of the

screen.

“Happily there is nothing to worry about,

because the inspired picture is inevitable.

But the sooner its value is generally rec-

ognized the better. I have recently seen

the effect on such directors as Henry King,

Charles Brabin, Edwin Carewe in contact

with the European background, atmosphere
and locale. Centuries of human endeavor
and accomplishment have stored up story

material and human interest in even the

out-of-the-way places.

“The romance of Venice, the glories of

Rome, the noble achievements of England,

that cradle of human liberty, the fascina-

tions to be found in the centuries of France,

the tragedies of Russia, the mysticism and
beauties of the East provide material so

rich, so absorbing, so tremendous in possi-

bilities as to arouse in the heart, mind and
soul of the creative or adaptive artist a

compelling desire to achieve. This inspira-

tion is provided by this never failing foun-

tain of amazing things. It solves the pro-

duction problems of this and succeeding

generations. It solves, too, the problem of

costs because with care and attention the

great pictures can be made for half the

present expenditures.

“Ritz is committed definitely to interna- .

tional pictures, the inspired pictures, the .

J

pictures that solve the two problems of the'

business, namely, great entertainment valu.
fi

and legitimate costs. *
.

“I have reached the important and ddn^- _
nite conclusion that the demands of the

public for great entertainment in motion
pictures will be fully and completely met
at approximately half the present cost of

big pictures, and that the inspired pictures,

internationalized, will do it.”

Adapting Sheldon Story
Carl Anderson offices this week announce

that Dr. Charles M. Sheldon has consented

to the picturization of his book, “In His

Steps.” It has been estimated that 22,000,-

000 copies of this work have been issued

to date, in nineteen languages. “In His

Steps” tells the story of the application of

the Golden Rule in a community that decided

to live strictly according to the injunction:

“Do Unto Others As Ye Would They Should
Do Unto You.”
Production starts on “In His Steps” next

month, and Mr. Anderson plans to announce
it among his early spring releases.

HetJlotifflan
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THE PRESIDENT OF RITZ PICTURES AND HIS “INSPIRATION”

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Williams aboard the Majestic on their return from a seven weeks’
tour of England and the Continent.
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UNIVERSAL’S NEW GENERAL MANAGER OF SALES AND HIS ASSISTANT
A1 Lichtman, who has recently taken charge of the sale of Universal pictures, and his

newly appointed assistant, Ned Marin.

Selected as the Best “The Acquittal” Praised

Four First National Films Among
Magazine’s Choices

Of the six productions selected by Photo-

play Magazine in its January number as the

best pictures of the month, four are dis-

tributed through Associated First National

Pictures, Inc. The pictures are selected by

photoplay critics who judge pictures from

re fan’s viewpoint.

' Samuel Goldwyn’s independently produced
a ne Eternal City,” directed by George

Fitzmaurice, heads the list. Not only is “The
Eternal City” rated highest as a picture

but, in addition, the performances of two
of the cast are classified as belonging to

the six best performances of the month.
These players are Barbara La Marr, play-

ing the leading feminine role, and Richard
Bennett in a difficult characterization as an
Italian vagabond.
“Anna Christie,” Thomas H. Ince’s pro-

duction of the Eugene O’Neill drama, was
another of the first six and Blanche Sweet’s
work in the title role was rated among the

outstanding performances.
A third First National release in the list

was “Flaming Youth,” the sensational drama
of modern society featuring Colleen Moore,
and the fourth Sam Rork’s picturization of

Cynthia Stockley’s novel, “Ponjola,” featur-

ing Anna Q. Nilsson and James Kirkwood.
To Miss Nilsson also went the honor of

giving one of the six best performances of

the month. “The Acquittal” and “Long Live
the King” complete the list of exceptional

pictures.

lleti^otJWan
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Universal Film Held Second Week at

Cameo
“The Acquittal,” Universal’s Super Jewel

mystery picture, adapted from Rita Weiman’s
play, has been held over for a second week
at the Cameo Theatre, New York City, where
it now is having its Broadway premiere. It

made a decided hit at the Times Square
screen theatre last week in the face of strong

opposition, and is expected to go over the

top on its second week for even better rec-

ords. It is said to be a picture which builds

by word-of-mouth advertising.

The picture received especially favorable

press notices. The Evening World said:
“
‘The Acquittal’ is due to spread thrills

around by the bushel.” The Mail: “‘The
Acquittal,’ Rita Weiman’s mystery melo-
drama, which had a successful stage appear-
ance, has been made a gripping motion pic-

ture.”

The Morning Telegraph: “The Acquittal’

which is at the Cameo Theatre this week,
is rattling good melodrama.” The New York
World: “There is as fine and full and tre-

mendous a moment on the screen of the

Cameo this week as there is to be found any-
where on Broadway. This includes drama
of all kinds now on view, high, low and me-
dium brow. It comes in that exciting court
scene.” The New York Tribune: “It is a

very interesting picture.”

Following its run at the Cameo Theatre,
“The Acquittal” is scheduled to play the
entire U. B. O. Circuit in and around New
York City, beginning about the first of the
year, in runs from four days to a week.

Keith-Copperfield Bill
Following its three weeks’ run on Broad-

way, "David Copperfield” was booked by the
B. F. Keith Offices for the company’s entire
circuit of theatres in Greater New York.
Mark Luescher, director of the publicity
forces of the Keith organization, carried on
an exploitation campaign which helped to

pack the fourteen theatres at every showing.

A Consistent Performer

“The Virginian” Breaking Records,
Says Preferred

From present indications B. P. Schulberg’s
screen version of Owen Wister’s novel, “The
Virginian,” bids fair to be one of the biggest
money getters of the current season. It al-

ready has proved to be the most consistent
record breaker yet released by Preferred
Pictures Corporation.

The Columbia Theate, Bristol, Tenn., re-

ports that on Thanksgiving all existing

records were smashed in spite of a down-
pour of rain. To the Bareli Theatre, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., “The Virginian” brought the
biggest Sunday and Monday business since

the house opened, and according to a mes-
sage received by Preferred from the man-
agement, the line-up at the box-office was
continuous from opening to closing time.

The Colorado in Denver and Phil Gleich-

man’s Broadway-Strand in Detroit estab-

lished new marks for high receipts. Other
houses that have claimed records are the

Grenada in San Francisco, the Temple, Ilion,

N. Y., and the Imperial in Jacksonville, Fla.

B. S. Moss’ Broadway in New York City

did the biggest business since the Dempsey-
Firpo fight film with this Tom Forman pro-

duction.

Xmas Orphanage Fete

Brooklyn Theatre Will Open House to
Orphans Christmas Morning

The Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre is

playing host on Christmas’ morning to all

the orphans of Brooklyn who can crowd into

the house, to witness a performance which
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman has
made up especially for the occasion.

The theatre has placed the program under
the auspices of the Brooklyn Daily Times,
which publication undertook the work of

getting out the invitations and providing

Christmas gifts for the children. Invitations

were mailed and then the newspaper carried

stories each day for ten days ahead of the

show, illustrating these with cuts of the

various performers.

Lloyd Film Versus

Three Preachers!

Harold Lloyd in “Grandma’s
Boy” played Hatton, North
Dakota, a town of 821 inhabitants,

at advanced prices on a recent

Sunday night and made money for

the exhibitor. J. S. Woody, gen-

eral manager of Associated Ex-
hibitors, has received this letter

from George Sandy, owner of the

Grand Theatre:
“ ‘Grandma’s Boy’ is certainly a won-

derful picture. There were three church
sermons against me and you know what
that means in a town of this size, where
nearly everybody attends services. This

is the only picture I ever advanced
prices for, but everybody says it was
worth what I charged, compared with

other pictures. Thank you for sending

me such a good one.”
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Seventeen Years
Famous Players Pays $392,073

Doing This for Allen Theatres in Canada
C. C. Johnson, of the A-Mus-U

Theatre, Melville, Louisiana, in

writing’ for advice concerning a

new theatre he is about to erect,

adds this paragraph:

“We are asking you for this in-

formation because the Moving
Picture World seems to be more
interested in subscribers than just

merely mailing the magazine each

week.”

You said it, Brother Johnson.

We thank you!

“Painted People” Ready
The new First National picture featuring

Colleen Moore, the star’s first production
since her success in “Flaming Youth,” will

be released under the title “Painted People.”
The picture was filmed under the working
title of “The Swamp Angel,” which is the

name of the Collier’s Weekly story by Rich-
ard Connell from which the feature was
adapted. Clarence Badger directed and the
cast also includes : Ben Lyon, Mary Carr,
Mary Alden, Anna Q. Nilsson, Russell Simp-
son, Charles Murray, June Elvidge, Char-
lotte Merriam, and Bull Montana.

T HE Famous Players Canadian Cor-
poration, Limited, Toronto, paid a

total of $392,073 in cash and stock for

the assets of Allen Theatre, Limited, in the

purchase of Allen theatres throughout

Canada from G. T. Clarkson, Toronto, the

receiver, which had been valued at $3,327,000.

This information was announced at the
annual general meeting of the Famous
Players Corporation at Toronto on Decem-
ber 14 by N. L. Nathanson, of Toronto, man-
aging director of the corporation, in making
a report of the acquisition of the Allen chain

of theatres in Canada. As a result of this

purchase, the control of 20 Allen houses was
secured, bringing the total number of the-

atres operated by Famous Players in Canada
up to 64. The sum of $200,000 in cash and
$150,000 in first preferred stock was paid to

Mr. Clarkson, the receiver for Allens, and,

in addition, Famous Players spent $57,073 in

purchasing stock in several theatres in which
the corporation’s holdings were not large

enough to provide control.

The interest acquired in the Allen Theatre

at Vancouver, B. C., was sold by Famous
Players for $25,000, this amount reducing the

outlay for the entire deal. The price paid

for the Allen assets was less than 12 per cent,

of the receiver’s valuation of the theatres.

Announcement was also made by Mr.

Nathanson regarding the acquiring of Loew’s

Montreal Theatre. The shareholders of that

theatre were given par for par for their
preferred holdings, while the holders of
common stock received 49 per cent., Famous
Players keeping 51 per cent, in order to
maintain the control. The total cash invest-
ment by Famous Players for the big
Montreal Loew house was $100,000, which
was secured by a mortgage at eight per cent.
The chairman of the annual meeting was

Vice-President J. P. Bickell, of Toronto, who,
in commenting on the annual report, declared
that he looked for still greater improvement
in business during the fiscal year, 1923-24.

Earnings for the first quarter of the 1923-24

year, covering a period of the three months
of September, October and November,
showed gross earnings of $198,672 before
depreciation, as compared with $180,648 for

the correspending period one year ago. Net
earnings after depreciation stood at $160,000
for the past three months. It was announced
at the meeting that the retiring board of

directors had been re-elected for the
Canadian company without change.

HetJlotjUan
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Thomas Meighan
wishes you a
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“Woman-Proof”
By George Ade

Directed by Alfred E. Green

Recent Thomas Meighan-Paramount Productions

“Back Home and Broke”
By George Ade

Directed by Alfred E. Green

“The Ne’er Do Well”
By Rex Beach

Directed by Alfred E. Green

“Homeward Bound”
By Peter B. Kyne

Directed by Ralph Ince

Now in Preparation:
(.Released February 4, 1924)

“Pied Piper Malone”
By Booth Tarkington

Directed by Alfred E. Green

:
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Finis Fox Begins Production

F
IXIS FOX is expecting to have one of

the most elaborate productions of the

season in “A Woman Who Sinned,”

which he has just started to film at the Hol-

lywood studios. He has engaged an all-star

cast headed by Mae Busch, Morgan Wal-
lace, Irene Rich and Cullen Landis. Among
those playing important roles are Lucien

Littlefield, Paul Megel, Hank Mann, Snitz

Edwards, Cissy Fitzgerald, Hugh Fay and

Ethel Teare.

Finis is not only directing the picture but

he also created the story and made the

screen adaptation. It is to be the first of a

T HE arrival of Albert E. Smith, presi-

dent of Vitagraph, at the studios in

Hollywood last week marked renewed

production energy. David Smith is rapidly

finishing “Red Roses,” the dramatic novel

of finance and love by George Randolph

Chester, in which Dustin Farnum and Patsy

Ruth Miller have the leading roles. Di-

rector Smith will begin casting “Borrowed

Husbands,” the domestic society drama by

Mildred K. Barbour, at once. The continu-

ity for “Borrowed Husbands” was prepared

by C. Graham Baker, editor-in-chief of

Vitagraph.
President Smith telegraphed to the Vita-

graph executive offices in New York, after

a conference with his Western organiza-

tion, that he had found many of the pub-

lished rumors concerning the industry in

Hollydood to be wildly exaggerated. He
es, as do the heads of other producing

companies, a need for more effort against

unnecessary extravagance and safeguards

against waste in production, but exhibitors

Mrs. Reid Is Home;
Finishes Crusade
That the movie industry, par-

ticularly Hollywood, is not as bad
as it is painted, was a point Mrs.
Dorothy Davenport Reid, widow
of Wallace Reid, stressed in her

country-wide drive against nar-

cotics in which she exploited the

picture, “Human Wreckage.”
Mrs. Reid finished a two months’

tour through the Middle West
and Canada in time to spend
Christmas at her home in Los
Angeles. In many of the places

where she conducted her crusade

it was found necessary to main-
tain a guard of local police outside

her abode. This was done, it was
said, because of numerous veiled

threats for her life because of the

bold expose.

series of four special features that Finis

will film for the independent market with

all star players.

Finis chartered a three-masted schooner

and a palatial steam launch for some of the

scenes which are to be taken off the west
coast of Mexico. Beautiful and lavish set-

tings with the woman meaning elaborate

gowns will be striking features of “A
Woman Who Sinned.”

Among the more recent Finis Fox produc-
tions are “The Bishop of the Ozarks,” “The
Man Between” and “Bag and Baggage.”

need have no fear, in his opinion, of a short-

age in pictures of fine box office value.

“We have no intention of curtailing our
production plans,” the statement said.

Warner Film Praised

Critics Favorably Impressed by “Lu-
cretia Lombard”

Entertainment value of high order and
box-office appeal were unanimously con-

ceded by New York critics to “Lucretia

Lombard,” the screen version of the Kath-
leen Norris’ novel, which was given its pre-

miere last week at the Strand, playing to

the large pre-holiday crowds. The writers

of the metropolitan press also enthusiastically

lauded the spirited performances of Irene

Rich and Monte Blue, the distinctive direc-

tion, and the fine mounting of this Warner
Brothers’ Screen Classic.

It will be released under alternate titles

of “Lucretia Lombard” and “Flaming Pas-
sion,” exhibitors to decide which of the pair

of names they prefer as patronage pullers.

The American said : “Irene Rich, who did

such splendid work as the Queen in ‘Rosita,’

puts thought into her work as Lucretia Lom-
bard. She is intelligent and she is forceful,

and she looks like a real woman, not like

an ingenue dressed for the part.”

A “sellout” is how the critic of the Eve-
ning Mail characterized this production.

“Exhibitors need have no fear for the box-
office when this picture comes to their the-

atre,” he states.

The Morning Telegraph: “The Warner
Bros, have done well by the author in giv-

ing her story a fine screen presentation. ‘Lu-

cretia Lombard’ is primarily a monej’-maker.”

World: “Very well acted melodrama of a

three-cornered love affair.” Evening Jour-

nal : “Especially good effects in the flaming

woods and the raging fire.”

Sun and Globe : “Splendid acting. Irene

Rich, Marc McDermott, Norma Shearer and
Monte Blue give performances that are as

sincere and fine as anything seen in the films

this year.” Times Square Daily: “A real

box office hit.” Evening Telegram: “Spec-
tacular thrills follow each other uninterrupt-

edly in this Harry Rapf production.”

ETHEL SHANNON
Preferred Pictures player, plays
Santa Claus to co-workers at the

Schulberg Studios

Praise for “Going Up”

Exceptional Photoplays Lists It as

High Class

Douglas MacLean in “Going Up,” Mr.
MacLean’s first independent starring pro-

duction and his first photoplay to be dis-

tributed by Associated Exhibitors, is one
of the few features listed in the current
number of “Exceptional Photoplays” as “A
Picture Worth Watching For.” The rec-

ommendations printed in this publication are

made by the National Board of Review,
Committee on Exceptional Photoplays.

Of “Going Up” Exceptional Photoplays
says :

“
‘Going Up’ is an excellent screen

adaptation of the Broadway musical comedy
success—the story of an author who ex-

ploited an aviation hero in his book, thus
convinced his readers that he was an avia-

tor himself, and got from one pickle into

another in his humorous efforts to live up
to this false reputation. Certainly this was
good screen material for farce, and Douglas
MacLean fits into it as comfortably and ef-

fectively as he did in that other finished

light photoplay, ‘The Hottentot.’
”

Appointed Directors

Judge and Phillipson Succeed Moore
and Cohen

According to an announcement made by
Ralph J. Pugh, managing director of the

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,

London Branch, Horace Judge, director of

advertising and publicity, and Percy Phillip-

son, general sales manager at that office,

have accepted positions on the Board of

Directors to fill the vacancies made by the

retirement of Sir Harold de Courcv Moore
and Charles Cohen who resigned at the com-
pletion of their terms of office. The new
appointments have met with favor at the

American home office and it is expected that

with sales and publicity represented on the

directorate, the resultant closer relationship-

will prove a great factor.

Smith Says Exhibitors Need Not
Fear Shortage of Good Pictures
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Cohn in New York on
C. B. C. Production Plans
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PATSY RUTH MILLER
Goldwyn Player, dressing the studio Christ-

mas tree

Plan Big Exploitation

Exhibitors Assured Full Co-operation
in Selling Picture

Arrangements have been perfected be-

tween Pathe and the Yale University Press

which provide for the intensive exploitation

of the “Chronicles of America” series in

every community in which these pictures are

booked for showing. The plans, which have
been worked out in detail, insure the indi-

vidual exhibitor the fullest co-operation in

selling these pictures to the public of the

locality served by his theatre, it is stated.

“The Turmoil” Finished

Hobart Henley Has Completed Uni-

versal Picture
“The Turmoil,” Universal’s Hobart Hen-

ley picturization of the Booth Tarkington
novel, is completed at Universal City.

Hobart Henley, the director, made “The
Flirt.” That Tarkington story was com-
mented upon by leading critics as a faithful

transcription of the original tale. It sur-

vived the flood of screen material as an
outstanding achievement. “The Turmoil,”
according to book reviewers, is a novel of

far more power. Its picturization is her-
alded as correspondingly more powerful.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

H ARRY COHN, producer of the

features for C. B. C. Film Sales Cor-
poration, came to New York this

week from the West Coast production

centre.

The object of the trip was to discuss with

Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn production plans

for the New Year, and also to line up with

them certain ideas for production for next

fall. It is his belief that in working that far

ahead better results may be obtained, and
based upon C. B. C.’s great success this year,

a much more ambitious program for next

year is already being outlined.

One of the things that brought Mr. Cohn
East was the desire to finally pass upon
“Innocence,” featuring Anna Q. Nilsson, on

which final editing had been completed in

the East. He expressed entire satisfaction

with the way this and the art titling had
been handled, and “Innocence” is now re-

leased to franchise holders throughout the

country.

He also announced that “Discontented

Husbands” will be the next release following

“Innocence.” A big all-star cast has been

lined up for this new production containing

names that have won wide favor with the

public and at the box office, he says.

Discussing plans for coming productions,

Mr. Cohn says the program announced by
C. B. C. at the beginning of this year will be

strictly adhered to.

For next year, he says, he already has
under consideration several stories and
scripts which he has brought East with him
to discuss their possibilities with Brandt and
Cohn. He says he believes he has struck
the right stride with productions which he
has already made for C. B. C. release this

year, and that the company will continue its

policy of stories of present day problems,
such as “Yesterday’s Wife,” “Forgive and
Forget,” “The Marriage Market,” “Inno-
cence,” and “Discontented Husbands.”
Speaking of stories, Mr. Cohn says he

believes the greatest possibilities in screen
stories lie in stories adapted from stories

that have already appeared in published
form. Not only have they added publicity

value, he says, because of the attention they
have already attracted in published form, but
they seem to have a closer continuity of
thought.

Mr. Cohn said that he believes the salva-

tion of the industry is the “feature of

average length, but more than average in-

terest,” such as the C. B. C. productions are.

Mr fohn says he does not believe in “star”

picti s, as such. The story, he says, is the

m? thing, and, after that, the player who
is suited to the various parts. These, of

course, should be players whose names have

interest to the public and mean money to the

box office.

Aiding Nellie Revell

Irvin Cobb Opens Meeting Boosting

Her Book
One of the most remarkable luncheons ever

seen in the amusement centers of Times

Square was held at a joint meeting of the

Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., and the

Theatrical Press Representatives Association

at the Cafe Boulevard on December 13 when
plans were consummated for the distribution

and sale of Nellie Revell’s book, “Right Off

the Chest.”

Notable people in the industry took part,

the principal speaker being Irvin Cobb, who
traveled 2,200 miles to be at the luncheon.

He told of the many efforts of assistance

that had been volunteered, from the -initial

offer of George H. Doran to publish and
market the book through his regular chan-
nels without profit, to the work of Sol

Bloomer, who assumed the entire distribution

of the De Luxe edition. The most crying

need, Mr. Cobb declared, was for coherence
and centralization in the work of the several

committees trying to boost the sale of the

book.
The immediate problems of organization

were met through the offer of J. P. Mueller A
of the Mueller Advertising Agency, placing
his offices at the committee’s disposal for

meetings and necessary work. Harry Reich-
enbach offered to pay for the services of a

publicity man to start and follow through
the campaign to popularize the book through-
out the country.
As soon as the book is available, a special

campaign will be staged in New York to
committees working from both the Theatrical
Press Representatives and the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, jointly.

LUDWIG G.B.ERB
PRESIDENT

Trade mark reg.ij.g.patoff,,

MOTION PICTURE
DEVELOPING AND

PRINTING
TELEPHONE AUDUBON 3716

203 Tp 211 W. 146 th St., New Yor
LABORATORIES AND.STUDIO
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Duplex Expanding Business

;

To Build Modern Laboratory

DUPLEX Motion Picture Industries,

Inc., successors to Duplex Machine
Company, headed by one of the pio-

neers of mechanical filmdom, H. O. Carle-

ton, and supported by a directorate of his

three brothers, and Jacob Schaeffer, Jr.,

vice-president of the National Bank of Bay
Ridge, long associated with Carleton Bros,

as their financial adviser, is now expanding
and going into the laboratory business, as

well as greatly enlarged manufacturing fa-

cilities for their standard line of motion pic-

ture equipment.
In addition they are bringing out a prac-

tical home projector, and will furnish a li-

brary of films in connection with this pro-

jector which will embrace subjects of amuse-
ment, interest, education, and science. Both
projector and films will be sold at a price

which will be popular, and which will bring

them within the reach of many who desire

motion pictures in the home.
H. O. Carleton first started in the motion

picture business by working for Thomas A.

Edison as a mechanic on one of the first

motion picture cameras built by Mr. Edison

in this country. His brother Charles worked
with him on this camera, and they used

ideas taken from the French model which
Edison had. Afterwards both went to work
for Vitagraph, developing mechanical de-

vices in the early stages of the picture busi-

ness.

Air. Carleton realized that there was a

great necessity for mechanical accuracy and
labor saving machinery in the picture busi-

ness. He induced his brothers to join him,

and they started work in the basement of

their home at 417 Ovington avenue, Brook-
lyn, to develop their ideas, and there with

small hand power machinery made the first

Duplex Automatic Step Printer, which was
sold to Mr. Hite of the Tanhauser Alotion

Picture Company of New Rochelle. This

machine is still in use.

From a small beginning, with practically

no capital, the Carleton brothers have con-

tinued to build one after the other the many
mechanical devices which they today manu-
facture, and which begin with the perfora-

tor, winding up with the projector.

The latest development of their mechan-
ical line includes the building of an Auto-
matic Developing Machine, a machine in

which the positive goes through all the steps
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of a complete laboratory. This machine is

automatic in its action, being operated by
one-sixth the amount of labor required un-

der previous conditions.

The new factory and developing plant of

Duplex will be located in Long Island City,

within easy reach of Times Square, and will

be housed in a specially designed building

five stories in height, and with a floor space

of 50,000 square feet, to be finished some
time in the coming summer.
H. O. Carleton has not only done great

things in developing the mechanical side of

pictures, but in addition has been associated

with the business as camera man for many
well known companies, and has photo-

graphed many great stars in the past.

Plan Big Program

Hodkinson Announces Distribution for

Coming Quarter
An elaborate program of feature distribu-

tion is announced by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation for the first quarter of the new
year, including the release of a series of

stellar productions now in course of prepara-

tion. Plans are being formulated for wide-
spread activities, and intensive campaigns
will be waged over the entire country, de-

signed to put Hodkinson feature produc-
tions in the very front ranks.

For January release, the Hodkinson pro-

gram calls for the distribution of “Grit,”

starring Glenn Hunter, the fourth of the

series of Film Guild productions, as well as

Whitman Bennett’s production of Edward
Eggleston’s mid-western classic, “The Hoos-
ier Schoolmaster.”

In February, Hodkinson will release the

first of the James Kirkwood-Lila Lee co-star

productions, “The Inner Sight,” produced
under the direction of Bruce Mitchell, and
in the same month Harry Carey makes his

film debut under the Hodkinson banner in

“Night Hawks,” the first of a series of six

stellar productions made by Hunt Strom-
berg.

Tentatively scheduled for Alarch is

“Painted Women,” the second of the series

co-starring James Kirkwood and Lila Lee,

and possibly the second of the Harry Carey
productions.
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DUPLEX AUTOMATIC STEP PRINTER

Keith Books Film

“Judgment of the Storm” to Play Big
Circuit

“Judgment of the Storm,” the Palmer Pho-
toplay Corporation production being distrib-

uted by F. B. O., has been booked for the
entire Keith circuit, which embraces the B.

S. Aloss and Proctor houses in New York.
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of F. B. O.’s

New York exchange, who closed the deal
with Keith, said : “An unusual tribute is

accorded ‘Judgment of the Storm’ in the clos-

ing of the contract with Keith, for they
are known as shrewd and careful judges of
what the public wants. However, all who
have seen ‘Judgment of the Storm,’ acclaim
it the greatest of all photoplays and well
worthy of all the confidences the Keith
people have placed in it.”

The Palmer Corporation will carry news-
paper advertising in every key city in the
United States, backed by a direct mail cam-
paign on the picture to theatre patrons. It

also will have fifty-two exploitation men in

the field working on a campaign which will
include a newspaper contest designed to
draw patrons to the box-office.

Flinn~Leaves Paramount
John C. Flinn will leave the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation on January 1 to join

an important distributing company in an ex-
ecutive capacity, it is announced. No fur-

ther details are now available concerning
the resignation from the Paramount organi-
zation of one of its most energetic members.
Air. Flinn originally conducted the adver-
tising and publicity department. Later he
joined the theatre department and was as-

signed special duties. With the completion
of “The Covered Wagon” he managed the
exploitation of it, going to London to stage
the English premiere. Recently he has been
handling the advance exploitation on “The
Ten Commandments.”

De Mille Bank Official
Cecil B. DeAlille, director-general of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has

been elected vice-president of the Com-
mercial National Bank, one of the largest

financial institutions in metropolitan Los
Angeles.



Exhibitors’ news and Views
IndianaJones, Linick &

$1,000,000 for
At last the Woods Theatre is definitely-

sold to Jones, Linick & Schaefer for a sum
in excess of $1,000,000 and the transaction

has been confirmed by A. H. Woods, the

former owner. Carl Mayer represented Mr.
Woods in the deal and Ryan Congdon and
Livingston represented the purchasers.
Norman E. Field, general manager for

Jones, Linick & Schaefer, took immediate
possession of the house for the new owners
and will announce the house manager in a

few days. The Woods Theatre in the fu-

ture will show big film productions on a

two-day schedule, with appropriate presenta-
tions. Aaron J. Jones has been elected

president of the Woods Building Corpora-
tion and the A. H. Woods Theatre Company,
which control both the office building and
the theatre at the corner of Randolph and
Dearborn street.

The Jackie Coogan picture, “Long Live the
King,” at the Chicago Theatre last week
proved a good tie-up for children and every
youngster bringing something for poor chil-
dren was admitted free during the matinees.
It took several trucks to haul away the
clothing that the boys brought to gain ad-
mission.

The plans for the new movie theatre that
Jacob Horwitz of 10 South La Salle street
will build on Robey street are being made
by Oman and Lillienthal and the structure
when completed will represent an invest-
ment of $750,000.

Speer and Whallon, owners of the Lyric
Theatre at Gibson City, 111., have remodeled
the house and opened up with a feature
picture program.

It is expected that the long run of “Scara-
mouche” at the Woods Theatre will end next
week and Manager Anderson reports the pic-
ture has been shown to more than 100,000
ia the eleven weeks.

John Deis is planning to build a movie
house at Wheaton, 111., and plans have been
drawn by E. N. Drydges which call for a
two-story brick and terra cotta building.

Elmer Jerome has been made manager of
the Empress Theatre at Deeatur, 111., a mixed
program house of vaudeville and pictures,
which is under the direction of Wiley Mc-
Connell, well known exhibitor.

Another new movie theatre Is planned for
Joliet, 111., by Lawrence J. Crowley of that
city. A contract has been let to John Krings
for the excavation for the new house to cost
.^350,000. The theatre will front ICO feet on
Jefferson street and 133 feet on Scott street
and seat 2,200. It is planned to install a
fine organ for the musical programs, which
will be a big feature.

A new movie theatre will be erected at
Lawrenceville, 111., and it will be named the
Gould Theatre.

Another movie theatre is planned for Gen-
eseo, 111., as a movement is on foot among
the business men to build a modern house
for the showing of feature films.

A. L. Orr and Son have taken over the
management of the Livingston Theatre at
Dwight, 111., having leased the house from
Ralph Stevens of this city. The new man-
agers will book feature films and road at-
tractions.

EDITED BY SUMNER SMITH

Schaefer Pay
Woods Theatre

Dee Robinson Dies

Dee Robinson died at Presbyterian Hos-
pital, Chicago, 111., on December 17 while
preparatory operations were being made
for a blood transfusion from his brother,
Sam Robinson, of Peria, 111. Robinson
was fifty-one years old and head of the
Madison Theatres Company of Peoria,
controlling theatres in several cities in

the Illinois territory. One of the best
liked members of the motion picture in-

dustry, his passing will be mourned by
all. He had been ill a considerable length
of time.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to rob
the safe of the Strand Theatre at Springfield,
111. The thief escaped by jumping from the
balcony of the house.

Arthur Jackson, owner of the Strand The-
atre of Crawfordsville, Ind., has taken over
the Arc Theatre of the same city and will
book for both houses.

The Garden Theatre Corporation has leased
the Garden Theatre at Harvey, 111., for a
period of ten years.

The Orpheum Theatre, Peoria, 111., was
damaged by fire that destroyed more than
$2,500 worth of scenery stored in a tunnel
leading from the building to an exit.

The engagement of the Harris Theatre for
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” terminates
on December 22 and the house will be turned
back to legitimate productions for a few
months.

AARON J. JONES
President, Jones, Linick & Schaefer, exten-
sive operators and owners of Chicago

amusement enterprises

Various phases of the motion picture in-

dustry were discussed by Charles C. Petti-

john, of New York, and other speakers at a
meeting and banquet of the Indianapolis

Film Board of Trade at the Hotel Severin,
Friday night, December 14. In addition to a

number of prominent exhibitors and ex-
change men, the entire sales staffs and book-
ing agents of the Indianapolis exchanges
attended the affair.

Mr. Pettijohn, who formerly lived in-

Indianapolis, and who is now general counsel
for the film boards of trade of the United
States, said the work of the national organ-
ization was progressing satisfacorily and
that the industry is on the threshold of a long
era of proserity.
Frank J. Rembuscli, Indianapolis, asserted

that one of the difficulties of the industry
at this time is promotion. He said promotor
exhibitors, promotor distributors and pro-
moter theatre owners who do not know the
business are largely responsible for financial
and co-operation failures.

Billy Connors, of Marion, secretary of the
state organization of theatre owners, de-
clared that the film exchange managers
should inform their salesmen of the work be-
ing done by the film board of trade and the
arbitration committees. He said some of the
exchangemen failed to protect the jobs of
the salesmen unless the salesmen showed
more production each week. Such practices
should be condemned, he said.

Acting on orders of Fred Sims, receiver
for the Consolidated Realty and Theatres
Company, Marcus S. Sonntag, appointed to
handle the affairs of the Victory and Strand
theatres at Evansville, has ordered Charles
Sweeton, manager of the American and
Majestic theatres, to vacate the Strand The-
atre building. The Strand was held under
lease by the Consolidated Company. Alleging
that the company failed to meet the terms 4
of the lease. Clinton Rose, rental agent for
the property, declared the lease invalid on
December 1, and granted a five-year lease
to Sweeton. Sonntag contends the property
is still held under lease by the Consolidated.

Under pressure of the Ministerial Associa-
tion and a committee representing the
Protestant churches of the city, the city
council at Washington, Ind., has directed
John H. Spencer, city attorney, to draft ait

ordinance prohibiting moving picture and
theatrical shows on Sunday. The ordinance
also will require the paying of a license hy
the theatre owners.

Work was started this week on the con-
struction of a larger stage in the Blackstone
Theatre at South Bend. The present stage,
according to Ezra Rhodes, manager, is not
large enough to permit the staging of road
shows or vaudeville acts. Feature pictures
will continue to occupy a prominent place
on the program regardless of whether road
shows or vadeville acts are booked, Rhodes
said.

Shannon Katzenbach and Maurice Fox, of
the management of the Indiana Theatre at
Terre Haute, have installed a “Have a Heart”
box in the lobby of the theatre. Money
dropped in the box will be turned over to
the Terre Haute Welfare League for the
purchase of Christmas gifts for the city’s,

poor children.

Fred E. LeComte, manager of the Liberty
Theatre at Terre Haute, was in Indianapolis
several days this week attending to his new
duties as general manager of the theatres
of the Consolidated Realty and Theatres Cor-
poration, now in the hands of a receiver.
Robert Cotton, assistant manager, supervised
the affairs at the Liberty during his absence.
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Three Weeks for “Hunchback”
in St. Louis; $27,500 Rental

What is said to be the biggest deal in-

volving a single picture to be shown in one
picture house in the history of St. Louis

has been concluded by Spyros Skouras, pres-

ident of the St. Louis Amusement Company,
with the St. Louis’ exchange of Universal.

It provides for a three weeks’ showing of

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” at the

Pershing Theatre, commencing January 5.

The price paid for the first-run is said to

have been a guarantee of $27,500. The pic-

ture will play to a $1.65 top and every seat

in the theatre will be reserved during the

run.

The past neek was marked by several
other big picture deals in St. Louis. Fred L.

Cornwall, owner of the Delnionte Theatre,
who several months ago astounded the na-
tives by closing a deal with Metro Pictures
for their entire 19-3-24 product for all of

St. Louis and St. Louis County for a period
of two years, paying S2UO.IKIO for the priv-
ilege. closed a deal with Universal for the
St. I.ouis tirst-run on Baby Peggy’s first big
picture, ••The Darling of hew York.’’ It

will be presented at the big West F.nd house
Christmas Week.

William Goldman, owner-manager of the
Kings Theatre, secured two big pictures for
his house, “The Acquittal,’’ to be shown
Christmas Week, and “Thundering Dawn.”
Goldman also concluded all financial arrange-
ments for his Jl.OOO.OOO St. Louis Theatre to

be erected at Grand boulevard and Morgan
street, and this structure will get under way
very shortly. He plans to hold the grand
opening on next Labor Day.

Miss A. L. Ketchum, owner of the Plaza
Theatre, Clara and Etzel avenues, St. Louis,
has concluded a deal whereby on January 1

she will take over the Aubert Theatre, Easton
avenue at Aubert avenue, and the Chippewa
Theatre, Broadway near Chippewa street.

During the week articles of incorporation
were issued by Secretary of State Becker
to the A. L Ketchum Theatre Company,
which is to have $30,000 capital. The in-

corporators are A. L. Ketchum, P. A. Koch,
P. G. McElwee and R. H. Roberts. This
company will operate the Plaza, Aubert and
Chippewa in the future.

J. C. Borden opened his Palace Theatre at
Lawrenceville, 111., on Saturday, December
15. It is one of the best arranged houses
in that vicinity. The St. Louis Exhibitors
Supply Company, of St. Louis, furnished the
two Simplex mazda equipped projection ma-
chines and the Minusa curtain for this house.

Jimmie Lawson opened the New Grand
Theatre at Mount Olive, 111., on Thursday,
December 13.

Joe Schrempp, former owner of the Knick-
erbocker Theatre in St. Louis and later in

the distribution end of the business, has been
named manager of the Duquoin Theatre, Du-
quoin, 111.

Jim Drake has leased the Gem Theatre in

Sixth street near Market, St. Louis, and is

giving St. Louis the biggest show in the
world for 10 cents. Drake is putting on a
double feature and a comedy with news reels
and is packing ’em in.

Out-of-town exhibitors seen along Picture
Row the past week were Jim Reilly, Princess
Theatre, Alton, 111.; Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.;

Mrs. I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; Leo Bernstine,
Springfield, 111., and W. T. Bollinger, Elvins,

Mo.

Canada
The theatre properties operated by the J.

B. Sparrow Theatrical and Amusement
Company, Ltd., Montreal, have been offered

for sale. The announcement has caused a

sensation in Montreal theatre circles, not
only because two of the most outstanding
local theatres are affected, but because G.

B. Sparrow, president of the company, was
the man who was chosen the first national

president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Canada on the occasion of the
latter’s organization meeting in Montreal
last September. Mr. Sparrow recently
resigned from the M. P. T. O. presidency
and has been succeeded by A. D. Denis of

Montreal.
The theatres which have been placed on

the market are His Majesty’s Theatre, a

veritable amusement landmark of Canada’s
largest city, and the Theatre Francais, in

the East End of Montreal. Both of these
properties are announced for sale “at sacri-

fice prices.”

During a recent period the Theatre Fran-
cais was operated by Marcus Loew on a

rental basis. Then it was known as the
Metropolitan and later as the Court Thea-
tre. Considerable improvement was made
in the structure prior to its acquisition by
the Loew interests. After some time, the
theatre reverted to the Sparrow company,
the organizer of which was the late J. B.
Sparrow, father of G. B. Sparrow.

The National Theatre, Bay and Dundas
streets, Toronto, one of the older downtown
theatres, suffered damage by fire to the ex-

tent of $7,000 on December 11, the outbreak
occurring when there was no one in the
building. The stage section of the theatre
was gutted and the roof was burned through.

“Richard the Lion-Hearted” followed
“Scaramouche” and "The Covered Wagon”
at the Tivoli Theatre, Toronto’s two-a-day
picture theatre, “Richard”opening a week’s
engagement on December 17 at $1.50 top, all

seats being reserved.

The employes of the Metropolitan Theatre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, formerly the Allen The-
atre, are having their annual Christmas
Frolic this year as usual. Manager Miller
Stewart presented each member of the staff
with a turkey as a gift of the management,
forty-five birds being distributed. The em-
ployes also enjoyed a special midnight show
with themselves as principals, their friends
being the invited guests.

Manager George Rotsky of the Palace
Theatre, Montreal, formerly the Allen, aban-
doned the regular two-a-day policy of the
theatre during the week of December 17 by
presenting “Jealous Husbands” at continu-
ous performances. Mr. Rotsky made a spe-
cial play with performances starting at 10
o’clock each night, this being arranged, he
announced, for the benefit of employes of
many retail stores which were open until
9 or 10 o’clock each night to take care of
the Christmas rush. “The Hunchback of
Notre Dame” opened at the Palace on De-
cember 23 with performances twice daily
and at prices ranging up to $1.50, this being
the regular policy.

Philadelphia
Exhibitors who do not accept shows con-

tracted for on an agreed date with the va-
rious exchange houses, included in the
membership of the Philadelphia Film Board
of Trade, will be obliged to pay for such
films as are included in contracts at speci-

fied dates without the privilege of showing
the films on a deferred program, according
to a resolution adopted at the meeting of

the Arbitration Board held during the week
at the De Luxe Exchange headquarters. In

the future no redress will be granted either

in the way of subsequent showings or in

the cancellation of payments, the exhibitor
paying for the film as per date of contract.
Another innovation was the determination

to do away with the acceptance of con-
tracts signed by agents, bookers, operators
and other employes of picture houses and
to make future bookings only with the bona
fide signatures of the owners.

With the completion of the building oper-
ations, which practically made a new theatre
out of the Opera House, at Dover, Del., there
was introduced to the amusement enterprises
of the town one of the most modern picture
theatres in that section of the state. On
Thursday of last week the reopening cere-
monies were inaugurated with the mayor
and city officials participating. They warm-
ly commended the owners, a syndicate head-
ed by President George Schwartz, for the
erection of so artistic and modern a struc-
ture. The house seats 1,000 instead of the
former 050. The interior is handsomely dec-
orated in gold and black, a new Typhoon
system and an organ introduced and a mod-
ern projection room erected.

Two more theatres have been added to
those controlled by J. Everett Lewis, en-
terprising proprietor of the Plaza Theatre
at Milford, Del., and the Everett Theatre at
Middletown, Del., through the acquisition of.

the picture theatres in the adjoining towns
of Crisfield and Saulsbury, Maryland.

An elaborate building program is now in

progress at the Opera House of Norristown,
Pa., which has been added to the string of

theatres owned by Benjamin Sablosky, and
including the Lyric, Garrick and Empire.
The rebuilding of the century old Opera
House will involve an expenditure of $300,-

000 and when completed will give the city

one of the finest theatres of its kind in any
city of like size, with a seating capacity of

2 , 000 .

First-Run House for Long Reach , Cal

.

T HE biggest theatrical and realty deal in Pacific Coast exhibition circles was
announced last week by West Coast Theatres, Inc., through Michael Gore,
president, with Walter S. Horne Company and I. E. Baker of Long Beach for

the construction of a theatre and office building on Ocean Boulevard, in Long Beach,
Cal. The deal and business transaction involved is in excess of $4,000,000, calling for

the immediate beginning of work on an eight-story de luxe theatre and office building

on the north side of Ocean Boulevard, between American and Elm avenues at Long
Beach. The site of the new structure is 150 feet by 155 feet, and the property one
of the most important business centers of Long Beach.
With this deal the city of Long Beach assumes an important place in Pacific Coast

theatricals. The theatre is to seat 3,000. Harry C. Arthur, r., general manager of

West Coast Theatres, Inc., is authority for the statement that plans have been ap-

proved by which he executive committee of West Coast Theatres will provide Long
Beach with a theatre that is to compare favorably with the biggest and finest insti-

tutions in the country.
A big symphony orchestra, under a prominent conductor, will also be a feature of

the house, which will be run on a basis equal to the first-run Los Angeles theatres.

Frank M. Browne, division manager of Long Beach, will be in charge of the destinies

of the new house.
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Markowitz in San Francisco

Reduces Strand’s Admissions
M. L. Markowitz, owner of the Strand

Theatre, San Francisco, has come out with

the public statement that theatre admission

prices are too high and has taken the lead

in a movement to bring these down to a

more reasonable level. In a recent state-

ment he said: “For some time it has been
the general custom for all downtown thea-

tres showing high-grade, first-run feature

pictures to do what the other fellow does,

but sometimes some one comes to the reali-

zation that existing conditions can be im-

proved by the inauguration of a new policy

and such is the case at the Strand Theatre
right now. We have come to the conclu-

sion that theatre admission prices are too

high, and after carefully weighing the ques-
tion find we can afford to show the best pic-

tures at lower prices and still make a rea-

sonable profit because of our low rent and
operating expenses. Our new schedule of

prices is 20 cents for matinees, including

Saturdays, with children 10 cents, and 40

cents for evenings, Sunday and holiday mat-
inees, with a 15-cent rate for children. We
are featuring independent productions such

as those of Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pick-
ford, Harold Lloyd, D. W. Griffith and
Charles Ray. We are not controlled by any
producing company but operate an inde-

pendent theatre showing independent attrac-

tions.”

The management of the Warfield Theatre,
San Francisco, has broken its policy of mak-
ing a weekly change in program regardless
of the excellence of the screen attraction,
and “Flaming Youth” has been held over for
a second week. House records were broken
the first week, according to Manager Charles
M. Pincus, and the longer run was literally
forced by popular demand. The world
premiere of “Black Oxen” has been delayed
a week because of this. This premiere will
be followed by the first showing anywhere
of “The Half Dollar Bill,” a Graf production
made In San Francisco and distributed
through Metro.

West Coast Theatres, Inc., will spend about
$75,000 in improvements in the Oakland T. &
D. Theatre and at the conclusion of the work
the name of the house will be changed.
Harry Arthur, general manager of this or-
ganization, was a recent visitor from Los
Angeles, conferring with A. M. Bowles, man-
ager of the Northern California division.

C. L Laws, manager of the California The-
atre, Watsonville, Cal., spent a week at Los
Angeles recently investigating the system
followed out in the management of leading
houses of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., in
the southern field.

Under the direction of General Manager
William Citron, a Kiddie Revue will be of-
fered every evening during Christmas week
at the New Mission and New Fillmore thea-
tres, San Francisco.

The National Theatres Syndicate, San Fran-
cisco, headed by L. R. Crook, which recently
purchased the theatre of Frank Atkins at
Marysville, Cal., through the office of J. R.
Saul, will enlarge the house and install new
furnishings at a cost of about $40,000. The
deal included the purchase of this house out-
right, with the land on which it stands, and
involved about $150,000.

B. Getz, Inc., San Francisco, is having plans
prepared for a one-story theatre to be erect-
ed at San Mateo, a peninsula suburb, at an
estimated cost of $115,000.

Charles Douglass, who conducted a theatre
at Merced, Cal., for many years, has returned
to the amusement business after a brief
respite and is now operating the Realart
Theatre at Los Angeles.

John Triguerio, who operates two theatres
at Fort Bragg, Cal., has arranged to take

over the Strand Theatre, a new 500-seat
house at Santa Rosa. This will be operated
as a second-run picture theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Cole, of the Virginia
Theatre, Virginia City, Nev., were visitors on
San Francisco’s Film Row early in Decem-
ber. Other visitors the same week were Ed
Stark, of the Opal Theatre, Hollister, Cal.;

Mr. Harvey of Vacaville, A. A. Richards, of

Modesto, and P. W. Byrd, Hanford, Cal.

James Barlow, of the Rialto Theatre, Stock-
ton, has been quite seriously ill of late and
has been confined to his bed in a hospital,

but is expected to be able to be out shortly.

The Lyric Theatre, Stockton, Cal., has
booked William H. Hart in “Wild Bill

Hickok’’ and has offered a fine silver cup to

the troop of Boy Scouts making the best

showing in a stunts contest.

The Everett Theatre, Everett, Wash., was
completely demolished by fire in a spectacu-

lar blaze that occurred early Tuesday morn-
ing, December 11. The loss is estimated at

$100,000. It is partly covered by insurance.

The fire is thought to have started from a

short circuit or from sparks in the fur-

nace room. The Everett was the only house
in the city with a stage large enough to

house legitimate attractions. It had for

some time been showing high grade feature

pictures. The house was built in 1900 at a

cost of $70,000. Very recently a large sum
had been spent for improvements, altera-

itons, decorations and furnishings. The
building was owned by the Everett Im-
provement Company and under lease to the

Star Amusement Company. About $1,500

.worth of films and the projection machine
were saved from the fireproof projection

-booth and vault.

C. A. Swanson of the Star Amusement
Company was in Seattle the following day.

He states that the house will be rebuilt im-

mediately. The new structure will prob-

ably be one of the finest houses in the state,

although there has not yet been time. for

anything but a brief review of the situa-

tion.

President Howard S. Clemmer of the M. P.

T. O. of Washington, and Ray Grombacher,
trustee, both of Spokane, called a meeting
for Eastern Washington exhibitors who had
been unable to attend the organization meet-
ing in Seattle several weeks ago. Telegrams
were sent to thirty-five, twenty-five of whom
turned out. Wires received from the other
ten assured cooperation. The meeting- was
held In Spokane December 11. It was opened
by Mr. Grombacher, who presented Dr. Clem-
mer. J. M. Hone, executive secretary-treas-

urer, who maintains the organization’s of-

fices in Seattle, went over for the meeting
and received the twenty-five new members.
A banquet attended by fifty exhibitors and
exchangemen and their wives and friends

concluded the meeting, which was followed

on Wednesday by a trustees’ meeting in Se-

attle.

Francis J. Mraz will open his new Mraz
Theatre in Colton, Wash., about January 1.

L. K. Kubley, who owns the Dream Thea-
tre, Ketchikan, Alaska, is in Seattle ar-

ranging bookings. He has signed for the

entire Educational product of short subjects

for the coming year.

James Q. Clemmer, a leading pioneer in the

picture history of the Pacific Northwest, is

back in Seattle vacationing.

Cincinnati
The past, present and future of motion

pictures were discussed from the standpoint

of observers in different fields at the an-

nual luncheon of the Cincinnati Better Mo-
tion Picture Council, at Hotel Sinton last

week. Brief addresses were made by I. Lib-

son, manager of most of the first-run houses
in the city, Ben Strasser, local film director,

Wm. Keiser, president of local Film Board
of Trade, and Wm. G. Stiegler, motion pic-

ture editor of the Cincinnati Times-Star.

Harry Gordon, formerly picture theatre
manager at Portsmouth, Ohio, who has been
manager of the Fairmont Theatre, Fairmont,
W. Va, since the house opened six months
ago, has resigned his position and has been
succeeded by Sam Dieman, who was a gro-
ceryman before entering the picture game.

Forbes and Craig have taken over the

Alva Theatre at Bowerson, Ohio, while L. A.
Pilliod at Grand Rapids, Ohio, has disposed
of his Photoplay Theatre to J. Nofus.

Col. M. H. Newman, general manager for

Universal houses in the Pacific Northwest,
is in Seattle for a few days.

Roy Boomer, formerly manager of the
Spokane Universal exchange, has resigned to

take over the management of the Cameo
Theatre in San Francisco.

J. W. (Jack) Allender, of the Allender cir-

cuit in Eastern Washington, was in Seattle
this week.

After being completely refitted and re-

decorated, the old Flag Theatre, First ave-
nue near Pike street, has been reopened un-
der new name of Market Theatre. It is

a 10-cent house. A. B. Johnson is manager.

Nebraska
The Palace Theatre in Sioux City, la.,

which was badly damaged by fire some weeks
ago, is to be remodeled extensively.

The Strand Theatre at Sioux City, Neb.,

has been closed by its proprietor, R. E.

Geesman.

Miss Genevieve Jenkins, daughter of J.

C. Jenkins, owner of the Auditorium The-
atre at Neligh, Neb., spent a few weeks in

the hospital at Omaha recently.

W. B. Wheeler has sold the Victor The-
atre at Bertrand, Neb.

Oklahoma
Roy Bettis has taken over the manage-

ment of the Hippodrome, Okmulgee, Okla.

Manager Mayberry will open his new Cri-

terion Theatre at Enid, Okla., about January
1, 1924. The theatre will be strictly modern.

ILetjgotJWan
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Spectacular Fire Destroys
Theatre in Everett, Wash.
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North Carolina Exhibitors

Amicably Adjust Music Tax
All differences existing between the North

Carolina theatre owners and the American
Society of Authors, Composers and Publish-
ers have been amicably adjusted, according
to Henry B. Varner, president of the North
Carolina M. P. T. O., who attaches to his

notification to all exhibitors a list of all

theatres in the state together with the com-
promise annual dues agreed upon for the
performance of copyright music in all the-
atres.

A series of conferences between Mr. Var-
ner and officials of the society culminated
in a meeting of these officials and the ex-
ecutive committee of the M. P. T. O. in

Charlotte, at which the entire matter was
threshed out to the satisfaction of both sides,

and a new scale of fees, approximately one-
half the original demands, agreed upon, af-

fecting every theatre in the state. This
new scale went into effect on December 1

and Mr. Varner is now busily engaged in

getting signed agreements from the indi-

vidual theatre owners, since the entire plan
is contingent upon small exhibitors paying
the new fees without protest.

It was agreed by the society to drop all

of the forty-one suits now pending in the
United States courts against Carolina ex-
hibitors for infringement of their rights un-
der the copyright laws as soon as the new
plan gets into effect all over the state, and
President Varner is congratulating himself
and the exhibitors upon saving something
like $20,000 annually for them.

E. J. Sparks Enterprises, controlling four-
teen theatres in Florida, a majority of which
were former Southern Enterprises houses,
has opened permanent Atlanta offices in
charge of E. T. Brown for the purpose of
handling- hookings of pictures and legitimate
attractions for their chain

.
of houses, the

offices being in the Metropolitan building.
The Sparks chain includes the following
Florida houses: Jefferson and Orpheum, St.

Augustine; Grand, Beacham, American and
Phillips, Orlando; Drekka and Deland,
Deland; Baby Grand, Winter Park; Sarasota,
Sarasota Star and Opera House, Arcadia; Ca-
sino and Auditorium, Lakeland.

J. F. Howard has opened his new Peoples
Theatre in Lenoir City, Tenn., with a seating
capacity of 300, modern in every respect.
W. M. Hayes is building a 300-seat house In
Lenoir City, the New Amuzu, which will
open January 1.

To build up the usually dull December re-
ceipts, Willard Patterson of the Metropoli-
tan, Atlanta, has devised a ticket book
scheme giving $6 worth of tickets for $5.

Through a tie-up with the Atlanta Georgian
and Hearst’s Sunday American, these books
will be offered to all their carriers with
clubs of subscriptions, the carriers who ob-
tain the largest numbers of subscribers each
week winning ticket books. The first order
of the newspapers was for 2,000 books,
which means a lot of extra cash coming in
for “Pat.” Another tie-up was effected with
the United Cigar Stores Company to sell the
books and maintain a counter display in
each of their Atlanta stores.

Romania Brothers, prominent business
men of Burgettstown, Pa., are erecting a

$75,000 picture theatre in that town which
they expect to have ready for opening about
the middle of January. The house, as yet
unnamed, will be modern in every respect
and will seat 750. The exterior is very hand-
some, being done in red and white brick.

In the basement of the new building there
will be baths, free to the public. Pool, bil-

liard halls and bowling alleys are also in-

cluded in the basement plans. J. De Walt
will be house manager and will do all book-
ing of films. Burgettstown is a town of but
1,500 persons, and already boasts of two
picture theatres, the Grand and the Au-
ditorium.

Congratulations to E. F. Claffey of the
Liberty Theatre, Sharon, whose wife recent-
ly presented him with twin baby girls.
Mother and children are doing well.

Linn J. Blackford, who years ago con-
ducted the Nittany Theatre at State College,
has opened his new Clifton Theatre at Hunt-
ingdon. It is a beautiful picture fheatre
and stands on the site of the old Gamble
Theatre. Seating capacity is 900.

The Harry Davis Enterprises opened their
newest downtown house in Pittsburgh on
December 24. It is known as the Ritz and
seats 1,000.

M. A. Lightman, well known Tennessee
and Arkansas exhibitor, is opening the Prin-
cess Theatre, North Little Rock, Ark.

C. S. Smith, exhibitor from Newman, Ga.,
has returned home after attending the trial
of the noted Doctor Frederick Cook.

Walter White, of Jefferson, Tenn., has
taken over the Gay at Newport, Tenn., from
W. C. Carter. Mr. Carter will continue to
operate his Liberty, Greenville, Tenn.

Samuel Borisky was an interesting vis-
itor on Atlanta’s Film Row the past week.

W. M. Sugarman visited Atlanta the past
week in the interest of his Peking and
Grand theatres in Montgomery, Ala.

W. H. C. Dudley is reopening the Opera
House, Americus, Ga., closed since July 1.

He is one of the pioneers in the industry,
having been an exhibitor since 1900.

George S. Mackay, formerly assistant
manager at Rowland and Clark’s Belmar
Theatre in the Homewood district, has been
promoted to manager.

A. Roth of the Seven Stars Theatre, Phil-
lipsburg, and Jake Smith of Smith's Opera
House, Barnesboro, were recently in town.

Manager William W. Clark of the Rivoli
Theatre, East Pittsburg, says business is

coming along in great style. Clark has re-
cently added $3,000 worth of improvements
to his pipe organ and installed an orchestra
as well.

Miss Agnes Rapp, who manages her fath-
er’s Theatorium at Emleton, is touring
Canada in her car. She expected to be back
home for the holidays.

F. J. Dion of the Orpheum Theatre. Frank-
lin, is back on the job again, hunting the
business as usual, after having spent several
days down in North Carolina “hunting wild
game.”

Ben Engleberg, owner of the new Elmore
Theatre, Pittsburgh, is back on the job after
having been confined for several days to his
bed suffering from the grip.

Barth Dnttola, popular owner of the Al-
hambra Theatre at New Kensington, htis the
sympathy of the film fraternity as the result
of his mother's death, which occurred in
Italy at the age of 82 years. Barth visited
his mother this summer and saw her for
the first time in twenty-two years.

J. George Schweitzer, theatre magnate
from Titusville, spent several days in town
recently film shopping.

Do Southern Women Lead in Industry?

Burgettstown, Pa., Theatre
to Boast Free Public Baths

H OW many women are holding executive positions in the film industry “on their

own” in the United States? Do the Southern States hold the palm when it

comes to progressive women exhibitors, exchange managers, etc.? There are
eleven progressive, independent women exhibitors in Georgia alone, and the news of a

week includes mention of several “forward” women in the industry in the Southeast.
For instance, during the past week:

Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, who formerly operated a live theatre at Easley, S. C., while
her husband sold films for AI Lichtman, announces that she has taken over a new
theatre at Belton, S. C., and along with its managment will also operate the prin-

cipal hotel there.

Mrs. Willingham Wood built a theatre and leased it to outside parties. Their
lease expired November 1 and she announces that in the future she will conduct
the show herself.

Mrs. Anna Sessions, Southern District manager for Hodkinson, pays a “pop call”

to the Atlanta exchange.
Miss Bertha Schindehaur, with General Film since its first organization until it

dissolved, then with Vitagraph, has just resigned her position.

Mrs. Willard (Pat) Patterson (nee Anna Eugene Aiken), publisher of the only

regional motion picture trade paper in the South, flays those who would tax the

motion picture out of existence.

Mrs. H. T. Allen of Atlanta has just completed a tour of the Carolinas, placing the

service of the Pictorial News service in theatres which are pledged to run these slides

to pay their dues to the North Carolina M. P. T. O.

Harry Browarsky, of the Rex in East Lib-
erty, and C. G. Becker of the State Theatre,
Butler, are the latest exhibitors to purchase
Hudson coaches.

Jake Silverman of the Strand, Altoona,
and Nick Anas of Wellsburg were recent
Film Row visitors.

The Paramount Theatre at Connellsville
has been enlarged recently and the capacity
has been increased by two hundred seats.
The lobby is also being redecorated. Messrs.
Maracas and Mikalaris are the owners.

E. F. Nutter of Rowlesburg and Terra
Alta, W. Va., has just opened his newest
theatre in the last named town.

A Mr. Deemer is the new manager at the
Fairmont Theatre at Fairmont, W. Va.

A charter has been issued to the Raleigh
Amusement Company of Raleigh, W. Va.
Capital, $10,000. Incorporators: K. C. Wash-
ington, O. T. Wilkerson, James W. Cox, C. T.

Beryer and Hyden Smith, all of Raleigh.
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Latest Albany Rumor Does

Injustice to Wm. Shirley
A rumor which spread like wildfire over

Schenectady, N. Y., as well as the Film Row
in Albany, to the effect that William Shirley

was no longer general manager of the
Farash Corporation, controlling the State,

Albany and Strand theatres in Schenectady,
was officially denied a day or so ago by
William W. Farley, of Albany, head of the
company. Just how the rumor started is a

question which Mr. Farley would like an-
swered, and it is just possible that he will

conduct a quiet investigation in an effort to
place the blame where it belongs. The fact

that Mr. Shirley was in New York the fore
part of the week was added to the rumor as

a means of substantiation. According to

Mr. Farley, there has been no change in the
Farash company and none is contemplated.

Eli Rosenbaum, proprietor of the Hippo-
drome in Ogdensburg, has been named de-
fendant in an action brought by a song pub-
lishing company of New York and which is

slated for the December term of District
Court in Utica. Mr. Rosenbaum has retained
Attorney J. A. Goldstein of Utica, but claims
that he has a receipt to show that he ob-
tained permission from the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers to play
all copyrighted songs in his theatre.

Captain George Broome, general cashier of
the Farash Corporation of Schenectady, has
resigned and has been succeeded by Frank
Hickey of Albany.

The more enterprising of the picture thea-
tres of Albany, Troy and Schenectady are all

dolled up in anticipation of the Christmas
Holidays. The lobby of the Mark Strand in
Albany is particularly beautiful in its heavy
garlands of holly leaves entwined with red
rope. The lobby of the Leland in Albany is

also handsome In garlands and Christmas
bells, while in Schenectady the management
of the State and Strand has gone the limit,
using small Christmas trees handsomely
trimmed. Over the marquee at the Bareli,
small Christmas trees wired with tiny elec-
tric lights proclaim the spirit of Christmas-
tide at night.

The Movie Home Journal, started last April
by Oscar Perrin as a means of better adver-
tising attractions at the Leland and Clinton
Square theatres in Albany, now calls for a
mailing circulation each month of about 2,000
copies.

On Saturday night, December 15, William
E. Benton opened his new Capitol Theatre in
Whitehall, N. Y. Invitations to the opening
had been received by all the film exchanges
in Albany, but owing to the distance few
managers were able to make the trip. The
house takes rank as one of the most beau-
tiful in that section of the state, and it will
be handled by Miss Georgiana Wallace, for-
merly of the new Grand in Whitehall.

Harry Symansky, manager of the Lincoln
in Troy, probably books his pictures quicker
than any man in this territory. Young and
alert, Mr. Symansky seems to know just what
his patrons want. Following a screening of
“Reno” a few days ago, it took Mr. Syman-
sky just thirty seconds to book the picture
and sign the contract.

The sympathy of the readers of Moving
Picture World is extended to Walter Hays of
Buffalo, vice-president of the Strand chain
of theatres, in the recent loss of his mother.

Quite a few of the exhibitors of central
and northern New York were along Film
Row during the last few days. Charles H.
Moyer, who runs houses in Herkimer and
Little Falls, had a hard time to find Albany
hotel accommodations. A1 Bothner, manag-
ing three houses in Troy, booked Fox prod-
uct, while Mrs. A. E. Milligan of Schuyler-
ville reported business as fair. Samuel
Wood, who will open a house in Canajoharie

on Christmas Day, made his first visit here
in many a month. Jack Troy of Hudson also
was among the visitors.

The Griswold Theatre of Troy showed fine

Christmas spirit in inviting the orphans of

that city to attend a presentation of Jackie
Coogan in “Circus Days” as guests of F. F.

Proctor.

Denny Reegan of the Star in Greenwich
hit Albany the other day with blood in his
eye. This is in the way of a warning to ex-
changes not to attempt to “load” poor film

on Mr. Reegan, who has a mind of his own
and is not afraid to speak it.

Whatever you do, don’t hand Sam Suckno,
theatrical magnate of Albany, N. Y., a cigar.
The other day, one of the film exchange
managers presented Mr. Suckno with a cigar
which he supposed had been given him by
one of the wealthiest residents of the city.

Mr. Suckno managed to take a few puffs of
the cigar, after which he consigned it to a

cuspidor, remarking that it was the worst
smoke that he had ever had. It later de-
veloped that the cigar had been presented
the exchange manager by the dirty towel
man, the manager having unwittingly given
the wrong cigar to Mr. Suckno.

The Bareli in Schenectady certainly made
the right move when it decided to admit all

children at all shows for 10 cents. John J.

Walker, who formerly owned the theatre,
charged children the same admission as
adults, but on the advice of Frank Brey-
maier, the new owner, R. V. Erk dropped the
price to 10 cents, and now other houses in

the city have followed suit.

Robert Landry, owning houses in Ogdens-
burg, Malone and Plattsburg, has booked
“Little Old New York” for the three places.

Father Blais, who runs the Strand in

Schroon Lake, N. Y., is trying out double
features.

Frank Breymaier, manager of the Bareli in

Schenectady, will give a Christmas party to

the employes of the theatre some time be-
tween Christmas and New Year’s.

William Shirley, general manager of the
Farash Theatre Corporation in Schenectady,
received a couple of Christmas club checks
last week, which caused him to remark face-
tiously that he would probably distribute
them “among the film boys in Albany.”

According to the management of the Bareli,
over 4.500 residents of Schenectady witnessed
in a single day a recent showing of “Chron-
icles of America.” The house opened at 11

A. M., charging a 15-cent admission up to
nightfall, when 20 and 30 cents prevailed.

It may be that some of the exhibitors are
not making money these days, but Harry
Heilman, owner of the Royal in Albany, is

not among the number. Mr. Heilman sports
a brand new Cadillac car, and in fact had
two a few days ago, but returned one to

New York simply because he did not like the
color.

New Hampshire
Leave it to “Pete” Latchis to give the

public what it wants, say the folks up here.

Since the grand opening on November 21

of the new Latchis Theatre, Keene, N. H., a

new interest in motion pictures and theat-

ricals has pervaded the city and the theatre

has done a rushing business.
The opening show in “The Most Up-to-

Date Theatre in the World in a Small City”
lived up to all promises. Besides Jackie
Coogan’s “Long Live the King” there was
grand opera singing, Keith vaudeville and
Ferdinando’s Havana Orchestra. A feature

of all the programs has been the new pipe
organ, played by Edward Allen.

Canada Incorporates

Announcement is made of the incorpo-

ration of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Canada under a company
charter with headquarters at Montreal,

Quebec. The Canadian association, of

course, is affiliated with the M. P. T.

O. of the United States. The Canadian

M. P. T. O. has adopted a crest or trade

mark having for its design a maple leaf

superimposed with a chain circle which
surrounds a beaver. Within the circle is

the name of the association and a line,

“Incorporated 1923.” Both the maple
leaf and the beaver are national emblems
of Canada and the chain circle represents

the co-operative policy of the associa-

tion.

Buffalo
Mrs. C. B. Darrow has leased the Central

Park Theatre from James Wallingford for
a period of years. Jim will now devote all

his efforts to the Allendale, a west side com-
munity theatre.

Howard Waugh, who formerly managed
several houses in Jamestown, N. Y., has been
engaged by Harold B. Franklin, head of the
Paramount theatre department, as manager
of the Place Theatre, the demonstration point
theatre of the Paramount company in Mem-
phis, Tenn.

Interests who are trying to put over a
Sunday picture ordinance in Geneva, N. Y.,
have run up against much opposition from
churches. Interest centers on the next meet-
ing of the council, December 20, when the
ordinance permitting Sunday pictures will
come up for its first reading.

James Cardina, who operates the New
Varsity and Kensington in Buffalo and the.
Glen in Williamsville, announces that he willl
close the Kensington next summer for ex-
tensive alterations and improvements, in-
cluding a new stage, heating plant and
organ.

Bill Van Dyne, assistant manager at the
Lafayette Square, .is in a terrible fix. It
looks like he will have to have his tonsils
removed a day or so before the big Christ-
mas dinner is served.

The employes of the Victoria Theatre, West
Ferry and Grant streets, will be treated to a
Christmas “feed” by Mrs. Mitchell H. Mark
and Walter Hayes on the afternoon of De-
cember 29. The banquet board will be placed
on the stage.

Nikitas Dipson has reduced admission
prices at the Grand Theatre in Batavia, N.
Y., where he has just opened the new Family.

The Church of the Christian and Missionary
Alliance in Endicott, N. Y., is being re-
modeled by Benjamin Dittrich into a picture
theatre. It will accommodate 600, have a
small stage and space for an orchestra and
charge 10 cents. The opening will be late
in January, it is hoped.
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Selling thePicture to the Pubuc
EDITED BY EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

W. Griffith Mitchell Improves Book
Into the Perambulating Poster Kiosk

G ETTING back to his old desk in the
Majestic Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
W. Griffith Mitchell signalizes his re-

turn to the fold by combining the peram-
bulating book, the Parisian news kiosk and
the war-time bomb proof into the Griffith

Poster Perambulator as shown in the illus-

tration and which he first used, being a First

National franchiser, on Jackie Coogan in

Circus Days.

A First Sational Release

THE PERAMBULATOR
This original structure seems to be a light

erection of 1x2s covered with corrugated
paper or cloth, dome covered and provided
with small castors on which the structure

rolls, propelled by a one-man motor inside

the device.

The front carries a one sheet below the

peep holes, with other ones on the sides and

a three sheet at the back. If desired two
threes may be pasted back of the peep holes
with the one sheet in front, or streamers
may be worked on the sides above the ones.
The surface is there. You may use it as
you please.

Build to Endure
But now that Mr. Mitchell has demon-

strated the value of the device it would
be better to build for permanency, for this

is a stunt that can be worked for every title

and which will still be good long after the
novelty value has worn off.

Build the top of a solid circle, on which
the dome is erected. This will make it cooler
in summer, as the head of the motive power
will not be exposed directly to the heat from
the roof.

Build the frame with a door in the rear
through which the man may enter and
mount it on roller bearing truck castors,

three or four inch size, instead of the lighter

furniture castors, and keep these oiled.

Cover with sheet metal and paint the house
plate above the peep holes and repeat just

the name all the way around. Build it of

sheet metal and you will have an advertis-
ing device that will serve you well, week in

and week out, which can be used in inclem-
ent weather, and if necessary you can sup-
ply your permabulator with an oil stove and
even a drop seat for his rest periods.
But first find out how the police feel about

it. If they give an O. K., you have one
problem permanently solved.

You can add noise making devices or

light it up at night for transparency work.
It is as elastic as a bootlegger’s conscience.

Not So Good
The Royal Theatre, Laredo, Texas, as has

been told before, uses two-language posters,

specially painted, and all of the titles are
done into Spanish. It’s not so bad as a

rule, but recently “Como una Rosa” did not
sound half as attractive as “Mighty Lak a

Rose.” Takes all the poetry out.

Vital Statistics

for Woman Proof
When it came to playing Woman Proof,

Howard Price Kingsmore, of the Howard
Theatre, Atlanta, distributed to women pa-
trons a manilla envelope printed up “For
Women Only. Don’t show this to your
sweetheart.” There was also a cut of a
flock of women storming the doors of the
Bachelor Club.

Inside were circulars asking “Do you know
what the Woman Proof Age is?” “Is there
a Woman Proof age?” “See Tom Meighan
in Woman Proof at the Howard” and the
date.

In a twelve point framed panel were the
vital statistics proving that up to date 2,154
men and women had been married in At-
lanta in 1923, of which 1,003 were between
20 and 30, 351 between 30 and 35, 500 be-
tween 35 and 40, 101 between 40 and 48,

167 between that and 53 and 134 between 53
and 79. This ended with the same inquiry
as to what the woman proof age was and
the inference that while there was life there
was hope.

It is not altogether new, though new in

this form, and it made a novelty that was
held to be shown so that each had a circu-
lation value of four or five. It should be
easy to work out the figures if your town is

not too large, but it would be better to use
only the ages of the grooms.

Reciprocal
Getting a hook-up page on Strangers of

the Night, the Garrick Theatre, Duluth, put
a misspelled word in each space and gave
ticket prizes for their discovery. More than
one hundred correct answers were turned in

and that many tickets disposed of.

It might have ended there had not P. F.

Schwie thought to write the Herald in com-
ment on its “tremendous pulling power,” and
the least an appreciative advertising manager
could do was reproduce the letter, and there
was no charge for that free publicity. Milk
it dry while you’re at it.

A Pathe Release

THE BIG FLASH FOR HAROLD LLOYD IN WHY WORRY PLANNED BY THE STRAND, ALTOONA
This shows an exceptionally good collection of jazzy selling lines and a particularly good use of the cutout figures from the lithographs

worked into a single splash front that is better than the average because it is not overdone. There are no repeated figures and each
is given an isolation which permits it to be displayed to the fullest advantage where crowding would reduce the effect.
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Congratulations! Production Hints from Edward L. Hyman
Managing Director, Mark-Strand Theatre, Brooklyn

This department extends its con-

gratulations to the Palace Thea-
tre, Hamilton, Ohio, to Fred S.

Meyer, the manager, and E. M.
Brewer, who assists him in the

handling of the Palace Theatre
program, which has just closed its

fourth year.

Four years ago Mr. Meyer
brought out a thin weekly pro-

gram. The local merchants contrib-

uted their advertising, more be-

cause Mr. Meyer was so thorough-
ly likable than because they ex-

pected to reap any real return. It

was, in many ways, much like sev-

eral hundred other house organs,

but it had a personality, it aimed
to be something more than the
mere recital of the film attrac-

tions, plus perfunctory clipped

matter. Even then it talked for

Hamilton and its interest as well

as for the Palace.

Today the program, now a
monthly, appears as a one hundred
page regular issue and is regarded
as one of the most productive

merchant advertising mediums in

that territory. It has a direct mail
circulation of more than 3,000

copies, and it is eagerly looked for

and read. And this has all come to

pass because when he started out
to produce a house organ Mr.
Meyer used a pen instead of a

paste brush, and1 used it with in-

telligence.

Today the magazine has a family
running well into three figures, and1

two or three hundred managers
in various parts of the country owe
to Mr. Meyer the pattern upon
which they have founded their own
successful publications.

AFTER adding- jazz musicians to the

regular orchestra for several weeks,

one at a time, to perfect the sympho-

nized jazz incident of the program, the

Brooklyn Mark Strand Little Symphonized
Jazz Orchestra has now blossomed out as

an organization of harmonists which can be
lifted out of the symphony orchestra for

use in radio broadcasting and for stage
presentations. The first appearance of these
as a unit was made with the picture, “Flam-
ing Youth,” when an atmospheric prelude
consisted of the Jazz Orchestra and four
members of the ballet. The usual Sym-
phonized Jazz was omitted for that week,
and a classical overture took its place.

“Raymond,” the overture, although a

classic, was snappy enough to sustain the
tempo of the program. Two booth floods of

Mestrum make, 150 amperes each, covered
the entire stage with color blend, and two
dome floods of same amperage were on the
orchestra, also color blend. Two entrance
spots, color blend, crossed on the overhead
canopy. The transparent columns had color
blend spots shooting from the top, and rose
pink spots upward from the base. Took up
eight minutes.
Songs and Dances of Long Ago was put

on partly because of the wonderful reception
of previous old selections. Numbers were
“Sweetest Story Ever Told,” by Grand
Chorus of twelve women; “Minuet,” by
chorus and four members of the ballet, and
“To a Wild Rose,” by chorus and premier
danseuse. At opening the silver draw cur-
tains served as transparency through which
the singers were seen in Colonial costume,
grouped with props of gold chairs and set-

tees. For first song four overhead spots,

two light pink and two light amber, aug-
mented by two amber spots from one side

and two orange from the other, picked out

Following up the out-of-town postcards,
the First National has designed a somewhat
startling imitation handwritten card on Anna
Christie in which Anna announces her im-
pending arrival in the reader’s home town
and urging him to withhold judgment until

he can hear her story.

We presume that the First National ex-

the singers. Silver cyclorama back drop
was lighted from behind by three light blue
open box lamps, and two green and two
magenta spots. Footlights blue. Second
number brought on the dancers, and they
were taken care of by light blue x-rays and
amber and orange arch spots. The chorus
sang the number in accompaniment to the
dancers, the chorus lighting being the same
as described.
For the third number the side spots

dimmed off, leaving four overhead spots to

care of the solo dancer and ensemble. The
green and magenta spots crossed on the
back cyclorama.
The atmospheric prologue to “Flaming

Youth” had a platform setting for the jazz
orchestra. The deep blue plush cyclorama
had an opening 12 feet high, 10 feet wide
and 18 inches high, back of which was the
platform. There was a valance covering
the opening, with gold tassels and cords. A
crystal chandelier hung down from center,
and a tinsel drop was backed up by a purple
poplin cyclorama. There were two five-

light floor standards behind the arch. Open-
ing selection was “Bambalina,” by jazz or-
chestra and four dancers. Next was “Some-
body’s Wrong” and “Dreamy Melody” by
jazz band alone, and then came “Everybody
Strut,” jazz and dancers. With the last

named number a lobsterscope flicker was
used, with dancers in “slow motion,” and at
the finish all lights flashed up white. The
keynote of the lighting for this incident was
light green, with magenta for contrast.
These two colors blended on the back cy-
clorama from behind, the effect being very
unusual. Ran nine minutes.
The feature picture took up one hour and

twenty-two minutes, the Review eight min-
utes, and the musical incidents twenty-six
minutes, making a show of one hour and
fifty-six minutes.

changes will mail these cards from the ex-
change cities to get the proper postmar 1

and imagine that it is going to shake ajl

of innocent people to their souls’ four/w
tions. If you have Anna booked, better get
your mailing list ready. This is too good to
overlook.

Tinned Ballyhoo
Opening In the Palace of the King, the

Rialto Theatre, Newark, used a knight in

armor for a ballyhoo. To take the load off
his feet, they gave him a horse, and lettered
the blanket. Armored knights are rare in
Newark, so every one stopped to look, and
noted the play and house.

In the lobby there was more armor and
some old Spanish flags, along with two boy
trumpeters who sounded fanfares when they
were not working in the stage prologue.

This title offers ample opportunities for
dressing up the exploitation and Manager
Fernkause did not overlook a bet.

Many Windows
Twenty-nine windows for ten days each

makes a total of 290 days. That’s what
George E. Brown got in Charlotte, N. C., for
Zaza at the Imperial Theatre.
He made a hook-up with the Colgate peo-

ple who sent a man down to help him work
their dealers, and the special brought with
him 1,000 samplers which were promptly la-
beled for the play and given to the dealers
for distribution. They were all distributed
the day prior to the opening, but were an-
nounced for ten days previously.
This was only one of his stunts, but by

far the most effective.

A First National Release

HYMAN’S PROLOGUE TO FLAMING YOUTH AT THE MARK-STRAND
The jazz unit of the house orchestra was supplemented by four young girls, who did

a characteristic dance on the production stage to the music of the sextet of players.

Jazz hands are available everywhere, and even the small towns can develop the dancers

Punchy Postals
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Consistent Drive

for Anniversary
For its third anniversary, Howard Price

Kingsmore, of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta,

used red on white for all his printing and

split the display between the celebration

and Stephen Steps Out.

The most important hook-in was with a

local candy company which supplied 500

pounds of candy to be distributed to the

women patrons, and furnished a white uni-
formed attendant to pass out the samples,
also putting up a booth in the foyer to serve
as a base of supplies. Six five pound boxes
of the candy were also donated for daily
prizes. The other end of this stunt was a
window in the candy store. It proved a big
puller and cost nothing.
For a ballyhoo the Tech High School band

and cadets were invited to see young Fair-
banks in his first play and gave an extended
parade before arriving at the theatre. At
several points along the line the march was
halted for an exhibition drill. As the Tech
in all its roots and branches is a local pride
there was a moral as well as straight bally-
hoo value to this stunt. It cost nothing, but
Kingsmore donated $25 to the instrument
fund of the band as an appreciation, and

he could not 'well have gotten more for his
money.
A cafeteria with two large establisments

was given 500 passes good only Monday
afternoon, and purchased another 500 at
ten cents each. All were printed to suggest
that the caterers had paid for the slips,

which gave a better impression. The natural
inference was that the cafe management
had picked on the show because it was the
best, rather than that the theatre was try-
ing to get a large first audience for an un-
known star.

Three thousand imitation hand written
postals were sent to schools and colleges to
tell about the school atmosphere of the play,
and there was a special prologue to mark
the third milestone.

First National Helps
First National announces that it has ar-

ranged for a popular priced reprint of Black
Oxen through A. L. Burt & Co. and has
arranged with Waterson, Berlin and Snyder
to use When Romance Wakes as the theme
song for this production.
They have also arranged with Witmark to

use Dear Little Boy of Mine for the plugger
to Boy of Mine. Ben Alexander’s picture
will be used on the front page of this and
Miss Griffith will grace the Black Oxen
plugger front.

Spent $1,800
Generally an increase in the advertising

appropriation on a picture goes into special

stunts, but Harry Dahn, of the Capitol The-
atre, put an extra thousand dollars

into newspaper work when he came to put
over Ashes of Vengeance at his house. He
spent $1,800 in all, but for that he got a fine

business for two weeks, and cleared a large

profit on the investment.
He figured that there was a large French

population which would particularly appre-
ciate the French locale of this Talmadge
production. He knewT that the newspapers
were the most positive approach, so he took
unusually large spaces in both the French
and English language newspapers, chiefly in
advance. Spending so much, he was careful
to get particularly good copy and cuts to
make the best possible impression.
Most managers wTould have diverted a

share of that money to ballyhoo, but Dahn
wisely figured that ballyhoo work did not
accord well with the dignified character of
Ashes. He holds his exploits for the zippy
stories and gets additional respect for the
Talmadge work through his own respectful
attitude toward the product. He wanted to
bring his patrons into the house in the
proper frame of mind.

®ss.U«saK
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A Universal Release

EXPLOITATION FOR THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME TOOK A NEW ANGLE IN LOS ANGELES
B. F. Robinson, exploitation man in the L. A. exchange borrowed the original props and displayed them in contrast with the
modern shoes, autos, as contrasted with a litter, the musical instruments and ancient and modern weapons. Original props are not

at the disposal of the average exhibitor, but a few can be rented from a costumer to duplicate this general idea.
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Local Cartoon Was
Big Ticket Seller

R. C. Gary has made print more than
once with his cartoon work in Omaha and
more recently in Milwaukee, but it is seldom
that the Paramounteer has scored as strong-
ly as in a cartoon for His Children’s Chil-

dren.
It was suggestive of Briggs’ Mr. and Mrs.

series in that it showed a man and his wife.
The latter tells her dumb spouse that Frank
Fischer, of the Madison theatre, says that
His Children’s Children are coming. For
three more pictures the he-half tells that
Frank Fischer has no children to have chil-

dren and then the great light dawns.
It was sufficiently humorous to win inter-

est to the point where the tag would be
read, too, and this told all about the engage-
ment of the picture. It got the message
over with a laugh and looked enough like

an honest-to-goodness cartoon to get the
reader interested before he realized the sting.

A Metro Release

EVER SEE THIS BEFORE? YOU ARE WRONG. YOU HAVE
It is the old earthbound globe dressed up for Three Ages used by the Rialto Theatre,
Woodbury, N. J., in connection with a local celebration. It made a nice float at a

small cost. You can use the same idea with compo board circles.

Put a Flasher on

Branded Shoulder
J. P. Harrison had a nice little idea for

Pola Negri in The Cheat and it did not cost

-several hundred dollars, either. He put her

over at the Hippodrome theatre, Waco,
Texas, at the cost of a little paper and some
art work.
He made a cutout from the lithograph and

set in his own brand showing a diamond
ring and a circle enclosing the word “cheat.”

This was cut through so that when a flasher

lighted the brand showed a vivid red against

the pink skin. You could not pass by on
the other side of the street without crossing

to see what sort of a pimple that was on
her shoulder, and if you happened to be
on the same side as the theatre you stopped
anyway.
That hardworking lamp was worth a lot

of real dollars to the Hippodrome. For the
rest of his display Harrison used cutout let-

ters for the star name and two pillars for

De Roche and Holt as shown in the illus-

tration.

It cost very little, yet it proved to be one
of the best sellers of the season, again dem-
onstrating that brains will sell more than
mere money outlay.

Revives Old Prop

to Help Three Ages
You never can tell when an old prop will

come in handy. Two or three years ago
W. R. Ferguson, of Goldwyn, had a tin globe
built for Earthbound, which was first used
on the marquise of a theatre in Washington
and later did some extensive traveling, mostly
through Pennsylvania.
Apparently it came to rest in Philadelphia,

and was dug out by the Metro exchange for
a float to tell that part of the world gath-
ered in Woodbury, N. J., that the whole
world was laughing at Buster Keaton in

Three Ages at Ralph Wilkins’ Rialto theatre.
It may not be the same, but we don’t be-

lieve that they went to the expense of build-
ing a new globe and it looks suspiciously
like the old veteran.

A Paramount Release

THIS BRANDED SHOULDER WAS LIGHTED BY A FLASHER
J. P. Harrison, of the Hippodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas, set his own brand into

Negri’s shoulder, rendered it translucent and set a red flasher back of it. If you
think that is not so much, try it out for yourself and see what business it gets.

You don’t have to built a globe if you
want to use that decidedly good catchline.

Large compoboard circles will carry the same
idea at very much less cost, and flat circles

will work as well for marquise decoration.
You don’t have to hold it for Buster, for that
matter. You can have them laughing at

some other comedy or gasping at some melo-
drama. The idea is as elastic as a rubber
ball, and has as much bounce.

Took Taxi Rides

to Obtain Passes
Among the numerous stunts worked by

George E. Brown, of the Imperial Theatre,
Charlotte, N. C., was a new taxicab stunt.
Costumed girls in masks rode in a number

of taxis. One of them was The Spanish
Dancer. If you rode with her, she handed
you a pass to see Pola Negri. If you made

the wrong guess, you had a pleasant com-
panion on your journey in any event.

Such a stunt has to be handled carefully

to avoid stirring up a scandal, but it worked
well here.

Another special stunt duplicated one
worked last year at the Howard, Atlanta.

A float was driven on the field at a local

football game and from a huge football came
fifteen Spanish Dancers who presented flow-

ers to the “sponsors” and threw out 5,000

heralds.

Six of the girls also rode on horseback
through the business streets, still in costume,
a prize was offered at a dance, and there was
a heavy store display.

Danced on Air
Because the Savoy Theatre, Philadelpli

is possessed of a narrow entrance lost /A
business block, the problem of getting at-
tention for the house is an interesting one.
The First National paper on Trilby gave
them one of their best business builders.

The leg lithographs were cut out and dan-
gled from the marquise where the slightest

breeze would cause them to kick and wave
in the wind. No men and few women got
past that, and the picture played to extra
business at very small exploitation cost.
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A Metro Release

Turned the Lobby

Into Store Show
While it is not wholly new, there is a

capital idea in the stunt worked by the Gar-
rick Theatre, Duluth, on Potash and Perl-
niutter. The entire lobby was cleared of the
usual frames and lined with a display of
women’s wear. A series of signs in red on
white announced that Potash and Perlmutter
would open on Saturday with a full line of

cloaks and suits.

This can be handled very simply or it can
be built into a style show without models
and made to draw almost as well as the pic-

ture itself. It all depends upon the capacity
of the lobby and the willingness of the store-

keepers to cooperate. The more you do the
better it will work, but you do not have to

do much to get a real draw.
All of the newspaper and poster advertis-

ing used by the Garrick opened with : “You
understand, Mawruss,” which not only got a
laugh but was a further identification with
the well known newspaper series.

HOW THE PIRATE HATS WORK ON STRANGERS OF THE NIGHT
A small group of the children who were glad to exploit Capt. Applejack for the sake
of the free pass that was the other half of the stunt. The Metro exploiteers have

worked the hat into a gag good for a full week of free newspaper publicity.

Sumatran Manager
Writes His Appeal

Advertising Hats

Publicity Getters
Taking the advertising hat, which hitherto

has been supposed to be sufficient in itself,

H. A. Ansley, a Metro exploiteer, has worked
it into a double barreled space stealer that

is good for twice the usual run. He worked
the idea in Baltimore on the Buster Keaton
hats for Three Ages and repeated in Wash-
ington on Strangers of the Night at Loew’s
Palace theatre.

He hooked the Times and Herald to a cou-
pon scheme, one being a morning and the

Other an afternoon paper. After the usual
Preliminary announcements, a coupon was
rinted good for one pirate hat at any office

either paper. Later a coupon was printed
id for a free admission to a morning show

.oVided that the holder was wearing one
of the hats. This not only ensured that the
hats would be -well cared for, but the hun-
dreds of children headed for the theatre at

a given time provided a far-flung ballyhoo,
for naturally the kiddies did not care to be
bothered With other headgear and wore only
the pirate hat. A short holdout helped to

keep up the advertisement, the children over-
running the street.

And the papers had to keep on talking
about their generosity until the special per-
formance had been given, and then write it

up to the limit, with due praise to the pic-

ture. And, of course, the verbal advertising
the children take home is not the least val-

uable product of the idea.

Plugged in Three
When he took over the Royal and Rialto

Theatres, in Laredo, Texas, supplementing
the Strand, which he has previously owned.
William Epstein inaugurated a First National
week with The Dangerous Age, The Eternal
Flame and The Fighting Blade at the three

theatres. And in each lobby he had special

hand-drawn posters for Oliver Twist, which
was next at the Royal.
Mr. Epstein believes in getting the town to

all three houses where he can, so each house
helps advertise the other two.

early audiences could be sent out to talk,

the Crown theatre, Mobile, used rebate cou-
pons.
An advance advertisement carried a coupon

good for one admission with one paid ticket,

and selling the opening house at half price

brought B. C. King a tidy full price business
the remainder of the week. The news-
papers were not tied to the stunt, as Mr.
King did not care to be tied to any single

issue, but they got back of the idea since it

would help to sell the papers on the day
the coupon was printed.

Often indirect advertising is the most di-

rectly profitable. You do not have to adver-

tise film all the time. Strike out along some

new line. Hitch to some local movement in a

way to connect your theatre zvith current opin-

ion and you can sell not one but a number of

features. Be willing to help the town along.

It’s your town, too.

Outside of the North and South Poles there

seem to be few places unprovided with pic-

ture theatres. Up in the mining camps and
out in the logging districts they have their

picture shows and here is a theatre, the Para-
mount-Bioscoop, at Tandjong Karang, Su-
matra.
And out in front of the door is a six-

sheet of Bill Hart for one of the pictures

Bill made a long time ago, and over on the
right is a blackboard with the set of stills

at the top and a chalk talk below. There
is another six-sheet to the right, Avhich com-
pletes the lobby display.

We don’t know whether the chairs under
the palm tree form the manager’s office or
the smoking room, and there seems to be no
trace of the usually essential box office. The
house itself seems to be mostly roof and floor

with drop curtains which are probably used
only on moonlight nights, since the dark
comes quickly so close to the equator when
the moon is not in evidence, and if you want
a palm leaf fan you probably pick it off a
handy tree, if you are a good climber.

Two for Ones
Seeking verbal advertising on Viola Dana

in The Social Code, and feeling that if the

HERE’S A PARAMOUNT THEATRE ’NEATH THE SHELTERING PALMS
This is a picture theatre in Tandjong Karang, Sumatra. It is no reflection on the
house that Bioscope has been rendered “coop/' That may be the Dutch form of
the word. That is Bill Hart on the lithograph and the stills are on the blackboard

to the right.
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Had the Constable

Look for Strangers
Setting the stage constable to look fqr

Strangers of tha Night was one way of put-
ting over the title when that production
played the Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
Albert Kauffman, Metro publicity pusher,

rigged out a gaunt husky with the tin star

and a bloodthirsty sausage hound, gave him
a rusty gun and told him to go to it. On
his back he carried a sign asking “Have you
seen any Strangers of the Night?”

A Metro Release

THE CONSTABLE
There was no mention of the house. It

was figured that if people were interested
in the ballyhoo they would look up the the-
atre, it being taken for granted that it must
be a picture. It worked well in Columbus.

Passed Passes
Fake “this is not a” tickets to the Army-

Navy game in New York flooded Broadway
while the crowd was in town for the game.
The ticket read that the slip was not
good for a matinee ticket to The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame if presented at the box
office accompanied by the regular price of
admission. This was no great concession,

but when it is remembered that some of the
two dollar shows were selling for seven dol-

lars a copy for that evening, it at least

showed forbearance.
The back of the card was the best bet.

It showed the stars of the Army and Navy
and Notre Dame, offering the Army quarter-
back, the Navy fullback and the Notre Dame
hunchback, a clever play on the word.

Used Two Vets
Two old stunts made one new good busi-

ness for Safety Last at the Milda Theatre,
Chicago. George E. McDonald got out anti-
parking signs reading: “Police. Don’t park
here. Be safe. Go to the Milda Theatre
and see Harold Lloyd in Safety Last all

week commencing, etc.”

Another stunt was a white card printed
up with this copy:

BUT THIS PROPERTY QUICKLY—ITS

“GOING UP
LIKE DOUGLAS Mac LEAN at

GRAUMAN’S METROPOLITAN
STARTS SAT. OCT. 2Qth

A Rathe Release

THE CLOSED CARD
These were hung on the handles of store

doors early Sunday morning and remained
on until the stores were opened the follow-
ing morning, that Sunday being the opening
of the Lloyd comedy at the Milda. It’s old,

but it always seems to work, if not worked
too often.

Tackled Taxis
Something a little different was worked

by Metro and a New York taxicab company
on a ten-day drive recently when 100,000

joint circulars were distributed in the cabs
of this particular company.

It was a double face, one side splitting

between the cabs and Scaramouche, which
is having an unforced run at the Forty-
fourth Street Theatre. The other side gives
the list of the cab stations with an adver-
tisement for Scaramouche every alternate
line.

These were placed in receptacles in the
cabs and departing patrons were asked by
the drivers to take one.

If you have worked out the usual spare
tire and window hook-ups, perhaps you can
get a new kick out of this.

Ties Staid Bank
to Keaton Hats

Three or four years ago banks and bank-
ers were approached, hat in hand and one
foot headed constantly in the general direc-
tion of the nearest exit. Care was taken
that only the most dignified stunts were
offered, mostly straight business getting
ideas.

And now comes the announcement that a
Pittsburgh bank has been tied up strong to
the absurd Buster Keaton hats, with a car-
toonist in the window, too. Credit C. C.
Deardouff, Metro exploitationist.
He hooked the Pennsylvania Trust Com-

pany to the hats and a pass distribution in
connection with Three Ages. The hats come
flat and have to be cut out and assembled.
The bank distributed several thousand of

these, printed up with little arguments in
favor of thrift, and announced that on a
certain afternoon it would distribute 2,000
passes to the Aldine Theatre to children
who presented themselves wearing the Kea-
ton hats. The arguments were pointed up
with cartoon drawings.

Several thousand children stormed the
street in front of the bank, anxious to be
among the lucky two thousand, and the
bank liked the stunt so well that for ten
days the cartoonist was permitted to make
sketches in the bank’s window, wearing a
Keaton hat and surrounded by a regular art
gallery of cartoons and stills for Three Ages.

Proved He Could
With a pitying smile the manager of a

local prize fight told J. B. Carroll, of the
Victory Theatre, Tampa, that he could tell

the customers about the big fight in The
Spoilers if he wanted to. The pity was due
to the fact that the experiment had been
tried before and the announcer always got
“the bird.”

But Mr. Carroll figured that this crowd,
drawn to the biggest mill of the season,
would be particularly interested in the big
fight in the play and he got a large lunged
person to make a spiel. And to the puzzh'
ment of the fight promoter, the large au
en„„ listened quietly.

More th:... that, th <=* sudden iifm-nye
in the business the last two days of \v.
run, following the fight, proved that it had
worked, for business went up instead of
taking the natural and logical dwindle.

As Usual
e-

Howard Price Kingsmore did the usu^o
hook-up stuff with If Winter Comes whies.
Winter came to the Howard Theatre,
lanta. He did it unusually well, that’s
the difference.

He had a fine background painted for
log cabin, dressed the display with furs am a
elected the prettiest wax dummy in then
shop to wear the most expensive coat in

the establishment. It was such a pretty
display that it played to an audience all

day long.

Put Up a Front
Basing one of its displays for Red Lights

on a poster, the Rialto Theatre, Des Moines,
showed the figure of the mysterious man
at the window on the curtain of which a
woman’s outline was shadowed. This was a
reproduction rather than a cutout with the

shadow thrown by a light at the rear in-

stead of merely painted on.

This stunt works well, particularly if a

flasher throws the shadow off and on. The
general appeal was on the mystery angle

with the title in red lights on the banners.

A Pathe Release

A PATHE SIX-SHEET WAS THE CENTER OF THIS BOOK WINDOW
The display is for The Call of the Wild, and the display of the Grosset & Dunlap
edition is supplemented by two dog cutouts and a number of scene stills. It makes

a very attractive display without using up many of the books.

/
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A Bodkinson Release

Dancing Troupe Is

a Selling Device
Bob Gary, erstwhile Paramounteer, just

before he went into limbo along with the rest

of the department, went up to Madison, Wis.,
to put over The Spanish Dancer, and he
surely did that little thing.

His best stunt was to get a local dancer
who had a Spanish costume and an idea she
could dance with her feet. He hired three
men, one of whom could play the guitar,

and he also put two donkeys on the payroll.

The dancer rode one of the donks and the
other was bannered. Now and then one of

the temperamental pair—the two jackasses,
of course—would decide to balk, and that
helped to get the attention of the crowd,
so no one minded, Gary the least of all.

All Over the Town
The troupe was used in the lobby and for

street work, they appeared at the Rotary
luncheon and in the lobbies of the hotels.

They did their stuff for restaurant patrons
and invaded the stores. Her best hit was
made during the intermission of a football

game at the grounds of the University of

Wisconsin.
You can find a Spanish Dancer in almost

any town, and if she can sing the plugger
song as part of her act, all the better. This
girl did. It was Gary’s best bet, though only
one of a series of stunts.

Autographs, Too
One of the papers was permitted to print

a coupon good for an autographed portrait

of Miss Negri and a perambulator was run
around town for several days at a cost of

$7.50 for the banners while Mr. Holah, the
manager, arranged for a banner across the
street in Appleton, only half a block from
the opposition house. Street banners are for-

bidden, but he got his up.

Pola told the story of her life in a paper
in Madison and another in Appleton (which
is close enough to help), and about all the
shorts in the press book were used in one
of the three papers.

Will Sponsor Dolls
Along with the Jackie Coogan pictures,

the Metro has taken over an exploitation
interest in the Jackie Coogan dolls and will
will see to it that Coogan dollars are avail-
able for exploitation uses. With Jackie’s
first picture, Long Live the King, an excep-
tionally good audience offering, the dolls
should come into extensive play to help get
the crowds in.

A Paramount Release

IF YOU CAN FIND A GIRL WHO CAN DANCE SPANISH THE REST IS EASY

Just give her a guitar player or something and send her around town. That s the

stunt the Madison Theatre, Madison, Wis., used and it put the picture over like a

circus in a mill town on payday. Two donkeys went with the outfit.

AN EXCEPTIONAL STAND FOR A 24-SHEET POSTER
C. D. Hill, of the St. Louis Hodkinson exchange, obtained this location through the
use of a bottom line to the effect that The Drivin’ Fool could use the make of car

named. As 70% of the west bound traffic uses this street its value is apparent.

Ties to Calendars Two Old Ones
The treasure chest and the wigwag were

selected by Thomas Groves, of the OrpheumWith a Local View
One of the best stunts worked by Howard

Price Kingsmore since he took over the
Howard Theatre, Atlanta, is a tie-up to a

calendar for 1923 issued by the Association
which has in charge the Confederate me-
morial on Stone Mountain, a short distance
from Atlanta.

This memorial, the work of Gutzon Borg-
lum, shows a group of officers of such gigan-
tic proportions that even at a distance the
group seems of heroic size. It is the largest
sculpture ever attempted; so large that it

\ has attracted the attention of the entire
country.

\ Naturally Atlanta is proud of the effort,

|4 a tasteful calendar has been prepared
I \ general sale with a picture of the work

M present advancement and 'Ye .alendar
I J Un tfie back is a detailed description of
the group, which will be 1,300 feet long.
Kingsmore took 2,000 of these for distribu-

tion to hotels for room use, and he has as-
surance that any stolen will be replaced for

f I least a period of two weeks. On the face
I a large advertisement for the Howard, and
it the bottom of the text on the back is a
Ine urging a visit to the theatre. This latter

ill run on all calendars sold in the stores
Vat the newsstands, as well as on those
I for advertising. It was this which in-
ed him to purchase the 2,000 with the

•nt advertisement, for he knows that thou-
nds will be sent all over that section of

*he country and will help to make the How-
ard Theatre known to all. It would be
worth the purchase of twice the number to
get the quasi endorsement carried by this
line.

Of course this is a purely local stunt, but
it suggests that managers elsewhere can find
other means of attaining the same end
through support to some local project.

Theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to put over The
Isle of Lost Ships.

In the former an old chest was placed in

the lobby and the treasure was offered any-
one who could open the box. It contained
a bag of sawdust and a five-dollar gold piece.

The wigwag is the old stunt of two boy
scouts using their signal flags, in this case
on tall buildings on opposite sides of the
street. When a crowd gathered throwaways
were floated down to them.
Both are old, but they combined to help

business at the Orpheum.
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This French Doll

Was a Real Peach
Figuring that a French doll was about the

best exploitation for a run of Mae Murray
in The French Doll, George J. Schade hired
a human mechanical doll to work in the win-
dow of a prominent store. He added a

painting and a large card.

The stuntster made appearances every hour
from noon until four o’clock, and in the in-

tervals she made frequent appearances in

the ready-to-wear department in the store,

helping business there materially.

C. C. Deardouff, exploiteer for Metro, went
out and got some good lingerie shops for

stills showing Miss Murray and Schade fixed

up a pretty lobby, with the result that

business was exceedingly good.

Alphabet Blocks

Spelled the Sign
Getting one of the largest windows in

the Gimbel store in New York for Baby
Peggy in her first full length picture was
one of the stunts worked by Joe Weil, of

Universal.
Gimbel Brothers had already engineered

a drive on the Baby Peggy dolls when they
were first introduced. They made a good
thing of it. When Weil learned that Peggy
herself would be in town for a visit, he tied

them up to a special drive on the dolls in

connection with the personal appearance of

the little star at the store.

An entire window was used with a large
picture of Peggy apparently projected by a

machine at the opposite side, with a plen-
tiful supply of stills and dolls and a few
decorations to appeal to the child heart. A
notable touch was the use of alphabet blocks
tO' write the signs. These do not show in

the cut, but are directly below the line of
photographs.
Such a window can be duplicated by any

small store, and it will work as well for the
little fellows as it did for the big concern.
In the case of the Gimbel store, generous
space was used in the store advertisements
in the daily papers, running around 8 x 10

inches. The idea, of course, was that the

Bagged Coin, Too
Dulcy was put over in Sandusky by a

characteristically Schade stunt. He had 3,000
bags made, about two by three inches, and
printed “Come and see me spill the beans in
Dulcy at the Schade Theatre. Constance
Talmadge.”
These were given out the week before the

showing, mostly to the matinee patrons, and
the bags were all over town. It was a clever
idea and so people came to see Dulcy spill
the beans and voted her a good little spiller.

A Universal Release -

IF THIS PAYS IN NEW YORK SURELY YOUR STORE CAN COPY
This is one of the main windows of the Gimbel store tied up to the Baby Peggy dolls

and The Darling of New York. Show it to your local dealer and get him to put in

a couple of dolls and a supply of stills and other accessory material. It will help him.

Some time ago we showed a picture of
Bluebeard’s first seven wives in silhouette.
The same thing is now being done by sus-
pending dolls in a shadow box with the
statement that Gloria Swanson is Bluebeard’s
Eighth Wife. In the original the figures
were full size, but the idea is less gruesome
in miniature and can be worked where man-
agers are afraid of the stronger effect. It
is not as striking, but it is also less repellant.

A Metro Release

YOU’RE NOT TOO BIG TO PLAY WITH DOLLS LIKE THESE
Francine Reed, a mechanical doll impersonator, made hourly appearances in the window
of a Sandusky store when The French Doll was playing at Schade’s Theatre. It was

not supposed to be an impersonation of Mae Murray, but just a French Doll.

youngsters would come and bring their

mothers, and a certain percentage of the
latter would make purchases unrelated to

the dolls.

Chalk Stencils
Generally stencils are worked on the side-

walk in water color, but P. F. Schwie, of

the Garrick Theatre, Duluth, used chalk in

his sidewalk work for Strangers of the
Night. The design was the skull and bones

and “S. of N.” and the design was spread all

over the city two or three days before any-
thing else was done. The design made as

lot of talk but brought no definite conclu-
sions until the same piratical crest was used
in connection with newspaper and card ad-
vertisements. The cards literally flooded
the town.

Lipstick Stills

on Flaming Youth
Chicago was the first centre to get Flam-

ing Youth, and one of the initial steps in an
intensive campaign of general exploitation
was to tie into the idea that Flaming Youth
needs some cosmetics for kindling.
Drug store windows were tied up to photo-

graphs of Colleen Moore applying the lip-

stick before going to her first party, and
these (there are three sorts), motived a gen-
eral display of scene stills to enliven the
layout of beauty aids.

This is going to be one of -the real heir
to window grabbing, and if you are a F'

t

Nationalist it might be well to start in

to talk over the matter with your
stores and beauty shops. Fix it in ad ^
and save time when the stills arrive.
But cosmetic is only one of the angles.

Dresses, lingerie, jazz phonograph records,
books, candy, shoes and silk hosiery are all

part of an appeal to flaming youth, and all

should be approached. Taken in connection
with the wide reading of the book, this pic-
ture will yield to splendid cooperative re-
sults and you can work with merchants who
might not be willing to let in ordinary titles.
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Daddy and Kiddie

Both Get Theirs

Boys Took Buster Baby Lighthouse

for Perambulation Guided Homeward
Neither Daddy Day nor a children’s spe-

cial are novelties, but the Rialto Theatre,

Tacoma, freshened them up a bit by giving

a Daddy Day on Jackie Coogan in Daddy
and following this with a Kiddies’ Day on
Penrod and Sam. Each helped the other,

so that the combined pull was equal to

about three singles instead of only two.

Daddies got in free, for daddy and the

youngsters had tickets to a special morning
performance of Penrod and Sam. In each
instance these tickets were to be clipped

from a local paper, which was tied up to

the idea. The hook-in brought three col-

umn cuts and large stories.

A First National Release

A CLEVER WINDOW DISPLAY

The cut shows a special window card
worked out for Daddy, based on a cutout
but given so elaborate a mounting that it

gains a new dignity. These special displays

are well worth the trouble they involve since

s they not only attract a greater measure of

attention but convey the suggestion of a
:cture well above the average. The frames
V be used repeatedly, and the interiors

|^be worked up even by those who cannot
I \ backings. Doll furniture can be used

jpvke . interiors and twigs will replace
pl-ted trees for exteriors, and these will

give better results than plain painting.

Try one sometime and you’ll not only be
delighted with the result, but you will come
to take a real interest in building these
miniatures unless you are materially differ-

ent from the average man.

Here is a new idea from Baltimore, de-
veloped by H. S. Ansley, a Metro exploiteer,

for Buster Keaton in Three Ages. Ansley
was pretty busy when the picture played the
New theatre, and this was merely one of

the by-products, but it is newer, than the
other stunts and is susceptible of general
use, though it will work best for comedy pro-
ductions, since it is certain to get a laugh
which might react against a more serious
play.

A figure was cut from the three sheet,

provided with a cross piece, which was held
by two youngsters, and taken for a walk.
With the Buster Keaton hats on the two
boys, the effect is capital.

A Metro Release
THE WALKING CUTOUT

Ansley ’s chief hook-up was to a morning
and evening paper under the same manage-
ment. These papers were permitted to print

a coupon good for a Keaton hat. Later an-
other coupon was printed good for a free

dmission if presented by a boy wearing the
hat. Some 10.000 hats were distributed,

ere was also a special performance for

e boys selling the two papers, which gave
another ballyhoo. Practically everyone in

town knew about the picture, and most, of

them came, apparently.

The manager who feels that exploitation

is too much of a nuisance toill presently have
nothing to worry about, for his house will fall

from under him. You can’t keep up steam
without fire under the boiler, and exploitation

is the fuel that feeds the flames of patronage.

Ollie Brownlee, of the Palace Theatre,
Muskogee, Okla., made a miniature lobby
lighthouse for Homeward Bound. It was
scarcely as high as the box office and stood
directly in front of it. A little sand, a few
rocks and two ornamental signs completed
the outfit.

A Paramount Release

BROWNLEE’S LIGHTHOUSE
The chief advantage of such a structure

is that it can be stored and repainted for al-

most any sea picture, or for that matter
can be revived without elaborate change.
Some means should be provided for wiring
a light into the lantern and either a flasher

socket or a shutter arranged for. This done
it can be used repeatedly. It will store more
compactly if built in two vertical sections,

one of which can be fitted into the other.

An Overture Prologue
Getting local color for an arctic picture

from the orchestra was one of the ways
the California theatre, San Francisco, put
over The Call of the Wild. The orchestra

was put into ulsters and winter hats and
placed on the stage before a snow setting

in which worked a vaudeville act styled, In

Alaska. The bass viol player was dressed

as a bear and there were four men dressed
as seals, who apparently did the seal orches-
tra stuff. These latter details may be be-
yond the reach of the small manager, but he
can always put his band in overcoats and
use a snow drop.

A Metro Release

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF CAUSE AND EFFECT. THIS TIME FROM NORFOLK, VA.

Live models were employed to demonstrate gowns in the window of a swagger clothes shop to tell about The French Doll at Well’s

Theatre. The stunt was planned by a Metro exploiteer, who aided J. J. Madden in getting a stunt that held the crowd in front of the

window until they had to take the models out in order to permit street traffic to be resumed. Then they went in again.
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Lacked Only Bosco

on the Omaha Rialto

In Again
Now it is Sid Laurence, of the Regent

Theatre, Grand Rapids, who is working the
names-on-the-counter idea.
A department store wrote the names of

A First National Release

THESE SIDESHOW PAINTINGS HELPED JACKIE IN OMAHA
The Rialto Theatre tore a page from the circus agent’s little book. These objects
of art are 12 x 21 feet and gave the proper sawdust flavor without cluttering up the

lobby. Because they were a change from the usual, the paintings took hold.

Only Bosco, who eats them alive, was
omitted from the pictorial display on the
Rialto Theatre, Omaha, when they played
Circus Days. Huge paintings, each 12 by
21 feet, fluttered to the breeze. They really
fluttered, because they purposely were not
tied off at the bottom, but were left to flap

in the wind and so get attention through
motion as well as through their vivid color-

ing, for these were done in true circus
style, and the colors yelled louder than a
barker.
There was the wild man, supposed to have

been captured near Coffeyville, Kans., the
fat girl, the snake charmer and the cooch
dancer, and the 24-sheet was trimmed down
to fit the space above the entrance. There
were four others on the front, but the cam-
era could not look around the corner and
you will have to take Harry Watts’ word
for it that he also offered the dog faced
boy, the dwarf, the living skeleton and the
bearded lady. If you can arrange for paint-

ings, you can dispense with the circus lobby.
There was also a free matinee for the

Orphans, and this inspires Walter Eberhardt
to write :

Orphans and newsboys
Or if they fail,

Jackie’s cute doubles
Bring in the kale.

We like Walter best when he does not
write doggerel—he calls it a quatrain—and
we are using his poem just to be mean. A
better version would be

:

Use the newsboys
Until they strike,

Then pick on orphans
If you like.

Anyhow, business was good.

Standard
Apparently Howard Price Kingsmore set

the fashion when he used tire cards with
“Avoid Strangers of the Night. Ride in r

yellow taxi,’’ for his Atlanta campaign at t
l

Howard. They are all doing it there

A NOVEL FLOAT SUPPLIED BY VITAGRAPH FOR MIDNIGHT ALARM
The engine stands out from the building background and the horses gallop when the
car is in motion. At night 800 candle power lamps light up the burning building from

the rear and give the float additional flash. The car is loaned exhibitors.

Worked the Mayor
Into His Stunt

Always on the lookout for something to

make a loud noise about, Howard Price
Kingsmore, of the Howard theatre, Atlanta,
seized upon the fact that his was to be
one of the “demonstration” houses under the
new Paramount plan.

The first step was to take a large display
advertisement telling the facts and building
up local pride, and with this as his excuse
he sold the Mayor on the idea of writing
the home office thanking Paramount for the
distinction conveyed in the selection.

This, of course, was worked into the news-
papers as live news.

Then Came Pola

With the stage all set, the announcement
was made that The Spanish Dancer would
be the first demonstration picture. The film
cans were delivered to the Mayor at City
Hall and by him taken to the Howard, where
an invited audience of some 500 were assem-
bled to pass judgment on the picture. It

was an exceptionally smart gathering, in-
cluding all of the leading welfare workers
and clubwomen.
The Mayor paused under the marquise to

deliver the film to Kingsmore in a florid
address, and then they all went inside to see
the

.

picture run off and then went outside
again to tell the less fortunate how good a
picture it was.
Not ignoring the just regular patrons,

Kingsmore had a gypsy fortune teller in the
foyer the previous week, and she told for-
tunes at the rate of twenty an hour, always
winding up with the prediction that the client
would see The Spanish Dancer the follow-
ing week. That was the truest thing the
seeress said. She was dead wrong on a lot
of stuff, but that came out about 98 per cent.

114 customers on cards and these were dis-

posed on the counters in various parts of

the store. If a patron found his or her

name on a card, it was taken to the office

where a pass for two for Children of the

Dust was the reward for its return.

This is a little different from the old way,
in which the names were selected at random
from the telephone directory, but in general
the scheme is the same. It would be better

to use a greater number of names and hand
out singles.

The big idea is that the store will adver-
tise the play in putting the scheme over,

and the benefit to the store comes from the
purchases the name hunters make.

A Vitagraph Release
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Wh the AdvertisingBrains
AWeekly discussion ofThe New: unusual ,

andNovel inpromotionAids
CONDUCTED BY BEN H. GRIMM

ERE Santa Claus :—I am only a

poor little exhibitor, but I have
been a real good little exhibitor all

year and I am writeing to you in hopes

you will not forget me and give me
the things I wish for I don’t want
much only will you please bring me
better advertising axessories etc. next

year to help be a gooder boy.

Please, Santa, bring me some press

bks. maybe without all those bright

colors and with more ideas something
that will help me make lots of people

come to my house instead of trying

to show me how much better the pic-

ture with the bright colors press bk.

is than the one with only a regular

printed page, and Santa please send

me lots of good axessories that don’t

cost to get more than the pixure costs

to rent and heralds and novlties I

mean that each don’t cost as much as

admision including war tacks.

And, honest Santa, I’ll be a good
little exhibitur if you send me posters

with the names off them of everybody
that had anything to do with the

pixure including the wardrobe woman
and not leaving enough room on them
tor the stars or pixure’s name—and
wkh the big 20four sheets dere Santa
please have the title big and the sub-

jex sMnpul so that people can see from
far away and don’t have them in col-

ors that you cant rede the lettring

sometimes like last year.

Also I would oppruciate some pub-
lissity in the press bks. which didn’t

Some of the smaller posters and a window card on “Six-Cylinder Love,”
Fox s new special. There is a full line of paper available, including, of
course, a twenty-four. All of the posters are reproduced in the press book

And don’t think me greedy will you
Santa if I ask you to watch over those
nice boys who write the traid paper
adds and keep them improving the
way they have been the past twelve

(12) mos? and instead of xtravagunt
claims giving me information about
what they want me to play with and
how to do it like they have been giv-

ing me lately.

O Santa I almost forgot to ask you
for slides without a lot of useless let-

tering on—you know the kind I want
—those with a nice motto on them
which makes people come to my house
and not those with an awful lot of

useless gingerbred kurlique lettring

which makes people sick and they say
so sometimes, and Id be glad too if

you’d bring me publissity kuts with-
out all the captyuns being attached so

that they don’t take up too much spas

and the edditor won’t print them the

same as stories which are too extreim
in their clames.

Gosh, Santa, I certainly seem to

have asked for a lot, but honest I’ve

been a good little exhibitor and I’ll

promise to be gooder and gooder if

you’ll only send me some nice posters,

axessories, including novulties. oil

paintings, ads., publissity, kuts, trad-

ers, etc and IDEAS.
Hoping you are the same I beg to

remain.

Yrs. Rspcfy.

WILLIE GETTIT.

say this is the greatusts pixure ever

fillumd because when I dont get the

kind i’m asking you for, please, the

edditor of my papers dont put them
in.

Dere Saint Nick please dont think

Im complaneing but the nusepaper
adds you sent me last year were al-

most all alike. Kindly this year will

you send me some diffrent ones from
last years and some of those nice kind
with those bright shiny ideas in them
and not the name of the producor put
right on the prettiest part where I

have to have it cut oft to save expens
by not advting the names which they
pay for advting themselves in the Sat-
urday Evening Posed and which dont
help me fill my Xmas or any other
stocking at all.
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John Held, Jr., whose drawings are to be seen in many magazines, seems to have
become quite popular as a movie poster artist lately. Here is one he has just finished

for Goldwyn’s forthcoming “Second Youth”

FOX has issued a bigger-than-usual

campaign on “Six-Cylinder Love.”
Bigger-than-usual chiefly meaning
more comprehensive. The campaign
as outlined in the colored press book
and the black-and-white section cov-

ers the ground completely, from pub-
licity stories to trailer. The reviewers

say the picture is good, so, with the

help of the campaign books, the ex-

hibitor should have no trouble in put-

ting it over successfully.

G OLDWYN’S most ambitious “yel-

low supplement” has just been is-

sued. It is an 88-page symposium of

ideas on how to put over “Little Old
New York.” Every mimeographed
page contains something of interest

to the showman who has booked Ma-
rion Davies’ big offering—than which
little more could be said of anything
issued for a similar purpose.

the Independents are right up with
the leaders when it comes to turning
out seat-selling campaigns.

AND we notice that Eddie Bonns,
who is mainly responsible for the

Goldwyn “yellow supplements,” has

just been promoted to the position of

Special Sales Representative. Here’s
our’ best, Eddie

!

A good-looking and practical press

book is that issued on “Innocence” by
C. B. C. Sales Co. It is complete in

every detail and fully lives up to the

standard of one or two predecessors

which, as we have stated, show that

I
T seems to us that we’ve had the

knocking hammer out quite fre-

quently lately. If there is anybody
whose toes were stepped on, or who
has anything to say, whether boquet or

brickbat, remember that this is the

place to say it, and that these columns
are always open to any idea that will

help anybody who has anything to do

with the advertising of motion pic-

tures.

T HIS is an acknowledgment and ap-
preciation of all those Christmas

greetings we are about to receive.

Wishing you the same—and lots of

em.

ADVERTISING agency sharps have
figured that forty words is a max-

imum for copy on a street-car card

—

that the reader’s attention cannot be
held beyond that point.

Wonder what they’d think of some
of the slides issued in this industry—
slides with about twelve words of

selling copy, including the title, and
forty or more words of credit lines?

And that’s not exceptional. We ex-

amined photographs of dozens of slides

lately, and our conviction is that any-
one who reads the average slide

through certainly must have consider-

able patience.

We know that credit lines are a

matter of contracts, but we’re going to

keep plugging to get them off adver-
tising aids directed at the public, espe-

cially the smaller aids.

Advance hints of what to expect for “Black
Oxen.” Here are the slides. Looks as if the
keynote of the layouts was going to be the

idea of the book strikingly carried out—
the rejuvenation of a woman
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Two twenty-fours posted by Educational. We understand that the se are available for exhibitors at Educational Exchanges. Plenty of

room for a date strip on both of these for the exhibitor who want s to boost his short subjects—and they certainly are worth boosting

these days.

December 29, 1923

I
NASMUCH as this is the season of

prophecies for the coming year, we
are going to be different and not
make any.

J
UST one parting shot for

1923:

If the same degree of intelligence

had been put behind the making of

certain of the year’s pictures that was
put behind the advertising and selling

of those pictures, there would have
been a much different story in the

grosses recorded.
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F. B. O.
HUMAN WRECKAGE. (7,215 feet). Star,

Mrs. W. Reed. Played this some time ago
but neglected to report on same. It was a
complete failure here. Did not get the busi-
ness or satisfy those who saw it. Paid too
much rental, consequently did not make
money. It did not add prestige to my house
either. Has good moral tone and Sunday
is about the only day it is suited for. Had
fair attendance. Draw college class in town
of 4,000. Admission 10-25, 20-40. C. W.
Cupp, Royal Theatre (350 seats), Arkadel-
phia, Arkansas.

First National
GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800

feet). Star cast. A western picture with
real merit. Should please any class audi-
ence. Don’t be afraid of it just because it

is a western. Has plenty of real comedy,
pathos, and action. Has good moral tone
and is not suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw small town class in town
of 3,500. Admission 10-22. Henry Tucker,
Tucker Theatre (960 seats), Liberal, Kansas.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. (6,800
feet). Star cast. Satisfactory, but not as
gripping as the press sheet says. Russell
Simpson good as the gambling sheriff. Had
very good attendance. C. F. Krieghbaum,
Paramount Theatre, Rochester, Indiana.

MIGHTY LAK’ A ROSE. (8,036 feet).
Star, Dorothy Mackail. Absolutely one of
the finest of the season, a knockout, a credit
to the industry. Positively one of the clean-
est and best pictures I have ever shown,
'^ive stars in this picture and every one of
Tem “carried away” the picture. Harry
Swart’s work wonderful. Boys, step on the
loucff pedal in your advertising, as this one
will i\ot disappoint you. Better on second
night tsfcan first, althc-ugh big dance in town
caused me to lose money. Patrons still rav-
ing over it. Has excellent moral tone and
it could be played in a church. Had fair

attendance. Draw general class in town of
1.000. Admission 10-20. H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U Theatre, Melville, Louisiana.

SUNSHINE TRAIL. (4,500 feet). Star,
Douglas MacLean. This will make a good
"Double Feature” day; book this five reeler
.with another five reeler and you will have
a very fine day’s program. Had “Double
Feature” day and had very good business.
Draw good class in Brooklyn, New York.
Victor D. Stamatis, Throop Theatre, Brook-
lyn, New York.

WHAT A WIFE LEARNED. (6,228 feet).
Star cast. This is a good picture; however,
not as big as many other Inces. An excel-
lent program but no special. Has good
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
fair attendance. Draw small town and best
class in town of 6,000. Admission 10-30. L.
O. Davis, Virginia Theatre (800 seats),
Hazard, Kentucky.

Fox
LIGHTS OF NEW YORK. Star cast.

Another one of the so-called specials.
Haven’t taken in enough to pay for one
since “Checkers.” Not suitable for Sunday
(or any day). Poor attendance. R. X.
Williams, Lyric Theatre, Oxford, Mississippi.

CALVERT’S VALLEY. (4,416 feet). Star,
John Gilbert. Nothing extra to this; noth-

Many of you
Exhibitors have
Run film at

Rentals that made you
Yell “Ouch!”

Condition of film

Has been mighty
Rank and disgusting, but
If only the good
Santa Claus does as I’ve

Told him you’ll

Make a lot of money,
Always have full houses,

Secure perfect prints.

VAN.

ing to it at all. After the show is over you
will wonder what it is all about. Not suit-

able for Sunday. Fair attendance. Draw
neighborhood class in town of 4,000. Ad-
mission 10-22. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre
(500 seats), Aberdeen, Mississippi.

Goldwyn
WHEN ROMANCE RIDES. (5,003 feet).

Star cast. Film was in good shape. Suit-
able for Sunday. Good moral tone. Draw
mixed class in town of 1,400. J. L. Douglas,
Strand Theatre, Pierce, Nebraska.

SIX DAYS. (8,010 feet). Star, Corinne
Griffith. This Elinor Glyn story had been
touted very strong to me, touted by actual
attendance in theatres and I was led to be-
lieve that it would be at least a big audi-
ence picture, but they are very very dis-

criminating here and as a result it went
over poorly. I find no fault with the picture
in particular, but I don’t think it anywhere
nea r as big for the small towns as Goldwyn
thinks it is and the price they request for

it. My advice on this picture would be, play
it, but buy it right. Had only fair attend-
ance. Used everything for advertising.
Draw health seekers and tourists. Dave
Seymour, Pontiac Theatre Beautiful, Sar-
anac Lake, New York.

Hodkinson
DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS. (7,100

feet). Star cast. A wonderful show for an
intelligent audience, but if you want to get
the ordinary people you must go out and
hustle. Patrons were highly pleased with it,

while it only brought fair attendance. A1 C.

Werner, Royal Theatre, Reading, Pennsyl-
vania.

Metro
FRENCH DOLL. (7,028 feet). Star, Mae

Murray. Very similar to the other Mae
Murray pictures and in fact not as good
as some of them. It drew fairly well here
and pleased about in the same proportion.

Used heralds, mailing list, billboards. Had
fair attendance. Draw health seekers and
tourists. Dave Seymour, Pontiac Theatre
Beautiful, Saranac Lake, New York.

FRENCH DOLL. (7,028 feet). Star, Mae
Murray. Good box office attraction but will

not please as well as the previous pictures
by same star. General opinion is that Miss
Murray “puts on” too much—in other words,
overacts. However, in justice to the picture
will say it did the business. Not suitable for

Sunday. Had good attendance. Draw col-

lege class in town of 4,000. Admission 10-

25, 20-40. C. W. Cupp, Royal Theatre (350
seats), Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

Paramount
BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE. (5,960

feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. Fine picture,

better business on second day than first.

Paramount have boosted Swanson subjects to

a price that makes it very hard to make a

profit on them. Moral tone O. K. and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw family and railroad class in town of

7
,
750 . Admission 10-25, specials 10-35, su-

pers 10-50. J. E. Alford, Jacob’s Theatre
(1,100 seats), McComb, Mississippi.

HOLLYWOOD. (8,100 feet). Star cast.

Good picture of Hollywood. Wouldn’t in-

terest people to see such picture every day.

Used new paper ad, ones, threes, also ad-

vertised in surrounding papers. Has O. K.
moral tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had
good attendance two nights. Draw town
and rural class in town of 1,200. C. R. Seff,

Ellis Coon, New Radio Theatre, Correction-
ville, Iowa.

LAW OF THE LAWLESS. (6,387 feet).

Star, Dorothy Dalton. Pleased our Satur-
day crowds. Kosloff is fine. Star has slipped

a lot and no longer draws. Has average
moral tone and will do for Sunday. Had
good attendance. Draw all classes in city

of 14,000. Admission 10-25, 10-35. E. W.
Collins, Grand and Liberty Theatres (600-

750 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.

MAKING A MAN. (6 reels). Star, Jack
Holt. Very good picture. Has good moral
tone and is suitable for Sunday. Had good
attendance. Draw college students in town
of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean Dagle,
Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbondale, Illi-

nois.

OLD HOMESTEAD. (7,606 feet). A life

saver. Played this three days; out of five

pictures played in seven years one of five

that stood up for three days in a town of

3,500. Everyone said it was best they had
ever seen. Used window cards, heralds,

posters and miniature cottage built for old

homestead. Special music. Admission 10-

30. Seat 500. A. E. Jarboe, Royal Theatre,
Cameron, Missouri.

TO THE LAST MAN. (6,965 feet). Star
cast. Splendid picture. A little bloody but
our patrons ate it up. A popular story by
popular author and is very well made. Used
newspaper, twenty-fours, photos, heralds.

Has good moral tone and is a little too rough
for Sunday. Had splendid attendance.
Draw general class in town of 3.000. Ad-
mission 10-35, real specials 25-50. W. B.

Renfroe, Dream Theatre (600 seats), Sedro
Wooley, Washington.

TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE.
(5,695 feet). Star, Mary Miles Minter. Very
well liked by our audience who came in

good numbers to see this show. Mary Miles
Minter is fairly well liked by our patrons.

Print O. K. Had good attendance. Draw
better class in town of 4,500. Admission 10-
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15. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (400

seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD. (7,518 feet).

Star, Betty Compson. Good picture for a

college town. Not suitable for Sunday.

Had fair attendance. Draw college students

in town of 6,000. Admission 10-25-35. Jean
Dagle, Barth Theatre (835 seats), Carbon-

dale, Illinois.

YOU CANT FOOL YOUR WIFE. (5,703

feet). Star, Leatrice Joy. A fine cast

wasted in an ordinary story. The acting in

this one is very good. Title and cast drew
them out for us. Print was in fair condition.

Had average attendance. Draw better class

in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A.

Anglemire, “Y” Theatre (40 seats), Naza-
reth, Pennsylvania.

Preferred
ARE YOU A FAILURE? (5,700 feet).

A
BIG

MERRY
TAXFREE
CHRISTMAS

T
O

YOU ALL

Star cast. A light comedy offering with
some thrills that gave satisfaction as a pro-
gram picture. Has good moral tone and is

suitable for Sunday. Had good attendance.
Draw rural and small town class in town
of 300. Admission 20-30, specials 22-44.

Charles W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Theatre (225
seats), Grand Gorge, New York.

United Artists
ROBIN HOOD. (10,000 feet). Star, Doug-

las Fairbanks. Capacity. ’Nuf sed. Has
good moral tone and is suitable for Sunday.
Had capacity attendance. Draw best class.
Al. Hamilton, Rialto Theatre, South Nor-
walk, Connecticut.

Universal
SINGLE HANDED. (4,225 feet). Star,

Hoot Gibson. A comedy drama which
seemed to please all who saw it, although
some expected to see a rough and tumble
western. Print poor condition. Moral tone
O. K. and is suitable for Sunday. Had very
good attendance. Draw all classes in city
of 700,000. Admission ten cents at all times.
Stephen G. Brenner, Eagle Theatre (218
seats), Baltimore, Maryland.

— »

Straight From the Shoulder Index
For July, August, September, October, November and December

Titles are alphabetically arranged. As reports in the department are alphabetically arranged under pro-

ducer, date of issue only is needed except when a report is placed in a different position, as in “Reports on
Late Pictures,” in which case the page also is stated. This Index will appear in the final issue of Moving
Picture World for each month and will be cumulative from January to June and from July to December.

A
Abysmal Brute (Universal). Aug. 4-Aug. 11-

Aug. 25-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Nov. 10-Dec. 15.

Across the Border (Paramount). July 21.

Across the Continent (Paramount). July 14-

Oct. 27.

Adam and Eva (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

Adam’s Rib (Paramount). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-

Nov. 10-Dec. 8.

Adventures of Tom Mix (Aywon). July 14.

Affinities (Hodkinson). July 28-Sept. 29-

Oct. 13.

Afraid to Fight (Universal). July 7-Nov. 10-

Dec. 1.

After The Show (Paramount). Aug. 11-

Sept. 15.

Alias Julius Caesar (First National). Dec. 1.

Alias Ladyfingers (Metro). Oct. 6.

Alice Adams (Associated Exhibitors). Sept.

I-Sept. 8-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

All Brothers Were Valiant (Metro). Aug. 4-

Aug.' 11-Aug. 25-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-

Nov. 10.

All’s Fair In Love (Goldwyn). Aug. 25.

Altar Stairs (Universal). July 16-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 25-Sept. 15.

Always The Woman (Goldwyn). Sept. 8.

An Old Sweetheart of Mine (Metro). Dec. 8.

An Unwilling Hero (Goldwyn). Aug. 4.

Anna Ascends (Paramount). July 7-Aug. 11-

Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Dec. 8.

Angel of Crooked Street (Vitagraph). Oct. 6.

Another Man’s Boots (Anchor). Sept. 15.

Another Man’s Shoes (Universal). July 14-

July 21.

Any Night (East Coast Prod.) July 28.

April Showers (Preferred). Nov. 17.

Arabia (Fox). July 21-July 28-Aug. 4-Aug.

II- Sept. 22-Dec. 22.

Arabian Love (Fox). Dec. 15.

Are You a Failure? (Preferred). Nov. 10-

Dec. 29.

Ashamed of Parents (Warner Bros.) Sept. 1.

B
Bachelor Daddy (Paramount). July 7-Sept.

15-Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Dec. 15.

Backbone (Goldwyn). Aug. 25-Sept. 8.

Backfire (Arrow). Sept. 22.

Back Home and Broke (Paramount). July
7-July 28-Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Sept. 29-Oct.

20-Nov. 3.

Barbed Wire (Aywon). Sept. 15.

Barnstormer (First National). July 7-July

28.

Barrier of Folly (Independent Piet. Corp.)

Oct. 6.

Bearcat (Universal). Aug. 25.

Beating the Game (Goldwyn). July 7-Aug. 4.

Beautiful and Damned (Warner Brothers).
July 21-Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-Dec. 15-

Dec. 22.

Beauty Shop (Paramount). Aug. 11-Oct. 6.

Beauty’s Worth (Paramount). Oct. 6-Oct. 27-

Nov. 10.

Be My Wife (Goldwyn). Aug. 11.

Behold My Wife (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Bella Donna (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

Oct. 6.

Bellboy 13 (First National). July 7-Aug. 25-

Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Dec. 15.

Bells of San Juan (Fox). July 28-Sept. 22-

Nov. 17-Dec. 1.

Betsy Ross (World). Oct. 13.

Beyond (Paramount). Sept. 15-Sept. 22-

Oct. 20.

Beyond the Rocks (Paramount). Sept. 8-

Nov. 17-Dec. 8.

Bill of Divorcement (Associated Exhibitors).
Sept. 22.

Billy Jim (F. B. O.). Aug. 11.

Bishop of the Ozarks (F. B. O.) Aug. 4-

Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Black Beauty (Vitagraph). July 28-Nov. 3.

Blind Bargain (Goldwyn). July 14-Sept. 8-

Oct. 20-Nov. 10-Dec. 8.

Blinky (Universal). Nov. 24.

Blow Your Own Horn (F. B’. O.). Dec. 15.

Blood and Sand (Paramount). July 14-July
21-Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Oct. 6-Dec. 15.

Blue Bandanna (F. B. O.). Oct. 20.

Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife (Paramount). Oct.

6, page 498-Oct. 20, page 664-Nov. 3-

Nov. 17-Nov. 24-Dec. 8-Dec. 15-Dec. 29.

Bobbed Hair (Paramount). July 14.

Bolted Door (Universal). Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Bond Boy (First National). Aug. 18-Oct. 6.

Bonded Woman (Paramount). Aug. 11-Sept.

8-Oct. 20.

Boomerang Bill (Paramount). Oct. 20.

Border Bandit Killer (Enterprise). Nov. 3.

Borderland (Paramount). Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Boss of Camp 4 (Fox). July 7-July 14-July
28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Boston Blackie (Fox). July 7-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-

Dec. 1-Dec. 8.

Bought and Paid For (Paramount). July 14-

July 21-Sept. 8-Nov. 17.

Branding Broadway (Paramount). Dec. 8.

Brass (Warner Bros.) July 14-Sept. 22-

Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Brass Bottle (First National). Aug. 11,

page 486-Sept. 15, page 256-Nov. 3-Dec.
22 .

Brass Commandments (Fox). Aug. 4-Oct. 27-
Dec. 1.

Brawn of the North (First National). July
14-July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 1-Sept.
22-Oct. 20-Nov. 10-Dec. 1.

Bride’s Play (Paramount). July 28.

Bright Shawl (First National). July 7-July
21-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 10-Dec. 8.

Broad Daylight (Universal). Nov. 17.

Broadway Arizona (Enterprise). Sept. 22.

Broadway Gold (T'ruart). July 14, page 151.
Broadway Madonna (F. B. O.). July 14-

Dec. 8.

Broadway Rose (Metro). July 28-Aug.
Aug. 25-Oct. 20-Oct. 27.

Broken Chains (Goldwyn). July 14-Ju)y 21-
July 28-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Dec. 8-Dec/ 15.

Brothers Under the Skin (GoldwynVl July
14-Sept. 8-Oct. 6-Oc f 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Brown of Harvard (Essanay). Oct. 13.

Brute Master (Hodkinson) July. 7.

Bucking the Barrier (Fox). July 7-Aug. 4-

Nov. 10.

Bulldog Drummond (Hodkinson). July 14-
Aug. 18-Dec. 1.

Burglar Proof (Paramount). Sept. 15-Dec. 8.

Burn ’Em Up Barnes (C. C. Burr). Oct. 13.

Burning Sands (Paramount). July 21-July
28-Sept. 8-Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

Burning Words (Universal). July 14-Aug. 11.

Buster (Fox). Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

By Right of Purchase (Selznick). July 14.

O
California Romance (Fox). July 14-Sept. 1-

Oct. 13-Dec. 8.

Calvert’s Valley (Fox). July 21-Sept. 22-

Oct. 13-Dec. 29.

Call From the Wild (James Wharton). Aug.
25.

Call of Home (F. B. O.) Aug. 25.

Call of the North (Paramount). Dec. 15.

Cameo Kirby (Fox). Dec. 15.

Camille (Metro). July 21-July 28.

Can a Woman Love Twice? (F. B. O.). Aug.
4-Dec. 1-Dec. 8-Dec. 22.

Canyon of the Fools (F. B. O.) July 28-
Aug. 11-Oct. 20-Nov. 24.

Cappy Ricks (Paramount). July 14-Sept. IF
Captain Fly-By-Night (F. B. O.) July 7-July

28-Sept. 15.

Cardigan (American Releasing). July 21.

Carnival (United Artists). Aug. 11.

Catch My Smoke (Fox). July 7-Aug, 4-

Aug. 11-Sept. 22-Oct. 20-Nov. 24.

Caught Bluffing (Universal). Aug. 18-Sept.
15.

Chapter in Her Life (Universal). Dec. 1.

/
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Chasing the Moon (Fox). July 21-July 28-
Sept. 22.

Cheat (Paramount). Oct. 6, page 49S-Oct. 13,
page 5S1-Dec. 15.

Child Thou Gavest Me (First National). July
14-Aug. 4-Oct. 6.

Children of Jazz (Paramount). Aug. 11,
page 4S6-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Children of the Dust (First National). Sept.
1-Nov. 10-Dec. S-Dec. 15-Dec. 22.

Christian (Goldwyn). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Oct.
6-Oct. 20-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Circus Days (First National). Nov. 3, page
125-Nov. 10-Dec. S-Dec. 15-Dec. 22.

City of Silent Men (Paramount). Sept. 1-

Oct. 6.

Civilian Clothes (Paramount). July 28.
Clarence (Paramount). July 14-Oct. 20.

Clouded Name (Playgoers). July 21.
Cold Steel (F. B. O.) Sept. 15.

Colleen of the Pines (F. B. O.) Aug. 25-
Sept. S-Nov. 3.

Come On Over (Goldwyn). July 21-Sept. 29.

Common Law (Selznick). Dec. 1, page 478.
Confidence (Universal). Sept. 15.

Conflict (Universal). July 14-Nov. 3.

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court
(Fox). July 7-July 14.

Cordelia the Magnificent (Metro). July 21,
page 231-Sept. 8.

Counterfeit Love (Associated Exhibitors).
Oct. 6-Nov. 10-Dec. 8.

Courage of Marge O’Doon (Vitagraph). Aug.
25-Nov. 17.

Covered Wagon (Paramount). Dec. 15.

Cowboy and the Lady (Paramount) July 14-
July 2S-Aug. 11-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 17-
Dec. 15.

Cradle (Paramount). July 28.

Cradle of Courage (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Crashing Through (F. B. O.) July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Dec. 22.
Crimson Challenge (Paramount). July 21-

July 28-Sept. 8.

Crimson Gold (Eifelt). Nov. 17.

Crinoline and Romance (Metro). July 21-

7-

July 28-Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 20-Nov. 17.
Critical Age (Hodkinson). Aug. 11-Dec. 15.
Crossed Wires (Universal). July 21-Aug. 11-

Aug. 18-Sept. 22-Oct. 13.

Crossroads of New York (First National).
July 7-July 28-Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 20.

Crow’s Nest (Arrow). Sept. 22.

Crusader (Fox). July 7-July 14-July 28-
Sept. 22-Nov. 10.

Cup of Life (First National). July 21.

Curse of Drink (Apollo). Aug. 11.

Custard Cup (Fox). July 28-Aug. 18-Aug.
S 25-Oct. 6-Oct. 20.

j^-'Clone Jones (Progress). Nov. 3.

D
Daddy (First National). July 7-July 14-July

2S\Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-Dee. 1-

Dek- 15 -Dec. 22.

Dangerous Adventuie (Warner Bros.) Sept.
1 .

Dangerous Age (First National). July 21-
Aug. 11- Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Nov. 1 0-Nov. 24-
Dec. 8.

Dangerous Game (Universal). July 14-Sept.
22 .

Dangerous Curve Ahead (Goldwyn). Sept. 1.

Danger Trail (K-E-S-E). Nov. 17.

Dark Secrets (Paramount). July 14-Sept. 15-
Nov. 3-Nov. 24-Dec. 15.

Darling of the Rich (Whitman Bennett).
Aug. 11.

Daughter of Luxury (Paramount). Sept. 15-

Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Daughter Pays (Selznick). July 28.

Daughters of the Rich (Preferred). Sept. 15.

Daytime Wives (F. B. O.). Dec. 1.

Dead Game (Universal). July 14-Aug. 25-

Sept. 1-Sept. 8-Dec. 1.

Dead Men Tell No Tales (Vitagraph). July
28-Aug. 4.

Dead or Alive (Arrow). July 7.

Delicious Little Devil (Universal). Sept. 8-

Dec. 15.

DeLuxe Annie (Selznick). July 14.

Desert Driven (F. B. O.). Aug. 11-Nov. 3-

Dec. 8.

Desert Gold (Hodkinson). Aug. 18-Aug. 25.

Deserted at the Altar (Goldstone). July 7.

"'esire (Metro). Dec. 8.

Destroying Angel (Associated Exhibitors).
Nov. 3-Dec. 22.

Determination (Lee-Bradford) . July 7-Aug.
25.

Devil’s Bowl (Arrow). July 28.

Devil’s Garden (First National). July 7.

Devil Within (Fox). July 14.

Dictator (Paramount). July 14-July 21-Nov.
3.

Dinty (First National). July 7.

Divorce (F. B. O.). Oct. 13-Dec. 8-Dec. 22.
Divorce Coupons (Vitagraph). Aug. 11-Nov.

24-Dec. 1.

Do and Dare (Fox). July 14-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-
Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Dollar Devils (Hodkinson). Aug. 18-Sept. 22-
Oct. 27-Dec. 15.

Domestic Relations (First National). Dec. 1-
Dec. 15.

Don Quickshot of Rio Grande (Universal).
Aug. 11-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Don’t Doubt Your Wife (Associated Exhib-
itors). Oct. 13.

Don’t Shoot (Universal). July 14-July 28-
Sept. 22.

Don’t Tell Everything (Paramount). July 14-
Aug. 11.

Double Dealing (Universal). Sept. 22.
Doubling for Romeo (Goldwyn). July 14.

Down On the Farm (United Artists). July 28.
Down to the Sea in Ships (Hodkinson). July

21-Aug. 25-Sept. 29-Nov. 17-Nov. 24-Dec.
1-Dec. 15-Dec. 29.

Dr. Jack (Pathe). July 7-July 28-Aug. 4-
Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Sept. 29-
Nov. 24.

Dream Street (Universal). Sept. 22.
Driven (Universal). Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Dec. 22.
Drums of Fate (Paramount). Nov. 3-Nov. 24.
Dulcy (First National). Sept. 29, page 423-

Nov. 3-Dec. 15-Dec. 22.

E
Eagle’s Feather (Metro). Dec. 8.

East Is West (First National). July 7-Aug. 4-
Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Dec. 15.

East Side, West Side (Principal). Oct. 13-
Dec. 15.

Easy Road (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Ebb Tide (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 11-
Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

Eleventh Hour (Fox). Nov. 17.

Empty Cradle (Ttuart). Aug. 18.

Enchantment (Paramount). July 14-July 28-
Sept. 8.

End of the World (Paramount). July 28-
Aug. 18.

Enemies of Women (Goldwyn-Cos.) Aug. 11,

page 485, Sept. 22-Dec. 8-Dec. 15.

Enlighten Thy Daughter (Enlightenment
Films). Sept. 22.

Enter Madame (Metro). Aug. 11-Aug. 18-

Dec. 1.

Environment (Principal Pictures). July 21-
Dec. 15.

Eternal Flame (First National). July 14-
Aug. 11-Aug. 25.

Evangeline (Fox). July 14.

Everything for Sale (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Exciters (Paramount). July 21, page 231-
Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-Nov. 24-Dec. 1.

Exit the Vamp (Paramount). Sept. 29-

Dec. 1.

Experience (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Extra! Extra! (Fox). Nov. 10.

Eyes of the World (Clune). Oct. 20.

F
Face in the Fog (Paramount). July 7-July

14-Nov. 24-Dec. 15.

Face of the World (Hodkinson). Aug. 11.

Face on the Barroom Floor (Fox). Nov. 3-

Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Fair Lady (United Artists). Sept. 22.

Fall of Babylon (United Artists). Sept. 8.

False Brands (World). July 21.

Famous Mrs. Fair (Metro). July 28-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Nov. 10-Nov. 17-Dec. 8-Dec. 15.

Fascination (Metro). July 7.

Fast Mail (Fox). Sept. 1-Oct. 20-Nov. 10.

Fatal Marriage (F. B. O.) Sept. 8.

Fickle Women (Schwab). Nov. 10.

Fifty Candles (Hodkinson). Sept. 22.

Fighting Blade (First National). Oct. 20,

page 664-Dec. 1.

Fighting Guide (Vitagraph). Aug. 25-Sept. 1.

Fighting Streak (Fox). Sept. 22.

Fightin’ Mad (Metro). July 7-July 28-Nov.
3-Nov. 10.

Find the Woman (Paramount). Sept. 8.

First Degree (Universal). July 21-Aug. 11-

Sept. 22.

Five Dollar Baby (Metro). July 28-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Oct. 27-Dec. 8.

Flame of Life (Universal). July 14-Sept. 1.

Flaming Hour (Universal). July 14-July 28-

Sept. 1-Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Nov. 17.

Flash (Arrow). Aug. 18.

Flesh and Blood (Western Pic. Exploitn.)

Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Aug. 25-Oct. 6.

Flirt (Universal). July 14-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-

Dec. 1.

Flower of the North (Vitagraph). Nov. 3-

Nov. 24.

Flying Dutchman (F. B. O.) Nov. 17.

Fog (Metro). Sept. 8.

Fogbound (Paramount). July 28-Sept. 15-
Sept. 29-Nov. 24-Dec. 8.

Fools First (First National). Aug. 11-Dec. 1.

Fool There Was (Fox). Aug. 11-Nov. 24.
Foolish Wives (Universal). July 14-Sept. 8.

Fools and Riches (Universal). July 21-Sept.
22 .

Fool’s Paradise (Paramount). July 14-July
21-July 28.

Footlight Ranger (Fox). July 14-July 21-
Nov. 3 -Dec. 1.

Footlights (Paramount). July 21-Sept. 29-
Dec. 15.

Forbidden City (Selznick). Sept. 15.
Forbidden Fruit (Paramount). July 14.
Forbidden Trail (Sunset). July 21.
Forget Me Not (Metro). Aug. 4-Sept. 1-

Oct. 6.

Forgotten Law (Metro). Aug. 18-Nov. 3.

For Big Stakes (Fox). July 21-Aug. 4-Dec. 1.

Forsaking All Others (Universal). July 7-
July 14-July 28-Oct. 20.

For the Defense (Paramount). Sept. 15-
Sept. 29-Nov. 3.

Fortune’s Mask (Vitagraph). Nov. 24.
Four Horsemen (Metro). Aug. 11.
Fourth Musketeer (F. B. O.). July 14-Dec. 15.
Fox (Universal). July 21-Dec. 1.

Fox Specials. Nov. 3.

French Doll (Metro). Nov. 3, page 125-Dec.
1-Dec. 29.

Friendly Husband (Fox). July 14-Aug. 4-
Aug. 11-Aug. 25.

From the Ground Up (Goldwyn). July 21.
Front Page Story (Vitagraph). July 7-July

14-July 21-July 28-Sept. 22.

Fury (First National). July 14-Aug. 11-
Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 10-Dec. 8.

G
Gallopin' Kid (Universal). July 21-Nov. 10.
Gallopin’ Through (Arrow). July 7-Sept. 15.

Galloping Devil (Canyon). Sept. 15.

Game Chicken (Paramount). July 28-Sept.
8 .

Garments of Truth (Metro). Sept. 8.

Garrison’s Finish (United Artists). July 7-

Aug. 4-Sept. 8.

Gas, Oil and Water (First National). Aug. 11.

Gentleman From America (Universal). Sept.
8-Oct. 20-Dec. 1.

Gentleman of Leisure (Paramount). Sept. 15,

page 256-Sept. 29-Nov. 17-Dec. 15.

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Paramount).
July 14-July 21.

Ghost Breaker (Paramount). July 21-July
28-Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Dec. 15.

Ghost in the Garret (Paramount). July 7-

Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Sept. 29.

Ghost Patrol (Universal). Aug. 11.

Gimme (Goldwyn). July 7-July 14-Aug. 4-

Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Girl In His Room (Vitagraph). Sept. 1.

Girl In the Taxi (First National). Nov. 10.

Girl I Loved (United Artists). July 7, page
80-July 28-Aug. 11.

Girl of the Golden West (First National).
July 7, page 80, Aug. 4-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-

Nov. 10-Dec. 1-Dec. 22-Dec. 29.

Girl Who Came Back (Preferred). Oct. 20-

Dec. 8.

Girl Who Ran Wild (Universal). Sept. 8 -

Oct. 20.

Girl’s Desire (Vitagraph). July 7-Sept. 22.

Glass Houses (Metro). Aug. 11.

Glimpses of the Moon (Paramount). July 14-

July 21-July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 8 -

Dec. 1-Dec. 15.

Glory of Clementina (F. B. O.) Oct. 20.

Go and Get It (First National). Oct. 6.

Godless Men (Goldwyn). Aug. 4.

God’s Country and the Woman (Vitagraph).
Nov. 3.

God’s Crucible (Hodkinson). Sept. 29.

Go-Getter (Paramount). July 28-Aug. 4-

Sept. 29-Nov. 3-Dec. 15.

Going Up (Associated Exhibitors). Dec. 15-

Dec. 22.

Golden Dreams (Goldwyn). Aug. 4-Sept. 22.

Golden Snare (First National). Aug. 4.

Goldwyn Features. Nov. 17.

Good-Bye Girls (Fox). July 21-Aug. 11-

Aug. 25-Sept. 29.

Good Men and True (F. B. O.) Sept. 15.

Good Provider (Paramount). Sept. 1.

Gossip (Universal). July 21-Nov. 10.

Grandma’s Boy (Associated Exhibitors). July

7-July 21-July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. lS-Sept. 8 -

Sept. 29-Oct. 13-Oct. 20.

Great Alone (American Releasing). July 7.

Great Impersonation (Paramount). Sept. 22-

Nov. 3.

Great Night (Fox). July 28-Sept. 1 -Sept. 22.

Greatest Truth (Paramount). July 7.

Green Goddess (Goldwyn). Dec. 15.
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Green Temptation (Paramount). Aug-. 11-
Sept. 8.

Grim Comedian (Goldwvn). Oct. 20.

Grub Stake (Selznick). Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Grumpy (Paramount). July 14-July 21-July

28-

Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 29-Nov. 3-Dec. 15.

Guilty (Independent). Oct. 20.

Gun Shy (Wm. Steiner). Aug. 25-Sept. 22.

Gypsy Passion (Vitagraph). Aug. 18.

H
Hail the Woman (First National). Oct. 20-

Dec. 1.

Hands of Nara (Metro). July 14.

Harbor Lights (Associated Exhibitors). Dec.
1 .

Has the World Gone Mad (Equity). Aug. 18-
Sept. 15-Oct. 20.

Hate Trail (Clark-Comelius). Aug. 18.
Headless Horseman (Hodkinson). July 28-

Aug. 4-Oet. 13-Dec. 15.

Headin’ West (Universal). July 28-Oct. 6-
Nov. 17.

Head Over Heels (Goldwyn). July 7-Aug. 4.

Hearts Aflame (Metro). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Aug.
25-Sept. 22-Nov. 17-Dec. 15.

Heart of Maryland (Vitagraph). July 28-
Aug. 18-Sept. 1.

Heart of a Texan (W. H. Smith). Sept. 15.
Heart of the Desert (Richard & Flynn).

Oct. 20.

Heart Raider (Paramount). Sept. 8-Sept. 15-
Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 17-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). Aug. 18.
Held by the Enemy (Paramount). July 7-

Sept. 15.

Heliotrope (Paramount). July 7.

Hell’s Half Acre (Enterprise). Oct. 20.
Her Dangerous Path (Pathe). Nov. 3, page

125.

Her Face Value (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Her Fatal Millions (Metro). July 14-Aug. 4-
Aug. 25-Sept. 8-Nov. 24-Dec. 8.

Her Gilded Cage (Paramount). July 7-July
14-July 21-July 28-Sept. 15.

Her Husband’s Trademark (Paramount).
July 28.

Her Mad Bargain (First National). Oct. 13.
Her Unwilling Husband (Pathe). Sept. 1.

Hero (Preferred). July 7-July 21-Aug. 18-
Nov. 24.

Heroes of the Street (Warner). Aug. 4-
Aug. 18-Sept. 1-Dec. 1.

Hills Aflame (Russell). Nov. 17.
His Back Against the Wall (Goldwyn). Aug.

18-Dec. 8.

His Wife’s Money (Selznick). Aug. 4.

Hollywood (Paramount). Oct. 6, page 498-
Oct. 13, page 581-Nov. 3-Nov. 17-Dec. 1-
Dec. 8-Dec. 29.

Homespun Folks (First National). July 21.
Homespun Vamp (Paramount). July 21.
Home Talent (First National). July 21.
Homeward Bound (Paramount). Sept. 22-

Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Nov. 24-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.
Honor First (Fox). Aug. 11.
Hottentot (First National). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Oct. 20-
Dec. 22.

Hound of the Baskervilles (F. B. O.) July 14-
July 21.

Human Hearts (Universal). July 7-July 28-
Aug. 11-Dec. 1.

Human Wreckage (F. B. O.) Sept. 22-Sept.

29-

Oct. 13-Oct. 20-Dec. 8-Dec. 22-Dec. 29.
Humoresque (Paramount). July 28-Nov. 17.
Hungry Hearts (Goldwyn). July 7-July 28-

Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Oct. 20-Dec. 1.

Hunting Big Game in Africa (Universal).
July 7-July 14-July 21-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-
Nov. 10-Dec. 1.

Huntress (First National). Nov. 10.

Hurriane’s Gal (First National). Aug. 11-
Nov. 10.

I

I Accuse (United Artists). Nov. 17.
I Can Explain (Metro). July 28.

Idol of the North (Paramount). July 21.
If Winter Comes (Fox). Oct. 6, page 498-

Oct. 20, page 664-Dec. 15.

If You Believe It, It’s So (Paramount). July
14.

Impossible Mrs. Bellew (Paramount). July 14-
July 21-Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Impulse (Arrow). Nov. 3.

Inside the Cup (Paramount). Oct. 13.

In the Name of the Law (F. B. O.) July 7-

July 14-Sept. 1-Nov. 17.

In the Palace of the King (Goldwyn). Sept.
29, page 423.

Invisible Power (Goldwyn). July 28-Sept. 8.

Iron Trail (United Artists). July 7-Sept. 8.

Is Divorce a Failure? (Associated Exhibi-
tors). Sept. 22.

Island Wives (Vitagraph). Nov. 24.

Is Matrimony a Failure? Paramount). July 7-

July 14-July 28-Aug. 11.

Is Money Everything? (Lee-Bradford). Sept.
15.

Isle of Lost Ships (First National). July 14-

July 28-Aug. 18-Sept. 29-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-

Nov. 17-Dec. 1.

J
Japanese Disaster (Paramount). Oct. 13,

page 583.

Java Head (Paramount). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Jazzmania (Metro). Sept. 22-Nov. 24.

Jilt (Universal). Sept. 15-Oct. 20.

Jim the Penman (First National). July 14.

Jucklins (Paramount). Sept. 15.

Judgment (World). Nov. 17.

June Madness (Metro). Aug. 11-Sept. 8.

Just Around the Corner (Paramount). July
28-Aug. 11.

Just Tony (Fox). July 21-Aug. 18-Dec. 8.

K
Kentucky Derby (Universal). July 21-July-

28-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Nov. 10-Dec. 22.

Kick In (Paramount). July 14-July 21-July
28-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 17-Dec. 1.

Kickback (F. B. O.). Aug. 11-Dec. 8.

Kid (First National). July 14.

Killer (Pathe). Aug. 18-Sept. 15.

Kindled Courage (Universal). Sept. 15-Nov.
3-Nov. 10.

Kindred of the Dust (First National). July
21-Aug. 25-Sept. 1.

Kingdom Within (Hodkinson). Aug. 11-

Oct. 6-Dec. 8.

L
Ladies Must Live (Paramount). July 28-

Oct. 6. i

Lahoma (Pathe). July 7.

Lane That Had No Turning (Paramount).
Sept. 8.

Last Moment (Goldwyn). Aug. 11-Sept. 8-

Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

Last of Stage Coach Bandits (Enterprise).
Aug. 25.

Lavender Bath Lady (Universal). July 7-

Aug. 4.

Law and the Woman (Paramount). July 7-

July 21-July 28-Aug. 11-Oct. 27.

Lawful Larceny (Paramount). Dec. 22.

Law of the Lawless (Paramount). Aug. 11,

page 485-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-Nov. 17-

Dec. 1-Dec. 8-Dec. 22-Dec. 29.

Legally Dead (Universal). Dec. 15.

Leopardess (Paramount). July 14-July 21-

Aug. 11-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Dec. 1.

Light in the Dark (First National). Aug. 4-

Sept. 1.

Life’s Greatest Question (C. B. C.) July 28-

Aug. 25.

Light in the Dark (First National). Sept. 29.

Light of the Desert (Fox). July 21-Sept. 22.

Lights of New York (Fox). July 21-Aug. 18-

Aug. 25-Sept. 1-Dec. 29.

Little Church Around the Corner (Warner
Bros.). Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Dec. 15-

Dec. 22.

Little Minister (Vitagraph). Oct. 13.

Little Old New York (Cosmopolitan). Dec. 15.

Loaded Door (Universal). Oct. 6.

Lone Hand (Universal). Aug. 4-Oct. 13-

Oct. 20-Dec. 1-Dec. 8.

Lone Hand Wilson (Capitol). Sept. 15.

Lone Star Ranger (Fox). Nov. 10-Dec. 1.

Lonely Road (First National). Aug. 11.

Long Chance (Universal). Aug. 4-Oct. 20.

Look Your Best (Goldwyn). Dec. 1.

Lorna Doone (First National). July 7-July 14-

Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Oct. 27-Dec. 8.

Lost and Found (Goldwyn). July 28-Sept. 8-

Oct. 13-Oct. 27-Dec. 8.

Lotus Eater (First National). July 14.

Lovebound (Fox). Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-

Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

Love Charm (Paramount). July 28.

Love Gambler (Fox). July 21-July 28-Aug.
11-Sept. 15-Nov. 24-Dec. 1-Dec. 8-Dec. 16.

Love in the Dark (Metro). July 28-Aug. 18-

Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 10.

Love Is An Awful Thing (Selznick). Aug. 11.

Love Letter (Universal). Sept. 15-Oct. 6-

Oct. 20.

Love Piker (Goldwyn). Dec. 8.

Loves of Pharaoh (Paramount). July 7-Sept.

15-Sept. 22-Nov. 17-Dec. 22.

Love Special (Paramount). July 21.

Loyal Lives (Vitagraph). Oct. 27-Nov. 3-

Dec. 8.

Luck (C. C. Burr). July 14-Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Lucky Carson (Vitagraph). Nov. 3.

Lucky Dan (Goldstone). Sept. 15.

Luxury (Arrow). Oct. 6.

M
Mad Love (Goldwyn). Oct. 6.

Madness of Youth (Fox). July 14-Sept. 16-
Nov. 10.

Made in Heaven (Goldwyn). Dec. 15.

Main Street (Warner Bros.) July 14, page
153-Sept. 1-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 10-Dec.
1-Dec. 22.

Making a Man (Paramount). July 7-July 28-
Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Nov. 3-Dec. 1-

Dec. 29.

Making the Grade (W. P. Expl.) Sept. 15.
Man Between (Associated Exhibitors). Dec. 8.

Man From Downing Street (Vitagraph).
Nov. 3.

Man From Glengarry (Hodkinson). Nov. 17.
Man From Hell’s River (Western Pic. Ex-

ploits) Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Aug. 25 -Oct. 13.
Man From Home (Paramount). July 7-July

21-Sept. 8.

Man From Lost River (Goldwyn). Sept. 1-
Oct. 27.

Man Killer (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4,

page 382.
Man Next Door (Vitagraph). Nov. 3, page

126.

Man of Action (First National). July 21, page
231-Sept. 1-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Dec. 8-Dec. 16.

Man of Might (Vitagraph). Nov. 24.
Man Size (Fox). Aug. 4-Nov. 3-Dec. 22.
Man to Man (Universal). July 7-Aug. 18-

Dec. 1.

Man Unconquerable (Paramount). July 14-
July 21-July 28.

Man With Two Mothers (Goldwyn). Sept. 8.

Man Who Had Everything (Goldwyn). Oct.
27.

Man Who Played God (United Artists).
Dec. 1.

Man Who Saw Tomorrow (Paramount). Aug.
4-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Dec. 8.

Manslaughter (Paramount). July 21-July 28-
Aug. 4-Sept. 15.

March Hare (Paramount). Oct. 6.

Marriage Chance (American Releasing).
July 14-Sept. 1.

Marriage Maker (Paramount). Dec. 1-Dec. 8.

Married Flapper (Universal). July 28-Oct.
27.

Marshal of Moneymint (Arrow). Sept. 8.

Martin Johnson Jungle Adventures (Selz-
nick). Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Mary of the Movies (F. B. O.) Aug. 4-
Oct. 20.

Masked Avenger (Western Pic. Exploit.)
Aug. 4-Sept. 1.

Masters of Men (Vitagraph). July 7, page 80,
July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Oct. 27-Nov. 24-
Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Matrimonial Web (Vitagraph). Sept. 1.

McGuire of the Mounted (Universal). Au
18-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Meanest Man in the World (First Natio
Dec. 15.

Men in the Raw (Universal). Dec. 22./^%f
Metro Productions. Dec. 15.

Merry-Go-Round (Universal). No”, 3, page
125-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Midnight Alarm (Vitagraph). Nov. 10-Dec.
1-Dec. 15.

Midnight Bell (First National). July 14.

Midnight Guest (Universal). Sept. 15.
Mighty Lak’ a Rose (First National). July 7-

July 14-July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 25-Sept. 22-
Oct. 27-Nov. 17-Dec. 8-Dec. 15-Dec. 29.

Million in Jewels (Selznick). Dec. 1.

Minnie (First National). Oct. 6.

Miracle Baby (F. B. O.). Dec. 15.

Missing Husbands (Metro). July 14.
Missing Millions (Paramount). July 7-Aug.

4-Sept. 1-Nov. 3.

Miss Lulu Bett (Paramount). July 7-July 28.
Mixed Faces (Fox). July 21-Aug. 25-Nov. 3.

Mollycoddle (United Artists). Dec. 22.

Money-Money-Money (First National). Aug.
4.

Money Monster (Peerless). Nov. 17.

Monte Cristo (Fox). July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-
Sept. 15-Sept. 29-Oct. 6-Oct. 27-Nov. 17-
Dec. 15.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle (Paramount).
Dec. 8.

Moonlight Follies (Universal). July 28.

Moonshine Valley (Fox). July 21-July 28-
Sept. 15-Nov. 3.

Moran of the Lady Letty (Paramount).
Dec. I.

Mother o’ Mine (First National). July 21.

Mr. Barnes of New York (Goldwyn). July 14-
July 28-Nov. 17.

Mr. Billings Spends His Dime (Paramount).
July 7-July 14-July 28-Aug. 25-Sept. 8-

Nov. 24-Dec. 1-Dec. 8-Dee. 22.

My American Wife (Paramount). July 14-
Aug. 4-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Dec. 22.

My Boy (First National). July 7-July £1-
July 28-Oct. 20.

jL /
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My Dad tF. B. O.). Sept. 29-Oct. 13-Dec. 15.

My Friend the Devil (Fox). July 21-Oct. 6-

Nov. 3.

My Wild Irish Rose (Vitagraph). July 7-

July 28-Sept. 1-Nov. 24-Dec. 1.

X
Xe'er Do Well (Paramount). July 28-Aug.

4-Sept. S-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Nov. 17-Nov. 24-
Dec. 22.

Nero (Fox). Aug. 11-Aug. 25-Oct. 20.

New Teacher (.Fox). July 21-Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Nice People (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4.

Night Horseman (Fox). Aug. lS-Nov. 24.

Night Life in Hollywood (Arrow). Aug. 25.

Night Rose (Goldwyn). Sept. 1-Oct. 6.

Ninety and Nine (Vitagraph). July 7-July
14-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov.
10 .

Nobody’s Bride (Universal). Oct. 20-Nov. 3-

Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Nobody’s Money (Paramount). July 7-July 14-

July 2S-Aug. 25-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 17-
Dec. 8-Dec. 22.

No Defense (Vitagraph). Oct. 20-Nov. 24-

Dec. 1.

Noise in Newboro (Metro). July 21-Oct. 6-

Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

Nomads of the North (First National). Nov.
24-Dec. S.

North of Rio Grande (Paramount). July 28-
Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 17.

Notoriety (Weber-North). Sept. 1.

No Woman Knows (Universal). July 28.

Nut (United Artists). Sept. 22.

’Nth Commandment (Paramount). Aug. 4-

Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Dec. 22.

O
Oathbound (Fox). Dec. 8.

Old Homestead (Paramount). July 7-Aug. 4-

Aug. 25-Sept. 1-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Nov. 17-

Nov. 24-Dec. 29.

Old Nest (Goldwyn). Sept. 8.

Old Sweetheart of Mine (.Metro). Oct. 6.

Oliver Twist (First National). July 21-

Sept. 29-Dec. 15.

Omar the Tentmaker (First National). Aug.
4-Aug. 11-Oct. 6-Dec. 8.

One a Minute (Paramount). July 7.

One Arabian Night (First National). Dec. 8.

One Clear Call (First National). July 14-

Oct. 6-Oet. 20-Nov. 3.

One Exciting Night (United Artists). July 7-

Sept. 29-Dec. 22.

One Glorious Day (Paramount). July 7-

Oct. 13.

One of Three (Universal). Sept. 15.

One Stolen Night (Vitagraph). Dec. 22.

-.ne Week of Love (Selznick). Sept. 15.

^\<3 Wonderful Night (Universal). July 21-

^>vSept. 1-Oct. 13.% e High Seas (Paramount). July 7-July
Da

oJxJuly 21-Sept. 1-Nov. 17.

Shop Girl (C. B. C.) Sept. 8.

Only 3sr (Paramount). Aug. 11-Sept. 22-Oct.
6-Oct.“ 13-Nov. 3-Nov. 17-Nov. 24.

On the Banks of the Wabash (Vitagraph).
Dec. 22.

Orphans of the Storm (United Artists).
Dec. 1.

Our Leading Citizen (Paramount). Aug. 4-

Nov. 24.

Out of Luck (Universal). Sept. 15, page 256-
Nov. 10-Nov. 24-Dec. 15-Dec. 22.

Out of the Dust (J. P. McCarthy). Aug. 11-

Sept. 8.

Outcast (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11.

Over the Border (Paramount). July 28-Aug.
4-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Aug. 25.

Over the Hill (Fox). July 7-July 21-July 28-

,
Aug. 18-Sept. 15-Oct. 6.

P
Paid Back (Universal). Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Pair of Silk Stockings (Selznick). July 28-

Aug. 11.

Paramount Pictures. Nov. 3.

Pardon My French (Goldwyn). July 14-July
28.

Parish Priest (Garfield). July 21-Aug. 4.

Parted Curtains (Warner Brothers). July 7-

Dec. 15.

Passion’s Playground (First National). Aug.
4.

Pauper Millionaire (Playgoers). Aug. 11.

Pawn Ticket 210 (Fox). Aug. 4-Oct. 6-

Nov. 3-Nov. 24.

Peaceful Peters (Arrow). Sept. 1.

Peck’s Bad Boy (First National). Dec. 22.

Oct. 27-Nov. 3-Dec. 8-Dec. 22.

Peg o’ My Heart (Metro). Sept. 1-Oct. 13-

Nov. 3-Dec. 8-Dec. 15.

Penrod (First National). July 7-July 14-

Nov. 3-Dec. 8-Dec. 15.

Penrod and Sam (First National). Aug. 25-

Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 24-Dec. 8-

Dec. 15.

Perjury (Fox). Aug. 4.

Pilgrim (First National). July 7-July 14-
July 28-Aug. 4-Sept. 8.

Pilgrims of the Night (First National).
Oct. 13.

Pink Gods (Paramount). July 28-Aug. 25-
Oct. 13-Nov. 17.

Pioneer Trails (Vitagraph). Nov. 3, page
127.

Playing It Wild (Vitagraph). July 28-Sept.
1-Oct. 6.

Playing Double (Prairie). Oct. 13.
Polly of the Follies (First National). July 7-

Aug. 11.

Poor Men’s Wives (Preferred). Aug. 25.
Poor Relation (Goldwyn). Nov. 10.

Potash and Perlmutter (First National).
Dec. 15.

Power of a Lie (Universal). Aug. 4-Nov. 3.

Pride of Palomar (Paramount). July 7-Julv
21-Oct. 6-Oct. 13-Oct. 27-Nov. 17.

Primitive Lover (First National). July 28-
Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Prince There Was (Paramount). Nov. 24.

Printer’s Devil (Warner Bros.). Dec. 15.

Prisoner (Universal). July 7-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-

Dec. 8.

Prisoner of Zenda (Metro). July 14-July 28-
Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 17-Dec. 15.

Prodigal Daughters (Paramount). Aug. 25-
Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 17-Dec. 8-Dec. 22.

Prodigal Judge (Vitagraph). July 28-Sept. 1.

Profiteers. (Arrow). Oct. 6.

Purple Highway (Paramount). Oct. 20-Nov.
17-Nov. 24.

Q
Queen of the Turf (F. B. O.). Dec. 1.

Question of Honor (First National). July 14-
July 2l-Aug. 4-Dec. 8.

Quicksands (Selznick). Sept. 15-Dec. 22.

Quincy Adams Sawyer (Metro). July 7-July
14-July 21-July 28-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept.
1-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-Nov. 10-Nov. 17-Dec. 1.

Queen of Sheba (Fox). July 28-Aug. 11.

R
Racing Hearts (Paramount). July 7-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 18-Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov.’ 3.

Ragged Edge (Goldwyn). Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Rags to Riches (Warner Brothers). July 7-

July 14-Aug. 4-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Dec. 15.
Ramblin’ Kid (Universal). Dec. 1.

Ranger and the Law (Capitol). Aug. 11.
Rapids (Hodkinson). July 28-Dec. 15.

Reckless Youth (Selznick). July 21.

Red Hot Romance (First National). July 21.

Red Lights (Goldwyn). Oct. 6. page 498-
Dec. 15.

Red Trail (Standard). Oct. 20.

Refuge (First National). July 21-Sept. 8.

Remembrance (Goldwyn). Sept. 8-Oct. 6-

Dec. 8-Dec. 15-Dec. 22.

Remittance Woman (F. B. O.) July 7-Aug.
4-Sept. 8.

Rent Free (Paramount). July 7-July 21-
Aug. 4.

Reputation (Universal). July 28.

Restless Souls (Vitagraph). July 7-Sept. 22-

Oct. 20.

Rich Men’s Wives (Preferred). July 28-Aug.
4-Aug. 18-Sept. 29.

Riders of the Dawn (Hodkinson). July 14.

Ridin’ Wild (Universal). July 21-Aug. 4-

Oct. 13.

Right That Failed (Metro). Oct. 13.

Robin Hood (United Artists). July 7-July
14-Nov. 3-Nov. 10-Nov. 24-Dec. 15-Dec. 29.

Romance Land (Fox). July 28-Sept. 1-Oct.
6-Nov. 24-Dec. 8-Dec. 15.

Rosary (First National). Aug. 18-Dec. 8.

Rose of the Sea (First National). Sept. 8-

Sept. 29-Dec. 8.

Rosita (United Artists). Oct. 27, page 740.

Rouged Lips (Metro). Dec. 1. page 478.

Rough Diamond (Fox). Sept. 15.

Rough Shod (Fox). July 7.

R. S. V. P. (First National). July 7-Nov. 3.

Ruggles of Red Gap (Paramount). Nov. 3,

page 127-Dec. 8.

Ruling Passion (United Artists). July 21-

Dec. 1.

Rupert of Hentzau (Selznick). Dec. 8-Dec. 22.

Ruse of the Rattler (Playgoers). July 14.

Rustle of Silk (Paramount). July 7, page Sl-

Aug. 11-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 17.

S
Saddle Girth (Hans). Nov. 3.

Safety Last (Pathe). July 7-July 14-July 21-
Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 8-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-
Nov. 3-Dec. 22.

Sage Hen (Pathe). Sept. 8.

Salome (Fox). Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Dec. 15.

Salome (United Artists). Nov. 10.

Salomy Jane (Paramount). Nov. 17-Nov. 24-
Dec. 8.

Salvage (F. B. O.) Sept. 15.

Salvation Nell (First National). July 28.
Saturday Night (Paramount). Oct. 6.

Sawdust (Universal). Aug. 18-Oct. 13-Nov.
10 .

Scarlet Car (Universal). Aug. 4-Sept. 1-
Sept. 29.

Scars of Jealousy (First National). July 28-
Aug. 4-Oct. 27-Nov. 17-Dec. 8.

School Days (Warner Brothers). July 7-
Aug. 11.

Scrap Iron (First National). Dec. 15.

Sea Lion (First National). July 7.

Second Fiddle (Hodkinson). Aug. 4-Oct. 20.
Second Hand Love (Fox). Nov. 3-Nov. 24-

Dec. l-Dec. 15.

Second Hand Rose (Universal). Nov. 3.

Secret of the Hills (Vitagraph). Oct. 20.
Secret of the Pueblo (Arrow). July 21-Sept.

22 .

Secrets of Paris (C. C. Burr). July 21.

Seein’s Believing (Metro). July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 18-Oct. 20.

Self Made Wife (Universal). Nov. 10.

Servant in the House (H. O. Davis). Aug. 25.

Seven Years’ Bad Luck (F. B. O.) Oct. 27.

Seventh Day (First National). July 28.

Shackles of Gold (Fox). Dec. 1.

Shadow of Lightning- Ridge (Aywon). Dec.
15.

Shadows (Preferred). July 14-July 21-Aug.
4-Sept. 15.

Shadows of Conscience (J. P. McCarthy).
Aug. 18.

Shame (Fox). July 28.

Shark Monroe (Paramount). Dec. 1.

Sheik (Paramount). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Dec. 1.

Sheik of Araby (F. B. O.) July 7.

Sheriff of Hope Eternal (Arrow). Sept. 1.

Sherlock Grown (Metro). Sept. 22-Nov. 3.

Sherlock Holmes (Goldwyn). Sept. 8-Sept.
15-Oct. 27-Nov. 3-Dec. 1-Dec. 8.

Shirley of the Circus (Fox). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Oct. 6-Dec. 8.

Shock (Universal). July 7-Aug. 11-Sept. 29-
Oct. 6-Nov. 24.

Shootin’ for Love (Universal). July 28-Sept.
1-Oct. 6-Nov. 3.

Shootin’ Through (Enterprise). Sept. 8.

Sign of the Jack O’Lantern (Hodkinson).
July 7.

Silas Marner (Associated Exhibitors). Aug.
11 .

Silent Call (First National). July 7-July 21-

Sept. 15-Dec. 15.

Silent Command (Fox). Dec. 22.

Silent Partner (Paramount). Dec. 1.

Silent Vow (Vitagraph). Sept. 1-Sept. 22-

Oct. 20-Nov. 24.

Silver Wings (Fox). July 7-Aug. 18-Oct. 6.

Sin Flood (Goldwyn). July 28-Sept. 1-Sept.
15-Nov. 17.

Singed Wings (Paramount). July 7-July 21-

Aug. 11-Nov. 3-Dec. 1.

Single Handed (Universal). July 7-July 21-

Aug. 11-Nov. 24-Dec. 15-Dec. 29.

Single Track (Vitagraph). Aug. 4-Oct. 20.

Siren Call (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 18-

Aug. 25-Sept. 22.

Six Days (Goldwyn). Nov. 3, page 127-Dec.
8-Dec. 22-Dec. 29.

Sixty Cents an Hour (Paramount). July 7,

page SO-July 21, page 231-Aug. 25-Nov.
24-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Skid Proof (Fox). Sept. S-Sept. 29-Oct. 6-

Nov. 10-Nov. 17-Nov. 24.

Skin Deep (First National). July 14-July 21-

July 28-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-

Nov. 17.

Sky High (Fox). Sept. 1-Sept. S.

Sky Pilot (First National). July 21.

Slander the Woman (First National). July 14.

page 151-Aug. 25-Sept. 15-Nov. 3-Dec. 15.

Slim Shoulders (First National). Aug. 4.

Slipp McGee (First National). Oct. 6-Nov.
3-Dec. 8.

Smashing- Barriers (Vitagraph). Dec. 15.

Smilin’ On (Standard). Sept. S.

Smilin’ Through (First National). July 7-July
14-Aug. 11-Sept. 15-Nov. 24-Dec. 15.

Snowblind (Goldwyn). July 14.

Snow Bride (Paramount). July 14, page 151-

Aug. 4-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Snowdrift (Fox). July 28-Aug. lS-Sept. 8-

Nov. 17.

Snowshoe Trail (F. B. O.) July 7-July 14-

Sept. 29-Oct. 13.

Social Code (Metro). Dec. 15.

Soft Boiled (Fox). Dec. S.

Something to Think About P(aramount).
July 21.

Song of Life (First National). Nov. 24.

Sonny (First National). July 21-July 2S.

Son of Wallingford (Vitagraph). July 14.

So This Is Arizona (W. H. Smith). Aug. IS.

Soul of Hate (Enterprise). Oct. 20.
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Soul of the Beast (Metro). Aug. 4-Sept. 15-

Oct. 13-Nov. 17-Dec. 22.

Souls for Sale (Goldwyn). Aug. 18-Sept. 15-

Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Dec. 22.

South of Suva (Paramount). July 7-Aug. 18.

Sowing the Wind (First National). Aug. 11.

Sparks of Flint (Arrow). Aug. 4.

Speed Girl (Paramount). Sept. 22.

Spider and the Rose (Principal). Dec. 15.

Splendid Lie (Arrow). Sept. 8.

Spoilers (Goldwyn). Oct. 6-Nov. 24-Dec. 22.

Stardust (First National). Aug. 4-Aug. 18.

Sting of the Lash (F. B. O.) Aug. 18.

Steelheart (Vitagraph). July 7-Aug. 18.

Step On It (Universal). July 21.

Stepping Fast (Fox). July 7-Aug. 11-Aug.
18-Sept. 8-Nov. 17.

Still Going Strong (C. B. C.). Dec. 15.

Storm (Universal). July 14-July 21-Aug. 18-

Oct. 6.

Stormswept (F. B. O.) July 21.

Stormy Seas (Associated Exhibitors). Dec.

1-Dec. 8.

Strange Idols (Fox). July 14.

Stranger in Canyon Valley (Arrow). Aug. 18.

Stranger of the Hills (Anchor). Sept. 1-

Sept. 8.

Stranger’s Banquet (Goldwyn). Sept. 1-

Sept. 15-Oct. 13-Dec. 8.

Strangers of the Night (Metro). Oct. 20,

page 664.

Streets of New York (Arrow). Nov. 3-Nov.

10.

Strength of the Pines (Fox). Dec. 15-Dec.
22 .

Success (Metro). Aug. 18-Sept. 22-Oct. 13-

Nov. 17.

Sunshine Trail (First National). Aug. 11,

page 485-Aug. 18-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Oct. 6-

Nov. 3-Dec. 8-Dec. 22-Dec. 29.

Super Sex (American Releasing). Aug. 18.

Supreme Passion (Playgoers). Sept. 29.

Sure Fire Flint (C. C. Burr). Aug. 11-Sept.

1-Sept. 8-Sept. 22-Oct. 13.

Suzanna (United Artists). July 21, page
233-Oct. 6.

T
Tailor-Made Man (United Artists). July 7.

Temptation (C. B. C.) July 21.

Ten Nights in a Barroom (Arrow). July 7-

Sept. 22.

Tents of Allah (Associated Exhibitors).
Dec. 8.

Temporary Marriage (Principal). Dec. 15.

Tess of the Storm Country (United Artists).
July 14-Dec. 1.

Testing Block (Paramount). Aug. 4-Sept. 22.

Texan (Fox). Aug. 18.

That Girl Montana (Pathe). July 21.

Theodora (Goldwyn). July 28.

They Like ’Em Rough (Metro). Sept. 29.

Third Alarm (F. B. O.) July 7-July 14-July
21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-Sept. 8-Sept.
15-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Nov. 17-Dec. 15.

Third Leather Pushers (Universal). July 14,

page 154.

Thirty Days (Paramount). Aug. 18-Dec. 1.

Thorns and Orange Blossoms (Preferred).
Sept. 8-Sept., 15-Nov. 3.

Thrill Chaser (Universal). Dec. 22.

Three Ages (Metro). Oct. 20, page 664-Dec.
8-Dec. 22.

Three Jumps Ahead (Fox). July 14-July 28-

Sept. 8-Oct. 13-Oct. 20-Oct. 27-Nov. 3-

Nov. 10.

Three Live Ghosts (Paramount). Aug. 18-

Sept. 1.

Three Musketeers (United Artists). July 7.

Three Wise Fools (Goldwyn). Nov. 3, page
125-Dec. 8.

Three Word Brand (Paramount). Sept. 1.

Three Who Paid (Fox). July 14-July 21-Sept.
S-Nov. 3.

Thru a Glass Window (Paramount). July 21.

Thunderclap (Fox). July 21.

Tiger’s Claw (Paramount). Aug. 4-Aug. 11-

Sept. 1-Sept. 29-Nov. 17-Dec. 1.

Till We Meet Again (Associated Exhibitors).
Nov. 24.

To Have and to Hold (Paramount). July 14-
Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Sept. 29-Nov. 3-Dec. 1.

Tol’able David (First National). Aug. 4-

Oct. 6-Nov. 24-Dec. 22.

Toll Gate (Paramount). Nov. 17.

Toll of the Sea (Metro). July 7-July 21-

Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Nov. 10.

Too Much Business (Vitagraph). Aug. 11-
Aug. 18.

To Much Wife (Paramount). Sept. 22.

Too Much Speed (Paramount). Sept. 22.

To the Last Man (Paramount). Oct. 20, page
664-Nov. 3-Dec. 1-Dec. 22-Dee. 29.

Top o’ the Morning (Universal). July 7-Sept.
1-Dec. 1.

Top of New York (Paramount). Aug. 4-Sept.
1-Oct. 20.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Town Scandal (Universal). Aug. 4-Nov. 10-

Dec. 8.

Town That Forgot God (Fox). July 7-Oct.
13- Nov. 17-Dec. 15.

Trail of the Law (Crescent). Aug. 11.

Trailing African Wild Animals (Metro). July
21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 8-Sept. 29-Dec. 1.

Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount).
July ?-July 21-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Aug. 18-

Sept. 1-Oct. 20-Nov. 17-Dec. 22-Dec. 29.

Trap (Universal). July 21-Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

Travelin’ On (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 18-

Sept. 1-Dec. 22.

Trifling With Honor (Universal). Aug. 18-

Nov. 24-Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

Trifling Women (Metro). Sept. 8-Sept. 15-

Nov. 17.

Trilby (First National). Nov. 24.

Trimmed (Universal). July 7-Oct. 20.

Trimmed in Scarlet (Universal). Aug. 4-

Dec. 15.

Trooper O’Neil (Fox). July 14-Sept. 29-

Oct. 13.

Trouble (First National). Aug. 4-Oct. 13-

Oct. 20.

Trouper (Universal). July 7.

Trumpet Island (Vitagraph). Dec. 1.

Truthful Liar (Paramount). Aug. 11.

Truxton King (Fox). July 7-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-

Dec. 8.

Two Minutes to Go (First National). Oct. 20.

Two Weeks with Pay (Paramount). Dec. 1.

U
Unconquered Woman (Lee-Bradford). Oct.

27.

Under the Lash (Paramount). July 7.

Under Two Flags (Universal). July 7-July
21- Oct. 27-Nov. 3.

Unknown (Goldstone). Aug. 4.

Up and At ’Em (F. B. O.) July 21.

Up and Going (Fox). Oct. 13.

Up in the Air About Mary (Associated Ex-
hibitors). Dec. 1.

U. P. Trail (Hodkinson). Oct. 13.

V
Valley of Lost Souls (Independent). Aug. 18.

Valley of Silent Men (Paramount). July 7-

July 14-Sept. 1-Sept. 22-Nov. 10-Nov. 17-

Nov. 24-Dec. 1.

Vanity Fair (Goldwyn). Sept. 15-Nov. 10-

Nov. 17.

Vengeance of Pierre (Independent). Aug. 18.

Vengeance of the Deep (American Releas-
ing). Aug. 11.

Vermillion Pencil (F. B. O.) Aug. 18.

Very Truly Yours (Fox). July 7-Oct. 13-

Dec. 15.

Victor (Universal). Oct. 6-Nov. 17.

Village Blacksmith (Fox). July 7-Nov. 3-

Dec. 15.

Virgin Paradise (Fox). July 21-Dec. 8.

Virginian (Preferred). Dec. 22.

Voice From the Minaret (First National) . July
14-July 21-Nov. 17-Nov. 24-Dec. 8.

Voice in the Dark (Goldwyn). July 14.

W
Wall Flower (Goldwyn). Nov. 10.

Wandering Daughters (First Natl.) Sept. 22-

Nov. 17-Dec. 8.

Watch Your Step (Goldwyn). July 7-July 14-
July 21-Sept. 15-Oct. 13.

Way Down East (United Artists). July 14-

Dec. 8.

Westbound Limited (F. B. O.) July 14, page
151-Aug. 4-Aug. 11-Sept. 1-Sept. 15-Sept.
22- Dec. 1-Dec. 8.

Westerners (Hodkinson). Oct. 6.

West of Chicago (Fox). July 7-July 14-

Aug. 11-Nov. 10.

Western Blood (Independent). Nov. 10.

What a Wife Learned (First National). July
21-Aug. 4-Oct. 20-Nov. 17-Dec. 22-Dee. 29.

What Fools Men Are (American Releasing).
July 28-Sept. 15.

What No Man Knows (Equity). July 14.

What Three Men Wanted (Independent).
Oct. 27.

What’s Wrong With the Women? (Equity).
Aug. 4-Sept. 1-Sept. 8.

What’s Your Hurry? (Paramount). July 21-

Aug. 11-Sept. 1.

What’s Your Reputation Worth? (Vita-
graph). Oct. 6.

What Wives Want (Universal). July 14-

Nov. 17-Dec. 8.

When Danger gfmiles (Vitagraph). Aug. 18-

Oct. 6.

When Dawn Came (Producers’ Security).
Aug. 4.

When East Comes West (Goldstone). Sept. 8.

When Husbands Deceive (Associated Exhib-
itors). Nov. 3.

833

When Knighthood Was in Flower (Para-
mount). July 7-Aug. 4-Nov. 10-Nov. 17-

Dec. 1-Dec. 22.

When Romance Rides (Goldwyn). July 21-

Oct. 13-Nov. 10-Nov. 17-Dec. 29.

When the Devil Drives (Associated Exhib-
itors). Sept. 22.

Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
(Equity). Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 22.

Where Is This Wrest (Universal). Dec. 8.

Where Men Are Men (Vitagraph). Aug. 11.

Where the Pavement Ends (Metro). July 7-

July 14-Sept. 15-Sept. 22-Nov. 3-Dec. 22.

Where the North Begins (Warner Bros.).
Oct. 20-Dec. 8-Dec. 15.

While Justice Waits (Fox). Aug. 18-Oct. 6.

While Paris Sleeps (Hodkinson). Oct. 20-
Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

While Satan Sleeps (Paramount). July 14-

July 21-Aug. 4-Aug. 18-Sept. 1-Nov. 17.

Whistle (Paramount). Nov. 17.

White Flower (Paramount). Aug. 4-Sept. 1-

Nov. 10-Nov. 24-Dec. 22.

White Masks (W. H. Smith). Aug. 11.

White Oak (Paramount). Aug. 4.

White Shoulders (First National). Aug. 25.

Who Am I? (Selznick). July 14.

Who Are My Parents? (Fox). July 14-Aug\ 4-

Sept. 8-Oct. 27-Nov. 3-Dec. 8.

Why Change Your Wife (Paramount). July
14.

Why Girls Leave Home (Warner). Aug. 11.

Why Worry? (Pathe). Sept. 29, page 423-
Nov. 3, page 125-Dec. 1-Dec. 8.

Wild Cat (Vitagraph). Nov. 24.

Wild Honey (Universal). July 21-Aug. 4.

Wild Life (Triangle). Sept. 1.

Wild Oats (U. S.). Aug. 18.

Within the Law (First National). July 14-

Aug. 25-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Nov. 17-

Dec. 8.

Without Compromise (Fox). July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 11-Sept. 8-Oct. 13.

Wise Fool (Paramount). Dec. 22.

Wise Kid (Universal). Sept. 29.

Without Fear (Fox). July 14.

Wolf Fangs (Principal). Aug. 18.

Wolf Law (Universal). July 7-Oct. 13.

Woman Conquers (First National). July 21.

Woman In His House (First National). July
21 .

Woman of Bronze (Metro). Nov. 10.

Woman’s Place (First National). Nov. 3.

Woman With Four Faces (Paramount).
July 21, page 231, Aug. 18-Aug. 25-Sept.
1-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-Nov. 24-Dec. 22.

Woman’s Sacrifice (Vitagraph). Sept. 1.

Woman’s Woman (Arrow). Oct. 20.

Wonderful Thing (First National). Oct.
Wonders of the Sea (F. B. O.). Oct

Oct. 27.

World’s Applause (Paramount). Jv/ttac*
Sept. 1-Sept. 15. If- -

World’s a Stage (Paramount). Sept. 1.

Yankee Doodle Jr. (Cineart). Oct. 20.

Yellow Men and Gold (Goldwyn). July 28.

Yosemite Trail (Fox). July 14-Aug. 11-

Oct. 20-Dec. 8.

You Can’t Fool Your Wife (Paramount). July
7-July 14-Aug. 4-Sept. 15-Oct. 20-Nov. 3-

Dec. 1-Dec. 29.

You Never Know (Vitagraph). Aug. 4-

Aug. 11.

Young Diana (Paramount). July 21.

Young Rajah (Paramount). July 21-Aug. 4-

Aug. 25-Sept. 1-Oct. 6-Oct. 20-Nov. 3.

Your Friend and Mine (Metro). Aug. 4-Sept.
1-Oct. 13-Nov. 10.

Youthful Cheaters (Hodkinson). Nov. 10-

Dec. 15.

Youth Must Have Love (Fox). Aug. 18.

Youth to Youth (Metro). July 14-Oct. 13.

Short Subjects. July 7, page 84-July 14, page
155-July 21, page 234-Aug. 4, page 382-

Aug. 11, page 488-Aug. 18, page 569-Sept.
I, page 55-Sept. 8, page 178-Sept. 15,

page 258-Sept. 22, page 350-Oct. 13, page
584-Oct. 20, page 665-Nov. 3, page 128-

Dec. 15, page 627.

Serials. July 7, page 84-July 14, page 155-

July 21, page 234-Aug. 4, page 382-Aug.
II, page 488-Aug. 18, page 569-Sept. 8,

page 177-Sept. 15, page 258-Sept. 22, page
349-Oct. 13, page 584-Oct. 20, page 665-

Dec. 15, page 627.

Comedies. July 7, page 83-July 14, page 155-

July 21, page 234-July 28, page 350-Aug.
4, page 381-Aug. 11, page 487-Aug. 18,

page 569-Sept. 1, page 54-Sept. 8, page
177-Sept. 15, page 257-Sent. 22, page 349-

Oct. 6, page 500-Oct. 13, page 584-Oct. 20,

page 665-Nov. 3, page 128-Nov. 10, pag'e

242-Dec. 1, page 479-Dec. 8, page 626.
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“Cupid’s Fireman”

Fox Production with Charles Jones Is Ap-
pealing in Love Interest and Thrills

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Two popular angles of appeal have been
played up in this Fox feature, starring

Charles Jones—the fireman and the ballet

girl. It is a very good program offering.

The thrills and keen love interest should

insure its box-office success in almost any
house.

Charles Jones shows his increasing ability

in a romantic-hero role. In this picture,

which is an adaptation of a Richard Hard-
ing Davis story, “Andy McGee’s Chorus
Girl,” he has one of the slightly wistful, big-

brother parts which he does so sincerely.

His scenes with the child have much whole-
some appeal. Little Eileen O’Malley has a

most attractive personality and wins with-

out possessing the usual prettiness of the

screen child.

Most of the action follows the love mo-
tive but the fire scenes which come near the

end have good dramatic value. Particularly

is the climax effective when the floor

crashes through, and the hero and the man
he is saving disappear. Also there are a

few interesting shots towards the beginning
showing the firemen jumping from a train-

..g tower to a net far below. Marian Nixon
iyretty and a charming dancer. The aver-
"ti^fan will find much to enjoy in this

Daddy1

;.

2s\ Cast
Charles Jones

Agnes Evans Marian Nixon
Bill, hnshand of Agnes Brooks Benedict
Elizabeth Stevens..’ Eileen O’Malley
Mother Lucy Beaumont
Fire Chief A1 Preemont
Old Man Turner Charles McHugh
Molly Turner Mary Warren
Veteran L. H. King
Based upon story, “Andy McGee’s Chorus

Girl,” by Richard Harding Davis.

Scenario by Eugene V. Lewis.

Direction by Williams Wellman.
Length, 5,000 feet.

Story

Andy McGee realizes his long ambition to
become a fireman when his mother finally
consents. She dies soon after and he finds
a little orphan girl who “mothers” him. Andy
meets a beautiful chorus girl, takes her
home, discovers she is married to a worth-
less drunkard, and agrees not to see her
again. The house where the girl lives catch-
es fire, her husband drunkenly locks her in
the room, but Andy climbs up and saves her.
Her husband is killed despite Andy’s effort
to save him.

HetJ^otiWan
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Breaking Into Society (F. B. O.)

Call of the Canyon, The (Para-
mount)

Cupid’s Fireman (Fox)

Danger Ahead (Goldstone)

Daniel Boone (Pathe)

His Mystery Girl (Universal)

Jealous Husbands (First National)

Marriage Market (C. B. C.)

Old Fool, The (Hodkinson)

“Danger Ahead”

Phil Goldstone Presents Another Acrobatic
Vehicle for Richard Talmadge

Reviewed by Mary KeUy
Richard Talmadge’s acrobatic skill is as

usual the feature of chief interest here.

Without his stunts, the story would be hard-

ly satisfying although the acting is good.

But the star’s particular talent is a lively

asset, giving the picture the thrills and ac-

tion that will be appreciated in the neigh-

borhood theatre.

As a mystery drama, which it purposes
to be, it is rather far-fetched. Almost any-
one will be apt to note the discrepancy in

the idea of burying a stranger instead of

the hero, who was supposed to be dead. The
subsequent action is based upon the hero

“doubling” for himself, and forgetting his

past after being injured in the struggle.

The scenes showing his escape from the

Dago’s gang are first-rate spectacular enter-

tainment. He makes many daring leaps,

takes some neat falls and at other times gets

into strenuous fights which he makes very
realistic. Two splendid character actors,

Harry Kirby and J. P. Lockney, are of good
support. The picture should do well where
the other Talmadge pictures have been pop-
ular, although the star is deserving of bet-

ter dramatic material than this.

Cast
Bruce Randall Richard Talmadge
Mrs. Randall Helen Rosson
Todd J. P. Lockney
Mahoney David Kirby
Mortimer Fred Stanton

Story by Keene Thompson.
Directed by William K. Howard.
Photography by Reggie Lyons.

Length, 5,000 feet.

Story
Bruce Randall is injured after a fight with

Mortimer, who has attempted to rob his
home, and is reported dead by the police.

They bury a man they believe to be Bruce,
while Bruce wanders about, unable to recall
his past. Two crook lawyers find him, hire
him to impersonate Bruce so as to get some
pearls in the Randall mansion, and Mrs.
Randall believes he is really her husband.
He regains his memory in time to defeat the
crooks and save his wife’s happiness.

“The Call of the Canyon”

Jazz and the Call of the West Effectively

Contrasted in Paramount Version of

Zane Grey Novel
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

As suggested by the title, and character-
istic of the novels by the popular author,
Zane Grey, “The Call of the Canyon” is a

story in which the appeal of the great out-
doors, the big open spaces, is dominant. It

is a virile story with an unusual twist and
plenty of action and drama, but the most
impressive point in this Paramount produc-
tion is the grandeur and magnificence of

the western backgrounds, the awe-inspiring
views of mountains and canyons. No more
beautiful or soul-stirring views of nature
have ever been screened.

Aside from its pictorial beauty, this serves

to throw into sharper contrast and thereby
increase the dramatic effect, the scenes pic-

turing the mad search for amusement on
the part of the jazz-loving, irresponsible

section of the wealthy class in the East;
for it is to this latter class that the heroine

belongs while the hero has heard “the call

of the canyon.”
It is this conflict that supplies the basis

for the dramatic structure, and we follow

with interest the working out of the action

in which the spirit of the open spaces con-

quers. There is a rugged strength in the
treatment of the theme, and several excel-

lent melodramtic scenes, as for instance the

sandstorm in the canyon, followed by a

stirring fight between the villain and the

hero.

This note is evident throughout and has

been carried to such an extent that even in

the case of the heroine for the greater por-

tion of the film no attempt is made to ex-

cuse her actions, and it is only when she

realizes what a quitter she has been do you
feel any sympathy for her. You are apt to

be disgusted with her when she evidences

disgust for the things that appeal to the

hero and particularly where she character-

izes as beastly the fight in which he saves

her from the villain.

The climax is a deftly handled one, and
although it may not ring entirely true to

every-day human nature, there is great dra-

matic force and unusualy well-sustained

suspense in the situation where the heroine

returns just as the hero is being married to

another girl. Your sympathy is kept waver-

ing between your new attitude toward her

and your admiration for the other girl, and

some are apt to be disappointed when the

heroine finds happiness through the sacri-

fice on the part of the other girl.

The picture is well acted throughout by

an excellent cast headed by Richard Dix as

the hero, Lois Wilson as the heroine and

Marjorie Daw as the other girl.

The jazz scenes are as effectively han-

dled as the western ones. A novel scene,

rich in humor, shows a skunk in action. This

will get the laughs. Altogether it is a pic-
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ture that should appeal to the majority of

patrons and prove a good box office at-

traction.
Cast

Glenn Kilbourne Richard Disc

Carley Bnreh Lois Wilson
Flo Hotter Marjorie Daw
Haze Ruff Noah Beery
Larry Morrison Ricardo Cortez
Tom Hotter Fred Huntley
Mrs. Hotter Lillian Leighton
Aunt Mary Helen Dunbar
Lee Stanton Leonard Clapham
Charlie Oatmeal Ralph Yearsley
Virgil Rust Arthur Rankin

Based on novel by Zone Grey.
Scenario by Doris Shroeder and Elfrid

Bingham.
Directed by Victor Fleming.

Length, 6,893 feet.

Story

Many years after the world war, Glenn
Kilbourne, who, has been gassed, returns to

New York and finds his fiancee, Carley Burch,
a leader in a wealthy, ultra-jazzy crowd.
Disillusioned and disgusted, Glenn has a
relapse and is ordered to go to Arizona,
where he hears the call of the canyon and
his dislike of the New York idle set in-

crease. Fearing she will lose him, Carley
goes to the canyon but she becomes dis-

gusted with the rough, uncouth life and re-

turns east. Going to visit a friend of Glenn,
who is in the hospital, she is made to real-
ize what a quitter she has been. She again
goes to Arizona and arrives just as Glenn
is being married to Flo Hutter. Just at

the last moment, Flo sees Carley, whom she
knows Glenn still loves, and, insisting that
she take her place, leaves the church. Lee
Stanton, who has always loved Flo, is wait-
ing and receives her in his arms.

“His Mystery Girl”

Herbert Rawlinson Starred in Light Comedy
Drama by Universal

Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Herbert Rawlinson tries something slight-

ly new here—a characterization of a woman-
hater. It should be a fairly good program
number, as it has a pretty heroine, a num-
ber of light complications and some scenes

of action.

The farcical note predominates although
there is an alleged mystery motive. As a

whole it is hard to definitely classify the

picture, as it is something between comedy-
drama and burlesque. It is frankly indi-

cated at the beginning that the subsequent
action is a frame-up on the hero. As the

spectator knows that all of the other char-

acters are only hired performers, there is

naturally very little suspense and realism.

If a few unexpected complications had
been introduced so as to break the effect

of everything being staged, the picture

would have a stronger appeal generally. The
hero's meeting with the lady in distress, the
theft of the diamonds in her purse and the

final climax in the deserted house where he
is summoned to save her are frankly part

of the frame-up. There are comedy touches
but not in abundance. The drama seems
rather too simple to hold the attention of a

certain class of fans. However, most of

the scenes have a pleasing note and the

lightness will appeal to some audiences.

Cast
Kerry Reynolds Herbert Rawlinson
Gloria Bliss Ruth Dwyer
Laurette Sligsby Margaret Campbell
Benn Bliss Jere Austin
Dick Reynolds Ralph F. McCullough
Valet William Quinn

Story by Marion Orth.
Scenario by William Wing.
Direction by Robert F. Sill-

Photography by William Thornley.
Length, 4,487 feet.

Story
Kerry Reynolds, guilty of much serious-

ness and little play—finds his roommate

having a good time, with the assistance of

a gay gang. Dick tells him he’ll be in the
graveyard pretty quick. Kerry goes to a
doctor and sees a girl with tears in her
eyes. In a hotel lobby he sees the girl again.
She leaves her handbag on a “divan.” He
picks it up—immediately two house de-
tectives chase him. He lands in a lonely
house at night with ten men to lick. Dick
chases him everywhere. Meanwhile friends
laugh “up their sleeves,” for it is all a
frame-up—but all ends happily.

“Daniel Boone”

Pathe Offers Fourth Number of “Chronicles

of America” Series—In Three Reels
Reviewed by Mary Kelly

In the early settlement of what is now
Kentucky, which furnishes the basis for the

fourth of the “Chronicles of America” se-

ries, the same simplicity and dramatic

strength that made the first three successful

is found. Its realism gives it a distinct ad-

vantage with critical minds. It offers sub-

stantial entertainment to those who do not

depend upon sensationalism and exaggera-

tion for thrills.

There is a quiet thrill, however, in the

story of the defense of Boonesboro. Daniel

Boone’s lonely journey to found this town
in 1775, his resurcefulness in eluding the

Indians and his persistent fight with only

small aid to keep the settlement from the

Indians and the French spy is ' a story of

considerable suspense. It works up to a

good climax when the Americans dig a

counter trench to destroy the enemy who
has been digging an underground approach
to the walled town. The Indians, already

superstitiously afraid of Boone, are sure

that he resorts to witchery. They give up
just before he is forced to, because they

think he is receiving supernatural aid. Elmer
Grandin plays the part of Boone with dig-

nity and effective mental poise. All of the

acting is carefully done and shows great

sincerity in the directing.

“The Old Fool”

Hodkinson Production Effectively Plays
Upon Sympathy for an Old Man

Who Is Mistreated
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

In the Hodkinson production, “The Old
Fool,” effective use is made of the innate

feeling of rebellion in most of us at the

sight of an old person being mistreated,

with the result that strong sympathy is

aroused for the character in the title role

and the picture is vested with more than
an average amount of human interest.

This is the dominant idea in a story which
starts out in the East, switches to the Mex-
ican border and introduces familiar screen

situations, such as a smuggling plot to get

guns into Mexico, in which the sheriff is the

leader of the gang, with the coincidence of

having the man who mistreated the old fel-

low back East as also mixed up in the plot.

While the story is not especially strong
or convincing, it serves the purpose as a

vehicle for playing up the title character

who figures prominently all through the pic-

ture. Even the title “the old fool,” applied

to him in derision has a strong sympathetic
note. The manner in which the old man,
almost childish in his actions, accepts his

ill-treatment and repays good for evil will

get a strong hold on the average spectator,

and the way in which he continually harks
back to the days of the civil war, each time
exaggerating his exploits, has strong appeal.

The scenes where he meets a veteran who

was on the other side and they “fight” over

and over the big battles of the civil war,

almost coming to blows, will appeal to the

majority of patrons.

In addition to this, there is a pretty little

romance of a conventional type, consider-

able action with a western atmosphere and
an out-of-the-ordinary climax in which “the

old fool” is the dominating character. The
picture is capably acted, and backed by its

strong human interest note and sympathetic
angle, it should prove a good box-office at-

traction in the average house.

James Barrows gives a fine characteriza-

tion in the title role, with Lloyd Hughes ca-

pably cast as the one member of the family

who does not consider him a burden. The
remainder of the roles are in competent
hands, with Louise Fazenda contributing

some amusing comedy touches.

Cast

Grandad Steele James Harrows
Peter Steele Henry Hunt
Henry Steele Jimmy Mason
John Steele Lloyd Hughes
Dora Steele Barbara Tennent
Mary Manners Betty Francisco
Pete Harkins Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Dolores Murpby Lonise Fazenda
Larry Bellows O. V. Harrison
Pop Hardy Monte Collins
Rogers Tom Mean

Story and scenario by J. C. Fabrini.

Directed by E. D. V enturinl.

Length, 6,147 feet.

Photographed by Ned Van Buren,

Story

Grandad Steele is considered a burden by
everyone in the family except his grandson
John and his little great-granddaughter Em-
ily, who like to listen to his stories of the"

Civil War. As a result of a row with h'

father over his treatment of the old ma^-
John leaves home and goes to Texas, gettlhc
a job on the Baredo Blade.
John is suddenly called home on the death!

of his father and finds he has been cut off

and Granddad Steele left in his charge. He
takes the old man to Texas with him, where
the old fellow has a wonderful time agair
“fighting the war” with an old Confederat

It develops that the sheriff is mixed
with a gang who are smuggling across
border rifles and ammunition secured
John’s brother. John helps to quasL^
plot, but the sheriff escapes and ^/.ttac*.

John’s sweetheart Mary. John arrives in
time to rescue her but the sheriff again
seeks to escape. He is killed, however, by
Granddad with h !<= old civil war sword.

“Breaking Into Society”

Film Booking Offices Releases Hunt Strom-
berg Comedy Starring Bull Montana

Reviewed by Mary Kelly

Hunt Stromberg is presenting Bull Mon-
tana in a feature-length comedy on the so-

cial blunders of the “O’Tooles of Tin Can
Alley.” It is comedy of the broad, obvious
type and will appeal to patrons who have
shown a liking for this style of entertain-

ment.

There is hardly enough original material

for a five-reel subject. For instance, bad
table manners have been burlesqued so often
that unless there is a preponderance of new
ideas, such a scene is apt to seem rather

HetJjtotJUaii
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tame. There are, however, a few good
laughs in this part. One of the best pieces

of comic pantomime is Chuck Reisner's. He
is asked to relate how he happened to marry
Sally, the gum-chewing, diamond-laden maid
who invites the serving maid to sit down at

the table with guests. He describes their

meeting in a cemetery, his proposal, Sally’s

refusal, her change of heart when he shows
her a diamond and their visit to the minis-

ter—all by pantomime. It is a vivid touch
and very well done.

There are some exceptionally funny mo-
ments toward the close when the guests

sprinkle the contents of a snuff box on their

ice cream, mistaking it for powdered choco-
late. Also the carving of the turkej' will

bring a few chuckles. The star and the cast,

including Carrie Clark Ward, Kala Pasha
and Francis Treboal, do very well and show
fine direction. If the picture had been done
in two or possibly three reels, it would have
been far more snappy and more certain of a

wider appeal. As it is, the tastes of your
patrons for this type of entertainment should

be carefully considered.
Cast

Tim O'Toole Hull Montana
His Mother Carrie Clark Ward
His Father Kala Pasha
His Little Brother Francis Treboal
His I)og “Rags”
Yvonne Florence Gilbert
The Pittsburgh Kid Churck Reisner
Sally of the Vlley Gertrude Short
The Barber Leo White
The Chiropractor “Tiny” Stanford
V Man of Wealth Stanhope Wlieatcroft

^
Written and directed by Hunt Stromberg.

Photographed by Irving Reis.
Length, 4,112 feet.

Story

tl The O’Tooles suddenly inherit a fortune

end move to Pasadena, where they try to
into society by doing some lavish enter-

ls ining. Their formal guests receive one
CPrrific shock after another. An old friend,
}u prize fighter, arrives uninvited and brings
his Bowery bride with him. They pass the
rest of the time away with tales of the ring-
side and committing more social crimes until

s^e guests make a clandestine exit.

ky
^ ‘The Marriage Market”

Daderc

basing. Light Entertainment for the

Average Patron Provided in Newest
C. B. C. Feature

Reviewed by C. S. Sewell
While in the C. B. C. production, “The

Marriage Market,” there is an undercurrent
of moralizing over the attempts of match-
making relatives to secure for girls of the

upper social set husbands who are wealthy
regardless of their other drawbacks and the

absence of love, the picture as a whole is

an exceedingly light and romantic story with

a theme that often stretches the credulity

of the spectator.

The heroine is a very young lady who
continually dreams of romance and adven-
ture and in following this idea it is hard to

believe that she would be carried away to

the extent of the incident on which the

story is builded. Coincidence also plays a

prominent part in the development. Alto-

gether it is not a story that will stand rigid

analysis from the standpoint of probability

and even introduces situations which ap-
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proach farce, but if it is not viewed too se-

riously there are several points that will

appeal to patrons liking light, amusing en-

tertainment.

In the first place, the story is well acted,

there is plenty of romance and adventure,

and for the most part a breeziness to the

action. There are several familiar types,

considerable good humor and situations that

will please the average spectator and help

him to while away a pleasant hour.

Pauline Garon is delightful and pretty to

look at in the leading role and adds mate-
rially to the picture’s appeal. Jack Mulhall
is effective in the opposite role of a roman-
tically inclined novelist and the other roles

are all in capable hands. Alice Lake does

good work, but is handicapped by the fact

that her role is an unsympathetic one
throughout.

Cast

Miss Whitttomb Kate Lester
Miss Blodgett Maym Kelso
Theodora Bland Pauline Graon
Mr. Piggott Mare Robbins
Mrs. Piggott Vera Lewis
Lillian Piggott Alice Lake
Wilton C'arruthers Jack Mulhall
Seibert Peckham Willard Louis
Reform School Girl Shannon Day
Count lJemitri Jean DeBriac

Story and scenario not credited.
Directed by E. J. LeSaint.
Produced by Harry Cohn.

Length, 0,-’97 feet.

Story

Theodora Bland, a mischievous girl, is ex-
pelled from a fashionable school and, return-
ing home, helps a girl who has escaped from
a reform school. Theodora gets off in the
rain at the wrong station and, seeking shel-
ter, wanders into the home of a young nov-
elist, Wilton Carruthers. Being romantically
inclined, she tells Carruthers she is the girl

who escaped from the reform school and he
saves her when the sheriff arrives.
Reaching home, Theodora makes a hit with

her aunt’s new husband and finds his daugh-
ter is engaged to Carruthers. The girl, Lil-

lian, and Theodora’s aunt seek to marry her
to a wealthy oil king. She rebels and goes
to Carruthers. Lillian finally accuses The-
odora of being the escaped reform school
girl and breaks off her engagement with
Carruthers, who offers to marry Theodora,
and is accepted, as the real reform schpol
girl comes forward and confesses, and all

ends happily.

“The Best Man Wins”
(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)

With a prize-fighter for a hero, this Aesop
Film Fable is a lively account of pugilistic

victories. Mr. Rat starts out in excellent

training, destroys the trap that would destroy

him and finishes with an overwhelming
defeat of the village bully four times his size.

—M. K.

“Pathe Review No. 52”
(One Reel)

Scenes from Columbia, South America,

showing the cultivation of a famous fruit,

the bananas is the chief feature here. The
making of toy railroads and trains, a study

of the porcupine and tinted views of the

waterways of Sevre, France, are seen.—M. K.

“Chasing Wealth”
(Universal—Comedy—One Reel)

Pursuing the elusive dollar bill occupies

all of Neely Edwards’ and Bert Roach’s time

in this Universal comedy. They have no dif-

ficulty in acquiring it but much trouble in

keeping it. It is a good number with the

two comedians entering into their characters

with their usual spontaneity.—M. K.

“Jealous Husbands”

Maurice Tourneur’s Newest Production for

First National Is Effective

Emotional Melodrama
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell

Unfounded jealousy of a suspicious hus-
band and the havoc it wrought furnishes
the basis for “Jealous Husbands,” Maurice
Tourneur’s newest production for First Na-
tional. In this picture, the director turns
from whimsical and imaginative themes,
such as he has employed in several recent
productions, and presents a strong moral
lesson by means of melodrama. It is a pro-
duction that plays upon the emotions and
should prove a good box-office attraction in

the average theatre.

The story is not especially strong and the
action not at all times convincing, as it is

difficult to believe that simply on suspicion

a man should go to the extent of having his

own child kidnapped. However, this leads

to a chain of circumstances that play upon
the heart strings, such as the grief of the

mother at the loss of her child, her finding

him and not knowing he is her boy, the

substitution of another child and the final

recovery of her own offspring.

There is plenty of melodramatic action in

the picture once it gets well under way, al-

though it is slow at first. There is an ex-
cellent auto smash-up and other points that

introduce thrills. There is strong sympa-
thy for the mother and boy throughout and
a feeling of condemnation for the husband
which is so strong that you do not feel he
is rightfully entitled to the happiness that

finally comes. The chief defect in the pic-

ture is the fact that the story is not alto-

gether convincing. This, however, will

probably be overbalanced in the minds of

the spectators by the other good points.

There are, however, some scenes which ap-

pear a little too brutal as when the boy is

cruelly beaten. Though this is done off-

stage the shadows carry the idea forcefully.

The work of the cast is excellent. Jane
Novak is a good type for the wife and acts

with sincerity and feeling. Earle Williams
has the unsympathetic role of the husband.
Benny Alexander is superb as the boy, and
George Seigman does fine acting as the

brutal burglar-kidnapper.

There is strong appeal in the title which
affords opportunities for effective promotion
work and will, if rightfully played up, at-

tract patronage, for it suggests a situation

that strikes close to home for many in both

sexes.
Cast

Ramon Martinez Earle tViBiams
Alice Martinez Jane Novak
Spud Ben Alexander
Sliver Don Marion
“Red" Lynch George Seigmann
Amaryllis Emily Fitzroy
“Portland Kid" Bull Montana
“Sniffer Charlie" J. Gunnis Davis
Based on story by Fred Kennedy Myton.

Directed by Mauriee Tourneur.
Length, (i^iOW feet.

Story
Misled by yarns about unfaithful wives,

Ramon Martinez returns home unannounced
from a trip while his wife is away to re-

cover a series of compromising letters which
will save his sister. Finding an incriminat-
ing' letter, and crazed by jealousy, Martinez
accuses his wife of unfaithfulness and when
a burglar breaks into the house Martinez
gives him their baby boy. Martinez’s wife
leaves him. Ramon seeks the lad, who in

the meantime has run away from the burg-
lars who have brought him up as a crook.

Finally, after having another boy palmed
off on him, his own child appears on the

scene, secures letters that prove his moth-
er's innocence and a happy reunion occurs.
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The Pep of The Program
News and reviews of Short subjects and serials

Pathe Closes 1923 with Large

and Very Diversified Program
Pathe will conclude its 1923 schedule by

releasing on December 30 one of the largest

programs of the year, with a total of eleven

subjects covering sixteen reels of diversified

entertainment.

Heading the list is “Daniel Boone,” the

fourth of the “Chronicles of America” se-

ries. It is in three reels and deals with an

outstanding character of history. It is said

to be strong in drama, action and suspense

and covers particularly Boone’s Transylva-

nia expedition and the settlement of Boones-

boro and the prominent part Daniel Boone
played in the fight of the U. S. for inde-

pendence.

Prominent also in this list is “Girls and
Records,” the second of the new Grantland

Rice series single reel “Sportlights.” It com-
pares in an interesting manner the athletic

girl of today with her less agile sister of

yesterday and introduces several women
champions including Helen Wills on the

tennis court, Miss Collett on the links, Ade-
line Gehrig at basketball, a polo team, and
Aileen Riggin, the Olympic diving cham-
pion.

“The Darkest Hour” is another of Hal
Roach’s “Spat Family” series in which the

discordant trio engage in “brewing their

own.” Each has his own ideas, and dis-

gusted servants and inquisitive police add
to the merriment.
“Inbad the Sailor” is a Mack Sennett two-

reel comedy with Billy Bevan and Harry
Gribbon in the leading roles, with Madeline
Hurlock as a vamp who causes all the

trouble. The featured players become as-

sistants to a lighthouse keeper who is sub-

ject to hallucinations and imagines they are

trying to abuse his sweetheart. This leads

to fast action and amusing situations.

In “It’s a Boy” Snub Pollard appears as a

daddy on the occasion of the arrival of his

first-born, which gives him fine opportuni-

ties for amusing situations. The current

Aesop’s Fable is “The Best Man Wins,”

which shows what usually happens to a man
who looks for a fight and finds it.

The beginning of the new year finds Edu-
cational with plans perfected for a very

comprehensive program of short subjects.

During the first half of the 1923-24 season,

which is nearing completion, this company
introduced several new series, including

Juvenile Comedies, Tuxedo Comedies, “The
Sing Them Again” series and “The Secrets

of Life” series of Tolhurst microscopic

comedies.

In addition to these new series, which are

now well under way, early in the new year

Educational will release two special Clyde

Cook comedies, produced by Joseph M.
Schenck. Each is in two reels and the first

will probably be released in February.
The second week in January will see

Lloyd Hamilton’s new comedy, “My Friend,”

the second of a series of six. It has cre-

ated unusual enthusiasm at previews in Los
Angeles, and Educational officials believe it

will be even better than “The Optimist,” the

first of the series, which is winning favor

all over the country, receiving exceptional

praise from newspaper critics.

January will also see “Jean of Heceta

Special in “Snapshots”
In addition to the usual sections showing

a number of prominent motion picture stars,

C. B. C. announces that No. 8 of the new
issue of Screen Snapshots contains a special

feature. This shows a big horse race at Tia

Juana which was attended by many well

known players, including Dorothy Dalton,

Eileen Percy, Agnes Ayres, Richard Dix,

Earle Williams, Wallace Beery, Wanda
Hawley, Bessie Love, Mae Murray, Frank
Mayo, Irving Cummings, Herbert Rawlinson,

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.

Head,” the first release of the third series

of Robert C. Bruce Wilderness Tales, also

“Ride ’Em Cowboy,” the first of twelve two-

reelers on Christie’s schedule for the 1923-24

season. It stars Bobby Vernon and is one

of the broadest and most amusing comedies

ever produced by Christie. The remainder

of the series will see the starring honors di-

vided between Bobby Vernon, Jimmie Har-
rison, Dorothy Devore and NeG Burns.

The mid-season finds Jack White’s sched-

ule of Mermaid Comedies in full force with

the January release of “Flying Finance,” in

which an entire village is wiped out by a

funny cyclone. There will also be addi-

tional Juvenile Comedies with Bennie Alex-

ander, Ernest Butterworth, Joe Butte

worth, Roger Keene, Jack McHugh, Pe r

Cartwright and the other lovable y
sters, together with regular releases

Cameo single reel comedies. The/Lym^
Howe Hodge-Podge will also -^continue

throughout the season. The new Cameo
comedies are notable for thq addition of Sid

Smith, who joins Cliff Bowes and Virginia

Vance in this series.

Two Clyde Cook Specials on

Educational’s List for 1924

Riesenfeld Books Universal’s

“The Fourth Leather Pushers’’

Third Sennett Unit in

New Pathe Series

Pathe has acquired distribution rights

to a third series of comedies to be made
under the supervision of Mack Sennett.
These comedies will be two-reelers and
Harry Langdon, vaudeville favorite re-

cently signed by Sennett, will be starred.

Contract calls for one of these comedies
every four weeks. The first, “Picking
Peaches,” will be released February 3;

the second, “Smile, Please,” is scheduled
for a month later. “Picking Peaches”
marks the return of the famous Mack
Sennett Girls, and the supporting cast

includes Alberta Vaughan, Jack Cooper,
Dot Farley, Irene Lentz and Vernon
Dent.

This series is in addition to, and will

not supplant, the current Mack Sennett
comedies or the Ben Turpin productions

which are released by Pathe.

Universal announces that “The Fourth
Leather Pushers” series of six two-reel pic-

tures has been booked by Hugo Riesenfeld

to be shown in either the Rivoli or Rialto

theatres in New York. While occasional

subjects from the first three series have been
presented in these houses, this is the first

time that either has booked a complete
series.

This booking was arranged by Dr. Riesen-

feld and Harold B. Franklin, head of the

Famous Players theatre department, as the

result of the favorable impression made by
screening the first two of the series, “That
Kid from Madrid—Michigan” and “He
Loops to Conquer.”
“The Fourth Leather Pushers” series

stars Billy Sullivan, a kinsman of the fa-

mous John L. Sullivan. He was selected for

this role in the well-known stories of the

prize ring written by H. C. Witwer, when
Reginald Denny was made a star in Univer-

sal Jewel features.

Many of the players in the series ap-

peared in the previous series. The cast in-

cludes Esther Ralston, Fay Tincher, Jo-
sephine Hill, Ruth Dwyer, Eddie Gribbon,

Edgar Kennedy, Clarke Comstock, W. T.

McCulley and several ring favorites, includ-

ing Harry Tenbrook.
The first of the series is scheduled for

release December 31 and the second the

middle of January. In addition, “Girls Will

Be Girls” and “The Rough Tenderfoot”
have been completed and “Hail to the Chief”

is under way.
Following their showings at one of the

Riesenfeld houses, this series will be shown
in the Fox houses in and around New York
fi'ty.
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Shows Chase Comedy
“At First Sight,” the first of the new

series of single reel comedies produced by
Hal Roach and starring Charles Chase is

being shown at the Rivoli Theatre, New
York, during the current week. This is a

pre-release showing and marks the premiere
of the picture. It is scheduled for release,

through Pathe, on January 6.

Lamont With Century
Charles Lamont, who recently completed

several comedies for Grand-Asher, has been
appointed co-director with Noel Smith in

filming Century comedies. The first under
this arrangement will be “Putting It Over,”

in which Pal, the dog, is the star, and Harry
Sweet in the leading “human” role. Lamont
was formerly an assistant director with

Century.

Rankin in New Series
Arthur Rankin, prominent screen juvenile

who had a prominent role in the “Fighting

Blood” series, has been signed to appear in

the first episode of the new H. C. Witwer
“Telephone Girl” series which will be dis-

tributed by Film Booking Offices of America.

“It’s a Boy”
(Pathe—Comedy—One Reel)

Snub Pollard depicts the wild plans of a

father for his first-born in this single reeler.

He plans a brilliant career for him as mov-
ing picture director and other sensational

triumphs. B the baby, it proves, is not of

that sex. It is a fairly amusing, though not

exceptional number.—M. K.

“A Dutch Treat”
(Fox—Instructive—One Reel)

Here is one reel of charming entertain-

't. There is a sociable atmosphere about

scenes and people of Holland that

the interest a little keener than in

average travel picture. Their house-

boats, windmills, wooden shoes, industries,

cheeses—and last but most attractive, their

children, have an interesting appeal.—M. K.

“Rough Sailing”
(Fox—Comedy—Two Reels)

Most of the sailing in this Sunshine com-

edy is done through the air. The wire ef-

fects are very good and transport the char-

“Sing Them Again ” Week
Exploits Series

Still another instance of effective ex-

ploitation for short subjects is shown in

the inauguration in South Philadelphia,

Pa., of a “Sing Them Again” week by
two Stanley theatres, the Broadway and
the Alhambra, December 9 to 15.

The exploitation consisted mainly in

publicity stories in the newspapers cal-

culated to arouse interest in old favorite

songs and to stimulate community sing-

ing. Both houses took advantage of this

campaign and presented Educational’s

“Close Harmony,” the first of the “Sing

Them Again” series, day and date,

throughout the entire week.

“SHORTS” REVIEWED
IN THIS ISSUE

Best Man Wins, The (Pathe)
Chasing Wealth (Universal)

Darkest Hour, The (Pathe)
Don’t Hesitate (Educational)
Dutch Treat, A (Fox)
Five Orphans of the Storm

(Pathe)
Flying Finance (Educational)
Girls and Records (Pathe)
Hansel and Gretel (Universal)

Inbad, the Sailor (Pathe)
It’s a Boy (Pathe)
Last Stand of the Red Man, The

(Vitagraph)
Pathe Review, 51 (Pathe)
Pathe Review, 52 (Pathe)
Rough Sailing (Fox)
Rustlin Buster (Universal)

acters out of one danger into another in the

home of the Turkish Sultan. The hero’s

mission is to rescue a pretty American
girl from the harem. It has some fairly

original action and should go well in the

average house.—M. K.

“The Five Orphans of the
Storm”

(Pathe—Cartoon—One Reel)

A fable for the Christmas program has

been provided by Paul Terry in this tale of

Santa Claus and the little dogs who got left.

One of them, however, wins a delicious feast

for them all by a brave rescue of a little girl,

headed for destruction on an ice floe. The
touches of melodrama, human interest and

comedy make it exceptionally good.—M. K.

“Flying Finance”
(Educational—Comedy—Two Reels).

This has an abundance of action and fun-

ny incident. It is a Mermaid comedy with

Neeley Edwards in a peppy role that is

constantly entertaining. A variety of acci-

dents and escapes culminates in a cyclone

which produces some ludicrous effects on

the buildings, persons and animals in a small

Western town. A few hilarious moments
are outstanding. The comedy is certain to

appeal because it has so much life.

—

M. K.

Pathe “Review No. 51”
(One Reel)

A study of the mother ovenbird, a few
pretty country scenes, “In the Shade of the

Old Apple Tree,” different views of the Sault

Ste. Marie Locks and the ships, concluding

with color pictures of the oxen teams used in

France and Spain are found in this re-

view.—M. K.

“The Last Standi of the

Red Man”
(Vitagraph—Urban—One Reel)

Picturesque in its scenery and Indian types,

this Kineto subject should be well received

in a majority of theatres. Titles written in

the style and meter of Longfellow’s “Hia-

watha” add to the atmosphere. Almost any-
one is slightly fascinated by studies of

Indians and the age which they recall, and
this number is an interesting example—M. K.

“Hansel and Gretel”
(Universal—Comedy—Two Reels)

For the Christmas program especially this

Baby Peggy comedy will be an excellent at-

traction. It is the world-famous fairy tale

with a few variations. As the story is pop-
ular with almost all children, the picture

should draw very well. It offered very little

chance for comedy in the original, but as

produced here has been burlesqued some-
what and greatly elaborated upon. A few
may object to having one of their favorite

tales so tampered with, but the fantastic

touches show a good imagination and are
well done, particularly the magic wrought
by the old witch. On the whole it is an ex-
ceptional Century comedy.—M. K.

“Rustlin’ Buster”
(Universal—Western—Two Reels)

Neither the acting nor the story is quite

up to the standard of the usual Universal
two-reel Western. Jack Mower is physically

equal to the action but seems to lack the

spirit that makes such performances entire-

ly satisfying. Lola Todd shows a lack of

experience that makes her role unconvinc-
ing. The story is the familiar one of an
innocent man being accused of cattle rus-

tling, but avenging himself and rescuing the

girl involved.—M. K.

“Don’t Hesitate”
(Educational—Comedy—One Reel)

Fast action is plentiful here. A sheriff in

a mild Western town decides to stir up a bit

of action and glory for himself by staging a

hold-up in the saloon. Meanwhile genuine
disciples of Jesse James appear and give him
real scare. The titles are snappy and the

whole comedy amusing.—M. K.

“Girls and Records”
(Pathe—Sportlight—One Reel)

An ever popular contrast—that between
the girl of fifty years ago and the modern
flapper—is entertainingly shown in this

second of the Grantland Rice “Sportlight”

series. Grandmother getting her strenuous
exercise by watering the rose garden is

followed by interesting pictures of women
at various sports, such as a tennis match
between Miss Wills and Mrs. Clayton.—M. K.

“The Darkest Hour”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)

Hal Roach’s “Spat Family” confines its

wrangles to its own home this time. The
manufacture of home brew proceeds with

great argument until the police arrive. That
danger over, a terrible storm comes up and
the report that a maniac with a knife is in

the neighborhood. It is amusing and ex-

citing—one of the best of the series. M. K.

“Inbad, the Sailor”
(Pathe—Comedy—Two Reels)

Love-sick sailors and a beautiful vampire

cause plenty of commotion in this Mack
Sennett comedy featuring Billy Bevan,

Harry Gribbon and Madeline Hurlock. The
vamp haunts the lighthouse alluringly and

the fights between the men and the chief, all

in love with her, are many and furious. It is

a good slapstick number with an attractive

leading lady.—M. K.

More reviews on page 836.



PR.OJ ECTiON
EDITED BY F. H. RICHARDSON

Amusing or—What
Recently the editor was consulted by a

widely known exhibitor who is at the head

of a company proposing to erect a new pic-

ture palace in New York City. He asked

me as a favor to go to his downtown office

and examine the theatre plans, and though
to do this ordinarily involves a fee of not

less than twenty-five dollars, for certain rea-

sons I was sufficiently interested to do as he

asked, without charge.
I found that, as usual, the architect had

planned the theatre and placed its “heart” in

the most convenient place, regardless of

what the net result might be on the screen

when it was all finished. In other words,

he had planned a beautiful theatre, as such,

but had, AS USUAL, made it entirely im-

possible ever to put a perfect result on the

screen, though it so HAPPENS that the re-

sult will not be nearly so bad as some. I

place “happens” in capitals because it is evi-

dent that the fact that the condition is no
worse is NOT due to any thought for pro-

jection results on the part of the architect,

but just the USUAL clear-back, up-as-high-

as-we-can-get-it location is in this case only

150 feet from the screen and something like

thirty feet above its center.

The near amusing part is that the party

in question asked me to see his architect and
discuss the matter with him. This I promised
to do, but due to an error the visit was de-

layed, and I again saw the exhibitor before
I saw the architect. I found him apparently
fairly well convinced that what I had
brought to his attention amounted to little.

Why? Well, here is the laugh: HE HAD
TALKED WITH A SUPPLY DEALER,
WHO HAD ASSURED HIM THAT
EVERYTHING WAS ALRIGHT, clinching

his argument with : “What’s the matter with
the * * * Theatre?”

Should one laugh or swear at this? This
exhibitor means well. There is not the
slightest doubt of that. He spoke of me to

others in the highest terms, BUT he
nevertheless CONSULTS A SUPPLY
DEALER ON PROJECTION PROBLEMS,
and is inclined to believe him rather than a

projection engineer, partly because he cites

for comparison a big Broadway theatre in

which the problems have very little similar-

ity.

The supply dealer in question knows the
supply business very well indeed, but in the
name of all the gods why go to a supply
dealer with a problem in projection engi-
neering?

The Real Problem
Here is what I hold. The conditions in the

proposed theatre under discussion are not
really very bad, though there will be con-
siderable distortion if present plans are car-
ried out. What further handicap may be im-
posed when the room itself is built remains
to be seen, but I’ll bet dollars to bad eggs
that there will be at least some, though the
room may be a good one AS SUCH ROOMS
GO.
But the whole procedure is WRONG. The

architect should be obliged, when the origi-
nal agreement is made, to call into consulta-
tion a competent, capable projection engi-
neer, not connected in any way with any one
who has ANYTHING in the way of equip-
ment to sell. Recognizing that the whole
theatre is being built to sell to the public
a certain thing which must be placed on
its screen, the first problem is to plan a
projection condition which will enable a per-

fect picture to be projected (which involves
many things), and then the theatre should
be planned around that condition.
As the matter now lies, practically every

architect places the cart squarely in front

of the horse and hitches the aforesaid horse
into the shafts backwards, by first planning
the theatre and then letting projection get

by as it may. The results are very often
pretty awful. I don’t so much blame the
exhibitor in question. He figures that every
one else “goes ahead backwards” in matters
of this sort, so why should not he also?

Cannavan Says
International President Cannavan tells me

locals are really, as a general proposition,
making a real effort to improve the screen
results put on by their members. I most sin-

cerely hope that is true. If it is true it is

splendid. I know some locals are making a

real effort, but was not aware that a con-
siderable number of them had got ener-
getically busy in that direction. Let the

good work proceed.

“Operator’s”
A friend in Iowa, asks :

Will you kindly inform me with regard
to any operator’s organization there may
be. Is there a national operator’s union?
How should I proceed to obtain an oper-
ator’s license?

Certainly there is an operator’s national
organization, several of them, in fact. There
is a national union of operators on ladies
waists

;
also one on straw hats and another

on men’s overalls. There is, I think, an
organization of coal mine operators. Whether
the bucket shop operators have one or not
I don’t know.
However, forgive my little joke and I’ll

tell you what you want to know, viz : Is

there a national organization of motion pic-

ture projectionists? Yes. There is such an
organization, known as the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and
Moving Picture Machine Operators of the
United States and Canada. Some name, if

you ask me.
Write to William Cannavan, President I.

A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. 0 ., World Tower
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Building. 110 West 40th Street, New
York City, for information as to joining
same. Licenses are not issued by the organ-
ization. That is only done by city or state
authorities. You would have to apply to some
city where there is a license law, or to the
state authorities if Iowa issues state licenses
,which I don’t think it does. Just what cities

in Iowa have license law as applied to mo-
tion picture projectionists I do not know.

Corking Good Dope
Front Walter Munn, Local Union No. 448,

I. A., Pueblo, Colorado, comes what seems
to be, everything considered, the best plan I

have yet seen for measuring the focal length
of piano convex condenser lenses with at
least a very fair degree of accuracy—as ac-
curate as anything we now have and which
does not entail considerable trouble in appli-
cation. The only tools required for applica-
tion of the Munn scheme are a six-inch
machinist “scale,” or some other accurate
steel rule having 64th-inch graduations, and
an “outside caliper.” Brother Munn explains
his plan as follows :

I'll bust through the ice after a year or
so of silence, just so that you may know
that, though a bit quiet, we of this Mountain
State are still very much alive.

In a recent issue you explained two good
methods for measuring condenser lens focal
lengths. Comparing them to or with my own
“home brewed” method, I find mine to be
more simple and easy of application. I have
made a chart, or table, copy of which is

attached hereto. By mechanical drawing I
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readily find the exact thickness of the curva-
ture of a 4%-inch diameter segment of circles
of varying diameters, covering piano convex
lens curvatures from five to ten inch focal
lengths. (See page 134 of Bluebook.—Ed.)
These measurements I made into a chart, copy
of which I have pasted to a flyleaf of my
Bluebook, to prevent it being mislaid.
By the use of the chart, an outside caliper

and a steel rule having- 64th inch gradua-
tions, it is but the work of a moment to
measure accurately the focal length of piano
convex lenses. Dimension “C” is found by
first measuring dimension “b” and “a” and
subtracting the latter from the first.

CAUTION: This must all be done very
carefully and accurately, since dimension C
varies only slightly for slight differences
in focal length, especially in the longer
focal length lenses.

To Apply the Chart

First measure dimensions “a” and “b”.
Subtract “a” from “b” and find, in the left
hand chart column, the number most nearly
corresponding to the result thus arrived at,

opposite which, in the right hand column,
will be found the focal length of the lens
under consideration.
CAUTION NO. TWO: It will, of course, be

understood that this method can only be
applied when the lens diameter is just
inches, but it is only very rarely that lenses
will be found which will be off standard in
this respect.
Our local, No. 448, has instituted educa-

tional meetings—business and educational
meetings being held on alternate weeks. The
Projection Department, the Bluebook and the
proceedings of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers keep us amply supplied with
questions for discussion.
Last summer the wanderlust seized upon

my soul, so I turned the “Red Chariot” toward
the setting sun. I saw wonderful projec-
tion in most of the coast cities, but wish
especially to commend the work of the good
brothers in charge of projection in the “Blue
Mouse” Theatre in Seattle, Washington.
With only one man in the projection room,

they put on as smooth a program as is found
in the two-man Grauman Theatres down in

Los Angeles.
Well, I’ll run the good night slide before

I wear out my welcome. Congratulations on
the Bluebook. It’s a wonder!
No man “wears out his welcome” here

when he has things of interest and value
to submit, and you certainly have that. In

the matter of the chart, I would recommend
that projectionists cut it out and follow
brother Munn’s example by pasting it to

their Bluebook flyleaf. One beauty of ft is

that YOU MAY TAKE YOUR CALIPER
AND RULE ALONG AND MEASURE THE
EXACT FOCAL LENGTH OF THE
LENSES YOU BUY, WHEN YOU BUY
THEM—that is to say, you who can pur-

chase lenses by personally visiting the

supply houses can do so. I would strongly
recommend that you get a GOOD machinist’s

“scale” and a GOOD pair of outside calipers.

A machinist’s scale is a six-inch steel rule,

graduated as finely as l/100ths of an inch. It

is an excellent tool to have.
Since it is unlikely that such tools can

be secured at the small town stores—espec-
ially the machinists’ scale—I will myself un-
dertake to send either one or both of them
as you may elect, to all those who forward
the price, plus fifteen cents for postage and
insurance. The price is as follows : a four-

inch outside caliper, with screw adjustment,
eighty-five (85) cents. A scale of “stainless”

steel, one dollar and eight cents ($1.08) ;
of

ordinary steel seventy two (72) cents.

These prices were obtained from Patter-

son Brothers, which is perhaps the best re-

tail hardware dealer in all New York. I am
not certain whether it was a four or a six-

inch scale I priced, but I think six. Either
will be plenty enough, and the six-inch one
is perhaps preferable, in that it can be
carried in the vest pocket if desired. WARN-
ING! DON’T send personal checks. They
must be passed through the bank and in

many cases exchange paid on them. Send P.

O. money order.
I sincerely trust that the Blue Mouse pro-

jectionists, of Seattle, will not be angry at

what you’ve said about them. My compli-
ments to them; also to local 448 for its pro-
gressiveness in initiating educational meet-
ings. May they succeed and long continue.
By the way: What has become of “Bill”
Ladd, of Seattle?

It is possible I may pass through Pueblo
next summer—POSSIBLE, mind you. By
the way, I am, and have been for twenty-one
years, a member of Camp No. 2 W. O. W.
of Pueblo. Should you happen to b’long,
please convey.my respects to its Clerk, who
ends me a bill real reg’lar.

Old Stuff
I am in receipt of a letter from the Havana

Film Company, Havana, Cuba, asking me
to draft a letter for them to send out to
every exhibitor in Cuba, setting forth the
evils of “the missing reel.”

It seems the almost universal practice in

Cuba is to ship films to theatres “in the
roll”—that is to say, without any reel at
all. And strange as it may seem to you, some
Cuban exhibitors and projectionists have
objected strenuously when films have been
received by them on reels.

Can you beat that! I might add that this

is the practice followed in England, and I

understand, in some other European coun-
tries, but it is a very bad practice, neverthe-
less. Film shipped without the protection of
a metal reel is readily susceptible to dam-
age, in many ways.

It is true that film on reels takes up more
space in shipment

;
also there is the added

weight of the reel but the protection
afforded the films is far more than worth all

that.

I’d like to see the mugs of some of our
LTnited States and Canadian projectionists if

they received a “show” not wound on reels.

Gee, what a HOWL would go up! Shipping
and handling films in “the roll” is back-
number stuff! Shame upon you, Cuba!

JUST OUT
A Brand New

Lens Chart
br

JOHN GRIFFITHS

Here is an accurate chart

which belongs in every projec-

tion room where carbon arcs

are used. It will enable you to

get maximum screen results

with the equipment you are

using.

The news Lens Chart (size 15"

x 20") is printed on heavy Led-
ger Stock paper, suitable for

framing. It will be sent to you
in a strong mailing tube, insur-

ing proper protection.

Get this chart now and be all

ready to reproduce with maxi-
mum screen results the splen-

did pictures which are coming.

Price $1 .00
Postpaid

Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue New York City
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Grauman’s Metropoli-
tan Theatre Building,
Los Angeles.

Ward Leonard VITROHM Dimmer plates on switchboard controlling Ward Leonard
Reactance Dimmers, Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles.

.

The largest theatre dimmer

Continuous duty

The foundation of all WARD
LEONARD Theatre Dimmers is a sub-

stantial iron plate to one side of which

a layer of vitreous enamel is applied.

In this the resistor is imbedded. The
resistor, enclosed in this glass-hard, non-

porous enamel, is impervious to mois-

ture and gases. It completely and per-

manently protects the resistance from

corrosion or oxidation, but dissipates

heat with maximum efficiency. It is to

this unique construction, more than any

other factor, that WARD LEONARD
Theatre Dimmers owe their ability to

render superior service under continu-

ous duty.

installation in the world
|

TO the theatre-going public

the new Grauman’s Met-

ropolitan Theatre, Los
Angeles, is sensational because

of its size and magnificance and

the beauty of its wonderful light-

ing effects. More electric energy

is required to light the stage and

auditorium of this theatre than is

used by any other in the world.

Naturally, the largest theatre

dimmer installation in the world

was needed to control this great

amount of energy—enough to

light 6,000 sixty-watt lamps. And
equally naturally, WARD
LEONARD VITROHM DIM-
MER equipment was chosen

—

because Ward Leonard Dimmers
eliminate fire risk, are designed

for continuous duty, meet require-

ments with apparatus of mini-

mum weight and bulk, are abso-

lutely reliable, easy to operate,

extremely durable, and economi-

cal in upkeep.

Write on your Company letterhead, for a copy
of our book, Theatre Lighting, Past and Present.

I L

Ward Leonard/Tectric Gompany
.I,.. ——I AA/^Mrvh " *

37-41 South Street

Atlanta—G. P. Atkinson New Orleans— Electron Eng. Co., Inc.
Baltimore—J. E. Perkins Philadelphia—W. M. Tompkins
Boston—W. W. Gaskill Buffalo—W. G. Merowit
San Francisco— Elec. Material Co.

vvVount
Vernon,
Xewybrk

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Detroit—C. E. Wise
St. Louis—G. W. Pieksen
Cleveland—W. P.Ambos Co.
Dallas—W. A. Gibson

Chicago—Westburg Eng. Co.
Pittsburgh—W. A. Bittner Co.
Montreal—W. D. Bishop
London, Eng.—W. Geipel & Co.

6720-1

5



Better Equipment
CONDUCTED BY ^^^E. T. KEYSER

Merry Christmas

M ERRY CHRISTMAS! people. While there may be a few more vacant spaces
near the top of the stockings that we’ve hung on the mantel, they are noth-
ing like as empty as they might have been if matters were worse. So, take it

all in all, it’s about an average Christmas as Christmases go.

From a casual inspection of the tree, we would say that there are a few new
dew-dads hanging upon it in addition to the regulation candy sticks, cornucopias, gilt

balls and yellow birds with green wings.

For instance, we understand that the A. M. P. E. D. A. is about to be represented
with a brand new official organ of its own, to which we wish the best of success. We
certainly are in sympathy with the owners thereof, who will, in the nature of things,

become its most extensive advertisers, and who will have to decide how much of their

own publicity they will run. <

Right down on one of the most accessible branches of the tree we note three

packages marked “For a Good Exhibitor,” which we are willing to bet will be found
to contain respectively one of those new mirror projection lamps, a new Mazda, that

we understand will be a world beater, and an apparatus for projecting a conversa-
tional picture.

Beneath the tree, we behold some bulky packages which from their suggestive

outlines, we surmise are independent lighting plants carefully wrapped in tissue

paper. We sincerely trust that somewhere in the packages will be found rather more
definite information regarding their use and desirability than we have yet discovered

|jj

outside of our own editorial columns.

Side by side with these latter offerings of Santa, is something that looks as if it

might be an oil burning apparatus for theatre heating. And it certainly does look as

if the recipients of these will be in a position to worry the soul of the coal dealer,

provided that individual really has one of those attachments.

One of the limbs of the tree is quite badly bent, due to the weight of the gift

suspended therefrom. We have been told in strict confidence that it is either a player

piano or a theatre organ that looks like a million dollars, but is warranted not to burst

the bank account of the exhibitor whose name is on the package.

We don’t know the name of the donor of this much-to-be-appreciated gift

because with all due and becoming modesty that generous individual has not as yet

placed his name upon the package where we can see it, but, as soon as the bundle is

unwrapped we will announce this interesting fact in a decidedly loud voice.

From the tip of almost every limb depends what at first glance appears to be a

light, but which, upon closer examination, proves to be a new theatre—all spic and
span—and brilliantly illuminated. There are about five hundred of these which have

been specially prepared during the past year and which will be distributed by Santa

in person to the exhibitors who have won them in open competition in the great game
of pleasing patron fans.

So, here’s wishing the recipients of these gifts all sorts of success with them
and the pleasantest, merriest, most profitable Christmas that they have ever enjoyed

heretofore and also that it won’t be even a marker in prosperity of those yet to come.
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The Manufacturers ofIndependent
Generating Plants Take the Floor
I
N our last issue appeared an article on
the independent generating plant in

which the subject was treated from the
‘‘cost of operation” point of view.
A previous article, devoted to this branch

of equipment, brought forth many letters

from exhibitors, from which we made ex-
tracts on which we commented last week.
This time we are giving the floor to four
manufacturers who have expressed their

views on last week’s installment.

It will be noticed that, while two of these
regard our estimate of 15% for depreciation
as being too high, they differ on other
points. One, indeed, recommending the
utilization of alternating current, appears to

be rather reactionary.
One manufacturer approves a storage

battery installation, while another opposes
it.

What They Say
One manufacturer writes :

Fifteen per cent, depreciation, in our ex-
perience, is too high. Ten per cent., we be-
lieve, is a fairer figure.

Another backs up this recommendation
with the following :

It is entirely safe to figure your deprecia-

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS

Your own special Ticket,
any colors, accurately num-
bered ; every roll guaranteed.
Coupon Tickets for Prize
Drawings; $5.00, $6.00.
Prompt shipments. Cash
with the order. Get the

samples. Send diagram for Reserved
Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.
All tickets must conform to Govern-

ment regulation and bear established
^price of admission and tax paid.

SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand $3.00
Ten Thousand 5.00
Fifteen Thousand 6.50
Twenty-five Thousand 9.00
Fifty Thousand 12.50
One Hundred Thousand 18.00

National Ticket Co. shamokin, pa .

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE

80-82 Wardour St
W. I. London, England

Hu the largest certified circulation at the
trade in Great Britain and the Dominions. All
Official Notices and News from the ASSO-
CIATION to its members are published ex-
clusively In this Journal.

YEARLY RATEi
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.3

SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIA-
TION OF GREAT BRITAIN sad IRELAND. LTD.

tion on the basis of ten per cent, per year,
which will wipe out the entire investment
in a ten-year period.

and then goes on to discuss the cost of op-
eration as follows

:

With reference to operating expenses,
would state that you have figured this high
enough, as the fuel consumption should not
exceed 1-10 gallon per horsepower hour and
.001 pint of lubricating oil per horsepower
hour. Basing- our figures on the present
price of gasoline, which is approximately 1G
cents per gallon, and lubricating oil at $1.00
per gallon, you would have a cost of 4.2

cents per K. W. hour for fuel and lubrica-
tion.
Now, assuming that your requirements are

7% K. W. per hour, your cost would be 29.6
cents per hour, or $1.48 for five hours’ oper-
ation, or a cost of $539.38 for five hours’ op-
eration 365 days of the year. From what
we have been able to learn, there are a
great many houses that are operating with
less than 7% K. W.; in fact, many require
less than a 5 K. W. plant, and the real small
houses probably could get along very nicely
with a 2% or 3% K. W. outfit.

Approves Storage Batteries

A third manufacturer writes :

There is no doubt but what an independent
plant with*storage batteries would be the
ideal equipment, using a motor generator set
to transform the current from alternating
to direct for the apparatus and motors when-
ever the public service current is available
as a stand-by.

Advises Alternating Current

While the fourth manufacturer offers

many valuable suggestions, we do not agree
with that advising the utilization of alter-

nating current, which all progressive ex-
hibitors are now converting into direct

whenever possible for projection purposes.
With this comment, we quote from his com-
munication as follows

:

You have assumed that the carbon arcs
must be operated in parallel. The arcs may
be connected in series when a 110 volt plant
is used so that no additional current will* be
required when the two arcs are being op-
erated.
As you know, the carbon arc operates at

approximate 55 volts. When one arc is be-
ing used, the voltage is reduced to approxi-
mately 55 volts by means of a rheostat. If

the two arcs are connected in series, the
second arc is simply taking the amount of
current which was used up in the rheostat
so that no additional current is required.
You recommend the installation of motor

generator sets to convert the alternating
current to direct current for operating di-
rect current motors, fans, etc. As a general
rule, we do not believe that this will be ad-
visable where the independent plant is to be
used for emergency only. We believe that
it would be better for the exhibitor to either
install an alternating current plant or to
install a direct current plant and use a con-
verter for changing the direct current to al-
ternating- current for operating the standard
equipment during emergencies.

Cost of Battery Considered
The 110 volt storage battery would not be

economical. The original cost of a 110 volt
storage battery would be just as great, if

not greater, than the extra cost for a large
plant and the depreciation would be consid-
erably greater.
For example: The 7% K. W. plant lists at

$1,200, the 10 K. W. at $1,525, and the 15
K. W. at $1,800. The 110 volt storage bat-
tery of suitable capacity would run from

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON FAN CO. w 345W.39-ST. ^ NEW YORKNEW YORK

$700 to $800. It would also require a more
expensive switchboard, which would add to
the cost of the plant.

If an exhibitor wants an individual plant
for emergency use only, then it would be
best for him to install an alternating cur-
rent plant or to install a direct current plant
and a converter to change the current from
direct current to alternating current.

• For Permanent Usage
If he wanted a plant for permanent use,

then the most economical plant would be a
32 volt direct current plant.
The Mazda projecting lamps are made in

600 watt 30 volt and 900 watt 30 volt. There-
fore, a 32 volt plant will make a more eco-
nomical installation than a 110 volt, and
right here is where a storage battery could
be used to advantage, because the cost of a
32 volt storage battery is less than one-third
the cost of a 110 volt storage battery.
Suppose this customer was using the 900

watt 30 volt lamp. Assuming his light load
to be about 850 watts during hte time that
the picture machine is operating; then his

light load, motor load, and one projecting
lamp would be approximately four kilowatts.
A 4 K. W. 32 volt machine with a storage

battery would handle the requirements be-
cause the battery could be relied upon to

handle the load during the change from one
reel to another.
The cost of a 4 K. W. 32 volt plant with a

suitable battery would be in the neighbor-
hood of $1,000.

Reducing 'Wattage Requirements

The reason that a 110 volt, direct current
plant would not be economical would be due
to the fact that so much current is wasted
in reducing the voltage down from 110 volts

to 30 volts. The 30 volt 900 watt lamp con-
sumes 30 amperes. Therefore, the lamp
alone would require 3,300 watts where 110

volt direct current was used, whereas it only
requires a little over 900 watts where the
32 volt plant is used. The difference goes
up in heat.
As suggested above, if the exhibitor wants

to use the independent plant for emergency
only, the best plant to install would be an
alternating current plant, or a direct current
plant with a converter to change the cur-

rent from direct current to alternating
current.

Summing lrp the Proposition
The proposition sums up in general as

follows:
For the theatre depending altogether on

an independent plant, the direct current
plant is, as a general rule, the best propo-
sition. Where the Mazda lamp is used and
the total load does not exceed 4 K. W., the

32 volt plant is the most economical equip-
ment. If the carbon arc is used, either the

60 volt or the 110 volt direct current plant

may be used. The 110 volt is usually pre-

ferred on account of it being standard
voltage.

Direct current gives better projection than
alternating current and saves the expense
of a transverter or motor generating set for

the carbon arc.

Where an independent plant is to be used
for emergencies only:

First—Where there is no large motor
load or large fan load, the 110 volt direct

current may be used to advantage because
electric lights operate equally well' off of

either 110 volt direct current or 110 volt

alternating current. Small motors can
also be obtained which will operate from
either alternating or direct current.

Second—Where large motors or large

fan loads are required, it is better to in-

stall either an alternating current plant

or a direct current plant and a converter

to change the direct current to alternating
current.
The above will hold true in most cases.

However, it is advisable to have all the de-

tails of the electrical requirements of the

picture show before making recommenda-
tions because many shows even with the

same seating capacity differ radically in

their electrical requirements.
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SEATING—
the basis of theatre comfort

The restful comfort provided by

American theatre chairs is an im-

portant factor in securing and main-

taining a steady year ’round flow of

satisfied theatre patrons.

Any theatre that offers comfortable

seating as first among its conven-

iences, naturally stands out first in the

estimation of the comfort and pleas-

ure seeking public.

American craftsmen are skilled in the

art of designing theatre chairs which •

are not only durable in construction,

harmonious in color with surround-

ings, but of the highest achievement

from the standpoint of comfort.

Obviously, American theatre chairs

should be given first choice in plan-

ning that new theatre.

Experience has taught us how to util-

ize all the floor space to insure the

utmost seating capacity without

crowding. And, among other things,

we offer to lay out the floor plan with-

out charge. Each seating problem is

considered individually.

AT
(Re-
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.HtntricanjStafmtfQompanj!
NEW YORK

640-119 West 40th Street

CHICAGO
4 East Jackson Boulevard

BOSTON
77 -A Canal Street

PHILADELPHIA
250-H So. Broad St.
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The Week ’s Record of

AlbanyIncorporations
A half dozen new companies entered the

motion picture business in New York state

during the week ending December 17, and
filed the necessary papers in the state cor-

poration bureau.
The largest company formed was the Cross

Bay Theatre, Inc., capitalized at $500,000,

and having as directors Robert Buchanan,
Jr., John C. Kemp, and B. H. Noden, residents

of Richmond Hill.

Other companies chartered included the
Chiropractic Science Service Association of

America. $5,000, Stella Mobacher, New
York: Frank Brumberg, Brooklyn; French
Exposition Corporation, $50,000, George B.

Reilly, A. Roy Myers, Harry C. Hand, New
York City; G. G. and G. Entertainments,

There Are Mighty Good Reasons
Why the Best Houses Use

TRIMOUNT TICKETS
and have used them for the

past sixteen years.

THE REASONS ARE
QUALITY, SERVICE and a

SQUARE DEAL
Send fer samples and prices of the best tickets
built printed in the largest exclusive ticket plant
in New England.

And learn what a ticket should be.

TRIMOUNT PRESS
119 Albany Street Boston, Mass.

MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS
Are the beet fer

Prolaetar*.

J. H. HALLBERG
445 Riverside Drive

New York

WELDED WIRE
r- REELS

For Sale by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

740 7th Are., New York

THE BAIRD
REWINDER and DUMMY

Will Accommodate 10-inch and 14-inch Reels.

Durably Constructed to Stand Long Hard Service.

Ask your dealer.

THE C. R. BAIRD CO.
243 East 151st Street New York

Manufacturers and Distributors of Moving Picture
Machine Parts Since 1909 V

$5,000, Harry Herson, Jennie Levkov, Lillian

King, New York, as well as Luporini Fea-
tures Corporation, with F. V. Luporini, A.

B. Bellock, Mary Kaufman, New York City,

and Nighsmith Pictures, Inc., William Nigh,

E. L. Smith, F. F. Neuman, New York, the

capitalization of these last two companies
not appearing in the certificates.

A New Rialto Springs

Into Being at Renova
J. J. McFadden of the Rialto Theatre,

Renova, advises that his house, destroyed by
fire about a year ago, is rapidly nearing com-
pletion and that efforts are being made to

reopen some time during the holidays.

The house has been enlarged and improved
in many ways. The capacity will be 755,

which includes 30 loge seats, and contains

a stage 26x50 feet.

Two new Simplexes, purchased from Hollis,

Smith, Morton Company, are being installed;

also a new screen. A heating and ventilating

system has also been installed and two organ
chambers have been constructed, one on each
side of the proscenium arch, with the ex-
pectation of installing a pipe organ some
time in the future.

The music will be under the direction of

Mrs. Robert Boyd, who will lead the or-

chestra and cue the pictures. Milton Kep-
ler will be the projectionist.

atre has been opened by Doner and Ewell
Miller.

HUNTINGDON, TENN.—W. B. Marable,
proprietor Hotel Olive, has opened Olive
Theatre, adjoining hotel, with picture pro-
gram.

HAMILTON, TEXAS.—Royal Theatre has
reopened.

OMAHA, TEXAS.—New Star Theatre has
opened with first-class pictures.

WALLDER, TEXAS.—Moving picture
theatre will be opened by N. R. Burns.

WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS.— Mission
Theatre, a new moving picture house, has
opened.

LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALLANA ED ESTERA

0(11*1x1 Organ xf the Italian Clnenategraph Uilaa

Published on the

15th and 30th of Each Month
Firvlgn Subxrlption: $7.08 tr 85 fruta Mr Aliam

Editorial ud Bnaineaa Office*

i

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

PictureHouses Opened
RUSHVILLE, IND.—Castle Theatre -has

opened with first-class pictures under man-
agement of G. C. Stong.

HOUSTON, MINN.—John Sliter will open
moving picture theatre in old Buell Building.

PORTLAND, ME.—Gaiety Theatre on
Congress street has reopened.

KEARNEY, NEB.—Ered Glass will open
Lincoln Theatre in Clark Brothers and Ray
Block.

EL RENO, OKLA.—Empress Theatre has
opened under management of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Hinds.

FRANCIS, OKLA.—Moving picture the-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Help and Situations Wanted Only

3c per word per insertion

Minimum charge 60c
Terms, strictly cash with erder

Cap, must reach oa by Tuesday noon ta Inaura pub-
lication In that week’a iaaue.

SITUATION WANTED
PICTURE ORGANIST at liberty. Spot-light per-

former, with fifteen years’ experience in vaudeville
and moving pictures. Will demonstrate ability by
four weeks’ trial at Union scale. Nothing but first-

class, modern organs considered in cities two hun-
dred thousand or over. Box 323, Moving Picture
World, New York City.

SUN-LIGHT ARCS
STUDIO

AND

PROJECTION
LAMPS
HARMER, INC,

209 West 48th Street

Bryant 6366

“MARTIN”
FOR REAL

SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 S. Hayae Av*., Cbltaga 1810 Brakav Bldg., Na* Yart

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trad*

Vio r ei o IT cou nTines SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertisements: Tariff on Application

Editorial Offices! TURIN (Italy)—GaQerta NaxionaU
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ANNOUNCING the greatest achievement

in MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

“The New Debrie Interview”
For Newsmen and General Outdoor Work

made by

ANDRE DEBRIE OF PARIS
It has the same movement and construction as

the Standard Professional Debrie

Body of five-ply walnut, finely finished and guaranteed to withstand any
climatic conditions

Direct focusing tube

Quick lens changing device

Focusing and Diaphragm rods operated from
rear of camera

Film Reverse
Film Punch

Direct View Finder with removable masks
Set of inside masks

Four hundred foot regular Debrie magazines

Two inch F 3.5 Russel Stylor Anastigmat lens

Weight fourteen pounds

OUTFIT COMES COMPLETE WITH TWO MAGAZINES AND CARRYING CASE
AT THE ASTONISHING LOW PRICE OF $400.00

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

118 West 44th Street Ownership Management of Willoughby Inc. New York City

No. 53

Rowland & Clark Theatres

MANOR
THEATRE
MURRY AVE.

Twelve

Does

a Long Line

Pay?

A long line outside your door may look like fine

business to you—but just how does this line affect

your business?

Many men and women object to standing in line.

Will they wait? Will they get in line? Or will

they go where they can get into the theatre?

Globe Tickets in Books help you to eliminate the
line at your box office, and at the same time build

up business.

GLOBE TICKET COMPANY
116 N. 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Los Angeles New York San Francisco

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
LATEST IN PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Patents Applied For

(Re-

’St)

CUTS PROJECTION COST 75%
10 to 25 amperes with D. C. or 25 to 35 amperes with A. C. equals present screen

illumination using 80 amperes and over.

ELMINATES ALL CONDENSERS
AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROL

Guarantees correct maintenance of arc with either direct or alternating current.

Special Stereopticon Attachment
STANDARD HIGH GRADE EQUIPMENT

Manufactured under Special Agreement: Rheostats—Ward Leonard Electric
Co.; Transformers—American Transformer Co.; Reflectors—Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.; Motors—Robbins & Myers Co.

We Guarantee All Equipment
OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN MIDDLE WEST:

Exhibitors Supply Company, Inc.
CHICAGO CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS

MILWAUKEE OMAHA DENVER

For Particulars Write Your Supply House or

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC CORPORATION
24 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

H.
°<3
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Index to Photoplays

Accompanying list includes, in addition to pictures announced for release during November and December, all productions on which
reviews were published during this period, the date of issue containing this information being also shown. Where such reference is omitted,

information will probably appear in next volume.
Serials are indexed under general title. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects listed are five-reel dramas.

Great care has been used to make this information as accurate as possible. If any errors are detected, we would appreciate having
our attention called to them, so that our card index may be corrected.

If information is desired regarding any picture, either previously released or forthcoming, which is not included in this list, we will

be pleased to furnish same on request.

A
Anna Christie (7.631 feet) (Based on Eugene

O'Neill's play) (Blanche Sweet) (Directed by
John Griffith Wray) (First National—Ince
Production) (Review—December 1).

April Showers (6,350 feet) (Featured Cast) (Di-
rected by Tom Forman) (Preferred Pictures)
(Review—November 17).

Around the World in the Speejacks (6 reels)
(Paramount) (Review—December 1).

B
Barefoot Boy (5,913 feet) (Based on poem by J.

G. Whittier) (Featured Cast) (Directed by
David Kirkland) (C. B. C.) (Review—No-
vember 21).

Barnyard Romeo, A (1 reel) (Pathe—Aesop's
Fable Cartoon) (Review

—

November 3).

Be My Guest (1 reel) (Neely Edwards) (Uni-
versal—Comedy) (Review

—

November 3).

Best Man Wins (1 reel) (Pathe

—

Cartoon) (Re-
view—December 29).

Big Dan (5,931 feet) (Charles Jones) (Directed
by William Wellman) (Fox) (Review—-No-
vember 10).

Black and Blue (2 reels) (Educational—Christie
Comedy) (Review—December 8).

Blow Your Own Horn (6,315 feet) (Based on play
by Owen Davis) (Featured Cast) (Directed
by James W. Horne) (F. B. O.) (Review—
November 10).

Bottom of the Sea, The (1 reel) (Educational—
Hodge Podge) (Review—December 1).

Boy of Mine (7 reels) (Based on story by Booth
Tarkington) (Ben Alexander) (Directed by
William Beaudine) (First National) (Review
—December 8).

breaking into Society (4,112 feet) (Bull Montana
—Star) (F. B. O.) (Story and Direction by
TTunt Stromberg) (Review—December 29)

* JLighl-s -oi Broadway (6,700 feet) (Doris

nyon) (Directed by Webster Campbell)
ncipal Pictures) (Review—November 3).

the Line (2 reels) (Buddy Messinger)
>rsal—Century Comedy) (Review—De-
ar 22).

C
all of the Canyon (6,993 feet) (Featured Cast)

(Based on novel by Zane Grey) (Directed by*

Victor Fleming) (Paramount) (Review—De-
cember 29).

of the Wagon (2 reels) (Educational—
Christie Comedy) (Review—December 22).

’ame Back, The (1 reel) (Pathe—Aesop's
uxG Cartoon) (Review—December 15).

nasing Wealth (1 reel) (Universal) (Review

—

December 29).

Cloisters in the Clouds (1 reel) (Fox—Educa-
tional) (Review—November 24).

Code of the Mounted (2 reels) (Universal—West-
ern) (Review—November 3).

Comedy of Terrors (2 reels) (Episode of “Fight-
ing Flood” series) (F. B. O.) (Review—No-
vember 17).

lommon Law (7,500 feet) (Based on novel by
Robert W. Chambers) (Corinne Griffith) (Di-

rected by George Archibaud) (Selznick

(Review

—

November 10).

orn-Fed Sleuth, The (2 reels) (Jack Earle) (Uni-

versal

—

Century Comedy) (Review—Decem-
ber 8).

juntry Kid (6,300 feet) (Wesley Barry) (Di-

rected by William Beaudine) (Warner
Brothers) (Review—November 10).

rooked Alley, The (4,900 feet) (Laura LaPlante)

(Directed by Robert F. Hill) (Universal)

(Review—December 1).

Cupid’s Fireman (5 reels) (Charles Jones—Star)

(Based on story by Richard Harding Davis

“Andy McGee’s Chorus Girl”) (Fox) (Re-

view—December 29).

D
ance or Die (2 reels) (Fox—Sunshine Comedy)

Review—November 24).

ger Ahead (5 reels) (Richard Talmadge)

(Directed by W. K. Howard) (I’bil Gold-
stone) (Review—December 29).

Dangerous Maid, The (7,337 feet) (Constance
Talmadge) (First National) (Based on novel,
“Barbara Winslow—Rebel,” by Elizabeth
Ellis) (Directed by Victor Heerman) (Review
December 22).

Daniel Boone (Fourth of “Chronicle of America"
Series) (3 reels) (Pathe) (Review—December
29).

Dare-Devil, The (2 reels) (Ben Turpin) (Pathe

—

Mack Sennett Comedy) (Review—Novem-
November 24).

Dark Knight, The (2 reels) (Joe Rock) (Grand

—

Asher) (Review—December 1).

Darkest Hour, The (2 reels) (Pathe—Spot Family
Comedy) (Review—December 29).

Darling of New York (6,260 feet) (Baby Peggy)
(Directed by King Baggot) (Universal

—

Jewel) (Review—November 3).

Dark Horse, A (1 reel) (Pathe—Aesop’s Fable
Cartoon) (Review—December 8).

David Copperfield (6,282 feet) (Based on novel by
Charles Dickens) (Featured Cast) (Directed
by A. W. Saundberg) (Associated Exhibitors)
(Review—November 17).

Day of Faith (6,557 feet) (Based on story by Ar-
thur Somers Roche) (Eleanor Boardman)
(Directed by Tod Browning) (Goldwyn) (Re-
view—December 8).

Dear Ol’ Pal (1 reel) (Snub Pollard) (Paul Par-
rott) (Pathe—Comedy) (Review—November
10 ).

Derby Day (2 reels) (Pathe—“Our Gang” Com-
edy) (Review—November 17).

Discontent (1 reel) (Educational)—Robert C.

Bruce Wilderness Tale) (Review—Novem-
ber 3).

Don't Hesitate (1 reel) (Educational—Cameo)
(RcG-vr December 29).

Down in the Ships tu C«e' (2 reels) (Pal—Dog
star) (Universal—Century Comedy) (Review

—

November 17).

Do Women Pay? (1 reel) (Pathe—Aesop’s Fable
Cartoon) (Review—November 10).

Dutch Treat, A (1 reel) (Fox—Educational
Film) (Review—December 29).

E
Eternal City (7,800 feet) (Based on novel by Hall

Caine) (Featured Cast) (Directed by George
Fitzmaurice) (First National) (Review—De-
cember 1).

Exit Caeser (2 reels) (Educational—Mermaid
Comedy) (Review—December 8).

F
Farmer A1 Falfa’s Pet Cat (1 reel) (Pathe

—

Aesop’s Fable Cartoon) (Review—Novem-
ber 17).

Fashionable Fakers (5,000 feet) (Johnnie Walker)
(Directed by William Worthington) (F. B.

O.) (Review—December 15).

Fashion Follies (2 reels) (Universal—Century
Comedy) (Review—November 3).

Fashion Row (7,300 feet) (Mae Murray) (Di-

rected by Robert Z. Leonard) (Metro) (Re-
view—December 8).

Film Foolish (1 reel) (Educational—Cameo
Comedy) (Review—December 15).

Five-Fifteen (1 reel) (Pathe—Aesop's Fable Car-

toon) (Review—December 1).

Five Orphans of the Storm (1 reel) (Pathe—Car-

toon) (Review—December 29).

Flaming Youth (8,434 feet) (Based on novel by
Warner Fabian) (Colleen Moore) (Directed

by John Francis Dillon) (First National)

(Review—November 24).

Flip Flops (2 reels) (Pathe—Comedy) (Review—
December 1).

Flying Finance (2 reels) (Educational—Mermaid)
(Review—December 29).

Forgive and Forget (5,877 feet) (Estelle Taylor)

(Directed by Howard M. Mitchell) (C. B. C.)

(Review—November 10).

Fully Insured (1 reel) (Pathe—Comedy) (Review

—December 15).

G
Ghost City, The (Serial) (Pete Morrison, Mar-

garet Morris) (Universal) (Review—Decem-
ber 8).

Girls and Records (1 reel) (Pathe—Sportlight)
( Review—December 29).

Gold Madness (5,860 feet) (Adapted from James
Oliver Curwood's magazine story, “The Man
From Ten Strike”) (Guy Bates Post) (Di-
rected by Robert T. Thornby) (Principal Pic-
tures) (Review—November 3).

Golfmania (2 reels) (Universal—Century Com-
edy) (Review—November 10).

Go West (1 reel) (Pathe—“Dippy-Do-Dads”
Comedy) (Review—November 24).

Gown Shop, The (2 reels) (Larry Semon) (Vita-
graph) (Review—November 17).

Great Outdoors, The (2 reels) (Pathe—“Spat Fam-
ily” Comedy) (Review—December 8).

H
Half-A-Dollar-Bill (5,700 feet) (Anna Q. Nilsson)

(Directed by W. S. Van Dyke) (Metro) (Re-
view—December 15).

Hang On (1 reel) (Educational—Cameo Comedy)
(Review—November 17).

Hansel and Gretel (2 reels) (Baby Peggy—Start
(Universal—Century) (Review—December 29).

Happy-Go-Luckies (1 reel) (Pathe—Aesop's Fable
Cartoon) (Review—November 24).

Heads Up (1 reel) (Educational—Cameo Comedy)
(Review—November 10).

Held to Answer (5,601 feet) (House Peters) (Di-

rected by Harold Shaw) (Metro) (Review

—

November 3).

Her Temporary Husband (6,723 feet) (Sidney
Chaplin—Owen Moore) (First National) (Di-

rected by John F. McDermott) (Review—De-
cember 22).

His Children's Children (8.300 feet) (Based on
novel by Arthur Train) (Featured Cast) (Di-

rected by Sam Wood) (Paramount) /Review
—November 17).

His Mystery Girl (4,4S7 feet) (Herbert Rawlinso
Star) (Directed by R. F. Hill) (Universal)

(Review—December 29).

Hollywood Bound (2 reels) (Sid Smith) (Grand

—

Asher) (Review—December 1).

Home Again (1 reel) (Educational—Song Series)

(Review—December 15).

Horseshoes (2 reels) (Larry Semon) (Vitagraph)

(Review—December 22).

Hot Sparks (1 reel) (Educational—Cameo Com-
edy) Review—November 24).

Hustlin’ Hank (2 reels) (Will Rogers) (Pathe—
Comedy) (Review—November 10).

I

Idea Man. The (1 reel) (Bert Roach) (Universal-

Comedy) (Review—November 17).

Income Tax Collector, The (2 reels) (Lew_ Brice)

(Fox—Comedy) (Review—December 15).

Inbad, the Sailor (2 reels) (Pathe—Sennett Com-
edy) (Review—December 29).

In Search of a Thrill (5,500 feet) (Based on story,

“The Spirit of the Road”) (Viola Dana) (Di-

rected by Oscar Apfel) (Metro) (Review

—

November 3).

In the Palace of the King (9.000 feet! (Based on

novel by F. Marion Crawfordj) (Blanche

Sweet) (Directed by Emmett Flynn) (Gold-

wyn) (Review—December 15).

It's a Boy (1 reel) (Snub Pollard—Start (Pathe)

(Review—December 29).

J

Jamestown (4 reels) (“Chronicles of America"

series) (Pathe) (Review—November 3).

Jealous Husbands (6,500 feet) (Directed by

Maurice Torneur (First National) (Re-

view—December 29).

Join the Circus (2 reels) (Pathe—“Our Gang"
Comedy) (Review—December S).
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K
Kidding Kate (2 reels) (Dorothy Devore) (Edu-

cational—Christie Comedy) (Review

—

Decem-
ber 1).

li

Last Stand of the Red Man (1 reel) (Vitagraph—
Urban) (Review—December 29).

Lady of Quality (8,640 feet) (Virginia Valle)

(Based on novel by Frances Hodgson Bur-
nett) (Directed by Hubart Henley) (Univer-

sal—Jewel) (Review—December 22).

Leavenworth Case, The (5,40C feet) (Based on
novel by Anna Katherine Green) (Seena
Owan) (Directed by Charles Giblyn) (Vita-

graph) (Review—November 24).

Let’s Go (5,198 feet) (Richard Talmadge) (Di-

rected by William K. Howard) (Truart) (Re-
view—November 17).

Lightning Love (2 reels) (Larry Semon) (Vita-

graph—Comedy) (Review

—

November 17).

Light That Failed (7,013 feet) (Adapted from
novel by Rudyard Kipling) (Featured Cast)
(Directed by George Melford) (Paramount)
(Review

—

December 15).

Liquid Lava (1 reel) (Educational—Hodge
Podge) (Review—December 22).

Long Live the King (9.3G4 feet) (Jackie Coogan)
(Based on story by Mary Roberts Rinehart)
(Directed by Victor Shertzinger) (Metro)
(Review—November 10).

Love Pirate (4,900 feet) (Carmel Myers) Di-
rected by Richard Thomas) (F. B. O.) (Re-
view—November 17).

Lovey Dovey (1 reel) (Pathe—“Dippy-Do-Dads”
Comedy) (Review—December 22).

Lucky Rube (2 reels) (Sid Smith) (Grand—Asher)
(Review—November 10).

Lucretia Lombard or Flaming Passion (7,500 feet)

(Featured Cast) (Based on novel by Kath-
erine Morris) (Warner Brothers) (Directed
by Jack Conway) (Review—December 22).

M
Mailman, The (7,160 feet) (Ralph Lewis) (F. B.

O.) (Directed by Emory Johnson) (Review—
December 8).

Man From Brodney’s (7,100 feet) (Based on novel
by George Barr McCutcheon) (J. Warren
Kerrigan) (Directed by David M. Smith)
(Vitagraph) (Review—December 8).

Mark It Paid (2 reels) (Joe Rock) (Grand

—

Asher) (Review—November 10).

Marriage Market, The (6.297 feet) (Directed by E.

J. Le Saint) (C. B. C.) (Review—December
29).

Mask of Lopez, The (4,900 feet) (Fred Thomson)
(Directed by Albert Rogell) (Monogram Pic-
tures) (Review—November 24).

Matter of Policy, A (1 reel) (Neely Edwards)
(Universal—Comedy) (Review—December 8).

Maytime (7,500 feet) (Based on play by Rida
Johnson Young) (Featured Cast) (Directed
by Gasnier) (Preferred Pictures) (Review—
December 8).

Memories (1 reel) (Educational—“Sing Them
Again” series) (Review—November 24).

"ten in the Raw (4,313 feet) (Jack Hoxie) (Di-
rected by George Marshall) (Universal) (Re-

/
view—November 10).

I Merchant of Menace (2 reels) (F. B. O.
—“Fight-

ing Blood”) (Review—December 15).

Midsummer Night's Scream (2 reels) (F. B. O.

—

“Fighting Blood” series) (Review—Decem-
ber 15).

Miles of Smiles (2 reels) (Baby Peggy) (Uni-
versal—Century Comedy) (Review—Decem-
ber 1).

Million to Burn, A (4,556 feet) (Herbert Rawlin-
son) (Directed by William Parke) (Universal)
(Review—November 3).

Miracle Makers, The (5,834 feet) (Leah Baird)
(Associated Exhibitors) (Directed by W. S.

Van Dyke) (Review—December 22).

Modern Banking (1 reel) (Vitagraph—Urban)
Review—December 22).

Modern Matrimony (4,960 feet) (Owen Moore)
(Directed by Victor Heerman) (Selznick)
(Review—November 3).

Mother’s Joy (2 reels) (Stan Laurel) (Pathe

—

Comedy) (Review—December 22).

Movie Fantasy, A (1 reel) (Hy Mayer Cartoon)
(Universal) (Review—December 22).

My Boy Bill (1 reel) (Educational—Bruce Wil-
derness Tales) (Review—Deccember 1).

N
e
\\(Near Lady, The (4,812 feet) (Gladys Walton) (Di-

‘i YfS rected by Herbert Blache) (Universal) (Re-
view—December 15).

vsprint Paper (1 reel) (Vitagraph—Urban)
iYA' (Review—December 22).

No Loafing (2 reels) (“Poodles” Hanaford) (Edu-
cational—Tuxedo Comedy) (Review—Novem-
ber 24).

No Parking Aloud (1 reel) (Nealy Edwards)
(Universal—Comedy) (Review—November 24).

O

r
Old Fool, The (6,147 “eet) (Directed by E. D.

Venturini) (Hodkinson) (Review—December
29).

On the Banks of the Wabash (7,156 feet) (Based
on the song by Paul Dresser) (Mary Carr)

(Directed by J. Stuart Blackton) (Vita-

graph) (Review—November 3).

One Cylinder Love (2 reels) (Pathe—Mack Sen-
nett Comedy) (Review—November 3).

Our Hospitality (6,220 feet) (Based on story by
Jen Havez, Joe Mitchell and Clyde Bruckman)
(Buster Keaton), Directed by Buster Keaton
and Jack Blystone) (Metro) (Review—Novem-
ber 24).

Over the Fence (2 reels) (Educational—Juvenile

Comedy) (Review—December 15).

P
Pathe Reviek (Issued Weekly) (1 reel each)

(Reviewed in each issue).

Payroll Thief, The (2 reels) (Jack Mower, Elinor
Field) (Universal—Western) (Review—No-
vember 24).

Perfect 36, A (2 reels) (Bobby Vernon) (Educa-
tional—Christie Comedy) (Review—Novem-
ber 17).

Pleasure Mad (7,547 feet) (Based on novel, “The
Valley of Content,” by Blanche Upwright)
(Mary Alden) (Directed by Reginald Barker)
(Metro) (Review—November 24).

R
Red Warning (4,759 feet) (Jack Hoxie) (Directed

by Robert North Bradbury) (Universal) (Re-
view—December 15).

Reno (7 reels) (Based on story by Rupert
Hughes) (Goldwyn) (Directed by Rupert
Hughes) (Review—December 22).

Richard the Lion Hearted (7,298 feet) (Adapted
from Sir Walter Scott’s novel, “The Talis-

man”) (Wallace Beery) (Directed by Chet
Withey) (Allied Producers and Distributors)
(Review—November 3).

Rough Sailing (2 reels) (Fox) (Reviewed—De-
cember 29).

Roughing It (2 reels) (Pathe—Spat Family Com-
edy) (Review—November 3).

Rustlin’ Buster (Jack Morris— Star) (Universal
—Western) (Review—December 29).

S

Satin Girl (5,591 feet) (Mabel Forrest) (Directed
by Arthur Rosson) (Grand—Asher) (Review
—December 8).

Save the Ship (1 reel) (Stan Laurel) (Pathe

—

Comedy) (Review—November 24).

Scorching Sands (1 reel) (Stan Laurel) (Pathe

—

Comedy) (Review—December 8).

Shepherd King, The (8,500 feet) (Based on play
by Wright Larmer and Arnold Reeves) (Di-
rected by J. Gordon Edwards) (Fox) (Re-
view—December 22).

She’s A He (2 reels) (Buddy Messinger) (Uni-
versal—Century Comedy) (Review—Novem-
ber 24).

Six-Cylinder Love (7,000 feet) (Ernest Truex)
(Based on play by William Anthony Mc-
Guire) (Directed by Elmer Clifton) (Review
—December 22).

Slave of Desire (6,673 feet) (Based on story, “The
Magic Skin,” by Honore de Balzac) (George
Walsh) (Directed by George D. Baker) (Gold-
wyn) (Review—December 15).

Snooky’s Covered Wagon (2 reels) (Educational
—Animal Comedy) (Review—December 15).

Soilers, The (2 reels) (Stan Laurel) (Pathe

—

Comedy) (Review—November 24).

So Long Sultan (1 reel) (Universal Comedy)
(Review—November 10).

Southbound Limited (2 reels) (Monte Banks)
(Grand—Asher) (Review—November 10).

South Sea Love (4,168 feet) (Shirley Mason) (Di-
rected by David Solomon) (Fox) (Review

—

December 15).

Steadfast Heart (7 reels) (Featured Cast) (Di-
rected by Sheridan Hall) (Goldwyn) (Re-
view—November 24).

Stephen Steps Out (5,152 feet) (Based on story,
“The Grand Cross of the Crescent,” by Rich-
ard Harding Davis) (Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.)

(Directed by Joseph Henabery) (Paramount)
(Review—December 1).

Sunday Calm (2 reels) (Pathe—“Our Gang” Com-
edy) (Review—December 15).

T
Taming of the Shrewd (2 reels) (F. B. O.

—

“Fighting Blood” series) (Review—Novem-
ber 3).

Tango Cavalier (George Larkin) (Aywon) (Re-
view—November 3).

Taxi Please (2 reels) (Monte Banks) (Grand

—

Asher) (Review—December 1).

Temple of Venus (8,000 feet) (Featured Cast)
(Directed by Henry Otto) (Fox) (Review

—

November 10).

This Freedom (7,000 feet) (Based on novel by
A. S. M. Hutchinson) (Featured Cast) (Di-
rected by Dennison Clift) (Fox) (Review

—

December 8'
,

' T

Three Cheers (2 reels) (Educational—Juvenile
Comedy) (Review—November 3).

Thundergate (6,565 feet) (Based on story by Sid-

ney H. Small) (Owen Moore) (Directed by
Joseph De Grasse) (First National) (Review
—December 15).

Thrill Chaser, The (5,196 feet) (Hoot Gibson)
(Directed by Edward Sedgwick) (Universal)

(Review—December 1).

Tiger Rose (8,000 feet) (Based on stage play by
Willard Mack and David Belasco) (Lenore
Ulric) (Directed by Sidney Franklin)
(Warner Brothers) (Review—December 15).

Tipped Off (4,284 feet) (Featured Cast) (Directed

by Finis Fox) (Playgoers) (Review—Novem-
ber 3).

To the Ladies (6,268 feet) (Based on play by G.

S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly) (Theodore
Roberts) (Directed by James Cruze) (Para-
mount) (Review—December 8).

Twenty-One (6,500 feet) (Richard Barthelmess)
(Directed by John S. Robertson) (First Na-
tional) (Review—December 1).

Twilight Trail (2 reels) (Margaret Morris) (Uni-
versal—Western) (Review—November 10).

U
Uncensored Movie (2 reels) (Will Rogers) (Pathe
—Comedy) (Review—December 1).

Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Lee Moran) (Educational

—

Mermaid) (Review—November 10).

Under Covers (1 reel) (Cliff Bowes) (Educational
—Cameo Comedy) (Review—December 1).

Under the Red Robe (12,000 feet) (Based on novel
by Stanley Weyman) (Featured Cast) (De-
rected by Alan Crosland) (Cosmopolitan) (Re-
view—November 24).

Under the White Robe (1 reel) (Universal—Com-
edy) (Review—December 22).

Universities of the World (1 reel) (Fox—Edu-
cational) (Review—December 8).

Unknown Purple, The (6,950 feet) (Based on the
stage play by Roland West and Carlyle
Moore) (Henry Walthall) (Directed by Ro-
land West) (Truart) (Review—December 8).

Unseeing Eyes (8,500 feet) (Lionel Barrymore)
(Directed by E. H. Griffith) (Goldwyn—Cos-
mopolitan) (Review—November 3).

Up In the Air (2 reels) (Charles Conklin, Harry
Sweet) (Fox—Comedy) (Review—Novem-
ber 10).

V
Vincennes (3 reels) (Pathe’s Historical Series)

(Review—December 1).

Virginian, The (8,010 feet) (Based on novel by
Owen Wister) (Kenneth Harlan) (Directed by
Tom Forman) (Preferred Pictures) (Review

—

November 24).

W
Wages of Cinema, The (2 reels) (F. B.

“Fighting Blood”) (Review—November
Wanters (6,871 feet) (Based on story by

Burton Wells) (Marie Prevost) (Dirf

John M. Stahl) (First National)
December 8).

Way Men Love (7,541 feet) (Elliott D
rected by R. William Neill) <

Prod.) (Review—November 1

Way of a Man, The (9,000 feet) (Ba
by Emerson Hough) (Featured C
(Directed by George B. Seitz) (Rf
vember 24).

Way of Man, The (Pathe—Serial) (Review-
cember 22).

Wet and Weary (2 reels) (Fox—Comedy
view—December 1).

When Odds Are Even (4,284 feet) (Willi—
sell) (Directed by James Flood) (Fox) (Re-
view—December 1).

Whipping Boss, The (5,800 feet) (Featured Cast)

(Directed by J. P. McGowan) (Monogram
Pictures) (Review—December 8).

White Tiger, The (7,177 feet) (Priscilla Dean)
(Directed by Tod Browning) (Universal) (Re-
view—November 24).

Whole Truth, The (1 reel) (Stan Laurel) (Pathe
—Comedy) (Review—November 3).

Why Elephants Leave Home (2 reels) (Pathe

—

Animal) (Review—December 1).

Wife’s Romance (6 reels) (Based on novel by H.
W. Roberts) (Clara Kimball Young) l

'TV 'tod

by Thomas Heffron) (Metro) (R
vember 3).

Wild and Woolly (1 reel) (Path
view—December 1).

Wild Bill Hickok (6,893 feet)

(Directed by Clifford F

(Review—December 1).

Woman-Proof (7,687 feet)

George Ade) (Thomas
Alfred Greene) (P
vember 10),

You Can’t Get Awa'
Marmont) fr

(Fox) (*>
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MOVING PICTURE WORLD

SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION -PERFECTION

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS

INSULATED FROM ADJA-
CENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO

OUTER AIR.

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN SEPARATE COMPART-

MENT.

THERMONON
GREATEST HEAT RETARD

ANT OF THE AGE.

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION

of THERMONON
COMPLETELY SURROUNDS

EACH REEL.

UNIT BASE

UNIT HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF THERMONON CON-
DITIONS, PRESERVES AND
GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE

OF FILM.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY

AROUND DOORS.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
EXPANDED IN HEIGHT AND

WIDTH.

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSI-
TIVELY HOLDS DOORS

CLOSED

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMAT-
ICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

FILM.

BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE. EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

FINISHED.

THE FILM-SAFE IS THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION. EACH REEL IS IN

A SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,

VENTED TO- THE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film-Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, U. S. A.
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